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New Pub
Manager·
for SAC
The University of Windsor
Pub is under new manage·
ment, hut this time they've
hired a professional. Les
Men ear, a former Bridge
House employee, has been
hired as Pub manager.
SAC Finance Commissioner
Dave Sayers says that this year
the Pub will be 'cleaned up
financially.' Last year the Pub
lost an alleged $11:,000
according to ,the SAC's
financial audit. A , new system
of internal controls has been
established to put an end to
large pub losses.
According to Sayers and
Menear the University administration has finaqced the
remodellu of a ne - ser me
area for the Pub in the
l>asement of the University
Centre Building. At . this
writing the construction of the
area should be completed by
September 8, in time for
opening day of the 1972-73
season.

-

"WHO SAYS UNIVERSITY LIFE IS SO BAD?" Editor Gord Gilmour says "Glad to see you 're back".

Student Publications seek staff
by CHARLES RUSAK
Once again this year the
student media on campus are
engaged in staff drives. The
student media here includes
the University of Windsor
newspaper, The
Lance;
CSRW, a closed circuit radio
station; a yearbook, The
Ambassador; and Generation,
a literary supplement.
This year The Lance will
only publish once a week.
Editor Gord Gi1mour says that
although the number of issues
has
been
curtailed
to
accommodate slumping SAC
finances, The Lance will try to
provide more diverse articles
this year which will hopefully
attract more student interest.
He said, "In sho~t the LanceSAC feud which has pervaded
the P.ages of the paper for the

past two years is dead. This
year we are going- to try reach
more students with issues that
they're really in.terested in."
Gilmour added that The
Lance needs sports staff,
newswriters, serious film and
book
reviewers,
and
photographers. In addition to
regular staffers, The Lance is
open to any studel)t who
wishes to submit a letter to the
editor, a longer opinion piece
for the page opposite the
editorial page, or literary
endeavours for publication in
The
Lance's
literary
supplement, The Seed-at-Zero.
Yearbook editor Thaddeus
Holownia is seeking skilled
photographers and other
imaginative types to work on
Ambassador '73. Generation
editor Ray Belcourt is looking

for poetry, artwork, and short

prose pieces for publication
late in the school year.
Belcourt is also in charge of
The Lance's Seed-at-Zero
·section this year.
Students interested in the
campus radio station should
get in touch with radio station
manager Geoff Schmitz at his
office in the basement of the
University Centre.
Students who want to join
any or' the above publications
should come to The Lance
offices on the second floor of
the
University
Centre.
Recruiting is now in progress
for all publications. The Lance
is especially in need of staff at
the present time, however.
"Once again and as always
newswriters are the key",
according to Gilmour. "This

year everyone who comes to
work for The Lance will start
out in the news department.
In the coming year The
Lance will be running .news
~nd feature articles on such
diverse subjects as the federal
election, a haunted house, the
proposed fee strike, dope on
and off campus, and in
addition extra features from
Canadian University Press.
Anyone
with
features
experience contact The Lance.

demand. With an obvious
trend away from the dated oncampus residence life style the
number of homeless students
increases yearly.
James McGrath, manager of
off-c~mpus housing feels that
the situation is only worsened
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by the University area
lan.d lords "ripping-off" the
students by charging, on the
whole, relatively high rates.
Apartments located reasonably
near to the school ask for on
the average of $180 for two
bedroom apartments iri houses
and $200 monthly in the more
recently constructed apartment
buildings.
The off-campus housing
office is located on the second
floor of the University Centre
and their assistance in locating
l'P.sidences and scalpers is free.
- ~'

Menear says that this year
waiters and waitresses will be
required to undergo a training
course before working at the
Pub. Students interested in
applying for positions at the
Pub should approach Menear
at his office in the Grotto of the
University Centre.
Also beginning this year the
Pub will off er a food service in
co-operation with Beaver
Foods. The food service will be
offered ~ll day at ' the Pub
which will be running this year
six days a week.

Student Housing Office Busy
Once again students looking
for off-campus housing are
going to find the search for
suitable habitats continually
harder. The biggest problem
facing those looking for a home
away from home is that the
supply just doesn't meet the

Sayers says that the new
service area · will provide for
better internal control over
both cash and inventory. This
year the Pub will be a selfservice operation ·during nonbusy hours while waiters and
waitresses will still be on the
floor during peak periods of
operation.

Les Menear
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Services Commissioner's Report
This year's Orientation Programme under the
direction of Services Commissioner Tony Perri,
who has.been helped extensively by Lou Mosna,
will be somewhat different than former years.
Because of monetary problems which have
plagued past Orientation programmes, Mr.
Perri has not allocated large sums of money for
numerous events which very few people will
likely attend. It appears evident that Perri does
not want to lose muney on Orientation which
first of all ·this year's Council cannot afford,
second of all, would also leave very limited
funds for other festivities for the Services Commissioner's budget throughout the rest of the
year. Instead, he has presented a programme
which will cost one third less than that of last
year's programme and yet it still offers all the
opportunity for returning students to have some
good times, see some old friends and make some
new ones. Having worked on last year's
Orientation, Perri is well aware of the problems
incurred then and has eliminated most of them.
A major problem brought ·to his attention was
one of insufficient counselling for students after

Tony Perri

classes started, so, in conjunction with r, he
different departments and faculties, he ~1as
~stablished an extensive . counselling programme. Perri feels that this year's activities
planned will not interfere with the students
getting his courses straight and " getting his
head together."
When interviewed earlier this year, Mr. Perri
said at that time, "I hope to plan this year's
activities on a nature that if the student doesn't
have anything to do, he can come and have fun
at one of our planned events but not dn a big
enough scale whereas it would distract him from
getting his academic affairs settled first.' '
Perri has also established a committee so as to
give him a broader idea as to student needs.
This is something which was lacking at the
planning of last year's Orientation. Perri invites
any students who wish to become a member of
this committee to contact him in the SAC office.
Perri was quoted as saying that he once told
an American friend, "Ask not what Orientation
can do for you but what you can do for it."

From the Director of Athletics

Sports Program Active and Open to . All
by Dr. Dick Moriarity
Organization and Administration
The sports program is an integral part of the Faculty . of
Physical and Health Education. · Within the framework of the
Faculty of Physical and Health Education are the academic and
research programs leading to a Bachelor of Physical and Health
Education degree and a Master of Physical Education degree,
and the sports program covering intercollegiate, intramural,
service and recreation programs. Most members of the faculty
and staff of the Faculty of Physical and Health Education, in
addition to their teaching and research work, also have responsibilities in various phases of the sports program, administering,
instructing, or coaching in the service, intramural or intercollegiate programs. Similarly, facilities and equipment are
available to provide a service to the general university
community. Thus the university students are assured the best in
educational spo~ _
·
Spectator Admission
Full-time University of Windsor students are admitted to all
regularly-scheduled home intercollegiate events, within the limits
of available seating, upon presentation of their identification
cards. I.D. cards are not transferable and the penalty for illegal
use is loss of athletic privileges and a fine. Off-campus activities
in rented facilities require an admission charge.
Good Sportsmanship and Spectator Conduct
CIAU and OUAA regulations make the home team responsible
not only for player conduct but also for the behaviour of fans.
. Unsportsmanlike behaviour by fans can result in forfeiture of a
game in extreme cases and in all cases has a negative effect on
Lancer and Lancerette team performance and image. Positive
cheering at home and on the road is appreciated by Windsor
athletes and will enhance team performance and continue the
· fine reputation of the University of Windsor in sporting circles.
Let's make Windsor the home of good sportsmanship as well as
championship effort.
Eligibility
All full-time students at the University of Windsor are eligible
for participation in the university's athletic program subject to
the constitution and by-laws of the University of Windsor men's
and women's intramural councils and the constitution and bylaws of the intercollegiate leagues to which the University of
Windsor belongs.
OU AA and OWIAA eligibility for intercollegiate sports require
that the competitors be fu11-time registered students in a program
leading to a recognized 4egree. Five years of athletic eligibility
are allowed in OUAA and CIAU regulations.

Tl)e LaJ?Ce
EDITOR

Gordon Gilmour

The Lance is published weekly (Fridays) by and for the Student
Media, University of Windsor - Moyennes de Communication
des Etudionts, Universite de Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
Press offices are located on the second floor of the University
Centre. Subscription rates for non-students of the University of
Windsor are $5 per year.
Entered as second class mail at the Post Office of Canada The
Lance is a member of Canadian Press and Canadian Univ~rsity ·
Press. The opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the
student writer and not necessarily the University of Windsor or
the Student's Administrative Council.

Editorial: 253-4060, or253-4232, Ext. 153 Advertising: 253-4232, Ext. 326
Editor in Chief: 253-7665

Awards
An
extensive
list of
individual and team awards
are presented annually to
students participating in the
athletic program. The top
individual awards include ( 1)
the President's Shield and the
Banner Shield presented
annually to the outstanding
male and female athlete, ( 2)
the
DeMarco
Trophy
presented annually to the top
male student and the top
female student who in their
undergraduate years be's t
combine athletic activity with
scholastic achievement, ( 3) the
University of Windsor "A"
award presented annually to
persons who have contributed
most to the
planning,
organization , prestige and
calibre of sports at the U niversity of Windsor with emphasis
on a prolonged and diversified
effort, (4) Most Valuable
Participant awards in intercol- legiate sports (Lancer basketball, fencing, football, hockey,
swimming, track and field, and
wrestling) and Lancerette
(basketball, swimming syn-

chronized swimming, track
and field and volleyball). In
addition, the Dave West
Memorial Plaque is awarded
annually to the · top male a.nd
female student administrators.
Intramural awards include
the presentation of '.the Dr. Roy
Perry Trophy and the
Women's Intramural Championship Trophy to the units of
competition securing the most
points on the basis of achievement and participation. In
addition, individual intramural
awards are presented annually
to intramural athletes who
have participated extensively.
· Aims and Objectives
The immediate aim of
athletics at the University of
Windsor is to provide every
student with an opportunity to
participate in sports activity.
The program, which is drawn
up with the academic development of the student in ·mind,
affords an opportunity to learn
many new skills through the
Service Program and to
develop athletic ability, physical fitness, friendships . and
competitive spirit through the

Intramural and Intercollegiate
Programs for men and-women.
Students are also supplied with
an opportunity for executive
and administrative experience
by participation on the Men's
and Women ' s Intramural
Councils, the Intercollegiate
Liaison Committee or the
Student Athletic Administrators' Council. All of these
student groups advi~e and
assist in the development of the
University sports program.
The ultimate goal of the
sports program of the F acuity
of Physical and Health Education is to assist every student at
the University of Windsor in
achieving a well-rounded
university educ~tion. The
motto of the University of
Windsor, "Goodness, Discipline, Knowledge,'' suggests
university education includes
inseparable ethical, physical
and intellectual development.
In the spirit . of this motto,
participation by students in a
-university sports program is
not extracurricular, but rather
an integral part of their
education.

1972-73 Service Program
ACTIVITY
1.

ARCHERY

2.
3.
4.
5.

SELF-DEFENSE
FOR WOMEN
BASKETBALL
BOWLING CLINIC
FENCING

6.

GOLF

7.

IMPROVE YOUR
SWIMMING
JUDO

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

ROYAL LIFESAVING (Bronze
Medallion)
TENNIS

DATES

TIME

LOCATION

Wed.-Sept. 27
thru Nov. 29
Tues.-Sept. 26
thru Nov. 28
- to be announced - to be announced Tues. & Thurs.
Sept. 26 thru Oct. 19
Mon. thru Fri.
March 12-16
Mon. Oct. 2 thru
Fri. Oct. 13
Mon. & Thurs.
Oct. 2 thru Dec. 7
Mon. Sept. 25 thru
Fri. Oct. 13

9 PM- 10 PM

St. Denis Hall

7 PM-9 PM

Multi-Purpose Room
P&HE BuHding

7 PM-9 PM

7 PM- 9 PM

Classroom , St.
Denis Hall
St. Denis Hall

5 PM-6:30 PM

P&HE Pool

7:30-9:30 PM

St. Denis Hall

5 PM-6:30 PM

P&HE Pool

5 PM-6PM

University
Tennis Courts

7 PM-9 PM

Multi-Purpose Room
P&HE Bldg.

8 PM-10 PM

Multi-Purpose Room
P&HE Building

Mon. thru Fri.
Sept. 25-29
MODERN DANCE CLINIC - to be announced WRESTLING
- to be announced MODERN DANCE
Mon.-Oct. 2 thru
March 26
CURLING
- to be announced KARATE
Wed. & Fri.
Oct. 2-Dec. 6
Female: Wednesdays
FITNESS
Oct. 4-March 21
Male: Tues. & Thur. .
""- ' "-March 22

7 PM-8 PM
7 AM-9AM

Multi-Purpose Room
P&HE Building
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Orientation Schedule 1972
Mond~y, September l l
10: 00 Student Counselling - Ambassador Auditorium. Anyone wishing any
information on courses, profs or course exchange from faculty members or
students:
11 : 00 Field Day activities such as 3 legged races, pie eating contests. Anyone
wishing to participate or watch please come to mall area.
11 : 00 Student Cafeteria. Live Entertainment.
12: 00 Outdoor Bar-B-Q. Come eat outside under the sun.
1: 00 Assumption Lounge. Folk Singer Denise Martin.
1: 00 Beer Drinking Contest. Vanier Hall. Participants welcome. Come on over
and chug a bottle.
7: 00 & 9: 00 Math building. Amphitheatre-two showings of Mad Dogs &
Englishmen.
8-12 The Room will be open with local fqlk artists and for anyone wishing to
perform. St. Basil's Hall.
Night: Subway Elvis in the Pub.

Tuesday, September 12 .
10 : 00 Student Counselling - Ambassador Auditorium. Anyone wishing any
information on courses, profs or course exchange from faculty members or
students.
11 : 00 Field Day activities such as 3 legged races, pie eating contests, anyone
wishing to participate or just watch, please come to mall area.
11 : 00 Student Cafeteria. Live entertainment.
12: 00 Outdoor Bar-B-Q. Come eat outside under the sun.
l : 00 Beer Drinking Contest. Vanier Hall. Participants welcome. Come on over
and , chug a bottle.
1 : 00-6: 00 Iona College sponsoring Students Meet the Community at
Assumption Lounge. Presentations by representatives of City Council, Labour
Unions, cultural and religious groups, and many more. Brochures will be
available and discussion periods will be held.
7 :00 Poor People's Concert featuring the Perth County Conspiracy. Added
attraction will be Canada's "Young" and folk singer Ray Materick.
Admission is $1.99 available only at the door. First come first serve. Doors
open at 6:30 p.m.
/
8: 00-12 The Room will be open with local folk artists and for anyone wishing to
perform. St. Basil's Hall.
Night: Subway Elvis in the Pub.

Wednesday, September 13
9: 00 Club Day. Clubs on campus will be in the mall area directly in front of the
mall center. Anyone wishing to join any club or society or to find out any
information, can' do so in front of the center.
10 : 00 Student Counselling -'- Ambassador Auditorium. Anyone _wishing _an
information on courses, profs or course exchange from faculty members and
students.
11: 00 Field Day activities such as 3 legged races, pie eating contests. Anyone
wishing to participate or just watch, please come to the mall area.
11 : 00 Student Center Cafeteria. Live Entertainment.
12 :00 FREE outdoor Bar-B-Q. Front of MacDonald Hall. Free hamburgers, hot
dogs and corn roasts. Unlimited supply. Everyone welcome. Live
Entertainment. LABATT'S Balloon.
l : 00 Beer Drinking Contest. Vanier Hall. Participants welcome. Come on over
and chug a bottle.
2: 00 Assumption Lounge movies in colour. Indiannapolis 500, Grand Prix,
Grey Cup games and NHL Hockey playoffs.
8-12 The Room will be open with local folk artists and for anyone wishing to
perform. St. Basil's Hall.
Night: Subway Elvis in the Pub.

Ike and Tina Turner will be appearing Friday, September 15, at the football field
along with Seadog. The main concert of the week is expected to draw in ex cess of
five thousand people. Get your tickets early.

Thursday, September 14
9: 00 Flea Market. Many local boutiques will be displaying their goods in the
mall area directly in front of the Center. Anyone wishing to se.Il anything
please contact SAC office for your display table.
- 10 : 00-Student Counselling - Ambassador Auditorium. Anyone wishing any
information on courses, profs, or course exchange from faculty members or
students.
10: 00 Chess Tournament. All participants are welcome. Please come to the SAC
office and submit name.
11 : 00 Field Day Activities such as 3 legged races, pie eating co~tests, etc., please
come to the mall area.
11 : 00 Student Centre Cafeteria. Live Entertainment.
12:00 Outdoor Bar-B-Q. Come eat outside under the sun.
1 : 00 Beer 'Drinking Contest. Vanier Hall. Participants welcome. Come on over
and chug a bottle.
7: 00 Casino Night. This will give everyone a chance to earn some real cash and
cash in on some real fun.
Night: Subway Elvis in the Pub. Bring your bobby socks and rock to the tunes of
the SO's.

Friday, September 15
9: 00 Flea Market. Many local boutiques will be displaying their goods in the
mall area directly in front of the Center. Anyone wishing to sell anything
please contact SAC for table space.
10: 00 Student Counselling Ambassador Auditorium. Anyone wishing
information on courses, profs, or course exchange from faculty members and
students.
10: 00 Chess Tournament. All participants welcome. Please come to the SAC
office and submit your name.
11 : 00 Field Day Activities such as 3 legged races, pie eating contests. Please
come to the mall area.
11 : 00 Stud~nt Center Cafeteria. Live Entertainment.
12 :00 Outdoor Bar-B-Q. Come eat under the sun.
1 : 00 Beer Drinking Contest. Vanier Hall. Participants welcome. Come on· over
and chug a bottle.
7: 00 Main concert featuring the Ike and Tina Turner Revue (Sea Dog as added
Attract.) at the football field in the phys-ed complex on Huron Line. Advance
tickets on sale $3.00, $4.00 at the door.
7 : 00 Casino Night. This will give everyone a chance to earn some real cash and
cash in on some real fun.
Night: Subway Elvis in the Pub.

Saturday, September 16

_:..~ :"
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Seadog an up and coming Canadian group will be appearing with the Ik_e and
Tina Turner Revue on Friday, September 15. Tickets are $3.00 in· advance and
$4.00 at the door. _ -· .:

10: 00 Student Counselling Ambassador Auditorium. Anyone wishing
information on courses, profs, or course exchange from facu.J.ty members and
students . .
10: 00 Chess Tournament. All participants welcome. Please come to the SAC
office and submit your name.
,11 : 00 Field Day activities such as 3 legged races, pie eating contests are to be
held in the mall area.
11 : 00 Student Centre Cafeteria. Live Entertainment.
12 :OO 'Outdoor Bar-B-Q. Come and eat outside under the sun.
1 : 00 Beer Drinking Contest in Vanier Hall. Come on over and chug a bottle.
Participants welcome.
·
7: 30 Social Action Programme with Dr. Woodyard. Panel discussions on
economic and social actions.
Night: Subway Elvis in the Pub.
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rubin 's meet market
•

•

•

1nnovat1on
•

A few years ago, it seemed
that everyone was trying to get
into the boutique business. It represented an alternative to the
department store-type clothing
market, where confusion and
chaos were the order of the day,
and impen~onal contact between
high-pitched salesmen and customers left the shopper feeling
empty and estranged. Rather, the
boutique offer..ed the consumer
personal service, and a touch of .
the old fashioned, in his small,
intimate store.
What happened
to all of
those shops, that catered to the
so called 'counter-culture'? Some
can still be found downtown and
at the plazas; and malls, but the
others have either died off or
have grown into exactly what
they were trying to get away
from. Of those few, still around,
who haven't copped out of the
boutique ideal, one can still find,
that same intimate service at the
same rip-off prices.
Rubin's Meat Market, if you
don't already know, ·is (what
else) a meat market and a clothing store in the same building,
and only separated by a paper
thin wall.
On one side is Mr. H. Rubin
behind the meat counter, where
he's been for the past 43 years.
On the other side are Mr. Rubin's
two sons, Jack and Jerry, where
variety of unisex fashions in jeans
It wasn't much to look at
they've been selling clothes for
and slacks, and tops for both
when
they
first
moved
in.
"All
half a year.
sexes.
"Also we've ordered
we
had
were
a
few
pair
of
jeans,
Their beginning is very strange
dresses and skirts which will be
that would only fit a seven foot
indeed. Jack put it this way, "We
available in a few weeks; and we
started by selling on the road
man, and we didn't have any
still have a few overcoats left."
from a van,. at drive-ins. Like,
carpet on the floor only bare
The price is the best thing.
we'd go in, open our doors and
cement.
Rubin's has to offer for its cuspeople would come over, .and
"Things
have
drastically
look at what we had." Shortly
changed since those "trying _ tomers; especially for us patheafter everybody recognized them,
tically poor students. You can go
times", when we only made $5 a
and more and more people were
day."
in there and buy most brand
buying their stuff. They decided
Now they have carpeting in
name jeans and shirts without
they didn't want to sell on the
the store, cloth~s that fit, and
getting ripped off. Everything
lots of sausage to sell.
road anymore, and so they
sells for under the suggested reThe thing that makes Rubin's
wanted to set up business for
tail price; not a few cents under,
so unique is their clothing and
themselves. "We didn't have a
but usually a buck or two under.
their price_s. Unlike other boutiJack explained, "We'd rather see
store to go into, because of lack
ques, Rubin's does not specialize
you
leave
happy than go ,
of capital, and the meat store
but on the contrary contain a
somewhere else and get rippedwas the best thing we had."

off. We can · make money selling
in volume, and we can sell more
for a lower price."
Rubin stated that he can maintain goodwill with his customers,
by offering same-day alterations
for free, and hinted that th1s
together with low prices will
keep people coming back. He
added, "We can better serve the
public's needs because the owners
are there all the time.
As I was leaving I stopped and
spoke to Mr. RubiH Sr. I asked
him if he liked what was going
on next door. His reply was
"Why not, he has lotsa nice garls
goin in there - blonde one too."
Thanks for the warning.

(PAID AD)
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University students may vote where they live if ..
OTTAWA (CUP} -

University

students ' may

vote where they live while at school if the) consider
thl1 dwelling their "ordinary residence", Canada's
chief electoral officer said today (Sept. 12 l.
The statement by J.M. Hamel appeared to
contradict earlier indications that en mnerator
would hinder students attempting to register to
vote in their university constituencies in the
October 30 federal election.
"If a student tells the enumerator his ordinary
residence is room 105 in a certain university
residence, well that's it," he said. "We cannot ask
an\' more from a student than we can from any
other citizen. We don't ask other people for proof
of age or of citizenship. No more so can we ask for
proof that a student is really on his own. If a
student says he's on his own, then we 'II have to
accept that.''
Under the new Elections Act of 1970 students
lost the right to be enumerated in both their
y sellini
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by CANADIAN U IVERSITY PRESS
parents' home constituencies and in their
university ridings. Instead, Parliament gave them
the right to vote by proxy in their parents'
constituency if they couldn't be there on election
day.
Regulations from Hamel's office directed
enumerators to determine whether students living
"away from home" were "on their own". If they
were, they could vote in their university riding, but
if they were not they could be enumerated only at
thf"ir parents' home.
"All we are asking enumerators to do if they are
in doubt is to ask students if they would be ""illing
to take an oath about the location of their ordinary
residence if challenged on election day," Hamel
said in an interview.

"In Edmonton this morning we got a report that
authorities in a university residence said that 150
students might claim the building as their ordinary
residence, but now there will be as many as 700 on
thP Iist," he said.
"So residence authorities have nothing to do
with the result. They're just saving us the time
needed to knock on every residence door and
allowing us to allocate the appropriate number of
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How to get your flowing locks sheered in three easy Lessons: rhree. pass out to the tllne of "Raindrops Keep Falling On My
here's how! First, consume three bottles of hair tonic (choice of Head." Presto. change! When you wake up. you 're in the middle
three flavours). Then. wrap yourself in a Japanese kimono and of the U. of W. Flea Warket, trimmed courtesy of Hair's End.

· 10:00 Chess Tournament. All participants
welcome,. Please come to the SAC office and
submit your name.
• 11 :00 Field Day Activities such as 3 )egged
races, pie eating contests. Please come to the
mall area.
· 11 :00. Student Center Cafeteria. Live
Entertamment.
· 12:00 Outdoor Bar-B-Q. Come eat under the
sun.
• I: 00 Beer Drinking Contest. Vanier Hall.
Participants welcomf'. Come on over and chng
a bottle.
· 7: 00 Main concert featuring the Ike and
Tina Turner Revue {Sea Dog as added
Attract.I at the football field in the phys·ed
complex on Huron Line. Advance tickets on
•4 .00 at t h e d oor.
saIe 13 .00 , .,
· 7: 00 Casino Night. This will give everyone a
chance to earn some real cash and cash in on
some real fun.
· Night: Subway Elvis in the Pub.
· The Engineering and Nursing Societies
preeenta "Corn Roast" Friday 15, 8:00 p.m.
Admission: Engin1>ering Frosh 25c, other
engineering 50c, other males 11.00, females
free. Place: St. Michael'11 Park, Bouffard
Road off Malden Road. Rides available in
EMe:x Hall parking lot 7: 30 · 8: 00 p.m.

:;::: • 10:00 Student Couneelling _ Ambassador
...
Auditorium. Anyone wishing information on
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:;:::
course,, profe, or course exchange from
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faculty members and students.
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National
PW
Democratic Party secretary
Clifford Scotton said todav he is certain students
can choose where they ·,"ant to ,ote, and is
unaware of HamPl's memos indicating anything to
the contrary.

"I havP a daughter at York and I provide
support for her but I ronsider her on her own. I
expect she will vote there," he said. "The unquestionable right to "ote where the studPnt pleases
must be established," 1-.r added.
Hamd claimed such a principle violates the
spirit of thr Election Act but that students could
not be prevented from considering their university
dwelling their ordinary residence if they were
willing to swear it on election day.

Adams denounces Council

:::::SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

's : :~

ennmnators," the chief electoral officer added.
111e Elertion Act itself onlv mentions students in
its section on proxies. All other mlings for student
voting are interpretations from HamPl's office.

Three more SAC posts vacant

tjFRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

el

Hamel explained today that the move was
designed to save time, and that any student who
was not included on the list provided by residence
officials could meet an enumerator in a residence
common room and get placed on the voters list.

by BRUCE WEAVER
Director of tlie University of
Windsor Security Force Grant
Mciver reported today that the
sale of parking permits for the
various lots on campus has
been nearly completed.
He said that there are a few
spots left in the outlying areas
but that the north campus area
has been sold out. He said
that tickets will be given for
the offences, although for the
next few weeks, the force will
be taking a more lenient stand.
Mr. Mclver also announced
\hh wee"k the loss of Sid
Gir\ifl%. Gir\ing had come to
the security force from the
Windsor Pol~ Department.
He has now returned to the
academic life in his bid for an
M.A. at the University of
Windsor. A suitable replacement has been secured for Girling's position.
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TI1e tone of Haim•l's instructions indicated
enumerators would be scrupulous in ensuring that
only students who were financially independent of
their parents would be enumerated in university
ridings.
But Hamel said toda) that students could vote in
university ridings if tlwy wanted to.
"I want to emphasize that we 're not going to

"It's a personal decision a student must make by
his own conscience," he added.
In directives sent to local returning officers last

If' """'' '"' "'"'.1, , , ,~, , , Bi'f ;',,,,,,,,,®,,,,,,;:;p;;,~';;,="''"' 'i'"'"' ' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,il!il

I

(The four situations vere married, single living
at home, single living a, ·ay from home, and single
on their own.)

submit students to a means test,'' he said.
But local returning officers have contacted
university rrsidence officials to determine "which
students, if any, should be enumerated", according
to Hamel's earlier regulations.

1\1.clver 's
Rangers
··on the fob"

Chief Mel ver has been reelected by acclamation to his
fourth year in sucession as
Executive-Secretary of the
Canadian Association of University Directors. The re-election came at a meeting at
Memorial University in St.
John's, Nfl'd.

I

January Hamel said ''enumerators should be
instructed that whenewr an occupan t of a dwelling
describes hii,. occupation as 'student' they should
detnmine \,hich of the four basic situations applies
to that person by determining the relationship of
that person to the other ocrupants of the dwelling
and the nature and f1 rq uenc) of that person's
occupancy."

inaugural meeting is being held Saturday 17,
8: 00 p.m. at the International Center. All
interested are welcome. Coffee will be served.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
. Office of Student Affairs: a Career Guidance
Program is being offered including interviews,
tests and feedback counselling to assist under·
graduates.
. A ChildH Day Care
Center
be open
.
. 0
bwill F'
t h · in
Electa a 11 starung in cto er. rrs c oice
w'111 be given to those children whose parents
1
are students. The remaining places availab e
will go to kids of faculty and staff. Register by
Oct. l.
• Judo Club: Evt'ry Monday thru Thursday
7: 00-9: 00 p.m. basement St. Denis Hall.
Beginners welcome.
. The Centf'f for Women's Interests and
Concerns has opened in the former Tuck Shop
in Vanier Hall.
TlJESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
• Scandinavian Club: 7: 00 p.m. Tuesdays,
room 1001 Windsor Hall.
. The Nursing Society presents a fashion show
by Le Chateau, Belinda~ & Brothers S~oes.
Nursing students 2:,c, others ,)Oc.
Ambassador auditorium September 19, 9: 00
p.m.
WED~ESDAl, SEPTEMBER _20
.
• Lunch Box Tox, a series of mformal d1~cus·
~t'<>ns
<>n a variety of topics will Scorn
"
b mence
wednesday Sept. 20, 1 2 : OO.
u sequen~
Wednesdays until Novembe~ 2 ~- Alumm
Lounge. Free tickets at Umversity Centre
desk.
OO
• SAC meeting Wednesday 20, 8:
p.m.
U niv<>rHity Centre.
• Ukranian Students Club: First general
mfi.ht·inu Shptembn 20, 7.9 p.m. Rooms
"~ "
r
1.2,3,4 University Center.
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Gagnon alks out
on Board meeting
by LANCE NEWS STAFF
Student Activities Council
President Gerry Gagnon has
vowed never to return to the
Board of Governors of the
University of Windsor after
being asked to leave because of
a conflict of interests.
The problem arose when the
Board prepared to discuss the
budgetary allotment of fund
from
the
University
Administration to the SAC.
When a conflict of interests
arises between two corporations represented on the
Board, one must leave.
Gagnon, as the representative of theStudent's Activity
Council, was asked to leave.
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Gerry Gagnon

Gagnon stated that since he
is supposed to report to the
students on the
issues
discussed by the Board, and
relate the logic behind these
decisions, the Board was unfair
in asking him to leave. Gagnon
is a non-voting member of the
Board.
Later in the meeting Vicepresident of the University
Frank DeMarco was asked to
leave for the vote on his
confirmation as Acting Dean
of the Faculty of Applied
Science.
A non-student member of
the Board of Governors reports
the Board members jested that
should they have expelJed
themselves from the meeting,
Gagnon would have been left
to run the affairs of the
University.
The Board decided to
remain in attendance.
Dr. J.F. Leddy, President of
the University of Windsor, was
asked to leave when a conflict
arose between his personal
interests as a paid employee of
the University and the Board's
position as trustee of the
taxpayer's money.
Rev. E.R. Malley, President
of Assumption University has
also been asked to leave a
Board meeting when the Board
was
confirming
his
appointment as Vice-Dean of
Humanities.

by BOB HICKS
SAC Finance Commissioner
Dave Sayers, External Affairs
Commissioner Peter Adams,
and Nursing Representative
Ruth Thornton have resigned
from council.
Adams said he resigned
because he learned from
reliable sources that Gagnon is
not even a student at the
University, and because of this
he feels Gagnon should resign.
Adams also said the council
has not been doing enough in
the way of representing the
students. This, he said, should
~ the primary interest.
Adams stated that he
believed SAC has been acting
in an irresponsible manner by
failing to provide the responsible representation that
students
attending
the
University deserve and that he
hadn't seen any indications of
a positive change in the future.
He said that he is tired of
fighting the clique that runs
council and is only interested
in perpetrating its own ideas.
SAC
President
Gerry
Gagnon said that his job was
instituted as a full-time job and
that the president has an
option whether to take courses
or not.
He said he was sorry that
these people resigned but
claimed a lot of people had
been dissatisfied with the job
Adams had been doing.
Adams, a second year law
student
has
previous
experience as a member of the
executive council of Queen's

Peter Adams
University and was elected to a
national committee on Federal
post-secondary financing.
Dave Sayers, a third year
business student, said he
regretted resigning from the
council but due to a conflict of
interest, he didn't feel it proper
to continue in his position.
He said that after already
turning down a position as
campus sales manager for
Formosa Springs Brewery, he
was approached a second time
when he was made an offer he
couldn't tum down.
Sayers noted however, that
he thought the Executive
Student Council had become
too involved in politics and
that as members of the Student
Council they should spend
more time in trying to provide
services for the students.
Council had a good chance
to provide this for the students,

but because of a lack of leadership and willingness to work
together they were not able to
accomplish as much as was
possible.
He said that he had enjoyed
his association with SAC but it
wasn't working together as a
team.
Sayers was faced with
$50,000 in back debts and he
with other council members
had spent all summer setting
up new accounting systems
and arranged to pay previous
loans such as $27,000 loaned
by the University Administraliun to SAC by liquidating t e
debt over a three-year period.
He said that council had
been forced into a position of
practically nil spending during
the summer because of back
debts.
Unfortunately,
Miss
Thornton was unavailable for
comment.

David Sayers

"Captain" Gagnon assumes power

SAC restructuring illegal
by BRUCE WEAVER
SAC President Gerry Gagnon announced
that there will be a bye-election held for vacant
positions in the student council sometime
between September 27 and October 25.
There are five positions now vacant due to
resignations by David Sayers, Finan.ce
Commissioner, Peter Adams, External Affairs
Commissions, and Ruth Thornton, 'Jursing
Representative.
Gagnon said that discussions with the SAC
corporate lawyer Allan Patton revealed that
procedures for amending letters patent were
not properly followed by last years council.
The 1971-72 Student Council passed an
amendment that reduced the number of
members of Council from 25 to 16 .
Gagnon said that there were several
proceduresnotfollowed tomake this action legal.
Therefore, Gagnon stated as far as he is
concerned there are still 25 members on the
student council and not the present 11 plus the
five vacant positions.
The bye-election, will be held with the
objective of filling another 14 positions thereby
complimenting the full 25 members necessary
for council.
Gagnon stated that the council faces a serious
dilemma within the next few weeks.
TI1ere is a conflict arising between the time
element required for an election and the deadline of October 15th required by the by laws for
council to pass the l 9i2-73 SAC budget.
He noted that if the passing of the budget was

done by the present 11 member council the
students would be up in arms feeling that they
were not properly represented by the correct
number of members on the council.
Gagnon said on the other hand, if he decided
to call an election before the October 15th
budget dead-line, there will be an even more
serious problem arising.
Not only would some of last years' election
problems be more likely to re-occur but the
newly elected members of council would not
haw sufficient time to acquaint themselves with
the problems surrounding the allocation of a
budget.
"As vou can see, we 're damned if we do, we're
damned if we don't."
Gagnon stated that in an attempt to solve the
most pressing problem, mainly signing of
cheques and monetary controls, he has
appointed an interim finance commissioner,
Larry McConnell.
McConnell will serw until a full-time commissioner is appointed in the bye-election.
When questioned about a similar position
arising due to the resignation of Peter Adams
and Ruth Thornton, Gagnon said that Nursing
would have to be tmrepresented until the
f"lection.
Action on the External Affairs position will
depend on when the bye-election is called.
Gagnon stated if it is only a matter of a few
week , "l can personally handle the position
under the authority given to me by my office."

-------- ---------~
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Loyola wins fight for existence

It pays to advertise in
The Lanc e

D-iscusses Sir George merger
by STRANGE

11-U~ MOSIO SAA)P

C~ATU~ES BID VoU

WJ;.L(Ofv\£ !

Dear Strange:
There's only one picture at the top of the column.
What's going on?
Bewildered, 1st Arts
Ah yes! Welcome, from the Mosio Sand Creatures and
myself; perched high atop the gleaming chromium Hotel
Bananas. Fred Glotz and the Cocaine Music Makers are
playing in the main ballroom and the days of swing are with
us again. You oldtimers from Fun City remember the
nights you danced all night to the music and strolled on the
balcony with your sweetheart and the two pictures at the
top of this column. The old schizophrenic Strange is gone,
replaced by a new deproved model complete with vegetable
hydrator that lets your broccoli relax in air·conditioned
comfort. My colleague and friend J. Alan Bear the III has
gone on to greener pastures with my fondest regards. As he
walks down that long fluorescent weirdness muttering
Moot Moot, clutching at straws from an old coke can, he is
surrounded by the aura that can only come to the ultrabizarre. There is no joy in Mudville, the mighty Bear has
walked out.
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MONTREAL (CUPI l Loyola College of Montreal
won a fight to ensure its
continued existence during the
summer after the institution's
students,
faculty
and
administration joined forces to
oppose acceptance of a report
by the Quebec Council of Uni·
versi ties (QCU ).
Education minister Francois
Cloutier announced in midJuly he would not follow the
QCU recommendation which
called for the phasing out of
university-level instruction at
Loyola by 1975. The recom·
mendation was based on
expected space requirements of
the college compared with
those of other post-secondary

'

\

the mowment charged the
QCU with irresponsibility and
unfairness. Malone said statistics used in the 37-page document
were
inaccurate.
"They're set down to make a
case," he charged.

Cloutier said the QCU
re[X>rt did not take human factors into accmmt. The uniqueness and assets of Loyola were
The Loyola Student Assoheavil} stressed in protests ciation started a massive cammounted after the report was paign lo obtain support in thP
leaked to the Montreal Star Montreal
community.
July 5. By July 10 the opposi- Information booths were set up
tion movement had jelled into at major shopping plazas to
a highly organized mechanism. collect 30,000 signatures on a
1ne minister's announce- petition to be sent to Cloutier.
ment followed meetings he
Expressions of support came
held with Loyola president from other student unions in
Patrick Malone and student the Montreal area, as well as
re presen ta ti ves.
from other sectors of the city
During the short campaign community.

New courses from Dean of Women
The Office of Student
Affairs is offering several new
programmes for the '72-'73
fall session, under the direction
of Dean of Women Evelyn
McLean.
Career
Guidance
Programme
A
Career
Guidance
Programme is being offered in
Vanier Hall.
The programme will include
an intake interview, a standard

battery of tests, and feedback
counselling to assist under·
graduates, and a limited
number of people from the
community
who
are
considering
entering
university, in making the best
possible choice in view of their
potential and the job market.
Lunch Box Talks
Student Affairs is also
offering a series of noon hour
discussions in the Alumni
Lounge on assorted topics.

The talks are scheduled to
begin on September 20 and
will
continue
through
September 29.
Free tickets are available at
the University Centre desk.

It appt>ars the public protest
forced thP govi>rnment to make
a quick df.'cision on the report,
which critics condemned for
jeopardizing the Sir George
Williams Lniversity (SGWU)
negotiations, in progress since
1969.

FAST SERVICE
Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVI(

After announcing Loyola 's
new lease on life, the Quei)('c
government entered the negotiations.
The first tri-partite merger
meeting held August 15 merely
brought the govcrnmrnt up to
date on the situation. A joint
statement released afterwards
said "the (education) depart·
ment will have put together the
main elements of the file that
the minister of education
wishes to receive before he
announces more specifically
the
government's
views
regarding the creation of a new
university."

2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

POUPARD' S ESSO
SERVICE
YOUR ON CAMPUS
SERVICE STATION

Centre for Women
And, a Centre for Women's
Interests and Concerns has
been opened in Vanier Hall.
The Centre is located where
the "Tuck Shop" was last
spring.

Yearbook difficulties overcome
The 1972-73 Ambassador
Yearbook will be in Windsor
before the end of September.
SAC, because of usual end-ofthe-year money shortages had
not paid $4000. due several
months ago and had not paid

I

institution~ in the area. ft was
sugµ-ested the facilities be
turn<'cl O\ rr lo a Frenchspeaking CEJEP.

have again been established.
Thaddeus Holownia, Editor,
was grateful.
Student council has not
divulged when the rest of the
money will be paid.

$4000. due in September. The
yearbook
publisher was
confident of eventual payment
and had agreed to ship the
books anyway. A cheque for
$4000 was mailed Sept. 14 to
the publisher so good relations
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Dear Strange:
Will Uptight he the same this year?
J.C., III Arts
No, we are expanding to give you the reader out there in
the heartland, improved scope for your problems. (Oh you
use Scope too? I tried it this morning and my head felt
fresl1Pr for hours).
Besides the usual red tape type crap, this column is good
for consumer problems, expert advice on sexual and
medical matters, advice for the lovelorn and depraved, the
deranged and anything else that bugs you like neuritis,
neuralgia and the aches and pains of a cold or flu.
Suzy, blue with periodic pain was purple after just one
application of Uptight. Ask your local used car dealer or
connection, a weekly application of this column taken in
suppository form will set you on the road to weirdness and
insanity. You'll look better, feel better and play better, in
fact you 'II look suspiciously like Morris Belvedere in drag.
You 'II play like him too.

+++
Dear Strange:
Is the Lance to be the same this year as last year?

G.B.
An interesting question G.B. One which led me to that
fountain of incompetence and bumbling, the Lance itself.
Although I couldn't see him in person (he is travelling
incognito} I talked to him long distance via overseas phone
from Oldcastle, Ontario. This is what he said, "Oooh Eee
Oooh Ah Ah, Ting Tang Walla Walla Bing Bang, Oooh
Eee Oooh Ah Ah TingTang, Walla Walla Bing Bang."
After checking my Lance-English, English-Lance Dictionary, the rough translation translated fluently, "ask
Gilmour."
Gilmour, ace Lance editor and one-time fatso came up
with the four main conclusions:
I. Art is merely the imitation of carp scales slowly scraped
with a dull bread knife.
2. The Lance you are holding in your hot little hands may
be the last of the 72-73 season. It's like the closing seconds
of a 92 man squamish game with the score 184-3 and it's
time for the referees to ring out the brass plated urinal for
the famed lavatory end run.
In other words, SAC has cut our budget to the point
where it resembles a shoestring for a crazed Albanian
dwarf. We might go on strike.
3. Weirder.
4 .. Besides these salient main points outlinedabove nothing
will change. The Lance, a college newspaper of the highest
standing ?n? i~tegrity, which has maintained it's dignity
and soph1st1cat1on for over 46 years in the face of the
crudest kind of slander and libel, will continue to bring you,
the reader, the finest examples, in this fair and fertile
?Ountry, Canada; (the "we stand on guard for thee" place,
itself}: of exemplarr journalistic style, cognitive examples
of moistness and wit and unbiased, factual news, sports,
and weather, starring you, the student, and we the entire
Lance staff in our final moments of unencumbered educati?nal catharsis and orgiastic bliss. Thank you and good
mght.

+++

TIH' following is what is known in newspaper circles
as a blurb, strangely enough this is known as the
Uptight blurb.
All qu~stions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy. p1ctur~s ~r disgusting objects should be placed
neatly m the l.;ptaght Box, located in palatial splendour
o'! tht' .Cen~re desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
With h1s •,Hfe ~ahoganr ~, sulJmit them directly to
the Lance who 1s travelhng mcognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office {No. 4) in
the huge fluort>scent Lance complex.

Wim

This program is designed to increase speed
without loss of comprehensi n. Emphasis is
also placed on concentrati , vocabulary,
retention, and listening as a communica-
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254-81 13
The course costs $45.00 and registration
can be made at the University Center from
Monday, Sept. 18th, to Frid y, Sept. 29th,
between the hours of 10:00 'A.M. and 3:30
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A-Bouncy Tie
Tan leather
Black leather

Get _some straight facts about the different methods
of birth control and some historical anecdotes in the
FREE "How-Not-To" booklet. Written in simple,
easy-to-read language. From Julius Schmid makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
'
Ask for these well known brands at your drug store.
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verything is happening .....

..... if you 're interested

Orientation low key but academics a significant factor
by STEVE MONAGHAN
Orientation' 72 got off to a
slow but steady start, rather
low-key in comparison to other
years, at least everything is
taking place in its appointed
place at the appointed time.
This is a refreshing change,
although we did notice that
rumors of a Led ZeppelinMormon Tabernacle Choir
jam in Parking lot M. never
panned out.
·
The
weather
until
Wednesday was overcast with
intermittent rain which seemed
to dampen the usual 'get-it-on'
ardor of previous years. In
fact, to these reporters, the
semi-crazy zaniness of other
years seemed totally absent,
except in the semi-crazy zanies
that haven't flunked out yet.
• There seems to be a wait and
-Photo by Head see
attitude
from
the

freshmen.
Most of the people we talked
to
were
non-committal,
although all the events and
functions that were covered
seemed to be well attended.
The Pub has been doing a fine
business during the daylight
hours and swelling to capacity
for the Subway Elvis booze
and boogie nights. The MacDonald Hall barbeque was
well attended in spite of
threatening weather and
incipient indigestion. The
Perth County concert was also
a hit while it didn't interfere
with Pub business.
It seems even the energy
hasn't peaked. SAC coffers
should experience an upswing
since they have taken a
cautious line this year,
sacrificing
bravura
for
economy. The returning

students we talked to seemed
jubilant over the idea of having
a permanent pub on campus,
but disappointed with orientation.
These comments were from
returning students:
Steve Day: "As soon as it
starts I'll let you know."
Paul Sasso: "There are no
midnight movies and not
enough concerts, however
there is a fine new crop of
honey-hawks." (that opinion
seemed typical).
Murray Smith: "Doesn't
anybody ever graduate?"
Irene Poellmann:
"The
beanies seem chauvinist. They
seem hard on frosh this year."
Gary Balough: "I don't know
a thing about it."
The freshman comments
showed an acceptance of the
way things were handled:

Carol Marenette: "Sounds
pretty good. I'm gonna like it.
Everybody is friendly."
John Pentland: "No problems
with anything. Things could be
better hut not bad."
Father Ron Borg: "Simpler
and less hassle than in the
United States."
Tony Perri, SAC Services
Commissioner seemed to state
the theme of this year's
orientation succinctly, "We've
set a precedent this year by
having an Orientation week
that gives a good time without
being expensive. A larger
emphasis has been placed on
the educational aspects which
after all, is their (the freshmen's) main reason for being
here."
True, true, but what the hell
happened to rock and roll?

Subway Elvis

STUDENT .DISCOUNTS
University students save money at these stores
The following is a list of stores in Windsor which are offering
discounts to students from the University of Windsor.
Students must present University I.D. cards to be eligible for
the discount. An addition to this list will be published in three
weeks. Any store or firm wishing to have its name placed on
this list should contact the Advertising Director, Central
Advertising Bureau, University of Windsor.
STUART CLOTHES LTD.
Formal Rentals
WAYNE BARTLETT HAIR STYLES LTD. 294 Ouellette Ave.
1261 Grand Marais Rd. W.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

BEAUTY SALONS

INTERNATIONAL HAIR S1YLES
36Chatham St. E.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
BEL A-ROMA
1S University W.
'tim6sot,Ont. (IC)% dis.)

SE OF COIFFURES
St. W.
10% dis.)

DES RAMAUX TAILORS
494 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
WICKHAM'S OF WINDSOR
286 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. ( 10% dis.)

SPOTLESS DRY CLEANERS
1468 University W.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

REX CLEANERS
2157 University Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis. except
shirt laundry)

H. F. WEEPERS JEWELLERS
138 University Ave. W.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

LUGGAGE

ADELMAN'S DEPT. STORE
60 Pitt St. E.
Windsor, Ont. ( 10% dis. except on
sales, drugs & cigs)

BANWELL'S LUGGAGE
494 Pelissier St.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

BOGIN'S DRY GOODS AND SHOES
3188 Sandwich St. W.
Windsor, Ontario (10% dis.)

LANDS LUGGAGE
533 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

GRAY'S DEPT. STORE
1407 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

PHOTOGRAPHY

MORRIS DRY GOODS
1012 Drouillard Rd.
Windsor, Ont. (15% dis.)

FREED'S DEPT. STORE
1526 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis. except
on sales)

RIVARD CLEANERS LTD.
783 Wyandotte St. E.
Dorwin Plaza or
Ambassador Plaza
WindSCX', Ont. (10% dis.)

WEST SIDE JEWELLERY
3212 Sandwich St. W. at Mill
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

DRY GOODS & DEPT. STORES

CLEANERS
GUARANTEE CLEANERS
533 Riverside Dr. E.
Windsor, Ont. (15% dis.)

C.J. VEZINA
409 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

BOOKWINS LTD.
1664 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

FLORISTS

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ont. (25% dis.)

FRANK WANSBROUGH CAMERA
123 Ouellette
SHOP LTD.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

PIZZERIAS & RESTAURANTS
BROTHERS DRIVE IN RESTAURANT
AND PIZZERIA
2521 Dougall Rd.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

VET'S CLEANERS
704 Felix
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

ARTISTIC FLOWER SHOP
131 University Ave. W.
Windsor, Ont. (15% dis. except
on deliveries)

DINO'S PIZZERIA
1554 Huron Line
Windsor, Ont. (15% dis.)

CLOTHING STORES

PHILIP FLOWERS LTD.
2229 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

RIB-N-CHICKEN SNACK
1794 University West
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis. on orders
$2.00& up)

BOND CLOTHES SHOP
368 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
BROTHERHOOD MEN'S WEAR
1535 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
FIRTH TAILORING
256 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis. except
sales)
HELLER'S MENS WEAR
1235 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ont. (15% dis.)

JOE STILLER MENSWEAR
256 Pelissier St.
Windsor, Ont. ( l 0% dis.)

BELINDA FASHION SHOES
306 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. ( 10% dis.)

GAN'S TAVERN
33 Pitt St. E.

GASOLINE STATIONS
JOHNNY'S SUNOCO
l 110 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Windsor, Ont.
( 10% dis. except gasoline)

MAHER SHOE STORE
461 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

THE SHOE BAR LTD.
2203 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
TROTT'S SHOES LTD.
352 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

ADAM & EVE'S SHOE GARDEN
26 University Ave. E.
Windsor, Ont. ( I 0% student dis.)

SPECIAL

SHOPS

BOB AGNEW LIMITED
419 Pelissier
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
McCANCE ENGLISH SHOP, Clothie~s
325 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
EMILES DANCE STUDIO
1645 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ont. (student dis.)
MADDENS MUSIC CENTRE
4755 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor, Ont. ( I 0% dis.)
GITLINS FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
576 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont (student dis.
except on sales)
D & R VACUUM SERVICE
839 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ont. (15% dis.)

Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.
min. $2.00)
COLOSSEO PIZZERIA
1459 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

LUCIANO MUSIC CO.
(Musical Instruments & Accessories)
840 University W.
Windsor, Ont. (15% dis.)

SKY LINE TEXACO SERVICE
3190 Peter St.
Windsor, Ont. ( 5% dis. Gas

I 0% dis. repaus & access.)

JEANNE BRUCE JEWELLERS
337 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. ( 10% dis.)
CRO~ CREDIT JEWELLERS
321 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

RECREATION
BOWLERO
675 Tecumseh Rd. W.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)
CRESCENT BOWLING LANES
871 Ottawa St. at Parent
Windsor, Ont. {10% dis. supplies
451/ per line)
GOLDEN MILE LANES
4010 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Windsor, Ont. ( I 0% on balls, bags,
and shoes)

Perth County Conspiracy have been a hit at the University of Windsor ever since their initial
appearance two years ago. Their appearance for this year's Orientation wa.s no exception, as they
pleased the crowd with their distinctive music and theatre.
-Lance pie by George Gawadzym

RAND'S FLOWERS
515 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

JEWELLERS
RAY SEGUIN MEN'S WEAR
11 t Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont. (10% dis.)

SHOES

NANI AIS SPORTS SHOP
2075 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ont.
VEXLER ANTIQUES AND FINE IMPORTS
26 Chatham St. E.
Windsor, Ont. (15% dis.)

PAINTCRAFT
1465 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ont. ( I 0% dis.)

Interested?

Fulltime status nixed
The university senate last
Monday
approved
the
Chatham Campus Committee's decision that a full time
day curriculum is not feasible
at this time.
The
committee
cited
inadequate busing and a lack
of interest in the Chatham
Campus as being reasons for
accepting the report. The
extension program, however,
will remain in operation and
will expand to meet the needs
of the community.
University President, Dr.
J.F. Leddy, acting on a letter
from the Law Society,
proposed that a committee of
four students and four faculty
members be formed in con-

junction with Dean of Students
George
McMahon.
The
purpose of the committee will
be to study requests from
faculties wishing to break their
affiliation with SAC.
Discussion of the extension
committees report resulted in
the Dean of extension now
being responsible for the
extension time table. Registration requirements for courses
are a minimum of five students
for experimental, ten for nonexperimental and twelve for
Chatham courses.
Spring convocation will be
divided into three groups this
year. Two will be held on
Saturday, May 26, 1973, and
the third on Sunday, May 2i.

Academic Colleague, Dr.
Lois Smedick, was re-elected
for a second term. She
suggested that an assistant be
appointed to compare ideas
and be available as a possible
successor. The motion was
carried, but nominations were
deferred until the next
meeting.
Dr. Smedicks' report on
meetings of the Council of
Ontario Universities was
approved. The meeting dealt
with COU's feelings toward the
increase of tuition imposed this
year.
1ne senate also approved
the distribution and choices for
the Board of Governors
medals.

CSRW: a winner at last
by MURNA HOLSEY
The look of jubilance on the
faces of Schmitz and Company
is there because they just gave
birth.
Geoff
Schmitz
and
Company conceived and
formulated many plans and
ideas to make CSRW work.
CSRW is our new 24 hour
radio station on campus and
Schmitz and Company are the
people who make it all come
together. Geoff, a Philosophy
major, has been with the
station for a long time. He has
weathered the campus politics,
lack of funds, and general
hardships to make CSR W one
of our very important means of
campus communication.
CSR W started out in
MacDonald Hall, and was
then moved temporarily to the
Book Store and now finally
they have their own quarters in
the basement of the Centre just
to the rear of the Pub.
The area is small but the
space allotted has been
skillfully transformed into a
sleek operation. They possess a
library of 2000 records whose
cataloguing and Iiling system
have been, and are being
copied by professional radio
stations, and are now operating
24 hours daily with live and
tape broadcasts.
CSR W presents public

service announcements and
information about campus life
as well as afford those who are
interested, a chance to become
acquainted with all the
working facets of radio, both
on the air and off. Geoff hopes
to have a staff of 220 people
this year. CSR W plays all
types
of
music
from
progressive rock, country,
blues, folk and classical.
Geoff's venture into radio
happened some three years
ago. His first major task with
student radio was to organize a
twenty-four hour broadcast for
Homecoming Weekend of
1969. He has since taken a
part-time radio station and
made it into an extremely
praise-worthy operation, which
has come through with flying
colours.
Although they have received
no professional training, Geoff
gave countless, non-paid hou~
to the organization along with
Mike Pilecki, the sports editor,
Bruce Grayson, the head
engineer, Mike Glencoe, the
news director, Bruce Adams
the D.J. co-ordinator, Chris
Brogan, the librarian, Ian PacUrar, the traHic manager,
Murray McLean, the editorial
co-ordinator and last but
certainly not least Brian
Kennelly the public relation
director and advertising de\let·

oper. Brian and friends put out
the Campus Communique this
summer when SAC did not
allot any funds for summer
broadcast. Brian is an
extremely personable Business
Administration major and he
has had a tough job. He has to
reach the public off campus
and interest them in advertising on CSRW. Brian feels
that pre-conceived ideas people
have regarding youth have
been the greatest barrier he has
had to overcome. But due to an
ability to project an air of
competence and confidence, he
has done a great job as a representative laying the ground
work for others who will
follow.
He feels, as do the rest, that
without Geoff, the whole thing
wouldn't have come together
as well. Brian feels that since
everyone is donating their time
for free, the quality of work
and broadcasting will be very
good, as all any of the staff will
receive is selfsatisfaction.
Unfortunately for CSRW
Brian is leaving, but will
continue on an advisory capacity.
This year CSRW has great
thing. planned for the campus
and with e, eryone's cooperation, CSR W will become
a very important facet of
eampu
life. Good Luck
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No 'Wild Bunch' around here
Have there ever been any murders,
serious assaults, or any other major crimes
of violence on this campus? The answer is a
plain and simple 'No'! Then why is it that
administration officials seem to insist on
hiring armed Windsor Police officers to
guard against same at assorted campus
functions including football and basketball
games?
The University of Windsor has a fine
security force made of qualified peace
officers. These men are all trained in
modern law enforcement techniques
including the use of firearms.
The important point, of course, is that
these men have no need nor intention of
carrying firearms to 'keep the peace' on the
University campus. Instead Security Chief

Grant Mel ver has molded the force into the
university community in a manner
acceptable to both faculty, staff, and
students. In short, members of the security
force treat students with the respect they
would give any other adult citizen.
The presence of Windsor Police Officers
can give students the impression that they
are once again residing in a high school
atmosphere where they must be constantly
observed at social functions.
No longer do security guards here have
the 'rent-a-cop' image once afforded them .
No longer are they called Argie guards, and
most important of all now when a student is
in trouble on campus he dials Ext. 222 for a
security guard.

Is the fee strike necessary?

LOOK MAC! JUST WHO THE HELL IS 8/U'r' COAT Gl?Vfr AROUND HE/?£

Why vandalize ?

Angry citizen!

* * * *

( ~.c.

AN:!._~ Y ?

leditor and more leditors

library for damage when the
book leaves the library and
when it returns. Severe penal'l11e Students' Administrative Council at the fee strike had been formulated fully .
ties and possible expulsion
Editor
the University of Windsor is supporting the However at that time they were still trying The Lance
from the University may be
Ontario Federation of Students University to clear up last year 's debts. A fact which Dear Sir:
administered to deter those
Students proposed fee strike. This at first has yet to take place. Also the Board met
I would like to comment on wh o continually commit these
may seem to be a good idea, however a last May and June but at that time SAC the stupidity of those indi- acts of " library rape" .
more extensive examination of the situation was trying to negotiate an increase on a per viduals who deprive other
- A Concerned Student
capita basis in the fees. This would have students of the use of undammay prove otherwise.
On September 12 , SAC arranged for probably meant another tuition increase in aged library resources.
In my three years at the
payment of their student fees with the itself. Board sources have indicated that the
University
of Windsor, I have Editor,
Board of Governors. The payment is to be increase in the per capita fee was very
on
many
occasions
used books The Lance,
handled in two installments of which unlikely.
that
have
had
pages
missing, Dear Sir:
$60,000 is to be paid immediately to SAC
Also in the agreement is the stipulation
perhaps as a result of the indisI am writing you as a
that if students haven't paid the second
with the remainder to come in January.
criminant use of razor blades concerned citizen, one who is
The question naturally arising is 'if SAC installment of their fees the fee payment to or other " tools" of mutilation. shocked and deeply saddened
hopes to serve the students to their capacity SAC will be held up. Then what??? No
People who are caught in the by the apparent loss of decency
then they shouldn't jeopardizetheir chances student services at all after January.
act of removing pages from any and
la ck
of
moral
by announcing a fee strike when they
At other universities to the south tuition book in such a manner or in responsibility shown by those
haven't even received the first installment increases are commonplace. Tuitions of any "manner" should publicly in positions of influence.
of the student fees.' If they must support $1600-$2000are a fact of life. Perhaps SAC be made aware of the fact that
Your front page picture in
the strike they should have done so after the should be just a little bit realistic and give razor blades are tools of the orientation issue not only
first installment of the fees had been turned way to the fact that there has been an shaving and cutting, not tools lacked taste, but was a slap in
the fa ce of every good hard
over.
increase in the cost of living index and that of scholarship.
There is absolutely no working Christian person in
Of course SAC could have negotiated university tuition is merely catching up with
excuse for the wilful and Windsor and at your univertheir fees with the Board last spring before the times.
malicious damage to library sity.
resources. It is my contention
The publication of this
that individuals should be atrocity showed you have the
made responsible for such judgement of a wild bear, if
actions not students in general. indeed that. Am I to believe
Address letters to the Editors, The Lance, U. of W. The Lance reserves the right to
If the perpetration of these that all University of Windsor
edit letters for length. For legal reasons , no unsigned letters will be published. A pseu- destructive acts continues, students are parading about
donym may be used , however, provided that you have good cause and you identify students may see the day when the campus in a drunken
yourself to the editors.
all books will have to be stupor with the morals of a
checked in the presence of the jack rabbit?

Chri st ian Bonk
Levis ErickilOn
Murna Holsty
Denzi l Miles
Sue Jones
Doug Camilli
Ma rgaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
Lance Jones
John Morrissey
Nancy Bonk
Dan Bonk
Joey Standt
Amanda Sin1p1on
Chris Hodnett
Ruth Robertson
Mik e Learrnouth
Shawn Conley
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicw;Q

Sir, I engage you to not only
look at your responsibilities to
the general public but to look
within yourself, for only God
can give one the strength to rid
our up and coming youngsters
of their Sodomist Ways. I
implore you to grab the bull by
the horns, for there is honey on
the other side.
Lee Jones Elder
Chatham Interfaith
Religious Body

Inch gets mile
Editor,
The Lance
Dear Sir:

Address letters to Editor,, The Lance , U. of W,
Lance reserves the right to edit letters for l"'91!o
pays to be concise. Those typed , doubled 1 po
get priority. For legal reasons, no un1lgnecl lo
may be published. A pseudonym may bt UI~
however, provided that you have a good Ito~
ond identify yourself to the e ditors .

Frosh Uptight!
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Arriving in Windsor after a
drive from Toronto is indeed
an experience. In the maze of
one way streets, all I was sure
of was the name of the street on
which my residence was
located. After checking into
Huron Hall, I proceeded to St.
Dennis Hall to register, where
I was greeted by an amazing
array of arrows and directional
signs, some of which said
nothing or pointed nowhere, all

The childishness and adolescent pranks of the Lance staff
have long been a plight on the
whole of the newspaper industry. One would wonder if you
have sunk to the savagery of
Chief Running Bear or other
savages.
This must cease or we will be
forced to detain you after
school if this keeps up . Most
children will try and take a
mile after giving them an inch.

of which took a great deal
ingenuity on the part
administration. I was he
into the correct aisle·~•
feeling very much like l
about to be slaughtered.
I feel somewhat iiob
from the rest of frosh
didn't get involved in Orien
tion week, which 11as he'
pushed by the senior stude
as good fun. Being located
campus has its disadianuge
and advantage.~. however, I ~
wish that there was more
volvement for oU camp
frosh. Lets get going eh\
Yours truh
Amanda Sirnpioc

This Week, Oh /.,ortl,
We Give Tha nks That
Gerry Gagnon worked so hard on his fee strike
this summer that he forgot to let the student
body in on it.

Jack Cooper,
Windsor Pedestrian Society
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Everybody knows how the
university bookstore gets their
annual supply of texts. You
don't? Well, here's how it's
supposed to happen.
Professors, having spent the
year seeing which of their
friends wrote what, how good
the writing is, how much it
costs in text book form, and
whether the new volume is
pertinent to their next year
classes, submit a list to the
department head. The list
consists of required texts and
optional readings.
The head, elected for his wit,
wisdom, experience and ability
in the management field, then
has the order placed with our
on campus book emporium.
Sounds simple, doesn't it?
Well, it is, except that one of
our well-known world-savers at
the dept. head level doesn't
want to work that way. It
would appear that this fine
fellow has decided to spread
the students and professors
business around.
Without telling, or more
properly, asking the professor's
students or his departmental
council, he placed a part of the
order on campus and part of

the order with a store off
campus but it's some eight
blocks away.
Now we certainly don't
object to competitive pricing
on books or anything else, but
it seems to me that this fellow
is exercising authority that he
doesn't possess. No one is stop·
ping him from giving a list of
texts students will be using
next year to any bookstore.
Surely, the good doctor
should remember our wheelchair students and others who
wish to patronize their own
facilities. Afterall, tuition and
tax dollars subsidize the on·
campus store and we may wish
to buy all our supplies there.
Come on doctor let's practice a
little equality for every body,
not just your friends.
"A man is too apt to forget
that in this world he cannot
have everything. A choice is all
that is left him." Give us this
choice please! I

+++
Doctor Paul Thomas, the
Lancers' basketball coach is
just back from a trip to China.
He took twelve of Canada's
best over to play basketball

against the Chinese. I studied
the papers from Montreal,
Ottawa,
Toronto,
and
Windsor, and couldn't find a
single news item about the
endeavor in any of them.
Southam News, owners of the
Windsor Star, had a reporter in
China at the time. They tell me
he was a specialist in politics
and therefore only wrote about
Mitchell Sharpe, an Ottawa
boy, who was there visiting a
trade fair. Surely by now
Southam is aware that its
reporters should cover stories
of interest to the people and
not just the politicos.
Lots of people are interested
in basketball in this town, and
we all buy papers.
'The dock' as he is known to
his players had a great trip and
thoroughly enjoyed the country
and the people. I for one am
glad he was in China rather
than at the Olympic games. He
was safer, strange to say.
By the way Doc, did you try
any of those Chunghwa cigarettes? They sure are killers!

Department.
Requirements
are, in part, "a senior scholar
with administrative exper.
"
1ence.
We notice the effective date
of employment for the new
head is July 1, 1973. Tell us,
does the old head or the new
head get to dictate summer
school
and
intersession
schedules. Closing date for the
applications is October l,
1972. Mussolini is dead or
he'd apply for sure.

SANDRA RADU, Bu1lne11 I It's good because I don't think
they should raise it $1 00. It
costs too much now for tuition
end books, residency and
parking. They should lower
costs.

AMANDA SIMPSON, Ar11 I I'm biased consider ing that I
really don 't know that much
about it.

BO BTREVERTON, I Bu1lne11 I believe in the strike becouse

in the post it's been hard
enough to meet costs . Why
can 't it be lowered?

ANN MARSELLA, II Arlt - Its
all right as long as people
don't dr op out of ii.

To

+++

Ontario has its Wright
Report. Alberta, not to be outdone has the Worth Report.
The latter contains some
fascinating reading and should
be available at any university
library. One quote of interest to
!!s all from the Worth Report,
The content of education
should be like a content of a
watermelon-crisp,
succulent
and plentiful, with an easy but
challenging difference between
the seeds and the watery pulp.
Gulp
the pulp if you must·
+++
The University of Windsor is discard the rind; but conside~
advertising for a head for the the seeds carefully- they are the
Sociology and Anthropology meaning of the melon."

KEITH
MORRISON,
11
Geography - That cheats me
out of 20 cases of beer.

WALT MADEGAN, I Chemistry
- I think it's o great idea ii it
will bring about more loons
and grants! I'm all for it I

KATHY HEDRICK, II Science _
It's a good ideo because the
lees are already too high .
They should give more loons .

KATHY KISS I Arh - I havt"
heard obou t it, when ii it?

1
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Edfac report on activities

Lance Hockey
team
Interested staffers
call Dan Bonk
at 253-4060
WHY STUDENT RADIO?
Over the past years the c:omplexion of student
radio, perhaps more than any other of the campus
media, has changed noticeably. Where once it was
viewed as a simple plaything of music enthusiasts ,
student radio hos developed o complexity which
lends to it a myriad of meanings for its membership.
This development has occurred due to the
number of people who have been attracted to
student radio, each individual possessing his own
attitudes and unique personality. In allowing this
diversity of opinion to exist, unmolded by one
man's or one group's policies, C.S.R.W. is able to
effectively and successfully reflect the whole
picture of the university society.
The contributions by the membership have
brought about the implementation of many ideas
which have created in C.S.R.W. a real learning
experience. An experience that is much more than
attaining practical knowledge in the operation of o
radio station. Student radio is much more fulfilling
in that it provides on opportunity for the exchange
of opinions both within the station and the
campus. In this manner C.S.R.W. stimulates
individual creativity under one body. The ultimate
accomplishment is the service of the students.

Op-ed comment

Teaching job not easy but interesting and rewarding
by ANN TESSIER
"If he (the teacher), is indeed wise, he does
not bid you enter the house of his wisdom, but
rather leads you to the threshold of your mind."
(KAHLIL GIBRANl
Approximately 200 students at Ed. Fae. have

already begun to realize that although the job
will not be an easy one, it should still be an
interesting and rewarding year.
Every University is a "Rwnour Mill" and
ours is no exception. Unfortunately for Ed. Fae.
the rumours concerning us always seem to carry

Watergate caper reverberates

Effects· to continue
WASHINGTON
(CUPI)
- Never before has there been
a known case of political
espionage in the United States
- and the reverberations of
the Watergate caper are likely
to continue for some time.
The Watergate apartment
building in Washington
includes the offices of Democratic Party national headquarters. On June 1 7, five men
were caught as they broke into
the offices armed with
"bugging" equipment and
copy cameras. The raid was
reported as only one of a series
of politically inspired enterprises.
Although they were unsuccessful at that attempt,
evidence by a Miami commercial photographer has
established that one of the men
- an ex-CIA agent Bernard
Barker earlier ordered
processing of 38 photographs.
The photographer said the
prints showed first name
correspondence written in long
hand signed Larry on
Democrati~ Party stationery.
He said Barker paid $93.30

for a special rush job, kept
interrupting the processing to
ask when it would be ready,
and was certain when he left
that "somebody is going to be
happy to see them."
Barker also deposited
$114,000 in Republican
campaign funds into his bank
in April. The money, in five
cheques of which four were
drawn on the Bancon Internacional of Mexico City, were
originally payable to the
Committee for the Re-election
of the President. (CRP) The
Committee is unable to explain
why the cheques were paid to
Barker, or if they were used to
finance the raid.
Also incriminated in the
incidents are John N. Mitchell,
former attorney-general and at
that time Nixon's campaign
manager, and CRP lawyer G.
Gordon Liddy. Liddy, a fundraiser, was dismissed June 28
for refusing to answer FBI
agents' questions about the
raid. Mitchell, who lives in
another Watergate apartment,
resigned three days later,
ostensibly because of demands

by his wife to drop out of
politics. Predictably, Mitchell
has denied any knowledge of
the raid.
White House consultant E.
Howard Hunt, a former CIA
agent, has emerged as the
leader of the Watergate raid.
Investigators say he narrowly
escaped arrest and hid a twoway radio tuned to the
Republican
_National
Committee frequency and a
layout of the Democratic headquarters in his White House
desk.

Something else the Rumour Mill doesn't
mention is that the profs (the term Masters is
now obsolete) try to develop
a more
personalized relationship with the students. As
for the less relaxed atmosphere, it appears that
there will be some major changes occurring this
year.
For the first time since the incorporation of
the Teachers College into the U. of W., we have
a Dean at the helm.
I spoke with Dean Nease at great length and
I was impressed by his progressive ideas. He has
already initiated innovations and has many
challenging projects still in the planning stages.
Many of these will be unveiled at an assembly
on Sept. 18 so I will have more info about them
next week.
I was also impressed by his desire to meet
students on a one-to-one basis. In this day of
student nwnbers, it is refreshing to meet
someone who remembers that each of these
numbers represents a human being. His
enthusiastic outlook as far as the future of the
Teaching Profession is concerned should pave
the way for some interesting developments in
the upcoming year.

HOW ABOUT THIS FOR VALUE 11

The six men involved in the
actual raid have all been
connected with the FBI and
CIA. All but two live in Miami
and were involved in the
abortive Bay of Pigs invasion
by so-called Cuban ex-patriots
against Castro. When arrested
they gave fictitious names.
The raid has caused the
Democratic Party to file a $1
million suit against the CRP
and
Nixon's
campaign
chieftans. A grand jury
investigation of the raids is
currently being carried out.

•
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BELL & HOWELL

(Model 3600)
Top of the line, quality, high f idelity, 60 wott
receiver-<impllfier wit h AM, FM, FM st ereo
tuner. Full hobbyist i nput-output capabil ity for
playi ng, record players, tape decks, etc. The
latest i n transi storization for t he Hi·Fi buff. A t op
quality stereo receiver with an ultra·powerfu l
pair of amplifiers.
Matching Orchestrlcon Ill Speakers Included

1250 TECU[IASEH RD., E. AT HALL AVE.
Open Every Night To 7 P.M.
Thurs. & Fri. to 9 P.M. Phone 254-3110

C.S.R.W., STUDENT RADIO,
September 12, 1972 (4:30 p.m.).

RIGHT-ON II

negative overtones. Yes there is a great deal of
work; a great deal of responsibility; and a less
relaxed atmosphere as compared to the rest of
the campus.
There is also the fact that the student
population is on the decline thus producing an
abundance of teachers.
But the other side of the coin tells its story
too. What other F acuity in a short 28 classroom
weeks (the rest of our time is spent Practice
Teaching) has to turn out a finished product
that is equipped to handle the responsibilities of
its profession?
There is no denying that some of us will not
find teaching positions next year, but is that as
bad as it appears? Any experience gained, in
any area, is the framework on which we build
our lives. If we seriously participate in the
program, the effects of our learning will be farreaching. An example is Hugh McLellan, the
Canadian author, who had a Ph.D. in the
Classics and found himself unemployed.
Instead of meeting defeat, he has built himself a
stimulating and personally rewarding career.
The key is not just to learn facts, but to be able
to apply our knowledge to real life situations.

10% 0 iscou nt with this Ad

Plus Free Bonus
Garrard Record Changer
Value $79.95
Other Recelven- Tope Recorders - Portable
T.V.'s At The Some Offer By Admiral, Toshiba,
Hitachi, Lloyd Grondlng, Plan-ra, Bell I Howell,
Onkyo Etc. Now In Stock

NOW ~E'E. HERE .. ·
l AM Tf\l::
rrrESf DtNT ~

With
Style, Price And Fif
"3Ro BIG LOCATION"
l'M GON~ A 1A1<~

MY BALL AN' BAT
AN' GO tloME !

SEE

THE SHOE BAR

Try Peppe 's Perfect Pizza

2203 Wyandotte W. at Randolph
(almost on campus)
See Board of Governors story - page one

Many other boots & bump toes

for both guys and gals I

STUDENT REQUIRED ON CAMPUS

10 Per Cent Discount With Student Card

Newspaper Delivery
Excellent Remuneration
Call Mr. W. Lister 945-2797

CABARET
PUB
I MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

TONIGHT &SATURDAY
MONDAY, SEPT. 11 THRU
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 13TH

SUBWAY ELVIS
BRAVE BELT
Featuring Randy Bachman
Formerly of "The Guess Who"

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
SEPT. 14-16

DANCING

3221 SANDWICH ST.
SANDWICH

JUSTINE

BUFFET

253-7241

Oct. opening
for daycare
Finally, an October opening
date has been announced for
the long awaited Child Day
Care Centre in Electa Hall.
Preference will be given to
children of students. The
remaining placements will be
open to the University Staff,
and the community at large.

Cycles to drag
at WAC event
A cycle drag is being held by
the Womens Athletic Council
this Monday at 4 P.M. just
outside the University Centre.
Teams made up from girls
residences will be competing
for their Intramural record and
a special prize.
At 7 P .M. Monday WAC
will be holding their first
activity night of the year.
Included will be games, folk
dancing and refreshments to
complete the evening.

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

LARGE SUPER

HOURS
OPEN DAILY
A:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Fri. and Sat.
A:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Sunday
2:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

•

PIZZA
$ 99
OFFER GOOD TODAY, SAT. and SUN. ONLY

"WE DELIVER"
FAST DELIVERY
5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
CALL 253-7241

..
SYD'S BRIDGE HOUSE
'Where good friends meet"

1886 University Ave.

~

uO
CANADA

252-1075

GO"..
+

'9lbe 1Dom1nion r!,ouse

amou~ .for ~bt ~uh ~tta
CKLW AND UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
PRESENT IN CONCERT

lN THE

EVENT Russ IA
SHOULD BEAT (ANAOA

NO

N.H.L HOCKEY LEAGUE
GAMES WILL BE SHOWN
ON TV. IN GOLDE~ ~OTEL

THE
IKE AND TINA
TURNER REVUE

IN MEMORY OF

AND SEA DOG
At U. of W. Phys. Complex
Fri. Sept. 15 1972 7 .P.M-12 P.M.

•3 advance student centre

$4 door

grovvthe
vvay
with a high interest

Premium

Savings
Account
TORONTO DOMINION
the bank where people make the difference

"AT OUR NEW CONVENIENT CAMPUS LOCATION"

Now that the Russians have showed us how in our own backyard. the Canadian citizen is
beginning to react.
.
Frank Marentette, owner of the Golden Hotel in Tecumseh. says he intends t~ stand ~ehznd the
statement on the ·sign. He says he's disenchanted at the Canadian sports manship and tired of the
prima donnas the NHL is selling.
.
.
,
He'd like to see a return to the old style of play dominant rn the 50 s.
"That was hockey," says Frank , "now it's Saturday Night at the Fights."

Buddy Holly
A Rock & Roll Collection,
Decca DXSE7-207.
by JAMES DEAN
It was probably the ghost of Jesus Christ that
managed to weather out the storm of the ages
better than anyone before or after him.
However, if anyone can claim show in the race
of the legendary living dead, Buddy Holly can.
Holly refuses to die and his followers refuse to
let him as he continues to hold a place of
influence.
Earlier this year, Don McLean had us all put
on our thinking caps in 'American Pie' when he
said "I can't remember if I cried when I read
abo~t his widowed bride." The widow was
Maria Elena Holley, Buddy's bride of six
months. It was McLean's dedication that gave it
away.
Since 1959 Charles Hardin or Buddy Holly
songs have been recorded by Bobby Vee, the
Beatles the Rolling Stones, and even the
Gratef~l Dead and Humble Pie, and the list
continues.
This new double album set released by Decca
brings together most of Holly's harde~ rock
tunes deleting his ballads and a lot of hIS best
original material. Holly like his modern counter
part Rod Stewart relied heavily on other
peoples' material and a fair sa~pling of. his
admiration of Chuck Berry, Bo D1ddley, Little
Richard, and other contemporaries is present.
For those who don't know Holly beyond
'Peggy Sue' or 'That'll be the Day' the album is
a great lesson in history although most of the
vintage songs could have been recorded
yesterday.
The one bad aspect of the album is that there
are no liner notes or dates but all things
considered the ghost of Buddy Holly has at least
been pressed into new vinyl.
JAMES DEAN

University Players plan season

26.
November 30 opens Arthur
Miller's The Crucible, directed
by Vance Paul. This drama in
two acts reflects upon the witch
hunts of Salem as brought to
Miller's mind
by
the
McCarthy era.
Third in the series brings to
this campus and to the theatre
world of Windsor, the
experience and expertice of
Mr. Al Ruscio. Under his
direction the comedy, Three
v.1en on a Horse by Holm and
Abbott, will open on February

Brewed from pute spring wateC

And thats the troth!

8. This will be followed on
March 8 with Sean O'Casey's
Juno and the Pa y cock.
directed by George Neilson. It
is most unfortunate that ther
is no Canadian content in this
year's season.
All productions of the
University of Windsor Players
are cast via open auditions.
However, the director may
reserve the right to use only
lJniversity of Windsor students
in a production.
Another play produced by
Windsor Young Artists is
slated for the end of October
and is presently in rehearsal.
The BBC Radio satire, If
There Wern 't Any Blacks,
We'd Have To Invent Them.
will be directed by Mr. Lyn
Thomas.
In the area of the fine arts,
the Art Gallery of Windsor
presents a continuum of
exhibits from the permanent
collection of Canadian art as
well as special showings of
local and international artists.

Qi

BOBlflct

CALENDAR
The coming week shapes up as a busyonefor
local concert and pub goers.
On Friday, September 15 the Univerm~ ~
Windsor presents Ike and Tina Turner~
concert with Sea Dog from Toronto. Tlllle jg•
p.m. at the University football field. Locateda1
Huron Church Road and College ~eoue.
Subway Elvis is appearing at the Cabaret
Pub all this week.
St. Clair College offers April Wine in conceit
Sunday at the Talbot Road campus. A ~
with thern are Canadian groups. Fludd and 5a
Dog.
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday fina
Brave Belt at St. Clair's pub The Maple Tree.
Brave Belt features former Guess Who gwtans
Randy Bachman. Bachman is holding a guitar
workshop in the Griffon Theatre at 3:30 p.m.
Thursday.
Saturday, the Maple Tree has Godfrey aoJ
followed by Spice from Winni~, Tuesd11
Wednesday and Thursday.
·

BARGAIN BINS

Many plays to be roduced
by COLIN L. SW AN
If you happen to be
interested in the arts there is
plenty going on in Windsor.
The University of Windsor
Players has planned another
great season. Two tragedies, a
comedy and a fantasy are in
the offing. The first to be
presented is presently in
rehearsal under the direction of
Dr. Joan Hackett. The play,
Jean Giraudoux's Ondine, will
open its fantasy world October

Assuming Gallagher had enough studio .
he does an admirable job in trying to caPtur!ti
feeling of a live spontaneous perfonnance.
only occasionally falls into the pitfalla
incoherent solos and gaping holes in the IQ
sound that were so prevalent in Taste.
The album accomplishes it's P\U'poee
showing off Gallagher as a guitarist
individual tale?t eve~ playing t~e horru. ~
scores some mterestmg compos1tiona Whij
make up for some weak vocals.
The best cuts are the opening
'Laundromat' and a slower one 'I Fall Ap~
A good album with a lot of promise, it hasart
wondering what his live album is like.
rel~ased i~ England it has apparently er~~
quite a stir.

On campus the Fine Art
Department maintains shows
of student and faculty art in
the basement of the library.
Only one problem here, and
hat is when you want to relax
and take your time viewing this
art, the r oom in which it is kept
never seems to be open. Maybe
these works were n ever
intended to be viewed. If you
don't get frustrated by locked
doors you might try to see the
present show of works by the
summer students.
Writers, especially in the
field
of
poetry,
are
predominent in the Windsor
area. Readings by local poets
are frequent and their
published works are available
in most of the Windsor book
stores including the one on
rampus.
Musically, the university has
both an orchestra and a choir
directed by Mr. Imre Rozsnyai
and Mr. Robert Mau ch
respectively. Both groups
welcome participation from
interested and capable people.
The Ontario Film Theatre, a
branch of the Ontario Film
Institute in Toronto will begin
its program of artistic flicks at
the Super Cinema during the
~cond \\eek of October. These
screenings will bring to
Windsor films not normally
available to the public via
commercial theatres.
Overall Windsor is not what
ma) be considered an arts
centre but there is much being
done by individuals and small
groups. Other areas I have not
discussed include the Windsor
Symphony, Wind~or Light
Opera, :Museums, puppet
theatre, childrens' theatre, the
University Drama Society, the
Griffon Players, Lunchbucket
Theatre, G eneration, The
Seed-at-Zero and quite a few
more. Information on these is
easily available through the
Lance office.

All submissions to
the Seed At Zero
must include the
writer's
name.
Requests for a pen
name
will
be
honored but for legal
reasons the author's
real name must be
available.
Once
again we urge you to
submit your material
as soon as possible to
the Lance Office.

Buddy Holly

Rory Gallagher is first a guitarist, then a
songwriter and finally a singer.
For those who are not familiar with
Gallagher, he was born in Ireland and played
guitar and sang for a number of years in Taste.
Taste was a three piece band (drums, guitar and
bass) that tried to follow in the footsteps of
British super groups like Cream and the
Hendrix Experience.
Mostly they were never able to successfully
sort the decibels from the music and eventually
died with modest success in England and
Europe and little attention if any in North
America.
Gallagher survived and has since started a
solo career. The result being his second
individual album simply titled 'Rory
Gallagher'.
On this album he has used basically the same
instruments that were used in Taste. No
overdubbing on either side except occasional
harmonica by Gallagher and saxes on the
albums last cut.

As a public service to students we intend~
keep everybody abreast of record sales Ill
what's happening in the city's bargain bill
With everything quiet on the Woo/co andK
mart fronts, the Shoppers' Record and Tip!
Mart at the Devonshire Mall wins this 11ieb
award for budget record buying exrellenre.
Featured in their manufactured cle.tl'IDce a;i
tons of British imports that h 1XJCe CrMt
staggering $4.98 now reduced to 12.99.
Included in this collection of the ran.
precious and cheap are early Small Fae~
Animals, Rolling Stones, Savoy Bro2n. Jo~~
Mayall, and Hollies. The two high points ar1
the double 'Kinks' which is a collection of all of
their British hits prior to 'Lola'. The secooo
super bargain is the pre-Rod Stewart, Small
Faces' "The Autumn Stone", which contains
the hits of this, the. best of the bubble gu:n
bands.

The Lance
needs
News, sports
write rs

Askus about a student loan.
ft pays to get an education.
Education costs a bundle.
At the Commerce, we know.
And, we can help lighten the load.
Talk to a local Commerce

manager about a student loan.
H e can help you get it. And,
he can help you keep it in check
with proper money management.

------- --

CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE

You and the Commette. Together we're both stronger.
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somebOdY said
he could whip a madman
into shape
before three months
were up
could mend
his fractured psyche
with a masterly technique

from among the hanging
greenery along the stream
a wet nose protrudes and
sniffs the cool calm air.
his senses at ease,
the buck emerges long
and brown and sleek
from the leaves
and courses into the
slow water on precise hoofs
certain on the slippery
underwater rocks.

another guaranteed
that he would make it
even quicker
with voltage
and the latest phenothiazines...

of

guitarist a1-J
h.e. horns.
s1tions Which

a,

•pening so
I. F a~l A.pan'
mse, it has Ill
is like. Onh
,ently creat~

I've watched
the madmen waiting
-seen them grow a Iittle
madder
praying for
some jesus miracle
they know
is the only answer

prancing.
clear glass rods
of particular water
are kicked high
into the blue splashed
straight sky.
the water-shoots,
catapulting through
the cool calm air,
stretch themselves
enjoying every inch
of freedom until,
fully elongated,
all that remains
is a grateful spray
that hangs
then settles away .
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LIVING IN THE PRESENT

I begin now to reconstruct
my scattered self
broken in dry days:

Wayne Mamer

the domination of space
landscaPeS, particular houses
transa,ersed places in timeall argue defeat
but what is truant-

KABUKI

thi~ original, open

,ay there can be

. . .A runic prelibation
of stirred light ...

no defeat
my life, like the rusting
hulks of abandoned cars
in quarry depths

joyless as an indolent spider
her
phantom
hand
peruses
wavy
petals
of
melodious
preludes
on
the
amber
kimono

lies secret

.ve intend to
:1 sales and
argain bins.
Jlco and K,
l and Tape
, this weeks
excellence.
earance are

and I remember
eyes like coins
in adrawer
all the tall places

what these things were
I now hold
will be again.

once cost ,
$2.99.
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Alexandre Amprimoz

IN SO MANY WORDS

WAKING UP IN TORONTO

for Kate

The a.m. voices of the city
swarm around outside my
window
and daylight brushes its yellow
teeth
on the venetian blinds.

I tried to say it
In so many words.
And I tried to say it in three.
I kept dreaming of trains
With one-track minds
But oh, they still evaded me.

rts

"

And staring up at the ceiling of
this Royal York hotel room
(a cigarette casual and rakish
in my experienced fingers)
I wonder if I am enough like
Errol Flynn to need a drink
of the stale scotch eyeing me
from its bedtime water-glass.

You used to make love sound
Like a merry-go-round.
Were we on it for long?
A Phonecall, a letter
Could bring us together ...
Together we went wrong.

But this quivering in the stomach
was never felt by Errol Flynn,
nor was he ever awakened
by an absence of rooster calls.

I often wonder
If You remember
As much about me as I you.
I tried to say it
In so many wordsNow I can say that I loved you.

Len Gasparini
HUNTER

ON CATALOGUING THE PRESENT EARLY ONE MORNING
THE RIVER, OUR RIVER

A freighter storms by
A sailboat glides through,
A Yacht coasts on
while a cruiser slips through beyond the rest.
The river, our river stands firm,
never stopping, never faltering,
onward pushing, forging on.
Yet holds the burdens of our wastes
And tolerates the ebb in life within.
The river, our river stands firm
until we,
take up the cross
and save it.

Alex Sasha Tadich

Fatigue faces me from around the corner.
And silent gestures of despair fight clouds of disbelief.
We could have started over again but in life
Even the best wishes make poor performers,
And crumbling words do not gather into a shout.
They are paralyzed arms raised in vain.
We create our own absence; so much are we in need of belonging
And attempts at union are matches thrown into wet powder.
Our verbalized lust runs into dry rivers:
A vision of a girl, legs like stilts: of what wetness is she afraid?
Imprints upon the dust into my eyes which shiver.
The somber morning sun raises the city's skirts
And reveals her knobby knees, her loping gait.
Wind rubs a beer drenched head, stirs the heaps of dirt
And I stop a moment surprised at a sound growing louder
Of thousands of starlings screeching, singing .....

A. Van den Hoven

Barbed wire
And the wide, snow-patched stubblefield
Were meant to be lonely.
The wind calls them lonely.
The ditch
Half-filled with weeds
And unidentifiable tendrils
Locked in the thin skin of ice
Calls them lonely.
None of them wanted him
Him striding across that lump-hardened land
With his back to the sole
Uncleared patch of bush
Dragging his deer lolly-gagging all the way
His proud Mississauga longfoot
Trampling the trail of mammillary death
His woollen shirt pungent with oil
In the still bitter air
And his gun
Bobbing, cocked against his thigh
As he makes his way
To the station wagon
Parked, rail-topped
And ready as a morgue.

Susan Van Kuren

This is the excitement
of a small boy
on Christmas morning
and when I go downstairs
all the gifts of the crowed streets
will be mine to open.

Richard Homsey

TO KILMER, WHO ART
IN GREETING-CARD HEAVEN

Passacaglia, pavane:
The words dance antiquely
Past the caskets of verses
Insufficiently grave
Insufficientty stately
To cleave to the form of
And move to the sound of
Passacaglia, pavane.

John M. Ditsky
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Attention subscribers: it's time once again to renew
your subscription to The Lance.

. . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
ADDRESS
. . . . . . . . . . ZONE . . . . .
CITY .....
...
. . .. . . .. . . . .
PROVINCE OR STATE
. . . . .. . . . . ..
COUNTRY . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
NAME

...

Enc Iose d ·as $ ....... f or ....... su bscriptions to The Lance
at five dollars each (26 issues).
Make All Cheques Payable To:
Students Administrative Council Ltd.
University of Windsor
Windsor 11, Ont.
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Programs are
available to
all students
Th e immediate aim of
athletics at the University of
Windsor is to provide every
student with an opportunity to
participate in sports activity .
The Intramural and Inter-collegiate Programs are intended
to de\elop your athletic ability,
however little you ma} have,
along with all around physical
fitness and the compf'titive
athletic spirit.
The Sports Program exists
to aid every student at the
University in achieving a wellrounded university education.
In fact, student participation
in the sports program is not
considered "extracurricular"
at all, but rather an integral
part of their experience here.
The University of Windsor's
Sports Program covers intercollegiate, intramural, and
"service" activities. In addition to their regular teaching
and research work, most members of the Faculty of Physical
and Health Education also
have responsibilities in various
phases of the sports program,
administering, instructing, or
coaching. And the facilities
and equipment are available to
everyone, regardless of ability.
So how about it?

o:n~~r

Doug Middleton, a back for the kick-off return team didn't get ue7 far as evidenced by this picture.. Other Lll!lleh confused
and b~wi(dered by ~he Golden Hawks either got in the way or watched their teammate. Lancers barely held their
t~
half and
substituting freely m the second half, they lost the game 22-8.
Pl
erry Hea

Lancers 8-W aterloo 22

Golden Hawks defeat Lancers
Many clubs are doing
many things. The Lance
would like to know what
your club is doing.

DUSTIN HOffMAN
·urr1.1: BIG MAN"
A Cinema CA>nt"" FIims PresentahOn

MAlmN 841..MM · Jtff CORl:l' · CHll:f DAN 61:0R61:

f..\l'~ ~~~~W..\l' I

Scree,poaybyCat>e,W,orgn;.n BasedontheNoYelt,yltomasBe<ve, Procu::edbySIUdrtM>la, 0,cectedbyArt""Pem
A Naloooal Geoe<al Plctun,s Release ~

Monday, Sept. 18
Rm. 1120 Math Bldg.
7 & 9:30 P.M.

Panav,soon·-·

-

Admission $1.00 with student card
$1.50 without card
No exceptions

Assign a reporter, or
call The Lance. We'll set
up a system just for you.

Lance News Dept.: 253·
4060, 253-4232 Ext. 153.

The University of Windsor
Lancer Football team came out
on the shorter end of a 22-8
decision when they played the
Waterloo-Lutheran
Golden
Hawks in an exhibition game
at the P.H.E. field last Monday afternoon.
The Golden Hawks received
the opening kick-off. They
opened and maintained a
strong ground attack against
the Lancers. Rather than to
allow their placekicker to
attempt field goals, the Golden
Hawks went with third down
gambles throughout the game.
The Lancer defence rose to the
occasion when the Hawks were
threatening.
The Lancer offence meanwhile was having its problems.
The
Lutheran
defence
presented Lancer quarterbacks
Andy Parichi and Rick Muldoon with troubles. Their front
line left Lancer backs with
little running room, and our
quarterbacks little time to
throw passes. Five fumbles and
one interception resulted

against the Lancers.
There was no scoring in the
first hall until the final 34
second mark when Golden
Hawk back Farhner swung
around the end for a major
score. A faked single, and a
quick toss to receiver Konopka
for two points gave Lutheran
an 8-0 lead at the hall.
In the second hall, it was
Lutheran football. At 9: 4 7,
Lutheran back
Farhner
plunged over the line for his
second touchdown of the game.
A kicked convert, and the score
was 15-0.
It was less than five minutes
later that Lutheran quarterback Allison on a keeper play
scampered 30 yards unmolested into the end zone.
With the extra point good, the
score read 22-0 for Lutheran.
Fans started to leave the
stands when a short drizzle of
rain started up. A few loyal
fans saw the Lancers score
their only points of the game
with SO seconds left on the
clock.

A 25 yard Parichi-to-MikeA special kind of hello
Urban pass set up the Lancer out to area grade echooler; ~
score on the Lutheran 4 yard lined the stands Co lead Ill
line. Lancer back McCann the singing of O Canada.
plunged for six points. The
Lancers completed a pass into , - - - - - - - - -....
the end zone to Urban for a
two point convert. WaterlooLutheran 22- Lancers 8 !
To give the fans some idea of
the ball control displayed by
the Golden Hawks, they had
33 first downs to our 11, 31 on
the ground. Fortunate for us,
they also picked up 107 yards
in penalties which often came
at crucial stages in the game.
There are many familiar
faces back from last season to
play with the Lancers. Monday
afternoon, they were experimenting on both offence and
defence. There are better days
ahead once they establish
themselves. Their first game of
the regular season is next
Saturday against McMaster in
Hamilton. That's September
16 so see if you can go and
support our team.

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS -PROGRAM
REMINDER
The deadline for full assistance under OSAP
is September 30, 1972. Applications
received after this date will be assessed for
half the year's need.

In the course of a game .
your skate is punished
by st icks . skat e blad es
and pucks. So you need
a skate that can lake ,t
. . a skate made by
Daoust.
Daoust protection
The famous Daoust boot
1s mad e of high qu ality
materials - like f.:1est
Kangaroo leather chosen for strength and
durability. Inter-lined
with ball 1st1c nylon mesh
and lined with English
kip leat he r provides
all -ro und foot protection .
The r,gi d box to e 1s
g ua ranteed. And on top
of all this ... the Daoust

fit - the ultimate in
skate comfort.
Daoust performance
Just as a player must
perform und er pressure,
a skate must perform
under punishment ...
and Daoust skates do
just that. An example is
the Daoust National 300
- ill ustrated above
Before this skate leaves
the plant ,n Montreal.
the blade is tested for
strength and resistance
on the Rockwell scale
It must reg ister a reading
of 58 to 60 - guaranteeing the DAOUST standards
of exce llence.

Students twenty-four years of age prior to
the first day of the month of registration
who have received a Statement of Award
will be eligible to be reassessed under the
new regulations pertaining to Group B
students. Those students who were
previously ineligible for assistance because
of family income but who might now qualify
under the revised age requirement should
apply for OSAP as soon as possible.
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Further information and application forms
are available from your Student Awards
Officer.
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Decrease in residents

13 universities

Cody Hall shutdown
now 'Grand Hotel'
by WALTER FRA.~CZYK
Enrollment decreases and a lack of people wishing to live in
residence have forced the University of Windsor Housing Office
to dose Cody Hall as a student residence.
Combined, the residences at Windsor can accomodate up to
I 550 students. By late August. however, only 950 applications
for residence had been received by the Housing Office.
Spaces were then made available to St. Clair students, yet the
response was not very significant.
According to Joe Sasso, Director of Housing, it became
apparent that one residence would have to be closed in order to
avoid a sizable financial loss.
Closing Macdonald or Laurier Halls would remove too many
beds. Huron and Tecumseh Halls could not be closed because
they were too popular among students.
This left Electa and Cody as the only alternatives. It was
decided that since Cody required more repairs than Electa it
would be closed as a student residence.
Mr. Sasso feels that the reasons behind this decrease in
residence enrollment are part of a provincial-wide trend.
He cited that rules and residence fees were not a major factor
here because at Windsor residence rules are established and
enforced by the residents themselves.
He said that residence fees have only increased fifty dollars
over the past three years. Other universities such as Guelph have
been forced to close residences, and York, Brock, MacMaster
and Trent Universities are experiencing financial problems
because of the drop in residence enrollment.
The management of Cody Hall has since been placed under the
direction of University Centre Director, Chuck Tolmir.
Mr. Tolmie informed the Lance that repairs and cleaning of
the building were almost complete and that the ·building was
available to various organizations as a year-round convention
centre.
The Medical Centre will remain on the first floor, and the
International Students' Organization will be moving their
facilities into the main lounge and basement areas of Cody.
This will bring the I.S.O. and its facilities closer to the centre of
campus and make them more available to many students.
Among the first organizations to use the new "Convention
Centre" will be the University's Physics Department which
requires accommodation for guests at a seminar scheduled for
later this fall.
How long Cody Hall will remain as a convention centre is
uncertain. In the words of Joe Sasso, "If Cody can make money
as a convention centre, that is what it will be."

To vote on fee strike
TORONTO (CUP! - The Ontario Federation of Students (OFS) executive re-affirmed its
intentions to hold a referendum in October for
students to decide whether to withhold their
second term tuition fee installment in January.
The fee boycott would be a protest against the
Ontario government's decision to raise tuition
fres and cut back in student award grants.
The referendum will be held October 10-12
on all campuses belonging to OFS. The
organization represents students councils at 13
universities and community colleges.
Yesterday's decision was made amid
indications of overall success for OFS' campaign
urging students to pay only their first fee
installment at registration. However, accurate
figures were not available from most schools.
Carleton University student association
president Bruce Cameron told the meeting that
88 per cent of Carleton students had paid only
their first installment. Yvon Lachappelle,
president of the students general association at
Sudbury's Laurentian University estimated his
school's mark at 95 per cent, but the figure was
unofficial.
OFS treasurer Eric Higlin, president of the

Construction protested

Students occupy lawn?
"Wouldja Lika Licka ice cream?", said one of Prime Min"
Turdeau 's more dedicated fans.
"No thanks. I have to fly," said Pierre. A short 20 minute sp
and 45 minutes for crowd handshaking and Trudeau was off again on more campaign
il.s. He stressed the need for
Canadianism and emphasized the success of the Liberal P. y. Also appearing were ,'Mark
'MacGuigan. Gene Whelan. and Herb Gray, all area Liberal _M
-Photo by Squire

~Enumerators wrong, say Chief Electoral 0/fic/:!r

Western students shbjected to int rrogation
OTTAWA (CUP! - Canada's Chief Electoral
Officer said today (Sept. 191 that enumerators had
stepped out of line when they prevented students from
registering to vote in their university constituencies.
J.M. Hamel said enumerators "were going beyond
their terms of rrference" last week, when they
subjected University of Western Ontario residence
students to lengthy interrogations about their
independence from their parents.
"I talked to the returning officer in London West
last week, and I quoted from your article what I had
said: that it was for the student to decide where he
· considered his ordinary residence to be," Hamel told
CUP. "Nothing in the Election Act authorizes
students to go through a complete interrogation."
London West returning officer John Kerr had said
single students living away from home who wanted to
vote in London must declare themselves independent
of their parents and be able to prove it. By Sept. 16
only 285 residence students had been enumerated out
of a residence population of more than 4000.
"There was a rumour that students were going to
be subjected to a means test," Hamel said today.
"But we simply cannot demand that. It is none of our
business where a student gets financed. We don't

care."
Hamel was not aware of a similar problem at
Devonshire House, a professional students' residence
at the University of Toronto.
Enumerators there last week told students that
"accepting money from parents means the student
must vote in the parents riding."
But the next day (Sept. 14) the local returning
officer accepted Hamel's statement to CUP, and said
"we will make every endeavor to ensure every student
who wants to vote here can."
By Sept. 16 students said that only four of 80
students in one residence wing had been enumerated
but the returning officer said he didn't know
enumerators used improper procedure.
"I am determined to allow every student who wants
to, to vote here," he said. If necessary, "I will ask the
authorities to extend the enumeration period."
Hamel explained the problems have occurred
because all 95,000 enumerators across Canada
couldn't be expected to interpret guidelines from his
office in the same way.
Although memoranda which Hamel sent~o local
returning officers drew a sharp distinction oetween
students "away from home" and those "on their

own", the chief electoral officer said his recent
statements do not represent a retreat from an earlier
policy.
"The onJ,y additional question we can ask a student
is whether he would be willing to declare his
university residenc to be his ordinary residence
under oath on election," he said.
Under the New Canada Elections Act students no
longer have the choice of being enumerated at their
parents' home riding and where they live while at
university. Instead, they may vote by proxy in their
parents' riding if they cannot appear on election day
or for the advance poll.
Hamel denied re
s that proxy voting procedure
is cumbersome. H e said students can pick up both
"Form 47" (the proxy form! and a statement from
their university re · ar certifying their status as
students at the regis ar's office. They must mail the
completed forms to the proxy voter in the parents'
riding, who then m take them to the local returning
officer. Only a persoi registered to vote in the same
polling division can
as a student's proxy voter.
Hamel said that f m the student's end "the whole
thing could be ta
care of in less than five
minutes."

•
Shinerarna hits the street today: szgn
up now
by AMANDA SIMPSON
and MURNA HOLSEY
Cystic Fibrosis is a disease of
the mucous glands affecting
the normal functions of the
body in children. It is a
hereditary disease with which
one in one thousand children

are born.
Now, largely due to the fact
that each and every child must
be tested at birth in Canada for
Cystic Fibrosis, doctors can
control the disease to give the
child a longer lease on life.
Twenty-five years ago, the

Undergraduate
Women's
Society of McGill, Esquire
Shoe Polish, Montreal Newsbovs
As~ociation,
and
W ;terloo Lutheran wanted to
raisr money for the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation. They had
a shoe-shine blitz and called it

Reduced Lance this week
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Shinerama. In 1963, Waterloo
again revived Shinerama and
raised
9,000 for CF .
125,000 enterprise in 1971.
This years' campaign
directed by Mike Quinlan, Tim
Doyle and Dennis DesRosiers,
will run Friday, September ·22 ,
and Saturday, September 23.
The centre of operations will
be Devonshire Mall at the

CYSTIC FIBROSIS

salaries and honoraria in the middle of the

::::

year. This kind of change should have been
made in March when these people were
being chosen for the year."
Gilmour added that 50 dollars pay a
week is not enough money for the position,
considering the responsibility and amount
of work involved in the job.
He said the job of editor is a full-time job ::::

~

SHINERAMA

and that he is responsible for the paper's ;[)(:
layout, editorial policy and must cover any .....
important stories for which there is no news 1./1.I

staff available.

University of Toronto student council, claimed
the overall figure was between 70 and 90 per
cent.
"Whatever the figure, it is true that more
student paid by installment than before," OFS
general co-ordinator Craig Heron said in an
interview.
The referendum will ask students three
questions:
1 t Whther they enBorse the OFS demands
that tuition fee increases be deferred until full
discussion with interested groups and
publication of the final report of the Ontario
Commission on Post-secondary Education, and
that the Ontario Student Awards Program be
amended Lo allow part-time student eligibility
and restore the $600 loan ceiling (recently
raised to $8001.
2 t Whether they agree to withhold their
second insLallmenL of fees when it becomes due
in January.
.
3) Whether they would be willing to withhold
the entire tuition fee amount next year if tuition
fees are again increased.
OFS will meet after the referendum results
are known to decide on further action.
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"LEND A HELPING FOOT"

main trailer, as well as shiners
on every major corner in the
city.
Monday night at Hiram
Walkers Reception Centre, a
press conference was held to
introduce the campaign to
Windsor once again. Shinerama 72 promises to be a lot of
fun commencing with shining
on Friday "for as long as y~~
want- as often as you want .
For those of you who indulge
there will be a "pub run"
which promises to be full of
hijinks, hilarity and beer.
Saturday there will be
shining all day at various
locations.
Transportation to headquarters will be provided just call 253-4232 any time
and it will be arranged.
The top 10 fund raisers of
the winning faculty will be
given a free pub night later in
October.
.And so students, sign up on
the shiner's list located in the
main lobby of the centre.
You don't have to shine all
day or both days, just when
you want. This is a very
worthwhile fund raising
campaign and it deserves each
and everyone's support.

OTTAWA (CUP) - Resi· opposing the construction to
dence students at Carleton the university's Building
University plan to occupy a Advisory Committee.
The administrators claimed
campus lawn tomorrow (Sept.
23 l to protest a university pro- the committee could still
posal for a new building cfi the decide against construction on
that site. The students will
site. ,
The students say the lawn is submit the brief tomorrow
the only large grassy playing morning (Sept. 23).
field in the university's resi'The new building would
dence area.
house
classrooms
and
The occupation will begin administration offices for St.
College,
an
tomorrow night with a Patrick's
campfire and the establish- institution affiliated with
ment of tents on the site to Carleton and now located in
allow students to sleep there mid-town Ottawa about five
miles from Carleton 's main
overnight.
Construction is scheduled to campus. Carleton sold the old
begin Monday morning (Sept. St. Pat's building to Algonquin
25 l and the students hope to be Collegr of Applied Arts and
able to greet the construction Technology last spring.
equipment when it arrives.
St. Pat's plans to use an
They have not decided whether existing Carleton residence to
to try to obstruct building house its students and wanted
crews.
its main building close to its
At a meeting of 300 residence.
residence students tonight,
The university rejected two
university
administrators sites on another part of the
advised them to submit a brief campus because of allegedly

prohibitive costs.
The protesting residence
students say construction of a
new building so close to
existing dormitories would
create unbearable construction
noise. They also say that St.
Pat's main building should be
set apart from the rest of the
campus for the college to
maintain its separate identity.
They claim that Carleton
received more from the sale of
the St. Pat's building to
Algonquiu than the cost of a
new building.
But the major reason for the
protest is the fact that
construction would eliminate
the only grassy area around the
residence complex.
Construction had been
scheduled to begin Sept. 1, hut
delays pushed the date forward
until students were back on
campus and became aware of
the implications. The university's plans had previously
received little publicity.

Exhibition this weekend

Club to present first awards
byRONHATYSEK
A truly unique viewing experience will take
place this weekend as the Karate Club presents
an exhibition coupled with its First Annual
Awards Night.
This . event will take place Saturday,
September 23 from 6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. at
St. Dennis Hall. Admission is free and thus
should fit even the tightest budget.
The honoured guest will be SANG KYU
SHIM, a master instructor, who possesses the
eighth degree Black Belt.
This ranking makes Mr. Shim the highest
ranked Black Belt in Korean Karate in North
America. Since Mr. Shim is the Master of the
University Club, the evening is sort of a tribute
to him.
Awards will be presented by Mr.
MacGibbon, Director of Public Relations and
Information Services, Dr. Olafson, acting Dean
of Physical Education, Mr. Bob Chase, and of
course Mr. Shim.

Mr. Chase is head instructor of the University
Club and holds a third degree Black Belt,
making him the highest ranked Canadian.
Also in attendance will be members of all
local karate clubs. An eleven year old boy,
named Jimmy Rioso will be among the
participants. Jimmy is the youngest holder of
the Black Belt in North America.
·
The basic program will include a complete
exhibition of all phases of the martial art of
TAE KWON DO. The password for the
evening will be action.120 cement slabs and 150
hoards must go!
One of the many demonstrations will see Mr.
Chase break a board with his foot while it is
being held over a man's head. Another will see a
black belt holder attempting to handle four
competent opponents simultaneously.
So, after the football game, come out and
watch karate experts go through their paces. It
promises to .be a smashing evening.

Bits~ Pieces
- Chinese Student Association presents a dance in the Faculty Lounge in the University
Centre 8: 00 p.m. Fri. Sept. 22. Members and ladies free - all others $1.00.
· Dance Club - in production in Modem and Jazz Sept. 25 7: 00 - 9: 00 at the Dance
Studio in the Phys Ed. For Further information call Mr. Kimmerle Ext. 772.
- Judo Club - Beginners on Monday and Tues. 7: 30 - upper belts Wed. and Thurs.
7: 30, All welcome.
- Spanish and Latin American Club will hold their first meeting Sept. 26 at 5: 00 in
Rooms 1,2,3,4 in the University Centre.
- Dept of Asian Studies presents a lecture on Hindu Astrology Sept. 26 at 7: 30 EDT in
Ambassador Auditorium. Guest speaker will be Prof. Raman. Free.
- Public ~orum on Guaranteed Annual Income, Tues. Sept. 26 at 2-5 p.m. in
Assumpt10n. Lounge ~nd from 7: 30 - 10: 00 in the Moot Court Room in the Law Bldg.
For further mformallon call Iona College 253-7257. Speakers will include members of
the community, churches, poverty organizations and at night political speakers.
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I WISH TO BUY STAMPS
EITHER IN COLLECTIONS
OR ACCUMULATIONS
PHONE 253-1303 AND I WILL
MAKE OFFERS AND
ARRANGEMENTS

by STRANGE

UNPRECEDENTED TWO-NIGHT EVENT

DIRECT CINEMA

FILM MAKERS CONFRONT REALITY
8P.M.
II Wed., Oct.-'

I Tues. , Oct. 3
in person

In person
D.A. Pennebaker
in trod uci ng hi1
Pr imary, Company
Jop li n-Hend ri x

WIiia rd Van Dyke
wit h his own
The River, The City
Vo lley Tow n

Auditorium, The Detroit Institute of Arts
Ticke ts: $1.50 (stude nts bOc) for each even ing . Art Institute. Hudson 's
U. of D. Write 5200 Woodw ard, Detroit 48202 (te l 83 2-2730 ).
Co-sponsorshi p: Frie nds of Mode rn Art and Wi nkelman '• Focu s: USA

I'm going to Russia for the hockey series. Could you
fix me up with a megaphone and a press card?
The Lance has a big surprise for you. We are giving you
our famous Lance Sports and Foreign Correspondent Kit,
Russian model. This handy, dandy unit contains:
1. Ultra heavy duty Lance Press Card naming you as a
Lance Sports correspondent and granting you all the rights
and privileges of a member of the yellow press.
2. 14 cents in gold bullion
3. 3 pairs of nylons.
4. A Mattel water pistol that shoots around comers.
5. A supply of plastic flowers.
6. 2 Famous Players Theatre stubs.
7. 4 aspirin.
8. A Canadian Flag that is in reality cleverly concealed and
skillfully disguised Canadian Flag.
In return all we ask is four bottles of vodka, 3 huge silk
flags autographed by Kosygin, Breshnev and the rest of the
Supreme Soviet and an ashtray from the Leningrad Holiday
Inn. The bullhorn was provided through SAC. Perhaps this
simple 442 watt Amplivoice psychedelic unit with the vinyl
carrying strap could perhaps be a symbol of a new dawn in
the Lance-SAC Race War. An anonymous individual woke
Gerry Gagnon from a sound sleep to get permission to use
the bullhorn. I would like to thank the President and the
anonymous individual sincerely and from the bottom of my
blue
suede
shoes.

+++

Where is the yearbook????

G.G. Indeterminate
Luncheon d'Ambassador, last years' tasty morsels of
Photographic excitement will be served up October 2, by
noted chef, photographer and pornographer Thaddeus
Holownia (pronounced Halloween-headl.
This years' offering was delayed when Intercollegiate
Press and Alaskan King Crabs Delivery Service had trouble
finding Alaskan King Crabs (Famed Nova Scotian Rock
Singed to deliver. The menu includes salad au Leddy
(Ceasar's Salad), photograph's de fisheye, pomme £rites au
athletics (Boiled jock straps au gratin ) concert potpurri (pot
,v;t \. ~n<> ilavorl and for an entree -Graduates au boeuf
(underdone).

+++

Can you find stinky a bicycle seat?

S.M. IV Arts
Yes! Stinky is the recipient of a dynamite, Two tone, vinyl
bicycle seat. You, the person out there with the green C.C.M.
bike with no seat, take heart! Take comfort from the fact
that you are the victim of a vicious racket. Now you can send
me a letter asking for a new bicycle seat and I'll have more
filler for this disgusting column.

HcOl1\T.G'S
'1 l I

OVER 160
VARIETIES
OF THE FINEST FOODS

GRESTAURANT
565 WYANDO TTE W.

/

/

/

( a t Ja nette)

FR EE PA RKI N G A T REAR
FRE E FAST DE LI V ERY $ 3. 0 0 UP
PHONE 256-77 11

/

/

St uden ts w ith cards
15 Per Cent O n A ny Pick Up O rders $2. 00 & Over

Enjoy Our Famous

( ~.c.

LUNCHES

...

AND
SPEED READING

DINNERS

Classes Start Oct. 10

13 £AR ...

on campus
Ph : 25 3-48 52 ext. 326 or
254- 81 13 for i nfor mation .

I've been in Ottawa for the
last few days. All kinds of news
floating around this city. To
listen to the civil servants,
Pierre and his Liberals are in
trouble. A Liberal Senator who
used to be Premier of his own
province told me that the word
is that the best Trudeau can
hope for is a minority
government. Could be some
shake ups in safe seats like
Windsor's. The man from St.
C lair h as a good ch ance to b eat
Dr. McGuigan in WindsorW alkerville and even the great
Herbie, Minister of National
Revenue isn't as safe as he
thinks he should be. I wonder
if On-Tory-0 will do it to the
Liberals????
I had a chance to talk to Dr.
Zoltan Zsignond of Statistics
Canada on University enrolments across the country. On
September 8 he predicted a 2.5
perroot increase nationally and
said the figures would go up
from 126,612 to 131,00l/
undergrads and 14,949 to
15,100 grads from 1971-72 to
this year in Ontario. As of

today he is worried. Seems this
years' numbers • just aren't
appearing and we could be in
for as much as a 10 percent
decrease from last year. As
Ontario Universities budget on
the system of formula finan·
cing, this drop could rea lly
cramp the Jollars. There are as
many freshmen as ever
entering the system, it's those
in the other years that are
dropping out. I hope someone
is wondering why, after all, thia
tight money could mean rr
merit pay this year.

pays attention and straightens
up from within the system
before the government does it
or us. They °"'~II you know.
Waterloo University's bookstore lost $43,000 last year in
inventory shrinkage. That is a
nice word for rip-offs. The
books tore
management
recently put out a four page
paper explaining the problem
to their student body and
describing their new "get
tough" policy. We hope the
ublem doesn't exist in our
store, but if it does, let's
it now by calling a thief a
+++
Aef. Prices in the store are
I have had a preview of the orced up by stealing. Let's nail
Cory-Ban::ieau Report. Theirs
thieves so we can all pay
was the Commission on the leas.
Rationalization of University
+++
Research. This 400 plus page
Signs are good that basket·
document, due to be released
in late October is a real eye· ball is alive and well in
opener. Must reading for :Windsor. For all you freshmen,
word to the wise. Get to St.
students, faculty, administra·
tion, and governments. It tries Denis Hall early for games
to make sense of the "research his vear as even the Crusaders
m~ are going to be super.
mess" {my own quotes) in the
he n, oh when, are we going
Canadian System. High time I
get "Phase 3"???
say. I sure hope somebody

OPEN

MON.toTHURS 11 JOAM ,9PM
FRI & SAT 11 30 A M · 7 00 A M

SUNDAYS & HOUDAYS 3 P.M .9 PM

RUDY'S
STYLE
SALON

~

LADIES & GENTLEMENS HAIR STYLING

BY RUDY & DEBBIE
Our reputation means as much to us
as your hair to you
10 Per Cent Student Discount fo r Hairstyling Only

FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL 258-2490
2846 UNIVERSITY AVE . W .
UNDER THE BRIDGE

+++

LANCER FOOTBALL
U. OF W.
YORK

vs. WINDSOR

ON C.K.W.W. RADIO 580
How come I'm not getting any?

P.S. IV F.A.
Your technique is all wrong. These ridiculous ideas you
have for getting attention are all based on the wrong premise.
The last time I saw you, you were stan ding naked on the
Centre roof screaming obscenities and waving at girls.
Today's modern liberated woman doesn't go for that crap.
Try standing naked on the Centre roof, screaming "I'm not a
male chauvanist pig", waving at girls.
This could do the trick. Another trick would be to disguise
yourseli as a chair and wait for one to sit down. Use that one
with caution however! The last person to use that trick,
Howard Nimitz was accidentally castrated but has the
honour of being the only human in existence to be
reupholstered by Famous Furniture for only $139 for the
sofa and $69 for the chair.

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Vella
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 41 in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

SEPT. 23 - 2. p.m.
NOMINATIONS ARE NOW
OPEN FOR SAC BY-ELECT ION
FOR OCTOBER 4 19 72
Positions open are :
1 Law Rep .
1 Arts Rep .
1 Nursing Rep .
1 Ed . Fae . Rep .
1 Phys. Ed . Rep .
1 External Affai rs
Commissioner
1 Finance Commissioner
Forms a vailable in SAC office .
Nom inations cl ose Sept ember 27
1972 at 5 :00 p.m .

COMING ATTRACTIONS

Monday & Tuesday,

- 26th

September 25th

TEA GARDEN & VAN WINKLE
COVER CHARGE

$1.00

STUDENTS WITH CARD

3885 SANDWICH W.

.50

l MILE WEST OF BRIDGE

SEPTEMBER 22, 1972

Mens Intramural Program

THE LANCE NEEDS
SPORTSWR ITE RS
contact John McAI I ister

FAST SERVICE
Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

We Are All Together At

Jl&zm 4 eoea
Shoe Garden
NOTE
NEW LOCATION
26 UNIVERSITY EAST

l 0% Student & Faculty Discount
1 Hour Free Parking On Any Downtown
lot With $5.00 Purchase

fa

En.;oyment: the major theme
Each year, an intramural
program for mPn is proddPd
involving a ,·ariety of activities
that will assist in satisfying
some of the recreational and
eompPtiti ve desires of the
malps on our campus. The
main thPmP of thP program is
fun and enjoyment. All male
full-time students and faC'nlt)
members an' eligible for participation in the program and I
would like to extend a cordial
invitation to all of those who
qualify to actively pngage in
one or more of the activities
offered in the current program.
In past yPars, competition
was organizpd on a unit basis
such as Law, CommPrce and
other F acuities or Schools.
However, this vear, therP has
been a major ~hange in ordPr
to promote more participation.
Any group of interested
students or faculty membprs
can make up a team - they do
not npcessarily have to be from
the same Faculty, School, or
Residence.
It
is
also
permissible to have a mixture
of students and faculty
members on the same team.
The following procedure is
rPcommPnded: one person
takes it upon himself to accumulate a list of names for a
particular sport, and this group
selects a team name, such as
"Dusters·•,
"Barnbusters",
etc. This list is to be submitted
to the appropriate Commissioner of that particular sport
before the deadline date as
outlined on the posters and
notices located in the U niversity Centre and other buildings

by GINO FRACAS
on ('arnpus. ThPrP is a
minimum and maximum
number for si~n-ups for an)
one team in PaC'h sport as
follo,\s: Flag Football (7-181;
SocC'er (7-lSJ; Lobball 17-131;
Cycle Race (6-101; Basketball
(4-81;
Hockev
(11-161;
Volle,hall (4-81; and Water
Polo ·14-81. After the deadline
date a schedule will be drawn
up and distributPd to all the
competitors. Those wanting to
take part and who are not part
of any group are requPsted to
submit their names to the
Commissioner of that sport as
listPd on thP posters and thPy
"ill be placed on a team.
The fall program, the Commissioner involved, and his
phone number are as follows:
1. Flag Football -Chris Belair
(776-53961

2. Soccer

-Dan Plumpton
(256-74121

3. Lohhall ·John Kambouris
( 2S4-8.3561

4. Golf

·Jim Ongena

5. Tennis

-Dale Prisley

(256-42251
(735-42301

6. Cycle Race -John Fazekas
(253-57261

7. Paddleball

-Pat Liffiton
(734-78661

You are asked to consult the
posters and notices in the
University Centre and the
various campus buildings for
complete information on entry
dPadlinPs, starting dates, time,
and place for competition for
the above activities. Further
details can be acquired by

Heston at Stratford

Unveils
new
film
•Jf

STUDENTS, WINDSOR'~
. . . . BEST BUY !
,
Fabulous value in quality sound
30 watt TOSHIBA Stereo System

MODEL SA 360
•

Complete With. .
AM/FM Stereo Redic • Twin Speakers
• Gerrard Automatic Turntable
• Diamond Stylus

THE LANCE - PAGE THREE (IS)
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Bill Thornhill's

stereo place
DOWNTOWN-135 Ouellette at

Pitt. Across from Smith's
CALL 254-3555-0pen Thurs. & Fri. Night ti/19 p M.

RIGHT-ONll
With
Style, Price And Fit

SEE

THE SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte W. at Randolph
(almost on campus)

Many other boots & bump foes
for both guys and gals I
10 Per Cent Discount With Student Card

by SLEJO'.'IES
Charlton Heston made a personal appearance at Stratford,
September 16, in conjunction with his film vcnion of Antony and
Cleopatra. This was the North Amnican prPmierP of the film,
and thP highlight of Stratford's Pighth International Film
FPstirnl. Antony and ClPopatra also marks HPston's dPbut as a
dirpctor. He fPels that ShakPspparP was a born scrpenwritPr. and
that only film can capture the total freedom of his plays.
Every actor' in the produC'tion performs their part superbly.
Hildegard Neil's portrayal of Cleopatra exudes all the bitchy,
sensual and childish qualities that ShakPspeare intended. Eric
Porter as Enorbarbus deserves special critical acclaim. Heston
feels that Mark Antony has always been the best of the great
tragic parts. His rendition of the character was excellent, but
personally it failed to Pvoke any strong sympathy from me.
Somehow Heston seems too powerful a figure to play the
haunted. possessed hero. The general atmosphere at the opening
was pleasantly informal, despite the presence of Mr. HPston and
Premier William Davis. ThP Film Festival will continue through
September 23. OthPr fine offerings include movies of the thirties
for nostalgia buffs and Under Milk Wood with Richard Burton
and ElizabPth Ta} lor.

calling thP CommissionPf at
the number listpd abow.
Championship trophies or
plaqups arP awardPd to the
winning tPams or indh idnals
upon ('ompletion of thP
act!\ 1ty. Howpver. thPSP
trophies remain in thP trophy
case of the P.H.E. building
"ith the appropriate inscriptions on PaC'h one as an indicator of thP achiewment. ThP
individuals on a winning team
or of an individual activity
receive an attractive medallion
in rpcognition of their success
at thP conclusion of the
activity. Involvement awards
are presented to those who take
part in five or more different
act i., i ties in a given ypar
irrespective of their success.
Please consult the purple
brochure entitled "'Men's
Intramural Program - 197 273" available at the University
Centre desk or the P.H.E.
lmilding for complete details
on key eligibility regulations,
protests, defaults, postponements, conduct of participants,
awards, officials, equipment
and the complete 1972-73
intramural calendar of events.
Officials arP needPd for Flag
Football, Soccer, Lobhall,
Basketball, Volleyball, and
' ater Polo. Payment is on the
ollowing basis: two officials
orking one game receive
2.00 each; one only working
game receives $3.00 for that
ame; one official for Water
olo receives $2.00 p_er game.
Check the posters and notices
f the above sports for
omplete details on how to
· volve yourself as an official,
r call the appropriate Commissioner of that sport.
Best wishes for an enjoyable
·ntramural and academic year
t Windsor.

I\ t' Bt'rn Carrying on a Torch for \ ou for so
Long That its Burned a Great Big Whole in
'.\1) Heart. Lost and Found Humble Pie A&1\1.
\\ a:, your first la:, as good as you thought or
hoped it would be'? J\o? Well at least you can
make plans for your last one or better than that
your next one.
This must have been the sentiments of the
1968 version of Humble Pie when they realized
the egg the: had laid with their first albwn, As
Safe as Yesterday is. They captured the energy
and fla\'our of the times, "Please shave your
legs. Cmon put down that horsP and bPhavp,"
and predicted the future with, "She'll suck vou
in and then she'll blow vou out." But ·the
production was so bad that ·it was impossible to
pick out any of the precions lines of the kinky
poet laureate, Steve Marriot. Still in spite of all
the muddlP and confusion the album managed
to become onP of my classics, while Rolling
Stone butchPrPd it and the Warehouse put it in
their bargain bin for about a buck.
So while the world had pronounced Humble
Pie dead on arrival, the true Anglophytes,
sipped their Pernod and talked about their
clothes and the relatively exclusive second
album by Humble Pie, Town and Country. The
album was never released in Canada or
Harmony House and the album in its British
Import rarity consition became an object d'art
among les beaux mondes.
Besides looking rare and precious in your
record collection, Town and Country sounded
good on your stereo. The mix was considerably
better than that of "Yesterday" and the tone
was quieter and somewhat more intense and
acoustic and made Humble Pie sound less like
England's answer to Blue Cheer.
Pie's pretty faced lead player, the now
notorious Peter Frampton, reigned supreme on
the album, toning down the volume freak
Marriot and using the latter's tendency to
explode only at the most dramatic moments.
The soaring vocals in the last chorus of "Down
llnmP Again" best explains this careful

SPEED READING
Classes Start Oct. 10
on campus
Ph: 253-4852 ext. 326 or
254- 8113 for information.

warp. Bundrick's assets are an
in obtrusive but adequate voice,
an ability to kPep his organ
tmder C'ontrol (an ability not
often found in keyboard menl
and a talent for writing solid
songs that sound just like
Fraser-Rodgers-Kossoff- Kirke
compositions. His biggest
\irtue however is that he kPeps
out of the way whilP Kossoff
and Kirke create what is close
to being anothPr Free album.
Kossoff contributes his
smoothly elusive yet searing
leads. Kirke's drums are just
loose enough to make vou
think a song will fall apart ~nd
tight enough to pull it all back
together at the last moment.
Of
course
the
most
noticeable absence herp is that
of Paul Rodgers, Frep's superlative singer. Bundrick's vocals
arP good but thPy lend a
slightly softer, more melodic
tonP to this entire off Pring. The
usual pown and Pnergy is here
but ifs had its rough edges
polished up. Some people will
enjoy that but then some
people buy Melanie albums.
All told. this is a prettv fair
record. The songs. the t~lPnt,
the energy and the feeling are
all herP. So, tmtil the next Frpe
album is released. why not givP
the stereo some exercise with
Kossoff, Kirke, Tetsu and
Rabbit.

This time the album became a rare edition
classic to all those willing to undergo the first
requirement of a collector, the expense. To
make the record more illusive, the label that it
was recorded on, Immediate, had folded and
gone into receivership, making the supply truly
limited. Fortunately A&M records managed
finally (four albums lated to release both of
these vintage Pie albums in one two record set,
l,ost and Found.
The exclusiveness is now gone and anyone
can buy both these albums for under $7. The
truth once again conquers all, and like the
cream floats to the top of the bottle.

BUDDYMACK

St. Clair Concert
by IVO~ CORNY AE
St. Clair College held their second orientation
concert of the year last Sunday.
The concert featured three Canadian groups,
April Wine. Fludd and Sea Dog. The concert
was good, but thP most impressive thing was the
way it was handlPd.
instead of sticking the concert in the middle
of a large field, organizers Mike Tilka and Les
SolP dPcided to have the concert between two
buildings on St. Clair's campus. The result was
that instead of the musicians having the regular
problems of playing outside only being able to
hear themselves and little comprehension of
total sound, the groups had a simulated insidP
effect which was easier on both musicians and
audience.
Even when the rains came and the concert
had to be moved inside to the cafeteria it was
carried out smoothly.
It also seems people in Windsor don't care
who's playing, thpy'd rather go to a bar and get
drunk.

CABARET PUB
:~

MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

TONIGHT & SATURDAY

MONDAY SEPT. 18 THRU
SATURDAY SEPT. 23

JUSTINE
"YOUNG"
Ampex Recording

Artists
l O Piece Brass Band

Kossoff, l(irke, and crew
vibrant new rock group
Almost Free, Almost Free,
Thank God Almighty, It's
Almost Free. Kossoff, Kirke.
Tetw. Rabbit. Island SMAS9320.
Well gang, here it is
SPptpmbf'r again and you 're
loadPd with the government's
bucks. You've spent twelve
bucks on a new shag, bought a
week's supply of 'Quaaludes'
and you've still got a fin in the
pocket of your black velvet
bells. So what do you spend it
on'? A record, of course.
Now either you've heard a
band called Free or vou
haVPn't. If you haven't you
should buy one of their
albums. If you haVP )ward
tlwm, you arP undoubtedlv a
fan
;nd
you
proba.bly
remembpr those dark days last
year whPn thP band broke up.
Fortunately they got together
again but while the split was
on, Paul Kossoff and Simon
Kirke, )pad guitar and drums,
respectively. cut this album.
They used a Japanese bass
playPr named Tetsu Yamauchi
and an American Px R&B
sessions man. John "Rabbit"
Bundrick, on kPyboards and
\Ocals.
Oddly
enough,
this
intPrnational
assortment
worked. Tetsu SPPms to ha•.;P
studied at the And\ Fraspr
School of thP Bass and just likP
that Free stalwart, Tl'lsu
sounds like an R&R bass man
caught in a sl<m motion time

philosophy of a little bit of Marriot goes a long
W3).

BUFFET

DANCING

::··-----------·\.
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J.C. SARGANT

It Pays To
Advertise In
The Lance

And thats the truth!
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Lancer coach Thomas coaches Na

WHY STUDENT RADIO?
Over the post years the complexion of student
radio, perhaps more than any other of the campus
media, has changed noticeably. Where once it was
viewed as a simple plaything of music enthusiasts,
student radio has developed a complexity which
lends to it a myriad of meanings for its member·
ship.
This development hos occurred due to the
number of people who hove been attracted lo
student radio, each individual possessing his own
attitudes and unique personality. In allowing this
diversity of opinion to exist, unmolded by one
man's or one group 's policies, C.S.R.W. is able to
effectively and successfully reflect the whole
picture of the university society.
The contributions by the membership have
brought about the implem~ntation of many ideas
which have created in C.S.R.W. a real learning
experience. An experience that is much more than
attaining practical knowledge in the operation of a
radio station . Student radio is much more fulfilling
in that it provides on opportunity for the exchange
of opi nions both within the station and the
campus. In this manner C.S .R.W. stir;nulates
individual creativity under one body. The ultin:,ate
accompl ishment is the service of the students.

C.S.R.W., STUDENT RADIO,

FILM SOC presents
Joseph E Lev,ne presents a Mike Nichois Film starring Jack Nicholson
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: "'(arnalKnowledge' I have
f experienced only three or
~

four movies that I was
genuinely sorry to see
end. I was sorry to see
'Carnal Knowledge' end!"
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-Vincent Canby, N. Y. Times
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Canadianby JOHN McALLISTER
Between
the
Munich
Olympics and the much
publicized hockey series
between Team Canada and the
Soviet Union, in recent weeks
newspaper sports pages have at
times relegated even seasonal
sports like football and
baseball to something less than
th eir
usual
prominent
positions. And "out-of-season"
sports such as basketball were
lucky even to receive a
mention. Well, time now to
give success its due and catch
up on the neglected story of a
Canadian team that won .
Over in the People ' s
Republic of China this
summer, Canadian s were
making headlines through the
just opened Canadian Trade
Fair. But little if anything was
heard about the Canadian National Basketball Team, China
division , which was on tour at
the same time, Coached by
Lancer Coach Dr. Paul
Thomas, the team consisted of
the twelve members of the
National Team who did not go
to Europe. Games were played
in three cities : Peking, Kwan
Chow, and Shanghai, as part
of a cultural exchange between
the two countries in connection
with the Trade Fair.
The members of Canada's

inese bask etball successful

squad were relatively you
prompting Coach Thomas
refer to them as our "Develo
mental National Team." T
oldest and
man on
team w
Laurentian University's Jo
McKibbon, at thirty-thre
Youngest was seventeen-ye
old Lars Hanson who atten
Washington U. at Seat
Most of the remam1
members are familiar to fans
the sport. At the Guards we
Bruce Dempster (Western
Angus Burr (Manitoba), Al
Brayden (U .B.C.), Bob
Morris (Alberta), and Br
Coulthard (Canisius
Forwards were:Mike Mol
(now at Waterlool, John Mi
(U.B.C.) , Ken McKenz
(Montana) , John Fris
(Alberta) , and Evan Simp
(Lakehead).
The opening game of
tour was played in Capi
Gymnasium in Peking agai
the Chinese l\'ational Te
before over eighteen thousa
fans and dignitaries. In th
the first game they had ev
played together, the Canadia
defeated the Chinese team 9
81. In the second game, th
lost by seven points toChin
number two team , and in t
third played to a
when

was agreed that overtime
would be waived. The fourth
encounter was lost by two
points, while the fifth and sixth
games were victories for the
Canadians. In addition, en
route to their winning 3-2-1
record, the visitors dominated
intersquad scrimmages with
Chinese teams.
International Basketball
rules differ from Intercollegiate rules here in Canada,
and some adjustment was
necessary on the part of the
Canadian players. As Dr.
Thomas pointed out, in International basketball, "the man
with the ball can do no wrong.
He can run right into you."
And what about the
institution of the thirty second
time clock, also in International Basketball, in University play here? ''I'd be happy
to see it here," states Coach
Thomas. "It would eliminate
teams stalling at the end of a
game. But I can recall only one
instance where the full thirty
seconds was used there."
'The Chinese crowds took
some getting used to, also. By
our standards very quiet, even
the most spectacular gymnasties display or the perfect play
on the court would draw forth
only polite applause. But the
Chinese fans were appreciative

and knowlegeable, often
anticipating passes and shots,
and the like, before they
occured.
One incident is revealing of
the difference in crowd type.
When one unhappy Canadian
player fouled out on receiving
his fifth foul, his "thumbs
down" sign to the referee drew
disapproving hisses from the
crowd. These continued until
the player in question went
across and apologized to the
official whereupon the crowd's
displeasure turned into a
minutes-long standing ovation
in approval.
The Chinese National Basketball Team had already
hosted and played a number of
touring teams, from such
countries as Yugoslavia,
Romania, and Australia, when
the Canadian tour began. By
the time the Canadians faced
them on the court, their hosts
were veterans of thirty international matches.
1n every case they were as
tall as the Canadians if not
taller, and, in case you think
that alone surprising, over
twenty-five million people play
basketball in China beyond the
secondary level alone making it
the second most popular
activity behind only the
National Sport, table-tennis.

!'"Carnal Knowledge' is one

i of the best movies ever!"

~

-Liz Smith , Cosmopolitan
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Lancers stall be£ore
McMasters Marauders
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Mike Nichols.Jack Nicholson,
Candice ee,gen,t\rfhur Garfunkel,
Ann-Margrer and Jules Feiffer.
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Monday, Sept. 25th
Rm. 1120 Math Bldg.
7 & 9:30 P.M.

Admission
$1 .00 with student card
$1 .50 without card
Na exceptions

TB ALL STATISTICS

FOil A SUMME~ J()B
tOOKING ?

f+1£Xf YEARH~W

WOULD YOU LIKE

•

FOUR MONTHS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
( INCLUDING AN OCEAN CRUISE)

•

GOOD PAY PLUS BOARD, LODGING,
CLOTHING, MEDICAL. TRANSPORTATION
EXPENSES, ETC.

•

A TERRIFIC LEARNING EXPERIENCE

•

TO SERVE YOUR COUNTRY IN THE
CANADIAN ARMED FORCES
( SEA ELEMENT )
RESERVE OFFICER
UNIVERSITY TRAINING PLAN

t~ESTEO

I"'" .
e

by JOHN McALLISTER
The McMaster University
Marauders showed they could
be a real championship threat
this O.U.A.A. football season
in disposing of the University
of Windsor Lancers 27-14
before their home crowd last
Saturday.
After spotting Windsor a 140 lead at the half, the
Marauders roared back right
from the opening kick-off.
They hit the score board for
the fil"8t time at 11 : 35 of the
third quarter when quarter·
back Barry Finlay ran the ball
around Windsor's right side
into the end-zone on a third
down gamble from the eight
yard line. Finlay's bootleg
score topped off Mac's initial
drive which had originated at
their own thirty. From that
point on, it was all McMaster.
Both teams appeared to play
their best ball only one half of
the game. Windsor's ball
control in the first half,
courtesy of good offence and
tough defensive play, resulted
in unconverted majors by Mike
Urban, who had a tremendous
first half, and Jim Wakeman,
Lancers' leading rusher.
Mac
Windsor's other two points
19
Finlay 11/20 for 174 yds were off a conceded safetyand two interceptions.
touch by Mac punter Jamie
Sprears 14/73 yds.
· Spears.
Gower 5/53 yds.
390 yds.

-
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larity our basketball emiSBaries
did nothing to diminish.
"The kids were just tremendous advertising for Canada,
both on and off the court," Dr.
Thomas added in summary of
a very successful Canadian
tour.
Judging from the huge
crowds which visited the
pavillion of the People's
Republic of China at the
C.N.E. in Toronto this
summer, the Chinese are as
well regarded here as Canadians are in China. We only
hope we can maintain our
mutual national affection once
we begin playing the · Far
Eastern comrades in hockey.

McMa.ster 27- Windsor 14
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Coach Thomas feels the
Chinese shoot from the outside
as well as anyone, and play
great defense, tight yet far out
from the basket, as they are 80
quick. He described the style
the Canadians played as
"Lancer-style", with lots of
running, fast breaks, and 80
on. One difference was in the
play of the taller men for each
team, where man for man the
Canadians out-played their
hosts and controlled the
rebounds-game.
"Once their tall men get
better," Dr. Thomas predicts,
"there'll be no stopping them."
What about the chances of
Chinese teams in world
competition, if, for example,
they were admitted into the
Olympics
in
1976
at
Montreal? Again, Coach
Thomas :
"They'll be great at
whatever they take up."
While there were no official
restrictions placed on the
movements of the Canadian
visitors, there was one unofficial one. That was the large
crowds which followed them
virtually everywhere outside of
their hotels. That did limit free
movement somewhat, and yet
it was a small price to pay for
the popularity of Canadians
among the Chinese, a popu-

Windsor
13
hi 12/33 for 199 yds
two interceptions.
eman 15/46 yds
an 7/163 yds.
237 yds.

First Dbwns
Passers
Rushing
Receiving
Offense, total

?

"THE RUBIN BOYS"
GERRY-JACK
EXCLUSIVE UNISEX &
MOD FASHIONS

The second half of the ball
game saw McMaster come on
to control the ·ball and the
game, much as the Lancers did
in the opening two quarters.
McMaster was well over the
two hundred yards mark in
total offense in the final thirty
minutes alone. Marauders'
other td's were on runs by halfbacks Spears and Roy, and a
46 yard pass and run score by
wide receiver Baines with le88
than three minutes remaining.
Thill Windsor team is aot a
bad one by any means. When
the pass combination of Andy
Parichi to Mike Urban is
working as it did in the flfBt
half of the game last Saturday,
it alone can set up Windsor's
running game. With good
backs like Jim Wakeman and
new~omer McCann, and
receivers such as Mike Urban
and Barry Halliwell, the
Lancers should put up a
respectable offensive showing
this season. And, at times, their
defense was superb.
We hope Coach Fracas'
squad can shake off the effects
of the Mac game and get ready
to host York University here
tomorrow, game time 2 : 00
p.m. York could be the most
improved team in the conference this season, so don't
miss Windsor's home opener.

IF YOU HEAR
CAMPUS NEWS
HAPPENING
CALL 253-4060

11 % DISCOUNT
WITH THIS CARD

rubin's

meet market

254-3133
811 ERIE ST., E. WINDSOR, ONT.

SPEED READING
Classes Start Oct. 10
on campus
Ph: 253-4852 ext. 326 or
254- 8113 for information.

Southe n Comfort: it's the only way to travel.

;>

•

FIND OUT MORE AT
H.M.C.S. HUNTER
960 OUELLETTE AVE,
ANY TUES. EVENING 8 PM.
OPENINGS FOR U OF W
MALE UNDER GRAOS
ARE LIMITED

SO ACT NOW /

Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only bag ge you
need is some Southern Comfort,
ice, and mix .
See you on the levee.
Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort
Pour l 'h ounces of Southefh Comfort
over crushed ice. Add a twi tof lemon.

Comfort Screwdrlvw
Pour l V2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over ice. Top up with ora n juice .

Comfort Collins
Mix 1V2 ounces of Southern Comfort
with the juice of a quarter of a lime .
Add some ice . Fill the gl as with
lemon·lime drink.

Try these, too:
Comfort 'n' Cola,
Comfort and Tonic,
Comfort Daiquiri, etc., etc.
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Orientation losses down but.....

Orientation '72 has, ·to date, lost over $10,000
SAC was handed the preliminary Orientation
breakdowu report Wednesday.
Interim Finance Commissioner Larry
McConnell and Business Manager John Friedman
reported to SAC that Orientation to date had lost
owr 10,000 this year.
Not all the bills from the University Administration have been received.
In other years SAC has lost up to $30,000 on
Orientation.
Services Commissioner, Tony Perri, had earlier
said that Orientation would almost break even.
He added that it would cost, in the final analysis,

about $ I 00.
One aspect of the Orientation program discussed
was the Ike and Tina Turner Concert.
In the original budget, the concert was to cost, in
total, $20,700. The revenue expected from this
concert was to approximate $21,000 by selling
6,000 tickets at 3.50 each.
This would give a net profit from the concert of
about $300.
The preliminary report indicates that only
$18,936 were spent, whilP only $9,655 was gained
in revenue.
By the process of adding and subtr-,icting, it was

discovered that the c
in fact lost 9,581
budgeted.
JP Squire asked c
budgeted for adverti
hinted at the fact that
spent, perhaps the
avoided.
Orientation Directo
committee had in fact
agencies including se
Several other aspe
are also under close

ert did not gain 300, but
what was originally

ncil why the full amount
11; was not spent. Squire
the full amount had been
at loss could have been
ony Perri replied that the
ceived help from different
al free slots on radio.
of this year's orientation
tiny.

SAC decided that two members should go out to
as many clubs and organizations on campus as
possible and solicit opinions ahd criticisms
regarding Orientation '72.
These clubs hopefully will make recommendations for next year.
One member of SAC commented that they were
not qualifiPd to make recommendations to itsell.
Centre Policy Committee representative for
student's council, Tony Perri stated that he would
approach the CPC concerning repairs and replacement to the television in Essex Lounge.
Many students have complained that the TV

was not working during crucial viewing hours such
as the Canada-Russia hockey series.
A. planning committtee for Homecoming Weekend was formed, to be chaired by Tony Perri and
include at least two members of Council.
This committee will study proposals for homecoming, and report at the next council meeting.
The date was set for October 27-29. No budget
was allotted at this time.
It was noted that until the election on November
4, the quorum needed to conduct SAC business is
only five members. There are only l O members on
SAC at the present time.

And at Queen's

Thieves active
by BRt,CE WEAVER
Chief Mciver, head of University Security on Campus, today
reported that the nefarious purse and wallet thief is back on
campus.
Mciver said that the thief has hit five times in the last two
weeks. in three of the university buildings. Thefts have occured in
Windsor Hall, Essex Hall, and the Math-Media Building.
Mciver said that the five occurences have netted the thief
about $85.00. The modus-operandi he said, is very similar to that
of last year's campus thief.
The st>curity police have a good description of the thief, which
they say is a male student type. They stress the point that they
don't think the thief is a student here, but a person who can fit
thP studPnt appearance.
Mel ver said that his force is working closely with the city
police in an effort to apprehend the thief as soon as possible.
Chief Mel ver further stated that part of the fault of these
robberies lies with the victims. Many of the rip-offs have occurred
in offices ,vhere the secretaries have left the vicinity and their
purses behind.
'D1e thief walks right into the office, takes a quick look around,
and rifles the purse for the wallet. Many of the wallets have been
found in washrooms near the scene of the robbery.
'Thefts of this type occm;red last year in the library and student
centre. At that time the thief walked into the library looking for
purses, wallets, and jackets left lying around while their owners Team Canada supporters filled the Pub
were looking for books in the library. 'The wallets would later be
Thursday to watch the T.V. hookup of the
found in vacant corners and washrooms.
Chief Mcher last year warned students to keep their Canada-Sm•iel game. rourtesy of CSR W Radio
belongings in sight, or in the custody of a friend while in the
librat).
Mel ver yesterday re-issued his warning, and extended it to the
secretarit·s and staff.
Isolated occurrences not necessarily connected with the "purse
thief" include break and entering into residences near the
tmiversity, and theft from automobiles parked around the

No excessive drug use
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) -The non-medical
use of drugs by Queen's University students is
"no worse than at other Canadian universities
for which data are available" says Prof. A.S.
Kraus of the university's department of
community health and epidemiology.
Dr. Kraus said in an interview Wednesday he
was anxious to offset a possible wrong
impression given in inaccurate reports that 30
per cent of the students described themselves as
"heavy users" of marijuana.
He said the figure actually is 14 per cent, not
30 per cent.
Dr. Kraus headed a two-year study on the
subject.
The study questioned first and third-year
engineering, arts, law and medical students and
alumni from the same courses who had
graduated in 1965 and 1970.
Cannabis marijuana and hashish had been
used at some time by "4 7 per cent of student

larrv Brvdon. Canada won the
.~eri;s on· a third f)f>riod goal by
-photo by the head

Interesting talks
for bored lunchers

Of special interest to music
by NI1'A APANASIEWECZ
For those of you tired of lovers is a series of concerts this
spending all your lunch hours year presented by the Music
in the cafeteria, there will be an Department. Fa-culty and
informal series of open visiting artists will be
meetings held in Alumni presented.
Lounge called Lunch Box Tox.
The first concert, on
These gatherings will be September 24 will feature
held on Wednesdays at noon David Mulfinger, internation·
from now until Christmas. The ally recognized pianist and new
program has been devised by faculty member in the Music
the Office of Student Affairs to Department.
keep the campus crowd
Mulfinger holds a BM from
informed on fascinating Oberlin, and a Master of
subjects.
Music degree from Indiana
Some of the topics to be University.
discussed include "How to
In his Windsor debut, Mr.
Handicap the Horses" on Mulfinger's program will
October 11, when Mr. John include works from Chopin,
Whiteside, a Windsor lawyer Bach, Brahms and Ginastera.
Coming up on October 7 is
who handles the accounts for
Fall
Convocation.
the Windsor Raceway will be the
Approximately 100 graduate
the guest speaker.
undergraduate
Other speakers include Mr. and 585
degrees
will
be
conferred.
Kurt Deeg, proprieter of Ye
This year's principle speaker
Old Steak House in Windsor,
who will discuss "How to Have Dr. Toga Salmon, Messecar
a Smash with Class" on Professor of History at
McMaster University, and
1':ovember l.
eminent classical scholar.
Dr. Bob Feke from the
Dr. Salmon is the author of a
Psychology Department will number of books on classical
talk about "Parapsychology history. His publications
and the Occult" on November include: "History of the
15.
Roman World 30 BC - AD
Joe Saso, one of the 138," "Roman Colonization
planners of the program Under The Republic," and
indicated that continuation of "Samnium and the Samnites"
the series into the second which won a Merit Award
semester will depend on the from the American Philologi·
student response this term.
cal Association.

tr;:;:;;:;:;,:;;:;:;;:::;;:;;;:::;~::;:~:;;:''.': ,,,,,,,,,,,:1

:::: Chief Electoral Officer, Chris Ambeault reported ::::
:::: Thursday that of the 8 positions open on SAC, 5 were filled ;:;:
:;:; by acclamation, 2 were left vacant, and 1 will be contested. ;:;:
:::: Acclaimed were Arts rep. Robert Citron, Fae. of Ed. rep.;:;:
:::: J.P. Squire, Fine Arts rep. Paul M. Sll880, and Finance::::
:):J Commil!llioner, Larry McConnell. Phys. Ed. and Nursing
:;:: have no reps on SAC as no nominations were received. Two :::;
;:;: candidates for External Affairs are Norm J. Yeryk and Lou :;::
«Mosna.
~
:•:·
::::
:;:; The election is on Oct. 4 from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 ::::
]:]: p.m. with polls in Vanier Hall, Universit C • , Law:!:\
:::: buildill(I: and Essex Hall. Candidates ".:I speak in ::::
:;:: Ambassador Auditorium at I :30 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 2. ;:::

t

:•:·::::::::::::::::::u··:·:·. ,: ......:. ••:•:•:•:••. ·•·•·•·•·•· ·•--=·•····•·•·· u:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:•:•:•:•:•.-:-:-:::·:

·Profits ~from Pub promising
etttf't.

One victim of a theft from auto said today that he had a light
tan skin shouldPr hag stolen from his car parked on Huron Line.
He said he would be willing to forget charges if only he could
have the bag returned.
The bag was not one of those found in a washroom on campus.
This particular victim said he can be reached through the Lance
office.

Tae Kwon Do enthuswst Cathy Woodhouse
smashes through four inches of cement slabs at
Saturday ·s demonstration in St. Denis Hall.

Needless to sa y. et'eryone was impressed wiih
the excellent di!Jplay of body control. Interested
students should attend the weekly practices.

He said that while there is no doubt the
person who uses marijuana has a greater risk of
using hard drugs later, this could be because the
kind of person who uses the one will use the
other, not that the one "triggers" the othPr.
"Only 26 per cent of cannabis users had userl
any other drug," he said in his report.
"Among marijuana users, 51 per cent
thought it had been beneficial to them, 42 per
cent thought it had no effert and seven per cent
thought it had been harmful."

At long last,

hyWALTER FRA.~CZYK
Despite the lack of regular
high attendance, the Cabaret
Pub is off to a good financial

univen,ity frl">UDds.

respondents, 47 per cent of the 1970 alumni
and 26 per cent of I 965 alumni."
Tranquilizers, LSD, mescaline, amphetamines, opium derivatives such as heroin and
barbiturates had each been used by less than
seven per cent of the total respondents.
"Over 85 per cent of users of LSD, opium
derivatives and mescaline had used cannabis
first," said Dr. Kraus.

S.A.C. business manager
John Frieman and Pub
Manager Les Menear reported
at
Wednesday's
S.A.C.
meeting that the Cabaret Pub's
total profits for the first
fourteen days of operation
came to 3,157 dollars.
In an interview earlier this
week, Les Menear stressed that
profits were not the most
important aspect of the
Cabaret Pub.
He stated that his major
concern was to provide
students with the best possible
service and entertainment
available anywhere in the city
of Windsor.
Menear pointed out that
most Taverns and Pubs
increase the price of drinks

when they provide entertainment.
In the Cabaret Pub however
prices do not change, and
patrons are only required tu
pay a small admission price
when
entertainment
is
provided.
Since the Pub's opening in
early September, Services
Commissioner Tony Perri has
been working hand in hand
with the Pub Manager in
providing the best of entertainment anywhere in Windsor.
Menear also informed the
Lance that he will be holding a
contest for a new name for the
Pub sometime in the near
future.
He has also solicited the help
of a fourth year Fine Arts
student for some planned redecorating of the Pub.
Tly- contest and redecoration have been held up temporarily as the Pub is in the

process of acquiring a
permanent license.
The Pub Manager summed
up his feelings hy !saying, "It'~
not L<'s M, near's Pub. it.,; ,l,
studC'nts" Pub. We can only
provide the students with the
best of service and entertainment if they come down and
see the Pub and let us know
what they like and what they
want changed."

Controversial figure to appear Monday in St. Denis
rights.
by MURNA HOLSEY
Still an ardent worker for
William Kunstler found a
cause in 1961 at the age of 41 civil rights Kunstler (who
in Jackson, Mississippi. That rarely accepts a fee,) has IRtely.
year, the American Civil specialized in protecting the
Liberties Union asked him to right of dissent and civil
assist a local black lawyer in disobedience.
His most notorious defence
defending Freedom Riders.
After witnessing the seemingly was of the Baltimore draft·
untJremeditated arrest of five record burners and the
Freedom Riders in a bus Chicago 7.
As a result of his vociferous
terminal,
Kunstler
was
committed to promoting racial defence of Rennie Davis and
integration and defending civil David Dellinger in that mu ch

publicized courtroom drama,
he was sentenced to prison on
24 counts of contempt.
Kunstler did not always
want to be a lawyer. He
changed his mind however and
has written over 500 book
reviews for the New York
Times and Herald-Tribune.
He has also contributed to the
leading law revues such as the
Nation, Atlantic Monthly and
\\Titten several books.
Mr. Kunstler will be

speaking in St. Denis Hall at
8: 30 Tuesday, October 3,
1972. His topics will be
"Pursuit of Justice", and
Equal Justice under Law Myth or Reality?" Admission
is $1.00 for students and $2.00
for non-students.
Kunstler is now prominent
in news, a name synonymous
with political trials. Although
he belongs to a different
generation, today's youth
identify with him and he has

Turnout poor but organizers pleased
by AMANDA SI\IPS01'
What happened?
Only 45 people turning out
to work for Shinerama this
year.
The administrators were
disappointed with the turn out,
but were pleased with the
. 2466 raised.
One of the volunteers, the
notorious "Brrnie" raised
.500, one fifth of the total
collectt•d.
The three organizers were
satisfied that the campaign
succeeded in making the public
more aware of ''} stic fibrosis.
A meeting is planned to
analyse tht• <'ntire operation
and determine how to improve
th<' public rt'spon,e in tl1P
futurr.
'llw l:niHrsit) admini,tra-

tion supplied phones and office
space. The Media Corporatio11
provided free promotions. The
Media Centre donated air time
on the closed circuit television
system. Rose City R.E.A.C .T.

provided transportation for the
shiners.
St. Clair students raised
$100 of the total.
Individual efforts and the
winning- faculty will be posted

Sept. 28.
What happened to all of you
who signed up but didn't
show?
There were a lot of kids
counting on you.

SAC loses t Morand for back wages
Forn1Pr Media Corporation President Ray
Morand took SAC lo court last Wednesday, and
won.
·M orand, suing- SAC for bac wages and past
equipment costs. said SAC owed him S450. Of
this. I 00. wa, owing in wage for his position
as CSRW Hadin Station M11nager.
In c·ourt W l'd1wsda), Morand repreHented b)
his hrotht'r John, was a\\arck't'l the I 00. in
wag<'s, plus SI :Z •.'>O in court Olts.
HP said that this is an inir.ortant lesson lo
note for thost' pt•oplP to "hom SAC: o" 1•s
ltl\tJJ\ ~...

an amazing comaraderie with ell's plea for power to wire-tap
them.
anyone defined as a threat to
the national interest.
His attitudes about America
To Kunstler, the 60's was a
have become radicalized. He
decade
of protest and the 70's
feels that a shadow of the
swastika is visible in America will be a decade of resistance.
today, that this government If it doesn't work. .. revolution
fears and hates the radical will follow .
college students, the poor and
Whatever happens in the
the blacks because they see 70's, Kunstler will be in the
through the false economic and forefront continuing his dedipolitical systems.
cation to civil liberties and the
Kunstler believes America' is rights of the individual by
characterized by "Creeping representing pacifist groups,
Fascism" as evidenced by draft protesters and school
Attorney General John Mitch- desegregation litigants.
~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:::;:;:;:::::::::;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::
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Bits ® Pieces !!
1

i i! ·:,;\h j,"' n,,,. Chi

llo,~, 408 I.di," Rd. 9 p.m Su.

· Married Students Assoc. holding Welcome ~ight Sat. Sept.
30 at 8 p.m. Sandwich Towers Lounge 34~ l Peter Street. All
Married Students Are Invited.
· Information Session for Foreign Service Officer Monday Oct.
2 at l O a .m. Rooms 6, 7, and 8 at the Centre.
• Ukrainian Students Club meeting 7-9 p.m. Oct. 4 at Cody
Hall lounge. All welcome.
· October 3,4,5, at the Super Cinema at Erie and Marentelte
presents Mon Oncle Antoine. Admission $ I with season
membership of $ I. Time 8: 30 p.m .
· Just a reminder· Home Coming Weekend is rapidly coming
upon us. Any clubs. fraternities, societies and faculties
wishing to hne a float in the parade on October 28th contact
SAC.
· Room-mate required for sharing apartment. Call 948-5';01
after i: 00.
· \1 illiam Kunstler will speak in St. Denis Hall 8: 30 Tues. Oct.
3. Admission I. 00 for students
2.00 for non students.

ii

Representing SAC at the trial were former
SAC President Brian Ducharme, and exFinance Commissioner Tom O'Brien.
In tlw pa8l, SAC has been threatened with
man) legal suits including; failure to pay
outstanding supply costs, service charges, and
pPrsonal wage .
The rt'percussions of the trial include not only
Lht' award that the court ruled SAC must pay,
hut !'OnHidPrable legal fees that must be paid by
SAC to the eorporale lawyer as well.
Sp,·pral stud,,nts notpd that "perhaps it would
h<' d1t>,ip,•r for S \C. to pa) their bills on time." t~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::f~
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The Politics of Television

TV: the key to lection
the 'loronto Star. feels that ,n some ways and on
some occasions 1elev1s1on gives a truer look at
the candidate. Of Premier Davis in the last Ont
ar10 election. he ,ays the image was changed but
not en tHely by the electronic media. His dee,
sions, the Spad 1na Expressway, the Separate
School issue all bolstered his image Kelly contends the physical image is important to the candidate but really shouldn't be. Along with this
he says the abiht to communicate over television
is the most commanding talent a candidate can
possess.
Norman Atkin . Progressive Conservvtive Campaign Manager (October 1971). claims telev1s10n
to be a most truthful medium. As he phrases it,
·it shows the warts." The Davis image was not
changed by television. Atkins said he was portrayed as a pre ,er. and what people saw on telev1s1on was th real Davis coming through. He
reinforced the ,dea that physical appearance
plays an import nt role but doesn't necessarily
win an election. He daims the televisable candidate coming through as himself carries the
broadest amount of influence.
Television, in a continuous flood, puts leadTelev1s1on h s,also become the ideal tool of
ers in the public eye. The fact that he is visually
the aspiring part) to gain impetus within the puperceived has a lasting effect impossible to achblic eye. W, th th1, has come the rise of televising
ieve in any other medium. Television can and
party convt:ntion,. as a stimulus. The efft:ct of a
does make or break a politician. Perhaps the
televised conve 110n only a few months prior to
first aspect to be recognized in a televisable
an election car carry a heavy weight on voter
candidate is the image he asserts on the screen.
a ttttudes.
Does television present a candid picture or are
National con,wtions imprint afresh the identhe candidates really actors playing upon the
tity of the party to attract new members and regullibility of the viewer?
tain the old one . The naltonal Progressive ConTelevision has encouraged the selection of servative conv t115·n televised in September 1967
candidates who conform to the values of a commade poliltcia acutely aware of the impact of
mercial entertainment medium. The candidate
such broadcas . More than ever it showed the
must be able to stress the appearance of compeoverwhelming effect of TV on politics. On the
tence rather than the fact of it. He must appear
screen were the people who were making· a major
assured and confident since this is the impressbid to control
e of their parties. They had to
sion that wtll remain long after the words and
speak not only o the delegates but also to the
pictuers fade out. He must be articulate and ex- rest of the people in Canada. In the same light
pressive in ways effective and acceptable on
the delegates
ew they were being judged. so
tt,levi sion.
the choice had better be the man capable of winThe question then has been raised Doe tele- ning an elecdon. Men like Bob Stanfield and
v1s1on present the aspiring politician realtst,cally
Duff Roblin ai David Fulton emerged strong
and thus inform the viewer with a just interpreta- while Diefenbaker's emotion swayed some but
tion?
generally Iert th country unmoved.
Professor A.Ian Linden. Policy Manager for
The effects of the convention on the voting
the federal Liberal P.lrty, feels the candidate's public cannot be ignored. Althou gh hard to calcuphysical appearance on television is of little tn· late, the innuen ce specifically after Trudeau
fluence on the voter. He maintains the candidate got the ticket in 1968 and Davis in 1971 was unwho comes across as a decent. thoughtful and deniably persua ,ve.
pleasant character will definitely carry more
Kelly agrees that televising conventions does
weight, in this type of exposure.
influence the voter but has a long range effect.
"It helps ... if you ' re articulate and if you're To paraphrase his statement, Stanfield became a
coherent and can utilize in particular the tclevi- household word for six months after the PC conston because that's how people talk to one ano- vention.
ther in a modern world.''
Atkins said convenltons are the start of a re"Trudeau was a master at this. He spoke newal in a party. He TeJected the idea that it inclearly, coherently, extremely able to come across. fluenced votin1 trends when televised, but the
Any politician who is able to do this is going to publicity invo ved increased the awareness of
be l>uccessful."
the viewer to tfle party. He also maintains that it
The Liberal party has taken steps to insure was an inside eh,cle for the party and not prithat their candidates will be appealing to the te- m.a rily aimed a nfluenc1ng the public via t~levilevision viewer. For the last federal election se- s,on.
,
veral party candidates used the TV facilities of
He reir orce l11s belief by pointing out ~at
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute to acg,,aint them- Pro..,ier Da · s re
arion on the public one month
selves with television campaigning. Telev1st0n after the C.Jnv lion was not that resounding.
as a medium proJects images and impressions '·It takes more
n two days of national coverbetter than reasoned fact and argument. Viewers age to give an I ress1on, which might not even
become impatient with the gravity of platforn\
be the best impr
ion," said Atkins.
rhetoric. They have become accustomed or condiLinden cons rs televised conventions give
to entertainment images such as Wayne and Schu- a decided advan e. more so 1f they take place
ster for example. For this reason the politician·s just before an
ct,on . · People get to know
image is constantly growing closer to that best those running, e
c1ally the candidate who wins
accepted by today's audience.
the leadership.'
e considers conventions a
The image of the candidat,I! takes form through learning practice The viewer can see his capatelevis10n but most politicians and media experts city for organizin a campaign, and it shows the
disagre<:'tha television makes the image. Most audience how w
he can run the country." In
say it serves to reinforce and works to supplant simplest terms,
states, 'If you get to know
the picture securely in the viewer's mind.
them, you are mor likely to vote for them."
Linden does not believe media makes poltti
that for the first time a netcians or influences events in that way. He says
i se the last NOP convention,
the prime respons1b1lity of political leaders in on the same gro
s as the other parties. He was
the 1970's is the ability to comprehend what"s unsure whether
media has increased the imhappening 1n the country and also impart to the portance of the
ty or whether the party itself
people what he 1s trying to do. He remarked of had attracted the edi a. But he tended to lean to
Trudeau. He is a dramatic and exciting person- the idea that me
coverage is growing because
ality, and for that reason whatever he did was of the party · s e
tive opposition and a clearer
important news.· ·
alternative over
er parties.
Fraser Kelly. political analyst for CFTO and
tinued on Page 3

by TONY COTE and PAUL WORKMAN
In 1954 only 22 per centof Canadian homes
owned one or more television sets. In 1970 over
95 percent were m this position. Televs1on has
grown so fast and its influence so imposing that
the individual has become almost powerless and
insignificant before the massive technology. In
many ways it has become the most common form
of escapism - the viewer burying his problem in
a 23 inch screen.
It is impossible to estimate the influence of
television other than to say it is immeasurable.
To paraphrase a Marshal McLuhan statement as
railroad tracks guide the life and destiny of a
train, so television carries the minds of its viewers.
The influence of television during election campaigns has become paramount. Voter persuasion
is done both on the conscious and the subconscious lelve. The effective party paid campaign
undoubtedly has its influences, but above that so
do news broadcasts and the televising of party
conventions.

by STRAJ\GE

What should I do if I lose my student card?
Jake Arts

I

First, divP for thP nparest eover. Then takp out your iron
and peer cautious)) owr tlw PdgP. SPP anything? If you do
your eyes are probably in some semblance of working order.
This is good for a tarter. Dust yourseU off and put your
wallet back in your pocket.
On no account look behind your back, if you do and see
yourseU you'll be in real trouble, because you'll know you're
hack there. Take out your wallet 11gain and look carefully
through it. ThPn check ) our underwear, shoes, and other
paraphernalia. If it's rpally gonP, go ovt>r to tht> Registrars
office and they will give you a new one for two bucks. The
two bucks proves that you actually exist. It also proves that
an) clown with the bread and your name can also prove that
you exist.

+++
Is there going to be a student hand hook this year?
Of course. Perhaps. Who knO\\S'! Only Arthur Sneath and
Shadow know.
11w handbook is in the works and if you don't want your
name in it for whate\Pr rPasons. mashers, obsrene phone
calls etc., you can let him know. If you want obscPnP phone
calls. Larry Latrine is Obscene Machine, Ltd. (Panting and
Heavy Breathing as a Specialty I, does good work for a slight
fee. Call 253-4060 and ask for Larry and get this week's
special for only a dollar pli1s tax. 2 minutes of anatomical
description ("Pink Pulsating Flesh, Glistening etc.,''J 2
minutes of hoarse, male or female, breathing and a few dirty
words thrown in for no chargt>. (hlwr tt>lt>phont> pt>rvt>rsions
on request, all work guarantet>d. Come alive for S1.05.

+++

Is there a preparation on the market that softens the
beard so you don't gel ingrown hairs?
The Bearded Dupe ED FAC
No. However there is a homemade preparation which will
do the trick.
It was suggested by one of our readers.

Dear Strange:
Just thought I'd let you in on a helpful preparation
I've concocted which keeps one's beard moist and soft.
It also stops ingrown hairs. :'.\fy face hasn't felt this good
in years. Take 2 quarts of motor oil, IO-W-30, one can of
STP, 2 chicken livers, a handful of muddy rainwater, 1h
bottle of stale Molson 's, page 45 of the Harrow
phonehook, stuffing from an old sleeping bag and
enough toe-jam to fit on a zloty. Mix them together and
apply with a paintbrush to every part of your body. The
feeling is so excruciatingly pleasurable that the hairs on
your heard stick out straight.
Jane Lance.
Thank you, Jane for that helpful hint.

STUDENT DIRECTORY
STUDENTS WI SHING TO HAVE THE IR NAMES
AND ADDRE SSES OMITTED FROM THE STUDE NT
DIRECTORY (HUSTLERS GUIDE) PLEASE NOTIFY:
KAREN (SAC SEC.)
S.A.C. OFFICE
UNIVERSITY CENTRE

IT PAYS
TO

ADVERTISE
IN

THE LA NCE
UNl'II ECEDENTED TWO-NIGHT EVENT

DIIIECT CINEMA

FILM MAKERS CONFRONT REALITY
8 P.M.
II Wed ., Oct. 4

CALL

I Tues., Oct. 3
in person

in person

WIii ard Va n Dyke

D.A. Pennebaker

with his own
The River. The City
Valley Town

introducing his
Primary. Company

ART SNEATH

Joplin-Hendrix

Auditorium, The Detroit Institute of Arts
Tickets: $1.50 (students 60c) for each evening. Art Institute. Hudson's.

253-6423

U. of D. Write 5200 Woodward. Detroit 48202 (lei 83;1-2730).
Co-sponsorship: Fri e nd, of Modern Art and Winkelman's Focus: USA

CABARET PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

MONDAY OCT. 2 THRU OCT. 7th
''HOGS RICE"
4 Piece Rock
Direct From Toronto

DANCING

STUDENTS 50t
NON-STUDENTS $1.00

BUFFET

Askns about a Shldentloan.
It pays to get an education.
Education costs a bundle.
At the Commerce, we know.
And, we can help lighten the load.
Talk to a local Commerce

manager about a student loan.
He can help you get it. And,
he can help you keep Jt in check
with proper money management.

------·=--·--==-----
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CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE

You and the commerce. lbgetherwe're both stronger.

"THE RUBIN BOYS"
GERRY-JACK
EXCLUSIVE UNISEX &
MOD FASHIONS

11 % DISCOUNT

Brewed ftt'Jmpure spring water:

WITH THIS CARD

rubin's

meet market

+++

I

254-3133
811 ERIE ST., E. WINDSOR, ONT.

.·-·· ............. --___.-/····- ·-"·-··-···,..... ~..
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RIGHT-ON II
With
Style, Price And Fit

Note to the person who is doing all the rip-offs.
Dear Sir or Madam:
We have your number. I have two creatures who are
shadowing your every move. Either split the take with me or
I will be forced to let you continue on this course of action.
Strange

+++
All questions, answers, dues to the cosmos and any
fet'lthy pictures or disgusting objt·cts should bt· placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, locatt'd in palatial 8plendour
on tht' Ct>ntre desk, who is vacation ing in l ppt•r \'t•lta
with his ,~ife )lahogany. Or. submit tlwm directly to
tht' Lance who is tran•lling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last rt•sort bring th1•111 din•ctl) to my office ("-o. 41 in
the huge fl~orescent Lan et• complt•x,

THE SHOE BAR
,
2203 Wyandotte W. at Randolph
(almost on campus)
10 Per Cent Discount With Student Card

And thats the troth!
'

(

C.S.R.W.
ASSISTANCE NEEDED

~EAR ...

There is a facet of programing at
C.S.R.W. that has developed remarkably;
French Programing. However, more
personnel are required to develop this
area
into
the
viable
and
unique
department that it is becoming.
Over the past summer, Gerard Ronconi,
the French Programing Director, has
worked diligently and capably in hopes of
developing steady French programing,
announcements and news. But, he needs
students who are seriously interested to
help and continue what he has started. If
you are at all interested, call Gerard at
C.S.R.W. at 254-2411.
Comme vous venez de le lire C.S.R.W.
recherche des personnes francophones.
Nous esperons que plusieurs d'entre vous
repondrons
cet appel. Nous esti mons
que le bilinguisme est neglige sur le
campus de cette universite. C.S.R.W.
reconnoissant cela veut faire quelque
chose. Aidez-nous.

a

SPEED READING
ON CAMPUS
Three classes to choose from:
Tues. Wed. at 7 P.M. or Thurs. at 4:30 P.M.
Classes start October l 0, 11 & l 2.
Register at SAC Office
University Centre

+++
First, let's stop a rumour.
There is absolutely no truth to
the story going around
MacDonald Hall that some U.
of W. students who wanted to
live there were turned away
because of lack of space.
Everyone who applied to
Mac has been given space,

including some late comers.
ThPrP may be some who
want singles and are in
doubles, but as of this writing,
everyone has a bed who wants
one.

+++
Nominations
closed
Wednesday
for
student
government vacancies. There
were two executive posts open
and positions for a number of
reps from the schools and
faculties.
I'm told two of these didn't
even get a single name, and the
rest had only one or two
students offer to serve in each
spot.
Normally I'd blast my fellow
students for being apathetic. In
this instance however, I've
been clearly told by many this
was not an expression of disin•
terest, but one of distaste and

OVER 160
VARIETIES

OF THE FINEST FOODS

FREE PARKING AT REAR

Stl!dents with cards
15 Per Cent On Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

Enjoy Our Famous

LUNCH ES
AND

DINNERS
MON.teTHURS. 11 · 30A.M ,9,.M
FRI & SAT I I 30 A M · 2 00 A M
SUNDAYS & HOUOAYS 3 ,.M.-9 P.M

FILM SOC presents

Is there
anybody
today
who
is
above
investigation
... above
suspicion?

There are one or two very
xce llent people in this years'
AC, but Gerry and his
laymatesjust aren't making it
nd should resign en masse.
e don't need you now, and
e sure wouldn't miss you.

+++
Ed Fae is at it again!!!!!
My sources, who must remain
anonymous
for
obvious
reasons, tell me the restrictions
and regulations are like grade
school all over again.
You must always sit in the
same seat each time you go to a
given class. If you miss a day,
you must call and explain your
absence and bring a note when
you return.
Perhaps when this faculty
moves to the main campus, the
teachers out there will wake up
to fact that they aren't
supposed to try to train
children, rather their students
are adults, to be taught and
siiown some respect in the
bargain.
Remember Ed Fae teachers,
some of your studPnts have
B.A.'s - do you'?

WANTED
People to start a Crusader First Aid Group.
If interested please come out.
Place

St. John's House. (547 Victoria Ave.)

Time -

7:00 p.m. Oct. 2nd - Oct. l 0th.
Mr. Lenord Baldock
St. John 's House
252-6071

See You There!

r:\

STUDENTS, WINDSOR'S~
. ... BEST BUY!

'Won 't work' ,
DOWNSVIEW (CUPI Tire Ontario government will
close down universities rather
than retreat from fee increases
under pressure of a tuition
strike, Colleges and U niver·
sities Minister George Kerr
said Thursday.
Kerr was responding to a
question about the government's reaction to the second
term fee strike being threatened by the Ontario Federation
of Students (OFSI. OFS will
hold a referendum October 1012 for students to decide if they
willwithholdtheir second term
fees installment.
Kerr charged many full-time
student
politicians
are
organizing the fee strike "to

justify their jobs". He accused
them of making "inaccurate"
statements about government
education policy.
The minister was speaking
to about 200 students at York
University.
He said the provincial
government is "adopting a
philosophy whereby the users
of the university should pay
more of its cost."
The recent tuition fee
increases would better balance
the sources of university
funding, he said. Taxpayers
now support 80 per cent of
university expenditures, whil
students pay only 15 per cent,
he added.

An essential part of the entire TV campaign
1s the political debate, precious commodity for
telev1s1on network and viewer. There is no real
proof that debates brought more voters out or
that they encouraged a switch in voter intentions.
Where the mfluence of a debate counts most is
in the reports following the program. Commenting
broadcasters tend to swing the voter t>y their assessment of the politician ·s effectiveness in the
le bate.
Whal emerges from TV confrontation between
poli11cal leaders is certainly dramatic. But 1s it
reality? Or 1s it a form of staged reality designed
to further the political asriratlons of the candidate?

Academy A.... a1d
N()l'l'l!nee

BEST FOREIGN
LANGUAGE FILM!

"l ble Winn 1
A1 The canr· s
F m r:esl
COLUMBIA PICTURES• DANI LE SENATORE and MARINA CICOGNA Present GIA"! MARIA V()[ OW
FLORINDA BOLKAN 1r INVESTIGATION 0~ A CITIZEN .o.oo.. e su~p1et0n v.,lh GIANf',jl SA.NllJGCIO
ORAZIO ORLANOO • SERGIO TRAMONTI • A':l1UR0 DOMINICI and w, h SALVO RANDON[ • A I Im .by
ELIO PETRI• Screenplay by UGO PIRRO and t llO PETRI• Produced ay DANIELE SENATOHE lot VFiA

"R T-

=:.....;l ""
L J · - · - - -J "'"

Mon . Oct. 2
Rm . 1120 Math. Bldg.
7 & 9 :30 P.M.

It is going from bad to

ucation budget has increased
nd the two billion dollar
xpenditure represents a major
rtion of Ontario's five billion
ollar budget.
"We couldn't ask a man
ruggling to support a family
o pay more for the cost of
ucation," he said. That
tatement brought shouts from
the audience that ·the governent should increase taxation
n the "corporate welfare
urns" as demanded by New
emoc ratic Party leader
David Lewis.
Kerr criticized the OFS
claim that the tuition hike will
hinder universal accessibility
to higher education, saying
there have been more appli-

cations for student aid this
year.
He said the fee hike would
not "deter low and middle
income students from the goal
of post secondary education,"
and argued that since two out
of every five students qualify
for assistance "we're achieving
the goal of providing assistance
to all strata of this society."
He claimed that although
the loan ceiling for the Ontario
Student Award Program had
been raised from $600 to
$800, the Ontario program is
still the most generous in
Canada. He 11dded that the age
of independence had been
lowered from 25 to 24.

MODEL SA 360

.

Complete With .. ,
AM/FM Stereo Radio • Twin Speakers
• Garrard Aulomat1c Turntable
• Diamond Stylus

•

.

.19995

Bill Thornhill's

stereo place

Continued From
Page 2

Convention telecasts bring the political arena
uirectly into the home. Television audiences actually see more of the convention than the deleh th~ incoropration of the new
gates themselves. Conventions are an \important
the face of Canadian political
part of any campaign. They are the termination or
advertising has ndergone a phenomenal transione segment, and the start of another.
t10n. Prior to th ~ government regulations prohiNowhere m the political arena is the effect of bited any form of dramatic proJecllon by political
television news broadcasting better shown than parties paying to et their message across .
m the 1968 federal election Nowhere is the inCmnmercial s are intended to influence vividly
fluence of news broadcastinl! on voter trends beand emouonal ly in as short a lime as possible.
tter shown. The federal Liberal party declined
The ingredients of a political decision must be
to spend any of the1r budget to sell the party
encapsulated
like the ingredients of any t11vial
through the television media. Trudeau's consicommercial de sign.
stent coverage via national news did enough to
promote his image and the party·s.
The repet1 lion of the short flashes influences
With the increased length of evening news
more than the ac tual con ten l of the commercial
broadcasts the campaigning politician has an exitself. Although the viewer may turn his attention
cellent situation to exploit. He invents happen- away du11ng commercials the subconscious conings to draw the media (visual), tuning in the ex- tinues to liste n. ll 1s for this reason that so many
posure he needs. He wants favorable exposure psychologists are hired to work in the advertising
but any television time will suffice.
field.
The number of viewers in Canada (18 and over)
But again the question arises. Does persuawho watch a national news broadcast is well
siveness equal t1u lh" The answer would have to
over two million, with CBC having the largest
iety has been conditioned to
audience of the two networks. The outcome of be - half truth .
seeing Pierre Trudeau·s face during these broad- interpret al lea st ome portion of TV advertising
casts obviously carries tremendous weight. One as false. This in: ures the voter to have at least
tenth of the Canadian population is suoJcded to a fighting chance.
a national news broadcast every night. A figure
Advertiser s m rket a product to discover two
not to be tossed aside in terms of the voting viewthings (I) wh at the public wants, and (2) what
er.
the public can b induced to accept. In a sense
Broadcasters are slaves to economics. lime and
this
turns the el lion prcoedure around. Politispace. Televisionmustbe measured to the second.
common denominator of what
Theemphasis on the visual produces a misallocathe public ,1te m
want. instead of campaigning
tion of time allotted during a news broadcast. A
for what they bel l ve. This may be a democratidull news story is often discarded for a p1ctor1al
zation that ha s en c.!used by television. Just
one. Also since media has access to far more
news than can be used, the process of selection as programs are rune fo raungs. so loo are the
can lead lo distortion of the total news picture. polt ti ci ans.
It has on oc asion been voiced by several
As orev1ouslv slated, the visual influence of
a candidate during or just prior to an election disbelievers that lelev1s1on advertising consticampaign is impossible to calculate. Perhaps it tutes only a minor influence on the voter. If this
can be assessed by the maior1ty Trudeau received 1s the case, wh) then did the Progressive Conservative party , end 40 percent of their overall
with the Liberals in 1968 and Davis in 1971.

FREE FAST DELIVERY $3.00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

FILMS• TECHNICOLOA'

students, by their
expression, or lack of it, have
told Mr. Gagnon and his
cronies
that
they
are
completely turned off and want
no part of his type of student
government.
It would appear, that even at
the
expense
of
no
representation at all people just
don't want to be a party to the
ippee type of rhetoric and
xpression which is currently
he fashion in the "Finger

Fee Strike

The Politics of Television

565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette)

OPEN

This column may seem a
little disjointed today. It may
not appear to flow logically
from one point to another. If it
doesn't that's too bad because
this week I have decided to do
a little bitching.
What's been getting me
angry lately doesn't necessarily
have order either. So get used
to it, cause these columns will
happen every so often at least
as long as SAC lets us print
your paper.

York president David Slater.,
later pointed out that low
income students do not enjoy
the advantage of these loans
DOWNTOWN-135 Ouellette at Pitt. Across from Smith's
CALL 254-3555-0pen Thurs & Fri Night till 9 P.M.
· sual j tricks shapes human exi- because they don't reach
university.
stence to a cof)s crab e degree.

ONG s
GRESTAURANT
'

j".C.

••

Admission
$1.00 with student card
$1.50 without card
No exceptions

Linden was disturbed with political debates.
He calls them a· phony ,creation of confrontal1on
and conflict'". He claims the debates need better
4uestions, better style and a better interchange
lo loosen politicians up.
In a debate. more than anywhere else impres1 ve image and rhetorical quail lies of the candidates are most advantageous . The show attracts
a large audience. who don·t gel this type of faceto face climate in any other media . How mcuh
the audience is being duped by acting politic1ans
rem,.ins to be recognized.
It has been estimated that in an ordinary day
the individual encounters more than 1450 advertisements from a countless number of sources.
The cons tanl harangue contn iual ly enhanced by

bt1dget on tele v1 on advertising during the last
provincial clc ct1 n? The Liberals spent only 20
percent of their dget on their television campaign, The ma.1 onty received by the PC's indicates the spend1n1 has a crucial effect. But also
there 1s no hard vidence the Tories would have
done worse with ou t TV. As a further to this, if television was not proving to be a good salesman,
it wouldn"t be carrying the amount of advertising
11 does. Candi dates are like soap - they can be
mass marketed .
Although the locus has been on television.
the role of the radio and newspapers can not be
underestimated. A vast number of persons have
access to thes e
diums only. A high percentage
of advertising money 1s spent on radio commercials The reason . say the politicians is to reach
the housewife and the car travellers. Newspaper
advertising has become quite effective with the
wcreased use of
phics.
Whatever waY you receive election propag
anda YOIJ can be Sure the message and the med·
wm have been eh en with the utmost care.
The day of poJilical rallies is almost gone,
the politician wouJd rather use technology to its
best advantage

Reprilt~ from The Eyeopener

Want to know more about
Birth Control?

If you want to know more about
birth control send for the free'
"How-Not-To" booklet. It gives
the facts in plain language. It's
FREE from Julius Schmid, makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
Ask for these well known brands
at your drug store .

FOUREX

e

RAMSES

e

SHEIK
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JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32

Bermondsey Rd. Toronto 16, Ont.
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I
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Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - -
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C11y

Please send me FREE ··THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK ..
(P11nl clearly)
TO Name_ _ _ __

one
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HOW ABOUT THIS FOR VALUE!

I

$299.95

•
•
•
• •

BELL & HOWELL

(Model 3600)
Top of the line, quality , high fidelity, 60 wott
receiver-ompl ifier with AM, FM , FM stereo
tuner. Full hobbyist input-output capability for
playing, record players, tape decks, etc. The
lo test in tronsistorization for the Hi-Fi buff . A top
quality stereo receiver with on ultra-powerful
pair of ampl ifi ers .
Matching Orchestrlcon Ill Speakera Included
Plus Free Bonus
Garrard Record Changer
Value $79.95

Open Every Night To 7 P.M.
Thurs. & Fri. to 9 P.M. Phone 254-3110
10% Discount with this Ad

Other Racelvers- Tape Recordera -

Portable

T.V.', At The Some Offer By Admiral, Toshiba,
Hitachi, Lloyd Grondlng, Pion-rt, Bell & Hawell,
Onkyo Etc. Now In Stock

WANTED

Relay team
sets record
in "24-hour"

The Lance Needs News And
Sports Writers
contact: Bruce Weaver or John McAllister

A seven man relay team
from the L'niversity of Windsor
set a Canadian Intercollegiate
record last weekend in the 24Hour Endurance Track Meet
at the University of Waterloo.
In setting the mark,
Windsor became the only
Canadian University ever to
have tried and finished this
relatively new event, and
travelled 183 miles and 405
yards in the 24 hour period.
Members of Windsor's team
were: Jim Angena, Bob
Fletcher, Sid MacCallum, Rod
Walter, Rick Boswell, Pat
Brode and Dave Moncur.
They were heartily congratulated by the members of the
Springbank Track Team of
London, Ontario, who set a
new world record in this event,
running up 245 miles.
Congratulations to the
Windsor team!

w
E

Golfers take
invitational
The University of Windsor's
five man golf team won the
Orville Perrault Memorial
Trophy at the Windsor Invitational Golf Tournament last
Monday at Canard Valley.
Scores for Windsor's team,
of which the best four were
counted: Frank Broderick 69,
Ray Knight 73, Tony Baltulis
73, Gord Maxwell 74, Peter
Karlechuck 80. Par was 71.
Final team standings were as
follows:
Windsor
289,
Saginaw Valley 296, St. Clair
College 307, Wayne State 322,
and Spring Arbour College of
Jackson, Michigan 327.

The Lance

..
IS In

hiding

Another Lancer rush and Gary McCann (24) aided by John
Musselman (54) get more yardage to aid the Lancer attack. Rick
Frisby (20), Barry Morse (67) and John Wraggs (65) all

scramble to pull him down. M Cann in 15 carries fought for 81
yds. York is reputed to be the ost improved team in the league
and the good Lancers showing really bolstered team spirit.

E

Lancers 11 - Yoemen 2

Lancer win plagued b errors
b)-JOHN McALLISTER
The University of Windsor Lancers evened their record this
season in two games at one win and one loss in handing York
University Yoemen an 11-2 defeat here last Saturday.
The first half was primarily one of errors, with the only scoring
coming at 8:12 of the second quarter when York's Dickenson
lofted a punt into Windsor's end-zone, and Don Hollerhead was
caught for a single point. The first thirty minutes ended with
York ahead by one point, 1-0.
"Our inside game opened up the game for us in the second
half," stated Coach Gino Fracas. "We changed our formations a
little and in the second half I thought our running game went
better for us. Then, there were those two interceptions (by
Lancers Alexander and Wood.)"
Windsor opened the second half by fumbling the opening kickoff, but Lancer defense and a clipping penalty forced York to
settle for another single, this one off a wide field goal attempt
from Windsor's 23. At 12:04, York led 2-0.
Then the Lancers took over the ball at their own 25, and drove
all the way to York's 13 before Gary McCann took off around the
right side of the Yoemen line into the end-zone for the major score
at 6: 48. Quarterback Andy Parichi then passed to Don

FROZEN FOODS - PARTY NEEDS
GROCERY - SCHOOL SUPPLIES

York
11

Windsor
13

Passers

Verge 15-31 for 183 yds.
& 2 interceptions

Parichi 9-19 for 136
yds & l interception

Rushing

Hatanaka i0-71 yds.

McCann 15-81 yds.

Receiving

Ince 5-78 yds.

Hollerhead 4-60 yds.

Total
Offense

300 yds.

299 yds

First Downs

•

.,.

CIGARETTES & TOBACCO - SUNDRIES
MON - SAT 8 a.m.-11 p.m.
SUNDAY 10 o.m.-11 p.m.
7 DAYS A WEEK

Basketball
Volleyball

LANCER FOOTBALL
U. OFW.
SAT. SEPT. 30 - 2 p.m.
WATERLOO-LUTHERAN

Speed Swimming

PRACTICES
M-Th 4:30 p.m.,
P.E. Track
M-W 7:00 p.m.,
ThS:OOp.m.
T-7:00 p.m.,
W-Th 5:00 p.m.
MWF 5: 00 p.m.,
'ITh 4: 30 p.m.

Open Thursday and Friday Nites

DEVONSHIRE MALL
WINDSOR, ONT.
'"'Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

DAOUST...
THE
BREAKTHROUGH
SKATE BROKEN
DOWN ... ../~

OTHER
First Meet Sept. 30
al McMaster
Opening Meeting Oct.
23rd P.E. Bldg. 5:00 p.m.
Opening Meeting Oct.
11th P.E. Bldg. 5:00 p.m.
Opening Meeting Oct.
16th 5:00p.m. P.E. Bldg.

Opening Meeting Oct.
M-6:30,
TTh-6:00, W-F-4:00 16th P.E. Bldg. 5:00 p.m.
for further Information Contact M. Kimmerle, Ext. 772.

Synchronized
Swimming

Campus seeks articles
Campus Magazine has
announced a new Canada-wide
search for journalistic and
creative writing talent.
The Toronto based publication is willing to pay students
fifty dollars an article or story
written for, and accepted by
the editors.

vs.

WINDSOR
ON CKWW RADIO 580

GAY- N\Nt.11ES-N/GHT
AT THE

EACH WEDNESDAY 7:00 P.M.

BEER - IOt
SHOTS-354

,,

ADMISSION $I oc

EVERYBODYS

WELCOME "

The editors stressed the fact
that the essays or stories can be
on any subject that will interest
the readers. They included
such topics as: employment,
education, travel, life styles,
sex, etc.
The editors also pointed out
that the articles could be pro or
con on any subject as long as
the author was precise and fair
to those concerned.
Those interested should
'write to Campus Magazine at
42 Mercer Street, Toronto,
135, Ontario.
Those essays not chosen will
be returned to the author.

First track
meet Saturday
The first major track and
field meet this season is on
September 30th at McMaster
University. The Lancers and
Lancerettes still need athletes
to join the team and train for
the big Ontario meet in late
October. Practices are· on the
track Mondays through Fridays, 4: 30 - 6: 00 p.m. See you
there.

0

C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chorgex cords honored

Women's program schedule
SPORT
Track and Field

byHCWMARK

Black leather with rust suede.
Navy leather with gold suede.
only $30.00

Statistics

CAMPUS VARIETY STORE
2149 UNIVERSITY W. 5 mins. from campus

Hollerhead in a surprise play for the two-point conversion, giving
Windsor an 8-2 lead.
The scoring was completed when Jim Wakeman's perfect field
goal from York's 15 with 17 seconds left in the third quarter
made the score 11-2.
The fourth quarter saw the penalty pattern continue as a
number of potentially big plays were nullified by penalties to
both sides. Statistically, though, penalties were fairly even, as
Lancers' 13 calls for 135 yards nearly matches York's 10 calls
and 125 yards.
Then too, early in the final period York fumbled away its best
scoring opportunity since early in the half, turning the ball over
to Windsor at Lancers' 5. This evened out an earlier unsuccessful
gamble by Windsor in the second quarter when Jim Wakeman
was caught for a loss and Lancers failed to make a third down
and three situation into a first from York's three.
In summation, the Lancers hEad into yet another hard week of
practice knowing that they can win football games.
Both injured Middle-Li eba, ker Joe Gignac and top re~iver
Mike Urban are expected lo be1ready for tomorrow's game with
Waterloo-Lutheran. And as f 'r the rest of the team? Coach
Fracas: "\Ve've got a few surp es for their wishbone-'t'."

This 1s Daoust's National
300 - without the kangaroo
leather casing. Constructed
of top quality materials tested for strength and
durability - this boot gives
you the comfortable fit
Daoust is famous for. When
you ask for the National
300; you're asking for the
best - a skate you can
depend on ... year after
year.
Daoust distinction
With over 75 years of
experience, Daoust has
created an impressive line
of skates - including the
superb National 100 and
the rugged Junior Pro ...
the skate for the future
superstar.
The Daoust line also
includes tadies'
skates. Of solid
construction
--......_ _...... and elegant
..__ _ __,,. look, this
model · the Ice Ballet is a Daoust top seller.

Famous features of the
National 300:

1. Genuine kangaroo
leather.
2. Snug heel fit pattern.
3. Full ballistic nylon mesh
interlining ror maximum
foot protection.
4. Fully lined with English
kip leather.
5. Leather outsole reinforced at shank with
special pegs for extra
strength.
6. Pro style leather sole
with heel 11ft.

10. Steel shank.
11. Reinforced telescopic
eyelets.

12. Soft pliable.inner lining.

13. Tempered steel cups,
tube and blade.

14. Unbreakable tempered
steel safety guard.

15. Steel and two anti-rust
copper rivets at heel
secure boot to blade.
16. Rockwell Test blade
reading of 58-60.

17. Shoe treated with
Sanitized" process.

7. Rigid box toe guaranteed.
8. Long moisture-resistant
counters.
9. Tough resistant tendon
guard.

The official skate of the
National Hockey League
Players Association •
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Kunstler
threatens
disruption

...

~ ,;

~red

-

I
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bv SAL PRl<,STA
\t illi~m K un1,tler, , elfp<>inted "defendn of C'ivil
trtie " poke on the tate of
ustice and law in America
Joda} to a small gathering in
1
t. f)rni Hall Tuesday night.
II' opening remarks were
1,liat lw had little rP11pect for the
1311 and that hf' would do as
uch as po ible to disrupt it.
Ill llr attacked the judicial
rocedure in the
tates
(hrough the major political
trial that occurred in th last
fe,,.. vear .
K~n tier paralleled the
palitical trials to the trial o!
Chri t. He tated that the net
result of both is that it first,
di posell of thP defendant,
econdly it frightens his
follower& and thirdly it unites
the 1Ient majority.
"The political trial," stated
Kun tier, "l a convenient tool
11 e<l by the government to
rontrol."
He tated that those who
.... rre involved in a politic~)
trial were pros cuted solely
because they had threatened to
follow certain actions or
because thPy had conspired.
"Conspiracy", stated
Kun tier, "is a fantasy crime.
It is a word used by the courts
to instill fear to middl -class
America, and to create excitemrnt."
Kun tier referred to the
Spock, Chicago
Seven,
Ki 'nger kidnapping plot, and
1hr Vietnam Veterans trials to
ho11 that the govl'mml'nt had
in lal't gonr out of their way to
pro e1·ute and make an
example of a group of people
who disr garding the statmi
tried to hrin r to light the
ae\i<ln of the government
'<Nbicn bad been closely
~arded.
The government he said,
11~1~1 such
ns as wire
tapping, infiltrators and
c,~·rcion in an attempt for
mnvictiom. Kunstler stated
that the Pentagon Papers trial
\\a. a trial of a vindictive
nature. He ,ia id
"The
gowrnment is actually trying
to kill two people who took it
upon themselvl' to steal the
Pentagon papers to show thP
public that th1• government
11a hiding thf' tmth."
While this is happening on a
fPderal level, the ,·ourts on the
stateH levrl are following suit
using the federal government
as an example,
,tated
Kun tier.
IIP also stated that the U.S.
is ahout to lm1e it. juries.
Alrt•ady some states do not
rt'quirt> a unanimous decision
lo l'onvi<·t. [n M<>nw ,·asPs, he
u.dd,•d, "lawyi•rs an• losing the
~gin to question pro pective
Jurors."
~onw of the subtle way in
~Inch a jury is controlled
inl'lude tht> omission of young
llt.'oplt>", Kunstlt>r aid.
'11w poor ht• said arc k<'pt
out b1•1·au!lt' thl' pay i,m't high
~nough. '11ic onl) pt'oplt• who
are on jurie an• tho!W who
beliPvr in th1• Htatm1 q110 111'
lated.
KunHtll'r , aid hi• hi•lievf's
iuri, are manipulutt•d hy tlw
\t'rnment to Prvt• it. own
purposf'. 'rhi 11 purp<>H<', h<' Raid
1 to
mah tlw pt•oplt•
ulnni ivt>.
. "Tlw 1•nd of ull govprnnwnts
lo ubjul(atP tilt' peopl<',"
Kun tier aid "nml ut this
point tlw pt>o;ill' nr. 1111 wisy
!>re) to a llitli•r or II Big
Broth,•r."
Kun tlPr wa 11 hrought to tl1!'
lnivt>.rsity through eourtt· y of
th~ offi1•p of SAC SPrvin·s
~~1mi ioiwr Tony PPrri.

Away from home?

Proxy explained

WilliJlm Kunstler spoke to a sparse audience of 190 people in
t. Deni.s Hall Tuesday night. The prepared delivery was about
an hour in Length and then he answered questions from the

(October 27th) preceding polling day.
Your proxy voter may be any person who is
on the list of electors (eg. parents, relatives,
friends etc. l This proxy must be listed in the
same polling division as yourself. Your proxy
voter must not be appointed proxy for any other
voter.
2nd Method: ADVANCE POLL.
In the case where you know that you \'I-ill not
be in town on polling day (October 30th) you
may poll your vote in advance. In this case, if
you fill the normal voting requirements, you
may follow the following.
You may vote on the days of Saturday
October 21st, or Monday, October 23rd. This
advance voting must be done between the hours
of 8: 00 A.M. and 8: 00 P.M. The location of
advanced polls will be posted on lists in the Post
Office of your polling division.
Revision:
If you have not yet been enumerated and
placed on the voters list, there are three days of
next week- that are set aside for revision of the
voters list. Next Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, October 10, 11, and 12, beginning at
I O:00 A.M., you may be enumerated or contest
enumeration of another person.
The revision locations are the same locations
as for the advance polls. These are as follows for
around the university area: Poll No. 3: (south
of Wyandotte, bounded by Huron Line and
Campbell) First Lutheran Church, 160 Giles
W, Poll No. 4: (north of Wyandotte, same
boundaries as for No. 3) Knox Presbyterian
Church, Wyandotte and Askin, Poll No. 5:
(west of Huron Line, south of the river)
Ambassador Baptist Church, 3285 Manchester.

"Ordinary Residence" defined

Ottawa settles controversy over student vote
by NANCY BASINGER

ordinary residence of a person

This year, as in the as, generally, the place that has
provincial election last year, always been, or th~t he has
there is a great deal of adopted as, the place of his
,·on full ion about stud<'nt inhabitation or homP, to which
voting.
he intends to return when he is
'l11e Canada Elections Act away from it and, where a
states that "any person who is I person usually sleeps in one
18 years of age and a Canadian place and has his meals or is
c1L1zen i eligible to vote". employed in another place, the
Where he votes is determined place his ordinary residence is
by where he considers his where the person sleeps ...
"ordinary residence".
Temporary absence from a
However, several students place of ordinary residence
report that they were not does not cause a loss or change
allowed to be enumerated at of place of ordinary residence."
their local address even though
Returning Officer
for
they consider it their "ordinary Windsor - West Roland
resid<•ncc".
Boldassi said that he instructed
The Act definrs "The the enumerators to determine a

student's eligibility to vote at
his local address by his
background
and
his
connections with home.
He said that if a student
went home for his holidays or
was supported by his parents,
he should be enumerated at his
parents home.
However, Mr. Maurice
Villeneuve,
assistant
to
Canada's Chief Electoral
Officer M.J. Hamel, said in a
telephone interview yesterday
that this is not necessarily true.
If the student considers
himself "on his own" he may
vote at his local university
address.
If a student thinks of himself

as "living away from home",
he may be enwnerated where
his parents live.
Mr. Villeneuve stated that
"the onn is on the student
because he is the only one
aware of the facts of his case."
Should the eligibility of a
student to vote where he was
enumerated be challenged at
the polls, he will be required to
take an oath to the effect that
he is eligible to vote there.
Mr. Boldassi said that there
are many students presently on
the voters' list that are not
eligible for Windsor-West.
However "the odds are
negligible that any students
will be challenged at the polls".

Mr. Boldassi stated that
"Our job is not to put
stumbling blocks in front of
people, but there are rules
which must be followed."
However, there is confusion
as to exactly what those
"rules" are.
Some students have reported
that even though they
considered their local address
to
be
their
"ordinary
residence", they were not
allowed to be enumerated.
Students in this position
should contact the candidate of
their choice for assistance, and
go to the court of revision next
week. (See story above.)
A student is eligible to vote

where he resided on September
11, as long as he considers that
his "ordinary residence", and
has continued to reside there.
Implied, but not tated, is
that the voter plans to continue
to live at that address for a
period of time.
In some ridings the students
have a majority m the
electorate.

Laval University in Quebec
City is one such area.
A united movement by the
students
could
actually
"swing" the election in that
riding to one candidate.
However, Laval is an
exception, not the rule.
Get on the voters list and
VOTE!

Future of Canada "transcendent" issue
VAN OUVER (CUP) Although unemployment and
inflation are important election
i urs,
the
most
"transcendent" i sue is the
future of Canada, Progressive
Conservativl' leader Robert
Stanfield said in Vancouver
Monday (Sept. 25 ).
"I also assume this Lo be the
major qut•stion of Canadian
stud<•nts," lw told U niver ity of
Briti8h Columbia students.
It was Stanfield's first
campus
slop.
his
fir t
organizrd visit before a
gatlwring of that promis~ng
youth vote sincr the elrct1on
announ<·cn1!'nt.
Iii:; arrival on l'ampus wa
announct•d hy two buses with
red and bhw HLS logos. Inside
tlw studt>nt union building
wlwrt' thr mP<·ting was lwld, a
Suinfield hand implored tlw
I ~00
pt·rsons
in
the
auditorium to g1•t togrtlwr "to
touch km·PH" - so Stanfield
woulcl have room to entPr.
Tlw PC: lt•udt•r Htart<'d his
spt>1•1·h by trllini,t tlw 11t11d1•nts
lw nPvt•r krww what to t' f)N't
from 11 1miver ity uudit•nn•
))(•t·1111st• tlw format difft•rt>d
with t•wry nH•rting.
Thnt' not what hiH highly-

flI B1~~ci"d~i~~ ne~t weekJii:

Blood Drive ( ktolwr 17 th. 18th, I 9th in Amba 11ador {
uditorium. Hours of Operation: 0l't. 17th, l 2,-4: ~O and::::
~j 9-4: 30 on tht> 18th and I <Jth.
:(:/
~:: Th' y a ' quota i 1000 pint .
::::
f ponaored by tht> ursing Scx:i<'ty and Phy11 Ed ::::
:::: Departm nt
:;::
:: To avoid ~aiting in line make a re ervation October 13th
or 16th at anier or entr .
::;:
•====-==· .. :=· --== - :::::=-:. ·::::: ••••••• ·:·:· ···:· ·:·:·:·:""·:·:·:···=· ·:· ·:·:·.'.'-!-:·:·.,..·.
~::

f

, · · m~~. :::: ....

by BRUCE WEAVER
As per the voters lists, it was announced today
that there are a lot of students at the University
of Windsor that have not been enumerated for
the federal election coming up on October 30.
It was also pointed out that many of the
lagging students are probably not aware of the
proper procedure by which to put themselves on
the voters list.
This column, therefore, is an information on
the proper method by which to get yourself on
the enumerators list and vote.
There are two easy methods of exercising
your right to vote, in the case where you have
any reason lo believe that you will be absent
from and unable to vote in your polling station
on election day.
1st Method: VOTE by PROXY.
Make sure that your name is on the list of
electors in the area in which you ordinarily
reside. This list is available from the Returning
Officer for your home electoral district. His
name and phone number are available from
Directory Assistance.
In the case whereby you are a student living
away from home, the following clause must be
followed: Obtain a statement from the
Registrar's Office at the University of Windsor
(in Windsor Hall tower) confirming that you are
a properly registered full time student.
Then you have to get a "Form 4 7" from the
Returning Officer. Fill out this form, and attach
it to the registrar's statement.
crowd. The questions reflected strong Canadian nationalism and
These papers must be handed to your
Kunstler seemed quite surprised that people in this area had not Returning Officer back home in person by
yielded to the American influence that was so close.
either yourself, or your proxy voter. This must
-Lance pie by Terry Head be handed in before I O: 00 P .M. on the Friday,

organized Monday schedule
indicated.
'Tm here this morning
because a national election has
bel'n called and I am the leader
of the party that is seeking
office and set>king the responsibility of leading this
country,"
he
told
the
assembled young people.
A responsible government
must speak to its people during
it mandate, Stanfi<'ld said. He
disagrec·d with Prime Minister
Trudeau's platform of eeking
dialogue with the electorate.
"Any government in a
general el<'ction has to face the
p<'Oplr on its record," he said.
"The JX'Ople must assess the
government promises and look
al its exp<'ctations."
Stanfield ·aid he must how
Canadians his party's capacity
for government and for
governnwntal C'hange.
"Wt• have to make a
decision. We have to adopt
national strategy which
involv<' full employment, a
full ron('ern for the mvironment and for our wuy of life,"
lw said.
The presrnt government'
rei,,pon!lt' to the is urs is
"inadequate", he <'ommented.
"Wt• in Canada do not
l'hoo&' our rl'sponse to change.
Oth<'rs will d( ride th1• scopt' of
drnngP for us and then wr will
hav(• to liv(' with tlwm."
GoH·rnnwnt
will
be
infhu'lH'(•d more only by the
full participation of provinl'iul
gowrnment~. big bu, inPSS, big
labour and the "Iittlt• man", lw
l'lainwcl.
"I lwli1•w Ca1111<linn. do
wunt to purtic·ipntt• fully in th<'

life of this country," he said.
"But to think there are
300,000 Canadians looking for
jobs in August is tragic."
A ked what he in tends to do
about the high unemployment,
tanfield alluded to the
"complacent" response of the
Trudeau admini tration. He
then suggested an income tax
and corporate tax reduction
would )l('lp alleviate unemployment "because it would
give
Canadians
more
purchasing power."
He promised that if the PC 's
fom1ed the next government,
they would decrease income
tax by cv<'n per cent.
After his 20-minute spePch,
it was announced that
tanfield would meet with
individuals in the crowd to
answer questions. A chorus of
boos followed and he stayed on
the stage to answ<'r questions.
Questions centr<'d on Canacl ian-Ameriean
military
re' arch on campuses, the
legalization of marijuana
(X>sse~sion, abortion. foreign
investment, changes in the
homosexuality laws and a
heat<'d crosi;- examination
ensued of his proposals for ta.
rrduction to fight unemploymt•nt.
Stanfield said he would
l'Ontinm• to support military
researC'h and the national
dt•f<'nt't' dt>partmrn t. H <'
oppos<'s both tlw legalization of
marijuana and the criminal
prrn,<'eution of soft-drng users
as \Wll a tlw legalization of
ahortion on demand.
Wht•n Munrit·P Flood.
dlllirman of the Ga} Alliancr
Toward~ Equnlity. qm'stiont>d

Stanfield on his party's views
lo homosexuality, he appeared
embarrassed, turning his back
on Flood and pacing up and
down the stage.
"I
would
leave
the
homo exual laws the way they
now are," the PC leader said.
Que tioned on his beliefs on
foreign investment, he said
more restrictions on foreign
corporation
would hurt
"national unitv" because
industries operati~g in certain
S(>rtors of Canada might then

close down.

"I should take measures to
ensure a certain percentage of
corporations in key sectors are
Canadian and that Canadians
are well represented on all
corporations."
Stanfield ended the question
period after 40 minutes and
left the building with his staff,
press and television people and
a few students.
The others were rushing for
their clas es.

Sorry but

Morand was tabled
by AMMDA SIMPSON
& MuR1'A HOLSEY
The Lance hope that there has been no inconvenience caused
by it incorrect reporting last week in the matter of Morand vs
SAC.
On checking with 7th Division Court, "" find that judgement
has been tabled pending a notification from both parties that
there has been a settlement.
As earlier reportrd b)' The Lance, the court did not in fact,
award Morand 112.50.
TI1e ea'\e has reportedly been settled out of court in l\1orand's
Iavor.
Morand was suing SAC for back wage owed him. According
to e:-financ<' commissioner Da\id Sayers, this money was
actually owed by Morand in turn to Sandy Galloway, a former
CSRW secretary.
Morand, like Sayrrs, is now working as a alesman.
In th original suit, SAC was defending the claim that they
owt•d
450.00 in baek wage and equipment cost reimbursenwnt.

Mosna wins SAC By-election
by AMANDA Sl'.\1PSO~

SAC held a bv-election last
Wednesday for thP position of
External Affairs Commissioner.
In an election plagued by
EDITOR'S NOTE Thr Lance- AC financial mess has been
settled, at least for the moment. Next week The Lance will revert poor electoral part1c1palion,
only 562 people turned out to
to its regular length of between eight and twelve page .
Columns tmeh as tlw 'l'ed-at-Zero, From the Other Side of the put Lou l\1osna into office owr
Mountain, and Leditors will return to their regular spots in the Nom1 Yeryk by a count of 266paper. Also beginning 1wxt week The Lance "ill resume full 1%.
'\fosna support - the fee
campus m•ws coverage and an e. panded feature service. Thank
strike because he feel that "It
you for your patiem·1•.

is not a just increase." "The
increased amount", he said,
"goe toward the loan portion
as opposed to the grant
portion".
Also voted on was a
referendum on the issue of the
university joining the Ontario
Federation of Students.
The matter passed by a vote
tally of 381 to 9 5 votes against.
The picture above is that of
the winner, Lou Mosna.
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"Sex and old age or: "

When the wrinkles start, don't stop

2698 HOWARD AVE.
WINDSOR

From THE UBYSSEY
Joie De Vivre: The fear of
ridicule. An excerpt from
Simone de Beauvoir's article
on sexuality among the elderly,
published
in
Harper's
:vlagazine in January, 1972.
As far as men are concerned,
the statistics, as it so often hap·
pens, merely confirm what
everybody knows sexual
intercourse diminishes in frequency with age. This fact is
connected with the degeneration of the sexual organs, a
degeneration that brings about
a weakening of the libido. But
the physiological is not the only
factor that comes into play.
There are considerable differences between the behaviour
patterns of individuals, some
being impotent at sixty and
others very sexually active at
over eighty. We must try to see
how these differences are to be
explained.
The first factor, and one of
perfectly obvious importance,
is the subjects' marital status.
Sexual intercourse is much
more frequent among married
men than among bachelors or
widowers.
Married
life
encourages erotic stimulus;
habit and "togetherness" favor
its
appeasement.
The
"psychological barriers" are
far easier to overcome. The
wall of private life protects the
elderly husband from public
opinion, which in any case
looks more favorably upon
legitimate love than upon
unlawful connections. He feels
that his image is less endangered. The word image in this
context must be thoroughly
understood. Whereas the
woman object identifies herself
with the total image of her
body from childhood on, the
little boy sees his penis as an
alter ego; it is in his penis that
his whole life as a man finds its
image, and it is here that he
feels himself in peril. The
narcissistic trauma that he
dreads is the failure of his
sexual organ the impossibility of reaching an erection,
of maintaining it, and of satisfying his partner. This fear is
less haunting in married life.
The subject is more or less free
to choose the moment for
making love. A failure is easily
passed over in silence. His
familiarity with his partner
makes him dread her opinion
less. Since he is less anxious,
the married man is less
inhibited than another. That is
why many aged couples
continue sexual activities.
The loss of his ·wife will often
cause a trauma that shuts a
man off from all sexual
activities, either for a long or
short period or forever.
Widowers
and
elderly
bachelors obviously have much
more difficulty in finding an
outlet for their libido than
married men. Most have lost
their charm: if they try to have
an affair, their attempts come
to nothing. All that remains is
venal love: many men have

shrunk from it all their lives,
and it would seem to them a
kind of giving-in, an acquiescence in the decline of age. Yet
some do turn to it; they either
go with prostitutes or they have
a liaison with a woman they
help financially. Their choice,
continence or activity, depends
on the balance between the
urgency of their drive and the
strength of their resistance.
Many find an answer in
masturbation. A quarter of the
subjects
questioned
by
Sexology magazine said they
had indulged in it either for
many years or since the age of
sixty; the latter were therefore
brought back to it by aging.
Statistical cross-checks show
that even among married men,
many turn to this practice. No
doubt many elderly men prefer
their fantasies to their wife's
age-worn body. Or it may
happen that either because
deep-rooted complexes or
awareness of age turn her
against physical love, the companion refuses. Masturbation
is then the most convenient
outlet.
The subject's sexual activities are also influenced by his
social condition. They go on
far longer among manual
workers, among men with a
low standard of living than
among those who are well to
do. Workers and peasants have
more straightforward desires,
less dominated by erotic
myths, than the middle classes; their wives' bodies wear out
early, but they do not stop
making love to them. When a
working man' s wife is old, she
seems to him less spoiled than
would be the case with a richer
husband. Then again he has
less idea of himself than the
white-collar worker. And he
does not take so much notice of
public opinion, which has less
and less force as one goes down
the social scale. Old men and
women who live almost entirely outside convention tramps of both sexes, and
inmates of institutions - lie
together without any shame,
even in front of others.
Finally, the happier and
richer sexual life has been, the
longer it goes on. I£ the subject
has valued it because of the
narcissistic satisfaction it gives
him, he will break it off as soon
as he can no longer see a flattering reflection of himself in
his partner's eyes. If he has
intended to assert his virility,
his skill, or the power of his
charm, or if he has meant to
triumph over rivals, then he
man sometimes be glad of the
excuse of age to relax. But if
his sexual activities have been
spontaneous and happy, he
will be strongly inclined to
carry them on as long as his
strength lasts.
Yet the elderly man does not
take so vehement a pleasure in
intercourse as a youth does,
and this is because the two

stages of ejaculation are believe you. I shall see a happy
reduced to one: he no longer rival in very young man. Your
has that piercing sensation of deference will make me feel my
imminence which marks the age, your caresses will give me
passage from the first to the over to the most furious
second, nor yet the triumphant jealousy ... Old age makes a
man as ugly as can be wished.
feeling of a jet, an explosion this is one of the myths that If he is unhappy, it is even
gives the male sexual act its worse... " He was cruelly sensivalue. Even when the aged tive to the "insult of the years,"
man is still capable of normal and his refusal was dictated by
sexual activity, he often seeks a kind of inverted narcissism.
indirect forms of satisfaction;
Old men's loves are not
even more so if he is impotent.
He takes pleasure in erotic always doomed to failure: far
literature, licentious works of from it. Many of them have a
art, dirty stories, the company sexual life that goes on very
of young women, and furtive late. The Due de Bouillon was
contacts; he indulges in fetish- sixty-six when his son Turenne
ism, sadomasochism, various was born. The famous Due de
forms of perversion, and, Richelieu's father married for
particularly after the age of the third time in 1702, at the
eighty, in voyeurism. These age of seventy. When his son
deviations are readily compre- was sixty-two and governor of
hensible. The fact is, Freud has Guienne, he led a life of debauestablished that there is no chery. In his old age he
such thing as a "normal" seduced a great many young
sexuality : it is always ''perver- women. At seventy-eight, beted" insofar as it does not wigged, made-up, and very
break away from its origins, thin, he was said to look like a
which required it to look for tortoise thrusting its head out
satisfaction not in any specific of its shell; this did not prevent
activity but in the "increase of him from having affairs with
pleasure" attached to functions the actresses of the Comedie
dependent on other drives. francaise, and he spent his
Infantile sexuality is polymor- evenings with whores; somephically perverse. The sexual times he used to bring them
act is considered "normal" home ·- he liked listening to
when the partial activities are their confidences. He married
merely preparatory to the when he was eighty-four and
genital act. But the subject has had recourse to aphrodisiacs:
only to attach too much impor- he made his wife pregnant.
tance to these preliminary Furthermore, he deceived her
pleasures to slip into perver- too. He continued his sexual
sion. Normally, seeing and activities right up until his
caressing one's partner plays death, at the age of ninety-two.
an important part in sexual
intercourse. It is accompanied
by fantasy; sadomasochistic
elements appear ; and often
fetishism clothes, and orna·
ments evoking the presence of
the body. When genital
pleasure is weak or nonexistant, all these elements rise to
the first place. And frequently
the elderly man prizes them
very highly because they are
manifestations of that erotic
world that is still of the greatest
value to him. He continues to
live in a certain climate, his
body still existing in a world
filled with other dobies. Here
again it is often timidity,
shame or difficulties from the
outside that prevent him from
i~dulging in what are called his
vices.
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Engineering Features:
Built-in FM Multiplex Radio
New Easy-Access Control Panel
Phantom Slide-Ru le Dial
Stereo Headphone Jack
Pushbutton Channel Selector
Program Repeat Circuit
Slip-out Mounting Bracket
Fine-Tuning Control and Fast Foreward
Pushbutton Cartridge Ejector
Instant-Response Slide-Bar Controls
FM Stereo Program Indicator
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SEE
GARY
ON THIS
DEAL

969-9004

ONLY

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

$399.0

OFFER GOOD ONE WEEK ONLY, CLOSING OCT. 12TH.

HOMECOMING

Any ~clubs, fraternities,
societies & fa ulties wishing
to have a float October 28th

We have a fair amount of
evidence about elderly men's
sexual life. It depends on their
past and also upon their attitude toward their old age as a
whole and toward their image
in particular. Chateaubriant so
loathed his aged face that he
refused to sit for his portrait.
In the first part of Amour et
vie~llesse - chants de tristesse,
which he wrote when he was
sixty-one, he rejects the amourous advances of a young
woman: "If you tell me you
love me as a father, you will fill
me with horror; if you claim to
love me as a lover, I shall not

ntact Karin

S.A.C.

let's Put A Good Show Up
This Yearl I
MEN'S INTRA

URAL GOLF

Gals

Guys

Drop in and see our
large selection of
boots, casuals and
handbags in the
latest
styles
&
colours.

Just arrived- large
selection
of
Christina
men's
boots & shoes,
direct
from
Montreal.

Sign up by Oct. 11, for on that date, entrees will
be taken and grouped into foursomes for play
on Sunday, October 15. Each contestant will be
told his fee off time by Frld.a y, October 13, and
will play his round on the Sunday at Lakewood
Golf Course. For rides or information, phone
Jim 256-4225.
Entrees Taken At Centre Desk
& Cage At Phys. Ed. Building.

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
306 OUELLETTE A VE.

PHONE 254-5791

SOMETHING TO DO IN CLASS ... (if you decide to go today I )... .FROM

Tl)e Lal)Ce
EDITOR

Gordon Gilmour

The lance ls publlshed weekly (Fridays) by and for the Student

Media, University of Wl!1dsor - Moyennes de Communication
des Etudlants, Unlverslte de Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
Press offices are located on the second floor of the University
Centre. Subscription rates for non-students of the University of
Windsor are $5 per year.
Entered as second class mall at the Post Office of Canada, The
Lance Is a member of Canadian Press and Canadian University
Press. The opinions expressed In The lance are those of the
skdent writer and not necessarily the University of Windsor or
the Student's Administrative Council.
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MODEL SA 360

FAST SERVICE
Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

STUDENT DIRECTORY
STUDENTS WISHING TO HAVE THEIR NAMES
AND ADDRESSES OMITTED FROM THE STUDENT
DIRECTORY (HUSTLERS GUIDE) PLEASE NOTIFY:
KAREN (SAC SEC.)
S.A.C. OFFICE
UNIVERSITY CENTRE

AM/ FM Ste reo Radio e Twin Speake rs
• Gerrard Automatic Turntable
• Diamo nd Stylus

in pairs
111ur ical note
f1n1sh•s
also
b el p

8 . erase
"1 .• article
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co'me

95

.199

Bill Thornhill's

14. c onf'!umed

16 . Sheraan is one

19, silo (Fr , )
21 . ignore
25, to
26, a pp a lled
30. wh a t we bre athe

In your spare time ...

EARN UP TO $1000 OR MORE
( Our top sub agent earned $2500 last year)

Be an Authorized Sub Agent
for the distribution of

stereo place

CANADA SAVINGS BONDS

DOWNTOWN-135 Ouellette at Pitt. Across from Smith's
CALL 254-3555-0pen Thurs . & Fri N ight till 9 P.M.

Mcleod, Young, Weir & Company Limited

-contact-

G. PETER TAYLOR
258- 1050
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raduates

hy AN TESSIER
l•:d Fuc if! at it again!!!!!
And Wl' an: proud or it! ! ! ! !
W1• haV<' completed thi>
t•li•ction. for both the Faculty
lli preH!'ntativ<'I! and the
l•'.cineation !fodety.
The Faculty H<'p!l, who Rit
on the Education Facu lty
~rnmcil and hav!' a votP on the
fommlation of ·urrent and
£u tu re poliei(•s include: Linda
Ard1<•r, Kan•n Gardner, Nick
Prnzari, Tvan Davis, and Sr.
Pal Ta.man.
'l'he Education Society is
mmprised of President, Ann
Tf'HHier; Vier-President, Joe
Uobin; Secrrtary, Jim Baker,
Tr!'usurer. Drnnis Solet; and
Sl•rvice. Commissioner, Tony
Pie· ·inato.
Ed.
Fac's
SAC
reprc:,H•ntative,J.P. Squire, has
nlrPady begun to draw up a
hudgf'L Lo t>nsure us of our fa ir
. hare "'hen SAC passes their
final budget.
"Omdoor 1<:ducation Day"
wa~ last week at the Gesstwood
Camp nrar Essrx.

UDBURY (CUP) - Another student council is trying
to ontrol the campus' studen t
newspaper. To cover up fina ncial proble,ms, the Laurentian
University tudents General
Asso iation (SGA) is reducing
its subsidy grant to the student
paper, the Lambda.
The Lambda's grant will be
('U t by some 51
per cent,
acc·ording to a budget report
from the SGA executive. T he
budget cut was one of many
s11 bmitted b) the executive for
adoption by the students'
e01mcil.
The SGA found it elf in a
financially
embarrassing
position earlier this year and
offered 1hi as justification for
the cutback . The executive
ha al o decided to manage the
paper's advertising sales
through a central advertising

Ucdifying r c1rni111li )n :
Thursd.1y, October 19 - 7 :00 pm

Pr -R( lislrdti n ss ntial
(

must ontact th ir
Placem n t Offic by Octob r I 0.
.uH -

•

ol
111 '

DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
o rn

T E N

1L began with a road rally,
went on to various nature
tudie , and ended with a
football game, a sing-a-long
and a mini TV broadcasting
the hockey game. Lunch was a
barbecue prepared and served
by the profs who played a
major part in making the day
as enjoyable as it was.
This Friday, a number of
tudent teachers will travel to
the Cedarwin Camp for
orientation day.
In the near future, these
ame students will be
responsible for leading a group
of grade ix students on their
own "Outdoor Educa tioQ"
Day. This will be a valuable
learning experience for all
concerned.
Volleyball teams have been
competing for two weeks now
and the general feeling among
the students is that, not only
are they tension releasers, but
they help to generate a feeling
of unity too.
Yes, Ed Fae is at it again,
and we are proud of it!

Lambda 'hassled'

in
G(.Incr,11 Admini tration
P~ onnc I Adrninistration
Fi nanci~d Administr tion
c n1 nt Analysis

ppli
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Title: Where have you gone Lee Allan? Two
Cities turn their lonely eyes to you.
QLLestion: When was the last time you had a
good slug of AM radio? (Car radios don't count
unless you were driving and in complete control
of the passenger's push button nightmare.)
It seems to me that I remember names like
Terry Knight, The Wierd Beard, a flash of Joey
Reynolds,The Vampire opening for Don Zee,
the first underground by Duke Windsor (Tina
Delgado is still alive), even Joe Van and the
immortal Captain Jolly (Toby David). As a
matter of fact I can still remember how the
opening to Tom Shannon's last half hour, bear
skin rug music, would tell me that is was time to
give up amorous conquests in the back seat and
get home and to a john as fast as I could. But
most of all I remember, Lee Allan, the cream of
the crop until twelve o'clock, set me free, on the
horn, and the Saturday afternoons on club
1270. God, I could listen to that guy all four
hours and not get bored, ABX can't even make
that claim.
But now I can't even stand the tasteless
wonder, and who is that jerk who reads the news
as if he was trying to get the part for the lead in
a remake of DeSade, and signs off from his tales
of pronounced nausea by mentioning that there
is once again a fire in MacGregor?
And the music they slip in between the sirens
of the Gross National Product is enough to
make you wanna go deaf, "This is not a Puppy
Lo-ove" I wish that little shit't get acne or go
through his voice change.
FM's okay when you get tired of picking out
just your favourite cuts from the albums you
just bought, but it seems that all they ever play
are those cuts that you ignore at home and best
represent the saturation ad-boredom of todays
music scene.
I think I'll go down to the bar and get drunk;
maybe the band will play Rock 'n' Roll
Hootchie Coo and Eat Brown Sugar in the same
set.
Is the music really dead? Or is it jLLSt
inebriated? AM.... Always Magnificent?
Continued next week in
BUDDY MACK

.H!OM

bury his voice under his backup, J unkyard
Angel and his own piano playing.
This week, we give thanks that at least
Harrison has no Dylanesque illusions and
contributes very little to the penning of original
material for the album. Six of the eight songs are
written by configurations of Junkyard Angel,
and are adequate as far as new, unsavoured
original material can be. The best song on the
album is the reworking of the Cat Stevens semiclassical, Hard Headed Woman. This decision
could be based on the same prejudice that
makes Serge Savard the outstanding player on
Team Canada, maybe not.
For the most part, the albwn drones slightly
as does Proco! Harun1 and can be played while
reading the paper &r even waiting for the
morning mail to come.
BUDDY MACK

Cat Stevens
Well you've scraped the last remains out of
your last baggie over two hours ago and all
you've got left in your fridge is a half empty
bottle of Schweppes Bitter Lemon.
Now everybody has gone home except those
who are sprawled out on the hardwood floor
because they can't get up. You've been fucking,
fighting and boogyin' to loud guitars and Little
Richard piano all night and your starting to get
a hangover cause your coughing so much from
the smoke.

bureau. The revenue will be
retained to help ease the
Association's financial problems.
You've picked up the neighborhood floozie
Lambda editor Lyn Downer
and you want to hear some sounds. You don't
pointed out to the council that
want anything loud because you've found out
all budget proposals concernshe does have a mind.
ing the paper were contrary to
What do you do now? You go over to the
the SG A constitution. He cited
record pile and start shuffling all your albwns
pertinent clauses from the
that have been scratched beyond all repair.
Lambda Publications Brief,
There's
a Gordon Lightfoot album, na, it's not
including a constitutional byeven
raining
out. There's a James Taylor
law which said "all surplus
album, but the shape your in is no condition to
re venue will be retained by
listen to other peoples' mental hangups. And
Lambda for the purchase of
everybody listens to Elton John, anyway.
equipment and to meet future
deficits."
Wait a minute, what's this album. Cat
Brian Gatien, managing
Stevens, Catch Bull at Four. Gee, it must be
editor, reiterated that "under
new, I wonder what it's like.
th e present constitution,
You know that's not bad at all, even if they
Lambda is to receive a
r
have
got the titles all fucked up, that song
minimum of $3 per student
Angelsea was really killer, and it's nice to hear
from the student fees." This
Cat playing a synthesizer with taste, unlike
represents some $200 over the
other nice keyboard men we've heard. Oh you
amount proposed in the
said the Tigers made a Quatro play.
udget.
Now that litt'e jezebel leans over and tells you
SGA
president
Yvon
you've got such a far out taste in music and how
LaChapelle responded to the
she's always liked you ever since Grade 8.
consti tu tiona I points with
disdain.
Wow, you've got it made and your ready to
"Don't bother me with
make it. Thanks Cat, I could have never made it
trifles. If I have to ignore the
without you.
constitution, then damn it I'll
I bet Ja mes Tay !or has never done it like this.
do it," he said. "We've
P.S. by Jezebel Hughes
probably already broken the
That Cat Stevens album is just great, honest.
nstitutional rules ten times
When Justin put it in, I mean on, I've never felt
today," he added.
anything like it.
The council ignored all
Those acoustic guitars and that distinctive
background singing, topping it all off is Cat
arguments
the
paper's
Mike Harrison
representatives put forth and
Stevens voice being produced by Paul Samwellthe budget as was.
• IUike Harrison Island SJfAS-9313.
Smith.
In a display of solidarity,
Harrison is now the third member of the now
This is definitely a lot better than Teaser and
however, the Lambda staff defunct fourth generation, British Band, the Firecat. I have only three words of advice
grt>ed the issue is not o,·er yet. Spooky Tooth: to come out with a solo album. for Cat Stevens and all his followers, of which I
Writer, Gary Wright and guitarist, Luther am proud to be a part of. KEEP EM'
Grosvenor have preceded him in the proverbial COMING.
Beatie adventure that proves, united we stand,
JUST~ THY)IE
divided we fall. The four solo productions of the
Spooky Tooth extractions are not totally wingy
EW YORK (APl - A and their merits are not totally imaginary. all
Although the prices can hardly be called
woman in the neighborhood four have their individual high points. The case
, id she wanted one, so a group being that drawn together there could have been bargains, the Warehouse on the third level at le
f teen-agers lifted a 300- at least two good albums and not four that Chateau are now stocking American imports.
What this means is that they are managing to
und upright piano from the border on boredom.
cond-floor school auditorium
Mike Harrison, who looks like a cowboy with get record back from Detroit when they are
early today.
a shag was the mice of pooky Tooth, a_ sort.of first r~leased. Titles include, the new Cat
tevens tsee abortion above), Python Lee
But three policemen foiled Gary Brooker with a little more soul. HIS voice
Jackson
and the new T.Rex release. 1 • ewer type
e deliwrv of the bulky gift is interestincr (but not irritating or puzzling and
when the\: saw the ,,ouths is at its best"' wh t>n given special attention by an British imports such a the Best of Jeff Beck are
,·heeling it aero- the · street engineer as on pooky Tu·o and Last Puff. also aYailable at, you get what you pay for
from the school.
Under his own direction, :'.\[ichael decides to prices.
The thieves fled. but a 15year-old who hid in a tenement
was nabbed after a pursuing
fficer heard a string of bells
jingling in the youth's pocket.
While offil'er waited for a
lice ,-an to remo\e the piano
from the street, a passing
pianist pulled up a wooden
ate. ·ad down and began
laying "I Left :My Heart in
San Francisco" and other
tunes.
The music par · ed an
impromp1u
party
that
attracted
about
I OOO
ell Known Toronto Ni9ht Club Entertainer
nei hbor2 , ho danC'e-d, drank
and :an in the street until the
au arrh ed and to the piano
awa~.

1Vlike }larrison

hie£ party
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Brundage holding forth

Note:

NoNG'S

PARTI

OVER 16l
VARIETIES
OF THE FINEST FOODS

GR.ESTAURANT
565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette )
FREE PARKING AT REAR
FREE FAST DELIVERY $3 .00 UP
PHONE 256-7711,

Students with cards
15 Per Cent On Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Oller

Enjoy Our, Famous

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS

OPEN

'

Polympics 1972

The Lance
will resume its
normal Friday length
(8-10 pgs.) next week.

MON. toTHURS 11 ·30A.M .• 9,.M .
FRI & SAT 11 30 AM. - 2 00 AM
SUNDAYS & HOUOAYS 3 'M.-9 P.M

LANCER FOOTBALL
U. OFW.
SAT., OCT. 7TH - 2 p.m.
UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH

vs.

WINDSOR
ON CKWW RADIO 580

by PAUL HOCH ( CUPI
Avery Brundage, kingpin of the international spo.rts
establishment, recently told the assembled th~ongs at Mumch
that this year's Olympic Games had been subJected to what he
called two vicious attacks. One, he said, was the threatened
boycott by African states and (and black American athletes) if
white-supremecist Rhodesia was allowed to compete. The othe~
was the chain of events that led to the deaths of the Israeli
athletes. TV commentators covering the games expressed much
shock that the 'Olympic peace' had been shattered. And, there
were loud laments that 'politics had invaded sports'.
One may of course wonder about the sort of mentality that
equates a peaceful boycott against a racist regime with a
commando action that leads to 11 deaths. And, the people of
Vietnam may be excused if, in the midst of the daily hail of
American bombs and deaths, they wonder what the American
news media mean when they say that the 'Olympic peace' has
been shattered. Nor was there any 'Olympic peace' for the
hundreds of student demonstrators who were simply rounded up
and shot by Mexican troops at the 1968 Mexico City Olympics.
It's interesting to review the record of the sporting
establishment that wept such plentiful tears at Munich. Once
before there was a German Olympics. And, then too, the Olympic
kingpins charged that politics had invaded sports .. The incidents
which at that time sparked a mass movement m America to
boycott the 1936 Berlin games are eloquently described in
Professor Richard Mandell's book The Nazi Olympics. At that
time, the issue was whether Hitler was barring Jewish athletes
from the German Olympic team.
The American Olympic establishment repeatedly claimed that
the Nazis weren't discriminating against Jewish athletes or, if
they were, it was irrelevant. Eventually, as the movement to
boycott the Olympics gathered momentum in America, they sent
General Charles Sherrill (a member of the American and
International Olympic committeesl to Berlin to negotiate with
the Nazis. Sherrill vigorously opposed the boycott and, upon his
return, discussed the reasons for his mission:
"I went to Germany for the purpose of getting at least one Jew
on the German Olympic team and I feel that my job is finished.
As for the obstacles placed in the way of Jewish athletes or any
others in trying to reach Olympic ability, I would have no more
business discussing that in Germany than if the Germans
attempted to discuss the Negro situation in the American South
or the treatment of the Japanese in California."
He also claimed that he knew many Jews who opposed a
boycott and who feared that it would be overplaying the Jewish
hand in America as it was over-played in Germany before the
present suppression and expulsion of the Jews were undertaken.
The next day, Frederick Rubin, then Secretary of the American
Olympic Committee announced his position:
"Germans are not discriminating against Jews in their
Olympic tryouts. The Jews are eliminated because they are not
good enough as athletes. Why there are not a dozen Jews in the
world of Olympic calibre."

General Sherrill later appeared before the Italian Chamber of
Commerce in New York and praised Mussolini as "a man of
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - courage in a world of pussyfooters", adding, "I wish to God he'd
come over here and have a chance to do that same thing."
The president of the American Olympic Committee (and close
colleague of Sherrill and RubiQ) was Avery Brundage. He has
remained at the top of the Olympic establishment ever since , and
---- - - is presently head of the International Olympic Committee·. He
opposed the anti-Nazi boycott just as he was later to oppose the
3847 HOWARD (at Cabana)
black boycott. He opposed exclusion of Germany in 1936, of
Jaµan in 1940, and of Rhodesia and South Africa in 1968.
966-4440
In 1936, according to Mandell, Brundage and his supporters
posed as being far above petty chauvinism, a position that did not
prevent them from occasionally praising the visible
accomplishments of the Nazis, and from slurring the adherents of
(the boycott) Committee on Fair Play as being "reds" or even
''communists''.
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"Where did the ball go?" Lancer fumker Mike Urban (21) Hawks a.re (27) Stacey Corey, (26) Jim Cooper, (52) Ga,-,
watches as Lutheran mistakes a Lancer helmet for the ball Only Mueller, and (44) Monster Doug Keene. The balltravelledt01 h,
Urban and Golden Hawk Tom Bolfe (61) know for sure. Other right and was eventually recovered by Windsor.
-Football ~by Squire

Lancers win 26-11

by JOHN McALLISTER
The Windsor Lancers
moved into a second place tie
last Saturday when they
soundly defeated the Waterloo
Lutheran Golden Hawks 2611 in Waterloo. In doing so,
they advanced their season
record to 2 wins, 1 loss, and
produced a complete reversal
of their pre-season 22-8 loss to
this same team.
W in d sor saw Lutheran start
strongly and build up a 9-0
lead by the middle of the first
quarter on a field goal and an
unconverted
touchdown.
Lancers then took the ensuing
kick-off and drove all the way
to Lutheran's 25 from where
Qu arterback Parichi passed to
end Barry Halliwell for the
·
W indsor , s
maJor
score.
attempted two-point conversion was an incomplete pass.
Lancers'
next
drive
originated at their own 18 and
had only advanced to their own
30 b efore an 81 yard pass and
run score by Mike Urban made
the score 12-9 in Windsor's

ON

MEDIUM (14 Pcs.}
LARGE (16 Pcs.}

MINI KINGS {24 Pcs.)
KING SIZE (32 Pcs.)

PICK UP OR DELIVERY
Free Fast City Wide Delivery
944-2201
We Deliver Friday & Saturday Until

3 A.M.

C.S.R.W.
EDITORIAL POLICY
Maybe you don't know it but
you can express your views
over the air at C.S.R.W. Any and
all editorial comments are
invited, provided that they are
not libelous and they can be
substantiated.
Also, as students, you can
avail yourselves of our services, free Public Service
Announcements. If there is an
announcement that you would
like to put over the air, such as
club events, unclassified ads
etc., call C.S.R.W. at 254-2411
or drop down to the studios in
the Grotto anytime. Ask for
Murray or Ian - they're easy.
I

I

In May 1968, Ramparts magazine reported that Brundage
had told an AAU National Convention that the German Jews
were satisfied with their treatment under the Nazis. Was this just
a hastily thought out view based largely on ignorance?
Apparently not. For, even after Brundage made the trip to Nazi
Germany with the 1936 American Olympic team, he returned to
a packed rally of 20,000 at Madison Square Gardens with heady
praise for the Nazi establishment. According to the October 3,
1936 New York Times, Avery Brundage brought his audience to
their feet cheering in an outburst of enthusiasm when he paid
tribute to the Reich under Adolf Hitler. He told them: "We can
learn much from Germany. We, too, if we wish to preserve our
institutions, must stamp out communism. We , too, must take
steps to arrest the decline of patriotism."
Ramparts reported that as late as August 1940, Brundage was
serving as head of Citizens to Keep America Out of War, a group
now known to have been Nazi-supported. It came as no great
surprise that the only two Jews on the American track and field
team, Sam Stoller and Marty Glickman, were mysteriously
dropped from the 400-meter relay team just before the start of
the Berlin games.
No one would argue that the Nazi Olympics weren't 'political'.
It might also be argued that all of the other Olympiads and
indeed all of our bigtime sports programs have been political too.
Though Brundage has always been very concerned about politics
invading sport when fascist countries were threatened with
debarrment from the Olympics, he never worried himself unduly
at the exclusion of Communist Russia from the Olympics until
the ] 950's. And ever since them, it has not been uncommon for
the American news media, despite their professed concern that
politics should stay Qutside sport to report the games as if they
were a main event of the Cold War contest: America versus
Russia.
(Cont'd. Next Week)

Football Standings
O.U.A.A. FOOTBALL STANDINGS (AS OF
WESTERN SECTION.
Team
GP
W
L
T
We stern
3
3
0
0
Windsor
3
2
l
O
Waterloo
2
2
0
0
Lutheran
2
I
J
O
McMastcr
3
J
2
0
Guclph
2
0
2
0
York
3
0
J
O
SCORES LAST WEEK.
Windsor 26
Lu U1cran
Waterloo 9
McMastcr
Western 24
York
GAMES THIS WEEK~
October 7th.

SEPT. 30).
F
76
51
20
38
37
11
9

A
11
40

JO
33
44
42
62

11
7
0

Guclph al Windsor
Wall'rloo al Wc,tern
M,·Ma,tcr al Lutheran

.
SEASON HIGH MARKS HELD BY WINDSOR LANCERS
Single Game Receptions by One !'layer
167 yard, hy Mike Urban
S,·pl. 30th aga.insl Lutheran.
Longest C'omplrl(•d Pass !II yards, Andy Parkhi to Mik,' llrban
S,•pl. 30th agatnsl Lutheran.

Pts.
6
4
4
2
2
O

O

yards on 10 calla, ~n
Lutheran lost only 39 yard!
4 calls.
Tomorrow's game agai
Guelph Gryphons start., at
2: 00 p.m. on the south campil'
field. With another good elfon
Lancers should be able to keetheir drive for first plare goini
With a little good luck in tlw
weather department, 8 goo!
crowd can be expected to ch""r
The only points of the
Lancers , total of fense was their team on. See you th•re'
"
second half were a conceded
'
486 yards to Lutheran's 247
safety-touch by Jim Wakeman yds. Receivers Mike Urban,
which completed the scoring with 6 receptions for 167
Lancers 26 Waterloo Lutheran yards, and Barry Halliwell,
l l. This occurred only after 135 yards via 7 catches, led
Lancer defense had stymied W
indsor through the air. Gary
Lutheran on the opening drive McCann paced the visitors
of the second half, holding
ground game with 53 yards on
Waterloo three times on
16 carries. Andy Parichi had a
running plays from the 8, the superlative game at quarter4, and on a third down and
back, completing 18 of 28
goal gamble from the 3 yard passes for 361 yards and 3
line. This seemed to take the interceptions. His opposite in
game completely away from this game Wayne Allison,
the home team and Windsor
managed only 5 for 15 and 50
was on the way to an impresyards with 2 intercepted.
si ve 26 •l l victory·
Windsor also led in penalty
Windsor defense was just as yards against, chalking up 121
favour. Shortly after, Jim
Wakeman added a single off a
punt into Lutheran's end-zone.
Before the half, Lancers were
to score two more touchdowns;
one on a 9 yard pass to Doug
Middleton and the final major
by Mike Urban on a run from
Lutheran's 22 yard line. The
half ended with Windsor ahead
26-9.

impressive as its offense. Its
containment of Lutheran's
wishbone-"t" offense was the
result of constant pressure and
many good individual efforts.
The final gun sounded with
Waterloo Quarterback Allison
being ea ught for a loss
attempting to pass deep in his
own end, having fumbled four
times during the game.

r---------·-
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-------------Football Statistics

First Downs
Passers
Rushing
Receiving
Total Offcnse

Tent

1
GUE

Team now tied for 2nd place

U of W SPECIAL

15% off

II

Nov. z.5

GAME STATISTICS: WINDSOR VS. LUTHERAN
Windsor
Lutheran
21
15
Parichi 18/2 8 for 361 ycl s. and 3 interceptions.
Allison 5/15 for 50 yds. and 2 interceptions.
Garry McCann 16 carries for 53 yds.
Gerry Blacker 78 yds. on 13 attempts.
Urban 167 yds. on 6 catches; Halliwe ll 13 5 on
Ted Passmore 28 yd s. via 2 receptions.
7 catches.
486 yds.
24 7 yds.

CUMULATIVE FOOTBALL STATISTICS TO DATE
WESTERN SECTION.
Scoring.
Mike Urban
3 TDs
18 pts. (tie, 2nd place.)
Rushers.
Gary McCann
38 carries for 149 yard (aver. 3.9.)
Passers.
Andy Parichi
44 for 80 and 740 yard s and 5 TDs. (%.550.)
Receivers.
Mike Urban
13 receptions for 3 30 yards and 3 TD,.
Barry Halliwell 12 receptions for 196 yarcls and 1 TD.
Team Interceptions, (Most).
Windsor
6
re turn e d for 34 yards.
Western
6
return e d for 56 yards.
Lutheran
6
returne d for 61 yards
Penalties, (Most).
·
Wind sor
penalized J I times for 3 28 yard s
Most Yards Gained.
·
.
Windsor
326 (rushing) 740 (passing) 206 (p enalties) for 1 272 yard,.
~ffi~L

At the McMaster Invitational Track Meet last
Saturday, the University of
Windsor's best effort was
turned in by Cathy Valcke,
who turned in two 2nd place
finishes in theWomens' Events.
Cathy was second in both the
shotput and the discus events.
Marilyn Mass also finished 5th
in the discus competition.
In other Womens' Events
results were as follows: In th;
shotput event,
Lorraine
Campbell finished 4th, and
also was 4th in the javelin
competition. Sharing in the
javelin event results were
Jackie Wellwood and Joanne
Petri, 3rd and 5th respectively,
thus giving Windsor three of
the top five finishers in this
event.
Mens' Events:
Derek
Doidge was in 4th place at the
completion of the javelin event.
Rod Walter added a fourth
place finish in the 400 metre
dash, and Dcmnis Gerrard
wound up 5th in the long
jump.
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It's the third quarter. Your
team is surging ahead. Yo1
cheers are l1fting the,rsp 11
They depend on you And
during football seoson,w '"
games every weekend,the e
just no time out for your
period. Tampax tampons
were made for that reason
And for a, I the 1umps, spl 15
and turns you have to
execute.
Because Tampax tampons
are worn internally, you co
move in comfort and conf
dence. And they expand r
three directions to really
protect you.
When your teams depenli
on your "GO, GO, GO
it's goad to know you con
depend on Tampaxtampd'l
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really go.
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If at first you don't succeed.....

..... try, try again and again .....

Ottawa con£erence to set up new student's union
OTTAW A (CUP) - A date has finally been set
for the founding conference of the proposed new
national student union, while provincial student
unions have been formed on Canada's east and
west coasts.
The national converence will be held in Ottawa
Nov. 2-5. Despite suspicion from Atlantic province
school representatives, the conference delegates
probably will decide to form a new national
organization.
Canadian students have been without a
dominion-wide union since the demise of the
Canadian Union of Students (CUS) in 1969.
Meanwhile, students representing five postsecondary institutions in Nova Scotia took

preliminary steps toward establishing a Nova
Scotia Union of Students last weekend (Oct. 6).
The decision to set up the provincial body came
after a meeting between student representatives
and the education minister. Universities present
were Dalhousie, St. Mary's, Mount St. Vincent
and Acadia. The Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design was represented by St. Mary's and College
Ste. Anne by Acadia.
Another meeting is scheduled Oct. 18 in Halifax
at Dalhousie University to complete plans for the
union.
British Columbia student councils have also
established their own provincial organization.
Representatives from four post-secondary

institutions met at Prince . George Oct. 7-9 to
establish the BC Association of Student Councils.
Teri Ball, external affairs officer for the
University of British Columbia's student council,
said one of the association's first goals will be a
student bill of rights.
The association's aims are to pursue matters of
concern to BC students, to create greater intercampus communication, and to allow- use of
resources by other students.
The now-defunct BC Union of Students failed
because it was too structured, Ball said. The new
association will have a procedure manual and
operate informally, she added.
She said the new association will give a voice to

smaller colleges, claiming students on smaller
campuses will not be recognized by the proposed
national union of students.
BC will be represented as a block at the upcoming national conference, with schools working
in co-operation, Ball said.
When the Nova Scotia union is formed, it will
join the New Brunswick Union of Students (Union
des Etudiants, ~ouveau Brunswick) or UENBUS,
to form a maritime union of students. Student
councils at the University of Prince Edward Island
and Memorial University in Newfoundland will be
asked to join, according to University of New
Brunswick student council president Roy Neill,
UENBUS was set up in July.

Old building to
gain new stories ?

Tenure refused

Female booted
I~

GUELPH (CUP) - Amid charges of sex discrimination, a
woman zoology professor has been forced to resign her position at
the University of Guelph.
Dr. Anne Dagg was fired last November but appealed the
decision and won. Soon afterwards, the administration told her
she would not receive tenure and would not have her contract
renewed in 1973.
Dagg obliged and submitted her resignation last April hut it
was not made public until last month, effective the end of last
summer's semester.
Students plan to question the dean of the College of Biological
Sciences about the Dagg affair when he returns from a holiday in
Greece Oct. 21.
Dagg had been at the University of Guelph for three years.
Earlier this year, University Tenure and Promotion
Committee charged that Dagg was not available for consultation
with students, her research was poor, her university participation
was minimal, and she did not take a place in community life.
Dagg claims the dean told her that tenure was refused because
she lived 15 miles out of town and had a family.
She feels a major reason for her dismissal was her opposition to
the dean's choice for a new zoology department chairman in
1970. His choice was eventually rejected, but she says that three
of the other seven professors opposing the appointment were later
forced to resign.
Dagg said her research work has been impartially judged as
excellent by a representative of the Canadian Association of
University Teachers, and her students rated her a good teacher.
She also said that women were not allowed to participate on
university committees.
The only remaining charge is that she lives 15 miles from the
university and she has a family.
.
"To find that my work counts for nothing because I have a
family and live outside Guelph, the only accusations that I have
received that are based on fact, has been totally demoralizing for
me," Dagg said. "I think the future of women is very bleak in the
Students voting on the referendum at the poll in the University
professional world while such discrimination exists."
Fellow professors questioned about the charges have been Centre on Wednesday, Oct. 11. It appears that there is a pretty
tight-lipped. Dagg is not pushing the issue and is looking for good turnout for this election - better than for the SAC election
another teaching job in Waterloo.

NEW YORK (AP) - Can the 102-storey Empire State
Building come back?
Can the skyscraper regain the title of world's tallest building
that it held for almost 40 years? Architect Robert W. Jones says
yes.
With the Empire State about to slip to third place on the tallest
list, Jones has suggested building an addition to leapfrog back to
No. 1.
Peter Malkin, a partner in the firm which holds the master
lease on the property, commented: "It is physically and
financially feasible to do this, but we don't yet have any definite
decision."
Under tentative proposals by Jones, the 16-storey tower atop
the Empire State would be tom down and the six storeys below
remodelled as part of a new 33-storey structure built up from the
80 th floor.
This would bring the Empire State to 113 storeys and a height
of 1,494 feet, or 144 feet higher than the twin ll O -storey towers
of the World Trade Centre here which elipsed the Empire State
in 1970.
It would also be 44 feet higher than the 110-storey Sears
Tower now under construction in Chicago.

And at Windsor

Enrolment down

La.st week.
This is one of four polls in operation situated on the campus.
Other polls were located at Vanier, Essex and the Law Building.
- Lance photo by Head

All across Canada

·u niversity enrolment fi ures level off
The education boom of the
1960's appears hut an
inaudible murmur in the '70s
as university enrolment figures
across Canada level off.
This may spell good news for
the average freshman and bad
news for the teacher.
In most areas, a student with
the basic qualifications and the
money is assured of getting
into a university.
A Cross-Canada Survey by
The Canadian Press showed
that most universities appeared
to be maintaining enrolment
levels and the campus scene
almost ev~rywhere appeared
cool as autumn weather.
Several major universities
indicated final registration
figures would not be available
until December.
In
Newfoundland,
Memorial
University
is
crowded with a total undergraduate enrolment of 8,429, a
three-per-cent increase over
last year.
At Dalhousie University in

Nova Scotia enrolment showed
an increase of almost l O per
cent to 7,400. At Acadia
University at Wolfville spokesmen said no qualified students
would be turned down. St.
Frances Xavier expected
enrolment to reach 3,000
students
and
registrar
Merchant Bauer said "there is
lots of room."

SOME TURNED DOWN
Mount Allison University at
Sackville N.B. expected about
1,3000 students this year and a
number of applicants were
rejected because of the school's
"controlled enrolment" policy.
However at the bigger University of New Brunswick,
Henry Llambias, associate
registrar, said he expects a
slight increase over last year's
record enrolment of 5,527 and
said all qualified applicants
could find a spot although not
always in the faculty of their
choice.
Enrolment at the University
of Prince Edward Island

l(:::::i:::::::::::::::,:;.;:::::::::::ii;::::;==;=;:::==::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::*l\l
:::: OCTOBER 14 & 15

::::
::::
•:•:
:;::

.
f"l · R
. Indian Canadian Student Organization J>resents i m m . m.
1130 Math Bldg. Oct. 14 at 7: 00 and Oct. 15 at 3.30.
Admission is Sl so for students and $2.00 for non students.
·

:::::OCTOBER 17

.

iii

:::::
:::::
:-:·:

,:,::
:;:;.

5 :::::

:;:•: - Polish Canadian Club meeting Roome l & 2 m the centre at
· ·•
lf:i;·outs for Lancette basketball and volleyball in St. Denis at
:::::
7 p.m.
. h
:::: . Forum on Capital Punishment in the Moot court Room m t e
;:::
Law Building. AdmiBSion Free.

:(t .

dropped by about 150 students
this year to 1,605 and
university spokesmen said staff
cuts may be necessary next
year.
At McGill University in
Montreal, officials expected
about 15,000 students will be
accepted. Laval University
reported 13,695 registered,
down slightly from the
previous year.
Both the University of
Montreal and the University of
Quebec showed increased
enrolment. Montreal jumped
six per cent to abont 20,000
students and at Quebec
enrolment increased by more
than 1,000 to 11,800.
Total enrolment at Sir
George Williams University,
Montreal, is down due to the
dropping of a junior college
program. It fell to 15,560 this
year from 17,441.
SUGGEST BOYCOTT
In Ontario there have been
some preliminary rumblings of
student discontent because of a
fee increase. The Ontario
Students Association has

:::::
···

:(:l:

:::::
::;::
:::::

about 10,500.
At the University of Ottawa
enrolment is up about three per
cent to 5,875.
SOME SHOW GAINS
Preliminary figures put
University of Manitoba enrolment for 1972-73 at 15,737
full-time students, compared
with 14,984 in 197 1-72.
University of Winnipeg has
2,348 full-time students
enrolled for 19 7 2-73, a fiveper-cent increase from the
previous academic year.
Brandon University has 1,041
full-time students enrolled for
1972-73, down from 1,243 last
year.
S.G. Mann, business manager at the University of Saskatchewan's Regina campus,
said incomplete enrolment figures show about 5,300 fulltime students, about 100 fewer
than last year.
He said some budgetary
problems were inevitable
because of the decrease in
enrolment but said no staff
cuts were contemplated at this
time. At the university's

Saskatoon campus a final
tabulation is expected to show
enrolment down slightly from
last year's total of 10,595.

ALBERTA
DROP

FIGURES

OTT AW A
(CUP)
Students
at
Carleton
University will vote Oct. 23
and 24 on whether compulsory
student council fees should be
abolished and made voluntary.
If successful, the referendum
would erode the financial base
of a student council already

their tuition cheques.
Council last week voted to
hold the referendum, when two
students brought the necessary
motions to a council meeting.
They also demanded referenda
on compulsory athletic fees
($24), heath and counselling
fees ($12) and University
Centre fees ($16).
Council approved referenda
on council and athletic fees,
but rejected the other two.

The two students promptly
proceeded to gather 250 names
on a petition, which forces
council to place all four
questions on the ballot.
'The students claimed that
many studPn ts do not use the
programs and facilities offered,
and should have the right to
decide whether they will pay
for them. They also claimed
the referendum would be a
method of getting students
involv1>d in some decision-

by SAL PRESTA
Enrolment has officially
been listed at 5,568 for the
1972-73 session at the U niversity of Windsor.
Figures released this week
by the office of University
Information Services show that
this year's enrolment is down
considerably from the 6,045
enrolled last year at the same
time.
This year there has been a
drop of 4 77 students enrolled.
Further figures from 1971
show that by December 1971
the number of students at the
university had dropped by 201
to 5844 from 6045. The drop
this year may be greater.
Analysis of the figures
showed that while undergraduate and Graduate Studies
have dropped by nearly 500,
Law Faculty and Education
F acuity have risen slightly.
Director of Information
Services Geoff MacGibbon
indicated yesterday that the
rise in Ed Fae is surprising.
Education is among those
faculties hardest hit by the
unfruitful
employment
prospects.
"The lack of job opportun-

ities seems to be the major
factor in the enrolment drop",
MacGibbon said yesterday.
"Graduates from most major
studies can't seen to find
related jobs."
A second reason for the drop
is the fee hike. Students claim
that they cannot now handle
the increased fees.
MacGibbon pointed out that
while there have been no
increases in tuition fees over
the last eight years, the
standard of living and the cost
of education have greatly
increased.
Another reason that enrolment has dropped, he said, "Is
that education seems to have
lost the image of being a
worthwhile expenditure of
time. Many p eople are
beginning to ask themsleves if
a university education is worth
all the money and time, when
after four years one can't find a
place in the job market".
MacGibbon said that in his
opinion, the trend of enrolment
dropping will continue until
such time when education will
lead to a fuller expansion of the
mind, as well as a secure
future.

The University of Alberta
was down slightly from last
year's nearly 19,000 and at the
Univer sity of Lethbridge
enrolment was down nine per
cent to 1,140 students. University of Calgary was down about
50 students.
Enrolment at the University
of British Columbia was
approximately 19,500, down a
bit from last fall's 19,826.
Record year was 197 0-71 with
20,940.
At Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby, B.C., enrolment for
the fall semester was nearly
The campus purse thief has been caught, chief of University
5,500, up almost nine per cent
Security
Grant Mel ver reports.
from the fall of 1971. New
Mciver
said that the suspect was seen in a hallway of a campus
student enrolment was l, 742,
building
by
a secretary. The "alert" secretary noted that the
up 37 per cent from a year
person, a white male caucasian, matched the thief's description
earlier.
The University of Victoria in which had been distributed throughout the campus.
She called university security, who investigated the tip.
the B.C. capital reported fall
Chief Mciver said that security is satisfied that the suspect is
attendance of 4,391, off from
the person that has been pulling off the robberies. "But", he said,
4,778 last fall.
"there was no hard evidence found on the man to prove his
guilt."
He said that since the suspect was apprehended, there have
been no more occurances of this type on campus to date.
He warned that while the occurances have stopped with the
making, rather than letting arrest of the suspect, it does not mean that there won't be
council members decide what someone else ready and willing to jump into ~he void.
they think is best for students.
"These thefts happen all too often," he said. "I hope that
Student council president students and faculty alike will not let their guard drop and allow
Bruce Cameron abstained on another thief to catch them unaware."
In the past, the thief has operated on a "wait-watch-and-see"
the referendum vote, but said
basis
where he enters an office, waits until the secretary leaves for
after it passed : "If the people
want a referendum, they shall a moment, and then rifles through the office.
Many of the purses and wallets that have been stolen have
have a referPndum."
been found in vacant corners and washrooms not frequently used.
The vote will be held along
In another form of robbery, the thief concentrated mainly in
with by-Plections to fill 12 the library and Student Centre. Here he operated on a more open
vacant positions on the 23- basis by just walking around and picking up wallets and purses
member council.
from under the owner's noses.

Carleton students to vote on fees

OCTOBER 19
mr riddled with mass resignations
::::, · Free Lecture at Vanier Hall b(J ~rof. .Marylee Stephen80n, the ::::: and inertia.
:::::
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y
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suggested a fee boycott in
January.
The University of Toronto,
Canada's biggest, expects
about 40,000 students this
year but spokesmen for the
office of statistics and records
said the final figure won't be
known for some weeks.
At the University of Western
Ontario at London the
registrar's office expects a final
figure of about 16,000
students.
Queen's University at
Kingston will have about
9,000 students. Queen's is
another university operating
on a "controlled enrolment"
basis. Registrar George Leech
said admissions are being
controlled so that the university will grow to about 10,000
students by 1975.
Carleton University at Ottawa expects about 600 fewer
full-time
students
than
projected earlier and news
stories predicted the university
would be facing a $1.3-million
deficit. Final registration at
Carleton is expected to be

"A maritime union would give us a stronger
voice," Dalhousie University student union
president Brian Smith said.
This would be valuable with the advent of the
national union. "A number of us (in this region)
question the validity of a national student union,"
Smith added.
"Ontario and Quebec are the 'haves' while the
maritimes are the 'have-nots', and the former tend
to dominate any national organization of
universities," he said.
It is unlikely the new national organization will
be as strongly opposed to American Imperialism as
its predecessor, CUS. The founding conference will
be held in Ottawa's new downtown Holiday Inn.

Mclver's Rangers
apprehend suspect

Kunstler: a radical " legal nymphomaniac"

JEWISH STUDENTS & FAClJl

"I only de/end those I love ''
by STRANGE

Will there he another talent night at the Pub?
Eggman IV Commerce
Yes, according to Les Menear, the Pub manager. The
first .one will be around November, but the date is
tentative.
There are usually cash prizes, so polish up your act. A
few ~cts are already practising at various points around
campus.
Insanity City of West Windsor, Lorenzo de Scabo and
his Singing Italian Aardvark, with the Gennan Accent, a
guy who makes frizbees out of old telephone booths, Betty
Beaver, the All Canadian Stripper who takes of strips
behind a Canadian Flag and uses maple leaves as pasties,
a singing-dancing birch tree, the Lance Synchronized
Suicide Team and the Centre Desk doing impressions of
the Ambassador Bridge and the Windsor-Detroit Tunnel.

+++
What is a drop slip. I need one to get my money
back from the bookstore.
M.M. Business
There are two kinds of drop slips. One you get from the
Registrar.
It shows that you dropped the course and are entitled to
a refund on your books.
The second, available at the Registrars office, is the
other way of returning your books with a drop slip. Get a
pair of Sunglasses and a large coat. Looking as sleazy and
shifty as possible, drop into the bookstore and slip through
the turnstyle on your stomach.
You don't get a refund, but people standing around will
know you are obviously deranged and throw money in
protest.

+++
Do you have any information regarding Dr. Beddes
pneumatic institute for the morally lame?
M.S.5thEC
I didn't until I got hold of their brochure. I've seen
sickness before but this is incredibly twisted. I'll quote
from this brochure. In June, 1972, an organization known
as Dr. Beddes Pneumatic Institute for the Morally Lame
(hereafter known as Dr. B's P.I. for the M.L.) was
fonned. Our chief goal is to combat:
1. the legion of Decency
2. organized sex in any form.
3. faulty or otherwise unsafe pneumatic of any race, color
or creed. Basically we advocate free and open relations
between any consenting adult pneumatics. For a slight
postage fee of 8 cents, we will send you our introductory
newsletter and gift package containing,
1. a "Keep a pneumatic in your attic" cap snaffler.
2. a pneumatic roach clipper for giving your favorite roach
a trim.
3. map of all air hose sites in Essex County. This is all you
need to join.
Send your 8 cents to Dr. Beddes Pneumatic Institute
58 Woodbridge, Amherstburg, Ontario.
·

+++

I lost my jacket in the puh. Can you help me find it?
W.S. III Arts
~8:lling all cars, calling all cars. Be on the lookout for a
!ug1t1v~ hock~y jacket. Last seen in the Pub area. The
Jacke! 1s a white male, approximately size 38, nylon with
blue msets and a crest.
The jacket has arms and should be considered highly
?ang~r.ous: If seen, please detain at the Centre desk for
1dentif1cat10n. There is a reward.

+++
Strange Notes:
If an~bod~ o~t there has got any good bikes or has got a
connection Id hke to cop one, man. For around fifteen to
twff~nty bucks. Leave your name and phone in the Lance
o ice.
To Thaddeus, Ray, Doanie John.
D~finitely a ~elightful ne~ high in inter-planetary
relations. A cosm1.c experience brought you by the planet
Xenon by your friendly 14th dimension. A steal at $500
folks.

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and an
feelth~ pictures ~r disg-Jsting objects should be place~
neatly m the Uphght Box, located in palatial splendour
01?' the .cen!re desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
wtth his wtfe Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 4) i:
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

Reprint from the Otevron, Despite warni ng messages
given by bombers, the building
University of Waterloo,
was not completely evacua ted
(William Kunst/er, radical and one person was killed.
American lawyer and liberal
A Canadian court ha s
folk hero, spoke here Oct. 3, in decided that the case is
St. Denis Hall.
criminal and not political,
Remember the Democratic therefore not involving a
Convention of '68 and the ill· question of granting political
fated Festival of Life staged by asylum to Armstrong. The
the Yippies and other groups? question of whether or not the
And the Chicago Conspiracy case is essentially political is
Trial presided over by Judge hotly debated. As it is, the case
Julius Hoffman? William will be appealed before the
Kunstler and the young radical Supreme Court of Canada.
lawyer Lennie Weinglass This is setting a precedent in
handled the defense during one Canadian law since th e
of the more bizarre trials of Supreme Court has never
recent times. Like the defen- before heard a case concerned
dants - Jerry Rubin, Abbie with extradition.
William Kunstler sees
Hoffman, Lee Weiner, Rennie
himself
as a radical lawyer.
Davis, John Froines, Dave
Dellinger, Tom Hayden, and Both in his professional
Bobby Seale - the lawyers approach and his personal
took on unreal dimensions as beliefs, he represents a sharp
the case turned into a departure from the legal estabburlesque of the legal process. lishment. For himself and
The trial opened with the other radical lawyers, Kunstler
arrest of four defense attorneys sees a basic dilemma of having
and closed with Kunstler being to play by the rules of a system
sentenced to four years in which they have no faith.
In his own words:
imprisonment for contempt.
"The central problem... is
The unfortunate timing of
that the radical lawyer is in an
various visits by Kunstler to
utterly impossible position ...
university
and
college
The anomaly becomes even
gatherings, along with the
more perplexing where the
legend of the Chicago tiral, has
lawyer shares the general polileft him open to much criticism
tical philosophy of his clients.
as a pied piper of chaos.
For example, if he too believes
Writing in Esquire, Joseph
that the courts in many
Bishop has described Kunstler
instances
are instruments of an
as "probably the only ,nember
oppressive system determined
of the New York bar whose
to preserve itself by any means
mere arrival on a campus can
necessary, then he may find
set off rejoicing and tumult
himself constitutionally unable
comparable to the arrival of
to accept rules which he
John Lennon at a rock festival
or Adolf Hitler at a Nuremberg believes further that purpose.
Yet, these same rules will
Parteitag, circa 1938."
govern the conduct of trials
Bishop's comment, like which may subject his clients
much that has been said both to stringent criminal penalties,
pro and conKunstler, paints a thereby destroying or crippling
colourful but blurred image. It
is a picture of a man too indistinguishable
from
a
background of events that
engulf his times.
Kunstler started out in an
executive-trainee program in
the l 940's after graduating
from the Columbia Law
School. During the fifties, he
went into small business and
family law managing and, as
time went on, also wrote
poetry, prose, and radio
scripts. He became a family
man, marrying a distant
relative who had fled Nazi
Germany, and raising two
daughters.
With the coming of the civil
rights movement, Kunstler
became involved in the
problems of the black
community
by
fighting
segregation in the schools and
counselling such people as Dr.
Martin Luther King. With the
rise of militancy and the
emergence of the hard-core
black nationalists, Kunstler
was drawn into cases even
further from the mainstream of
liberal causes. Among his
clients were H. Rap Brown
and Stokely Carmichael,
whose names have become
only two of a long list of black
radicals
Kunstler
has
represented in court.
The Vietnam war becan,e
another cause for Kunstler as
he came to the defence of
various anti-war groups.
Among them were the Catonsville 9 and the Milwaukee 14.
Both groups had been
responsible for seizing and
burning draft files. The
Catonsville group, which
"napalmed" the papers it stole,
included one of the Berrigan
brothers, along with other
former Roman Catholic nuns
and priests.
His defense of Armstrong
may
set
a
Canadian
precedent.
A little closer to Canada is
the Carleton Armstrong case
that Kunstler and other
lawyers
are
handling.
Armstrong is in Canada
awaiting an appeal on his
extradition to the United
States. The legal proceedings
surrounding the case involve
landmarks in Canadian law.
The initial sensation over the
af!air arises from the alleged
crimes upon which the U.S. is
basing its extradition plea.
Armstrong is supposed to have
been ~art of the bombing of an
American university math
research centre which had been
doing work with direct military
application for the U.S. Army.

their ability to effect meaningful social chan11:e."
'I only defend th ose I love
A lead editorial in the
official publication of the
American Bar Association of
June, 1970, reviled Kunstler.
The scolding stemmed from his
statement that "I only defend
those whose goals I share. I'm
not a lawyer for hire. I only
defend those I love."
The journal accused him of
being old-fashioned and shortsighted. It maintained that the
professional ethos obligates
members of the bar "to provide
competent counsel for any
person with a legitimate
cause... a lawyer for hire is
available to the bad and ugly,
the scorned and the outcast."
Kunstler countered with a
charge of hypocrisy, asserting
that "only a bare handful of
American practitioners have
ever undertaken to put this
ideal into practice. If more
members of the A.B.A. were
available for such work, then
perhaps I would be able to be
more catholic in my selection
of clients."
The fact that so many,
especially in the legal
profession, are listening to
Kunstler and other like him
may well have an effect on the
future of the American legal
system. New York Times
writer Victor Navasky notes
that while it used to be " ... to
identify with a lawyer was to
identify with law, the identification
with
Movement
attorneys like Kunstler may
encourage disrespect for law.
But it is, in a paradoxical way,
disrespect within the system."
While
he
has
been
caustically upbraided innumerable times, Kunstler is able
to keep a strong rapport most

Are Cordia lly Invited To Attend

A FREE BRUNCH
To Meet & Hear Gideon Riban

of the time with blacks,
(Of Th I
I' C
I
activists, and students. This is·
e sroe I onsu ate)
in part attributable to his
on
display of interest in their
problems and aspirations and
his ability to absorb and
exchange ideas. For example,
accrediting the idea to the at
concept of the worker-priest
explained to him by Daniel
on SUNDAY, OCT. 15, at 11 :00 A.M,
Berrigan, Kunstler suggests
164 1 Ouellette
young lawyers might live and
(n e ar Tecu m seh St . & fust 1 bus from cam
work out of communes. The .._.....;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;._ _ _ __.:,.:...:.:.:.:_::,::!!_Pll11]
communes could provide food
and lodging in return for legal
services. "If they only did it for
a year or two, they'd learn a lot
of law, gain a sense of soli·
clarity and learn not to judge
things
by
the
money
standard."
His uno1 thodoxy is further
revealed in his relationships
with his clients, who were once
described as showing "no
reverence for God, the
Constitution, soap or motherhood." During trials, he
known to eat lunch with his
clients (an aprofessionalism,
since most lawyers di1.~ with
their colleagues-at-law). Rap
B rown was married in
Kunstler's house. Bobby
Seale's 35th birthday was
celebrated there.
Some from the rightist camp "The lncorrupta ble Ta lc" - Sunday 2 AM-8 AM
of American politics have been
David J. McNea
- Saturday 8 AM-Noon
given to hyperbolically attackColin Swan
- Sunday 8 AM·lOAM
ing Kunstler on a sexual level.
"Chicago"
- Thu rs day Mldnlte•2A
Says Bishop, "he must be the
- Fr i. & Sat. 8 PM-Mldnl
only alumnus of the Columbia "M aloba b ic & Co ."
Law School capable of sending
French Music
- Wednes day 7 PM,9PM
adolescents into Dionysiac
Trinidadian Show
- Sat urday 6 PM-8 PM
ecstasy." John Coyne in the
Po lish Hour
- Su nday 4 PM,6 PM
magazine "National Review"
was a little more acrid.
" ... there's something embarassingly sexual about his relationship with kids and the way
he responds to their screams of
approval... but it would be a
(continued on page 7)
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will be on sale
9 :30 a .m. to 12 :00 noon
Tuesday, Oct. 17
through
Friday, Oct. 20
In The Foyer Of The
University Centre
SAFE, FAST, SIMPLE PROCEDURE
LEGAL IN NEW YORK ST ATE

nci

PROBL EM PREGNANCIES TERMINATED

-:
'

For p regnanclH up to twelve weeks .................... $200.00.
Includes everything except t ransportation.
SAFE, LEGAL .. The New York State Abortion Act allows llcensed
physicians to term Inote pregnancies up to the 24th wHk.
Physicia ns ore licensed , board certified gynecologlst1 .
Safe, fo1t, simple proced ure .. leave In the morning, return same
after noo n.
After twe lve we eks, procedures are more costly and take longer.
In nearby Buffa la ..Close r and more convenient than New York City.
Non-stop fli ghts a re only 48 minutes and $36.00 Youth Fare from
Detroit Metropolitan Airport.

Let Us Make Your Appointment Now!
(313} 722-6357 Wayne, Mich.
RELIAB LE

ABORTION INFORMATION
SERVICE

"THE RUBIN BOYS"
GE RRY-J A CK
Exclusive
Gals & Boys
Mod Fashions

11 % Discount
W ith St udent
Ca rd

r ubin's
meet market

W atc h For
Ma rk et Day

254-3133
81 1 Erle St., Windsor
Ont.

C
~
J

PRE-SEASON
SPECIAL OFFER
Gals
Large selection of winter lined
16" boots - All Colours - Suede
& Leather
Regular $32.00
OUR PRICE

$ 15. 00

Plus Casual Boots

$5.00

A Pair

SEE JOE ON THIS DEAL
306 OUELLETTE AVE .
Next To Palace Theatre

PHONE 254-5797

On Saturday, October 7, the University of Windso r held its Governor medals were awarded to David Hallissey prelim. year,
nineteenth convocation and granted degrees to over 650 Choon L. Yow, 1st year, Michael Motolko, 2nd year, and Anne
graduates. An honora ry degree was granted to Dr. E. Togo K/igerman. 3rd year.
Salmon, Professor of History at McMaster University. Board of
-Lance photo by George Gawadzyn

Girls unite ! ! !

Centre to open for campus women
Early in August the
University Centre Policy Committee approved the allocation
of the former Tuck Shop in
Vanier Hall (Room 19) for a
Centre for Women's Interests
and Concerns.
The suggestion (comi ng
from Miss Evelyn McLean
the Dean of Women), was seen
by the Policy Committee as a
means to encourage women
students to get together to air
their thoughts about the role of
women in society.
The
Women's
Centre
provides free space for open or
closed meetings of women 's
interest groups, guest speakers,

self-awareness workshop s, and
informal gatherings.
Its proximity to the Vanier
coffee shop, d inin g rooms, and
games rooms, should make it
appealing to resident and nonresident students, as well as to
students in th e Extension
Faculty.
Admittedly experimental, it
is hoped that the Women 's
Centre will help women on this
campus (as similar centres on
other Canadian campuses do)
to focus their objectives and to
gain confidence in their
intellectu al and persona l
potential through creative dis-

Big business mig
VI CTORIA (CUP) - The New Democratic Party provincial
government will restructure the Univer sity of British Columbia
Board of Governors to curtail its domination by the province's
business elite.
'I11e necessary legislation will be introduced at the spring
session of the legislature, Eileen Dailly, BC's n ew education
minister, said Sept. 29.
"The present board does not represent a broad enough sector
of society. It is my intention to introduce legislation in the spring
session which will completely overhaul the board," she said.
The Universities Act will be changed to allow faculty, students,
labour, and persons from the community at large to sit on the
board, she said in an interview with the Ubyssey, the UBC
student newspaper .
Under the present act, faculty are ineligible to act as members
of the board, and students can only get on the board if elected as
representatives of the UBC senate.
Last week two student senators were nominated to the board
for the first time, but are unlikely to be elected because students
hold only 12 out of the 98 senate seats.
The board is currently heavily weighted toward the business
community and is composed of corporate lawyers, judges, a
financier, and representatives from the forest industry.
Dailly said that as an opposition member she introduced
legislation five years ago which asked for a change in the
Universities Act to allow faculty to sit on the board. But it was
defeated by the Social Credit government.
'I11e August 30 provincial election drove the Socreds from
power and put the New D emocrats in the driver's seat.
"Befor e proposing the legislation I plan to discuss it with
students, faculty and other interested groups."
Dailly said the recent appointment of three board members by
the already defeated Social Credit government was "a very
ungracious thing to do when a new government was taking over."
The Socreds appointed Thomas Doh n, president of the
Vancouver Stock Exch ange, and re-appointed board members
Paul Plant, vice-president of R.S. Plant Ltd . and Beverley Lecky,

cussion and interaction.
A women's art display has
just closed, and the fi rst in a
series of discussions of interest
to students will be led by
professor of sociology, Marylee
Stephenson, on Thursday
October 19th at 7: 30 p.m.
The
topic
under
examination will be Women in
the University.
This session is planned in
response to the returns on
questionnaires completed by
visitors to the Women's Centre
during late September and
early October, which indicate
that 63 percent of the women

polled are interested in talks
about the role of women today.
Self awareness sessions for
women, social action sessions,
and informal get-togethers are
planned for late October and
November. Several students
(male and female) have
expressed interest in having
exhibitions of their art work in
the Centre as well.
Suggestions for the further
development of the Women's
Centre will be welcomed, and
may be made to Evelyn
McLean, Dean of Women, 52
Vanier Hall, ext. 333.

lose out at UBC
a fundraiser for local charities.
Dailly also said she plans to set up standing Royal
Commissions this fall which will examine financing, junior
colleges, philosophies of education, and assistance to students.
She would not say anything specific about financing until she
had time to review the Perry report on education, commissioned
by the Social Credit government five years ago and never
released.
But she said regional colleges should be financed the same way
as other forms of post-secondary education, with provincial and
federal grants removing local tax support.
"Regional colleges are in a chaotic mess. A commission will go
into the whole matter of structuring junior colleges, using the
examples of colleges in other provinces. It will take considerable
time.
"It is also important to do a statistical study on education five
years in advance.
"Research has been haphazard, and policy hit and miss. We
need some hard research to tell students where they are needed,"
she said.
Dailly said the NDP government has a responsibility to look
in to financial assistance for students. She said nobody should be
denied a university education because of financial need and that
government assistance should be readily available. Although
unsure about the form of assistance, she suggested it could be
loans, equalization grants for out-of-town students, or outright
living grants.
Dailly said a brief presented last spring by the UBC women's
action group, dealing with the lack of women in key university
positions, was an excellent documentation of UBC"s situation.
"Things can be done. For example, in the US, grants are tied
into the number of women in key positions."
She believes women students will be one of the groups helped
by a provincial government financial assistance program.
"Women's studies is a valid area of study and should be
accredited," she said.
Currently, women's studies is an extracurricular program at
UBC. Application for accreditation has not met with success.

OTT AW A (CUP) - The Liberals are trying to dent the
unemployment ranks by setting up the Local Initiatives Program
(LIP) for another year.
Manpower and Immigration Minister Bryce Mackasey
announced yesterday (Oct. 4) the federal government will
contribute $85 million to the 1972-73 program, down from $180
million last year. It will come into effect Dec. 1 and last until
May 31, 1973. Decisions will not be made on which projects
receive support until Dec. 1 so no charges of political patronage
can be made, the government hopes.
The program is a supplement to the $40 million training-onthe-job program the minister announced last week in Toronto,
Tighter criteria will be used this year, Mackasey said. The
emphasis will be placed on creating more job opportunities and
the betterment of community ervices, rather than the "quality of
life" theme.
Projects created under the program hould be capable of
starting 15 days after they receive approval so the main
employment impact can occur between Dec. 1972 and May
1973. The government hopes about 50 thousand new jobs will be
created during this time.
"Projects must create employment for unemployed people,"
the LIP information pamphlet tells applicants. "This
employment should be over and above that which would
normally take place" during the December to May period.
Project sponsors must use Manpower centres to hire
unemployed people and show they intend to hire those receiving
unemployment insurance or social assistance and seeking work.
Last year's $180 million program included three extensions of
funds for 5700 projects, and created more than 92,000 jobs, the
government claims. This year's appropriation is lower because of
the tighter regulations, Mackasey said.
"A higher figure could well strain our resources," he
commented. He did not know if the $85 million represents the
total amount that will be allocated for the renewed scheme.
The tighter regulations include a decrease in the maximum
contribution allowable per project. It will not exceed $200,000
this year, compared with $500,000 last year "in order to allow
more money for smaller and more diversified projects" the
minister's press release stated.
Only projects which do not require federal funding after May
31 will be approved. 'I110se that wish to continue must show they
have alternate funding before approval is given, thus effectively
cutting down on work of a long-term benefit.
Projects suggested by the information pamphlet include
expanding and improving community "store-front" services by
repairing facilities or adding support staff; groups organizing
employment for themselves by providing new services for their
communities; development of services for children, the elderly or
the handicapped; development of services for children, the
elderly or the handicapped; environment · improvement
programs; employment of natives by native groups to improve
community facilities and services; extension of cultural and
social organizations' programs; minor repairs to substandard
housing; and employment of people in non-profit projects by
organizations with limited revenue.
No project that involves profit-making or subsidization of a
profit-making enterprise will be supported. Other project types
that will not receive support include those giving financial aid to
employed people, those supporting "leisure activities" solely for
the sponsors, and large construction projects.
Any project affecting the "social objectives and spending
priorities of other levels of government" will be subject to
consultation between the federal government and the province
concerned. Applications from municipalities must have prior 1
approval from their provincial government.
Besides a maximum wage of S100 per week per person,
projects may spend up to 17 per person per week on operating
expenses, such as rent, supplies, unemployment insurance,
Canada pension and workman's compensation. A project must
involve at least 15 man-months of employment, or something
equivalent to three months employment for five people.
Last year's scheme hardly made a dent in the unemployment
figures which have been rising on a seasonally adjusted basis
almost continually over the last year. Critics of the program say
they don't expect this year's plan to do much better, especially
because none of the projects will provide more than a bandaging
of problems and a token effort at community improvement.

Western Guard threatens U. of T. Leftist meeting
TORONTO (CUP) - An said his organization would be
extreme right-wing group last "on the lookout, this semester
week threatened to d isrupt all and next, fo r any Marxist or
University of Toronto campus Black ... I mean radical Black
meetings featuring M arxist or speakers."
Ask ed wh at the Guard
Black speakers.
Emilio de Bono, a member would do, he referred to "past
of the Western G uard, phoned experience".
The Guard has a long
the U of T student newspaper,
the Varsity, on October 4, and h istory of disrupting left
meetings. In 1971, th e Guard,
then known as the Edmund
Burke Society, broke up a
meeting at U of T with Quebec
Seed -at-Zero
labor leader M ichel Chartrand
and lawyer Robert Lemieux.
promo
Members of the group threw a
smoke bomb into the hall.
Contact
'\fore th an 1,000 peop le were
present.
In J une 19 7 0 th e rightists
Sal Presta
unsuccessfully tried to break
up a speech by American leftist
253-4060 or
lawyn William Kunstler.
Kunstler poured a pitcher of
252 -6926
wa ter on th en-Burker leader

P aul Fromm after Fromm in a classroom, was cancelled
began speaking from the because of rumoured violent
podium. Fromm charged demonstrations by the Guard
Kun stler with assault but the and the extreme left-wing
charge was squashed in court. Maoists in the Communist
Earlier this year, members Party of Canada (Marxistof the Western Guard threw Leninist).
De Bono also called the U of
mace into a crowd of people
attending a meeting on T student council the same
homosexuality, sponsored by day, warning that if speeches
the Community Homophile "of radicals and Blacks" are
Association of Toronto. That planned, "there's likely to be
meeting was not held on · blood on the floor."
De Bono's policy statement
ca mpus.
Since the 1971 incident, the was later confirmed by Kevin
rightists have refrained from Boyd, who answered the
brea king up meetings on Guard's telephone. The state·
cam pus, De Bono said, ment came down from the
because they considered the Guard's "advi ory council", he
campus "a sacred forum of free said.
Three weeks ago, the
speech ".
But the cancellation Oct. 3 Maoists clashed with police at
of a schedul ed television taping a demonstration outside a
with a Ku Klux Klan official building where a Guard
led them to reverse their policy. meeting entitled "For a White
'l11 e show, intended to be taped Canada" was being ehld.

Be/iei•e it or not. but these two men have just signed a contract
which {{rnnted the University bargaining rights to the Mafia.
Both men are the behind-the-scene dope dealers and ghoulelwunders.
-Lance stoolie pie by Toni Pairi
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Experience good qualif1er

At lea,;t something ha. been done this year
,\hich ,\ill likely prow beneficial in the area
of .. tudent ser,·ices. \t the summer SAC
meeting that austere bod) ,oted to allo,\ la,\
.. tudent and Senices Commisi,.ioner Tony
Perri to ,rnrk closeh· ,\ith Pub Manager Le-.
:\lenear in the booking of acts at the Pub.
Council has placed an indhidual ,\ith the
proper degree of expertise in a position of
re'-ponsibilit). La'-t .. ummer, in Otta,rn.
Perri, along ,\ith another senices ho s from
;'\lc'.\la .. ler l ni, er;;ih in Hamilton. \\ere
placed in charge of biock hooking Canadian
act,. at a conference on Canadian talent.

In an inter,ie,\ earlier this week Perri
stated that he has been upset at the amount
of political haggling in AC. It would prO\e
to be ,en unfortunate indeed if rumors of
Perri' r;signation from SAC are true. SAC
need people ,\ho are more interested in
prO\iding senices rather than muckraking.
Perri's ,rnrk ,\ith the Pub, along ,\ith the
s, stem · design of former Finance
Commi.,sioner Da,id Sa}ers and the
administrathe abilit) of Manager Les
:\lenear only go to hear out the fact that in a
professional operation it's experience and
expertise that count.

/'M AFRAID THAT IT'S ~DING TO BE ONE OF THOSE YEARS
WHEN THERE'S NOTHING TO F!=AR BUT FEAR ITSELF!

Terminal degrees possible
It ha~ been kindly suggested to me by
one of the dean-. at the l nh-ersity of
"ind~or that , er) soon any degree
recehed at an) post-secondary in titution
,\ill ha,e a terminal date. ThL means that
) our B.A. ,\ill mean nothing if you don't
keep attending at nery opportunity your
fa,ourite charity: the post-secondar}
institution.
An action like this nould not only
defeat the idea of post-secondary
t>ducation. but nould con the masses into
ht>Jie, ing that if tht') don ·1 haw an
education it \\Ould be useless to try to get
one.
The purpose of a unhersity or college
ii- ,ery :,,impl) to make you think and this
thinking to be more mature and more
complex than tho'ie peoples who ha,e not
taken the ,.ame opportunity.
This piece of paper mean that
the, are more capable than someone nho
ha ..· just eome from i,-ade thirteen. The)
aren ·1 ..pedalized in anything. These
three ,ears in unhersih surround the
~tudent , ith a , a~t ~rra) of man)
intelligt>nt people. It
in this
en,ironment that one
mind is
dbciplined and de,eloped to a much
higher degree.
Therefore, if the, decide to make B.A. 's
a terminal degree: their purpose is .,elf.
defeating. It is ob,ious that once the mind

is trained to think in an intelligent
manner. the art of thinking is not lo t, hut
rather life"s experiences are absorbed
into the mind\, intelligence. All one has to
do i to ask an} graduate of this
in titulion ho" much of the learning here
could be applied to the job he no,, has.
Onl} ,,hen you specialize in a field do you
lean1 an}thing pertinent to your future
job.
TI1e other thorn on the rose hush is the
, stem that is no,, being threatened.
l :nhersitv enrolment is down. and zero
populatio'n gro,\th is a definite and ,ital
need. Therefore. sooner or later, everyone
i going lo he educated. The universities
and colleges. unles. they ha,e a few tricks
up their slee,es, \\ ill ha,e to gradually
shut down most of their operation •
Yer) simpl) • those in academic po" er
non. ,, ant to perpetuate the sr tem. Just
for example. there are profes or on this
campus now who teach I or 2 les on a
week for 30 week~ and recehe in the area
of '"'15.000 a ) ear.
This \\ hole s, . tem need. an overhaul
and it needs it · now. With an eye to the
future needs. the unhersities don "t have
to die in fa,our of smaller. practical,
"pecialized colle es. In the words of
someone far greater than an) of u ifs
"change or die ...

SAC monies short again
HOT E°"::- FLASH!!!!!!! The Student
council has just adjourned an infonnal
meeting\\hich di~cu'-"ed the bud et to he
pre-.ented tomorro,,. Ju .. t to quote ;.ome
figure . SA ~ ha~ ... 33.000 in the bank and
"ill receh e .':'5.'i.00 from the administration in Januan : total ~88.000.
or thi . 30.000 i · pt>nt on the SAC
admini~tration: the) m, t' .:?I-t.
out to

different people and ' orientation lost
.':'I 1.300: total '"'55.300. The total left o,·er
i,. ~32, 00 . . Iedia budgets total :29.000
lea,ing ::'.3.700 for the Internal. External.
and Senices Commissioner. ,
lubs.
:: cieties and other campus group . •
"lien will we t'H·r learn not to make
campaign promises that concern
~pending mone) \\e ha,en·t got?
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EdfJa C ra diea [ .? demand
the SAC pre5ident with their
.

In the di . cu--ion that
en ued,
i'\:lis
Te ier
complained that there was
little, if any ad,·ertising for
orientation nor for
the
Kun der
Le cture.
he
complained that The Lance
had not been delivered and he
al O a ked why Gagnon had
not returned any of her five
calls to h. office.
Gagnon replied that he had
heard of the poor advertising
and the Lance not being
delh:ered.
Gagnon -aid he -ympathized
completely with the demands
and that he had talked to the
people responsible and said
that he would ··ghe them
shit".
When
asked

Editor,
The Lance,
Dear ir:
Has the Ed Facult) gone
radical? ~ ell, perhap not
radical. but they ha,e
definitely become activist in
nature. and it will be,
hopefull)·. contageous enough
to infest other faculties and
-ocietie to become more
imohed on campu .
For the pa t three years
:tudents of the facultY of
Education haw been negl~cted
or ignored by the main
campus.
"ntil thi year the Ed Fae
students had been lulled into
complacenc; by the fact that
they were only spending one
year at the faculty and thu a
grin and bear it attitude prerniled.
La_t year for example. the
Ed Fae Council urrendered
all their demand in disgust
after receiving a token fraction
of their budget from AC.
When it seemed apparent to
Ann T ·ier. Ed Fae Council
Pre. ident. and her council,
that they were going to be
forgotten again . .Mi s T - ier
and a handful of cohorts came
to Ger11 Gagnon to confront

w. T1it

right o edit letters for ltnetti. h

lane• reserves

Gagnon when the Ed Fae
would get their money and
where the mone) the studen1.1
ga, e AC went. Gagnon said
that the ,ote on the budget
would take place at the SAC
meeting. He guaranteed that
the Ed Fae people would get a,
muc
po sible but th,
bud
as tight because r/.
la t
ear'
disappearing
mone,.
He" invited Miss Te · r lo
talk to the finance commi;.
. ioner and to look at the book;.
He said that C. could give
as much as
lie to the
societies and facultiel to that
they could arrange concerts
and speaker on a cloeer 1ml
to the tudents
that the
student could . tart blaming
their -ocietie, rather than SAC.
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WINNIPEG (CUP) - Dear
customer:
For some time now, ever since
we started working for Bell Cf;madda:
we have listened to our nen s
comments and our customers' quips
out recordings and Lily Tomhn
ab
.
b
and all the little braggmgs a out
hOW you "really told those people
t the telephone company off." We
\e fed up. None of you bigshots
~ve ever been able to "tell the
company off' any more than we
have. All you ~hd was make our
lives a little more miserable and
have your comments filed.
Bell Canada 1s a highly
sophisticated monopoly which
employs approximately 35 ,000
people within Ontario and Quebec.
It is run by a computer and expects
its employees and its customers to
act like one. When its employees
deviate from this model, they are
fired; when its customers deviate,
their telephones are cut off. It's as
simple as that. There is only one
way to "tell Ma Bell off', and that
1s to demolish her system ... not
simply by nationalization, but by
workers' control within the
company to determine working
conditions and by socialism to
ensure responsibility to the
community. We have • seen no
indication that any of the
provincially-owned telephone
companies behave differently than
she rior<
My day begins with the joyous
task called "doing my lolc 's". That
is company language for calling the
customers to inform them that we
are disconnecting their telephone
that day for non-payment of the
bill. Most calls go something like
this:
- Hello, Mr. Johnson? This is Mrs.
Carter from Bell Canada calling. We
are calling about your telephone
account. Has it been paid?
- Mr. Johnson, we sent you a letter
last week to advise you that we
must have payment in full
yesterday ...
- I understand how you feel Mr.
Johnson, we don't want to take
food out of your children's mouths.
After all the telephone is a
privilege. No we cannot exteod
credit. There is an amount of
$20.00 outstanding, and you have
not bee" a particularly good
customer of ours ...
- Well, I'm sorry but we will have
to discontinue the service this
morning. When the account is paid
in fu\\ we will be pleased to
1eco11nect the service, ...
- \'m !IO!l'J you feel that way.
Good-bye.
Sometimes it's worse.
Sometimes you tell us your
husband is laid off and you just got
out of the hospital and the baby's
sick and the nearest neighbour is 20
miles away. I know how you feel,
because I've been there too . But L
still have to disconnect the service.
If it isn't me, it's somebody else,
and nght now my baby's sick and
by husband's laid off, and we have
to live somehow.
Most days there are 5 to 15 calls
like this to make before 9 am! The
company extends credit to
customers on the basis of their
"ability and willingness" to pay,
that is, their class and
rebelhousness. Class "A" customers
are large companies and the
government; Class B is allowed to
run a two month bill under $ 25 or
a one month bill up to 10 times
their loca I 0: and Class M is asked
for a "maintain credit", a deposit
of $50 or more. The classification is
almighty. It is the sole determinate
of a customer's relationship with
Bell.
.
The Bell never collects accounts,
it "treats" them. This treatment is
about ooe-third of the SR job. In
most cases it 1s done by mail, with
small blue and white notices. B
customers get sent a reminder
notice; all others get sent a denial

notice (saying we will cut off their
service if the bill isn't paid within
ten days).
On the final review of "risk"
accounts, customers who still have
not paid are telephoned ( the
personal touch), and arrangements
are make for payment of the
account. All customers except A
and B customers are "quoted D
(denial)". The treatment calls are
another of the small horrors of the
job .
Every SR has about J 50 to 250
risk accounts on her position at any
one time . Collection 1s a never
ending process, and the schedule
must be kept at all times . We are
never given time to be sympathetic
or conciliatory. If and when an
account is disconnected, the
collection of the 'final accounts'
begins. "You'll enjoy these Mary,"
my supervisor told me, "they are so
much more interesting." This kind
of collection involves calling nearby
telephone numbers to try and get
hold of the customer, calling Long
Dista11ce parties he has on his bill to
get more information on his
whereabouts , and sending more
notices. If all these measures fail to
bring results, the account is sent to
the Bell Collection Division for
tougher tactics.
The time the SR has to do her
treatment varies from office to
office. In some places, she has to
squeeze it between incoming calls;
some offices allow "closed-out"
time; in our office, I have treatment
time which I can use so long as no
customers are waiting on incoming
calls. In our office, when a
customer is waiting, lights flash and
a loud gong goes off. It's pretty
nerve-racking. One day, I knew I
was at the end of my rope. The
gong was going, I picked up the
phone and said: "What the hell do
you want?"
Incoming calls can be for a
variety of reasons: long distance
billing, payments not credited to
accounts, telephone installations,
transfers or discunnections,
intra-company calls, and general
information. My job, is to
"represent the company to the
public ." To do this, there is a rigid
pattern established for each
possible kind of call, called a
"contact for'mat." They trained me
for six weeks to be sure I
memorised . them all properly. All
contacts are noted down on a l t 09
Contact Memo in form of
speedwriting. The memo must, at
the completion of the contact, have
-on it: the problem, the steps taken
to solve it and the resolution. The
company objective for the Business
Office is "one stop service."
Common I ong distance
complaints are "there's a call on my
bill I didn't make" and "I've been
,charged too much for this call ."
Every customer who calls in feels
he has been personally persecuted
by the company. THE BELL is too
big to bother with that - but there
are errors and we make the
adjustments. In offices like ours,
without automated direct dialing
equipment, I handle 10-20 of these
a day. The conversation is exactly
the same for each one.
- Good morning , Mrs. Carter
speaking. May I help you?
- I'm sorry you have been charged
for a long-distance call you didn't
make. Can you give me the date
and place of the call? Your
telephone number please'1
- Would you hold the line a
moment while I check into this
please?
Off the line , I rush around to get
out the account, call the Toll
Library or Central Name and
Address Bureau (CNAB), and then
one minute later I am back on the
line saying:
Sorry to have kept you waiting.
I have more information on that
call for you . It was placed on
Sunday, February 3 at I I p.m. by

and so I just kept explaining the
policy . You said that I was an
enemy of the people and called me
a bitch . I told you that we still had
to have the $ J 00. and the Bell had
been given the right to do this by
the Bo a r d of Trans po rt
Commissioners . You said I sounded
like a recording and hung up . I
burst into tears.
The worst part of the SR job is
the paternalism with which the
company treats u_s. There is one
supervisor for every five girls. We
are continually told to reason
things out for ourselves. What is
really meant, is looking it up in the
BOP. Indicative of the company
attitude to the SR's is the party
they launch sales campaigns with. It
is held between 8 :30 and 9 o'clock
on a Monday morning. Coffee and
donuts are brought into the office;
the manager makes a little speech
and the supervisors put on a little
skit about selling telephones.
Everyone gets a paper hat to wear
and balloon to blow up, and the
office is decorated with streamers.
If I'm sick I am allowed to stay
off work only if I can't get out of
bed . They ' ll phone to make sure
I'm home. Absence for one day is
called an "absenteeism", and at the
regular little sessions with my
supervisor, I'll get shit for it. I'm
not allowed to have holidays in the
busy season. which just happens to
be the summer months and
Christmas . If work piles up - which
it does all the time because the
company
unders1affs
purposely I'll have to work long
hours of overtime.
And you wonder why I sound
like a recording?

"I'm sorry sir but I cannot give you that information."
Direct Distance Dialing to the
residence of John Martin in
Oakville. Was there anyone visiting
you who might have placed that
call?
- No? Well, I'm sorry this has
happened and of course we'll make
the adjustment on your bill. The
amount to adjust is $:!.OJ plus ten
cents tax. Do you know how to
show this adjustment on your bill?
You do, that's fine then. Thank
you for calling.
While on the line , I've made out
LD adjustment voucher and
completed my 1109. You wonder
why I sound like recording?
I also take orders and orders and
orders. The order format is more
complex than the Long Distance
one, and involves obtaining more
information from the customer. A
standard kind of order is made out
when a customer moves:
- Good morning, Mrs. Carter
speaking. May I help you?
- Fine, sir, what address are you
moving to? What date are you
moving? What is your telephone
number? Would you please hold the
line while I make the arrangements
for you?
Off the line, I rush around
getting the basic record of the

a
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customer's equipment (just praying
it's in the file). I check the Street
Guide to find out the correct way
to show the street, the exchange it's
in and so on and so forth. And th en
I am back on the line a minute
later. . .
- Sorry to have kept yo u
waiting ... (and so on and on.)
By the end of the contact , I am
supposed to have the order
completely written out, have sold
some fancy piece of equipment,
and have sent the customer away
happy. If I made a mistake in the
order , I'll get a query from the
Order Reviewers. A mark against
my record .
Of course, the orders are not
always completed smoothly by the
company. Bungles are common. So
the next call I get is: "You said
your men would be out to put my
phone in yesterday and they did n't
come." So I check the dispatch
department (they hate SR's and are
always snarky) and check the
records . Turns out there were no
facilities in the area to put the
phone in, t1nd so I have 10 tell you
I'll call you in ten days and let you
know when we will install the
phone. Of course tlus sounds
ridiculous to you and you get mad,
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but the engineers won' t report until
then , and I can't do anything but
try and soothe you .
My day is also chock-ful of
goodies like looking for lost
payments and handling other kinds
of customer complaints. I handle
30-50 incoming call's a day.and the
average length of time on the
contact is five minutes. All contacts
may be monitored by the service
analyst group or the local
supervisors. All forms and I 109"s
are spot-checked for accuracy and
completeness . Everything I do is
checked against the Bible of the
Business Office the BOP or
Business Office Practice. Six
volumes of rules and contact
formats . And through all this . I
must keep the customers happy.
God forbid, I should ever lose my
temper or te!I a customer what I
really think . For that you get fired .
Yesterday . I had to tell you why
we wanted a S 100 deposit before
we connected your phone. You
were very angry and told me that
the Bell didn ' t need your money
but you did . and that you knew I
just worked there , but why did I
keep defending company policy .
My supervisor was listening (she
knows I hate asking for an MCR)
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information they gather on file in
her personal performance record).
The personal performance record is
marked CONFIDENTIAL, th.at is,
"open only to management." And
Ma Bell never forgets .
There' s no escape from pressure.
1h most offices, supervisors and
other management personnel sit
with us in the cafeteria (we're all
one big happy family you know).
This means we can't even bitch
amongst ourselves and relax while
we're having coffee or eating lunch.
Ma Bell doesn't like to see her
girls get bored , so now and then she
raises standards. She insists that if
some girls in the office can meet
them - certainly all of us
should - and then sits back and
watches all her little people
scrambling to out-do each other.
And so, Mr. Customer, this is
what it's like to be the bitch at the
other end . Somedays I wish I could
protect myself like some of the
other employees do , and see the
Compariy as always right and the
customers as either stupid or
malicious. But I can't. All I know is
that I hate Ma Bell too, and I just
always wanted to tell you how
much .

WORKING FOR MA BELL
by Snarky Operator
and Lippy Representative
(reprinted from Canadian Dimension)
"Ma Bell keeps her workers
down in a variety of ways. She
makes sure that we feel every error
or misunderstanding is our fault ;
she exploits our need for income
and job security; and she makes
sure her employees are divided
amongst themselve·s. There are two
"unions" which bargain for Bell
employees - the Traffic Employees
Association for the operators and
the Canadian Telephone Employees
Association for everyone else. Both
are company unions ot the first
order . . . and they work against
each other.."

Bell Canada owns and operates
the telephone system in Ontario
and Quebec. It wholly owns lhf'
Newfoundland Telephone
Company and has a majority
interest in the two other major
telephone companies in the
Maritimes (The New Brunswick
Telephone Company Ltd . and the
Maritime Telegraph and Telephone
Company Ltd.). Bell also owns or
has a controlling interest in several
smaller telephone compames and in
the Northern Electric Company
which manufactures telephones and
other equipment. Bell itself is
owned (97 .5%) by individual
shareholders. Another .5% is
owned by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company, the parent
compa·ny of American Bell
Telep\lone.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and
Alberta have provincial government
owned telephone companies. The
British Columbia Telephone
Company is owned by an American
corporation, Lincard industries.
Despite differences in
ownership, the telephone
companies operate in much the
same manner as outlined in this
article . In any case , Bell controls , in
one way or another, most of the
telephone lines in Canada.
The two women who have
written this article are
re presentalive of two of the
employees you come in contact
·most: an operator and a service
representative. There are· many
other employees who work at the
telephone company, in plant,
frame, installations, repairs ,
security , accounting , personnel,
order-writers and so on. Each
department is taught to envy and
hate everyone else. Operators and
service representatives are on
exception . Operators are .:,t the
bottom of the heap and service
representatives (SR's) are supposed
to be the elite of the company's
rank and file . We have tried to give
our views of life at the top and life"
at the bottom as a Bell
worker - awful no matter where
you are.
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(Our top sub agent earned $2500 last year)
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LIFE AT THE BOTTOM
If you catch an information
operator long enough when she is
leaving the office and ask her to tell
you a little about what her day was
like, she might say , "Well, there was
nothing special about today , except
that I came in a minute and a half
late because some of the clocks
around the building were slow and I
followed the wrong one. I put on
my headset and my sexy voice with
a smile , and rushed to take my
place at the information board.
Before I could pick up my first call,
a sup. plugged mto my position and
informed me that I'd been marked
late - and that if I'd only been a
minute and a half late I COULD
have been on time, and "How could
we run an office if everyone were
so irresponsible?"
Mentioning that her time would
be better spent checking the clocks
rather than chewing me out would
have constituted insubordination
and I'd have been reported as
having an attituqe problem . So I let
it pass.
Operat or, can you give me the
number for Radio Station CKEY?
- Ha ve you che cked your
directory ?
- Look , operator , if I wanted to
do that, I wouldn't be calling you,
would I?
- Yes - well , the number is
listed at the beginning . ..
- Operator , the number, that's
all, Just the number . ..
- ... of the C's in your
directory . . .
- Oh , come on - I know where
it is - just give me the number .. .
- Yes, of course , the number
is .. .
Sound familiar ? You bet! And
I'll bet you always thought the
Operator was just giving you a hard
time because it was a slow morning
and she had nothing better to do?
Actually that whole spiel about
looking in your book is really part
of Ma Bell's Directory Assistance
Volume Control. Eventually
(because it isn't going too well)
you 'II be charged for calls to
information if the number 1s listed
in the book . You think you've got
heada che s? Information operators
know that every time they ask you
to look · something up in the
directory, they ' re phasing
themselves out of a job.
At the same time , each girl is
req u1red to handle about 120

information calls per hour . That
works out to a call every 30
seconds or so. Objectives like that
were set by someone who'd either
forgotten or never known what it
was like working at information . It
takes a long time to find some
listings and once you've lost a few
minutes - it's hard to make up that
time so you can still meet your
objective. At all times, even
towards the end of an hour, when
the operator knows they're doing a
"spot count" on her and she begins
to get frantic, she still must be
pleasant and if she can't be
friendly, at least sound sexy. This
goes on, not just for one hour a
week, but for an operator's entire
working day.
·
Long Distance - oh - now I
really have to tell you about the
best part of life at the bottom! You
called and were really upse t because
you'd been trying to contact your
business partner all morning - and
we'd finally got only been a minute
and a half late I could have been on
time, and waited, and' after a
minute was up I said I couldn't wait
any longer and you'd have to try
again. You really did think I was
just plain miserable, didn't you?
Well, my supervisor was doing a
position observation on me, and if I
had held on any longer than a
minute I'd have been charged with
what is know as an irregularity and
probably would have been asked to
explain why I'd made an exception
in your case . I wasn't out to get
you. I didn't even know you. So
calling me Ma Bell and hanging up
in my ear just shook me up a bit
and made it hard for me to smile
for the next few calls. It's hard
enough to come across sounding
cheerful over a telephone, but when
you're working as fast as we're
required to do , you slip
occasionally. Like the information
operators, we have certain
standards set for us. A long distance
operator is expected to handle
about 35 calls every hour .. This does
not include local assistance calls
(when a customer calls in and asks
an operator to try a local number
for him, inquiries about long
distance rates or how to dial direct ,
etc.).
Every time I "hold" on a
person-to-person call I get behind.
Those minutes slip by quickly and
with them my chance to pick up
another call to meet my qouta. I
get frantic on calls to the Bahamas
or to obscure places in Mexico.
Those calls sometimes take 20
minutes to complete . Board loads
(hourly spot counts of the total
number of LD calls I've handled)
are taken regularly to measure my
work load , compared with others in
tl\e office and with the office
"standard requirement" . If the
results areri't favourable, I'm
advised to begin to measure up or
else! To say that accuracy is
stressed would be an
understatement. Handling 35 calls
per hour means that at the end of a
normal working month 5000 toll
tickets have gone through me.
Given the pressures I've already
mentioned, you'd expect a
generous margin for error. I'm
allowed six errors per month.
A billing error is anything from a
fraudulent credit card or a wrong
calling number, to marking the
wrong time of day on a toll ticket.
If an operator consistently makes
6-10 or more errors in a month she
is considered a "problem biller"
and is embarrassed by lenghty
discussions on her poor "work
performance" in this area of her
job. Her "lack of concentration"
beeomes the topic of many
confidential talks with her
supervisor who attempts to get at
the root of the problem. Every
possibility is explored. After all, the
office objectives are reasonable.
"Everyone else," the operator is
told, "is meeting the standards."
The problem then must lie with the
girl herself. On the pretence of
"trying to ~ her," t he already
badly intimidated operator
becomes the prey of a few amateur
psychiatrists (who keep all the
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Kunstler
(continued from page 2)

TURN ON THE
HI-FI.

mistake to dismiss Kunstler as
an aging wierdo undergoing
acute change-of-life. He may or
may not be sick. But he. is
without doubt an effective
demagogue."

ITS NOT WORKING. LETS TURN

OFf THE LIGHTS.

• ... there's something
embarassingly sexual about
his relationship with kids ... '

L..:.._.:!:::::=::.-----...---------------------..

Part 2 Where have you gone Lee,.
MOTT THE HOOPI E
The root of these charges
may lie in some people's own
So, the AM radio scene has finally digre
sexual inhibitions and their
in to a market place battle field for G~
inability to relate to other
Merolis and Dexter the Dealer just 118 ~!
people with the easy warmth
terrible tube is now dominated and conceiv
that Kunstler is at times prone
supported
by Ollie Fretter and the hono:~
ITS GOT FETS IN THE
SO HAVE I.
to show. Given to disarming
VEAH.
President.
But
little oan be done about the ruJ
FM FRONT ENO FOR
LETS TURN
and casual displays of
of
the
bourgoisie
and lets face it; we blew e
TOP SENSITIVITY ANO
OFF '1l-tl:
comradeship not typical of
chances
to
change
the world in '69 when ::
SELECTl'JITV.
LIGHTS.
white North American males,
revolution
"'.as
conveniently
sidetracked by th:
he frequently greets clients and
second
commg.
colleagues of both sexes with
hugs and occasionally kisses.
Our biggest complaint besides too litu
Other furor has come out of
content has always been the content iuelf. J '
Kunstler's views on problems
the feeling that somewhere in Detroit there
as sociated with the black
once produced a large hunk of Modern R &B
community. He has publicly
and slices of the homogeneous mass are sli~
defended the principle of
off and released at two week intervals. lb'
collective sell-defense in the
steady flow of filler is regretably the sole sour•
ghetto in cases of excessive
of
material for Top Forty program dir~:
police action. In reference to F aggy, But We Don't Care.
And
have you ever noticed that all di,i
All The Young Dudes (Mott the Hoople):
the Black Panther Party he
FOR A$239.95
said "the Panthers are a form Cavorting the World Cinema through strains of jockeys now sound almost exactly the S811Je. I
SOHAVE"w'OU.
IT HAS AN EXTRA WIDE
SO HA'JE tOU.
RECEIVER
WITH
50
of slave revolt. They are Nat chopped up seaweed and dancing streets to the can almost believe that we are getting the 0~
TUNING DIAL WITH AN
LET:STURN
LE"TS TURN
Turner. We could tolerate stench of crushed hamburger puke, comes a new gasoline shaft of one tank for both blends in thai
WATTS,
ITS
GOT
LOTS
0VERS11E TUNING METER.
OFF
THE
OFFTHE
Martin Luther King - and
OF FEATURES.
the airways are being programmed all!
LIGHTS.
breed of male.
LIGHTS.
here I talk to the white people
His clothes are a little faggy and he walks just inhabited by one c,ingle moron who (0, 11
- because he did not pose the
repetition to death.
threat of a slave revolt. He like the sixteen year old prom Queen who has
I've gone through all this head-ache with the
spoke in terms of non- just for the first time put on high heels.
sole
intention of mentioning that for those who
Led by Rod Stewart, superqueen David
violence .... The Panthers are
care
there is some relief for the Top F011j
heroic. I don't accept all the Bowie and pretty faced Marc Bolan, follows the
rhetoric. I have differences new improved well dressed decadent. And now migrain. There is in fact a station in the area
over tactics. But you have to with the song All The Young Dudes he has that has a program director who was not locked
in a time warp. WCAR AM in Detroit, the 0ij
ask yourselves - if you woke finally been recognized en masse.
up in the morning and found
Super Q himsell produced the album, twisting 'shlock rocker', itself has the right :dea or at
you had black skin - would those magic buttons to bring forth a least a better one.
you still tell the black man to reincarnated Mott the Hoople, who for the first
As a matter of fact, with CAR on the radio,
be patient and wait till justice
stopping
at a red light is almost bearable, even
time in its life does not sound like a Brand X
ALL VOU E\/ER WANT
I PULLED
makes its way through the
enjoyable.
They normally play two songs (in
Procol Harum.
IS SE)(. GIVE ME A.
OUTTME
courts?"
their
entirety)
in a row and their news deliven
So now you sit and you listen, at times you
REASON ~OU CAN'T
It would be a mistake to
PLUG!
THE NEW SX-424 AM-FM
doesn't even make your blood lust.
'
TURN ON THE Hl·FI.
believe that Kunstler generally even get up and move around the room. You
Its not the good old days bade but its as close
STEREO RECEIVER-ONLY $239.95
supports extraparliamentary wonder if Mick Ralphs believes his chick is a
as we can get without petitioning the great Allan
violence as reasonable or sadist. You brush off your Marquis de Sade
comeback.
practical. Once asked about books and pick up a few in car tactics for your
the explosion of a New York next date, No doubt your whipped cream bill is
If you listen closely later in the evening ycu
,,,,. ~
townhouse thought to be a going up, up, up .
can still hear our master's voice.
Weatherman "bomb factory"
BUDDY MACK
After listening, do you take the last of your
he replied:
savings that was to pay for next semesters
"The impulse of these kids is
tuition and go on a silk and velvet hunt up to
very much the same thing as
Toronto.
If you can tear yourself away from your
bitterness over Palestine,
books,
bottle or broad this weekend, make a
Or
do
you
decide
to
just
sit
back
and
like
the
where Jews decided peaceful
album
and
continue
to
wear
your
blue
and
gold
point
to
visit the Pub. The entertainer for the
protest against the British
EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR CANADA
MacDonald
Hall
T-Shirt
with
the
hole
under
entire
week
is Matt Lucas who like all l'.w.11dia1
ouldn't
work,
and
Algiers.
CONTACT YOUR
S. H. PARKER COMPANY
It's not unusual. You lose faith the left armpit? You might be outta style but at talent legends is relatively unknown but
LOCAL PIONEER DEALER
67 LESMILL RD., DON MILLS, ONTARIO,
PHONE (416; 445-8530
in electoral protesting. I've least your being true to yourself, aren't ya man?
legend to himself and the Canadian mllllC l!Cene
nonetheless. If you feel an intensity in the
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' never approved of these tactics
You know you can dig the loud guitar, and
in the United States because I the pounding piano thats reminiscent of Little vintage of John Mayall, a few sets through the
think there are still outlets, Richard (Some people say he's a fag too. He'th
ages with Mat Lucas will be well worth the
methods short of violence, to
attention.
juth bootiful ! ). You know that Mick Ralphs has
overhaul society. But you can't
JAMES DEA.,
got
one
of
the
weirdest
voices
this
side
of
that
just condemn them out of
hand. You must also consider freak in Family. I mean how can he keep it on
what brought them into key? But he does and you even like it.
Now you know its got all th• ingredients to be
being."
"There is a disquieting pro- a killer album so it has got to be good. Besides, I
135 OUELLETTE AVE.
WINDSOR
254-3555
b ability that the legal liked the album, and if Juthtin thays tho, you
subsystem itsell is nothing never know.
more than the new tyrant's
S.L.A. Marshall lives in Lou P. Gordons
most reliable weapon to ward john.
off any seemingly potent threat
JUSTIN TIIYME
to the continuation of
yesterday into tomorrow. If the
injunction and the conviction
can achieve the same results as
the rope and the sword, judges
are after all far more comfortable companions than execu33A7 TECUMSEH ROAD, EAST
WINDSOR 19, ONTARIO
tioners... (then) in the last
analysis, due process of law is
exactly what the high and
mighty say it is.
• Complete
"If this be the case, and I
submit there is convincing eviom
Pioneer Stereo
THE NEW SX-424 AM-FM
dence that it is, then the role of
lawyers who can no longer
STEREO RECEIVER-ONLY $239.95 Receivers &
remain their society's comComponents
placent eunuchs must pass
from passive or active acceptance to open resistance."
. -- -Equipped
-shaneroberts
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STEREO PLACE

Special

® PIONEER.

IT PAYS TO
ADVERTISE IN
THE LANCE

Stereo Package For Students

Pioneer SX - 424 Receiver
Pioneer C.530 Speakers
Garrard S.L. x 53 Charger
With Shure Magnetic Cartridge

TOTAL

$239.95
130.00

A\~EF

STEREO & T.V. CENTRE

99.50

®PIONEER®

$469.45

STEREO BILL'S PRICE $369.95
THIS WEEKEND ONLY,
OCT. 12TH-14TH
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SEE THE LATEST

Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort

CJ) PIONEER COMPONENTS

Pour l V2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over crushed ice . Add a twist of lemon.

Comfort Screwdriver
Pour 1V2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over ice . Top up with orange juice .

Comfort Colllns
M 1x l1/z ounces of Southern Comfort
with the juice of a quarter of a lime.
Add some ice. Fill the glass with
lemon -lime drink.

Try th-,tN:
Comfort 'n' Cola,
Comfort and Tonic ,
Comfort Da iquiri , etc ., etc .

• Fully

Audio Laboratory

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travel.
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort,
ice, and mix.
See you on the levee.
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Scotland Yard detectives tie one on
~ otland Yard detectives \\Orkabigca!e ha,e been known to tie one on.

LO [)() (APl -

have cargo ~ilots flying in tomatoe ~rom the Is~e

Goernee'Y during the recent dock ~tnke. :~nd arr

:iache9 aasign~

to fo1,~o~L yachtsmen s~1hng out

· Abu Dhabi and Bnt1 ~ troop
tau?ned in
c,therD Ireland - to say nothing of ~Id E tom~? a~d
u,rds officers who have been tymg trad1t1on m
for years.
Ul ol which goes to prove that 1!1e old chool ti~ is
baDging in there. And so are its bo~om budd1e ,

dub and regimental tie .
either hippie bt-ards nor turtle neck
dem* of the white shirt nor dimini

weaters. nor
hed pride in
tterl militarY can strangle thi hirtfront flaunting
clall8-COD8Ciousness in everyday Briti h society. If
:th:..a according to sales figure , cluggy cravats

an,

uoe•
,; 00

the increase.
rt~ CHA GE

'()f course one would~ 't, anymor.e, go out and buy
an old boy tie or regimental tripe to make an

~,pre--ion at a job intenieH." --aid G.C. _~ewman. a
director of the Picadilly firm of LM. Le,, in and 'on,
Ltd., which ha turned out milt•" and mile of dub
and "chool ties ince its founding in l8Q8
!he Eton chool tie. black "ith a po":der blue
~npe. ma) ~ot pack its old cla clout, but it i till,
• ewman aid. the mo t popular tie hanging around
anywhere. closely folluwed bv the rival Harrow
neck"ear, ?lue with double w·hite tripes. and the
gll~r~sman red-and-blue stripes of equal ";dth.
. \\ e ha,e no wa) of knowing." he dropped hi
voice a a ho" !er-hatted cu tomer approached a saleclerk. "whether the purcha er ever went to Eton or
served in a Guard regiment."
TI1e Briti h Tie Manufacturers A sociation.
reporting a 50-per-cent ri e in ale in the last two
years. figure that 60 million tie . or hrn for nen
male neck in the Briti h isles, will be sold b~Chri tma .
·
TIES MARK CLASS
Scotland l' ard detectives have establhhed a trend
of de igning C'lub tie in the motif of famou cases they

It pays
to

have worked on. A thin mumnn on a wide blaC'k
blade identifie a, eteran of the RI~, I mummv murder
ca,e. a decade or ~o back, while a cluster of g~raniums
means the wearer helped traC'k down ma, ter spy
George Blake along the trail of potted treraniums he
follo"ed on his escape from prison. "'

advertise
•
,n
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TI1e 500 offiC'ers and men of the 1st Battalion of the
Queens Regiment. now winding up a four-month tour
of dutv in bomb-ro<'ked Dern. will come home
,,aggin.g a siher keleton on a gr~n baC'k~-rrmmd. a tie
de ign taken from Londonderry's centuries-old coat
of arms.
In the nation that ga,e the world the "indsor
Knot. after the Duke of "ind -or. the AsC'ot. and the
four-in-hand Beau Brummel' s w av of t) ing a tie. e,en
the Institute of Technicians in Y enereolog) keep cool
under the collar with their own distinctive old boy tie.
'l11e In titute ·s Bulletin describes the pattern:
" iher treponema pallida on a dark field with
occasional gram negative diplocoC'ci." yphilis. to the
layman.

call
253-6423

'Polympics 'pa.rt II

Olympics now: "Nationalism in a jo kstrap"
phrasing the
Duke
of
f.on't from last week.
''Olympics athletes," writes Wellington, the deputy editor
Alex atan in his book Sport of the London Sunday
Peregrine
and Society, "have become Telegraph,
soldiers of sport who are indoc- W orsthome, noted that what
tinated with grotesque concep· he called "the race of Imperial
tions of national prestige." Men that built the British
Today, inl8mational compe· Empire" was formed on the
titive sport lal become every· playing fields of Eton and
where, whilller openly or Harrow, the elite English prep
secretly, a pn,paganda weapon schools. Peter McIntosh in his
in world alfain which through able book Sport in Society,
the incitement of inherent notes that the militarized
nationalist instincts points games like rugby that gained
way& a means to new methods popularity during the renaisol Jl}UIOlogical warfare". In sance of British imperialism in
short. the Olympics has the latter part of the nineteenth
become nationalism in a century "encouraged just those
qualities of cooperation and
jockstrap.
But, except in degree, this is conformity to the needs of the
hardfy something new. The herd which were so much
nationalistic militaristic prized by a middle class which
,lement has always been was €stablishing its power and
present in sport. Indeed, what influence throughout the
we call sports evolved histori- world".
In our own increasingly turcallv Ollt of the sort of 'blood
bulent
era, there are many
sports' that provided practice
and peparation for battle. important voices in the athletic
Thus, even m the original establishment who look upon
Greek Ol)'lnpiads, the sorts of sports almost as a weapon of
skills
asized (things like class warfare. "To me," said
speed
foot and javelin Washington State University
throwmtl ere the sorts of football coach Jim Sweeney a
l.mllf,I \miipt most useful in couple of years ago, "football
and athletics are a fortress that
\iatt\e.
So, too.
gladiator has held the wall against
lights ol
e
Roman radical elements. I look for
amphitbea
the jousting them to continue to play that
tournamen of Medieval same role". Speaking before a
knights, and even with the chapter meeting of the
rebirth of the Olympics m American Association of Uni1896. Professor Mandell versity Professors last year, the
~ints out that, though Baron University of Tulsa. football
Pierre de Coubertin, the coach declared that "football
founder of the modern prevents communism". The
Oly?1pic Games, is usually rationale for this kind of
depicted as some sort of saint thinking was given a few years
concerned solely with the ago by Homer D. Babbidge,
welfare of mankind he was in president of the University of
reali!y a French' jingoist, Connecticut. "Our teams and
remarked
nursmg a grudge against our players",
Ge_?Dany for her victory in the Babbidge to the National
1810 Franco-Prussian War. Association of Collegiate
Baron de Coubertin explicitly Athletic Directors, "by and
proclaimed that he saw the large, are the guys in the white
Olympics as a badly needed hats - they keep their hair cut
way of reinvigorating French short, they're clean, they're
aware
of
the
yo~th, and toughening the orderly,
Dation up for another round importance of law and order
~~ Gennany. A position, and discipline. The students
mcidently, not so different and others who come to watch
from that of President us play are the people who
Kennedy, who saw competitive respect tradition and institu8POrts and the Olympics as a tional pride... "
Similarly, in a recent speech
~~ way to build up the
nattonal fibre' for the Cold to the Touchdown Club of
:War with Russia.
Birmingham, Alabama, in
A couple of years ago, para- which he attacked critics of the

sports establishment, vicepresident
Spiro
Agnew
remarked that "Sports - all
sports - is one of the few bits
of glue that holds society
together ... "
But,
·whose
conception of 'society'? And,
where there is disagreement
about which forces in society
should predominate, how
much does the present
organization of American sport
give support to one side of the
argument over the other?
What Berkeley sociology
professor Harry Edwards calls
the 'plantation atmosphere' of
American sports with black
athletes on the bottom and
white officials and coaches on
the top has already given rise
to athletic strikes, boycotts and
disruptions at over 100
American colleges, as well as
threatened boycotts at the last
two Olympics. Oberlin athletic
director Jack Scott says that a
nationally prominent track
coach told him that "unless we
can find a way to separate the
decent Negroes from the
troublemakers and militants,
we're going to stop recruiting
all Negroes".
"Football
is
not
a
democracy," says University of
Pittsburgh grid coach Carl
DePasqua. "There's nothing
to debate. The players can
debate m political science
class."
Syracuse's
Ben
Schwartzwalder agrees. He
says that, as coach, "you look
upon yourself as a kind of
benevolent dictator".
Richard Nixon could hardly
have said it better. His press
releases on Vietnam constantly
depict the war as a sort of
football game, in which we are
all expected to give undying
loyalty to our 'military team'
and to our 'field generals'.
Defense Secretary William
Laird described the blockade
of Haiphong as 'operation linebacker'. And, Nixon in diplomatic communiques refers to
himself as 'quarterback'.
Presumably Americans should
not disagree too loudly on
Vietnam because, as m
football, only the quarterback
talks in the huddle.
On the other hand, when
people like Olympic discusthrower Olga Connolly start
complaining about the repres-

siveness of the sporting establishment, the coaches and
wTiters complain that the
athletes
are
becoming
'political'.
Back in the days when the
jocks at the University of Califomia, Columbia, and a score
of other institution were
beating up student demonstrators, there was no great
fear that the athletes were
'political'. Jim Bouton, in his
book Ball Four, points out that
as long as professional baseball
players could be depended
upon rabidly to support the
Vietnam war, the army, the
generals, and the flag, no one
in baseball's establishment
worried about what they were
saying or whether it was
'political'.
In l 9i0, for the first time in
history, the American Broadcasting Company (ABC)
refused to televise the half-time
show of the Holy Cross-Buffalo
football game because it was
'political'.
The
Buffalo
marching band had scheduled
simulated formations of
smoking
fa~tories
and
exploding bombs and would
play such 'controversial' songs
as "We Shall Overcome'' and
"Give Peace a Chance". A few
weeks later, ABC and the
NCAA proudly televised the
half-time at the army-navy
game, complete with a squad
of Army Rangers who had just
returned from an abortive raid
on a North Vietnamese POW
camp, and greetings from the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Nothing
'political' about that.

casual behaviour was regarded
as an unwarranted interference
in what amounted to a political
demonstration by the international Olympic establishment.
Nor is the Olympic competitio, itself all that apolitical.
Though the actual athletic
events themselves be as pure as
the driven snow, when you
introduce nationalistic tv
commentators to root for their
national teams, spend millions
of dollars on build-up and
promotion, fill the stands with
thousands and thousands of
fans (not to mention the multimillions of TV watchers
around the world), you end up
with something which 1s so
overblown that it becomes
what the Roman emperors
used to call bread and circuses
for the masses.
Paul Hoch, a former U of T
graduate student, is an
assistant professor spcializing
in sport sociology at Oberlin
College. He is the author of the
for thcoming Doubleday
nchor paperback Rip Off the
Big Game, on the political
iology of sports and their
relation to society.

Similarly, when the two
black American trackmen
Wayne Collette and Vince
Mathews were evicted from the
Munich Olympics, many
American sportswriters complained that it was because
they were trying to make a
political demonstration. This
may well be true. But, the fact
is that the playing of national
anthems at an international
sporting event that claims to be
above politics is, in itself, a
highly political act. The fact
was then that Collette and
Mathews were thrown out, not
for anything they did or didn't
do in the actual Olympic
competition, but because their

Q_PED fill er

Where has all our spirit gone?
The University of Windsor is
an extremely well-equipped
Bchool: We can boast having
the third largest TV studio in
Canada, one of the most
hlodern,
well-equipped
computer centres in the
country, very well educated,
well-informed professors and
•drni~istrators who do a very
g~ Joh considering the hassle
t t they must encounter from
\'
Sanous areas of government,
AC and other clubs and yes,
even each. other.
We also have approximately
6,OOO full time students en~lled in this institution of
higher learning but that seems
,0 b_e all that we have - just
bodies.
In a recent election which
livas held to fill various vacanties
on
the
SAC
i\dministration there was only
one position out of six
vacancies that was challenged.

.

There are two faculties not know, people on campus, if all
even
represented
and of a sudden they closed the
seemingly, those who aren't University, which is exactly
and
represented are also usually the what the Federal
Provincial
Government
intend
first ones to bitch when something takes place which doesn't to do if there isn't enough
please them. If you care money to warrant subsidation
enough to bitch, then why for '73-7 4 school year, which
don't you get off your duffs every school needs to o{)f'rate.
and appoint a rep to council. Where do you people think a
And what about the people goodly portion of the money
who "live" in the office at the comes from to operate this
end of the second floor? Seems gigantic corporation? From
that they are just a little the heavens? Gagnon runs
negligent in their duties. They around propagating that we
were all elected by the students should vote yes to withhold the
for the students and not a 2nd half of our fees, but he
power trip. The "boarders" in isn't paying for an education,
the finger paint room seem to he doesn't even go to school
think
that
they
are here - we pay him to help us
autonomous. For example, and it seems that he is doing a
why hasn't the President of half-assed job of conveying
SAC presented the students both sides of the fee strike, let
with both sides of the story on alone any two sides of all issues
the fee strike? I am sure that which require voters to make a
there would be quite a few sur- choice.
OFS '! What is it? I am sure
prised, supposedly in the

that many of you don't know
what it is and what its basic
function is but then who knows
anything
e>-;cept
the
"boarders".
Why are we forced to JOtn
something which very few
people even voted on - 562 to
be exact? Most of you didn't
even bother to express an
opinion about a very important
issue, and yet when the chips
are down and there are
problems the first people to
bitch are again, the ingrates
who just chose, or just didn't
care enough to voice an
opinion one way or the other ....
Don't you people care what
happens to you and your
money???
If anyone has any comments
to make, kindly address them
to The Lance.
We will look them over, try
and answer them and next
week will bring more.

In the course of a game.
your skate is punished
by sticks. skate blades
and pucks. So you need
a skate that can take 1t
... a skate made by
Daoust.
Daoust protection
The famous Daoust boot
is made of high quality
materials - like finest
Kangaroo leather chosen for strength and
durability. Inter-lined
with ballistic nylon mesh
and lined with English
kip leather provides
all-round foot protection.
The rigid box toe is
guaranteed. And on top
of all this. . the Daoust

fit - the ultimate in
skate comfort.
Daoust performance
Just as a player must
perform under pressure.
a skate must perform
under punishment ...
and Daoust skates do
just that. An example is
the Daoust National 300
- illustrated above.
Before this skate leaves
the plant in Montreal.
the blade is tested for
strength and resistance
on the Rockwell scale.
It must register a reading
of 58 to 60 - guaranteeing the DAOUST standards
of excellence.

The official skate of the
National Hockey League
Players Association
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Saturdav's Lancer-Grvohon football 1rame was won b.v Windsor 36-22. It was an all out team effort and many players contributed to the cause.

WINDSOR UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Presents

THE
PRIMAL SCREAM
A Cure
for
Neurosis

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15
8:00 P.M.
Meetings are held at St. Clair College
in the Staff Room of the Temporary Building
(NW of Main Buildings)

Information - Phone 969-9519

LANCER FOOTBALL
U. OFW.
SAT., OCT. 14TH - 2 p.m.
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO

vs.

WINDSOR
ON CKWW RADIO 580

Lancers 36 - Guelph 22

Outstanding players pictured above include: Mike Urban (21), Jim Wakeman (38), Nick Drakich (55), and once again Jim Wakeman
-Lance photos by Jim·

FILM SOC presents
Roger Vadim, the: dire:ctc.r who uncovered Brigitte B.dot,
Cathe:rine De:ne:uve and Jane funda,now brinss )'OU
the Ame:rican high school girl... and Rock Hudson.

Team now al ne in 2nd place
by JOHN McALLISTER
The University of Windsor
Lancers defeated the Guelph
Gryphons 36-22 here last
Saturday, but only after
surviving a strong second half
rally by the visiting team. By
virtue of their win over
Guelph, and Western 's win over
Waterloo, Windsor now has
moved into sole possession of
second place in the Western
Division of the O.U.A.A.
Football League.
After building up a 20-0
half-time lead, Windsor saw
Guelph come to life in the final
two quarters and threaten to
take the game away. As it was,
the Gryphons managed to
come to within 8 points of the
Lancers at one stage before
Windsor scored its final
touchdown and took control
once again.
The Lancers scored four
touchdowns in the first half. In
the first quarter, Gary
McCann and Jim Wakeman
showed Windsor's ground
game to good advantage as
they both scored on runs from
Guelph's 2 yard-line. Only the
second major was converted
however, and at quarter's end
the score read 13-0.
Halfway through the next
period, Augie Sartor took an
Andy Parichi pass at the
Gryphon 20 and broke four or
five attempted tackles in his
run vver the goal-line. When
the convert was added,
Windsor led 20-0. Shortly

after, Gryphon punter Mike
Telepchuk conceded th e
Lancers a satety-touch rather
than punt and give the home
team good Iield position.
This only served to delay the
next major score until about six
minutes remained to be played
in the quarter. At that point,
Greg Wood's fine punt return
in combination with apenalty
assessed against Guelph for a
late tackle gave Windsor first
and ten at the Gryphon 25.
Quarterback Parichi spotted
Jim Wakeman 's lonesome
waving figure a couple of yards
deep in Guelph's end-zone and
wasted no time in tossing a nice
pass his way for the Lancers'
fourth touchdown for the first
half. ThP converted score
Windsor the 29-0 lead they
took into the second half of the
game.
"We always seem to start
in the second half with
lethargic play," Coach Gino
Fracas offered after the final
gun. "I don't know what it is
- they're always fired up in
the dressing room! "
The Coach was referring
here to Windsor's seeming letdown an understandable
one under the circumstances and Guelph's nearly successful
comeback in the second half.
The Gryphons scored the first
time they had the ball in the
third quarter, driving from
about mid-field before John
Rosart scored on a run from
the 4. The converted score

seemed to inspire the visitors,
as their defensive play was
much tighter in this half as
well. With about six and one
half minutes left in the third
quarter, Rick Burton returned
a punt all the way from his own
40 for another Guelph touchdown.
With the score 29-14, Andy
Parichi
replaced
Rick
Muldoon at quarterback. Rick
had started the second half at
that position. Guelph still kept
the pressure on and were able
to block an attempted punt by
Jim Wakeman at the Windsor
18. From that position they
scored once again to close the
gap to 29-21 early in the fourth
quarter.
When Rick Burton intercepted a Parichi pass three
plays later and returned it to
the Windsor 35, it looked for a
moment as if Guelph's effort
was going to pull the game out
for them. But the first real
break of the second hall
occurred on this very play for
the Lancers, as an official ruled
pass interference against
Guelph. The Lancers did not
score however, until two drives
later when they took over the
ball at Guelph 's 26 courtesy of
a Nick Drakich-induced
fumble.
Two plays later, Andy
Parichi passed to end Augie
Sartor at about the 5 and
Augie stepped around his man
to give Windsor their final
maJor score with about six

minutes left. The convert
lengthened Windsor's lead to
36-21. Guelph 's final point
came via a conceded singlepoint on a punt with four
minutes remaining.
"Give a lot of credit to
Gnelph," Coach Fracas
pointed out. "It takes a lot to
come back when you're down
at the half 29-0, and really
stick it to you like they did.
I've got a lot of respect for a
team like that, a lot of teams
would just die."
The Coach cited two players
on offense for outstanding play
in this game; Jim Wakeman,
who amassed 135 yards in 20
carries on the ground, and
Angie Sartor who replaced the
injured Barry Halliwell early
in the second quarter, and
proceeded to grab 4 passes for
98 yards and 2 touchdowns.
Barry Halliwell, incidentally,
will be lost to the team for two
or three weeks.
Tomorrow, the Lancers visit
the University of Waterloo
Warriors at Seagram Stadium
in Waterloo. Game time is
2:00 p.m.

Pretty Maids all in arON
/W..,'vl .,.,..,.,.,.,

ROCK f-t..Oi,(N M.(jl( IX.KINSQ\J TEL V
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Monday, Oct. 16th
Rm. 1120 Math Bldg.
7 & 9:30 P.M.

same•

AND

DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

"Replenish The Blood You Gave"

First Downs
Passers

26
Parichi 17/26 fo r 307
yards and l interception.

Rushing

Jim Wakeman 20 carries
for 135 yards and 1 TD.
Augic Sartor 4 catches
for 98 yards and 2 TD's.
487 yards.

Receiving
Total Offcnsc

Win 2 Steak Dinners
At
The DOMINION HOUSE

Give Blood
Tues., Oct. 17fh- 12:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M.
Wed., Oct. 18th- 9:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M.

Thurs., Oct. 19th -

9:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M.

At
The Ambassador Auditorium
Draw Will Take Place Thursday At 4:30 P.M.

II
Danylchuck and Riddell
combincdfor 6/14 and 61
yards with 2 mterceptions.
Dave Lane carried 14 times
for 35 yards and 1 TD.
Bruce Morris J ea tch for
25 yards.
151 yards.

TP-700E Deluxe 8-Track with FM MPX ... auto and
manual track change . . . track indicator lights . . .
slide controls for balance , tone and volume . .. repeat
button .. . fast forward .. . stereo indicator . $149.95*

We join Track Coach Dr. Mike Salter; :Field Coach Miss Joan
Stevenson; Lancer Manager Mr. Michel Laferierre; and
Lancerette
Miss Sharon McCabe, in wishing all our
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . athletes
theManager
best of sucr:ess.

P10Neen

* We install

*We guarante
our work

Track and field booming

This Friday (today), the University of Windsor Lancers and
Lancerettes will participate in another track and field meet of coeducational nature, this one being held at the University of Western Ontario.

No Hteptlon1

* We service
what we sell

34 competitors:
Track and Field is booming at the University of Windsor. A
total of thirty-four competitors (twenty-two Lancers and twelve
Lancerettes) are attending practices daily from 4:00 to 6:00
p.m. and the number is growing daily.
The Lancers and Lancerettes have been engaged in a heavy
schedule in preparation for the Ontario Universities Athletic
Association and the Ontario Women's Intercollegiate Athletic
Association Championships scheduled for Saturday, October the
twenty-first. This year, the league finals are being held here at the
University of Windsor, with the starting time posted as 9: 30 a.m.
This meet will be the first co-educational meet in Canadian
University history. Three yean ago, the University of Windsor
~eld the fir~t co-educational track and field championship, and
smce that u!'°e the popularity of this type of event has grown.
Track and field at the University level has certainly come a long
way from the not too far distant days when men and women
athletes risked scandal by practising at the same time on the same
field. Womens' Lib would no doubt approve.

Allml11lon

SI.If wltfutuclent ea
tl.lG without cord

THE NO. 1 QUALITY TEAM
IN AUTO STEREO INSTALLATION

Football Statistics

BLOOD DRIVE

s.~ ~

PRE!TY MAIDS ALL l'I A RCN/ G.-"•"'"l RCroY M.DO,)/AU. KE Nm
WYNN Sc..r,µ,y b,, GENE R00Df.NB£~RY a,..td °" ,ht ,..,,.11,,, fRMOS PCill'II
P,odv«d b, GEN£ ROOOE.NBERRY O.cctcd b,, IOGER VACIM t,filXQ.CI
n

TP-BOOOE Deluxe 8-Track with AM/FM MPX .
auto
and manual track change ... track indicator l ights ... slide
controls for balance, tone and volume .. repeat button
.. . fast forward ... stereo indicator .. FM stereo/
mono switch and indicator . . . built-in AFC
$179.9 5*

Come&SeeOu
Sound Room
Just Filled
With Values

OPEN
10 A.M.-6 P.M. oollJ

Thurs. & Frl. T1119P
TP-222E Mlnl-8•Track ... only 4 Y4" x 2" x 61/z " ...
auto and manual track change ... tone, volume and
balance controls ... track indicator lights . .
$69.95*

38 73 WALKEI ID,

_, J)

( Just North Of ff..,., ,

969-9013
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Half of schools report

Record good turnout: stl dents vote to withhold fees
TORO TO (CUP) - With only about half the
participating schools reporting, Ontario
Universities have voted overwhelmingly to
withhold their second term fee instalment if the
pro,,incial government maintains its tuition
increases.
Seventy-six per cent of students who paid only
their first installmen t voted Lo support the fee
boycott in January if negotiations between the
government and the Ontario Federation of
Students (OFSl are unsuccessful.
And 90 percent of the students voting supported
the OFS demands for a repeal of thP fee increase
and a return of the loan portion of student awards
to S600 from S800.
But the OFS executive appeared to be hedging

action.
on whether to go through with the boycott sufficient student sup
But compared to pas campus elections, turnout
campaign.
OFS will not consider a fee strike, secretary· for the referendum waf' heavy, on most campuses
treasurer Eric Miglin said, until student leaders between 35 and 50 pe cent.
At Queen·s Unhersi y where campus turnouts
bring the results to their respective campuses. Each
usually
range from 3 to 40 percent, some 60
campus will decide on its own whether or not to
percent
of eli1tible st1 dents cast their ballots.
withhold fees. Student council leaders will then
Similar
large
turnout.s ,: Pre nm up at L. of T ., the
meet to plan an overall provincial action, Miglin
University of Western Ontario, and Laurentian
said.
Miglin is also president of the University of University in Sudbury.
Seldom is a L. of r. turnout more than 25
Toronto students council.
percent.
Indications are OFS lacks the determination to
Disappointing turno ts of about 15 percent were
go through with a serious confrontation with the
reported
at Carleton L iversity, where the student
provincial government, and may be looking for a
council
is
in a shambl and at the University of
way out. They may point to the approximately 50
Waterloo,
where stud t council president Terry
percent turnout and say this does not indicate

Moore resigned Wednesday because of lack of co·
operation from students in helping to organize the
referendum.
With tabulations stopped for the night, results
for almost half the participating schools were
unavailable from the OFS office in Toronto. Even
Toronto's York University failed to report the
results for its main campus to the downtown OFS
Headquarters, along with those from affiliated
Atkinson College.
OFS officials appeared incapable of
communicating with any of the delinquents, and
went home with the incomplete results after an
executive meeting and press conference.
The most resounding majorities in Iavor of the
second term fees boycott were recorded at Queen's

Oct. 27 Referendum
on Grass and Hash

Candidates disagree

What do we do?

pollution will provide Canada
The only point of agreement with a weapon to clean up the
at Tuesday's "Pollution Probe air in areas like Windsor.
He added that the Canadameets the candidates" meeting
U.S.
agreement to clean up the
was that pollution should be
Great
Lakes gave the federal
cleaned up.
government the ammunition it
needed lo clean !1-P the
country's waters.
Dr.Ralph Wensley, (NDPl.
Ed. McDonald (Communist),
John Gunning (PC), and Dave
Johannsen (M-L Communist
write-in) mainly attacked
Liberal policies and had to be
prodded by Probe chairman
James Mi chi for their own
parties· platforms.
Mr. Gunning said that when
the environment ministry was
fom1ed, it failed to increase the
minister's power and resulted
in "a diffusion of power and
responsibility which Canada
cannot afford to have at this
time if she warts to have clean
Herb Grey
airi,t~and,
and wetPr.
However, no two candidates

by LA.i"'iCE NEWS STAFF
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the job 'should ~ ,

be mine.
•
.\.II the candidates from
Windsor-West, Windsor
W alkerville,
and
Essex
Windsor appeared to answer
three questions by Pollution
Probe: What have you done in
the past to fight pollution?
What are you doing now? And
what will you do if elected?
Herb Grey (Liberal) told
Pollution Probe that the
federal government is committed to the maintenance of a
clean and healthy environment
and he outlinPd such things as
the federal clean air and water
acts, fisheries act amendments,
Arctic waters pollution preven·
tion legislation, motor vehicle
emmission regulations and the
formation of the federal
environment as some of the
steps taken by the Trudeau
government.
Mr. Grey said that the
International Joint Commission report on transboundry air
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in Canada towards clearing up
pollution and controlling the
environment.
He said that the Liberal anti·
pollution legislation "although
abundant has tended to be
mainly permissive, and, in
some cases, pure tokenism."
Mr. Gunning proposed that
the Conservatives could
develop an environmenta l bill
of rights to insure legal
recognition for individuals and
collective rights of Canadians
"to live in an 1mvironment
which is protected against
pollution in all its forms."
Dr. W ensley pointed to the
recent UC report saying that it
underlines the almost complete
lack of progress by the Liberal
government.
He cited studies by Dr.
Victor Celioni in Hamilton
which showed a relationship
between the air pollution index
and the number of admissions
to hospitals due to respiratory
diseases.
He said that when the index
is at 12 there are normally five
patients admitted, but when
the index rises to 24, the
number of admissions almost
triples.
Mr. McDonald blamed the
capitalist system for much of
the problems facing the
environment.
He suggested that, if
necessary, all the capitalists
and imperialists should be
thrown into the Great Lakes to
clean up the environment.(Ed.
1'ote: wouldn't that only
make the situation worse?)
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- Spanish and Latin American Fiesta in Cody H3:I1 Ba ,:menl at ::::,
8: 30 p.m. Admission Senor~ $1: 00, S~nfritas ,, cents. :;::
Everyone Welcome! Free Drinks !Sangria.).
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. Music DepartmPnt Concert in Moot _Court. Room~ Wrnd~r
Arts Trio presenting 20th cEenLLCuryl\m1E~NE~r ~i~LA ·o by
. Worldorama presents W ,
0 .
3 00
T' k t ·
R b
O'R ·11, · Cleary Auditorium at :
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by AMANDA SIMPS0"1
SAC is going to have another referendum.
This one concerning the student views on prPsent laws
concerning marijuana and hashish, tentatively set for Oct. 27.
The choices on the referendwn ballot will be:
l l Do you feel that all laws and penalties pertaining to possession
and use of marijuana and hashish should be strengthened.
2) Do you feel that all laws pertaining to marijuana and hashish
should be repealed.
3) Do you feel that the present laws and penalties pertaining to
the use of marijuana and hashish are adequate.
SAC President Gerry Gagnon ·s statements on the choices in
the referendum varied from those above, though at the moment
there is a discretion concerning what will actually appear on the
ballot.
Mr. Gagnon said "There is a possibility the referendtm1 will be
moved back a week because SAC has other important activities
going on."
He added that "TI1is and other referendums before and after it
are an attempt to keep the students aware of what is happening."
He said "He hopes that it will promote sufficient interest in
such matters so the students will come out and vote.
He noted that since it is important that such issues affect the
students, he considers this a program where students can come
out and voice their opinion.

stated that

:r· '·' ·' ,,' ,,'·i'i;~·'~··;i·~;;'; ,· ,· ,, , ,.
John Gunning

and at York's semi-autonomous Glendon College.
At Queen's, 3,764 students voted to withhold,
while only 607 voted against, a margin of about 6
to l. Some 607 Glendon students said they had
already paid their fees in full.
At Glendon the vote was 190 to 33. with 163
already paying their full fees.
At U. of T., 5,333 voted to withhold, while
2,193 voted against. Some 4,070 said thev had
already paid in full, reflecting the poor ca~paign
waged by Miglin 's student council during the
summer to convince people to pay in installments.
Students at the University of Western Ontario
and at Carleton voted about 5 to 1 to withhold fees.
Also see story page 3.
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PI I on "Jewishness and Anti-Semitism
· Toda/'":t Amba~~dor Auditorium at 7: 30 p.m. Discussion
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The Saint closes
by STEVEN MONAGHAN
and GORDON GILMOUR

When the Red Cross discovered that they were still 500
short of their goal Thursday morning, they enlisted the assist
of available volunteers · including thP infamous Count Drac

With the esteemed aristocrat's assistance. the Blood Drive had
rea ched 750 pints of their goal of 1000 Thursday afternoon.
Thanks .
-Lance photo by George Gawadzyn.

SAC in line with OFS

Fee strike supp rted by 30% margin
Students voted to withhold the second half of their tuition a the universities.
margin of 30 percent in last week's referendwn.
The pamphlet continues that the government decided not to
As a result of this vote, the Student's Administrative Co 1cil ml student enrollmenl by letting fewer students in, but by raising
has joined the Ontario Federation of Students in appealin the the tuition costs.
government decision to raise tuition by $100 this fall.
As a method of opposition, the pamphlet explains the purpose
The OFS said that it opposed the raise because it was n
of the strike; by v.ithholding operating funds, the government
thought out by the government before its implementatio
will be forced to lower the tuition or close the universities allTI1e Student Council at the University of Toronto pri
a together.
pamphlet - "Boycott Free" in which it claimed that th
However. a government spokesman said the government
reason for the increase in fees was to cut down on the enro
cannot seemingly bring down the fees again unless their budget is
at universities and colleges thereby bringing down edu
increased. which is improbable.
costs.
TI1e budget has been set for the year (and years to come).
The University of Toronto pamphlet slated that the onl
Governmen t and the students must learn to accommodate it, that
to strike out against the government is by withholding th
is if they wish to continue their education.
TI1e pamphlet said that the government handed d
Prior to registration this fall, SAC had planned to mail out a
smaller budget for education this year.
lt>tter to all students advising them not to pay their tuition in full.
It claims that the government decidPd that the only way
However, because of the time element, the letters were not sent
education costs was to decrease the number of students atte
out.

SAC sets 1972SAC has passed its final
version of the 1972-73 budget.
After a week of deliberation
on the allotments of funds,
SAC finally reverted to the
original budget submissions.
SAC will have $103,500.
total revenue. Of this amount
$26,351 will be paid out in
accounts and debts, leaving a
balance of $77,149.
'flrn above amount is to be
spent
on
budgetary
obligations.
The U. of W. media is
allotted
$38,938.
The
administration of SAC and its
various departments get
$44,211. Societies have been
allotted $10,000. This adds to
$93,149.
The radio station, CSR W,

has not forecasted any rf'
the yearbook has its r
included in its budget,
Lance has a forecasted
of $16,000.
.,>
The figure of bu
allottments 9:{, 149 mi
forecasted revenue $
gives a figure of $77,14
completely using the rema
balance, and breaking
The
only
budg
submissions to be c
from thP originals wPr
allottments to societies, an
composite amounts to be
by
Tony
Perri
Homecoming Week.
Perri,
as
Ser
Commissioner was all
$7,033.18. In order to
the rock group Crowbar

budget allotn1ents
university during homecoming,
Perri has decided to scrap such
predously scheduled events
as: a steel drum band (in the
cafeteria I, a magician. the
scavenger hunt, a pie and
pancakes
contest,
and
Homecoming Queen.
The amotmt saved by not
having the above events comes
to $325. This amount plus the
remainder needed to bring
Crowbar to the campus, will be
taken out of the budget passed
for the Services Commissioner.
The changes
in
the
1·omposite budget for societies
are as follows: F acuity of
Education raised to $1,000
from 925. Drama Society
raised to $950 from $325. Arts
SociPLy dropped to 1600 from

2100.
Science Society dropped to
$1 OOO from $1225. Social
Work raised to $950 from
$925.
Commerce
Club
dropped to $1300 from $1350.
Engineering raised to $1050
from 1000. The Law Society
and Nursing Society remain at
their original budgets of
respectively $1225 and 925.
1l1e total budget for societies
remains
unchanged
at
$10,000.
TI1e budget also includes
repayment of a debt of
$27 ,OOO owed to the administration, to be paid in three
instalments. This year's
payment is two instalments of
$4500.

sources.
Both the St. Clair student
Trouble is brewing at St. government
and
some
Clair College this week in the members of the journalism
offices of
the
student department at the school want
newspaper, The Saint and the the
paper
to continue
student council.
publication this year.
It all started Monday when
The Journal. the official
the entire staff of The Saint newspaper of the Departmf'nt
resigned en masse.
of Journalism and traditional
Saint editor Phil Gough Saint foe is produced during
cited three major reasons for class time by students of
the resignations.
journalism.
His main concern was a high
Most Saint staffers are
degree of student apathy on the enrolled in the department and
campus. He said that the paper are thereby required to also
had few readers and that when work for the Journal as part of
a staff drive was underway the course.
earlier this year students
At the same time Saint
showed little interest in staffers receive no course credit
working for the paper.
for working on The Saint and
His second reason for the unfortunately Gough claims
move was that at present there that they just don't have
is too much work involved in enough time to do both.
producing the paper for the
At a general meeting of
five or six active staff interested students in the St.
members.
Clair cafeteria yesterday the
Another sore for Gough entire problem was thrashed
seems to be money.
out by Saint, student council,
He stated that only $160 per and journalism department
week is available from the St. officials.
Clair Student Government for
The general feeling of
Saint salaries.
students viewing the debate
St. Clair College President seemed to be one of almost
and current Progressive total apathy.
Conservative MP Candidate
Several students remarked
for Sandwich-Riverside Dr. "Who the hell cares?"
'
R.C. Quittenton has takPn no
The situation seems far from
official stand on the mass resolved. Debating is to
resignations according to Saint continue today.
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:):) Awards Office and will he accepted up to November l 0.
:;:: These bu~saries are financed by a number of corporations
;:::· and charitable organizations and are awarded in various
:;:: amounts normally to a maximum of 150.
:;::: To be eligible, applicants must fulfill the following
:::: requirements:
;:;:; l. mnst be a full-time tudent;
:::[: 2. have at least B average standing in the previous
:;::: academic vear;
3. must sl;ow evidence of financial need;
:;:;: 4. must have made every effort to obtain financial
::::: assistance from go,ernment !\Qurces;
5. must be a Canadian citizen or landed immigrant;
::::: 6. must submit a completed bursary application to the
:;:;: Awards Office, Gl35, Windsor Hall, by November 10. '\o
:;::: applications received after that date will be considered.
::;:: Recipients of bursaries ,,.ill be informed by mail prior to
:;:: J anuarv 1.
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Even the kids are soldiers

The Lance
needs
rev·, ews sta ff e rs

Children refl et a torn land
by STRANGE

~"1~

oF THE: Mosto

SANO CR_'!::~1/Rf-S
U'S.6D "TO p!.F(l...l::
Tt-lf= "1/HtTl wA~,fI:
f"A P J:; ~ 'f5As r< .e-T:S

AT THE: u.~1v~~st1Y
Ck l'\J T~ l,, ·

Dear Sir:
Why don't we have a gay dub on campus? I'm a
second year student and since I've been here I've
suffered frustrations in trying lo meet gays.
Windsor offers no gay bars and Detroil doesn'I
exaclly turn me on.
With situations as such, it should be the concern of
SAC lo meet the demands of the many gay students who
are sexually frustrated.
Bruth (Pseudonym II Arts.)
Have you tried the bus station? Actually there is a Iready a
gay. ?lub on Campus, however for various political and neopohucal reasons the name of the club is disguised. It is listed
now in the official club directory as the AC-DC Memorial
W or~shop and Lending Library for the Oral Anal Arts.
Meetmgs are conducted at 2: 00 a.m. Thursday mornings in
front
the power station. Don't feel bad about your
perversion. We all have them. One of the Mosio Sand
Creatures used to like to come in from Point Pelee on leave
a~d defil~ the white University Centre waste paper baskets.
His favonte was the big plastic one in the cafeteria. It said
the dolly wheels really turned it on.

o!

+++
How come
Bookstore?

I can't get a Sunday New York Times al the
HH & EM IV Arts

Ah ha. You can get a Sunday ew York Times al the
Bookstore. Just tell them . that you want one because they
only order a few. Speaking of Flouresccnt lights the first
bootleg "Best of Zap Combe, lst Revised Edition" a
C?mmemorative and Annotated Anthology, Edited 'by
R1?lmrd Benkendorf, is available from him or in the Lance
office except everybody but me for a slight handling charge.

In Northern Ireland when a boy
is born the doctor announces the
birth of " another wee s tone
thrower ."
There are no civilian s in this
land ; the kids are here lo prove
that to any sceptical visitor .
Kids k1ck1ng a soccer ball
against a br ick wall splashed with
painted slogans " Join The Army of
.the People", "Proven Rule " ,
"Ulster Vanguard" ; kids skipping
to the chant of " Nelson 1n the army
lost his arm , Nelson in the army
1ost his leg .. .", kids unleashing a
barrage of rocks and curses at a
British Army Saracen armored
car ;
kids
converting
into
playground toys the objects most
'immediate in their environment,
burnt -out cars and street lamp
poles long ago rendered otherwise
useless by fire or rock or bullet;
kids hawking "Republican News"
and " Starry Plough" for the cause
and a few bob; kids mugging
before a camera and, too young to
know what news broadcast to
watch lo see themselves on
television .
Kids illustrate and amplify the
great contradictions in this torn
land. They fill the ranks of each
conflicting
population
and
movement and force ; they're
gunmen and soldiers, demon strators
and
counter demonstrators. agitators and
victims, justifiers of inaction and
action. They act in every role on
the stage of Northern Ireland
except one . director . The task, too
complex and important lo be left in
the hands of mere children , is
assumed by adults only.
Adults, ii must be said in witnessing Ireland, have done a less
than perfect job of management .
Mismanagement
not withstanding, Ireland, north and
south, is in its most crucial period
since partition in 1920.
British Prime Minister Edward
Heath's announced initiatives on
Northern Ireland March 24 ineluded the one year suspension of
the Stormont government . To the
SOO.OOO Cathloics in the north that
act is considered final and
irreversible. It abolishes a SO-year old regin,e that has quietly but
efficiently enforced repression on
one-third of its population in its
own and in British interests .

unconnected with I RA. And
intensive searches and CS
attacks produced the first popu
resentment against the Army
Worse still, Catholics saw that
such arms sea,chers were belne
carded out in Protestant distri~.
which secured a large, often
legally registered arsenal, when
the Special C:onstabulary (the
notorious ' B' Specials) was
disbanded in 1970. Those weapons,
now in the hands of the angry
Protestants, are still a real factor
in the continued strife.
Since July 1970 there has been
one constant, obvious enemy to the
majority of northern Catholics. the
British army. Internment. and the
resulting Army atrocities, has
further strengthened hatred for the
Army . Tales of mistreatment are
told and retold so frequently that
they now form a popular legend
and have been incorporated into
songs . Catholics have a top ten all
their own ; most of the songs
pr1a1se resistence to the British
Apparently the Catholics will not
be allowed the opportunity to
forgive the atrocities or forget the
Army The Westminster an.
nouncement in March there made
no mention of ending Army ir,.
volvement and the first an
niversary of internment passeo
one month ago with the occupying
army still very much present.
Nonetheless . the initiatives
undoubtedly
stimulated
11
momentary desire for peace
among the Catholic population.
The Catholics regarded t
suspension of Stormont and t
promised phase -out of internme
as minor victories and for a bri
time willing to give them the ti
and atmosphere to work.
Even before the initiatives we
made known Catholics appear
confident of the inevitability
some useful reforms.
"I won 't ever be a boss in m
trade," said a Belfast (City
Corporation
cabinet
maker
commenting on the continued
prejudice that excludes Catholics
from jops of any real prestige, or
jobs at all. in many local govern
ments. " But this lad ," referring to
his recently-acquired apprentice,
" might be one ."
That new spirit of confidenc
jeopardizes the system which unti
now asured the Protestant work in

classes a disproportional share of
the scarce jobs and housing in the
orth. That threat has resulted in
he rise of the militant Ulster
anguard Movement.
Economic disruption, civil
es_istance and, most extremely,
1v1I war , form the big stick of the
rotestant Vanguard Movement.
ut the confusion with which it
iews the future, and the con licting forces which tear at it,
ere never more evident than at
e Vanguard rally in Belfast on
e first day of the recent two-day
rike to protest the Heath
anges.
A crowd of 20,000 cheered when
e flag of Ulster was raised above
e Union Jack, yet solemnly sang
od Save The Queen' at the end of
e rally
Vanguard Leader William Craig,
e stolid former Home Affairs
inister in Stormont, outlined a
n of selective strikes, withdraw!
m local councils, and, most
nificantly. rent and rates
ikes, to demonstrate Protestant
satisfaction with the suspension
Stormont.
hrewder Protestant leaders like
mer Prime Minister Faulkner
d Reverend Ian Paisley conmmed this policy of civic
bedience, ostensibly because it
d no aim but disruption . ~ the
d that harms Protestant more
n Catholic or the people and
liticians of Britain.
ut the objections of civil
sistance were more fundamental
t.

Rent and rates strikes and
signations from local councils,
e response of many Catholics to
11ternment. represent a strange
ccess story.
In its most immediate aim of
tting off funds and support for all
ve ls of government, civil
sistance had little effect. Storont quickly enacted the Payment
r Debi ( Emergency Powers) Act.
equ ir ing debts owed to the state
from rent of corporation houses,
axes , utility charges) to be exa cted from social security
yrne nts or wages.
nder the act even private
dl ords (infrequently involved;
st of the low-cost housing is
licly owned) can collect owed

rents from state fund. An employer
who fails to deduct owed funds
from his workers is liable to pay
such amounts himself.
Initial implementation of the bill,
even though back rent was
deducted in installments, created
some hardship and increased
resentment against the Unionist
government.
The 32,000 families taking part
(85 to 99 per cent of some communities) gained a quick lesson i
collective strength .
And i~
org_anizing the strikes, civil
resistance committees were for·
med which took over a long
neglected role in community
government.
In many districts
these committees are the only
public body enjoying the support of
local resideats.
None have yet claimed the status
of alternative government. The
potential exists, however, a
potential apparently not lost to
farsighted Unionist politicians. In
the hands of a Protestant majority
newly radicalized by confrontation
with Stormont legislation, such
committees could have greatly
alter the situation in the north.
Faulkner in particular wanted no
Protestants flirting with a temptation that has led astray 100,000
Catholics.
The threat of Protestant supported civil disobedience never
did materialize. The bitterness of
the struggle has advanced beyond
the use of such puny weapons.
Even among the divergent.
dissident groups there is one point
of virtual agreement; the south
will not exercise a decisive in
II uence in the events of the near
future.
Republicanism has always been
an
anathema
to
northern
Protestants .
Even to many
Catholics the scope of immediate
action embraces only the north.
When, for example, the Northern
Ireland Civil Rights Association
first called for reform, its aim was
to ameliorate conditions in the
north.
There never existed a
strong sentiment for union with the
south
in the
middle-class
dominated Civil Rights movement.
contrary· to the paranoic ac cusations of attacking Unionist.
(While union with the south as it
presently exists is shunned, calls
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FAST SERVICE
Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

CSRW
News
The
C.S.R.W.
Department broadcasts the
news, weather, and sports
daily. Campus news is the
feature at each broadcast, so,
be sure to listen. This is your
way to be up on what is
happening on campus.
Broadcast times are at 9
A.M., 12 noon, 6 A.M., and 9
A.M. Monday to Friday; 12
noon and 3 P.M. Saturdays and
Sundays.
The C.S.R. W. news team ·also
acts as a research and referral
service for any information
you might require. If we don't
know the answer, we know
someone who does.

Cont'd. Page Five

To a great number of those
Catholics . from n unemployed
I labo~er in Bogsid of Derry to a
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The intervention of the British
Army in August 1969, despite the
legal manipulations passing for mal control over to the Unionist
government in Stormont, in ·
traduced a new element into a
conflict which had been purely
internal.
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Dear Strange:
l hear there is a cure for twitching pensydrom. Where
can I get one? Are there any side effects?
LM !Arts.
Howdee Partner:
Where can I get treatment for a severe case of Lumpy
retnas?
PMS III Fine Arts
Any medical problems you have can be looked after by the
Medical Service at 252-8545. They provide on campus
medical services.
Twitching pensydrom is an affliction whose symptoms
cause the afflicted to resemble a large sheep. We have seen
you on campus and know that you should seek treatment
immediately. Your wool is starting to fall out in large
patches. The only treatment is a sheep dip, cut, set and perm.
Lumpy retinas is a malady which usually affects the eyes.
However there have been cases of lumpy navels, lumpy
toenails and lumpy Achilles tendon reported, but usually
only by quacks, so we will disregard them at this time. The
only reported case of lumpy retinas however which is
verified, occured in a scranton Pennsylvania armadillo who
complained of double vision and hindsight. No cure is
available and the unfortunate armadillo who was posing as a
telephone repairman, finally lost his job and his sanity. He is
reportedly gone into hiding in Orilla, Ontario.

+++
This week's column is really about vegelables, those
smiling, happy little fellows who to quote Frank Zappa
vegetable raconteur, "are good for you and keep you
regular".
Squash, hubbard bush. 1.75-2.0; buttercup bush.
2.75-3.0; butternut 3-3.25; pepper 1.75-2.0; Tomatoes;
field basket 6 qt. heaped 1.0-1.25; hothouse ctn. 100 lb.
extra large 2.75-3.0; large 2.50-2.60; medium 1.75-2.0;
small 1.0-1.50; Vegetable marrow; bush hamper 1.50-

1.75.

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neally in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on 1he Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
,dth his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lanct' who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 4l in
lhe hugt' fluorescent Lancr complex.

"Any politician who wants to get
involved with Ulster," remarked
Labour Leader Harold Wi Ison
during the 1964 • British general
elclion campaign won by his party,
"ought to have his head
examined."
It was a telling comment on the

policy of his government toward
Ulster during its six -year term of
office. Even the arrival of British
troops in 1969 came about only
after angry confrontations between Westminster and Stormont
representatives. In the end
pressure and plays by Stormont
forced the reluctant hand of the
Labour government .
Then, the beseiged Catholic
population welcomed the intercession of the troops, especially
in Belfast, where two nights of
bitter sectarian rioting gutted
entire streets housing several
hundred families. To the unarmed
Cat ho Iics ii was a God -sent
salvation from a Protestant
pogrom of proportions unkno~n
since the 19JO's.

/

/

/

Immediate distrust. however,
was kindled when the Army
demanded and enforced the
removal of the barricades erected
in the Bogside against the Royal
Ul-ster Constabulary and in the
Falls Road area of Belfast against
Protestant incursions.
A strained peace was preserved
between the Army and Belfast
Catholics until the early months of
1970. The thirty-five hour curfew of
a Falls Road district in July 1970
marked the .watershed of the
mutual respect.
In house -to-house searches
during the curfew the Army ex tracted a surprisingly small ar senal of 106 firearms, 100 'incendiary devices', twenty pounds
of gelignite, and 20,000 rounds of
ammunition. At least JOO people
were arrested exact figures are
unknown since the dubious legal
status of the curfew resulted in the
release of many of those arrested
for curfew violations.
The coup--"a grand day for us,"
said an Army captain at the time was achieved at an exhorbitant
cost in alienation between the
Army and Catholics. Their dif
ferences, although less strained
from time to lime, have never been
eliminated.
Four people were killed during
the curfew. all of them citizens, all

\
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Get a Mint-Kefl.
glasses of fresh cool Real Draft Beer.

g lets you enjoy Oktoberfest Real
Oktoberfest Tap'n
Draft Beer anywher anytime. Draw as much as you
want, whenever yo Nant it. When you run out, just drop
d draw another 16 eight-ounce
in a Mini-Keg Refill

Get an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with Mini-Keg Refills at
your Brewer's Retail today

I
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VANIER HALL
OKTOBER FEED
Dine And Drink In True Oktoberfest Style
A Bavarian Buffet Featuring:
Kasseler Ribchen
Bayrische Flench Klosse
Sauer Kraut
Rinderbraten Vom Rost
And Much Much More Bavarian Beer On Tap
Music To Sing To
Dress In Style Or Come As You Are

DATE:
TIME:

25TH OCTOBER
5 P.M.
PlACE: VANIER WEST DINING ROOM
PRICE: ONLY $1.95 PER PERSON

TICKETS AT THE CENTRE DESK -

NOW

MGR. LESLIE MENEAR
Monday, 23 Oct.· Tuesday, 24 Oct.

FREE ADMISSION

BRANDX
Wednesday, 25 Oct.· Thursday, 26 Oct.

OKTOBERFEST
German & Rock & Roll Music
Wednesday, 25 October

JULIUS RAUCHFUSS
Admission Students 75c
Non Students $1.25

Free Beer Stein
,

Friday, 27 October

Admission Students 50c
Non Students $1.00

"ONTARIO"

Saturday, 28 October

Punis ment discussed
by SAL PREST
Capital Punishment; a phr se which has
been used in many circles of
iety in heated
discussions and debates; an i ea which has
been "misunderstood and
isused"; a
"dreaded concept to some and still a horrific
reality to a small minority".
Iona College presented a pa el of analysts
Wednesday in Moot Court
discuss the
various aspects and implicati ns of capital
punishment.
The panel was chaired by P of. Lakshrnan
Marosinghe, from the Faculty
tive Sargent Shuttleworth of
Police, Reverend Neil Libby, ex
of the Saint Leonard Society
Professor Kroeker, Director of
Social Work were guest speak s.
The main issues raised by th speakers were
whether capital punishment wa good or bad,
whether society should complet ly abolish it or
retain it, orwhether is should b given a wider
scope to incorporate more pun hable offences
by death.
Kroeker outlined the hist ry of capital
punishment starting with the c cifixion going
to drawing and quartering of m ieval times, to
strangling and burning at the st e, to the more
recent methods of electrocutio , hanging and
gassing of offenders.
He raised the question of on
the right of life and death ove
He said that as animals we Ii
other, but does that give us the ight to punish
one person because that person as committed a
crime?
subject to
Even animals were one
punishment by law. The last v; tim was a dog
who was hanged for participut1 in a robbery
in 1906. Perhaps this shows the bsurdity of our
judicial system.
Shuttleworth stated that capi al punishment
in Canada today is applicable, l ut not imposed
in crimes where the killing of a olice officer, a
warden , or a guard
or in the

TORONTO (CUP) - Ont·
ario minister of colleges and
universities Jack McNie isn't
worried about thousands of
post-secondary students withholding January fee instal-

"SPECIAL HOME COMING"

committing an act of treason.
"Personally," he stated "I am not decided as
to whether we should abolish capital
punishment."
Later in the discussion he said, "If we have a
total abolition of capital punishment there is
going to be an open season on the police."
Shuttleworth postulated that "capital
punishment deters the criminal from commit·
ting murders", a:nd that the countries that
abolished capital punishment have greater
occurances of murder.
Some of the areas that retain capital punishment are Russia, China, Africa, South America
and the Asian countries.
Libby refuted the statement that "Capital
punishment acts as a deterent against crimes",
and stated figures to show that " in fact there is
no increase in crimes where capital punishment
has been abolished".
He further stated that "There are many more
crimes where the Act is still on the books."
Shuttleworth said, "It is less morally v.Tong to
execute a committed criminal than to sentence
him to a prison sentence, have him released
after ten years to commit another murder."
He also stated , "Policemen are looking to
society for assurance that they will not be shot
at. Only then will the police force be willing to
abolish capital punishment."
He pointed out that of all the convicted
murderers who have been released, only 1 per
cent committed a second crime, but not
necessarily a murder.
Libby said that he believes that capital
punishment is morally wrong. "It is based on
revenge, it always carries morbid aspects,
innocent people may be hung, and it has an
adverse effect on the administration of justice,"
he said.
In the next few months the House of
Commons will vote on the question of capital
punishment. The people will decide whether
Canada should still retain it or abolish it.

want lower prices," Mcl.'\ie
commented last Friday.
The referendum asked
students if they supported OFS
demands to repeal the recent
$100 tuition fee increase
( 392.50 for graduates) and to
return the loan portion of
student awards to $600
$800.

the loan ceiling of the Ontario
Student Awards Program
remain at its 1971-72)evel (of
$600) and th,V'part·time
students h~ access to this
program-; and that the Ontario
rnment reorganize its tax
structure to place the tax
burden where it belongs, upon
those who can afford it, that is
corpora~\ons."
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RUDY'S STYLE SALON
Mod Specialists

Satisfaction Guaranteed Or
Your Hair Back
For Appointment Call
258-2490
2846 UNIVERSITY
Under The Bridge
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON STYLING ONl Y

Who ea res about
Canadian identity?
level of Canadian content in
programming and on opportunity for Canada's talented
actors, writers and musicians
to learn and grow here at
home. And they've introduced
practical, sensible measures
to control foreign investment
in this country . Not to prevent
it - but to direct it to those
areos where it will do Canada
most good.

Five years ago, we weren 't
lure we had one. Since then,
the Liberal Government has
token ateps to make sure the
world knows who we are and
where we stand. They've
declared
Canadian
Sovereignty in the Arctic (and
mode it stick) ond they 've
extended our territorial fishIng waters to 12 miles.
They"ve
bankrolled
a
Conodian film industry, given
meaningful financial support
ta Canadian publishers and
eatobli1hed the Canadian
Rodia and Television Com·
mlaaion ta ensure both a high

Who cores about Canadian
identity? The Liberal Government does. And you should.
lt'a your future they ' re
working to protect.
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HERBGRAY

Coming Up This Monday, Oct. 23
Two Great Activities For The
Women of U. of W.

Gov't. un orried about strike

Featuring

Mr. Oktoberfest Himself

W .A.C. ACTIVITIES

To live or die:

[x]

It's your future. Vote on it.

RENT A LITTL
HAPPINESS
from
GBJI.NJI.D
PHONl 258 ~1766

NO CAPITAL
INVESTME
NO FINANCE
CHARGES
IMMEDIATE
INSTALLATION
GBII.NJI.DA .,\;ALS
Open Nightly till 9 p.m.

Saturdays till 6 p.m.

WINDSOR WEST LIBERAL ASSOCIATION
149 CHATHAM W. 258·4942

HI Oullette

any student electI . or
eferendum. About 75 per L-ent
f those voting who had paid
nly their first fee installment,
id they would support the
FS by withholding their
second term fee installments.
90 per cent of those voting
supported the basic OFS
demands.
Those percentages are based
on returns from just over half
the OFS member institutions
_ coming in Thursday night.
Lakehead and York Universities, who reported results the
next day, had poor turnouts of
approximately 15-17 per cent
of the student bodies. Both
mpuses, however, over·
lmingly supported OFS
ands and about the same
centage of students calated from the earlier returns
greed to a January fee
boycott. Some 2500 of 13,800
York students voted, while
about 425 Lakehead students
participated in the referendum.
The University of Windsor,
St. Pat's College in Ottawa,
Fanshawe College in London
and the University of Ottawa
still have to be heard from.
Trent University students
were reported to have rejected
the OFS demands, providing a
break in the desired provincial
solidarity on the issue.
However, the results were
explained in a statement
released Saturday by student
union executive chairwoman
Sue Grenge.
The Trent student union
executive, unknown to OFS co·
ordinators, provided their
rudents with alternatives to
\ he OFS suggestions on
·~nother ballot. That ballot
i:tsked students "whether they
:ivould support the idea of a
;:peaceful
cross-province
~emonstration in Queen's Park
on the opening day of the
legislature to protest the tuition
fee hikes," the statement said.
Seventy-one per cent of the
students voting said they
would support such a move;
25 per cent of the students
turned out for the referendum.
Students were also asked to
support other demands as
those OFS should raise with
the provincial government.
IThey were: "that tuition fee
increases to a II post-secondarv
institutions 1w rescinded; tha"t
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FLOOR HOCKEY & ARCHERY

7 P .M. OCT. 23 ST. DENIS HAll
Hope To See You There For
A Night Of Fun & Exercise.

Position as Film Society
President Open.
Contact John Bennett
Vice-President
S.A.C.

~~

s~ ffia/t fu
Sells Only
BRAND NAMES

• WALLABEES * JOYCE • AIR STEP
* SHOE-INS • DACKS • JARMAN
* PEDWIN • KEDS * FOAM TREADS P.F .'s
HUSH PUPPIES FOR EVERYONE

THE SHOE BAR LTD.

TOM MAILLOUX

2203 WYANDOTTE W.

10% TO STUDENTS

~} 8at

~

252-4744

7M-,z,e~{'4

STEREO PLACE
WINDSOR

SEE
WINDSOR'S LARGEST DISPLAY
OF @PIONEER
Stereo Components
Prices From $239.95 To $559.98

®PIONEER·

THE NEW SX-424 AM-FM
STEREO RECEIVER-ONLY $239.95

re~

supported by
per cent of
those voting, as opposed to 67
per cent support for the OFS
demands which asked that fee
hikes be deferred and did not
include the third demand of
taxing corporations.
"We believe that the results
of the referendum at Trent
prove
conclusively
that
students here are strongly
opposed to the tuition fee hikes
and changes in the OSAP," the
statement said.
The statement also criticized
the commercial media for
conveying a mistaken impres·
sion "that students are not
united in the opposition to the
education cutbacks of the
provincial government."
McNie appeared to scoff at
the OFS referendum and corn·
plaints.
He claimed no negotiations
have been held between OFS
and the provincial government.
" 'Negotiating'· that is a word
the OFS has been using," he
said.
OFS general co-ordinator
Craig Heron disputed this
remark saying OFS has not
been negotiating in any formal
sense of labor-management
negotiations because it is not a
bargaining collective.
However, he said, OFS
representatives did meet with
former minister of colleges and
universities George Kerr two
days after the organizations
demands were drawn up. They
have also had a meeting with
McNie and tried to have one
with former provincial trea·
surer Darcy McKeough, who
resigned from the cabinet the
day of the meeting.
It was "rather hard to meet
with a constantly shifting
administration," Heron added.
McNie also called for a
documentation
of
the
hardships OFS charges the fee
and loan increases are causing.
Some university student
councils are doing this, Heron
said, and the OFS could easily
do the same thing, but more
important to the issue are the
cases that cannot be docu·
mented - those of students who
have not returned to university
because of the increases.
Student pressure would be
more effective if applied to the
federal government, McNie
suggested, calling for a nationwide review of provincial

SPECIAL DEALS FOR STUDENTS

GROUND FLOOR -WEST LIBRARY BUILDING

ON SALE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24TH
student aid systems to be
undertaken by the fed eral
government.
"Students would be more
credible if only they had a
broader perspective," the
minister added.
Heron again responded
saying students have pressured
the federal government and
federal officials have refused to
meet with them. He also
accused McNie of "shifting the
blame to get the pressure off

himself."
Should a fee boycott occur in
January, the government
would not urge any specific
policies on the universities,
Mc~ie stated. He would leave
universities and students to
"work it out themselves".
The OFS is holding a
g-en<>ral meeting Oct. 20-22 in
Waterloo to di cuss the referendum results and plan further
action.
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Editorial

No homecoming queen here
SAC again has seen fit lo exercise the big
fist and just generally try and make things
tough for those who are trying to give the
students what they are entitled to.
Services Commissioner, Tony Perri
fought long and hard lasl week lo have a
Homecoming Queen, but due to fierce
opposition by Wylie Johnson, Liz
McDonald, Gerry Gagnon and Walter
Franzcyk, the students and Alumni will be
deprived of a symbol of Homecoming.
In lhe dehale, Franzcyk and McDonald
both agreed lhat the process of the selection
of a queen was likened to parading a side of
beef for auction at a meat sale.
P erri, on the other hand, said lhat a homecoming queen was a symbol of tradition, and
that he did nol feel that it was like choosing
11 side of beef, that the girls would be picked
from their pictures, no personal interviews,
no contesls, just pictures.
Gagnon felt that a beautiful person had
more than jusl good looks and therefore
forbid Perri the privilege of having a queen.
When the mailer of the homecoming parade

rame up, Johnson felt lhal if the students
wanled to have a parade, they would
organize it themselves.
Perri felt thal something like a parade
takes an enormous amount of preparation
and organization, that students could nol
have an effectively planned parade by just
going out and doing it themsPlves.
Perri wanted to have a free concert
featuring "'Crowbar'' during Homecoming
weekend, hut Johnson again voiced his
opinion saying that if it were a free concert
no one would come. Perri was forbidden the
funds for a free concert as well as
Homecoming Queen.
Perri said, "My job as Services Commissioner is to provide the students with
services. They are paying money to have
these and I would like to he able to give
them somelhing for lheir money."
However it seems that once again several
members of council have other opinions
which are perhaps not quite fair to those of
us who are paying for an education and
service.

T ru th Of Your h a If Ch01•Ce

/.37,Z lOOKS L!K.E A R~,4,l J61/NN£R, !

;pircd al the l SA\:madt• ln~de.
·conference on environmenlal protectl~n.
newspaper.
GeorgP :'\IcGo~ern, tht> Demo~rat They finally discovered what had lwen said.
contender for the crown, is rapidly
And then for those of you who are
appearing to the public lo he lwo faced soothsayers, the air in Detroit-Windsor ,area
because of his statements from one press is supposedly easier to breathe tht>se uays.
conterence to the next ..• and even us far as
\Vlrnt "they" neglect to tell us is that I his
one vear to the next.
.
form 0 { easit>r hreathing is not caused by a
That, of course isn't to say that Nixon is massive cleanup of the industri~l smog
an} better, he just has the better press, and being poured into the air•.. as promised, bul
as per the advice of his campaign mana~er~ is an indirect result of the higher nuri:iber of
St'Pms to be content to sit back and let ·o.l
homicides this year in the border city.
George" make a fool of himself all by his
If there arc fewer people tohreatheth~ ~ir,
Ion t>sonw.
that
leaves more good air for the remammg
If you have been paying attention to !he
people
to breathe more easily.
sm•II s<>ll jobs that have been bombardmg
Half-truths,
hut let us not hecomt>
vou you'll have seen a whole host of
ridiculous
as
,n•ll.
~an~lidates who are putting th~ir oppo~ents
It is our duty as citizens of eilhcr country
on thP chopping block by ,saymg that.. they
to
get out and vote on election d~y • .
said this and that it can t be done ... or
Listen
to what is said, read what 1s prmted
\HISll •t.
in
the
papers,
and then on election day get
They aren't trying to make themselves
your
butt
in
gt>ar
and vote for the truth of
look good, but are trying to make the other
your half-choice.
guy look terrible.

( ~.c.
•

.....

Tra

Last week I asked, "What
ever happt>ned to the Psych
Centre?" Dr. Frank Auld,
administrative director of the
Centre told me that they are
still alive and well in no
uncertain terms, by letter.
He says that they are
continuing
to
provide
psychological services for all
students, faculty, and staff of
the University.
Individual and
group
psychotherapy is provided in
their building at 326 Sunset
Avenue. Instruction in reading
and study skills is also
provided thanks to the
volun tt>er work of two
members of the Faculty of
Education. They would like
you to know these services are
available to any member of the
University Commtmity. If you
think vou could use any of
their ~rvices, or just curious
about what they have to offer,
drop over and make an
appointment. I ht>ar they do
good work.
Well. rumour has it that the
bovs down in the P.H.E.
Fa.cultv are at it again. Oh, for
those ~f vou who didn't know,
P.H.E. ~lands Physical and

by PETER
former SAC External Affa
May I take this opportunity t
St>ntiments on two issues which
affect each and every student
Windsor campus.

~

.. -..:-. • ; : ~

The students, I hear, are
dead set against the change. I
don't have all the facts, pro or
con, so my opinion is only that,
an opinion, but I agree wholeheartedly with tht> students.
That the faculty has an
international reputation for
which U. of W. should be justly
proud. The reputation was
earned by a lot of hardworking
students and dedicated profs.
The reputation is tht>re, in
part, because of the high
calibre of the fifty-six courses
available and because of the
exceptionally high standards
1,1aintaint>d ,vithin tht> Faculty.
Folks, we at Windsor know
this and don't need a change
for window dre sing or to
impress anyone. Lt'ts leave a
good thing alone for once. If
}OU ha~t> any spurt> energit>s

+++
Big doings at the Pub next
week. A guy b} the name of
Julius Rauchfuss, better
knov.n as Mr. Oktoberfest will
be there Wednesday and
Thursday, compliments of
Dave Sayers. Julius will be tht>
official host for our own
Gt>rman
Oktoberfe t
on
Campus. Watch the signs in
the Centre for mort> details and
prices.
I was a little off on m 1
S.A.C. budgt>t predictions.
They didn't tip their hand up
there 'til W t>d. Oct. 18th. Lot,
of surprises for some, and grim
nt>ws for others. Ominous
mmblings going on in the clubs

case that the major
participation in a
of students is the
concerned. Thert> is
roblem has. year by
t he structurt> an d
O
ast f u r years, th t>re
f the Ontario union
taken place
to l\nrl !°71 •
n .

,1

. . . ..ar':""'

dt>f . ng tht> structure
I
grjup of students. Each tim
St'nds dt>legates to a conferen
on this campus approximate!
It has been suggested tha the purpost> of an
Ontario Ft>ileration is two-fol : firstly, to prmidt>
communication betwt>t>n Ontar O Univt>rsity students
and secondly, to provi d t> reprt> ntation at t I1e various
·
levels of provincial govt>mnwn t. Is it the case that the
students on thl' Windsor campu i arf the bendiciarics
of this ··communication·• or rat her is it the case that
the student representatives who are the bendiciarics?
It has been m, experience that i~ is the latter category
who bent>fit f~om this expensive! medium. In view of
the fact that the SAC at Windso1r hae sufficient office
personnel and machinery to carr t out correspondence
with other universitit>s, is it ne i>ssary to establish a
central office in Toronto to dise uinate information?
It is also the case that, with
exception of the fee
incrt>ase proposals, the Of
u Union has never
formally represented studtf.l
u L mert>ly appointed

;,h"

J'.

students to represent us I \

NIDUNTAitl

down there, or would like to
improve some human motion,
lets all work on getting Phase 3
of our P .H .E. building started.
Lets get the Space Advisory
Committee moving and the
board of governors to dip into
tht> "Project 25" account to
build the building we nt>t>d
most around here. Lt>ts not just
waste our time with silly
pxercises that are a waste of
humun motion, and emotion.

s Commissioner
formally express my
urrently prevail and
n tht> U nivcrsity of

,

SIDE OF 'r.RE

Health Education. The faculty
offers two degrees, a four year
honours degree, Bachelor of
Physical
and
Health
Education, and a Master of
Physical Education. Somebody
or some group, doesn't like
those names and wants to
change the name of the faculty
to,
"The
Faculty
of
K inesiology."

James Dean
Tim McChesney
Lovis Erickson
Murna Holsey
Denzil Miles
Sue Jones
Doug Camilli
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
Lance Jones
John Morrissey
Walter Franczyck
Dan Bonk
Peter Elcombe
Amanda Simpson
Chris Hodnett
Ruth Robertson
Mike Learmouth
Shawn Conley
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicwicz
Amanda Simpson
Norm Yeryk
Bozo

ient nature of student' a problem

f'ROM THIS'

BEAR ...

Stoff

I speaks:

Its election time again in both the USA
So, if this is all true,
and Canada.
prophetic.
maybe ifs quite
Prime Minister Trudeau is running
May the gods help us.
Firstly, it has long been th
against two non-candidates in the form of
obstacle in the formation an
Wt>
have
no
good
candi,dates
up
for
Stan field and Lewis.
auction, just had ones making themselves provincial and-or federal uni
Despite his loss of face and image, as well look worse by campaigning.
transient nature of th e individu
as the so-called charisma that surrounded
in personnel. This
A new one came across the boob-tube the no continuity
d
1
him in the 1968 election Trudeau set>ms a other night. It dealt '1-\ith the necessity for
.
year,
cause
a cost Y re vie
~hoo-in.
pollution controJs, and what had been ,, '\e t'nt rpost> of tht> "un1'on ' ' · I n t e
In .the l SA, "Tricky Dick'' Nixon again ii; about it.
·
v ,..S::
8 been five plenary St>ssi
__,....
'
· udents. These meeting
'"''Ontl, - ;.. ... ..,., ... - .. r £_a
prod"F..
~aler ,n
•0n. JJamiltor, "tta v. a '
CQrJCm

Kurt Kaufmann
Jeff Bear
Sal Presta
George Gawadzyn
Nathan Mechanic
John Gunning
Thadeus Holownia
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D'Alonzo
Alfredo
Dave Yawney
Dave Willick
Al Niester
Colin Swan
D ,no Desamon i
Tony Keller
Rick Dumala
Jim Wilkes
Joan Dougherty
Bruce Adams
Rob Sumerleigh

and societies.
sounds like his Ma rx isl
Counterpart, Pres. Allendt> of
Chile who was rect>ntly quoted
as saying, "We will live
through difficult hours very
soon. We are on tlw wrge of/
civil war, a grt>al ba ttle."
ever mind boys, as onr of my
favouritt> Marxists around the
campus used to say, "Let the
pt>ople dt>cide." You can be
surt>, soonn or latt>r, they will
dt>cide, and then let tht> devil
take the hindmost.
'

+++

~~::s :~;

studt'nts at the University of Windsor will be
contributing approximately$ l,iOO.OO to a provincial
organization which has never sufficiently justified its
powers
or existence
to its contributors.
the
SJudent
's Administrative
Council Inatparticular,
~ indsor
sho~1 be both embarrassed and as amed at the
ma , ,er in which they have trit>d t co-opt the
stu
whom
ve done this
. ,ients
l
. I they represent. If they
m

~erten(~~

the entirit)

.,ffl!l"',ml'r. t

don,• this adwrtently, l J gge8t they ntertain
proposal that they are the r~presentatives of
majority of the students on this campus.
.
St>condly, may I address my rt>marks to what 1s
pt>rhaps the only issut> whicl~ has at~ractt>d. tht> postSN'onclary students in Ontario to umte-f~- mcrease.s.
The govt>rnment of Ontario has taken dt>fifmtedstepshm
attemp 1·mg to all ocate
·
. t e
the d1·str·1bution of un son
basis of a cost- benefit analysis system. The rationale
behind the increase has primarily come from on~
indi"idual · William Davis, Iormt>r 1\1inister. 0
Education in Ontario. Basically, tht> increase is a
result of a dt>finition of two gener.al questions - '~10
pays? and how much? The Davis governnwnt aJ
~eci~ed ,,that the studt>nt should pay more an
Society should pay less.
.
.k
.
Studt>nts in Ontario have. decided to stri e ~gamst
tht> fee increase. My ~nalysis of.the ~lov~
has led to the c?~clus~on t.hat ~his acuon Y
' i
entail a superficial sur with little or no pe~etrat O 11 •
The reason is this · students are not umte on, no~

t~)F1~~i~1

financial values. At best, a boycott is only the first
step in order to guarantee that students demands are
taken into consideration. But students are not united
on a statemt>nt of demands. the financial values.
A
S
f
t the l 1\ ational
tudent's Mt>eting in July of this
year stuc t>nts rom across Canada openly expressed
that they Wt>re not interested in discussing finances
and preparing a statement of financial values.
Su b st>quent to t h at, t h e 0 ntario Federation dt>cided
by referendum to ask the government hold back on
tuition increases until they were heard. Studt>nts tht>n
dt>cided b"·
' reft>rendum to demand a llalt to tha'
incrt>ascs until the"' were heard . The root of tht>
prtlem is that the Ontario F.ederation has nothing to
L.
sa e·u·t>pt to request t h at no mcre11se IJt'
madt>, •'
c lhere c·onsequen · l I ~ l
ically. there are two
ae
fol.•~able lr,i,, • to
t t• SIU ent, nct
IVersity. lJ the graduatmg
studt>nt withholds his fees, his academic career could
be in jeopardy. Grades and diplomas are not released
unless payment is made. ?niy devotees . to the
furtht>ranct> of t>ducation contmue to teach without a
pa,check. Teachers in demand will move elsewht>re.
They ma} not return. University expansion in
t>dncation and physical plant may be further
ctirtai·led. 'I'he pt1bl1'c may b , sympatht>tic to
government action.
On tlw basis of information available, then. the
qut>stion ma) bt> put as to whe~ht>r it is ~ctuall~ in the
hest interests of the students m Ontano to withhold
foes. We have no rationale - no ratified statement of
rnlues _ to argue the s1udent position. Why then
should we strike? Have ottr "stu~t>nt rep:es~ntatives."
justified their position in favourmg a strike. What 1s
tht>ir attitudt> toward distribution on a cost benefit
anal)sis systt>m? What are they going_to deman~ if
the, avail tht>mselves of the opportunity of makmg
rt>q~it>st ·1 Is tht>re position in the best interests of the
majo;it; of the students on this campus?
8

0
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Question: Next week, SAC is having a r• eren um to

:::=:

::~}: ::

determine whether mariiuana. an~ hashish should be
legalized. Do you favour legah1at1on?

}:
:::::

BRAINSTORMING

::

.

ANNE PINSONNEAULT I Arts
_ I ve never smoked it but I
wont slap the kids that do.

STEPHANIE KATZMAN II Socia!
Work - Hi! my names Ernie

BUDDY MACK Grode 1 I
Shove it, burn out.

·:I

HELEN OF TROY - Why do
you think I'm in Russian?

I'm a norc. I don '1 wanf to

arrest you kids but its my job.

DENNIS McGUIRE Ill Arts sure but keep tabs on the

JC-.

Had to go to Toronto th1
week for a met'ling so I hadn ·
fin isht>d doing the rest>a rch o
the Ct>ntrt> Desk for that stor
I promised. l did find out on
thing though, our favourit
smiler back thne, Mar
Bagley has ht>t>n here for te
yPars this
owmber. The
11111st havr hired ht>r right afte
slw graduated. Congrats o
that long length of snvic
Mary; on the big day I'
going to gt>t e\·eryont> to tak
you down to tht> Pub for jns
Oil!' bt>t>r.

establish a costly structttre to choose delegates wht>n,
as in the past, student representatives could simply be
chosen by the delegates in attendance at the Annual
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
mct>ting'!
111e basic proposal for the financing of the Ontario
F
cve;;ra!~7i'1li~t o~n a Kn;a~r:.it;,t:sism:~::

,s .

RICHARD WILLIAMS Oh
Dope , Oh yea sure , mon.

JEFF MANDELL Ill RCMP Definitely not, why do you
think they coll ,t dope?

STRANGE, Planet
dare
Let 's
rutobogos 1

Trofolma·
liberate

)t

by TERRY HEAD
JAMES DEAN
and BYNG STRANGE
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Those things we all hold dear:

''The satiric art of

litical Cartooning ''

; Fisk
Does the North American
political cartoonist reflect
the "Enlightened Society"
he lives in ? A reflection of
the difference between
North American cartoonists
and those in the rest of the
world.
The basic assumption being
put forth is, that North
American political cartoonists
have developed a style and
method which is quite different
from their European or Latin
American counterparts. Why
this difference should exist is
quite evident - first of all,
North Am erican society
permits a greater degree of
freedom ,
wealth ,
and
individualism than doe any
other group of states or
countries in the world . In
N orth Am eri ca , a stabl e
political system (Democracy )
has been in long and continual
existance - professing above
all the right of every individual

to speak his or her mind.
North Americans (Canadians and Americans) have
also got a more viable economy
than the rest of the world presenting opportunities for
buildup of gigantic business
organizations, the desire for
more and more of better and
better, and the rise of the self·
made man. In short, North
Am ericans are the proud
owners and instigators of what
has come to be called "The
Affluent Society".
N ewspapers literally
hundreds of thousands of them
have inundated this
continent, presenting political
cartoonists and unheard of
amount of public organs
through which to criticize the
world at large. In most papers,
the cartoonist has been called
an " Editorial" cartoonist, but
this is a misleading statement.
Editorial cartoonist smacks too
heavily of merely stating the

papers' own views rather than
tlie views of the cartoonist. As
Duncan Macpherson, artist for
the Toronto Star says: "In
many
North
American
newspapers, the cartoon is
simply an illustration of the
lead editorial".

THE U.S.A.
The new subtlety of many
North American political car·
toonists has also been growing
steadily. Unlike the more
subtle humours of British wit
and
the
pedagoguic
yammering
of
Central
European humour, Americans
and Canadians have been
prone to come right out and
accuse black of being black
and white of being white. An
apt portrayal of at least the
forced change in American
cartooning, towards more
subtle and educated expres·
sion, is the fall of "innocence"
such as was portrayed by
cartoonist Jack Knox over two
decades ago. Then, he was able
to portray Uncle Sam as a man
up to nothing more dangerous
or controversial than trying to
run a football toward a goal
line, and Europe as a continent
peopled by men pre-occupied
with the delivery of grenades.
All very World War One-ish
and Two-ish, " that kind of
innocence - if that is the word
for it - is no longer widespread. The new innocence
manifests itself in a kind of
bogus sophistication. Knownothings are relatively scarce,
but know-it-alls abound. The
sleaziest demagogues have
become experts on 'ideology'.
The congressman who three
decades ago was filled with
distrust for anyone who
showed an interest in any creed
er 'Americanism' today
cl ims to be a close student of

i

' Luxiam-Len"nism', equipped

ell
• ~·
holds." To show
these fallacies, the American
cartoonist often resorts to a
high use of caricature, slick
pen work, and aiming their
work at, not the upper middle
class, but the every day person
the nine-to-five factory
worker - the guy who's going
to get in the neck from tax
changes and government
blunders. Recently, however, it
has been in vogue for
cartoonists to be not only
better educated than many
peo.ple, but more politically
motivated. Like William Jen-

Ms re....
--1-i!l!"t' uture

.BENSON, DO YO U H[AR SOME TICK ING?

,.

.r l]!S IS AFACT WUICU WE- ALL AGREE

CANADA:
"I get my own ideas,"
Macpherson. " The true
political cartoonist must do
something which amuses
angers HIM."
Macpherson is a good
candidate to typify the bettergrade Canadian cartoonist.
The man studied cartoons of
the world for many years, and
long
ago
reached
the
conclusion that subtlety in
North America had long gone
the way of all good cartoons.
Editorial
cartoons ,
not
Political, were the rule of the
day until recently, and North
America had become a brash,
uninsp1rmg
fortress
of
''Commie-hunter-justify-theview-of-the-paper'' cartoonists.
As a reflection of a uniquely
free way of life and a (relatively
af~luent Canadian society,
Ma herson 's cart<jf ns have
retai ed a subtle and' ollicking
forn of Canadian
o~,
o
Y~a
distic as the Americans o.
British as the British.
semi-secure and power
political system is reflected
the many and varied debata
which the House of Commons
provides (so thoughtfully); the
ever-alert feelings of antiAmericanism, politics and
capitalism; all provide a fertile
battleground of ideas for the
political cartoonist.
. " Laughter is the great
vmculum, the binder uniting
the disparate elements of
~ociety by ridiculing the
importance of their differences.

o

•
~<,,

lio~~~

for a united socialist Ireland com/
regularly from the Catholic
leadership) .
And a study by
Strathclyde University conducted
before 1968 about the advent of the
civil rights agitation
noted that
most Catholic workers in the north
no longer regarded tile border as a
significant issure
Even the constantly enunciated
Republicanism of the I RA means
little--and is indeed
often con
tradicted -- in practice. In the face
of the extreme repression of in .
ternment in the north the Officials
for a long lime steadfastly plugged
the issue of the European Com .
mon Market greatest threat to
Ireland.
In part it was disagreemen
about the most essential issues to
north and south which caused the ~
1969 schism into Official and G
Provisional IRA wings . Old school
bomb -and bullet I RA men, cen tered
in
the
vulnerable ,
dismembered Catholic areas of /
Belfast , rejected the new, non violent strategy adopted in 1964.
The contradiction between north
and south ·· tho~e immediately
threatened and olhe1s in the safety
of Dublon respectively . was at the
time severe enough to split the
movement .
This
north -south,
violent nonviolent conflict continues, and
in both wings .
Reports of a truce by the
Provisionals which followed im
mediately the announcement of the
Westminster Initiatives, emanated
from the north and undoubtedly
rellected the wishes of many
northern Catholics

THE BALLOTEERS

()_h well ... none of us are P_erfect. The funny side of Political Cartooning
feeling that everyone on top Just might be working together.

"i
C: J'l -. •11

there is a suspicious

AHhough quickly refuted by the
Dublin headquarters, which ada .
mantly demanded continued
ho_stHit,es, ii showed the significant
sp,rof of independence in the north.
a spirit which might yet dictate a 1
separate northern policy.
{'
The defection

last

month

of

•v.1

'°".... .., ..

onist
is
rizing government
·es, upholding the plight
e working class people,
ssing views on taxation,
al, or internal affairs, he
for all of us, and in
so reflects the strengths
eaknesses of our societ}.
CONCLuSION
e all thumb through a
paper now and then, and
er we read the news or
that great square area on
ditorial page eventually
es our attention. People
ntly like cartoons, for
il1t simple, easy to grasp,
u/ to date, and what's
- i they usually say
thii o' we've all been dying
y at,one time or another.
thf' book The Fearful
· s for ,,'xample, we see how
tively Cartoonists portray
hectic 110dge-podge of ten
that \· most of us now
mily \refer
to
as
talgia ". I "In the United
s a
··, itch-hunt was
ing up against spies. In
ry Alge : !fiss w~s on
or perju ( v m denymg he
een a C i:mmunist, with
ic stories
of a ghost
iter, and ; of top secret
film fou 'ld inside a
kin." Nee 1 '1less tt::ay,
ni ts made ,i fine gri out
-~ A)1 t,ho
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hich though humorous,
mehow reflected the fears of
continent afraid of Reds, Hlomba, and war. Only in a
md of freedom of speech
ould 1uch rumors spread such
ears. The political cartoons
ut thia across.
· So, here's to the boys in the
ack rooms - those hidden
souls behind their Bristol
board and ink pots. It is to
hem that we owe the reflection
of our times
lively,
humorous,
more-often-than·
not completely insane, and
always altogether enlightening.

//
E.DITORIAL POLIC Y MY AASE! THEY 'VE

It is only in North America,
under the influences of an
Affluent Society {if not always
a Just Society) with its scope of
opportunity, that political
cartoonists can have the

. >rovislonal Maria McGuire who
Outside of these border strips •
labelled leader Sean MacStiofan a however, southern Irish interest is
bloodthirsty lunatic, is more seldom evident .
ev idence of the great divisions
Dubliners appear comfortable
between those who order, from the and content with the affluence
south, continued resistence, and lately affored the city by the influx
those who either must execute of foreigh capital investment. By
those orders or suffer the contrast, the farmers and townconsequences of the
British speople of the rural west are
Army's efforts · lo eradicate completely occupied with their
resistence.
own desperate financial plight.
Unions do maintain consto:1nt, if
In that contradiction lies the tenuous, connections between
greatest hope for British victory in north and south.
Prime Minister Jack Lynch of
Northern Ireland. It is a telling
comment on the present British the ruling Fianna Fail Party
policy, which ,s a worthy ad- periodically
reiterates
his
dendum to one of the most brutal assurances of support for northern
chapters in British Imperial Republicans and his condemnation
h istory.
of British policy there, but events
British politicians and military lay bare the tawdry material of his
strategists, like their American Republicanism .
counterparts who encounter such
immense
difficulty
in
ex terminating the doughty Vietnamese, could receive an un pleasant surprise al the persistence of the Irish Catholics.
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Even the ·ds are soldiers

COME ELECTION TIME IN TillS COUNTRY
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nings Bryant of the early
l 900's, they are not willing to
see mankind "crucified upon a
cross of gold". Cartoonists may
become wealthy (though not
nearly so affluent as the
syndicated strip man) but must
not let a superior attitude come
through their work to the
public. North America has
developed her
such a degree that, personal
gains aside, they must portray
both the U.S. and Canada as
they really are people·
scrambling over one another in
search of the Allmighty Dollar
- a society where everyone
wants something b etter and
where the political cartoon
must show both sympathy for
the individual and the
possibility of all hopes coming
to pass. They portray a society
in flux, where, as the saying
goes: " Even the bad times are
good."

Following the explosion at the
Aldershot headquarters of the
British Paratroop Regiments in
Febneans. for which the Official
IRA claimed responsibility , fifteen
leading members of Sinn Fein. the
The Official IRA is similarly IRA political wing, and 'United
arrested in
divided. In Derry, Official IRA Irishman' were
members recently refused lo Ireland.
d1strobute the Official organ
Some of them were released
'Un ,ted lrisman' and now produce soon after; others now face
their own newspaper ' Starry charges of belonging to an illegal
·riough' which gives greater at- organization and offences against
tention to the north . Even with the the Firearms act. Such charges
substantial desire for peace in the have been used increasingly ,n the
north , the officials ceasefire, in past months against the IRA in
effect for several months. has border towns.
generated little enthusiasm. The
It is clear that Lynch has no
Official's, in fact, are rapidly
patience
with an organization
losing what influence they once
which will ieopardize Ireland's
had .
hard earned
friendship with
Europe.
The Irish economy is
In the south there ,s a continued
dependent upon Britain and
and active concern for the troubles western Europe. Britain receives
in the north
In towns bordering
69%of its exports and supplies 51%
the north, most notably Dundalk ,
of its imports, and capital in
near Neury, the population
vest men!. more than 400 . 000
demonstrates its feelings . There, a
pounds sterling since 1960, comes
wel I supported campaign was
primarily from Britain, Germany,
under taken to fill in Jhe secondary
Italy and other European coun roads which once lin°ked north an
tries, as well as the United States
outh but which British Army
and Japan.
patrols have cratered to foil easy
entrance and exit.
There remains on Ireland,

experiences of wealth, poverty,
political stability, and above all
a wide, wide range of
exposure
by which to
expostulate their views. Truly,
the North American political

cartoonist owns a mediawithin-a-media and is thus able
to reflect the spirit if not the
soul, of our "Enlightened
Democracies."

Cont'd. from P. 2
however, a strong Republican
sentiment. which Lynch has at
tempted to defuse by playing the
two IRA wings against one
another.
Indeed. the opinion is

civil rights marchers.
His position at the vanguard of
militant right-wing Protestants,
however, has been taken over by
other personal,ties and Paisley has
strong that Lynch undertook to made statements distinctly unlike
encourage and are.the Provisionals a tradot,onal Un1on1sl
1n 1970 in order to weaken the
The method to preserve a conMarxist tinged Official I RA, which tinued British connection for
calls for the overthrow of the Ulster. he now maintains, is to
bourgeois Irish government.
accept the inevilibility of some
It was a contention commonly form of federal union with the
held months ago that Fianna Fall south
would be forced to act 1n the event
It ,s a stance not greatly in
of a conflagration of ep,c
proportions, like civil war in the compatible with the Provisional
north.
Distant observers even IRA proposal for a united Ireland .
foresaw
the
use
of
Irish That envisages the creation of a
four province Ireland (including
Republican troops .
formed from the
But the present situation in the one province
north is virtual civil war and Jack present six counties on the north.
three
other
counties
Lynch has taken no action stronger plus
than lo request representation on historically comprised within the
the all party (except the I RA) province of Ulster) with strong
conference proposed by William provincial dails (parliaments) in
each province and one central dail.'
Whitelaw for this month
·
Even the burning of the British
( The Provisional I RA does stress
embassy by a Dublin mob alter the
nationalization of selected ,n
Derry massacre January 30 was
stotulions,
most
important
not indicative of an overwhelming
financial ones, and encouragement
Irish mandate for action in the of producers' and consumers' co,
north .
operatives, the result would be a
' It has always been just a matter state capitalist regtme loke
of time before the embassy was Sweden).
burned down ,' remarked on union
off1c1al ,n Dublin . 'It was the locus
It is clear that Republicanism
ol a lot of anti British feeling '
and Unionism are not the one
While Republican,sm might not dimensional, antagonistic concepts
arouse great hopes in the breasts of they're often made lo appear
northern Catholics . ,t does raise
Commenting on the relationship
great fear in the hearts of most
between England and one of its
Unionists.
What ,s conveniently regarded first colonies. Karl Marx noted
as the Unionist camp, however, Ireland's critical role in the em can be considered neither a un,lied pire; so important hoJding, he said,
force nor even homogenously that a Sl!Ccessful Irish in·
Unionist
The Reverend Ian dependence movement would
Paisley ,s one of the most trigger a proletarian revolution In
aemarkable examples of the the home country.
shades of opin ,on now accepted as
Unionist or militant Protesrant.
There are those who believe the
Paisley was the first and most contention holds equally true
vehement critic ot the civil rights today, and, with that end in mind
movement. And in the hand-to· have begun a campaign in Britain
hand Protestan-Catholic clashes of a,med at aiding the completion of
1968 and 1969, he was not known to Irish independence from inside the
confine to words on his hatred for ,mlterial cower .
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WOW AND FLUTTER

They've used their best instruments
and their best machines
to assure a faithful reproduction.

MORE EXCELLENT ASYLUM

I would rather bleed
running red through the pores
would prefer to exude the stuff
thicker than julep
through mucous eyes
until it pained me
would burden the world
with senility
or be insect stung
singed to the memory cells
lost endlessly in morbid drowsiness
would suffer
any one of the multiple
treasons of nature
and take the finale of death itself
than to be tortured
with carrying half a thought
half-round, impure
never incubated to strength
living only as a gnawing fetus
consciously consuming the intellect
but never allowing
that sweet consumation of ideas
to step outside, breathe relief
and take on poetic existence
with a reputation of its own _

They've used their best voices,
tried and true,
to assure that their melody will linger.
But tne conductors are upset;
the playback is distorted.
The opera sounds like jazz
and the jazz sounds like nothing.
Wow and Flutter are what remains
when the music's over.
Wow and Flutter are what linger
as the music for tomorrow.
This they cannot understand.
This no one understands,
Except some of the young
and those who are not yet deaf ...

Eric Chamf)81Jle

James Brown

REAL

True as a dream
a lonely child
playing marbles
in an empty
nightclub
saw
an
indolent
vampire
diving
in a dry
swimming pool.

PAINFUL REMEMBRANCE

two flowers grew
alone and stil l
to one i made love
to one i gave eve
and both i lmt
forever.

Alexandnt 'Amprimoz
C. Lindsay Swan

(

•
ROOMS CHEAP

INTIME

From empty broken glasses
and
assassinated smokeless
perfumes
he saw yesterday's parties
as a resurrection.
He had washed seven
languages
looking for fresh words
and still found himself
dry .

\

Nostalgia of slow
meditations
on soft breasted
lost seagirls
at morning hours...
Frozen southern
vague French
memories
of soundless waves...
The light was almost out
when he gave birth
to hopeless words.

Alexandre Amprimoz

suicide

suicide
is finding yourself
being refused
admittance
at death's door
and having
to resort to
breaking and entering
through
a window.

PORTRAIT OF LUIGIA
WITH LAREDO, HER SON
My consciousness
Split with the sunset
Eclipsing your head
at the village window
and for a moment
your peasantry ceased
You became, smiling there,
the matrix of allness...
perverse pieta
I heard your cry in the night
echoing as if from the vase
Attina's sun had kilned ceramic
I saw you twist
ignorant in the throes of bloodness
and you became:
all things that burst forth
the wriggling
the swollen
the corded
the helpless

A poem
dedicated
to
my
fellow
dwellers
in
emptiness.
we walk

alone
only to be brought
together

by the curling smoke
of the
sweetish smell.
and for the moment
we think
we are sure
we know

Sunny was freaked out.
He passed, fast,
through the hot halls
of the dump,
his temporary home.
Geno the fatso
was belching from beer.
Nothing new.
Lady Godiva, the
haggard whore,
was prancing again,
reliving her glorious
past, in ragged men's
jocky shorts,
"pretend-black-lace".
And Sunny felt sorry.
Nothing new.
The poor little girl,
the ballet dancer,
toed at her bar
with her door
open wide, so
he saw her
dirty pink slippers,
and dirty pink tights,
and dirty wood floor.
And Sunny was sorry.
Nothing new.
Novelty had grown
mold.

Lynda Zam

love
truth

serenity and then
the ivory smoke
fades
drifts into the air
and we continue
on
again

looking for
something to come
easily
which we know
never will . ..

Susan Van Kuren
Ethel Eisenberg

A PLACE IN TIME
My mind is an English landscape gardener
Carefully organizing disorder and placing
Boulders where pebbles used to lie.
It has always been that way. The clustered
Oaktrees have dug their grey roots so deep
Into my soul, they sprout acorns every spring.
I move freely through the crevices and over the knolls
Familiarity makes me feel as I loll about
·
Like a guard in a two day old disaster area.

A. Van den Hoven
Lynda Zam
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lit U.S. Tour, famed French Falk Singers and Players
Music of Middle Ages and Renaissance
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THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS
CONCERT SERIES:
EDITH J. FREEMAN, CHAIRMAN
AUDITORIUM, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
8:30 P.M.
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--POUPARD' S ESSO
SERVICE
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er see, or the rudest. It all is in
FRITZ THE CAT ha.~ to be either the funniest movie you'll on certainly doesn't make it as
your point of t·iew (or in this case · finger). Ralph Bakshi's car
Saturday morning children's fare.

YOUR ON CAMPUS
SERVICE STATION

The Kinks

Obscene or Hilarious

Wyandotte & Patricia
2S6-S036

r.T.

ncO~G'S
GRESTAURANT

hy BOZO

OF THE FINEST FOODS

Fritz the Cat is a movie
designed not only with a
specific audience in mind, but
also with a specific state of
mind in mind· the stoneder the
better.
I'm told by friends whose
opinions I respect, that viewing
Fritz while straight is anything
from pointless to confusing.
In short, Fritz is the shits.
However having viewed it in
a slightly more (ahem)
expanded frame of consciousness, I must report that the
degree of excellence is a direct
function of the amount
dropped and-or smoked.
The visuals are excellent,

565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette ,
FREE PARKING AT REAR
FREE FAST DELIVERY $3.00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

Enjoy Our Famous

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS
OPEN

and the animator had a goo
eye for graphic composition
Consequently it is visual!)
appealing.
The sound track (as I
remember itl was also quiu
good.
The conflict of opi
seems to arise from the weal
story line.
Viewed when straight, Fritl
is a confusing conglomeratior
of scenes of the life of a late
fifties college student; a.
animated Been Down So Long,
It Looks Up To Me.
Viewed by one who can
accept and enjoy somewhat
bizarre, unusual situations
simpl} because they are on the

screen at the front, Fritz scores
well.
The humour ranges from
blatantly obvious to delicately
subtle, and some of the ideas
presented · and the manner of
presentation (such as the death
e crow) · border on
•
•
. I,s-msamty.
gen10
Alim all, Fritz really makes
. if m're looking for a good
Jftl" kYvhile you're blasted, in
IC
I
h. h case you really don't
w edJc
need a review of it .
ne
to
If
u 're straight, you 'II
b ~ have feelings ranging
a ',Id curiosity to total
{pro
rom
.sd
. m,.m wh"1ch case no
dI am
.
• ' ./. change your mmd.
review w1

MON to THURS 1130AM.-9PM.
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LOST WALLET
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U of W SPECIAL

15% off

-

Residence (double rooms, all facilities)

-

Men or Women (students only)

CANTERBURY COLLEGE
PHONE 256-6442

ON

MEDIUM ( 14 Pcs.)
LARGE (16 Pcs.)

172PATRICIA ROA

MINI KINGS (24 Pcs.)
KING SIZE (32 Pcs.)
Sells Only
BRAND NAMES

PICK UP OR DELIVERY

* WALLABEES * JOYCE

Free Fast City Wide Delivery
944-2201
We Deliver Friday & Saturday Until

*

TOM MAILLOUX

3 A.M.
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most movies.
And. depending on what
it costs me, I can get most
books for you at cost, and
a few will be free (believe
it or not).
I need people to cover
movies, T.V. programmes,
concerts, plays, poetry
readings, art shows, books,
and anything else that
comes up.
Even if you have never
written before, don't let
that scare you off.
I know you have written
something, you're in
University aren't you, and
I can teach you newspaper
style.
If you know
of
something happening,
come up and tell us about
it.
Better yet, come up and
tell us you want to cover it
for us.
See you soon.
Nancy B.

Sapho Loves
to be Loved
hy OUR ROVING

REPORTER

Our roving reporter reports:
To the world at large,
S.pho. Darling and Relations
has all the drawbacks of a run·
ot-the-mill porny.
The Ontario Censors have
insured us that it lacks any and
all pornographic punch, (note
the difference of opinion, and
our roving reporter is pretty
hip).
The
Lance
Reviews
Department awards the Rip·
off of the Week trophy to the
Palace Theatre.
Applause, S.V.P.

It pays
to

And thats the ttuth!

Up until the time the rock opera Arthur
BUDDY MACK
overshadowed the event of Tommy, the word
genius had no place in Rock except when
applied to Bob Dylan and Alan Neister. Since
O y
then, greatness has heen thrust upon almost
anyone who could say anything remotely For Specialists Only - Lately it appears that
profound over a Marshall amp. Townsend for Yes is obsessed with the idea of being on the
Tommy. Zappa for making highschool less of a verge of something delicate and easily
drag during the revolution and even Leon destructable. The title Fragile suggested the
Russell for managing to sing like Goofy and sell intricacies and the patterns that amaze the
records in spite of it.
music academics to no end. it was like seeing
So Rock deitys took the appelations to heart, some kids make the Tajmahal out of a set of
deciding that if you sound the part, you might as tinker toys. Their la test construction is really
well play it. And every Mark, Don and Mel astonishing in that they have taken musical
started to enclose their lyrics and their virtuosities to the ultimate absurd in that they
cleverness never had to be guessed at anymore. have now passed into the realms of science
While the heads of everyhody who knew fiction in music. We don't reallv understand
Delaney and Bonnie intimately were swelling what the hell they're doing but we ~re impressed
enormously, ray Davies the guiding light of the just the same, after all aren't they all skilled
rediscovered Kinks was having a hard time craftsmen?
getting his hat to fit.
The title Closer to the Edge is really not as
Arthur naturally brought down the house as suitable as Fragile was since the music
did their biggest single ever, Loi.a. Muswell contained is more like Over the Cliff or Falling
Hillbillies caused ravings and later a double inlo Nonsense.
album of their rarest singles was released as the
The album appears to have been divided into
Kink Kronikles. As final proof that they were two large, long songs one on each side and the
truly back in the limelight, the Kinks even record itself looks like a big seventy-eight. In
pulled another one of their absurd, whiskey and places where the musical mechanical wonders
gin tours where they alienated the loyal by do in fact sound like anything at all they come
playing as horribly as they could manage.
off like the soundtrack to Oliver. Choir-boy Jon
Their new found popularity and the resulting Anderson is right at home here.
travels are the subject for their newest classic,
I sort of hope their next album will be called
EvPrybody's in Showbiz. Everybody's a Star. Rescued. even Back to the Beginning would be
Each song is a scene, a moment in the life of a better than this labyrinth of boredom.
road. Th, 'f"M,;o ,<art, ,~,• ,
JAMl'S OEM
~..
LI • o_rerl Ra" in Here Comes Yet u-r• 1 1
I
•
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Another ay, and progr;:r;e11 with fla~ es of t h e 4 >
h~lr-~ •motorway, and the quality of the food to be
Wishbone Ash -Argus -Not a lot of people
gotten there.
know
about Wishbone Ash and this album
In Sitting in my Hotel Ray doubts the reality
probably
wont help much either. Inhabited by
of his situation and wonders what his friends
would think of him if they could see him. They three excellent guitarists, their three albums to
would all be asking what on earth I'm trying to date are saved from complete neglect by their
prove. They would all be saying that its not work alone.
The guitarwork is adequate and even in
really me.
Ending with the theme of the album, Ray places intriguing but the songs performed and
goes into the Hollywood nostalgia trip, in the vocals that sound like jammed tunes over
CPlluloid Heroes, a song that can only be good guitar riffs never live up to the standards
described as wistful and longing. "If you set by the musicianship in the band. In fact the
covered him with garbage, George Sanders guitars manage to get in the way so much in
would still have style", and "Celluloid heroes places that they tend to be boring themselves
never die." Here more than any other of the and the vocals are reduced to something as
songs on the album, Davies and The Kinks do senseless as this senseless review that I didn't
what they do as well as, if not better than the want to write but had to in order to fill up the
Beatles. They blend in the lyrics, music and space in the column.
Actually I'm being held here against my will
even the vocal phrasing into one single total
by a depraved bear who subjects me to listening
presentation uf a mood and atmosphere.
This probably stems from the British music to all this crap. Send money and help me escape
hall tradition of entertainment and not merely back to my boyfriend in the Ukraine.
KNUCKLEHEADSMITH
just the music.

F

Fritz Is X-Rated

OVER 160
VARIETIES

As the mood is all important in every Kinks
song, Davies never hesitates to break any
musical laws of meter and turning or singing off
key if it suits the purpose of the song. This is
probably what hurts them so much in the eyes of
those who could care less about them.
Thankfully, Ray manages to include an entire
live album, where he shows that he could care
less about those who really look at him as a kink
(in the neck) and even less yet about those who
do think he's more than just another pretentious
John Lennon. Horns and all, the Kinks live
come across as a bunch of drunken sots who are
in no mental mood to impress anybody and least
of all themselves. This attitude is particularly
frustrating Lo loyal fans who know what the
capabilities of the brothers Davies really are.
Maybe we do remain loyal fans because they are
such deep, smug brats.
A music students' nightmare, the new Kinks
album will once again help you lose friends and
gain insight.

advertise
in
The Lance
Call 253-4232
ext. 326

MOVIES
FRIDAY, OCT. 20
· Showing Friday. October 20 only, is the
opera on film, Der Freischuetz. at 7: 30
p.m. Tickets are 3.

STARTING FRIDAY:

or expert

Hfi:6

nl

lOll_

of his innovative, embossed metal prints will
be lent by local collectors who "discovered"
~esch's distinctive work at his first U.S.
exhibition ( 1969 l. Organized by the Detroit
Institute of Arts. Main Building Ground
Floor.
- U. of W. student art work is on display (and
for 8ale) in the bookstore.
·
· There is not an exhibit in the new library
presently.

- At the Capitol Theatre; The Wan.
· At the Centre Theatre; Sometimes a Great
,Votion, times: 7: 05 p.m.
· At the Devonshire Theatres; Fritz the Cat
(5th week) Bluebeard (4th week)
CONCERTS ·
· At the Odeon Theatre; Nicholas 11nd
Sunday, October 22 at 3 p.m.; in the
Alexandra, times: 8:15 p.m.
Moot Court of the Law Building, The
· At the Palace Theatre; Four Flies on Grey
Windsor Arts Trio: Arlene Rozsnyai
Velvet. times: continuous showings starting
(violin), lmre Rozsnyai (clarinet), and
at 1 :30 p.m.
David Palmer (piano). An unusual group
- At the Twin East Drive-in; Yes, times:
with an unusual repetoire. A programme of
7:30, School for Sex, times: 8:50, Sweet
20th Century music by Charles Ives, Ernest
Sins of Sexy Susan, times: 10 : 10.
Krenek, Helmut Riethmuller, and Igor
· At the Twin West Drive-in; Super Beast,
Strawinsky.
times 7: 25 & 10: 40, Daughter of Satan,
· Friday, October 27 at 8 p.m. in the Moot
times 9 :00.
Court, Meri-Hirschburger (piano duo).
· At the Vanity Theatre; Fiddler on the
Piano duel music of the 19th and 20th
Roof. times 2:00 & 8:30.
Century, sponsored jointly by the
· At the Windsor Drive-in; Billy Jack, times
Departments of Music and Germanic and
7: 30, Come Back Charleston Blue, l O: 30.
Slavic Studies, and made possible through
· At the Skyway Drive-in; The Devils, times:
the Goethe House, Toronto.
7: 30, Portnoy's Compla.int, times 10: 30 PLAYS
(for three days only, Oct. 13. 14, 151.
- Ondine, a fantasy by Jean Giraudoux,
directed b) Dr. Joan Hackett. This
SATURDAY, OCT. 21
University Players production runs October
· At the Super Cinema, One Plus One. a
26, 27. 28. 29, November 3, 4, 5 in the
serious French social drama by Godard;
Essex Theatre.
times 8:00.
M01"DA \, 0(..1. 30

ART
THROl GH 1'0\. 26
· Prints by Rolf Nes<·h: In honour of the
. orwegian printmaker"s 80th birthday, 50

· Get your Ripple wine ready, The Dead will
be at Ford Auditorium - More next week.
- We need reviewers for events listed in
CALE'.\DAR
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Nov. 4th and 5th
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Lancer hockey
The University of Windsor Lancers Hockey Team will
compete in the four team Big Brothl'rs - Hockey Canada
Invitational Hockev Tournament on Saturday November 4th
and Sundav NoH'mber 5th at Adie Knox Herman Arena.
In 1970 Hockev Canada introduced an Intercollegiate
Tournament involvi~g eight universities and two cities. This year
the Tournament has b een enlarged lo include twenty-four
universities and six cities. Fort} universities are competing in
nine regional tournaments with the winners meeting in Hamilton,
Ontario for the Championships on December 16, 17, and 18th.
Regional Tournaments are being held in early N ovembPr in:
Vancouver, Winnepeg, Windsor, Kitchener, Kingston, Montreal,
LE'nnoxville, Moncton, and Halifax. Regional Committees have
been organized consisting of representatiVE's of the host university
and the local Big Brothers Association. Proceeds from ticket sales
go to the Big Brothers Association, internationally acclaimed for
their work with fatherless boys and young lads in need of
guida(\C!'.
The Big Brothers Agency of Greater Windsor is made up of
men h,enty years and over, single or married who befriend boys
between the ages of 8 and 15 who haw been left fatherless
through death, separation or dhorce. Most of these boys come
from low income families living on welfare or mothers allowance
and all of them are fatherless . Locally, 210 such boys have been
provided with Big BrothPrs through the Windsor Agency, and
there are 100 boys on thl' waiting list. So the need for help is
obvious.
In the RE'gional Tournament being held here in Windsor, the
gam!' scht>dule has two games on Saturday evening, November
4th, and on!' on Sunday afternoon. At 6 :00 p.m. Saturday,
Brock University plays the Univt>rsity of Windsor, and at 8:45
p.m., Ryerson Polytechnical Institute takes on the University of
Western Ontario. Adie Knox Herman Arena, where the
University of Windsor Lancers will be playing their home games
this seasc;n. is locat!'d at 1551 Wyandotte Ave. West, just east of
Ca mpbPII Avenue. The seating capacity is about 1,700, and
T ournament organizers are hoping for a full house on both these
dates. Sunday, November 5th, the two winners face off at 3: 15
p.m.
T ick et sale s are now underwa y at various locations across the
citv, and are $5. 00 for all threP games, $ 2.50 for students at any
in;titution. The price is right. and for a really good cause, to see
tlw first hockev action of the season involving the University of
Windsor Lan c~rs. Let's see 1,700 full seats on November 4th and
5th.

Track teani ready
for chanipionships
The University of Windsor's
Track and Field Team was· in
ac tion last weekend in
competition at the University
of Western Ontario Invitational Track and Field Meet
held in London, Ontario.
Fri,1 the thirteenth held no
~nr Wind r
m
fa)
Jley turned
in "hat Coacht>r. Mike Salter
described a~: "a better than
average showing."
Although a total of ten
G niversities took part in this
meet, there were no results by
teams, only individual results.
This was probably due to the
fact the meet was being
televi sed lo cally and th e
tabulating of results was being
kept to an idiot-box gaged
minimum.
Windsor's best placing was

by Rod Walter who had a 2nd
in thl' 440 yard run. Derek
Doidge had two 4th place
finishes, one each in the Discus
and Javelin events. Rounding
out the Mens' Results were
Dale Prisley's 4th in the 220
yard dash and Jeff Chalk's :;th
place finish in the! 100 yard
event. In Womens' action,
Lorraine Cambell turned in a
4th in the Javelin competition.
The next action for the
Windsor athletes is tomorrow
(Saturday) when they compete
in
the
0. U .A.A. and
O.W . I.A.A.
League
Championship Track and
Field Meet being held here in
the track area starting about
9: 00 a.m. ! There's plenty of
action guaranteed, so why not
come on out and give your host
team some support?

.
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orial Arena as the Windsor
yerson in the Big Brothers - .
Organizers are hopeful the

There 's hockey action upcoming at the Adie Knox Herman 1"
/,ancers compete with the Western !Hustangs, Brock Badgers, and
Hockey Canada In1•itatimwl To11rn11menl Not'ember 4th and St
1lzree iames, for a good cause. will draw a full liouse both days.

Win 22-5

Lancers in fir
by LANCE SPORTS
SERVICES
11ie University of Windsor

ptions to Waterloo's one, and
o recovered three Warrior
1bles while losing only one,
ith about a minute and a
If remaining in the game.) In
e fourth quarter alone,
ncers Hollerhead and
exander intercepted Bob
ee1Jasses the first and third
.es the Warriors had
ssession of the ball, while
indsor recovered a fumble
second time Waterloo tried
get anything going offenely. Warrior quarterback
ree was fortunate numerous
her Lancer deflections were
t additional interceptions.
us, in the game between
indsor, the most penalized
cam and Waterloo, the least
nalized team, it was errors
nd turnovers on the part of
aterloo, supposedly .~e
tter executing squad, which
etermined the result.
" We can rest some of our
juries with the 'bye this
••ekend," Coach Fracas
dd ed. A
the Wester
ould be a dan
remember

Lancers took the Waterloo
Warriors 22-5 last Saturday
afternoon in Waterloo, and
moved into a first place tie with
the idle Western Mustangs
with a 4 wins, I loss record. In
doing so the Lancers assured
themselves of a play-off spot
and set the stage for the big
confrontation with Western
next weekend during Homecoming festivities.
"We stumbled a bit early ip
the game," Coach Gino Fracas
told the press after the final
gun. "But we madP some
adjustments at half-timP and
really came on in the second
half."
The only first quarter
scoring was via a Jim
Wakeman punt which carried
for a single point with about
three minutes to go in the
period. Lancer defense held
Waterloo in tht>ir own end on
the ensuing drive however. and
forced the Warriors to give up
the ball on a pm,t which was
ret
ed to the· i1 )•1 1 ,.
w~
>our uro~e

.. ,1,

Ill , •

place
He should at least be clued up
on birth control. To get the
facts in plain language send for
the FREE How-Not-To booklet
by Julius Schmid, makers of
FOUREX, RAMSES and SHEIK
Quality contraceptives for men.
Sold only in drug stores.

THE
HOW-NOT·TO
BOOK
Jul1usSchm1d·s au,c>e

r---------------------1
I

I

m

m:!J

JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd, Toronto 16. On!

I

Please send me REE "THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK"
(Prinl clearly)

I

TO. Name_ _ _ _ _ __ __

I

I

Address _ _ __

I

I City
one
P-rov
L ___________________

lo modern b1r!h control mt-rhoas

M
..

I

YS-272_J
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five and on their thin: uu•
play set up to kick a field goal.
On the play, the first of the
second quarter. Andy Parichi
passed on the faked attempt to
Rico Fata who went in for the
touchdown. Jim Wakeman's
convert made thP score at this
point 8-0. The first half scoring
was completed when W atPrloo

Ol ssu/"11ddfeton
wti<,
cl
affayecl out of the backfield
and
Doug
caught
the
touchdown pass about •·
yards deep in the end-w
The convert made the score 153.
Two drives later, Waterloo
once again miscued on their
attempted punt, with Don
Hollerhead falling on the ball
at the Warrior 14. Two plays
later quarterback Parichi ran
over from about the 9 on thr
option play, and this major
when converted accounted for
Windsor's final points, 22-3.
The only other scoring
occurred in the final quarter
when Lancer Jim Wakeman
conceded Waterloo a safety·
touch with ten minutes left to
play. The final 2 2-5 sc,>r
could have been higher, but
even as it was it reflected the
tremendous play of the Lancer
defensive twelve.
Windsor had three inter-

come out to support u ,
helps a lot."
of this writing, Western
,ffictials havp requested I ,OOO
"cke&s for the Homecoming
•lash on the back campus, and
\111 probably require more. So
tart exercising those vocal
i:honis, the big one's one week
rom tomorrow!
s

THE

PCK-UP

Doug Middleton

Ue We host champions ip meet
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SENS TIVC

•
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SHOTS-354

Gino Fracas

FILM SOC presents

l VE S IF '.IEANING

advertise

BEER - JOt

Contact
Sal Presta

AB$OLUT£1. Y RAV

It pays

Featuring Smackwater
12373 Tecumseh E.
EACH WE:CNESDAY 7:00 P.M.

Seed-at-Zero
promo

253-4060or
252-6926

A- 1 .. ,

Admission
$1.00 with student cord
$1.50 without card
No exceptions

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21st, 1972.
FINAL SCHEDl,'LE OF EVE~TS,
AND LEADI~G COMPETITORS.
The final schedule of events for the
Championship Track and Field Meet being
held at the University of Windsor has been
released. The times for the various events are as
follows.
At 9 : 05, Men's 10,000 Metres. 9: 15, Men's
Long Jump and Women's Javelin. 9:40,
Women"s 400 Metres HPats, and Women's
High Jump Final.
At 10:00, Men 's 400 Metres Heats. 10: 15,
Men's I 00 Metres Heats, and Shot Put. 10: 30.
Women's 100 Metres Heats and Discus Final.
l O: 45, Men's 110 MctrC's Hurdles Heats.
At 11 : o:;, Women's I 00 MPtrcs Hurdles
Heats.
11:15, Men's 3,000 Metres
Steeplechase. 11 :30. '.\1en 's 200 ME'tres Heats.
11 :45, Women's 200 Metres Heats. 11 :55,
Men's 800 Metres Sections.
At 12:10, \\omen's 800 Metres Final.
12:20, Men's 400 Metres Hurdles Heats.
Lunch Break until 1 : 30 p.m.
At l :30, Men's 400 Metres Hurdle- Final
and M,•n's Polr Vault and Men's Discus and
Women's Long Jump. 1 :4J , Women's 100
Metres Final. 1: 50, MPn 0s I 00 'Vletres Final.
At 2:00. Men's High Jump, Triple Jump.
and Women's Shot Put. 2: 10, Womrn's 1,.,00
Metres Final. 2: 20. \1Pn \ 1..,00 M,•tres Final.
2: 30, 1'"1en 's Javelin and \\ omrn 's I 00 Metres
HurdlPs. 2:40, MPn's 110 \1etrP, Hurdles.
2: ,,0. WomPn 's lOO MNrps Final.
At 3: 00, Men ·s 100 \11'trPs Final. 3: 20,
Women's 200 Metre,, Final. 3: :HJ, :\1Pn 's 200
Mt•tres Final. 3: 40, \\. onwn 's 4X I 00 \lNrPs
Relay. :~: :;o, Men's 4.\ I 00 MNres H<'lay.
At 4:00. MPn's ,\000 MNres. 4:2j,

Women·s 4Xl0 I Metres Relay. 4:35, Men's
4X400 Metres lelay.
Windsor athl es are potential points getters
in a number of vents. R!'nwmbrr, they count
up to tlw first iif finishers.
In the Men's 00 Metres Event, Dale Prisley
1n to watch. Hugh Fraser of
is Windsor's
Queen's and T ·y Rotondo of Western are the
co-favourites.
)0 MC'lres \\ ill have Windsor
The Men's
men Dave \!Ion ur and Rod Walter competing.
Here again, th big two are Hugh Fraser of
Queen's and T rry Rotondo of Western. Also
rated is York's 'ony Powell, 3rd place finisher
in the Canadi
Olympic Trials.
The Men's ,ong Jump could see a good
1 Windsor's D!'nnis Gerrard.
performance f
Willie Clark of 'estern has a person al best of
23 feet, 9 inches ,n this event and is the man to
beat if healthy.
Windsor's DP •k Doidge could pick up points
in two Men ·s E nts, the Discus and the Javelin
scus favourite is Western 's
Competition.
Haney Bark 1, kas with some throws in
training over I ) feet. GIE'n Arbran of Waterloo
and Folgo Del Vedova of Laurentian "ill duel
it out in thr J wlin Event.
Larl('erett,•
athy Valcke in the Women's
i. cus, and Lorraine Cambell in
Shot Put and
ent are Windsor's hopes in the
the Shot Put
fa<'<' of still rt 1petition in this Olympic year.
1l1is is the 73rd yt•ar of Mm's League
Compl'tition and is a History-Making
<'l't insofar as it is tlw first ever
Championship
m-t•d M,•Pt. M 1 and Women athletes repre!lent
11 and 9 cliH rent U nhersities, respectively.
All speetato are reminded that there is no
admis.,ion char • to the Meet, and Pwrybody is
wPleome to att rd.

*

In High Wedge

Hanna Shoe Corp.

Navy leather with walnut stripes.
Red leather with wheat stripes.
Tan leather with black stripes.
Only $20.00
Open Thursday and Friday Niles
C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chorgex cords honored.
PHONE 969-2634

DEVONSHIRE MALL
WINDSOR, ONT.
"'De~ign ond Word Trade Marks in Conodo of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

University

Election candidates
Political philosophy had a
workout Tuesday when the l 0
Windsor Candidates for
federal election were questioned by members of the Poli
Sci department and students of
the University.
The virtues of two types of
government, capitalism and
socialism were discussed.
PC candidate Ed Michael
offered some advice on ho\\< to
catch a rat and NDP candidate
Alexander told the audience
that he was a Canadian and
proud to be one.
The meeting was chaired by
Ron W agenburg, the head of

the Poli Sci department. He
informed
self-proclaimed
Communist Dave J ohannson
that there was no such thing as
a write-in candidate on a ballot
under electoral rules.
Johannson called for a
change in Canada's political
system saying that the existing
parties all "sell out to the
imperialists". He urged formation of a government run by
a people's congress made up of
80 per cent workers and 20 per
cent from the other classes.
Dr. Quittenton, PC candidate for Windsor-W alkerville
told Johannson in a rather

heated way, that there are
many governments around the
world which fit Mr. Johann·
son's description and he was
loudly applauded when he
asked, "Why are they ringed
with barbed wire, police dogs
and land mines?"
In the first part of the
meeting candidates were
questioned by political scien·
tists Trevor Price and Robert
Krause, both from
the
university. Then the can·
didates were questioned from
the floor.
Here is a summary of what

•a}:

Dr. R. Wensle} NDP
that his party does not beli
in nationalization of indu
for nationalization's sake.
said that nationalization wo
start with natural reS<m
and would occur only
necessaf}.
Revenue :\1inister
Gra} ~aid that his gmemm
will not ai.,rree to any chang
the autopact which will
a(herse to the Canadi
worker and he oaid therr•
be no substantial
to the US.

Dr. Quittenton said that the
nationalization of industry
means national disastl'r and
said free economies out
produce socialist rconomies by
a 2·1 margin.
Dr. Mark MacGnigan,
Libt-ral defended the federal
government's plans for a large
park in Toronto, saying that it
blended in with plans already
on provincial and mtmicipal
book~. The g(nernment had
hf'en accused of failing to enter
dialogue with Toronto and the
province owr the project.
\facGuigan said the federal
government acted quickly

because the land was about to
be bought up by American
interests.
Communist Party candidate
Ed. McDonald stated any
moves at the international level
such as those by Canada in
recognizing China and moving
closer to the Soviet Union, are
necessaf}· for peace m the
world. He also stated that
Canada's dependency on the
US is growing rather than
lessening.
Paul Forder NDP said that
before unions can become
nationalized m Canada the
multinational corporations

must do so first. He said that said that the number three
unless the trend for bigger and matter on the list of the next
bigger multinational com- Liberal Parliament "ill he
panies is reversed it may be consideration of a bill to limit
necessary to have multi- election expenses. He said such
national rather than inter- a bill would have /!:One throul!:h
parliament earlier but there
national unions.
Conservative
candidate was opposition from the other
John Gunning said that his parties.
government would prepare an
Mr. Alexander said that
environmental bill of rights for
all of Canada and he charged Canada must take immediate
that the Liberal government steps to rPgain control of its
has failed to put teeth in anti- eronomic destinv but this
pollution legislation because it would not mean, in the case of
has not worked out necessary the NDP government that "we
agreements with the provinces. would nationalize evef}thing
in sight".
Eugene Whelan, Liberal,
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Resignations, firings,

Panther deported
to U.S. illegally

Problems swamp Heinz
'111e Student Government at
St. Clair College has accepted
the resignations of Saint editor
Phil Gough and co-editor
Doug Williamson.
In a letter of explanation
earlier this week Student
Government President Nick
HPinz said that the two
resigned because "they are not
capable of publishing the Saint
on a weekly basis and
graduating also."
Heinz continued that they
proposed to eh ange their
academic standing from full to
part-time students and become
full time editors. Student

TORONTO (CUP) -A former member of the Black Panther
Party who was fighting deportation from Toronto last week was
kidnapped Monday (Oct. 231 by immigration officials and
turned over to the FBI. Ed Hogan, whose militant organizing
activities in Cleveland were stopped when he was convicted of
anned robbery and murder by an all-white jury. was "spirited
away" before his lawyer was officially notified of the deportation
decision, Charles Roach, who defended Hogan. said.
He was removed from the Toronto jail less than two hours after
being informed of the deportation order, in what Roach termed
an illegal move. The law provides a 15-day appeal period, and
the immigration department policy has said at least 24 hours is
allowed before a deportation 0rder is executed.
Protf'sts were immediate from leaders of Toronto's 70,000 •
strong black community. Civil liberties lawyers called for an
investigation, and the resignation of the responsible government
officials, including manpower and immigration minister, Bryce
Makaey
Campaigning in the maritime provinces Mackasey today (Oct.
241 called the action "indefensible" and said it was probably the
result of a directive that would have to be rectified.
Hogan's deportation hearing ended Thursday (Oct. 191 with a
"reserved judgement" by thf' immigration appeal board panel.
'lne decision to deport was made later the same day, and, according to immigration dPpartment officials, communicated by
mail at the same time to all parties.

Board has new member
'111e election of Ian Camp·
bell "Vlacdonnell Rush to the
Board of Governors of the
University of Windsor was announced today by the Board's
Chairman, Charles J. Clark,
Q.C.
Mr. Rush replaces Dr.
Edwin R. Rowzee who has
retired after completing the full
term a II owed under the
University of Windsor Act.
Mr. Rush is President and
Chief Executive Officer of
Polymer Corporation located
in Samia.
A native of Bexhill,

The enforcemt-nt officer came to Roach's office at l O: 10 a.m.
Monday with an order saying that "arrangements ,\ill be made
as soon as practicable" for Hogan's deportation.
Hogan was visited by immigration officials with the same
message at 9: 30 a.m. Monday, and by the time his lawyer's
office received mailed notification two hours later, "he was
alread} on his way·· to Buffalo, Roach said.

A spokesman for the immigration appeal board said that all
parties to an appeal are suppo~ed to receive notification of a
board decision "at about the same time". It would be contra(} to
this procedure to inform the immigration dt-partment about its
decision before notifying defense rounsel, the official said.

Roach accused the immigration department of using depor·
tation instead of extradition as a matter of policy against
"political undesireables".

An extradition hearing for Hogan, would have revealed that he
was framed by an all-white jury on circumstantial evidPnce,
Roach said. The activist was jailed in 1969 during a period when
dozens of Black Panthers were shot by polict> or framed by allwhite juries.
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WASHINGTON f CUPO - A New England (
decided to take all those Pentagon ::::
body counts seriously in 1965 and started ::::
keeping a ledger
::::
Last month it ~as able to announce the end of
the Vietnam War.
::::
According to the collected information and f
statistics dispensed by the Department of ;:::

:[:l newspaper
=:::
::::
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:\:; Def~ Ille United States has killed every man, {
::~ wonuua, u.d child in the Democratic Republic of :;:;
:::: Vietnam.
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Student Government want full
control over the paper's
content.
At present Gough is paid
S25 per week for his services a~
Saint editor. He was asking for
S60 per week.
Student Government has
begtm advertising for Saint
editors and staff. Reliable
sources han indicated that
they ,vant a person from the
Business faculty as opposed to
Applied Arts.
According to Heinz the onl~
qualification required for the
job is "desire nnd school
spirit."

Non-student elected

But both Hogan and his lawyer Roach were notified by an
enforcement officer of the immigration department before they
were officially notified by the board of its decision.

As soon as he heard that the appt>al was dismissed. Roach
instructed his clerk to file a new appeal to the federal court. Soon
after this, he rt>reived a phone call from Hogan who was by then
in cust<Kly at the FBI offices in Buffalo.
Paul Copeland, another Toronto lawyer rt>garded as an expert
in immigration law, has released an official letter signed by
former immigration minister Allen MacEachen. stating that
department policy allows at least 24 hours before the execution of
any deportation order, after a dPcision has been communicated
officially to a detainee and his counsel.
Roach said that there were numerous strong grounds for
appeal.
The deportation hearing was improper in the first place, he
said, because the aim of the proceeding was to return Hogan to
the custody of the U.S. authorities - not simply to get him out of
Canada. This should be done by extradition, not deportation,
because in an extradition hearing the defense can challenge the
original decision to convict, the lawyer argued.

Government rejected this offer
on thf' grounds that "the Saint
staff last year put out a smaller
paper (four pagesl of the same
caliber on a part time basis."
He added that they did not
feP] the Saint should try to
compete on a professional basis
,\ith other papers and that the
Saint should be the voice of St.
Clair students.
Gough claimed earlier this
week that Heinz had been
upset with the number of
Canadian University Press
features which had appeared in
the paper this year. He also
stated that Heinz and the

England, he received his later
education at the University of
British Columbia where he
graduated with a degree of
Bachelor of Science ('421 and
Master of Science ('43 ).
After two years with
Polymer Project, he became
chief Chemist with Canadian
S) nthetic Rubber in 1945 and
three years later its technical
superintendant.
In 1950 he was appointed
Assistant Technical Superintendent with
Polymer
Corporation. After service as
Technical Division Manager

and later, in special projects.
he was named Director of
Corporate Planning in 1962.
T,vo years later Mr. Rush
became Vice-President, and in
1969,
Executive
VicePresident. He was appointed
President in
1971
and
Pre ident and Chief Executive
Officer this year.
Mr. Rush is a Fellow of the
Chemical Institute of Canada
and a member of the Association of Professional Engineers
of Ontario. He is married with
a son and a daughter.

Charlie Brown loses again
Oktoberfest is in full swing at the Grotto Pub this week. It features a German Brass Band and
plenty of Beer. The ori!(inal .\1r. Oktoberfest, "Uncle Julius" was in attendance along with Dave
Sayers. campus sales rep for Formosa Spring Brewery. Tony Perri and Les J\rfenear.
-photo by the Head

When legislature opens

Fee-strike demonstrat·on planned
WATERLOO (CuPI Rejecting the advice of its
largest university members, the
Ontario Federation of Students
(OFSI last weekend (Oct. 20221 voted to organize provincewide demonstrations against
the Ontario government when
the provincial legislature opens
next month.
The demonstration "ill
protest tuition fee increases
and an increase in the loan
portion of Ontario student
awards.
But
student
council
representatives from the
Universit. of Toronto, Univer·
sity of Western Ontario, and
Queen's University strongly
opposed the idea and will likt>I}
not help organize the action.
The three schools producf'd
the largest voter turnout in the
Oct. I0-12 referendum, in
which Ontario students voted
overwhelmingly to withhold
second term fees if the govern·
ment refuses to reverse its
policy.
But in private conversations,
most delegates indirated tht>y
felt a fees strikt> was not

feasible because of what they
consider generally poor tur·
nouts in the referendum.
(Turnouts set records on many
campuses, but other university
and college student councils
were disappointed I.
ll1e OFS executive will meet
with Colleges and Universitieo
Minister
John
Mc Nie
tomorrow night (Oct. 23).
Delegates demanded a clear
policy from the minister
l'onreming tuition fees and
studt-nt awards for 1973-74
academic .-ear.
Delegates opposing the
demonstration pointed out that
the schools most adamant for
the idea displayed the poorest
, oter tumou ts.
'111t- a!'tion had been en·
dorsed by students at Trent
(;niversit) \\here the student
c·ounril opposed the second
term fee bo}cott and instead
posed the demonstration as an
alternative.
'Il1r main demon tration
will take place at the Queen's
Park legislative buildings in
Toronto, with
upportinit
a('tionl< in other cities.

Peter W arrian, a former
president of the Canadian
\Jnion of Students, now a
Universit)
of
Waterloo
graduate student, addressed an
OFS plenary Saturday (Oct.
2I l, and pointed out that the
lmiversities with the least to
lose through the tighter pro·
'Vincial regulations (Queen's, U
of T. Western) attracted the
most opposition to the government. l\ieam, hile, the schools
with
financially
poorer
students generated less antigovernment reaction.
"Oh, what has happened to
tuden t
militancy,"
he
mourned.
OFS delegates also ordered
their executive to investigate
the feasibility of establishing a
trust ftmd into which students
could pay their st-C!md term
fees in the event of a strike.
The} also passed a motion
~demning the war in
1etnam, connecting problems
re with thr struggle over
tuition fees. The motion must
go bark to individual member
student councils before it is
considered OFS polic}.

A load of sh8.le for Peanuts
CALGARY (CPI - Good
grief! Peanuts fans will be
horrified but the story must be
told. Charles Schulz really did
own a beagle named Snoopy
but he traded the hapless
hound years ago for a load of
shale.
Schulz, here recently for a
visit from his home in
California, said the family had
"four or five" dogs, not to
mention "a whole bunch of
cats and 17 ducks." One of the
dogs is a beagle called Spike
and it was mainly his fault
Snoopy got the boot.
"We had one that was called

Snoopy when we got Spike,''
said the Peanuts creator. "We
got them as puppies but the}
fought so much and the fights
became increasingly fierce so
we decided we had to get rid of
one of them."
As it turned out, one son was
more willing to give up his dog
than the other son, so Snoopy
had to go, ignominiously
traded for some shale.

"He just died of a heart
attack last year; he lived to be

12.''
His cartoon alter ego,
meanwhile, lives on, enduring
the friendship of Peanuts.
Lucy and the rest of the gang:
occasionally ,,ielding a hockey
stick or the controls of his
aerobatic doghouse with which
he makes life miserable for the
cursed Red Baron.
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Bits & Pieces

OCTOBER 27
- piano duet presenting music of 19th and
20th centur} in the moot court at 8: 00 p.m.
• TridPnt Club Party in Cody Hall Lounge at
8: 00, admission 2.5 cents.
- Free mo,ies at midnight in Ambassador
auditorium featuring Chaplin, Fields and
Abbott and Costello and many more. Bring
:;:: OCTOBER 28
::::
. Football Rally in Front of '\llacdonald hall
:::;
at 12:45.
:;::
· Halloween Party at International CPntre in
::::
Cod) Hall. brin"g )Ollr own hoo,.e-free pop
::::
and chips, admission 25 cents, wear a
::::
costume if you ha,e one.
} OCTOBER 29
;:;:
· Various contestR for residents of Ma\'donald
::::
Hall.
:::: O<.:TOBER ;n
;:;:
- Terry Shepherd of the Jesus Revolution will
:;:;
speak at Caterbury starts al 5: 30. dinner is

being served. Talks and meetings will
continue all week.
"lO\EMBER 1
· Arts Soriet) by-election. ominations clo~e
October 27.
· Ckranian Students club general meeting in
Cody basement 7: ()().(): 00. Guest speahr
will be Boris Protapanko on Pnsecution
Trials in Ckrainc.
"iO\ DIBER 2
- Op<'n meeting to discu:;s Is Sexllal
Flll/illment
Reqllired
for
Hilman
Fulfillment:'and other topics in Assumption
Lounirc at 3 :00.
- Canadian Crossroads International Information mreting for prospective applicants
for I Wi3 program at 8 p.m. at Iona College.
EHryone \\!'kome.
~O\ EMBER 4
· Meeting in Amba~sador 4.uditorium, on The
Patient with Cancer - and Human \'alue,,
begins at <J: I~ a.m.
nrryone wrlcome.

::;:
:;:;
:;:;
;:;:
:;:;
:;::
::::
;:::
:;:;
;:::
::::
{
::;:

:.=.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~;_:

The case against coffee

WANTED: STUDENT AUTHORS
for publication in the
Seed-at-Zero
Contact Sal Presta, Lance Office

Is coffee like eroin?
by STRANGE

[

J

Dear Strange:
Am I uptight! Every morning I come to school
around 10:30 to make an 11:00 class. The reason for
my anger are the assholes who take two parking
spaces. Because of this ignorance, I am forced to
drive for miles looking for a space.
Commuter IX Arts.
For all you car parkers out there, or people parking
Xerox machines or refrigerator-freezer combinations Don't take two spaces. Remember these words of advice
from the United Space Conservation Authority,
headquarters on Xenon in the 14th demension "The
space you save may be your own". All extra-terestial
vehicles should be placed on "hold" with the reactors shut
down during docking procedures. Remember the Alamo!
Remember the Maine, remember the Star Ship Enterprize.

+++
Is the rumour that the Psych centre will no longer
offer services such as counselling and services true?
Someone concerned.
No, definitely not. The psych centre on beautifully,
psychedelic Sunset Avenue will continue to operate. The
number is Extension 243. Do you have a pain in your
head? Are you suffering from paranoia, delusions of
grandeur or simple schizophrenia? Do you have nervous
tension due to melancholia or neuroses? Is that what's
troublinl,!; you frie,nd? Don't fight it, explode into insanity
with our new University of Wind~or Insanity City game.
Pa) 640 dollars, enrol "ith the registrar and you too can
enjoy all the thrills and spills of being a functioning
bizarro. Send for it today.

by CARL FRANKEL
Dr. Newton Arnprior, White
House advisor on Drug Abuse has
presented Vol. 1 of his findings to
the President. Dr. Arnprior, who in
add1t1on to his governmental position maintains a post as Professor
of Hygiene and Faith Healing at
Nebraska's Boondoggle Bible College, refused to discuss the contents of his report, but reliable
informed sources relate that it is
titled The Case Against Coffee, and
contains the following major points:
(1 ) Biochemical Data: The
psychoactive ingredient in coffee is
caffeine-a metabolic stimulant
closely related to heroin in that both
contain numerous oxygen, hydrogen and carbon atoms, not to
mention a suspicious number of
unsaturated bonds.
(2) Medical Data: Caffeine
causes chromosome breakage, as
evidenced by an experiment in
which a preparation of mouse
chromosome was boiled in a
saturated caffeine solution for one
month. To rigorously substantiate
this hypothesis, a group of pregnant
female mice was injected with 10
cc's of the saturated caffeine solution daily and fed on a diet of pure
Taster's Choice. Dr. Arnprior
reports that "not only were the
embryos grassy malformed, but the
mothers themselves exhibited
pathological symptoms: copious
urination, constipation and irritability followed by loss of hair and
toenails, overt hostility, and death.
(3) Psychological data: While the
body does not seem to build up a
tolerance to caffeine, tests proved
that in the form of coffee, it is
psychologically addictive. This fact
may be surmised from the significant number of people who will
readily admit that they are "not
human" until they have had a cup
of coffee in the morning. Dr.
Arnprior claims that while this oftrepeated statement may be considered a mere rhetorical hyperbole,
the possibility exists that it is a true
statement of a general hallucination
and impairment of mental faculties
brought about by the drug. In an
ingenious experiment, female monkeys were taught to obtain caffeine
by pushing a button. The caffeine
was administered via a long, harp,
thin plastic tube which was
attached to an electric motor via a
mechanical arm in such a way that
it would be thrust into the monkey's vagina and out again, repetitively, for several minutes before

injecting a warm spurt of caffeine
Monkeys thus trained quickly
developed a craving for the catfeine, particularly during sprin
time. As caffeine is only a m
stimulant, this craving 1s ofteo
transferred to other substanc
Stat1st1cs prove that 99. 7% of
hard druq addicts drank co~
before turning to more seri
habits.
(4) Sociological Data: A study~
American business time consurnotion patterns showed the de1e1ea.
ous effect. of coffee on prospedly
and
progress.
In
the
institutionalized form of "the coff-.,
break," the addiction consumes an
average of 250 million man-houa
per year, or more than are devotfd
to
pencil-sharpening,
flow•watering, and inter-state long die·
lance telephone dialling together.

ARTS SOCIETY BY -ELECTION
WEDNESDAY ' NOVEMBER 1ST 1972
Nominations Open For Positions
- - President
Vice Pre'sident
- - Humanity Rep.
_
3 Social Science Reps.

Parents of poverty-stricken families
are known to waste up to 3.1 ( of
theirfoodstampallotmenttosatisfy
their habit. It is noted that countries

1

~u;hii~eth~h:f!~~e~i~:is~~dii~~~
economic growth rates, low life
expectancy. dental caries, and a
high incidence of communist insurrection.
Dr. Arnprior summed up his find1ngs by stating that caffeine apparently constitutes a major menace
to public health . mental well-being
and national prosperity, and is an
affront to all God-fearing people.
f
$ A C Offf
While It cannot be absolutely
sA
e
. . .
ce
proven that it is any more destrucInform atfon Ca 11
tive than other dangerous substances such as turpentine, hsterine, or
Chris 256-645 8
horseradish. caffeine, 1n all its " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - forms, should be banned from pub- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
.,
lie sale until "all the facts are in".
Reprint from The Georgian
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"YOU KNOW YOU'VE GOT
MORE COMING THAN THE WAY
THINGS ARE TODAY."
John Gunning is a final year law student
who is staking an awful lot by running in
this election.
It's not easy to campaign against o
cabinet minister; but, that's John's way
- the tougher the battle, the· better!
John deserves your support. He's one
who is determined lo tell Trudeau what
Canadians really wont. Help G11nning Vote Progressive Conservative!

GUNNING CAN DO IT BmER!

JOHN

GUNNING~
A P.C. GOVERNMENT CAN DO BETTER!

owa

OP.

+++

Dear Strange:
Can you tell me something about Mary Menna. (the
girl behind the centre desk.) I've had a crush on her
for 4 years.
Larry Lewis IV BA
You're out of luck. Mary Menna and Mary Bagley are
both going steady with the Centre Desk. This affair has
been going on for some time. The Centre Desk, aware of
his power, his strange flourescent hold over their weak
bodies has kept them enthralled by the force of personality. You'll notice how they are surrounded by his
personality, by his mondo-mahogany pressure. If you
want to score, you can try getting him really drunk or
stoned and sneak by when he goes to sleep. Beware
though, he is dangerous when aroused.

l~1WJ1ll'I

+++

GBANADA
PHONI 258 v1766

Strange Notes:
To Dr. S.C.:
All power to dwarfs and other oppressed peoples of
the fourth world.
To Art III Science:
The gum machines are filled. Watch your Lance for
further details.
To Scranton Pennsylvania:
Watch it! We have your number on file of the 10
most dangerous coal towns.
God bless you folks 'till next week when hopefully
I can improve on this garbage. I have a lot to think
about - mostly round tables.

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 41 in
tht> hugt> fluorescent Lance complex.

RENT A LITTLE
HAPPINESS
from
FREE• PARTS
SERVICE AND
MAINTENANCE

NO CAPITAL
INVESTMENT
NO FINANCE
CHARGES
IMMEDIATE
INSTALLATION
Open Nightly till 9 p.m.
Saturdays till 6 p.m.

81 Ouellette .I

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh , cool
Real Draft Beer.

Okl;ob0Pfflst

Real
Draft
866P

•
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As a last resort...

Lance News Staff Mtg.
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Mosna asks strike
to protest fees

HONGKONG
ST. PAUL'S COLLEGE

It was clecidPd by OFS at a meeting attended by Lou .Mosna,
ExtPmal Affairs Commissiont•r, Gerry Gagnon, John Bennett
and Walter Franzyk, that there would bP a dPmonstration held in
Ottawa on the first day that the newly elected Parliampnt rPconvenes to protest against the tuition hike.
Mosna stated since it was not feasible to bus students to Ottawa that he sincerely hoped that everyone would take part in a
boycott here at thP university and not attend class on that day.
He hastenPd to add that if anyone was in the vicinity of
Toronto on the specified date that thPy join in the demonstration.
Mr. Mosna states that if the fee strike does happen. that pPople
withhold their fees and he and SAC would approach the Senate
and Board of Governors to waive the 10.00 late fee charged on
late tuition payments. He feels confident that this can be done.
Mr. Mosna stated also that the OFS would become more
diversified in their interests and lend support to a more rounded
scope of activities.

Old boys please note. We are organizing
an Alumini Association in Ontario. First
gathering scheduled for Nov. 4 in Toronto
at Moon Wah Restaurant at 6 p.m. We
need your name and address. Please
contact Ion Chan at 73 St. George St.,
Toronto 181 or phone 416-923-7177.

Student Government
beset by firings
One of Canada's best known groups, Crowbar, will be on
campus this weekend.
They will be playing in St. Dennis Hall on Sunday, October
29.
Appearing with Crowbar is A1ichael Lewis. This concert is in

FILM SOC presents

Suing for libel. ..

by BOB HICKS
St. Clair Student Governconjunction with Homecoming.
ment has b.een hit by a rash of
Crowbur lives on a farm in Ancaster called Bad Ma11nPrs.
firings and resignations.
Admission to the concert will be . 99 cents for students and
The firing of Daniel
SJ. 99 for non-stud,mts. Don't miss this. one of the highlights of Millmun and John Manoll,
Homecoming.
pub manager. and business
manager have been closely
followed by publicity coordinator Les Sole and Theatre
Promotion Manager Mike
Tilkas' resignation. Also senior
Saint editors Phil Gough,
Doug Williamson and George
Duck threaten to quit on Oct.
proceedings. An application was made on behaII of the university 16.
and Dr. Poole for security of costs."
Conflicting reasons were
The university has applied for security of costs, stated Mount given for the dismissals but
A president Dr. L. H. Cragg. "The application was made on members of the student
behalf of Dr. C. Poole and the university on Sept. 29, 1972 and government claimed they could
was heard on Oct. 10. 1972," he explained.
not afford to go on paying the
two
employees salaries.
Poole refused to comment on the suit.
St.
Clair student council
John H. Palmer, Q.C., counsel for both the university and
Poole, was contacted in his St. John l\".B. office and questionPd President Nick Heinz said that
about t!JP time period in which a statement of claims must be the two were not fulfilling their
jobs.
filed.
Student council claims the
"The action is staid until they furnish security for costs, but is two men's jobs were premature
supposed to be within I O days of the appearance," he said. "We and that the college could not
file<! the appearance shortly after the writ was served."
use their talents to the fullest.
Mount A and P~ole are being represented separately from the
Manoll claims that the
AUCC, Palmer explained, adding that he expected the AUCC student government has gone
would also file for security of costs.
through half of their budget
"It is a novel step to take wlJPn somebody as far away as Mrs.
DaniPl starts shaking old bones," he added. "Then it's quite
normal. .. in fact, any non-resident plaintiff might, it's a nonnal
ste io an action to ask for a security of costs."
e case will be tried in the Supreme Court of r ew Brun-

Mt. Allison pr f seeks damages

t11e m mov1e you
should not
alone.
WiWIIII 1111111
111
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Mo nday, Oct. 3 0
Rm. 1120 Math Bldg.
7 & 9:30 P.M.
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Admlulon
$1.00 wltfl student card
$1.50 without card
No exceptions

Show
you care.
Vote.

SACKVILLE (CUP) - A former Mount Allison UniversitYi
professor, Catherine Daniel, has a filed a libel suit against th
university, the Association of Universities and Colleges o
Canada (AUCC), and former Mount A vice-president academic
Dr. Cyril Poole, the university's student newspaper the Argos
Weekly learned recently.
The suit was filed Sept. 6, 1972 and a writ of summons wa
delivered to Mount A representatives and Poole on Sept. 20. T
AUCC received their writ in Ottawa Sept. 23.
Daniel, presently teaching at Spelman College, was contact
in Atlanta, Georgia by the Argosy WPPkly. She refused t
comment on the case, saying "I have nothing whatever to say t
you. You can see my lawyer Mr. (W.W.l Meldrum."
Meldrum was reached at his Sackville home and asked abo
the nature of the libel suits and the grounds on which Daniel ha
filed.
"It is the result of a press release by the AUCC as the result
information supplied to them by Mount Allison University," t
lawyer said .
The "statement of claim has not been issued yet," he adde
"It is a little premature because all that has been issued is th
writ itself, with a general endorsement which claims damages for
libel as a result of this press release and that's rPally all that is
official vet. It may be that there will be a temporary stay of

A nother new novel fi
The appointment was for
two o'clock. Up to the final
minute I was still wondering
what to ask a writer of her
calibre. What does one ask a
person who in a few short years
has written eight well-read
novels and two books of
poetry.
To approach the interview
along the standard lines
seemed a waste of time. I
couldn't very well talk about
the novels for I hadn't read
them all and I do not have the
critical eye to dissect a piece of
prose.
She wasn't expecting a
photographer and seemed at a
loss as to what type of pose to
take for the picture. Finally she
took a piece of paper in her
hands as if she was working at
something.
She was born on June 16,

1938 in Lockport New York
and was named Joyce Carol
Oates. In January of '61 she
married Raymond J, Smith.
Mrs. Smith is the name she
wants to use on campus for
obvious reasons.
A "born storyteller", she
cannot remember when she
first began to write. "Before I
could write," she states, "I
drew pictures to tell my story."
She writes in flurries and does
not revise much.
Not only a prolific novelist,
Joyce Carol Oates is also a
poet, a reviewer, an essayist
and a teacher. Her latest work
is Marriages and Infidelities.
She is currently planning a new
novel and it will probably be
on the market next year.
"A wirter has the same
feelings as anybody else except
that he or she puts those

already and that Heinz did not
consult the council on some
important financial matters.
He also said that the student
government had been warned
more than once on the
mismanagement of funds. He
added that he had established
guidelines but people went off
them and he was left with no
choice but to pay the bills.
The resignations of Les Sole
and Mike Tilka apparently are
not
connected
to
the
dismissals. Sole said conflicting
interests led to his decision
while Tilka indicated he had
accepted another position in
Toronto, where he could
pursue his musical goals
further.
The threatened resignations
at the Saint were because of a
Jack of time to- put the paper
out properly, sighting that it
was interfering with their
school work.
Saint editor Phil Gough said
many of the students at St.
Clair take the paper for
granted and do not appreciate
it.

No visa for prof

o;;;; next year

~,n

f~lings into words", she said.
e also stated that in her
inion, everybody dreams
and when they dream they
c,eate art. At least that is what
does.
She believes that everyone is
dte same. No one is better than
another. She was apprehensive
tbat she should be singled out
fw an interview when there is
other talent on campus. She
tamed this as "democracy of
personalities."
"A writer uses every talent
to help people," she said. many
of her stories do this in the
sense that she describes
feelings that most people could
probably not put into words.
Many of her writings also
®ntain descriptions of hrnnan
uf ferings, and perhaps
through these writings people
will visuali?.c thPir lives. Or

perhaps they will read the
work and say, "that's how I see
it too."
There is something elusive
about her. She talks of life, and
not working hard at it. She
talks of the cycle of life and all
things that join the circle and
the need to keep it intact.
Without the insect there might
not be another creature;
without the tree, a bird might
not exist, she contemplates.
Sometimes she will stop talking
for a few seconds and look
beyond into space as if she is
searching for something that
will clearly show her thoughts.
Many will be looking forward to her new novel. She has
certainly claimed a rung of the
ladder, not the topmost yet but
give Mrs. Smith time and she
will use it wisely.

Meszaros refused

TORONTO (CP)- Istvan Meszaros, Hungarian-born professor of
social sciences, said Monday the immigration department ·s
refusal to grant him a visa to teach at York University is "absolutely disgraceful."
He accused department officials of "most vicious slander" in
terming him a "security risk" without.giving evidence to support
their accusation.
Mr. Meszaros, who resigned a position at the university of
Sussex in England to accept a teaching position at York, said in
an interview he has been paid by the Toronto institution since
July l, but is placing the money in a bank account and will not
usc it "until this matter is cleared up."
111e Federal Court of Canada Monday dismissed an application by the Marxist scholar's lawver that would havp haltP<l
a deportation hearing against him. The hearing continues today.
Mr. Meszaros said he had been advised in England by the
department that he would not be admitted to Canada either as an
immigrant or a visitor, but that he had ignored the advice
because it was "illegal."
In St. John's, Nfld., Immigration Minister Bryce Mackasey
said Monday night that Mr. Meszaros would be "a definite asset
to the economic community of Canada" but "our security
agency" had decided the professor is a security risk and he had to
rely on that decision "or where would Canada's security be?"
The minister said he could not reveal why Mr. Meszaros is
considered a security risk.
Mr. Meszaros taught for two years at the University of Sussex
after fleeing Hungary during the 1956 revolt. His wife and three
children are still in England.

Gunning, F order, Gray :

Windsor-West andidates display their wares

Vote Liberal . Keep Canada Strong
ON OCTOBER 30,

RE-ELECT

HERB GRAY
LIBERAL M.P. -WINDSOR WEST

He works for You
He works for Windsor

then to Cabinet Minister in I 969.
He was a major party in con·
vincing the government that a
$64.000 grant for the construction
of a park was worthy of approv al.
This was for the residents of
downtown Windsor.
As a revenue minister, Gray
encouraged co-operative spirit
between the cabinet and the
Canadian Labor Congress. He
met with the president of the CLC
to discuss the regulation of em·
ployee pension plans.
Mr. Gray has made many other
worthy contributions for his
riding. Some notable ones are on
the issues of pollution, housing,
the auto pact and educational aids
for workers at Chryslers. One
major achievement in Mr. Gn1y 's
career has been the "Gray
Report".
He feels that inflation and the
by AMANDA SIMPSON
Mr. Gray says that he will liilure of government programs
Mr. Gray was first elected as an
MP for Windsor in 1962. H(' was continue to work on more policies llave thrown so many people ont of
rk and the Unemployment
re-elected in elections of 196:1 and that can help the community and
its people.
aurance Commission is almost
65 and 68.
hnkrupt.
Herb Gray is a man recognized
Gunning said that it is un·
as one who works energetically in
tuante that tuition fees in
the interests of the community and
John Gunning, Progressive
leges and universities have been
all its people.
Conservative candidate for
He has served on Parliamentary Windsor West hopes to replace laed but does not feel that it is
fair since it is the first raise in
Committees of Trade and Herb Grey, Minister of National
-and-one-half years.
Economic Affairs as well as Labor Revenue.
Canrlidale Gunning stated that
and Unemployment and Housing
Gunning, 24, a former SAC
anadians should be aware that
and Urban Affairs.
president and full time law student
e Canadian dollar has inflated
In 1968 Gray was appointed here has been interested in politics
a full 20 percent since Trudeau
he Parliamentary Secretary and for 8 years.

Herb Gray

John Gunning

>

51 Legislate to halt runaway
plants.
61 Process our own natural
resources.
7) Force international pollution
with teeth.
Ford er believes that the first
priority of the N DP party is lo
build a Canada for people; a
Canada that is independent in the
community of nations and mature
enough to be ready and w ii ling to
shoulder all of its responsibilities
at home and abroad.
EDITOR'S NOTE

came to power".
Gunning does not believe that
the abortion issue and the
monarch issue will be prominent
in thi s election .
He stated that he will have a
budget of about $7 ,OOO and hopes
to release a financial report. lle
added that he "Feels private
contributions should remain
private

11.

He charged that while the
"alleged" author ol the Gray
report is doing Windsor no harm,
he is not doing the city any good
either. "Herb is simply incompetent."

Paul Forder
by SAL PRESTA
Paul Kenneth Forder; was
born. raised, and educated in
Windsor .
At the age of sixteen he dropped
out of school and joined Chrysler.
Toda) at the age of twenty-four
Forcier is running as an N DP
candidate in Windsor West.
When asked about his
qualifications for public office,
Forder replied. "My job is helping
people with their problems. That
is what I intend to do as YI.P."
Further qualifications include
his rise throui[h the ranks of the
LA.W. al the Chrysler Truck
Plant. to his present elected

Paul Forder

position of Plant Chairman.
A hard bargainer, Ford er hotly
contested the Windsor '\'r ,•sl
nomination and subsequently won
over Stewart Ross.
His main Platform Issues are as
follows:
11 Eliminate tax loopholes for
corporations. Corporations must
pa) their fair share.
21 Creatl' adequate pensions for
all at age 00 with built-in real cost·
of-living escalator.
31 Government-fund land hanks
and lower mortgage rates. Aring
housing costs down.
41 Keep baby bonuses.

The preceding information
on the candidates in the
Windsor-West riding has been
printed as a ser.·ice to those of
you who may he voting for the
first time in this area and are
unfamiliar with those seeking
election.
This is in no way a personal
endorsement for any candidate
by the editors of this paper, or
by this paper.
We sincerely hope that you
do exercise your right to ,·ote
and that }OU vote wisely.
The poll at which all persons
living in residence will vote will
he located in Vanier Hall.
Information on the candidates in other W indsnr rid ings
can bt> found in the \\ indsor
Star for those studt>nls in other
riding,.

.,
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Give us what we asked for!
John Gunning has been criticized by with only one member voting against. It
many including this paper for his reign as would seem obvious by this time that
SAC President. No one is all had and John as students at one time did care what the
one of his last moment thoughts had passed student government did hut their recomby the students in a campus-wide mendations have been ignored and many
referendum that: the SAC should deal with times have been thrown hack in their faces.
We at the Lance do believe that responmatters relating to students of the University
of Windsor. This would seem to negate SAC sible student government is possible hut not
organizing protests against Vietnam, etc.
by this kind of action.
However, the students also voted to join
An organization that blatantly cuts all
the Ontario Federation of Students and the honorarium to other organization.i hut pays
OFS wants to know how we stand on this and its own commissions the same as last year is
other issues.
not acting responsibly. Members of SAC
The other province-wide union (OUS) fell who give their own friends jobs, and well
apart because its leaders became embroiled paying jobs at that; and organizations with
in political arguments.
their friends more money than other
In this weeks SAC meeting, our campus groups, is not acting responsibly.
representatives voted to support the OFS in
Our plea then is: we realize that we can't
its demands to the U.S. to stop the bom- force you to listen hut please try to
bings, to stop the flow of arms to Vietnam, remember that it was students that elected
unconditional and immediate withdrawal of you to office and it is those same students
all foreign troops and materials, and who now want some kind of service. Gerry
complete self-determination for the Viet· Gagnon, you are the elected President of the
namese.
Students Administrative Council of the UniIt was brought to the council's attention versity of .Windsor. You should act as
that students had many times in the past Windsor's representative and not try to
by BRUCE
, indicated that they did not wish SAC to implement your own version of social
Some of them ran for dayli
in a different league.
represent them in these matters. The reform through the excuse of OFS. Grow up Some made their fame in a dif nt kind of ring.
comment was noted and the motion passed and act like a responsible representative.
But of the 1,117 candidates r the 264 seats in the
House of Commons in the No~ 0 general election, at
least a dozen had their mome on the sports pages.
Six are running as Liber
five as Progressive
Conservatives
and
one
as
an
dependent.
Well it looks as though Homecoming '72 beer stein.
Four are fighting to retain
ir seats; eight can be
won't he a dead loss after all even though
Maybe if the Services Commissioner
' there still will he no Homecoming Queen continues to provide students here with classified as political rookies.
Some were stars · Dick
, Ron Brewer, Otto
' this year.
services along this as well as other lines the Jelinek; some · John Minic lo, John Fraser and
The SAC Services Commissioner is student body may once again give SAC some
Pat Mahoney · operated m
just off stage.
sponsoring a Homecoming Party in the respect.
They
are,
by
parties:
' Grotto Saturday from noon until 6:30 and
LIBE
Incidentally there will be a homecoming
from 8:30 until 12::W. Sources inform us
Dick
Duff,
Timiskaming
:
n he retirell from
concert
Sunday
night
featuring
Toronto's
1ha1 you'll gt-1 your money's worth ($2.00)
the left wing for
and much more. The admission price in• Crowbar in St. Denis Hall. It's nice to see hockey last year, Duff had roa
Toronto
Maple
Leafs,
New
Yor
angers,
Montreal
that
the
price
is
reasonable.
eludes entertainment, refreshments, and a
Canadiens, Los Angeles Kings
Buffalo Sabres
and was 17th all-time leading s
in the National
Hockey League with 283 goals.
He had a shift to the outside hich drove defencemen to drink. He played on six tanley Cup-winning
teams, two with Toronto and f ur with MontrealPat Mahoney, minister of state, Calgary South: A
FRIDAY, OCT. 27:
corporation executive, he wa president of the
· Welcome Reception -9: 00-??? - Your first chance to meet and greet old friends and if you are
not pre-registered (free football tickets for those who are) the registration desk will be open - all of
Canadian Football League in l 65, president of the
this to a background of honkey tonk piano.
Western Conference in 1966 and president of Calgary
Stampeders
1967-68 and remai a director of that
SATURDAY, OCT. 28:
club. First elected to Parliament in 1968, he became
· Homecoming Parade - 10:00 a.m.
secretary to the minister of fina ce in 1971 and was
· Annual Luncheon -11: 30 a.m. - presentation of Alumni Awards and Election of Officers.
• Football Game -2: 00 p.m. - University of Windsor vs University of Western Ontario - Special
appointed minister of state in anuary.
Alumni section reserved till I: 30 at the Phys. Ed. Field.
John Minichiello, Vancouver East: He coached
· Post Game Reception - Everyone meets back at La Pointe for pretzels and beer (or wine if you
Harry Jerome through most of he sprinter's career,
prefed
taking him to world records. He was assistant coach
Suds and Steak Bar-B-Que - 6: 00-???
of the Canadian track and field t am in the 1967 PanFOR TICKET INFORMATION CONTACT ALUMNI OFFICE EXT. 218
American Games in Winnipeg and in the 1968
Olympic Games in Mexico City. Today he's head of

Staff
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Peter E lcombe
Amanda Simpson
Chris Hodnett
Ruth Robertson
Mike Learmouth
Shawn Conley
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicwicz
Amanda Simpson
Norm Yeryk
Bozo

Politics g·ame ;

Old ocks in for the sport of it

, There may be a Homecoming yet!

197 2 Homecoming Schedule

th~ social studies department at Britannia high
school, one of the largest in Vancouver. He faces an
uphill fight in a riding that has been NDP-CCF since
it was formed in 1935. His chief opponent is C.P.
Paddy Neale, president of the Vancouver and District
Labor Council, who replaces the retiring Harold
Winch on the New Democratic Party~ticket.
Dr. Hu Harries, member of the last House, Edmonton Strathcona: An economist, he is a former
alderman who once played tackle on the junior
Calgary Tornadoes during the hey-day of junior
football in Western Canada. He was first elected to
Parliament in the general election of 1968.
Richard M. Dick Van Snick, CumberlandColchester '.'forth: Publisher of Amherst News. He
played centre and wing for Amherst Ramblers and
Moncton Hawks in the mid l 960's, in the dying days
of senior hockey in the Maritimes. Before that, he was
captain of the Mount Allison team in the Maritimes
Intercollegiate Hockey League.
Bruce Dunlop, Churchill: An all-round athlete
from Windsor, N.S., Dunlop was best known as a
collegiate hockey player. He was goalie and captain of
the Windsor Academy team which won the Nova
Scotia juvenile title in the late 1930's, then played
four seasons as defenceman with Acadia Axemen of
the Intercollegiate League.
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
Otto Jelinek, Toronto High Park-Humber Valley:
Proprietor of a sporting goods manufacturing firm.
Otto and his sister, Maria, who left Czechoslovakia as
children with their parents. returned in 1962 to win
the world pairs figure-skating championship in
Prague. Later, they both skated professionally.
Ron Brewer, Hamilton East: Advertising
executive. Brewer was a linebacker for Toronto
Argonauts, Montreal Alouettes, Edmonton Eskimos
and Hamilton Tiger-Cats. His football career ended

in 1968 on his Walkerton, Ont., farm when the blades
of a turnip planter crashed down on him, almost
severing an arm. Brewer is fighting to nnseat a tough
opponent-Health Minister John Munro.
George Rees, Incumbent, Prince EdwardHastings: Business executive, former president of the
Montreal and Canadian stock exchanges. Rees was a
member of the University of Toronto fo,)tball team
that won the intercollegiate championship in 1932
and played centre for Toronto Argonauts when they
won the Grey Cup in 1938. He was a member of the
Cambridge boxing team and was intercollegiate
heavyweight champion of England.
Steve Paproski, seeking re-election, Edmonton
Centre: Sales manager for a concrete firm, Steve
played centre for Edmonton Eskimos during that
club's formative period around 1949-50.
John Fraser, Vancouver South: A lawyer, he
spearheaded Vancouver's unsuccessful hid for the
1976 winter Olympic Games. He is in tough running
against Gordon Gibson, former special assistant to
Prime Minister Trudeau, in a riding vacated by the
retiring Arthur Laing, now a senator.
INDEPENDENT
Reggie Chartrand, Montreal Ste. Marie:
Seventeen years ago, when he quit the ring at the age
of 22, Reggie was one of Canada's top fighters. He
began boxing at 14 and won the Montreal amateur
welterweight title in 1951. As a professional, he won
32 of 3 7 fights and was a leading contender for the
Canadian title by 1954. But he dropped a 12-round
decision to unknown Tony Percy and gave up. Today
he runs a gymnasium. He is a founder of Chevaliers
de o'lndependence.
Knights of Independence, a militant separatist
group. Georges Valade, Progressive Conservative, is
seeking re-election and is only one of six opponents
Chartrand faces.
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Monday's election is fast
becoming one of the major
topics of the day, that is after
you discuss the Lancer Western
football
game.
Although the local campaign
has been rather low-key thus
far, every candidate is now
making that last minute push
towards victory.
The real race in the county is
in
Windsor-Walkerville
between the incumbent Liberal
Mark MacGuigan and his
opponent Fred Alexander of
the N.D.P. The unknown
factor is the candidacy of St.
Clair College president Dr.
R.C.
Quittenton.
Most
political pundits however are
now
admitting
that
MacGuigan is ahead of his
socialist opponent.
It appears that Gene
Whelan has the safest seat in

the Windsor area since two
thirds of his riding is in a rural
region where Gene and the
Liberal party have increased
their strength since the last
election. Mr. Whelan's op·
ponent is Harrow research
scientist, Dr. Ralph Wensley
who lost to Gene by more than
5000 votes in 1968.
The closest race of campaign
'72 is in Windsor-West where
the Minister of National
Revenue is fighting for his
political life. Herb Gray is
being opt,1osed by two young
candidates, Paul Forder of the
N.D.P. and P.C. John
Gunning. The entire campaign
army of M.P.P. Ted Bounsall
is covering every nook and
cranny of this urban area
trying to unseat the popular
Liberal M.P. but the outcome
depends on the strength of the

This Week, Oh Lord,
We (;ive Thanks That
Mr. Oktobest is alive and well and
living in Dave Sayers body.

(

third place Conservative
candidate. Mr. Gunning does
his homework and has been the
most impressive of the three
candidates thus far at the "all
candidate meeting".

+++

Speaking of winners and
losers, don't miss the football
game on Saturday. Gino's
Lancers
have
done
a
remarkable job so far and are
out to cream the boys from
Western. While some cynics
around here are saying we
don't bave a chance, I'm
willing to bet we win by six
points. Let's all get down Lo the
field Saturday and out-cheer
the bus loads of Western fans.
Our team is going to put a
Lance in that Western
Mustang, right where it 'II do
the most good.
Dr. Gord Olafson, head man
in the PHE Faculty has
complimented yours truly on
the nice things in last week's
column about his academic
area. Only one thing, he thinks
they should change the name
of the faculty. Well, I am not
convinced Doctor, and neither
are most of your students, but
we'd like to hear from your
side of the issue.

The Oktoberfeed in Vanier
Wednesday night was a
roaring success. Place was
packed and everyone had a
ball eating all they could,
drinking gallons of draft and
singing along to a fine German
band. Shouldn't we have more
things like this? What about
all-you-can-eat buffet Italian
style with vino, one with
bagpipes and beer for the
Scots, and of course roast beef,
Yorkshire pudding, and ale
with a pearlie sing along piano
player for the Englishmen. Tell
one of the Beaver's if you think
it is a good idea.

+++

SAC finally got off its backside and is starting to promote
Homecoming. 'Bout time
folks! ! ! We know the parade
will be successful and suggest
you watch for the Commerce
and Carribean Clubs floats,
they'll be as much fun for the
participators as well as the
watchers. Also there is a big
rivalry between the Teke 's and
Delta Chi fraternities. Both
Greek Groups have been
spending long hours and the
results are magnificent.
Plaudits of a hear paw to you
all.
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Susan Sykes Arts I - I don't
think it would make any
difference to onyone.

Nicky Dlralson Social Work I
- I think it's a rotten idea.
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~ SAC must be o bunch of
queers.
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And on the sixth day, he created .....

.....and he saw that they_ were weird

A-Scholarly history of t e Mosio Sand Creatures
The first indications of that of friendly, reptilian beings known
to scholars as the genus Sandus Animalae Mosio (hereaftPr
referred to as the :\1osio Sand CrPaturesl comes from the
primitive paintings discowred at Point Pelee in October 1970.1
Although rather crude in Pwcution (the artist was being beaten
to death at the time) they give a fairly accurate depiction of a
large scaley, rotund being with a big grin.

Animaux Mosio de Terrel and the name Mosio Sand Creatures
was born.
These shy reptiles did not re-appear until May of 1%9. They
were observed by one Jed McCraken of Knoxville, Tenn
When interviewed by the resident Park Zoologist, Mr.
cCraken related: "Hell, I was just sitting here watchin' Betty Jean
put suntan oil on Sally Jo and Billy Bob when this big ol' boy
come
out of the woods right over dere. I was telling Billy Bob,
Carbon texts place the datP approximately at 1251 AD but
"c'mon be a man, step on that ol' fish head, stomp it when I w
probably closer to 195 7, as fragments of an old sty le cokP bottle
ke
(defunct in 1964) were found at the site. We know therefore that it. Hell, I threw two full cans of Bud right at it, didn't even
a
dent.
Then
I
say.
"c'mon
Billy
Bob,
be
a
man,
kick
that ol'
they were probably done dther by an extinct Indian Tribe
creature" but it grabbed that ol' suntan oil and went back to he
(Ojibway Ltd. I or some Leamington punts looking for an arwoods. Why hell, what kind of country you nmnin' here? 3
chaelogical thrill.
In September, 1971 an expedition was formed under the
However, the first actual references to them came from the auspices of the National Neographic Society to "Study, label d
journal of Father Xavier BaBe lie, a Jesuit and one of the first perhaps caress and fondlP specimens of Mosio Sandus
missionaries in this area. The journal is now in the Lysol Musee, Animalae" 4
Paris.
The team consisted of Dr. Sasso Disposall, Profess
The date given is August 18, 175 7. This date is pen to debate Garbology, University of Mossonee at Mosse Factory 6,
as his Timex day-date watch had bPt>n drowned earlier by John Larry. Dr. Moe, Dr. Curly from Hollywood Institute,
Cameron Swazie posing as a courier de bois. However, I quote, Morton Snell from the Snell Foundation for the Preservati
"We had bePn under heavy bombardment by la merde d'oisPaux Friendly Reptilians and various hangers on, bearers (live
all through the forenoon and the paddlers were weary and some
After several weeks of frustration with little or no sign of
had to go pee-pee but the coastline proved inhospitable for a elusive reptiles, the entire party disappeared in the inhospi
landing. It was with fervent relief that we effected a landing at thrackless Black Will Picnic area.
the East Beach procurred la table de pique-nique and went to the
A tape recording 7 of Dr. Disposall's was found. A trans
snack bar for a cold drink. On my return I found somebody had l)f the last moments of the sero of science follow:
taken the suntan oil and several si>ts of huge tracks going into the
"(Tape noise I Hey man get your hands off that, that's my
bush. I followed, using stealth and cmming until I came upon a EX14 cassette player, cost me 90 bucks hot. (Unintetr
clearing wherP sPvPral large creatures and more smaller ones Yeah screw you too. (Pause I (Background music) Rock and
were having a Mazola Party in the sand. I went to move closer Hootchie Koo C'mon Baby Light My FusP. Boy, (laughter)
but one creature espied me, raised a grunt, and they all fled. "2 would a thought all this stuff grew wild out herP man (laug
On his return to the Continent the good priest filed for the new yeah man ... " "(Laughter) Too much! (laughter) I almost
species but spelled Mazola wrong on the application (Les this job, I was f.\'Oing to be a chicken sexer on Baffin Is

(sustained hysterical laughted Hey man they found those Mosios
(click) (pause) This is Dr. Sasso Oisposall in the field at Point
Pelee, Ontario. Latitude 49' 57' Longitude 58'38". We have the
creatures- in sight. My God, this is an awsome moment. There
is a large herd of about 15. The awrage size is about IO feet
though some look like they'll go about 15 feet. Weight close to
200 kilograms. They are large, scaley dark green and seem to be
engaged in some bizarre practice. Yes, they're gamboling around
a man, who is in the centre of their circle. I'm moving in closer.
He's cleaning their scales with a tooth bmsh and chanting. Yes,
yes, I can just make it out. Oom pah pah, oom pah pah. That's
how it goes. Cleaning the scales of those old mosio's. Oh good
they've seen us. They're charging. help, help. Good bye Mom,
goodbye Moosonee ... aaargh ! ! ! ! 8
In the light of the evidence presented by the late doctor who
gave his life for science, I would like to draw several conclusions.
One, Point Pelee should be declared by the government as a
Mosio Sand Creature Sanctuary, two, another expedition is not
prudent at this time, and three, all data should be collected and
collated and fed into a computer which would become the
nucleus of a Mosio Sand Creature Data Centre.
We could proceed from there, although the Park Superintendant denies all knowledge of the creatures. First the physics, and
then the meat-physics.
1. Anthropoligist J. Alan Bear Ill reported I'd just finished my
13th beer and there they were, sitting in front of my face.
2. Translated liberally by this author.
3. Holy Mike, they ain't paying us to take those kinds of chances.
4.1\ational Neographic Pg. 47, Vol. 141, No. 5.
6. Now on Sabatical
7 Song c-90 Cassette now in the Augustine Beaver Erotic
Recording Collection.
8. Not available in stereo.

Mosio Sand Creature

Third in two weeks

e
e
We suffer no lack of challenges in Canada today. We do suffer,
in my opinion, a serious lack of commitment on the part of
government to meet these challenges. I would like to talk with
you now about four I feel to be most urgent.
J OB S: Right now, more than half a million Canadians are
without jobs, one of the highest unemployment rates in the
industrialized world. In Quebec, one in eleven is jobless; in
Newfoundland, one in nine; among young Canadians, one in
five; among our native people, three in five. Well over two
million people are directly affected.
Canada ~n do better. My government would make the
creation of jobs its first priority.
My government would immediately reduce personal income
taxes, to stimulate consumer demand, to create jobs. We would
eliminate the 11% Federal sales tax on building materials to
encourage construction, because construction means jobs. We
would encourage the further processing of our raw materials
here, because that means jobs.
My government would expand the retraining opportunities
available through the Department of Manpower, and make that
agency much more aggressive in searching
out job vacancies.
My government would insist on greater
long range planning of special job-creating
activities-such as summer youth
employment-so that the communities to be
served could be involved from the outset,
and so that jobs could be found for those
whose need is most pressing.
Further, my government would act to
strengthen our job-creating potential for the
future. We would increase direct
government investment in research and
technology, and expedite the process by
which Canadian innovations can be
marketed around the world.
PRI CES: What cost you five dollars four years ago right now
costs you six. The poor people of Canada, the elderly and those
on fixed incomes, have suffered most from this kind of inflation,
but clearly it affects the earnings and savings of all Canadians.
And, because it makes Canada's exports less competitive,
inflation affects a good many jobs as well. The government I lead
would tackle this problem directly.
First of all, my government would calculate its tax revenues
in terms of constant rather than inflated dollars, so as to
eliminate the Treasury Board's vested interest in inflation.
We would strengthen the role of the Auditor General,
so that unproductive government spending, which
contributes not a little to the inflationary cycle, might be
revealed and reduced.
We would support the cost-of-living escalator formula for
those receiving old age and guaranteed income security benefits.
And, should the need ever arise, my government
would be prepared to use temporary wage and price controls
to combat inflation.

ECONOMICINDEPENDEN : Fifty-eight percent of
Canada's manufacturing industry · foreign controlled,
and there have been almost as ma foreign takeovers since
Mr. Trudeau took over as in the p
ous ten years.
Mr. Trudeau's recent legislation es not begin to meet the
problem: it fails to correct a situa
in which it is easier for
foreign than for domestic corpora
s to effect takeovers;
further, it fails to increase a Cana n presence in existing
subsidiaPies, and fails to provide i ull financial disclosure by
those subsidiaries.
My government would enact th
anges necessary to make
this legislation truly effective. Be d that, we would revise the
Bank Act to make certain that vent capital was available for the
expansion of existing Canadian fir
or the creation of new ones.
My government, in concert with t, provinces, would develop
new programs to ensure the rapid gro th of our entrepreneurial
and managerial talent pools.
And we would, again together with e provinces, establish
and define key sectors of the econom hich are to be considered
reserved for Canadian ownership.
ENT: Half of Canada's
THE ENVIR
urban'centres wi populations of a
thousand or mor ack any sewage treatment,
and a further thi have only the
most rudimentar equipment. The Trudeau
try of the Environment
is not really am· t ry at all, since many of
its regulations ar(f.-enforced by a variety of
other governmen: ;agencies.
We can, and a lutely must do much
more to protect
ada.
My governme would first of all create
an Environment Council to monitor, and
disseminate info ation upon the quality of
our environment,\md recommend measures
to parliament.
My government would encourage t development of largescale anti-pollution industries in Can a.
It would, together with the provin , act to stiffen the
penalties for all forms of environmen 1neglect, whether to our
air, soil, or water, international wate lncluded.
It would use a variety of financial · entives to assist industry
to invest in pollution control equipm nt.
It would create a co-ordinated Dep ment of the Environment.
I would say again that we face no lack of tasks, no want of
challenges anywhere in this land .. .in
cities and towns, on our
small farms, and across the open reacles of our north.
We can meet none of them if we ea ot create jobs, if we
cannot protect the savings of those w work, cannot assume
greater control over our own econom cannot live in harmony
with nature.
I am confident that we can do thes
more, if we are wisely and honestly I
My government will strive to provi
You have my word.

R-t·
A P.C. government can do bet
Sponsored hy thr Youth C'ommittee to elect Rohert Stanfield.

Ryerson budget chopped
TORONTO (CUP)
Faced with a $1.25 million
operating deficit, Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute president Donald Mordell has
called for tough budget control
to "restrict" expenditures in
the coming year.

An unexpected shortfall in
projected enrolment, he said,
has left the institute no other
choice but to reduce costs
wherever possible. Ryerson 's
enrolment now stands at 7200.
RyPrson is the second
university in a week to announce budget cuts because of
enrolment losses. York University was forced to reduce their
operating expenditures by $2.
million because enrolment
figures fell 1700 short of
projt>ctionM last week. The
University of Western Ontario
also announced a budget cut of
S2.7 million earlier in October
for similar reasons.
In a memo to the administration, Mordell said it was
essential "that we do our best
to pare expenses this year, and,

even more urgently, prepare to
operate even more cheaply in
the following years so that we
can correct the imbalance we
presently have."
He listed 12 measures that
must be taken immediately.
They included freezing of all
vacant positions and salary
increases, no further purchases
of new books for the library
and a very tight limitation on
the ust> of overtime.
Mordell also urged "strict"
limitation of sabatticals, while
encouraging staff to take a
year's leave of absence without
pay. General economies on
stationary, long distance
telephone calls, telegrams,
travel and entertainment must
be practiced, he said.
It is imperative, he said, that
careful reviews of clas!\ sizes
are made and the possibility of
merging sections discussed.
The limitation of options and
electives must also be considered. He added he was
"perturbed" that the Institute
still seems to have too many
small classes.

The present indications are
that we shall be unable to
renew any short-term contracts
for staff, and we will be extra·
ordinarily reluctant to replace
any people who may resign or
retire," Mordell said. Total
dismissal would affect about
50 people he added.
"It goes without saying,"
he added, "that we expect also
to reduce staff in non-teaching
areas. "
Mordel! said the enrolment
shortage was due to the nonreturn of upper-year students
and a feeling of being "turned
off" by school. At a press
conference Monday (Oct. 16)
he told reporters he did not like
the word "crisis" used in this
situation and that "one thing
for sure. Students will not be
sacrjficed". He claimed the
deficit "makes our work more
exciting and stimulating."
One staff member said there
is little doubt the "embargo"
will not affect students.
Faculty and students should
have been warned of the
situP,tion, he added.

U.B.C. students thwarted
VANCOUVER (CUP( - University of British Columbia students have been thwarted in
their bid to elect students to the university's
Board of Governors.
The university senate by-passed two student
nomini>es in choosing its three reps on the Board
recPntly, and instead named three BC citizPns
identified with Liberal Party circles.
Science student senator Svend Robinson
finished sixth with 29 votes in a field of eight,
while graduate student Stan Persky, the more
radical of the two, finished last with 18 votes.
Lawyer Ben Trevino, UBC student council
presidt>nl in 1957-.58, topped the list with 50
votPS and Alumni Association president Beverly
Field came second with 42.
Chuck Connaughan, president of the BC
Constmction Labor Relations Association and
1958-59 student council president, landed the

third of the three-year spots with 40 votes.
Three more conservative candidates also
finished out of the running.
Robinson and Persky were the first students
ever nominated for board seats from the ranks
of the senate. But tl1Py had little chance of being
elected because only 12 out of 98 senators are
students.
The 11-member board is composed of six
appointees of the provincial government, three
senate appointees, plus the UBC president and
chancellar.
After its defeat in the August 30 provincial
election, the Social Credit government made
three new appointments to the board.
But NDP education minister EilPt>n Dailly
recently said she would change the Universities
Act to sit students, faculty and non-academic
staff on the board.

Revisions to Act unclear

OTTAWA ICUPI - Conflicting statements from
representatives of the Liberal
and Progressive Conservative
parties about recent changes in
the federal Elections Act indicate the facts have been
rearranged for election purposes.
ThP Liberals claim the new
voting procedures for students
resulted from Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau's concern that
students would not be able to
choose where they voted this
election.
Student Liberals president
Bob Dundas told CUP today
(Oct. 19) that under the old
legislation students didn't have
a choice of where they could
vote.
He said the proxy system
was adopted because the prime
minister wanted to enfranchise
as many students as possible.
According to
another
Liberal official under the old
act, students were subject to
residence regulations similar to
present ones. Students must
now be willing to swear they
are on their own and their
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ordinary residence is in the

riding close to the university if
they wish to vote there.
Otherwise they must vote in
their parents' riding, usually
by proxy. The changes were
initiated by the Liberal
government, the official added.
The Liberal statements do
not concur with information
supplied to CUP by the Chief
Electoral Officer's department.
Under the old legislation,
students could choose where
they wished to vote in their
parents' riding or the school
riding.
There were no residence
requirements like the present
ones. Students were thus in a
privileged position compared
to the rest of Canada's electorate, because they had that
choice of where to vote with no
strings attached.
Progressive
Conservative
leader Robert Stanfield has
t>xprPSSPd his concern over the
new voting regulations for
students.
In a letter sent to every
Canadian student newspaper,
Stanfield said he opposes the
changes and proposed the

regulations revert to giving
students the option of choosing
which constituency they can
vote in.
The original letter was st>nt
to Rick Bomier of Acadia
University in Nova Scotia
where Stanfield was once
premier.
This is ironic because Nova
Scotia Tory Michael Forrestal
introduced the controversial
mle change.
He moved an amendment to
the Election Act on Feb. 26,
1970 during hearing of the
Standing Committee on
Privileges and Elections. The
amendment was incorporated
into a bill passed by the House
of Commons that changed the
voting regulations.
In the committee, the proamendment argument revolved
around making it more difficult to abuse the election
procedure - that is to vote twice
in one election. However, the
committee also seems to have
agreed that the Chief Electoral
Officer does not have the staff
to adequately enforce the
regulations anyway.
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Editor's Note: The Seed at Zero will only he
published every other week unless student
response increases. So if anyone has any poems,
short stories, art work or photography, submit it
NOW. We are depending on YOU.

FEAR

laugh,
laugh you may
through wearied face,
a race you run
which heeds
not one away.
beside the person
you pretend to be,
see how happy
he seems,
dreams which
never being new
rerun over
where they begun
with much dismay
at their hideous
jestures of
what is out
that way.
though hid
amid the trees
forget you never
of that time
sublime in hate
you felt
but fate holds
you with ease.
perfect it seemed
in mind when
you rid,
hid
the thing
you least desired,
retired now where
no-one will find.
but you
in memory held,
compelled to live
with sickness,
unknowing if
in hours coming
someone will wonder
who yelled.

Les Pulchinski

UNTITLED

Tonight is a beautiful night to share secrets
A secret is so warm
And it's so cold around us
BesidesWe can freeze it and lock it away in our hearts
And there it will stay
A chip of coloured glass to torment me in
The summer.

LOVE WHEN YOU COME

the sun crawls like a cripple
across the face of day
hoary and frost flecked
leaves in t,1eir late leather
Iitter the gutters
like forgotten favours
and in the fields
the pheasants cluck and whistle
among the ferns
dead and dried
by the shift of seasons
the river stands still
a grey stasis
secluded from summer
the wind plays a threnody
among bone bare branches
to accompany this rite and ritual
of passing
and yet there is
something in me
that would deny this death
and its gilt-edged dignity
the mind is susceptible
to seminal shades of green
crocus thoughts sprout seeds
of dischord
the fiddle of fact is out of tune!
hair grows on my haunches
hoof prints haunt my progress

Love, when you come, come gentle,
easy. finely tooled to the symphony
of the moment.
Love, when you come, come simple,
light, original in your cliche
of togetherness.

in reverie
and play upon the reed pipes
of poetry

The ugly war-scathed world
gives birth,
like a tired old prostitute
discovering that miracle.

Michael Muldoon

Grandeur, once of God,
blackened then by self-god, man,
now cleansed,
bathed of blood by thousands
gored.

TRAVELLER

traveller
traveller,
steeped in
the dust of the road,
come home
and rest
for a day,
bearly over
the threshold,
and already
on your way.
the earth,
with its hidden places,
was made
for your probing,
you're going away.

But, oh!
the starling,
black-winged seraph of sin
double images
sails gaily out.
Meets Dawn and beckons
"out glad day"
the long forsaken pregnancy o'er
birth is born.
new-born child, day
breathes,
shakes leaves and laughs
God is back
beauty can remain, un-uglied
Will Dawn flow brackishly
by. to haggard night?
pray, stay day of light
Hear man's steps
echoed out from craters
of lunar cheese.
no longer, hoped,
through bogged Eastasian crime-land,
lest this scared Dawn
be cruelly aborted
into night
darkly
dreading
death.
NO: true love,
for I love thee,
and peace.
I pray of He,
and We shall live
till, no longer,
saddened tears are weaped.
Let satisfaction, completion,
abstractly wave
the wand of God
to touch all man-kind
transforming him
to love, peace, and his brother
Andrew Miln

Saw a tower,
split the sun
cast its shadow,
on me
so I trusted the
cold to be my
friend and
he froze me
but
the sun
melted the
tower and
chased the
cold away,
I walked with
my new friend
till I reached home
my only friend.

ONE-NIGHT STAND

Undressing in a neon-rainbowed room
above a city street
our bodies perforr:i a shadow ballet
to the accompan irrient of traffic
and a policeman's nocturnal beat.

Len Gasperini

Now, if a man cries greedily
He cannot make ends meet;
Each gimri,ick buying speedily
For Jones's eye to greet:
His malcontented remedies
His steward sends to rhapsodies
To thump Victorian melodies,
Else Marxist drum to beat.
And if a man works honestly,
Is treated as full grown;
Is paid both prompt and handsome
For industry he has shown:
Then surely 'tis a blasphemy
The way he screams it's traversty
The profits raked in annually
Through working him to bone.
And if a man gives of his best,
Respects the gaffers whims;
Takes pride and care and works 'til last
Before he rests his pins:
Then surely 'tis a felony
To jump him with alacrity,
If e'er he stops to take some ~,ea
Or stretch protesting limbs.

IWISH .....

I wish she had never let me touched her arms;
I wish she had never let me htld her hands,
k isi;ed her fingers;
Ah, but she didl
I wish she had never let me touched her head with mine;
I wish she had never let me held her attention
with my whispers,
or let me kissed her shadow;
But she let me, and, in so doing,
She stirred my heart.
She stirred my heartl
Then, alas, she did the darnest thing of all
under God's heaven,
She twisted my heart, and
Without sympathy, poked a red-hot poker into it,
Leaving a white, everlasting scar..
She left me, and
I cried.

John Ryder
Alan Pretty

Lynda Zam

THE MAN
he stands in the doorway.

Tom Ferrie

WENT FOR
A WALK

Frank Attardo

Terrance F. Rigelhof

But if a man fills in an hour
With quietness, unobtrusive;
He's dubbed as dumb on each shop floor
Right down from executive:
Yet he's the heart of every plant,
And holds to no regiment;
No boss's man nor malcontent,
His worth is darned elusive!

Lynda Zam

Wi'iB Minerva, counsel me in this moment of despair
As thou didst to Horace and Aristotle.
For present life is but a hell which tears
The heart and soul of this living Mortal.

But love, when you come, knock.

as i go with a goat dance

6: 22 A.M. 25/7/69

The mystic glow of moonlight shone so brightly,
Her golden hair blended in the sand;
As I held on to her for life so tightly.
or, shall I never hear her voice or hold her hand?
The endless days, the far too short nights
Were part of our enchanted life.
Oh will she again be in sight to hold my hand so might
That not even Vulcan and his Fires can unweld our love?

Nina

A DENIAL OF AUTUMN
-for Fritz and Pat Logan

ON HER DEPARTURE

the salty edge
of the chill morning air
slapped our cheeks,
it was december,
and still, no snow.
we didn't know
what to do
we were so happy,
no snow, but
plenty of
mutual admiration.
and what could we do
with our giant
secret, except
gloat smuggly.
it was the only thing
we had
that no one else
cou Id share.

the stature of a giant
turned tender to the
tears of a Iittle girl.

E
R
E
C
T, ... STRONG on two sleek
pillars of frost
In the face of defiance,

soon limp
to the bow of the slightest
feminine request.
some passionate instinct, that
carnal tendency, races inside
him and opens his jewel-coloured
eyes, full-shining and aquamarine. there is MALE stamped
in block letters across his back.

"PSEUDO-THOUGHTS"

Empty games
of tortured minds
hopelessly dreaming
of liquid consciousness
are smiling
in Heidegger's grave.
Corrupted consolations
are kissing
Kierkegaard's useless soul
Dark wind and
coloured time
are silent
behind Sartre's glasses.
Buber's noiseless
mistakes
about God
are flatly
indifferent
Jasper's observantism
is less than a facade
Marcel's Homo viator
is a pure
waste of paper.
Tillich 's paranoia
was not an excuse
for meaningless
cogitations.
Camus was a
Stranger in
his own mind
We are like them:
in love
with our useless
good will
savouring the pleasant
tastes
of bitter sadness.

Alexandre Amprimoz

Molly Lavender
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It pays
to advertise
call Art Sneath
253-4232

.6-, . 13UDDV MACK .

ext. 326

Ontology Club of U. of W.
presents
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL
LIVES I I
FRIDAY, OCT. 27-8:00 P.M.
ASSUMPTION LOUNGE
GUEST SPEAKER: DR. Bill BAHAN
Free Admission Refreshments

Farewell to Ran~olph Street
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"Freedom only of the mind
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A wise man once said (and he said plenty,)
that time stands still for Sargant and no man.
Time has moved its ugly hand again and the
Randolph Street house the centre of Rock 'n'
Roll consciousness and a little bit of degeneracy
will soon cease to exist. Gary and Paul are
splitting for the coast to get their heads together
and the immortal Sarge is seeking his fortune on
the other side of the Atlantic in exotic lands.
So remember fellas, you can take the boy out
of the motor city but you 'II never take the motor
city out of the boy.
farewell

Ston<>, you wish he would have paid more attention to his louder material.
Still it's nice listening when your sitting
around with nothing to do and no particular
place lo go.
JUSTIN THYME

Slade Alive!
If you can remember being in one of the local
bars last spring you may have been subject to
unconsciously having a great single entitled
Look Wot Yon Don, played to you while you
cried in your beer. It was very Beatleish and
really broke up the boredom of Footstompin
'vfosic and Horse With No Name. Regrettably,
no commercial potential.
Slade way back in 1969 was hailed as being
the first skin head band, the new English
working class heroes with early Gene Pitney
hair cuts. Their music was to be West Indian
Reggae a la "Drsmond Dekkar and the Aces",
but once again no commercial potential.
Just prior to seeing Slade Alive, rumours had
it that their first English album, Play it ALL the
Way Up had bitten the dust as a $2. 99 special.
Well Slade Alive sounds like anything but
Raggae but it does sound as if it was recorded
all the way up. As a matter of fact they sound a
bit like Humble Pie live only the rough edges
are a lot more prevalent.
Their choice of material is sort of bad taste, in
that they do two Woodstock songs, Ten Years
After's Hear me Callin' and John Sebastian's
Darlin be Home Soon. as well as the infamous
Born to be Wild. What really makes these
energy arrangements bad is that their original
stuff is really much better, especially in Like a
Shot From my Gun.
What makes the album finally mediocre is
that the energy aimed at is missed by the
overemphasis on the rnergy itself. It comes off
very sweaty and Grand Funkish, where the
deliberateness makes the good intentions seem
to put on and hped ad nauseum.
The same thing happened in their warm up
spot for J. Geils a few weeks ago when they tried
too desperately to get the crowd going and
ended up having the crowd turn against them.

Ondine (far Left) and The Old One (standing, second from the ri ht) watch as the three ondines
BUDDY MACK
There exists no other kind ... "
(water nymphs) tell the story of the Princess Bertha's (seated on l ft) lowly birth to a fisherman,
thereby destroying her claim to royal Lineage.
It's that time of year when you realize the
The cast from the left, Ondine, Matho, The Princess Bertha, Salaambo, the three ondines, The
Count Bertrum, The Old One, and The Lady Violante. O~D'/J E will be playing the Essex summer is finally over.
Now is when you get that aching inside that
theatre this weekend and Thursday, Friday, Saturday. and Su day of next week. Admission
S2.50. Curtain time 8:30.
Lance photo by Norm Yeryk. doesn't really ache but you know it's there. You
walk around outside and maybe go by some of
your old haunts. You've finally realized you'll
never be a kid again and you really did have a
'WAREHOUSE
good time in high school.
So, if there ever was a better time to release
Technically speaking, it
by BOZO
The dramatic ability of his
Joe
Walsh's Barnstorm album I can't think of
Devonshire Cinema I was sucks.
leading lady, Joey Heatherton,
any.
The composition ranged has been surpassed on many
the unanimous choice for the
Barnstorm i~ full of the kind of songs you
Rip-off of the Week Award. from boringly average to in- occasions by many actors.
~
listen
to when your wrapped in the throes of a
Bluebeard is one of the worst sulting. The camera jerked
The lines ate so stiff they're
nostalgia
attack. The songs are silly and
movies I've ever screened around unnecessarily and the funny - almost.
pretentious,
but the chords are nice, and the
(including Sapho Darling). lighting was so badly handled
Together Burton
and
tune
is
so
vague
you can't recognize it till you
My original intention for that one scene stands out in my Heatherton contribute as much
hear
it
again.
this column was to keep it mind because the lighting was to the film as the camera work Walsh used to play in the ]limes Gang until
short and sweet, but Bluebeard almost good.
nothing.
he
left for unknown reasons. James Gang is now
In short the visual was
is so outrageously bad that I'd
Apparently the director (or
a
bastard
Toronto group with Don Troiano
1mtating, and the editing some one with a little inlike to take my time.
(guitar)
and
Roy Kenner (vocals, formerly of
compounded the problem by telligence) realized the degree
making the "film" annoyingly of incompetence exhibited in Bush and the Mandala taking Walsh's place.
The reason for the split may be evident in the
confusing, something the the first part of the movie, and
contrast
between Barnstorm and the James
cameramen did well enough by consequently quietly slides
Gang's
newer
material.
themselves.
from "drama" to "humour",
On
his
solo
album
Walsh leans heavily toward
At least, the production crew in some exceedingly rare inthe
acoustics
and
the
dreamier type of music
seemed dedicated to producing stances it almost makes it.
Participants must be at the south side of Giles
while
the
James
Gang
is full of synchopated
a piece of shit, and that was th
However, I cannot condone
rhythms
drawn
from
solid
R&B roots.
between Bruce Avenue and Ouellette Avenue at
only thing they got together on spend ing $2.25 for ,three funny
Walsh
is
able
to
handle
the quiet music but
The audio was horrible lines.
9:00 a.m. October 28, 1972. The parade will start
listening to the one real loud song Turn to
Although the actors wer
The end reverts to the
speaking English when th "drama"
at about 10 :30-1 l :00. We will proceed north on
attempt,
and
film was made, and in spite
predic table falls flat.
Ouellette from Giles, then make a left turn west
the fact that the sound track '
All in all, the total "filmic
in English, you would sweat: experience" of Bluebeard is
onto University Avenue, proceed west till Huron
something
got
dubbe one of outrage, disgust, insult,
Church Road (Huron Line).
somewhere.
The
no
rightous indignation and a
by SEAN O'DELL
Bruce, who has released
syncronization of sound a
burning desire to get your
Last Monday night at Ford three albums since Cream
picture was not enough to b money back - even if you got in Auditorium, Leslie West and dissolved, seemed not to have
funny - just annoying.
f r frer.
Make a left turn north to College and then park
Corky Laing formerly of been the creator of many of the
Times must be reallv lean in 'If William Calley got 30 Mountain and Jack Bruce, the numbers. His "Songs for a
in G Lot. Hamburgers and drinks will be served at
Hollywood - things w~uld ha e
ars for the My Lai bassist and rhythmic driving Tailor" album contains some
o<;luction, the cast and crew force behind Cream, teamed of the best work recorded in
to
be
really
bad
before
I'd
sign
Macdonald's for participants.
a contract to be in Bluebeard - ef Bluebeard should be up in their first area concert. recent years; the arrangements
erecutcd - slowly.
Burton must be in debt.
Their set started with a are very imaginative and the
Let's Make It A Good Turnout I I
lively number from their new bass lines are almost unalbum and went right into believable for their complexity
"Mississippi Queen•· and the and varity.
old Cream song "Politician".
I, for one, feel that the Jack
Unfortunately these
Bruce-Pete Brown creative
numbers and an encore of
talent would have made this
"Sunshine of Your Love"
concert much more enjoyable.
turned out to be in this critic's
As it was, the group came
opinion, the high points of the
across as an extension of
evening.
Mountain.
The remainder of their
It was technically faultless
album which often seemed to
MONDAY, 30 OCTOBER - SATURDAY, 4 NOVEMBER
go nowhere in particular but space but it was sadly lacking
rather served as a showcase for in direction.
The show was started by Joe
the technical capabilities of
Walsh Uames Gang, and his
West, Bruce and Laing.

It's Getting Cold

Film is the shits

Burton as Bluebe rd Sucks

i....

HOMECOMING PARADE

JAMES DEAN

West, Bruce, and Laing

Climb the mountain again

CABARET
PUB
i-MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

"THE POWER & THE GLORY"

new group.
Their music in retrospect
was often more interesting
than West's Bruce's and
Laing's but too many of the
songs fell into the trap of over
long repetitive riffs which can
become very boring after a
short time.
With a tightening up of their
material, this band could
become very good. Walsh
seemed to be searching for the
guitar style that fits him best.
Let's hope he finds his identity
soon.
All in all, the evening was a
let down from what I had
expected and hoped for.
However, both groups should
be watched closely over the
next few months for the
possibility of creating not good,
but great music is in both of
them.

HALLOWEEN PARTY TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31

Prizes For Best Costumes
Students 50c
Non Students $1.00

Check Signs For Homecoming Special
Saturday 28th October

PLAYS
Ondine: The

University Players will open
their 1972-73 season with Ondine bv Jean
Giraudoux. Joan Hackett is directing. The
play features an all student cast. Oct. 26,
27, 28, 29 & Nov. 2, 3, 4 & 5. Tickets $2.

NAME ...
ADDRESS
CITY .....

ZONE

PROVINCE OR STATE
COUNTRY ......... .

..

Enclosed is $ ••.•••• for •...••• subscriptions to The Lance
at five dollars each (26 issues).

In a 12" high Rocker Sole Boot
Brown Antique Leather
Bia Leather
only $44.00
Open Thursday ... Friday Nltes
C.O.D. orders accepted. Credi
d Chargex cards honored

Make All Cheques Payable To:
Students Administrative Council Ltd.
University of Windsor
Windsor 11, Ont.

DEVONSH EMALL
WINDSO , ONT.
~"De,ig n and Word Tr
of the Villager

Sn

SUPER CINEMA
- Oct. 31 & Nov. 1: My Night at Maud's
(Ma Nuit Chez Maud) by Eric Rohmer

8:10 p.m.
Fri. Oct. 27: Les ,Wen<>striers - music of EXHIBITIONS
- Through Nov. 15 :
4 7 Works of Emily
the Middle Ages and Renaissance on
Carr at Willistead Art Gallery.
authentic instruments. 8: 30 p.m. Tickets
- Oct. 30 - Nov. 26: Art display in the
4, $5 & 6 at D.I.A.
exhibition room at the new library by Susan
LECTURES
Gold, a member of the U. of W. fine arts
- Wed. Nov. 1: Ancient Art (subject to be
facult,.
announced, by Phillip Adams, director,
- Oct. 31 - Dec. 3: 50th Anniversary of the
Cincinnati Art Museum. 8 p.m. Lecture
opening of Tutankhamun's Tomb. Main
Hall. Admission at door: $3.50. DJ.A.
building, ground floor at the Detroit In- Fri. Nov. 3: French XVIII Century
stitute of Arts.
Decorative Arts as displayed in two superb
- Through Nov. 26: Prints by Rolf Nesch,
Parisian Hotels particuliers by Jean Feray.
Main building, ground floor D.I.A.
- In Toronto: Gods pell will be going to
Through Nov. 6: 12 Statements; beyond
church on Oct. 29th at the Church of St.
tlw 60's. South wing, main floor, D.I.A.
Michael and All Angels, St. Clair Ave. W.
- Through 19 7 2: A selection from the Lydia
at Wycheood.
and Harry L. Winston Collection. North
FILMS
wing main floor, D.I.A.
Detroit Institute of Arts
- Tuesday, Oct. 31: The Wummv ( I 932) MOVIES
with Boris Karloff, The 1\Jwnmy's Hand
- Capitol Theatre ... starts Friday. Dulcima
(1940) with Dick Foran
and ]01Lnzey ro Power from 1: 30, night
- Wed. Nov. 1: The Wummy's Ghost
7:30 and 9:30 LCS 9:10.
(1944,, The 'Wummy's Tomb (i942, with
- Centre Theatre... Sometimes a Great
Lon Chaney Jr.
\otion and Play llJisty for 'We. Sometimes- Thurs., Nov. 2: Ca<>sar and Cleopatra
?: 15. \listy-9:20.
11944) with Claude Rains, and Vivien
- Oclrm1 Theatre' ... 1\'icholas and A Lexander,
Leigh.
8: 15.
- Oct. 31 through Nov. 16: Tut. Tut,
- Pala('<' Theatre ... Sup<>rfly and The Wild
Cleopatra.Auditorium. Tickets I.
Bunch 7:25.
- Fri.,Sat.,Sun.: O\. 3 ,4,5: Phantom India.
- Vanity Theatre ... Fiddler on the Roof 2:00
French director Louis '1alle's controwrsial
and 8:30.
six-hour long documentary, shown in its
Devonshire Theatre ( 1) Fritz the Cat
entirety. Tickets $5 (students with I.D.
- Devonshire Theatre (2l Bluebeard

CONCERTS

Attention subscribers: it's time once again to renew
your subscription to The Lance.

cards S3 I at Art Institute office (313 l 83 22730. Sat. Nov. 4 only by advance reservation.
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The Lance Campus News
Bureau needs reporters
Contact Murna Holsey
La nee Off ice

EL•en though the rains came dot!!n and the wind blew strong, co
tition was fierce at the track
held last S111urday at the Phys. Ed. Complex. Outstanditfl competitors from most of

mP!'l

Southern Ontario Universities look part. The highlight wa5 the pole vault event which was won by
Bruce Simpson.
-photos by the Head

Windsor does well

LANCER FOOTBALL
U. OFW.
SAT., OCT. 28TH - 2 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
OF WESTERN ONTARIO

vs.

WINDSOR
ON CKWW RADIO 580
C.S.R.W. STAFF MEETING
On November 1, at 7 :00
P.M., there will be a staff
meeting at Chicago's house,
located at 299 2 University
Ave., at the corner of
University and Sandwich.
Let's have a real good
turnout.
Also C.S.R.W. is bringing
you the broadcast of the
Homecoming Football Game
between
Windsor
and
Western at
1 :45
P .M.
Saturday. There will be
interviews with lancer
Coach Fracas and Mustang
Coach Cosintineau.
Be sure and look for the
C.S.R.W. Float in the Homecoming Parade.
(Friday's Contest answer is:
One man--one boy)

.~-_-.J--···- -··--..

Seven reco s in championship meet
by ASHLE) WIPER
cond, fourth, and fifth respectively. Cathy Valcke placed fifth
On Saturday, October 21st, the University of Windsor hosted In the discus and fourth in the shot put ewnts. W inrlsor field
the first O.U.A.A.-0.W.I.A.A. co-educational track and field
eh Joan Stevenson commented: "I am very pleased with the
meet. 'I'he meet ,\aS, as expected, dominated by the large and
owing of our women. Many of them have given their ' personal
establishPcl track po\\ers. with the University of Toronto and the ~st' performances in this meet." The Universitv of Windsor
lJnivPrsity of \VPsLPrn Ontario taking- top team honours in the
aced sixth in the final 0. W .I.A.A. tPam standfngs.
Mens' and Women' Competitions, respertively.
In thP final O.U.A.A. standings the University of Windsor
In spite of unfavourable weather conditions featuring cold and
aced seventh, accumulating 20 points based on the 10-8-6-4-2rain. seven new records were established. the most spectacular, if
scoring system used in the meet. Derek Doidge took six of those
not outstanding, performance of the day was turned in poleints by third in thP discus throw. In tllP 200 metre final Dale
\anlter Bruce Simpson of the UniVPrsity of Toronto. :Maintainin g ~sley placed fourth. The 4xl00 metre relay team of Dale
tllC' high standard that won him International respect in :M unich,
'sley, Rod Walter, Dave Moncur, and Jeff Chalk placed fifth
Simpson was able to clear 17' 21/i" and better his own 0.U.A.A.
that event. Martha Watters, Anita Sheehy, l\ancy Duchene
record by 14 inches.
Jackie Wellwood finished sixth for the women in this eVPnt.
While the University of Windsor teams 1vere not nearly as large
Windsor track coach 1\1:ike Salter was unavailable for comment
as thosr rntercd by other schools, inspired individual perfore press time. However, University of Windsor Athletic
formances by the athletrs involved allowed them lo place adirector Dick '1.oriarty had these comments: "Both :vliss
mirably well in the overall standings.
tevenson and Mr. Salter should be pleased with the perWindsor women dominated the javelin competition with
nnance of thPir teams today. many have commPnted on the
Jackie Wellwood, Lorraine Campbell, and Joanne Petrie placing
mmenclable individual performances of the athletes involved. I

Here Saturday
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Western beat L theran
SPECIAL REPORT
by DAVE GARDNER
and DENNIS SMITH
The University of Western
Ontario Mustangs defeated the
Waterloo Lutheran Golden
Hawks Saturday 16-?, to set
the stage for a showdown
between the Mustangs and the
University of Windsor Lancers
for first place in the O.U.A.A.
Western Division.
Western, with the aid of
some untimely Lutheran
fumbles and clutch punting by
Paul Knill, pulled out a not-sostunning victory before a
packed house at J. W. Little
Memorial Stadium al Western
on a rainy. sometimes ice-ing,
cold day.
Lutheran came out of the
dressing room fired up as Ted
Passmore returned the opening
kick-off 50 yards. However,
that was one of the few bright
spots for Lutheran on an

······, .....~

think special mention should be made of Rod Walter who not
only has worked VPry hard in preparation for this meet but
probably ran the best race of his life today."
Rod finished second in a Vel) exciting 400 metre Final which
saw the first three finishers take the tape one-fifth of a second
apart. York Lniwrsity's Tony Powell. third in the Canadian
Olympic Trials, took the event with a time of 49.3 seconds.
Gail Olinek of York was high individual scorer for the women
accumulating 21 points. Hal Fraser of Quepn 's University,
Western's Bmce McLaren, and Toronto's Grant Tadman took
20 points each to divide that honour in the Mens' Division. Pole
rnulter Bruce Simpson of the University of Toronto was voted
outstanding male athlete of the meet and rPceiwd the Hee
Phillips :'.\1.emorial Trophy.
ext week on the south campus field the L" niversity of Windsor Lancers host the Westnn Division of the 0.U.A.A. Mustang
athletic supporters, over one thousand it is rumoured, "ill be
taking to buses, bicycles, and roller skates to be here in order to
out-support Lancer fans. Don't let it happen! Be there - and
early - the game is not nearly as ... interesting ... on your feet!!.

otherwise dreary day as they
could not go anywhere from
there.
WPS tern opened the scoring
at 5: 14 of the first quartPr on a
pass from Joe Fabiani to Dave
Kerr that went 79 yards. Paul
knill made the extra point a
that made the score 7 -0 for th
Mustangs. Later in the firs
quarter Lutheran, startin
from their own 53 yard-line
drove to the Western 18 bcfor
Wayne Allison, the Lu therall
quarterback, fumbled the ha
which was pounced on b
Western's Vic McLeod. N
scoring resulted from th'
error, but more were to come
Western's next score was set:
up by yet another Golde
Hawk fumble. Knill punted
Gary Duffy who dropped th
ball. Western recovered at th
Lutheran 4? and moved to the
29 from where Knill auemptec1
a field goal. The wide attempt

.

•·.
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Track

an~N:::~~ Standings

jJI
good for a single as
theran conceded at 5: 15 of
second quarter.
OUAA TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Mustangs again put
University of Windsor - October 21, 1972
ven on the board, less than
o minutes later when Chris
kopelianos
fielded
a
Winner of the Hee Phillips Memorial Trophy - Bruce Simpson (VT)
assmore punt and galloped
Championship Team - University of Toronto
63 yards for a touchdown.
Paul Knill's convert made the
Team Standings and Points
score 1.;.o at 6: 34.
Lutheran blew a couple
Total
I
2
3
4
5
6
more opportunities late in the
I.
Toronto
160~
6
4
8
3
3
2~
period. Jim Cooper picked off
-i
Western
126
4
5
5
1
5
2
an errant Fabiani pass at the
3.
Queens
88
4
2
2
4
1
2
Western 27. However, Wayne
4.
Waterloo
70
2
3
1
3
2
4
Allison was hit on the blind
5.
York
57
2
3
0
2
2
1
side by Reg Richter and lost
6.
Mc~aster
39~
0
0
2
5
2
3~
the ball again at the Western
7.
Windsor
20
0
1
1
1
1
0
34 w hne the Mustangs
8.
Laurentian
13
0
I
O
O
2
1
recovered. Western could not
9.
Brock
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
mo\e the ball and punted.
Duffy took thP punt and
promptly fumbled at his own
~~
53, but this time out of bounds.
400 M Hurdles
Fraser
Queen's
53 .6
Wayne Allison immediately hit
Tim Pickett on a 50 yard pass
t~;~~a~turdles
~i:i;!~~t
~~;~nto
(5.24m)
1!1!
play to the Western 8 yard- ll!i
lin e. Lutheran stalled there as
on a third down gamble they ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;
failed to score. Time ran out in
the half with the score Western
... . .
15, Lutheran 0.
The second half began as a
defensive battlP. Midway '
through the third quarter 'I\ .
Lutheran took over at the
..•
Western 50 and moved via
their wish-bone "T" to the 33,
from where Allison went all the
way on the option play.
Parker's conversion made the
score I 5- 7 at 8: 46 of the third
quarter.
Late in the third quarter,
Western's Joe Fabiani was hit
attempting to pass by a
Lutheran line-man and had to
I
be helped off the field. He was
replaced at quarterback by
Mike Fess.
In the fourth quarter,
Lutheran's Cooper intercepted
his second pass and returned it
to the Mustang 11. The
Golden Hawks moved to the .5
before being faced with a third
down and 4 situation. Thev
gambled and lost by one foot,
as Western held and took over.
Western could not move the
ball and Knill boomed a clutch
punt 52 yards to the Mustangs
53 .
On the Golden Hawks next
drive, Wayne Allison fumbled
for the fourth time. From midfield, Fess passed to Henry
Janssen who ran to thP 24.
Lutheran forced the Mustangs
to settle for a single via a punt
which completed the scoring,
16-i for the home team.
Lutheran tried despnation
drives the last five minutes of
the game, but had no success.
The final score was: WPstem
16· Lutheran 7.
s
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And thats the troth!
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Despite support of demands

D emonstration may be ea
Perri resigns
amid chaos
Tony Perri our Services
Commissioner has resigned.
His resignation is the seventh
of this administration.
Perri, when asked why he
resigned, said simply, "lack of
co-operation had a lot to do
with it."
Tony. a very conscientious
pt>rson, feels that his job was to
obtain services for the students
which
are
paying this
univnsity $22.50 each.
Gerry Gagnon was approached and, Tony told him
that he would keep the job if he
received some co-operation ie.,
that the Services Commissioner's budget be given a
high priority.
SAC at their annual budget
meeting did not give Perri
nearly enough money to
operate effectively.
Perri in his efforts to do right
by the students who elected
him last vear with an 80
percent m~jority vote of the
votes cast, feels that if yon elect
the man, you are in effect
electing hi~ ideas as they are
part of the man. He has been
doing his best to give the
students services like cheaper
concerts and better entertainment. As a one time member of

elled by U. of T. opposition

a rock group, Tony has come
to know quite a few groups and
agents and has saved the
administration a lot of money.
Perri feels that students
shouldn't have to pay $5 or S6
for a concert when they have
already paid $22.50 for services.
In his letter of resignation,
Perri states that "And, also
since the majority of council
members, in my opinion, are
not acting in the best interest of
the student body and I have no
reason to believe that the
attitudes will change and
because it has been made
clearly evident to me that you
don't need a services commissioner ... "

Perri also stated that his law
school work was suffering, but
that it was not the most influential
factor
m
his
tancer _fam went 1.v ifd as thP final gun H'Pfil and the footb
resignation.
Gagnon was not available 1e11m took m·Pr sole pos.w,ssion of first p/acP. The final pl
for comment as he is on his d<>cided the game as Don flollerhead kicked the pigskin out
way to Ouawa.
Perri's last comment ~as "If
I weren't in law school, I'd
stick around and if necessary
take it to the students and
impeach them (councill if
necessary, but I just don't have
the time".

lw Pnd :::one. d<'fHfring ll'<,st<>rn of thP tying point. S<>e Don. l
old w1u I'd [!l't your name in tfz,, pap<'r '!

..

-Photo by George Gawadzyn

TOROI\TO (CUPI - The Ontario Federation of Students
may be forced to scrap plans for a mass demonstration against
the provincial governmrnt following the University of Toronto
student council's refusal to participate.
The council Wrdnrsday night (Oct. 25) refused Lo go along
with thr protrst, defcatin~ the proposal by a 3 to 2 ratio.
The demonstration, rrcommended by last weekend's (Oct. 21,
221 OFS grnrral mcrting. would have brought students from
membrr campusrs across the prO\·ince to Toronto for the opening
of thr provincial legislature early next month.
Earlier this month, students overwhelmingly endorsed OFS
drmands for repeal of last spring's S l 00 tuition fee hike and
increased student loan ceilings, increased accessibility to student
aid srhemes, and full consultation of all concerned before any
further detrimental changes to post-secondary financing
programs oc·c11J'. They also voted to withhold second term tuition
frrs if negotiations with the government fail.
Delegates from U ofT, Queen's University and the University
of W rstern Ontario, representing the largest member schools and
thr constituencies which had most strongly supported the OFS
demands in the province-wide referendum, had opposed the
drmonstration at the general meeting.
OFS gi'neral co-ordinator Craig Heron cautioned the U of T
council "If U of T drops out, it will cause a hell of a lot of
damage ... He conceded that the demonstration would not likely
be held denied U of T support.
Debate on the protest focused on possible negative public
reaction and the amount of time and organization required. An
engineering SAC rep suggested it would be best to sit back and
negotiate for more "credibility" rather than staging the
demonstration.
Ironically, the council passed another OFS motion supporting
momentum-building actions in the community and educational
institutions prior to the demonstration.
Heron said Sunday October 30 that the OFS executive would
meet early this week to decide whether to cancel the
demonstration.

Legal eagles busy
The Student Legal Aid
Program which is situated in
the university's la\\ building
offers a great service for the
students and the community.
It is a branch of the Ontario
Legal Aid Pro,~ram and has
been

Mickey Mouse in race
TORONTO (CP) - Two days after she handed in her
nomination papers for the federal election, Maoist candidate
Barbara Biley entered Don Jail to begin serving a nine-month
sentence for obstmcting police.
Despite her limited communications with the electors of
Halifax-East Hants, Mrs. Biley says she is still campaigning-. But
she refuses to say how.
Although jail officials decribe her as a model prisoner, the 23ypar-old candidate occupies a segregated cell.
"She absolutely refuses Lo work," says Edith Thompson,
acting head matron.

Candidate imprisoned
WELLINGTON (Reuter) Mickey Mouse has been
accepted as a candidate for the Palmerston North seat in New
Zealand's Nov. 25 general election.
The returning officer said that Mr. Mouse, represents the Mad
Hatters Tea party.
Mr. Mouse, who changed his name from Christopher Lawrence, is unemployed and campaigns with a rock band and
showers of jelly beans.

,1/thoug/z thi.~ .~tupendom float did not 1cin any prize. it wa s
still the best truck in thP parade. The ide11 1rns an exact replica of
1he tanc<' of.fie<' and th<' original kazoo marching /Jand from
CSR W pro1·id<>d us 1dtlt ~oothing melodies 1chile u:e wound our

0~

camrr _ for three

vears.
· Greg Evans i,J; the director of
the program and has been
involved with it since it began.
It is not an isoll:ited service out
here on campus. It has connections with the Community
Action centre in Windsor as
well as the Legal Aid Clinic in
Windsor also.
'nie branch on campus
receives deferred cases that
they feel they can handle from
Community Action. These
deferred cases are people who
are seeking legal aid. They are
sent to the campus branch
because, either they cannot
afford a lawyer or the case is
really too small for a lawyer or
a firm to handle.
Mr. Evans feels this is one of
the assets of Student Legal
Aid. "At the university", he
v thro111.d1 the W<'t. cool streets of this thriving rnelropolis. A says, "we have more time for
,d tim<' rrns lwd by ull tcho participat<>d on all the floats in the these peoples' problems than a
ade.
pract1cmg lawyer does".
-Photo by Squire Another asset is that kids feel

Graduates are qualifi ed but ....

fr.ot'r to seek aid hc!'e rather
than to go to a lawyer for it.
All the work at Student
Legal Aid is voluntary. Both
the student and the advisors
benefit from thf' program. The
advisors, who are studying law
at the university get -practical
exf}('ri nee wh~ the student
rece i ws free le1~a I a id.

TI1ese people are not paid
for their services. The only
financial backing the program
receives is from SAC and this
money is used for office space
and ,supplies.
Most of the cases handled at
Student Legal Aid are like
those of traffic violations and
drug charges, or really any
trouble that a student finds
himself in.
The set-up of the program is
quite efficient. There are
groups called cells which
consist of five law students and
a third year student who is in
charge of his cell.
Altogether it is a benefit to
everyone concerned. It offers
practical experience for a law
student and a free service
which has a good reputation
for a student in need of legal
aid.

. ... Americans get the jobs

Canadian universities don 't ave Canadian professors
by SAL PREST A
Throughout Canada's history there has been
wholesale economic and politica I sPll-outs.
Begin ping with Britain's colonial policy to the
present day American Imperialism, Canada has
been a willing victim to other countries exploitation.
The universities have also been hard hit by
foreign "control". Barry Lord, National Chairman
for the 85 percent Canadian Quota Campaign
stated that in all post-secondary schools in English
Canada there are 49 percent Canadian professors,
23 percent American and 16 percent are British.
In Windsor there are 55 percent Canadian
professors and 31 percent American. "The
professors come here with American ideology,
promote American thoughts and coupled with
American textbooks they are fast turning- the
Canadian university into a place of promoting
American ideas", said Lord. He also added that
most other countries have 90 percent or more of
their own citizens teac'hing while Canada has less
than half.
Shades of Mathew and Steeles one might
ponder. Yet Mathew and Steeles once and still
attest to the fact that there is hardly any Canadian
textbooks in univPrsities. Whereas they attacked
the lack of Canadian content Lord attacks not only
content but also the lack of Canadian professors.
"Since the university is the place where the young
and future leaders of this country obtain their
training, we should insure that they receive a
Canadian oriented educa tion rather than
Amnican thoughts," stated Lord.

TI1e myth that there aren't any Canadians
The 85 percrnt quota is arbitrary mm1ber. It
qualified for positions is just that - a myth. Most is a goal that Canadians
work towards. It is
universities have turned out enough qualified also a solid majority of Can 'ans holding the jobs.
Canadians to fill the posts, yet they are left jobless The rpst of 15 percent sl
be fil)pd by other
while Americans walk in with tax benefits to take a nationalities but not nece
ily all Americans.
Canadian ·s job.
_
'11wre have bet'n too m
cases to neglect this
TI1e American professors are given a two year problem. In 196() at Wa
in the eight most
tax benefit while teaching in Canada. At the end of itkologically sensiti,e
partmPnts. t'ver)
the two vears thev must return home.
d<•partment ht'ad was an A
ican. Jn Victoria the
What has been happening is that at the end of university prt'sident "as
American holding
the two years the Americans return to the States for degrees from a mail order
ersitv. l\ot until the
the summer but will come back in the fall to teach student body exposed hi
th~ Board finally
again, and again receive the two year tax bPnefit. deeide to let the prPs. go.
cross the country the
"They are guilty of fraud," stated Lord, "and Americans have been g
breaks while the
should be prosecuted." He also said that the qualified Canadian can't
n get a foot in the
Ontario government has been cheated of l O million door.
dollars in taxes by the ~mericans." This amount
At Windsor although
re are ;) 5 percent
could have been used to keep fees down.·· he said. Canadian prof. there
also many more
lie added that he had no quarrel with those AnlC'rican profs ( 31 perce
than the average in
professors who genuinely come to Canada to settle English Canada. The r ea
for this being is that
and become Canadians. "Its those who come to Windsor is next door to t States and therpfore
take the benefits and run that I have a beef more easily accessible h) t
mericans. They can
against," he said.
t•, Pn commute to work !'
dav.
"The problem stems directly from the top, ..
Trevor Price, professo f i)olitical Science,
Lord stated. ''Boards of Governors are dominated stated "There is no ex
at all for hiring
by American Corporations, universities are headed Anwricans." He added tha e Americans that are
by American presidents and finally some depart- aln•ady in Canada should be thrown out. "The
ments are dominated by Americans.
myth that there is no Cana n talPnt to fill posts is
At one time Canada did need talent in schools just not true. Students wl
aw left here (Windbut that situation has long p;one. Where once the sor I and found no jobs
ould be given first
government attracted talent from man} other considPrations," he sai
Price belie,t's that
countries it should now try to curb this by im- preference should be g-ive
Canadians when a
plementing legislation to protect thP Canadian job post has to be filled. He s d that the Americans
market.
go to great lengths to adve
their own graduates

throughout Canada while we Canadians hardly try
to help our own. At one time when Davies was
Minister of Education an effort was made to hire
Canadians wherever possible. Guidelines were sent
to that effect to all universities but most presidents
(even our own I made no effort to emphasize it.
'niry simply distributed the guidelines to thr
dt'partnwnts.
Prof. Signorile. Ht'ad of Sociology and Anthropology, stated that "this problem calls for
discussion." Being an American he "didn't come to
Canada to bring America with him." He believes
that certain disciplines such as Soc. Anthro. cannot
be taught by Canadians bt'cause there arPn ·1 that
many Canadians qualified. Other departments
such as Psychology have the same problem. Yet
man} ha,·t' graduated from these courses and
cannot find jobs. Signorile was worried of the
quality of tht' professors if thP 85 percent quota
,,as implemented. "In the area of Education one
must be careful not to make an intimate connt'ction
hNwet'n 'Jationalism and Education. CarriPd to a
grt'at length one can run the risk of fascism,"
Signorile said. "Preference should bP given to our
own eitizens", he ,-aid, "but a balance must be
found."
Gent' McNamara, a prof. of English said that
the problem is a ,alid concern and that one should
look to tlwir own. "If the quota was here before I
canw, I would not be here." he stated. He also
stated that he missed out on the tax break because
ht' just didn't know about it. He added thal before
Canadians werpn't qualified whcrPas now they are
and should be given preference.

Professor Brown-John of Political Science
stated, "people teaching in Canada should live in
Canada. They are not keeping the faith if they
don't and it is an insult to us (Canadiansl.
"It is important to havt' Canadian content. Not
just token content but a genuine effort should be
made," he said. He also said that every effort
should be made to hire Canadians but no
American should be fired because of it. "We
should have a positive nationalism and not a super
ultra nationalistic zeal to achieve this," he said.
"What I like to see," he said, "is Canadian prof.
holding Canadian degrees, not degrees acquired in
the States."
Neville Layne of Soc. and Anthro. said that
Windsor was at the very back of this movement
because of the psychological dependence on
Detroit. "If any impetus comes it will have to come
from the students and not the profs." he said. This
particular department is 60 to 70 percent
.\merican. Being a Canadian himself, Layne
believes that preferences should be given to
Canadians.
'Jl1is problem crrtainly exists. The Americans
are somewhat being blamed. yt't one must
renwmhPr that thr Canadians themselves have
mad<· the problem. They have allO\wcl lam, to exist
\\ hil'h ga\t' other nationalities opportunities to
o,erun this market. It is no longrr ft'asible to
eontim1P in this mannrr and its up to the
Canadians to change the situation. It is somrwhat
ironic to see a romse offt'red in Canadian Studies
in a Canadian ni\t'rsit).

34 Million

Canada aids U.
by STRANGE

To whom it may ( perhaps) concern:
The st>rond and third floors of the West Wing of the
Library arc really insufferably hot, Is there any way to
regulate the tcmpt>raturt' making it more conducive to
study?
FP III Arts
I didn't get too far on this question, although I gave it the
old college try. First, I phone the energ} conversion centre,
that 11niversity phallic symbol and disguised space ship. The
bureaucrats down there, as usual, didn't want to talk to me.
I'm just a student, I have little or no say in what goes on
around here, although I help pay their salaries etc. Then, I
phone the Library and they were a lot better. They are aware
of the problem and they too have railed thf' office of physical
facility. The problem is befog takf'n care of. Even now, deep
in the darkened bowels of the f'nf'rgy centre, small greasy
mf'n in coveralls are laboring in tlw large intestine of that
giant monolith. Peering at dials, pushing at buttons, hocking
Jungers on the floor they arc trying to calm the erratic
monstf'r before it runs amuck and shoots enough hot air
through it's ventilators to fry us all.
In the meantime, try stripping down to the buff and lying
on thp floor. We all know that hot air rises.

+++
Is the rafrtcria being ripped off by the establishment
, staffl or do they get their food free while us students
ha"e to pa} for it? More than once I have seen a staff
member walk off without paying. What's up?
Disgruntled I Arts
Seven up, 1J pton Sinclair and up yours. II you 're talking
about faculty. the person you've seen is a mutant created by
the Bioloio Department, and his chromosomes have been
arranged so that he is invisible to anyone from Beaver Foods.
'.\ext time youf ee anyone from yotu faculty, walk up and
smash_ your £is into_ hi_s stomach. There are rumc1:1rs that all
faculties ha\e l een mfiltrated bv the mutants. S if you have
suspicions th~t om• of ) our Ia~ulty members is not really
there, punch him, if he screams he is not a mut nt. On the
other hand if all you punch is air, he is probably a meat byproduct.
If yon arp referring lo thp staff of Beaver Foods, they know
better than to eat the cafeteria fare.

+++
What is Technocracy INC?
SMI\ Arts.
Technocracy, Inc is an educational and scientific group
whose aims are to promote a better understanding and use of
this continent's technological advances. -They feel we are
depleting our · natural resources and science is better
equipped to handle the rapi<l advances in technology than
politicians. Basically, science should be used to improve the
quality of life in North America. Phone 736-2411 for more
information.
However, this is iust a front. ThP group is really highly
specialized and fully equipped para-military disguised
penguins from Antartiea who are stealing all our reserves of
bat quano and shipping it out of the country concealed in
frisbees.

+++
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STRAI\GE NOTES OF INTEREST
Speaking of frisbees, did you know that the good of' US of
A spent 5 years and $500,000 trying to develop a weapon
which could be thrown by US infantry men like a frisbee.
They wou Id have really been by Wham-?.
Rubarian Tree gaffers can not be reproduced in whole or
part and can not be re-sold or retread without prior
pem1ission of the publishf'r.
• ot to female frosh. They are available in Ann Arbor,
Michigan and come in 8 flavours: LPmon, lime, avocodo,
squash, licorice, cumquat and black and white.
'l11is week's column is brought to you by Fred Astair
Dance Studios Ltd. who ask you to remember - It takes two
to tango.

+++
All qut>stions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
fcclthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centrt' desk, who is vacationing in Cpper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them dirt'ctly to
tlw Lam·t> who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last rt>sort bring tht>m directly to my office {No. 4) in
the hugt' fluurt>secnt Lance complex.

MONTREAL (CUP)
The Pentagon gave Canada
$34 million for research during
1967-71, more than half the
amount granted to all foreign
educational and non-profit
organizations, a report on
Canadian involvement with
the American military says.
And some 348 companies in
Canada
received
direct
military contracts from the
U.S. department of defense
during that time.
Entitled "How to Make a
Killing", the 250-page study
was conducted by seven
students at McGill University
under the direction of political
science
professor
S.J.
Nomnoff. The group calls itself
"Project Anti-War".
The report quotes a US Air
Force publication as saying
"granted funds are always
used to achieve maximum contribution to the new knowledge
essential to the continued
superiority of the air force
operational capability, and it is
assumed that grantees and
principal investigators will
always direct their efforts to
this end."
McGill University received
831,415 from the Pentagon
from 1967 to 1971 and more
than $663,000 was for prime
military contracts. The rest
went toward basic scientific
in ves tiga tion.
In developing the study,
Project Anti-War referred to
American and Canadian
government records, and wrote
to private corporations,
inquiring whether they had
received Pentagon contracts.
Four companies that replied
they had nothing to do with the
Pentagon were found to indeed
to have contracts. They included Canadian General
Electric, North American
Rockwell and Canadian
Westinghouse, whose parent
companies do extensive work
for the defense department;
and Okanagan Helicopters,
which received contracts
valued at $23,000.
The Canadian gpvemment
itse~ is also extensively involved in the war industry,
subsidizing production of
materials destinPd for use by
US forces in Indochina.
The study shows that the
department of trade and
commerce awarded a total of
$458,643,906 to 154 companies in Canada "to develop

and sustain its (the defense
industry's) technological capability for the ptupose of
defense export sales arising
from that capability".
Of the 154 companies
receiving grants, 45 are
American-owned, and they
obtained $224,492,428 or 47
percent of the total.
Not only does the Canadian
government fund American
companies for war research to
be used in the US, but it also
pays one-half the cost of new
equipment used for plant
modernization.
The Canadian government
also prints two catalogues
listing military
supplie
available from Canadian
industry. "Canadian Defense
Commodities" is published by
the department of trade, industry and commerce, and
"Canadian Defense Products"
is printed by the department of
defense production,
"Presence in the catalogue'
the study analyzes, "does n
necessarily mean that sa
have been made, but it i
dicates this willingness ancf
potential for producing th
advertised equipment."
The "Production Sharin
Handbook" - also publish
by the department of defen
production - provides explic"
information on how to obta'
American defense departmen
contracts. Most contracts ar
placed
with
Canadia
Commercial Corporation,
crown corporation which a
as an intermediary between th
American government and th
Canadian producer.
Project Anti-War, point'
out that its study is prelimina
and only indicates minimu
amounts, says the other $3
million awarded by th
Pentagon to foreign educ
tional and non profit urga
izations for research during t
same period of time, went to 5
other countries.
The list includes such s
called neutral countries a
Austria, Finland, SwedPn and
Switkerland, along with the
pro-American Bolivia, Brazil,
France, Greece, Israel, Japan,
South Korea, South Africa,
Spain, Taiwan, and the United
Kingdom.
After Canada's $34 million,
Norway tops the list with $9
million in grants.
"But it is not a question of
how much," a Project Anti-

war
War spokesman said, "one
dollar is too much."
During their research,
project workers discovered that
classifipd Canadian data is
often available publicly in the
US, even if the evidence is
widely dispersed or contra·
dietary.
Originally the group had
found, through its own
research, that 23 7 companies
had received direct military
contracts from the Pentagon.
On October 3, the group
released that information to
the public in Quebec City, in
conjunction with thP International Assembly of Christians in Solidarity with the
Vietna mese, Laotian and
Cambodian peoples.
Twelve days after that press
conference, and 33 days after
the group mailed the original
request for infom1ation to the
Canadian department of trade,
industry and commerce, the
department sent the research
group a list of 211 companies
which it had previously withheld on the grounds that such
action would harm the
'competitive positions of the
companies involved".
The letter accompanying the
list explained: "This listing
contains the names of all
Canadian companies who over
the past six years (1966-71
inclusive l received unclassified
contracts for defense equipment through' the Canadian
Commercia I
Corporation
which came under the umbrella of Canada-US depart·
ment of defense of any of its
branches." The new listing
included 111 companies which
the group had not even found
in its own research.
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Marxist slandered
Suing lniniigration
DOWNSVIEW (CUPI - Istvan Meszaros, the Marxist
scholar hired by York University and now chargPd with illegal
entry to Canada is suing Zavie LPvine, assistant to immigration
minister Bryce 1\1ackasey.
Levine was quoted in the Globe and Mail as having said "this
is no golden-haired boy" in response to a question as to why the
federal government had refused Meszaros' application for an
entry visa. There are unsubstantiated rumours that Meszaros is a
spy for the KGB.
"I have from my lawyer that such a remark is highly slanderous and I intend to prosecute," Meszaros said Oct. 25.
He has also sent a telegram to prime minister Pierre Trudeau
asking that he initiate a full-scale inquiry into the handling of his
case.
ThP immigration board inquiry to detem1ine whether or not
Meszaros is legally in the country began Tuesday Oct. 24, at
which time it was adjomned until Oct. 31. On the previous
Monday, Meszaros' lawyer attempted to quash the inquiry, but
the action was dismissed by the federal courts with costs to
Meszaros.
Paul Copeland, Meszaros' lawyer, said the tone of the inquiry
is low-keyed and relaxed. Ivan Whitehead, a refugee from the
1956 Hungarian uprising, like Meszaros, is counsel for the
immigration department.
The immigration department, if it can prove that Meszaros did
enter the country illegally, could begin actions to have the
professor deported.
Meszaros maintains that he came to Canada to get legal
counsel to fight his case after waiting 1 7 wePks to hear from the
immigration dPpartmPnt in London and finally receiving a IPtter
prohibiting him from coming to Canada eithPr as a visitor or an
immigrant.
Both Meszaros and Copeland contend that this letter was
illegal. as it assumed powns resPrved for immigration officers at
entry ports. As a British citizen, Meszaros said his legal advice
was that he could travel to any commonwealth nation without
problems-and could only be stopped at point of entry.
Copeland said Whitehead has agreed with this interpretation
and that the letter has not been introduced as e\-idencP in the
inquiry.
Meszaros entered the country on Sept. 19, unknown to York
and government officials. On Sept. 22, Mackasey madP his
review decision known - the answer was no, and a tPlegram to
that Pffect was sent to Meszaros' home in Brighton, England
from York dean of arts John Saywell.
SubsequPntly, Macaspy offprPd MPszaros a one-year certificate
to stay in Canada. Meszaros refused on thP grounds that it did
not clear his namP.
Since then, Mackasey has said he would review the casP one
more time - on condition that Meszaros return to England first.
Meszaros has again refusPd, stating that if he left the country, he
would lose his recourse to appPal.

Youlearn
something
new every day
One of the wonderful things
bout growing up is trying diferen t things. Like Yoga. And
forming your own opinion about
a I your new learning. Another
part of growing up is finding out
about sanitary protection.
Maybe you're wondering if
you're old enough for Tampax
tampons . If you're of menstrual
ge, you're probably old enough.
any girls start right off with
Tampax tampons.
They come in three absorbencies : Regular, Super and
J.!!!!!Q!· There's one to fit your
needs. And they're easy to use.
Just follow the simple directions
side every package. You'll
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Football game a s(ueaker

Home oming successful despite weather
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Despite the hassle tha
ensued O\er the lack of
queen, rveryone concerne
would certainly have to agr
that Homecoming '72 prov
to be a rousing snccrss
rspecially for the drinker.
TI1e ,wrk was unofficial
kicked off on TuPsdav when
Oktoberf Pf'd took · place
Vanier Hall. The food w
great, the beer went down w
and we had the pleasure of t
compan) of the man himself
Mr. Oktoberfest
Unc
Julius. Uncle Julius i
responsible for originating t
Oktoberfest in Canada a
now he works as an advisor f
Formosa Springs Breweri
Later that night 111 t

Grotto wf' had our first
Ok tolwrfrst drink-in. This I
c·an tell you from Ill} own
e,1H·rience was a rousing
succ·ess and it c-ontinued for 2
days. If han!,(·o,ers "ere
punishable by jail. our cmn
swprt L1's l\,lenrar would be
then• for a long tinlf' - God
bless you Les and may you
newr e,er ha,e some of the
hang--overs that were hanging
around on Thnrsday and
Friday morning'.
Friday was a day of arrival.
Alumni from all over the
province and country poured
in and attended a reception
held in their honour. Friday
night the beer again flowed to
an over-capacity crowd, while

a rock band . replacPd thP
r,cellrnt GPnnan brm,s band
that was hrrP for thr
Oktobrrf Pst. Satnrda~ dawnrd
,,ith rain in thr park and other
things happening, lik1• a
paradt', and hoy "hat a
parad<'. Tlw floats \\<'re all
vrry good induding- or should I
say <'Specially tlw mrclia
corporation's float. St'Pms the
judg-es didn't think so, and we
clicln"t win. \\'e all thought that
it was quite original sincp it
"as an rxact n•pliea of our
nffic<' and all the, noisr that
originates from CSRW is really
just a kazoo marehing band.
The engineprs won first prize
dPsPrwdly and then TKE \\Oil
second priz!' and last but not

Featuring Smackwater

least Huron Hall with thr great
pumpkin for third. Tony Perri
and Enzo and all the rest of the
parade marshalls dPsrrve a
great deal of praise for the ,~ay
tlwparaclewent-whocaresif
it rainrd '!
The aftrrnoon brought
draring- skies and a supPr
performanPr by ont acr o. l
football l<'am we beat
\\ estC'rn just in case you didn't
kno" or ha,t'n"t g-ot to the
sports y<'t. The score was tight
and so were the plays. A
sterling performarwP fellas hen• 's hoping that you make
the title for our school a realitv
- thP studrnt body is behind
you.
Saturday night tlH' bPer
again flowed frt,1•ly in the
grotto. \\'ith a S2.00 admission
chargr yon got a mug and all
the fun y011 eould handle. Les
yon did it again - oneh. Soooo
many hang-overs on Sunday.
Considering therp \\ Prr ovPr
si,ty kegs of bePr consumed
bC'l ween Wednesday and
Satunlay, all things \\ere in
ordrr and the pnb is now and
hoprfully forpwr in thr black.
Lrs and a Il his Pre\\ deserve a
big hand for kreping thP
rm,diness to a minimnm. and

h, A'liiN TESSIER
& J.P. SQl IRE

EACH WEDNESDAY 7:00 P.M.

Some consternation is bring caused at tlH' Faculty of
Education this week hnt it"s mostl) rnming from thr professors.
A suney is being- passt'd around b) a group of concerned
students which is questioning the traditional mark of profrssional
assessmrnt. This mark, \\ hich is 2.'i p<>rcen t of the final mark is
an anrag-rd total of all l 4 professors as to whrthrr or not thP)
think you \\ ill makt' a good teacht'r. This is not to he confused
with our tra!'hing- marks or ou.r class tests. Inc·lndt>d in most
prof's ass!'ssment is attpndanc<'. partic-ipation in 1·h1ss, and not so
muc-h this ypar as last, drpss and appearanc<'.
Also undt•r qu<>stion wrrp tests. class matPrial. pn'paration for
teaching-. and library faPilities.
Prof Pssor reactions to thP survey questionnain• ,arird from
"childish·· to ··you can't expect th<' other profs h1•re to h<>
friendly to that kind of suney". lo "It"s a good id1•a." A c-omplPtr
c<>nsus will br completPd latpr this \\PPk.

BEER - 10 4
SHOTS-354
ADMISSION

f>I

Q2

EVERYBODYS
WELCOME "

~at

7'61t,e~{'4

STEREO PLACE

On the part) scrnr a loC'al group g-oing by the 11nus11al namp of
host<'d tlw !'11\<'ftainnwnt for tlw
F.du1·ation Sol'il'l\ \, first soC'ial <'•<'Ht, a cnslunw Ilal\0"1:,.n
Pa~ h!.'ld Fri'1a;, 0C'tobpr 2"7.
Staff nwm bPrs and students alik,• '"'rt' clr,•.,,;,•d a., a , ari,•I) of
p<'rsonaliti!'s. Chos1•n from .Spanish ladies, superhian, !who;;, ~nd
"soul brothers(. was a nomad characterized by Prof Ilumplm•y,
the A1·t teaC'het, For his rfforts, Mr. II umphrey rN·Pi\ Pd a jug of
apple cid!'r.
The <>vrning ended with the raffling off of a hottlP of SC'otC'h.
Social DirPctor, Tony Piccinato. was c·omplinH·ntPd b) both
staff and stnd<'nts for thP ingenuity that ,,ent into thP making- tlw
evening a success.
Timrsda), NmembPr 2, is Profpssional DrvPlopment Day..
This is a cla} set asitle for the students to heconw morr infornn•d
about thr profession they hope to <'nt!.'r.
Westrrn Ontario Regional Office consultants, loC'al classroom
consultants and arpa snprrintPndPnts will bP on hand to arnmt•r
the quPstions of the students. There will be a special luncl1eon
which will be highlightrd by a sprPc-h b) f)pan J\pasP. Tlw
afternoon \\ ill close with "Problem Solving- Situation.,".

ATT\V \TER-KE1\T

J35 01:J LLETTE AVE.
See Our Huge
Display Of
Stereo Headsets
For Private
Listening

•
•
•
•
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12373 Tecumseh E.
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rveryone full of beer. Thank
vou T,es and friends.
· Sunday night brought
Crowbar and ..'Vlichael Lewis.
The concert was not vrry well
attended, but nr,ertheless,
well received. \1ichacl Lewis
was sounding a littl<' lik<' Leon
Russell and a whole lot like
Elton John and very, very
good. Crowbar on the other
hand was sounding- rather like
th1•y \\Pre trying to make a
transition from their formrr
roC'k 'n roll to fun kie and not
too wPll at that. But they did
have thPir momPnts when thev
showed their stuff and provt';l
to l'\eryont' that they hadn "t
forg-otten ho\\ to sing-.
Yt•s, Homecon ing · 72 will go
down in thr pag<'s oF history as
a great happening and a lot of
people who should be thanked
\\ill m•n•r be thanked, but
tht•rt• is on<' man who really
drsen rs a lot of praise and he
is Tom PPrri, our ex-Services
Commissioner. I"m sure that
Tony has a lot of people to
thank pPn,onall) that we don't
<'YC'n kncm about but thanks
from thP stmlPnts, Tony and
frirncls,
for
makinghom<'c-oming- \H'!'k1•ml a great

Pioneer
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$14.95- $75.00
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"Freedom only of the mind
There exists no ot~er kind ... "

Curved Air

Essr>x !fall didn't u:in u prizl' her. h111 the flow H'IIS 1;ood 11nd the spirit we11t. This H"u., 1J1w 11.f
fine f)ilrnd<' float., t hut u·ere. lltered i 11 the ll1J11wroming Pc1radr> 1rhic/1 H',IS lwld 011 Sat 11,·d,n
under /('('/. ra.inv .,ki<'.,.
The <ToH·d h~came l'<'n r>lll li3ed ,LI S11111rdw:,"s footlrn/1 111 thr> PHVS ED romp/r•x. \ohod_,
il/Jf)<'11red t11 he .,11.fferini from e cold. H'<'I c/imilte 1•spr>ci11/ly toH·11rds thr> end of tlu• fourth
q1wrtr>r 1dwn the .H·or<' rt·as I'
cr1m1wtitil'e.
Tn th1• [)Ill> ,11111/l nights 11( h(lt comin{.f a {.food tinw rt·as <'njoy<'d /J_1 a//. Th<' h1•N illl(/ /hi' hand,
1·0111hinNl 1dth th,, high s[>iritec roH·d to 11111ke llonwroming "72 11 mr>morahh• <'XfH'rienr'l' for ull
1cho ill le• nd1•d.
S111ulity ni{.fht lm1111.d11 Croi r Ullll Hic/rnr>I /,1•1cis to St. lklliS to 1cind 1111 llomeco111i11g
W1•ek1•1ul 161/1 11 Prw; People• ock Concert. Ez en though the 1tcn11111t H'/1.\ p1111r, ull thow• l('/w
illl<•nd1•d l<'<'r<' lr<',iled to il per 11111n1·e H·hich H'11s 1•xtr11ordinmT. &•riice., C11111mi.,sirrnl'I" Toll\"
/>r•rri did ii finr> job tilong 11'itl1 ii tho.,<' 1dw helped muh·<' thr> 11·1•ek ii ll'<'<'k 110/ soon lo lie for.t:o/len.
Photo, h~ Tl11• II Pad
t hr>

10% Student & Faculty Discount

1 Hour Free Parking On Any Downtown
Lot With $5.00 Purchase
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One more bites the dust

Kurt Kaufmann
Jeff Bear
Sal Presta
George Gawadzyn
Nathan Mechanic
John Gunning
Thadeus Holownia
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D'Alonzo
Alfredo
Dave Yawney
Dave Willick
Al N iester
Colin Swan
Dino Desamoni
Tony Keller
Rick Dumala
Jim Wilkes
Joan Dougherty
Bruce Adams
Rob Somerleigh

Ifo,.,.,.-'lftTI~..--,,,-_
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Staff

James Dean
Tim McChesney
Lovis Erickson
Muma Holsey
Denzil Miles
Sue Jones
Doug Camilli
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
Lance Jones
John Morrissey
Walter Franczyck
Dan Bonk
Peter Elcombe
Amanda Simpson
Chris Hodnett
Ruth Robertson
Mike Learmouth
Shawn Conley
Ann Tessier
N,na Apanasicwicz
Amanda Simpson
Norm Yeryk
Bozo

S eeding is not te

Pxhaust on a mid da Y, ETC. Tht> hl'st spots are the
most o~l\ ions onrs. Thrrr is no reason for gt'lting
caught m the area whrrr you liw. or e\('n in an arra
,,here you ha,e lwen at lrast on<'<' b(•fore .
.'i I Reme111/wr. Al\,avs rrnH'mhn \\hat and
whrrr r~Pry thing,, as befm;P you "·prr• stopped. I l all
comes m hand). If you takP it to C'ourt. all this
material lwlps no Pnd.
6 I Wit nes.~e.~. E H'n if you didn't, by the tinH' y 011 go
to. court you have a witnrss. A friend, your wife,
mistress, a sally-arm cl\wllrr, arn h()(h will do.
Anybod:i, who will gl'l up and say th(~ sam-P thing- you
do. If yon really do haw onP, all the mon> honr~t\ to
you.
·

71 l:icences_. When the cop stops you, and asb for

lt1.

·1

Ymu: lwPn<'P, 111711ram·t•. and rPgistration. don't td\'f' it
to
J_n th,•. first plaC't>, ) ou don Jt IH' lo ~h ,. him

you rel-(JS. tratlon. Just tlw oth<'r two. l n tlw ;sp1·oml
pla <', thP Highway Traffi(' Acl stal<'~ that ,m1 must

"P ODLCE" for thP offiC"er, rnur licenC'i' ancl insur ncP. That nwans that you ju~t have to show tlwm
\o him, not ~iw tl~Pm to him. In the third placP. you
can always tPII him that }OIi don't have thPm with
you. Due to nPw l('gislation. the offic,•r ('811 no long.-r
place yon undt>r arrpst and takp HHI down to tlu•
station until satisfied \\ith ,our idP11°tit,. :'l:o\\, all ,ou
ha\e to do is tPII him youi namp, or for that math•r
any nanw that c·onws to mind. \\here nn1 liw, and
othPr identity proving substance. Tlw officPr must bt•
satisfied \\ ith your word. Otherwisr it bt>1·011ws a C'ast'
of guilty until proved innocent. WPII...

As I write this column I'm
looking down from the twentyseventh floor of the Regency
Hyatt Hotel at beautiful down·
town Toronto. Much can be
said about TO., both good and
bad, but everyone agrees that it
is a great looking city, both
from an overall view, and also
when you explore the nooks
and erannies like Chinatown,
and Spadina St. It is interesting to note that the banks
and government buildings arc
the ones with all the lights
turned on.
Guess they're the ones with
the money.
.Monday through Thursday
of this week is the annual
meeting of the AUCC, the
Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada. I'm here
smack in the middle of a group
of Presidents, Vice Presidents,

lofty executives, bureaucrats,
Deans, faculty members, and
last but not least, student;. Our
official Windsor delegation is
Or. Leddy, Dr. DeMarco, Or.
Phillips, Dean Crowley and
Grad President, Ken East. A
pretty good mix, and a group
who are definitely interested in
the thrust of the meeting, The
Rationalization of University
Research. These gentlemen are
our official delegation, but
there are lots of others attending meetings herr too. All
the Professional Associations
of University W orkrrs are in
session "1onday and Tuesday.
George '.VlcMahon, Rill Dollar,
Ann Boyd, Or. Adelman and
Dean Home are all here along
with many others "110 are
movers and shakers at the U.
of W. They all are working
hard and should bring back a

1'his Jf,',,e/·,, ()h Lord,

Jr',_) Gizw rfha11ks That
the NDP is now in power
(It isn't Tru-deau.)

lot of new ideas of use to our
University. More about AUCC
nrxt column.

+++
Did you see the football
game last Saturday? What a
game! I don't know who threw
the blo('k. that allowed our
player to kick the ball out of
the end zone in the last few
seconds of the game, but both
the blocker and kicker should
get a big hand for playing
heads up football. We can beat
Western and I hope everyone
will be down to the south
campus Saturday to help the
Lancers move on to the OL AA
srmi-finals. I almost' forgot,
those jackasses who threw
bottles on the track last
weekend can stay home. That
flying glass could blind a
student and the thoughtless
jerks responsible should be
horsewhipped. We don't really
want police and the like at our
games but as long as that kind
of stuff goes on lets hope the
Athletic Director continues to
protect the vast majority of
fans from the stupidity of a
small number of idiots.
The b11si1wss boys are

having a rhubarb. Seems the
MBA students, are fighting
with the undergrads about jobs
within the Faculty.
Rumour has it that the grads
feel they are the only ones
qualified to be markers or
TA 's. Maybe they are and
maybe they aren't but lets hope
the decision to hire by the
faculty is made on the basis of
the qualifications of the individual, and it shouldn't be
made because some grad
students think the University
owes them a living. In business
of all faculties, if they learned
anything in their undergrad
years, they should know that
one earns success in business.
Elitist classes are not to be
granted jobs unless their
qualifications to perform the
job are superior to other applicants.
Just got hold of a juicy
rumour last night. Seems that
some one in very high
authority let slip the other day
that it's not necessarily true
that there won't be some
construction going on at the U.
of W. soon.
I'll try to follow this one up
and report back as soon as I
can.
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In , \,C) B '\~l",GEH
In thr hasrnwnt of the 1v1athrmatics building- i~ a littlr knm, n and littlr un(!Prstood Uniwrsit:,
facilit,: thP l\INlia CPntrr.
Sin~·1• its Pstabli~hnwnt in tlw mid-sixties, the \ledia Crntrr has aw•mptNI to mow tlw foC'ltS of
telr, ision and film from solrlv rntrrtainmrnt to instru('tion in tlw classroom.
fn tlw latr sixties. with the popularization of 1\frLuhanism, proft•ssors usrd thP Ct•ntn• to
produc·e instructional ·1apes for c·mirsps suC'h as rsy cholog). English. and C'iwmistr:, 11 hiC'h n•plac'('(I ·
c-lassroom teaching - sonw r, rn 11Pnl lo tlw Pxlent of g-i, ing pxams h:, T. \ .
HowP,rr. in the last fe11 yrars Lll('rr has been a le,1•ling off in LhP nsr of tPIPdsion in tlw
C'iassroom. Instructors are 11011 using- trlr, ision taprs for sprcializ1•d supplrmrntation of tlw 'in
class prog-ramme': 11sing- it onl:, 11hpn thr mrdium would lw tlw most pffrl'tiw form of
prrsentation.
The C'hang-e in attitmlf' has allmwcl thP prof!'ssors and prodtwtion n1•11s mon' tinw to plan tlwir
taf)<'S,
The profs can order ~upplc•mt>nla1y matnials from off-('ampus sourC't's. Thr photog-raphy and
art dqrnrtmrnts han• tmw to work on thE' produetions. Tlw t'llll n•sults arP mon• m,Pful and
inter4:st!nµ i1.1str11ctional

l\ J)<'S.

.

•

.

It. is m this rolP that th!' ;\f('(ha C('ntrl' 11111 rrohahl) sf'ttl,•.

,, •

ll11s I) fl<' of 11.s<I nrn:1.imiz,•s th,•
medmm as an f'flucational Looi and allm,, thl' instructm· to ln·ing to th1' dassro01~1 mat<•ria/ "·hid1
c·oulcl only hr d('scribPd othPrn is('.

ThP MPdia l.t'ntrf' isn't limitE'd to making major productions
till' stnd('llts and staff. It is usnl by thr instructors in courses
P social "ork to enable the students to develop sophistication
thl'ir intE'nie11 tE'chniqnes.
A dass is di\.ided into groups of t\,o or thre('. The members of
g-roups "role-play" as intervie,,er and intenie,,ee before the
vision C'anll'ra. Afterward. the class as a "hole sits do\\ n and
alys<'s tlw intrrview.
Thf' intf'nif'wPr can see how well a situation is handled, revie\\
w a problrm in the interview developed. an<l even lf'arn ho" to
wlwn thE' intf'rvif'WC'f' is acting out a part unnatural to him eh as thr pnson trying to "put on!' m:cr on him".
PracticE' snch as this is invaluable to the .;tudent and profe8Sor
dt>termining the f'ffectiveness of thf' coursP.
In this typP of usage T.V. cannot be replace<l as an
trnl'tional a id.

0Dl

cno,

PROBLEMS

l:nfortnnately, thf' majority of studPnts imolved in the,e
ssc'S hmf' had no pre,ious exp!'rience ,, ith tele\.ision
duction. As a r!'sult, there is a lack of undPrstanding- by these
dPnts about thr problems the crf'w will facf'.
Most of thE' delays in a production arf' causNI by lack of
paration and comnrnniration. Thr studrnts in thr production
not n•alize tlw rleg-ree of pr!'paration rrqnirf'd, and whf'n thf'y
. thl'\ don't ahvavs understand II hat the) arf' told.
nfortu..;at(•h, thev do· not then ask for clarification.
It is a most· fmst;ating- experiencf' for a dirf'ctor to ha\P the set
ang(•d in such a mannf'r that the C'amrras can g-et pleasing and
eresting shots. only to see the students mme the chairs to facP
eh othn aftE'r thP shooting starts! It leaws him no choice but to
rt m rr. and tlw students don't understand that things arf' "the
y tlwy a re" for a reason.
Tlwrl' an• many thing-s that are rlom' brfore thf' talf'nt arrivC's
1luring- till' rrorluction they haVf•n't the slightrst inkling of.
But. if thry arp 11Pll prepared, and explain \I hat thf'y \1ant to
clin•etor el!'arly. 11 ith a little luck, every thing will 11ork out
autifulh.
When ,; production is in progress. tlJPrP are actually several
els of intt>raction.
11w d irPctor is thf' hoss. He has already lwen briefed b) tlw
tmctor and thr students ltalf'ntl making- tlw production. Ifp
n din•1·ts his erew. master control. ancl tlw talent at thf' sanw
e. Confw,ion often occurs bN·ausr of thf' complexity of the'
teraC"tions.
A nwmb,·r of tlw studio cre11 may g-igl,!le at somrthing- th('
c·tor says to mastE'r C'ontrol, but tlw talPnt may think that thl'
w is laug-hing al him. The dirretor ma:, forg<'t which camrra is
tlw air and tf'II him to make a mm r that shouldn't be don,, on
. Sompmw in master control may not hf'ar the ordn to roll the
Po-taJW. and not rN·ord the production .
TlwsP and a "million otlwr problems .. may arisf' l)('eause of thr
nmrnnication ~ystPm rE'quir('d. man; of tlwm neeessitating- a
ak1•. Tiu• talrnt is usuallv told onh that thr\ haw to do it ag-ain
may not kno\\ why. :\lany tim;s tlwy 1h{nk that thf' dPlay is
ir fault ,, lwn it rPallv isn't.
Ol\.l"\(;
.
notPd that ont' thing- Lht>
pit• 11 orki ng- a produl'tion. PS ()PC'ia II y tlw studPn ts. nr,Pr srPm
undl'r:-Land. is that tlu-'rt' arP '\iO Sl\10KI",G sig-ns up for a
ason . ::-imokl' l'llls Liu• quality of tlw pieture, coal'i thr rt'('ordingads, and 1·a11 m·lualh dPstrm tlwm. \I hile n·dul'ing- tlw liff' of
er 1•quipnw11l l'Onsfdt•rably."
Tiu• floors in tlw studios art> covrrNl "ith a sprcial 1•poxy that
II burn pasily ,dwn cigarrttes are stubbed out on them. IIn
gh quality produC'tion studios, mPasun'S arc takPn to !'nsure a
ust. dirt, and pollutant free atmosphrrt>l.

Smok(' hu ts and oLIU'r trash do not facilitatr th(' smooth
op('ration of a studio. CamNas l'annot 1110\·t' o,1•r butts. hut
1woplr can s11 ('Pp tlll' floor. Failing this thl') C'an kE'Pp thl' junk off
thP floor, and out of tlw studios in tlw first plat·<'.

SER\ ICES
TIIP l\frdia Cf'ntrr off<'rs fa('ult) and ;;tmlents alikr thr usP of
its rxperts in telr\ision. art. photograph:,. aeadrmie l'On,ulting-,
ancl tedmieal maintainarwP. a;. \1PII as thE' morr familiar audio\ isual supplies and tllP film hooking- .,t•n icr.
Of thrsl', audio-, isual is thl' most 11idE'h 11s1•d faeilit\. Film
projrctors. lapr recordPrs and slirJ,, prnjp1·t~1rs are ,nail,;hiP for
faenlt} or student acadPmic rn•t•cls.
'fplf', ision is tht> most attractiw of tlw srn ic·Ps. Tlw 11st' of
studios is di\idPd into 111·0 !wading-,; ('omm11ni('ation arts and
instruc'lional tapes.

co,nn i\TC\T]()",

\HTS
ThC' mNlia c·PnlrE' pro\.idl's studio tinw for tlw (·ommuni<'ation
arts department, lE'lr, ision and audio produ('tion laboratori('s.
StudPnts are gi,t>n basil' instmC'tion in tlw teehniC'al oppration of
thE' f'quipment. ThPn thPy procluc·P thPir cm n rrog-ramm('s. "ith
thP (!11id11n<'<' of tlw dPpartm('nt.
The rquipmrnt in till' studios familiarizes the slllcl('lll with the
same t),fll' of rquipmrnt he \I ill hf' working\\ ith profrssionally.
ThP colour studios introclucr studPnls to tlw aspPC'ls of C'olour
production: a ddinit(' plus in 1111• job markt•t.
Althoug-h communication arts g-i,('s thr stuclE'nts thr
hackg-round ll<'C'E'ssa1y for an administrathl' position, tradition in
tlll' nwdia still clictatps that tlw 111'\\l'Ollll'r 11ork his way up from a
mon' tPchniC'al position.
Thr training- rpc·piwd in tlw .\]pdia CPntrP often pnahlrs the
aspiring- eommunication arts stuclrnt to Jani! his first job.
Cnforlllnatrl} tlH' C!'ntn• C'annot prPsrntly do n'sl'arch on its
01111. HrmP,Pr. 11hrn thl'n' arr g-racluatr c·ommunil'ation arts
Slll(IE'nts. thr rf'ntrf' will hP ahlt> to rrsPard1 such arras as thr USP
of nwdia in mass Pcl11cation and tlH' futurE' of <'Olll'l'J)ts suC'h as
T.\'. 11nin•rsitie,.

STl DE'\TS
\lost of thf' faculty is at l('ast a\,arr of thr potential ust', of tlw
l\.kdia CPntrP. b11t ,en fp\\ of tlw ;;tuclt•nts rt>alizt' that it is tlwre
for tlwir use as II ell. ·
An) studPnt \I ho has an idPa for a c·mirsp prpsrntation or
projrct may talk to tll(' staff at tlH' CPntre about it. Tlwy "ill Jwlp
him dNc•rmint' tlw nwdinm 11hich will ma\.imi1.P his information:
slidrs. ta1ws. L<'lr,ision. or displays.
The) 11011 ·1 do the work for him. but hdp him dNPrminr tht>
potPntial.
Th!' apprm al form rE'quin'd bt'fort' tlw CPntrr can do a stndrnt
produl'tion is in,olved E'nough to sC'an' off all but tlw hnnrst, or
most foolhardy .
It indudrs till' departnwnl and 1·ottrl'l' numbn. tlw number of
stud1•nts in tlw eoursp, a statenwnl of tlw objPl'tiH' of tlw use of
!PIP, ision. tlw faeilities whiC'h arr n•quin•d, tl1P numhl'r of times it
11ill lw prrspntrd, tlH' sig-naturps of the .\ledia CPntn• lwacl, thE'
c!Ppartmrnt lwad. tlw faC'ulty d!'an. and thf' pre~idf'nt or vicf'pn•sic!Pn t of the U ni\rrsit). E noug-h to makr) on think t11 icr.
But. if ,on think 'that what \llll 11ant to do 11ill hi' of somP
h1•1wfit to tlw acadE'mic world. p;•rsist. P\l'ryom' l'isP \\ill probably
ag-rrt' 11ith you. RE\] L) !
l nclud,, tlw fa('i}itit•s at tlw C1•ntn• tlw 1wxt tim!' ~ ou plan a
1·lass projl'1't. \lost of till' profpssor, an' nion• than II illinl.( lo
allm, a '\ IPdia Centn' l) Jlt' projt•i·t as an alt<>rnatiH' to a papl'r.
Onp II orcl of ach ic1': plan ,111) thing- to hP prndtu·t>d on
h'lt>\ision to l'\en dt>tail. \\ ork on it until ,on ('an do it in ,our
slrep. Tllf'n you ,~·ill probably hP plNtsf'cl 11ith tlw rrsnlts.
·
Tlw ,>rittt•n 11ord ni:n not lw clt•ad as '\ld.uhan thinks. h11t it
isn't tlw onl} form of ;.0111111unica1ing information mailahl1·.
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Say myJever will pass.
all thing.~ sun.> ly must.
like a gambler loses hands
right now I'm losing toucli.
the hitch is n ff her leash
feeding o.f.f ,~ flesh .
.~omenne said ynu were sho cked
rnmnur has it
)' Ott even blushed.

y

"dnn 't worry david,
i know how it will end.
we will be asked for our soul.
which we will only lend.'
a priest & his sons arrived in a big car dressed in night.
the y said.
i was dangerous
r1s sick as the dog.
they ,m idi suffered as a grudge.
the y stood me before a convict.
ijust had to laugh.
the poor man thought he as the judge.
the poor man though he s the judge.
,Javid

THE SEE,D AT
1

Madeline Thv mas

'

Ji

r
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FAST SERVICE
· Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

POUPARD' S ESSO
SERVICE
YOUR ON CAMPUS
SERVICE STATION
Wyandotte & Patricia
2S6-5036

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
GYMNASTIC TEAM
DEMONSTRATION ON FRIDAY, NOV. 10

7 :30 P .M. U. of W.
ST. DENIS HALL
Students $1.00
Non Students $1.50

This u·e!'i. ther<' is ,lfl <'XCl'llent display of ()ilirttings h_,. \1.
l'ictur<'d ahm ·,, is her depirtion of "fmli1111 lfous<' Tnt
) our ,;J,fJrl'ciiltion of her H'ork will 11rn1rh m;iny others.

(;;1/len·.

-Lanl'<' rppr

Ondine "out oft s world''
'l;lH' UniHrsit) Players
opcnNl their 1972-1973 season
last Thur~da) (October 26)
,\ith a !!enerall) solid perfomiance of Jean Girandeux's
Orr din<'.

'WAREHOUSE
Records

"1~

....

etion photo h) \at!' 'lln·hanie

First play in 1972-73

hy JOSEPH HALLISSE\

"Freedom only of the mind
There exists no other kind ... "
Curved Air

or with Tot,,ms" rirr;i 191:!.

The pla), directed b) Joan
Hackett, is a poetic drama in
three act!., and is most
satisfying to watch.
The pla) tells of the love
affair of OndinP and the Prince
Hans van Wittenstein zu
\X ittenstein, played b) Barhara \Iott Stmtt and Peter
Hicks.
Ondine is a water nymph,
raised h) humans £rum infancy
hut still intimate!) rnnnected
with nature. especially the
watrr.
However it is not the action
of thl' play "hich provides the
dramatic intensitv but the
mixture of Hans' ~rnrld of the

MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

THE GHETTO PRODUCTIONS

presents
SOUL MUSIC
MONDAY, 6TH OCTOBER
THRU OCTOBER 10TH

Court, and reality with Ondine 's world of nature and the
supernatural.
The Court is composed o'f a
variety of common people
trying to please the King and
do the right thing, headed by
the
Lord
Chamberlain
(superbly played by Paul
Courtl.
The second act, when the
Court makes preparations for
Hans' wedding to Ondine, is a
freewheeling discussion of
everything and anything, a
breath taking series of leaps
and bounds through allusions,
puns, and jokes.
Mr. Court's feel for timing
of the humour in this act alone
makes the play worth going to
by itsell. There is no overacting or exaggeration in his
character, but great sensibility
and control.
This act is Giraudenx as the
dramatist, it is witty theatre at
its best.
The first and third acts are
Giraudeux the poet. The
language is highly intimate and
intense, which is sometimes
carried off, and unfortunately.
sometimes not Ly Mr. Hicks
and Ms. Strutt.
At times one got the feeling
that some of the intensity and
lyricism were lost, being
replaced by a sense of great
emphasis placed on their

language. as if the,
declaimin,:! the lines.

Ms. Stmtt also chose to
rtrav Ondine ,\ ith ven
trliz;d movements which
r'casionally gave one the
eeling of \\atrhin,:! a ballet
1ithout music.
However, these
problems
ever interfered \\ ith the
rogress of the play, only
revented one from sharing in
he beauty of the movement,
artif.'ularly the last scene; but,
·n retrospect, one feels it could
vell have been explained b)
pe ning night tenseness.
TI1e music in Ondine is very
'mportant to the play, and ver)
veil done in this production.
he cajoling and chanting of
he three ondines was most
ffective,
with
Denise
aillargeon standing out.
All in all, the play was well
one, with good support
rovided bv Jennifer Goldie
d John J\1eyers as Ondine's
1man parrnts Engl'nie and
guste, Braun Neash as the
!!, Gordon Smith as a
Pnnan, and of course, Mr.
rt, Ms. Baillargeon, and,
pt for the minor criticism,
Stmtt and Mr. Hicks.
special mention also goes
the stage crew for some
and
very

BUFFET

Alun who'! Hay and DaH'·s Ion!! lost brother'!
01w of 1),1\ id Howie ·s P,-flamps'! Is his rral
nanw Taylor'!
Cat Ste,<'n 's IP ad g-nitarist, ba<·k,:!rotmd ,oice
and companion. The blond with tlw big acoustic
that contpntedly plays behind tlw Cat with all
tlll' prp;.ence of a smm hall in 11('11.
Appan'ntl) ..\Jun "asn "t too happ) bt>in!!
St!'\C'n's Paun('hoor Frank "\itt) sine!' he has in
fact rP!t•asecl this solo album, Pntitled simpl)
I >a.n/o. \\ hat is apparPnt is that hP can't ,:!Cl
o\ n h«'ing St'c·ond filld le since his album, had it
bt•en rC'leased sooner ,\0tdd ha\!' bt>C'n a ,:!rt'al
,oothl'f until Catrh Bull at Four \,as relPaSC'd.
From a g-11itari,t, strains of Se'gmia "ould be
expP<'tt'd hut "hat )OU g-t'l is a poor man's Cat
Ste, Pns.
Al I but the t'XC't'ption of two son!!s sound like
('anned taped rpjects to \lon;i Borre> Jakorr or
T,•,1 for the Ti/lernrnn. l\o Comment. His
,ersi~n of tlw old Budd'> Hollv. Hullabaloo's
tune. f'm gonrw /01·<' yo11 °too sot~ds like Sandy
Drnny and tlw B1mch, sterile as a witch in
mrnopause.
In spite of all this, tlwn' is onp cut that is
mag-nifi<'<'nt. I'm /,,lie. Rc>membrr tlw son!! that
thl' rahlHt "ith a watch san!! in ~ alt Disney's
Ali<'<' in \\ondC'rland '! W pll this is it in all its
childhood splendor.
'.\ot as g-ootl as Cntch Hull at Four and the
other thrPc Stewn 's allmms, it is still worth a lot
morp than most of tlw stuff in its genre,
iuclutlin!! tilt' entirt' faded Taylors and all thosp
<"hieks with big lips. pianos and the samr voice.

JAMES DEA~

Buddy's Trivia Corner

Swinging Singles
Tlw temptin' Tl'mptations do it again and
C'H'n more so with their latest. Pnpa H'i1S A
Hulling Stom•. Sound s a bit like Shaft a la
Hur 1. rt hur P11rk but worth it for th(' line,
1\ilama just hun!! her head and said ..... If y 011
can kePp rodPnts out of your mind, l\1ichal'I
Jaekson' "Bl'n" is just about bt>arable ....... The
l'lusi\C' J\1ove are out to tear \Our lll'ad off "ith
the lin<', but I 1wver sPen nothin' likP yon in Do

V11. !!elting minimal airpla) ..... Ten YPars Aftt'r,
I'd /ik" to Rork 'rr Roll llw ir or/d is final!\ a
single, ..... HP). kids the Pown and G !or) ~rP
back. g-N your nylon ja<'krts out of tlw closet, .....
Jim Croee 's OpPrntor .,ow1<ls like> .filmf's Ti!ylor.

lw drw.rn 't :'..... Joh11ny '\'ilsh /ms l{orre Rngg;1f'
1!'it /1 T Ca II Se<' C leil rly
OI('.
stric tl) Pasy
listPning .... Tht• Janws Gan,:!'s lfod Enough is
n,lt as ,:!<IOcl as U'i!lk A1n1y but brttn than

11

Op/I,,,., 1111i1 y .....
GPt tlw shit out of vonr .-ors, tstav ffwav
Uric1h H""P 's · Cr<-'t'rJyJ F;,1sy · /,frin·.

f frum....

Coo1wr·s. I 11 ;w1111 hi' F.l<'ctNI. Grand Funk's
This. like all other trivia secti~~s. is actnall~ a I ) ',,11 _Got thf' Rock ,'. Roll Soul. .'l'hP droning
filler plo)-. To break the repetition, I promise / D0b1P Brothers, 0\ b1011sly a don t bee .....
not to ask who really san,:! Short Shorts or IHm
/'111 looki11u for ii /,m·1•. a li"e single b) J.
old was LPon RnssPll when hP wrot!' all of the GPils is tlw pick hit of tlw \\P!'k .....
son!!s that ,\ere released prior to 1963.
H STINTII\ ME
I. What British rol'k band had the hits, Haw
ED\\ '\KD \1,\CK

New England blues?

Orphan album makes me .feel so sad!
by BRt;CE WEAVER
THE CANADIAN VOTER'S

GUJJ>EROOK Edited by

Jim McDonald

and

Jack
MacDonald. Fitzht>nry &
Whiteside,
Limilt·d ,

Toronto, .Montreal, Van·

DANCING

were

Alun Davies

I the Right and I Can't Stop. hint · they had a
chick drummer.
~- I'm Gonna Low my Life Away. was the
first hit of an AmC'rican singer who also
rrcorclPd sevPral songs in Italian.
3. Tht> original title of the second Beatles
mo\ie "a~?
4. Identify: Denny Laine, Ray Collins, and
Rob Tyner · hint each was the lead singer in a
band starting- with an M.
,>. Namp the Paul McCartn<'v look-alikt> who
was a regular on Whrre the Action is.
6. Herman of Ht'rn1an ·s Hermits real Name.
Full name onl)-.
';', What was Blackbeard's real name?
8. Fil I in the blanks: Brian Poole and the
....... Richard and the Y ....... Ronnie and the
... .... I Little G .T.0.1
Who recordrd - Igel 7 out of ten) Bongo
Stomp,
Rinky Dink, Teen Angel, San
Franeisco Girl. Cinnamon. 98.6, Tall Cool One,
In a Shahh\ Little Hut, The Man in the Glass,
and Love ·s· Gone Bad.
10. And finally for the real experts, Who is
\\ illiam Perks ........... .
Gt•l this, if yon answt>r a II of thrse q uesti()ns
corrPc-tly, you 1-(t'l absolutely frC'c. two albums of
rnur ehoicr from our bene,olent Editor in Chief
;111d his Stran!!e friend. Send your completed
ans" <·rs on a card to Buddy Mack carp of the
Larn·p bl'fore Thursday November 9 at 12: 00.
Answf'rs will be rublished in next wrrk 's
Lane<', check Stran,:!P ·s rnlumn.

couwr, Winnipeg. 1972.
An indepth review of the
government· s
achievements
since 1968, the Canadian
Voter's Guidebook takes a look
at the fumbling of the Liberal
Party, the ineptness of the
Progressive
Conservative
Party, the insiduous inability
of the '.\ational Democratic
Party, and the politically
defunct rumblings of the Social
Credit Party.
The authors, a group of ten
young parliamentary interns
selected from 800 applicants to
servl' in Ottawa working for
members of parliament from
all four parties, took the en tire
one year tenure in Ottawa to
compile this book, a nonpartisan and objective appraisal of the parties and their
leaders.
After their look at the four

ical parties of Canada, the
ors regionalize Canada
five main areas, and att a prediction of the vote
region based upon the
al variables that both
tly and indirectly effect
individual regions.
e group then goes further
nalyse some of the pern t political issues, ining:
economy,
in ational relations, social
, and federal-provincial
ions.
roughout the hook, the
risma" factor lurks in the
ground. but never too far.
ugh not an issue in the
itional sense, charisma is
uestionably one of the
important single factors
e nproming election."
inished and published less
a month ago, this book is
timely and informative
ce of information on a
inent topic, the 29th
ral election, the creation of
government. 1972.
vailable al the Uni,ersit)
Store. S1. 9.1.

Nicholas an
lexandra
•
•
well worth th v1ew1ng
by Kl'RK h.
ThC' movir ;\·ir·holas llfl(l -1/e.
difierPnl aspeets. such as photo/!
that make the movie worth ... ie1
Tlw photography captures
inequities of Czarist Russia so rea
1-,rut response of disgust and notjus
I feel that Franklin Schaffer i
family rrac·tPd to the Russian Re
re~ponse than thP historieal actu
M) disagn•eml'nt is that no-o
historieal fact.
The journt'y Nicholas trawl;; f
actualaizin,:! man is worth notin
One <'annot lwlp but feel that th
nne 1wrsp1•etive to another is nH
actually is in his outlook towar<
Th is movie is wrll worth , ie\\

ra contain~ a multiple of
h),

actin,:!, and tlw thenws

social and thf' political
'callv that the rpsponse is a
aC'a.dcmic one.
rpreted h<m tlw Homanm
tion mnn' for th!' Pmotional

y.

ha,

thP right to hastardizP

an irwpt

l}

rant to a splf-

ing- to and tlw t·oming from
important than wllt'n' onp
ife.

Orphan is a duet with Eric
Lilliequis, (who writes all
material) on guitars and voice
and Dean Adrien on percussion and voice. They have
managed
to
produce
a
pleasant, releasing sound and a
background music at a small
gathering they would be fine so
long as no one really listens to
them.
The songs all fall into three
categories: 1. I love you but
Yon don't love me and I am so

sad; 2. You loved me and I
didn't love you but I lovr yon
now and you've stopped loving
me and I'm so sad; 3. We
loved each other but then I
stopped loving you, but I love
again, but you've stopped
loving me and I'm so sad.
All the numbers also sound
very much the same; a cross
between folk and MaritimeNew England country music.
If Orphan releases another
album I think they would hP

ART
. The recent
works of
Susan Golcl. one of
Canada \ "Grour of Se,en··. are on cli,pla) at the
galler) in tlw basPmPnt of the nr1> librar)
thro11gh '\o, e. ~6.
- \\. illisteacl Art Galler) is featuring the l\orks of
Emih Carr thro11gh 1\m. I .~. thro111(h '\O\. 26.
- Prints b, Rudolph '.\esch in honour of his 80th
hirthda,° al Det. I nsl. of .\rt~. \lain B11ildinl(
G ro111HI Fl oor.
. L. of\\ . ,Lucien! art "ork i, on display land for
sale I in tlH' book store.

CO'\CERTS
- S11nda) '\,n . 12 at 8 r.m.: in tlw \loot Co11rt
of th e La\\ Bnilclinl(, Eleanor Flr,er. I ,npzzo·
,11 11n1twl .. \ Ol'al m 11,il' of Bad,. Fa11n•. H lll(O.
\~ oil. d e Fallu . a IW\\ soni,r <'y<'ic b) Jens Hanson
and Jo<"a,ta·, \ri a from "Oedir11, Re, .. by
Stra\\ in,k).
. Sat11rda, l\m. I :2 at 11 a.m.; at Cleari
\11cli1ori11m.
\\ indsor S)mrhon) Orl'hPstra
) <>lllll-( People's Con,·<>rt. \lr. \latti Holli.
C:onclu< tor. G 11 e,t ,\rtist: Deborah T.isol!o.
Pianist. Til'kets distrib111rd. free of rharl(e,
throul(h W ind,or ,chools orb) phoning '\.1rs. Bell
(() l.i--l.i(1lJI or \lrs. Eshoo f{)4 ,1 -ll<i03!.
. Frida, '\ o,. I O nt 8: 30 p.m.: al the Oelrnit
l11s1it1.,1<, " of \rt,. Yu,ul Trio from Israel Joalhan Zak lpianol. Simca Hi-led lrell'ol. Uri
Pianka I\ iolin I. Til"ket, are al'ailahle by ,·ailing
H:ll-lh78.
· S111urday '\m. I. <J p.m. at Cleary \11ditori11m.
"Th,, J,111H·11.,1,.,- /J,11u/ " ,ponsored hy Club 8+ I.
'l'i<"k,,ts :-:., - nrll :!.'ih-.'i6<J I for tickets and infurrnation.
Sundm :\o,. :!h at 8:2\l p.m. nt the Clear)
\rulit,;ri11m. Chri,1ian C11ltur<' S,·riP, "/),•1roit
., ·,·11111h1111,1 Orc/11•.,tru ... Si,1,•n Ehrling ,·011<l11l'tor,

wise to offer more variet) m
sound and mood.
This album could bring you
down so much. Perhaps it is
tme that "Everybody lives to
sing", but I don ' t see how
Orphan does it. There arc so
many tears resulting from so
much misery. Even the lyrics
on the inside jacket are not the
same as thf' songs on the
album. Doesn 't anything go
right for these two singers'!

I\ on-members su!(g e,tNI donution: c 2 ..~0 and
82.00. Students: SJ.:;o with I.D . Season ' s rass:
81 ().00. Til'kets available in acl,anre at the
Christian Culture Office L. of Windsor and
Heintzman·, \111sie Store, 184 Ouellette AH.
I 2() 1-3 1811 prior to each performance .
. Tues . '\/o,. 28 8:30 pm . Clear}
Auditorium
"Th<' Kuban Cossa<·k," rre sent Beat of the
[ krain,,. Til'ket, S4.:;0 , c 4 . 00 and S3 ..,0 .
arnilabk starting Turscla). '\o, . 21.

MO\ IES
. Capitol Theatre: 2.'i4-I :;:; ,, . Th,., Velachi Pupers.
timl's: 1:3:i. 4:00 . 6::lo & 8: ,) 5 r.m .
. Centre Theatre: ll4:i-82 :ll. Cnndidate & Billy

.lark.
. I),,, on,h ire I l)(i().76 .1 1. JI ickey & Bof(f(S, 7 : I O &

() : J;).
D,•1 on,hin•

II: ()6(). 7 6., l, \ecorm1rnc) &
Someone Behind the /)oor. L.C.S. 8 p.m.
l'ulal'P Thl'atre: 2 .'i:l-31 :33 . /,11d_1 Sing~ the
IJ/ues.
()dpon Thl'aln•: 2:;2.]28:;. Ea.,_1 Hider. 7:2 ,j <((

C) :

2:;.

· Van it, Tlll'atrl': 2 .' i:l-806]. Fiddler ,m t/11, Roof.
2:00 '& 8::30 .
· S111wrl'i1wma: Eril' <(( \1arentelle. Tue,. '\o-. 7
ut ll: 30. Th,• Gospel 1ccordin[.! to St. \1111thett·.

PLA\S \~D 1\ll'SICALS
· l ni,Prsit) l'liller, produ,·tion of Jean
Giraudo11, 's Ondirtl' direl't,•d h) Dr. Joan
llal'kc>tl. '\01. 3. L :i . al the Ess<•, Tl1Palrt>.
- \\ ind,or Lil-(ht Op<'ra \s,01 ·. pn•si•nts "/liik,·r
.'i/rr'l't"a 11111,il'al ad\l •nt11rp of Slwrl,wk llolnw,.
on '\m. 17. 18. l<J. 2-L :!.i. D,·1·. I.:!,(( :l.
Ti,·k<-1,: -: :l ,00, .':1..,0 and 'i I.Oil al ho, 11ffi1·t'
:l<J:i T .. ,·11nH•h Hd . \\ 1•,t. Call ~-i:!-r, \
fur
f11rtlwr information .

'i,

The Wind~or Lancers edged number one ranked Western 18- earned Ehe right to host the League semi-final play-off on the
l 7 l1w Sawrd11y 10 wke first place in the Western Dil'ision of the hack campus here tomorrow. game time 1: 00 p.m. Tickets are
O. l!.A.A. 11nd gain a ml'11.mre of ret•enge for losing out to the arnilahle at Centre Desk at SJ..50 (students) and S2.50 (othl'rs).
\Iustangs last seawn on a point-spread decision. Windsor also ln the photo on the left. above. A1ike Urban (21) takes a hard

ot from a Western line-backer after making a key catch. Gary
cCann. (2,1, right) gains his footing after taking a handoff from
ndy Pariclzi (30). Don Holler head (10. centre) is congratulated
a team-mate iifter returning a punt that would have gone for a

single and tied the game on the last play. Great punt, Don! And
wiod luck tomorrow, Lancers!
- Photos by: Jim Wilkes.

Windsor 1~Western 1 7_

Homecoming win ranks Wind or number one
by JOHN McALLISTER
"What a classic game for
Homecoming!," Coach Gino
Fracas rPmarked after his
Lancers had beaten number
one-ranked Western 18-1 7.
"You couldn't have a better
one; and what a wa> to have
two teams dPcide first and
second place! "
Few of thP 4,500 fans on
hand for the game would
disagree with Coach Fracas, as
this one went down to the very
last play before it was finally
decided. The Lancers were the
last team to defeat the
Mustangs in Westcrn's charge
to the College Bow I and the
Canadian Championship last
season. And this year, Windsor
handed the Mustangs tlwir
first defeat, thus mining a

minutes into the game. Knill's
convert gave the visitors a 0-7
lead at that point. Just before
the quarter's end, the first of
star kicker Paul Knill's three
wide field goals went for a
single point and W estem led
Windsor 0-8.
Windsor drove from their
own 25 yard line all the way to
the Mustang 10, amassing five
first downs and two successful
third down and short yardage
gambles along the way. After
the teams switched ends at
period's end, Andy Parichi
threw an incomplete pass to
Mike Urban. But he came
right back with the pass and
hit Augie Sartor on the next
play at the 5 and Augie ran
over for the major score. The
two-point convert attempt was
no good, and Western led 6-8.
ThP tPams exchanged punts
until a Dave Kerr fumble was
recovered by Brian Plenderleith at the Mustang 41.
Having advanced to the 23
caurtesy of a rough play
penalty, Andy Parichi once
again passed to} Augie Sartor,
who this time ra't over two men
in his fifteen yard run for
Windsor's second touchdown.
The convert attempt was wide,
but Windsor was led with six
minutes remaining 12-8.
Western scored just before
the first half ended on a drive
that originated at their O\m 41.
Don Hollerhead
It culminated in a 20 yard pass
perfect season for the London- from Joe Fabiani to Rob
based club.
Heartwell and a Mustang
Western's Chris Skopelianos major. The convert gave the
opened the scoring when hP visitors their 12-15 lead at halfreturned a Jim Wakeman punt time.
60 yards for a touchdown three
Both defensive squads

~
LANCER FOOTBALL
U. OFW.
NOV. 4th - 2 P.M.
O.U.A.A. SEMI-FINAL

UNIVERSITY
OF WESTERN ONTARIO
vs.

WINDSOR

continued their tremendous
play in the second half, and in
the third quarter especially
neither offense could manage
to get a sustained drive underway. Western did have
Windsor coming out of their
own end for most of the third
period, but the Lancers held
the powerful offense of the
Mustangs to one single point,
once again courtesy of a wide
field goal attempt. When
another single was added a
little over a minute into the
final quarter, the Mustangs led
12-1 7 and had scored their
final points.
With about nine minutes to
play in the game, Windsor took
possession at the W estem 42.
Key passes to Mike Urban and
Doug Middleton put the
Lancers on the Mustang 9,
first down and goal to go. Gary
McCann
then
followed
devastating blocking around
the left side of the Western
defensive line and crunched his
way into the end-zone for
Windsor's final touchdown.
Although once again the
co vert was no good, the
La 1cers led 18-17 with six
minutes left.
Windsor took possession of
the ball again and held
possession for four minutes
before turning the ball over to

Western at the Mustang l7
ould have given them first
with about one
ace. I would have done the
remammg in the gam e.
me thing in that position!"
Western moved the ball until
eh Fracas was no doubt
John Alexander intercepted a
o aware that Knill had
Mike Fess pass at Windsor's
issed three field goals to that
34. With twenty-five seconds
int in the game, and punts
left, many fans started heading
not so easily blocked.
for the exits. On the next play
Despite the success of
however, a Windsor fumble
indsor's short passing game
was recovered by · Western at
nd outside running, the
the Lancer 27, with time still
nsensus was Western had
left on the clock.
ut off their inside game and
As a tie would have given the
ken away the long pass
Mustangs first place, th e
eat. "We can play better,"
visitors elected to have Paul
ach Fracas summed up.
Knill punt out of the end-zone
We've still got to put it all
for the tying single point rather
gPther."
than attempt a field goal. The
In the statistics department,
punt did not go far enough,
indsor rolled for 102 yards
however, and Don Hollerhead
n the ground and passed for
was able to catch it and retu rn
92 yards for a total offense of
the kick right back out of the
4 yards on 18 first downs.
end-zone. The final g un
y comparison, Western ran
soundPd only after Paul Knill
r only 20 yards and passed
had been knocked to the
r 120 yards, for a total of 140
ground about the 30 before he ards on 12 first downs. In
could punt again. The Lancers
dition , the Lancers were
had edged Canada's best
nalized a respectable four
football team 18-17, and the
es for 45 yards, while
success of Homecoming was
estern was called eleven
es for a whopping 150
assured.
111 the Windsor dressin yards! ·
room after the game, Coac
ndy Parichi was 19-31 for
Fracas explained Western'
tw o touchdowns and two
' thinking on the last play of t
interceptions. Joe Fabiani and
game:
"Perfectly soun
Mike Fess combined for 12-26
strategy; Knill was averagi
with one touchdown and one
50 yards a kick, and a
inter ception.

O'11\T.G
'I 'S
GRESTAURANT
i

OF THE FINEST FOODS

565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette)
FREE PARKING AT REAR

FREE FAST DELIVERY $3 .00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

Enjoy Our Famo us

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS
OPEN

MON toTHUIS II JOAM ,9PM
FRI & SAT 1 1 30 A M 2 00 A M
SUNOA YS & HOUOA YS 3 P.M . 9 PM

*WALLABEES *JOYCE *AIRSTEP
• SHOE-INS • DACKS • JARMAN
* PEDWIN * KEDS * FOAM TREADS P.F.'s
HUSH PUPPIES FOR EVERYONE

Along with all the excitement of an O.U.A.A. Football se
final, the Big Brothers-Hockey Canada Hockey Tourname
takes place this weekend. The Invitational Tournament is hPi
held in sections all across Canada, with the regional winne
advancing to elimination competition in Hamilton, Ontario •
December.
The Windsor Tournament is being held at Adie Knox HPrma
Arena on Wyandotte just east of Campbell, this Saturday nig
and Sunday afternoon. The first game pits the Windsor Lance
against the Brock University Badgers starting at 6:00 p.m. I
the second contest, the Ryerson Rams take on the WPste
Ontario Mustangs, starting at 8: 45 p.m. The two \\ inners pi
off on Sunday aftPrnoon at 3: 15 p.m.
'I11e Windsor Lancers Hockey Squad will feature eight ne
fal'eS this season, and be aided by the return of twelve mernbe
of last war's team. FeaturPd returnees will be Scot ..\1cFadd
and Ej~y Queen, both of whom werP nwmbers of thr Second A
Star Team last season. Newcomers to watch includP: Ro
Moscow from the Windsor Spitfires, Jim Palmieri, by wa) oft
Windsor Royals, and Jack Pulkinen, "ho hails fro
Amherstburg.
As far as the other competing clubs are concerned, Bro
Uniwrsity Badgers and the Ryerson Rams are both relati,el
new to league competition. But with 2,300 and 8.000 studen
respectively, both stand a good chance of putting a tpam on t
ice that will soon enough be challenging the rest. The \\ <·ste
Mustangs? Well, Western is a long-established hocke) powe
having won the division last spason and having a numbPr

2203 WYANDOTTE W.

10% TO STUDENTS

252-4744

STUDENT DIRECTORY
We regret the delay in publishing the Student
Directory. Unfortunately the Computer Centre
was experiencing difficulties in producing final
copy for us.
Arthur Sneath,
Media

CS RW
brings you

CHAMPIONSH.IP

FOOTBALL
Augie Sartor

stron g finishes in the seasons before that.
It is Western , primarily, who will hPlp motivate the other
clubs, including Windsor, in this pre-season tournament to play
their best. Windsor Coach Dr. Cec Eaves pointed out that pre,;eason tournaments in general do present the competitors with
somr problems as far as conditioning and " peaking" are
concPrned. The players aren't always in the very best condition
this early and so injuries can result. In addition, coaches try to
have their teams ready to play their best for the tournament, and
yet still must expect reasonable results for the time of year.
Coach Eaves feels the better, wider ice surface at Adie Knox
Herman Arena will be much to the advantage of the Windsor
club, having playpd in other years at Windsor Arena. Also, the
fact that Adie Knox will now serve the Lancers as permanent
"home" for games and practices, as opposed to other years when
a number of locations were used for thPSP purposes, will enable
Windsor to take full advantage of home ice and, hopefully, a
home crowd.
"The arena is only eight blocks away," Coach Eaves
concludPd. "The calibrr of our university hockey is improving
e,-rry year. I'm sure the fans will enjoy what they see."
T ickets arp available at the Centre Desk, and at banks all
across the city, as well as from the Big BrothPrs Association. Cost
to students in only , 2.50, half of what it costs for others. The
football game will be over by 4: 00 at the latest, plenty of time for
\\ indsor and W estprn fans at the football game to grab a bite to
ea t, and make it a real day of sports in Windsor. Hopp to SPP you
thPre !

•

THE SHOE BAR LTD.

TOM MAILLOUX

at 12:45 P.M. Sat.

Windsor in Big B thers tournament

Listen To
Our Illustrious Lancers
As !hey Break
The Mustangs
In The

OUAA Semi-Final
FILM SOC presents
"BRILLIANT. THE AUTHOR WOULD RELISH SO
FAITHFUL AN INTERPRETATION OF HIS WORK.
A BEAUTIFULLY MADE FILM."
By the winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize for Literature

•

ow 1n action

ON CK.WW RADIO 580
OVER 160
V AR/ET/ES

Tomorrow at 1: 00 p.m.,
these same two teams will meet
again, this time to decide the
O.U.A.A. finalist who will go
on to meet the winner of Ottawa vs. Lutheran. The
tremenduous support rendered
by Windsor fans at this game
was remarked on by players
and officials alike, and certainly helped Windsor to their
first place finish! Let's keep it
up! Sec you again tomorrow
on the back campus. game
time is 1 : 00 p.m. If you
haven't got your tickets yet,
they are $1.50 apiece,
available at the Centre Desk.

Sells Only
BRAND NAMES

The LancPrPtte Vollevball
TPam defeated St. Clair
College Tuesday night 15-2, 31,\ 15-8, and 15-8 in their
season opener. Team members
are. returning: Susan Clancy,
Wendy Tinline (Captain),
Nancy
Duchene,
Karen
Robertson, MariP Misko.

Sharman Barnett. New fa
include: Cookip LPach, Ma
Jane
McArthur.
L,n
Bateman, Pat Hogan, .:\ an
Dalton, and Loannc Petri.
'I11e LancerPtte Basket
Team \\ill opPn its sPason
Guelph this weekend in
eiirht tPam tonrnamPnt. T

this season is eomposed
of: Kathy Brown, Karen
Com ii Ion, BPth Craig, Jane

Gro ndin, Joanne La7.arus,
\ la un•en Morkin, Kathie
()' \' eail. Bunne) Robinson,
Me lanie Rodnr). Cathy
\' alckP, Martha Walters, and
Jackir Well wood.

Lancers figure in f o ball stats.
Tlw individual scoring
leader for tlw Windsor Lancers
this srason was Jim Wakeman,
with 33 points. Jim was
followed by Augie Sartor with
24 points. and two players with
18 points apipce, Mike Urban
and Gary McCann. On convert
attempts, Jim Wakeman was 8
for 16, and on field goals he
was l for 2, that onp a 15
yard er
against
York

University. Jim was seeorHI
scoring in thr divi~ion.
Rushing statistics show
Jim "s trPmendous contributio
lo this year's Laneer~. too, a
hr was lPading- ground gain
with 90 carries for a total
388 yards. His rushing- partn
Gar) McCann was not f
behind, gaining 312 yards o
83 (·arriPs.
Lt'ading thr recei.rrs w

1

1\lih Urban. who gathered in
~.'i pasSPs for 46:3 \ ards, and
this was easih the ix:st rHort in
tlw IPag-ue 's W!'stern Division.
And) Paril'hi"s final passing
,tatistics reveal hr was 94 for
l(i,1 atlPmpts and 1,1-02 yards!
Along- with 13 TD8 TD's and
I I interceptions, this was
1•nough to makP his pereentagP
S i(> lo lead a II passPrs in the
\\ e,trrn Division.

Competition this weekend
will be stiff for the b-hall
women. Last year's champion,
Western, will be there, along
,dth QnPPn 's from thP EastPm
Division of the 0. W.I.A.A.
and several strong city teams.
This tournament is the
equivalent of thP 0.{.; .A.A.'s
Naismith Tournament and we
wish the basket~all team the
i.ame SU<'CPSS as tllP vollpyball
team had Tuesday night.
Lancerette managprs for the
tPams are, for volleyball. Ann
..\'laric Guilmette, and for
basketball,
Lorraine
Campbell. The coaches for the
rPspPctivP teams arP Miss M.
Kimmerle, ,olleyball, and
Miss J.M. Stewnson, baskPtball. For game timrs, please
consult you I ntPrcollegiate
Schedules available at
nunwrous
locations
on
campus.

)

ONEDAY

IN THE LIFE OF IVAN DENISOVICH
By the winner of lhe 1970 Nobel Prize for Literature
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TUESDAY, NOV . 7
AMBASSADOR AU DITORIUM
UNIVERSITY CENTRE
7 & 9:30 P.M.

Admlnlon
$1. 00 wit h ~tuden t card
$ 1.50 wlt hcaut cord
Na exc eptions
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WhY all druas
should be lei!alized

HARPOON:. \~

,. The Harpoon is published by the newspaper club
for the students at the University of Windsor. It
appear on -campus about everv two weeks on
'Wednesdays.
Opinions expressed are those of the individual
-,_...~ writers and not necessarily those of the University
of Windsor or the Students' Administrative' Council.

will

by Richard Needam
{Globe and Mail)
You can hang yourself with a rope ,
. so let's prohibit the manufacture,
sale and possession of ropes . You
can kill yourself by jumping off a
high building, so let's bar anything
over three stories. You can· break
your neck riding to hounds, so let's
have a law against horses. Isn 't this
the weird logic we ' re using with
respect to drugs?

Staff for this issue :
Phil Bezaire, Wes Trojand , Chuck Clausen, Steve
Lough , Walter Franczyk, and Ian Le Marquand and
his '61 Gronk.

Most Canadians don't take drugs
of the kind which make headlinesspeed , LSD, heroin . Some do. Of
those who do, some will probably
die of them. So what? It's their
choice. Why should . we feel any
more upset over a man 's death from
using heroin than we feel over a
man 's death from drinking too much
or from eating too much or from
smoking too much or from driving
too fast?

rumour of new
paper sweeps
campus

j

J
a

a

Again this. year a grqup of us have decided to put
out a second newspaper on campus. It's no accident
that a newspaper was chosen as a way of changing
the lethargy of the campus. After all, how can anyone
get excited over a concert, if they don't know who's
coming; or get pissed off about a course, if they can't
get people together to find an alternative.
Knowledge of what's really going on around the
campus, in the classrooms, in the Pub, and information
of what is being done in other schools and other cities
can give us each support for our criticizms of this
institution and suggestions for atlernatives.
For example, concerts. How many of us know the
advantages and/or disadvantages of "block booking"?
We've heard that its a cheaper way of getting good
musicians. But it is seldom, if ever used on this
campus.
•
For example, that prof! He wants us to buy $35
worth of books for a Sociology course and we're having
six tests and four essays. Then he has the nerve to say
that he wants our "opinions and classroom discussion"!
Did you ever get stuck with a bum prof? Or ts it a
bum department? Who decides the content of the
courses? What are they using at other schools? What
is the approach used in these textbooks and what are
we really being taught? But, most of all, am I the
only one so pissed off?
And if you're thinking of quitting, or you're
graduating what's going on outside the campus?·
Where do I have a chance of getting a job? Are
there any other university students working in the city?
Does what we're being taught here have any relation
to what's really going on in this country and this city?
Maybe it's about time started talking about that!
That's where the Harpoon comes in. None of us
have the time and knowledge to expose all the corruption around here, analyse all the courses, or suggest
alternatives to the way we treat each other around
here. But it is our intention to gather some "facts"
about this place that will give us a new view of this
university. We'd like to know its relationship to the rest
of the citv :;ince most of us call Windsor home. Through
reprints o'r original articles, we can try to understand
what is happening to us, because we're students and
because we're young.
If an effort like this is .. to be a success, its going
to take more than just a half dozen people working all
night pasting copy on a printer's sheet. It's going to
take thinking and it's going to take feedback. So you'll
have to write us an article, short or long, or a letter
and tell everyone what's happening to you. When you
get burned, tell others! When you get bored, ask why,
and share your feelings. Then we can all make up our
minds whether to stay here or not.
We're really glad to see that the Lance is much the
same as last year because it gives us all the more will
and determination to put out the Harpoon. What we
mean in essence is that the Lance is still misinforming
students as best it can, and that it is still ripping
off students for thousands of dollars. The facts are
elsewhere in this issue.

We can 't save everybody from
the consequences of all their
actions; if our prime concern with
each human being is to prevent him
from harming or killing himself,
we'll have to do with every one of
our people what the mental
hospitals do with a suicidal patient
- put him naked into a padded
cell with nothing but a mattress, and
leave him that way for the rest of his
life. At that, he 'd probably figure
some way to do himself in .
Herbert Spencer said it a century
ago: " The only purpose for which
power can be rightfully exercised
over any member of a civilized
community against his will is to prevent harm to others . His own good,
either physical or moral, is not a
sufficient warrant. He cannot rightfully be compelled to do or forbear
because it will make him happier,
because in the opinions of others to
do so would be wise, or even right.
Over himself, over his own body and
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Thus I come around to a few
common-sense remarks on the subject by the eminent America·n
economist, Milton Friedman. Writing in Newsweek (May 1) he argues
- and I've long agreed - that we
should legalize all drugs, addictive
or otherwise. Let them be sold at
cost, and under the same quality
control as drugs generally. Then if
people want to take them, they can
do so - without getting into criminal company, without enriching
pushers who want people to take
drugs, without danger other than
from the drug itself, without murdering people to get ·the money to
pay for it.
There 's a parallel between drugs
and alcohol. For many individuals,
alcohol is harmful, dangerous, even
fatal. That 's why from 1919 to 1933
the United States had the Volstead
Act (Prohibition) which barred the
manufacture and sale of liquor. The
result was a tidal wave of corruption
and criminality, with people guzzling bad liquor at high prices instead of good liquor at moderate
prices.

What the Volstead Act (and similar
legislation in Canada) tried to do
was impossible - to prevent the
manufacture and importation of a
substance a lot of people wanted.
It's · the same with drugs today.
There 's no way to prevent a drug like
LSD being made at home, and
there 's no way to prevent a drug
like heroin being imported from
overseas. Given the profits that go
with illegality, the stuff will always
get through.
Dr. Friedmann says: " Do we have
the right to use the machinery of
government to prevent an indivudal
from becoming an alcoholic or a
drug addict? For children, almost
everyone would answer at least a
qualified yes. But for responsible
adults, I for one, would answer no.
Reason with the potential addict,
yes. Tell him the consequence , yes.
Pray for and with hi m, yes. But I
believe that we have no right to
use force , directly or indirectly, to
prevent a man from committing
suicide, let alone from drinking
alcohol or taking drugs. "
I'll agree that children shouldn 't
be allowed to buy drugs, any
more than they ' re allowed to buy
booze . .Just as the LCBO would
throw out a 15 year old trying to buy
gin , so the druggist would throw
out a 15 year old trying to buy
heroin. But I think I'm correct in
saying that a kid of 15 who wants to
get gin can easily get it, someone
will buy it for him. Would it be the
same way with drugs? Here again,
I'll only say that a kid of 15 can
get drugs - of dubious quality and
at inflated prices. I don 't want to see
any kid (or adult) on drugs; but if he
insists, better he should get good
stuff than bad, and through legal
channels.
By coincidence, a highly placed
American psychiatrist Dr. Thomas
Szasz, has come out (Harper's,
April) with an argument identical to
that of Milton Friedman - the legal
sale of drugs, save to children.
" This arrangement would place
responsibility for the use of all drugs
by children where it belongs - on
parents and their children. This is
where the major responsibility rests
for the use of alcohol. "
Responsibility - ah , that a chilling word , and explains why, despite
all the arguments in favour of
legalizing drugs, there's not the
slightest chance they will be legalized . It's so much easier to blame the
police, the Mafia, the pushers,
the Turks, the French, than to blame
one's self or one 's children. Besides,
as Dr. Szasz points out, the " war
against drugs " has become a vast
and highly profitable enterprise,
making work for a·veritable army of
doctors, social workers, bureaucrats and such. They, too, have
acquired a costly habit; and they
aren 't in any hurry to kick it.
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informal social get-togethers
the Centre. Any individuals or
groups that wish to hold meetings,
classes, or sessions of any kind
are welcome to use the Women's
Centre. It is open during the day
and in the evening as well.
Arrangements can be easily made
by calling Miss McLean.
There are special projects in the
planning stages as well. A weekend symposium for women in
Windsor is being considered. Aimed
at the women in the community
who are thinking of coming back to
university, the symposium would involve discussions, tours, information; in general the familiarizing of
these women with the university so
they _know what to expect when
they begin classes.
A sale of handicrafts is being organized and should take place before Christmas. The Women's
Centre would be very glad to sell
the works of any interested student,
faculty, or university staff member.
The money raised from the sale
would be used to provide more
activities in the Centre.
The Women's Centre, iocated in
Vanier where the old tuck shop used
to be, is an excellent facility for
women on campus. But it is only
the beginning. It is now up to us to
put this facility to good use. It's an
opportunity for us to grow and
develop and broaden our horizons.
We ov-re it to ourselves not to pass
it up!

It's been a long time coming,
but we women on campus now
have a place of our own; the
Women's Centre! It's purpose is
simple: to provide us with a place
to hold meetings; to rap; to do just
about anything we wish .
The Centre is run by the Dean of
Women, Evelyn McLean who has
a great deal of experience with
working with women students. Miss
McLean is concerned about the
•
attitudes she has seen. Too often a
girl
under-estimates her own
potential in university, indeed in
the world at large; and will subordinate herself, her wishes, her
aspirations to her male peers. In
short, she sells herself short. Miss
McLean sees the Women's Centre
as an important step in increasing
• the self-awareness of women on
• Campus.
The Women's Centre offers us a
chance to come together on our
own terms to discuss our place at
university, our future, and ourselves as individuals. Each Thursday night an informal rap session,
led by Marylee Stephenson of the
Sociology Department, is held for
~ this purpose. Discussion focusses
on various aspects of university
life and how they involve and affect
us as women.
This is not the only tu nction of
the Women's Centre. Resident
advisors and house councils are
encouraged to hold meetings and

A.c.c.R.A.
A voluntary non-profit organization under the name Abortion and
Contraceptive Counselling and Research Association (A.C.C.R.A) has
recently opened in Windsor. The
purpose of the organization is to; (1)
ensure that the public receives the
best possible care and treatment for
matters relating to responsible
reproduction; to provide and ensure
the provision of adequate facilities;
(2) promote research designed to
prevent unintended conception,
and thereby enhance maternal
health and family solidarity; (3)
educate and inform the public in
every area of birth control.
At present the office is operated
by twelve volunteers, including

OPENS
director of Counselling Services,
Margaret Ann Cain. It is open from
2:30 - 4:30 and 7:30 - 9:30 on
Thursdays, but there is a 24-hour
answering service. The facilities are
located in Suite 603, 76 University
Ave. W. and the phone number is
254-8800.
Although the operation is funded solely by private donations, a
substantial research program has
already begun. It includes a survey
of Windsor doctors designed to find
out, "how many Windsor doctors
are willing to take on the medical
responsibility of dealing with
Windsor women with problem pregnancies". As well, the couselling
service, mentioned above, is prepared to handle cases.

I
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This column will appear every
issue, and will consist of excerpts
from various articles and books,
dealing with questions that we a11
face as Canadians. These will hopefully vary from economics to
politics, culture, education, and will
point out the relationship between
these aspects.
The myth that is dealt with below

is that Canada needs foreign investment to expand and develop its
economy. Several books have been
written explaining the economics
and politics of the issue of American
control. These two passages happen
to be fairly concise and well documented. Further arguments and raw
data can be obtained from the books
themselves.

"The shortage of finance is at
least in part the result of branchplant economy. Contrary to common belief, Canadian savings are
not low, nor is the Canadian investor
averse to taking risks. Despite lower
average incomes in Canada, the rate
of personal savings is substantially
higher than that in the United States.
In 1967 Canadians saved about 9 per
cent of disposable after-tax income,
compared with a rate of 7 per cent
in the United States. What is more,
the average Canadian is more inclined to invest his savings in equity
stock than his U.S. counter-part.
Thus interest income forms a larger
portion of total investment income
in the United States than in Canada,
despite the fact that interest rates
are lower there. There appears to be
no shortage of demand for equity
investments in Canada - only a
shortage of available stock."
"We have estimated that the gross
internal savings of foreign controlled firms constitute about 15 per
cent of total annual Canadian
domestic savings. The proportion of the profit which is ploughed
back as much higher in the branchplant sector than in the rest of the
Canadian economy. Thus, about
one-third of total Canadian retained .
earnings accrued to foreign controlled companies. These internal
savings are pre-empted for investments in the concerns in which they
are generated. If the parent companies do not wish to re-invest their
subsidiary profits, they can and do
transfer funds out of the country.
Such funds, whether re-invested or
transferred, are not available to
finance the expansion of other
sectors of the Canadian economy."
Silent Surrender,
Kari Levitt,

"The conventional wisdom in
Canada has always been that we
were short of capital for economic
development. Whatever truth there
is in this view, it now becomes
apparent that long-term foreign
ir1vestment drains away capital in
the long run. While in the 1950's
in Canada, U.S. direct investment
inflows exceeded remitted profits by
$1.2 billion, in the period 1960-67
remitted profits exceeded capital inflows by $1.8 billion."
"One other relevant feature of the
financial situation in regard to
American subsidiaries should be
noted. This forms a corollary to the
previous figures which have been
cited. In recent years an increasing
amount of the funds required to
finance the expansion of these subsidiaries in Canada has been drawn
from Canadian sources. In 1967,
64% of this expansion or $374
million was provided to U.S. subsidiaries from Canadian sources.
It was one consequence of the U.S.
foreign direct investment guidelines, which are discussed below.
Thus Canadian are beginning to realize that in addition to the capital
drain on their economy that results
from American subsidiaries, further
growth of these subsidiaries is being
financed largely from Canadiari
sources."
Independence: The Canadian
Challenge
Abraham Rotstein & Gary Lux,
Committee For An Independent
Canada
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By Michel Barneau
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Having been a social work student
for two years, and having run across
several people involved with both
the receiving and the giving ends of
the welfare system, I thought that I
knew just about everything there
was to know about that often-talkedabout and commonly denounced
institution. Practically everyone has
some opinion about welfare and I
have yet to hear a favourable one,
although people's reasons for
hating it can be very different. There
are still people in our society who
insist that the welfare system supports the lazy bums who don 't want
to work. Anyone who wants to work
can certainly find a job somewhere.
Going on welfare is just an easy way
out. These people, as will become
clear by the end of this article, we
can dispense with. Then there are
people who have another reason for
hating welfare; they are receiving
some form of it. Everyone I am sure
has heard about what a drag it is
getting welfare, what a dehumanizing practice it is, and so on. I have
yet to meet a welfare recipient who
has something good to say about
the system.
Then there are the people who
hate the welfare system, because it
is obviously not too cool to support
it. They never had to really think
· about it, but they have been confronted with too many facts to stay
neutral. I'm not putting down any
thinking individual who has come to
the conclusion that there is a lot

wrong with the welfare system. But,
in my case anyway, I have found out
that there is a big gap between intellectually knowing that the welfare
system leaves a lot to be desired ,
and finding out from experience
just how fucked up it really is.
It is not my intention to go into all
the details of the politics and bureaucracy involved, that could be the
subject of a book. And, I'm sure
many books, in fact, have been written about this aspect. What I want to
do is to relate my own experience
of applying for welfare, and how it
affected me. It will probably not be
very objective, and will very likely be
emotional, but for me it was a very
emotional experience, and one that
is extremely difficult to look at objectively.
Without being one of the most
ambitious people I know, I have
never been totally adverse to work,
especially in times of economic
necessity. So for about a month I
had been seriously looking for a job.
I am sure that it is needless to say
that at the present time, in spite of
what the election candidates said,
job hunting in Windsor is one of the
best ways I know of to waste time.
There is nothing to be found. I was
registered at Manpower (another
waste of time), and had checked out
every possibility·. So, faced with the
prospect of not being able to come
up with next month's rent (not to
mention starving to death) and encouraged with the now-deflated
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myth that Manpower will help you
find a job if you're on Welfare, I
decided to go down to apply .
First of all, you have to make an
appointment. They are very busy,
you understand, and you can't just
drop in. So I made my appointment,
and was supposed to be there for
1 :15 in the afternoon. The ·office, on
Louis St., is in a not-very-pleasant
area of town; the buildings are old
and close together; the whole neighbourhood is rather dingy. It was a bit
further than I had thought it was,
and, since I had to walk, I was a few
minutes late. I was kind of worried
since I thought, if you have to make
an appointment, it must be important that you be there on time.
I arrived at the building. Although
it is fairly new, it looks even dingier
and duller-looking than the rest of
the neighbourhood. Just a grey
square building, obviously built for
functional, rather than artistic purposes. There were a few people
standing outside. I went in through
the large glass doors and stepped
into a large crowded room. It took
me awhile to realize the full impact
and purpose of this room.
I didn't know what to expect, and
had no idea of what I was supposed
to do. I looked around and saw a big
sign that said to get a number from
the receptionist, and take a seat
while waiting. I saw a long line of
people leading to a glass booth enclosing a very efficient-looking
young woman. Must be the recept-

The following is a partial list of
well-known "consumer goods,"
companies who also manufacture a
variety of war toys used by Nixon
and his associates in Vietnam. Have
a look at them and maybe the next
time you think about buying one of
their consumer goods you'll think
twice. Remember the War isn't over
yet.

CHRYSLER
(Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, Airtemp air-conditioning, Chrysler
marine)
Combat tanks (with infared & other
electronic devices)
Combat engineer vehicle and
armored vehicle launched bridge
Project Brilliant - Air Force project to illuminate a four square mile
area to aid in targetting & attacking
targets
Fi re control system for Sheridan

ionist. I was trying to hear what the
people were saying, so I would know
what to say when I got there.
When she got to the person ahead
of me, I could see everything that
was going on. She looked at him,
like he was absolute scum. He said,
"I want to see Mr. So and So". She
said, "Do you have a number?" He
said that he didn't, and she practically broke down and said , " How
do you expect to see anyone, if you
don't have a number?" So, she gave
him a number, and then it was my
turn. I said that I had an appointment to see someone at 1 :15. She
rattled off her questions expertly.
"Did you make an appointment on
the phone? Have you ever received
assistance before? Single or married? " She gave me my number (55)
and told me to take a seat.
The seats consisted of a couple of
hardback plastic benches just loaded with people. There were people
standing around against the wall,
but I found a spot on the bench and
sat down. I started examining the
room.
The walls were a pale brownish
colour, and absolutely bare, except
for a NO SMOKING sign, the other
sign, and a picture of the Queen, of
course. But everything was dead
and sterile! There was so much
smoke in the room that it was hard
to breathe. I hadn't eaten yet and I
was beginning to get a headache.
There was absolutely nothing to do;
no books or magazines. So the log-

AMERICAN MACHINE AND
FOUNDRY (AMF)
(Voit sporting goods, AMF bowling
equipment, Harley Davidson, motorcycles, Ben Hogan golf equipment,
Aqua Pure water filters)
SNAKEYE anti-personnel & antimaterial guidea bombs
PAVEWAY laser guided bombs
GOODYEAR TIRE AND RUBBER
(General Tires, Airfoam foam rubber, Neolite soles and heels for
shoes, Instant floor tiles, Fiberglass
products for lawn mowers &
tractors)
_
Side looking radar f0r F-4 fighter
bombers
Guided anti-personnel & material
bombs

GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE)
(GE & Hotpoint home appliances,
radios & stereos, light bulbs, etc.)
Electronic countermeasures for
bombers
Low light level TV's for Puff the
Magic Dragon Gunships
Mortar lo.catin radar

ical thing would be to talk to some
__ ,,___ people there. But then I notice
something about the other people
there. No one is talking. Everyone
is just sitting there, looking straight
ahead or at the floor. There is a bit
of subdued conversation going on
between some old acquaintances
but that's all. Everybody is bored,
but that's not ~II. Then I realize
what's beginning to happen in my
own head.
All the old cliches, the bullshit that
society drums into everybody, are
becoming more and more insistent
in my mind. Things like, there has to
be something wrong with someone
on welfare. Everybody else has a job,
why don't you? My mind knows all
• these things aren't true, but I can't
get rid of them. All my life I've
talked and talked about welfare recipient's, but suddenly I am one. Me.
And then I realize that that's what
probably is going on in the other
peoples' minds. Everybody is too
depressed and too frustrated to be
talking. I notice that I've been here
for about half an hour and I haven't
eard one number called out yet.
I've just about had enough, and I am
really hoping that they are getting
close to number 55. Then I hear a
voice over a loudspeaker "number
24, go to Intake One." I just about
start crying. Number 24 ! At this rate
it could take days. Then a bit later
I hear numbers 45, 60 and 10 called
out, in that order. So that's it. I have
• been assured that there is no ulterior
motive to this, but even if there isn't,
it fits in perfectly with the rest. The
people there have no idea at all of
how long they will have to wait.
The whole thing suddenly became
very clear. Society doesn't like these
moochers. We will help you out, yes,
but we're only doing you a favor. By
the time they are ready to see you,
you are too frustrated and too angry
o do anything. You have no alternative but to take what they give you
and try to smile.
If all that sounds exaggerated or
like I am suffering from a persecution complex, just think of how
the whole thing is set up. A paternalistic, authoritarian attitude from the
employees. An atmosphere of total
boredom. There is no room for feeling in the welfare office. The employees walk around on seemingly
never-ending coffee breaks. They
'
dress in expensive clothing, and
seem to do nothing but laugh, talk,

and eat. Finally a feeling er eps over
you that you are totally in their
power since you are a mere number,
and you can't do anything until
they're good and ready. And to this
add all of society's attitudes, the
feelings of inadequacy and failure
you are supposed to have, and that
they do their best to instil I in you.
At the end of the three hours, number 55 and his now incredible headache were called to Intake One
There I was instructed by some big
jovial bastard (how are you this
afternoon?) to have a seat and he
would be back in a second. Half an
hour later he returned with what
seemed like a whole library of forms
to fill out. I felt defeated and answered all his ridiculous questions
(Where have you lived in the past
three years? Why did you leave
home? Why aren't you in school?
Have you been looking for a job?)
Finally, he told me that an inspector would come around in a few
days to see my apartment (to see
where I hid my money no doubt.)
Al I that follows is rather anti-cl imati c. The place they really get you
is the office. The inspector came
over, efficiently asked all her inane
questions (What's your religion,

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
(Ford, Lincoln, and Mercury, PhilcoFord TV's, refrigerators, stereos,
Autolite spark plugs & batteries)
Prime contractor for Integrated
Wideband Communications Systems in Thailand
Fuel air explosive weaponary for
Army. Equipment. for electronic
warfare school training course
Laser designator system for Air
Force Pave Knife Program (night
vision system for F-4 bombers)

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
(Home appliances, radios, bulbs,
Econe Auto-Rental, Westinghouse
Broadcasting (Group W), Longines
watches & air conditioning)
Weapons control system for F-4
fighter bombers
Fire control radar for F-4 fighter
bombers
Electronic counter-measures for
F-4 fighter bombers
Radar for Tactical Air Control System (TAGS)
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have you ever lived in common law,
why are you living in this apartment,
list all the places you applied for
work, etc ... ) She checked the place
out, made sure I was really broke
and told me to go back to the office
the next week. I went back, got my
cheque which is a hundred and two
dollars a month. Not bad for free I
suppose .
So there you have it. Maybe it
doesn't sound all that bad. It's almost impossible to describe the
feelings I went through sitting in
that office. Was I the only one there
who felt that way? I don't think so
judging from the looks on peoples
faces.
I suppose I am to be expected to
draw some conclusions from this,
and offer some solutions. I don't
know. I realize the welfare office is
old fashioned and under staffed.
They're probably doing the best as
they think they can. One thing has to
change though. In our supposedly
"Just Society" it is a right and not a
privilege to have a place to stay and
something to eat. What about the
people who don't want to work and
are satisfied just living off welfare?
There may be some but personally
I can't imagine anyone wanting to go_
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through with this just to get a measly
cheque. There is no reason why
some one should have to feel inadequate or like a failure because
there is no work available. That is
the only thing that can be changed
to make the welfare system more
human. So therefore, it involves a lot
more than just attacking the welfare
system itself. What has to be
changed is society's attitudes.

GENERAL MOTORS (GM)
SINGER
(Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, Olds- (Singer sewing machines and other
mobile, Cadillac, Opel, Fisher Body products)
Frigidaire
applianc.es,
Delco Inertial navigation system for P-3
Automotive
products,
Packard aircraft
Electric)
Avionics for F-111
M-16 rifle (with Starlite scopes and Flight simulator for F-4 fighter
other devices)
hnmhers
M-109 Howitzers
Night vision fire control systepl
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,:,·· .. ,: RADIO CORPORATION O ·
AMERICA (RCA)
~
(RCA radios, T.V.'s recordings,
Hertz Rent-a-car, NBC, Random
House, and Alfred A. Knopf books.)
,
(Thermostats, computers, Pentax MINISID sensors (cost $1700.; last
BULOVA WATCH COMPANY
cameras, Rollei flashes, Elmo 90 days)
(Bulova watches, Acutron watches, cameras)
IOD multiple sensor package for
Caravelle watches, clocks)
MAGID sensors
helicopters
Fuzes for bombs and projectiles
Computers for the world-wide Storage drum for TACFIRE
Fuze for high explosive cartridge
military command and control Radar for Fighter Bomber Dire<:ting
system
Air explosives, BLU26- anti-personnel and anti-material bombs,
LU-54 anti- ersonnel mines
• • ." .'• p• •• ..,.,. i · . : ~: .·
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
(Kodak
lnstamatic
and
other
cameras, film & photo equipment,
Kodak polyester fibers, Eastman
vitamins)
Fuze for high explosive ammunition
used against air targets
Operation & maintenance of Army
ammunition plant at Kingsport
Tennessee
_films forsurveiilance mapping etc.
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Apathy towards student problems
or perhaps laziness on the part of
some administrators may cost students at this University between
4,000 and 5,000 dollars. This apathy
and laziness concerns the 72-73
· Ambassador Yearbook.
Over the past few months the
Media Corporation has been negotiating the printing of the yearbook
with Colorlux Studios of Winnipeg.
The Winnipeg firm has agreed to
print the yearbook at a price $4,000
less than what Media Corp. has paid
for previous yearbooks. One of the
conditions of the contract would be
that Colorlux Studios would be the
only company allowed on campus
to take graduate pictures. Sounds
good doesn't it - an extra $4,000
for other student activities and
events.
However all the negotiations have
been placed in jeopardy. Another
photo company has through a student acquired the use of University
facilities at Canterbury College and
have been taking grad photos. When
the officials at Canterbury were consulted and informed about the
possible loss of $4,000 of student
money they refused to co-operate
in having the photo company removed from the campus.
Media Corp. Secretary, John Bennette then contacted the Dean of
Students. He recieved just as much
co-operation from Dean McMahon
as from Canterbury College. The
Dean stated that he had no official
influence at Canterbury College (what absolute bullshit.) McMahon
is Dean of Students at Canterbury
as well as the rest of the University.
If a person in his position cannot
act on behalf of the students who the hell in the administration
can.
Last week S.A.C. officially requested the intervention of the Dean
of Students and the President of the
University in this matter. As far as
we know no action has been taken
and it looks as if though the agreement with Colorlux will fly right out
the window. (Along with about
$4,000)

(which anyone could whip up on
a rainy day)
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c.u:t in:to pie.c.e.1.:, oJz. made in:to baLl6
about the. J.>ize. 06 a wai.nut, d 1.:,houfd
be. eaten wdh c.a.tz.e. Two pie.c.u a.JLe.
qude J.>u.66ic.ien:t.
ObtMMng the.. can i bus may pJz.U e.n:t
c.vz.ta,,i.,n di6 6ic.uftiu, bu.t the vaJc.ie..ty
known M can i bus sat iv a gJz. OWi.) M
a common weed, o0:te.n unJz.e.c.ogn,,i.,J.:,ed,
e.veJz.ywheJte in Eu.Jc.ope, A1.:,ia and pa/l....t6
on A6Jc.ic.a; buidu bung c.uftivate.d
· M a cJto p 6OJr. :the. ma nu 6ad.LJ!te a 6
!tape.. In :the. Amvuc.M, while. 06:te.n
d,,i.,,6c.oUJc.age.d, ,,i.,t,6 c.pu1.:,in, c.ai.1.e.d canibus
indica, ha.,,6 been ob1.:,Vtved even in
c.dy window boxu. I:t. 1.:,houfd be.
pic.k.ed -and due.d a.6 .6oon a-6 d hM
gone :to 1.:,e.e.d and wltl..te :the plan:t.
,,i.,,6 1.:,ull gJc.e.en.

The Lance has ripped students
off for at least $1400 this year and
unless SAC takes some action that
figure will climb to at least 4,000
by the end of the year.
The Lance farms-out its "pasteups" at a cost of $55 a page.
Pasting-up is a process of gluing
the ads and stories on paper and
then taking them to the printer. The
Lance staff can do this themselves,
like most University and College
newspapers but apparently they
are too lazy. If the Laney did their
own paste-ups they coul.d save at
least $25 a page for every page
they print.
Regardless of what we think of
the overall quality of the Lance we
do think that this is an outrageous
rip off of our money. Therefore
Students' Council, why not do
something tc;, save some more
student monies around here?

Christmas is coming soon
shop for exotic gifts early
at
ORIENTAL LOOK
and INDIA EMPORIUM
a
a

4 70 .....-SS6 Ouellette

Photographic

Service

2133 Wyandotte St. W.

LONNEE'S SHELL SERVICE
"Licensed Mechanic"

2240 Wrandotte St W.
253-8679

ARTS

,

SOCIETY

SAC isn 't the only organization
that is suffering because of disinterest on the part of students. The
recently formed Arts Society was to
have an election last Wednesday.
The vacancies on the Society's
council included a President, a VicePresident, 3 Social Sciences Reps
and a Humanities Rep. Nominations
opened on October 20 and closed
October 28. We were looking forward to a tight race for executjve
positions but we were somewhat
disappointed.
·
No-one ran? Not one nomination
was submitted for any position.
It would be difficult to claim that
students are tired of "yippie
rhetoric" coming from the Arts
Society - there hasn't been any.
It would be just as difficult to
claim that people are pissed off with
, the way the Arts Society has been
spending the $1600 they received
through SAC because they haven't
spent any.
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sa.e.

resignations

seriously set back Students' Council
in a number of programs.
Last week Tony Perri resigned
charging that SAC was voting on
personalities rather than issues and
that SAC was not working in the best
interests of students. Reasons
closer to the truth arP i:: robably that
Perri doesn't want t f lunk out of
Law School and he , a.:, blown so
much money on concerts that there
just isn't the money left for a lot of
services this year.
A certain "newspaper" has been
gloriously praising Perri for his hard
work and competence. If this
competence and hard work do indeed exist they are certainly hard to
find. A few weeks ago the same
paper reported that Perri was one
of two people placed in charge of
block-booking in Ontario and that
this certainly showed his credibility
and competence. Is that so? Well,
the only major act we know of that
was block booked was Ike and Tina
'fX:~~~~~~ff~~~~~~~OO:~~~~~OO~~©~~~OO~~©~~NtkJ~~~~sEXN~~~~ Turner. At concerts at Western and
Waterloo Ike and Tina Turner lost
student COL.Jncils up to $5,000
dollars. He1e at Windsor the concert
was handled by our "competent"
Tony Perri himself and we lost over
11,000 dollars!
The Crowbar concert during
55
Homecoming was a similar fiasco.
TH ZSMl
Students' Council lost approximately $800.
Perri really seems to be doing
students a favour by resigning, however a lot of money has been lost
this year in putting on services and
there is really not much left for an
incoming Services Commissioner
3210 SANDWICH ST., WINDSOR,
to work with .
What can you do with a Society
that no-one wants to be President
of? Surely Arts student aren 't too
busy working hard at their courses
and studying to be concerned with
each other. When will people realize
that if enough of us get together we
can actually do something. Do
something about the shitty classes
we 're in, now that we can't transfer
out of them. Do something about the
shitty food they serve in the
Cafeterias. Do something at school
that might actually be fun or
educational.
Perhaps Arts students don't want
an Arts Society. Maybe some could
care le s. If you have any ideas or
just want to do something why not
tell your SAC rep. You can usually
find at least one of them in the SAC
office any time of the day. This University is what you make it. If you sit
around on your ass it will eventually
decay around you. Why not do
so ethi ?

eommunity
resouree
eentre
Building A
Library?

The last of the "Action Line"
finally bit the dust with the resignation of Tony Perri last week. Last
year's SAC election slate which ineluded Peter Elcombe for President,
Dave Sayers for Finance Commissioner, Tony Perri for Services
Commissioner, and Peter Adams for
External Affairs Commissioner, has
slowly been resigning from SAC
over the past few months.
Dave Sayers was the first to resign
after getting a job with Formosa
Spring Breweries which obviously
conflicted with his job as Finance
Commissioner.
Peter Adams resigned ten days
before a meeting was to be held by
SAC to impeach him. All the
time he was in office he refused to
bring his eligibility committee before council for ratification. This
committee decides what people will
represent SAC at conferences and
what students will serve on various
mitt es et u by AC. His dela

We

Handle
Special
Orders.

NOW IN WINDSOR

AT

111 WYANDOTTE

WEST

EVAN'S LEATHER
SHOP
YOU CAN NOW GET MADE TO MEASURE

LEATHER & SUEDE CLOTHING
HAND MADE COATS FOR MEN ANO WOMEN

FROM IMPORTED HIDES
ALL KINDS OF LEATHER AVAILABLE

20°/o TO 40°/o LOWER
THAN OTHER STORES

FREE BELT WITH A
$50.00 PURCHASE
COME IN AND COMPARE

PAGF

TFN ('?Qt! 1 _ TIU, , A NrJ.

NOVJ.v

o

1..,

1 0"71
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BONA FONE
The following people are usually pretty hard to get a hold of
during office hours. If you have an urgent problem why not try them
at home.
f:>resident, Dr. J. F. Leddy ................................................. 258-3589

rhetoric
Raise the flag and thank the stars
that liberty, justice, law and order
still prevail. Police forces continue
to confiscate the killer drug,
Marijuana, in record quantities.
Thanks to their diligence particularly during the last week, southwestern Ontario is going to be a lot
"dryer'' for many moons to come.
Enough bullshit! How long are
people going to put up with this kind
of nonsense? Half of this campus
awalks around in at least a partial
state of paranoia because of a crowd
of corrupt politicians and overzealous reactionaries. DOPE IS THE
RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE! But it's a
right that must be defended. Pigs
don't believe in rights, except their
"right" to domi11ate everything and
everybody. There's going to have to
be some ass-kicking before they
relinquish this "right", but the time
is going to come.
The hypocrisy and lies become
more evident every day. Corporations are fined $1000.00 for

polluting the planet into nonexistence, while freaks are given
$300.00 fines or jail terms for dope
possession. Politicians are being increasingly ignored by a populace
aware of their moral corruption.
They are, and deserve to be, largely
ignored. But ignoring their burlshit
is not enough. We must start building our new world now. Negativism
is too easy a cop-out, and besides,
it allows pigs to continue dominating our lives. Beware the long hair
who says he's not interested in
politics, revolutionary or otherwise.
He's either a PIG in sheep's clothing,
or- a living non-person, and either
way, he's a supporter of Pig Nations,
Inc.

Dean of Students, George A. McMahon ........................ 252-7135
Dean of Men, Gabriel L. Deluca .................................... 944-1556
MORE HANDY NUMBERS
Legal Aid..............................................................................
Legal Aid (University) ..........................................................
Campus Medical Office .....................................................
M.P.P. (Windsor-Walkerville) Bernie Newman ................
M.P.P. (Windsor-West) Ted Bounsall. ..... .-........................

254-9912
252-8545
253-1729
253-8448

Poison Control Centre .......................................................
Hotel Dieu Hospital ............................................................
1.0.D.E. Hospital ..................................................................
P.O.S.T ..................................................................................

252-3631
252-3631
252-2771
252-677'.
252-6330
Harpoon ................................................................................ 252-1311
Students' Administrative Council ..................................... 253-4232
Ext. 326

Brothers and sisters, this comp us,
this city, this country, this world is
ours for the taking. It's our lives and
our world and it's about time we
started acting like it. That would
constitute the most revolutionary
activity possible, and is inevitable, if
we are to start acting and treating
others as people.

MESSAGES FOR THE WEEK:
you can't be co-opted if you demand everything.
become a child again, with the dreams of children, and revolution is
inevitable.
history will see the freeks as the heroes and saviours of this age. We know
this, because we will write the history books.
babies are curious about everything. Adults are serious and bored. What
happened?

WHO ARE PEOPLE?
People are actors who:
say "fuck" on TV;
burn their degrees;
- wear weird costumes;
- have nothing material to lose but their bodies;

·· * ·~ ,

.

'k11m~ .I;

- smoke dope and make love when they feel like it (public or otherwise)

!}t etbe l9omm,on JE,ouse

- see private prnperty as theft.
Keep your eyes open for them, they're worth knowing.
One famous questions has been, "Suppose they gave a war and nobody
came?" Well, "Suppose they gave an election and nobody voted?"

-

a
a

Peace & Luv, (After the Revolution)
John Wesley Harding

3140 SANDWICH ST.

THE ROOT CElLA.R
Thurs. Fri. Sat. Nights
Folk Music
Featuring James

,

Friday
NOVEMBER 10, 1972
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UWO expulsion possible

second term fee strikers
LONDON (CUPI -The l.7niwrsity of Western Ontario has
become the first Ontario university to publicly acknowlPdgP that
students will be penali7.ed for participating in the proposed
SPcond term fec•s strike.
t· niwrsitv prPsident Carleton Williams announced to an Oct.
27 senate ~eeting that students withholding f('es in January, as
proposed by the Ontario Federation of Students and approved by
a prodnce-wide referendum in October. would suffer "academic
penalt) ".
Although vice-president lfinancel A.K. Adlington has stated
thP sanctions would only go so far as withholding transcripts,
student leaders fear the psychological effect on hesitant students
ma~ seriously affect support for a possible strike.
Academic sanctions could go as far as expelling a student from
tlw university.
Williams denied mmours Oct. 31 that the Council of Ontario
Un iwrsities (COUl planned to advocate withholding the second
instalment of students' student award cheques until they paid
thPir fees in full. The COU is the association of Ontario university
presidents.
He complainer! that the universities "have no defenses"
against either the government's unilateral fees boost or the
students' strike threat. ThPv're like the "ham in the sandwich",
he said.
·
Williams, who is also chairman of COU, prefaced his remarks
b~ describing how the university would out in a squeezeplay.
" This is not a problem of the uniwrsity's choosing, but it is the
'bodv that stands to lose," he said.
He estimated that more than $2 million will be affected if
those students who have yet lo pay their full fees withhold those
paymPnts in January.
Williams also referred to a letter drafted by the COL April 10

that protested the Ontario government's fee increase.
Th(' letter "strongly protested" the increase, which was seen as
a deterrent to enrolment. It said an accompanying increase in
stnd('nt award funds should haVP been made.
Williams added that the fee increase had been carefully
discussed and although the loan portion of Ontario Student
Awards is up, "it's still a bargain".
\'\i illiams was r('ferring to other provinces that do not
contribute any funds to the federal awards program. Instead of a
combination of loans and grants, their students· receive their
funds in traight loans.
Adlin1:,rton said that a fee strike would have an impact out of
proportion to normal years because of the university's deficit
budget. He explained the university would not only lose the
inter('st on the funds , but hE'cause of th(' tight money problems,
may have to borrow money to cover operating expenses.
"Are students going to fight the government until the last
university (goes underl?" Williams asked. "I think it's about
time that students started thinking about that aspect."
TI1c University of Toronto administration, on the other hand.
has said it will not penalizP students who participate in the fees
withholding campaign.
Student leaders conceded that universities are in a poor
position, but the concern of the students is with the Ontario
government and the only weapon they have is the withholding of
tuition fees.
The UWO students' council decided Oct. 31 to call on students
to write in thousands of complaint letters to Ontario colleges and
universities minister John McNie. Howewr, the possibility of a
January fees strike if negotiations with the provincial government
fail still exists.

Gagnon steps down from chair

Heavy business for SAC council

Dir<'ctor of Health Services. Dr. Walter Wren. said ye.~terday
that the ral<'.of prnbl,,m prPgnanl'ies has diminished in the three
\'Par.~ that h1• h11s lwf'n in charge of the campus infirmary. lle

Got the 'morning after' blues?

This week's SAC meeting
commenced promptly on time
\, ith Gerry Gagnon stepping
down as chairman of the
council. This does not mean
that he is no longer president,
he just will no longer chair the
meetings.
This
week's
chairman was John Bennett.
11dded that he began dispensing 'morning after pills' to co-ed.~
T he law rep.,
Wiley
pus/ SefJlembPr. Also lw noted that birth control pills for r
Johnson, has decided to step
are in the 1rnrks /1111 a•1m/dn '1 be ;11·;1ilable for some time.
down from his position, due to
-Lan!'e photo by the h
a heav)' work load in law.
T he ExecutivP reports
pro\ ed
interesting.
The
student radio station has been
closed for se\eral days but will
o n up as usual on Friday.
RW closed down due lo an
Dr. Wren has bE'en at the university for three years and sai
load of work on the staff
that the pr('gnancies on campus have steadily dropped si nce r
Geoff Schmitz and other
has hl'(')1 hen•, and he hopes that it is because of better birth statibn personnel have done a
C'ontrol information.
complete re-vamping of the
When asked what he thought of abortion, Dr. Wren said that entire outlay of the station.
no doctor likes abortion. but h(' recogniz('d that for certain pt•o ple
It was recommended that
in certain situations, that there was a definite need for it.
there be a Student Media
Dr. Wren believes that each student on e.ampus should haw conference at our university to
full knowledge of all birth control methods.
discuss the nature of student
For all you males who would like your own birth control pill media and its role on campus
thPre is one bt'ing dev('loped, but it has not yet r('aehed
and philosophies and its value
completion.
on campus.
The male counter part is not Stilbostrol, but it will work on the
It was also suggested that
same lines as the female morning after pill.
there be a women's conference.
Stilbostrol is not a new drug. It has been us<•d in other areas of
The Dope Referendum has
medical treatment such as the treatment of male canc('r patien ts.
been
postponed
until
Dr. Wren first learned of the drug at a conference• last year. He
November 29, when we will
spoke at a medical conference held this week at the Holiday Inn
vote on it as well as for Services
held to discuss medical problems which occur on university Commissioner, nursing rep.
campus('S. The conference was attended by physicians from
across Canada.
So as Alice in Wonderland said, "Is this the pill to make you
larger, or is this the pill to make you smaller'!'!?"

New birth pill available 1,er~
lty DAVID JONF.S
For all you students here at the University of Windsor; did you
know that there are eight different types of contraceptive devices
available? Director of Health Services, Dr. Walter Wren may
have one for you.
'Ilw m•wcst of these little items on th(' market is the 'morning
after' pill and it's definitely not for a hangover.
The pill is manufactured from the dmg "stilbostrol" according
to Dr. Wren. He said that no one is exactly sure how it works but
it somehow stops maturation of the ovaries and prevents thl'
implanting of the male ep;g.
He added that h(' do('Sn 't have anv statistics on the number of
students using the pill nationally but he did say that
approximat('ly a dozl'n students are using it at the University of
Windsor.
If anyone happens to have an instant of "passion" and later
regr<'ls it, stilbostrol is not a bad idea. Along with taking it for
five days, usually one has nanSPa but Dr. Wren will giw you
medication for counteraction of this symptom.
For those of you who heard that this is the same drug which
ea used some mPat to be bannPd, it isn't. Stilbostrol is not the
sam(' drug, but of the same family. Dr. Wren stated that the meat
was banned hl'cause people were afraid of the drug, not because
it was harmful.
•

byLOUMOSNA
If you are having trouble

Gagnon moves for open forum at SAC
a compl('tP, typewritten report
ready for council's examination at the next meeting.
Arts rep. WaltPr Franczyk
stated that perhaps we should
park on the lawn in front of the
centre. On stating his philosophies, Franczyk feels that this
council should start doing
negative things like buying
guns and such other negative
things to make the students
take notice of the fact that it is
their university and the SAC is
working for them.
Gagnon at this point of the
discussion
directed
his
comments at the parking
problem and the remark from
Nathan Mechanic. business
rep., who stated, "'One couldn't
fight city hall''. Gagnon replied
"If vou can't fight-you can
alwa.ys blow it up!"
After everyone on council
;!~~!:~i:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::.;:::::::::-:-i~::.~:~-?-~f:1~-:?:!f:~~~ti~:-~~-~~; cited their views, the discussion
then moved lo the andienc('. It
[Ii was generally agreed that SAC
has good intentions, but they
;
LAST DAY TO APPLY FOR
can't get themselves together
as a completely whole body.
A BURSARY IS
acting for the benefit of the
students as opposed to acting
in their own interests.
At this point Gagnon got up
and left a ft Pr a barrage of
Apply: Don Kasta
words and obscenities.
i::
Awards Office
::::
The fomm continuPd with
discussion from coundl and
~
Windsor Hall-North
!-:-x««<-:•:«•:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:•:•:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:•:•:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:·~·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·:~ the audience. Mosna, in some

! Bursary Deadline
I

I
j

~~:~;~

all your payments
including the Ontario Health
Insurance payment , Lou
Mosna, External Affairs Com·
missioner, has good news for

half of the actual premium.
If you have family coverage
and it is estimated that the
taxable income of you and your
spouse for the current year will
be $2,000 or less, then your
premium for three months will

YoU.

be

The government will assist
you in some cases and in some
cases pay your Ontario Health
Imurance premiums. The only
lltipulation is that you have
Ileen a resident of Ontario for
the past twelve months.
If you are not receiving single or family coverage and it is
l!lllimated that you and your
apouse will have no taxable
iocome in the current year,
Otitario Hospital will pay your
tire premium.
If you are receiving single
verage and it is estimated
t your taxable income for
current year will be 1,000
less, then your premiums
-U be $16.50 every three
IIIOnths. That is appr.oximately

If based on your estimated
earnings for the current year,
your taxable income will be in
excess of the limits outlined
above, then you will not be
eligible for premium assistance.
Mosna will be willing to
assist any interested student
who wishes to take advantage
of the subsidy. He can be
reached and normally found in
the SAC office. ·

making

Lou Mosna,
External
Affairs Commissioner, feels
that it is time that we forget
about the Vietnam war and
other distant things, and look
in our backyard and clean it
up. "We should concern
ourselves with the students
here in Windsor and not
Toronto or Vietnam. We have
more pressing, important
problems right here on this
campus. We don't have to
concern ourselves with something totally irrelevant."
Gagnon feels that the
present council is too bogged
down b) bureaucracy and
corporate structure and at this
time' stated that, "If corporate
structure hinders thl' purpose
of the council, then f... the
corporate structure".
TI1e parking problem came

t

II

I
l

l

the Harpoon dark room to see
if any of the supplies were to be
found in it.
Film Soc was re-located in
the Ambassador Auditorium.
It is felt that there will be
better attendance than was
fonnerly present in the Math
Building.
'I11e administration wants to
take out a $9,000 loan,
however the bank wants to see
the financial statements.
A letter was sent to
university president J .F.
Leddy concPrning the SAC
position and Beta Photos and
Canterbury College. 1)1'-.
Leddy's reply stated that he
had no authority to tell
Canterbury College what they
could or could not do.
TI1ere has been no reply on
the letter sent to Dr. Leddy
concerning the boycott of
classes on ovember 21, 1972.
Lou Mosna,
External
Affairs commissioner stated
that he has applications for
assistance to pay Ontario
Health Insurance.
Parking is also becoming a
problem and it was suggested
that we take the proper
channels to see if we can get
the problem remedied.
There was no report on the
OFS conference held this week.

Get your money's worth

Too much individualism

After the general meeting of
SAC adjourned last night it
was moved by Gerry Gagnon
that council proceed into an
open forum and give their
philosophies on what they feel
is their purpose on student
council.
There were a number of
views presented from both
council and the audiencP.
Liz MacDonald, an arts
rep., spoke first stating that sh('
ran lo help the students and to
gain insight into their problems
and it was for her as much a
learning experience as that of a
leading experience.
She feels, as do most of the
rest of council that they are not
working as a whole body
collectively, but rather individually and it was about time
that they re-examined their

and law rep. and for Student
Affairs.
SAC will be handling the
Open House this year as usual
and it will be planned out at
further meetings.
The
Harpoon
has
approached the Internal Affairs Commissioner to have
S5.00 for bringing in a film to
show the students. However,
the commissioner, Richard
Mallott feels that they should
ask for donations, and if they
make more than five dollars,
then they could pay for it out of
total donations collected.
SRI Lanka asked for $100
to bring in eight speakers, but
$50.00 was approved.
The Law Society asked for
$3 00 to cover the cost of a
series of films they wish to
show to the student body. Half
of the cost of this eff~rt will
come from the Deans' Fund.
Legal Aid has petitioned for
2,000 for supplies and operational expenses.
It has been reported that
there will be a report on the
course evaluation next week at
the SAC Meeting.
A list of supplies missing
from The Lance dark-room
was discussed and it was noted
that the Finance Commissioner was invited to inspect

Gerry Gagnon

instances agreed with Gagnon.
whereb) most of thP suggest·
ions and motions of council go
undiscussed and are left
dormant in thP eornPr.
It was decided that parkin g,
food, fet•s and late installments
and Dt•partmPntal Repr e·
sentation b!' giwn top priori·
tirs.
It was also pointed out that
council should meet at least
twice weekly until they can gr t
them!l4'lws together as a group
to think and help the students
hen• and not in other areas
irrelevant to Windsor.

SHoRT
SMoRTS
Is Pope a male chauvinist?

33.00.

TORONTO (CPI - Asking whether the Pope is a male
chauvinist, the November issue of the United Church
Observer suggests that the time will come when Roman
Catholic women not only will be ordained priests, but when
every office in the church-bishop, cardinal and pope-will hP
open to women .

The tipsy un~ertaker case
TORONTO (CPI - The case of the tipsy undertaker
whose h('arse speeded up and hl'gan wea\ing all over the
road on the way to the cemetery has been judged by a special
government board.
Earlier he had faced trial after a policeman stopped the
hearse, noted the empty liquor bottle beside the undertaker
and arrested him for drunk driving as horrified mourners
watched.
After his sentence in traffic court, he came before a
government-appointed tribunal.
The five-man board is supposed to protect the rights of the
dead, board registrar Donald Steenson said Tuesday in an
interview.
"We 're here to protect the funeral-purchasing public," he
added.

This is vour chance lo strike
back at the government and
reap some financial gain in the
process. Lou has all the angles
so if you do need premium
assistance don't hesitate to call
on Mosna.

Is your house bugged?
The University of Windsor is holding the fourteenth Canadian·
American Seminar Program for two days next week.
It is felt that "in this day of technology, man's privacy and
freedom is fast disappearing". The purpose of this seminar is to
keep society aware of its individual lihl'rty.
"People today need to know what their rights are when they
have Leen overstepped by an organization which intrudes on
their social rights", organizers said.
111is seminar hopes to present a concept of privacy that
fll'otects the individual's liberties from the public, or from any
9,tganization that threatens his freedom.
The seminar a !so attempts to show the legitimacy of the
itlformation available to him.
The seminar takes place Thursday and Friday, ovemhl'r 16
d 17, from 8: ~() a.m. to 5: 00 p.m. in Moot Court Room, Law
ildinp;.

It was attended by Gagnon,
Mosna and Bennett.
In other business discussed,
it was moved and carried that
there be a committee set up to
investigate and research the
Student
Departmental
Representati,:m on Campus.
The Honorarium will be paid
according to the amount of
work and the time involved. It
was suggested that the honorarium be subtracted from the
'\llallott' s budget as it is in
reality a facet of Internal
Affairs.
It was also suggested that
the Finance commissioner
should decide just what monies
are to hE' allocated to clubs for
exp('nses. He would replace the
commissioners in this respect.
This will hE' up for further
discussion.
On the parking problem it
was pointed out that there are
15 spots in the front lot
alloc,ated for guest parking.
There is apparently a senate
committee on this but they
have had no meetings yet. It
was suggested that SAC should
look into this and report their
findings.
The me('ting was adjourned
and council went into an open
forum to discuss their philosophies on student council.
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• Music De1larlmenl, 'Gold Series' Cnnc,·rl .Presents vocal
music of many composers. 8: 00 p.m. in J\,loot Court.
.,.

"'IOVEMBER 14
11.l
• First of series of Course in :Macrame, Knitting, Criwhet and
Needlepoint at 7: 00 p.m. in Student Centre Lounge. call 2.;6. ;:(
I 092 for dcta ils.
:;:
y

~

•'• :"iO\ EMBER 19
..
:(:
. Technocracy Club speaker at 2:00 p.m. in Alumni Loun11e. m

l:;

~OVEMBER 16-17

:;:
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Graduate students

.
Take to 'tea-p ty ' organ1zat1on

by STRANGE

Just a note to inform you that there is a meat
,ending machine on campus in Cody Hall basement.
Just deposit your dime and get approx 100 little bugs
packaged as chocolate cherries. Be sure to get yours
soon as supplies are limited.
Tome 3rd Commerce
Be kind to bugs. They are your friends. Besides being
rich in riboflavin and niacin, Vitamins A, B l and E they
have a certain joie de vivre and wierdness. They are highly
existential. Have you ever seen a bug that was bummed
out? St. Puce, patron saint of insects and small creepy
crawlies, who received sainthood for being the flee in the
all mights's armpit once remarked, "Whither thou goest, I
will also go." And though I walk in the shadow of fear in
the valley of Ban, nought will I fear.
Any complaints about vending machines should be
taken to the Centre Desk. Refunds are available from the
Centre Desk for any machine rip-offs. And while you're
leaning on the Centre Desk scratch his belly for me.

+++

TORO TO (CUP)
The Canadian Union of Gradua
Students (CUGSI does not want to be a union any longer.
Twelve universities represented at the CUGS meeting
Toronto ciecided Wednesday, Nov. l, to dispense with its fo
organization and set up an informal structure designed only
dissc•minate information among member graduate stud
councils.
The new association says it will be available to take acti
should the members decide it is required, although with •
structural change, organization on issues will be virtually i
possible.
Under the new format, CUGS will have six regional
ordinators who will gather information from member universi •
in their areas and exchange it with other co-ordinators and th
member universities.
The co-ordinators are Jean-Paul Daem of Simon Fra
University, Colin Isaacs of Western, Anne Woakes of t
University of Calgary, John Reid of the University of N
Brunswick, Melvin Croucher of McGill and Elaine Thompson
the University of Manitoba.
Each co-ordinator receives $10 to cover photocopying a~
mailing costs.
The new CUGS has no formal budget. National meetings lllJ
to be held once a year, with local individual graduate schools at
students councils paying travel costs.
Ontario members of the organization will not be leaving,
forecast during the summer. They formed their own associati
however, Oct. 31, to distribute information to one another ac
the province only; this left no active grouping of graduate unio
in Ontario.

OFS demonstration
coming November 21
TORONTO {CUP)
Ontario
students
will
demonstrate against tuition
fees and loan hikes outside
Queen's Park at the opening of
the Ontario Legislature Nov.
21.

Dear Strange:
Can you tell me when the Art Gallery in the library
is open? I've tried three times to see the current
exhibition of work by Susan Gold only to be confronted by locked doors. When are they open?
A Crane FA IV
The Art Gallery is open whenever the Library is. If the
door is locked, ask at the circulation d!lpt. and they will
Ofl<'ll it. This is tht> first time I've ever had a letter from a
crane. I got one once from a backhoe which I couldn't
print because of the obscenity.
He wanted to know if there was ·a ny place on campus he
could have a beer without people staring at his spoon. Tell
me something; How does it feel to be a crane? Admired,
feared, towering into the o-zone without benefit of external stimuli. You must have a hard time getting pants to
fit. Do people stare at your hook?

+++
There was an election booth set up in Vanier Hall
on 1>lection day. Why was it that after the polls closed,
the officers in charge removed the ballots from the
box and proceeded to count them? I was under the
im1nession that our ballots were confidential and
would only be counted under the ~upervision of the
proper authorities. This is a pretty serious situation.
So in the best Lance tradition, I will try to reduce it to
a screaming jumble of inanities. Remember, inane is
only an "s" away from insane so imagine how close
we must all be, especially politicians and ardvarks.
Ballots must be counted under the scrutiny of a
returning officer. That's officer as in returns not as in
coming back from Vegas. Now if the people counting the
ballots did not have the supervision of a returning officer,
the whole election in this riding could be a screw up. That
·is more screwed up than it already is.
However, to do something about it you'd have to come
up here and give us your name rank and serial number.
Also you'd have to be able to identify the people counting
the ballots. One of them could have been a returning
officer, or even a giant dwarf aphristrada.
I have a sneaking suspicion that somebody up there in
video village is going to see this and start making noises,
(burp, belch, and chark yer farkly) before you come up
here a word of caution: I am armed and highly dangerous
when cornered. This letter was not signed so until the guy
comes up here, that's you friend, nothing can be solved.

+++
Why is the student centre cafeteria centre closed in
the evening?
MS, IV Science

The student centre cafeteria only appears to be closed in
the evenings. Actually it is being used by the Lance staff
as a centre for gambling, prostitution, and other nefarious
activities.
The Centre Policy Committee decided it was noneronomical to operate the cafeteria at night. They decide
what hours they want and Beaver Foods gives them a
price. Perhaps if you folks out there who wanted it open
talk to Chuck Tolmie, Director of the University Centre,
he would open it again.

+++
NOTE TO '1RS. BEATON-PERNOL-WJLLIAMSON
Husbands are like prunex. Is one enough? Are
three too many? You could end up suffering from
marital diarreahah and-or sexual constipation.
Watch out for my horrorscope found elsewhere in
this august journal Good night Dr. Beddoes, goodnight pneumatics and goodnight Wapokineta,
wherever your an·'~?!!

Chairman Colin Isaacs said the Ontario Graduate Students
Association will circulate information such as comparative
!(raduate tuition fees across Canada and the activities of specific
graduate unions.
The association will not act on a proposed fee strike until the
Ontario Federation of StudenL~ has decided what it will do. It will
also not concern itself with the formation of labour unions for
graduate leaching assistants.
York University and University of Toronto have already taken
steps to form their own unions. Other universities can form their
own unions without association support, Isaacs said.
The University of Waterloo, U of T and several other graduate
student councils dropped out of CUGS last summer to divert
their monev and efforts available for interaction with other
councils to~ smaller, but more active group of Ontario graduate
councils.
However, after several meetings of councils interested in an
active group last spring and summer, it became apparent few of
thl' councils were sl'rious about forming an active Ontario union,
says U of T Graduate Student Union (GSUI executive assistant
Larry Hoffman.
The association is avoiding the issues of a fee strike and the
fomrntion of a teaching assistants' labour union, he said Oct. 31.
" It doesn't answer any of the questions," Hoffman said. "It
doesn't even addri,ss itself to the questions."
"I have no idea" of what the Ontario group is trying to accomplish, he added.
The Ontario group will not split from the national union,
Hoffman charged because "they're trying to make their
organization palatable to the deans" of their schools.
The only way things get done is when a university student
union acts by itself, he added.
The GSU is in the process of forming a teaching assistants·
labour union. It is also proposing action on the fees hike to its
members, suggesting they pay $100 of their second term fees - the
amount of the hike this year· into a trust fund.

might have scuttled the pla
OFS is holding a meeting
Toronto this week to decide
tactics for the demonstrati
Fuel was added to the f
hike controversy Friday Nov.
at the installation of Carlet
University's new president,
Michael Oliver.
"Raising university f
without compensatory adj
ments in student aid to en
continued accessibility
middle and low inco
families is avoiding a seri
problem rather than sol
it," he said.

It pays to
advertise in

Tl)e Lal)Ce

253-4232
ext. 326

Featurillfl Smackwater
12373 Tecumseh E.
EACH WE[)llESDAY 7:00 P.M.

BEER - 10'
SHOTS -354

,,

ADMISSION $11!9

EVE RYBOCNS
WELCOME ~

C.S.R.W.
C.S.R.W . offers its apologies
to all our listeners for our
past shutdown. However,
due to internal problems,
the Manager felt it would
fu rther the development of
the station and our services
to the University. We hope
now to present the finest in
programming and hope that
on ce again, you will let us
become part of your day.

The turnout may be small,
however, since three large
student unions have refused to
participate. The University of
Toronto, University of Western Ontario, and Queen's
University representatives
voted against the action at the
Ontario Federation of Students
{OFS) meeting in late October.
Since the meeting, both U of
T's Student Administrative
council {SAC) and Queen's
student council have voted
against participating in the
demonstration. UWO's student
council ha s no t m ade a
decision since many council
members have resigned lately
and have not yet been
replaced.
The University of Waterloo
student council decided Oct.
25 not to support the demon·
stration either. Attempting to
comply with OFS requests for
a "united front", council
decided that if a demonstration
is called, Waterloo people
would participate as much as
they could.
However, the council was
reluctant to support the action
with the small interest shown
on the campus on the issue of
tuition and loan hikes. Only 15
percent of the student body
voted in the OFS referendum
on the issue.
::vleanwhile at U of T, the
Victoria College Students'
Administrative
Council
(VUSAC) executive has
decided to take over the task of
trying to organize a demonstration from the main SAC.
VUSAC president Gord
Barnes said Tuesday Oct. 31
the executive was angry with
SAC's decision. He is sending a
letter to all U of T campus
student councils asking them
to "commit yourselves to this
action to the greatest possible
extent."
The letter states Barnes
thinks "U of T's participation
in such a demonstration is a
necessary and integral component of . the province-wide
fees action." The fees issue is
"simply the most critical to
confront the university and
students... today," Barnes
declared.
"We will give students a
chance to vote with their feet,"
Barnes said. He is "fairly
optimistic we can get a turnout
that will give government some
indications of how students
feel."
The initial reaction to
VUSAC's proposal has been
favourable, he said.
U of T SAC may reconsider
their decision at this week's
times. Draw as much as you want whe never you want
A " Keg ger" is a draft beer get-together that you
council meeting, according to
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
can enjoy anywhere, anyti me. All you need for a
George Strathy, Law SAC
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, c ool
" Kegg er" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
representative.
Real Draft Beer.
Mini-Keg refills, and yo u're o n you r way to good
OFS general co-ordinator
Craig Heron said Oct. 31 the
demonstration is definitely on,
with or without U of T participation. He told SAC Last
week that the withdrawal of
the largest student body in the
province, in addition Western
and Qm•en's student councils, ' - - - - - - - - -- -- - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --;-- - -- - -- - _ .
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l(ids will receive
no day care here

Tuesday meeting:

Thefts plague CSR W:
action to be taken
by TERRY HEAD
& GORDON GILMOUR
In the past CSR W student radio has been plagued by 'rip-offs'.
Recently a number of security measures have been instituted to
stop the pilfering of record albums and supplies from the station's
offices in the basement of the University Centre Building.
Sources have stated that the station has been shutdown since
last Friday morning because of a general lack of co-operation b}
some staff and equipment problems.
At a general staff meeting last Tuesday evening station
manager Geoff Schmitz said "Almost 550 albums haw been
stolen prior to our moving into the new studios." He added they
have been continuing this year.
Record Librarian Chris Broiran said that the station has lost
150 since the move to the Grotto.
One of the main reasons for the Tuesday night meeting was to
find out the effect of the new security measures on staff
programming. The other major reason for the m~ting was to
find out if lagging .staff members had caught on the work enough
to get the station back on the air.
Schmitz decided that enough work hadn't been done to
guarantee good quality programming for the station's listeners.
He said ...I feel that if we had gone on the air on Wednesday
morning we couldn't provide good service to the students."
Security measures now in use at the station to thwart thefts
include: security checks at the door, prohibiting non-staffs into
the broadcast area, and tighter controls on albums being brought
in and out of the studio.
Although student radio station CSRW has been shw do
Schmitz annotmced that a number of staff members are
developing a carrier current system which would enable the since last week due to internal problems manager Geoff Sch
has ,mno1wced I hat SAC Science rep. Wes Trojan along 1dth'
station to be picked up on a regular radio dial on campus.

Canadian election analysis

by SAL PRESTA
"There will be no Day Care
Centre for this year," stated
Evelyn McLean Dean of
Women.
Last year plans were made
to have the Centre on Campus.
Facilities were found in Electa
Hall's basement. Everything
was ready to go. Then the
problems began.
In a survey conducted last
year nearly 50 · serious clients
showed interest and 500 more
people lent moral support. The
Electa Hall residents had no
objection to the Centre being
located in the basement. The
Fire Marshal's office was
contacted to ask whether the
facilities met their specifications, and their reply was
that this situation did not come
under their jurisdiction, that it
was a local matter.
This year the Centre which
was to be ready by Oct. 15th
and no later than the end of
October was completely
1u11nher of other ~taffers are working on u carrier current hook-up shelved.
First the Fire Marshal wrote
H·hich rfil/ permit the station to be picked on a regular radio dial
and stated that the plans were
'"' <·c1111p11s.
-Lance photo by the head not adequate and that the
Centre needed another exit.
The cost of this extra door
would be $4,000 said McLean.
"We only had $4,000 allotted
to us by the Board of Governors to start with and we
couldn't possibly handle the
wins another clear majority
extra cost," she said.
from thr electorate.
The list of 50 clients had
The Commons is now a vital
dwindled to only 6 by the
place. Minority government is
beginning of this year. "We
a much better thing than he
could not operate with this
saw it to be only a week ago.
number for financial reasons,"
How long will the deathsaid Miss McLean. "We would
watch of the 29th Parliament
have had rooms for at least 35last? So much will depend Cln
40 children if the plans had
whether "\1r. Trudeau can
gone through."
sustain his own moderation,
TI1e reasons given for the
his open trust in the efficiency
of the House in the House. All
he seems to have going for him
is the dread of the New Democrats at what an election within
a year seems certain to do to
them.
There's nothing immoral,
nothing
unconstitutional,
about the course which Mr.
Pierre Trudeau
rudeau is M"tting forth on. If
is still Prime Minister a year fears. It is to his own parliafrom now he will have done mentary talents or, as
brilliantly.
suspected. his lack of them.
If he holds on long enough to
The Conservatives will come
take the initiative away from into the House ugly and loaded
Mr. Stanfield and then gains a for bear.
majority victory in an election
Mr. Stanfield is gentlemanly
which he himself calls, then he enough. Beside him and
will rank with Mackenzie King behind him however, are some
as a political genius.
bold. rough-tongued men:
Although Mr. Trudeau has Jack Horner, Peter Reilly,
the advantage of the New Eldon
Woo Iiams,
Erik
Democrats' terror of an Nielson, John Lundrigan, Pat
election, he mu st also live with Nowland, to name a few.
the smaller party's commit- Every sitting day these men
ment to the old Parliamentary will be taunting Mr. Trudeau
principle that each separate and a ministry which, as it now
vote in the House is made on stands, seems to lack both pug·
its own merit. not on whether it naciousness and elasticity.
brings down or sustains the
It will take an enormous
Go\'ernment. It will take little "cool," a forebearance of a
imagination by the Conser- most angelic quality, to run
vatives lo frame motions and through daily what will be both
amendments which can em- a gauntlet and treadmill. One
harass the New Democrats must expect that the sharpest
acutely, if they should vote goads, the most accomplished
against them.
taunter, will be the man with
The hardest challenge to an the longest, most colorful
eventual winning, though, by memory and speech in the
the prime minister to a new House of Commons, John
mandate does not really lie in Diefcnbaker. What a last act
DP co-operation or in NDP he may have.

Is Trudeau faith in Parl· ment ironic?
by DOUGLAS FISHER
Canadian Press
John Diefenbaker could see
the irony of it - this sudden
faith of Mr. Trudeau in the
wisdom of Parliament.
As the prime minister told
the nation:
"The continued existence of
my government will therefore
depend upon the will of the

was to the pre-election sibilities.
In the many
Trudeau who had downmade afterwards by
graded Parliament.
If Mr. Diefenbaker had present, none that I he
been at the Prime Minister's belittled the quality of
press conference he could not Trudeau performance.
have faulted the Prime some were cynical and tho
Minister for his air of accom- it an act, the humbleness a
modation, of a polite humility on.
But even those who tho
tempered by a recognition of
his constitutional respon- it a hypocrisy agreed tha
had been beautifully done.
The reversal in
Trudeau's political theory
substantial and somew
subtle. Since 1968 he
constructed the idea that
election campaign is essen •
a leadership plebiscite.
the leader is chosen, he ha
mandate for our years, the
seeks a renewal.
Parliament in the Trudeau
interpretation - remember his
"nobodies" outburst - is an
institution which must process
the legislative intentions of the
Government.
Although
Parliam en t
provides a safety-valve sort of
forum for complaints and
suggest ion s, t he leader's
responsibility is not to it and its
members, but to those who
gave him the mandate.
During the campaign Mr.
Centre Bldg .
Trudeau
confirmed
his
conception of his role and
Parliament's by his "conversations-with-Canadians"
theme.
It was not his task to debate
with the rival leaders. They
had sounded off enough in
Parliament. H e was seeking to
find out what Canadians
thought he should do during
his next mandate.
He was not declaring what
he planned to do in some
competition with others.
Now th e Trudeau-interpretations have been put in
cold storage, at least until h

House of Commons. This is the
essence of the parliamentary
form of democracy."
He went on: "The voters of
Canada have sent to Parliament a new House of
Commons. It is now our
responsibility to make that
House of Commons work."
The old Tory chief noted
how contrary this approach

1972 YEARBOOKS
Will Be On Sale
Tuesday, Nov. 14th
l O A.M. - 12 A .M.
2 P.M. - 4 P.M.

Thu rsday, Nov . 16th
2 P.M. - 4 P.M.
Limi te d N u mber
Foyer University

l\ub'p ~tple ~alon
MOD SPECIALISTS

WE DO A GOOD JOB I

For Appointment Call

More election anal

258-2490

Anticipation m ounts after election

2846 UNIVERSITY AVE.
Under The Bridge

Student Discount On Styling Only

CABARET PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

Presents "BATTLE AXE"
Direct From The Tree Top
Hamilton

,Nov. 13TH THRU NOV. 18TH
MON . & TUES. FREE ADMISSION
WED.-SAT. 50c Students
$1 .00 Non Students

DANCING

reduction in clients were that
possibly some P<'ople who had
registe,red last y<'ar had
graduated, or that some had
moved. The late opening date
of the Centre could have also
contributed to the decline in
interest if the plans had been
carried out.
Since Electa became a co-ed
residence and there was a turnover from the residents of last
year, a petition was sent to
McLean stating that having
the Centre in Electa ~,as no
longer feasible by the residents.
"I suppose that the residents
thought that it would be too
noisy for school work,· · stated
McLean. Recently though,
Electa op1mon changed in
favour of the Centre so that if
the plans had gone through
there would have been no
objection from Electa.
There is one consolation to
this problem. The plans have
not been abandoned. McLean
still intends to have the Centre
on campus next year. She will
solicit students who definitely
want to register for next year,
after Christmas so that this
time there will be enough
children to make the Day Care
Centre a reality.

BUFFET

b yCYFOX
Canadian P ress Staff
ter
President Nixon's landslide victory in the
American election has come as no~rise to the
world at large.
But there is much anticipat"
about what
newmomentum the Nixon fore· policy might
assume in the period imm edia
ahead.
This is particularly the case · the matter of
peace in Vietnam, which-only a
weeks ago seemed possible even befor; th election.
It •oon beca me obvious th .. despite the
highly-publicized international eitpeditions of
presid~ntial ad~iser Henry Kis~iUJ.er, a Vietnam
ceasefire was slightly less imrnment than at first
seemed the case.
The Democrats quickl y
tacked the
president's talk of "peace witli
cynica l ploy.
The monthi; to come shoul
insofar as they prove or disprov
In any ease, ;\;ixon 's last fo
White House mark a signifi
development in American fore·
Whether the president wa s an
this change of no more than t
greater historical forces, there is
that Amnican moves towarc
with Mao Tse-lu ng's China and
with Russia should have be('n
incumrn.-ncy of this one-time C
world communism.

The latest instance of an easing in the chronic
tensions associated with the cold war period has
been the agreement between the East and West
German governments on a basic treaty which
would establish a large degree of normality in
their mutual relations.
Even this could not have come without at
least the acquiescence of Washington.
What will engage the attentions of most
European diplomatic observers is the extent to
which Washington facilitates the holding of the
projected European security conferencetogether with such agreements as those
governing mutual and balanced force reductions
in Europe.
Yet predictions about what Nixon now is
calling "a new generation of peace" also extend
to the Middle East.
In Tel Aviv, new American moves aimed at
finding a solution to the "\11iddle East crisis are
being suggested despite the lack of optimism
about their speedy success.
Thus, hopes around the world are cautiously
high for the next half of Nixon's term, even
though some of the reservations about the
president personally seem to be widely shared.
Finally released as he is from direct electoral
pressures, the American eh iel of state will
almost certainly be acting to sel'ure a place for
himself in the diplomatic history books · and
that alone may be a basis for optimism about
the years between now and 1976.

Take a pneumatic to lunch in lieu of your wife. lover, or husbuncl .
They get hungry too. Beware of rock·n-roll clilitantes.
LIBRA: SEPTEMBER 23 TO OCTOBER 22
Ask yourself the question: Am I the incredible Hl LK? Can I find
peace and tranquility on the pages of Strange Comix ?
SCORPIO: OCTOBER 23 TO NOVE!\1BER 21
A confrontation is imminent with an International Harvester. Stay in
bed for the whole month of November.
SAGITTARIUS: NOVEMBER 22 TO DECE:\fBER 21
Indulge in your favorite perversion. A little more depra\'it) is called
for.
CAPRICOR"I': DECEMBER 22 TO JA:'IUARY 20
You will probably contract anthrax, tail-mange or hoof-and-mouth.
Best to get a sheep dip as soon as possible.
AQUARIUS: JANUARY 21 TO FEBRl'AR'\ 19
Treat yourself to a double portion of oat groats sprinkled with \, inlet's
Double Magic Talcum Powder. Appl) it liberull) to feel' and hands .
PISCES: FEBRl:ARY 20 TO :\IARCH 20
Beware of relationships with fun..tioning hiwrrn's. Try to rcnwmhcr
the words lo Teen Angel a11 u 0 111g them to )Our mo ther.
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Editorial

Spectator pranks childish
Except for those die-hard fanatics, the
football season for the l niversity of Windsor fans is now over. The Lancers played
hard, and they played well. They took first
place in the league division, and eventually
lost to a ,team that seemed to show a greater
desire to win, despite bad refereeing.
And finally, the Lancers have received
some well deserved fan support. After five
years in the OUAA, the university fans have
been a long time in taking the Lancer
football team to heart. Not only have they
taken the team to heart, but to mouth and
arm as well.
John Tyrrell, of CBE radio, noted in an
editorial over the public airways that there
wt're sevt'ral incidents at these games that
left a bad taste in p(•oples' minds. He
pointed to the foul language, and to the
rather childish occurance of throwing beer
bottles. One of these bottles narrowly
missed shattering in the face of cheerleader
from Western, Tyrrell said.
There are other reports stemming from
that game that lead one to conclude that
perhaps Mr. Tyrrell was being too hasty in
his judgement of the students. For a starter,
the beer bottle, although it should not have
been thrown in the first place, never came
close to the cheerleader.
Tyrrt'll further noted that the language
coming from the students was quite exct's~iw, and is tht' typt' of filth onP would
expect to see coming from a barracks or a

zoo. Now, one would expect that people old
enough to come to college football are also
old enough to let this type of crudity pass
thPm by.
But we agree with Mr. Tyrrell. There has
been a large iatus that exists in this community between the campus and the citizens.
And now that one of the common
denominators that bring the two together is
a good game of football, what right do we as
students have lo further perpetuate that gap?
These people bring not only themselves, but
their children as well. Would you want your
kid to have a tape recording of a bar-room
brawl?
What about it, Student Administrative
Council, can you do nothing about it, can
you do nothing to ensure a better working
relation in this community, are you afraid to
take some responsibility, do you not know
how to take any action at all?
What about it, Chief of University
Security Grant Mciver? Can you think of no
way to get together with SAC and form some
form of a student policing force that would
go into effect during these games? It has
been done before. Other universities have
their own student force. These are not meant
to squelch the spontaneity of human
reactions, but are, on the contrary, a boon to
the freedom of the public, including the
students, in that they keep the parameters of
refl<>:x to limits which are humanly enjoyable. Let us all pray.

-1-~~~
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leditors and more leditors

Kurt Kaufmann
Jeff Bear
Sal Presta
George Gawadzyn
Nathan Mechanic
John Gunning
Thadeus Holownia
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D' Alonzo
Alfredo
Dave Yawney
Dave Willick
Al Niester
Colin Swan
Dino Desamoni
Tony Keller
Rick Dumala
Jim Wilkes
Joan Dougherty
Bruce Adams
Rob Somerleigh

Staff

James Dean
Tim McChesney
Lovis Erickson
Muma Holsey
Denzil Miles
Sue Jones
Doug Camilli
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
Lance Jones
John Morrissey
Walter Franczyck
Dan Bonk
Peter E lcombe
Amanda Simpson
Chris Hodnett
Ruth Robertson
Mike Learmouth
Shawn Conley
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicwicz
Amanda Simpson
Norm Yeryk
Bozo
Dori McMartin

Address letters to Edl1ors, The Lance, U. of W. The
La nee reserve, the right to edit letters for length. It
pay, to be conclH. ThoH typed, doubled .. poced
get priority. For legal reasons, no unsigned lett.rs
may be published. A pseudonym may be used,
however, provided that you have a good reason
and identify yourself to the editors.

Cheerleaders m.ust be a team.

•

BULLETIN: I've heard
from Dr. Gord Olafson, Acting
Head of the Faculty of
Physical
and
Health
Education re their proposed
name change for the faculty.
I'll print his letter as written
and let you make up your
minds. Any of you who want to
comment, faculty or students,
will be quoted with, or without
your names attached. Just
drop me a note care of the
Lance Office or leave it at the
Centre Desk...
Mr. J.C. Bear
c-o l]niversity of Windsor
Lance
i would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for
your kind remarks regarding
the Faculty of Physical and
Health Education. Just as a
point of information, the
University of Waterloo has just
changed its name from the

School of Physical Education
and Recreation to he Faculty
of Human Kinetics and
Leisure Studies. There is a
definite trend in our field to reevaluate the term physical
education as it does imply a
professional orientation based
upon the premise that the
faculty or school involved is
preparing only school physical
educators. Certainly, central
focus of most faculties in our
field is now changing and I
must say it is not generally
orientated towards the professional preparation of people for
a specific teaching role in
society. For this reason our
faculty like others across the
county is reviewing its posture
relative to the title that we
presently hold. Regarding your
comments on Program 25, I
certainly thank you for those
remarks and hopefully we shall

This Week, ()h Lord,
We Give Thanks That
Richard Malott has been SO busy working
on Course Evaluation.

<

see the Space Advisory Com·
mittee re-activated in the not
too distant future.
Gordon A. Olafson PHD

+++

Well, AUCC Has had its
annual meeting. It was a real
doozy, (my own word for
humdinger). That BonneauCarry report on the Rationalization of Research in
Universities is being called the
"Bonnie and Clyde Report".
Thats because it took shots at a
lot of the establishment types,
especially at the big prestige
schools. Copies are available
for $3.00 from AUCC, 151
Slater Street, Ottawa, KIP

5NI.

+++

Our football Lancers have
ended another successful
season. I sure wish they had
beaten Western, but, maybe
next year. We've got some
people with real heart on that
ball team, and I'm sorry for
them that they didn't go all the
way. If desire can be
measured, our coaching staff
and all the players are
Champs. To Gino, Swanny,
Bob, Andy, (my favourite QB)
Augie, Mike, Don, Brian,
Doug, congratulations, best of
luck in your future careers.

+++
Our condolences to Nick
Grabowski, the Crusader
Coach. Nick's father passed
away last week, rather
suddenly. Those of us who
know the "big fella" extend
our regrets and our hearts to
his family and to him.

Agne, Fiorini Art, 1--1 think
we should get our $22.50
bock. It could help for some
other couse.

+++

A couple of elections have
taken place since I last wrote a
column. Pierre Trudeau won
Quebec, Robert Stanfield won
Canada,
and
George
McGovern found that Archie
Bunker really lives. As my old
friend Jim Brophy used to say,
"let the p.eople decide". Jim's
out of politics these days, he's
running an apolitical book
store, or is the rumour that he's
working for that war machine,
Chrysler Corp. really true.

+++
My story on the Centre Desk
keeps getting delayed. Next
week's column for sure will
carry the info, and also some
stuff on what's in the works re:
a building program around
here, if anything at all.

+++
Pub band sounds great this
week, have a good weekend.

John Campagna Arts 111--1
don 't think SAC is copable of
representing anyone let alone
the students.

..
.-

Dove Foley Social Work I-None of Them.

Buck Chem Eng II-Provincial
and Local.

Paul Pletrangelo Com Arts IIThe assholes running SAC
aren't capable of representing
garbage.

Linda Gordon
three.

Arts

111--AII

Steve Smith Arts Ill-Should
only be concerned with us.
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British law revised

Obsolete law·s plucked out

SAC 811.~iness Manager John Friemann sits behind his desk in
rhe finance office. Friemann was hired last year by SAC to help
'"' up 11 fimincial system which would stop alleged SAC rip-offs.

LONDON (CPI "Beheading having long since
fallen into disuse as a method
of execution, the section is
obsolete,·• the bewigged
justices of England and
Scotland solemnly concluded.
Burdened with the task of
plucking out obsolete laws
from Britain's ancient and
weighty statutes, the joint law
commissioners propose the
repeal of 258 specific acts, including a section of the 158YPar-old treason law which
deals with beheading.
ot that Britain is about to
bring back capital punishment
- far from it. The law commissioners, noting that the 1814
act empowered the king to
behead rather than hang
treacherous subjects, simply
observed that beheading is no
longPr in use. So that section
can be ditched safely.
For seven years the law
,..,
.
.
. .
. -commissioners inspected the
Tn.formed sources have stated that 1mwers11y adrmnistratzon statute books going back as
officials are impre1,sed wit_h his work. so far. The SAC financial far as the 13;h century. Each
mes.~ of the past few years 1s slowly being resolved.
decision was weighed with
-Lance photo by Terry Head legal exactitude, brushing

aside the political storms that
changed the course of history.
The tax act of J 778, relic of
the American war of independence, renounced the right of
Crown and Parliament to
impose taxes on North American colonies. This act, the
commissioners simply noted,
"is no longer of practical
utility."
Proposed for removal also
are parts of the 1774 law
which gave George III the
power to tax Quebec innkeepers and entertainment
houses &l 16 shillings a year.
A significant reflection of the
industrial revolution is the
conclusion that the 1867 law
regulating
horse-drawn
vehicles, tramcars and trolley
vehicles in London is no longer
required.
"These forms of public
transport no longer exist in
London," the commissioners
observed.
In the same way they
decided there is no further
need for certain provisions

dealing with restrictions on the
movement of carts, carriages
and livestock dpring the hours
of divine service on Sundays.
With the practice of floating
timber having fallen into
disuse, they considl'red that an
1813 Scottish law r1>gulating
the floating to prevent bridge
damag~ is obsolete. But a bit
concerned that practices may
change, the commissioners
cautiously added: "If it were
ever revived, the Scottish law
of reparation is adequate to
deal with any problems of
damage to bridges which might
result."
Over the centuries British
laws cast their nets widely.
They covered not only crime,
treason, blasphemy and the
regulation of business but also
religion, politics and even the
question of whether a woman
can lay claim to the throne
It took legislation in 1554
and 1556 finally to dispose of
the contention that a woman as
such was barred as sovereign
and the commissioners decided
this kind of act is no longer

needed.
Neither was a section of
1662 legislation which imposed a &5 fine for "an eccl1>siastical offence,'' such as
failing to perform certain
religious services.
Many, of the proposed
statute-book eliminations,
which require an act of Parliament, have little meaning for
the current generation. But
here and thne, a remark is
made on a sidelight of history
that still has shattering impact,
such as the Ulster crisis.
"The Settlement of Irelal}d
Act 1695 is no longer needed,"
the commissioners said.
"Apart from a provision
which is repeated in the Treaty
of Union, the act consists of
obsolete provisions directed
against the pretensions of the
Dublin 'Parliament' of 1689
which convened under James
II's banner."
The word "Settlement" still
echoes through the six counties
while the toll of death increases.

1971-72 SAC financial audit questioned

Gagnon claims $51; OOO d bt left by previous council
hy GERRY GAGNON
SAC President
This package has b!'en prepared for you, the
students of this university, so that you might
h<'eonw h<'tter acquainted with the financial
orwration of your student government.
First of all, some background information. The
S.A.C. now has a full-time Business Manager,
John Friemann - a gentleman with 30 years of
bnsin<'!'\S 1>xperience. His office hours are from 9-5
and anyone wishing to see any of the financial
rN·ords should make an appointment with him. He
has instin1ted a completely new set of accounting
pron•dun•s and we can now account for every
pPnny of your monf'y. This has not been the case in
thr past.
Lrt ns rxamine for one minute, last year's
l'ouncil. Each year an auditing firm, (Winspear,

Higgins, Stevenson & Co.) does an audit of
S.A.C. 's books. Here is an excerpt from last year's
report- "The accountability of various activities
has been destroyed. Either by the lack of
documentation, missing vouchers or the fact that
the person in control of an activity was not
available to provide the answers."
The auditors determined that there was
$13,767.26missingfrom Orientation Week, 1971.
The r1>cords were so incomplete and the procedures
so inadequate that this money could not be traced.
As far as the Student Pub was concerned, there
was a cash shortage of $2,042.10. In addition, the
auditors determined that there was approximately
!20.000.00 in revenue missing(?!) from the
Student Pub. The disappearance of this
22,000.00 cannot be traced.
What does all this mean? It means that you, the

students got RIPPED OFF! Your student f1>es
were being used to finallce someone's (or many
people's) living in high style. This is not and
cannot be done with I' financial procedures
instituted this year. That is one reason we have
provided this package,
that you can see our
finances in black and wlii e and so that there can
be no further back roo rip-offs.
One other point I would like to touch on, is our
over-all financial situa · . Many mea&ures have
been enacted to try aal provide us with more
money to serve you, t~ tudents:
-The Lance staff Cl)nsented to cutting their
salaries and honoraria ~ almost 70 percent;
-Student societies
ognizing our financial
situation, agreed to take pi eh less than they might
have deservedly claimed·

-The Student Radio is attempting to operate
with a near impossible budget;
-Over the smmner, the S.A.C. went for quite a
while without a secretary;
-The salary of the President of S.A.C. was cut
by 20 percent.
Why were all of these cutbacks necessary? Well,
I've already mentioned the $35,000.00 in
"missing" mone) from 1971 Pub and Orientation.
But therl' is still morl' to come. Last year's Council
spent S38,000.00 in the summer of 1971, when
you, the full-time students who pay for the numing
of S.A.C. were not even on campus. The end result
of fiascos such as that was that '"hen the present
council Look O\er, wr were faced with a debt of
S.50.901.00. out of a total budget of approximately
Sll0,000.00. 1t makes it almost impossible for us
to do all that we'd like to do with that kind of

financial situation, and we don't want to dump it
on next year's students. Therefore, we are
attempting to pay a large portion of it off this year.
Many students are complaining and justifiably
so. that not enough is happening on campus. But
please bear with us. We did not crl'ate the financial
problem and we are trying to deal with it the best
we can. We are not out to deliberately create a
dead campus, and with your patience. we are
confident that things will work out.
The S.A.C. office is almost always opm and it's
yours, so why not take advantage of it and us. After
all, you 're paying for it.
Gerry Gagnon, President
Students' Administratiw
Council

THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
CONSEIL ADMINISTRATIF DES ETUDIENTS, UNIVERSITE DE WINDSOR
STUDENT MEDIA, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
MOYENNES DE COMMUNICATIONS DES ETUDIENTS, UNIVERSITE DE WINDSOR
BALANCE SHEET AS AT APRIL 30, 1972
(COMPARATIVE WITH THE PREVIOUS YEAR)

MARCH 15
1971

APRIL 30
1972
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash in Bank ..............••.•.......•.....••
Accounts Receivable •....••.......•.•••••••.••
Cabaret Inventory ..•...•.•••••••..••.••....••
Inventory of Records for Resale ••••.•••••••••
Loans Receivable •.....•...•.•.•.•.•.•.•••••••
Deposit on Yearbook Publication ..•...•.•.•.••
Claim Receivable - Cooper & Associates •••.•••
Less: Provision for Doubtful Accounts •..•
Due from University of Windsor - Student

$14,085.56
4,701.64
2,644.75
350.00
195.00
550.00
-0-0-

s

6,704.65
9,924.65
919.30
350.00
120.00
4,000.00
1,800.00
(1,800.00)

$ 22,526.95
FIXED ASSETS:
$ 8,810.24
Band Equipment •..•.•...••.•....•••.••••..••••
10,458.61
Broadcasting Equipment •.•.•.••.••..•.•.•.•..•
Photographic Equipment •••••••••••••••••••••.• ,
1,359.95
Other Eqt1ipmen t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5,272.27
$ 25,901.07
Less: Accumulated Depreciation •••••••.•••.••
8 I 101. 78
$17,799.29

OTHER ITEMS:
Deferred Yearbook Expense • •••••••••••.•...•••

1,619.38
$ 41,945.62

TOTAL ASSETS:

$ 27,851.77
$

8,810.24
9,746.11
-02,504.00
$ 21,060.35
4,166.07
$16,894.28
-0-

$

$ 44,746.05

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY:

$ 252,962.81

$ 216,807.95
$
64,314.71

$ 164 973.24
$ 87,989.57

38,335.13
21,771.24
21,690.66

23,453.05
34,032.71
23,988.85

OPERATING EXPENDITURES:
General and Administrative •...••••.•.••••
Student Affairs and Organizations .•••••.•
Other Activities and Special Events ••••••

$ 48,592.43

$ 21,845.35

$ 81 797.03
Operating Deficit after Operating
Expenditures ••••••• $ (17,482.32)
Operating Surplus after Operating
Expenditures ••••.••

$

-02,370.00
136.55
2,506.55

-----(9,153.36)

$

$ 41,945.62

3,230.00
5,988.52
-09,218.52

$

$

$13,682.18
$

44,746.05

OTHER EXPENSE:
Corporate Organizational Costs ••......•••
Office Remodelling •••.•.•.•••..•.••. • • • •.
Prior Year Adjustments ••..•..••••.••.••.•
Bad Debts • .••..•...•.••.•..•..••.••••.•••

1 417.51
--~---

WINSPEAR HIGGINS STEVENSON & CO.
Chartered Accountants

)

Deficit arising from Year's Operations

$

$ (18,899.83)

97,687.38
67,285.86

$

81,514.61

$

6,474.96
1,794.72
4,008.81
3,797.84

1,294.10
123.41
$

This is the Balance Sheet referred to in our report dated June 22, 1972.

$119,684.60
1,020.00
639.10
16,667.03
102,865.99
2,223.03
9,647.96
215.10

$ 281,122.66
DIRECT COSTS:
Cabaret Costs •......•...•........••.....• $132,634.45
84 173.50
Publications and Communications Costs •.••

$ 18,094.76
1,372.59
2,378.00
-0-

$

MEMBERS I EQUITY:
Balance, per Exhibit "B" (1972 Deficit).

REVENUES:
Student Fees .•.•.....•........••...•...•• $120,056.00
Subscriptions - Ambassador Yearbook •.....
9,733.02
Subscriptions - Lance Newspaper ••.....•.•
563.50
Advertising Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
16,976.18
Cabaret Revenue ...•.....•.•.•...........•
122,682.95
Foosball .•.............••...........••.•.
1,682.42
Film Society •..••....•........•.........•
8,939.07
Miscellaneous •..•.••.•..•....•.•.•••.••.•
489.52

46,875.91
120.00
-01,596.52

$

1971

1972

Operating Surplus after Direct Costs:

LIABILITIES AND MEMBERS' EQUITY

DEFERRED INCOME:
Advertising for Yearbook .•.•...••••••.••
Subscriptions for Yearbook ••••..•....•••
Deposit on Sale of Band Equipment ••..•••

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1972
(COMPARATIVE WITH PREVIOUS YEAR)

5,833.17

Fees • ..••...•.•••••.•• • · • · • • · • • · · • • • • · • • •

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable .........•.••....•....••
Advertising Commissions Payable ••..•...•
Accrued Wages and Honoraria ••••..•.••.••
Lien Note - Cabaret Equipment •••••••••••

THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
CONSEIL ADMINISTRATIF DES ETUDIENTS, UNIVERSITE DE WINDSOR
STUDENT MEDIA, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
MOYENNES DE COMMUNICATIONS DES ETUDIENTS, UNIVERSITE DE WINDSOR

9 601.37
------s (3 126.41
$
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Conception
At the mating of consenting inner complexities
to produce one iota of twinkling naivete
a bright light shines.

Susan Van Kuren

Redemption at the Blood Donor Clinic

"I am interrupted in my dying"
said the schizophrenic
lying prostrate, ecstatic
on the pall
at the Downtown Blood Donor Clinic
The shocking brightness
directed involuntarily into labelled plastic
shocks itself!
It swells the limp, synthetic sac with drops of reality.

some solid morning
when the thumping
of unasleep anxious
little feet awaken you
to only semidaylightness
and you lie dazed
as your eh ildren
jump and crawl
on you and you
feel a whole tiny
hand grasp your nose
tightly and you
taste your own flesh
and blood fingers
in your mouth and
feel a little but
hard tough knee
in your groin
painfully and now
they're all bouncing
trampoline style
and you feel
your wife stir
beside you and
turn to meet her
smiling pillow·
smothering hair and
blue morning eyes

\

Wayne Mamer

SUNSET POEM

I remember seeing two sunsets
in one day .
I was returning home that day.
How lucky I was.
It had been overcast for a long time.
You don't see the sun throug, the clouds.
The pilot was a head.
I've seen the sun every day since then.
It rises in the west and sets In the east now.
Sometimes if you are good friends it never sets.

He grins at the ceiling
feeling the onus to save
become a reality
below the pulsing puncture point.
But Mary Magdalen
(officious in white)
pulls the needle
always too soon.

Susan Van Kuren

Moving

Pale sand running in his trouser cuff.
Piled in a crevice on the island barge
That crept up a beach with the tough
Tug pressing. pushing up waves that
Spread black wrack along the sand.
Bony shoulders aching from my weight.
Redly metalled road to make his
Ankles turn and suitcase grate
A hoarsely jarring noise along the road
That winds up through the gorse.
Prinkling face is moving on my skin.
Set down gently and I lead us running
ln a .~ix-part crocodile down in .
Wet ferns bug mulchy matai leaves
That never rot .from year to year.
Knobby.faintly gleaming big brass bed.
Fills the room my brothers are assigned
And I am jealous until Jeanne said
But we have two whole walls of windows
That look down at the bay
Harul caressing the rust-flecked knobs.
:4 voice sounds in thin"frltd puzzled tonin
Of a time when I saw a bay that
Gleamed so flat and blue I asked if
We had really ridden on the sea ?

Dave Reid

SMC

WOWIE-ZOWIE

in the drugstore
there .are marvels
to behold, the
plastic magic touch
to save the boring date, the rubber
gloves with multipurpose cuffs, the
dye for men that
covers I ies as well
as it covers the
bastard grey hairs
better left unaborted,
and cards for all
occasions, from the
birth of a son to the
extraction of a molar.

REFLECTIONS ON A DOUBLE HELIX

I am a message, they say,
a code of chemicals,
nothing more nor less.
They tell me,
those bleak men with basilisk eyes
that peer through black horn-rimmed beakers,
that I was written out
long ago,
back when genes were jostling for place,
queuing up until they finally froze
into a yinning yang of four-letter words:
a torduous Tetragrammaton
erupting with the next statement
in the Book of Life .
But I gaze about me,
agog
at all this gorging conversation,
this babble of a billion messages
surging to utter self,
and wonder what sign will mark
the end of my sentence:
comma,
colon,
or
full-stop?

LANDING ON MYKONOS
(BY NIGHTI
by Lynda Zam.

And the slow, rhythmic song
haunted the narrow cobblestone streets
chink upon rock
rock upon chink
twisting itself round
and round the novelty shops
inside of which
the proprietess sat
square-assed on the counter
gripping the fat Greek girl .
From the waves
I looked back
... and they stood like gulls
on the steep horizon
etched cold and dark
silouettes against the sky
and motionless.

Susan Van Kuren

IT'S SO MUCH FUN

GRAB THE RING
MERRY GO 'ROUND
A FREE RIDE 'TWILL BRING
MERRY GO 'ROUND
A DAZZLE OF COLOUR
MERRY GO 'ROUND
FOR YOU AND YOUR BROTHER
MERRY GO 'ROUND
'TWILL SOON BE OVER
MERRY GO 'ROUND
THEN BACK TO CLOVER
MERRY GO 'ROUND.
WHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEI

Vito Signorile

Tom McMarthy

The Will To Speak
The library burnt down last night,
The only one in our town.
And when the books were scorching.
T was out listening to the sound,
Telling me that the voices were dying.
Satan had been kind,
He le.ft me a page to speak.

l was on fire.
As my eyes scrambled over the page.
l was on fire,
\,1y mind in fleeting fits of rage,
Twas on fire.
As I realized I was the sage,
\,1isspelling time into ashes before me.
And the walls crumbled in blocks of time,
Scarlet hot with broken seams.
Concrete seizing its last breath of rhyme,
As thoughts of Lives shattered in broken beams.
And naturally there were vibrating streams.
Of unruly people approaching,
Smiles dancing.
Children laughing.
Firemen choking.
tooters scoffing.
And time continued to burn in billows of rich smoke.
The spectacle was inviting.
With the crowded street watching,
The librarian dying.
Defeated. his life in his hand,
With a last page to read.
And Satan stalked the hallways.
Of the tenements of the sight of ages,
For the situation envisaged.
1\,1e laughing and sighing as I dreamt,
With black of night silently leaving,
As Satan·.~ hell disintegrates in rays of sunlight,
With the librarian pulling himself from the rubble.
And I bend in the safety of my room,
Vomiting as my message reaches the morning paper.
Bordie MacMillan
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Revealing inner state of artists' mind?

Susan Gold's Art Depressingly Dull
Susan Gold is a teacher in an empty hallway. It's looking
the Fine Art Department. Her at a blank wall through a
showing of recent work is on square cut out of a door. It has
display in the basement of the titles like: Skylight, parking
Landscape,
Comnew library building. It's Lot
depressing. Those are the partments.
It's a room full of gloom is
headlines, here are the details:
How can I describe the what it is.
I wonder how a mature,
stuff? First, I'll tell what it
breathing,
conisn't. It isn't colourful or funny living,
or erotic or abstract or realistic. temporary artist could spend
There are no people, no boys or her time painting art school
finger exercises.
girls, clothed or otherwise.
This kind of stuff you 'II find
It's grey and blue. It's the
top corner of a rectangle. It's on page one of the perspective
0

book · How to create the
itl11Sion of three dimensions on
a two-dimensional surface.
It's so basic. So· corny. So
irre !event.
Then I flipped to page one of
the Art Appreciation book •
How to understand what the
artist is trying to say.
That was where I struck
Gold,· I think.
Susan is telling us that her
world is barren and cold, (I
hear an icy flute m the

;.

..

Go see the stuff. Or better still,
don't.

background) Lacking warmth
and spontaneity (bassoon).
Maybe she's bored and lonely.
Or, maybe she's sick of
working for the dummies who
run the Fine Art Department
!Chinese gong).
Maybe she's telling us that
her world is all screwed up
she doesn't like it and wishes:
she was back at the Maryland
Institute of Art wherf' sit&'.
learned to paint and everythinl,
was warm and cozy.
I don't know. What the Hell

.6j . 13UDDV

Anyway, hanging in the
Library Gallery with Susan
Gold's stuff is a large, impres·
sive, cloth wall hanging · a
beautiful, hand-woven golden
sunrise glittering across at
Miss Gold's blues and greys. I
asked a fellow arl lover if it was
part of the show. She said,
"No."

a5

pseudo-nostalgia that somebody finally
recognizes one of the early pioneers of rock
and roll. Engough has been said of Chuck
Berry, Little Richard and Jerry Lee Lewis.
The time has come · to recognize Eddie
Cochran. a guy who not only wore a guitar,
but he played it too. A person who was so
obviously into early electric Chicago blues
when you thought Chicago blues was a new
shade of Crayola.
Now United Artists has released a
restrospective two record album. And it includes everything you'd want to hear. Sum·

"If it glitters, it is1,1't Gold". ·

byCHARLEYREMBRANT

A Simple toryof
A Seaguf• .........and Life
byJ'
"There is no such place ash
is not a time. Heaven is be"
One would hardly expect
book which, at first glance, a
seagull. However, after read'
times, it becomes more and m
a simple story of a seagull's
pressing his personal philo
According to Bach, the pr·
death is a changing of one's
being remains intact. This in
conciousness which is determ •
or drive toward perfection.
To achieve this new !eve
which exist in this world, or
Finding this perfection, whi
not so much a need for fai
Perfection itself is expressed ·
help others understand the
anger serve to shorten life;
petuates it.
All in all, it is no coinciden
bestsellers' list. It's appeal e
much more than it appears
is not only the surface story o
the thoughts of Richard Bae
making his reader think.

,ervais
en. Heaven is not a place, and it
perfect."
h a profound statement from a
ars to be the simple slory of a
this unusual book a number of
evident that the author has used
ire to learn, as a means of exy of life.
le of life is perfection. As such,
r form or body, while the inner
being passes on to a new level of
1 by the extent of one's learning,
ne must cast aside limitations
e next world will be the same.
s the ultimate freedom, requires
but a need for understanding.
· ndness and love, or the ability to
ose of life. Boredom, fear. and
king oneself free to learn perthat this book is presently on the
in the simple fact that it is so
,. What makes it so entertaining
agull named Jonathan, but also
ho has that invaluable talent of

Alun Davies

James Gang Passin' 'lhru: ABC -Dunhill
The James Gang have done it again. Why
did I use this lead? Well, page 24 7b of the CP
Style book says that when doing a record
review one must start with the "have done it
again" bullshit.
My first thesis on P assin' Thru is:
11 The James Gang have recently bought out
tapes they were being blackmailed with by Joe
Walsh.
2) The James Gang are a funky band who
recently learn1>d one song for their new album.
3) The James Gang have been kicked by a
mad mustang and now can only remember
how to play Funk No. 49 sort of.
What does all this mean? It means the
Ja mes Gang album is boring. They could use a
prolific songwriter because Troiano might be a
bitch guitarist and Kenner might be a good
singer bul Lhe only member of the band who
can write material is bassist Dale Peters, when
they let him.
There are only two good songs on Passin'
Thru, the single Had Enough and the first cut
on side two, a nice country diddy called Run,
Run, Run.
So I went in breathless wonder at what the
next song James Gang will learn, which will
undoubtedly be their answer to Thick as a
Brick Shit House.
JUSTICE THYME

EDIJIE COCHRAN: UNITED ARTISTS,
L<',:endary Afasters Series.
Can you remember way back to when you
were eight )'ears old, or thereabouts.
Return through the passages of time to the
years of your innocence. There you are sitting
on the floor playing with your tinker toys when
this strange sound comes from your older
brothers bedroom. Can you hear those strange
sounds coming from that dinky four inch
speakPr. Do you hear the static on the record?
You can't be fooled, for you have returned
to age of the masters. There's Buddy Holly
with "That'/[ Be The Day on the Big 8," Dick
Clark has Little Richard come all the way to
Philadelphia and its "I'm gonna rip it up, Yea
I'm f{onna rear it up. have a ball tonight." And
\,hen you try real hard you can Chicago and
Phil and Don you know who are doing "Wake
Up Lillie Susie.''
Yes, and Lhrough all Lhis you can remember
some real kick-ass going to a party I'm gonna
get so drunk I throw up all over the rug music.
Da-da-da-da. Da-da-da-da. "Well I'm
1.;onna rai_se a f us I'm a gonna raise a ho Iler."
Can you remember who did this song and 1
don't mean Who. Five seconds and if you
haven't said Eddie Cochran then it's back to
America with ya.
Who is Eddie Cochran? He was just one of
those greasy early rock and rollers that's all.
Now, and justifiably so, in these days of the

ROCK & ROLL
CLOTHING

697 OUELLETTE AVENUE
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
PHONE (1-519 254-3144

Diana Ross makes her film
Holiday in "Lady Sings the Blue
blues .~inger also stars Billy Dee
Palace.

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort,
ice, and mix.
See you on the levee.

~

Pour 1V2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.

Comfort Screwdriver
Pour 1V2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over ice. Top up with orange juice.

Comfort Collins
Mix l112 ounces of Southern Comfort
with the juice of a quarter of a lime.
Add some ice. Fill the glass with
lemon,lime drink.

Try thin, M:
Comfort 'n' Cola,
Comfort and Tonic,
Comfort Daiquiri, etc., etc.

mertime Blues, Sittin' in the Balcony,
Something Else, C'mon Everybody, Cut
Across Shorty and more than two dozen more.
It captures Cochran at his meanest and
greasiest self and also shows the sen·
timentalist, stricken with puppy love and not
Donny Osmond (Oh look Martha he's so
cute.)
The only part I don't like is the country side
which is just a little too honky for me, but if I
ever had a truck driver run amuck in my house
I could play it to him and settle him down.
So let's sit down, and then get up and listen
to one of the true masters of the boogie, Eddie
Cochran, and let us mourn him with our hand
over our heart, and be glad that Gene Vincent
survived that twisted wreck.

JUSTIN THY'.'\1E
Bee Gees
To Whom It May Concern, The Bee Gee's
Atco.
Deep in the heart of every sentimentalist or
aging peachealer is a warm spot for the Bee
Gees. The modern day Orbison Vinton's who
experience the loneliness, the rejection, the
aching of one sided love affairs. I imagine that
the Brother's Gibb used to secretly read their
older sisters heartbreak comic books only to
get caught and have those impressions forced
permanently on their young innocent minds.
It is now the age of reminiscing, and thanks
for the memories and the Robert Stigwood
Lonely Hearts Club Band have put out
anothPr volume of hPart throbs. Their song of
summer past Run to Me leads into the swef'l,
syrupy valley of tears and fond phantoms of
days past.
If you've ever found yourself sitting around
a sawdust floor restaurant, spiritually
gravedigging and feeling miserable and vacant
when you get up to leave, for God's sake don"t
buy this contribution to self annhilation.
For the interest of the graphically minded
aesthete, there is an absolutely darling fold
out, pop up of the trio and a back photo of the
Bee Gee's that were and will never be again.
AUBREY MACK
Buddy's Trivia Corner
The envelope pleas!',
l. The Honeycombs.
2. The now faded but little forgotten Gene
Pitney.
3. Only early purchasers of Eight Days a Week
should have got this one, "Eight Arms to
Hold You."
4. Denn)' Laine · The Moody Blues, Ray
Collins · The Mothers of Invention, Rob
Tyner · The MC5.
5. What ever happened to Keith Allison?
6. Peter Noone, the jerk.
7. Edward Teach.
8. Brian Poole and the Tremoloes, Richard
and the Young Lions, Ronnie and the
Daytonas.
9. Little Anthony, Dave Baby Cortez, Martin
Denning, Fever Tree, Derek, Keith, The
Wailers, The Reflections, The Underdogs
and The lJ nderdogs.
10. Jerry must have got this one, Bill Wyman
the crown prince of cav1>d in cheeks, bassist
of the Rolling Stones.

ut as the legendary Billie
based on the life of the la1e
illiams. Nos showing at the

LECTURES
Detroit Institute of Arts
'ov. 15, 8:00 p.m.: l'arvati · An Indian
Bronze by Sherman Lee of the Cleveland
'\1useum of Arts.
. Nov. 14, 8:00 p.m.: The Opening ol
Tutankhaman 's Tomb by I\ icholas Millet,
curator. Egyptian department, R.O.M.
admission , 1.50, students .60.

Arrivals from the South:

Cold Cemlor1

MACK.

'\10VIES
- Capitol: Valachi Papers. times: 4:00, 6:30,
9:00.
. Centre: Reincarnate and Eyes of Hell, times:
8:00 L.C.S.
. Devonshire I: Where Does It Hurt? times,
7:40 and CJ:H.
- Devonshire II: Eves of Hell and The
Reincarnate, times, 8: 00 L.C.S.
· Odeon: The Other, Mon.-Fri. 7: 20, 9: 23, Sat.
& Sun. 5:15. 7:20. 9:20.
- Palace: Lady Sings The Blues, 6:30, 9:05.
- Vanity: Fiddler on the Roof. times 2:00. 8: 30.

ART
- The recent works of Susan Gold. one · of
Canada's ''Group of Seven". are on display at
lht- gallery in the basement of the new library
through No,. 26.
Willi~tead Art Gallery is featuring the works of
Emily Carr Nov. 15 throu~h Nov. 26.
· Prints by Rudolph Nesch in honour of his HOth

birthday at Det. Inst. of Arts, Main Building
Ground Floor.
• U. of W. student art work is on display (and for
sale l in the bookstore.

CONCERTS
- Sunday Nov. 26 at H: 20 p.m. at tl,.: Cte11ry
Auditorium. Christian Culture Series "Detroit
Symphony Orchestra". Sixten Ehrling
conductor. ='Ion members suggested donation:
, 2.50 and 2.00. Students: SI.SO with I.D.
Season's pass:
10.00. Tickets available in
advance at the Christian Culture Office U. of
Windsor and Heintzman's Music Store, 184
Ouellette Ave. (261-3181) prior to each
performance.
·Tues.Nov. 28, 8:30 p.m. Cleary Auditorium,
"The Kuban Cossacks" present Beat of the
Ukraine. Tickets 4.50, $4.00 and $3.50.
available starting Tuesday. l\ov. 21.
PLAYS AND Mt:SICALS
· University Players production of Jean
Giraudoux's Ondine directed by Dr. Joan
Hackett. Nov. 3. 4, 5, at the Essex Theatre.
· Windsor Li~ht Opera Assoc. presents "Baker
Street·· a musical adventure of Sherlock
Holmes.on 1\/o,. 17, 18, 19, 24, 25. Ot>c. l, 2 &
3. Tickets: $3.00, 3.50 and 4.00 at box
office 395 Tecumseh Rd. West. Call 252-6455
for further information.

)
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Windsor Lancers 8-Westem Mustangs 23

Western topples Windsor i close contest

Beating the number one ranked team in Canada two weekends in a row proved to be too much
for the Windsor Lancers to handle last Saturday. although they almost pulled this one out in the
.final qruirter. Despite mis.~ing out on the p[ayo.f/s through elimination. the Lancers had a
tremendous season. We congratulate them nil! (Thc1t 0s Gary "vlcCann, ahot'e.)
-Photo by Jim Wilkes

by JOHN McALLI
The Windsor Lancers were
Western Ontario Mustangs i
Western Division Semi-Final
although the 23-8 score does
closeness of the contest as pla
After trailing at haU-time
came on in the second thirty
make a game of it, and were in
unlucky not to have beaten
second time in two weeks.
Western Ontario Coach F
cited his team's pass rush on
back Andy Parichi as the maj
game. Windsor Coach Gino F
generally:
"They came on strong right
got a couple of quick ones," h
reporters after the game. "
momentum going early. In t
down 23-0, we really came ha
breaks we would have pulled
Western scored the second t"
ball. A key pass on a third do
the Lancer 31 set up Dave K
run from the 4 yard-line. With
the Mustangs led at 0-7 at
Western touchdown was set
punt return by Jim Budge. Fro
yard-line, Joe Fabiani saw fla
heading toward the corner of t
passed to him for six mo
converted score gave the visit
with two minutes left in the
In the second period West
their own 33 to Windsor 's 35
passed to Petrie for his second
convert was unsuccessful butt
0-20. With four minutes rema·
half, Paul Knill's 2i yard
Western the 23 point lead th
second half of the game.
Early in the third quart
fumbled and gave Western the
Runs by Kerr and Quigley took
Quigley'sI.ancer-induced fumb
by Windsor. On the very
Wakeman burst loose for an 8
Western 24. Windsor gambled

Over Brock, under Western

the start, and
med up to
y got good
second half,
I With a few
out."
they had the
gamble from
's touchdown
nill's convert,
8. The next
y a 53 yard
e Lancer 15
r Bob Petrie

ing quarter.
moved from
ore Fabiani
or score. The
ustangs led
in the first
goal gave
ok into the

as recovered
play, Jim
run to the
ird down at

Public Meeting And
Guest Speaker
SUNDAY, NOV. 19, 1972
2:00 P.M.
Alumni Lounge, University Centre

-

--

~-- - -

3847 HOWARD (at Cabana)
966-4440

U of W SPECIAL

15% off
ON
MEDIUM (14 Pcs.)
LARGE (16 Pcs.)

MINI KINGS (24 Pcs.)
KING SIZE (32 Pcs.)

PICK UP OR DELIVERY
Free Fast City Wide Delivery
944-2201
We Deliver Friday & Saturday Until
3A.M.

FILM SOC presents
nTell ·em Junior sent you"

The Lancerette Volleyball
T eam defeated the University
of Michigan Team 15-10, 152. and 15-1, last Saturday.
Next action for the Volleyball
ladies is also on Nov. 18th
against Lutheran, starting time
I: 00 p.m.
The draws for the opening
games of the Naismith
Basketball Tournament have
been announced. On I\ov.
24th:
l : 00-W estern vs.
Eckerd College of St. Petersburg, Florida . 3: 00-Windsor
vs. Alberta. 7 : 00-Loyola
(Montreal) vs. Lutheran.
9: 00-Carleton vs. Waterloo.
Informed sources reveal
Eckerd College is the team to
beat, with Alberta, rated no. 1
in Canada at the moment not
far behind. The Lancers have a
tough road in this one. They
host York on Sat. Nov. 18th at
8: 15 p.m., and have looked
sharp in scrimmages thus far.

TUESDAY, NOV. 14TH
AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY CENTRE
7 & 9:30 P.M.

Windsor wins, loses in tournament

by ASHLEY WIPER
In the Hockey Canada-Big Brothers pre-season tournament
held last weekend at Adie Knox Herman Arena, the University of
Windsor Hockey Lancers got their first taste of exhibition action
this season.
On Saturday night they won the right to advance to the final by
overpowering the Brock Badgers. Led by the three goal and three
assist performance of GeorgeRodney, Windsor exploded for six
goals in thP first pPriod and three in the third to run up a 9-2
score over thPir opponents. The Badgers were able to temporarily
control the game during the second period and put two goals past
Windsor goal-tender Scot McFadden within eight seconds.
Other Lancers able to put pucks past Badger goal-tender
Miller "Flopper" Hicks were Ejay Queen with two goals and
Ron Mosco, Don Wilson, Richard Cranker, and Bill Burling
with one apiece. In other action Saturday, the University of
Western Ontario Mustangs downed the Ryerson Rams by a score
of 8-1. This allowed the Mustangs to advance to the final against
Windsor Sunday afternoon.
While Saturday was marked by one-sided though interesting
hockey, Sunday afternoon's contest proved to be tight and
exciting. The Lancers opened the scoring after only 30 seconds
into the first period as Jim Palmieri slipped one by Nick
Mancini. In accord with the fast paced, end-to-end character of
the game, Western came right back to light the light behind
McFadden at 1: 22, as Gary Comfort found a space between the
posts. At 4: 49 the Lancers showed the strength of their penaltykilling team as Jim Grotto scored on a long shot from just inside
the Mustang blue-line with Windsor one man short. Mustang
Dave Edwards evened the contest at 2-2 with a goal at 16: 46 to
round out the scoring in the first period.
In the second period the Lancers were unable to continue the
strong forechecking of which they are capable and consequently
the Mustangs were able to sweep two pucks past McFadden.
Davi' Robinson at 7: 50, and Dan Smith at 18:44 gave Western
a 4-2 lead at the end of the second period.
In the final period the Lancers were able to find the speed and
checking they had shown in the first period. Western goal-keept>r
Mancini robbed them on several occasions and it was not until
18: 44 that Dwight Barron was able to catch him off guard and
bring Windsor to within one goal, 4-3.
This set up an exciting finish as theLancers pulled McFadden
to go with six attackers. An unfortunate interferene(• pt>n11lty,
however, killed Windsor's offensive advantage. Tht> Lancprs
worked the puck into the Western zonl' and again pulled the

-

sports underway

e: Lewis Leclerc, Frank
ecsy, Mike Flood, Greg
orrow, Tom Price, Mike
eaton, Glen Barton, Randy
itchfield, and Bob Rondot.
n addition, two experienced
wimmers from past years have
oined the practices, Barry
Bezaire and Dave McNair.
Coach Fox is enthusiastic on
the efforts so far and hopes for
a good season.
In Lancerette Basketball
action last weekend at Guelph,
the Lancerettes lost in the
Lancer Swimming C
opening game to the eventual
Bob Fox reports there are
tournament winners, Hamilton
men out for the mens' tellib,
Athenas, 74-28. In th e
and all are working hard
consolation game, the team
their third week of prac ' .
was edged by the Waterloo
Any men interested in t.ry-,
women 41-33. High scorers
out are encouraged to call
were Karen Couvillon who had
Fox at Ext. 570. Return
11 points in the first game, and
swimmers are : Craig Arth
Jane Grondin with 8 points in
Dave Laing, Neil McBe
the second game. Next action
Larry Rubenstein, and R
for the Lancerettes is on Nov.
Chappell.
18th when they host Lutheran
Newcomers working
at 3:00 p.m.

Competition is just getting
underway for the Lancerette
Speed and Synchronized
Swin1ming Teams. Tonight at
i: 00 p.m., the Lancerettes will
host York University in the
P .H.E. Pool. Anyone
till
wishing to take part is invi
to visit the pool a·ny day o
week; pick up athletic l'O'
chures at the equipme•t
dispPnsing area in the batement of the P.H.E. Buildini;
or call Miss Holman, Ext. 7tl.

Squad showed that they mean to play fast and exciting hockey this season. They won one and lost
one here. but gm•e 1he spectators much to cheer about in numerous offensive thrusts into
opponents' goal areas. Abm•e, .1Willer "Flopper " Hicks watches one go by.
-Photo by George Gawadzyn

k Cosentino
dsor quarterfactor in this
s put it more

this point but Andy Parichi's pass to ::vlike
Urban did not gain enough yards.
Just before the period's end, Lancer defense
turned the ball over to the offense after snuffing
out a faked field goal attempt by the Mustangs.
Windsor controlled the ball into the fourth
quarter on a 93 yard drive that produced a
touchdown when Jim Wakeman crashed over
the goal-line from close range. The pass to Jim
for the two-point conversion was good and with
l O: 4 7 left to play in the game the score was 823.
On the ensuing kick-off, Chris Skopelianos
fumbled and Windsor recovered at the Mustang
30. On the next play end TomNorris broke loose
and was all alone at Mustang 20, but the pass
led him a little too much and despite a great
effort Tom just failed to make the catch. The
Lancers failed to score on this occasion as the
Western defense kept up its strong play when it
counted.
With 3: 55 remaining to play in the game,
Augie Sartor was bumped off his pass pattern
long before the pass even reached the spot where
he was supposed to be. Skopelianos returned the
easy interception to the Windsor S3, thus
snuffing out another Windsor scoring threat.
Most of the hardy, cold-numbt>d fans howled in
disbelief when no flag was thrown on this, and a
couple of other occasions in the final period. We
hope the official( s) in question do better on
future occasions.
The Lancers had the edge statistically in most
departments. Andy Parichi passed for 159
yards through the air, completing 16-34 passes
despite a constant pass rush. This was 61 yards
more than Western 's Joe Fabiani, but those five
interceptions hurt Windsor! Windsor's rushing
game was good for 221 yards to Western 's 142,
with Jim Wakeman easily the game's leading
rusher with 18 carries for 166 yards . The
Lancers out-first downed the Mustangs 22 to
13. Penalties saw Windsor lose 115 yards on 8
calls, while W estem lost 60 yards on 7 penalties.
We would like to congratulate the football
Lancers, their coaching staff and all team
officials on their tremendous effort all season
long. All connPcted with the team can be proud
of their record this year!

Many teams activ

Variety

In the Big Brothers-Hockey Caneda Tournament last weekend, the Windsor Lancers Hockey

eated by the
the 0.U.A.A.
st Saturday,
indicate the
on the fiel<l.
3-0, Windsor
utes to really
rail terms just
stem for the

THE FUTURE
TECHNOCRACY
WHAT IS IT?

goalie to go, this tirrie, witp five attackers. Though this was
best possible move under the circumstances, it did not pay off
Dan Smith was able to break into the Windsor end and score
empty net goal at 19:55. ThefinalscorewasWestern 5, Win

3.
Lost to the Western lineup this season will be referee S
"Longstreet" Sisio. It is not certain whether he was a victim
one of the many flying Mustang elbows or whether he was giv
hard jolt by a Lancer defenseman as he apparently joined
Mustang attack during the game.
Scot McFadden stopped 38 of the 42 shots fired at him w
Western's Mancini was able to handle 18 of 21; g
percentages for both. Lancer coach Dr. Cec Eaves expects
Lancers will perform even better as their level of conditio '
improves. Get out lo see your team play St. Clair College on N
14th at R: 00 p.m. There is no excuse for missing the h
opener Nov. 25th at 1 :00 p.m. as Adie Knox Herman Are
only a fifteen minute walk from campus, east on Wyandotte·
past Campbell. The Lancers deserve the support only you
give.

1972 YEARBOOK
Will Be On Sale
Tuesday, Nov. 14th
10 A.M. - 12 A.M.
2 P.M. 4 P.M.
Thursday, Nov. 16th
2 P .M. - 4 P .M.
Limited Number
Foyer University Centre Bldg.
,,

And thats the truth!

Admission
$1 .00 with student ea rd
$1 .50 without card
No exceptions
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We've conformed

As it stands in
Student Council

-iaws of entry now
ighter like U.S.

.)

.)

.__.. should be a refuge from militarism" quote p E
T
Prime Minister Trudeau's words have changed si~c;
diat ~ in 1969. The immigration laws were such that a
pe could come into Canada as a visitor, take a look around
and liked what he saw, he could apply for landed immigrant
ow, Canada's girdle has been tightened.
you imagine a deserter walking up to a Canadian
in the states and asking for a visa to immigrate to
Obtaining a visa is a three month process.
the bowels of this university community there are a few
odgers". We were able to speak to one of them and for
reasons no names can be divulged.
t the university there are a few profs who are involved in
JK!litical refugees attain political asylum. Also involved
l local area ministers and business men.
asked about his reasons for leaving the states, our
,tated that his own personal convictions concerning the
in war zones had a definite bearing on his decision.
fflU.-*,ed about the tightening of the new immigration laws
was such that he didn't believe that it was a politicai
een the leaders of the U.S. and Canada, and he also
the didn't believe that it would make that much difOD lessening the hordes of young ex-americans coming to

::::..:.....

..

...

,,,
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-
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The first snowfall of the sea.son spelt di.sa.ster for Lance photo
w laws which went into effect around the third of editor Terry 'the' Head. Taking a. day off from hi.s busy schedule,
were initiated to stop draft evasion from the U.S., he was attacked by a mosio snow creature as he walked a.round
it will not stop evasion but it will definitely slow it down.
it could be claimed that English-speaking Canada was
by American political dissenters, since a group of people
nited Empire Loyalists" were in fact, exiles from the

Campus action!!

ii

U.S.

Be
the revolution and the civil war, the most conspicuous
'disselters" to come to the north were runaway slaves. Canada
had
'tive slave laws and accepted the English doctrine that
became emancipated on reaching free soil.
''cal refugees from the states immigrated slowly at first
came in ever increasing numbers until there were
tely 75,000 in Canada.
igration laws were based on a system of 100 points.
young American started out with about 27 points.
or being under 35, one point for each year of formal
and five for being able to read, write and to speak
be could speak french, he received an additional five
had a written job offer from a business in Canada
'ed externally, at the border, he received another ten
the job offer only counted at the border, it did not
ts if it was used in an internal application for landed
applicant had any occupational skills, those also
points. To become a landed immigrant, the applicant
50 points.
Canada has conformed to the rest of the world in
itb jmmigration laws by tightening its policies. Will
ei"'s ho longer be able to say to their sons, "Yes
a Canada."

the campus looking official. For a few seconds, snow completely
enveloped The Head. From now on, all photo requests must be
made from ace photographer Norm Yeryk.
Photo by George Gawadzyn

York quits using Kraft foods

DOWNSVIEW (CUP) - Campus action against Kraft food
products continued to score successes last week with the decision
of caterers at York University to respect the National Farmers
Union boycott against the American owned monopoly.
Lyn Brooks, York manager for Versafoods Ltd., said student
pressure caused him to eliminate most Kraft products from York
cafeterias.
Kraft could supply some 50 to 60 percent of campus food
needs, Brooks said, but this will now be cut back to 10 percent.
He claimed that individually wrapped cheese slices, prepackaged jams and jellies, and barbeque sauces are not available
from other food manufacturers, so Versafoods must use some
Kraft products. He said if the company can find effective
replacements the boycott of Kraft Products will be made complete.
A spokesman for the Kraft Boycott committee told CUP that
all of the above mentioned products were readily available from
different food distributers.
Brooks said he was persuaded to boycott when he read a Jette
from York student council president John 1beob"md'"'fo Ex·
calibur, the stud~n~ newspaper.
Meanwhile, a member of the Laurentian University studept
council in Sudbury will ask the council to remove all Kraft

products from its store at its next meeting. The store continues to
sell a large number of Kraft products despite the NFU boycott.
A council spokesman said this was no indication that the
management supports Kraft or that they are unaware of the
boycott.
"Students buy a lot of Kraft dinners regularly, so La Boutede
(the store) stocks it," he said.
Hut newly elected council member Richard Woodley, who is
also news editor of Lambda, the student newspaper, said,
"continuing to stock Kraft products is tantamount to support
Kraft in their battle "ith the Canadian farmer."
Woodley hopes the council will pass the motion overwhelming)).
Continued student pressure persuaded the administration at
thP Univt>rsity of Lethbridge to remove most Kraft products from
its cafeterias. Only Kraft salad dressings remain.
The nation-wide boycott is now well into its second year. The
NFU is St>eking the right to bargain collectively with Kraft to
btain higher prices for farm products. Kraft refuses to negotiate,
,tnd refuses to discuss the issue publicly. All requests for speakers
to present the company's point of view are referred to provincial
marketing hoards and the Canadian Dairy Council, an industry
mouthpiece.

This week's SAC meeting
was chaired by Arts Rep.
Walter Franczyk. Mr. Mosna's
motion to have two SAC
meetings per week was deleted
from the agenda.
The executive reports were
given by the members present.
Mr. Mosna, External Affairs
Commissioner stated that he
had written to Carleton
University to receive the
Constitution of the OFS. He
has not been able to give a
report on the conference which
was attended by several
members of council including
himself as he has not received
the proper information. He
stated that in his part of the
workshop being carried out on
November 21, he had arranged
for Eric Wiley, City Engineer
to speak as well as head of
parking for the University.
Film Soc lost $270 on Junior
Bonner and Finance Commissioner Larry McConnell stated
that the telephone bills had
been allocated to the proper
departments as best as
possible. Services had charged
·over $600 for the last 2
months. Subway Elvis charged
$34.00 on calls but it was
decided that this portion of the
bill would be forwarded to his
agent for payment.
Interim Services Commissioner
Enzo
Faccechia
requested $175 for a showing
of the film One plus One on
Friday, November 24. This
was discussed, and it was
decided that there would be an
admission charge of $1.00.
Request for funds was ap·
proved. The International
Students Club has requested

Boycott schedule
On Sunday, November 12, a meeting was held in the SAC
office to discuss the various workshops and events on the
agenda for the Student Awareness Day which will take place
on November 21.
The Ontario Federation of Students is planning a
demonstration at Queen's Park in Toronto to protest the
tuition increases. "Student's Day" here on campus is to help ~
initiate a discussion of student problems both on and off the
campus. Dr. Leddy was asked by Mr. Gagnon to cancel class
for November 21, and in reply, Dr. Leddy stated that he
would do so, from 3: 00 p.m. on. Mr. Gagnon replied to the
press, "That was very big of him (Dr. Leddy I."
Requests were also sent to the departmental heads asking
to cancel any tests or seminars on that day so students could
concentrate on student concern, however, there have been no
replies. Mr. Gagnon said that SAC was once again going to
ask the Board of Governors to abolish late fees and to make a
public statement condemning the tuition increase as well as
the changes in the awards program. He said, "They were
asked once before but refused." Mr. Gagnon said the reasons
for the concern over the increases is the fact that the
discrimination is towards those who can least afford it.
If, once again, there is no reply, SAC would deal with a
negative response when it occurs.
The workshop schedule is as follows: 9: 00 a.m. · Folk
singer in the cafeteria, 10: 00 a.m. - Workshops commence.
1) Food in the Cafeteria to he discussed in the SAC office.
2) Parking Problems discussed in Assumption Lounge.
3) Tuition Fees in Ambassador Auditorium.
4) Students and Their Effects on Courses in Essex East.
5) Residence Students - Isolated and Involved; in Essex

Council discusses priorities

JackMcNie

~nty persons attend

McNie speaks to forum
M~r· Jack McNie, the
t •t~r. of Colleges and
,!~~~Ities spoke in Alumni
1~ 1

~ to

members of the
ed1a, both campus and local
: ~e~ 88 .members of the
auf1n1strat1on
and
an
8ience of about 20 persons.
the e held an open forum with
i •tudents and media. He
~ nted out among other
that a foreign student
Cou get more money from the
:~ernm~n! th~n a domestic
also ent liVJng m Ontario. He
that there was more
ed • Jty to post-secondary
fewuea~~~ however there were
1th JUU11 for grad students.
l
• McNie stated that the

?·

a~ir

Wright Report was due in
early December and that he
intended to move on it immediately. Mr. McNie stated that
he felt that more qualified
Canadians should be encouraged to teach at the
University level.
He stated strongly that
students will helpto change the
university system. He said th~t
this is the only way that 1t
could be accomplished and
that the administration would
have little or no effect on
change within the system.
Mr. McNie met separat~ly
with grad students in a meet1!3g
that was closed to the media.
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Positions Open:
Services Commissioner
Phys. Ed. Representative
Nurses Representative
Law Representative
6-Student Affairs Committee.
Nominations:
Open Till Wed., Nov. 22
Forms in SAC Office
Must Be Returned To
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that the Soc. department was
carrying on its own evaluation
and hoped that it would be
ready for mid term.
Mr. Squire stated that
perhaps what council was
trying to undertake was an
exercise in frustration and also
that the course evaluation in
the calendar was a good idea.
He also stated that since the
students do not seem to want
services, then perhaps council
should turn its interests
towards academics.
Mr. Mosna stated that he
felt that services were too
outrageous to continue and
that married and older
students were not even considered on this campus. Mr.
Mosna also stated that we
needed a child day care centre
as there were some students
who brought their kids into
class. "Class is not a place for
small children" he said, "it
disturbs the learning process".
Miss MacDonald stated that
we should perhaps consider an

.analysis of the student body in
respect to finding out what
clubs, ethnic groups, married
students, etc., are doing and
what they would like to have
done for them. Mr. Bennett
stated that he didn't feel that
we should pay people, or
provide funds for them to stay
segragated.
Miss MacDonald broached
that certain students on
campus have certain problems
and council must remember
and consider that.
Mr. Gagnon stated that if
surveys were sent out that
there would be very poor
response and as far as he was
concerned, "Surveys were f.. .. "
He mentioned that tuition fees
should be considered as a
problem. Mr. Gagnon also
stated that he felt that the
students on this campus were
concerned with the problems of
Viet Nam just as much as the
problems of food in the
cafeteria or parking.
Mr. Franczyk stated that he

SAC to investigate parking
At the SAC meeting held on
November 8, the council
members recognized the
problem of parking for the
university students. It was
decided that they look into this
problem to see if they could, in
any way, alleviate it.
SAC did a pretty fast job.
The result is a Parking Forum
which will be held in
Assumption
Lounge
on
Tuesday, N ovemher 21 of next
week. If any persons have any
questions or beefs about
parking, they should attend.
Mr. Mitchell, the Head of
University of Windsor parking
and Mr. Wiley, the Traffic
Engineer for Windsor wil~ he
there to answer any questions
like; Why was my car towed
away?, Why do I always have
to be late for my classes
because I cannot find a
parking space?, or any others
along this line. These gentlemen will be in the Lounge at
· 1O: 00 a.m. so leave one hour
earlier, park your car and be
there.

Another result of SAC's
progress is the .statement on the
recommendations of abol.ition
of late fees which was submitted to the board of
governors on November 15.
It stated that the council did
not feel that the penalties are
meaningful or beneficial to the
University, but that they only
affect those students who can
least afford an extra financial
burden.
Council feels the students
who are paying these fees;

those on loan already owing
great sums and those who must
work all year in order to stay at
school, are in fact the ones who
are affected.
Council stated that it would
like to point out that all the
figures and percentages quoted
in the statement issued were
provided from information
received by the director of
finance and the Awards Officer
whose quick response was
greatly
appreciated
by
Council.

Representation needed
SAC requires applications from anyone i~terested in do~g
research on departmental representation. This research en~1Is
the inquirer to go around to all the department .heads and f md
out if there is really enough student representation, ~·h~t coll?·
mittees these reps are on, and if they acutally have a voice m therr
department.
The researcher will be expected to submit a report .on any
problems in departments, as well as any recommendations for
correcting them to SAC.
.
An honcrarium will be awarded to the researcher accordmg to
the amoun\ of work done and the time spent on the project.
.
All appl'cations should be submitted to the External Affarrs
Commissioner, Lou Mosna.

considered Student _Day,
student fees, and the procuring
of a juke-hox for the cafeteria
important.
Mr. Squire then stated that
perhaps council should concern themselves with food,
parking, and academics. Mr.
Mosna agreed.
Council then moved out of a
committee of the whole and
back into regular session to
discuss new business.

Demonstration
still planned
TORONTO (CUP) - The
Ontario
Federation
of
Students'
demonstration
against the provincial govern·
ment is apparently on, and is
scheduled for Nov. 21, the
same day the Ontario Legis·
lature opens for another
session.
The demonstration will pub·
licize the OFS campaign
against the provincial government's tuition fee increases and
its cut-hack in student awards.
The OFS earlier this week
received the support of the
Ontario
Federation
of
Labour's annual convention.
The fate of the demon·
stration was in some doubt for
awhile as several OFS
members balked at the idea
and refused to help organize it.
The University of Toronto
students council last night
{Nov. 8) re-affirmed its earlier
decision not to participate in
the action.
But U of T's Victoria
College student council, which
belongs to OF'S as a separate
member, is trying to organize
support, on the U of T campus
along with other student
groups. The campus is just a
block away from the main
scen.e of the demonstration the Queen's Park Legislative
buildings.
Supportive demonstrations
are planned in other Ontario
cities the same day.
Last month Ontario students
voted to withhold their second
term fees installment if
negotiations with the government, designed to eliminate its
cutbacks, prove unsuccessful.

The vice-president's report
was centered around his
recommendations to the Board
of Governors on late fees.
The presidents' report
centered around his report on
parking hut it was discussed
and decided that he would
make no recommendations
until the workshop on parking
was held.
Under new business, Mr.
Gagnon moved that Film Soc
he put under the jurisdiction of
the Services Commissioner for
re-evaluation. This was not to
interfere with Bob Gallager's
presidential post. Also under
new business it was decided
that there he an expenditure of
$100 for the two bands that
will play in the cafeteria on the
day of the boycott. Also there
will be a film showing continu·
ously in the pub on that day,
Breathing Together.
It was moved and seconded
that the meeting he adjourned.

------------------

Open forum held Wednesday

This week's SAC open
forum concerned discussion on
the priorities which members
of council felt were important.
Mr. Squire suggested that
council find out what the
students want. Mr. Mosna
suggested that this suggestion
in itself be listed as the first
priority. He also suggested that
parking and course evaluation
be considered as important.
Miss MacDonald suggested
that SAC should seriously take
a look at restructuring itself,
not only in respect to how
many departmental reps
should be elected, but also in
regards to student-SAC
communication.
Mr. Mosna suggested that
course evaluation could
possibly be put directly into the
calendar which is sent out to
students at the beginning of
each new school year. "That
way it would be readily available to everyone."
Miss MacDonald stated in
regard to course evaluation,

$12 5. 00 for a Christmas
Party. It was brought up that
they had requested and
received $75.00 previously,
and that there is only $4,500
for some 30 clubs, Mr. McConnell stated that he would
have to give it further consideration.
The Internal Affairs Commissioner, Richard Mallott
ha d h'1s report read y f or
presentation to council on the
feasibility of course evaluation.
Unfortunately, he had only one
copy and it was suggested and
discussed that he have the
report duplicated and distributed to the rest of council by
Monday of next week.

w.

11 : 30 a.m. Entertainment (Bands - Rock and RolH Free movies in Pub - "Breathing Together".
1 :30 p.m.
1) Students' and Their Role in the Community; in Essex W.
2) Students and the Law; in Essex E.
3) Women and Their Role in the University; in Assumption
Lounge.
4) Students and Unemployment; in the Student Placement
offices.
5) Economic Platforms of Political Parties; in Assumption
Lounge.
7:30 and 9:00 Movie - "Kotch" starring Walter
Mathau. The speakers speaking at the workshop include,
Dr. DeMarco, Evelyn McLean, Dean of Women, Dean of
the Law School, Don Kasta, Awards Officer, Chuck Tolmie,
Eric Wiley, Traffic Engineer for the City of Windsor, Joyce
Carol Oates, and J. P. Squire, noted wierdo and bearded
dupe.
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Bits & Pieces

\~~

::: NOVEMBER 17
~
:~ · Chinese Student's Association film show: "Acupuncture :i
i~ Anaesthesia" in Rm. 1120, Math Bldg. at 8: 00 p.m. Members 25 f
(~ cents, non-members 50 cents.
'
~·: · Dance and fub in Vanier Hall with The Power & The Glory from
j 8: 00 p.m.· :00 a.m. $1.00 per couple and 50 cents for singles .

I~ NOVEMBER
21
· The second of a series in courses of knitting, macrame, crochet
~

·~

and needlepoint at 7 :00 p.m. in Essex Lounge in the Student ·
Centre. Call 256-1095 for details.

i NOVEMBER
22
:
• The International Centre in Cody Hall_presents "Art of India",

'

the first of a series of cultural evenings. K. K. Sarkar of the Asian
Studies Dept. will show slides and comment on ancient and
modern art m India, after which coffee and Indian pastries will be
served.
· The Chinese Students' Association will present "Talk on China"
at 8: 00 p.m. in Assumption Lounge in the University Centre. All
are welcome.

Much loved poet dead:

Ezra Pound dies in Gr. Britain
...

h) ~TRAl\GE
hat art> tht· rt• rulation'- conc·t·rning mid tt'rlll
t·xam .. t•tc. t·t h) the· ~t'natt·'.'

J1'LLE
In brief. hPn' arf' tllf' rPl,!11lation-. sPt dcm n b) tlw SPnatP.
at lea,t tlw onP"' that arf' intrrrsting.
I. 'fhP la-.t \\ PC•k of lrct1irp.. must h1• tt>st frpp otlwr than
lab or field \\ ork PI!, IDr. \\ iPrd and Tn•n<"h I.
2. If thP final te... ting proc·PclurP is oral or t~kP home or an
e,-.a,. it nrn,t br dun• clnrinl! thP t,\o \\PPk Pxamination
J)('ri~d. ltllf') \\ ill PxammP bladch•rs. Jar} nx and
!!ladi-.gobal I.
:t Exeeption"' ,l11111lcl h1• ran• (nwdium rare or \\I'll donPI.
4. ThP mid term tP'-tinl! pl'riod should not t>Xl'<'l'd two
\\Pl'b. 'I11is; put-. thf' final cla) for a tPst this )C'ar on tlw
23rd of DN·Pm~wr I ngar plum fairips dancing in yonr
head I.
Tho,p an• th1• rnlP ... Tinw and ticlPs howevn. wait for
no man. and \\ inkl<>IH·rrir-. out of srason arP non PxistPnt.

+ + -t
E.~.5k><- HALL
IS 8 lJ I L'T CJ U
'f >.'.+8.-t...l.-r-L-i~,-prl c, F o L P O /\to

gc,x.E.S.

~ hat art· the· hours that Esst'x hall is open'.' I haw
hacl somt· trouhlP gt•tting in tht-> computt•r ct•ntrt-' at
night.

A Scott Geog. II I
Door.. opPn at 8a.m. Last eomplPt<' show is at 8: 30
p.m. This doe,n"t matter hcmP\Pr. EssPx Hall is built
Pntireh out of 0:\1() hoxP'-. At thP timP of its <·onstmction,
)OU c·,;uld gPt a frep bath tm,el out of tlw giant Pconomy
"'izt' ,o thl' administration bought 11.000,000 boxes,
clumpPd tlw dPterg<'nt in the basPmPnt. and hirPd Captain
Zanip.. KiddiP K,irrn•r to makP tl11• building. Tlw
I I .OOO.OOO bath towels are 110\\ on tour as a pPrmanPnt
part of thP C of \"\ OMO bath tmwl f'xhibit. Catch it at a
local sh<m t'r n,•ar ) 011.
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(ljoTED L.ITIWAN!AIU Es
NEf?O - SA/11 ff(/

FOLi<

wHd TRIPPtD ,1,,rro ,A
VA...,- c>f BOtL!NG GRf:l1'5f:..

Is then· any "ay wt> can gt>t a Frt->nch Fryer in tht>
wotto'.'

t.:nfried French
Sorr), Brian Hunt of Beaver Foods explained that there
are no exhaust fans in the kitchPn area of thP Grotto. So,
no hot fat.
As one timP winner of the SteinbPck Award for overt
FrPnC'h Fry stealing in a Musical production, I must
confess T miss those little devils swimming in gravy, their
whole being begging to be eaten. French FriPs are named
after their inwntor Sam Fries, noted Lithuanian folk
hero, who tripped into a vat of boiling grease. When he
\\as pulled out, several bystanders notPd his similarity to a
frog and so th<' namP was born.

+++
Whal is your nanw and what do you really do?
Gary Moore NBC

My namp is Orivlle Warbush and I'm a rPgistered cap
sna£fler and armadillo from Moose Factor}, Ontario.
My name is Fred Phelps and I'm a professional nonPntit) from high atop the incrPdibly baroque Hotel
Boroque. My name is Number 3 and I'm a common
drudge and 44 timE' loser from a place called Video
Village. Alberta.

+++
Notes from the rndt>rground:
Dah, dah dah see!! Free movies HPar! ! Free movies,
indulge! ! ! in free movies W Pdnesday nights, Room 1118
Math Building I Windsor's highest structure I brought to
you by your government (National Film Boardl and
Starman ( Windsor's highest person I.
To the boys at Big "D"
Remember those immortal words of the great godwhine, "No matter how much you face up there will
always he holes at thP back and in my hate."

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, suhniit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring tht>m directly to my office lNo. 4) in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

Ezra Pound was 87 years old
on Wednesday morning, Nov. 1,
1972; by Wednesday evening he
was ageless. Pound died of intestinal blockage; perhaps the world
gave him indigestion.
October 30, 1885: the poet is
born in Hicktown, U.S.A.. Hailey.
Idaho. Master of many languages,
Pound becomes great scholar,
interested in poetry, profound
classical knowledge, accepts professorship at larqe midwestem
university. Pound likes to drink
and caress chorus girls; spirits
both into his private room and is
subsequently dismissed by a
scandalized administration. The
poet leaves his native land in disgust, repudiates his buckskin
heritage and national cutlure.
In Europe the firebrand no longer smokes-he ignites. Despises romanticism , degenerate
Edwardian
verse,
personal
revelation, so sounds the literary
well for depth; reads Dante,
Homer, Villon and Confucius in
original tongues. Founder of
many movements, influenced by
impressionist painters and the
Chinese ideograph, so writes ea~liest or near-earliest book of imag1st verse, Ripostes; later the Cantos will meander down crooked
alleys of world thought and influence many: Eliot, Joyce, Frost,
Hemingway, Wyndham Lewis;
Pound supported many others,
even Henry Miller. His prose
works included: Imaginary Letters, Guide to Kulchur and The
Classic Anthology Defined by
Confucius.
Pound moved from Paris to Italy
where he was a fervent supporter
of Benito Mussolini, and became
fascist broadcaster ("Had you had
the sense to eliminate Roosevelt
and his Jews or the Jews and their
Roosevett, you would not now be
at war".); The only Americans.
who heard this speech were
uniformed Americans, Americans
bloody from Anzio to Monte Cassino. Pound indicted in absentia.
In 1945 he was extradited.
brought to America for trial,
declared insane and incarcerated
in mental institutions until 1958
when a petition signed by the world's literary lions convinced the
auttiorities to let the old man go.
Pound returned to Italy, fiddled
around with a few more Cantos
and published the prose work,
Impact. In his declining years he
would sit like a statue in his villa
while a chorus of silent admirers
fanned out around his feet, waiting for the great man to speak.
Ezra Pound: great man or fascist?
Pound's complete Cantos were
finally published in 1969. The first
Canto deals with Ulysses and
Western thought, but as Pound
becomes more and more involved
with Eastern thought, Asian
themes proliferate, and Pound
tries to encompass the totality of
both theologies; the logic of Aristotle dissolved in Confucius.
Pound 1s a most difficult author
to understand. He is an impersonal artist who mixes satire with
philosophy,
history
with
mythology. and proverbs with
metaphysics; if he cannot say
something in English he will say
it in Chinese or in Italian or in
French. The Cantos are unquestionably Pound's most important
work, but as of this moment their
final importance has not yet been
ascertained.
Pound's greatest glory was the
glory he inspired in others. A
sworn enemy of rhyme and the
iambic pentameter line, Pound
went back to the French
troubadors, to the Confucian
poets, to the graphic arts. His
most important disciple was T.S.
Eliot (disciple is not really a fair
word; it implies lamblike devotion,
while Pound would support any
hater of literary convention, any
new wordslinger.) Pound edited
Eliot's masterwork, The Waste
Land. and for many years critics
wondered who was responsible
for what. Now we know that
Pound's chief contribution to tile
poem was his insistence on cutting the first 50 lines of working
class chatter that originally preceded:
April is the cruellest month,
breeding
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing
Memory and desire, stirring
Dull roots with Spring rain.
This shocking distortion of
Chaucer's Prologue is perhaps
the most famous passage in 20th
century poetry, and. 1f Pound
hadn't insisted on a Judicous excision, the poem would have lost
much of its impact. On the other
hand, Pound ruined the fourth
movement of the poem, Death by
Water, through too much blue
pencil work.
Pound's Incorporation of myth
in every day life had a great influ·
ence on James Joyce. Pound
supported both Hemingway and
the Irishman when they all lived
in Paris. Indeed Pound is one of
the few sympathetically drawn
characters
in
Hemingway's
memoir. A Moveable Feast.
Hemingway respected few writers, one being James Joyce, but
he liked Ezra Pound, taught him
how to box, considered him a
great poet and critic. Pound was

no gargoyle; he was kind and
generous to his friends and loving
to his bastard children. His anti·
semitism and fascism were
inspired by a hatred of materialism and an unrealistic interpretation of classical forms of political
thought.
Pound described Henry Miller's
first novel, Tropic of Cancer, as
"a dirty book worth reading" .
Pound had his finger in every literary pie, and he was associated
with almost every literary movement of his day
Pound 1s also the only poet of
the early 20th century who is
still emulated in modern poetry (in
Canada read: Louis Dudek).
About a year ago, Newsweek tan
an article on the new crop of
American bards and singled out
Pound. Williams, Cummings,
Corso. Ginzberg, Olsen and
Creely as the literary models of
the 1970s. Eliot was not mentioned nor was Yeats; these men
were greater poets than the
enumerated mentors but they
have no imitators. Eliot is now
considered dry, and his use of
Elizabethan blank verse is considered somewhat old-fashioned;
Yeats was too much of a
craftsman. too much of a mystic
for the crowsfoot school of poetry.
But Pound, Pound eschewed
rhyme at all times, his lines were
of uneven length and he discovered the Orient before Williams
caught hold of the thirties and the
Beats went haiku in the fifties.
While Pound's poetry 1s cold as
an academ1c·s butt, he deplor8d
the t1ght-assed antics of the middle class and satirized the Puritan
without mercy:
At the age of 27
Its home mail is still opened
by its maternal parent
And its office mail may be
opened by

its parent of the opposite gender.
It is an officer,
and a gentleman
and an architect
There will be no W. H. Auden
to mark Pound's passing. An
American magazine was stamped
with
Exra·s
likeness
and
blazoned:
SHOULD
WE
HONOUR THIS MAN? Don't
sweat it boys, its too late. you
procrastinate in vain.
I never liked Poundian poetry.
Idaho was right for his time, the
world of the word was stagnant
and in need of currents. For a
short period of time literature
soared to its highest 20th
century height and we were presented with Ulysses and The
Waste Land and The Hollow Man .
But Pound was all too thorough
in his destruction of rhyme and
meter. In the 1940s. Welshman
Dylan Thomas and Americans
Peter Viereck and Robert Lowell
tried to reintroduce us to music
through the medium of halfrhyme. They failed and now we
are surrounded by poetry as
jagged and incoherent as the
broken bottles that inspired them.
Silicone-Pound:-he
enlarged
our bust then gave us cancer.
Nevertheless I felt a great
sense of loss last Thursday morning. Pound was a giant, and a
malign grant 1s always more
beautiful than a slush-hearted
dwarf. How many giants do we
have left? There are many brilliant
writers alive today , I concede 1t:
but if Becket died or Borges
passed on, would we feel
diminished? The now ancient
"modern" school of writing is
passe, Pound being the last living
member of a group that once
included Virginia Woolf, Ernest
Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Gertrude Stein. T. S. Eliot. James
Joyce and, of course, Ezra himself.

Big deal, you say, he supported
Auschwitz, his dreams were of
jack boots; moidah da bum. Ezra
subscribed to the most repulsive
form of political ideology known
to man. He served as mouthpiece
for the Duce and he was an antisemite at an unfashionably late
hour. There is no way we can
absolve the man, but we can try
to understand him.
Pound lived his life in books,
he was a mental-con serving a life
sentence; he opened time like a
cadaver and saw each century as
a layer of skin; some centuries
were pure and livable, but most
were cancerous; his concept of
politics could only have been
termed weak and his fascist
dreams a sad criss-crossing of
conflicting philosophies. Charlie
Chaplin and Eugene O'Neill have
been denied city honours in Hol·
lywood, California and Hartford,
Connecticutt because the comedian was denounced as a Communist and the playwright drank
a lot anc;l frequented $2
cathouses. If the leftocentric intellectual community of America
denies Pound, they will assume
the
mentality
of
Nixon's
cracker/hard-hat supporters. To
deny Pound a statue in his h1cktown home would be as heinous
as
Woody
Guthrie's
nonmemonal.
But then again. Ezra doesn·t
care whether we honour him or
not
Hitler,
Mussolini
and
Roosevelt are already becoming
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memories and will soon be as
nebulously dreamlike as Ghengis
Khan, Julian the Apostate and
Edward the Confessor. But Pound
has
secured
a
concrete
immortality. The printed word is
our closest approximation to the
eternal seedpod. Pound is sewn
up in the 20th century, he
lives in his own work and in the
work of others while those whose
deeds were made manifest
through action have become
smoke.
EPITAH FOR ACTION
Sherman marched to the sea
by himself;

and, there on the stony beach ,
stood an elephant crowned
with Hannibal of Carthage.
Sherman, stunned, said:
" Hail, General. What are you
doing
on th is barren rock?'"
Hannibal sighed like an African
breeze.
·1 watch the waves come cu rling in
and I scan the seas for impossible ships."
Sherman frowned.
So this was Hannibal the Great:
frozen elephant turds 1n the
Alps.
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Follows OFL executive backing

OFS fee fight endorsed by labour
WA (CUPI - The
federation of La.hour
over"'.helmmgly
e Ontano Federadents ~~mpaign
sed tmt10n fees
student awar.ds,
flDDUal convention
here yesterday
the OFS position
labour union
lowed an earlier
t from the OFL
from the Labour
f Metropolitan

Toronto.
OFL policy calls for th
abolition of tuition fees. In it:
annual presentation to the Ontario government last July, the
OFL pointed out that th
increase in tuition costs woul~
create hardship for many
students.
OFL secretary-treasurer
Terry Meagher termed it
g;~ssly unfair to expect all
citizens to support the cost of
institutions of higher learning
through the present methods of
taxation, yet bar the door of

these institutions to the children of taxpayers with limited
incomes through higher tuition
fees.
The OFL will ask all its
affiliates, through Ontario's 50
labour councils, to support the
student unions in their
campaign against the higher
fee structure.
The Federation also welcomed the OFS effort to give
part-time students access to the
Ontario Student Awards
Program. The change would
particularly
help
union

"Simple.
When I pray
to Him
I find I'm talking
to myself."
mPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS
U.US BUCK PRODUCTION
RJl KEEP FILMS LTD.

POER O'TODLE

Loyola al}d Sir George delay merger
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Central Committee of the Biograph) and a complete
members who are upgrading
International HonH'ric SociNy n•c·ord of his achit'wments up
in Athens.
their skills and education
to date, will be published in
Dr. Fantazzi is married and SPptPmber, 1972 in the 10th
through adult education prohas two girls.
grams, an OFL statement said.
t>dition of the International
The eonn'ntion also called
Biography.
for an annual mef'ting of all
labour appointees to the
governing bodies of Ontario
Universities and community
colleges.
The mow is designed to
develop liaison between trade
unionists appointed to such
governing bodies by the provincial government, develop a
program for them to follow,
and create a system of
accountability.
Dr. Fantazzi holds a PHD
H. W. Bird
The ·government usually from Harvard and he has been
Arts and Science
names token labour appointees lwad of the classics department
Dr. Bird holds a PHD from
to lend an appearance of since J 9(>6. Ht> tt>adws a
Dr. Krishun L. Duggal
Toronto
and he is presently
respresentivity to the govern· course in modern Italian
Arts and Science
W. G. Co/borne
teaching
in the Arts and
ing bodies and blunt charges literature.
Dr. Duµ-µ-al holds an MA
Applied Sciences
Science
F
acuity.
Dr. Fantazzi is interested in from Agra. India and a PHD
that they are dominated by
Professor Colborne holds an
He originates from Nottingbusiness interests. Labour research and writing in the from \' indsor where IH' I\ISC from Queens Universitv
in Kingston and hails from th~ ham, England. He has taught
bodies have no power to classics comparative literature tt>aehes math.
PrPVious 1) Dr. Du gga I Ottawa region. He is presently at the University of New
appoint representatives but Italian literature, Renaissance'
Latin and Medieval Provinciai taught at Panjah Uniwrsit, in tf'a('hing Engineering at Brunswick and Scarborough
they can suggest names to the literature.
India and sincf' 1966 lw ·has Windsor.
College at the University of
government.
He is a professional singer in het>n teachinµ- here.
Prof. Colborne states that an Toronto.
"I'm concerned whether Detroit and Windsor, with a
Ht> is a member of the Cana- Pngineering degree is slowly
Says Professor Bird, "I
these people are specified by repertory of oratorios, can- dian Mathematical Societv, the })Ping recognized as a good first heartily dislike Mickey Mouse
tatas,
French,
German
and
the federations of labour or the
A m Pr i can Mat lH• ma ·tic a I df'gree for its general education cour!'PS. One of my greatest
SociNy and tlw Tensor Societv ~ aluf'. Man) students going on
labour councils, or whether Italian art songs.
Dr. Fantazzi is active in of Japan. His spPcial field ;f m Law, Business, Medicine, delights in in teaching a
they are Liberal or Conserreviews
of modf'rn Italian liter- intt>rest is differential geometry f'tc., recognizf' the tremendous responsible and responsive
vative hacks in the labour
ature in various literary jour- and he has published various vahtP of an engint>ering degree class. Mediocrity often shelters
movement who get their nals and he is also a translator
on it in the Inter- in todays' technical society. behind protestations of f'galiappointments through political of modern Italian literature. articles
national Journals.
More women should con- tarianism, relevance and innopatronage," John MacMillan,
Dr. Fantazzi was the CanaRP1·Pntly, Dr. Duggal's sider enµ-irwning as a va lion. No person ever
director of organization for the dian Council to Italy in 1969, nanw has bPPn recommended profession or as a first degree. achieved greatness in the arts
Canadian Union of Public and has also been the Cana- lo the Editorial Board of the We are behind most other or sciences without a lot of
Employees, said in an inter- dian representative to the Dictionaq. of . International nations in terms of the number hard work.''
view with CUP.
"A lot of investigation needs
to be done," he said. "If these
people got on there through
MONTREAL (CUPI l.- Although. P.rospec!s .for t.he merger
But sJw was confident the merger would continue as planm·d
political patronage they have
of
Lo)'ola
Col.lege
a?d
Sir
~eorge
W1lhams
lJmvers1ty
appear
once
the two schools agree on the details.
no responsibility to report back
good,
uncertamty
still
remams.
111e
::\lode) for the "llew University, as the merger plan is
to their bodies. Many labour
1:h.e
Loyola
board
of
trustees,
which
must
make
the
final
called,
outlines
the stmcture of the proposed merged univ('rsity,
representatives on city councils
dec1s10n
at
Loyola
whether
to
accept
the
"l\fodel
for
the
New
and
is
subject
to
formal ratification by the Loyola trustet>s and
actually work against labour
University",
met
last
Monday
(Nov.
61
only
to
recess
aftn
four
the
SGWU
board
of g-overnors.
behind the scenes."
hours.
But
the
onus
really
falls on the Loyola body to make a df'cision
The OFL convention also
A continuation of Monday's session is to be scht>duled "at the because Sir George appears united behind accepting the Model.
called on the Ontario departTherefore, any changes will come from Loyola and then will
ment of education to include call of the chair", board secretary Rudolph Duner said.
But because the meeting was closed to the public, little of what have to be renegotiated. Many changes have been suggestt>d, and
"in their approval list of textif any are accepted, they ·will probably concern the faculties of
books only those that offer an transpired is known.
commerce
and science.
objective treatment of the
Academic vice-president Joseph Burke claimed the meeting
Significant pressure has been placed on the trustees to alter the
contribution trade unions proceeded "amicably" but refused to give details, fearing controversial science recommendation which proposes the
made to the development of repercussions from Sir George Williams. A student member of dissolution of the honors science program at Loyola.
society". Delegates urged local the board, Mary Roche, told the Loyola student newspaper, the
The plan for the new university proposes two joint faculties labour councils to continue News, the trustees seemed to have no problem solving major in engineering, and commerce and administration - faculties of
their efforts to get school problems, but did have some difficulty with some minor points. arts and science for Sir George and a Faculty of Loyola College
boards to change "social study
"For instance," she said, "They want to release information with programs in arts and science. Loyola would offer honors and
courses to include a more
jointly with Sir George" so they can make certain the downtown major programs in arts and would be restricted to major
balanced treatment of the subcampus knows exactly what is happening here at Loyola.
programs in science, dropping its honors course.
ject."
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Gitelph SAC
dissolves
GUELPH (CUPI - The
student council at the U niversity of Guelph has voted itself
out of existence and established a steering committee to
form a new body.
The move was just the latest
in the bizarre series of events
which has marked the history
of student unionism on the
central Ontario campus.
The council really wasn't a
council at all, but a collection
of college student council
representatives who came
together to form the "Committee of College Presidents"
(CCPI at the central university
level. All CCP members were
appointed by local college
councils. Only the CCP
chairman was directly elected
by the students, but he had no
vote on the CCP.
Dissolution of the CCP followed elections for the chair·
manship, which were marred
by irregularities.
Odette Thomas, who won
the election, was previously
disqualified for spending more
than the $200 permitted by
CCP regulations. Tom Skilman, who gathered less than
half Thomas' votes, was
declared elected. He immediately urged dissolution of the
CCP.
Under Skilman's direction
the CCP voted to dissolve and
establish a six-member steering
committee to draft a new
constitution and administer the
CCP's prior committments.
The CCP was formed about
three years ago after the collapse of the University of
Guelph Student Union Council. Union Council fell apart
when it tried to become an
incorporated body. Amid
administration pressure
against some radicalism on the
council, the provincial government refused to allow compulsory fees collection. With fees
voluntary, Union Council lost
its financial bases, and after
trying to stay alive, finaily
collapsed.

Students protest loan regulations
OTTAWA (CUP) - The
federal student loan regulations came under fire today
(Nov. 91 as representatives of
the British Columbia Associa·
tion of Student Unions
(BCASUI presented a brief to
the steering committee of
student loan officials from the
provincial and federal governments.
The brief attacked the recent
changes in the loan regulations, as well as some of the
original regulations.
The recent changes include a
demand that students save a
certain amount of money over
the summer, and the compulsory inclusion of photostats
of the student's T-1 tax return
form, birth certificate, and
social insurance number with a
loan application.
The brief questioned the
reasoning behind these govern·
ment moves.
Finance Minister John
Turner has claimed in a letter
to the vice-president of Simon
Fraser
University
that
" ... experience with
this

program over the past seven
years has indicated that
unsubstantiated data submitted by applicants cannot be
relied upon."
Turner said that " ... it had
been discovered that false
information on application
forms was being submitted by
some 25 percent of the
applicants (in the case of one
province 75 percent)."
He concluded " ...to fail to
require verification of data
would, in my view, be an
irresponsible use of the taxpayer's money."
The BCASU brief claims the
federal government has offered
no figures to justify the
changes. It says any extra costs
could result only from interest
payment on the portion of
loans gained by the submission
of false information; by the
extra administrative cost
involved; and by unpaid loans
originally gained by the submission of false information.
The brief also says tht:
reference to the 75 percent is
irrelevant because it refers to

Quebec which does not fall
under the Canada Student
Loan Act.
Because the Canada Student
Loan application is a legal
document and can be used as
evidence under the Canada
Evidence Act, the required
photostated material is un·
necessary, the BCASU says.
The students also term it discriminitory because other
federally-guaranteed loans do
not require all these documents.
Photostats are just as easily
falsified as written statements
because no cross-referancing is·
permitted the Department of
Finance under law.
The BCASU brief attacks
the regulations on financial
independence
as
being
unrealistic.
Under present regulations a
student must be at least 21 (25
in some provinces) and have
been employed full-time for 12
consecutive months to be
considered independent, or
have sucessfully completed
four consecutive years of post·

secondary education, or be
married.
It would thus be possible for
someone to be declared
dependent on his parents if he
was 35 and had been living
independently for 15 years but
had never worked for a
consecutive 12-month period.
The BCASU brief suggests
the provincial age of majority
be the sole factor for determining independence, because
it is the student who is liable
for repayment of the loan.
The brief also suggests the
elimination of summer earning
chart in favour of the old
method of requesting applicants specify their existing
financial support.
The number of student loan
applications at the University
of British Columbia has
dropped by some 50 percent
this year. Meanwhile, the same
trend is being experienced
across Canada because many
students are not returning to
school. Many of the ones who
are come from higher income
families.

Conservative members prevent it

Profs oppose student representation
REGINA (CUPI - A major fight is brewing in the social
sciences division of the University of Saskatchewan, Regina
campus, where the right-wing faculty members are trying to
subvert democratic decision-making in their division.
The latest attempt came Friday, Nov. 3 at the regular division
meeting, when more than 16 faculty membtrs walked out,
refusing to discuss two important motions.
One motion would prevent departments from refusing students
the right to participate in decision-making. The other would give
visiting professors and others who have been at the university two
years or more the right to sit on committees formerly restricted to
tenured faculty.
Before the motions could be considered, and even before the
chairman could finish his opening remarks, psychology professor
Bill Muir stood up and informed the meeting he thought the
motion dealing with student representation was not "put forward
in a serious manner". He was not going to "waste the taxpayers'
money" by discussing it, and he was leaving, he said.
In a pre-arranged move, more than 16 facult)' members then
left the meeting, which continued without them.
The remaining speakers agreed that during the last two years
the students' desire to participate had reached the point where
o
he conserv tive ndenci of c rtain facultv memJ..~-s had

prevented it.
Because of the serious impact of the motion for student
representation in all divisional departments, representatives at
the meeting decided to delay implementation until the Faculty of
Arts and Science had i"eported on student participation. The
delaying motion was passed with only three abstentions, and no
opposition.
Debate on the second motion was cut off because many
professors who would have been affected by it had left. But some
representatives pointed out that visiting professors and nontenured faculty have been denied the right to participate equally
in the division because of inequitably applied bylaws.
The conservative faculty walkout was a deliberate attempt to
deny the validity of democratic decision-making in the division.
The denial of student participation contravenes the intent of an
original two-year old bylaw making student membership optional
for departments.
The walkout is part of a continuing struggle between the rightwing and left-wing members of the division.
Political science department chairman Joe Roberts said the
right-wing's action shows that when an elite loses control of the
democratic process, it will totally reject the institutions which
formerl ' ave it its
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To be or not to be

Boycott necessary
On Non•mlwr 21 tht> studt>nts of this
unhersity will IH' askt>d to take part in a
hovcott of classt>s. llw rt>ason lwhind this
plan of attack is in prolt'Sl of tht' tuition
· inC'rease. The Ontario Fcdt'ration of
Students is the instigating force behind tht•
directh1•.
Tht' studt·nts of en•ry institution of higher
learning desene the lwst education,
prof«•ssors, equipment and ll'chnology
:n.ailahlt' for their C'onsumption. Ho\wwr,
as in all faC'ets of life today, inflation has
direct forct' on tlw chargt>s lev-it>d.
Tht> go,t•rnmt•nt cut tht• pt'r C'apita grants
to the institutions foreing the institutional
administration to raise tuition fees in order
to l'nahl«· tlwm to operat1· at all and also to
1·11ahlt• tht•m to prO\icl«· tht• hest aforemt•ntionetl desirl'ahle qualities.
llw qm•stion for )OU students of this
unhersih to discuss and comt' to some
conclusion on, is whether or not you an·
g«·tting the hest of ewrything for your inn·stnwnt of time and mont·y.
'lost studt•nts start out in first year full of
drh e and «•agernt'ss to achit>vt' - the serious
ones that is. A gn·ah'r part of the university
is ht·1·1· for one of ,arious rt•asons; Dadd) is
pa) ing tlw wholt· trip so \\hy not - it heats
\\Orking: ifs really too cold outside in the
\\ intt'r time and it rains a lot in tht· spring
and fall so why not stay in school and
escap«· tht· elemt>nts; and lastly, it heats
\\Orking.
.
In tlw opinion of tht• Lanct· editorial staff,
m· clon·t fa,our skipping classt•s, hut the
student C'Ouncil workshop attt>mpting to
focus into one day all the problems which
affet·t studt'nts at this unhersity.
The upeoming workshop is possibly
.SACs greatest effort for the students this
y1•ar so far. The Studt•nt Council has put a
grt•at deal of tinw and t•ffort into organizing
this workshop and tlwy havt· • a host of intt>resting and informatht• forums taking
plaee all owr the university that day. An)
student who has a problem or question
pertaining to awards, parking tuition fees,
c·ourst· •·valuation or rt>sidPnct· problems

should attt>nd.
Students <'an complain all they want to
t•ach oth«·r ahout how SAC is letting tht>m
down or just not doing anything for that
matter, hut when it comt·s time to gt•t out and
have your , oles counted tht'rt' seems to he a
snere lack of response.
Surt' \\ t' C'an hlanw tht• Council. This is all
\\ell an<I good. llwrt' has to he a scapegoat
in 1•,eq. organization ... hut what han• you
studt'nts dont' to aid SAC. Granted, it is hard
to have a point discussed at somt' me«·tings
of SAC, hut \\ ith its ne,\ philosophy on just
,\h\ thev are nwmht'rs of SAC and what will
tlwir priorities lw, they are at lt>ast starting
to see tht· light and hopefully tq,i ng to come
to tlw aid of tht' stuclt'nts. But they C'an only
c·omt· half ,rn), Tht>y must have help. They
must ht> givt•n some sort of directional
initiative. You as responsible students must
come forth and givt• your views in ordt>r that
they might he ahle to help you. The situation
is likened to that of an alcoholic; AA can
only come half way - they must have the
help of tht' akoholic in order to help him. So
you see students, ,\ithout your support and
suggestions, SAC is nothing. They need you
for that other half.
Every student has a moral responsibility
to himself as well as tht> rest of the student
hody. This is your sC'hool, you are paying
for tht· hest professors, hest equipment, hest
technolog) available, and the hest course
e,aluation possihle. Don't be afraid to take a
stand on ~ovember 21, it may even possihly
lw tht> first step toward a better undt·rstanding betwet'n the Student's Council,
the student body and the administration.
llw administration does not know how you
ft>el until tht'y art' told. If enough peoplt>
c·omc forth and tell their stories and offer
suggestions and ideas for improvement,
tht·n perhaps there ,,ill be some markt>d
improvenwnt in what we as studt•nts are
striving for - that is a better understanding
and communication with those powers that l
C'an help us as a body to become better
citizens, better students and lastly better
people.

Bigger ears necessary

A problem was solvPd today.
e residents of Mac Hall had
been complaining, and rightly
· , about the noise coming
from garbage containers
outside their building. The
efuse collection company was
dumping these huge steel boxes
into their packer at 6: 45 a.m.
most mornings. The resultant
clanging and banging was
disturbing the sleep, or
whatever, of the Mac men, and
they were about ready to take
matters into their own hands.
To the rescue that trusty trio
Joe Saso, Lou Polniato, and
Dennis Soulliere of the pur·
chasing department. After a
couple of pleasant exchanges
and friendly words; Mr.
Soulliere is able to report that
the disposal company has
agreed not to rattle their boxes
before 9:00 a.m. How's that
for service?

Basketball this weekend.
1l1e Lancers face York at St.
Denis Saturday night at 8: 15.
The Crusaders play Highland
Park at 6: 15. I look for wins
from both teams. Be sure to get
to the gym early, as they're
expecting a big crowd for both
games. All you need to get in is
your student card. The
Lancers' new faces and a full
Crusader team have generated
lots of interest.

+++
SAC is planning a boycott of
classes on Nov. 21. That
means SAC asks you not to go
to classes on that day, even
though, as of this writing, the
profs will be there to teach.
Ten seminars are planned for
the day including at least one

This Week, (}h Lord,
We Give Thanks That
Lou Mosna decided we don't need two
SAC meetings per week.

question of fees and
student awards. Don Kasta,
the awards officer and Peter
Elcombe, a member of OCSA
(the Ontario Committee on
Student Awards) will be in
Ambassador Auditorium at
10: 00 a.m. These gentlemen
should be able to explain how
the system works, what the
philosophy of the government
is, and how it affects us as
students. Got any beefs or
questions, be there.

+++
Jack McNie, the Minister of
Colleges and Universities was
on campus Tuesday. He had
an open discussion for nearly
two hours with students and
others. The surprising thing
about the meeting was that at
11 : 00 a.m. I counted onlv five
students there. Of course there
were lots of SAC types and
folks from the media, but few
real students. One of the
reasons for poor attendance
was the lack of publicity about
McNie's visit. SAC knew
about it nearly two weeks ago,
and on the day before, put a
few flyers on the campus. Nice
going boys.
0

+++
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Kurt Kaufmann
Jeff Bear
Sal Presta
George Gawadzyn
Nathan Mechanic
John Gunning
Thadeus Holownia
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D' Alonzo
Alfredo
Dave Yawney
Dave Will ick
A l Niester
Col in Swan
Dino Desamoni
Tony Keller
Rick Dumala
J im Wilkes
Joan Dougherty
Bru ce Adams
Rob Somer leigh

Staff

James Dean
Tim McChesney
Levis Erickson
Muma Holsey
Denzil Miles
Sue Jones
Doug Camilli

Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
Lance Jones
John Morrissey
Walter Franczyclc
Dan Bonk
Peter E lcombe
Amanda Simpson
Chris Hodnett
Ruth Robertson
Mike Learmouth
Shawn Conley
Ann Tessier
Nina Apan!'Sicwlcz
Amanda Simpson
Norm Yeryk
Bozo
Dori McMartin

Union formed

Quebec 'community college' students may strike
MONTREAL (CUPll Quebec community college
students may strike this month
to protest repressive provincial
laws against CEGEP students.
The issue is expected to be
raised at a meeting of the
general assembly of the Front
Etudiant du Quebec fFEQt
scheduled for Quebec city Nov.
10-12.
The laws would result in
limiting CEGEP enrolments to
students who could afford it
without performing outside
employment during the school
term.
The Quebec government
also wants compulsory weekly
class time increased to 45
hours. It plans to reduce the
credit given to humanities and
philosophy classes from two to
one and increase the science
credit to two.
1l1e time increase would
force students working to
finance their education to quit
their jobs. The move would
limit enrolment to middle class
students.
The result would contradict
the original concept of the
CEGEP's which was to move
toward universal accessibility
to higher education. The

government now charges no
tuition fees to CEGEP
students which results in a
solid working class student
population.
Another government proposal would give CEGEP
administrators the right to
exclude students they dislike.
The proposal comes from
student strikes last spring after
the general strike by the
common front of labour unions
in Quebec.
The government wanted
students to make up the days
missed because of the common
front strike. CEGEP teachers
had walked out as well, and
when told they would have to
make up for this time loss,
students at the Rosemont
CEGEP in Montreal walked
out in protest and the FEQ
organized walkouts across the
province. The government
backed down in the face of
organized student opposition.
The FEQ was formed
mainly through the desires of
CEGEP students to have a
provincial organization capable of fighting their provincial
battles. The Union Generale
des Etudiants du Quebec
(UGEQ) fell apart in March,

1969 leaving Quebec students
without a provincial organization.
The first FEQ national
congress was held in Trois
Rivieres in January 1972.
After three days, delegates
decided to accept the concept
of regional representation
which divided Quebec into
regions for the purpose of
allocating Front delegates.
Quebec is divided ir.to six
regions and two 'unites participants' (a particular institution which for geographical
reasons is not included in the
six regions).
Each region is allowed a
fixed percentage of delegates to
the 100-member national
congress.
Although
the
Montreal region has the largest
number of students it has only
30 delegates. Other regions
have no less than 11 delegates
with each unite participante
receiving four.
The regions must meet
before the national congress
and discuss the policy that is
scheduled for presentation at
the congress. Delegates to the
regional meetings elect the
representatives to the national
congress.

The regions also formulate
regional policy and only
provincial problems are dealt
with at the national congress.
The Front's supreme power
rests in the national congress'
general assembly. The general
assembly establishes the
Front's priorities and decides
financial matters. It meets only
a few times a year, so it
delegates some of its power to
the comite de co-ordinnation
national ( national co-ordinating committeel.
The comite is composed of
two elected members from
each region, one elected
member from each unite
partic1pante, and the five
members of the comite executif
national (national executive
committee), elected by the
general assembly.
The system of regional representation rather than representation by population arises
from the concept of regional
needs.
The system is designed to
provide decentralized government and to guarantee, respect
and recognize the autonomy of
each region of Quebec.
Quebec shools insistence on
regional representation led to

the Quebec delegates'
from the National Un·
Students founding co
in Ottawa last weekend
3-5). Most delegates o
a modified rep by pop f
The Front has defin
as "the grouping of
students which unde
defend the politica~
economic, cultural a
gogical rights of the
students as a social
Both the acts of i
tion (defining the stru
the FEQ) and the
(defining its objectiv
been completed. The
incorporation have
improved and sent to
vincial government for
tration. The approval
charter will be sought
weekend's meeting.
At the meeting
delegates must decide
assess and collect its feet:
determine how it
finance a long struggle
provincial government
call a strike.
At last report, FEQ
bership appeared to
some 42 CEG EP' s, 26
colleges and 11 unive

Centre Desk Short - Mary
Menna, one of the charmers
behind the desk, has a boyfriend. He's 6 '3" tall, weighs
225 pounds and is a student at
Windsor. She tells me she's in
love with him; sorry about that
fellas. The guys who work
there at night would like to
date Mary, but she's turned a
deaf ear to all. I've asked her to
put a sign up if she ever
becomes unattached; but I'm
not holding my breath.

.)

+++
Last weekend I was a house
guest of the Coulthard
Brothers in Tilsonbnry. Small
towns are really great. We
went to a basketball game at
Glendale High on Friday night
and aft('r the game for a few
brews at the Royal. The game
was packed, parents, high
schoolers and even a few preteens. The whole crowd then
seemed to turn up at the pub,
much to my surprise of course.
What a lot of spirit and
support; it works wonders for
the kids having fans like that
who really care about what the
students of a community are
doing. Makes me wish I'd
rown u in a small town too.

by GEORGE GAWADZYN
and the head
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Freaks, weirdos, perverts and Lance staff

Hallowe 'en Ptirty at Tracy Starr's
by E~RICO SABITINI

HALLOWE'E:'<i PARTY
ill Trn,·y Starr's
Part-tim!:' & Full-tinH'
FEMALE IMPERSONATORS WELCOME
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Aftpr reading an ad like that, I decidPd that
perhaps there might be something more interesting to
do on HallowP'c'n than stay home answering the door
for the local mutants and their offspring. Besides I am
the only longhair on the block and the obvious choice
to be accns!:'d if any of the punks on the block
swallows a razor blad!:'. So I made sure that the cats
were safe from the pyromaniac next door and locked
the barbed wire fence which surrounds my estate.
Fortified with a secret herbal drink in my hip flask,
and accompanied by Harpo. Doctor of Photography,
we madP our way to Tracy Starr's, strip palace extraordinaire. One of the first things that I noted was
that some of tlH' women_in the audience were very tall
and had razor cuts on their chins. This seemed
strange because the same thing had happened tht• last
time I visited Hosto's Cafe Eclair, on the corner of
Eglington and Avenue Road. Nevertheless, I ignored
this obvious enigma and, after flashing my press card
which Chief Preston was kind enough to sign, we
marched into the manager's office.
Martin Ilandleman does not look much different
now from what }w looked last year when Tracy's first
opened, \vhich surprised me because the man has not
exactly had an easy time while dealing with the locals.
I asked him if it was expensive to fight the obcenity
charg<>s in court. He laughed and replied that his
lawyer from Toronto has bought a plane with the
proceeds from representing Tracy Starr et al. In fact
each trial cost almost ten thousand dollars in defence
fees. Still, I have heard estimates from some police
that I know and from one lawyer in town, that the
City of Windsor has spent in excess of one hundred
thousand dollars trying to bust Tracy Starr's.
Randleman, when asked about this, admitted that he
had heard such a figure mentioned, but as of yet there
has been no real investigation to discover the actual
costs. Howevn, court appearances do hurt him
financiallv since there are a lot of taxpayers to finance
the courts and there is only one strip palace.
The entire office at tracv's is covered with black
and white posters of various enchanting ladies, all in
scanty costumes and provocative poses. They are the
strippers who have appeared over the last year and a
young lawyer who happened to be there that night
gave me a nmdown on the more interesting ones...
"that one was a junkie. She kept falling asleep on

stagP." and "this one was really flipped out. .. when
wt> sent the photographer over, he was jumped by her
and six of her friends who proceeded to beat the hell
out of him. Little did tlH'y know that }w was a pervert
from way back and very much into S&M. He loved
every minute of it and told everybody he met for three
weeks." In short, they are a charming and interesting
crew of perverts, close kin to Ruby and her dykes.
Marty had two girls from Ottawa as the feature
strippers and insisted that I talk to them. I did not
refuse so he ran to tlw dressing room and brought the
first one back to the office. She was not impressed
when I told her I was the <lirector of the sex clinic at
the Lance, hut this may have had something to do
with tl1e fact that she was next to go on. In fact within
five minutes of the time slH' left us she was hare naked
and prancing friskily back and forth on tlw stage. The
audience, including the homos, loved her since she
perfect control of her pectoral muscles. Her old
gluteus maximi weren't had either.
In any case the next girl was ordered to appear.
Marty was particularly pleased with this one, since
she was not just a stripper, but also an interpretive
dancer (as well as being horny as hell, I ·was told).
Interestingly enough, I asked where these girls
stawd, just out of casual interest. you understand. It
see'ins that two strippers get to stay at the Bali Hi,
while the other three are sent to the ... you 'II never
believe it... YWCA! In any case, the interpretive
dancer was staying at the Bali Hi, and said that her
number was 'privileged information'.
Lance: You mean you wouldn't tell us where you
stay at the Bali Hi, even though we are responsible
students and journalists who never could harbour any
thoughts using such information to pursue unjournalistic ends. Students who do not have time
enough away from their scholarly pursuits to even
think about lust and sex'!
Strippt>r: No, I wouldn't tell you.
Lance: Do you perchance indulge in the use of liquor
or drugs?
Stripper: Oh no!
La net·: I get it. You 're a good girl and lead a calm,
clean life?
Stripper: Well, sometimes I smoke a little weed.
And, well, two weeks ago in Ottawa, I went on stage
on two hits of acid ... pure sunshine. See, I have this
routine where I kill myself and fall to the stage, only
to be reborn at which point I rise up and sing (lip
sync) "The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face". It
represents life, death and universal peace.
Lance: Far out. How long have you been a dancer?
Did you take ballet as a child?

Strippt·r: Cancer. Nine months.
Lan re: That's wonderful. Do you make much
money?
Stripper: Over two bills a week take home.
Lanct•: That's wonderful.
And so it went until she got bored witht he freaks
and decided to go back to the dressing room. I asked
her to send me another. I waited two minutes and
dt>cided to find one on my own. I grabbed the first girl
I met and asked her if she worked there. When she
said yes, I caught her hand and led her back to the
office. It was then that I noticed that I was getting
some attention from the audience. It appears that
the, had noticed two longhaired madmen enter the
office and then had watched as every ten minutes a
different girl entered. :\low we had forgone the office
and were grabbing strippers in a mad delirium,
without the manager's appro,al beforehand. As I
,miked past the entrance, an old man wearing an
overcoat and carrying an empty brown paper bag
asked me if I would take his money for admission. I
smiled and took his money. never letting go of the
beauty beside me. She was a little nervous so I had
her sit on my lap while I interviewed her. She
gradually relaxed, and since this is a family paper, I
cannot print what Wf' talked about, but I will admit
that she was smiling when we left. Hint: she was not a
Nixon supporter.

:\ext, I thought it would be nice to talk to one of the
Pternal guardians in the audience. So I approached
what appeared in the dark to be a gorgeous blonde. In
the light, shi> appeared to be not quiti> as gorgeous. In
fact her name was Ernie, and he lived on Tt'cumseh
Road and wanted to know how I knnv he was not a
slw. I admitted that I had not known. and Ernie
made me promise that I would send him a copy of the
paper with his picture in it. 'Tll frame it on my wall",
hi> said. Here von are Ernie. About this time Marty
came rushing back into the office and I caught the
message that we were perhaps getting out of hand
when we started invading the audience for material.
So with the promise that we could return on Sunday
and interview some of the amateur strippers from the
University of Windsor, we made off into tlH' night.
By tlw way, if there are any young ladies reading
this right now, or dancing couples, Marty Randleman
is always looking for talent and pays very well. It
seems to me that stripping at Tracy Starr's could be
little different from getting drunk at the Pub on a
Saturday night, and the audience is much more fun.
Just tell him that I sent yon, and you too could appear
on these very pages, just like Ernie.

•

"WOMEN IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE
OF CANADA: CAREER OPPORTUNITIES."
All students are invited to a discussion with:

Mrs. Irene Johnson
Commissioner, Public Service Commissiqn
of Canada and Director, Office of
Equal Opportunity for Women

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH 2:00 P.M.1

Assumption lounge

London
Life

We have at least thirty-one openings
in two categories. Both involve the
planning and selling of life insurance
programs, not just policies.
We are interested in interviewing
any graduate from any discipline,
but only if you're at least
open-minded enough to explore a
sales career. (If you're not, see
page 48 of the new Employme~t
Opportunities Handbook. Available
free at your placement office.)

Sponsored by: Department of Political Scienc
In co-operation with

Pubuc Service Canada Fonction publique Ca ada

We will be on campus

at U. of Windsor Nov. 23

'
I
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Me
round in circles
like a rubber ball
bouncing back
every time you
throw me around
in attempting to throw me away.

Maureen Fleet

"We the People
"We the People of the United States,
In Order to form a more perfect Union.
Establish Justice ...
Listening in the wind and the rain,
Through an adopted windowpane,
We noted that it wasn't the same,
And sensed the knaw of a forming pain,
That traversed throughout the jungle.
The rice fields loomed before us,
Dotted "ith bending figures,
Unwritten characters in a laboured play,
Of global chess and insane sane.
"Thank the Lord and he will thank the President ...
Or so it seems,
Dragb,ring the bodies in digress,
With aching arms and shattering dreams,
Scattering thoughts towards the west.
"Neither slavery no involuntary servitude,
Except as a punishment for crime,
Whereof the party shall have been duly convicted,
Shall exist within the United States,
Or imy place subject to their jurisdiction...

CHILDRE'.'i M)T KEPT AT HO'\lE
a mile down the road from us
hidden from the road
there are children not kept at home

Where The Shadow Is Darkest

some of them bald
their fin-like stmctures
hesitant as petals, the delicate

swinging in
to love againdropping away again-

light of their eyes
unsavage and mild
their faces masks of flesh

time does not move for us
except in strange
lazy loops
tying us togetherreleasing us
to the air's surface--

the Institution is not bricked up
the children seem never to approach
the barred windm,s
in high-chairs the) are kingly, queenlysaliva flies
their lives fly with the day, even
here behind the scabb) vines
even here their lives rise
with the day to ponder eternal souls
unable to walk
some of them unable to ~peak or hear
legless or neckless beings yet eternal

And the wheel of fortune turns each vear,
While low men die and high men ch~er,
And mothers cry and fathers sneer,
And friends remain and some no less,
Listen in the falling rain,
Where memories linger and emotions fain.
Bordie MacMillan

Our lives are two shadows
by accident touching
and where the shadow is darkest
there
we are together foreverwhat we would forget
in our multiple selves
that darkest shadow recalls for us
and swings us strongly
to love again
together-

Joyce Carol Oates

My life is just a cigarette
That's burning quickly in my hand
And every puff that I forget
To take is just another grain
of sand

Joyce Carol Oates

Which, passing through this small glass channel
Simply serves to tell the time
And that straight line of smoke which rises
Is the outline of my mind primavera

Now skyward flies my earthy gaze,
Such beauty warms 01) inner being,
The sunbeams penetrate a haze
Of factory waste, and this thing seeing
My seldom anger springs ablaze.
And cursing, now, with sour disdain,
The heavy-handed, empt)·brained,
Illogical and fat cat strain
Of people ranking high in povver,
I hang my head ; for in this hour,
We must arise, and seek an end
To this demise of living thing:s
And beauty in its purest form,
A sunrise in the early morn!

remembrance and forever
are too soon
as i breathe
spring's night scenery:
if you were here
i would offer you soft winds
and gentle light
whispers to stir
your hair
with the
thousand poems of which
my love was constituted;
form you
into the images of this moistness
mold you
in words and phrases
complete of sensate confessions
with this poem at springs feet.

Martin Robinson

voices: laughter and other sorrou,s
(f.b.b.) \\
voices
of laugh ter
and
other sorrows
resem ble chess
with wine and poems
and later
words and hands
watched
with eager ey es
then
the discovery of night
with the destruction of no 'sand wh 's
only now
looking from my omnipresent window
do i f inally realize
that y our words
were so much truer
than my neverending rhymes.
night comes
softer: y et not
as the arms
that i still feel: my posters
are still
staring (in
case you 've wandered
i haven 't changed the room) with
aloneness,
and echo
printed sounds
of graphite lovers: scribbled by poets
in nights '
maddening pain.

Joe A. Farina

Whirling up in endless patterns
Through the air, try though it might
To fall, still rising, carried by
The endless heat of burning life.
I watch the smoke go up, and when
I move my hand, or breathe it in
It scatters in the endless air
And gives itself up to the wind.

You shook the hourglass - you gave me time
And you disturbed the smoke when you walked by.
ou took away the rising, perfect line 'L <>n walked away, and left the ash to die.
Am no I sit to wait until the ash
Bur s down unto my weary, waiting hand
And t atch the rising drifts of passing time
And ~ount the very last small grain
\ of sand.

j.a.farina

\

· J. C. Sullivan
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cinderella's apt.
standing on windy windsor corner,
waiting for the morning
to powder its face blue
and plant its feet firmly on the horizon,
its waiting that seems to send up a
purer hue into the endless night,
as well as to your apt.
come and save me
from this windy windsor corner
-its still night,
love doesn't turn into pumpkins
and smelly rats until
dawn.

Mike McLeod
Rising Smoke and Falling Sand

a mile down the road in their special home
unlived lives live
mildly for centuries

\
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It pays
to advertise
call Art Sneath
253-4232

Diana Ross: A black Streisand?

Lady's a real tear jerker

ext. 326

hy OWEN JONES
M
. R
d
. .
. d otm,~fl ecor ~d !~ave JOm~d the movie
1ey cou n t have picked a better
~:1~~try.

b f
e ore you \\aS a superhuman of some sort. So it
is with Billie Holliday to a degree. She went the
way of .the all-Ame~ican kid, rising from poverty
to the hfe of a star, mterested only in music.
Realism creeps in however when she falters
b b
·
I
Y ecommg
a 1eroin addict . more depressing
as she tries time and again to break the hab1't,
never really succeeding.
W b ·
1·
h
•
e egm to rea 1ze t at we ve been sitting in
the theatre for quite a while nmv, and we
wonder if the movie will end with Billie overcoming her problems, playing Carnegie Hall
and living happily ever after.
..,... ,,.~
But, she makes it as far as Carnegie Hall and
.J •
goes clown )11·11 f rom t here on, 11ymg
an early
death.
All in all, the movie is worth seeing once,
especially for anyone interested in jazz. Sur·
· · Iy, M'1c )1el Legrand's music score fits
pnsmg
I I10ngh I didn't rxpect it to.
we II , at
By the wa) bring your handkerchiefs.

B

Today. the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles in business management
He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally -trained man
the scope is limitless

lack movit>s are in demand these days and
:Motown 's top star Diana Ross is a good choice
1
to Pay one of Jazz's great black singers, Billie
Hollidav.
·
kSurprisingly, Ross does a goodJ'ob. So it looks
Ii e she may go the ·way of Barbara Streisand,
from popular singer to prominent actress.
'f:ie n1<>v!e itself l:ft me with mixed feelings.
A b1ograph1cal mov1e usually leaves me a little
cold. Yon have to realize that nobodv's life is so
extraordinaq. that a believable m~vie can be
made from it. Thus movies such as this (Gene
I\. mp,1 Story and Benny Goodman Story! are
only based on actual li\es. This leaves room for
creativitv.
.
U st1ally '1t ge t s carne
· d away, Ieavmg
·
th e
impression that the person whose life unfolds

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson. Gordon
representatives. on campus

Goodness will always triumph

Final.or
Students

Nov; 22, 23 and 24

~

Mad hospital hurts funny bone!

Appointments should be made through the
Student Placement Office.
If thrs time 1s not convenient. please contact us directly;

by PATRICK McWADE

Then ask yourself: "Where solution to performing too few
does it hurt?"
operations is easy · operate!
Phone:254-1133
These are a few minor And that is just what Peter
generalities of the activities in Sellers as hospital adminisClarkson, Gordon & CO.
the hospital of Where Does it trator orders his doctors to do.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Hurt.
What begins as a sane
Rule of thumb: "Show me a nuthouse turns into a midHahlax • Saint John • Ouebec • Mo11tre.il • Ottaw,1 , Toronlo
Han1illon • Kitchener • London • Windsor • Thu 1der Bny
man who leaves the hospital American madhouse.
Winnipeg, Regina• Calgary• Edmonton •Vancouver, Victoria
without a scar, and I'll show
Few stimulants are intrayou a man who cannot leave venously injected, or needed;
family and friends." The the nurses provide any and all but the patient is still billed for
medication, of course.
Yet, no matter how devious
the man and his plots,
goodness always seems to
triumph. This time in the form
of a man called Epstein. Once
out, the ex-administrator takes
one final lunge at foulness.
But, I'm sure someone
All trips include •••
triumphs there, even if it only
means
being right.
* Roundtrip jet flight on AIR CANADA, Windsor/Nassau/Windsor,
It's
a
funny movie and worth
complete with complimentary in-flight meal and bar service
the two and a quarter.
* Accommodations at your choice of 3 hotels (GLENEAGLES,
Besides, there's not much
else to laugh at in Windsor.
ANCHORAGE, MONTAGU BEACH) -- your choice of quad, triple,
or double occupancy
P.S. You'll find it at Cinema
One.
Picture yourself in the
hospital, not because you 're
sick, but because you own a
house.
Consider needless operations
for administrative percentages
of the cost.
Fantasize a penthouse
hospital room and orgies in the
linen closet.

N'85SRL1
$180

* All ground transfers and baggage handling

* All taxes, tips, and service charges
* Your choice of dates: #509
#511

Dec 21 - Dec 27
Dec 27 - Jan 1

Price, range from $180 (quad occupancy at the
Cleneagles) to $235 (double occupancy at the
llootagu Beach), Pick up a full schedule of
priuts ln the SAC Office of I:.'xternal Affairs.
A $50 deposit will hold

CONTACT
Lou Mosna
SAC - University of Windsor

~

your scat!
....

··:.~--·
',.....

.·

253-4232

ext 326

..

frip to Spain's

COSTA DEL SOL

administrative service by

available Dec
23-31. Pick up
• flyer for more
information.

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
621 Church Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan
( 313) 769-5790

•••t

Per
price is pro-rat• share 0£ tot:411 charter cost, subject to increase or decrease depending on total number
oL p,articipants, per CAB regulations. Open only to faculty, staff, students, and their illll!lediate families.

Brewed from pure spring wateC
.. -·--------·.
..
·-·· ___,,,.~

-~-······-· ··-·····-,
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ATTENTION
STUDENTS
The Commission
on Canadian
Studies
seeks

•
your views

And thatS the truth!

Allan Clarke. My Real Name is 'arold, RCA.
I had always hoped that when we all got a
little older, Allan Clarke that great masculine
tenor who led tht> Hollies from Bus Stop to He
4in1 Heavy. would emerge from the gt>neration
as the new Vic Damone, Steve Monaghan or
Tom Jones. Gilbert O'Sullivan and the Amore
Brothers havt> shattered all my illusions of the
Allan Clarke Show with this week's gtiests,
Graham Nash, Wally Cox and John and Yoko.
There is still hope and in the times bt>tween
Allan, a Corne) Wilde look-alike is beginning a
repertoire of solo albums. His first, :l1v Real
Vwne is ·arold is like the vast majority ~f male
personality albums from Elvis to Carroll
O'Connor in that it contains two and a half sing
along biggies and a lot of nonsense.
11ie nonsense sounds like the last days of the
Hollies. wlwn the) started to think about tht>
man np thne, cause that's what he's there for.
Clark!:' has rPtained a good dt>al of this revivalist
feeling in /,et Us Pray when he appeals to St.
Francis of Assisi as th<' first of the rt>ligio<'Cologists.
111e biggies are Ruby and Losing Me, two
lo\'e songs that have to carry the whole album.
It isn't very surprising that they can because
who actually listens to each side of t>very record
all th<' wa) through, secretly we all pick out the
most bearable cuts and play them right through
the vinyl onto the Garrard.
Eventually Clarke will find that one gigantic
hit that will push him to the top of the pile of
solo acts, at least for awhile.

DANNY B. MACK
BATTLEAXE

In keeping with the policy of providing the
best entertainment in Windsor, the Cabaret pub
has really outdone itseH this week by presenting
"Battle Axe" featuring lead vocalist Rita
Marcus.
The band hails from Hamilton, Ontario, and
have had extensive engagements throughout
Canada and the U.S.
Besides the fact that musically the band is
t>xcellent and projects a very tight and uniform
sound, it is the over-powering voice of Rita who
captivates tht> audienct> whenever they play.
Battle Axe as such has only been together for
six months but Rita broke into the night club
circuit three years ago with the Magic Bubble.
In tpose three years, Rita along with the Magic
Bubble released an album on Columbia
Records and a single ('Tm Alive"), which was
number one for three consecutive months in
many major market areas in Canada.
Battle Axe has recently added former Magic
Bubble drummer Joe Cosmi. Joe, who once
played with Tony Perri, ex-Services commissioner, provides the driving and forceful
sound which is characteristic of the group.
hy CHARLIE REMBRANT
Upon hearing Battle Axe one can easil) hear
(Soft sculptures, paintings. and
each musician clearly and distinctly. This adds
drawings by Walter Ruston are
to the over-all professional sound of the band.
in the A1ushroom Gallery. The
The band is currently working on original
JAMES DEAN material for an album to be released in
grand opening was last Sunday
February in conjunction with the bands' cross· and will continue through
Canada tour.
December 12.)
AL GREEN
A note of appreciation should be extt>nded to
Dear Walter,
I saw you there at the Al GrPl'll. I'm Still m Love With You. Lon· the Pub for their efforts in presenting Battle Axe
featuring Rita Marcus which can be seen in the
opening. You looked cool. I don.
Pub nightly until Friday.
You
're
staring
down
at
your
reflection
in
the
heard you talking, and you
sounded intelligent, so I'm black arborite counter toying with your swizzle
going to give it to you straight: stick adding to the hairlike scratches that are
I didn't like your showing very brought out by the dull lighting behind the bar.
Sitting on tht> stool next to you is a mass of clean
much.
Let's take the painting and but sprayed hair above painted eyes and slick
drawing first. Nude females, creamy lips. The enamt>led nails divide your
interesting poses, mostly attention between the five that casually rotate
the task of circling the mouth of the frosted
reclining, silhouettes of the
tumbler while the other potential weapons rest
shadow area only. Right?
on a \Yt>ll turnt>d black nyloned thigh.
You get a model, undress
1l1e dark carpet and the red velvet ,rnlls
her, lay her down, put a strong
subdue
everything to an enchanting atmosphere
light on her, and paint the
of
a
movie
set, your rye and ginger have done
shadows.
their part to make the scene dense \Vith a feeling ~
Walter, I just can't get
of unreality. From somewhere behind you,
excited about sexless nudes. I
you're
aware of a rich bass sound mixed with
Battle Axe
got this thing about girls ·
muffled
yet crisp sounding percussion and a
when they take their clothes
oH, I want to see what they
look like. You went and
covered up all the interesting
parts with red paint.
Your soft sculptures were
better. I like the foam rubber
clouds best, the mushroon
least, and I was intrigued by
the dinosaur.
I felt that you're still a step LECTURES
Gallery, 151 Riverside Dr. W. through Dec. 12.
or two away from being
- Detroit Institute of Art, through Dec. 3, 50th
comfortable with the stuff, but
anniversary of the opening of King Tnt's tomb by CONCERTS
- ~ov. l 7 Association for Creative Thinking
Nicholas Millet of the Royal Ontario Museum.
unfortunately you're hung up
presents Muddy Water and Albert King at 7: 30
Admission
S
1.50,
students
S.60.
on realism and until you can
p.m. Tickets S6.00, 5.00, 4.00.
crash that barrier, you're in MOVIES
- Sun. l\ov. 26 at 3: 00 p.m. at Cleary Auditorium.
trouble.
Windsor Symphony Orchestra conducted by Mr.
- Vanitv; Fiddler on the Roof; times 2: 00, 8: 30.
Maui Hollie. Guest artist: Adele Armin,
- Drvo~shire II: The Ruling Class; times 7:15.

Sexless nudes
have failed to
stimulate art

* Welcome Rum Swizzle Party

ALLAN CLARK

murmuring organ of the most expensive variety.
Set just slightly above this rolling breath of
music is a voice, textured with a mild tendency
to float carefully between the high and lows.
The melody flows and fills the room with its
deep presence. Next, you are finally-aware that
the chet>sy tart next to you has been swept off
her stool by "Aldo the suave" with the pleated
eleganza shirt and the dry look hair.
Everytime you remt>mber that night you can't
get over that flousie or that haunting, rolling
music and that mellow voice. Though you may
never know who that precious little piece of
merchandise was you can almost bet that the
music was that of Al Green.
His second album is like the first in that it
follows the same musical format for each song
and each in turn manages to project the same
mood of Saturday night at Gino's place. Green
is in fact the master of present day mood music
and would be a welcome change to Muzak in a
few well known discount stores.
Amazing is that most of his stuff despite its
quiet tendency is that its really very good. His
remakes of Orbison's Pretty Woman and
Kristoffenson 's For the Good Times are what
any bar owner or patron would want for those
less frantic moods into the wee hours.
His music is formula but slick and appealing
and who can argue with success?

For details, ask
the Centre Desk
for the Commission's
brochure

(); 25.
- Devonshire I: Where Does it Hurt'!; times
7:40. 9:34.
· Centre: CabBret; times 7: 00. 9: 15.
- Capital : Valachi Papers; times l :30, 4:00,
6:30, 9:00 llast complete 8:351.
· Odeon: call '.!52-1285
- Palace: call '.!53-3133.
- Twin East: Baron Blood; times 7: 15, 10:25,
Horror on Snake Island; time 8: 55.
- Twin West: Up the Chastity Belt; times 7:15,
10:30, Up Pompei; time 8:55.
- Windsor Orin-In: Wild in the Streets; time
7: 15, Vampire lovers; time (): J:j, Up in the
Cellar; time l O: 50.
· Super Cinema: Nov. 21. One Plus One by
Goddard. French serious social drama. Time,
8:30 p.m. Adm. $1.00.

ART
· The recent works of Susan Gould are on display
at the gallery in the basement of the new library
through Nov. 26.
• Also through Nov. 26, Willestead Art Gallery is
featuring the works of Emily Carr.
Prints by Rudolph Nesch in honour of his 80th
birthda} at Det. Inst. of Art, main building,
Ground Floor.
. U. of W. art work is on display (and for sale l in
the bookstore.
- A display of soft sculpture, paintings and
drawings by Walter Ruston at Mushroom

violinist. Tickets $3 .50, 2.50, 2.00 and 1.00.
Students (balcony E-J) 50 cents on sale at the
box office in the afternoon of the concert.
· Also on Nov. 26 at 8:30 p.m. at Cleary
Auditorium is the Christian Culture Series
" Detroit Symphony Orchestra". Sixten Ehrling
conductor. Non-members suggested donations:
$2.50 and $2.00. Students $1.50 with I.D.
Tickets available in advance at the Christian
Culture Office U. of W. and Heintzman's Music
Store prior to each performance.
MUSIC
· Folk song jamboree with the Ripple of Hope
singers. Sat. Nov. 18 in the Det. Inst. of Art
Auditorium. time is 11:00 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.,
tickets $1.50.
- Nov. 19 at 3: 00 p.m. in the Moot Court. Music
of Rossini.
· Nov. 22 at 8: 00 p.m. in Room 118 in the Music
Bldg. Student recital.

PLAYS AND MUSICALS
· Windsor Light Opera Assoc. presents Baker
Street a musical adventure of Sherlock Holmes
on No~. 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, Dec. l, 2, 3. Tickets
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 at the box office 395
Tecumseh Rd. W. For further information call
252-6455.
- If you would like to work for reviews editor
Nancy Basinger contact her at 253-4060.
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·Basketball team hosts York U.
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OVER 160
VARIETIES
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OF THE FINES r FOODS

G/?ESTAURANT
565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette)
FREE PARKING AT REAR

The world's most advanced line of audio equipment.

FREE FAST DELIVERY $3 .00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

Enjoy Our Famous
((/

EXCLUSIVE

P!!'I
~ Symbol of JVC's Sound Effect
~ Amplifier tone control system.

The VR.5541 160 Watt FM-AM Stereo Receiver with
advanced SEA. It is equipped to give you access to the
new world of four-channel stereo in any of three ways:

VIDEOTONE "SUPER" SPEAKERS
With Lifetime Warranty
Frequency Response 20, 20,000 HZ
Power handling - 5-200 Watts
For the ultimate in reproduction
come in ond listen to- ULTRA I

ULTRA-I ·
Has nine full
range - long throw
high compliance
low distortion speakers

THE DP 132E MINIMAX
"Under One Cubic Foot"
If space is a problem.
but you want big speaker
sound , the Videotone Minimax
will give it to you .
Power handling - 5-100 Watts.
Lifetime Warranty.

FOR THE FINEST IN HEADPHONES
SUPEREX-"ENGINEER DESIGNED" FOR GREAT LISTENING

MODEL PRO.B-V ULTIMO
Freq. Response 16-2500 HZ.
Tuned Bass Ports,
Full Crossover Network
10 " Retractable Coilcord

SALE PRICE· $49.95
COMPLETE LINE OF TURNTABLES
PE MODEL 3012 auto turntable
Variable Speed Control Diecast Arm
CUEIUG damped up as well as down
Automatic Stylus Protection System

Prices

to fit anyone's budget

ALSO CHOOSE FROM, ELAC, MIRACORD, DUAL, BSR

THE LARGEST DISPLAY OF 4 CHANNEL ADD ON
EQUIPMENT:
JVC 4 channel integrated amplifier
Kenwood amplifiers, JVC Tuners
Kenwood Tuners - Decoders,
Synthesizers

._

•
THE NEW JVC DISCRETE 4 Channel Amplifier
-

25 Watts x 4, With S.F.C.S.

ALSO CHOOSE FROM, TEAC, PANASONIC, CROWN,
CONCORD, FOR ULTIMATE IN
TAPE DECK

IN
SCOTTS MAGNAVOX
at
DEVONSHIRE MALL-Open 9 :30 A.M.-9 :30 P.M.

6 days a week

NO MONEY DOWN-NO PAYMENTS
TILL JAN. 1973

966-4271

966-4271

These are.the 1972-73 Windsor Lancers. Front Row. Left to
Ri~ht: Chris Coulthard. Bill Lozynski. Bruce Coulthard. Ward
Conway. and Tom Hogan. Back Row: Coach Dr. Paul Thomas,
Walt Lozynski. Chuck Robinson. Brady spetz. Ernie Hehn.

P<>ter '\.1intzay. Jerry Sovran. Coach 'Vick Grabowski. and
Wanager Sam Drouillard. (How's this one. Sam:>) The Lancers
open up a!{ainst York Saturday at 8: 15. See you there!
Photo by the head

by JOH!\ BERNIK
Saturday night, the Lancer Basketball team opens up their 7273 schedule against York University at St. Denis Hall. The
Lancers defeated York last March in the 0. U .A.A. Championships. It will be the fourth season in a row that the Lancers
open up with the Yoemen. Saturday could be a long night for the
Eastern Conference Squad, especially since the Lancers will be
showing the home fans the greatest talent-riddled team ever to
wear the blue and gold.
At present. there are 11 players on the Lancer roster; 4 are
returnees, five are transfers and two are rookies with the squad.
The four returnePs include Captain Jerry Sovran, Peter Mingay,
Ward Conwav and Chuck Robinson.
Jerry Sovra~, a 6'3" forward, will be going into his 3rd season
with the Lancers. in his first two seasons he scored 605 points
and grabbed off over 400 rebounds. Sophomore Peter Mingay,
the 6'4" forward from Riverside High, will be entering his 2nd
year with the team. Mingay, whose speed and overall agility
make him one of the best all around forwards in the League, was
undoubtedly the top rookie in the O.U.A.A. last season. HP led
the Lancers in almost every department, scoring 424 points and
grabbing 285 rebounds. Senior Ward Conway returns for his 3rd
year in the Lancer back court. He scored just over 200 points last
season. Also returning is 6'6" centre Chuck Rohinson, going into
his 2nd ('ampaign with the Lancers.
11ie transfE>rs includE' BrucE' and Chris Coulthard, Bill and
Walt Lozynski, and Ernie Hehn. Both Coulthards come to
Windsor with high credentials. Chris, the older of the two, was an
All-Canadian at Waterloo Lutheran U. BrucE', transferring from
Canisius College of Buffalo, N. Y., is ratE>d onE> of the top back
court men ever to come out of Ontario. Many Windsor fans
remembE>r Bruce wlien, as a 17 year old varsity player with
GIE>ndale High School, lie brokl' thr U. of W. Tnvitational

TournE>y record for most points in one game (371, and overall
(86). These were previously held by All American Bob Croft who
wE>nt on to play Pro Bashtball with Kentucky and Dallas of tlw
A.B.A. This past summer BrucE> playE>d for Canada's National
"B" TE-am that toured China during latl' August.
Forward Walt Lozynski, formE>r 0.U.A.A. All Star from the
UnivE>rsity of Waterloo, will be making his return to tlie college
ganw aftE>r starring for the Windsor Sr. "A" team in both the
provincial and national championships. Walt's younger brother
Bill was a standout player last year for the Hamilton Quigley' s Jr.
Mens' Team. He was voted the top Junior player in Canada at
the national finals in WinnipE>g.
Tlw other transfer is thE> vE>tE>ran post man from Waterloo,
Ernie Hehn. "Hondo," at 6 '5" and 206 pounds once toiled for
Windsor's City Champs Lowe Tech, and looks to be in for his
greatest season Pver.
The rookie pair consists of Tom Hogan, the great back court
leader of the All Ontario Champs, tlw BrE>nnan Cardinals, and
Brady Spetz, the 6'5" centre who averaged 26 points and 14
rebounds for the Crusaders a year ago.
Early indications have thE' LancE>rs battling it out with
Waterloo and GuC'lph for top honours in the black and blue
conference of thE' C.I.A.U. If by chance you can't get out to see
the Lancers on Saturday night, you can catch them Tuesday
night at 8: 15 when they host the tough Shaw College Crusaders.
That game should prow to be an exciting contest as the Lancers
try to C'ven the score with Shaw after bowing to the Motor City
Squad 101-92 last season.
As a final notE>, Coach Nick Grabowski's J.V. Squad takes on
Highland Park Junior CollegE> at 6: l.'i Saturday, and play the
Shaw CollegE' Freshmen the same time Tuesday. Try to catch
thesf' two games as the Crusaders look quite impressive.

Lancers edge Sai ts in last minute
by ASHLEY WIPER
On Wednesday night, the
Windsor Lancers and the St.
Clair College Saints picked up
their "City" hockey rivalry. A
third period rally by the
Lancers enabled them to edge
the Saints 3-2.
After a scoreless first period,
both teams played evenly until
the second period when the
Saints began to dominate play.
They maintained effective
pressure on Windsor goalkeep
McFadden and notched their
first goal, by Jim Ryall, at
8: 4 7. The Saint power play
also produced a goal at 11: 25,
this one by Paul McKibbon

with Carl Spinarsky in the
penalty box.
The Lancers scored at
15: 56 when Bill Burling intercepted a "pass" from the St.
Clair goalie and flipped it into
the net. At the end of the
second period, Windsor trailed
2-1.
Windsor took control early
in the third period and at 1 : 07
Ejay Qupen took a pass from
George Rodney and drove one
by Cecile to even the score.
The teams played evenly until

both began to find their legs
and put on a crowd pleasing
display of end to end hockey.
Both goalkeepers held up
extremely well under heavy
fire. At 19 :39, Rodney and
Queen combined to set up Jim
Gratto who broke the tension
by putting the puck into the St.
Clair net.
The Saints then pulled
CPcile and tried to go with
seven attackE>rs, but the referee
was quick to note that three
fingers and three more make

only six fingers, not seven! So
the Saints were assessed a team
penalty for too many men and
played shorthanded the last 13
seconds. Final: Windsor
Lancers 3, St. Clair 2.
Lancer Coach Eaves admitted the game could have
gone either way and hopes to
have the problem of lack of
finesse around opponents' nets
ironed out by the time these
teams meet again, and before
the League game this Saturday
at Waterloo Lutheran.

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS

OPEN

MON. to THURS. ll:30A.M. -9P.M.
FRI & SAT 11 30 A M • '1 00 A M
SUNDAYS & HOUDAYS 3 P.M.- 9 P.M

SALE
300 prs. of Men's Casual
& Dress Shoes All Colours
Reg. To $30.00- Now One
Student Budget Price

$10.00
ONE WEEK ONLY
306 OUELLETTE AVE.
Next To Palace Theatre

PHONE 254-5797
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You're in for one of the most enjoyable
times of your life ! Here's a film so
full of warmth and emot ion ... you'll
laugh, you'll cry , you'll c heer.

2 swim firsts
by Lancerettes
One week ago the Lancerette
swim team began their season.
In a tri-meet with U. of T. and
York, the Lancerettes came up
with two first place finishes
and one second place effort.
Diane Leduc swam to first
place in the 400 M. freestyle in
a time of 5: 33.6. Joyce A very
had a first in the 50 M. Butterfly in 33.3 and a second place
At St. Clair Arena Wednesday nig.'u the University of Windsor Hockey Lancers had to come
in the 200 York Individual from behind and score three unanswered goals to edge the St. Clair College Saints 3-2.
Medley in 2:49.8.
Photo by the head
The remaining team members are : returnee Lise Bilodeau, and newcomers: Rosemary Mouseeau, Cathe Green,
Cathy Miller, Susan Green,
Chris DeMarco, and Jan Scarfone. Women are still invited to
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
join the Lancerettes for the
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
remainder of the season! The
need is some Southern Comfort,
Diving team also welcomes
ice, and mix.
new members. Practices are
See you on the levee.
Wednesday at 5: 00 p.m. in the
Pool, P.H.E. Building.
Arrivals from the South:
The Lancerette SynchroCold Comfort
nized Swimming Team will
Pour lV2 ounces of Southern Comfort
open their season with a Workover crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.
shop at the Pool on Saturday,
Comfort Screwdriver,
November 18th. Anyone wishPour l'h ounces of Southern Comfort
ing to benefit from this oppor-over ice. Top up with orange juice.
tunity is welcome to come out.
Comfort Collins
There is no registration fee.
Mix lV2 ounces of Southern Comfort
First competition is at Guelph,
with the juice of a quarter of a lime.
Add some ice. Fill the glass with
Dec. 2nd.
lemon-lime drink.
Schedule changes this weekTry these, too:
end have the Lancerette
Comfort 'n' Cola ,
Volleyball Team hosting
Comfort and Tonic,
Lutheran tonight at 6: 15, and
Comfort Daiquiri, etc., etc.
the Basketball Team doing
likewise at 8: 15. The Fencing
team hosts York at 6: 30 in the
P.H.E. Complex. The ladies
Swim Team visits McMaster
Invitational as scheduled.
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Wal ter Matthau in a role only he
could make so exc itingly different.,,
you'll start talking about it
from the opening scene.

. ,. Deborah Winters· Felicia Farr · Charles A1dman
Music bv Marvin Hamh~h • Sc1eeoplay by John Par1on
Based on the novtl "Kotch" by Katharine fol)klns
Produced by R1eha,d Caner · 011emd by Jack Lemmon
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TUESDAY, NOV. 21
AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY CENTRE
7 & 9:30 P.M.

Admission
$1.00 with student card
$1.50 without card
No exceptions
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clar tion of the Canadian Student

c n rib fve
i p ocess, e es e ce of which an expa i
•
a • s c·a1 and natural envir nmen through dial gue and co perat1ve
intellec a e nr • T e p incipal goal of education is to serve society by developing
t
ull pot ntial of all c·tizens as free creative, hi king and acting hum beings
and thei: o eto serve s<1ci ty by helping10 achieve equality of thee sential conditions
f human living. The s dent mus discover, examine and assimilate the kno ledge
of himse f and his environment and ust develop th ability to cope with and transform it..
TheCa d.
a expand·ng kno ledge through research and the objective analysis of existing
hypotheses and ideas and the fo~ ulation of others;
b) learning by s ar ng his perce tions and thoughts with his fellow itizens and con•
B ructively c ·ti zing theirs;
mental actioIJ, as an individual or in a group, to conf nt society
and to promote J? nsequent actio br ng reforms in practice;
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A Part-time Student for 2

~ears,

GRANDPA COMES TO VISIT- THE

Jack McNie, Minister of Colleges and Universities.

by Liz MacDonald
Queen's Park came to the University of Windsor last Tuesday!!
Jack McNie, Provincial Minister of
Colleges and Universities, met with
undergraduate and graduate students to discuss various issues
affecting us all.
Finances and the tuition increase
dominated the discussion. Mr.
McNie justified the increase, saying
that it was the first in eight years,
and that it brought the student contribution, on the average, to 20% of
the total cost of his education, a
figure which the provincial government has set as the student's fair
share. But the increase in tuition,
coupled with the increase in the loan
structure has been a hardship for
some students, and Mr. McNie himself admitted this.
Mr. McNie and his department,
however, intend to focus on the loan
program. In discussion with the
students, Mr. McNie spoke of such
possibilities as lowering the age of
independence to 21, with provisions
for the 18 to 21 year olds; forgiving
loans of students who cannot find
employment once they graduate,
and other similar changes which
would make loans available to more
students. Many students at the
meeting felt this was not enough,

SAC BY-ELECTION
Wednesday ~ovember 29
Positions Open
Services Commissioner
Phys-Ed Rep
Nursing Rep
Law Rep
6 student reps on the
Student Affairs Committee

Nominations close Wednesday, November
22, 12:00 Noon

I

Forms available in SAC office
Must be returned to electoral officer, Chris Ambeault or
left with the secretary in the SAC office.
Persons interested in a free meal in payment for working
on election day, contact the Electoral Officer before November 22.

REFERENDUM:
"Do you feel that:
a) The present laws and penalties pertaining to possession and use
of marijuana and hashish are adequate;
b) Laws and penalties pertaining to possession and use of marijuana
and hashish should be repealed; or
c) All laws and penalties pertaining to marijana and hashish should
be repealed; or
d) All laws and penalties pertaining to possession and use of marijuana and hashish should be strengthened

'u

.
I

though, and that students from
families of I imited income still fir.ld
it difficult, if not impossible, to
finance their education. And Mr.
McNie found himself hard-pressed.,........-,
to come up with an ans.we~~;;::
Mr. McNie discussed the situation
of the part-time student as· well.
He announced that his department
is drafting a loan program for parttime students. Up to this point, anyone attending university on a parttime basis-young working people,
housewives with no income of their •
own, parents with families to
support - was not eligible for any
government loans, regardless of
circumstances or need. This proposed loan program, which Mr.
McNie plans to introduce in the
spring, would, at long last provide
assistance to part-time students.
Mr. McNie made an interesting
observation. For many students th€i,
questions is not whether $600 is
too much money, but rather whether
the university and its environment
was worth $600 of the student's
money and 8 months of his time.
Many students are dropping out not
because they cannot affort to come
to university, but because it just
isn't worth it - courses are irrelevant; professors are dull; and the •
entire
university
atmosphere
stagnant. And oh how well we here
can testify ,to that! But are we? It ._
was unfortunate that Mr. McNie did
not get the feedback from students
here that he came to get. Fewer than
20 people even bothered to come
and speak with him. We all love to
sit in the Centre or the Pub and
complain about this place .... It's
about time we started doing something!!! Mr. McNie isn't interested 1n ~
long, formal, complicated briefs...
he can get those from the Administration anytime. What he's interested in are plain, straightforw'1rd
beefs and suggestions.
The meeting with Mr. McNie was
somewhat encouraging.
Where
George Kerr (previous minister for
universities) took a "screw-you" •1
attitude and met with students only
.,
when he was forced to, Jack McNie
is interested and concerned. He has
comt- ou.t_of his office, and is meeting with sfudents across the province in their own campuses; on
their own ground. He has ~ his
pompous political entourage in
Toronto, and is coming by himself
to talk and listen to students. This
is definitely a positive change from
the usual conservative, elitist Davis
government
approach
towards
ordinary people in this province.
What effect McNie will have when
he goes back to Toronto is another
matter. At the meeting here in
Windsor Mr. McNie barely scratched
the surface of the present university
dilema. There are many cruc; .. ='1rlil
issues on the direction of univers··ty
education, and the stand the Ontario
Government will take that remain
unanswered. Mr. McNie
sounded optimistic but it remains to
be seen what concrete action the
government will take, especially
when the final draft of the Wright
report is presented to the Legislature early in the New Year.
'
Will Mr. McNie put our money
where his mouth is? ....... That's
the $64,000 question now.
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What~ doing ...
The Christmas Handicraft Show
and sale is set to go November 27th
thru December 8th. Any and all
women-students faculty or staffwho like to knit, paint, weave,
macrame, crochet, make rag dolls
or decorative items, can sell these
possible gifts for Christmas at the
show. You are asked to put a price
on the items you'd like to sell and
you will receive this price yourself.
The Women's Centre will mark-up
the prices slightly and keep the difference in order to help finance the
mid-winter weekend symposium. If
you are interested or you would
like to help sell the handicrafts, call
Barbara Taylor in Laurier Hall at
extension 800. There's not much
time left, so start preparing your
work now.

•

Have you got any doubts about
the program you are in now? Or
are you still wondering about your
future once you leave university?
You might find the Vocational
Counselling offered for women
through the office of the Dean of
Women, useful for you. Consultation, apptitude assessment and/or
referral to an experienced consellor can be easily arranged for you.
For more information call Evelyn
McLean at extension 333 or
drop into her office at 52 Vanier Hall.

-

•
•

-

'

If the lunch-time blues have you
down and Beaver food doesn't hit
the spot, why not have a sandwich
and coffee at the informal Lunch
Box Tax. There are just two sessions
left: this Wednesday's Cops & Robbers session which will give you a
chance to hear a con and a cop talk
about attitudes on both sides of the
fence; and Wednesday, November
29th, when you can learn about
exotic and gourmet cooking on a
shoe-string. The talks begin at noon
on Wednesdays in Alum ni Lounge
on the second floor of the University Centre.
Things are beginning to gel at the
Women's Centre. The committee organized to set up the mid-winter
weekend symposium for Windsor
Women are hard at work. Ideas are
flying, and the symposium could include everything from sessions on
child care to demonstrations of pottery. Meetings are sheduled for altenn,ate Thursday evenings in the
Women's Centre.
There will be an informal rap session again Thursday, November
30th. If you have something to get
off your chest or you'd like to hear
what other girls on campus are
thinking, be sure to come things
should get underway by 7 o'clock,
at the Women's Centre
Don't forget the Women's Centre
is open all day (9AM to 2AM) for
your use!

... at the
WOMENS CENTRE

OH TO BE IN LAW
by Liz Macdonald
The world of the law student is
tough. The work load is enormous,
the standards high, and the competion stiff; to say the least. But getting through law school is only half
the battle. Once you've finished
three years of classes, you have to
find an articling position (a sophisticated kind of apprenticeship) with
an established law firm for a year
before you are eligible to write the
bar exams and become an accredited lawyer. With so many students
going into law, and the quality of
law education incresing every
year, the old lawyers, most of whom
know relatively little about the law,
are running scared. Therefore articling positions are harder to find all
the time. If you have long hair, or
you are from the wrong family, your
chances are slim. And if you are a
woman, you have certainly lost the
battle.
This year six women will be graduating from Windsor's law school.
Four of them have found articling
positions -the others are still looking. Very interesting when you consider all but a few of the grad-

uation males have long since had
articling positions. For the four
women that were lucky enough to
find positions, it wasn't easy. First
of all, regardless of their personal
interests in the field of law, they are
almost always pressured into Family
Law, since Criminal Law is suposedly "too tough for Women". Secondly, if a man applies to the same firm
for a position, he will almost certainly be hired before a woman, even
if the woman's academic standing
surpasses his. And thirdly, when a
woman is hired, it is often for the
wrong reason - the shape of her
leg,the colour of her hair have more
bearing that her academic qualifications. If you don't resemble
Raquel, it's your third strike, and
you're out.
This situation certainly does not
speak well for the law profession,
and action mustbe taken. Especially
with the number of women entering
law increasing all the time. (At
Windsor 15 women are in Second
Year Law, and 25 are in First Yearand the number is sure to be greater
next fall) Dare Pearce, President of
the Law Society, is concerned, and

he is advocating the following
action:
1) a list of Ontario firms that
hire me!} and women on an equal
basis be provided to womenstudents as a start in their search for
employment:
2) a list of firms which do not
hire women, which would be students would be encouraged to
ignore, and women's groups would
be encouraged to pressure for
change;
3) a survey of policies to determine these lists which would be
available to women students; and
4) a comprehensive list of
women lawyers across the province.
These suggestions offer a good
starting point. in bringing about
positive change in the general
practices of law firms across Ontario. The problem now is to round
up the people on campus to do the
work - and such action will invalve a lot of work. Nonetheless,
it is imperative that action begin
at once! Women may have lost the
battle for the time being; but with
some effort it is only a matter of time
before they win the war.
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TENNIS ANTONE'!
There's a hard-working group of
eleven women on campus that unfortunately not enough of the rest of
us are aware of. They make up the
Women's Athletic Council, and
they're responsible for the women's
intra-mural athletic program on this
campus.
· The Council's objectives are
simple: to offer a wide variety of
physical activities to meet the many
interests of women on campus; to
provide fun experiences and enjoyable companionship during the
students' free time; and to create
enthusiasm and the realization of
the need for physical fitness for
everyone. The program is open to all
women
on
campus~students,
student wives, faculty, and staff.
Skill is not important-the whole
program is geared to fun.
This year's program includes
volleyball,
basketball,
skating,
swimming, square dancing, badminton, and general activity nights.
The Program is held in St. Denis Hall
each Monday night at 7:00 p.m. with
all equipment provided. The council
is presently sponsoring a volleyball
tournament, which is slated for tonight, November 20th and next
Monday, November 27th. This will
be the last special event until Christmas. In the New Year, a special night
of skating will be held at Adie Knox
Arena on January 10th, and on February 12th we return to the old days
with an evening of square dancing.
One of the basic problems the
Council is facing this year is communication.
Publicity
Director,
Nancy Duschene, is focussing on
residence students in her publicity,
and is encouraging inter-floor

competitions. With her $15Q budget
for publicity from the Phys Ed Department, Nancy is finding it difficult
to reach the off-campus students.
It's about time we started taking
ad';8.ntage of this program! Most of
us could use some excerise. (Isn't
that what we always say when we get

be there
An interesting week is in store
for women on campus. Today at
2 o'clock in Assumption Lounge, the
Political Science Department is presenting Irene Johnson, Commissioner of the Off ice of Equal Opportunity for Women. A lawyer and
economist by profession, Mrs Johnson is, in fact, the first (and at the
present time only) Canadian woman
to reach the position of Deputy Minister. She has, for sometime, been
quite outspoken about the negative
attitudes women have towards
themselves, and how the attitudes
will have to change before the doors
of opportunity begin opening widely to women. Today she will be
specking about carreer opportunities in the Public Service for women,
and with her background and experience, Mrs. Johnson will most
certainly present a lot of food for
thought.

that order of trench fries?) And with
such a wide variety of activities,
there's something for everyone.
With so few places to go on campus,
the program sponsored by the
Women's Athletic Council offers a
great opportunity to just get together and have fun.

Tomrrow S.A. C. is presenting an
open forum on the Role of Women
within the University. The guests
represent a wide cross-section of
the university. Barbara Birch, Secretary of the Senate, and Rosary
Carny, Assistant Registrar, both of
whom have served on many administrative positions within the university, will offer some insight into
women's functions on the Administrative level. Marylee Stephenson,
a professor in Sociology whose
courses largely focus on women,
the family, and sex, is deeply concerned about the women's role within the University community and
will discuss women's role in the
academic sphere. Evelyn McLean,
Dean of Women, who has done
much work with women students,
will describe the situations and
changes she has seen over the
years. The format of the forum will
be, very informal and you can look
forward to some interesting and
stimulating discussion. Be sure
nor to miss the forum - 1 :30 Tuesday afternoon, in Assumption
Lounge.
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HARPOON
The Harpoon i:; published by the newspaper club
for the students at the University of Windsor. It will
appear on campus about everv two weeks on
Wednesdays.

Opinions expressed are those of the individual
miters and not necessarily those of the University

of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Council.

. brian, wes, waiter, steve, liz, john, gerry, ron, louis,
1an, _gronk, barbara, heather, theresa, bob, terry,
martme, mark, bruce, thad, and a cast of thousands.
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WR.IRE THE SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL WORK IS Ar
by HEATHER SNOOKS
Since 1952, several studies have
been made by Cysenck, Levitt, and
Bergen to discern the potentially
significant contributions of the various orientations to counselling and
psychotherapy. They had several
significant results to report. They
found that two-thirds of both the
treatment group and the control
group had recovered after two
years. The control group was not a
real control group because some
people were getting help from nonprofessionals (friends or relatives).
Of those people in the treatment
group many were not getting help
from any friends which is probably
the reason why they turned to professional therapy. They also found
that some therapists were more
effective than others, thus affecting
the results. It is the f aci Iitative traits
of concreteness, respect, empathy,
and genuineness that have proven
to elicit the greatest constructive
changes.
I cannot stress the importance of
these findings. The very essence of
Social Work is just these traits. Why
then are these men relatively unknown to a majority of students in
Social Work at this University? Why
are some professors so adament
about each student using and developing at least one technique for
counselling clients? Why is one professor who recognizes the validity of
these findings severely criticized for
his philosophy of education? Why is
the open concept frowned upon by
our professional professors? Is it
possible that these people are too
close-minded to consider any new
ideas? Are they no longer interested
in the facilitative aspects of the
profession?
Many people have often criticized
Social Workers ~s being parasites
who feed off other peoples' problems. Perhaps this has something to
do with the refusal to recognize the
findings of Cysnek, Levitt, and
Bergen. The truth of the matter is
that if Social Workers follow
through the studies of these men,
they will be working towards the
obsolescence of their profession. I
am sure the majority of Social Workers do not fear this but in my
opinion should aim for just that
eventual goal. What is more valuable to each and every one of us
than a human being? What would
life be like without other people?
Why then are people cynical when
Social Workers state that they recognize the invaluable potential of
human beings and wish to alleviate

whatever hardships people experience? There must be some discrepancy between thoughts and actions. ·
Perhaps the fact that too few Social
Workers recognize this discrepancy
is one source of the problem. If
people do not recognize the value
that empathy, understanding, respect and concreteness have on an
interpersonal relationship, it. is no
wonder that their actions are ineffective.
This year the School of Social
Work is applying for accreditation
for both the B.S.W. and M.S.W. programs. This will mean that our degrees will be recognized as acceptable by all other Social Work agencies and organizations. As a result,
every course offered is being closely scrutinized. Now is the time to express your opinions regarding the
value and effectiveness of both the
course content and the professor.
No one should be afraid of speaking
out against either the course or the
professor. This is your training to
work with the most fragile of all
species - the human being. If you
feel that you will not be prepared to
handle this responsibility, then find
out why. You are paying $2,680 for
this training so you should demand
the best.
Last year in first year Social Work
there were 163 students enrolled. Of
this number, 102 planned to major in
Social Work and the rest were undecided. There are now 57 students
in second year. What happened ·to
the rest of them? Was it the course
content? Was it the professor? Last
year there were 76 second year students. Of these, 52 or 53 students applied for the 44 placements available. Since September two students
dropped out. Many others have serious doubts about continuing. What
is happening to these people?
These questions must be asked and
answered. It is crucial that the
school of Social Work re-evaluate its
objectives and the directions being
used to meet them if they wish to
grow to the optimum level of facilitativeness.
We can grow only if we recognize the needs of not only the professors, the students and the university but those of the community
as well. This school of Social Work
prides itself in being professionnal,
yet Saint Clair College which only
provides training for Social Work
assistants is much more effective in
the community with their outreach
programs than this school of Social
Work! It is not surprising that the
school has difficulty ii:, finding appropriate placements for its stu-

"after they legalize grass---then what?"

dents when it maintains the attitude
that only a person with at least one
degree in Social Work is capable of
supervising their students. Many ·
agencies would be much more willing to take on volunteers if the
school of Social Work was not so
condescending towards them.
It is time for the school of Social
Work to move out of its ivory tower
and into the grass roots of the community. Once any organization refuses to recognize the need for
change it stagnates, withers and
dies. If the school of Social Work
refuses to acknowledge this it is up
to the students and the community
agencies to help open its eyes.
It is no disgrace to admit weakness or faults, however it is a disgrace to see them and not try ot correct them. Let us hope that both
faculty and students and the community will take the opportunity afforded by accreditation to take a
good hard look at the direction the
school of Social Work is taking. Let
us also hope that they will be able
to do so without fear of reprisals of
any kind.

P LASTER OR PEOPLE
Once again posters and leaflets ·
advertising groups and events on
campus are being torn down by the
administration. The petty rules and
regulations that demand that we
leave all the walls stark white and
beige are not made by students.
No surveys have been taken as to
whether students want blank walls,
or murals, graffitti, posters and
notices.
The campus buildings should reflect the community within them.
Since the administration has had
control of the physical facilities,
they have reflected their sterile
and dull approach to the world.
The students at this university,
have feelings, ideas, and talents,
and the these should be expressed. All it takes is a magic marker,
a leaflet, or a can of paint. Let's
make these buildings an expression of ourselves. Are you pale
and blank?

-

BELIEVE ff
OR NOT
Is it true that petty jealousy and
grievances between profs in the
Sociology Department have cropped up again? Rumour has it that
these jealousies have surfaced in
the firing of Nevil Lane, a popular Canadian professor in the
heavily American dominated department.
Is it true that this University
accepts below-standard students
from below the border as payment
for financial donations from a certain religious sect?
The word is out and its more fact
than fiction that Stokely Carmichael is speaking on campus
on December 9. A pretty far-out
figure in the Black Revolution like
Stokely is long overdue around
here.

We wonder why there doesn't
seem to be any draft beer available
in the Student Pub other than
Ocktoberfest. Last week we had a
look inside the storage cooler for
the pub and out of about 20 kegs
of draft every one was Ocktoberfest.
Some people may actually like that
particular brand of beer but we' re
sure that there is just as much demand for other brands which as yet
haven't been provided.

It's been said that a lot of pressure is being placed on a certain
prof in the School of Social Work.
The school is coming up for accreditation and the biggies in the department aren't too happy about a
course in which there are no due
dates, assigned readings, or very
rigid curriculum. They seem to want
to present a nice, structured. rigid,
little package to show off and are
intent on getting it.
In a recent interview the R.C.M.P.
in Windsor boasted that they keep a
file on the homosexuals in Windsor.
The file was described as "very important" to them, but incomplete.
Homosexuality between consenting
adults was legalized overthreeyears
ago. Someone should have informed the R.C.M.P.; perhaps they were
informed and have now taken a personal interest.
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LATE FEES

TUESDAY IS YOUR DAY

UNFAIR
•

On Wednesday November 15
Students' Council Representatives
John Bennett and Liz Macdonald
met with the Executive of the Board
of Governors to di cuss the abolition
of the financial penalties imposed
on students. The University charges
3 fees to students other than tution;
the late registration fee $20, the
overdue payment fee $10 and $5
per month, and the installment fee
of $5. In the brief presented to the
Board, the Students' Council explained why thes fees should be discountinued and the small effect
such action would have on the University. Figures provided by the University's Finance and Awards Office
showed that about 100 students pay
the late registration fee and only
1% of students pay the overdue payment fee together bringing in
$2,500.
The installment fee which 1s intended to encourage student"s to pay
their tution in September is payed
by 70%. Apparently it just does not
work. The students'representatives
said this occured because students
are just mat able to pay $640 in a
lump sum in September especially
when you consider that 2,930 of the
students on this campus are on
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loan and can not pay in any other
way. The university collects only
$20.000 from the three fees which is
less than 2/3 of one percent of the
revenue received from tuition alone,
an in significant figure to the university.
The brief also stated that these
fees primarily effect the students
who can least afford it. University
education is such an improtant part
of a student's life that he tries his
hardest ot get the financial worries
over with as soon as possible but
only the well-off can do so. The fees
also do not take into account circumstances; "Students often are
forced into positions over which
they have no control. Family situations, financial uncertainties and
prior committments are important
factors", Ms. Macdonald pointed
out.
The Executive of the Board
accpted the -brief and asked Mr.
Mitchell, Vice-President-Tresurer to
look into any further financial implication of the brief before they
make any recommendations to the
Board.
When asked about the prospects
Mr. Bennett said" It looks pretty
good, Liz did a great job in there".

SAC By-election
and Ref er end um
by Felix F. Factsful
On Wednesday, Nov. 29, the
SAC. will be holding by-elections
and a referendum. The referendum
is designed to discover student
opinion pertaining to those heretofore illegal substances - marijuana and hashish. The referendum
will read as follows; Do you feel that:
(a) The present laws and penalties pertaining to the possession
and use of marijuana and hashish
are adequate.
(b) Laws and penalties pertaining
to the possession and use of marijuana should be repealed.
(c) All laws and penalties pertaining to marijuana and hashish should
be repealed.
(d) All laws and penalties pertaining to possession and use of marijuana and hashish should be
strengthened.
Parts (a) and (d) are clear choices;
however there is an important distinction between (b) and (c). If the
government was to eventually adopt
Section (b) as a platform, it would
mean that possession and use
would be legal, but sale and importation, cultivation, ect. would not
be legal. Those cigarette companies
who have invested large amounts
in Mexican farmland in order to
cultivate a fine crop of weed would
have control over the price and
quality of the substance.

Part (c), however, would allow
each citizen to grow, import, and
sell, as welll as possess and use
both marijuana and hashish. This
would truly make marijuana and
hashish, the "People's dope. Repeating once again; you will have
your opportunity to vote on Wednesday, Nov. 29. Probably the only
reason for not voting would be that
you don't feel the government will
pay any attention to the results. If
so, then maybe you should start
considering the possibility of replacing an irresponsive government, or, if necessary, and unresponsive political system.

Tomrow has been proclaimed "Student Awareness Day'
and a great many students will be boycotting classes. The
boycott is an integral part of the demonstrations across
the province in protest of the tuition increases and changes
in the O.S.A.P. program .
A variety of workshops dealing with a broad nember of
student concerns have been organized and supplemented
wiht entertainment. The workshops include such topics
as food in the cafeteria, tuition fees, parking problems, the
student's role in the community, the role of women on
campus, trade unionism and student unionism, resedence
students and their role on campus, students and their
effect on courses, and students and unemployment. Entertainment for the day includes folksingers in the cafeteria at
9:00AM, rock & roll and blues bands beginning at 11 :30AM
in the cafeteria, and a free movie in the pub starting at
12 Noon which will be shown continuously.
Below is a schedule of the workshops with some questions we'd like to see answered:

FOOD IN THE CAFETERIA 10:00 AM S.A.C. OFFICE
Why is the food so shitty?
Why aren't there any canned pop machines around the
campus instead of those rip-off cup machines?
Is it really true (as the people who work for Beaver say) that
food in the Centre is intentionally bad so people will eat at
the more profitable Vanier facilities?
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PARKING PROBLEM 10:00 AM ASSUMPTION LOUNGE
Why can't students park in Ambassador Park?
Why is only 55% of the parking lot space assigned to students when we constitute about 90% of the people here?
Has the Administration made any plans to make more parking available ·for students?
TUITION FEES 10:00 AM AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM
Why Can't the government substantiate its reasons for the
increases?
What does the university plan to do to students withholding
fees in January?
Will the Administration force students to pay their tuition
before it turns over the grant protions of O.S.A.P. awards?

=

RESIDENCE STUDENTS 10:00 ESSEX LOUNGE WEST
Why weren't residence buildings equipped with cooking
faci I ities?
Is residence life an integral part of campus activity, or is
it isolated?
Why don't residence students have free parkinq?

=
STUDENTS AND THEIR ROLE IN THE COMMUNITY
1 :30 PM ESSEX LOUNGE WEST
Has the University remained isolated from the community of
Windsor?
Why is the campus abandoned by students during the evenings and on weekends?
How is Windsor affected by what goes on at the University
and vice versa?
WOMEN AND THEIR ROLE IN THE UNIVERSITY 1 :30 PM
ASSUMPTION LOUNGE
What kinds of problems do women face at university?
What opportunities are available to women on academic
and administrative levels?
What is the status of women on campus?
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Is the BA a valuable tool in securing a job?
Should the university be a training ground for business and
industry?

-Mc.~~

TRADE UNIONISM AND STUDENT UNIONISM 1 :30 PM
Ambassador auditorium
·
What lessons can we learn from trade unionism?
Is student unionism a viable plternative to the present student incorporation?
What is the student's status in the eyes of unions: a) as a
temporary part of the labour force during the summer;
b) as a strike-breaking force?
These workshops will provide a long-overdue forum for
student expression on many relevant topics; an opporunity
that is worth skipping classes for!!!
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GAY
-iIBERATION
by Steve Lough
"Queer, faggot, fairy, pervert,
sissy!" With "compliments" like
these, it's a wonder there are any
homosexuals left who haven't con!\mitted suicide. But there are, and
we're tired of being told to be ashamed of qualities that. we see this
society needing more and more
every day. For our whole lives we've
been told that homosexuality was
"unnatuara1··. for differing reasons.
And we're here, men and women,
teachers and students. construction
workers and
secretaries,
functioning otherwise "normally",
--..._ but denied free expression of our
feefingrror other people. "This is
a democracy!'', you say. "How are
homosexuals suppressed in a democracy?"
To begin with, until recently,
homosexuality was illegal straight
and sim~.te; in private, in public,
between adults or children. But
it's so muGh better now! Now I can
answer that Bell Telephone application truthfully. Yes I am a homosexual. But I better not expect to
get the job. Bell doesn't hire admitted homosexuals. Maybe we·re bad
security risks. And lord knows, Bell
needs tight security. So I'll stick
with the job I have. I know the boss
hates "fairies". But I'm free. If my
boyfriend drops by the plant at
noon, I can share a few minutes
with him, relaxed and affectionate.
Sure! But I had better plan a vacation (unpaid) while he is here. Because in Ontario, you have no protection against discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation. I
can't be discriminated against because I'm a man; but if I show any.
"unmanly" signs. like feeling,emo-

by Walter Franczyk
About 60 miles northeast of
Toronto lie 18,000 acres of Class 1
~gricultural land. Providing Toronto
with 300 million quarts of milk annually, this is some of the best farmland in all of Canada. This land had
been set aside as "green-belt" in the
Toronto Centred Region Plan. In
other words it was to be set aside
and preserved ··as-is" for future
generations and for the enjoyment of its natural beauty by current
city-dwellers.
In and around this area of land
lie at least four bird sanctuaries.
One of them is considered the best
wildlife marsh on the northern shore
of Lake Ontario. The area also
t,oasts no less than 10 conservation
~s. visited annually by over
"'O people. More than 73 d ifpecies of birds can be found
on this land.
entire area is doomed· for
uction. In a matter of months

tion, or love for another man, I
lose those rights. But, from the looks
of the last Ontario Labour Relations Board hearings in Windsor,
heterosexuals don't have any employment rights either. So I shouldn ·t feel lonely. But somehow that
knowlerlge does leave me a little insecure. I've really gotten attached to
three meals a day and a place to
sleep.
So thre's a touch of the legal freedom that I have. What about mental
and moral freedom? Having been
raised a Catholic, like so many of
you, I learned that all sex was evil
right off the bat. Then a few exceptions popped up. Not everyone
wanted to be priests, and someone
had to have children so that there
would always be money in the collection plate. So sex was alright
as long as you had kids. Well, some
people weren't capable of that, but
couldn ·t hold themselves back, so
soon sex was alright as long as you
"wanted" to have kids. Love didn't
seem to have anything to do with
it. No one talked about the natural
life processes that I was going
through. Puberty was ··natural", but
you didn't talk about it. It was
something to be "experienced" alone. If you were lucky enough to
be interested in sports, you could
work out most of your sex drive
on the track or field. at least for a
while. Guidance consisted of learning the proper etiquette at the prom.
It didn't seem to matter whether
you liked the person you went with.
Now, what kid in elementary or high
school is going to lay his/her feelings and emotions out for some
sort of support or guidance, when

or perhaps years, the land will be
bulldozed, the valleys and streams
will be buried under tons of gravel,
and black tarmack will be the only
visible surface for miles.
The scheduled doom was announced last March when it became
known that a second major airport
would be build in Pickering township. Without any public discussion
the governments of Ontario and
Canada decided that Toronto needed a second airport and that the
place it would be built would be
Pickering Township. Residents of
the area were served with expropriation notices. Some reluctantly
complied and abandoned their
homes and farms but a large
majority did not. These people formed a committee called People or
Planes and began lobbying influential people and the public at large.
Unlike many anti-airport groups
this one did not confine itself to the
detrimental effects of airports on
ecology and human beings but began investigating and questioning
the very need for a second major
airport. They came up with some
very interesting results.
The decision to build the airport

all around him/her everyone is talking about what you're wearing and
what kind of car your dad drives.
That's the repression of silence;
it invalidates your experiences.
Parliament hasn't found a way
around that yet.
So now I'm in university. Since
the "-versity", I understand, means
that diverse views and life styles
are openly discussed and experimented with, I have now found real
freedom. Look at all these books
in the library on feelings, emotions,
love and personal relationships.
Wei I, maybe now I can figure out
why I like other men. The older
books say that it is the devil in me.
Ha! Ha! Sure am glad this isn't a
stalwart Catholic university anymore. The newer books are all
psychology. Now here's real understanding. One says that I'm neurotic
because my mother dominated my
father. Well, that true. But 75% of
North American families could be
described like that. Well, this one
is different. "Homosexuality is just
a stage most people pass through
in their developing sexuality." First
they build friendships with others
of the same sex, and then on to
glorious love affairs and marriage
with the opposite sex. Someho:vv
that doesn't have anything to do
with the fact that there was a girls
door and a boys door in our elementary school, or that I was always given trains and guns for
Christmas and my sister was always
given dolls and dresses. Boys are
just "naturally" attracted to boys.

was based on a study completed in
1967. Since then a number of reports have been completed with
conclusions
contradicting
the
original study. A study commissioned jointly by the provincial and
federal governments made the
following statements:
.. The present facility (at Malton)
couldbeexpandedtoaccomodatea/1
air traffic until the year 2,000 ....
without acquiring additional noise
lands . ... No additions to the present
noise lands are expected if theexpansion of the present facilities is undertaken. Thustherewillbenoadditional
enfringement on the envir,onmental
quality of the area."
The same report goes on to say
that expansion of Malton Airport
would save over a billion dollars of
taxpayers' money.
Another reports compiled for the

But men are ··naturally" attracted
to women. Bullshit!
We've all been through this conditioning in school and at home,
whether we ended up heterosexual
or homosexual. We've all been
taught what it means to be "men"
and what it means to be "women»'.
But we've never been taught what it
means to be "ourselves". Where
do our real feelings and emotions
fit into these roles.
That's what homosexuals face
when we try to act freely and be
ourselves. And that's why gay men
and women have to stand up and
say they're gay. Freedom won't be
legislated for us. There are laws
that need changing; but there are
also ideas and actions that follow
from them that need changing.
People aren't going to believe that
homosexuality is a sickness, if men
and women are walking around
proud of their gayness. Who ever
heard of someone proclaiming their
disease? As long as we hide ourselves, our feelings, we admit that
they are not legitimate, at least. And
we also leave ourselves open to
blackmail. But who can blackmail
someone with common knowledge.
Our homosexuality should be common knowledge.
This isn't going to be easy. But
it is going to be worthwhile. All
that learning has to be re-done; inside our selves, and with our friends
and relatives.
The word "GAY" expresses happiness and a desire to live. Is that
anything to be ashamed of?

province of Ontario outlines the
ecological destruction which the
airport will cause. The report points
out that populations of game fish
within the area will significantly be
reduced; water quality will suffer;
flood hazards will be increased; and
bird populations and migrations will
have to be removed to enable safe
aircraft operation.
Winter has prevented the remaining expropriations from taking
place. However when spring arrives
expropriations will undoubtedly begin again. All the up-to-day facts
show the government is making an
incredibly poor decision. Yet there is
no indication as yet that this
decision will be reversed.

l
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by Theresa Van Loon
One of the strangest phenomena
currently discussed with regards to
I the Canadian political system is the
question of economic nationalism.
Why strange? Not a poor choice
of words, but a word with reference
to Canadian nationalism that needs
qualification.
It is n0t strange for a country like
Canada to wish to control its major
industries. According to Canadians
canonized by the nationalist cult,
such as Kari Levitt, Alexander Pope
and Mel Watkins, most industrial
countries do in fact control their
major industries. Good for them.
The purpose of this article is not to
deal with the merits of the concept.
No doubt there are some. The
strange aspect of Canadian nationalism is its advocates.
f Eric Kierans recently denounced
the Trudeau government for its
weak stand on the problem in question. His attitude is rather difficult to
understand. Nine years ago Eric
Kierans was President of the Montreal Stock Exchange. It was primarily this giant of the business world
which brought about the removal of
Walter Gordon from the Pearson
cabinet. Gordon, you'll remember,
1i was the first to take concrete steps
"" towards repatriating our economy.
Kierans vehemently opposed these
steps. No doubt the sudden thransformation from pig to prophet can
be explained in terms of divine enlightenment. However, rumour has it
that such arguments carry little
weight these days.
David Lewis, Pierre Trudeau and
Robert Stanfield are also advocating
repatriation to some degree. One
must question their motives. All
three are seeking power. Popular
power theorists such as William
Kuntsler suggest that power seekers

will do anything to obtain power,
anything to maintain it. It follows
then that these men are merely treating economic nationalism as a salient issue to be exploited in their
quest for power.
The strangest advocates of
nationalization are the members of
the so-called Canadian left. As I see
it, they seem ready to jump on any
political bandwagon which advocates nationalism. They seem to
forget the political art of manipulating the electorate - an art so pronounced among our parties today.
They seem to forget that, if a branch
plant economy is a problem, tha
those same parties, promising a
cure, are almost totally responsible
for it.
They also seem ~o forget the
nature of North American society. If
corporations were forced to Canadianize their boards of directors, the
American business elite would be
replaced, not by members of the
new left, but by members of the
Canadian business elite.
A rose by any other name would
still be a rose . So it would be with
regards to the corporate economy.
Under the leadership of Canadian
businessmen, workers would still be
underpaid. There would still be layoffs, planned obsolescence, unscrupulous advertising and the like.
Yet the new left does not seem to
realize this. They seem to envision
the saviour in the ranks of the Canadian business elite and forget the
importance of profit and increased
dividends in our society:
The issue has become political
bait dangled before the electrate the electorate, ever so willingly, gobbling it up. Seen in this light, the
issue is garbage - to be thrown
away.

come out!
Wednesday
4:oop.m.
centre meeting rm.

Margaret Atwood has written
several books of poetry and prose,
including Power Politics, Surfacing,
and The Circle Game. Her latest
manuscript is entitled, "Survival:
A Thematic Guide To Canadian
Literature". This selection is taken
from Chapter One, Survival.
" I'd like to begin with a sweeping generalization and argue that
every country or culture has a single
unifying and informing symbol at
its core .... The symbol, then - be
it word, phrase, idea, image, or all
of these - functions like a system
of beliefs (it is a system of beliefs,
though not a formal one) which
holds the country together and
helps the people in it to co-operate
for .common ends."
"The central symbol for Canada
- and this is based on numerous
instances of its occurrence in both
English and French literature - is
undoubtedly Survival, La Survivance. Like the Frontier (American,
ed.) and the Island (British, ed.), it is
it is a multi-faceted and adaptable
idea. For early explorers and settlers, it meant bare survival in the
face of "hostile" elements and/or
natives: c'arrying out a place and a
way of keeping alive. But the word
can also suggest survival of a crisis
or disaster, like a hurrican or a
wreck, and many Canadian poems·
have this kind of survival as a theme;
what you might call "grim" survival
as opposed to "bare" survival. For
French Canada af,ter the English
took over it became cultural survival, hanging on as a people, retaining a religion and a language
under an alien government. And in
English Canada now while the
Americans are taking over it is acquiring a similar meaning. There is
another use of the wc:,rd as well:
a survival can be a vestige of a vanished order which has managed to
persist after its time is past, like a
primitive reptile. This version crops

up in Canadian thinking too, usually
among those who believe that
Canada is obsolete.·· ·
"Let us suppose, for the sake of
argument, that Canada as a whole is
a victim, or an
"oppressed
minority", or "exploited". Let us
suppose in short that Canada is a
colony. A partial definition of a
colony is that it is a place from
which a profit is made, but n°"'by
the people who live there: the rwa1or
prof it from a colony is made in thP.
centre of the empire. That's what
colonies are for, to make money for
the "mother country", and that's
what- since the days of Rome and,
more recently, of the Thirteen
Colonies - they have always been
for. Of course there are cultural
side-effects which are often identified as "the colonial mentality", and
it is these in which are examined
here; but the ·root cause for ·them is
economic."
.... "I devised this model not as
the Secret of Life or the answer to
everything (though you can apply it
to world politics or your friends if
you like), but as a helpful method of
approaching our literature. It's a
model about Victims for the simple
reason that I found a superabundance of victims in Canadian
literature."
... "But you might wonder, in a
snowstorm-kills-man story, whether
the snowstorm is an adequate
explanation for the misery of the
characters, or whether the author
has displaced the source of the
misery in their world and is blaming the snowstorm when he ought to
be blaming something else. If so, it
is a Position. Two story (from her
model ed.): quite apart from the
subject matter, it expresses a
premature resignation and a misplaced willingness to see one's
victimizafion as unchangeable.

Survival,
Margaret Atwood,
House of Anansi

10% DISCOUNT to U.of W. students (with 1.0.) at
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THE ROOT CELLAR
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CAN-AM

Seminar:

INFO SYSTEMS PREVAIL
Harpoon News Staph
This year's Canadian-American
Seminar Program, the 14th, was
held in the Moot Court last Thursday
and Friday. Its theme was "Information Processing and the Right to
Privacy". The pamphlet for the
seminar stated that "It is necessary,
therefore, to formulate a concept of
privacy which both ensures individual liberties and conforms to the
needs of a highly technological
society." The seminar stated its purpose as an "attempt to clarify the
moral issues which arise out of information processing and to establish the degree of privacy which
constitutes
individual
right. "
Whether this purpose was ever met
is not at all clear, but the different
sessions offered some provocative
- di-.,ussion.
In the Introductory Welcome,
John P.
Mclaren, the Dean of the
Faculty of Law at the University of
Windsor explained the relevancy of
the topic by proclaiming the 70's as
the "decade of decision" in which
Americans and Canadians must
decide to what extent they will allow
their rights to privacy to be fringed
upon. He pointed out that most
Canadians believe that it is only
Americans who have the problems
of intrusion of privacy but that they
are wrong. Although the problem is
not as serious in . Canada it does
exist and is becoming worse.
Following the introduction the
first session entitled "Assault on
Privacy: An Overview" began. During this session George H. Brown,
the Director of the U. S. Bureau of
Census, claimed that the reason U.
S. citizens are required by law to fill
out the census forms is because of
the necessity of a complete and accurate response of all pre-designated people if the observations
made from them are to be reliable
and correct. Another speaker at that
session, Edward F. Ryan, the
General Counsel to the Ontario Law
Reform Commission.did not look so
kindly on the situation. He claimed
that there had been a radical reshuffling of values concerning people's
freedom since Canada and the
United States first wrote their constitutions. He said that privacy, now, is
as important as freedom of speech
was then.
The Thursday afternoon sessions
dealt with public and private national data planning and dispersion. J. Taylor De Weese, a
member of the Secretary's Advisory
Committee on Automated Personal
Data Systems and a third year law
student in the U.S.A., gave one of
the most stimulating speeches o
the day. He said that "we are talking
about power in power. Institutions
know more and more about us, but
we know less and less about them."
He went on to point out the problems which accompany this imbalance of power. Mr. De Weese said
that individuals should be given

rights that make it unlawful for a
data collector to fail to inform an individual that data is being kept on
him and that the collector .should
tell the person what it is about. If the
data is incorrect Mr. De Weese believes that the person should be able
to correct it. He also said that the
subject should be informed of who
has access to the data and that information collected for one thing
should not be used for anything
else.
The first session Friday was on
"Wiretapping and Electronic Suveillance." The first panelist to speak
was Robert Holland, a lawyer and
former employee of I.B.M. He talked
mainly about the proposed wiretapping bill which is presently tabled
in Ottawa. a bill which would

People are labelled by their past
records, and there is no chance for
turning a new leaf, when files on a
person follow him for the rest of his
life. Mr. Neier cited the anecdotal
records kept on students in elementary and high school which follow
right through university and are also
used by prospective employers.
While Mr. Neier was very much
against wiretapping and the great
amount of information gathered on
people, Mr. G. A. Fierheller spent
much energy defending surviellance, and coincidentally, his class
interests. He is the-president of Systems Dimensions, a large computer
service frim; and an advocate of the
"benefits" of surveillance. He mentioned what he saw as two extremes
a society without any forms of sur-
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The Can-Am Seminar on "Privacy" certainly seemed private,
with fewer than thirty people in attendance for any one session.
make wire tapping illegal, except for
police. The bill says that police
would have to have judicial approval
to wiretap. As of now, there are virtually no laws applying to wiretapping or eavesdropping in Canada
nor are there any laws guaranteeing
a• citizen's right to privacy.
Mr. Holland lavished much praise
on the U.S. wiretapping law, passed
in 1968. However, the next speaker
had some facts about electronic
snooping in the U.S. that seemed to
cast some doubts on the value of the
law. Aryeh Neier, Executive Director
of the American Civil Liberties
Union, explained that since 1968,
1154 people have been convicted of
various crimes where wiretapping
has been used as evidence or has
been involved. To get those 1154
convictions, 93,000 people were listened to, in a total of 1.1 million conversations. Furthermore, 90% of
those convictions were for gambling, a victimless crime which Mr.
Neier felt should not be illegal. 6% of
the convictions were for drug
offenses, many concerning marijuana. The other 4% were for
genuine "crimes". Mr. Neier called
that a "paltry acheivement" and said
that wiretapping and electronic surveillance are a "sneaky, dirty business" that "damages the spirit of a
free society."
He felt that the U.S. was becoming
a nation of paranoics and mentioned Orwell's 1984. When asked what
was done with the information that
is gathered by wiretapping, Mr.
Neier said that it was all kept and
filed. He went on to say that the FBI
regularly disclos this information
not only to law enforcement
agencies, but to banks, insurance
companies, and hospitals.

veillance or information gathering
which he thought would lead to
anarchy, or a completely controlled
"1984" type society (Orwell pops up
again). The fact that credit card
companies can have information on
a person's entire lifestyle didn't
seem to bother Mr. Fierheller.
Even after the audience discussions, the sessions proved very inconclusive.
The topic discussed at the seminar on Friday afternoon dealt with
"Centralized Data, Identification
and Intelligence." The American
speaker, Edward Mattson, Planning Director of the Government
Commission on Crime Prevention
and Control; outlined a developing
"Criminal History System" in the
States. The system was started by a
group of 10 states several years ago
to assist law enforcement agencies
throughout the country, in predetermining criminal behaviour. Mattson
stated that the founders thought the
system would prove a help in
"acheiving a method of predetermining human behaviour."
The system has 45,000 different
law-offenders currently on file.
Their records of arrest, convictions,
prison sentences, and rehabilitation
programs can be obtained thr~ugh
a computer network which will
eventually reach all 50 . states.
Access to these files is limited to law
enforc.ement agencies, the individuals themselves, and any other
organizations that individual states
deem necessary.
Allan Borovoy of the Canadian
Civit Liberties Association confined
himself to wiretapping in Canada.
He cited that since 1969 police have
monitored 44,000 different converc;ations whic 1
L~o,d to convict

127 persons (at the federal level).
Borovoy also expanded on the near
uselessness of the proposed wiretapping bill. The legislation would
enable the police to gather information for crimes ranging from murder, to impaired driving or stealing
a newspaper. Borovoy stressed the
need for a variety of contraols on
the police use of wiretapping but
also pointed out that many MPs and
other people would prefer the police
to have a free hand in its use.
The afternoon's seminar, like the
morning's proved very inconclusive
and failed to present any workable
solutions.
The final session of the seminar
was a debate on whether or not a
centralized
Canadian-American
Data bank should be established.
Two students from the University of
Minnesota took the affirmative side
while two students from the University of Windsor argued against it.
Like most debates concerning relations between Canadians and
Americans the anti-American sentiments held by many Canadian including the two debating became a
major issue. After the debate Tom
Hollihan, one of the University of
Minnesota debaters said that he was
caught by surprise by the antiAmerican feelings expressed by the
Windsor debaters and the audience
and that with his arguments for the
Centralized Data Bank he appeared
to defend something that he does
not believe.
The Canadian-American Seminar
was first started in 1959. Since that
time, the Seminar has greatly
extended its influence. In 1970, Columbia University invited its participants to present their views in
New York. The Seminars have
focused their attention on the
dynamics of Canadian-American
Relations. They have attempted to
isolate the causes which alienate the
two countries as well as to explore
the common interests which bind •
them together. The Seminars during the past years have examined
a great variety of topics. Next year
the topic will be "Sport or Atheletics: A North American Dilemma."
Each year the preceedings of the
conference are edited and published and form a permanent record
of the major topics of discussion.
Due to the Seminars two scholarships have been set up by The Gulf
Oil Company of Canada and The
Detroit Edison Company for students doing research on CanadianAmerican affairs. J. Alex Murray,
the Director, of the Seminar said that
it is the only Can-Am seminar and is
offered primarily for the students at
the University of Windsor. He pointed out that the speakers come on
their own time and receive no money
)ther than their transportation ex:>ense. The Seminar is funded by the
university of Windsor and several
companies interested in good
Canadian-American relatio,:1s.
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Due to ammendments made 1n
the Senate by laws concerning promotion and tenure, the University's
control over department heads has
been increased. The ammendments
(made in early October), placed the
stuely of promotion for department
heads, deans and vice-deans in the
hands of a committee appointed by
the President of the University. This
takes these promotion and tenure
decisions away from individual departments. It could also enable the
university to prevent a department
head, up for promotion or tenure,
from acting in the best interests
of his department, when those interests are contrary to those of the
administration. In plain words, it
creates another avenue for people
to suck-up to J.F. Leddy, and
enables him to weed out any departmental heads who don't see eye
to eye with him.

A REAL
COFFEE?
ROUSE
Have you ever looked forward to a
big date on a Saturday night and
then found out that in this entire,
glorious city, there was nothing to
do? That has happened just too
often to -one student here, Tony
Visocchi, and He's doing something
about it.
Tony, and a friend, Howie Lewis,
are opening Windsor's first true
coffee house, the True North Rume,
early next month. Their goal is to
provide a low-key atmosphere featuring good Canadian talent. Tony
is hoping to open with Michael
Lewis (he put on a great performance at the Crowbar Concert
during Homecoming) on December
Mh, 15th, and 16th. The following
, on the 21st, 22nd, and 23rd
Regers, a well-know guitarist
w ,a singer, will play.
In addition to providing entertainment on Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday nights, it's
Tony's intention to open the Rume
of Tuesdays and Wednesdays for
fun & games & all kinds of old
silent films.
.
The management of the, Three
Bears Tavern at Tecumseh Road
and Huron Line are giving Tony
and Howie the basement of the
basement of the tavern on a onemonth trial basis, and it is here
that the True North Rume will be
set up. Beer and wind will be served,
as well as a variety of teas and coffees. Alice will be the chief cook,
and according to Tony, her dishes
tempt even the fussiest of palates.
The True North Rume is not intended to be a profit-making venture. It is the main concern of Tony
and Howie to provide top-grade
entertainment in a low-key atmo·
sphere. They have made a lot of contacts in the entertainment field in
London, Ontario ·s folk capital, (and
incidently, the home of Murray McLaughlin) and throughout the rest
of the province. They are after good
entertainment, and they way things
are shaping up, they'll get it.
If you·re tired of acid rock concerts or brawling pubs, this is the
place for you. It's been a long time
oming , and Windsor will certainly
be enhanced by tt,~ True North
Rume. We'll see you there on December ,th for the Opening Night.

The Dairy Queen parking lot on the corner of Sunset and Wyandotte has traditionally been chained off during the
winter months..

There Is no reason why the university couldn't acquire this lot for free student parking.

IF MA BELL BUGS YOU, BUG HER BACK
In a two page advertisement in the
Windsor Star last week, the Bell
Telephone Company announced
that it is applying for approval of new
telephone rates. After wading
through two pages of statistics and
carefully worded paragraphs, we
find that the Bell is presenting two
applications to the Canada Transport Commission to have· their rate
increases approved. And what this
amounts to is that, if all goes well for
our telephone monooolv. startinq
January 1st, 1973, we will be paying
5.70 a month for phone service instead of 5.65. So, why is everyone so
uptight about the phone bill going
up?
Well, it seems that farther down on
the page, we are informed that, if all
goes well for the Bell, we will be pay..
ing 16.50 to have a phone installed,
instead of the present 11.00. And if
Application B is accepted, we will
be paying 22.00 on January 1st, 1974
to have that same phone installed.
We will also be dropping 20c in the
slot for pay telephone calls, and 25c
is added to our bill every time we call
directory assistance, not to ment1on
higher long distance rates and
sundry other goodies.
The one thing absent from the ad
is any mention of reasons tor all
this. It's rather hard to believe that
Canada's only telephone company
is losing money so fast as to warrant
doubling of their basic rates in two
years. As a matter of fact, most
people are under the 1mpression
that the Bell makes a healthy profit
each year. It is not likely that the
company's workers are going to get
their pay doubled by 1974, either.
What then are the reasons for the
rate increases? Inflation? Stiff
competition?

,-,,,.

Now that we have deciphered all
this, the inevitable question is
asked, "What can be done?". Well,
whatev~r is going to be done has to
be done by December 13th, the
deadline the CTC has set for receiving "interventions" or objections to
the Bell's application If you are willing to go through the formalities of
registering a complaint in writing
it has to be sent to the Secretary
of the Telecommunications Committee of the CTC, 400 Laurier Ave.
West, Ottawa. A copy must also be
sent to Bell Canada's General Counsel, Guy Houle, 1050 Beaver Hall Hill,
Montreal 128, Que.
·
It has been known for some time
that Bell was going to ask for rate
increases, but the opposing forces
are only now beginning to voice
their opinions. Windsor City Council
has registered its opposition and
Mayor Frank, Wansbrough has sug ..
gested that a government commission be set up to look into the operati<ms of the Bell Telephone Com·
pany before any action on the rates
is taken. Many other municipalities
have echoed these sentiments, and
the trade union movement is officially against the increases. But resolu·
tions passed by town councils will
not have much effect. The CTC is a
wea.k and inefficient organization
and its chairman, Edgar Benson,
does not have a reputation as a very
able or trustworthy politician.
A full-scale investigation of the
workings of the Bell Telephone
Company is needed immediately.
Not a Royal Commission report, or
a CTC inquiry, but a citizen's committee, made up of telephone
customers; in other words, he
·average person who
getting
shafted
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The Bell has a reputation for somewhat sneaky dealings. If you look at
your phone bill, you can see that
they offer "discounts" on long dis·
tance calls at certain times i.e. a 1/3
discount after6 on weekdays, 3/4 off
on Sundays. Anyone can see that
these are not discounts at all, but
that the rates are upped at
other times i.e. before 6 on weekdays. Your bill will also a show that
November is free extension installation month; and if enough exten·
sions are installed, Windsor is put in
another category, and the rates are
raised once again. The Bell is renowned for underpaying its workers,
poor working conditions, and discriminatory hiring and promotion
practices.
Everyone should become their
own investigating committee. Call
the Bell office and inquire as to what
their profits were last year. If enough
people phone at once, it could
create quite a stir. (Don't harass the
operators, they have a hard enough
time as it is.) Send a polite note with
your phone bill, explaining that you
are against their rate increases because your job hardly pays for food,
let alone more for the phone. You
might ask them for a job, expounding on your virtues as a waste·saver
and a cost·cutter. Or if you're really
ambitious, get some friends together and picket the Bell offfe&.
Only one caution: don't organize
over that little black thing with the
wires and the dial. The walls may not
have ears, butthe phone sure does!
1
MarK Buckner
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the ealendarlCONCERTS

rhetoric
This is the time of year when this
place (the university) gets to be a
drag (more so than usual). The lectures drag on for hours and the time
worn ritual of professors mumbling
memorized textbooks becomes an
i"ncessant droning. Everyone is
bored and their spirit seems to have
migrated southward along with the
sun. The ridiculousness of what
people are doing here becomes
more and more evident and their
interest plummets along with the
thermometer. Freshmen begin to
realize that things really aren't going
____!o get any better and maybe they
should have taken that job upon
high school graduation. This is also
the time of year when the nonsensical workload reaches epidemic
proportions.
·Therefore, this is also the perfect
time for people to think about getting an education. Have you ever
gone to the Library? I mean have
you really gone to the Library?
Everyone goes to the Library to get
research book when an essay or
seminar has to be done. But have
you ever walked into the Library,
walked up to a row of books, took
the first one caught your eye and
begun to read? There are millions
of things and I do mean millions, that
might catch your interest, but they
will never be discussed in classroom. Who knows, you might find
something to catch your interest
and make your stay at this university worthwhile.
Most of us at this inst1tut1on in
our late teens and early twenties and
most of us have yet to attempt to
educate ourselves. Is it not time that
people stopped being passively
force-fed? Wriy not start attempting
a little self-discipline and accepting
a little responsibility for our education. The only thing that we have to
lose is the ring in our nose, and the
end result is an exciting, exhilarating form of learning. You are an
individual and as such have individual interests. However, these can
only be discovered and pursued if
people take the time and effort to
search them out. You've had a bullshit education for at least 13 years
and what tias it done for you?
Now is the time and this is the place

to try something different. In a further column, I'm going to attempt
to suggest ways that you can scratch
an education out of this place. In
the meantime, I hope you'll· give it
some thouoht.

On Tuesday, November 21, the
SAC. will be having a student day.
One of the events will be a continuous showing (in the pub) of the
movie ·'Breathing Together: Revolution of the Electric Family". It stars
brothers Jerry and Abbie, the high
priest of the Revolution - Timothy
Leary, Martyred Black Panther
Leader - Fred Hampton, Bizarro
Poet, Par Excellence Allen
Ginsberg, William Kunstler, John
Lennon and Buckminster Fuller.
Dig it!
Much is made by death culture
politicians and the media of the
president quietly existing in many
areas where violence was once a
frequent occurrence - areas such
as
black
ghettos,
campuses,
throughout the continent, Quebec,
etc. The implication that is made is
that these situations have been dealt
with and that everyone is now
happy. However, every once in a
while something happens to disprove this bullshit. The most recent
occurrence
was
Wednesday,
November 15 in Baton Rouge, La.
Militant black students who had
taken control of their university
administration
building
where
charged by gun wielding "defenders of Peace", who proceeded to
murder two of the students.
The fact is that the dreams, aspi rations, and frustrations that provoked the "events" of the 60's are
still present. They have been suppressed with murders when necessary, and that is why, for the time
being, there is silence. However, like
all struggles, this one is moving in
cycles. The coming upsurge will be
without the naivete of the 60's and
will be that much more violent. It's
inevitable and will be so until the
aspirations of all groups in this
society are legitimately dealt with.
-=-:a..-. It has now been 2 years, 6 months,
-~~di 16 days, since 4 students at Kent
State were gunned down by national
guardsmen defending the U.S.
Slaughter in Vietnam.
John Wesley Harding

Mon. Nov. 20, 7:30 p.m. the U. of D. Memorial Building, Stevie Wonder,
with special guest, War. Tickets available from Hudson's
at $3.50, "$4.50 & $5.50.
Mon. Nov. 27, 7:30 p.m. at the Ford Auditorium, Uriah Heep, Tickets available at the Ford Auditorium box office at $4.00, $5.00 & $6 .00.
Sat. Dec. 9, 7:30 p.m. at the Chrysler Arena in Ann Arbor. The Allman
Brothers wiht Dr. John, the Nighttripper. Tickets available
from the Chrysler Arena or the U. of M. Student Union at$3.50,
$4.50, & $5.50.
Sun.Dec.10, 8:00p.m.attheMasonicAuditoriumJudyCollins.Tickesareavailable from
the
Masonic Auditorium
box office
at $3.50, $4.50 & $5.50.
Sun. Dec. 10, 7:30 p.m. at the Ford Auditorium, Nina Simone, Tickets are
available at the Ford Auditorium box office at $4.00, $5.00 &
$7.00.
Tues. Dec. 12, 8:00 p.m. at Cobo Hall, Humble Pie. Tickets are available at
the Cobo Hall box office at $4.50 & $5.50.
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AT THE PUB:
Wed. Nov. 22, & Thurs, Nov. 23, The Country Playboys
Fri. Nov. 24, & Sat. Nov. 25, Teegaden and Van Winkle

FILMS:
·e·
Tues. Nov. 21, Jean-Luc Goddard's One Plus One (Sympathy Ror The
Devil}, 8 :30 p.m. at the Super Cinema
Tues. Nov. 21, Breathing Together: Revolution of the Electric Family will
be shown at the Pub continuously all day
Wed. Nov. 22, and every Wednesday, Free N.F.B. films, Room 118 Math.
Building ..

SPECIAL EVENTS
Wed. Dec. 6 thru Sat. Dec. 9 at Cleary Auditorium, the National Ballet of
Canada. On Wed. and Thurs., the Nutcracker and on Sat.
afternoon and evening, Swan Lake .. Tickets for the evenings; 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00 and 2.50, 3.00,3.50, 4.00 for the
afternoon.

DON'T BUY DARE COOKIE

Present

MONDAY, NOV. 20th
TUESDAY, NOV. 21 st.

.year
/mhelenma."
·- " f tne

FREE ADMISSION

•

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 22nd
THURSDAY, NOV. 23rd.
U. of Windsor's very own
CALGARY STAMPEDE
FEATURING the

COUNTRY PLAYBOYS
ADMISSION .75c INCLUDES STEIN & COWBOY HAT

•
FRIDAY, NOV. 24th
SATURDAY, NOV. 25th

TEA GARDEN & VANWINKLE
ADMISSION $1.00

ues as compromise rejected

U. of Sask. occupation co
REGINA (CUPl - The dean of arts and
science at the University of Saskatchewan Regina
Campus has rejected a compromise which would
have ended the student occupation of his office
W1derwa) since November 16.
Dean Edgar Vaughn refused to allow a eommittee rule on the constitutionality of a motion
passed by the Social Sciences Division which
would have guaranteed students equal representation with faculty in all eight departm<>nts
belonging to the division.
Vaughn vetoed the motion November 9 on th,•
grounds the faculty members in each department
must give their consent to any changes in the
membership of the departmental body.
His veto prompted the occupation of his officP
November 16 by about 200 students follm\ing a
general student meeting which voted to censure the
dean.

· Associate Dean of Arts and Science Fred Anderson and all the chairmen of the social sciences
departments deeided to ask the dean to withdraw
his veto and sent the motion to the divisional
guidlines committee to rule on its constitutionality.
Anderson conferred with student representatives
who agreed to compromise, but the dean refused.
Vaughn had earlier ruled that the proper course
for the division "<mid haw been to refer the
contentious motion to the guidPlines committee.
Students at the November 16 general meeting
decided to deliver their censurP motion to the dean
in person and adjourned to his office. They
demandPd he withdraw his veto but he replied he
would not make a decision "under duress" and
,,ould haw to consult his superiors.
111e students said they would not accept his veto
under duress aLd rpfused to leave. The dean then
left his office to the students. They decided to give

the administration
to their demands.

noon the next day to rep\ Y

At a genernl me
about 1,000 stude
John Archer said h
the university's .1 ,
di vision's motion
students extended t
'l11ey decided t
functions of the uni
and neighbouring 0
replied to their de
disrupting the aca
strike.
Later that day Ar
legal opinion until
decided to extend
tinul' the occupatio

the next day attended by
R gina campus principal
uld not be able to contact
for a legal opinion on the
late that afternoon. The
deadline.
rupt the administrative
Y by occupying the dean's
until the administration
s. 'I11ey decided against
functions by calling a
0

claimed he could not get a
m ber 20 and the students
deadline again and con·
Y also decided to widen

their demands to include an affirmation by the
administration of the right of students in all
departments to parity if they want it.
At the October 27 meeting of the social science
division, a motion was passed (with thre<' abstentions and none opposed l requiring that "each
department shall provide for a number of student
members equal to the number of (faculty!
members." Some 79 faculty and 59 students sit on
the divisional body.
In vetoing the motion "llovember 9 Dean
Vaughn said, "Although university legislation is
silent on the subject of membership of departments, thl're is no doubt in my mind that the
ultimate legal authority in the carrying out of the
responsibilities of a department resides in the
members of faculty appointed by the Board of
Governors lo that department... it, therefore,

follows that the consent of these faculty members is
necessary in determining what other persons and
how many be added to their numbers to deliberate
on departmental business and that divisions do not
have the right to change the existing provisions for
membership without their consent.'
Students argue that divisions have changed the
membership of departments in the past. The
students object to the dean's belief that only the
faculty members have the right to govern the
membership of departmental committees.

If a satisfactory· reply comes from the Regina
administration students may end their occupation.
If not, they may extend to other offices or widen
the conflict by calling a student strike. About
3,800 full-time students attend the Regina
campus.
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Electoral free f
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T roj d moves to hold up report
by CHI\RL
Once again this year S
broiled in an electoral fre
Wednesday night SAC m
Trojanand arts rep Liz M
the acceptance of Chief
Ambeault's report regardin
an up-coming by-election.
According to Am eault,
open for nominatio in t
claimed. Apparently t 1e T
an attempt to preven the
Terry Head and Phys
H(•ad nor Yeryk are enrolI
which they would like t
procedure is legal accord'
Head stated yesterday t
0

\

l SAK
has found itself email. At the regular
' Science Rep Wes
maid moved to table
·Loral Officer Chris
ibility of positions in

I O vacant positions
ction have been ac. "1acDonald move is
ing of Nursing Rep
orm Yeryk. Neither
'. tii1ents in the facultv
r('S('nt, however this
Ambeault.
e feels he is able to

represent the nursing students because "l can
communicate with Nursing students just as easily as I
can \\ith members of my ovrn faculty."
He added that he has spoken with a number of
nursing students who claim that it is perhaps better
for them to be represented by a person in Head's
position since they have a very heavy academic
workload.
Head is a second year science student and is also
photo editor of The Lance. He claims that his
proximity to the SAC area and overall situation can
help him in his representation.
According to the SAC by-laws the impeachn1Pnt of
a member can only be accomplished in two ways: al
by a two-thirds majority of members present at a
Council meeting specifically called for impeachment,
and bi by a referendum.

Miss MacDonald was unavailable for comment at
press time.
Yeryk stated that "since no one ran in the last
election for a Phys. Ed rep, I feel that I can certainly
represent the Faculty of Physical and Health
Education better than no one at all. Also I agree with
Mr. Head in that it is just as !'asy for me to c.om·
mtmicate with Phys. Ed. students as with arts
students."
Trojan stated that his reason for questioning the
re[Xirt was "the appeal period on their eligibility
extends to today at noon. We don't feel that we can
accept his report until the appeal period is over."
Regarding the eligibility of Head and Yeryk,
Trojan stated that he is disturbed by the fact that
both candidates are "running for positions with which
they are not academically affiliated."

SAC openforu

Stat

of OFS fee strike discussed

curate rP)tt to the federation had hPen informed of a lPtter
This week ope~ forum
SAC centred arom the sta
whereby
he federation is which left Mr. Schillers office
of the university 1,.udents a
ro rrl'ctlr, informed that a last Thursday, but had not
~syp~-1
ol
students are not arri ed yet.
the with.liolding t t l.t Ii
ay oi>mion 1,m, or con.
l e fel. tl at even though
refore the true opinion only nine hundred expressed
Beaver Foods presented the Western Round-up night in Vanier on Wednesday. The food was installment of f ~ as well
ot be known as very few an opinion, regardless of the
.excellent and enjoyed by all who attended. There was western music provided by the Country the recent stude t aware
day.
ven taking time to express majority or lack of majority of
Gentlemen from the Tecumseh Tavern. Dieter, the head chef of Beaver presented a spread which
Mr. Bennett felt that
an
inion.
students, that those who did
was extremely impressive and very palatable.
-pie by Frizzy
representatives of com1cil
.l\'losna wanted to know express an opinion, had a right
the same response at th
if th lawyer had anything to to representation.
meeting in Toronto on l!!lY concerning withholding
When asked for views from
Saturday as the students of the '-8. Mr. Gagnon stated that the audience , the biggest
university gave on Student die lawyer had to wait until the concern was "If we withhold
Awareness Day - none.
aniversity made an official fees - will we still receive the
Miss MacDonald stated that . .tement as to what stand grant portion of the loans in
diey would take before the January?" Mr. Gagnon stated
geographic division was laid Technocracy lnc. to prevent since one third of the student
b} HAROLD GOLI>IN
population voted, and Ill view •ttorney made an official that this was one of the reasons
out,
utilizing
longitude
and
unauthorized
use
of
the
Technocracy Inc. began in
of Tuesday's findings, that the 91atement.
that the SAC lawyer was
latitude, thereby, relieving us designs.
1918 in the city of New York
representatives gave an acMr. Gagnon stated that he waiting for the Adm inisof
an
arbitrary,
archaic
system
Technocracy
Inc.
has
been,
as the Technical Alliance, a
of political boundaries. This since then, actively engaged in
social research consulting firm.
The organizing committee system was conceived years providing North Americans
before the advent of com- with a workable, adaptable
included among its memputers. wl1ich ron ld make its design for the operation of an
bership, Stuart Chase, Charles
increasingly complex socialimplementation a reality.
P. Steimmetz and Thorstein
Other designs included a one mechanical system. The degree
Veblen. Howard Scott was the
'The members of council mov to adopt the the report of the Chief Electoral Officer, Chris
and a hall million volt DC of prosperity within the system
Chief Engineer.
power transm1ss1on to replace has an inverse effect on the minutes of_previous meetings an«J then moved Ambeault on the up-coming by-election to be
Gradually the emphasis
held November 29.
interest
m on to the Executive Reports.
shifted from consulting to pure our current, insufficient AC populations'
Mr. Arnbeault reported that Enzo Faccechia
Vice President, John Bennett ~ted in his
one. A new calendar was also Technocracy.
When
research, out of which
of Student had been acclaimed Services Commissioner,
everything seems to be going report that his workshop segm
developed some highly creative created.
By 1932, the Technical well, then who cares about Awarness Day flopped and that hdiad attended Norm Yeryk had been acclaimed Physical
concepts. A key development
Education Rep, Terry Head had been apwas that of a Continental Alliance was beset by various technocracy. When the systems a meeting of the SAC restructu '
pointed Nursing Rep. and that Phillips had
groups and organizations who show signs of breaking down, and that there would be a Medi
accounting system which
been acclaimPd Law Rep. Also, all nominees
would provide a continual were attempting to usurp its then technocracy attracts the Meeting held on Friday.
Finance Commissioner, Larry ™cConnell "hich submitted applications to the Student
inventory of production and work and goals for their interested people.
week and Affairs Committee had been acclaimed as well.
various aims. This resulted in
Judging from the signs stated that Film SOC lost $170
distribution on an hourly basis.
At this point there ensued some discussion by
ii}lolished for
incorporation
of around us today, we appear to that perhaps, Film Soc should
As part of this system a new the
members of council that Mr. Head, and Mr.
be in one of those down the rest of the year.
TI1ere was no financial report '-8 the Pub, Yeryk were not acceptable as they were not
situations. This time, however,
the price system may bring however Les Menear informed •uncil that members of the faculties which they were to
playing on represent. Mr. Bennett suggested that perhaps
down with it the delicate Teegarden and Van Wi+. would
Friday
a~d
Saturday
night
and
.t Bootleg they could be asked to resign or that they be
For all you observant the student that he has the ecological system it has so long
w?uld
be
m
the
Pub.
all
next
wee
l'nday
night impeached.
exploited.
In
view
of
this
students that read and know right of appeal to the comIt was decided by Council that they would
impending disaster, the people Wlll be a T.G.I.F. mghtand only' aft beer will
that SAC is having a By- mittee.
table, until next week, the acceptance of the
be
available.
On
December
4th
5:00
p.m.,
of
North
America
are
once
election and were wondering
In addition to hearing such again being invited to in- the pub will be closed
e pub f,ur a reason Electoral Officers Report.
what the Student Affairs
appeals,
the
Committee
also
Service Commissioner, Enzo Faccechia
of
Pub
Staff
Christm
..
Party.
December
vestigate
the
ideas
of
Committee is, read on. This
has the authority to start Technocracy Inc. What is 7th, there will be a Christm
Party for reported that he had been approached by the
committee recommends to the
inquiries. This committee also offered is a chance, not a everyone where draft
r will
t SI.SO a Black Awareness Organization on campus to
Senate policy and procedures,
hears cases where a professor choice. Our political systems pitcher and there will lJi a fiftyadmission allow them to have Stokley Carmichael speak
all matters regarding student
has been biased against a are obsolete. Our economic charge.
on campus. Also it was suggested the Winter
affairs. Membership consists of
student. After a hearing, systems are in the same
Mr. Menear stated
t Calg
Stampede Weekend be held February 2-4.
the Dean of Students, (non·
recommendations may be condition. It is time for a night had been cancel
by the
0, due to
External Affairs Commissioner, Lou Mosna,
votingl five faculty members
made to the Senate by this revolution of the mind- are the illegality of Canad' Breweri~living away stated that he had been petitioned by the Home
and seven students, one of
committee. If the student you ready??'!
anything free.
Er Club for , 250.00 to partially subsidize
whom must be a graduate
wishes, he may then make an
Internal Affairs Corntiissioner,
dl'legates from the club in conjunction with a
student.
appeal to the full Senate. This
stated in his report tMt he h
received a recent trip to Vancouver.
The Dean of Students has
is just one of the committees
Rrian Kennelly asked council if they would
request by the Gay Libitittion C
for S 15. 00
the authority to initiate
that has been !let up to provide
which
was
given
to
th
Also,
I~al
Affairs
v.Tite
down their views concerning promotion
inquiries and to impose
a fair system of justice for the
paid for the cost of
shippi
of the film and tenure.
penalties in matters of student
student.
which was shown in:
e Pub
Student
Under other business council discussed course
conduct, but he must inform
by AMANDA SIMPSON
Awareness Day.
evaluation. Council was concerned about the If2.
Mr. E.A. Mooney died on
Mallott reported
year cuurse which will end in two weeks not
Tuesday 21 of November. As disaster but that it
being evaluated on time for this year. It was also
the Director of Development worth-while conclusi
pointed out that ~tudents w!'re afraid to stand
he will be greatly missed in the
President, Gerry G
up in elass and give their evaluation of the
University community as both received two letters,
course and the prof with the prof prl'sent. It was
Dr. Leddy and the Board of and the Board of G
then moved after the discussion that thl' motion
Governors said in statements Dean McMahon, an
ies con· should read that Mallott carry out a course
issued upon Mr. Mooney's cerned were extr
amended the
'th, and evaluation and Mr. Squire
death. It was agreed by both congratulated Coun '
results of motion that Mallott prepare a format for
administration and the Board the financial b-tatem
ever been evaluation by council for the next meeting.
that Mr. Moonev contributed a published before. G
Council decided to table the motion to meet at
he, along
great deal to Piogram 25 and with Mr. Mosna wo
a meeting a time more convenient to the student body until
many other campaigns, and at Ryerson to discuss
the OFS. further investigation into the members' free
that his knowledge of the
He stated that he h
a copy of time be examined, and an agreeable time for all
workings of the University and the Constitution of t
thus could bP established.
the community will be greatly render no report on t
Mr. Gagnon gave council a preview of a few
the NFS
remembered by all those with which he and Mr.
of next week's motions as did Mr. Squire.
ed.
whom he was associated.
Also included in th
Council adjourned at l O: 50 p.m.

, ·
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Pro ecology

Technocracy offers choice

BusineSS as usual :

Problem and more problems

tration's statement on policy so
that he would inform the
students of their rights.
Moving into the discu1111ion
cm Stuuent Awarl'ne...s- Da,-,
Mr. Mallott stated that he felt
it was a disaster and Mr.
Squire passed along a comment made by Dr. DeMarco
concerning conncil's abilities to
organize functions.
Mr. Mosna enlightened
council on his parking forum
with figures and reports given
by Mr. Wiley, Mr. Mitchell
and Mr. Morgan. When asked
about parking in the Dairy
Queen lot, Mr. Mosna stated
that the owner was afraid of
vandalism.
Mr. Gagnon
suggested that perhaps the
university should expropriate
the land. Mr. Gagnon also
pointed out that the university
had $3. 5 million dollars in the
program 25 building ftu1d,
which would perhaps be put to
some use to help alleviate the
parking problem.
Miss MacDonald felt that

council should not give up, but
still try to find out what it is the
students desire.
Council was informed that
tl.ere \\as a food com1Hittee
being set up which will work in
conjunction with Beaver
Foods.
Mr. Squire said that it was
evident that students did not
wish to attend educational
forums of the type offered last
Tuesday, and that perhaps we
should look into other types of
forums such as Sex Education,
or open rap sessions on Birth
Control, V.D., or bring the
Black Panther back for an
open session. Mr. Mechanic
stated that due to yesterday's
(Tuesdayl findings that there
was a 15 percent increase in
class attendance, that perhaps
all students here were concerned with receiving an
education.
Discussion continued and
council moved from the open
forum back into regular session
to discuss other business.

F air system of justice

Mooney passed
away Tuesday

THE SENATE COMMITTEE
ON THE FUTURE OF
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
WANTS YOURVIEWS

University of Windsor maintainence men Nick the Hustler
(left) and Jumpin · Jolin Turnbull cleaned up at tire racetrack
m•er till' past two weeks. For more information see J.C. Bear 's
ro/umn on page four.

t

-Lance photo by George Gawadzyn
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- ChinPse Students Association presents a film on Acupuncture::::
Anaesthesia in room 1120 in the Math Bldg. at 8: 00 p.m .-no ::::
admission charge.
:;::
- SAC presmts "Sympathy for the Devil" (1 plus II al 10:30 ;:;:
p.m. in the \1ath Bldg. Admission 1.00.
::::
NO\'EMBER 25
:;::
- Geography Club Party for Students and Faculty at 8: 00 p.m. ::::
al 2490 \frKuy Dr.
:;::
DECEMBER I
:;::
- l.:kraniun Students Club Christmas Party in Cody Hall starling;:;:
at 8: 30 p.m. Admlssion 25 cents and Cash Bar.
:;::
DECEMBER 8
;:;:
· Poetry Heading at La Pointe Centre commencing at 8: 30 Free :;:;
Admission.
:;:;
DECEMBER 9
;:;
- International Students Christmas Party at Cod\ Hall at 8: 00 ::;:
Admission 1.00 and rash bar. All are welco~e !
I:/

·:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:..:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=~·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=-=·=:.::
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If I could turn you on...

Together we can be strong
Reprinted from The Peak
game. Chameleon-like you adapt your role to get what you wa~t
I'm a woman and I'm 23 and I took 2 years off from life to - which means in the case of men, playing up to their
heconw a nurse: so I was rather a late bloomer for the radical chauvinism, which is part of your definition of what men are ~II
student movement.
about, and accepting their increased chauvinism toward you m
When I say that I am oppressed, I don't mean there's a whip particular as a tribute. Which of course it is, but only .to the you
over my head and I am fed on bread and ·water. I don't mean I that is not real, that is the role you have assumed, that 1s a part of
am unique in my oppression, and I'm not asking for sympathy. the game.
Each and every person in this country is oppressed-from the
So naturally it is a hollow victory, only usually you never know
stars like Schmuck Pierre to the smallest cogs in the bit machine. that. You have no alternatives. You may not be happy, your
We are all oppressed because we have little or no power over marriage may be the shits, you may be afraid you 're beginn~ng to
the course of our lives.
hate vour children, but you never know why. You keep trymg to
We are oppressed when the place and conditions of our birth be m~re adept with the roles, better at playing the game - the
most likely determine our place an8 role in society.
loyal, devoted loving wife and mother or the swinging amoral
We are oppressed when we don't want to keep up with the playgirl - it doesn't matter which. You still lose as long as you
Jones', but try anyway; when we can't find a job; when we have play by rules you didn't make, don't understand, and maybe
to go hungry; when we hate our work: when we live with don't even know exist.
someone we don't like very much because he or she is called
husband or wife.
+++
We are oppressed when our car falls apart after five years. We
Many of us have abandoned our careers, dropped out of
are oppressed when we can't afford a home while others have university, thrown away our bras and makeup and expensive
three. We are oppressed when we are hungry and millions of clothes, lived 'common-law', smoked dope, and been unembushels of wheat rot in the Prairies. We are oppressed when we ployed. Some of us have learned to \vrite and speak, to take
breathe air that will kill us before our time. We are oppressed positions and make decisions - to claim our right to inwhen, to be socially acceptable, we must buy and wear the right dependent, meaningful human existence.
clothes, buy and use the right cosmetics, buy and eat the right
It is never easy, this breaking out of old structures and roles ;
food, buy and think the right education, know and like the right but it is necessary if women's liberation, men's liberation, human
people. We are oppressed when we dislike ourselves and distmst liberation, is to become a reality.
others; when we cannot love.
We are all oppressed.
Society highly values its normal man. It educates children to
But some people in Canada are more oppressed than others: lose themselves and to become absurd, and thus to be normal.
beeause they are poor and uneducated; or because, like the Normal men hat•e killed perhaps 100,000,000 of their fellow
Quebecois or the blacks or the Indians, their racial origins or normal men in the last fifty years.
skins are different; or because, like the Jews or the Mennonites
R.D. Laing
or the Catholics or the Protestants, their religion is different; -or
because they are women.
In some ways, it is easier for university women. They seldom
Women's oppression does not only affect women, and it cannot have to worry about physical survival. They may be more liberal
be eradicated by them alone. Women's oppression also oppresses in their attitudes towards sex, speech, dress. They are more likely
men, even though they are its immediate agent.
to use dope.
Women are oppressed when their self-definition of themselves,
But still, the final goal for many of them is a "good husband."
as well as their world's definition of them, is dictated by men - And oddly enough, when marriage comes along, most of them
when their status is judged by that of their fathers, their expect that their promiscuous past will be just that-past. Most
boyfriends, their husbands, their sons.
of them, and a goodly number of men too. assume that signing on
Women are oppressed when they must conform to a definition the dotted line and saying the eternal word in front of a little man
not of their own choosing-a self-definition built into them by in black will wipe out that part of their biological make-up which
closer physical contact in infancy, by their first doll, by their first forments a sexual attraction for any but the chosen partner.
frilly dress and rigletted hairdo, and by their instmctions in being
A "ife is loyal and faithful, not necessarily to a fellow being she
ladylike - how to sit and walk and talk and be quiet and polite honestly values greatly, but to her 'husband'. And if she isn't,
and restrained and good.
then no one is supposed to know--or let on that they know. How
Later on, that self-definition gets tangled up with maiden form absurd.
bras, and vaginal deodorants, and Revlon cosmetics, and breasts
'J11e man you marry is often the one you can be least honest
and legs and eyes and hair and clothes and men, men, men. And with. To him you are a doll and a monun1ent, a plaything and an
with women who cry when the cake falls, and women who are idol. And you must live in that precarious -balance-maintaining
international spies, and women who are ji>alous of someone else's his illusions, being the counter foil for his masculinity. tensionlaundry, and women who glide gracefully in thousand-dollar managing his fmstrations. bringing him physical comfort and
gowns and marry three millionaires.
release, subordinating yourself to his needs and wishes and
Their bodies become ornaments for the pleasure of masculine plans-your way of life. the food you eat, your very identity
eyes, and bodies. Their minds, having become moderately depends on it.
irrelevant, split off-stamped, "danger, do not enter."
Fuck it!
And what does that mean for a man? He may be able to boast
As long as we deny any part of what is real in us, as long as we
to his friends that "his woman" is "all woman" - but at what try to be what we are told we should be without knowing why, we
price?
lose: and so do our men.
When it means the sacrifice of the honest reality of that human
111e very essence of a loving human relationship is honesty,
being- her mind, her individuality, her HUMAl\ potential-is tmst, and understanding. All these words have been grossly
it really such a bargain'!
violated and misused. The word 'love' in this class society of
consumerism, competition, social games and artificiality has been
+++
desecrated almost to thf' point of no return.
To be honest one must trust. To tmstone must know. To know
Until a year and a half ago, I had never really had a close, one must be unafraid.
warm relationship with a woman. I don't think that I was
We must learn not to be afraid to stop playing the games. We
particularly unique. Sure, I had friends, but when I needed a must learn not to be afraid to stop playing the games. We must
mind to stimulate me, when I wanted to really talk, when I learn not to be afraid to identify and understand them. We who
needed a shoulder to cry on; I always turned to men.
are women must learn that our position of relative powerlessness
I wrote off the personal human worth of a whole half of the is not an individual failure.
population--other women were competitive, but they were also
mainly unthinking and uninteresting.
We must learn how and why our socialization is determined by
ln high school, a girl is miserable unless she is popular. And the same society that fosters racism and poverty, the War
popularity for a woman is judged by the men she attracts- Measures Act and political prisoners, the wheat surplus and
quantitively and qualitatively.
American economic control, Pierre E. Trudeau and the FLQ.
So having the required physical assets, I very quickly became a
And then, recognizing and accepting our history, we must
success. I was confident I could get almost any man I wanted. I begin to rebuild our self-definition, our lives and our world.
learned to be what they wanted me to he. I could conform to the
We must learn to accept our sexuality as an integral and
appropriate role quickly and well. But the power that ability gave beautiful part of our particular humanity. We must stop
was hollow.
•
distrusting and despising our bodies, stop binding them, and
Like most women, I felt (consciously or not that my function in painting them and squeezing them into shapes they are not. We
life was to make some man (or men) happy. To do that I had to must take back our lost sensuality.
be all the stereotypes of feminity - which require in response, all
And all of us, men and women alike, need to confront the
the stereotypes of masculinity. And if that response was not thorny question of what is called homosexuality.
forthcoming, my identity as a woman was threatened.
If I have a "arm, loving human relationship with another
The only trouble with the whole setup of course is that it's all a

by STRANGE
Give me some information on the fee strike. "''hen I
get the second half of my loan, can the Unhersity
appropriate the second half of my tuition before I get
my cheque?
M.S. III Science
It depends on who you talk to. S.A.C. says no they can't
and cite precedents from the U. of T. and Queen's. The
administration says yes, they can. On that handy-dandy
loan application there is a small clause that rea~s
something like 'The first thing I will do with this money 1s
use it for fees'. However, it seems to me that it's your
money, the cheque is made out to you, I'd hold , it back.
After all it's an extra hundred bucks. If spent judiciously,
with thrift and economy; watching for those temptations
that beckon from ill-lit doorways. scantily clad women in
black undergarments, scantily clad men in black undergam1ents, drugs, liquor, depravity of all sorts, waiting to
trip you and your hundred dollars into a den of
unimaginable sin, lust and iniquity; you could probably
have a good time. Dropout from the London School of
Economics, Mi~hael Philip Jagger once said, 'Until a
hundred clams becomes the sole basis for a free and
undivided statement of personal grandeur and ecstacy, all
shell fish will be oppressed; Gimme some shelter.

+++
How can I tactfully ask a certain Librarian who
\~orks nights at the reference desk to shut up? She is
constantly jabbering and shouting to the other
librarians. Several times I have been tempted to heat
her to death with a dictionary.
A.M. III Arts
The dictionary is too brutal. Fraulein, you vill lissen to
me! Ve haf vays to make you keep your pretty mouth
shut. You ha£ be varned. V un more squeak and you vill
\ ish you had never been born. Our methods are sometimes
crude but effective. So my little liebchin, be verry quiet
and you viii not be shot. Vershtaten?

+++
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How come when I freeze up ice cubes at home they
come out white? Ice cubes in bars are clear. What's
tht' story? If you mention the Mosio Sand Creatures
I'll come up and punch you in your RemingtonRand.
D.Icer 4th Honours
)our state of being is somewhat in question. Are you
sure the ice cubes are clear or is it merely your sense of
'Deja vu?' It is my guess that you are no stranger to fits of
depression and meloncholia coupled with transient states
of heavy consumption of illicit g·rape juice. You have
probably seen small snakes in the ice cubes, coupling in
mad passion with flatworms, snails and deformed dwarf
pink elephants. Clear ice cubes can be made with distilled
water or with a refrigerator that freezed them very
rapidly. Mosio Sand Creatures, Nah Nah.

+++
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What is happening in the war between Leon and
Percy, the two talking garbage cans in the University
Centre and the walking ugly of Dillon Hall? We have
heard that Caption Zeroid has given his ionization
nehulizer to Nalatts, Leon and Percy's bodyguard.

+++
Note: To I. Warnano
For. Unlawful. Carnal. Knowledge. Usually placed
around the transgressors head in the stocks.
To the Hags:
He's slippery as a Moray Eel and twice as deadly - Holy
Mike, they ain't paying you to take those kind of chances.

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should he placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lanct' who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office /No. 4) in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

VOCATIONAL THEOLOGICAL EDUCATI

Union Theological Seminary, New York Ci
March 9-11, 1973

CONTACT G. PAUL IMMEDIATELY
IONA COLLEGE, 208 Sunset Ave.
Phone: 253-7257

RIGHT-ON II
With
Style, Price And FIi

THE SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte W. at Randolph'
(almost on campus)
10 Per Cent Discount With Student Card

STEREO
SPECIAL

DUAL 1218TURNTABLE
BASE
COVER

155.00
14.95
15.00

ADC

CARTRIDGE - 230XE
REG. 59.95 IF PURCHASED
WITH PACKAGE - ONLY
10.00

SPECIAL $194. 95

STEREO CENTER

A\~EF

3347 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Phone 948-4171
" Our Business is Sound"

Cont'd. on Page 5

The Paulists are helping to build the earth.

E.s.u.
As usual, merely unsubstantial rumours. Leon and
Percy, garbage entrepreneurs, have declared a temporary
truce and have attacked without prior provocation or
bacon fat, two of the Ambassador Lounge Purple
~hesterfield Men who have been on their nerves for a long
time.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE FOR STUDENT$
on

t

downtown
on the campus
in the parish
in the office
building bridges
working with
the young and old
spreading the
Christian spirit,
praying
celebrating
counseling

North American
priests on the
move throughout
Canada and
the United States.
For more infonnation write:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
RoomtOtCA

Paulist
Fathers.
Markham

647
Street
Toronto 174, Ontario

MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

Presents

BOOTLEG

Formerly The Police
(on their way to a N. American tour)
MON., NOV. 27 - DEC. 2
Mon. & Tues. Nov. 27-28 Free Admission
Wed. Thru Sat. Students 50c
Non Students $1.00

TEEGARDEN & VANWINKLE
FRIDAY, NOV. 24 &
SATURDAY, Nov· 250NLY
STUDENTS $1.00
NON STUDENTS $1 50
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Poor turnout Tuesday:
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Suppose they gave a boycott and nobody came
by THE LANCE STAFF
averaged less than l O persons. Of the ten, two
The University of Windsor SAC's class were usually from SAC, two from the media,
boycott planned for last Tuesday was a dismal
and the remainder from the student body. All
failure with an estimated four per cent of the
but
two of the afternoon workshops were
student body participating.
cancelled due to a lack of attendance. Total
A number of reasons have been advanced for
attendance for the remammg workshops
the failure but a lack of communication does not numbered about 30 people.
appea~ to be among them. The boycott received
Sources revealed that manv of the so-called
extensive pre-event coverage in two campus
participating students m;rely gravitated
newspapers, The Lance and The Harpoon.
towards the Pub or the cafeteria.
, The boycott was to feature workshops to
SAC President Gerry Gagnon and Viced1sc~ss student problems including tuition, president John Bennett stated that they were
parking, food, course studies, and residence very disappointed with the turnout and added
conditions. Also SAC booked entertainment of that they would comment on the boycott further
varying types into the cafeteria and Pub during after discussing it with the rest of the council.
noon hour. This was followed by a series of They implied that further participation by the
workshops during the afternoon.
University of Windsor in the fee strike may have
Attendance at the morning workshops to be re-evaluated in light of the poor turnout.

-

Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

ft was qui!e evident on Tuesday that most students were more interested in attending classes
than boyco1ting. Professor.~ stated that class allendance w,1.~ up 15 percent on Tuesday and that
th<>r<> w<>re 110 incid<>nts or disruption.
.
S .
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OFS, Davis get nowhere

"THE RUBIN BOYS"
GERRY-JACK

Exclusive
Gals & Boys
Mod Fashions
11 % Discount
With Student
Card

rubin's
meet market

(!erry Gagn?n (right) in a moment of what appears to be utter frustration with the system is
trying to exp/am to Don Kasta. Awards Officer. that he feels that the university. the system and
the bure,aucrats were all/-····. Mr. Kasta and the on-lookers do not look impressed with Mr.
Gagnon s dramatics.
-pie by Squire

254-3133
811 Erie St., Windsor

Ont.

TORONTO (CUP) - Talks between the
Ontario Federation of StudPnts and the
provincial government collapsed last Friday and
hints student aid regulations may be tightened
further next year. (Nov. 16 I
Members of the OFS negotiating team told a
press conference later that Premier William
Davis has refused to promise that loan ceilings
under the Ontario Student Award program will
not be raised again next year.
In a meeting with OFS negotiators Nov. 16,
Davis promised no new fee hikes ·will face
students next fall. But the premier balked at
making a commitment to maintain the present
ratio between student loans and grants, an OFS
spokesman said.
TI1e government raised the loan ceiling from
$600 to $800 this year. The OFS has charged
the move discourages low-income students.
An OFS plenary conference this weekend
(Nov. 25-6) will decide whether or not to
recommend a province-wide fee strike next
term.

And an OPS-sponsored day of protest against
the government is gaining steam.
Glendon College studi>nt council pri>sident
David :Moulton, coordinator of the demon·
stration planned for Queen's Park Nov. 21, said
20 busloads of students from across the
province will pour into Toronto.
In a referendum last month, Ontario students
voted overwhi>lmingly to withhold their second
instalment of fees should thi> government fail to
rPach an agreement with OFS over student
demands.
The OFS has called for an embargo on this
year's and future fePs hikes until a full
discussion of the report of the Commission on
Post-Secondary Education. It wants an easing
of the province's stringi>nt student aid rules to
b<'nefit part-time and low-income students. An
OFS press release issued after the meeting with
Davis said the premier had given the students
little reason to call off their demonstration or
other planned tactics.

TI,e LaQCe
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needs photographers, newswriters,

Despite sparse attendance at the workshop on lllition and OSAP. Awards Officer Don Kasta and
Peter E/-combe managed to carry on a discussion with anyone who happened to be interested
enough to stay and learn both sides of the story.
. b S ·
-pie y qmre

sportswriters
contact J.P. Squire

Union vs. Administration

Student protest continues
ST. JOHN'S (CUP)
Students
at
Memorial
University are continuing their
occupation of the arts and
administration building
buoyed
by
a
student
referendum held November 17
which supported their position
by 91 percent.
The students are protesting
the administration's refusal to
continue collection of the
student union fees next year.
President Lord Stephen Taylor
announced the unilateral
decision November 9 and the
~occupation began November

Rust Leather.
Block Leather.
Only $55.00

r)
C

Open Thursday and Friday Nltes
,O.D, orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored
PHONE 969-2634

DEVONSHIRE MALL
WINDSOR, ONT.
"Design and Word Trade Marks in Conado

of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

14.
Some 4,121 students turned
out to vote November 17 out of
about 6, I 00 eligible students,
despite the short notice given
the referendum, which was
called the day before. The
number represented a turnout
of 58.2 percent.
They
agreed
almost
unanimously that the president
and the board of regents had
no right to alter or interfere
with the structure of the
student body, that the board
should rescind its decision, and
that the students should decide
the structure of the student
union themselves.
Observers considered the
turnout remarkable consider·
ing the circumstances. The
vote was held on a Friday
when many students normally
leave the campus. It was th e
largest single-day vo.tin,g
turnout in the student umon s
history.
Students involved in the
occupation are using the
results as ammunition in their
running battle with Taylor,
who refuses to negotiate as
long as students occupy the
building.
The occupation started three
days before the vote, when
about 3,000 students attended
a general meeting. About

1,500 of them marched into
the arts and administration
building.
The number has fluctuated
since then, with 100 to 150
students
occupying
the
building most nights and a
peak of about 1200 ·to 1500
students attending_ a general
meeting there November 16
when the referendum was
called.
Students have not corn·
pletely blocked the administration from entering the
building. They allow maintenance, university security
personnel and a couple of
administration negotiators into
the building. But it is closed to
all others.
The students have shown a
willingness to compromise in
the hope of reaching a settlement with the administration.
So far Taylor has refused to
negotiate.
Students have received
outside support from many
quarters and hope it wi!l increase now that the ref,,ren·
dum has shown it is not just a
small minority who support the
principles behind the oc·
cupation, as Taylor has
claimed.
The Memorial Faculty
Association plans to discuss the
occupation at a meeting
tomorrow night (Nov. 20).
Virtually all faculty reaction so
far has been favourable. On
November 16, 25 professors in
the faculty club left spontaneously when Taylor entered,
leaving the president alone in
the room.
Although students cannot be
said to have a stranglehold on
the administration, they do
control some strategic offices.
The burser 's and registrar's
office have been closed since
the first day of the sit-in and
the switchboard's have also
been unable to operatl'. ()the,

offices are also closed and
although the administrators
have temporarily located in
other parts of the university,
they are operating at far below
their normal efficiency.
Because negotiations have
been impossible, students are
considering the possibility of
trying to get a government
mediator to help break the
stalemate.
They have offered to vacate
the building if the administration will agree to rescind its
decision to stop collecting
union fees and allow the
students to decide the structure
of the union in a referendum.
Taylor, however, refuses even
to listen.
'l11e students' next step is
uncertain. The result of
tomorrow's (Nov. 20) faculty
meeting is likely to be a major
factor. If the students get the
support of the association, they
will probably consider their
position strong enough to go to
the provincial government for
support.
Thev have already sounded
out th~ federal M.P.'s for St.
John's, but they feel it is too
hot an issue to handle with the
strong probability of another
election looming on the
political horizons.
Students have had their
organizational difficulties at
times during the occupation,
hut no student rift has ap·
peared as wide as that in the
administration.
Not another senior administrator will admit he agrees with
Taylor's stand, but the board
of regents has decided to back
him to the hilt.
Executives of the engineering and education councils
have opposed the occupation
and appeared to sympathize
with Taylor, but their position
\\as not supported widely by
st11d"nts in tlw rPferi>ndnm.

WANT TO MAKE EXTRA CASH?
Sales Help Required
Students Male Or Female
To Sell Cosmetics & Household
Cleaners

New Company
Call Virginia
948-2870

GRAD PHOTOS

' STUDIOS
COLOLUX
ON CAMPUS
NOV. 20 - DEC. 1
ROOMS 7-8
UNIVERSITY CENTRE
NO CHARGE FOR SITTING
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Who is to blame?

recent 8100 tuition incrc·ast' which has
caused so much turmoil on Ontario cam·
1mst·s lately. But in realit) the day was far
more important on a local le"el. It s success
,rnuld haw demonstrated the fact that
students lwrt· are indeed interested in their
environment heyond the extent of spending
tht' afternoon in the Pub or cafeteria. It's
failure has only gone to underline boldly
one fact: that students hert· just don't seem
to care. They art· nt·ither interested in
demonstrating support or opposition.
At this point we can only wonder what
exactly you art· interested in...

In r,;pitt- of tht• fact that in many areas Tht'

Lanct' is not, shall Wt' say, in full agret'ment
\\ ith SAC political policies, we must giv(•
tht'm r,;omc credit for at least trying to bring
a number of salient isr,;ues to the ears of the
stmlt·nt bod) last Tm•sday.
It is indeed fortunate, if not in fact
shameful, that so ft·w students could not be
hotht·rt·d to come out and voice either tht'ir
r,;upport or opposition to Gagnon and his
Council's policies.

Of course the Student Awareness Day was
held under the auspices of a protest to the

Mallott needs help
Tht' tinw is drawing nigh for the end of
tht> first term. On Dt•cemhcr 11 classt·s will
lw over and so will all the half courses
l\hich have heen taking place since school
OJ)t'Dt•d.
Nm\ for tht> studt·nts this is great in one
rt''-J>ect - if you art> only taking one or two
half courses, tht•n your full time course load
,\ill he lightt>ned considerahlv, while others
must take the second half of a half course.
Council has bet'n asking, pleading and
finally demanding a report from our lntt'rnal Affairs Commissioner Richard
:\lallott on the feasibility of course
t'laluation since September.
Mr. Mallott thus far has failed to show any
typt> of a program which will be undertaken
to evaluate courses. He did provide council
on 'Wednesday night with a report on the
feasibility of course evaluation, however,
this report was due in September and
council did not have time to examine it
hefore the meeting.
This report, while we are not denying that
it took a lot of effort and organization on Mr.
Mallott's part, was a waste of precious time
and paper as it really says a whole lot about
nothing.

Students should be entitled to a course
evaluation at the time they are choosing
their courses - ideally in the summer
months, not in the middle of tht> year when
all half courses are O'\-er and most people
can't remember what the class was about, let
alone any pt·rtim·nt facts about the class.
Mr. Mallott ,\ants to play a numbers game
\\ilh course evaluation. He feels that a
computer can take a number and produce
the information in a paragraph form. This
would take a lot of time on the part of the
programmer time is dwindling very
rapidly. Soon this school year will be entirely over and Wt' will in all probability not
haw· a course evaluation if Mr. Mallott keeps
up his present snail's pace of accomplishment.
Council in the first part of October should
have anticipated this and taken measures to
see that Mr. Mallott had adequate assistance
on the project. Either this or replace Mr.
Mallott as chairman of the committee and
appoint someone with more time to devote to
something that the students are entitled to
and should in all fairness have. They need it
in ordt·r to pick the courses which are the
most t>ducational and the most interesting
and the lH'st presented.

As the sign says "It's your decision - It's
your money," and once again, U of W
students have characteristically refused to
grasp the hull by the horns.
Tuesdav's dehacle was in the words of one
by-stande~, "a bummer".
In the past, excuses have been made for
apathy in the student body. They have
largt'ly been justified in some cases where
too few people have been directly involved
in the activity.
In this case however, no excuse can be
forthcoming. Everyone pays fees and
adt'<Juate notice was given concerning the
boycott. SAC cannot be blamed, they did a
fine joh of setting up Tuesday's activities.
The media gave adequate notice of the event.
Tut• blame rests entirely on the shoulders of
the student body. It could be argued that
going to class was a counter-measure and

everyone there was in effect supporting the
fee raise and cutbacks in loans. This
argument however will not hold water. The
workshops, five in the morning, and five in
the afternoon, would have given adequate
scope to both sides of the question. The
workshops were attended on the average by
six people. Busy people were on hand to
chair and take part in discussions. To be met
hy six people is both degrading and
downright rude.
You have no excuse! If a significant
number of students had boycotted, classes
wou Id h ave I>een inva Iidated by the sheer
weightR of absentees. Remember the power is
ours. ememher, too, the next time you feel
the need to bitch about university problems.
You had your chance.
A pat h y, destroyer of youth, reigns
supren1P on can1pos.

0 Illy apathy durleng boycott
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Despotic administration protested

Frustration results in campus murde
BATON ROUGE (CUPI) - The flurry of press
reports concerning the killing of twoblackstudents at
Southern University here last week studiously glossed
over the background to the crisis and events leading
up to the murder.
Any analytical account would have revealed the
student uprising was the result of deep-seated
grievances and commanded the support of students
across Louisiana.
TI1e actions were aimed against an administration
which ruled with little student input, a president with
virtually despotic powers, and campus facilities which
were outmoded and inadequate.
On November 1 Southern president Leon Netterville closed Baton Rouge campus after a loud
student demonstration protesting the State Board of
Education's refusal to consider the students' most
important demands for university refom1.
The demands included the immediate dismissal of
Netterville and vice-president Emmett Bashful.
Students also asked that their successors be selected
by a "university executive council" composed of two
students for each faculty member or administrator.
Under current practice the past president choses his
owns successor.
tudent grievances over the two officials arose from
th~ Sta!e Board. of Education's policy of allowing a
un1Vers1ty president complete control over the
operations of the universities. Netterville reportedly
ran the Southern University system as a "complete
monarchy". Appointed three years before the
retirement age, Netterville reserves absolute authority
over hiring and firing of staff.
Stu d ents on t h e pred ominately black campus
"d
N
·11
d B
cons1 er
etterv1 e an
ashful "Uncle Toms".
Racial tensions in the New Orleans and Baton Rouge
areas have been unusually high over the past few
Years.
While reiecting
the key demands on November l,
~
!he St~te Board of Education did approve others,
mcludmg better maintenance of the campus and
improved classroom facilities. The Board had

originally refused to hear the students but a large
march on the capital persuaded it to open its doors.
Other colleges around the state experienced supportative actions. Students at the virtually all-black
Grambling University in Ruston staged a related
strike and class boycott.
Student organizers of the Grambling strike gave the
administration a list of grievances which included a
lack of student voice in the decision-making, the
administration-imposed dress code, the lack of
adequate medical facilities, and the lack of an effective telephone system. Administrators met with a
committee of students and agreed to work together to
solve some of the complaints.
Students, meanwhile, continued to strike, marched
to the dining hall where they tossed tables through
windows, went to the student union building where
they broke more windows, took over the women's
dormitory, blockaded campus streets, burned the
state and federal flags, and destroyed the press boxes
on the football field. The students were dispersed by
150 state troopers with mace. The administration
tried to keep classes open, with a I O: 30 p.m. curfew
imposed on the campus.
With the National Guard standing by throughout
the state, a member of the all-white, all-male Board of
Education said November 6 the Board "cannot allow
revolutionaries to dictate policies to our schools...
immediate action is a must."
On November 9 the action came but not the way
this gentleman anticipated.
Lo . .
Ed . Ed
d
msiana governor
wm
war s gave the
students in New Orleans unt1"l 1 p.m. t o vacate t h e
administration b,1'ld'
· d "bY wh atever
I mg or be evicte
means necessary". State police and National
Guardsmen stood by, out of sight.
So
.
f
me 90 mmutes a ter the deadline had passed
· · t ra t ors met wit
· h t h e Governor an d emerged'
ad m1ms
from the meet'mg wit
· h t h e res1gnat1on
·
·
of vicepresident Bashful.
Vice p s'd t f J 4
B hful "d h h
d
h"
- . re it. en or Id years:d as
sa1 f e ope
1s res1gna 100 won
av01 any con rontations

between students and the police "that migh
loss of lives."
The governor said university officials
re!uctant to ask for Bashful's resignation
was determined the action "would be
m1iversity."
The 150 students inside the building theQ
fists clenched high in the black power sal
applause of their fellow students. But they
continue a classroom boycott until al
demands are met.
TI1e students also secured "academic am
themselves and the 9,000 students at th
Rouge campus which was still shut down,
Other concessions won included city bus
direct to the SUNO campus, authority for
audits of the university's financial records
proved campus medical services.
The strike continued up to November I
students entered the administration building a
Rouge. Police ordered them to leave and adv
the building. Police claim a bomb was th
them, resulting in a ten-minute confused
which police hurled tear gas at the crowd of
outWsihde. .
ll
en It was a over, two students lay
gm1shot wounds in the head and shoulder
claimed no officer discharged a weapon duri,aj &he
~onfusion. but Edwards later said some officen
ave mistakenly put buckshot-filled shells in
shot·guns instead of the tear gas cartridges they well!
supposed to carry.
But, police officials had admitted earlier their ._
carried live ammunition, although they den1'ed 'it •L-.l
.nau
been used. No weapons were found 1·0 the b..:u:...
outside.
UUUlll6
L
eaders of the student protest movement eh~
at a news conference November 17 they had been aet
up" to be killed in the confrontat1"on.
They said they were told by Netterville to wait m
his office until he returned from a meeti"nt::-d __..;u
talk to them. Authorities said they moved
studPnts were occupying the bu1'Id1"ng.
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George Gawadzyn
Nathan Mechanic
John Gunn ing
Thaddeus Holownia
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D'Alonzo
Tsu Ying Chung
Dave Yawney
Dave Willick
Al Niester
John Bern ik
Dino Desamoni
Tony Keller
Rick Dumala
Jim Wilkes
Joan Dogherty
Bruce Adams
Rob Somerleigh
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BRAI N STORM ING

QUESTION: What do you think of the participation that
the boycott has shown?

11!\I------------------

iEAR...

Ili~~~;r

······

And the rich get richer ...
Last week one of the maintainence men in the Centre
won $6,280 on one race at the
track. This week one of his coworkers nipped Windsor
Raceway for $2,100 and I
always thought you had to
have a PHD to be smart.

+++
They're trying an experiment over at Vanier Coffee
Shop. The new closing hour is
11:00 p.m. l\1onday through
Friday. It will be closed
completely on the weekends.
To give us some place to eat,
the cafeteria in the Centre will
be open on weekends. What do
you think about the changes?
The hours of operation for all
eating places are established by
the University Centre Policy
Committee. If you like the new
arrangement tell one of the
Beavers, one of the Centre
People, or one of the members
of your committee, Gerry
Gagnon, Peter Elcombe, Ken
East or Enzo Facchia. If you
don't like the new hours, make
sure you tell one of the above.
They can change them back
again. After all that University
Centre Committee is supposed
to represent you. l\1ake them
do it.

+++

.•

The Lancers played Shaw
College this week. We didn't
have too many fans there,
mainly because nobody knew
there was a game. How about
posting a large sign in the
Centre or in front of the gym
showing when the next game
will be, home or away? If our
students enjoy anything on this
campus, it's basketball, IN 's
try to make it a little easier for
them to know when the games
will be. l\1aybe the Harpoon
should have a sports page.

+++

Speaking of Lancers, thev
play in the Naismith Classic it
Waterloo this weekend. First
game is Friday at 3: 00 p.m.
Some first rate competition will
be there and should prove to be
exciting. Our guys are going to
be psyched for the game and
with some team effort, and few
breaks, could come out
winners. For their sake I hope
so. They really want to "·in and
are all trying hard to live up to
the reputation we've given
them. Next week I'm going to
try to get one of the players to
write a bit about how fans can
help or hinder their team.
Could enlighten some of us,
I'm sure.

+++
The

Pub

is

having

a

T.G.I.F. this week. Lord only
knows, I for one could use a
good drunk. From about
l\1onday morning on this week
has been a disaster in the midst
of a depression. Les, the Pub
manager assures me he 'II cure
my blues with a few pitchers of
the golden foamy. OK Les,
lets· turn the lights up real
bright and have a party. I'm
sure ready.

+++

Speaking of having the
blues, I'll bet the folks in the
finger paint room are sad
about the flop they sponsored
last Tuesday. One prof told me
he had 100 percent attendance
that day, the first time every
student was in class all year.
Could it be the students were
boycotting the boycott? Gerry
G., the people's president, says
the students are so angry,
frustrated and disillusioned
with their leaders, that they
have given up hope of ever
trying to make this place into a
good university. Could it be,
Gerry, that the students like
this place? Could it be that
while there is room for improvement even, they don't see
you or your kind, or your
methods as a way to make
those improvements? Could it
be that if you really believe you
are doing the best you can for

the students, you should
resign, with all your cronies
and let someone who is a leader
1!!!11
of our kind of student do the
job they need to have done?
Why don't you think about
that, next time you're contemplating your navel???

+++
Some good things are
happening with Ed Fae. Can't
say what just yet but the
Senate will be hearing from the
Faculty very soon. The Dean is
working on changing the
program, making it much
broader, which will certainly
be an added attraction for
those who are thinking about
going into Education. If and
when that Faculty moves to the
main campus next year, I
predict a large enrollment, if
the course and degree changes
come through as planned.

11111
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Nancy Konrad Arts I - So
far all my classes have
been full. Nobody's boycotting any of my classes.

Sonya Collovlno Arts I - I
really am kind of disappointed in it.

Paul Tumolo Grad Student
It's like a party people forgot the i ssues.

Shirley Carter Social Work

111-1 don t think it will do
any good.

Mary Ann Dydzak -1 don't
think that mony kids . .
participating.

:1111

lllII
!Ill!/

Ion Mo11 Arts Ill - 1 don 't
know - I just got here.

Dennis Burrell Arts HI - tt
seems to be poor but I H
have to talk to Mao.

llli

+++
If you see masses of high
school students around here in
the next few weeks, its due to
!h~. success of some programs
1mtiated by Rod Scott and
Dean Gravenor. Those two
their Vice-Deans, and lots of
their faculty have decided its
about time we started showing
people what the U. of W. is all
about.
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Together we can be strong

tr
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, is not the sensual and sexual expression of that love
~ U y logical step---:-e~en if that person is another woman;
e some of the fem1msts, I do not believe that what needs
accepted by women seeking liberation, is the end of sexual
1 with men. Rather, it is the possibility of sexual relations
sisters.
~e as a woman who has been able to relate well to some
at least some levels, the rejection of men as sexual part)las never been a real consideration. Rather, the undeianding of the possibilities for the sisterhood of women; for
closely, warmly, lovingly to a whole half of the
tion with whom before I could only be competitive or
·at, is simply mindblowing.
haps I want to have my cake and eat it too. But why not? I
hi found that with some men, I CAN have a relationship of
lo and understanding and honesty and (yes) equality. This
does not mean that our relationship is a historical; that we can
ignore our socialization, my oppression, his chauvinism. It does
mean however that we can r~cognize the necessity for dealing
with that, honestly and contmuously as human beings-with
lov because we've all been fucked over for the same kinds of
per¥ rted ends. It means we have the basis for struggle.
p ersion is not when two. people of the same sex sleep
iogetheror when two people deviate from the traditional kinds of
male-dominant 'love-making' positions.
Perversion is the process whereby our minds and hearts are cut
off from our bodies; whereby we are made incapable of love; or
wh y the sensual expression of love, the sexual extension of
warlllth and love and sensuality is denied by our very selves
beca
our understanding of ourselves is external and,
fragmented by our history and our society; whereby false
d1 tomies exist between sensuality and sexuality,
homolexllality and heterosexuality; whereby our humanity is
overthrown by rigid role definitions, and the concept of sex as an
end itself inste~d of the normal expression of love.

+++
We as wonwn must learn to relate to ~wn as human beings. We
must stop seeing them as propert) or status objects or as the
means fo.r extending our limited conception of self.
More 10?Portant, we must learn to relate to our sisters as
human. beings, not 'the competition', not part of the gossip
grapevme. We must reach out to them in warmth and love for
they s~are our oppression. The image the) often project is ~nly
the soci~tal stereotype they haw been moulded into. They did not
choose '.t, ~!though they may believe in it so much that they feel
happy m 1t.
We must demand alternatives. If necessary, we must create
them.

+++
I am not a liberated woman. I sha!I never be free of my past.
~nd none of us can ever be liberated while we live in a societv of
mequality and inhumanity.
·
Like socialism, no island of peace and love will ever exist in
North America. It will be foreclosed by the bank, torn down by
~ban rene.wal, or routed out by mineral excavation, exploration
rights, or irate and threatened neighbours.
If we, the young men and women of the seventies want our
liberation - the freedom to control our destinies, to b~ equal, to
love - we must fight for it. No one will do it for us.
Those few who have money in this hierarchical world of ours,
are also those who have power. And it is in their best interests of
maintaining and increasing that money (and power) to maintain
the status quo.
Our strength, our power, is in our numbers. We must be
pre~ared to struggle in our daily lives to fashion the beginnings of
a viable alternative by rejecting the stereotypes, the roles, the
values that are imposed up~n us.
And as our knowledge and understanding grows, we must be
prepared to help others to know and understand their oppression
and their capacity to end it.
Our common practice must be our struggle to survive, to share
warmth and love and laughter, to create as best we can the
conditions for the revolution that will be the beginning of the end
of the conditions and processes that fucked us all so badly.
Together we can be strong.

rr T could turn you on. if I could drive you out of your wretched

mind. T would let you knott·...
l hai•e seen the Bird of Paradise. she has spread herself before
mt>. and I shall ne.ver be the same again.
There is nothing to be afraid of. Vothing.
Exactly.
The Ufe I am trying to grasp is the me that is trying to grasp it.
R.D. Laing

ln a room 'packed' more u·ith press than students. Jack vlcNie
1•isitt>d tlw Unit·ersity of Windsor. He was 1·en: interested in
ft>edback from students on any and all aspect~~ of education
hoH·e1·er he said the gm·ernrnent would not rescind the tuition

Students meet Davis, McNie

in<-reas,t>. f!.e repeat~d much the same thing to representatives of
the 0/·S in a meetmg Wednesday afternoon. Premier William
n,11•is 1r<1s also in attendance at the meeting held in Toronto.
-Lance pie b) tlw Shik

Gov 't. refuses to halt fee increase
TORONTO
(CP)
Students protesting government policies on universities
met Wednesday afternoon with
Ontario Premier William
Davis and Jack McNie,
minister of colleges and
universities, to air their
complaints.
Mr. McNie later said the
government was interested in
hearing from the students, but
would not rescind an increase
in tuition fees.
Last spring's budget increased tuition fees and the
amount of student aid which a

person has to repay.
be eligible for student aid.
Other demands, to which
The Ontario Federation of
Mr. McNie said he was Students, comprised of roughly
sympathetic, were that the age 100,000 nH'mbers, organized a
of financial independence for demonstration for last Tuesday
students be lowered from 24 to when several httndred st11dents
18 and that part time students marched in protest to Queen's

Park. Student councils at the
universities of Toronto, ~ I'S·
tern Ontario in London and
Queen's in Kingston refust>d to
organize, but at least fiw otlwr
·
··
umvers1t1es
aml t\\ o co II e~es
sent students to Quf'en 's Park.

Wright proposal premature
SUDBURY, Ont. (CPI - Laurentian University terms "premature" a proposal by the
Ontario Commission on Post-Secondary
Education to grant autonomy to its affiliated
colleges in Sault Ste. Marie and North Bay.
The university said today in a brief to the
Committee on University Affairs that a more
comprehensive review is needed before

autonomy is granted to Algoma College in Sault
Ste. Marie and Nipissing College in North Hav.
Laurentian 's brief said <'ducation officia.ls
must avoid establishing competing institutions
which do not possess b) tlwmselws the
resources to develop high-quality academic
programs.

Qp-ed comment

local Bell representative raps widespread Ma Bell article
by MRS. R.E. CESCHIN
you about disconnecting a telephone for non-payment.
&I.note: Recently The Lance published an article on the
A telephone account is made up on a certain day of the month
Bell Telephone system. The following is a reply from one of and is generally received within ten davs when it becomes due
the loeal customer representatives.
and payable unless other arrang<'men.ts have been made. As
I anted to show you another side of life with Ma Bell that with any company, when a bill is outstanding, it becomes
Representative didn't quite present in her widely collectable.
hed letter. The first disagreement I had was with Lippy's
A great judgement factor is involved in collecting these acetalemenL.. "you can't tell the company off... all you do is make counts.
ea miserable and have your comments filed."
Do we usually contact this customer every month?
80. Lippy obviously didn't enjoy her work. I don't get If so maybe he's having financial difficulties.
milerable because I don't let an irate customer get under my . ·!s there a ~i~h amoun.t of long di.stance? Long distance calling
I don't take it personally.
1s like an unhm1ted credit card. This can get pretty expensive, as
our comments are not just filed either. Since I must make a Bell has no means of limiting your usage of the phone for long
exact memo (BT form 1109) on each call I take and the calls distance calls. Direct distance dialing gO<'s right into the network
....~mld by a service analyst for quality control if no action and covers practically all of Continental l\orth America.
~._en on any complaint management is aware of it. It is much
-Has this customer contacted us first? It could indicate if the
81
er to take the necessary steps.
bill has been forgotten, or if there is any intention of paying it.
OU like your job, you want to do it correctly. It reflects on
Treating accounts or collecting accounts or whatever, these
and your company, no matter where you work.
questions and many others the representative must ask herself on
true Bell Canada is a highly sophisticated company, even a each collectable account. If she doesn't, she's doing both the
~ : although numerous independant companies operate customer and the company an injustice.
-..."'TNUt Bell territory.
I have yet to hear a representative actually tell a customer, to
not true that Bell is run by a computer, nor are its em- quote Lippy, " ... we don't want to take the food from your
expected to act like one. Each customer case or contact children's mouths ... but the t<'lephone is a privilege ... "
the company is given personal and individual attention.
The telephone is neither a privilege nor a luxury. In these days
the employees deviate in any way, they are not fired. As in of modern communication ifs practically a necessity.
their union protects them. As for the unions being
Lipp) wasn't treating her customers fairly. If she felt that she
IIXNl!lilluavunions of the first order, did you not read or hear of the could not extend credit, yet she was reluctant to disconnect the
the T.E.A. last year? Hardly a company move!
telephone, she should have left the matter open for discussion
are encouraged to give their criticisms of the with a supervisor.
IOOlaiilil_ That's how improvements are made. That's how
Or perhaps Lippy was exaggerating a wee bit????
let ahead. Getting down to snecifics however, let me tell Any company extends credit based on the customer's ability

and willingness to pay. That is just smart business tactics. It does legally responsible. The deposit or recurring advance pavment
not reflect class and rebelliousness. How could it? If each protects both you and the company. It's returned to you· t>,encustomer is assigned a credit code, and this is the customer's first tually. Try obtaining a credit card at a department store. You
time with the company, I neither know nor care about class or must answer some very personal questions and your spending is
rebelliousness.
usually limited. All I ask is your name, address, place of em. The credit classes are merely an aid in identifying collectable ployment, length of time there, and if you've ever had a phone
discounts.
before.
In my personal opinion, someone steadily employed has the
Lippy seemed to get carried away again while discussing the
better means or ability to pay an account than the person with no company's attitudes toward the service reps. She thought ha, i11g
incon;ie. Willingness to pay is something else again.
one supervisor to approximate five girls was paternalism. I
It 1s much better for you call the company if you're having personally am relieved to know that someone with authority is
difficulty paying the account. It makes it easier on both parties. nearby in case I must refer to him in case of difficultv. I am rareh
There are different methods of collecting accounts. Notices are told to reason things out because I try all possible soiutions before
used if a time element is involved. Maybe you 're not home during I seek aid. Anyone can talk themselves into "I can't do it".
the day, and I don't want to bother you at work. Or maybe you
I also think Lippy was stretching the truth about sales camalways wait for the notice before you pay your bill.
paign meetings. I ve yet to see paper hats, balloons, streamers or
I agree with Lippy that it is not a pleasant task to call people little skits. Any company encourages its employees to sell their
regarding their bills. It's a necessary part of the job however. I try product. If I'm sick, I stay home. Once I've notified my offic<'
to keep an open mind and a fair attitude when calling. When I I'm not bothered and I don't catch t<hit for it. Even :\-1a Bell
disconnect a telephone it is always as a last resort when I've come knows people can get sick, Lippy.
to the conclusion or have been told that you cannot or do not
Occasionally work does pile up during the busy seasons. T don't
intend to pay.
think the company understaffs purposely. The constant turnowr
If Lippy had guilt feelings about this, she was not collecting in an office staffed with women is unbelievable. There is ahrnys a
accounts with a proper attitude. She hated treatment, so she was demand for new employees. The university students who hatP
doing it quickly without judgement, just to get it over with. Ma Bell todav will be at her front door tomorrow. Because of
Perhaps she was taking the frustrations of the job out on the their education they'll be hired, even directly into management
customer.
positions. And they'll be very happy to accept these jobs, for one
Let me continue though, and turn to the subject of incoming thing Lippy didn't mention was the money. They pa) is ver)
calls. Lippy was upset because in her office when a customer is good.
waiting, lights flash and a gong goes off. Sounds like a TV show
I'd like to add a short note about the view expressed h) Snark)
doesn't it? A muted signal sounds if customers are waiting operator.
because I could be filing or doing other clerical work.
Since none of the operators punch a time clock, it doesn't seem
The rule is - Answer the telephone on the first ring. That feasible for Snarky's supervisor to chew her out for being a
gives you, the customer, priority. You are not the intermption to minute and a half late. It seems even less feasible that Snark,
my work, you are the reason for it.
said nothing, yet she maintains that she was not at fault. Snark)
Incoming calls result from a variety of things, as Lippy pointed was afraid of being reported as an attitude problem.
out. No rigid pattern is established for each call however. The
In the year I spent in the traffic department, I had a fe\\
company could train a parrot for six weeks if that was the case. disagreements with supervisors and management, yet I \\as
The only pattern lies in developing the facts and disposing of the promoted from that department.
contact in a satisfactory manner to all concerned. To simplify
Snarky thought the "Look in the Book" campaign was phasing
that - find the problem and solve it!! Lippy was quite right to her out of a job, yet statistics prove that over one third of all calls
state the company policy "one stop service··. It makes my job placed to Directory Assistance are for numbers alread) listed in
easier and it makes you happier.
the telephone book. The customers who call Directory Assistance
A high percentage of the calls are for long distance calls on instead of checking the telephone book are tying up the lines.
your bill that you deny all knowledge of. I'm a\'\are errors are People who are looking for new listings or handicapped
occasionally made and will adjust your account accordingly if customers must wait.
you don't recognize the details. The clerical work I do on this or
It's true that the company keeps tallies on volume controls any account is something that must be done if correct action is to that is the number of calls being placed to the operator, and the
be taken.
number being answered. As I see it, it is not to mak<' th<'
I also take orders for telephones. The order format is complex operators work harder, but to know when peak times are, and to
because certain pertinent details are required to provide you with have the necessary staff available.
Board loads (hourly spot counts of the total number of long
service. If bungles are as common as Lippy accused, they can
probably be traced to the original representathe who took the distance calls handled) are no longer in existence. The} were used
order because she had the initial customer contact. So Lippy, it's as a study: not as a means of putting pressure on the operator.
not the company that bungles, it's you and I.
The margin for error is small on operator handled long
If r make a mistake on the order, I get a quer) from the Order distance calls. This is to avoid you having to call Lippy about that
Reviewer. It is not a mark against my record, it's a method of self call on your bill that you didn't place. So Lippy and Snarky work
together after all.
improvement and it prevents those "bungles".
· *
· ·Gt•,t\f
I can vouch for these billing errors because I was a problem
When no facilities are available in vour area, I must wait ten
days for an engineering report. During those ten days, cables are biller according to Snarky. When I traced back my mistakes, I
'<:Z_
~~
being checked, repaired and possibly installed. 1'111 neither trying found most of them were made through my own carelessness.
Snarky complained there is no escape from pressure beeause
to soothe you, nor put you off. I'm just trying to get you your
supervisors and management personnel sit \\ith us in the
phone.
It's a fact that contacts are monitored and all forms are cafeteria. If they didn't she'd say they were being uppity: acting
reviewed for accuracy and completeness. Aren't you glad this is too good for us.
If Ma Bell raises standards, its not to watch the little people
policy? It's ensuring that your requests are handled properly and
scramh1ing to outdo each other. I think the purpose is to improw
that you are satisfied.
I'd also like to tell you about that $100.00 deposit to connect customer service and relations.
I'm not saying the company is always right. There is plmt) of
your phone. I'm neither an enemy of the p<'ople. nor am I trying
to be a bitch. If we went into it deeper, maybe you'w informed room for improvement. I only felt that Lippy and Snark) were
.
me that you're a university student from out of town. You have too one-sided in their views, and definitely unhapp) in their
Strt>Ns.
For some unknown
I ago The Lance published an article critical of
work. I also wanted to state that all departments in the Bell work
'",,re in Windrnr
· at Pttt and Goveau
·
·
h two roomma tes, a Iso f rom ou t of t own .
one system. A local Bell employee has seen fit to ~<'<l:~on u Lanct> I?lwtogrnpher was forlnddt>n to photograph t e Right away I'm aware of a possibility for high long distance together to provide customer service. Each job is intPrconn('ctecl.
t4l to that anicle and has requested that it be ms1dt> o.f the offict>.
usage. The telephone must be in just one name, so if the account Call me up sometime and I'll expalin it to you. I'm not a eomabove is the exterior of the Bell busint>ss offict>
-Lancephotoh) the head.
is not paid, I can't touch your roommates. You are totally and pany person, but I like m) job.
'J...
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JOURNEY
A leap into fantasy from a brief vacation in reality·
Is this lonliness of our mind so inherent to humanity?
Cast aside some say, communalis~, a1sert individuality,
Come astride, they snear, our socially perfect ship!
So one decides. I decide 'yes', I walk the plank,
And striding toward this new, now chosen path,
I sp} an old man on the rotting wharf below.
Not shy or bold, just old, two sunken eyes grip me.
Suddenly, over many years, I fall to .he quay.
Unexpectedly my body is not smashed, but now it's old,
My soul is ancient, my thoughts become wise,
I see so clearly through two near-blind eyes,
The heart in me a lion's though it murmurs otherwise,
And ten men's stren1-,rth I know, in this shrivelled size.
But now my feet inform me of this gilded path,
The ancient one's eyes leave me, though never go.
Again I stalk toward the chosen goal,
The sea of my consciousness drowning ships of emotion,
And the mind wanders, awareness wanes, I falter·
I see through these young gray eyes,
I am young, I am wise, I am old in wisdom, I am ...
This dream too quickly departs,
But I'm falling again to where all starts,
To where nought is but everything,
To the region of space that is no region, is not a space,
To where the excruciating fullness of love
Is not equalled by an infinity of pain,
To where all are,
To where no one is,
Just to ...

I

P,· n,, Km ht

Sam Malenfant

.

OVER DARTMOOR
poem for Bill
a beautiful August day
for walking on crowded
city streets, wearing
summer whites while
the sun melts the tar
on the sidewalks.

West of the gaol we sprawled
with our bikes.

we are together
shipwrecked on some
South Pacific island
where summer is
forever and we are
alone - truly
alone, and the
squacking birds
don't remind us

traffic is a mad rush
back and forth
Christmas snowflakes
get trapped in your lashes
and melt on your lips
and your next kiss is
cold, but warm in meaning.
we are snowed in
on top of the world
in an ice-box chalet,
our objet d'art
is the Matterhorn
and no one can find us.
our crackling fire
is there for no one else.
we are toasting marshmallows
in the city, with
gawking neighbours
and all their children
are pouring in and out
at random, at will
filing about like
misprogrammed robots
looking for handouts.
we share with the
animals what little
we have and grow
further lost within
the wood of seclusion
and the privacy of
each other and
the dream of shaded
green that comes
with contentment
bought with credit cards
guaranteed for satisfaction
or money back
no need for stamps
letters, forms. Our
spaces are fulfilled
and have an uncontained identity.
One Way Traffic.
Do Not Enter.
Do Not Disturb.
by Lynda Zam.

Sheltered.
by mingled thickening hedges
of holly, green and Christmas glossy,
and pale face of briar rose.
Curiously,
blaek faces peered over
eurling mouths of bracken
and trotted down crossly
from an outstretched hand.

THE SEED ATZERO

Elevation.
,,hale-back stubborn hills
rolled abruptly to the geometry
of English farming man.
"\1ask drying sweat,
on dirty pleasured faces turned
to a sudden sun
we rose
and swooped in our own wind
down to Tavistock.

SM(
Ill

al

II\ THE GULLY
At the top squashing
our little childish bums
into a cast-off frond
of the cabbage tree
\H' sit
poised.
Snuggled between my thin legs
he lifts the feathered end high
and I pushSlowly. over the lip then
erazily slewing down the
black earth track
uprooting new bracken
bumping fast over
suddmly painful rocks
we spill
in a tumbled, leaf-dusty heap.
L}ing with my skirt flung high
I watch the green roof revolve
and reverse and slow and
we rush
breathless
again to the top.

SMC

DWELLER f nowl AT THE RESERVED LAND
it's hard to think
or try to beleeve
ol' grampa Sun dead.
he ship to der land
for clay born bed
wit' fam 'ly on hand
to berieve.
i still can't link
(tho' it's hitting me now)
grief gone
ol' grampa Sun done.
Anonymous Jones

after
a little chipmimk yelling at me
from his look-out post in tow'ring tree.
nwanwhilP a bird is over yelling at him
from another tref' and another limb
a leaf hops up and hops down on the r~ad
hop leaf, hop down leaf, it's only a toad
tlwn thousands of divers fly into a pond
t-rr<'Pn balls from hush canons as I walk along
Pa.tlm ays to t-rloi:, a glorious tree
domg ehin-ups on <'louds and road-mapping me.

Patrick i'UcWade
Susan Collacott

LOST
1 pearl ring & gold chain with

W.L.O. and Baker Street

Play quite good

two charms. Lost in vicinity of A
lot. Please bring to Lance Office.

6odv furniture

1• •r. L•w [~

shoulders above that of his present group James
Gang.
On Pass in Thru ', James Gang seemed to
derive nine songs out of three or four legitimate
ideas. On Troiano's solo LP he brings all that
funk, R&B, and that touch of country into a
most interesting sound. He starts off playing
funky and really never lets up, and has shown
the patience to wait for enough good songs to
co1!1e along before releasing the album.

•1 a lw-1

Savoy Brown

25&3314

SAC By-Election Results
Accla imed
La w Rep Doug Phillips
Nursing Rep Terry Head
Phys. Ed. Rep Norm Yeryk
Services Commissioner
Enzo Facecch ia
Stud ent Affairs Committee
Murna Holsey
Ka thleen Navarre
Pete r Elcombe
Chris Ambeault
No rm Yeryk

Wednesd ay, November 29, the referendum
will be ove r the following:
feel that:
present laws and penalties pertaining to possession and use of
na and hashish are adequate;
s and penalties pertaining to possession and use of marijuana
hish shou ld be repealed; or
laws and penalties pertaining to marijuana and hashish should be
· or

laws and

penalties pertaining to possession and use of marijuana
ish shou ld be strengthened.

Trene Adler. pluyed by Tmogene Bird. sPrenades Sherlock
Holmes (John Wcllson) in the Windsor Light Opera production
of Baker Street which is continuing its run at Cleary Auditorium
this u•eekend.
-Lance Photo by J.P. Squire.

hy PAT:\-k\\ADE
Sherlock Holmes has risen once again. How? Elementary my
dear reader; in the body of a Dr. Watson in a staged town of
London populated by the cast of Windsor Light Opera in ''Baker
Street". Watson seems at honw. as does Holmes, as he feels at
h?me swi.nging on any star, bnt a silly-putty nose does not make
him Basil Rathbone. The doctor is good. but somehow, he
doesn't make the pla). \1y choice there would be \1arty Rosen as
Wiggens, leadn of the "Baker Stret't Irregulars". He addt'd joy
and movement to Pvery part of the play hP was in.
As for tlw play itsPlf, I am no great Sherlock Holmes fan, so the
first few scenPs of the musiC'al were a littlP confusing. The stor}
seemed to weave in and out of thp other adw11t1ues the sleuth
had. Howevt'r. the story was decided on a-nd the rest of the play
followed it.
The opening number was not exactly spectacular; it was no
toe-tapper or a whistle-while-you-work tune. The audience was
not enthused with it, and in fact. much applause sef'med forced
throughout Act I. But the play had its good moments. There is a
song and dance number that takes place in the Royale Theatre in
which we are introducPd to the heroine. Irene Adler (Imogene
Bird l, performing with the dancing "Buffalo Bells". The seem• is
done \Wll, although the girls' dance could use some polish. It
appeared that during the old onP-two, some girls were on<''ing
while others were two'ing. The entrance of the "Baker Street
Irregulars", although a takeoff on "Hair" with cast members
hooping through the audience and do" n the aisles, was comical
and it earned some t'arnest applause from the audience. The
entrance was distracting to those sitting near the door from which
the cast entnt'd.
The final piecp of good production in Act I was the trip
through thf' underworld. The sequence could havp consumed less
time and combined more, but the scPm' depicted different aspects
of the undernorld well. Also. out of this scene comes another
decent song. a rollicking pub sing-a-long.
The only quPstion I raise about this act is how does one, even if
he is thE' great Sherlock Holmes, play a violin in one's lap, as he
seemed to do with great Pase?
Act II opened much better than its predecessor. Once the tune
got off the ground. ''Roof Spacp" moved into a real song with the
typical chorus dance step. As usual the spoons were expertly
played by Wally Riding.
From this point on, the musical relied on the story alone to
bring us to the end. Only one more song made it after this point
and it was "Oo What Jewelry" which was sung at the villain's
funeral. It was another rollicking song and dance piece with, as is
customary of WLOA, a big chorus backing it. Then it ended.
Storywise, the ending was po9r but the final song was good.
I saw "Baker Street" on opening night and it had its share of
opening night mistakes; props enterpd too soon or too late, Dr.
Watson walked through an invisible door ,Yithout opening it
followed by Holmes who opened it and thPn closed it, the wrong
lights ·went on at the wrong time causing a blinding effect on the
fog curtain.
As is his custom. Watson cast himseU as lead, however he was
quite good if you can keep his own character out of mind; for
there are others in lesser roles of greatE'r <'njoynwnt.
I will say again that Marty Rosen as Wiggens makes ewry
scene that he appears in. Derek :Messenger is a comical Dr.
Watson.
Although John Watson has trouble casting male leads, he does
seem to know how to choose supporting characters and get large
chomses to produce a wall of well-formed sound.

Finaf lear
Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles in business management
He tackles complex and fasc1nat1ng problems.
For the professionally trained man
the scope is l1m1tless
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov; 2 2, 2 3 and 2 4
Appointments should be made through the
Student Placement Office
If this time 1s not convenient, please contact us directly:

Phone : 254-1 1 33

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

..

Hdl1f<1x. Saint John • 011r>bec • Mo11t11•,1I • Ottawa • Toronto
Hilinliton • Kitchener • Lonrlon • WPHisor • Thu 1dPr Bay
w,nni;>PCJ. Req1na • Calqary • Ed111onto·1 • Vancouver• V1ctorid

Two of the nicest cuts are The Answer and
The Wear and The Tear on My '\llind (which
was released as a single). The Answer is basPd
on the Sly Stone tradition of a driving bass and
synchopated rhythms along with background
singing by a chick chorus. The Wear ;znd the
Tear on l\,fy _'\llind is full of country influencP,
but a few R&B chords and a driving 4-4 roC'k
beat make it a good dance rock tune.

/,ion ·s Share. Sai•oy Brow11, -Parrot.
Troiano is helped on this album by former
The bhws boom is over. Its bepn over for \fondalians and Bushites. R ov · Kenner
quite a while but still some of it manages to
(cmrently lead singer for the Jan'ws Gangl.
tricklP back mostly when its been disguised as Prak;zsh (bass), Penti Glenn (percussion l and
rock n' roll. The blues pmists down thPir Hugh Sullivan (keyboards l.
seconals in disgust and the critics keep a
Also showing up are two members of the horn
knockin' but the kids keep a rockin •.
section from Geronimo Black. a new band that
Riding the crest of rock blues with a blast is a is being led by formPr '\llothers of lm•ention
set of converts called Savoy Brown. Once so weirdo Jimmy Carl Black. ThPy providl' the
close to the roots that thPy had two black album with some interesting horn fills in an
members and never changed keys. After that almost New Orlt'ans style.
stage they turned it up and gave us a kind of
All in all, if you do like Don Troiano's bitch
boogie that keeps bars opened all night long.
guitar picking and you've only got fiw bucks
Like a handful of others, thev could have
and you're sitting there trying to dPcidP whetlwr
continued indefinitely with the s~me format of
to bm P11ssin Thm ' or the solo album. GN
blues without sell-pity if it hadn't bePn for the
Dom:nic Troiano. its better.
'
ageless hassle of personnel. Going through more
JlJSTIJ'I
TH\
)IE
face changes than Lon Chaney they began to
have problems maintaining a following and a CARAVAN
uniform sound. What hurt most was the loss of
Chris Y oulden, vocals unique.
Caravan, Waterloo Liiv (London ) : Carcirnn is
a nPw four piecP Briti~h group which has just
The nPw Savoy Brown's previous albums
released its first album. Tlie group consists of
have glaring vocal deficiencies from Dave
drums, keyboards, guitar and elt'ctric bass.
Walker who just couldn't fill Youlden's shoes.
Tlw closest band to Caravan for comparison
On Uon 's Sh;zre. WalkPr finally is beg-inning to
surfacp as a talent that can carry the weight would be H11rk-Almond as tlH'y draw on jazz
Pqually with the able lead man. Kim Simmonds. and slight tingPs of classical to gain thf'ir sound.
Simmonds is interesting as usual and plays
Caravans most noticeable weaktH'SS is it'i laek
effectivPly with his rhythm player Paul of a strong and dominant vocalist. ThPy are able
Raymonde who doubles on keyboards. It seems to come up with interesting nwlodies but tht-)
although that sometimes the careful planning of fall to the wayside in the \\>akt- of the skimVi
their parts tends towards a sterility in their vocals.
sound. Whereas the ht'lter skelter guitar
Their strongest resmuce is the obvious inarrangements of the Stones always leads to
something thick and driving. Savo} Brown gets dividual talent of Pach membt'r on tlwir instrument. They play with a tastP and restraint
a little thin. and less spontaneous.
that is usually lacking in a hand of this t) pe.
The lead in, Shot in the Head sounds a lot like Note how Yes and ELP se<·m to always get so
the bar classic Tell Mama but its always best to carried away with their own individual wizardr)
put your best foot forward. Suspiciously that their arrangemt-nts fall into a rnst
enough, this is the one non-original song that is wasteland of potential. Caravan is able to use
not a blues classic. The team of Vanda-Young their restraint as they seductively slidP from on<'
wrote it. anyone who can identify their claim to tempo to another and one time rhang<' to
another without prPsenting a gaping holt' in tlw
fame, must have Friday on their Minds.
music.
The original stuff is mostly reworks of tried
The instrumentation is so restrained at tinws
and true blues riffs. Don't be surprised when that you wish they would have extPnd<·d
you hear Anyway You Want Me for the themselves a little more so you could truly gauge
ri1illioneth time.
their calibre of musicianship. Whether this
BUDD) MACK group is playing up to its full potential as wholp

Domenic Troiano
Domenic Troiano (Mercury) : Here it is, it has
happened again, another musician out in search
of the starship only your very own solo album
can give. Now out on his own, without having to
compromise with other members ideas, finally
pursuing that ultimate solo career.

There is one striking difference though in this
Troiano solo than all those OTHER ones. All
that freedom, instead of producing a myriad of
bullshit muzak has given Troiano the ability to
makP an album thats quality is head and

is debatable. They were able to present a good,
workmanlike. professional album on their first
attempt, however, th<'y are lacking the spontaneity and excitement, the flash of instant idea
that get you excited enough to become enthus<>d
over the music. This coupled with the poor
singing has probably destined this album to be
chucked away in the middle of all those
miscPilaneous artists in your local miracle store.
If they ever do come up with a dominant
vocalist and throw away some of thf' studio
inhibitions, they could produce a really fine
album.

JUSTI!'1 TH Yl\lE

LECTURES
presents Seals and Croft on Wed. Nov. 29 at
· Detroit ln~titute of Art, through Drc. 3. 50th
8: 00 p.m. tickets SS.SO, S4.50 & $3.50.
anniversary of the opening of King Tut 's tomb by
- The Detroit Symphony Orchestra is at .Ford Aud.
'\i icholas Millet of the Royal Ontario Muse um.
at 8:30 p.m, on l\ov. 30 and Dec. 2. tickets
Admission S 1.50, students $.60.
S4.00 to $7.00.
PLAYS AND MUSICALS
ART
- Windsor Light Opera Assoc . presents Baker
· The recent works of Susan Gould are on display
Street a musical adventure of Sherlock Holmes
al thf.' g-allery in the basement of the new library
on NO\. 24, 25, Dec. 1. 2 ..~. Tickets $3.00,
through '1/ov. 26.
~3.50 and $4.00 al the box office 395 Tecumseh
- Also through O\. 26. Willestead Art Gallery is
Hd. W, For further information call 2."52-6453.
featuring the 1\orks of Emily Carr.
- Dec 1-3 & 7-10, the l_;niversity Players present
- Prints by H uclolph Ncsch in honour of his 80th
Arthur Miller's The Crucible. curtain time 8:30
birthday at Tiet. Inst. of Art, main building-,
p.m, tickets S2.50.
Ground .Floor.
- If you would like to work for reviews editor
- U. of W. art ,,·ork is on display (and for sale l in
Nanry Basinger contact her al 253-4060.
the bookstore.
- A displa) of soft sculpture. paintings and MOVIES
- Vanity: Fiddler on tht> Roof; times 2: 00. 8: 30.
drawings by Walter Ruston at Mushroom
- Devonshire I: Where Does It Hurt'?; times
Gallery, lSl Hherside Dr. W. through Dec. 12.
7: 40. 9: 34.
CO~CERTS .
- Devonshire II: Slaughterhoust> Five; times 7: 10,
- Sun, 'I ov, 26 at 3: 00 p .m. al Cleary Auditorium.
9:10 Saturday and Sunda\· 3:0S, .'i:05, i:10 &
Windsor Symrhony Orchestra conducted by Mr.
9: 10.
.
.
Matti Hollie. Guest artist: Adele Armin,
Odeon:
call
2S2-l28S.
violinist. Tickets $3 ..50, 2.SO. 2.00 and 1.00.
- Capital: Valachi Papt>rs; times 1 :30, 4:00,
Students (halconv E-JI ;j() cents on sale at the
6:30 & 9:00 Oast complete show 8:3.' ll
box office in th(', afternoon of the concert.
- Palace: Kansas City Bomber; call 2.'>3-3133 for
- Also on ~o,. 26 al 8::rn p.m. at Cleary
times .
Auditorium i, the Christian CulturP Series
- Windsor Drive-In: Curious Ft>male at 7: I.'l;
"Detroit Symphony Orchestra ... Sixten Ehr ling
Thousand Convicts and a Woman at 9: 00;
conductor. Non-membPrs suggested donations:
Playgirl Killers at HI: 30.
S2.SO and $2.00. Students $1.50 with I.D.
- Twin Driw-ln: call %6-1300.
Tickets available in advanee at till' Christian
- Supc-r Cinema on Nov. 28 prPsents Dt>ar John, a
Culture Office U. of W. and Hc•intzman's Music
Swt•dish drama of human rt>lations.
Store prior to each performaner.
. Monda, Nov. 2, at 7 :30 p.m. Bamboo NATI01'AL BALLET-CU~AR)'
· Der. 6-7 Swan Lake
Productions Inc. presents Uriah Heep. tickets
- Dec. 8&9, Nutcraekt>r Suite•. tirkets 2.:;o to
S4.00 •."5.00 & (1.00 at Ford Aud. in Detroit.
5.00; student discount arnilable .
. Also al .Ford Aud. Jerry Adams Enterprises

TJ:
.,riONG'S
GRESTAURANT

OVER 160
VARIETIES

OF THE FINEST FOODS

565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette )
FREE PARKING AT REAR
FREE FAST DELIVERY $3.00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

Enjoy ()ur Famous

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS
O'PEN

MON.to THURS. ll :30A.M -9P.M
FRI & SAT I I 30 A M · '1 0 0 A M
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 3 P.M. -9 p M

C.S.R.W.
Th<' rf'indsor J,,lTZC<'rs played tu·o games this week. attempting
gN t hemselz•es in shape for their upcoming season. /,;ist
Snturduy they played York Unfrersity here at St. Denis l-Ia.ll. The
/,anrers looked impressfre offensfrely but Coach Thomas
remc1rked that they ne<'d a little more work on defence. lligh
1o

.~rorer for Windsor wus Bruce Coulthard with 20 points as
Windsor defeated York 100-82.
Tuesday ei·ening the Lancers hosted Shaw College from
/)Nroit. Windsor lrnd a very poor first half and fell behind in the
play as well as the score. In the second half. Windsor came alive

c1nd begun to rwrrm<' the f{ap. !Iou·e1·er. they fell short and Shaw
College u·as t·ictorious 104-86. The coach for Shaw said that he
thought Wind.-.or lrnd ;1 better teum than Waterloo, who defeated
Slrnw 84-82.
-Lance pies by Squire

Shaw College 104 Lancers 86...

... Lancers 1 00 York 82

Lancers defeat York but Americans too much
Tuesday as they fell behind at
one point 44-19 and went to
the dressing room down 22
points, 58-36.
In the 2nd half it seemed
like the Saints were going to
run the Lancers out of St.
Denis as they scored the first
The Saints defeated their nine points. This gave the
second O."C".A.A. club in 3 tries Saints a 31 point lead 67-36.
Tuesday. Last Friday Shaw
lost to Waterloo 84-82 and
routed Lutheran Monday
night l 09-6 7. The Lancers had
a great deal of trouble getting·
tmtracked in the first half

by JOHN BERNICK
The Lancer basketball team
split their first two games of
the season defeating York I 0082 and dropping a l 04-86
decision to Shaw College of
Detroit, both in St. Denis Hall.

At this point the Lancers made
a great come back and cut the
Shaw lead to 9 points with
eleven minutes to go in the
game, ''"ith the score 69-60.
'l11is was sparked in part when
Walt Lozynsky blocked a jump
shot by big 6'10" James Floyd.
1l1e Lancers started to run
with the Saints and had Shaw

coach Giles a bit worri~d.
During an eight minute span
the Saints managed only 2
points. After making some
adjustments the motor city
squad regrouped and never let
the Lancers get closer to
winning the game. Shaw built
up a 20 point margin by
pressuring the Windsor guards

Sport's Briefs

Mixed Bag of Activities

The

966-4271

''QUAD shop''

EXCLUSIVE

P!9 ~ $ymbOIOfJVC'•Soundf.ll.c:1
~ A,...,p,l,e•tO"e~Of\lr')l•y111rn,

The VR.5541 160 Watt FM-AM Stereo R&eeivet with
odvonced SEA h is equipped to give you occess to the
new world of four•chonnel stereo many t>f three ways·

VIDEOTONE "SUPER" SPEAKERS
With Lifetime Warranty
f,~uency Reopoo,1e 20 20 000 HZ

Power ho,idl ,,g 5 200 Wotts
f<W 11,e ult,mo!e

in

ond l,s1e,i

r•produ<:11on
ULfRA I

I,>

ULTRA-I ro,ige
101"19 lhrow
h,gh compl,once
!ow d,,1or1,on speoker1

1l1e Lancerette Volleyball
Team won their League opener
last Friday night against
Lutheran, 15-8, 15-2, and 156. Good individual performances were turned in by Cookie
Leach, Wendy Tinline, and
Susan Clancy. High scorer was
Cookie with 10 points.
Saturday at the Invitational
TournamPnt in Waterloo, the
Lancerettes handily defeated
Guelph, 15-7, 15-11, before
bowing to last year's National
Champions Western 5-15, and
6-15.
The
Waterloo-Windsor
contest was a close one, with
Waterloo '"'inning 15-9 and 1614 in a narrow one. The
rematch takes place on Friday
l\ovember 24th in St. Denis in
a League encounter, at 6: 15
p.m.
Updating
Lancerette
Basketball results, the Windsor ladies bowed to Club 240. a
city team, _in exhibition action

\

THE DP132E MINIMAX .
''Under One Cubic Foot"
If space 1s o problem
but you won~ big speoker
$Ound the Videotone Minirnox
will give rt to you.
Power hondling
5 100 Watts
lifetime Warranty

FOR THE FINEST IN HEADPHONES
SUPEREX-

ENGINEER DESIGNED" FOR GREAT LISTENING

MODEL PRO.B-V ULTIMO
Freq. Response
16-2500 HZ.
Tuned Boss Ports.
Full Crossover Network
10 Retractable Coilcord

SALE PRICE. $49.95
COMPLETE LINE OF TURNTABLES
PE MODEL 3012 auto turntable
Vor,obl• Sp.ed Control O,.co,1 Arm
CUEIUG damped up os well 01 down

..

Ejay Queen

The "Get Down Blues" Show
with Gerry Gaughon will be
on the air every Friday night
from 11.00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. ...
beginning tonight.

November 15th 46-62. Last
Friday in their league opener
against Lutheran, the Lancerettes combined fast break
offense and man-to-man (?)
defense en route to a 65-21
scmnching of the Waterloo
team.
Top scorers for Windsor
were Joanne Lazarus and
Cathy Valcke (10 points
apiece), and Jane Grondin,
Karen
Couvillon,
and
Maureen Morkin each with 8
points. Next action is Friday
November 24th at 8: 15 p.m.
in St. Denis.
The Lancerette Swimming
Team went to Hamilton on the
weekend to attend their first
invitational swim meet out of
town. At McMaster, Joyce
Avery placed 3rd in the I 00
yd. Butterfly Event, and came
5th in the 200 yd. Individual
Medley. All of the swimmers
put in splendid performances
and deserve congratulations.
1l1e Lane& Swim Team
hosts their opening Meet
Saturday (tomorrow) starting
at 2: 00 p.m. Competing in the
me!'t will be Guelph, Ryerson,
and G<'nesee. The swim team's
personnel look to make the
Lancer team one of the
strongest in recent years.
Coach Mr. Fox has worked
extremely hard preparing the
team and is wry optimistic
about his team's chances this
year. Come on out to the pool
at 2 : 00 p.m. on Saturday!
Just to throw in a football
note, the TOP TEN Football
ratings for the week preceding
the College Bowl show the
University of Windsor in 6th
spot, behind, in order
University
of
Alberta,

Waterloo Lutheran, Western,
University of Ottawa, and St.
Mary's. The remaining teams
are: University of Calgary,
University of Manitoba,
Loyola and Acadia.
Interesting to see how
Lutheran, a team the Lancers
beat handily during the regular
season, has come on to
challenge nun1ber one ranked
Alberta for the College Bowl
(tomorrow). May win it all,
even!
Last Saturday the University
of Windsor Hockey Lancers
visited Waterloo Lutheran,
losing 3-5. The Hawks scored
four goals to build a four to
nothing lead before the
Lancers came on in the third
period with three goals to make
it a game at the end.
Lutheran's goals were by:
Jim Tombros, Ken Nishon,
Bob Redshaw, and Chris
Baldwin, with the final emptynet gift credited to Chris
Gavaris.
Two goals by Lancer Ejay
Queen and one by Don Wilson
accounted for the Lancer
offense. Goal tending duties in
the absence of Scot McFadden
were handled by Mitch Begin
and Losztyn. The Lancers
outshot the Golden Hawks 5245, and the Hawks took 11 of
17 penalties.
Next action for Windsor is
Saturday at Adie Knox
Herman Arena when they host
the Guelph Gryphons, leaders
of the Western Division at this
stage. If the Lancers can keep
up the kind of play they
showed in their opener at
Lutheran, they should make a
g_ame of it against the
Gryphons.

into several turnovers late in
the game.
Leading scorers for Shaw
were Louis Baltimore with 21
points, Russell Johnson with
19, and Herb Dickey with 18.
James Floyd was the big man
on the boards for Shaw as he
grabbed off a game high of 14
rebounds matching his point
output.
Freshman Bill Lozynsky
and Jerry Sovran scored 12
apiece and Chris Coulthard

struck for 10. Eric Hehn led
the Lancers on the boards with
11 rebounds.
'There were some bright
spots for the Lancers particularly the poise of rookie
backcourt man Tom Hogan
and the fine shooting of Bill
Lozynsky.
The Lancers now move on
the N aismith and take on
Alberta at 3 o'clock today at
the University of Waterloo
phys-ed complex.

Applications are welcome
from students with interest
•
and ideas 1n
a new commercial
radio
proiect.
Please submit names to
Geoff Schmitz,
C.S.R.W.
Station Manager

Basketball Statistics
Lancers -

York

Windsor Lancers 100 York Yoemen 82
B. Coulthard

C. Coulthard
Mingay
Conway
Hogan
Spetz
B. Lozynsky
W. Lozynsky
Sovran
Hehn

WINDSOR
8
4
8
0
6

Q

20
16
12

0
]
4
4

4
]
0
1

4
3
8
9

7

2

2

1

3

1

16
5
7
100

Field Goals: 43/ 107 = 40%
Free Throws: 14/20 = 70%
Rebounds: 30
Personals: 19

Lancers -

Varsava
Santoro
Spence
Pike
Coletta
Simbrow
Weppler
Fredico

YORK
5
0
2
12
3
1
10
3

0
2
3
0
2
0
2
1

10
2
7
24
8

2
22
7

82
Field Goals: 36/72 = 50%
Free Throws: 18/30 = 56%
Rebounds: 23
Personals: 19

Shaw

12
HOUR RELIEF

Windsor Lancers 86
Half-time Score:
36
B. Coulthard

C. Coulthard
Mingay
Conway
Hogan
Spetz
B. Lozynsky
W. Lozynsky
Sovran
Hehn

WINDSOR
2
3
5
0
4
0
4
0

7

2
1

4
0

10
8
8
8
2

6
3
5
2

2
6
2
1

14
12
12
5
86

Field Goals: 35/90 = 36%
Free Throws: 16/26 = 62%
Rebounds: 42
Personals: 28

Shaw College 104
58
SHAW
Johnson
5 9
Pratt
2 0
Dickey
8 2
Ware
2 2
Pearsall
4 4
Floyd
6 2
Louis
1 2
Stafford
3 0
Baltimore 8 5

19
4
18
6
12
14
4
6
21

Film Soc presents

104
Field Goals: 41/87 = 47%
Free Throws: 26/34 = 77%
Rebounds: 45
Personals: 29

St

Prrus to #rt anyone's budgef

ALSO CHOOSE FROM. ELAC, MIRACORO, DUAL, BSR

THE LARGEST DISPLAY OF , CHANNEL ADD ON
EQUIPMENT:
JVC 4 channel integrated amplifier
Kenwood amplifiers. JVC Tuners
Kenwood Tuners
DiKoders
Synthesizers

-H••••~1.la

-----

_! ••'t-;:ci-.n-""H11111J a.

THE NEW JVC DISCRETE .. Chonnel Ampliller
25 Watts x ... With S.f.C.S.
ALSO CHOOSE FROM. TEAC, PANASONIC. CROWN,
CONCORO, FOR UlTIMATE IN
TAPE DECK

IN
SCOTTS MAGNAVOX
at
DEVONSHIRE MALL-Open 9:30 A.M.·9:30 P.M.

6 days a wHk

NO MONEY DOWN-NO PAYMENTS
TILL JAN. 1973

966-4271

966-4271

l\ubpi, ~tplt ~alon

WINNER 1972 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
JURY PRIZE AWARD
Only Amcric~n Film to be 10 Honorcd

MOD SPECIALISTS

WE DO A GOOD JOB I

For Appointment Call
258-2490

SELMUR PICTURES"' eollabo!ation wtllt ROBERTSON ASSOCIATES prlSlltb
A GEORGE ROY HILL PAUL MONASH PRODUCTION

2846 UNIVERSITY AVE.
Under The Bridge

~.LAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
MICHAEL SACKS· RON LEIBMAN · VALERIE PERRINE, A Uno,erul Poct,ro ,n TECHNICOLOR'

lf':I

STARTS

Student Discount On Styling Only

To O Av
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U. of T. endorses limited strike

TORONTO (CUP) - The University of Toronto
Students' Administrative Council (SAC), one of three
member councils which refused to support the
Tuesday (Nov. 21) province-wide fees demonstration,
Nov. 22 came out in favor of a limited, January
withholding campaign.
SAC called for a February analysis of the success
and effect of the withholding strategy before determining whether it should continue.
Should the Ontario Federation of Students (OFS)
not endorse a fees strike or advocate withholding fees
without the SAC-recommended February reevaluation, the U of T student council would meet to
reconsider its participation in tbe campaign.

The councillors were quick to admit the
withholding strategy would not likely encourage a
major government re-evaluation of post-secondary
edu~ation policy. The action should be aimed, they
decide?, . at pressing the government to publicly
commit itself on future post-secondary tuition and
student aid plans.
The council specifically hopes the withholding
campaign will force the government to stale its intentions for the coming year on tuition fees, the
Ontario student award program (OSAP) loan ceiling,
the OSAP age of independence and aid for part-time
students.

In line with OFS demands overwhelmingly supported by a province-wide referendum last October,
the council demanded the government notify it of any
future changes on the financing of post-secondary
education and that students and university administrators participate in making any such changes.
A proposal to establish a trust fund in which to
deposit the withheld fees was defeated. The proposal
was made by members of the Canadian Liberation
Movement. At Carleton University in Ottawa, CLM
has established a trust fund of its own but the move
was criticized as ''premature by the Carleton student
council.

SAC meeting discussions

Strik still under consideration
me
est

tz,
N.
er

Wednesday night's meeting was chaired by John who had been acclaimed were accepted, and the their stand once again. He also personally stated that
Bennett. Under executive reports, Lou l\1osna, results of the dope referendum will be withheld until he felt at this time, even though he supported the fee
External Affairs Commissioner stated that he had Monday night, alter voting is completed at Ed Fae. strike in theory, he was against it in practice.
chosen the successful candidate to head the Research
SAC then moved into proposed motions.
Miss MacDonald expressed her concern over the
on Departmental Representation. He then invited
Mr.Gagnon proposed that SAC set up a committee fact that time was running out and that if council was
Niel Sinclair to address council and state his to work in affiliation with the labour unions in going to reach the students, they do so very quickly as
proposals to council. There has bet>n no completion Windsor. He felt that since it was the man on the there was only one week of school remaining.
street, the union worker who was supporting the
date set for the project as yet.
Mr. Phillips suggested that perhaps council should
Enzo Faccechia, Services Commissioner, stated university, that there should be some type of com- get busy and gather a report together in a hurry and
that he had examined the working of Film Soc. and munication between the two.
meet if necessary this week to establish a policy.
Doug Phillips, law rep, cited this a political ploy Council then moved from a committee of the whole
found that in spite of the £act it lost over $1,000 in the
last two months, it was still a worthwhile project to and a "trendy" issue on the part of Mr. Gagnon. and resumed other business.
continue. Faccechia suggested that advertising be However, after some debate the motion was carried.
lt was decided that the piano in the Lounge be
It was also discussed that each councillor tuned and that SAC establish a committee to look into
done in a different manner, and that in view of the
fact that Bob Gallagher would be resigning, he would representing a specific faculty be required to report to obtaining discounts for university .students from local
council every two weeks on the events taking place in theatres. In light of the open forum a motion was
Windsor [,ancers Coach Dr. Paul Thomas and Team Captain Jerry Sovran hold the Trophy appoint Jim Pallett to run the society.
moved and passed that the President of SAC take
Larry McConnell, Finance Commissioner, their respective faculties.
81 rarded the Lancers as winners of the 5th Annual Naismith Basketball Classic at the University
Mr. Phillips felt that a councillor truly interested in whatever means necessary to procure from the media,
nf Waterloo. E11 route to the championship, Windsor defeated Alberta, Eckerd College, and reported that the Pub had lost money in October, but
/,oynla. Other participants were: Carleton, Western, Waterloo. and Lutheran. For story and the exact amount of money was not yet known as the doing a good job would do so without having to be CKWW to be specific, a tape of the university's
position in regards to the distribution of OSAP
Financial Statements were not ready for the month of told.
pictures. see Naismith special feature on page seven.
Miss MacDonald felt that the motion was a good cheques and the payment of the second installment of
- Photo by Squire October.
Gerry Gagnon, President, reported that he had one and stated that perhaps it would aid in faculty tuition fees. It was learned through Miss MacDonald
that Mr. McGibbon had made a statement to CKreceived a letter from ' New Beginnings" inter-communication. The motion passed.
Council then moved into a committee of the whole, WW but neglected to inform SAC of the university's
congratulating Mr. Mosna on h is fund raising efforts.
John Desoti reported on beh alf of the senate, that and discussed what stand they would take on the fee stand. In order for the lawyer for SAC to advise
SAC, he must have the position of the university. Mr.
in order to obtain a BA or a BS in the faculty of Arts strike.
Mr. Mosna stated that in view of the results of the Gagnon stated that he would attempt to procure the
and Science, one need onlv ave 15 credits commeeting held in Toronto this weekend, when three of information without having to resort to legal
mencing in September, 197.3.
Bowl. lnterestingly, none of were accompanied by only 11
Under the electorial officers report, all members the OFS executive resigned, council should examine proceedings.
the four nominees £or the out- interceptions, as his 57 .6
· w.u ""'1ted the out- standing player award took percent completion percentage
indicate.
Andy's
rcollegiate foot- part in the game for the Vanier mi~ht
Canada. At the Cup. The other nominees leadership moved the Windsor
In terco lle gia te were: Dave McGillis of the Lancers to sixth spot in the
nion's pre-College University of Calgary, Chris TOP TEN football rankings in
er in Toronto, Andy Rumball of McGill, and Bill Canada, with victories in league
play over second-ranked
warded
the
Hee Robinson of St. Mary's.
order of things instead of
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) This is a tremendous Lutheran, and third place
Trophy, symbolic of
people being placed ahead of
York
University's
faculty
are
Western
Ontario.
achievement
by
Andy
Parichi
ur.
things,"
mathematics professor
We
extend
our
battling
to
save
some
200
and
the
entire
University
of
was previously named
ner of the Omega Windsor Lancers Football congratulations to Andy members who may lose their R. Rajagopal told the adminisas the. most valuable team. ·1n a game in which the Parichi and wish him the best jobs in the current York budget tration in a budget report he
presented to senate.
• the Ontario Univer- quarterback is often the oI success in whatever he may cns1s.
Athletic Association's meeting place for opposing do!
The university deficit is only
In a surprise move, the
Division, also earning linemen, a smaller man like
according
to
senate has refused to accept an $400,000
status at the quarter- Andy must compensate for his
Rajagopal.
ln
1973-73
,
faculty
administrative report on
ition. In addition to lack of size with talent and a
York's financial set-backs and monies were cut, but few
Creighton Trophy desire to play well. Recognition
has launched an intensive financial cuts were made in the
night, Andy was further of these qualities in Andy by
administration.
investigation of its own.
as the quarterback in those who know football has
"In times of crisis and panic,
The
faculty
reaction
was
placed
him
m
a
sma
ll,
.I.A.U. all-star squad
sparked by a board of one would have ~pected the
group,
whose
by the Canadian honoured
governors report suggesting a cuts to be more uniformly
members
are
of
a
rare
breed.
ll Coaches Association.
the
math
$2.7 million cut in academic distributed,"
Statistically speaking, Andy
also recently awarded
operations at the university. professor said. "The budget
of Windsor Medallion. Parichi completed 94 of 163
y's passing credentials passes attempted this season,
In a special budget report in data available is notional - an
usly impressed the gaining a total of 1,402 yards.
early October, Slater stated the educated guess. Any figures
, despite the fact he was His 13 touchdowns and 70
budget deficit was $4.1 with deficits at present are
Andy Parichi
playing in the College first downs through the air
million. This was later revised meaningless."
Tenured professors can be
to $3.4 million and finally
reduced to $2. 7 million after a fired with notice, according to
financial freeze in faculty and a recent statement by the
Canadian Association of
library budgets.
University
Teachers (CAUT)
Faculty members tangled
with administrators in three in response to national budget
by JOHN BERNIK
second half 68-44, outscoring Mingay led with 9 defensive
senate sessions during the last trends. The association is set
The University of Windsor Guelph 54-33. The Windsor rebounds.
week of October. Charges of up to protect the rights of
Lancers Basketball Team team was led by Bruce
The Lancers hit 39 of 102 "lack
of
financial university academics.
defeated the Guelph Gryphons Coulthard and Brady Spetz, shots from the field for 38
Non-tenured professors who
imagination",
"confused
state
~2 Wednesday night before both with 16 points, and Tom percent, and 16 of 25 foul
011e of the smallest crowds ever Hogan with 14 points. Dennis shots for 64 percent. Guelph of information" and concern have taught three or more
lo witness a season opener.
Krawchuk led the Gryphon was 34 percent on 23 for 67 about "the nature and years at York may be fired
While managing only 3 attack with 16, while All- from the field and 84 percent reliability of the information with one year's notice.
Faculty who have taught for
points in the first 7 minutes, 46 Canadian Wayne Morgan from the free-throw line hitting available" were lodged against
ds of play, they came collected 11 more.
less
than three years and are
the
board.
16 of 19 shots. Windsor now is
and scored the next 13
Ever hustling Ward Conway 5 and l on the season as they
Atkinson College dean not sessionall appointed, must
Black leader Bro ZULU (Stokely Carmichael) will be speaking at St. Denis Hall Sunday
ts:
6 from Bruce was a constant menace to the prepare to visit Lutheran Harry Crowe told the senate have been notified by l"\ov. 1. December 10 at a gathering sponsored by the Black Awareness Organization. For further details
thard, 3 by Brady Spetz, Gryphons as he forced Guelph Saturday night, and Waterloo
"We do not know the exact see next uwek 's Lance or call 256-6454 or 253-5950.
the "data made available (by
2 apiece from Bill and players into making numerous next Wednesday in the first
nature
of our problems," said
-11 Lozynsky to open up a turnovers. The Lancers confrontation of the "super the board) on the current"and dean of arts, John Saywell, but
19 7 3-7 4 budgets had been
10 lead. Windsor took rebounded the taller Guelph powers.''
"there are other ways of
most
confusing".
plete control from this squad 89 to 51. Leading the
reducing
the budget than
Other senators complained
' t, outscoring Guelph 37 to Lancers on the offensive boards
hy THE LANCE 1'EWS STAFF
EDITOR'S M>TE: While
cutting
faculty."
Saywell did
19 in the last 12 minutes to were Windsor pivot-men we• have the rart• op- about the "confusion and lack
Somew herf' brtween October 2 and 6, 19i2 Jonathan Peters, a
lead 40-29 at the half.
Brady Spetz and Ernie Hehn, portunity, wt•')] giw brief of credibility of almost any of not know if low student third year arts student lost a book. He doesn't remember the
The Lancers built up a 22 both with 11, and Walt but front page• nwntion to the data circulating on the enrolment was the main cause exact date but he thinks it was. around October 3.
University of Windsor Chief of Security Grant Mchrr said
PDint lead midway through the Lozynsky with 10. Pete tht· ladies, as wt•ll. Frida), univ ersi ty' s financial of budget problems.
that a book containing Peter·s namr in it was turned in on OcSaywell is part of a budget·····!::::;!:~:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:!~: the b -ball Lancerett<'S position".
tober 9, but that it has yet to be picked up.
(:?, wnr('({ged at thc· wire by the
The senate refusal to accept crisis committee formed to reMciver said that the Lost and Found Department, now
::=: Waterloo Atht·nas 4,3-42, the board 's recommendations examine the university's located in the .Enerizy Conversion CentrP located at the. corner of
with
Kar1•n
Couvillon, displeased Slater. He told the budget and prove the deficit Patricia Avenue and \'' yandotte Street, turns up articles from
Windsor's
lc•ading
scorn members that "it invited could be resolved without eyeglasses to mbberboots in sraso1~al spurts. He added that once
DECEMBER 1
'..:/i.=:
• Ukranian Students Club Party at Cody Hall 8: 30 p.m.
a .rold tipped molar was turned m.
with 18 pointi,, and . Kathy
confrontation with the board". cutting faculty.
\!though Mel vE'r has congratulated the students here on their
cash bar - admission 25 cents.
. \\.//. O'Nt•ail with lO. Tuesday,
Th e
committee
has honesty in turnin~ things in, but added that he was concerned
However, faculty members
• Two Hans Richters films shown Dt>c. l & 2 at 8:.30. m
thdr Volleyball counorganized a srries of blitz with their lacitv in elaiming items. He said, "Quite oftE'n large
ft.s~:am Auditorium at Wayne State. Adm1ss10n ::·:i;:i::: tt·rparts handily dt•ft•at ..d the argued the board had been
sums are turnrd in and to students even a little bit of money can
Cniversity of M i<'higan, tht• blunt and they had to be blunt meetings in order to meet a
bE' a lot."
CEMBER 4
.
Wednesday
(Nov.
8)
deadline
Dt•lta Sr.'s and Jr.'s, losing in return.
Mel \.rr statrd that all one has todo to pick up a lost article is
· Dept. of A ·ian Studies will present a l~cture on Persian ..
when
it
will
report
its
findin~s
"Firing staff seems to imply
only to tht• t;. of l\l.'s 2ml
identify it by title, colour, size, or denomination and it is yours.
popular studies at 7: :rn in Assumpt10n Lounge.
}
Grant Mciver
that people are reduced to the to senate.
tt·an1.

In college ball

Parichi Canada's best

Senate on its own
York defies board

cers 94 - Guelph 62

Lancers take b-ball opener

Lost and found not being utilized

Bits & Pieces
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Leddy predicts deficit in '7 3 .
by STRANGE
Due to technical difficulties beyond our control,
this weeks' column i brought to you b} Lobotomy
Ltd., experts in frontal and pre-frontal lobotomies. So
if your brain feels heav·y and not functioning, if it
lacks pep and won't start on cold mornings, have part
of it removed. Our rates start at S65 for the sofa and
35 for the chair.

+++
Dear Strange:
The November 17 Lance invited me to submit my
views on Canadian Studies by an advertisement, midbottom of page 7. Details at Centre Desk. The Centre
Desk has never heard of it, where can I get some
information.
ATP Science IV
The Centre Desk as you probably realized when you
asked, is not concerned with petty brochures or information. He is pondering some pretty weighty problems.
Who stole the Kishka and whether or not his chewing gum
lost its flavor on the bedpost over night. However, I extracted the information by gently fondling and carressing
his massive stomach. The next time you want something
from the Centre Desk, be underneath him and gently rub
his wooden belly with a circular motion. After that he is
like putty in your hands. If you or anybody else has
something to say to the Commission on Canadian Studies,
write them stating your views at 314 Rubidge, Peter·
borough Ontario K9V3P4.

+++

.::lt~f:.y M.
Ju-rcHkf<tNG
SALAM ~IJ 0£ f.K

Et" soMl:
El"ZARRE-1 SAC>o-

~AC f{o RITVA L, .

-A. ,=::cs re Why are they closing Vanier Down at 11 o'clock on
weeknights and completely on weekends without
asking how I feel about it????
Every Person I Know
They are experimenting. You people in residence have
probably heard the cries late at night. They are butchering
salamanders for some bizarre sado-macho-ritual. At this
juncture, we do not know who they are, but we know that
they are out there. The official reason given is that
business is down and they're barely making expenses. It's
just a 2-week thing and then they are going to decide. So if
you want to protest the slaughter of innocent salamanders
and re-open Vanier, phone your views to Chuck Tolmie at
EXT 351 and tell him that you think they should remain
open.

+++
Where have all the intermural basketball schedules
gone? I'd like to know when I play.
Kareen Abdul Jahar
The Centre desk at the first batch. He is a Gestetner
junkie. He loves it but he can't get enough. His connection
is the Centre elevator recently questioned by the RCMP
for a!leged hydraulic activity. The elevator gets the stuff
from the SAC Gest~tner. The new revised intermural
basketball schedule is available out of reach near the
Centre desk. Feed him a piece - he's going cold turkey.

+++

How about getting someone to tune the colour TV
in Essex Hall.
Headaches
. , By the time yo?- read this, the TV should be tuned. If
1t s not throw a brick at the screen, then you won't have to
watch it at all. It is a demonstrable fact that colour TV
shoots rays that produce sterility in both men and women
S~ take notes with one hand and protect your private~
witlt the ?ther. The professor will think it's a mass
masturbat10n and he'll either join in which would be good
for a laugh, or ler,ve, that way there's no class.

+++
NOTE: When the time comes we'll all be asked to
provide _cognitive examples of exactly what we've
been domg. Do you have your excuse ready?

+++
All qu~stions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy. pictures ~r disgusting objects should be placed
neatly m the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
o~ the _Cen!re desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his Wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 41 in
the huge fluorescent Lance compfox.

TORONTO (CP) - Eve!") university in Ontario will be
operating at a deficit by next year unlPss there are changes in
financing or in enrolment trends, J.F. Leddy, president of the
niversit} of Windsor, predicted Monday.
Hr told the provincial government's committee on university
affair that Windsor is about 1 million short of expected revenue
because of an enrolment drop of about 300 students.
"I can onh foresee an even more disastrous deficit for next
year if non<' ~f the basic factors change," said Mr. Leddy.
"And I would guess that every single university in Ontario will
be in a deficit position in 1973-74. There's something essentiall y
wrong with our system if it's going to throw all of us in a major
deficit position."
He said five or six universities now are mnning a deficit.
Committee member William Dodge. secretary treasurer of the
Canadian Labour Congress, said Windsor is the only university
projecting a decline in enrolment over the next five years.
He said the others are projecting a gradual increase again after
a clir in /!'rowth in thl' la~t two yenr!..

Leslie Frost, a committee member and former premier of
Ontario, a keel if universities an• living beyond their means.
"No, I'd say wP 're undt•r funded," Mr. Leddy rPplied.
Noting that Ontario's 15 univprsities got about :ns million
from the province .last year , ~r. Frost askc-d: "How much more
')''
money arr you gomg to ask th<' belabored taxpa}er to put up.
Mr. Leddy said universities with fe\\er students could get by
on less money "if yon give us time to adjust."
Earlier, officials from Brock l'nivPrsity in St. Catharines
reported an expected ddicit for 1972· 73 of :rn4.000 and a drop
in first year rnrolmPnt of about l 00.
But president J .A. Gibson said thr nniversit} is projecting a
slight increase in enrolment next year bPeanse it expects students
who have been dropping out to start coming back.
Mr. Gibson rPjected a uggestion from committee memb<'r
Robert Mitchell that Brock might consider affiliating with
McMaster University in Hamilton to cut costs and put it on a
firmer footing.

Regina's occupation ends
REGINA (CUP) - Students at the University of Saskatchewan Regina campus have
suspended their occupation of
two administration offices for
at least one week while a
negotiating committee takes up
an offer to work for parity
"within the system".
The decision was made at a
general meeting Nov. 22 attended by more than 800
students.
Regina campus principal
John Archer addressed the
meeting and asked students to
call off the occupation. In
return he would support a
review of the nature and level
of student participation on the
university's
decision-making
bodies "with a view to ensuring
that students have opportunity
to make their full contribution'', he said.
"I .would welco~e an.d urge
a review of the Umvers1ty Act
and I am prepared to discuss
proposed changes with faculty

and students, and to take ste ps
to arrange a meeting with the
minister of education and his
deputy minister to pursue this
end," Archer said.
But Archer would not give
even verbal support to the
students' demands and did not
explain what he meant by " full
contribution".
The deputy minister of continuing education in Sa~kat·
chewan happens to be th e
former vice-principal of the
Re~na campus.
'The students responded bv
passing a five-point motio~
establishing the conditio ns
under the occupation would
end.
- to accept the report of the
student negotiating committee
on discussions with the administration and faculty about
parity.
- to susp~~d th~ occu~ation of
two adn11mstrat10n offices that
began Nov. 16.
· to make clear to Archer that

Loyola to merge
with Sir George
MONTREAL (CUP!) - After weeks of delay, the Loyola College

board of tmstees has finally approved terms of merger with Sir
George Williams University.
A':1nouncing the approval to the college senate Nov. 21, Loyola
president Father Patrick Malone said "This does not ensure the
future of Loyola. The ball is in your playing court, the studen ts
~nd t)le f_aculty, and it will be dependent on your creativity and
1magmat1on to make sure Loyola continues to exist."
The final terms were amended somewhat to appease elements
of the Loyola science faculty which had bitterly opposed the
proposed elimination of an honours science program on the
Loyola campus.
The final plan will continue the Loyola honours science
program through the 1974-75 academic year, the year the merger
1s scheduled to take effect. And a committee will make recommendations on the status of science at both Loyola and Sir
~eorge, with the possibility of creating a single faculty of science
m the future.
. _Malone ~ai? the comprom\~, worked out by the institutions'
Jomt negot1atmg committee, allows science people to work out
their own destiny".
He said despite minor objections, "there was no attack on the
substance of the document, and it isn't the final statement of the
new university."
The plan propose_s ~wo j~int faculties - in engineering, and in
commerce and admm1strat10n - faculties of arts and science for
Si~ George Williams and a proposed Loyola Faculty of Arts and
Science.
Although the mer~er was ~lated to begin in September 1973,
the two campuses will funct10n as separate institutions through
19?3-7~, not because _there are any problems with the new
un1vers1ty, Malone claimed, but because the two universities
ha~e already made P:eparations for that year.
Outwar~l~ there wil\ be very few changes, but I think we will
ha_ve many JOmt operat10ns and activities by 1974-75," Malone
said.
Some Loyola spokesmen wanted parity representation with Sir
George_ on the ne~ jo!?t senate, "but the trustees didn't even
ent~rtam that motion, the Loyola president said.
Sir George representatives will constitute 65 per cent of the
ne~ sena~e a':1d Loyola, 35 per cent. The composition will be
reviewed m five years.
With the. major stumbli?g .block to the merger cleared, much
work remams. The negotrntmg committee must determine th
powers of the structural levels within the new university.
e
They must c~oose a name for the merged institution and
arrange for ~anous noi:i-a?ademic administrative structures.
Malone said the p_rovmcial government will probably approve
the r;ierger terms ':"1thout ai:i~ problems. An education departmen . ~epresentat1ve part1c1pated at various points i
negotiations.
n

Strike referendums favour action

CEGE;P calls .for strike
MONTREAL (CUPI) Students at Dawson and John
Abbott CEGEP's (co~munity
colleges) have unammously
.
voted to stage a one- d ay strike
between now (Nov. 21) and
December 1
D
· d
awson stu ents voted 9000 in favor of strike action
while 700 Joh
Abb '
n
ott
students voted for the action.
Both CEGEPS are primarily
English-speaking.
The decisions are the result
of numerous study session
held Nov. 20 and 21 with th!
full app
I
d
t' . .
r?va
an
par1c1pat1on, m most cases, of
faculty members and students
The strikes have been called
by the Front des Etudiants du
Quebec (FEQ) to protest the
"N
R
ouveau
egime Pedagogique", which was announced
b h
· ·
y t e mm1stry of education
several weeks ago. The
document outlined aims of
bi
ehs!a ishilng, among other
t mgs, onger hours for

hum~nities students, as well as
requrred science
d h · I
education credits.an p ys1ca
FEG , w h"1c h represents
approximately
175,000
Quebec stud t ·
·
en s, is attemptmg
to contact all secondary and
university st d t . Q b
t
u en s m ue ec
o try ~ersuade them to go out
on strike ·
J"d ·
·
CEGEP t l~ so I anty with
Ste Hs u ,ents.
d A
CEGEPSy.acm~ e an
Ima
area are air" ~ e Lac St. J ~an
Th
ea y out on stnke.
th/ a~u~e~ts h_ave cfof.ntrol of
mm1strat1on o ices and
have halted the CEGEPS'
operations.
Ed
ucation minister Francois
Cloutier, has sent a telegram to
the Directors General of all
CEGEPS, asking them to
t d
a ~e~ a meeting Nov. 22. The
mm1ster then intends to
'.',cla_rify" what he termed
d
m1~un. erstandings
and
abusive mterpretations on the
part of both students and
faculties."

the students are not prepared
to negotiate the right to parity
but only the implementation of
it.
. that failure to recognize that
demand will result in further
drastic actions.
- that the negotiating corn·
mittee report to a general
meeting of students within one
week.
The negotiating committee
is composed of six students three from social science, two
from education, and one from
administration.
Another committee will be
established
to
examine
changing the University Act to
provide more student, faculty
and community control. The
committee will be composed of
one-third students, one-third
fa culty,
and
one-third
members of the outside
community. The community
members must be acceptable to
the student and faculty representatives.
Students plan to march on
the Saskatchewan legislature
Nov. 24 and prPsent their
demands for changes in the
University Act to premier
Allan Blakeney. The demands
are almost identical to a
resolution passed by this year's

Saskatchewan New Demo·
cratic Party convention held
last weekend.
'n1e resolution calls fo_r
autonomy for each campus at
U of S ~nd a new governing
structure with one-third
rewesentation on all university
governing bodies for students,
faculty
and
community
members.
The Regina campus oc·
cupation began one week after
the dean of the faculty of arts
and science vetoed a motion
passed by the division of social
sciences, which would have
guaranteed
staff-students
parity in all eight social science
departments.
The
dean
claimed only a department
chairman could change the
composition of a department
governing body. (Six of the
departments already have
granted parity but it is not
considered the students' right.)
On Nov. 16 · about 200
students occupied the dean's
office and Nov. 20 the occupation spread to the office of
the dean of graduate studies.
Principal Archer claimed
throughout that the University
Act blocked any blanket
guarantee of parity, but he also
opposed the concept itself.

'73 YEAR BOOK EDITO
Applications Open
For The Above Appointrn

CSRW
C.S.R.W . is looking for someone to
Ca m pus News Director : one who will
ordina te a greater news coverage of
happenin g on and around the
Anyon e in te rested is asked to drop
studios a nd t alk to Mike Pilecki.
C'est ovec p loisir que C.S.R.W.
!'augm e nta ti on de lo
froncai se :
Les Nouve ll es :
lundi ............ . ....... .
mardi
mercredi ........... . . . . . . .. .. ....
jeudi ....
vendredi .... . .. . ...... . . . .. ......
Autre Progrommotion:
Joyce Be rge ron: lundi 15 h.00
Gerard Ronc oni : mercredi 19 h.00
Yvon Gaudet : vendredi 20 h.00

TO ALL C.S.R.W. STAFF
There will be a general staff m
December 6, 1972. It will be
Chicago's hou se at 2995 University
Everyone is a sk ed to attend.

Drop in enrolment empties classes
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U.W.O. has spare class pace the size of Brock's

~Pply
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~
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DON (C P) A sharp enrolment
e has given the University of Western
((\VO) t'xcess classroom space equivalent
ize of the 2200 student Brock University in
(:atherines, Ontario.
flie situation was revealed when a university
Port to the Committee on University Affairs was
rel 85 . .i rrcently. The report says UWO has more
reel"l•
l
· ·
"Id
18 ssroom space t 1an 1t 1s entit e to under
c 1rincial regulations. As a result, no new
r\dings
will be constructed 011 the campus for at
1
"
.t
another
five years, and likely longer.
Ieas
·
. .
d
.
Western enrolment pr0Ject1ons rafted earlier
hi· (all followin g this year's unexpected shortfall
! :uidents registering mean UWO will not be
'i·gible
to rrceive provincial funds to increase the
1
e 08 re footage available for classrooms.
sq"At present, UWO has excess classroom space
.. quivalrnt to the size of Brock University," said
fce-president (administration and finance) A.K.
1
.\dlington.
.
·•If enrolment forecasts remam constant, we
·on't be able to get any capital projects approved
II
•
" he sa1"d .
by
the provmce,

\:V.e~tern has been tmdergoing an expansion of
fac1hties o_ver the last few years expecting constant
~crea~es m t~e student population. The apparent
le.vell1~g off stage in enrolment has caught the
un?~rs1ty with more space than government
po 1c~es allow and more than the university
retJires.
. ni~e~sity president D.C. Williams was not
opt1m1shc about resuming the expansion in the
near future.
"Probably the next building on this campus will
go up W?der a new president, as I will have retired
by_ t~e time _we'll be in a position to build again,"
W 1lhams said.
The shift in enrolment patterns this fall is
an.other factor because students registered in
science and graduate studies are allowed more
space under the provincial regulations than those
students registered in arts or social sciences.
Enrolment in graduate studies decreased this fall
a~d increased insignificantly in the faculty of
science.
'.'No~ody knows if the age of the growing
un1vns1ty if over," Adlington said. "The principle

phenomenon that led to the rapid rise in university
growth was the increase in the percentage of the
population that wanted to go to university."
"Now there is a declining number of people who
want to go to university. The community colleges
(colleges of applied arts and technology) have
gained in importance at the expense of the
tmivcrsity," he said.
With a freeze on th e availability of capital funds,
the university now faces the problem of financing
alterations within the university to meet further
changes in enrolment patterns.
Although UWO receives government funds to
maintain buildings (called age quality discounts),
these funds may not be sufficient to maintain the
existing facilities let alone finance the alterations
the future "mix of students" may require.
Other than the university's reserves, the only
other source of fun ds for alterations would be from
possible sur pluses in the operating budget over the
next few years.
The shortfall in enrolment this fall caused
drastic cuts in the university's operating budget
which will force a deficit of not more than

$400,000.
"A balanced budget is not realistic at this time,"
Adlington said.
The Senate budget and finance committee has
altered its budgeting procedures this year to a "slip
year" system which uses the current years
enrolment figures for the next year's budget. The
administration hopes such a system will provide
more realistic estimates.
In the past, the university has been unable to
predict accurately the amount of income it will
receive until mid-way through the school year.
University operating funds are based on basic
income m1its (BIU's) which also vary from faculty
to faculty. The province recently announced a 3.5
percent increase in the BIU to $1825. If enrolment
remains constant next year, the university should
realize a three percent increase in ·revenue,
Adlington said.
"We'll use the BIU that the province has already
set for next year in our calculations, but we
recognize the fact that we are entering a "steady
state' in enrolment", he said.
"All enrolment estimates from now on will be

based on speculation," Adlington added. The
university intends to do everything in its power to
"keep enrolment figures steady".
Members of the UWO senate were told recently
further strains on the operating budget could result
in vacancies due to resignations, retirements or
leaves not being filled. Drastic changes may even
force the university to release staff, but such a
move would be a last resort.
Adlington remains satisfied with the present
system of funding by the provincial government.
'"I'he present system allows the university to deal
with its problems itself," he said.
"We wouldn't want to replace the present
system with somethin~ that would take away the
university autonomy,' he said.
"One thing we don't want is to be placed in a
position of bringing the government into a closer
relationship with the university."
"The present system has worked well in a
situation of growth for the university," Adlington
said. "But the time might have come to look for
something else."

Demonstration attendance sparse
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TORONTO (CUP) - About 400 students from
acroi,s Ontario marched on the Ontario legislature
building Tuesday (Nov. 21) to protest the Davis
government's hike in tuition fees and decrease in
student aid.
Organizers were disappointed with the size of the
demonstration, but it succeeded in drawing colleges
and universities minister John McNie into open
confrontation with ordinary students.
"We must ask how higher education works,"
McNie said amid a chorus of catcalls. "This is a
question posed by taxpayer s and students alike. It's
not only a question of the number of dollars we spend
on education but also the amount of time students
spend not earning money."
"But there are no jobs," several students shouted.
Undaunted, McNie told the students that lowering
tuition fees is not the answer to stem the high drop-out
rate.
"The people who dropped out tended to be the best
students, and they got jobs," the minister said.
As snow flakes swirled around bis head, McNie
smirked and grinned when the student heckling
continued.
"Our loan program is better than in any province
across the country," he continued. "But we are trying
to get the program amended and we hope to do so in
the spring ... Any new scheme will involve repayment
on the basis of salary, wh ich is only reasonable," he
said.
McNie added that he was impressed by proposals
offered by an Ontario Federation of Students (OFS)
delegation which met him and premier William Davis
last week. He urged students to look to the future, and
not the past.
"We are committed to the fee inci;ease for this year,
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but it's the first one in eight years ... But I realize
students are concerned the government make a
committment to accessibility and excellence and I
make that committment." McNie then stepped to the
rear of the legislature steps to another chorus of boos.
He was followed by New Democratic Party colleges
and universities critic Floyd Laughren. who warned
students to be prepared to act after the publication of
the final commission on post secondary education
report (The Wright report) which may recommend a
"contingency replayment plan" for future student
aid.
The commission's proposal would require students
to pay the entire cost of their education (about $2500
a year) and borrow the money from a special bank,
re.[)<lying by a percentage of future salary.
The march to the legislature followed a brief rally
at the University of Toronto, which occasionally
degenerated into recriminations over responsibility
for the small turnout.
A favorite target was University of Toronto student
council president Eric Miglin, whose council refused
to help organize the action. Miglin rather sheepishly
entered the hall where the rally took place, amid a
cluster of people, and was challenged by Glendon
College student union president David Moulton to
address the crowd. Miglin ignored the invitation.
In an interview later, Miglin said he was disappointed by the size of the crowd.
"l 'm not surprised, but to go around saying 'I told
you so, I told you so' would be counter-productive,"
he said.
Only a small contingent of the U of T students
showed up for the demonstration. They had been
organized by four college student councils and various
campus political groups.

Busloads of students from outside Toronto did not
materialize in the expected numbers. Two buses from
York University in suburban Toronto and one i>ach
from Glendon, Waterloo, Brock and Carleton did
arrive, but few \Wrl' filled to capacitr.
Ontario Federation of Labour (OFL) secretary·
treasurer, Terry Meagher, who also addressed the
demonstrators, went further than the OFS demands.
He said the OFL supports complete abolition of
tuition fees to ensure equal accessibility.
Students at the University of Saskatchewan Regina
campus sent a telegram to the demonstrators, expressing their solidarity in the fight. They are
currently occupying the Dean of Arts and Science's
office, demanding the Dean reverse his veto of a
motion guaranteeing staff-student parity in all
departments of the campus' social science division.
The University of Windsor's Student Administrative Council organized a "student day" to
coincide with the OFS demonstration. It was designed
to discuss student problems both on and off campus.
Workshops were scheduled on such topics as food,
parking, tuition, courses, residence isolation, women,
unemployment and the role of the student and
university in society. U of Windsor president Francis
Leddy agreed to cancel classes from 3 p.m. on,
although SAC president Gerry Gagnon had requested
classes be cancelled for the entire day.
OFS general co-ordinator Craig Heron said he
would hold his comment on the demonstration until
the OFS general meeting this weekend (Nov. 24-26)
in Toronto. The meeting will decide whether to
proceed with the second term fees strike already
widely approved by students in a referendum la t
month.

F ee strike limps on amid confusion
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ThaddellS Holownia 's work is being featured in a display in the base~ent _of _the University
Ubrary this week. Fiolownia. Communication Arts graduate from the unwerszty LS a self-ta1~gh.t
photo!{rapher with approximately three years experience under his belt. At present Hofowma is
Pdit or of th e Ambassador Yearbook.
G
d
-Lance photo by George awa zyn

TORONTO (CUP) - Only
minutes after an Ontario
Federation of Students general
meeting had broken up in
indecision, disagreement, and
executive
resignati o ns
Saturday (Nov. 25 ), an
emergency executive meeting
decided to go ahead with plans
for a January fees strike to
protest
last
spring's
detrimental changes affecting
Ontario
post-secondary
education.
Delegates had earlier voted
to hold the fees strike, by eight
votes to five with four abstentions. But after four
executive
members
had
resigned and four delegates
were chosen in their place,
some representatives wanted to
reconsider the fee strike to
permit more discussion and
provide more of a show of
solidarity.
Delegates voted narrowly to

reconsider and an irate James
Marsh, who represented
summer students at Lakehead
University and is also editor of
the student newspaper there,
thought he could quash the
motion by demanding a
quorwn count. The assembly
fell one below a quorum and
was forced to disband, leaving
the fee strike officially undecided, and waiting to be
reconsidered.
Before the motion to
reconsider, four members of
the executive had resigned,
blaming "frustrations flowing
from
today's
meeting".
Quitting were OFS secretary·
treasurer Eric Miglin from the
University of Toronto, Susan
Geason from U of T's
Association of Part Time
Undergraduates (APUS), Ross
McGregor from the University
of Western Ontario, and Yvon
Lachapelle from Laurentian

University.
McGregor claimed the
whole idea of a fees strike was
"political suicide", considering
the province-wide lack of
student support evidenced, he
felt, by the split vote for the
strike. Miglin said he didn't
feel enthusiastic about the OFS
position and claimed he was
doing the federation a favour
by resigning.
The two had earlier unsuccessfully
proposed
a
"symbolic
province-wide
withholding of tuition fees
until Jan. 31, and that there be
no further hike in the Ontario
student award program loan
ceiling.
The strike motion was
supported by delegations from
Queen's, U of T, Lakehead's
winter and summer student
councils, Windsor, Western,
Carleton and Glendon. It was
opposed by Ryerson, Lauren-

tian, Waterloo, Trent, and
York. Abstaining were APUS.
Brock, Guelph and Fanshawe
College.
APUS abstained because its
members are required to pay
fees before registration.
Ryerson, Waterloo, Guelph,
and Fanshawe did not support
the motion at least partially
because, as institutions on a
semester system, their students
would be denied registration if
they failed to pay their fees.
After the strike motion
passed, a Trent-Waterloo
motion was carried by a large
majority resolving: "that OFS
call
a
province-wide
moratorium on post-secondary
education in the next term
following release of the
COPSEO (Wright) report",
with teach-ins, rallies and
conferences to be organized on
that day to protest cutbacks:,
that administrations and facul-

Dare management firm...

ties be asked to cut classes on
that day, and that OFS en·
courage public discussion of
university budgets".
Much of the discussion at
the meeting centred around the
legal and practical position of
students and university administrations concerning OSAP
grant cheques.
Only Queen's and U of T
appear to have been given
assurances by their administrations that the cheques would
be released. Elsewhere, administration responses vary
from "maybe"' to "no".
The possibility of OSAP
cheques being withheld is seen
as a primary impediment to a
successful fees strike. At some
universities a large majority of
the students are on OSAP and
are in no position to continue
their studies without the
cheques.

. .. Dare workers adamant

Dare workers continue desp ite courts and_ strikebreakers
b y GORD MORE
To choose to go on strike has never been an easy
decision. for 1!1?st working men an? women. The
economic dec1s1on for management 1s a matter of a
fracti~n. of t~eir pr.ofit m_argin; for the worker it Js
a dec1S1on mvolvmg his or her very economic
existence.
Yet there is no replacing the right to strike. The
strike has been the means of achieving the 8-hour
day, a minimum wage for a decent life and
toIerabie working cond1t10ns.
. .
"fh e ng
. h t to rom b'me
and, if necessary withhold their labour is the only
..
,.
,
.
k f
J)Os111ve freedom open to those who wor
or
others.
By a vote of 97 percent on 1\1ay 27, 1972, the
membrrs of United Brewery Workers Local 173
reJ"ected the 2=::.c nt ho11rly wage increase offered to
.r
fD
bo th men and" women
by the management o
are
Foods in Kitchener Ontario. The company offer
left female employees 10 cents an hour less in wage
rate than male workers· the benevolence and
Jenerosity of D are was cl;arly apparent. In an ad
mthe June 10th Kitchener· Waterloo Record, Dare
went so far as to sav the settlement offered was "a
generous one providing wages fringe benefits and
workin conditions of which' everyone could be
proud.'7 Dare also originally offered to make all
payments for the health plan, unless thrre is an
Increase over the next two years then the workers
must make u the difference '
The issues fhat form~d the· core of the union's
demands during the summer were equal pay raises
of 40 cents an hour for each year of the new
contract and im roved working conditions. The
latter de~an d w! art of the union's list becau~
of the incessant ~ssembly-Iine speed-ups, Jn·
sensitivr working supervisors and the oppressive
heat in the lant
Ovrr 80 p!cen t of the 377 membrrs of local 173
are women At t he time of the strike all women
Were eatef.(<;ri zed as "packers" and re;eived $2.26
(lt'r hou;
·
At the i1eart of the st rike is not the current union
0

d b
h
· nee of the union itselI at
deman~ s. ut t e existe
t has made no effort
Dare F 00 j; .T7e ma.~jg~ment I gal requirement
to con~ea t is act: . t is ~hat
will never be
and \\e are determined be
be of 8 union
necessary thabyou t~ve ~o ,. 8 mem r
to work for arek iscu ts.. d t
·ned to win
~he J?are wor ers remar . e e~mi from being
their strike and t? pr:vent t ,eir umont Workers
broken by antJ-umon m:£°a1¥em~{ ~ "e er one
picketinghaveexpressedfthe eelmg a.t ~II tyk
.is still willing to .stay out. orf as ong as tI w1
a e.
1 1 0 I ea! and
We plan to conunue gomg romh obca
tto
"
er groups to press t e oyco more.
to consum
. d
k of the strike, the union
. A!ter the. thir we:i 11 of bo cotting Dare
instituted its . camp gb .
es ywhich did an
products and picketmg ~smess.
· k t I y
service for Dare' s. ACtlvanous tHimes pRic ets C,ave
d at Newtex eaners
ertz en -a- ar,
appeare , r • ·
•
K ' , Cit Cab Da
1
Sanderson S fire Se~v
Rsge
Ly f1 t '
and Ross, and R JOr an - rta
ea eds han
buttons urging people not to uy arl gooda·/ve
10
been distributed ..at local Storr.0 n ha ~ J1'
strikers have solicited sup'ort 1." m. ot ed rat~
union loca ls throughout
ntano m or er
strengthen the boycott.
O
. F d f
of
On September 8 , thed lntano.k :s
~~kin
Labour further supp<?rte t ,e stn Oe 1
g
8
the 50 1:abour cou~1 ~ 1ls af~ 1/ i~ogo c~~~i!}o~::
the provmce to paruc,pate . Y
Y.
b d th
811
products. With the Dare stnke comfnttee
- d the
18
OFL working together, the bdcot~ 'r9 grnh · e
co-op:ratio~ of some /arge nt:IOto
~ reec n~~nt~
Stem bergs was the irst 1 0 !'°P 8
d gt k h d
carry Dare goods af~er t ,eir on· a~ s
ad
bern sold. Other rrtail outlets tha! · ave
suit are Loblaw's, A&P Weo, Dommion anc ,g ·
w~)' Mark rt.
. .
in ,1 effective
fhe boycott has become mbr~as
d f '
such Dar~ products are noB . ~1i~gc:)1:.~bia
the plant m North urrey, nus. 'b ·
' t
from the Kitchener factDy to 8 distn di~ion
b~e~ r:
O
in Toronto. As 8 rf'sult, are attemh ~tr h ~ a m
court injunction in October to a t t c oycott.

f
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;t

r·D

J
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Their request recognized as a tactic to scare the
union and se~eral organizations with threats of
court action was not granted The workers realize
that while s'cab labour can be used to keep the
I t roducin a widely supported boycott might
~ al Pthe nec;~sary financial pressure to wrest
et improvements
coU rauntil the attempt ~o obtain a court injunction
th boycott D are Foods managements
1181/
u~:ed eintransig;nt throughout the various
rbemai. .
ssions On November 2 a mediator
se
.
,
f argammg
the Ontario
Department
of Labour,
reported
Droni, 1 t st contract offer The core of the
are s a e
.
"a reement" was based on the May 27 offer. on
w~ch the workers deci ded to go out on strike.
Included in the Company's November demands

PP/

were:
·
h
- there is to be no umon s op.
.
- there is to be no retroactive pay for the period
beyond the last contract.
.
• ' •
-the company reserves the right to d1sc1phne or
discharge employees who have been charged and
convicted with offenses (so far, over 40 workers
have been charged).
-the union will not discriminate against those w~o
walked across the picket line, and the company will
not discriminate against those who stayed on
strike.
-lO employees will not be rehired, the nam.e~ to
be rcleasro after the union agrees to this ~ond1uon.
-lO employees are to be suspended unul May. l,
1973 the names to be released after the umon
agree~ to this conditio~. .
.
-there is to be no negollahon on these pomts, they
being a condition to any agreement.
In return for which, the company offered to
withdraw its 38,000 dollar damages claim, and to
increase the original wage offer for female em·
ployees by 10 cents in the srcond year. ~!so, Dare
wantl'd a relations com mittee set up which wo1;1ld
have a scab (Hanna Mrister) from the strike
represl'nt thr union. Dare strikers natura}ly fou~d
thr "offer" insulting and complrtely reJecled 1t.

Meanwhile, the vanous mJuncuons and law smts
continue. Early in October the company filed a 1.6
million dollar suit against the OFL, local 17 3, of
the UBW, and four labour officials· David Archer,
president of the OFL, Terry Meagher, secretary·
treasurer of the OFL, L<?u Dautner, inter!'lational
representative of the union and Andy Diamond,
plant chairman of local 17 3. The Dare
management issued the suit because they said the
damages that occurred during the strike were
willfully caused by striking union workers. No
.
.
d ue to wor k ers • low
mention was given
of eruptions
wages an unjust legal system, an arrogant
•
.
.
t
management, an ~nsupport1ve city governmen
and a group of strik~breakers:
.
.
The strikebreakers mvolve~ m th~ stn~e durmg
June as they crossed legal picket Imes m several
attempts to transport Dare goods out of the plant.
.
d'd
. l t
t1'l
Dare strikers I not r~sort t~ v10 en means un
Dare brought in Canadian Onver Pool, an avowed
"strikebreaking" firm which over the last two
years has had numerous successes at breaking legal
pickets, intimidating union workers and forcing
them to make unsatisfactory settlements.
Out of the prior confrontatio.ns with scabs, a
number of Dare workers and their supporters have
been arrested and·o~ charged wi.t~ vari?us offenses
ranging from breakmg a court mJuncuon to m<?re
serfous ones of obstructing and assaulting a police
officer.
.
The second week of November saw the firs~ of
Dare's court suits against the union. Dare _vicepresident William .Thom introduced a two-~·nnute
8 mm colom mov1e supposi>dly taken by himself,
showing picket line violence at the Kitchener plant.
Thom showed the film himself and stopped it
several ti~es to identi~y people in the ~rowded
scenes. W1th~mt. knowm~ the pers~>ns 1_n:voh:ed
beforehand, 11 1s rerogmzed that 1denu_f1eat10n
would have bPen v~ry difficult si.nrr tlw ftln~ was
taken from sonw distance and did not pan m on
individua ls. This was part of the evidence in Dare 's
rffort to have five strikers declared in contempt of

court.
Company lawyer A.M. Austin, using affidavits
filed by Dare representatives, maintained that
three of the strikers, A~dy Diamond, J?~n H<?rne
and Paul Pugh, had disobeyed court mJunctions
p~ohi~iting s_trikers. from. engaging in . mass
p1cketmg or mterfermg with scabs entermg or
leaving the plant. While he asserted they should be
jailed, he asked for "perhaps something less"' for
Pauline Breen and Tom Scott.
The union's lawyer, Brian Dunn, said ap.
.
four of t h e stn'kers sh ou Id be
p1·1cat1011s
agamst
dismissed because the company failed to notify
I
f I
d
D
d h
h f"
~ 1~m o. t ,e court or er. U?n state t at t e rrst
m~unctlon was n<?t ad~ert1sed eno.ugh and that
Dia_mond, as chief picket captam and plant
chairman, would be only one who knew the
significance of the injunction. Dare 's case is
'f" II h h
d
d
d . D'
d'
spec1 1ca y ars an. un eserve m 1amon s
case-though, because It appears Dare assumes any
picket disruptions took place under his orders.
Justice Thomas Zuber, considering the
seriousness of Dare's charges and made wary of the
credibility of the makers of the Dare affidavits,
said he preferred to hear e_vidence from witn~sses
and remanded the case until December 18. Still to
come is the union's law suit against Dare Foods,
set for January 26.
The present situation finds productio~ tapering
off at the Dare plant. Scabs who have qmt say that
the warehouse is "crammed with cookies in nearly
every available space." The impact of dwindling
contracts has caused Dare's to lay off 50 scabs in
the past two weeks, so that 156 people are now
employed.
The boycott continues to gain strength
t1!,roughout Ontario. Messages of support fo~ local
1 , 3 come fr?m. as far away a
e\\ York. Oh10 and
Pennsylvama m the U.S. and from Quebec. Ad~litional Jortifieation _was giwn rl'('('lltl) when the
111ternat10nal of Umted Bre,\en \\orkers gaw
.. furthrr unconditional support· for another six
months."
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Editorial

Merry Christmas !
\\ ould ) ou beliew there's only one 11 l
"eek left in the school year of 1972? \"( ould
vou i,eliew then• 's only 21 shopping days
ieft until Christmas? Wt' at tht• Lance office
"ould likt' to take this opportunity to ,\ish
t·,enone a H'ry merry Christmas and a
hap1;v Nt>w ) t>ar. As t'Yeryone t'lst• "e want
to get our thanks and best ,,is~t'S in earl),
ht•cause as wt' all kno,\ ,H· can ,nsh everyone
all the good wishes in the \\Orld and stiJl try
to sere,, them tomorrow. So try to haH· a
pleasant timt> oYer tht• holidays and don't
forget all those assigrrnwnts that you haven't
turnt'd in yet and those that are due after the
holidavs. ·
If you can remt>mher all the Christmas·
past thne wouldn't he one single year that
was the same.
So too with students and their
organizations. When ) ou ha,e a large tur·
noH·r of talent and a vast difference between
the philosophies of the student leadns and
the
<;tudent
prt'ss.
Such
varying
philosophies of course are bound to cater to

(
•

j".C.

Pat McWade
Jeff Bear
George Gawad zyn
Nathan Mecha nic
John Gun ning
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D'Alonzo
Dave Willick
Al Niester
Colin Swan
Dino Desamoni
Tony Keller
Jim Wilkes
Joan Dougherty

all sorts of ,aq,ing groups. One year )OU
might han.> left \\ ing tendt·ncies and the
newspaper right ,\ing tendt'ncies. The
council"s tendencies this ) ear haH· het'n
descrilwd hefon·; the ne,\ ~papt>r has tried
to prest•nt ,, hah·H:r the students wanted to
,Hite about.
Our Christmas nlt'ssage then is to try to
undt>rstand
that
it"s
the
Hlr) ing
philosophies that sometimes product' things
that all don·t agree with. The onl) real
critiqm' of an} student organized event or
acth it) is only ho,\ much n·al work has gorw
into it. Tht• time has come for you to come to
some conclusion as to how you ,alut> th(•
,rnrk other students han• been doing on
) our he half. If the) have tried horw~tly to
\\Ork on your problems and \\ ork to,\ard
your increased enjopnent of thi" university,
then they will have done the hest that tht•y
could.
Rejoice and be merry for it is that time of
the year!

Is there a blank future?
The end of the first half of the school year
is almost o,er. People tend to become
nostalgic and remember great things and
great happenings.
linfortunately, there is a great big blank
in our future. SAC, for the last 13 weeks has
heen discussing the fee strike and trying to
formulate a poliq which they ,\ill direct the
students to adht'rt' to. Council, at this time tht· beginning of the last week of school, has
yet lo inform the students they represent,
just what their stand is.
f\aturally, there is a flaw in every big
organization, or shall we say a weak link in
the chain - the chain being all of the rest of
the unhersities in Canada and the OFS.
Seems no one has formulated any policy or
plan to follow.
The administration, supposedly has said
nothing concerning their stand, and then the
SAC lawyer has said nothing because the
administration has said nothing, and SAC
has said nothing because the SAC lawyer has
said nothing because the administration has
said nothing. Sound like a vicious circle you bet it is ... only as students and student
leaders we should demand the answers.
Granted only 900 pPople bothered to vote
on the fee strike referendum, hut still in
council's eyes these people deserve to be
represented - and rightly so. ~'hat about
the rest of us? What are we supposed to do?
Perhaps council moved one step closer to
the answer on Wednesday night

-,

James Dean
Doug Camilli
Margaret Malone
J,C, Sargent
John Morrissey
Wa lter Franczycl(
Peter Eicombe
Chris Hodnett
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicw1tz
Bozo
Dori McMartin
Brent Turner

NEWS IT£M : Ml?,. TRU.DEAU IS OFF T<J C/1£(}(J£.R3 W Scz MR. IIEAT!-1 1 AND
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Senator Keith Davis Says:

"Canada's best student newspapers are still unprofessional''
by JONATHOI\ P ARSONS
A big man in Canadian medi a, the Dalton Camp of
the Liberal Partv, Senator K eith Davey will deliver
the ke)nOte address at this year's Champlain Lee·
lures.
His appointment as Nation al Campaign Director
of tht> Liberal Party in 1961 and his subsequent
experit>nct> as National Organizt>r of the Liberal Party
and Executive Director of the Liberal Federation of
Canada until his appointm ent to the Senate in 1966,
qualify Senator Davey to speak with authority on the
wa) the mass media influences the Canadian way of
life.

hopefully. Mr. MacGihbon, the Information
Services Officer made a statement to the
media - CKWW to he specific, concerning
the stand that the administration will take
concerning the OSAP cheques. Cofortunately the only we can find out is by
obtaining a court injunction - not such a
pleasant thing for council to ha,e to resort
to. Mr. MacGibhon's function here at the
university is that of liason officer hetwt"en
the President ( administration) and the rest
As Chairman of the Special Senate Committee on
of the university community. Why could he Mass Media. Senator Davey attracted national at·
not repeat the statement he made am] sa\e tention \\hen volume one of the Committee's report
everyone a whole lot of time and aggrarntion was released in December 1970. Titled The Unand perhaps 1•mharrassment?
r<>rtain \-1irror. the first volume of the two volume
Why force council to have to go to a great report contained some ascerbic observations about
deal of time and expense when '.\lr. the mass media in general and the student
MacGibbon could repeat the exact i;tatenlt'nl
, newspapers in particular.
for us so that we could at least formulate a
"Canada's best student newspapers," the report
policy conct'rning \\ithholding of feer;.
Is this what they call bureaucracy or just noted in a chapter titled "The Hotbed Press"," are
plain evasion of the issue? The university unprofessional, shrill, scurrilous, radical, tasteless,
stands to lose a great deal of money, and the inaccurate, obscene, and wildly unrepresentative of
students - especially final year students, their campus audiences.
law stud1·nts, teachers college students and
"As a communications medium, the student press
master's students stand to lose a lot more if has always been ineffective. But as a training-ground
the end result of the lack of co-operation for journalists Peter Gzowski, P ierre Berton,
forces the closing of the universit).
Stephen Leacock, Ross Munro, John Dauphinee - it
Could someone in that great tower of has been unexcelled, Newspapers such as The
glass, cement, and humans not come forth Vi1rsity. The ..'\tlrGi/l Daily, and Th e Ubyssey have a
and help us - we are only too willing to co- long tradition of editorial freedom , and an equally
operate with you but we have to have a
starting point which only you over there in
the 'tower' can provide.

...

Bruce Adams
John Bernik
Ash ley Wiper
Dan Bonk

long tradition of abusing it. It is no coincidence that
the studt>nt newspapers that publish under th e fewest
restraints from student councils or university administrations have produced an astonishing number
of excellent journalists. These newspapers operate
with fewer pressures than does any other segment of
the media. They are subsidized by their student
councils, and thus see no need to "pander to the
masses" - that is, give their audience what it wants
to read. As a result, a student who has gained control
of his university's newspaper may never again find
himst>lf in a position of such naked. unr estra ined
power. Later in his career he may have to worry _a bout
audiences and advertisers, -payroll s, and publishers.
But for one sweet season ht> can print exact ly what he
,mnts. restrained only by the laws of libel a nd contempt (which are seldom applied I, and th e apath y and
chronic unreliability of his staff.
"This system often results in perfectly dreadful
newspapers. But it also subjects its participants to
several years of marvellous journalistic training. They
mature in an atmosphere of endless controversy and
sometimes learn more about the process of social
change than they would in six years of postgraduate
political science. A lot of concerned Canadia n s, from
Wayne and Shuster to Patrick McFadden, have gone
through this mill. We doubt that the experience
caused permanent hann to them or their audit>nces.
In some cultures, it is widely believed that if a man
spends a lot of time in bagnios while young, he will be
more sensible about sex in his later years. T he
Committee does not give blanket endorsement to this
principle, but we think it has a certa in amount of
relevance as far as journalistic training is concerned."
Senator Keith Davey

reprint from Arthur
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We've had the benefit of
another referendum from the
kiddies in the "Finger-Paint
Room". I'm told about 500
votes were expected to be cast.
The burning issue' seems to
have gone to pot. When will
they ever learn what really
turns people on around here.
Personally, I don't think
there's any hope of having
Gerry and his friends even
pretend to try to represent the
students. They simply will do
whatever they please, and we'll
sit around letting them get
away with it.

+++

By now surely everyone in
the school knows about the
award presented to Andy
Parichi over the week-end, My
favourite quarter-back has
been honoured above every
inter-collegiate football player
in Canada. It looks good on
him, and his acceptance speech
showed the little guy's true
character. !\/ o big shot, our
Andy. He thanked those
responsible, his team, the
coach,
and
sat
down.
Congratulations Andy, the
honour suits you.

+++
Speaking of winners, our

basketball Lancers did it over
the week-end. They won the
Naismith Classic up at
Waterloo University. The
Sports pages will tell you how
well the boys played, but you
had to be there to believe it.
What is going to make us
successful this year is not the
talent, though Lord only
knows we've got lots, but
rather the determination of our
guys to help one another and
play together as a team. An
interesting thing happened
after the game with Alberta.
Some of our team members
were standing around waiting
for the bus, to go back to their
motel. The Coach from
:'vfcMaster walked up to the
group and congratulated them
on playing so well. He then
turned to Ernie Hehn, who had
done a superb job in centre
spot and said how nice it was to
see Ernie on "the first string."
Good old Ernie came back
with the flash reply - "we
don't have strings on our team.
coach, we have a team."
What Ernie meant, was how
all the players-feel, that they all
play for the team and help one
another. That's how they
maximize their individual

abilities. With that attitude, I
hope the team goes all the way.
they deserve to win. Stop by
the centrf' Desk and look at the
Naismith Trophy. T bet we'll
be adding to our collection of
hardware before the year is
out.

+++

Speaking of trophies, last
years' Lancers won the Wilson
Trophy - symbol of the best
team in our league. I'm told
the players names hawn't been
engraved on the appropriate
plaque. Maybe we should take
up a collection????

+++

That garbage collection
company has been rattling its
containers again. I spoke to
Ron Nicodemo the other day
about the continuing noise, He
assured me he 'cl make the
company an offer the) couldn't
refuse, and the noise would
stop - let's hope so.

+++

You'll never guess what.
This column was finished, as
far as I was concerned after the
last paragraph. My editor just
called and advised I'm 5+
short in space allocation. That
means I'd better write a little
bit more or you 'rt> going to be

looking at blank space. While
some of you would rather,
believe it or not, I do have a
few fans, masochists though
the) may be, who like to read
this stuff... here goes???
I just watched the Lancers
whip Guelph. A couple of
things, beside the team, come
to mind. First, how come the
maintenence crt>w had to
replace the lights ten minutes
before the game? Surely
someone could have checked
that during the afternoon.
That dt>lay kept the Lancers in
their lockt>r room till nearly
game time and as a result
meant a slow first quarter.
Secondly, where in the devil
are the fans'! I have been a
student hert> long enough to
remember gyms with fifteen
hundred
people and
a
thousand outside crying to get
in. ow there are empty eats.
1 1,.ruess its because of tests and
things, but mark Ill} words, we
haw the greatt>sl potential here
in nwmory. you're going to
regret not having seen this
group play a.~ a tea m, at home
or a\,a). The La ncers play a t
\' atPrloo
Lutheran
on
Saturday night.
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PAM RICHARDS Soc. Ill - I
didn't even know there was a
lettuce boycott,

LESLEY CHERBOCK Soc . Ill
The cost of living these day s
warrants any excuse for o
boycafl.

PAT EVANS Soc Ill -Are you
k idd ing ? 1 like let!uce,

JOANNE BONNETTE - Are )
you kidding, some of rny besl
fri e nds do lettuce
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JACK McC ARTHY Nipples 233
What's o sol ed w ithout
lettuce? Cabbage?

JIM LOEBACH Grffnery 11 Eve rytime I encounter lettuce,
I sh ake his leaf and pat him on
the head ,

J

ACE O'ROURKE Hom• Ee. II No, I' m o meot and pdlotoe> ~;
m o n myself ,
i(
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by GEORGE GAWADZYN '[
and
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Op-ed comment by the head

Some photographers are human too, you know!

Billies and tear gas are not
the only things photographers
have to put up with. They also
have to put up and contend
with editors and publishers. It
should be a photographer's
privilege and practice to obtain
a written commitment from
every publisher he works for.
It's very unfortunate the
way photographers are the
ones who get ripped off. Let me
change that; I'd rather say
screwed.
First of
all.
photographers have to wait
until doomsday to receive
payment for goods produced
(or services renderedl for
publishers. They have to do all
sorts of gymnastics to take
their pictures. Th~y have to do
things that editors never expect
their advertising men to go
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through, their writers to go
through or even themselves to
do. I think it's disgraceful the
way photographers are treated.
Therefore, if over a number of
years I have acquired a
reputation of being a bastard, well, I'm sorry. To be quite
honest, I don't reallv care! I
feel that if I am contributing
something to the success of this
paper or publication, I should
be treated with a little bit of
respect like the others.

When you have a day-to-day
job, you are required to
produce a certain amount of
work. Much of what you do
becomes very routine. The
amount of time you have left
over is considered a luxury.
There is not much luxury time
during a day. A photographer
is
constantly
working.
NEVER ask a photographer if
he is working. He's ALWAYS
working! He is photographing
this, photographing that;

Ali Asghar Danish
Industrial Engineering

Dr. Frank Auld
Arts and Science

Dr. Basic
Business Administration

Dr. /,nuis MacKendrick
Arts and Science

Dr. Danish graduated with a
Master of Science degree in
Industrial Engineering from
Georgia
Institute
of
Technology. In 1963 he joined
the staff of the Faculty of
Engineering
at
Dabul
University and taught there for
three years until departing for
the United States in 1966. He
has
taught
Industrial
Engineering at the University
of Windsor for the past four
years.

Dr. Auld holds a PHO from
Yale University and has
previously taught at yale,
Wayne State and University of
Detroit. He is originally from
Denver, Colorado.
Dr. Auld's main fields of
interest are Psycho-Therapy
and the psychology of addictions. In the psycho-therapy
area, he has conducted a
workshop for the Alberta
Guidance Clinic in Calgary
and he was a participant in a
workshop on psychotherapy
sponsored by the Ontario
Psychological Association in
Toronto.
In the addiction field, he
presented a paper at the
Ontario Psychological Association meeting of 1971 ..

Dr. Basic holds a PHD from
Michigan State University.
He taught previously at
Western Michigan University
and
Michigan
State
University.
Dr. Basic is originally from
the State of Illinois. He is now
a naturalized Canadian citizen.
Dr. Basic has just returned
from a Sabbatical leave, where
he taught at Oxford University
in England, where he was
promoted to a fellow.
Dr. Basic spent twenty years
as an Engineer, Business
Executive and management
consultant before taking up the
academic life.
He was a volunteer Officer
in the Royal Air Force in
England during the second
World War.

Dr. MacKendrick holds a
PHO from University of
Toronto. He has previously
taught at the University of
Saskatchewan in the English
Department.
Dr. MacKendrick is well
known for his English 110
class here at the University. He
presents a truly interesting and
sometimes comical view of
what could be a rather dull
subject at times.
He is married with a son and
has a Siamese cat.
Or. MacKendrick enjoys
camping and getting out the ol'
bike and wheeling around the
block. He is also a late night
movie buff and is extremely
interested in the media and
reading.

processing this, processing can resolve them by turning a
that; writing this, writing switch in your mind. You can
that; going here, going there resolve them by seeing a
- all this while trying to meet psycho-analyst. You CAN'T
his deadline!
resolve them by photographing
LONG LIVE THE FREE them!
LANCE
If you see a photographer
PHOTOGRAPHER!!!
today, stop to watch his
Some things can never be professional artistry, then give
resolved, but simply have to be him a great bighug.
resolved. You have to at least
PHOTOGRAPHERS
try. You can try to resolve ARE HUMAN TOO, YOU
them by keeping a diary. You KNOW!!!

New service
is available
The International Centre at
the University of Windsor is
organizing a tutorial service.
Mr. K. Balasubramaniam,
who is co-ord ina ting this
service, said that in the past,
this was offered as a voluntary
and free help to the community. It has had a good
amount of success and students
who had made use of these
services, had improved their
grades and performances.
Mr. Bala, who has had a lot
of experience in teaching as
well as community work, feels
that the main aim of this
tutorial assistance is to serve
the community.
The objectives of these
services are twofold ; I) to help
students, at all levels, who are
having learning problems and
difficulties with their courses
and 2) to help the 'top-notch'
student to share his knowledge
with a fellow student, and thus
supplement his educational
expenses and income.
A nominal standard fee will
be charged. This goes to the
tutor but the rest of the services
are all voluntary.
Those interested in helping or
receiving help are advised to
contact Mrs. Gerri Marentette
at 253-3801 (ext. 637) in the
International Centre in Cody
Hall.

DILL FOR'LABATT'S BLUE'
Paid Advertisement

Dr. Danish has written a
book entitled Materials Used
in the Auto Repair Industry
and also has written an article
on Calculation of Re-order
Point in a Stochastic Inventory
Problem.

Paid Advertisement

SAC'S FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR
PERIOD ENDING SEPT. 30, 1972 .

DALAL~CE SHEET AS AT SEPTEMBER 30

1972

ASSETS

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
FOR PERIOD ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1972

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Accounts Receivable
Cabaret Inventory
Invent1ry of Records for Resale
Loans Receivable
.
.
Deposit n Yearb0ok Publication_
Dep,,sit Lr Cabaret Pub Entertainment

$

34,189.22
4 775.85
3,658.30
}50,()()

210.00
8,278°66

l 500.00

$

52 ,962.03

$

8~810.24
10 ., 458.61
1,359.95

FIXED ASSE'.l:S
Band Equipmem::;
Br adcastiog Equipment
Phctugraphic Equipment
Other Equ::.pment

$19 , 894.84

$ 71;.

TOTAL A33E'1S

1'76. 25

L: 11.BlLl'.1:§

$

8.,918.01
5 148.17
r-;'117.32
3 . 033.48

$ 2L:.

Cabaret E~uipment
.
.
Ji.cc unts Payable . . University
. f 'vJinds,)r Amortized Over Three
Yaar Peri od

651.25

Cabaret Costs
Publication & Communication Costs
Operating Surplus After Direct Costs

$ 35,224010
$ 72i2)lo01

$

General & Administrativ~
.
Student Affairs & Organizations
Other Activities & Special Events
Orientation

9 .324.83
5,201028

$

24,016.20

au

216. 98

LONG·-TER11 nrnEBTEDNESS
Lien Nf)te

10,778.00

OPERATING EXPENDITURES

LIABILITIES & MEMBERS' EQUITY

Accounts Peyable · General
. Cabaret Pub
University ~f Windsor
Accrued Li8bilities

4,175.87
31,287050
78099
478.50

DIRECT COSTS

1,619.38

Deferred Yearb ;k Expense

$ 60,000oOO
5.00

$107,455011

2?.996.62

8,101.78

Accumulated Depreciation

CURREifI•

Student Fees - Grant
Subscriptions - Lance Newspaper
Advertising Sales
Cabaret Revenue
Vending Machines
Film Society
Miscellaneous - Orientation
- Other

7,367.82

$

Less:

REVENUES

3 100.13

Operating Surplus After Operating
Expenditures

$

33,688.70

Prior Year Adjustments

$

1,332088

SURPLUS FOR PERIODS OPERATION

$

32,355.82

OTHER EXPENSE
21 ., 390.13
$

21~ '490. 26

DEFERRE:;) INCOME
2,430.')0
136,55

Subscripti ns f or Yearbor>k .
Deposit 'JO Sale uf Band Equipment
MEMBERS I
Balance

E'J..Tll.'ll

EXHIBIT B

April ~0, 1972 (Deficit)
Period Ending · September
;')th (Surplus)

TOTAL LlF.blLI'rIES AND EQUITY
EXHIBIT A

$( 9 153,36)

32 •, 355. 8 2

23,202. 1+6

'

•
Prepared by Mr. John Friemann, Business Manager and
approved by Mr. Larry McConnell, Finance Commissioner
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THE SEE1) AT ZERO
ONE LESS FACE .
Many faces leaning against the windows;
Foggy reflections peering into eternal resemblances
Of ·when, before when, Reflections were not
Necessary to reflect on reflections.
I went to the theatre this evening, yes I did,

I met a man there, his hand upon his head.
I cried a story of the life I felt I saw there,
In the theatre this evening; I ignored the movie.

111e show was great; the fear pressed
Into the corner of the theatre,
Where I met a man, his hand upon his head.
He helpt'd me rest my eyes,
(Without leading me into the theatrical props of thf'
night of the show).
The film; I went to the theatre this eH>ning.
I met a man who led me from the dark.
He toted a burden,
And one less face pressed against the windo·w.

Bordie MacMillan

TAKE A (HILD...
Take a child. disturbed
Lost.
Hold him closf'
For he's very frightened
And his fear is twice his size.
Wayne Mann

NURSE?

LOVEPOEM4
AFTER POUND, AFTER THE PROPHETS

And again I am here reading the Cantos
Happy in my young ignorance
As the old cleaning lady who used to pray in Latin.
The Knowledge piles as sand on a dune
Shared by the Wind of memory
And the rain of oblivion;
But in the Church of Wisdom
I am sitting here all solito posto.
This morning the Sunday faces,
All dressed up like plastic roses,
Have symphonically smiled at the before mass moment
Knowing that they will never cry
As artificial flowers never need water.
For the Ladies floating in decadent perfumes,
For the Ladies who repeat "My Lord! My Lord!"
As often as the drunkards swear,
God is a nice break
Between Saturday night love making
And Sunday dinner preparations.
The Pastor speaks of Augustine:
"O these learned men! 0 these cultivated Intelligences!.. .. "
The Pastor is young and ignores that the ladies will say:
"Your neighbours! Your neighbours!"
Such will be the after mass moment.
I crossed the complexity of their conventional credo
And asked for a friend lost among them
like in the muddy pond the star amid the frogs.
Kind as the Great Inquisitor was sure of his deeds,
Already burning my black book with his eves,
The White Pastor approached thinking:
"Is he a gentile?'A Jew of Malta?
Who is this man who reads the Bible in its early language?
Who doesn't trust our Holy Translators?
God, he doesn't even wear a tie!"
A crowd of polite questions,
A throng of smiles,
A body given with one benediction and
a thousand kisses:
That's what they offered for my freedom.
I turned around and left my friend.
Walking toward the dunes of Knowledge
Will I ever reach Your Wisdom-City?
Will I ever see the Ancient Magician
Who makes roses spring out of a bed of Sand?

Alexandre Amprimoz

So,
What are you,
When stripped of the beauty of all holiness?
When the bread melts
You long for wine!
When the time comes
You search a sign,
And never know where you are going.

You'll be a nurse?
You are one now!
Healing by comforting,
Some wounds too deep
To have been cut in flesh.
You are much more a doctor, a lover!

Sam Malenfant

So,
Stop-Sit-Be-·

Silly--Surge--Again!

M. C. Storton

YOU'RE BUSTED

I thought all the fairies
Had fleed to ease their deeds
Dare I say I saw some "Dearies"
Dancing and swooning with such ease
and being pleased by a tease
for by now these gypsies were quite tipsy
as they were pawning and fawning to please
but as it dimmed around the rim of the ellipsies
there was an alarm amid the bliss, and it was dismissed
by a blaring, scaring, blasting of red.

IF
if i'd
wanted
to say
something
i won.Id have used words

G.B.

Take a child, disturbed
Angry.
Hold him tight.
He has the right to his anger.
The world has hit him harit'
Again and
Again
Beat him into the ground
And battered his body
With fists of hell
Show him it'sO.K.
To want to hit back.
Take a child, disturbed
Burning with madness.
Hold him secure.
Teach him to turn his hell
Outward
Not inward
To self-destruction.
Take a child, disturbed
Protect him.
Soothe his wounds.
Caress his scars.
Build on the tissue
That has been destroyed.
Teach him
That good exists
And although he has three strikes
Against him.
He's in
Not out.
Take a child, disturbed
Emotionally.
Grow him straight
Although he's bent.
Grow him tall
Although he ·s small.
Pick him up
When he falls
And make him try again.
Take a child, disturbed
And chart his course.
He has the right to live.
The right to dream.
The right to achieve.
The right to hate.
The right to love.

as it is

M.C. Storton

BASK!
Bask in your warm complacency,
As nature flows unheeding in its path.
Yours is no g-reat plight,
You are no great sight.
You JI die, having never Jived, your life some spark extinquished,
Having never known these feelings you've witnessed tonight.

Take a child, disturbed
In so man:r ways.
Walk his ht'll
With him
In his world of black.
Show him what's wrong.
Show him ,\hat's right
And in the depth of his hell
In the depth of his night,
Your gift to him
ls a patch of light

Tt•rry Lynn Cartt•r
Sam Malenfant

SING ALONG JUNK

4ction abm·e is from the T ournament Final against Loyola tvhich the Lancers
iron 86-69, and shoirs 1f'indsor defense ac work. Top left. Loyola 's John Dore
221 is trYint! to "l.fet one_by Brady Spetz (40) and Jerry Sovran (50). Top right, Stu
laFmm/Jnise of the U' arriors (30) shoots from farther out than he'd hat•e liked
,11win.~t J,anci>r~ Jerry S ot-ran (50). Ward Conway (30). and Tom Hogan (32).
811110m left. /,aFramboise is at it again (he led Loyola with 18 points) this time

m•er Windsor's all-Mar brother.~ Bruce (14) and Chris Coulthard (20). Lancer
high scorer Bill ","vfini Hawk" Lozynsky has the honour of putting the knife to the
net in traditional ma nner at the game's conclusion. Bill's visible support here at
hot tom right comes from Ward Conway (30). Peter v!ingay (24) and Brady Spetz
(in facket).
-Photos b) Squire

Lancers 86 - Loyola 69:

Lancer bench pays
h> JOH~ BERNIK
The Cni,er ih of Windsor
lancer, Basketball Team won
I~ 5th Annual • · aismith
Cla ,ic at the University of
llarerloo b~ defeating Loyola
Collee-e of :\lontreal in the final
86-69 before O\er 3,500 fan .
In game, leading up to the
rinal ronte~t. the Lancers
trounced the
niver ity of
~lherta Gulden Bear 90-71,
and then slipped past the
Eckerd College Tritons of St.
Petmburg. Florida . 91-83.
Pm iou,I) undefeated Loyola
Collet!e reached the final b}
knorkine Waterloo Lutheran
Golden Hawk - 8 1-63 and
up,ettine top,;eeded \\ aterloo

"%7.

The ·ucc ~~ of the Lancers

in the t\\o da... eight team
tournament mu;t be attributed

to an overall team pffort. It was
the platooning employed by
Coach D r . Paul Thomas mixed
w ith exception al outside
shoo t in g th at completely
demoralize d the oppos ition
teams both physically and
mentally. ltimately. the great
depth of the Lancer squad led
to the doom of the opponents.
In the first round the
Lancers had little difficultv in
defeating Alberta. The Goiden
Bears were billed as a running
team but had a great deal of
trouble mo\ ing the ball up the
court against \\ indsor. The
Lancers opened up a 1 i" point
gap at the half. heading for the
dre ing room leading 49-32.
Bill Lozrn kv and Bruce
Coulthard led the Lancers ·with
21 and 20 points. respecthely.
Mike Fri hr. the 6'8" centre of
the Golden· Bears ,., ho played

for Canada's National "B''
Team in China led the Alberta
attack with 27 points. The
Lancers were particularly
trong on the boards in this
game. led in this department
by Ernie Hehn and Walt
Loz,n kv.
The E·ckerd College Tritons
provided the Lancer with
their
tiffe t competition
during the Tournament. In the
see-sa" battle the Lancers were
down 24-23 at the end of the
first quarter. but entered the
dre sing room leading 42-40 at
half-time.
In the fir:;t three minute of
the econd half, the Tritons
cored 11 of the first 13 points
and opened up a e\'en point
lead, 51-44. However. the
Lancers rebounded
and
regained the lead at 5:36.
making the score .12-51.

It was the Lancers' bench
trength that led to the Tritons'
defeat. This was evidenced by
the fact that the Tritons were
forced to call off their press
with six minutes left in the
game. With 4 : 40 left to play in
the game the Lancer opened
up an eleven point lead, 80-69,
and from this point coasted to
their 8 point victory. Chris
Coulthard led the wa \ for the
Lancers in this game: hooping
18 points.
In the Champion h ip game.
the strong ou tside hooting of
the Windsor club overwhelmed
the Loyola \\ arriors. Although
the Montreal squad held an
early 12-10 lead. Windsor had
opened up an eight point lead
with 5: 49 to go in the first
half. and after the first twenty
minutes led b} fourteen points.
44-30.

Brewed from pure spring watec

Peter Mingay sparked the
La r·ers just before the break
,,hen.'with twelve seconds left,
he hit an eighteen footer. and
immediately afterwards picked
off an errant pa s and drove to
the hoop to score the last two
points of the half.
Lovola made a valiant
comeback in the second half
but were stymied by the
relative ease with which Bill
Lozynsky scored his 25 foot
jump shots. "Mini Hawk" hit
10 of 12 from this range and
eemed to demoralize the
Warriors single-handedly late
in the game ,.. hen it appeared
Loyola might pull it out.
After Loyola had closed to
within .5 points. 70-65. Bill put
the game out of reach \\ ith two
of those twenty-fiw footers. It
wa about this point that the
\\, arrior ran out of steam and
were routed in the last three
minute bv a score of 14 to 4.
Bill Loz, ri hand Ernie Hehn
led the ·Lancers in the finale
coring 20 and 16 points,
respectively. Bill was the top
Lancer scorer of the Tournament. coring 53 points in
three games.
The \t ind or '-quad appears
to be on its wa) to a fine
season. ha, ing won four of
their first five games. They
no" continue their long and
tough regular sea on at
Lutheran tomorrow I aturda, ). and at the niver. itv of
~terloo next \\ ednesda,,
December 6th.
•
\\ ind,or placed t,\ o players
on the All Tournament Team
at the ·aismith. amf'd \\f're
the brother combination in the
Lancer backcourt. Brnce and
Chris Coulthard, \\ith Chri
being named the , Io,t
aluablc Pia, er. Thi' other
member-. werf'·: like 'lo er of
aterloo. ,~ho "et a ne\\ record
for mo t point, in a ingle
ame (37 again t Carleton!:
nm ard f red
Ioczu 1-.ki of
l,m ola; and Rod D an of
Lutheran" ho cored , 7 poin~
,erall. onl} one hort of the
record ,et in I 1)68 h} Brian
eane, of cadia.
It ~ppear, the jud!!e" of
a , ketball tal nt
erlooke<l
Lancer rookie Bill Loz) nsk~'
- 3 p int effort, corin!!' on -a
rcent of hi-. hob in the
ourn ,• , mam, of the e point:,I
ming at crucial momen .
her "Honourable Mention,"
mti-.t ..?O to F mie II hn. th
tron!! rebounder of the
Lancer "ho excell d n!!'ain t
Lm ola; CharIi Chamb .
th · quarterbackin!! guard of
th Lo}ola \\ arrior ; and to
Ii e
ri b}. th
lberta
ntr .

°'

And thats the truth!
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Sing Along Junk - Gap Mangione Mercury
SRM 1-647.
As far as I can gather this is Gap Mangione's
first album on his own and a mo t successful one
at th at. Gap Mangione is the keyboard back-up
man in brother Chuck's band and is only now
coming into his own but Chuck still has a hand
in this venture as Gap plays a few of his
(Chuck's) original tunes plus a couple of his
arr an gem en ts.
The album can be roughly divided into two
parts ; those done as a trio with brother Chuck's
sidemen, bassist Tony Levin and dmmmer
Steve Gadd, and those arranged for big band
with solo piano. The cuts done as a trio are
examples of some really tight light jazz particularly Gap's own compositions "Ardis" and
"Jason". This same fee ling is convey<'d in the
arrangements of Leon Russell's "(Groupie)
Superstar" and Carole King's "It's Gonna Take
Some Time" and after hearing these versions
you'll never want to hear the Carpenters do
them again. The album's title song, Paul
McCartney's "Sing Along Junk", is a good,
sweet, elongated version of the original and
although it makes for good easy listening there
isn't much difference between the original and
Mangione's version.
The tunes with the big band arrangements
are equally incredible and with good reason ;
Gap has collected as good a group of sidemen
for this album as you 're likely to hear. With four
trumpets and flugelhorns including Snooky
Young and Clark Terry, five trombones ineluding Bill Watrous, and a host of saxes with
Gerry Niewood (tenor and alto) and Joe Farrell
(tenor and baritone) plus four French horns it
amounts to a pretty formidable back-up band.
On songs like Lennon-McCartney's "The End"
and "Long Hair Soulful" and "Pina Colada",
the driving brass gives the heavy feeling that the
album needs. On the old number "You're
l\'obody Till Somebody Loves You" the band
really shines and the whole effect sounds incredibly like Woody Herman and his Herd,
which is saying an awful lot.
The only complaint about the album is the
shortness of each Lune, the longest being 4: 37. I
feel they tried to put too many songs on the
album which ultimately cut off some of the
trumpet and trombone solos at the end of a
couple of songs but other than this the album is
really decent and succeeds in showing off Gap's
keyboard ability. The style of the album is
similar to Maynard Ferguson albums with the
spotlight being on Gap's virtuosity however this
was obviously the album's intent and you 'II
certainly he impressed.

Getting down Lo this "Alive" album has been
one of the easiest and most enjoyable experiences this re .. iewer has had since Miles
Davis' "In a Silent Way". In fact Mangione
sounds much like a 1965 Davis with white
upholstery. The album itself is mellow and
nobody blows anybodys head off. What a relief
to hear clean, well-thought out lines.
Bassist Tony Levin and drummer Steve Gadd
are faced with the problem of simulating a
rhythm section (minus keyboard even though
thP lcadcr does ome chording b<'hind solos I and
they handle the situation v<'ry well, Levin
especially, with his unique picked-bass rhythmics. RPed man Gerry l\iewood is capable but
not outstanding. In fact the highlight of the
album is not really the playing but '\1angione's
writing. "Legend of the Orn~-Eyed Sailor" is a
hauntingly beautiful tune which transforms into
a psu<'do-latin American thing and " ixty Miles
Young" features the leader on electric piano and
Niewood on alto flute · another slow pretty
piece. The album's other two cuts are flag·
wavers. An old R&B tune "High-heeled
Sneakers" and Sonny Rollins' "St. Thomas"
feature Pverybody cookin' and smokin' and all.
For Chuck ~'langione followers this album is
a sure thing. For the rest of you anything is a
sure thing.

WILLIE DUNN

DAVE WILLICK

Wil/i(, Dunn. "Willie Dunn", Kot 'ai KOT.'WOO.
First off, I would like to express my gratitude
to my mother and father, my sisters, my black
cat Simon, Barb - my co-reviewer and all the
guys on the team - everybody that helped make
it all happen. It's going to be a great year and
his humble reviewer just wants to stop for a
minute to say: "Thanks gang, ] couldn't ha\ e
Dunn it without you".
Second off, thi album you gave me really
sucks, musically that is. The lyrics aren't bad:
Indian patriotism and all that but music is
music and politics is politics and ne\er the
twain ... bla, bla, bla. Willie Dunn strikes me as
a second rate Gordon Lightfoot impressionist
and who likes Gordon Lightfoot anyway. If
Indians have pride in their parentage and their
legendry then they should have enough sense to
present their discontent appropriately.
Willie Dunn is a sarcastically witty p()(>t hut
this reviewer thinks his spendum too many
moons listening to howl of wolf. What a scalp·
job.

DAVE" ILLICK

BRENT TI;RNER

CHUCK MANGIONE
Chuck A1anginne Quartet. "Alive", v!ercury
RW 1 650.
Chuck Mangione, a veritable youngster in the
ever-expanding world of jazz, has already to his
credit two double albums and no-w an "Alive"
single. The first double disc, entitled "Friends
and Love'', was recorded with the Rochester
Symphony and Mangione did ju t about
everything humanly and musically po sible on
that album. Since 1960 he's been gigging
around the States with little brother Gap,
teaching at Eastman University where he
received his Bachelor of Music Education and
\\Titing-arranging for ,arious musical media
including rock groups, orche tras and now the
quartet which has been on the scene for about a
year and a halI.
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ANDY PARICHI NIGHT
Tuesday, December 5, 1972

SYD'S BRIDGE HOUSE
1886 University Ave. West -

The Senate Committee
on the Future of
Student Government
wants your views

/,ancer goaltender Scot '\llcFadden and a Lancer defenceman combine to thwart this Gryphon
sroring al/empt in ;1ction last Saturday at Adie K_nox. S°: other attempts pr?duced G7phon goal~.•
however. c1nd c1s Windsor could score only twice against Gryphon goalie Dave the Fencer
'\,Jonte. Guelph defeated Windsor 6-2.
-Photo by thP head

Lancers 2 -

Guelph 6:

Lancers play well ... but ...

*
for details pick up the
brochure at the Centre Desk

CABARET PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

PRESENTS

STANLEY-CHAUVIN
BLUES BAND
Monday, Dec. 4th
Closed at 7 P.M. For Staff Party
Tues. & Wed. - Free Admission
Thursday, Dec. 7th
Students Xmas Party
Admission 50c - Free Stein
Fri. & Sat.
50c Students $1.00 Non Students

Tl)e Lal)Ce

Swimmers
do fine
for third

the Windsor zone and pulled
Lancer goaltender Scot Mc·
Fadden to leave himself an
eas) shot into the net.
Seventeen seconds later
Gryphon Doug Weaver caught
the Lancers disorganized after
the shock and put Guelph
ahead by two goals. By midperiod Windsor discovered
they could skate and check just
as well as the Gryphons.
Guelph goaltender Dave
Moote proved unbeatable ,
however, and the first period
ended with the Lancers down
2-0.
Windsor started the second
pniod matching the Gryphons
bump for bump and shot for
shot. At 7: 44 three Lancers
broke over the Guelph blueline and, beating the defenders,
set up Dwight Barron for
Windsor's first goal. For a time
it appeared that Windsor was
going to take control of the
game, but late in the period
they suffered another lapse in
organization.
At 15 :07, with Lancer
Frank Rosar in the penalty
box, Dave Farago was able to

by ASHLEY WIPER
On Saturday 1\fovember
25th the University of Windsor
Hockey Lancers bowed 6-2 to
the University of Guelph
Gryphons in O.U.A.A. league
action at Adie Knox Herman
Arena.
It is too often merely taken
for granted that a team that
has been well beaten on the
score-sheet is eithPr vastly
inferior to the victor or that the
team members just played a
lazy, unenthusiastic game.
Such was certainly not the case
Saturday. In general, the
Lancers played as well as
Guelph but for the fact they
made several small errors and
suffered brief lapses. This, at
least, was the opinion of
Windsor Coach Dr. Cec Eaves.
Guelph began the game
attempting to establish a
physical advantage over the
Lancers and showed the
powerful skating of their large
forwards and defencemen. The
Lancers wpre perhaps overly
awed, and early in the period,
at 2:48, John Wylie broke into

tJJaffef is cJJeauliful
The National
Ballet
ofCanada

Special
Pre-Christmas
Engagement

DECEMBER 6-9 (5 Performances only)
The Exciting Holiday Program
WED. DEC. 6 at 8 20 P.M. Swan Lake
THURS DEC. 7 at 8:20 P.M. Swan Lake
FR!., DEC. 8 ot 8:20 P.M.

SAT .. DEC. 8 at 8 20 P.M.

The Nutcracker

The Nutcracker

Sat matinee of The Nutcracker Is Sold OutJ

STUDENT DISCOUNTS:
Wed. thru Fri. performances balcony seats reduced. Show student cord
at Cleary Box Office 12:30-6 P.M. doily.

CLEARY AUDITORIUM

201 Riverside Dr. W.

beat McFadden for what
turned out to be Guelph's
winning goal. Once again
Windsor was apparently taken
aback and twelve seconds later
Ted Brown added another for
the visitors. Score after period
two: Guelph 4 Windsor
l.o In the third period the
Lancers did take control of the
game and outshot Guelph by
16-11. Only outstanding play
by Dave Moote between the
gryphon posts kept Windsor
from catching their opponents.
At l: 19, George Rodney set
up Ron Mosco for a shot that
beat Moote, and Windsor
trailed by two goals, 4-2.
Ad the Lancers pressed, Mr.
Moote displayed superb
swordsmanship, managing to
keep Windsor well out of his
crease with a number of wellaimed slashes which even the
referee finally saw! Guelph
began to skate very strongly
and, at 5: 53, Dave Farago
scored his second goal and
Guelph 's fifth. At 17: 13 they
slashed the Lancer sail once
and foal all as Frank Cox
tallied Guelph's sixth goal.
Final score: Guelph 6 Windsor

The Lancer Swim Team
hosted Guelph, Ryerson and
GPnese<' last weekend in their
first meet of the season. A fine
Windsor showing was sparked
by Gilles Dela ire's firsts in the
1 and 3 M. Diving competition, and by Craig Arthur's
first in the 200 Medley, and
third in the 500 freestyle.
Other performances turned
in by Windsor saw Tom Price
take fourth in the breaststroke; Barry Bezaire's third
in the 100 freestyle, and fourth
in 400 freestyle. Mike Beaton
and Mike Flood were fourth
and fifth
in the
200
backstroke, as were Neil
McBeth and Dave Laing in the
1,000 yd. freestyle event. The
Windsor team of Larry
Rubenstein, Mike Flood, Tom
Price and Dave McNair took
third in freestyle relay.
Final standings saw. Guelph
first with 82 points, followed
by Genesee with 79, WINDSOR with 54, and Ryerson
with 32 points. Next action for
the Lancers is tomorrow
(Saturday) at 2:00 p.m. when
they host the University of
Waterloo at the P.H.E.
Complex Pool. Fan support
helps, so why not get over and
support our swim team?!

needs sports writers

697 OUELLETIE AVENUE
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
PHONE 1-519 254-3144

3847 HOWARD (at Cabana}

966-4440

U of W SPECIAl

1S% off

Tl)e Lal)ce
needs

ON

MEDIUM (14 Pcs.)
LARGE (16 Pcs.)

women
sportswriter

call
253-7665

MINI KINGS (24 Pcs,)
KING SIZE {32 Pcs.)

PICK UP OR DELIVERY

Free Fast City Wide Delivery

944-2201
We Deliver Friday & Saturday Untll
3 A.M.

2.
Lancer Coach Eaves felt
that, on the positive side, this
was the first game in which his
charges had maintained a
positive attitude, and also that
this had been the first real
"team game" Windsor has
played to this date. Next game
for the Lancers is this weekend
al a Tournament in Cleveland
where they open up against
Cleveland State. Next home
game is on Friday, December
the 8th at 8: 00 p.m., when
they host the University of
Toronto at Adie Knox Arena.
Try to get out to see the
Lancers play soon - you may
even enjoy it!

ARE YOU PLANNING TO BUY A HOUSE?
At the Toronto-Dominion Bank we are interested
in assisting you with the purchase of your home.
Whether you need mortgage money or just a
personal loan to help make up the required down
payment, we would welcome the opportunity to
discuss your home financing needs.
Call in and see us at the

TORONTO-DOMINION BANK
UNIVERSITY CENTRE
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

BIG ED'S BLIND PIG

Merv Patton

Manager

"The Bank Where People Make the Difference"

WE'VE CHANGED:

0

* Dixieland,

0

Didyouever

Sing-A-Long Etc.
Tuesday thru Friday

* Folk Artists On Sat.
.. ..
,

'

..

At The

LIDO TAVERN

3885 Sandwich St. W.
Just 1 Mile West Of The U. Of W.

to think how it all got started?
Get _some straight facts about the different methods
of birth control and some historical anecdotes in the
FREE "How-Not-To" booklet. Written in simple,
easy-to-read language. From Julius Sch1,1id makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
'
Ask for these well known brands at your drug store.
FOUREX • RAMSES • SHEIK
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JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd , Toronto 16, Ont.
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Stokely Carmichael ref _~ed entrance to Canada

George Harl'ley

by SAL PREST A
and CHARLES RUSAK
Black Nationalist leader Stokely Carmichael, who was scheduled to speak in St.
Denis Hall Sunday night, has been refused
entrance to Canada by immigration officials.
Carmichael was refused entrance on his
way to Montreal to appear on a television
program earlier this week. Immigration
officials disclosed that the reason for
refusing entry to Canada was that Carmichael had a previous conviction involving
"moral turpitude" and is consequently

ineligible to enter Canada according to
Section Five of the Immigration Act.
Informed sources have indicated that
Carmichael may possibly attempt to enter
Canada again for his Sunday evening
appearance at St. Denis Hall.
Carmichael was born in Trinidad and
emigrated to the United States where he
later became co-founder of the Black
Panther Party and a number of other black
oriented organizations.
In 1966 hi' was made chairman of the
StudPnt Non-Violent Co-ordinating
Committee {SNCC) at which time the

J110\'enient's status was changed from that

oh ''civil rights" group to a "black power"
· During this period a number of white
JOrters of the organization denounced
group claiming that Carmichael was
ging his sympathies too far to the left of
political spectrum.
uring the racial riots of the late l 960's
ichael was implicated as an instigator
number of violent actions which ocd in Detroit. As a result of this action he
a number of other Black American
were indicted on conspiracy

Carmichael has spent the last four years
in Guinea where, under the tutelage of one
time president of Ghana, Kwame
Nkrumah, he has re-defined his political
stand and has formulated a 'new belief' for
the Black populus.
He has recently proclaimed himself a
'Nkrumaist whose beliefs stem from 'PanAfricanism'.
According to Carmichael 'PanAfricanism' is grounded in the belief that
"Africa is one; the artificial boundaries
being the result of the Berlin Conference,
where European powers carved up the

continent and divided the spoils among
themselves."
Consequently 'Pan-Africanism' implies
that all Africans regardless of geographical
location are one and thus belong to the
African nation.
According to the President of the oncampus Black Awareness Organization,
George Harlley there will still be a rally for
interested persons Sunday Night in St.
Denis Hall. A number of speakers will be
featured including Rocky Jones of Nova
Scotia and the President of Malcolm X
University Owusu Sadaukai.
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Despite setbacks .....

SAC overhaul?

OFS fee strike is on

by GORDON GILMOUR
Last week University of Windsor Dean of Students George
McMahon announced that a Senate committee to study the
future of student government has been formed here. McMahon
has requested that interested parties should submit proposals on
the future of student government and its possible restructuring.
Members of the committee include: former SAC President
Robert Baksi; Prof. J. Claxton, faculty member in Business
Administration; Prof. Edward Ducharme, Department of
English; Graduate Society President Ken East; G. Foster,
Faculty of Education; SAC Internal Affairs Commissioner
Richard Malott; Prof. Walter Romanov, Department of
Communication Arts; G. Watson, President of the Engineering
Society; and third year arts student Leila Zogbi. Tiie committee
is being chaired by McMahon.
A verbatim copy of the committee's prospectus may be found
on page seven of this week's Lance.

Red dwarf star sun:

New earth £0UJ;1d
VANCOUVER \CPI - A
research fellow in geophysics at
the University of British
Columbia says he has
established the existence in
space of the first known, full
fledged planetary system
revolving around a star.
Oliver Jensen, 29, says Barnard's star, a "wobbling" body
of about 36 quadrillion miles
from earth, has possibly up to
five large planets revolving
around it. This is three more
than was suggested by the
American astronomer Peter
van de Kamp, whose 1969
thesis was based on 31 years of
astronomical observations of
the irregular motion of Barnard's star.
It seems to wobble through
space as if it were being
dragged about by the gravitational force of some smaller,
unseen mass.
Mr. Jensen's conclusions are
based on a new computer
based mathematical technique
called maximum entropy
spectral analysis. He used van
de Kamp's data without
adding any new astronomical
observations.
IS DWARF STAR
He described Barnard's as a
faint red dwarf star, about one
sixth the size of the sun. It's

not visible to the naked eye,
although it's one of tlw l O or so

closest stars to the earth.
Using a method of analysis
more often used in geophysics the physics of the earth - than
in astronomy, Mr. Jensen
concluded that the irregular
motions of Barnard's star fell
into periods of 26 years, 11
years, 3.9 years, 2.9 years and
2.4 years.
Each of these periods would
represent the orbiting time of a
planet, and each planet would
have to be about the size of
Jupiter-approximately
30
times that of earth.
Mr. Jensen said that van de
Kamp's two planets are proven
and of the remaining three, one
is highly certain, one is highly
probable and one is probable.
"Being so massive, I would
suspect that these planets have
liquified gaseous material, like
hydrogen. They are not at all
like earth.
"What this research does
establish is that a relatively
near star has a planetary
system similar to ours. While
it's the only one we know of at
the moment with several
planets, it does show that such
systems can't be such rare
occurrences."

Students healthy?
TORONTO ICP) -Seven university students were optimistic
today, following a meeting with Health Minister Richard Potter,
that the Ontario government would reinstate student hospital intern allowances.
The students from the University of Toronto and Queen's
University in Kingston met for 15 minutes with the minister in an
attempt to seek reinstatement of intemship fees discontinued last
April.
Students in occupational and physiotherapy work, dietetic and
hospital administration previously were paid $37.50 a week for
first year students, and $50 a week for second year students to
intern in hospitals.
About 60 dietetic students are affected across the province.
University of Toronto has 30 health students in various categories affected by the loss of the stipend, Q·1een's and University
of Western Ontario in London about 120 each.
The fees were discontinued as part of the province's program
to curb mounting government deficits. The students claim they
provide a vital service in intern work, which would normally cost
more if done by specialists.
John Creelman of the University of Toronto said after the
meeting that the ministry's response "was much more positive
than before."
He said Dr. Potter promised the students he would "actively
pursue" a policy of trying to get the stipend reinstated.
Sue Drowley of Queen's said she had "the feeling that the
minister wu on our side."

'
Santa came to the Law Building last Friday to distribute lots of goodies to everyone. Professor
Brown got a crash helmet, construction boots and other construction pa.raphenalm, but he didn't
get another green sweater. Could the great Santa have forgotten what our beloved prof wants
most ? ? ? ?
-pie by the head

Bennett wants M Iott Out
by CHARLES RUSAK
SAC Vice-President John Bennett has moved that SAC call a special
meeting to impeach Internal Affairs Commissioner Richard Malott.
Bennett charged that Malott has been lax in the duties of his office by
not completing the 1972-73 Course Evaluation.
Traditionally course evaluation has been a major part of the internal
affairs commissioner's duties.
The motion to call a special meeting wilJ not be brought before
Council until its next regular meeting early next month.
The motion as yet has no seconder.
In other Council business, Services Commissioner Enzo FaccPchia,
reported that he wasn't sure whether Black ~ ationalist leader Stokely
Carmichael would speak in Ambassador Auditorium Sunday Night (see
story page one).
Also according lo Pub manager Les Menear the Pub will close for the
Christmas break on December 16 and will re-open January 2.

LOST-AFG AN HOUND
in university vicinity
Call Lance Office at 253-4060
or Muma 258-1880

,,
Richard Malott

Essay advertising cut from papers
TORONTO (CP) - The student newspaper Ryerson news per, said he carries the essay
at York University has stopped carrying adver- ads because " e are in a situation where we
tisements from firms selling essays to students. need the mon "
Marilyn Smith, editor of Excalibur, said
The U niveraity of Toronto student
Sunday the decision which will cost $400 in lost newspaper,
Varsity, carries the ads
revenue was made because the firms are although the finns have been attacked in ar"undermining honest academic effort" and are ticles and edi ' Is said editor Alex Podnick.
"ripping off" students as well as the writers
it would be hypocritical to
whieb produce the essays.
inst
certain advertisers" he
At Ryerson Polytechnical Institute in
Toronto, John Matsui, advertising mnnager of
Several essa writing firms began operations
The RyerBOnian, said he has not accepted such
in Toronto ea last year and claimed to do a
ads since last summer.
Tony Cote, co-editor of Eye-opener, another thriving busin

OTTAWA (CUP) - It appears the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS) proposed
January fee strike will happen, according to
general co-ordinator Craig Heron.
"It looks like it's going to pass;' Heron told
CUP Sunday (Dec. 3).
The OFS co-ordinator has received votes on
the issue from eleven of the organization's
eighteen member campuses. Only the University
of Waterloo has voted no to the strike so far,
while Guelph and Fanshawe College have
abstained.
The Lakehead summer and regular student
councils, York University, Glendon College, the
University of Western Ontario (UWO), Queen's
University, Laurentian University and the University of Toronto (U of T) student council
executive have agreed to support the strike.
The University of Waterloo student council
voted no because a strike will hurt their co-op
students who must register each term. However,
they are discussing '1olding a week-long class
boycott to publicize the issue.
Both the York and Laurentian votes have
changed to yes since the OFS 11:eneral ll}eeting
Nov. 25; Heron said;
·
The votes are coming in following the
meeting, since no decisions can be made without
ratification by member councils. The OFS
executive decision to proceed with the strike was
made after the general meeting broke up in
indecision, disagreement and executive
resignations.
"The confusion was not from a lack of sense
of where we should go," Heron said.
Posters asking students to withhold January
fee installments are now being printed for
distribution in the second week of December. A
lour-page tabloid paper explaining the OFS
position on the strike will be circulated on
member campuses before January classes begin
and local student councils are being asked to do
a mailing to all students before Christmas,
ex()laining their position, Heron said.
The students are protesting the $100 tuition
fee increase and the increased loan portion of
student aid announced by the Ontario government last spring.
More than 50 per cent of students at member

campuses could withhold their second installments, Heron said. At the Nov. 25 general
meeting, figures were presented showing the
percentage of students able to do this ranged
from 31 per cent (at Waterloo) to a high of 90
per cent. Most of the figures were about 75 per
cent, he added.
The fee strike strategy will be assessed in
February, he said. This will be necessary to
gauge the effectiveness of the strike, especially
since individual campuses will do their own
organizing.
Carleton University students council has
established a trust fund for their students' fee
installments. The campus' Canadian Liberation
Movement (CLM) chapter opened a similar
fund on Nov. 22, but the Carleton council
decided to set up their own and not endorse
CLM's.
"Everyone's totally confused" about the
difference between the council and CLM trust
funds, one student said Dec. 3. She expects
stutlents will end up putting their money in
neither account.
The Carleton council has promised $2500 to
tHe campaign, the OJ.~ co-ordinator said, and
has already purchased advertising space in the
campus student newspaper.
The Laurentian council is also solidly behind
the campai,pi now, Heron said .
At Queen s, the council unanimously passed a
motion supporting tl,e strike, while the UWO
council passed their motion with a large
majority. Both campuses had a high turnout
during the October referendum on ths tuition
and loan issues, with many students supporting
a january fee strike.
The U of T student council will decide Dec. 4
if they agree with their executive's decision. It
will also consider an OFS motion supporting a
one-day moratorium on classes following the
release of the provincial report on postsecondary education, expected next month.
U of T student president Eric Miglin
suggested Nov. 27 that students wait until Jan .
10 before they consider paying their second
installment. On that date, the council has agreed
to advertise in the campus' student paper's first
post-Christmas edition, informing students of
the campaign's progress.

Engineers too gross?

Charged: racism and sexism
MONTREAL (CUPI)-A
waveof outrage has swept the
McGill University campus
following the publication of the
latest Engineering Undergraduate Society fEUS I
newspaper which has been
condemned as blatantly sexist
and racist.
A committee of students
from all faculties began circulating a petition calling for
the resignation of the editors of
the "Plumbers Pot" and those
responsible for the November
15 issue, and their appearance
"before a forum of McGill
students to justify their actions."
The committee is designed
to raise the issues of sexism and
racism on campus in response
to the paper.
But thieves, apparently from
the faculty of engineering, stole
more than 10,000 copies of the
McGill Daily.today (Nov. 161
which described the committee
and campus reation to the
engineering paper. The Dailies
were removed from the free
campus distribution points and
hidden in ventilating shafts
and wastebaskets.

contained such items as:
- a cartoon associating student
union building manager Frank
Costi with the Mafia and
labelling student councillors
Will Hoffman and Whitney
Hardy as "Super Pimp and his
faithful companion Super
Whore."
- an unsigned article which
described members of the Gay
Society of McGill as "per·
verts", and expressed surprise
that buildings and grounds
workers - "incompetents" could
"even
tie
their
shoelaces".
- a statement to the effect that
the students' society is run by
"fucking disgusting
shitheads".
-a picture of a naked woman in
a provocative position with the
caption "Ride with us, fuck the
Metro, grab a bust". A Metro

direction sign pointed to the
woman's crotch.
The issue is similar to events
at the University of British
Columbia last FebruaryMarch when the Engineering
Undergraduate
Society
newspaper there produced two
issues containing racist and
anti-semitic articles.
Ten UBC math professors
refused to teach engineering
students. Their action was
supported by their colleagues
in the math department who
then voted to end the four-day
strike and hold all classes away
from the engineering building.
The dean of engineering
demanded the removal of the
EUS
office
from
the
engineering building and he
withdrew financial support for
the society.
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:/:/DECEMBER 8
/:/:
;:;: - Stanley B. Rye_r•o_n will be speaking on <;on!ederatio'! and the :;:;
:;:;
.Roots of Conflict ,n Canada at 7: 30 p.m. in the Alumm Lounge;:;:
:,;,
rn the Centre.
,;,;
:::: - The Chinese Student Association is showing a movie and ::::
;:;:
having a Christmas Part}' today at 7: 30 in Ambassador Audi·:;::
;:;:
torium in the Centre. Refreshments available and a small::::
:;:;
admission charge, all are welcome.
;:;:
::::DECEMBER 8-9
:;::
:::: - two day seminar on political, economic and legal aspects of the:;:;
Daily staffers were able to ::::
new Republic of Sr, Lanka .
;:;:
;:;:
recover several thousand ;:;:DECEMBER 16
;:;: - John Ford's "The Informer" will be shown at 8: 30 in the:;:;
copies but the thieves have not ,::::
Rackham Auditorium (Woodward at Farnsworth) as part of:::;
been located.
::::
the Famous Films of Famous Directors series.
:;:;
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Student victory complete

Memorial admin. concedes defeat
by STRANGE
Oueh! I just got a $10.00 shoek in the mail. My
tuition ,ms r,•-assPsst·tl and appar,•ntly $61:i.OO isn"t
good t•nough. Th,•y "ant $1().00 morP lweaust• r m in
Comm. Arts. What's tlw stoq?
Comm. Arts Crazie
The 10.00 con•rs the cost of rnur Comm. Arts lab. Are
you tired of Comm. Arts'? Want. to work with your hands
but don't want to get your fingernails trimmed'? Want to
hold 112.48 worth of cameras in rnur hot little hands?
Want instant psychedelic fame ov~rnight and probably
sooner? T11 the Infamous Photograph<'rs School talent
test, to S<'C' if you haw talent enough to devt'lop. While
staring at your 1111'.:el. ,ee if yon ean n'a!'h up and tonch
,our car. If , 011 ean. , 011' re our bm . Sl'nd for our free
brochure. aciding S18.00 for hanciling and caressing,
deseribing the delights of ) ucatan, Mexico and giving
flight times from Gander. 1\ie"foundland in July of 1969.

+++
Comradt' Stranirt·:
W «' ha,,· ht•t•n infornwd that et•rtain eomrades are
h,·c·ominir indhidually interpstt•d in tht· sc•)petion and
eontt•nt of tht· musical ,·ntPrtainnwnt pr,·st·ntly
"t•njoy«'tf' in tlw t•arly morning hours hy all tht·
p«'opk of our irlorious un h ersity
It is 1•,idenl that the people"s riirhts ha,., hl'l'l1
m•glerted. Tht'} !tan· ht>t·n rq,laet>d I,) lht> autoeratie
inh•rt·sts "hkh Pan only gi"l' ris1• to thP dn1•lopnwnl
of dPradPnl impnialists anrl hourgl'<>is tastps,
At this '\Pr) monwnl, Comradt·i-, tlw «'ars of the
111·ople an· being defamt'd by th1• deeadent strains of
HPnry Maneini, Frank Sinatra, ,\rtie Shm\ and other
eultural undesirahles. ThP people ,\ill tolerate this no
longt·r. Pfui! I implore you, Comrad<'s, to Pnd this
rl'ign of tyramt}', makt· your ,\ish('s known lo
C.S.R.W. tht' Pt'opl1• 's radio at Ext. 829. Long Liw
Students For a Sovi1•I SoeiahlP RPpuhlic.
ComradP Novosedlikov,
Comrade Ko, itskov
Lis en, you Commie snnofabitch. (hie) Henry Mancini
and Frank Sinatra made this country great. (burp) You
Reds are pushing that crap on our youlh (urpl like you
infiltrated this country in 1867. Rock and roll is a perwrted, sick, Commie plot like llouride and birth control.
(hid

ST. JOH 'S (CLP) - The administration of Memortal
University completed its humiliating withdrawal Thursday ( ov.
:rn I ,,h<'n its Board of Rrg1·nts unanimously ratified a
memorandum of agrecm<'nt giving students total victor} in t
repent studl'nt-administration dispute.
'l11e memorandum was hammered out at a meeting of student
and administration negotiators last Thursday (Nm. 231.
bringing an end to the ] I-day student occupation of Memorial's
administration building. It also averted a general strike of
students planned £or the next day (Nov. 241.
It was clarified and finalized at a second meeting 'lnursday
morning ('\Jov. :rn I for presentation to the board for ratification.
The student body will be asked to ratify the agreement at a
general meeting on Monday !Dee. 41.
The agreement compds the regl'nts to rt'sume the collectioa of
compulsory student union fees. 'D1eir No\. 9 decision to
discontinue thr colleC'tion of fees on behalf of the union led to the
marathon occupation.
'llieir alleged reasons for discontinuing the collection of fees
were mismanagement of the fees by the student council and the
immorality of forcing students to pay for and belong to a union
which they may not like.
Students on the other hand, claimed till' dt•cision \\as interference in their affairs and thry demanded the right to d · l'
for themselves what type of a union they will ha\!'.
After the occupation hrgan ~m. 14. the first day after a
five-day s111dy break, university president Stephen. Lord Taylor
adanH'ntly claimed he "ould not talk to the students until th«-y
\ acated the building. Students refused and both sides dug in,
prepared for a long fight.
'Il1P studrnts got a break on '\Jov. l i ,, hen 91 percent of tho
,oting in a referendum supportrcl the prinC'iple of the occupauon.
'Dien Parly the next week residence students voted overwhelmingly in farnr of a two-day general strike in sympathy with
the occupiers. A general student meeting attended by 4000
students !,(ave unanimous support for a strike the next day.
Taylor called a meeting between students and administ
s
for 1\ov. 2:3 and at that meeting the regents agreed to re
collection of the fC'es.
A referendum to be held next term nn compulsory fees will
e
students the right to decide for themselves whether they want a
compulsory union.
The students, in return, indicated a desire to restructure
union which has fallen on bad financial times in recent m
because of inefficient management. Discussion will be held
next srnlC'ster to sound out proposals for a rrorganizPd u
1l1is question will also probably be dePided by a refrrendum
'Die regents have also agreed no reprisals will be made
students involved in the occupation and an appeals corn
was set up at the Thursday (Nov. 30) meeting, which will e
students who think they have been discriminated against be
of their involvement.
lt consists of one graduate student, one faculty member

Tl)e Lal)Ce
needs newswriters

emnmittee itsPII. The l'OmrnittPP will dPal with all alleged
rl'prisnls. r,rrpt amclPmie ones, "hich will hr handled by the
senat{' itsrlf. Thr st'natr mrPts Friday I DP('. 1) to cliscnss the
nu'.ttrr of arnd<'mie anuwsty for those involved in the occupation.
It 1s expt'C'l<'d oc·,·upil'rs "ill have little trouble r:etting deferred
Co-op
e,ams and term paper, tu make up for rlassrs missed during the ,k\la,ter l nh_... rsity
Full-lime
0<·<·11 pat ion.
Farult~ of Bu~mess
~
Parl-timl'
'll1e IIPl!;otiators agret•cl '\/o,. ~O on onr nr\\ thing. - tlw application of tlw Hand formula to union memhrrship. Under the
agreement. if tlH' r<'ferC'1uh1m derides in favor of rnmpulsor; fe<'S, Mc Master University now has a third option for students interested
stuclrnts will ha\f' thr option of discontinuing thrir membrrship 111 proceeding lo a Master of Business Administration degree: a coin thr union. hut they \\ill havl' Lo pay an 11mo11nt equivall'nt to operative work-study option, whereby students alternate four1mion clues regar<lle,s.
month periods of study and relevant work experience. A limited
number of applications will be accepted for the semester beginning
111 September.1973.

call 253-4060
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CO-OP WORK
STUDY

An M.B.A. degree Crom McMaster
could help you to achieve your
career objectives in the areas of
management, administration, and education because the McMaster M .B.A program offers a wide range of optional courses
1that can be selected to your needs)as well as providing a core of
basic knowledge and skills.Although admission is restricted to
those who have proven that they have the potential and
commitment required to complete a demanding program,
graduates m any discipline may be accepted.

FULL-TIME

T.T,

nO'f\"G'S
'1 l
I

OVER I 60
VARIETIES

OF THE FINEST FOODS

GRESTAURANT
565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette)
FREE PARKING AT REAR
FREE FAST DELIVERY $3.00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders$2.00& Over

Enjoy Our Famous

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS

OPEN

MON. ta THURS. 11:30 A.M. · 9 ,.M.
FRI & SAT

11

30 A M . 2 00 A M

SUNDAYS & HOUDAYS 3 ,.M.-9 ,.M

Academic standmg is nol the only
entry criterion but, as a general
rule. you can have a reasonable expectation of completing the McMaster M.B.A. program if you have
maintained at least a second-class standing in the last two years of
your undergraduate program and if you can achieve a satisfactory
test score m the Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business.

Applicants for the Mc Master
M.B.A. who have taken relevant
course work may be granted
advanced standing in our program. If you are interested in exploring
this challenging opportunity further, fiJJ in and mail this form-

PA RT- TI ME

-------------------------------Please send me details
TO:
Assistant to the Dean
School of Business
McMaster University
Hamilton 16 Ontario

about your M.B.A program
I Full-time
l Part-time

)Co-operative Work Study
Name
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City-----------------l' n Ivers it y
attending _________
Provmce - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Degree expected - - - - - - - - - - - - - - When?-------------------

..:h:..::Y.;1::.:_..=========================='-~=========================:

appointee of the senate and a crh.:.:a::ir.:.:n::..111::.:1::..1. ::t.:.:o.:.:l::..Je:.. :s:.:e.:.:le:.:c::..tc:.:c::..l

+++
D<'ar Strange:
Can I catch hal'morrhoids from a toilet seat? If so
do I net'd an,- speeial equipment?
'I our Ettdn1·ram
Tf :,,m, 're

hm ine trouble pnttiug th

pinch o those
frisky little dPvils try standing "ith your back lo them so
they become lulled into a sense of false security. When you
hear them snoring make a fast l11J1ge, then a quick thrust
and dive.

+++

Strange Christmas Mt·ssage:
At this happy and trenwndous moment in time, as
the snow falls g1•ntly over this huge pulsating
monolith, \\ith the sound of lwlls ringing in your
ears, nostrils and anal regions, let me take this op·
portunity and ahseoncl lo the 'I ucatan "ith it, I would
lik,· to thank you for your support. I am using it to
ket·p spar«· ehangt• in. R,•mpnuwr what Santa Claus
onee said in an asid(• to his truslt'cl dwarf Beppo over
a fpw lwns at tht· "forth Pole Bar and Grill, 'Tm
trading thost' reindeer in on eight tiny aardvaarks,
they ,·at less and they fly better if you us,· the right
kind of ants. Get your dwarf hand off my l('gs you
pervert." \1}' sentimt·nts t'Xaetly. So from me and my
friends and mt·ntors, The I\Josio Sand Crt>atures,
(already scouting out thP 'I ucalan) I would like to
wish you and yours a vt>ry happy, safr and ,•xtremely
loaded MPrry Christmas and Happy Nt·w ) ear, or if
you don't et'lrhrate Christmas, a Happy Holiday.

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objeets should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in L'pper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them dirt•ctly to
the Lanct• who is trawlling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 4) in
the hugl' nuoreseent Lance complex.

Construction
spending
halted
TORONTO (CUPI - The
Ontario government imposed
an extended moratorium on
post-secondary
institutions·
capital construction grants
Nov. 23 possibly spelling an
end to major building projects
at the province's universities
and community colleges.
1lie move will not only halt
new construction, but it indirectly reduces ftmds postsecondary institutions will
have left to spend on renovations. University of Toronto
president John Evans said
Nov. 26 the freeze would force
the university to split money
allocated for construction
bPtween new buildings and
vital renovations to existing
buildings.
Annmmcing the cut-off of
construction funds in the
Ontario Legislature, minister
of colleges and universities
John McNie said it would last
for "years", and refused even
to hint at its exact duration.
"Essentiallv, building
projects will be limited to those
already under construction,"
Mc ie stated.
Government officials admitted shortly after the announcement that the freeze
would most sPriously affect the
province's relatively new and
undeveloped
community
colleges.
Many eommunity colleges
have had to use makeshift
facilities, using old factories
and portables. In the wake of
the government's moratorium
announcement, construction of
the long promised permanent
facilities for these institutions
has been postponed or
scrapped.
U nf T business vicepresident
Alex
Rankin
suggested the government
stopped 1miversity and comnrnnity college .egpital construction .bectiuse of the sharp
decline in enrolment relativP to
projected increases which these
institutions experienced this
year. As a whole, the province
fell 5 'h per cent short of its
expected post-secondary
enrolment.
McNie said last week new
provincial priorities, including
tht' government's ambitious
l ,3.:i0,000,000 mass transit
plans. are placing increasing
pressure nn f1mds formerly
available for colleges and
tUt i\'ers ities.
Another social developnH'nl
priority, hospital construction,
was also cut in the ov. 23
announcrmen t.

a

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

8P.

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
Real Draft Beer.
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New College for learners

This university for students
SAUSALITO, Celif. (APl -

TI1e brochure says New College

ii a year old liberal arts college headed by a Jesuit priest and
accredited by the state of California. It adds that the campus is
located in the students' heads.
The students decided the budget, what faculty to hire and fire,
what they wish to learn and how.
Dr. John Leery started the non denominational college in the
fall of 1971 with 22 students, $2.50 and "a lot of guts".
Now it has a $150,000 yearly budget, 75 students, 22 faculty
members and still a lot of guts.
The faculty includes professors from nearby colleges, an architect and a man who owns a furniture shop.
The campus is a cluster of carpeted rooms upstairs over a
generator assembly plant on the waterfront in the San Francisco
bayside community of Sausalito. There is no library, no cafeteria,
no living accommodations; and classes are held wherever the
students feels he can learn something.
Some students want to learn l\;avajo rug weaving: they will
spend a month living with Navajos in the Grand Canyon.
Some only want to read; they map out individual programs of
total reading.
In a course called building imagination, teachers rented an old

house for one semester and each student decorated a room
express an atmosphere.
Students interested in recording, arranged lectures at
teacher's home by rock musicians Barry Milton, formerly wit
Country Joe and the Fish, and Mike Bloomfield.
Father Leary says 1ew College aims to let the student decide
what he wants to learn, why and how to go about it.
"The great goal is to get people to want to learn," he said in an
interview. "Teachers need to be rejuv!'nated, and students ne
to be reached.··
Father Leary sen-ed eight years as president of Gonza~
University in Spokane, Wash., then went to Utah State and was a
vice president at Santa Clara University in 1971, when he an
students beg1m talking about a new college.
They first attempted to get the university to sponsor it, b
Santa Clara officials vetoed the idea.
So Father Leary and 22 students did it on their own wit
2,000 he borrowed from a friend and $50 from the Jesuits. ne
College has received a California state accreditation for a thr
year bachelor of arts degree in humanities.
Tuition is 2,000 a year.

And if prayers fail. ...

Abortion safe and almost legal
Today's woman is a person
unto herself if she so
chooses. She can and may hold
down any job that a man can
hold down from dock worker
to high ranking government
work. She has things going for
her that her predecessors never
had or never even dreamed of.
Her world is one of extreme
sophi8tication, competition
and in some cases a II out
warfare. It is no wonder that
today's woman finds that in
some cases if she is pregnant it will handicap her and hold
her back to a point that shP will
have to regress in her social
development first and foremost
as a human being and secondly
as a woman.
With today's availability of
birth control, the rate of
pregnant, unmarried women
are
decreasing
rapidly.
However, this brings us to
what a woman does if she finds
that she needs to have an
abortion. She must first consult
her doctor for confirmation of
pregnancy. When he tells her
that she ·s defjl\itely pregnant
llhe mmt thiti decide wher~
and when to have an abortion.
In Canada it is almost
impo!!llihle to have an abortion
if there is nothing wrong with
you other than you wish to
have an abortion because you
do not wish to bring a child
into the world for a variety of
reasons. To have an abortion
in Canada, it must be proven
too, and judged by a panel of
three doctors that to have this
child will be detrimental to
your mental health and could
result in your taking your own
life, or that the child will be
born severely deformed and-or
retarded due to rubella, drugs
or congenital disease, or in
some cases if the pregnancy
was the result of a criminal act,
ie. rape or incest.
In the United States it is
much easier for a woman to
obtain an abortion however,
She has several choices - she
may consult the planned
parenthood officer of. her

geographic region, or in most
cases her own physician will
direct her to one of a group oI
clergy in the area who will help
her obtain an abortion. In the
case of a friend of mine, she
was referred to a minister at a
church in the east side of
Detroit, who after talking to
her had her coded and gave her
a number which turned out to
be the Lexington Avenue
Women ·s Social Services in
New York. She called the
number and was given an
appointment to be there. It is
my understanding that they
will not a "client" wait for an
appointment longer than 72
hours this is because a
woman undergoes in some
cases, a severe psychological
trauma and to prolong the
event would only serve to
unnecessarily agitate the girl.
TI1e majority of those who
have undergone legal abortions
across the U nitl'd States are
between 20 and 30, white and
single. Still about half of the
New York Cases have involved
married women. Hawaii
t'-'i

•e
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pregnant while in Lhe process
of changing from onP means of
contraception to the other then an abortion
necessary .
So far in the LS, 1 i Mat
have liberalized their laws
Colorado became tlw first ·
196 7, w hPn it adopted th
American Law Institute
recommfndations.
Th
measure allows abortion up t
the 16th week if the pregnancy
endangers the physical
emotional health of th
women. Since then 16 oth
states including
PW
liberalized their laws.
New Yorks' approach is th
most permissive of all becau
it has no residency requireme
( though
elsewhere,
th
provisions can often b
evaded I.
In Detroit, Mr.
Mitchell, has cstablisht.J
clinic near Niagara Falls N.
and has arranged a three tim
weekly !'harter flight to bri
women there from cities in th
middle wPst. Other arrive b

Dr. Proctor hails from
Oklahoma and holds a PHD
-from
Oklahoma
State
University and has previously
taught at Purdue, University of
Toronto and TI1e University of
Florida.
Dr. Proctor was formerly
Professor in Charge of
Graduate Engineering Education System at the University
of Florida at West Palm
Beach.
Dr. Proctor has authored
man) resParch papers and has
been a consultant to the Apollo
Syste ms
Department of
Grneral Electric and the US
\a") and Civil Aviation
o\!(ency before coming to the
l . of \\.

Linguistics
Dr. Cassano holds a PHD
from Columbia University and
hails from Toronto, Ontario.
He has been at the U. of W
since 1968.
Says Dr. Cassano, "Excellence in things academic, as
in pursuits relating to other
aspects of life, is tried to the
desire to achieve it. to the firm
belief that above all else, it
alone ultimately matters and
that all decisions relating to
academic life should be taken
with it in view. A third-rate self
assessment befits a third ratP
self assessor. Excellence, then
presupposes self belief. The
striving for academic excellence must be the one facet
of academic life that is uncompromised and the desirP to
achieve it must be nonnegotiable."

Dr. J ull holds a PHD from
University of Queensland and
has previously taught at James
Cook University in Australia.
Dr. Jull originates from
Calgary.

Dr. Murrah holds a PHD
from Harvard and has
previously taught at Yale and
Harvard.

When asked if he had any
comments, Dr. Juli stated that
the question was rather
nPbulous and he might be
pleased to comment on any
specific question we might
have if it relates to the
questionnaire. Dr. J ull does
research on the evolution and
ecolog) of ancient corals,
particularly those from a large
reef exposed in the mountains
of Alberta.

Says Dr. '\1urrah, "I
remember at Chicago, the
pleasure and interest with
"hich I read "write-ups' · of
various Iaeulty members. I
think that their appearance in
the Lance ought to stimulate
rPader interest.
"Had you ever thought of
soliciting subscriptions from
the faculty or distributing the
paper free to the departmental
mail boxes?"

Dr. Murrah
Herrin, Illinois.

hails

from

From the reindeer's hoof ....

is

dialated witha series of
progressively larger sounds thin blunt ended metal rods.
TI1en the uterus itself is
scraped witll a dull edge
curette, a small spoon shaped
instrument, until all embryotic
matter has been removed. The
entire procedure can take as
Blacks, whose birth rate is little as 15 minutes. When it is
50 percent higher than that of done under local anesthesia. it
whites have recently begun to sometimes produces painful
follow suit in large munbers, cramping, but many women
particularly where abortion is can return to their homes or
made easy for the poor. In jobs only hours after it has
ew York City, blacks now been completed.
w1dergo one abortion for every
Vacuum aspiration, used on
three live births, whites one for most outpatients, is a new
every five. Puerto Ricans one variation of the D&C method
for every seven.
that makes abortion even
easier.
Performed only through
Comparatively few who seek
the
twelfth
week of pregnancy,
abortions have strict me<lical
reasons, such as their own the operation consists of
health or suspected congenital dialating the cervix, inserting a
abnormality in the Ietus. Rape metal tube attached to a small
and incest account for a small vacuum pump and drawing off
unimportant percentage of the fetal matter into a bottlP.
abortion. Women of the United Discomfort during the five
minutes, which often includes
a D&C is minimal. Pain is all
but eliminated in a refinement
Operating unit for vacuum curettage.
of
vacuum
aspiration
dewloped b) Harvy Karman,
a Los Angeles psychologist: for
pregnancies of less than ten
,veeks duration. doctors use a
thin plastic tube that is smaller
in diamPter than the more
oull•I lo
col .. c::1ion hou
commonly used cannula. This
avoids the dialation process
entirely.
One great fear about
abortion among doctors and
nurses as well as patients is
that the fetus will be born
alive. Claims by anti-abortion
groups that doctors routinely
throw "screaming, wriggling
bundles of human life'' into
garbage cans are unfounded.
But despite laws banning
abortions after the 24th week,
well before a fetus can survive
outside the womb, live births
do occur. The reason, often is
that the date for conception
has been miscalculated or misstated by the women.
Abortion has become safer
since legalization, New York
state records 21 fatalities in
1968: 24 in l %9 and since
the new law took effect, the
state recorded only 4.8 per
l 00,000 legal abortions. The
U.S. mortality rate is 27.4 per
l 00,000 births.
Even with the birthcontrol
_loy,._,_Co_ methods available today,
women occassionally become
requests from a growing
number of older married
mothers who are going through
the change of life. The figures
indicate that educated, middle
class women are better able, or
more inclined to take advantage of the liberalized laws.

-. I
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States seek abortion for the
same reasons as do their Canadian counterparts reluctance to interrupt career plans,
lack of money, fear of losing
personal freedom, uncertainty
about their relationship with
the man involved.
Once the arrangements have
been made, abortion can be
relatively easy. Three methods
widely used are both practical
and safe. Saline induction.
which is used between the 16th
and 24th weeks of pregnancy,
is one of the more drastic
means. A doctor inserts a
needte through the patient's
abdomen in to the uterus,
draws off most of the amniotic
fluid - in Vlhich the Ietus floats
and replaces it with a salt
solution. The saline substance
kills the fetus, and then a
miniature labor begins - with
real pain and continues until
the fetus is expelled some 24 to
72 hours later. Dilation and
curettage, usually done under
general anesthesia, has long
been used within the first
twelve weeks. The cen-ix, or

l nd1w rial EngineNing

Robert Juli
Geology

an overwhelmin
majority of the women (8 .6
percentl were in favour of
legalizPd abortion and su r·
prisingly so when asked · they
wou Id have an aborti , ()0
percent of those polled id ) es
for a variety of re ns. A
slowly growing m her of
doctors approve of abortion ,
especially the young~r ones,
some of who euphemistically
describe
themselves
specialists in delaved menstruation. Also iucluded in the
poll was a question wordPd
"Does your religious affiliation
have anything to do with your
decision to have-not to have an
abortion". All candidates
polled said no, that religious
beliefs were not even considered, it was a matter of
personal conviction.
If you require an abortion, it
is not an unplPasant experience. At the Lexington
Ave. hospital, the surroundings
are very nice and clean. Upon
arriving there, the patient goes
Lo the check-in area and is
given a wrgical gown and after
some pertinent qnPstions are
asked, she is then directed to
the second floor where she will
lmdergo blood typing and
urinalysis. After this procedure
she is then given counselling
and a tranquillizer and sent to
the third floor where she will
undergo the operation. Each
operation is conducted by a
licenS(•d physician and there
are registered nurses and
nurses· aids in attendance. The
operation takes only fiv e
minutes and then you are
taken to the recoverv floors
above where you must· rest for
a period of l wo hours. After
this is complete, you are freP to
go. The whole process takes
little more than three hours
and is relatively painless.
If you find that vou are
pregnant and are con'sidering
an abortion, don't put it ofI
because you are afraid of what
people might say or because
some one told you it is painful,
or because some one else told
you that you might not be able
to have any children after
having an abortion - do it. It
is after all. a matter of personal
conviction. If vou want more
information c'onceming obtaining an abortion call l-313722-6357.

Santa came 10 the Lllw Building last Friday to distribute lots of didn '1 get llnother green sweater. Could the great Santa have for-

dies to e1,eryone. Professor Brown got ll crash helmet. conction boots llnd other construction paraphenalia, but he

gotten what our belo1·ed prof wants most????
-pie by the head

hvSTR r\:"IGE
Once ~pon a time, near
istmas time at the orth
le, Santa was enjoying a
beers with a couple of the
zed Albanian dwarfs that
mpriS('d a good deal of the
rk force. He picked
banians because uf their
azinPss (they carried on a
od deal I and dwarfs
cause they, were short.
'des. Santa didn't like
es, thl'y agitated for better
king conditions and it was
rted that they indulged in
ndo sex practices with the
fairies that Santa kept
und as interior decorators.
Anyway, Santa had been
ging around all day with
ppo and Blippo, the two
arfs. 'l11e names were just
es, nobody knew who
y really were, but it had
n reported that they were
volutionaries who had been
out of the country for
enting an uprising of
ked coke machines. They
now writing their
entitled Coke
in Turmoil or
ylum at the '.' forth Pole.
hatever their faults. Santa
ed thPm dearly, they were

dwarf hands off him) a ne,v
idea began to form.
"Hey, you clowns, (hicl"
he began, "Let's get rid of
these screwy reindeer and get
some aardvaarks to pull the
sleigh. I like aardvaarks,
they're clean and neat and
\\On 't shit all over the stable.''
(burp).
Naturally. everybody at
thP North Pole was going b~
on the street saying hello to
Santa, and tipping their ski
masks. Seeing Santa drunk
was a common occurence. He
was often seen stumbling
down the street waving a toy
tommie gun or baby and
philosophizing on the absurdity of being the only 104
year old weirdo who had to
wear a red suit and blark
belt. Sometimes he pretended
he was a karate expert. Santa
had a thing about the black
belt, sometimes he wailed
about being the world's only
l 04 vear old sado-macho:
"That black belt makes me
lonk like a pervert", he'd
scream at the nearrst phnnPbooth. "Get it on, rock and
roll", the denizens of the Pole
would shout. The\· were
usually loadPd too. Bnt bark

the best B and E men he had.
They were drinking at the
North Pole Bar and Grill. nm
by a former elf who had had a
sex change operation to
change him into a gnome.
Like all people who changed
their identity. he was a
fanatic. Over the bar \\SS a
huge sign that read; "ALL
POWER TO G"\"OMES
A D OTHER SMALL
WIZE!\ED
CHARACTERS.''
Dy this time Santa was
loaded and he kept yelling
good naturedly at the
proprietor :
"You son of a bitch, all
power to flashers and other
oppressed exhibitionists of
the third world." For,
children, you see, Santa was a
fom1er flasher from Waco,
Texas who had done time for
exposing himself to a "'orwegian fiord without due
provocation.
Anyway, Santa was getting
really stoned so he decided to
head back and crash. Once
out on the street with Beppo
and Blippo holding onto
Santa (who was screaming at
them to keep their filthy

Lo the aard,·arks. Santa
ordered them from Scranton,
PA. and Rochester, ', ew
York, and \\hen they came he
was delighted. "Oh hoy,
aard\arks ! .. lw'd shout like a
kid with a new toy. The
aardvarks didn't care. they
were too busy reading the
Anteater Journal. But as
Christmas rolled around,
Santa came to a realization.
'J11erc were no ants at the
orth Pole. Ht• fed the
aardvarks chocolate raisins
for a while, but they needed
ants. As Sid, the head aard·
vark told Santa: "We can
read the Anteater Journal all
day but our snouts are
becoming rusty through
disuse.''
Finally Santa realized he
\\as sere\\ed, metaphorically
speaking. He went to the
stable and kicked Rudolph
awake. Then he patted his
nose and very softly began to
sing:
"Here comes Santa Claus,
Here comps Santa Clans,
I ight do\, n Santa · Claus
lane .. .''
Merry Christmas to all and
to all a good night.
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Stoff

Editorial

Beware strange gifts
The following is a series of facts and
conjectures which we feel must be related to
the students of this university who
financially subsidize SAC.
Early last week a cheque for the sum of
$200 was issued out of a SAC contingency
fund. The money was used to purchase one
pound of marijuana. SAC notables claim
that the marijuana was bought for the use
of the students at the University of Windsor.
On Friday members of the SAC executive
and some SAC underlings went about the
task of passing out marijuana cigarettes
('joints' for those of you who are shy on
drug culture jargon) in the University
Centre Cafeteria.
This editorial is in no way meant to either
approve or disapprove of the legalization of
marijuana, but rather is meant to deplore
the spending of student funds in this
manner. In addition this move is
threatening the relative security of the
University of Windsor students from in-

vasion of their studies by members of
local and federal police forces. After all
marijuana is still illegal in Canada.
Also security forces on campus are duly
sworn police officers and are fully capable
of making arrests if need be.
The unofficial word from SAC now is
that every Friday a festivities day is being
planned. SAC officials claim that this
festivities day will give the students
something to look forward to. But the point
in question of course is exactly what percentage of the student populus is being
satisfied by these gestures. Only 500
students bothered to vote in SAC's
marijuana referendum held last week. This
is barely 10 percent of the undergraduate
student body.
Reports have indicated that last Friday a
number of students showed a reluctance to
accept these tokens of friendship. In other
words: Beware of SAC members bearing
gifts ...

Bruce Adams
John Bernik
Ashley Wiper
Dan Bonk
James Dean
Doug Camilli
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
John Morrissey
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Peter E lcombe
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Brent Turner

Pat McWade
Jeff Bear
George Gawadzyn
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John Gunning
Charles A usak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
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Sue D' Alonzo
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Al Niester
Colin Swan
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leditor and more leditors

Addreu letters to Editors, The Lance, U. of W. Th•
Lance reHrves the right to edit letters for length. It
pays to be concise. ThoH typed, doubled•paced
get priority. For legal reasons, no unsigned letters
may be published. A pseudonym may be used,
however, provided that you have a goad reason
and Identify yourself to the editors.

1) "music is music and as being knowledgeable of contrary to whatever your thinking. Frankly, you mw;t
have watched too many John
politics is politics ... " -politics Indian artists in the music views are.
4)
In
your
statement
about
Wayne movies or else have
field.
Any
Indian,
non-Indian
plays a role in everyday living
Editor,
and most definitely has a or critic, who knows about the Indians being sensible, I'm qualities of a mynah bird
The Lance,
serious
role
in
music Indian's style in music, would very sorry our methods don't (speaking without thinking).
Dear Sir:
have known so after paying meet your approval, but jw;t Maybe the reviewer ""ill be
On behalf of those people specifically "folk music".
21 a malicious misconcep- attention to the different remember, you do things your able to think things over
who would enjoy a variety of
tion of a "so-called" music Indian musicians, which way and we'll do things our diligently next time before
beer, we would like to say a f
making rash statements with
critic that Willie Dunn doesn't seem to have been done own way.
words on this subject. D ·
51
The
remarks
in
the
last
faulty
foundations.
reminds
him
of
"a
second
rate
in
this
case.
our
frequent
visits
to
the
p
A student newspaper, or any other form The Saint, resigned because of student
paragraph
of
the
review
Gordon
Lightfoot
im
pr1>swe
have
noticed
the
lack
of media for that matter, is, and only can apathy. The only major difference being
ICooacoochee)
sionist"
implies
the
3) Gordon Lightfoot is a remind me of thosl' from a
be, reflective of its societal environment. To that the staff of The Saint saw some Molson's Canadian and t
Sammy Lynch
discrediting abilities of a critic good artist, in my opinion, Phillipine with stereo-typed
be more specific The Lance is a reflection of possible advantage in dramatizing their over-abundance of Octoberfest
While we do not mind th
you, the students of the University of Wind- situation by making it public.
attempt of the Octoberfes
Things are different at The Lance this salesma'I to dominate ihe s,
sor.
Each year the Lance attempts to recruit year than they have been in the past. The of beer at the Pub, we woul
staff from the general student body in an paper, although it still has an editor and appreciate it if the choice he
effort to instil the paper with new blood anJ senior editor, is much more staff oriented. that of the purchaser and not
hat is Student Teaching all about?
Well, just as our "friend" doesn't know about the work that
hopefully cut through the haze of apathy The editorial column is more reflective of the supplier.
udenl
Leaching
is
a
series
of
ups
and
downs
unlike
any
other
goes
into being a teacher, he also doesn't know about the joys of it
Sincerely,
which seems to perpetually envelope this staff opinion because editorials are now
aeties of ups and downs including Rome.
either.
campus. Each year a few interested written by staff members who wish to Sam Sasso, Judy Foutok, Gary
Depending on the school you are sent to, and the Associate you
When you stand in front of those 36 youngsters and break
Jones, Karen Radu, Richard
students come up and do their best to put express opinions on various subjects.
teach
for,
(an
Associate
being
the
teacher
whose
class
you
have
through
their defence and feel them in the palm of your hand,
out a good student paper which serves the
What we want from you, the students, is Granger, Mike O'Neil and taken over and who gets to assign that all important grade to you feel joy.
interests of everyone. And each year the support. If you don't want to come up and Michael Weekes.
you), you can spend a week in heaven or a week in hell.
When a child comes up to you at the end of th1> week and says
rate of success in both alleviating the work at the paper that's fine, we'll survive!
For those of you who have expressed the opinion that anyone that he is glad you have taught him you feel joy.
problem of apathy and putting out a good What we really need is contributions in the Editor,
in teaching is a second rate student, we have taken the bruises to
When you teach a lesson and think that you didn't reach the
prove that to be a good teacher takes not only brains and the students and then the next class they come in with related
paper decreases.
way of news releases, news tips and the like. The Lance,
ability to use them, it also takes stamina for the many hours it materials and constructive contributions to the topic, you feel joy.
In many ways the situation here can be All we can say now is Merry Christmas and Dear Sir:
'9kes
to prepare lessons. It takes raw courage to face 36
And when a member of the hierarchy acknowledges the fact
compared to that at St. Clair College a Happy New Year and that hopefully
I am writing about the
reviews on "Willie Dunn" that oungsters who know you're a student and have already spent the that you really can teach, you feel joy.
recently when the entire staff of their paper, things will look up in '73.
p-evious week thinking of every possible way to try your
But most important of all, when you come home at the end of a
appeared in last Friday's
Lance. It was not only patience. It takes a super memory as in one week you learn long day and know, that because of you, a child is happy in his
deleterious to Willie Dunn but
erything there is to know about "new math" becaw;e you never new-fom1d knowledge, you know joy.
took
it and you are suddenly faced with grades 4-8 math on
It is an almost inexpressible emotion in its sense of peace and
also to Indian people in
n>tary.
contentment and accomplishment, but it flows through every
general. '111ere were several
inuendoes which I wish to
And that leads us lo the ignorant nitwit who says, "Oh you're fibre of your being because, today, because of you, a child has
Ed Fae... takin' it easy, huh?"
grown in wisdom.
r-::::=========::•o•.::=====::::==~a~======:::::=====~!!Jl'l'--...b-n""·n,;.g._o,.u::t.::"".".'":'"......,_ ~-===:::::~1i1~=:::::::::::::=:::::::::=:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::=:::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::=:::::::::::=::::::::I:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::=:::::::::::::::=:::::ff::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::=:::{f:

No choice here!

Apathy always a problem

'From fi st-hand experience

he·Unboundedjoys of teaching

Up in arms!!!

+++++
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To add insult to injury, the
previow; week, S.A.C. bought
some 80 ounce bottles of wine.
Certain of the S.A.C. members
(guess who again I tried to give
this wine away in the Centre
Cafeteria and in the Grotto.
Nobody took the wine either.
Friday has been designated
as "Activities Day" by S.A.C.
Can't wait to see what they
have in store for us to-day.
Maybe an orgy in the
Cafeteria?? At least it doesn't
cost any money.

+++
Congratulations to Brian
Ducharme. He's just been
appointed special assistant to
the Honourable Gene Whelan,
Minister of Agriculture. Both
deserve the congrats, Brian for
landing the job, and Gene for
using enough political savvy to
pick a home town boy for his

BRAINSTO RM ING

·

special assistant.

+++
Talked to a friend, Brian
Zalevoki from Charlottetown,
P.E.I. the other day. He had
met Gene in Ottawa about a
year ago. He remembered the
folksy humour and sincerity of
our Gene as does everyone else
who gets to know him.
Trudeau made a smart appointment when he picked that
man, and Gene, by having
Ducharme as his special
assistant, is insuring the home
folks won't be forgotten.

+++
Walter Tarnopolsky has
resigned as Academic Vice·
President at York University.
I, for one, was sad when
"Tarno" left us to go to York,
but he went to a bigger and

This Week, Oh Lord,
We Give Thanks That
SAC only has $37,000 left to buy dope
for the students.

better position. You can bet
your last buck that he's either
got a nice juicy government
post up his sleeve, or a
University President's job
somewhere. He's too good to
be job hunting for too long.

+++
Well, you did it. There were
enough genuine criticisms of
the early closing hours in
Vanier Coffee Shop that the
Centre Policy Committee has
asked that it be opened till 2
a.m. again. Congratulation·
s! ! ! ! One of the things I've
found here is that if you get
together, express a legitimate
beef, and take it to the right
people, you can get damn near
anything done. Seriously being
considered now, is the opening
of Vanier Cafeteria for full
meals on week-ends. Tell the
Beavers or the Centre people if
you like the idea.

+++
Can't the guys on the second
floor of Mac Hall see the
handwriting on the wall???
Somebody else has and I'd

QUESTION, Do , •• beUe,e ;. Santa Clou,??????

~

~

suggest it gets expensive after a
while. The price of chairs in
the lounge is going up too.
Maybe if we lowered the cost
of Residence we could be a
liule more selective about who
lives there. I remember when it
was a privilege ....

•

•

More high-schoolers were on
campus this past week. The
Deans, Malley, Briggs and
Gravenor had another day,
well organized, and full of
profs, special demonstrations
and exhibits f or f uture freshmen. If you know anyone in
grades 12 or I 3 who might be
interested in courses at the u.
of W. just call ext. 218. They'll
tell them, and show them what
Windsor has to offer.

+++
The Beavers have done it
· Th e Ch nstmas
·
D m~er
·
agam.
in Vanier last Tuesday was
great. Watch for the signs
advertising the specials in the
coming months and while
you're at it, go over to Vanier
for lunch. The "in crowd" eats
there - even Sam the Man.

....

,

·····
Reeb ?????? It
depends on whether I get any
for Christmas.

{~ F. C.

+++

1111
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Ux MacDonald Economics II Of course - who else fills my
Xmas
stacking
every

Kathy Flint Arts I with him.

Sure, I live

Ji)

fro9ty T. Snowman Refrlgerotlon I - I should, we both live /,f.:[[.(
in the same nelghbarhaod.

x~

year??????
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O!ris Ambeault - Electorlol
Officer
Bah Humbug??????

L. W. Mele ?????? All
People are Santas in their own
world.

Lloyd Clive Engln-rlng
As
an Engineer I can't explain the
phenomenon of presents Santa Claus exists therefore.

Tony Perri Low I Italian!!! 11 !

Sure, has
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by GEORGE GAWADZYN
and
....,.
NORM YERYK
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Op-ed comment

S.A.C. law rep. decries lack of democratic principles
by DOUG PHILLIPS
SAC Law Rep
1) On examination of the
Financial statement that
appeared in the Lance (Dec. l,
1972) my eye was drawn
immediately to the Account
entitled ' Long-termed Indebtedness' which stood at a
total of $24,490.26. Regardless of the surrounding
paraphernalia, I viewed such
as a disgrace.
While I realize that the bulk
of that sum was built up in the

years past. I remain unconvinced that an adequate
effort is now being put to
eliminating that sum. Let me
elaborate.
S.A.C. meetings indicate
little concern over the problem.
Indeed S.A.C. meetings go
about as if there was no debt al
all. Such an attitude is
repugnant.
What makes matters worse
however is the utter refusal of
S.A.C. to discuss constmctive
proposals designed to meet the

think that all the debts will
simply disappear. Regardleu
Sl't up of a Finuncia/ Watchdog I shall continue to introduce
C11m111illPP to be ehari:red with the proposal at each and every
responsibility of formulating a meeting until it is adequately
debt management policy. The discussed and adoptPd.
proposal lacked a seconder and
Council seems content to
so the Council decided that leave all financial dealings in
rather than meet it eye to eye the hands of a Finance
they would sweep it under the Commissioner and a Businell
mg like all of the outstanding Manager. J say to Council that
debts. It left me with the that is just NOT GOOD
impression that Council ha8n 't ENOt;GH. Who's watchinf
got the guts to eyP a con- them? Council certainly is n
structive proposal. Maybe they 2) With regard to the F
Strike, I havP made
position clear lo Council. I ~
uttPrly opposed to all su
stupidity. The public is fed
'
with Education and stud
demands . The majority
students wish to carry on w'
the business of getting th
education. The majority
students are sick and tired
the childish antics of
minority of students who ea
se3m to seP beyond the ends
their noses.
S.A.C. has rejected
democratic principle and d
ed to entertain the cries of
probl,•m. At the meeting of

No,. 29. 19,2 I proposed the

..

near-sighted minority. S.A.C.
appears to support the strike.
But of evPn more ridiculous
import, S.A.C. is preparing to
set up a fund to feed thosr who
don't pay their fees and don't
get their grants. Naturally
S.A.C. isn't prepared to look
into their piggy bank and see if
they can afford it - which
they can't.
S.A.C. won't look beyond to
see what the real consequences
of a strike would be. The
Government would have no
oth3r choice except to shut
down the UnivPrsity. And do
they REALLY think that the
taxpayer would clap the
students on the back and say,
" I reall) like how you use the
buildings and facilities that my
tax dollars built."
3 l The politics that are being
bandied about in S.A.C. by the
bulk of the membership is that
of hiding behind a barrage of
useless covf'ring activity. Led
by Chief ~Gagnon, S.A.C.
seems to look busv. One
example is the setting ·up of a
committee with Windsor

Labour Unions.
ext thing
you know, Mr. Gagnon will be
calling on students for a
sympathy strike the next time
the U .A. W. goes on strike.
Another very gross insult on
the part of Mr. Gagnon, was
his attempt on the meeting of
Nov. 29, 1972, to change an
old rule in order to let council
members skip 17 CONSECUTIVE meetings of the
Council before such members
would be subject to impeachment. Grow up Mr.
Gagnon.
I look upon all this absurd
scurrying about and say that
"there are none so blind as
those who will not see" the
problems they have before
them.
4) There is wasteful spending. One extravaganza we
can't afford is membership in
the Ontario Federation of
Students. Withdrawal should
be immediate. The 0.F.S. is a
club of lro!1hlemakers who
have nothing better to do than
to call fee strikes and the like.
Our primary attention should

be put on cleaning up the
problems in our own backyard.
5) Every
club
and
organization that comes to
council with a financial
request, should be told to
present
motions
with
COMPLETE and clear breakdowns of WHAT they want,
for what, WHEN they want it
and WHY. At present, it seems
that if the Aardvaark Club
wants $50 for a stag they
simpl6 have to go to the
Finance Commissioner and
dem$nd it. This backdoor
financial drainpipe ignores
Council and is clearly not
right.
6 i I would invite every
student to go up to the S.A.C.
offices. It is I think an
eyeopening experience. For
those with de\icate eyesight I
would caution the use of
heavily tinted sunglasses. The
place looks as if a drunk took
five different cans of paint and
went to it on the walls. It is a
disgraceful pigsty.
The sixties were a decade of
student revolt with a number

of issues that clearly had to be
dealt with. Changes had to be
made and were made. Students
have been given a number of
rights and responsibilities that
they deserved. However, the
pendulum is swinging into an
age of inane student direction.
Plainly the people of S.A.C.
Just don't know where the hell
they are going. It's time to sit
down and just assess our
position and set out some
definite priorities.
Maybe if for nothing else, I
will have now made S.A.C.
members mad enough to look
about them. Its time we as
students on S.A.C. should stop
waddling about in the mud and
clean up S.A.C. We must set
our sights in setting out a
direction and sense of purpose
for S.A.C. We must re-affirm
to students that they CAN put
faith in their student government. I shall continue to play
the role of Devil's Advocate
until S.A.C. responds.
Doug Phillips
Law Rep.

CEG P students cancel strike
QUEBEC CITY (CUPI)
The threatened strike
CEGEP (community colle
students in Quebec has a
parently forced the provinc'
government to withdraw lo
new regulations, at least u
the spring.
The Comite Executif of

Front Etudiant du Quebec
(FEQl voted Nov. 26 to call
off the strike. The decision
followed receipt of a telegram
from
Quebec
education
minister Fran co is Cloutier by
the directors-general of the
va rious CEG EPs , advising
them the new rules would be

tabled pending further study.
Cloutier also said the
government would try to
consult students and faculty
before
releasing
new
regulations.
The controversial rules,
entitled Le Nouveau Regime
Pedagogique, would have

see campus news
ppening call
e LaQCe
at 2
BALANCE SHEET
AS AT OCTOBER 31, 1972
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Accounts Receivable
Cabaret Inventory
Inventory of Records for Resale
Loans Receivable
Deposit on Yearbook Publication
Deposit for Cabaret Pub Entertainment

$

$

23,777.90
6,230.97
6,780.20
350.00
210.00
8,278.66
1,500.00
47,127.73

FIXED ASSETS
$11,818.56
11,614.18
4,562.88
1.00

Media Equipment
Services Equipment
Cabaret Pub Equipment
Other Equipment

$

Less:

Accumulated Depreciation

27,996.62
8,101.78

$19,894.84

-7665, 253-4060

increased compulsory weekly,
class time, eliminated several
humanities requirements, and
allowed school principals to
expel students and force them
to re-register if they were
considered "troublesome".
Students at the Ste .
Hyacinthe and Alma CEGEPs
in the Lac St. Jean region were
already on strike and had
taken over the administration
offices, halting all CEGEPs
operations there. Students at
the English-speaking Dawson
and John Abbott CEGEPs in
Montreal had voted lo strike
for one day before Dec. l.
Although FEQ executive
members at the Nov. 26
meeting said strike plans are
out of the question, they indicated the gover11ment is not
acting in good faith.
The government will release

A.C.'s FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR
P RIOD ENDING OCTOBER 31, 1972STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
FOR PERIOD ENDED OCTOBER 31, 1972
REVENUES
Student Fees - Grant
Subscriptions - Ambassador Yearbook
- Lance Newspaper
Advertising Sales
Lance Newspaper
Radio
Directory
Blotter
Cabaret Revenue
Vending Machines
-Film Society
Miscellaneous
Orientation
- Homecoming
Concert
Other

OTHER ITEMS
1,619.38

Deferred Yearbook Expense
$

TOTAL ASSETS

68,641.95

DIRECT COSTS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable - General
Cabaret Pub
- University of Windsor
Accrued Liabilities

Operating Surplus after Direct Costs
$12,153.31
6,440.04
8,268.35
4,071.20
$ 30,932.90

$60,000.00
450.00
110.00
3,946.17
862.60
10.00
1,240.00
48,129.72
249.39
978.00
10,962.00
479.00
1,840.37
$129.257.25

Cabaret Costs
Publications & Communications Costs

LIABILITIES & MEMBERS' EQUITY

its amended regulations in
April next year, when most
students will be out of school
and unable to organize.
The students hav e no
guarantee the government will
not bring back the same
document or even one more
odious. Some students at the
meeting termed the whole
affair "a manoeuvre".
The executive decided to
send committees to each of the
six regions in the FEQ to
determine student opinion.
It had already sent
questionnaires to all CEGEPs
asking if students would
support the planned strike
action. Some 13 CEGEPs
answered ves, and seven
answered no".
The executive will compile
all information received into a
comprehensive survey.

$

45,521.08
13,450.21

$
$

58,~~l.2~
70, 5. 9

OPERATING EXPENDITURES
General & Administrative
Student Affairs & Organizations
Other Activities & Special Bvents

$12,886.87
7,750.57
27,419.16
$ 48,056.60

LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Lien Note - Cabaret Equipment
Accounts Payable - University of Windsor

$

2,954.13
21,390.13

Operating Surplus after Operating
Expenditures

$

24,344.26

OTHER EXPENSE

DEFERRED INCOME
Subscriptions for Yearbook
Deposit on Sale of Band Equipment

3,535.00
136.55

$ 22,229-36

3,382.76

Prior Year Adjustments

$

SURPLUS FOR PERIOD'S OPERATION

$18,846.60

MEMBERS' EQU!TY
Balance

April 30, 1972 (Deficit)
Period Ending October 31

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

$ (9,153.36)

18,846.60

9,693.24

Prepared by Mr. John Friemann, Business Manager and
approved by Mr. Larry McConnell, Finance Commissioner

$ 68,641.9,

\
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THE SEED AT ZERO

can't go out to-day
it's raining
somebody cares
somewhere.....
a child plays
in mud
five cents isn't much
to taste a bit of the gr-;.ve
a child plays
in mud
wants an ice-cream
with hot fudge
ten cents buys
two mud pies
tomorrow
they crumble
tomorrow
a child wonders .....
hardened dust
isn't worth five cents .....

walls close in
suffocate
expand
breathe
and i must sit
silent
alone
listening
as do the walls
to my thoughts
bouncing
into my teeth
tearing at dead nerves
commanding
awareness
of self
and i need no mirrors
inmy room .....
death
is something final
it comes
across the mind
destroys the senses
heightens pain
becomes the thing
feared
loved
hated
finally welcomed .... .
escape .... .

seems we forgot
to teach you
something ...
can't remember
not now
now is never .....
tomorrow maybe
shot himself
last night .....
hardened dust
isn't worth five cents .....
the match is struck
..... mother
i can see
please mother
blow out the candle
i'm afraid
of fire .....

where do
igo
empty streets
nm again
in front of heavy trucks
air breaks
sucks in
explodes
shatters
reality
brings back
the walls ....
green paint
bleeds colours
blending
to black
cold
remembering youth .....

Diann· Bigdow

Canvass of dreams
stacked against the wall,
looked at decided,
and finally
hung in someone's life.

LIZ
She just walks through the square and up some steps,
While we speak at each other as to statues.
She'II touch your look, caress it with a smile,
And ii rPturned too gen tie a pressure,
Quickly reQukP your shallowness
111at you thought well hidden.
Yet. be most careful not to ieel too thrashedHer independent life depends on yours!
Sam Malenfant

can life
really be
over .....

Lynn Mainland

he ran away
nobody knows
where
only
that .....
went to play i guess
it's stopped raining.....

..... cause of death
exposure
too cold
hands numb
someone please
light a match
it's dark in here
..... please!

Colin L. Swan

sing silently, my love,
keep those lyrics to yourself
till I can come,
let the winds whisper them
to me across the distances
that separate, you and I,

Dopple-ganger
Thru' the window of dark
i look at in sadness
and see me look so sad faced and down.
A smile with no spark,
two eyes with no gladness
a mouth that bows nearly frown.
Yet I feel that THIS,
that BAD, that depression.
That guy in the window's just air.
He feels no bliss,
no sad in succession,
in fact he is really not there.

let no other hear them
while I wander
far away,
sing silently, my love,
while you wait,
till I can come,
and our voices will blend
in a peaceful bliss
sing silently my love.
Lynn Mainland

He moves his mouth when i talk,
he gets up when i walk,
his hair matches each lock
and yet.. ..
he isn't sad wht>n i'm sad and unhappy,
he doe,;n 't hear my pen tap-desk-tap-tappy,
nor does he itch when i scratch myself scratchy.
and yet he looks up
when i look up
and we see us.
he may not see me,
i see him.
Only daytime will free us.
But during the day, so as to stay nearer,
m) frimd, who is air, resides in the mirror.
pat mcwade

It's Mr. lime
beatle-bobbed,
moustachioed,
lashes drooped
bothering his lens.
Mr. Lime,
spreading his views,
causing news,
creating eclipses
by walking by.
Mr. Lime,
with a rum and coke
and an obscene joke,
personality plus
a jello soul.

.Ad I Du~k

Lynda Zam

'
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Sorry, no reviews this week :

Sub-committee to study student council
3847 HOWARD (at Cabana)

INTRODl CTIO"i

966-4440

A Special Senate Committee has bPen fornwd
for the purpose of examining tlw fntnrP of
student government on this campus. To
facilitate this study, and to institute a pattern of
information gathering, thP CommittPe offers the
attached questions as- a basis for discussions
between the Committee and any groups or
individuals who make reprpsentations to the
Committee.

U of W SPECIAL

15% off
ON

MEDIUM ( 14 Pcs.)
LARGE ( 16 Pcs.)

MINI KINGS (24 Pcs.)
KING SIZE (32 Pcs.)

PICK UP OR DELIVERY
Free Fast City Wide Delivery
944-2201
We Deliver Friday & Saturday Until

3 A.M.

CSRW
Assorted Christmas Greetings
from all of us at CSRW for this
festive season. Some of us are
not too sure of how to say Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year
any more. However, the intentions for a happy holiday season
are there: except from our turntables which refuse to play any
more Christmas music until they
are fed coke and cookies, just
like Santa gets.
Next year look for some big
changes at CSRW, prominent
among these changes will be the
introduction of a new carrier
current system, which will
enable CSRW to be picked up on
your radio. More about this will
be in the first edition of The
Lance next year. See you then.

amarc

(a) The list of questions is intended to be
neither exhaustive nor restrictive. As an inIomrntion-gathering body, the Committee is
anxious to receive and review any information
that is relevant to its overall task. While therP is
no suggested obligation for you to comment on
all of the questions, thP Committee is concerned
about becoming informed, by various points of
view, about all of the considerations which are
reflected by the questionnaire.
(bi The terms "University (jovernment" and
"Student Government" used hereafter are
intended to be interpreted in the following
manner:
University Government involves the making
of those decisions which affect the operation of
the university both academically and otherwise.
Such decisions may be made at the departmental, faculty, divisional or university-wide
level and generally involve the joint par·
ticipation of students, faculty, and administration personnel.
Student Government, on the other hand, is
the operation and management of student
affairs by thP students thPmselves in the form of
the Students Administrative Council and such
Societies as the Commerce Society, Engineering
Society, Graduate Students Society, Law
Society, etc.

le) While some of the following statements are
deliberately pointed toward particularized
rt>sponses, these statements indicate no
Committee preferences: this questionnaire is
designed purely as an information-gathering
device.
(d) Should yon require documentary materials
to help you clarify or prepare your responses.
thP following matt>rials are available from the
Office of the Dean of Students, Vanier Hall:
a) The Gniversity of Windsor Act
b) The SAC Auditor's Report and Financial
Statemf'nts as at April 30, 1972 (including a list
of clubs and organizations on campus)
c) The St>nate by-laws on student
representation
d) Proposal I\o. I of the SAC Restructuring
Committee dated February, 1972
el Agreement between Corporatf' SAC and
the University of Windsor
f) Letters Patent for the SAC and the 1\1edia
Corporation
g) Ry-La\\:S for the SAC and the :\1edia
Corporation

jewe//e,.'J

co.

1510 College Ave., Windsor 11, Ontario, Canada
Phone (519) 258-2052

RINGS,
BRACELETS

h l Senate Resolu tion authorizing the SAC
(brochun•-Uni ersity Policy Regarding Student
Affairs I.

PART A
'I11e Student
1. What types of problems does the student
today encounter in comparison with problems
Pncotmtert>d in the past and with the problems
likely to be encountered in tllf' future?
2. Art> there ndt>nt "interests" common to all
students, regardless of their· academic affiliations or pursuits. which can be best
represented by some particular form of student
government'!

PARTB
Art>as of Student Representation
3. What problt>ms are involved in the selection
of student re,resentatives in student government?
4. What pdlems are involvf'<l in the selection
of student re
entatives in University governnlf'nt'!
5. How freq11 ent and effective has been the
infomrnl use
students within the University
government • . when no guaranteed representation has
granted?
6. To what tent does the student body and
its student r esentatives influence University
policy and d ision making, overall?
7. At the Departmental level: a) What is the
role of student representatives? b) what "interests" of th student are involved? c) is the
fft>Ctive? d) should the student
hened?
ate level: a) what is the role of
student repr ntatives'! bi what "interests" of
involved? c) is the student voice
the student
effective? d)
uld the student voice be streng·
thened?
9. At the B d of Gowrnors level: a) what is
dPnt representatives? b) what
e student art> involved? c) is the
ffective '! d) should the student
hened'!
the Administration: a) are
incorporated into the system? b)
ent view determined? c) should
and views be more effectively
to and incorporated into the

?
nt needs and views being effeccatf'd to thf' Provincial and Fed-

PARTC
Students A4*ainistrative Council
12. What
the scope of the current SAC's
authority?
13. What
. ou consider should be the scope
of SAC"s ,lUt ity? For example: a) ate there
any areas of c p.us activity which might be
indudl'(] withi ~hf' rt>sponsibility of SAC? bi
s of campus activity currently
C \\hich should not be in-

Ken Russells

IQWQ

ae,,•

Every man
has a dream

SERVICE
AWARDS

that must be
realized ...

TROPHIES

GOLD&
STERLING

EMBLEMATIC
JEWELLERY

THE COMMITTEE

10 Per Cent Discount Students & Faculty

SUBMISSION OF BRIEFS
The Committef' invites and welcomes briefs
from all interested parties, individuals and
organizations. It would be helpful if recom·
mendations were as specific as possible. If a
brief is over ten pages in length, a summary of
recommendations would be much appreciated.
While the Committee's deadline for briefs in
January 8, 1973, the Committee would
welcome earlier submission. All submitted
briefs will be read by the Committee, and
appearancf' al the hearings of those "ho have
submitted briefs welcomed. Brit>fs should bf'
sent to the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs,
Vanier Hall.

PUBLIC HEARII\GS
The Committee will hold public hearings on
Thursday and Friday, January 18 and 19,
1973, in Assumption Lounge, the University
Centre. Priority in appearance before the
Committee will be given those who havf' submi•:ed briefs by January 8, 1973. It is recommended that those who have submitted briefs
confine themselves to additional material or to
answering committee questions arising out of
their written briefs.

COMMITTEE SGRVE't
Through the co-operation and courtesy of a
number of members of faculty, the Committef' is
conducting a representative survey of the
student body. Some 1,500 qut>stionnaires are
being distributed through classes - on a
proportionate basis designed to give a repre·
sentative sample not only of the studt>nt body as
a whole but of its various facultit>s. The
Committee is particularly grateful to Professor
Lawrence W. LeDuc of Political Science for his
assistance in designing the questionnaire.

PUBLICATION
111e Committee's report and supporting
material will be published and available
following its submission lo the Senate of the
University of Windsor.

STARTING
TODAY
AT: 7:35-9:40

(:)t-~VOllShlR€
CINEMA

m

Student lost and found
ads plac d free
Call Art a ext. 3 2 6

Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort,
ice, and mix.
See you on the levee.
Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort
Pour lV2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.
Comfort Scmrdrtvw

Comfort 'n' Cola,
Comfort and Tonic,
Comfort Daiquiri, etc .. etc.

The work of the Committee will be carried
out in three phases: the consideration of
submitted written briefs; the conducting of a
representative student survey; and the conducting of public hearings. After consideration
of data and argument obtained through these
channels, it will publish a report making recommendations to thf' Senate regarding student
government.

SCOTIANrONY

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to ravel.

Try thNa, tol:

HOW THE COMMITTEE
WILL PROCEED

METROCOLOR

OEYONSHIRE MALL· N1·7851

Cemfort Collins
Mix l1h ounces of Southern Comfort
with the juice of a quarter of a lime.
Add some ice. Fill the glass with
lemon-lime drink.

PARTD
Overview
19. Are there any alternatives to the present
SAC-form of student government?
20. Would any alternatives to the SAC-form
of government ensure the prPservation of
student rights and interests?
21. Would any alternatives to the SAC-form
of government deny any student rights or interests?
22. Could functions which appear to demand
a large framework of planning and the need for
comprehensive financial resources be carried on
in rhe absence of a centralised government such
as SAC (eg. Pub, Lance, CSRW, Orientation,
Filmsoc, Provincial and National student
organizations, organizations of student participation and representation in other University
bodies, Student Clubs)?
23. What is your reaction to a suggestion that
a valid alternative to the current SAC-form of
government could be a decentralized series of
governments · each relevant to student groups of
particularized academic or professional goals?
24. Could a decentralization of student
government into smaller, cohesive selfgoverning units be a more effective system for
student participation and representation?
26. Could effective liaison between the
University administration and a decentralized
student government be maintained?
27. Is a central student government body
comprised of representatives of the smaller selfgoverning units a feasible alternative to the
SAC-form of government?
28. Can you envisage a clearly-defined role for
such a central student government body as
described in question No. 27?
29. Executive roles for some smaller, cohesive
self-governing units might easily define
themselves in those instances where there are
easily designated academic or professional
goals. Could this same kind of clearly-defined
leadership role be apparent for the remainder of
the student body?
30. Student activities and student governmeots (despite the form of government) are
subsidized, in large part, by student fees. Have
you any comment to make about the current
compulsory nature of student fees which
support student council and student activities?
31. Is therf' any other way 'in which student
activities and government can be financially
su pportetl?
32. Is a student fee system on a voluntary basis
(rather than on a compulsory basis) a feasible
alternative to offering financial support to
student government and activities?
33. If a form of government other than the
current SAC were to be instituted, how could
student fees, in support of student government
and activities, be gathered and distributed?

The Senate established the Committee to
examint> and receive recommendations of
present structure on student government on
September 11, I 972, when the following motion
was c arr it>d :
That a committee be established, on the
"Future of Studt>nt Government", to report
back to the Senate; with the Presid<'nt, in
consultation with Dean McMahon, authorized
to set up such a committee with a membership
of four faculty mt>mbers and four students.
The members of the Committee art>: Robert
Baksi, Third-year law student; John D.
Claxton, Assistant Professor of Business Administration; Edward W. Ducharme, Lecturer
in English; Kenneth East, president, Graduate
Students' Socit>ty; Georgie Anne Foster,
Assistant Professor of Education; Rir•hard
Mallott, third-year Arts student; Gt>orge
McMahon, Dean of Students (Chairman);
Walter Roman ow, Associate Professor of
Communication Arts; Gregory Watson,
president, Engineering Society; Margie Zavitz,
Office of Student Affairs (Secretary to the
Committee); Leila Zogby, third-year Arts
student.

Starring OOROTHY TVTIN

CHARMS

Pour 1 Y2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over ice. Top up with orange Juice.

eluded within the SAC responsibility?
14. Do you consider that the SAC effectively
discharges its responsibilities?
IS. What role does the SAC play in the whole
question of student representation in student
government?
16.What role does the SAC play in the whole
question of student representation in University
government?
17. Do you consider that all students are fairly
reprt>sented by the SAC?
18. II the currf'nt form of student government
(a SAC) is to be continued, under what con·
ditions would this form of government be acceptable to such student groups who are
currently asking to option out of the SAC?
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LECTURES
- Detroit Institute of Arts offers free talks and
publica lions on African Terra Cottas through
January 21. Talks are in Holley Room. times:
Tues thru Friday 1: 30 - 3: 30 p.m. and
weekends 1: 30 - 3: 30 p.m.
CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
- Sun. Dec. 10, C.B.C.'s Max Ferguson in
(lerson at 8: 20 p.m. at Cleary Auditorium.
Original satirisy of news stories and personalities of the day. donations: $1.00 & $2.00,
students .50 cents.
CONCERTS
- On Sun. Dec. 10, Judy Collins in concert at
Masonic Aud. in Detroit.
- Dec. 12, Humble Pie are at Cobo Arena. Only
available tickets are $4.50.
- Mott th e Hoople is at Ford Aud. on Wed.
Dec. I 3. Tickets are $5.50, $4.50 & $3.50.
- Special advance notice of a Neil Young
concert at Cobo Hall in Detroit on Mondav
J anua!y 8. Tickets $6.60 & 5.50.
·
- The University of Windsor Music Dept.
presents "Das Marienleben" [The Life of
Mari I on December l O at 3: 00 p.m. in the
Moot Court.
- Dec. 9 & 16 The Detroit Svmphony Orchestra's Young Peof le 's Con.cert at Ford
Aud. in Detroit at I : 00 a.m. & 2.00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. only on the 16th). Tickets for the
Christmas season special of The Nutcracker
are $1.50, $2.00 & $3.00.
- At 8:00 p.m. on Dec. 22 at Ford Aud. Ram
Productions presents Flash, Blue Oyster Cult
and Mom's Apple Pie. ticket prices to be
announced.
- Sun. Dec. l O Tarkus Productions presents
"The Rockin' Soul Show" at 8:00 p.m. in
Cnbo Arena. tickets: $6. 00, .5.00 & 4.00.
- (.)n Dec. 30 Ford ~ud. has the J. Gyles Band.
tickets: 6.00. $;:,.00 & 4.00.
ART
- U. of W. art work is on displa) ( and for sal.- I
in the bookstore.
· \To,ember 28 thru December 1972 the
Univ.-rsity-pri!'ts and Drawings on Tour. in
room 100-G. '!' the Univ_ersity library. The
work exemphf1es accomplishments of present
and graduating students. It is intended that
t)1e exhibition will travel across Canada.
Students represented are Linda Beresnivicius,
Ton) Calzetta, AdPle Duck, Chris Finn.
Waynl' Mann, Tony Mosna. Henry
l\oestheden, J_ohn l\oesthe,den, Diana Roy,
Jan St. Denis, Joseph Szilva and Chris
Williams. Gallery Hours are the same as the
library hours throughout the werk and on
weekends closing at midnight each night.

- Through Dec. 12 a display of soft sculpture,
paintings and drawings by_ Walter Ruston at
Mushroom Gallery. 151 Riverside Dr. W.
- Wed. Dec. t 3 thru Sun. jan. 28 Dct. Inst. of
Arts presents the 59th Exhibition for
Michigan Artists and paintings bi Anthony de
Blash. south wing main floor.
- Thru S[ll'ing 1973 in the \forth wing main
floor of Det. Inst. of Arts is a selection of the
Lydia and Harry L. Winston collection. 20th
.-entury art movements in 65 paintings.
graphics and sculpture.
· The J. Paul Getty collection of French
decorative art is on display in thl' south wing
main floor thru Aug. 19"13.
MOVIES
- Capital: Valachi Papers; times I : 30. 4: 00.
6:30 & 9:00 llast complete show 8:351
- Odeon: call 252-1285.
- Twin Drive In: call 966-1300.
- Free Films: Every Wed. nite 7 :30-'l:30, Rm.
1118 Math Bldg.
- Centre: Ryan's Daughter; times 8:00.
· Devonshire I: Pulp, i: 25 and 9: :-15.
· Devonshire I I: Savage Messiah, i': 35 &
9 :40.
- Windsor Drive In: Aroused Minx. How
Much Loving does A 'ormal Couple l\eed;
starts at 7:15.
• Vanity: Ulvanas Raid, 1: 30, 3: 25. 5: 20.
i': 15 & 9: I 0.
- Palace: Next, at 1:30, 4:15, 7:00 & 9:40,
Hows Your LoYe Life at 3:00, 5:45 & 8:30.
- Super Cinema: Casablanca on Dec. 12
!Bogie!).
NATIONAL BALLET-CLEAR'\
- Dec 8&9, Nutcracker Suite. Tickets 2.50 to
$5.0(); student discount available.
PHOTOGRAPH'\
· Thaddeus Holownia is displaying his works in
the galler}· located in the new libral'),
Hnlmrnia 1s a self-taught photographer who
has been active in the field for less than three
years. He graduated this year with a Major in
Communication Arts. H,s photographs have
been on displai al Carnel(ie Librar} and in the
Southwest :12. The display will continue
throul(h January I. Gallery hours: Werk dav9
H: ()() a.m. - 12: 00 midnight. Saturday, Q: 00
a.m. - 12:00 midnight. and Sunda}• 12:00
11oon-12 :00 midnil(ht. Prices arP available
upon rP({U{\St.

PLAYS AND ,rnsICALS
- Dec. 8-10, the University Players present
Arthur Miller's The Crucible. Curtarn time
8: 30 p.m. tickets $2.50.
If you would like to work for reviews editor
Nanc} Basinger contact her at 253-4060.

Advertising in Student
Media pays

Contact Art ''the sneak"
at 253-4232, ext. 326
UNIVERSITY ESSO
SERVICE
YOUR ON CAMPUS
SERVICE STATION
Wyandotte & Patricia

256-5036

LONDON FOR XMAS
$179.00 Return
66 Lb. Baggage Allowance
B.O.A.C.
Free Drinks All The Way
From left to right: Mike Moser (53) Zwerkalow (55) wrestle
ball from Lancers. 'Woser (53) again, Lancer Jerry Sovran (50)
and (34) Dragan; Moser again, (54) Ernie Hehn and (21)
Wilson. "We lost our poise towards the end, and we 're not

supposed to that," coach Dr. Paul Thomas commented after t
game. "We just didn't play all that well, but Waterloo's real
strong and full value for their win. Jerry Sovran played well Ji
tLS and deserves a mention for doing all the things he does well. '

What about Mike Moser's 39-point effort? "A lot of what he got
easy stuff we gave him, but take nothing away from Mike, ..
he ·s a real good player.,,
-----------pies by Squire

--h-e____________,
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Split on road

''People People"

Lancers dump Lutheran, los to Warriors
by JOH!\ BERNIK
The University of Windsor Basketball Lancers split a pair of
games down in Waterloo during the past week, defeating
Waterloo Lutheran Golden Hawks 83-69, and losing to the
University of Waterloo Warriors 86-77.
At Lutheran last Saturday night, Windsor had little trouble in
defeating the Golden Hawks. The Lancers were down at the end
of the first quarter 18-16, as the lead see-sawed during the first
eighteen minutes of the ball game. At the half, Windsor went to
the dressing room with a six point lead, 43-3 7.
The Lancers opened up a sixteen point lead midway through
the second half, 63-47. During the next three minutes, the

FACT
OR
FICTION?
1
You should avoid exercise
during your period.

Lancers were outscored by a 12-1 margin and their lead was c
to only three points, 64-61. That was as close as the Hawks we
to come, however, as Windsor went on to win by fourteen poin
83-69.
Bruce Coulthard and Walt Lozynsky led the Lancers wi
eighteen and fourteen points respectively. All Canadian R
Dean led the Waterloo Lutheran effort with 23 points.
Wednesday night at the University of Waterloo, the Lance
came up with a ragged disorganized floor game and in the proc
dropped an 86-77 decision to the Warriors. Waterloo opened
a quick 10-4 lead and held the lead until just before the end oft
first quarter when the Lancers took the lead by a 21-20 score.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND

Merry Xmas
from

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
From the Manager & Staff of the

e Lat)Ce
staff

TORONTO DOMIMION BANK

UNIVERSITY CENTRE BRANCH

Fiction! The simple rules of
good health are always important, especially during
your period. Exercise, a
proper diet and a good night's
sleep go a long way toward
relieving menstrual cramps
or preventing them altogether. And remember,
you're not "sick." So there's
no reason not to follow your
normal routine.

l

MANAGEMENT
&
STAFF

There's no odor when you use
Tampax tampons.
Fact. With Tampax tampons,
odor can't form. Oc.lor is noticeable only when the fluid
is exposed to air. With
Tampax tampons, fluid is absorbed before it comes in
contact with air; therefore,
odor cannot form.

COMMUNITY WEB PRINTING
Tilbury, Ontario

Western, Waterloo
and U.S. opposition

1
You should not bathe during
your period.
Fiction! Contrary to superstition, water can't hurt you.
Daily baths or showers are a
must throughout your period.
Shampoo your hair, too. And
don't deny yourself the
chance to go swimming.
Tampax tampons are worn
internally, so you can swim
anytime.

4
Single girls can use Tampax
tampons.
Fact. Any girl of menstrual
age who can insert them
easily and without discomfort, can use Tampax
tampons with complete confidence. Follow the easy directions in every package.

(l~~ISTMAS I~

NASSAU
Roundtrip Jet Airfare via AIR
CANADA, Windsor/Nassau/Windsor:
Air & Hotel Packages at choice
of hotels and dates, from
$18 O
Dates:

to

$109

$235

Dec 21 - 27
Dec 27 - Jan 1

Our only Interest Is protecting you.

&

a reservation

of External Affairs
253-4232
TAMPAX. TAMPON
ARE" "''AOE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LT 0.,
BARRIE ONTAHIO

ext. 326
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During the next ten minutes of play the lead changed hands
eleven times and the Warriors went to the dressing room at the
half leading the Lancers 43-39.
In the second half the Lancers came out cold and fell behind
52-45 inside the first four minutes. By the end of the third period
Windsor had salvaged a 61-61 tie. For the next 5 minutes the
difference was never greater than four points as the Lancers tied
the Warriors on four occasions and finally gained the lead for the
first time in the half at 4:40 on a basket by Ernie Hehn, 73-71.
However the Warriors came back and scored the next 12 straight
points to put the game out of reach for the Lancers.
Mike Moser led the Warriors with 39 points and 12 rebounds.
The 6'7" centre scored 13 of 16 shots from the floor. Overall the
Warriors shot 52 per cent from the floor (32 of 52) and hit 71 per
cent from the line (24 of 34).
Bruce Coulthard led the Lancers scoring attack with 1 7 points.
Pete :\1:ingay and Brady Spetz followed with 10 each. Over the
distance the Lancers shot 42 per cent from the floor (29 for 69)
and 60 per cent from the line (19 for 271. The Lancers were outrebounded by a 34-31 margin.
In retrospect, it was the inability of some of the Lancers in
some of the basic fundamentals of the game that hindered
Windsor's attack. The Lancers' fast break was hurt by the
reluctance of some Lancers to head-man the ball to the forwards
breaking to the basket. Also, in running their offense, some
players apparently felt that running plays were not the way to
score and freelanced to the extent of taking poor percentage shots
when other teammates were in a better position to score.
The Lancers did get some good performances, individually.
Pete Mingay was Windsor's best all-around player as he grabbed
of£ many key defensive rebounds, hit his outlet men, and filled his
lane on the fast breaks. He was also instrumental in the Lancers
late surge by scoring six of his ten points in the second half before
fouling out of the game with 6: 2 7 to play.
Bruce Coulthard, the Lancer rookie guard, came up with a fine
' floor game and led the Lancers offensively. Jerry Sovran turned
in a stmng defensive game for Windsor. Brady Spetz continues to
improve since his moving up from the Crusaders of last year.
The Lancers now have six games before returning to conference action, all six of which are against American opponents.
Tomorrow night (Saturday I the Lancers host the Adrian College
Bulldogs at 8: 15 p.m. in St. Denis Hall in the last game to be
played before Christmas.
On December 29th and 30th, Windsor plays in the Wolverine
Classic with Morgan State, Detroit Tech, and Shaw College.
January 2nd, Windsor hosts Oakland University, before moving
on to the Big Brothers' Tourney at Saginaw Valley College
January 5th.

In action last Tuesday at Western Ontario, the Lancerette
Basketball Team was defeated by the host team by a score of 3526. Their season's record is now two wins and three losses. Next
action after the break is on Friday, January 12th when they host
Saginaw Valley College.
The Lancerette Volleyball Team also took on Western. In the
best three of five games, the scores were: 15-1, 4-15, 15- 7, and
15-3 in favom of Western. This advances the Lancerettes' record
to one win and four losses in season's league play. Next action for
the Volleyball Team is January 12th against Saginaw.
Last weekend, the Lancer Hockey Squad journeyed to
Cleveland State for a pair of exhibition games. The result was
two wins for Windsor, by convincing scores of 14-4 in the first
game, and 7-3 in the second. Tonight, the Lancers host the
always powerful University of Toronto Blues at Adie Knox
Herman Arena, starting time 8: 00 p.m. If you haven't gonP
home by this time, get on over to Adie Knox to see this league
encounter.!
Sid MacCallum reports the Lancer Swim team ran into really
strong opposition last Saturday in the Waterloo Warriors,
managing only 25 points lo the visitors' 84. However, in at least
six events, Windsor swimmers improved their previous week's
tirnPS.
Gilles Delaire took second place in both the IM. and 3\1.
diving events, with a personal lifetime best of 235 points in the
:{M. event. Barry Ile7.aire swam to two strong second place
finishes in the 100 and 200 Free style events, while Reg Chappell
in the 200 Breastroke and Craig Arthurs in the 200 Individual
Medley rounded out \\ indsor 's second spot placings.
Top meet swimmers wPre Waterloo's Richard Knagg (13
po,ints I and Bmce Murra) ( 10 points I. Tops for Windsor were
Barry BezairP and Gilles Dclaire with 6 points apiece. ext
action after the break is Saturday. January 13th when they will
host the Adrian College Team ( it's a co-ed meet I starting at 2: 00
p.m.

Contact A.O.S.C.
44 St. Georges St.
Tpronto 5
1-416-96 2-8404

are coming
January 15 & 16, 1973
Ontario Public Service interviewers will be
on your campus to discuss career possibilities
in Ontario's Public Service .
See your placement office for
• pre-screening cut off dates
• on campus interview procedure

®
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.... BEST BUY!

•

FINAL CLEARANCE

OF OUR FAMOUS

TOSHIBA

MODEL SA 360
•

Complete With . . .
AM/FM Stereo Radio • Twin Speakers

$129.95

MADE TO SELL FOR $199.95
LIMITED QUANTITIES

Bill Thornhill's

stereo place
DOWNTOWN-135 Ouellette at Pitt. Across from Smith's
CALL 254-3555-0pen Thurs. & Fri. Night tlll 9 P.M.

CABARET PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR
Monday, Dec. 11 -Thursday, Dec. 14
FREE ADMISSION

Friday, Dec. 15 - Saturday, Dec. 16
GILMOUR -

HEWE HICKS
&
MACK

Students 50c Non Students $1.00
MERRY XMAS & A HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM THE STAFF

PUB CLOSES DEC. 18TH RE-OPENS JAN. 2, '73
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Leddy: a winner
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thrir manpowpr and is
assistinµ; in thP crackdown.
\\ iping out th e opium at its
sourc·p is tht> kP) lo success,
offieials sa) . This means
destroying fields of opium
poppies in the Golden Triangle
and otlwr art>a s and rpp)acing
the opium with other crops.

Extended vacation

City strike co tinues

University lectu r dies

Centre Policy Election
•
•
nom1nat1ons
open
noon January 12
Contact Chris Ambeault

Hiking students d"scussed
In a short :1 I minute Student
AdministrativP
Council
mpeting accompan icd by the
conspicuous absence of the
president,
presidPnt,
ser-

vices' commissioner, th e
science rep and Finance
Commissioner.
Tlw big issue which was
discussed was the SW &A bus
strike and the problems that it
presPnted to the student
population.
Nate Mechanic, chairman of
the meeting, movPd that SAC
set up a <'ommittPe with Lon
Mosna as llPad, to opPrate and
organizP a hitchhike drive. We
had a similar movement durin g
our last bus strike. Labels will
be purchased and distributed.
Students will be asked to tick
thPm in a conspicuous place
such as a clip board to Pnable
drivers to recognize thPm.
The motion to impeach
Richard Mallott was ruled
invali<l as the vicP presidpnl
was not tlwrt> to present it.
1\llallott reported that Tak

Won Doo was given 8100 to
subsidize tlw ewnl which they
had. Also he allotted Gay
Liberation Club S50 for a
peaker.
J.P. Squire moved that SAC
allocatp 8100 out of the
contingenC) fund to redecorate the SAC Offices. This
carried.
Also under ne\\ busint>ss
Mallott suggc•sted that in \ie"
of the unpopular administration that there should be
more members appointed to
the Board of DirPctors of the
Corporation
of
Student
Council in order that the
Corporation should survive. It
as moved and carried that
J.P. Squire, Larry McConnell
and Natp \1echanic would bP
the new membPrs.
e mPPting was adjourned at
7:32 p.m.

Students hitchhiking as

SW&A still isn't carrying

hy GORDON GILMOl"R
Studt>nts lwre have bPt>n ha\ ing a difficult
time finding transportation because of a two
week old strikP by Pmployees of the Sandwich,
Windsor. and AmhPrstbnrg Hailway (SW<'\AI.
l "ni\Prsity and high school students haw takpn
to the strt>ets alonµ; with many other Windsor
rPsidents in an pffort to find rides b) hitchhiking.
Y!·Stl'rdav Student Council E,tprnal Affairs
Commissio~er Lou '\losna annonneed that SAC
"ill be pro\'iding fluorescPnt stickers for thosp
0(•an nf Students Gt>orgp l\[cl\'lahon is accPptinµ; briefs on the studPnts \\ ho find hitchhiking to be their only
rl'strnl"lurinµ; of student gmernlllent until this l\lnnclay. All mpans of transportation.
interl'sted parties are invitPcl to ubmit hrit•fo to thP StudPnt
Mosna also rrquPsted that motorists offn
Affairs offiC'l' in \ anier Hall.
ridt>s to hit<"hhikers.
MeMahon snirirests that the brief8 bt' as specific as possihlt>. A
\1osna addPd that SAC abandoned tllP
eomplet1• outlinP of the SpPeial St>llale Committrr\ intention 1·an sy,;tPm mwd SP\t>ral yPars ago \\h('reby motorists
l>t• found in thr Deeembrr 8. 19 7 issrn• of Th(' Lan<'e on pagl' and hitehhikPrs us('(] a l'olor rodt> to determine if
S{l'\"(\fl,
thP) had a 1·ommnn dPstirnition . HP ~aid that

Restructur.ing briefs

Commerce Student Ker·in l\!fcKenna (far right) .~eem.~ to be mobilizing his forces in his bid for
the pre.,idency of thl' lfnfrer.~ity of Wind.~or Commerce Club. Both McKenflll and his only oppnnl'nt Ian l\!faclnto.~h are third year business scudents h('rl'. The l'lPction 1d1ich i.~ only open to
<:11mmercp .~t11dl'nts 1t·ilf l,e held next itond11y and T11e.~day. January H ilnd 9.
Pi,· h) till' !wad

.4 stranded hitchhiker wrote this plea for help on a construction sign near Huron Line and
'l<>cwn~eh Road earlier this WPl'k. Because of a local bus strik e both high school and unit•ersity
.,trffll'nts ha!'e taken lo thl' street in an effort lo find trnnsportation. At pre.~s time th e bus strike
Sl'l'mNl far from set1leml'11t.
Lance photo by Squire

that system was ovPrly confusing and that tht>
e of fluorescent orange stickers would simplify
matters greatly.
L nivPrbity students haw p('rhaps l)('('n hardt>r
hit than anyone by thP strike hecaust> of the
number of them "ho \ISP public transit and thp
fa<"t that very few ea n afford to take taxis to
tlwir destinations.
In addition to this fact the already crisis
proportion parking problem at thP uniwrsity
has bel·n compounded by the fact that many
f)('ople who do not regularly driw to school have
found it n('CPSsary to do so becausi> of tlw strikt>.
Sourcps indicated that SAC will also attrmpt
to orµ;anize car pools for students living in
outlying areas of the city.
11

At prPs<'llt thPrP is no md in sight for the
S\X <'{A strikP and <'omprtition among tl1P city's
hitchhiker~s continut>s to be keen.
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by STRANGE
Welcome back, Folks. The boys in the band are just
warming up and there'll be dancing in just a few minutes.
So loosen your tie and have another drink. We 're all glad
you could make it tonight (and for the next four months),
here at the beautiful Hotel Bananas, home of the world's
only 25 cent steak dinner, prepared by our famous chef,
former Patagonian Test Pilot, Carlos Hamada. The music
tonight is by Lance Central and the orchestra and our
stand up-fall down comic is none other than Strange. So
without further ado with a fairly poor imitation of Benny
Goodman's Chatanooga Choo Choo, let's give them a nice
hand, ladies and gentlemen, - U plight! ! ! ! !

Editorial: 253-4060, or 253-4232, Ext. 153 Advertising: 253-4232, Ext. 326
Editor in Chief: 253-7665 Sports: 253-7665

FOR SALE:
Traynor 2xl5" Speaker Box and Voicemaster
Amplifier.
Call 258-1880.
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Dear Mr. Strange :
·
What a hummer going to school the day after New
Year's, I've still got a hangover! Is this nonsense
going to continue in following years?
II Year Alcoholic

I doubt it from the looks of Tuesday's attendance. I
would like to go on record as saying that the whole idea,
although obviously well planned, conceived and executed
and admirably administrated; bit the royal bag. I would
also like to go on record as Strange and the Syncophants
with a hit on the charts, rock and roll boogie, a genuine
rock and roll star.
The best way to do it would be to ignore the more
traditional holidays and come back on the 6th Mondar of
the month or Saint Swithin's day, whichever comes frrst.

+++
Dear Strange:
What is Saint Swithin's Day?
SM Arts III

Saint Swithin's day is a holy day of onus or obligation.
Saint Swithin was a noted theologian, martyr, crazy, and
plumber {not n
v'
who lived in
Damascus around the 5th Century AD. He was reputedly
stoned to death with pitted dates and figs at an orgy in
Shiek Abdul Abracadabra's palace for refusing Lo fix the
Shiek's plumbing. The actual events are cloudy but he
was reported as saying, in ~erfect English, "Not on~y .are
you guys infidels, but I don t work on weekends. This 1s a
nice orgy you have here though."

+++

e

Windsor looks bac

=

Today marks the fifth day of 1973, and its
not a very remarkable day, or even a very
promising day. We live in the City. of
Windsor where the most remarkable thmg
that has happened in recent times is that
while the rest of the provinre of Ontario
voles Conservative, we vote the other way.
Other points of note are a bank robbery, and
that we actually got to hold the trial here.
· In just five days, we have seen the city
light up in all its glory. We now have a
teachers strike that is giving all the high
school kids a nice vacation while endangering their education.
And speaking of education, we also got hit
by a bus strike. Guess who got hit the
hard(·st b) this one. Right on. The students
again. Even a bus strike wouldn't be so
terrible if it wert'n 't in Windsor where
motorists like picking up hitrhhikers like
they like picking up the plague. Get a hair
cut, you long haired hippie. St-e the city,
maybe they C'an help you get a ride by
setting up temporary hitching stations.
l\faybe it would be faster. Can't you just see
it; a studt>nl puny exprt>ss tu srhool. Th<·r<··s
no doubt hut that it would haH· to lwat the
S\\ &A. \\ hat if they held a pon) strikt• and
nobod)- minded. "'iow that would h..- unusual.
But let's not get bitter. Instead, let's
continue our look hack on \\ indsor and
1972, and then get bitter.
How's your mail been? Have you been
getting all thos<· friendly hills, documents
and letters on tinw lately? I rereivecl a notice
from my landlord yesterday. He livt's orw

(

-·

j".C.

Ill
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block away, and the mail took two w-eeks tu
get it to me. I still haven't gotten a Tetter
mailed lo mt> four weeks ago.
And
peaking
of
governnwntal
organizations, I thought we had a loC'al
government that was supposed to look after
the civil la s lik<· Zoning. You'll know to
what I'm referring if you've driven down
Riverside
rive East lately and seen
Windsor's nt>west apartment huilding going
up in haste on the south-west corner of
Riverside a d Pillette. Somehow or other,
this building was half way up b<·fore the
crap hit the an because the dty had issued a
permit to b ild when the zoning laws forha,lt> it.
And sp
ing of w<•ird things happening,
renwmberPeabody Bridge? Right next door
to Windso 's old1•st pollutor (Hiram
Walker'sl, he ~mug finall) lifted and
showed the bridge had been rt'opened. But
all they diclit seenwd, was lo paint new lint·s
O' J the r
and tak..- down the 20 MPH
signs. Sp
: Congratulatiom Windsor PD
on radar
d arddent inYestigation. You
ained a rating of inrompetence
I th1• Pro,il'<-,
·e looking up for the di)- of
Wher<· els<· but in this
Boyism·· dty of ours could
we find tht> rno unsafe vehicle on the road?
"Jo, not the city council, the council's salt
trucks wl1ich dump the load out the front,
and block out the flashing blue lights on
hack. Right on, Windsor, right on.
1
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A significant honor was
conferred on Dr. Leddy over
the holidays.

Dear Mr. Strange:
What happened to the Wang calculator up in the
Mathematics Building computer room? He was my
best friend and I dearly miss him.

He had to be taken out and shot. His mind was gone.
For some time he had been sneaking extra jolts of
unauthorized electricity, plus two or three extra digits
before he went to bed. The combination proved to be too
much and his calculations were getting shoddy. Also he
was trying an illicit hookup with a Honeywell temperature
control unit. He is survived by his wife, an IBM 360 and a
brother now living at the University of Lethbridge. There
are no children. Interment was held at Pazner Scrap
Metal Yard.

+++
Any drama students or anyone interested in trying
their hand at a little guerilla theatre, leave your name
and number in the Uptight box or phone the Lance
Zentrale.

+++
Also, everybody seems to have bumper stickers so
I'm thinking of gelling out the first Strange bumper
sticker for your car, boat, or home. Something like:
The Lniversity of Windsor Fact? Fiction? or Flip
Out? or The U. of W. is a riff. If we get enough orders
they could go pretty cheap. Why he saddled with the
same old sticker? Leave your thoughts on this in the
box.

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should he placed
neally in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office INo. 4) in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

He was made an Officer of
the Order of Canada. This is
the highest award our country
can bestow on a citizen and
Leddy is the only Windsorite to
have ever been so honored.
The letters O.C. join a list
consisting ol an earned PHD
from Oxford and ten other
Doctorates conferred in
Canada, The United States,
and abroad. Among many
possible reasons for the award,
his being the founder of
C.U.S.O., has been mentioned
as a possible single factor. How
about a Sainthood for serving
on the Senate, or Bachelor of
Divinity for the Board of
Directors? In any case,
congratulations, this one can
be counted an earned award.

+++
The other president around
here seems to be having his
share of trouble these days.
There are at least two petitions
being circulated among the
students to get a referendum
for his impeachment. What
this means, if the petitions get
enough signatures, is that SAC
will have to have a ballot to let
the students decide whether to
keep Gerry and his crew or
throw them out of oifice. I
understand there are at least
800 signatures on one of the
petitions, and the other is
gaining rapidly. The students
here will only stand for so
much and then damn it, they
will put an end to the nonsense.
I've seen it happen before and
predict the boys in the finger
paint room will get theirs
before the month is over.

+++
Some good free happening
at noon hour. Every Friday,
the Faculty of Applied Scienc
and the Media Centre ar
running the "Civilisation"
Film series written and
narrated by Sir Kenneth
Clark. This is great entertainment, for 50 minutes
and can be viewed in roo
3123 of the Math Building.
Get a date and go over for
lunch.
Not to be outdone,
Humanities Division is als
sponsoring free films. This is
series on the arts, shown every
Tuesday at noon in Ambassador in the Universit
Centre. You know what som
of these art films can be like,
best catch a few and enjoy your
lunch hour.

+++
What is that thing over by
the library'? That's Sculpture,
or didn't you recognize it! ! !
Wayne State has lent us the
piece for the next three weeks
to be admired by all the noncultured types around here. I
can't wait to see how they are
going to load it on a truck. It
looks like it would break in a
dozen pieces. We can be sure of
one thing, its too big to be
stolen.

+++

This weekend the B-Ball
team plays away at a tour·
nament in Saginaw Michigan.
Next Wednesday we play
Western and then McMaster
on the 13th, both in St. Denis.
I'll reserve any comments till
after the Western game, even
though it is going to mean
biting my tongue, or pen for a
Last but not least, the week.
Ontario Film Theatre is
+++
starting Series II every
Tuesday night at 8: 30 at the
We have a new Deputy
Super Cinema, Erie and Minister of Colleges and
Marentette. Admission is only Universities. Dr. James Parr
$1.00 but you must have a has been given the appointmembership card, which also ment, and· what an excellent
costs $1.00 The cards for the choice the Minister has made.
OFT Series I bought before "Dean Parr", as we know him
Christmas are still good. Ann will bring to the office a
Boyd, at ext. 102 has the list of thorough University backfilms, and the dates for ground and lots of common
showings. "Invasion of the sense. There are, I'm told,
Body Snatchers" and "Z" are going to be some big shakeups
two of the interesting titles.
in the policy of the MCU and
the Dean will add a voice of
+++
reason and a very progressive
attitude to postsecondary
You can buy a bottle of beer education policy. I don't think
in Vanier Coffee shop these its even too far fetched to say
days, and the place is staying he understands students and
open till 2 a.m. good crowd in their problems, financial and
there on Wednesday night just educational. Wonder who the
sitting around. Wonder how a new CU A chairman is going to
juke box would do?
be?
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Cross-country skiing's
the new craze. Everything about it is different. From the clothes
you wear right dawn to
your skis. Just the sport
for a girl like you. One
who's eager to try
something new.
Tampax tampons
give you the freedom to
be that ki d of girl.

They're worn internally
ta give you dependable
protection. There are no
bulky pads to chafe or
irritate. And nothing can
show. Not even under
your slim cross-country
knickers.
With Tampax tampons, there's never a
reason not to skidownhill or crosscountry.

Leave Name & Phone
Number With SAC
Secretary.
INVITATION
Join us this Saturday for CSRW's
"NEW CONCEPTS IN PROGRAMMING"

9 :00 A.M.-10 :00 A.M.
INFO RADIO - This week interviews with 2
Windsor social service agencies, Tel-A-Friend
and Birthright.

10:00 A.M.-10: 15 A.M.
CSRW NEWS - Highlighting international, national, local & campus news.

10: 15 A.M.-11 :00 A.M.
COMMENT CSRW tunes its dials to your
comments & viewpoints on its new live talk
show. Give us a call on 254-241 l & let us know
what you think!

The lntemal protection more women truet

INTRODUCING:
In the next few weeks CSRW hopes to start a
new show "Outreach" where you are the D.J.
All you need is your own tape & initiative.
Come in & record the poetry. the music or the
prose that you like and your own thoughts on a
subject and we'll put them over the air.
DEVELOPED BY A DOCTOR
NOW USED BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN
MADE ONLY SY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD ..

BARRIE , ONTARIO

CSRW - Try Us, I Think You 'II
Like Us I
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In response to the boredom o campus, The Lance presents

une

ress
Wren: forget it

Pen crisis and forgetfulness:
subliminal learning affected
Tlwre is a serious problem developing on campus according to
Geoff MacGibbon, Director of Information St>rvices at thP
Lniversity of Windsor.
According to a press release on Tuesday, MacGibbon stated
"More and more students are forgetting to bring their pens Lo
classes. Once tlwy grt to class they discover that they don't have· a
pen and are at a loss as to what to write with·•.
MacGibbon continued, "This could have a ver deleterious
dfect on tht> educational process, for now, more than ever, the
average stndent will have to depend upon his memory to pass
t>xams."
MacGibbon drclined any further comment when 11sked the
amifications on the whole structure of 1mivPrsity long term
planning.
He also refused comment on the Lunchbucket question that
rnndered h()w the students would be able to remember the
content of a eourse if they couldn't remember their pens.
Dean of Students, George Mc:\1ahon said that the problem
had been cropping up for some time no" but that he wasn't
aware that it had reached such epidemic proportions.
"I hadn't realized that it had reached such epidemic
proportions, but now that we at the Student Affairs office have
en made aware of the problem, something will be done."
lowever, he was unsure at the time of the interview exactly what
·ould be donP.
When asked by the LunchbuckPt if hr expected help from
hove, he replied that "God hasn't shown any dirPction for quit!'
while." Correcting his remarks, McMahon said that he hadn't
A strange thing happened in Prof. Romanow's Comm Arts
cla.,s yesterday. A t·ery· rare disease that makes students forget
their pensJ011nd its wuy into the always stimulating Comm Arts rourse. rrns present.
JOO class. After il wa., di.,covered in his class. the disease was

Printer faints as wife does

Callisthenics with Jack LaLaine

Todav while Bill Ellis was
rnnning. the printing press in
his humble shop, he was informed of a great happening.
ad been waiting for it to
pen for 3 years ... his wife
led him on the phone and
him that she was finally
g to have her baby.
llis, irf a state of complete
k. fainted dead away due
a heart attack but was
ved quickly when he was
come. with 63,456 copies
agP 3 of the 'Jovember 27,
g issuP of the Lance. He
been out cold and the press
continued producing
• s. "I think the press had
running for some 23

·11 Ellis has 63,456 copies
gP 3 of the November 27,
9 issue of the Lance.
n an interview, Ellis said
t the papers belonged to
and every time Gerry
called him to discuss
t matter, he was in a dead
fl t.
:Ellis, seriously would like to
rid of the papers, and
roached Dr. Leddy. the
ident of the U niver~ity of
dsor. Dr. Leddy stated
t he did not want to have
e papers for decorative
es on his walls or floors
use the ink clashed with
present colour scheme, but
ested that Ann Boyd of tlw
mo might want them.
Ellis approached Miss Boyd,
promptly proceeded to
t dead away. Miss Boyd,
ing something was wrong,
iiaDed Dr. Wren, university
idual physician,
who
ptly prescribed a walk
nd the christmas tree in
centrP of the mall.
'.tllis upon being revived by
,. Wren, immediately asked
good doctor if he would like
456 copies of page 3 of the
ember 27, 1969 issue of
Lance. Dr. Wren imiately jumped up and
n on the sidewalk causing
to faint once more at the
t of such a renowned figure
ping up and down.
When Ellis awoke, he
ned his eyes and found that
63,456 copies of the
:vember 27, 1%9 issue of
Lance were blowing all
er the ~ourtyard, \~ith
itors John and Nick nmaround trying to spear

9'fnon

This is the phone that did the trick. It tied up the university the SAC office in case this happens again. But if the second
.,witchboard for 23 minutes and nobody really cared. Bell phonr> is o.ff the hook or the first phone is being used or both are
Telephone. to solve the problem tdll run an additional line into left off the hook then ii third line ....
Pie by the head

Bastard Bell baffled

SAC unhooked by n1ystery phone loss
It has brought to the attention of the Lunchbucket,
that the phone in the Studenr
Administrative Council office
(253-4232 ext 3261 was
inadvertently left unattended
for roughly 20 minutes from
about 1: 37 p.m. to 2: 06 p.m.
on December 29, 1972.
When the phone was found
off the hook, further checking
with the University of Windsor
switchboard found that at that
time the switchboard was
flooded by several numbers of
callers trying t9 reach the SAC
offioe. M08t callers identified
themselves as interested
students trying to trace facts in

several areas, several asked if
the fee strike was on or not.
Bell Canada when interviewed stated that they were
trying to trace the calls and
that they had several people
working on the project. In the
release, Bell Canada stated
that the problem would have
been eliminated if the SAC
Office had another in line to
the office complex.
Mr. Friemann, Business
Manager for SAC, stated that
if Bell Canada wished to install
another line that the council
would under no circumstances
pay for the increase in cost to
the office.

Larry McConnell, Finance
Commissioner fully agreed
with l\1r. Freimann saying
that, "Well, uh, I don't...uh
think that... well, we should
um ... have to pay ... uh ... more
money for more service." The
SAC S!'('retary, Karin. stated

that she couldn't understand
the situation and that the
phone must have been
inoperable since the previous
week, as she had only received
one phone call for Lou Mosna.
His mother wanted him to get
a haircut and he wasn't in .

Non-Players not so good
Amorous Aardvark Buried

The Amorous Aardvark. another University of Windsor
Players' theatrical produetion, did not opt>n for an eight-night
nm at the Ess!'x Hall Theatre recently. As expected, ticket sales
were not, and tht> usual lht>I}, informed and intellectual
audiences did not turn out to see this play.
Missing from the th!'atre were the guffa,\s and giggles in thl'
1:::::::::::::::::::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::!(:::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:;:; wrong places. Gon!' from th!' outer area and the foyer during the
non-intermissions was tht> scintillating convt>rsation. the clever
~ critiqnt>s of th!' pla} 's progress.
The play was not directed by a Direetor ¥.ith any experience or
The satiric Lunchbucket Pre~ will appear
talent. The rast was not a show-case for tlw budding theatrieal
=~~ periodically through the remainder of the year. :::::
g.,
:•:·· non-talrnts.
o loeal starunkmmn sho¥.ro up to steal the show
«;:;:.
~
:•:=: from thos!' "ho wrrr supposed to he in the leading roles.
~~·
·=·=·
o Windsor Star n•view acclaimed this \\orst of play with 11
favourable revit>w, or this best of plays with a hatchet-job.
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heard from Dr. Leddy or Dr. DeMarco for some time either.
"An early solution to the problem will not bP found early," he
said.
_
Several students were interviewed at the time of the investigation and those answering commented:
"Yah, it's been a long time since I took a pen to class. Of course
it's been a long time since I had anything to write down".
"'lope, T haven't done anything lately."
"What did you Sa) again? Pens? No, I haven't got one."
"'1y girlfriend knows braille so whenever I forget my pen, I
borrow a hair pin and punch my notes with a lot of holes."
The Wind1,or Institute for the Blind was contacted and the
official in charge of their student services said that "Participation
h) grarlnates of all post-Sel'ondary institutions are increasing in
an e\er widening trend but that in the near forseeable future a
reappraisal of our facilities may be necessary but not unwarranted."
,\ necessary off-shoot of the pen-memory link was filled in by
Professor Malone of the Psychology Department of the
L niwrsity. "I l seems that the continued forgetting of pens has
led to the black marketing of the samP forgotten pens. Also many
sLUdents have taken to sleeping during many classes. As a result
their subliminal lt>arning has been affected in a positive manner,
resulting in a much higher pen capita inp11t quotient. They learn
better."
MPdical offiecr on C'ampus Dr. Wren reported that student
\isits arP confidential hut if someone came with a memory
problt>m. his advicP would he "to forget it".

m.

minntes," said Ellis after a
reporter had asked him if the
press had been running for
some 23 minutes.
Ellis quickly bundled up the
papers and ran off joyously to
the hospital where hP was
informed that he was the proud
father of the now famous Ellis
quintuplrts.
The doctor in charge of the
case gave Mrs. Alice Ellis's
prolonged pregnancy as the
reason she delivered quintuplets.
Ellis in another complete
state of shock l he was quite
prone to these I once again
fainted dead away due to a
heart attack, but was im-

mediately aroused by a first
year student nurse, conscientiously walking down the
hall of the corridor of the
university hospital heading for
hn C"offec break.
Lpon seeing Elli8 out cold
on the floor, Alice thoughtfully
threw a bucket of disinfectant
o"er his head and thus brought
the faint Ellis back to life. Ellis
with Pxeeeding gratitude,
thanked the nurse 11gain and
again for reviving him.
Upon finally visiting his ¥.ife
for the first time since she gaw
birth, Ellis was astonished to
find Alice on the floor with
Jack
La Laine
doing
callisthenics.

1'HE WHOL.E
UN/VE.RSI,'( IS

COIV\PLE.Tef

Jf\JSANE!

-,

His wife,
seeing his
astonished look, and bulging
PyPs, assured him that this was
quite normal.
Alter a two-day di88ertation
on the mprits of physical fitness, valiantly delivered by
Ali.-,e, Ellis for the third time
fainted due to extreme hunger.
After eating an eight course
dinner in Ye Olde Dominion
Tavern, he was revived and
pa id the bill for his beer and
kids.
According to a hospital
spokesman, all seven Ellis'
were reported alive, well, and
trying to pick the names for the
five new members.
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Ambassador Bridge nixe
hopin/.( [or a mirndt' and ,, rsl and past "antt•d to IP a\ P tlw roo
South ,,a, undt•l'idrd about wlH'tlwr lo IPad tht• hi1,t orws or lo
lo run hi, lnn/.(<'Sl suit and pra! for rain. lie drdd,•d lo pull
q11iC'k! and sr:lrt' thP opposition. lie lrd till' at·(' of ('luhs <"ollect·
thP h. 2. and :I. Cashing in tlw at·,• of spadt's. lw niwd tlw 2,
and.) . Ft>inting" ith tlw a('1' of cliamoncls lw ,hmPllt>d in tlw 2,
East
and -L Tlw a('!' of hParls folltm!'d in likp,,ise fashion \\ith
West
Clubs 6. 7, 10.
followin1,t
('omprisl'd of lhl' 2.3. and l. Resorting lo the ohs
Clubs 3, 4, 9,
Spades 2, 3, 4,
tart of \\arming his oppont'nls b(•fort• tlw fc•asl he/.(an. he nud
Spades 5, 7, 9, J ,
Hearts 4, 7, 10,
till' jack of elnh, into tlw Cl'nln• of lhl' ring- and seoo1wcl the 9,
Hearts 3, 6, 9,
Diamonds 2, 5, 8, J,
and 7 into tht• grcm in1,t mound of won trirks. St'nding tlw rest
Diamonds 10, 7, 4,
tlw troop, into thr fray. tlw table <"nllapsl'Cl in an astound
South
clispla) of hridg-r111<111ship.
Clubs A, K, Q, J,
l\orlh in a hr,, ildrred slate t•xclaimed that thr last )pad h
Spades A, K, Q,
lwt>n pla)NI hdore Jw had a chance Lo think about the previ
Hearts A, K, Q,
tric·k. Hising to the applause. south bowpd deep!) and w1
Diamonds A. K, Q,
oln ious pleasure shook hands with his opponents.
A rl'-anal) sis of the possible mows left no donbt that north h
East dealt
pht)l'd an asloundin/.( hand. One player counted ont I :l winn·
Bidding:
C'ombinations for thr first trick. After that the combinations f
South
West
North
East
,,inning lw<"amP Loo eompli<'aled to relate. It \\as indeed a hea
7 NT
pass
pass
pass
,iclory and thl' appre<'iation of thP fans was 1,treatly appreciat
As the hands ,,ere passed onl , I thought this is going lo he a b) all.
One suC'h blooming Lalrnt was heard lo (''I.Claim as hP left t
tricky one. But no-one smilPd or seemed pleased. South began tlw
hidding- \\ith a conservative , no trump. Wt.'st to show Lhal he room. "Gpes, man, what happened lo lhl' joker'!" Tlw ans
\H\sn 't impressed. passed. Likewise, north, and east. North was
\1as obvious: he was the one that drall.
North
Clubs 2, 5, 8,
Spades 6, 8, I 0,
Hearts 2, 5, 8, J,
Diamonds 3, 6, 9,

Campus Comment
QUESTIO N: Did you hove a good holiday ?

Don Beaulie u Arts I

alright. A drunken
Year- ah memorable.

It was

New

Coll- n Smith Arts Ill - Yes, I
had a wonderful holiday.

Bruno

Rossi

Arts

Reasonable . It could
been better.

Debbie Turner Pre Lim -

II

have

Yep

it was fantastic.

A bsolutely nothing occupies departments
Windsor Hall's ''forth Wing
on the third floor was not beset
with its nsual number of
philosophers recently. No liule
1,talherings of disLinguishPdlooking students and professors met to talk of the horseshoes and squiggley lines of
symbolic logic, Zozimus. or the
emotive meaning of ethical
terms.
Particularly notable by its
absence was the fruit-salad
scent of pipe tobacco lingering
fog-like in the halls. with the
occasional whiff of burn desktop emanating from cla ss
meeting rooms and offices. The
ash-trays, innumerable dozens

of them, were all clean and
slacked m piles on tables
because no one was smoking
anything.
TherP ,.. as no profound
discussion in the washroom in
the English wing of Windsor
Hall. o one nodded off in his
class. No one stroked his
be ard. And no one lost his train
of thought.

thP back room listening to tape
recordings of Indian tribes or
wandering mendicants.
No one salon the mattresses
of the downstairs classroom.
l\o one played with any of LhP
gadgets. plugs, or cxpensivP
video-tape eqnipmenl when the
instructor was not looking. No
one played records of Ali Akbhar Khan or Jon Higgins or
George Harrison.
Upstairs, no one practised
his out-of-tune sitar in four
ragas simultaneously without
first taking his socks off. The
cocoanul oil was not lost in the
closet, and no one borrowed
the talcum powder for the

tabla drums without tell"
o one phoned the In
Imports people and tried
expalin he wanted gazhu
glue or raspungi wood beca
he was trying to make
inslrum('nl from scratch.
one from India Imports cal
the Asian Music Building
inform them that two of
required materials used
instrumPnl hnilding are
tually illegal in Canada.

II
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retie p1 pe 1ne o one sat around the Asian
Music Building recently, to
listen, lo play, or just to sit.
Gone were thP heavy footsteps
on I hP carpet of the narrow
stairs, and the never-Lo-beforgotten sounds of students in

No one handed in es
entitled: "The Life of R
Shankar," or: "The Inllue
of the Pungi on
Music."
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C anadians are the los--.,....
by GORD MOORE
The Ch.-.ron
WATER LOO I Ct.:P I - In spite of all attempts to
hloek the <'Onstruction of giant pipelines across the
(:anadian Arctic-, it ap1wars that a natural gas
pip,·lin.-, and possibly .-ven an oil pipeline >+ill be
under construction by 1974-75. But resource
dewlopment in thl' Arctic will undoubtedly conlinut' tu cr.-ate distint'I sorial and political tensions
throughout Canada.
The hunt for oil and gas was spurred "" hy the
nnnounceml'nl. in April 19611, nf th.- famous strike
at Prudhoe Bad. Alaska. Thi' oil reserv<'• there have
h.-en estimate at 15 million barrels , and tht• gas
resern•s at 27 trillion ruhfr feet. The rush to the
Canadian Arctic Islands hv Panarrtic, the 45 per
cent government ownPd oil consortium . product>d
major gas discowries on Me hille and King
Christian Island, in 1969 nnd 1970 res1lPrlivPI)'.
Sinre then se,eral large discoveries have lwen made>
as more than a dozen powe rful oil and utility
cumpanies searrht>d for thP rich prize.

THE TAPS PROPOS .\L
A continental-wide debate has heen going c>11 since
1969 as to where an oil pipeline should ![O, Rogers
:Morton, .S. SerrPtary of the Tnterinr. announced on
Ma} 12. 1()72 that th e U.S. intends to go ahead with its
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System ITAPSI. His department
has been anxious to push through an nil pipeline crossing
delieate tundra and one of th p most ParthquakP·prone
zones in the world , to on!' of the stormiest ports !Valdez I
in the world. The oil would then be !rans-shipped into
tank ers which would proceed through one of the most
hazardous shipping a reas in the world - down thP entire
,-e,t coas t of Canada . to tra,el throu,rh the narrow and
crowdrd straits between southern Vancouver Island and
Washington state - to the new rpfinery at Cherry Point ,
Washington.
Despite precautionary measures, oil accidents will
occur, and the Canadian government has no direct way
of stopping U.S . ships from going through the straits .
Fortunately. for the moment an} wa) . U.S. and
Canadian conservationists haw managed to work
through the courts to prevent Secretary Morton from
issuing n pipeline right-0f-way permit.
The U.S. Coast Guard. in a 6-volume report released
in late March 19, 2 by the U.S. Department of the
Interior . estimateti that 140,000 barrels of oil will be
accidPntallv spilled off the Canadian and American
coasts each· year. and that there will also be one casualty
!collision or 11rot111din11: of a tanker) each year. In addition. thPrP will he oil lost during the loading and
unloading. sma ll spills in harbours and the frequent and
deliberate dischar!(e of oil durin!( sea-going tankcleaning operations.
The Arrow. an 18,000-ton ship. dumped 54,000
barrels of oil in Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia. in 1970.
It cost the federal government 4 million dnllars lnr the
denn-up. ruined beaches for months anrl caused
inestimable damage to marine and land-bound wildlife.
The narrow straits between Canada and the L .S. )pading
to the Cherry Point refinery were surveyed by 500.000ton tankers in mid-May of this year. By 1980 TAPS is
expected to deliver over 2 million barrels of oil a day
with these tankers. A single spill , aecording to one of
President Nixon's own advisors, could cover 250 square
miles of ocean with oil.
Yet in view of the snere warnings, from both Mor-

r

ton~s own research departmPnt and Pn\.'.ironmPnlalists.

and of Amerir,a's own deva,tatin11: expt>rience "ith spills.
it can only be conducled that the U.S. administration,
under powerful pressurr from the oil lnbhy and thP U.S.
hunger for oil, always intended In proceed with the

TAPS.
"U.S. NATIO"'IAL SECURITY"
Canada was late to officially re<'ognize thP dangers
involved with TAPS ; WAshington and the nil industry
had already gone a good wa} to realizing TAPS before
parliament gavf> unanimous support to thp Common~

c·ommittee report which vigorously opposed the tanker
route. TIJP federal !(overnment had been slow in undertaking the nrcrssary resParch on the effe<"ls of its o"n
prefnred alternative an overland piprline from
Alaska's Prndhoe Ba, into the Yukon. cl0\1n the
Mar Kenzie \ alley to 'Edmonton.

h of" hid1 "ere being
Other more important and realistic reasons exist of pipt'line hnried in th e grou n
bh- .'i6-inC'h I diameter
nited Slates consume~ in- projeC'lNl as 411-ind, (hut
creasing!) m,; re ·oil than it produces. While the delivery lines. with a capability to de er 3. ~ billion cubic feet nf
of '\iorth Slope oil to the lower 48 state& will not reverse gas dail) tn U.S . and Ca dian c·onsumers. Current
this trend , it will slrm it down. Waiting for the longer Canadian !(as produrtio n is !!.3 billion rubic feet and
lion eubic feet a yPar.
<'anadian line to lw rnmpletecl \\OUlcl mean a greater l .S. expnts to the U.S . total one
The "\orthwest l'rnject
tUd) Gronp ha s bPen
dependen ce on "potentially insecure foreign sources of
designing a ronte 1•11tt in~
gonalli Hcross Alberta,
petrolPum ".
,\nothPr reason t'Pntres uround shipping. The TAPS SaskatehPwan and 1\1anito to Chica!(O, a distance of
"ould require 1.1 hillion dollars for oil tankers - a ,hot about 2.~00 miles. Gas \ ret has favoured a 1500 mile
in the arm for the C'hronically ailing U .S. shipbuilding route alon,r the MacKemie
lley linking Prndhoe Ray
industry and a decrPase in l .S. dependence on foreign- in Alaska with the .\l her
Gas Trunk Svstem in
ownerl tankers. Also till• TA PS would increase employ· 'lorthrrn Albnta. An) pro p
pipPline \\onlci run in a
nwnt and pconomic artivity in the ailing Alaskan designated "transport corr i " announced on April 8.
econonn. Finally the oil C'nmpaniPs that largPly rnntrol l 972 bv Prime '\.linister 'J'
eau. Th is rorridor is to
the "\orth Slop,· reserves and A!)eska. the consortium contain ·an all-weather 1.0~( ilr hi!(lmay to the Aretic
that \\Ould build and operate TAPS , have invested thPir r·oa:,;,t. alrea(h under c·1 \J1 Slru on in some sections, and
mnnn, time. know-how and prrstige. Their intPrest, are possibh an ,-,il-.. arryin g pi p
e.
not to he ignored at this )ate S18![1',
"MAXI1\1C.vl ('.A"<I AD
U:ADERSHIP"'
CANADIA'l OIL ROL TE SUPERIOR
Wlwn it romes lo l'h oos in
project contractor. diffiHie hard 1\/ehrin!(. an economics analyst with the L .S. l'ulties "ill dPfinitelv arise.
he 16 or more companies
Interior Department, has said that "the route through imolved in the gasiine eo n,
um only ,; are Canadian
<"anada is ,uperior on almost every one of the 2.5 criteria companies: CNR. CP lnve. ents Ltd .. Trans-Canada
nsed hi the department." Even the U.S. government Pipeland Ltd .. und Alberta
Trunk Line. Several of
report showed in detail that the overland routp is the members of the c·on so rti
favour the U.S. firm of
superior lo TAPS in terms of thn,akned danger from William Brothers (l'l.rw Yo
to fulfil! this prestigious
earthquakes and the threat to the marine environment role. rvrn thou!(h Energ) '\ ister Donald "1aC'donald
from oil transfer operations. In addition , an analysis of has indicated he will del
con,truetion unless the
seeurity by the defense and state department concluded consortium makes "the rig
Canadian C'hoice". The
the Canadian route would be more reliable and easier to Williams Brothers' 1•l111ice i
natural one for members
defend. And altl-ough it was not mentioned, the nf the former North"est
ject Studi Group. The
Canadian route is cheaper hy at least I billion dnllars. C'ompany, a large and n per
ed firm, and its Calgary
From these fal'ts, eharges have arisen against the subsidian, Williams Brot h
Canarla Ltd- , has been
'\/ixon administration for deleting evidence favouring a used ext<;nsivPh in many o
e gToup·s environntenlal
Canadian route from the government report.
studies.
Canadian Liberal MP David Anderson, in <'ononsortium support the
A few companies in th
junction "ith 24 U.S. senators backing_ the Environ- government's choice for ma. nm Canadian leadership
mental Defence Fund, is supportin!( the Canadian route and participa tinn" in the p eel , The federal !("'ernin a public and legal battle than began early in April. menl wants most of th e
ated I billion dollars
ThP g-roup fears thP Pnvironn1Pntal conSP(]UPnces on needed for the actual buildi
f the line lo be raised in
Canada's west coast and in Alaska ,hould TAPS receive Canada, and the ,ast maj
y of the cnnsulting and
approval.
engineerin!( "ork to he h· led In Canadians. The
There is only one other chan!'e for a Canadian oil government is alread} in
otiations ,dth the joint
pipeline, whirh would still predominantly benefit the consortium on thr finanrin ,r d dl'lailed srherlule nf the
powerful and profiteering U.S . oil companies. This entire project.
chance appears in the election as U.S. President llf
The Department of l\ or lh m Affairs has the final
Democrat George MeGovern, who has publicly declared word on chnieP of a rout
hmngh the '\1acKen,ie
his opposition to the TAPS plan.
Vallev. and the l\ational En
Board rPmains the final
CANADIAN GAS PIPELINE TO BE BU ILT SOON anth,;rity on any applicatio or pipeline construction.
It is safe to project that the oil pipeline might even- Whether Canadians "ill
financing. huildin!(.
tually go Pither way but the gas pipeline will come across operating and rlirerling
pi1wlinP rnnRtruetion
Canada. Canadian government and industrial repre- through Canadian tPrritnr)
ains to be seen.
sentatives have a!(reed for nearly two years now that a
GOVF.R"\:\1E
Bt:SI'lESS
gas pipeline south down the MaeKem.ie Valley would he
R( l,,E
economically feasible once a minimum of l.1 trillion
In theory the federal gn,
men!, through Panarctic
cubic feet of iras has been proved.
Oils Ltd .. is in the Arctic t -pn1lel'l public interest. In
To date, the North Slope has yielded natural gas in fact. it is deeply imoh eel in nllrlhern oil and gas exsuch largp amounts that the oil rompaniPs will be forced ploration, and cnmmitted to e loitin!( these resources as
to market it. Burning off such gas is illegal and there iwll <1uickly and effit·ientl) as p
ble. It stron!(I) supports
be toll much to make re-injection feasible. The Canadian moving gas to market becn11
fit, ra,h inwstment and
go,ernment says it will he ready for bids to huild a because of the general impact a northern pipeline ro11ld
northern pipeline by the end of this )ear.
have nn Canada's l'eonomi developmPnt. A pipelines
A strong case has been pnt forward by an extremply nwans thP planned ''transpol1 corri,lor" is much more
powerful consortium of oil and utility companies. again feasible; this in turn mean greater "\ orth Amrriran
largely American-based, that there will he no gra,e aC'ce•s to Canada's nort
natural and tourist
damage to the environment from a !(as pipeline. and r~sources. Four Amrri<' an
distributing companies
nont> that cannot be dealt with from an oil pipeline. Yet ha, l' even loaned Panarl'ti r
million dollars for further
no group has really huilt up such an immensPly exploratilln with the a11reement that the pa,bark be
sophistil'ated body of knowledgP of how to build and shifments of "surplus 11:a,.''
·
opnate a pipeline in the \retie that they C'an guarantee
''lw Canadian !(OV!'rnn,
"ould like to pla, a
no irreparable damage will be done to the environment. hu,iness role in the projert, ut the oil ,·ompnniP; inThe Gas Arctic-'\/orthwest Project Stntiy Group was volved are cool toward go1 e. ment inn,1,ement. It is
formed on June 1:;, 1<r;2 "ith the express intention to said that po•sihlr gnwrnnaent participation would
apply to Canadian and American regulartory authorities strengthen resistance in ,nn, lJ .S. 11:overnm enl circles to
in early 19,3 for approval of a multi-billion dollar "entrusting major oil and ga arteries. esspntial to l .S.
pipeline system. It is ,rrnernlly acknowledged that this securit). to another lorei!(n pc,wer." The bulk of Arctic
projPcl would be the lar!(eSl unclerta king in thP world oil and gas supplies. \\heth r from Canada or Alaska.
Pver finanC'etl by pri,ate industry, and that not Pvcn the are ultimately destined for U.S. markPts anyw 9}.
1argest oil cnm pany cnuld round up the money required. Idealistically. the U.S. cornpa11ies shm,ldn 't control the
Estimates put th,• ,·ost of tlu•ir 1>roposal at over :i billion pipPline"s finon<"ing, <"nn,t tion and operation, let
<lollars. depending on the final route selection. design, alone the destin) of !(Bs an llil.
eaparity and tht• indnsion of a spur line to tap newly
The government claims thaJ alread, ''the major areas
rl isf'ovPred Ma,• Kenzie delta !(as rPserves.
of Pcological sensiti,ity have };een idei11ified." Critics of
In the large !(as eonsortium, Gas Arctic and orth- tllP 11:nvernment pro11:ram d1 m that this is not good
west have been studying rompeting routps for a gas enou,rh and that much morp ha to he kn,rnn about the
cours('. E,-Prv ',Par tlH'

pipeline i• <"nmp!Ned is expectt>d to he small. Bud
Orange ILihrral MP-NWTI. and a pipelinP enthusiast,
t'Xpeets on I) about -WOjnbs. Thne are 20.000 Indians
and Eskimos in the NWT. Where does that leave thf'
nrgumen! of the oil !'nnsortium that the pipeline is going
lo he a permanP11t !mnunza for lht> nutivP J>Poplr~?
The federal gO\rrnmenl hns not been able to stop the
destrurtion of native culture - nor has it tried verv
hard. The 1970 annual report of Panarctic Oils stated·:
"Thi' inherent survival skills of the Eskimos are no
longer a major attribute ... In order to become an effective worker, the 1Jorthern resident must dev~lnp a skill
required by the job rather than depend on his native
expertise for employment." Crude logic rests in that
statenwnt: hunting skill will not hi' of much usP in a land
alread} despoiled.
Time and again th!' frderal g-overnment has expressed
the conviction "that the needs of the people of the north
are more important than resource developmPnt. and the
maintenance of ecolngical ha lance is Pssential." That's a
fine eonviction anrl those are reassuring words. but it's
a<'lion. not words. which count. From its actillns it is
apparent th!' govnnment has decided that the wplfare of
native northerners and thP northern environment are to
µovernmt"'nt interests lie.
lw saerific·ed in favour of large-scale economic
FRAGILE NATl'RAL
clrvelopment for the henefit of southern Canadians and
ENVIR ONMENT
In J\,1arch of this year, thP Environmental Protertinn foreign c•orporations.
CURTAIL RESOURCE
Board issued a report whirh dPst·ribed Canada ·s level of
EXPLORATION AND
PC'nlngi<'al research in the Mackenzie \'alley as
EXTRACTION
"ab)smally low." One scientist has ,Hillen that "in tl1P
\ group from l · niversity of Toronto's Pollution
true Arctic there is not a species we know enough about
and many that we have not studied al all." Furthermore, Probe, after examininir the evidence and the situation,
in I 9';'0 the most extensive mnnitoring survey of its kind argues that "man i, rushing headlong anti thoughtlessly
evn undertaken in the Arctic found subsidiary damage toward the exploitation of the Arctic. Damage inflicted
from northern oil exploration work to lw I O to l 00 times in the name of pml(ress today t·trnld prove tragically
irreparable tomorrow."
!(reater than experted.
The group·, background statement on thr Arctic is
ThP worst condition for construction is in
"clPtrimental" permafrost, which exists where soil is hoth caustic and nitic·al. At times it leads to oversuspended in water and becnmps solid ground only simplification. but it is not irresponsible; rather it is
.
bPcause the water is frozen. Anything that raises the worthy of attention. The} t·oncluded that:
"At present there is little meaningful ecological
lPmperature - the breaking np or removal of the in~ulatinµ mosses, the penetration of m(aing water or rcsean•h of the fragile Arcti,· environment and no urgent
structures built on top of it - will revert. it to mud. dt>mand for an, of its non-renewable resources.
When the tundra thaws in the summer the Atctic mosses Therefore, a frt•eze should be placed on all new Arctic oil
and plants act as an insulating laver and protect the and ga, r,traction, and transportation (including
pipelines and tankPrs) aml northern exploration acpermafrost below.
An) pipelinP fares the problem of leakage. A natural tivities should he scaled down. These restraints should
gas line. transporting gas at cool temperatures. does not remain in effect for at least two vcars and until
pose the same threat to permafrost that a hot oil line Canadians han• enough knowledge to ·make a deci ion
would. The relatively intense heat of llil as it comes nut on the future of the Arctic·."
The little that is known about Arctic devPlopmPnl
of th,• ground 1160-180 degrees FI, if put through a
buried pipeline. could melt the permafrost causinir suggrsts very clearly that Prime Minister Trudeau s plan
disastrous changes in the tundra. If the proposed of norlll!'rn d,•wlopnwnt should be stopped at once. The
\I aekenzie oil line is above ground it v. ill interfere with !(overnment should not be anxious to develop energy
migratin!( animals, particularly caribou and birds. Their resources that will not be used domestically but by the
,·ontinuous movement is an adaptation to the tundra l .S. The American economy may be on the verge of
"'getation and slow !(rowth cyde. ThP oil companies eneqry starvation, hut Canadians need not talk about
should be forced to take all possible steps to minimize "continental energy developmPnt." This would only
dama,re to environment and wildlife. and to ensure further inrrrase Canadian-{ .S. interdependence.
Besides. if "e C'<>ntinue to increase our exports. we will
,·ontinuing rrsearch and rhe<"ks are earried out.
create a Canadian energ} c·risis similar to that in the
"IORTHERNER'S WELFARE
States.
SACRfflCF.D
The "hole northern re,onrtes development ma) be
Jean Chretien, Indian Affairs and northern
drwlopmen! minister. sees the northern wealth a.s "part ahsolntt'ly pointless anyway. Petroleum men urge
of the "''alth of Canada that has to be u,ed to hurld up a hurriPd dnPiopment hPeause in anllther 20 years the
better society." He also sees thr d!'velopment of oil and harnessing of nu<"lear and solar energ} may make nil
!(RS resources ns the SOLlTION to man) northern worthless as an ent>r!(Y source. Although these types of
problems. He says it will provide employment for !he Priergy may not be ('heap, or sufficiently abundant, the
Yukon and N WT. tnuted to he the fastest-growing hu!(e markPts for oil won't be available then.
The J!O\!'rnment's northern pipt>line and tranpopulation !(r£111p in Canada.
.
DevPlopment in the north has ehanged the Ines of the sportation sptem. subordinated to traditional resource
native people in major ways - almost always _for the exploitntinn inll•rests, will servP to link thr Arctic to the
\\orse. most skilled jobs have alwais !(tme to white men United States. It "ill l'reate little or no supporting infrom the south, and the natives ha, .. been left to dustries: most of the heav) equipment will be imported
st·ramble for thr remainin![ menial tasks. 'i\ hen a~~ed in from the United States.
This ')·stPm will ulso ,·rPate few permanent job •
earh· Julv whv northern natives at the rnmmun,tres of
Arcii<· H;•d Hiver and Fort M,·Pht>rson hod not heen prohahl) d,•,tro) ing as man) jobs in the north as it will
hirl'd for work on tllP delta end of the MackPnzie hi![h- Preate. hs pffeel on the !\orthern Pmironment is unwai. Chretien replied that "there is son)e discrepant'.Y l'hartPCl. and the billions of dollan, ,rnuld be better pent
bet\'i1•en what I haw statPd as Ihiring I pohcy and "hat is on cle!'ent housing. education and better health rare.
Clearly. th,• q11Pstion of benefits to Canadians nt>eds
actuall) happ,·ning." Hiring priority has been prmt)i~ed
lo nati\P peoples. but it is unlikely that the present hrnng re-examination other than hy the government. If not
and trainin!( policy will change for their bent>fit nnce 1·ollusion between the federal government, big bu iness
anti the l .S. !(nvernment will leave the people nf Canada
cnnstrul'lion hegins ,,n the pipt>line.
The permanent pm ploymt>nt opportunities after the thP higl(est lost>rs in Canadian hislol').

specific impact of pipelines on northern ecoJ.ig) and
peoples.
Certainh these critics haw a well-taken point.
especially ;,·hen the government !(OCS on lo say: "Much
nsefnl information can be obtainPd durinir the next y,•ar
ewn though an application might he under C'Onsideration" and that, data gatherPd in "the subsequent
y,•ars will still he valuable, though the pipeline ronstru,·tion may have begun.'' In other words, there will be
an overlapping of the research and decisions processes;
tht• !(Overnment will be approving pipeline construction
when the results of its own research are incllmplete.
Fonr weeks ago lin late June I the federal government
issuPd a series of tentatiw regulations nn the construction of northPrn pipelines. But in its usual academic
haze it failed to be specific in defining such terms as
"µ:nod environment m11_nagement," "adequate plans" to
deal with oil leaks anti spills, and "effective plans" for an
endronmental education program for companies. The
dosing guidelines insisted the cllmpanies bPcome 11:ood
c·orporate citizens of the North. and makP "a l'onscious
effort to contribute to the social and economic
dPwlopment of the territllries." It is all too clear where

Op-ed commel!_t_

Council members need dressing down
by DOUG PHILLIPS
SAC Law Rep
Re: the seco11d last meeting of the STUl>F.'VTS ANIM 1L CIRCUS, December 6,
1972, .~ome comme11ts;
1) The little get together, I think provided the
students listening in the audience with the
funniest comedy performance evE>r staged at the
University. The strong point of the performance
seemed to be the waste time technique. Half an
hour was put into adopting the agenda. Mr.
Trojand however outdid most members with his
,,·aste talent in proposing a half page motion
calling for a revolution. I found it ironic
however, that a Harpoon staffer, whom, I
believe has prided himself in the past with his
abilitv to cut waste should act out such a farcical
parody. Childist waste, frankly I think Council
should simply supply Mr. Trojand with a pad
and a pack of crayons and pack him off to a da)
care centre.
2) 'Vlr. John Bennett, S.A.C. \'ice-President
proposed the impeachmt>nt of Mr. Mallott for
incompetence. Mr. Bennt>tt is cerlainly competent - his competence seems to exct>l however
only in the department of uttn intolt>rance. I
object vigorously to Bennt>tt's ignorant and
crude obscenities, that he tosSt>s about at any
time and at anyone who is not of his way of
thinking. It seems that when he can't answer a
constructive proposal or question he suddenly
foams up and lips off. His behaviour is disgusting, and like an empty barrel, Mr. Bennett
makes a lot of noise. Like other people I have

Doug Phillips

seen. who shut their minds to th<' idt>as of otht>rs.
ma:,, bt> c\lr. Bennett harbours dh int> aspirations.
ma) h<' S.A.C. ing'!
:3) Tht> St>rvict>s Commissionf'r "hen askrd if
an) considt>rati n had hren giwn to prodding a
Christmas Part for l:ndt>rprh ileg<'d children at
the L niVl'rsity, he rt>plied that nothing would be
done ha, ing gi ·en considt>ration of it for t,, o
days. It Sl'l'n1S t at \\'I' ha,e so much money and
,w wastt> it so nch. It Sl't>ms criminal that the
'social minded' ouncil can put out no effort at
all to lwlp those a littlt> lt>ss fortunate.
41 At the t' e that this lettt>r appears the
dateline for the fee strike will be upon us. Thf'
S.A.C. has 1ll'g cl students to participate. Tl1f'
S.A.C. 's injunction idea for use against tht>
U niwrsi1' and its trust fund for tht> studt>nts
have both fPII t rough. YN al the last m('('ting,
the mt>rnbers ai 1pl} ignorf'd the reality of the
situation and ent about in their dream-like
attitude, feeling no doubt that God "as on their
side and the fee trike would work. It's time that
the) used a bit f common sense. Pie in the sky
plans are for c ildren.
Council me ers need a good dressing down.
Tht> students on this campus want no part of a
cirrus. Tht> studen ts don't need clowns and big
talkt>rs. \\; hat e students want are reps who
will responsiblJ: see what the tasks at hand are
and undertake o see that they are adequately
m!'t. Too many members have just set themselves up prett hi gh on their own pedestals and
they seem to feel quite content to look down on
everybody t>lse. really don't think the students
are going to put up with any of it much longer.

According to John and Yoko this would hav been year
by BUDDY MACK
Prophecy of the Year - The Day the Music Died.
Woman of the Year - Bertha Butts.
Quote of the Year - The Sunshine Bores the D11ylights Out of Me.
Impersonations of the Year - Chicago's Saturday
i11 the Piirk. a direct copy of Hines, Hines and Dad.
Album Cover of the Year - Flash.
It's the Same Old Song Award-Al Green.
Makes David Copperfield look like OlivPr Twist
Award - David Bowie and Alice Cooper.
Lest We Forget Woodstock Award - Thf' Ike and
Tina Turner Concert.
All the Ilead Dudes Award - Chuck Bern·, Rick
Nelson, Johnny Rivers.
I am Invincible Award - Helen Reddv.
Single of the Year - Roundadout-Yes a~d Do Ya\.1m•e.

Album of the Year -

Free at Last.

LECTl RES
- Detroit Institute of Arts offers fret> talks
and publications on African Tt>rra Cottas
through January 21. Talks are in Holley
Room. Times: Tues. thru Friday I :30 :l: :io p.m. and weekt>nds 1: 30 - 3: 30
p.m.

CO"ICERTS
- January 8 Neil Young econd concert at
Cobo Hall.

ART
- U. of W. art work is on display (and for
sale l in the book store.
- Wed. Dec. 13 thru Sun. Jan. 28 Det.
I nsl. of Arts prt>sents the 59th Exhibition
for Michigan Artists and paintings by
Anthony de Blash. South Wing Main
Floor.
- Thru Spring 1973 in the North Wing
Main Floor of Det. Inst. of Arts is a
selection of the Lydia and Harry L.
Winston collection. 20th century art
movements in 65 paintings, !{raphics a~d

Bar Band of the Year Award - Mcs$iah. Won
particularly because of their ability to Pndure at the
Metro pole.
Hard Try of tht> Y Par - Jethro. Francois Duval.
Consolation prize of a free copy of Living in the
Pm,t.
Soft Try of the Year - J nstine. Four bottlPs of
Catawba and two Red Wing Hockey tickets.
1\ewr Say Die A,vard - Blues Train. A free trip to
Thunder Bay.
Har of the Year - The Goldt>n House.
Dance of the Year - The Embassy Stomp.
Doesn't Anybody Know My Name Award - Jimi
Konas.
Best Band in Windsor Award - The Dictations.

MOVIES
- Odeon: call 252-1285.
- Frf'e Films: Every Wed. nite 7:30
9:30, Rm. 1118 Math Bldg.
- Dt>vonshire I ~'{ JI : call 969-7 651.
- Capitol: Get Away. Times: 1 :55, 4:20,
6 : 15~'?..9:15.
- Palace: call 2.'>3-3133.
- Twin Drive-In:
East-Minnie and Moskowitz, The
Hired Hand. Starting time: 7: 30.
West-Wrath of God, Every Little
Crook And Nanny. Time: 7:30.
- Vanity: call 25:l-8061.
- Centre: call 945-8231.

+++
- If you would likt> to work for reviews
editor Nancy Basinger contact her at
253-4060.

WANTED

Anyone
interested

"If a man does not keep pace with his companions,
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer.
Let him step to the music he hears, however
measured, or far away."

.

Ill

photography,
layout,
design,
please contact
John Bennett,
SAC Office
for the
position
of
Yearbook
Editor.

- Henry David Thoreau

To be sure .. .
God is a
Different Drummer.
If you're hearing His music
Don't knock it,
Step to it.

Local Crap

sculpture.
- The J. Paul Getty c.'Ollection of French
decorative art is on display in the South
Wing \1.ain Floor Lhru Aug. l 973.

The Atonement Friars
Follow the beat of
Francis of Assisi
In their own different
And unique way.
Interested?

Just possibly,
Religious Life is your kind of
Music.

Write or call:

Bro. Poschal Breau, S.A.
Atonement Friars
2933 Forest Glade Drive
Windsor, 17 Ontario
( 519} 735-6024

BALANCE SHEET
AS AT NOVEMBER 30, 1972
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Accounts Receivable
Cabaret Inventory
Inventory of Records for Resale
Loans Receivable
Deposit on Yearbook Publication
Deposit for Cabaret Pub Entertainment

$

$

10,397.68
8 '1114. 91
7,266.06
350.00
210.00
8,278.66
1,500.00
36,417.31

FIXED ASSETS

$11,818.56
11,614.18
4,562.88
1.00

Media Equipment
Services Equipment
Cabaret Pub Equipment
Other Equipment
Less:

$

27,996.62
8.101.78

$

19,894.81.j

Accumulated Depreciation

OTHER ITEMS
Deferred Yearbook Expense

1.619.38

TOTAL ASSETS

$

57,931.53

LIABILITIES ~ MEMBERS' EQUITY
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable - General
- Cabaret Pub
- University of Windsor
Accrued Liabilities

$

6,680.45
8,783.59
6,705.54
4.034-.31

.A.C.'s FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR
E 10D ENDING NOVEMBER 30, 1972
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
FOR PERIOD ENDED NOVEI1BER 30, 1972
REVENUES
Student Fees
Subscriptions - Ambassador Yearbook
- Lance Newspaper
Advertising Sales - Lance Newspaper
- Radio
- Directory
- Blotter
- Ambassador
Cabaret Revenue
Vending Machines
Film Society
Miscellaneous - Orientation
- Homecoming
- Other

DIRECT COSTS
Cabaret Costs
Publication & Communication Costs

S 63,779.37
14,556.53

Operating Surplus after Direct Costs

I ~~:uE~:~g

OPERATING EXPENDITURES

s

14,420.49
15,000.31
27,782.82

s

57,203.62

$

16,219.18

Prior Year Adjustments

S

3,297.99

SURPLUS FOR PERIOD'S OPERATION

s

12,921.19

General & Administrative
Student Affairs & Organizations
Other Activities & Special Events

$

26,203.89

$

2,808.13
21.390.13

Operating Surplus after Operating Expenditures

24,198.26

OTHER EXPENSE

$

DEFERRED INCOME
Subscriptions for Yearbook
Deposit on Sale of Band Equipment

3,625.00
136.55

60,000.00
450.00
185.00
5,993.14
935.45
70.00
1,360.00
2,010.00
65,292.69
531.65
1,371.00
10,962.00
479.00
2.118.77 .

$151,758.70

LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Lien Note - Cabaret Pub Equipment
Accounts Payable - University of ·1·Jindsor

$

.MEMBERS' EQUITY
Balance - April 30, 1972 (Deficit)
- Period Ending November 30
TO·:rAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

$

(9,153.36)
12,921.19

3,767.83

S 57,931.53

Prepared by Mr. John Frlemann, Business Manager and
approved by Mr. Larry McConnell, Finance Commissioner
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It pays to
advertise in

Tl?e Lal)ce

ea 11 Art Sneath
ext. 326

253-4232

FAST SERVICE
Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

UNIVERSITY ESSO
SERVICE
YOUR ON CAMPUS
SERVICE STATION
5 Per Cent Off
On Your Next Gasoline Purchase
Wyandotte & Patricia
Th<' llnizwsity of Windsor Lrncers were defeated by Oakland
( 11ii•l'rsit)' T11esday night ;rnd it a·as really ,1 rough game. The
refl'l-l'<'S sel'med 1·en rel11ctant to call either team for fou:ls.
fJer·,w.w• of this li!ck. both te11ms assaulted each other nearly the

1chole game and tht>y 1cere ma11y times blittant fmt'L~ like these
pictured Cilf)lllred I>)· ,ice photogrnpher J.l'. Squire. Windsor.
altho11gh /Jei!ten by 1f 11/erloo Noremher 25. still remains in the
lop spot for the top 10 teams of all the Cimadian l.eag11e.~. Very

hoH'f't'er they rd/1 be challenged for thi~ honor so make the
l!illllf'S if _\'(Ill C/111.
Pies by Squire
~11"11

Oi1\T.G'S
J.. l I

Lancers split

Tournament b-ball activity uring vacation
In JOH'I BER'\IK
There was a· great deal of basketball being
played over the Christmas break. The 16th
Annual Holiday High School Basketball
Tournament was staged at St. Denis Hall on
Df'C'. ::!7 and Dec. ::!8. Some of the top prep
tt>ams in thP provinct> participated in this highly
rPgardt>d Tournament.
HPnnan CollPgiate of Windsor ,rnn the
01ampio11ship with a slim victory owr a surprisingly- aggrpssive Oakwood CollegiatP of
Toronto. Herman was ont> of tht> pre-totu-ney
fa,ourilt>S along with Port Perry High School.
Congratulations are in order for Bob Hogan,
tht> Tourney's \1.V.P. who came up with a
strong two-way performance in the Championship game.
It should bt> nott>d that Ht>m1an employed
om• of tlw youngt>st starters ever to be a member
of the "inning team in 15 year old Joe G reht>nc,
a gradP ninP stmfont who showed a great deal of
poiS<· for a freshman.
OnP of the biggest disappointments of the
tourney was tlw play of Jim Zoet, the seven
footer from Port Pt>rry who had been billed as
the premier prPp star in the province. Although
a ''tourney all-star" the big fellow came alive
only onC'l' and that was against Brennan in the

consolation final \\hen he scored :~::! points,
hauled down 28 rebounds and blockt>d nine
shots. Bnt when matcll!'d to players that were
rrlatiwh tall, the sevt>n footer had trouble
holding ·his own. One such example was in the
first round of the tourney. In this game Port
Pt'rry was pitted against Windsor's Riverside
High school. Zoet scored only l l points ,\bile
(l'S'' Charles Pearsall scor1>d 18 points and
011trebo11ndrd and outmnscl1>d the Port Perry
giant.
The participants in 1hr high school ton.rn1>y
were treatrd lo a pro confrontation December
::!6th betwet'n the Pistons and the Bucks. For
many of the players this was a rare treat
especially for those who live in the extreme
northern region of the pro\ince. An added
dimension to the treat must have bern thl' fact
that the Pistons o\er,\helnwd the BuC"ks.
Turning lo the eolkgr scrnP, thr LancPrs won
2 of tht> 4 games they played during the
Christmas break. Back in Mid-December the
Lancers defeated Adrian College 9.'>-8S. This
game was marred by a rare fighting d111>l which
was sparked by a stray elbcm aimed at Ward
Conway. Big Ernie Hehn stepped in and gaw
Adrian's Barcus a shove. ~ hen Barcus got up.
he came up swinging and he and Pell' Mingay
exchanged punches. Both Barcus and Mingay

\\t'rt> t'JN'ted for fighting. Th otlwr ,ictory
came in the first round of the ,\nlinal \\ ol\'erin!'
Classic which \\as played at ::it. Denis Hall. The
Lancers on this occassion ma,
lo an t>as\
, icton owr DNroit Institut!' of' hnolo1,.~ an~!
on th·e same card, Sha\\ Co ll e of Detroit
routed St. Clair College of Wi
In thf' final1> of this 1011
defeated \\!incisor lJ 1-8::!. \\ alt ,zynsky and
Ward Com\'a\. two veterans of
C'ollege cag!'
game canH' up with sparklinl( p formarwes for
the Lancers in a losing ('a use. ah Lozy nsky
lead W incisor \\ ith 18 points. '[
\lotor City
Cagt>rs outreboundrd thr Lan re by a ::! to l
margin in picking up tlwir nint win in Plewn
starts. TI](' Lam·prs next hom ganw \\ill lw
play Pd on WPdnrsday Jan11ari 10th against tlw
Lniversity of \V rstPrn Onta '
l\111stangs.
playing for the 'Stanl(s this
n is formrr
Lam·Pr Tino LPnti .
·C'ted junior bOn the ;;ame ('ard the oft
hall squad handled hy '\ ick ,
n" ~k i will takr
.0. Pia} ing for
on W incisor's Junior A <'ntl')
form('r Lan<'rr
thr Fratmen this season
Cmsadrrs \\ ill
haccourt man Jim ChaSt>. '
st thr Fratmt>n
try to awnge an earlier loss a
thrir
and at thr same time try to
first" in of the season. Sin<'e
is expected for the Windsor-

would be a µood idea to slm\, up in time for the
Crusadrr-Fratmen ganw and give this hardwilrkinl( bunch of ballplay1>rs some support.
Game timt> is 6: 15.
The C.I. A. L. issued its first ratings for
basketball back on De<'embn 18th. Thi' ratings
are: I. W· incisor. ::!. Acadia. :3. Waterloo. 4.
\\ innipe1,r.

~-

Alberta,

6.

St. 1\1arys. 7.
.\\. .0.. I 0. Loyola.

Laurentian. 8. Brandon, 9.
Apparrntly the odds makers feel that the
Lan('ers' loss to \\ alt>rloo was an upset as they
ranked \\ indsor as the top team in the country.
Onf' of the qurstionable ratings in this poll is
that of tenth-ranked Loyola. Judging from
Loyola ·s fine showing at the 1\aismith, the
\i; arriors should be ranked allf'ad of Waterloo
and Aeadia.
ThP Lniversitv of Waterloo Warriors won the
Klonclikr Classi~ in Edmonton last \\t>ek. Jn the
fin a I ua me \'' ,Jtrrloo edgrd 011 t a narro" \ ictory
mer host Alberta. Guelph won its ahnnal
('ollege tourne} owr the holidays defeating York
and \laC'\laster. Guelph is apparently a much
imprO\ed club since the return of head coach
Garney Henley, plus the addition of Bob Sharpe
to Gr} phons · line-up. From the looks of things
the G ry phons will be a bit more prepared for the
Lan<'ers tlw next time tht> two teams play in
G11elph.

Lancers se to Oakland U.

/,uncer Bi/I Jacko 's scoring allempt is foiled on this occa.~ion by Carleton Ravens' goalie Ray
Ralph. Bob Lowe (2) and Bob Channell (9) are the Rarens' defencemen com;ng back to help out
11n the pla_v. Windsor surged in the last two minutes of the game to outscore the t•isitors 7-5.
Sur11rdav. the Lancers visit York Univer.~ily.

Windsor 7-Carleton 5

Hockey Lancers take Ravens
hy JOHN '.UcALLISTER
The University of Windsor
Hockey Lancers hosted the
Carleton University Ravens
Wednesday night at Adie
Knox Herman Arena, and
defeated the vlSltors from
Otta,,a 7-5. This was the first
action for Windsor in nearly a
month, while Carleton participated in Tournament action
the Christmas break.
Carleton opened the scoring
very early in the first period,
and certainly held an edge in
shots on goal, with 14 shots to
Windsor's 8. Windsor had the
edge on the scoreboard
however, as two goals by Rich
Cranker, one on a power play,
gave the Lancers a 2-1 lead at
the encl of the first period.
The second p1>riod was fairly
evenly played. with the edge in
shots on goal going to the
Lanct•rs. 17-13. and \\ indsor
,;n,rinµ two goals to one by the
RaH•ns. Frank Rosar beat
C.11rleton goalie Ra~· Ralph on

a shot from the point, and Ejay Boyd, and suddenly Ejay
Queen notched another power Queen had the puck with opt>n
play goal with about three ice between himself and the
minutes left in the period.
Rav1>n nt>l. Ejay's length-ofthe-ice slider gave him a hat
Carleton, trailing 4-2,
rick one second from the
pressed from the opening facegame's end. The final score:
off in the final period. Courtesy
Windsor 7, Carleton 5.
of three straight goals, they
Windsor was badly outshot
had taken the lead for the first
in the final pniod, 21-9, and
time since early in the game, 5- over the distance Carleton had
4, with seven and one half the edge by 50 to 34, pointing
minutes left. Lancer pressure
out once again the consistently
in tum produced a goal with
fine work of Lancer goaltender
2: 17 remaining, as Rich
Scot McFadden. Saturday, the
Cranker tied the game with his Lancers visit the York Y oemen
third goal.
in Toronto in an afternoon
Only seventeen seconds game. York is eurrently third
later, Ejay Queen blasted a ranked in thl' nation behind U.
shot to the corner of the Raven of T. and U.B.C. Rounding
net from just insidt> the hlu1>- out the top tt>n in thl' C.I.A.U.
lint> to give Windsor the lt>ad are, in ord1>r: Saint Mary's,
again, 6-3. A Carl1>ton penalty Waterloo, Calgary, Sir George
with only 1 : 21 lt>ft appearf'd to Williams,
Moncton,
give the Lancers the victory Laurentian, and Lakehead.
early until thl' Ravens pulled
UPCOMING
ACTION:
their goalie to go with five W restling-Salluday at Adrian
attackers in hopes of tying thl' Co!IPgt•. L11ncer Swimminggame up. Scot McFadd1>n Sattmla) at York U. Othpr
cleared the puek lo Brian teams resunw m•xt \H'('kPnd.

by JOHN BERMK
The University of \\. incisor
Lancer Basketball team lost lit
second straight home game of
the season Tuesday night to a
well-coached
and
"elldisciplined Oakland L niwrsity
squad, 89· 71. The score was
tied at the end of the lint
period 21-21. It was at this
point that the Pioneers
switched from a man to man
defence to a tough zone
defence. From this point on the
Lancers had difficulties in
adjusting to the tough defence
and started to fall behind. The
Lancers made the half time
score respectable with a late
surge and Oakland went to the
dressing room leading 1-6-3 •
In the second half t~
Lancers fought hard but failed
to dent the Pioneers margin
which remained at l 3 pointa
throughout the second half.
The strong defence of the
Oakland team forced the
Lancers into taking lo
percentage shots. At the other
end. the Lancns' defrm·p wa
at times nonp,istPnt, a

256-5036

Oakland players were able to
come straight down the middle
and score easy shots from close
in.

Tl1P Lancers, who played
"i thou t B ruc·e Coulthard. ran
into Pwn greater difficulties
when Tom Hogan sufft>red an
ank le injury in the second half.
From this point on the
Laanc('rs were left with only
two guards. \'\, ard Conwav and
Ch ris Coulthard. for. the
remainder of the game.
Walt Loz}nsky came up
"ith his second fine performanct> in as many starts as

he led the Lancers with 19
points. Chris Coulthard added
16 and Pete Mingay and Bill
Lozynsky both chipped in l 0.
The Lancers outrebounded
Oakland by one 48-47.
The Lancers continue their
play, against American schools
this weekend when they take
on Sagina\\· \'alley State
Collegt> in the first round of the
Big Brothers Invitational
Tournament being held in
Sagina\\. Should the Lancers
win this enrounter thev will he
pitted against the winn"er of the
Lake Superior State - l\orth"ood g-ame.

OVER 160
VARIETIES
OF THE FINEST FOODS

GJ?ESTAURANT
565 WYANDOTTE W. ( at Janette 1
FREE PARKING AT REAR
FREE FAST DELIVERY $3.00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders S2.00 & Over

Enjoy Our Famous

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS

OPEN

MON. to THURS . 11 :30 A.M . - 9 , .M.
FRI & SAT 11.30AM - 2:00AM.
SUNDAYS & HOUDAYS 3 , .M.-9 , .M

3847 HOWARD (at Cabana)
966·4440

U of W SPECIAL

15% off
ON

MEDIUM (14 Pcs.)
LARGE ( 16 Pcs.)

MINI KINGS (24 Pcs.)
KING SIZE (32 Pcs.)

PICK UP OR DELIVERY

Free Fast City Wide Delivery
944-2201
We Deliver Friday & Saturday Until
3 A.M.

Basketball Statistics
Oakland

89
F.G. F.T.
Brown
3
l
Coney
8
2
Melson
10
2
Walls
1
0
Henderson
3
2
Johnson
12
0
Pierce
3
0
Nesbil
0
0
Williams
1
0
Tota ls
41
7

Windsor
PTS.
7
18
22
2
8
24
6
0
2
89

71

C. Coulthard
Mingay
Conway
Hogan
Spetz
B. Lozynsky
W. Lozynsky
Sovran
Hehn
Totals

F.G. F.T. PTS.
16
0
8
10
5
0
4
2
0
4
2
0
2
l
0
10
2
4
19
l
9
4
l
2
2
l
0
71
5
33

Rub p~ ~tple ~alon
od Specialists

Satisfa ion Guaranteed Or
y ur Hair Back
For Appointment Call

258-2490
2846 UNIVERSITY
Under The Bridge

ISCOUNT ON STYLING ONLY

CABARET PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Free Admission
Monday, January 8
Thursday, January 11, 1973

Band To Be Announced
Friday, January 12 Saturday, January 13, 1973
Admission 50c Students
$1.00 Non Students

Friday
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Book losses
•
continue
to
plague worms

Insertion

big hoax
A new newspaper has bpen
distributed on the campus and
inside sources claim that it "as
a hoax.
On January 5, 1973, thrre
appParrd on the C'ampns of thr
Lniversity of Windsor. insertNl :nsidP tlw regn lar issue
of the Lancr. a spurious issur
of anotlwr C'ampus nrwspaper,
The Lnnchbucht PrPss.
It containrd among other
things. an articlP about Bill
Ellis, thP managrr of the
Cniwrsity Print Shop.
After interviewing Ellis, it
was found that thE' whole story
was untnw and that in fact
nothing of thr sort had happened. Another article conC'erning the SAC office phone
being left off the hook, was also
1·heC'ked for validity and it was
also found to br untrue.
Inside SAC smrrces claim
that the whole Lunl'hbucket
Prrss set>nwd to br written
ahout tlw faC't that nothing had
happenrd on l'ampus lately.
Tlw .mthors decickd to ,nite
about all tlw non-happenings
and tht> LunchhuC'ket Press
resulted.
One article that did appear
in tlw Press ,vas the feature on
tlw oil in Canada and the
authors of the Press definitely
stated that this was a serious
article and deserved serious
consideration.
Another interesting fact is
that there were no editors, coeditors or staff. The authors
apparently decided that this
was the best method of
covering the campus in an
unbiased manner..
The issues will continue in
"sposmatic" fashion for the
rest of the year, according to
the editors, and as a final
statement, they said, "It seems
that the alternate to the
alternate press on campus has
been born".

Tuesday members of the staff and students in the Geology Department i•oiced a complaint
ilhout a piece of sculpture which has been on display in front of the University Library. They
,,,rm<'d t h<' art 1rnrk a "piec<' of metallic junk" and a "blot on our local landscape". They sub~<'(fll<'nt ly sent c1 petition demanding its remot•al to the Fine Arts Department.
Lance photo by George Gawadzyn & the head

Regina dispute continues
REGl'.'i/A ICP) - Premier
Allan Blakeney said his
government will not become
involved in a dispute at the
University of Saskatchewan,
where 100 students are occupying the offices of two
deans, unless asked by the
university to intervene.
The premier told a news
conference he has not had a

chance to examine the whole
situation and could not give a
personal opinion on whether
students should be given parity
on university committees,
central issue in the dispute.
Mr. Blakeney said the
government has not heard
from the students or the
university about the dispute.
The students occupied the

Did he or didn't he?

Bennett and Head disagree
hy CHARLES Rl;SAK
'D1ere appears to be some
confusion among SAC officials
regarding the status of Nursing
Rep Terry Head. Last week
Head attempted to resign his
position but according to him
SAC Vice-president John
Bennett refused to accept the

resignation on the grounds that
it was 'overly critical of
Council.'
In a later development
Tuesday afternoon Bennett
stated that Head had resigned
and that SAC had accepted the
resignation. Informants have
stated that the position of

Inside The Lance
P. 2 Results of Political Science
Department poll on Windsor
voters

P. 6 "Proper channels" game

Nursing Rep is up for grabs in
a SAC and Centre Policy
Committee
by-election
scheduled for later this month.
According to Head he attempted to resign because he
had been approached by a
number of nursing students
who asked him to vacate the
position because they felt that
he was not adequately
representative of their ranks
because he is not a nursing
student. Head also mentioned
reasons of ill-health for
resigning.
Presently the situation
appears to be unresolved as
Head now claimsto have withdrawn his resignation in light
of the fact that Bennett
allegedly refused to accept it
last Thursday.

two offices Monday after
learning that campus principal
Dr. John Archer had rejected
their request for equal representation with faculty on all
university boards.
The decision supported a
ruling last week by Dean
Edgar Vaughn of the arts and
science faculty. It was Dean
Vaughn's ruling that to permit
equal
representation
on
university boards was against
the provisions of the University
Act that was partly responsible
for prompting 50 students to
occupy the dean's office last
Thursday.
The students also asked for
reconsideration of a decision
not to rehire three professors
next year.

hy SAL PRESTA
The Lniversity Library is
probably the best library in
Windsor. It has many uses
which one will readily agree
. are quite oh\ ions. Yet to many
students and professors the
library is a com enimt place
·where books may be obtained
frer of charge. at the expense of
the library·, other students and
professors.
A common problem is that
books are taken newr to br
returned. Another problem i~
that students or other people
rip pages out of books or
magazines.
Although certain security
meastrres have been taken to
prewnt this blatant "rip-off",
the problem still exists.
How man) of you have tried
to find a book before an approaching trst? How many of
vou haw searched for certain
~rticles and were unable to find
them?
Mr. Stoehr, Head of Circulation \\ as unable to quote
thr numlwr of books missing,
but admittrd that tht're wf're
probably quite a few hooks and
articles lost either through
outright stealing or misplacing.
"Some peoplr", he stated
"hide books within the library
for their personal use. The
books are either hidden in the
library offices or in other
sections. There is more of this
going on rather than stealing."
Usually books or articles
disappear at a great rate
during exams or during a
period of research projects.
Some of these books are
eventually recovered but others
are never found.
According to Stoehr, as
many as one hundred pages a
week are ripped from books or
serials during exam periods.
One way of dealing with
traceable offenders is to
prosecute or hold up transcript
through the registar. Another
method is to get tougher with
students who are late in
returning books. ''There is no
one way we can control effectively the loss of books,"
Stoehr admitted.
The problem really lies with
the students. They alone can
prevent the stealing by being
responsible people.

Bits & Pieces
JANUARY 15
- First of the Sex, Marriage and Family Series of discussion with
Drs. B. a_nd _A. C.herniclc speaking on The~ Sexual Aspects of
Communicat1on, m Ambassador Aud. at 1: 30.

JA:"IL'ARY 16

- Three films: ,1-1oments With a Maestro. Lord Sit·a Danced and
The Rhvthm showing at 12:00 in Ambassador Aud.
Library Orientation for anyone who h}s mi~sed it in {? I 00 of
Library at 12: 00 noon - also on Jan l , & 18 at same time and
_2_l_ace.

:;:
:;:
({
,:,

JA"'lUARY 17

. Film,_panel and discu~sion on Op_pression in South Afric~ \\i~h
Joel Carlson, Jacques Roy and Robert Mathe\,s speakmg m
Assum(>tion Lounge at 7: l S lfili:n l. or 7: 4.'l( panel and
discu,s1on}. All \,elcome, free adn11ss1on.

:;::
:;::
{
,:,:

;,:.:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:·:~:~::::::::;:::::::::;:::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i~==

by STRANGE

Wlrnt's the story with the sculpture in front of the
library?

B.G. Science
WARNING The Department of National Hejlth and Welfare adv,ses that danger to health
increases with amounl smoket;I

The sculpture, entitled Time Sling, is the work of Tom
Paul Fitzgerald. According to Mr. Daniel Boles, of tllP
Fine Arts departmt>nt, the sculpture is broken in three
places, and in all probability, Mr. Fitzgerald will have to
take it back to Amerika. A pity. The work added a certain
(excuse the expressionl pizazz to that huge pulsating
monolith, the University Library. I would also like to
apologize publicly to \1r. Fitzgerald for the students of
this campus, that such an act could be a perpetuated on
such a beautiful piece of work. Although the significance
of the piece escapes me at this time, it sure looked weird
sitting out in front of the library.
It reminds me vaguely of the Pulsar complex, a huge
object located on, or near highway 41. The complex was
originally designed to trap tourists into a false sense of self
security but with the advent of dissolution and degeneracy
the complex now spends most of its time playing clarinet
and reading the poetry of Swineburne.

+++
Ho~ come there's no bottled beer in the pub?
J.O. Arts XIII
According to Pub manager Les Mcnear, the reason is
twofold. First, money was being lost and since part of the
Pub's Job is to provide students with work, Les felt that
the more profitable draft beer business could take up the
slack. Secondly he felt it was time that we were weaned .
Bottle beer will gradually be phased back in but on a
lesser basis.
Kant, the famed philosopher and scullery knave once
remarked in an aside to his trusted henchman, Fred
Nietzsche "Take out the garbage and bring back two cold
ones; It's Tuesday, it's your Karma, and it's your turn to
buy. Rationalism is the key to the good." To which
Nietzsche replied "Okay, but I think I bought yesterday."

+++

C.S.R.W.
The D.J.

hmes P. Hartl
Civ;/ Eng;,zeering
Professor Hartt, prior to
teaching al the University of
Windsor, served in industry for
eight years. He has been here
al the University for the past
14 years. Professor Hartt hails
from Orilla, Ontario.
In 1957, he was corn·
missioned as an Ontario Land
Surveyor and in 1966 was
elevated to the position of
Dominion Land Surveyor. He
has served on the senate, the
senate executive and the
Student-Faculty
Council
within
the
Engineering
Department.
Proft>ssor . Hartt's current
research
\\ater
·
· mvolves
·
h
po IIuuon, 111 parucn 1ar t e
reference to urban environmcnt.
Professor Hartt feels that he
is coaching the most spirited
hockey team on campus and
looks for victory all the way for
Engineering "A" team.

A.Arthur Smith
Psychology
Dr. Smith holds a PHD
from McGill and hails from
Welland.
Before coming to the
University of Windsor, Dr.
Smith was formerly doing
including Higher Civil Ser- research at the Allan Memorial
vanls in Postwar Japan, Institute and the Defence
Family Influence and Political Research Board.
Dr. Smith says that his
Socialization in Japan, Some
Survey Findings on Political professional background is
Protest in Japan. The mainly that of a natural
America! Political Science scientist, starting out in physics
Review publisht>d two reivews and math, and then changing
and also the Canadian Journal to experimental psychology.
of Political Science published a
His scientific interests are
Look and review.
focussecf chiefly on psychoD r. K u b ota h as muc h physics, on sensory and perh"
·
· • r· l
• teac mg experience Ill 111s 1e d. ceptual processes ana Oil
Dr. Kubota was awarded statistics. Dr. Smith is also a
the Ikueikai Scholarship in poet and has read some of his
1953 at Tokyo University and works at the DH. He paints
has been awarded a Post- and 1s presently putting
Doctorate Fellowship from the togt>ther two honks; one on
statistics and onP on poetry.
University of Mirhigan.
Akira Kubota
Polilical Science
Dr. Kubota holds a PHO
from the University of
Michigan. lie is presently an
Associate Professor in the Poli.
Sci. department and has had
several of his works published

Gino Fracas
Physical and Health
Education
Befort> corning to the
University of Windsor in 1967,
Professor Fracas taught at the
University of Alberta and St.
Mary's High School.
Professor Fracas has many
honors bestowed upon him,
such as being the leading
scorer in football for two
seasons and being voted the
most valuable player in
football in 1955.
Professor Fracas played for
the Edmonton Eskimos, and
has been head coach of the
University of Alberta Golden
Bears for four seasons.
He is now the Men's Intran ural Director at the
University of Windsor as well
as head coach of the Lancers
where he has expertly lead the
team for the last 5 years.

Living in the worlds
Between head-phones,
The radio-man
Weaves his personality
For undefinable audiences.
Mixing expressions
And impressions
In music and words,
Into patterns
And messages
To fulfil I
His own moods.
Defining
Answering
Artists' dreams,
And often
His own.

Tune in to C.S.R. W. and find out
what the mood is all about.
There will be two general meetings next week for all
staff of C.S.R.W. -One on Thursday, January 18, at 8:00
P.M. - The other on Friday, January 19, at 4:00 P.M.
Both will be at 311 Campbell St., upstairs. Ple~se try to
make it to one of them.

Unemployment, an issue
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Poli-sci poll esults released
AKTRA KUBOTA
by the Department of Poli Sci.
:\early two-thirds 166.4 percent) of the Windsor voters
thought that it made much difference which party was in ~er
in the federal governm_ent. 45. 9 percent of th.e'?1 ~eh , ~ t
"'.oe"~luy•~, rt ln'rtt-, ~
~•<4'>• ·~ ~ ...
•
.
federal el('!; ion.
These were some of the preliminary results of a post-elt>ction
survey which has just been completed by the Political Science
Department of the University of Windsor. The survey was based
on two separatt> samples of the City of Windsor - a representative sample and a panel sample. 'I11e representative sample was
drawn from the voters' lists which were compiled for tht> 1972
federal election. 126 out of the 24 l individuals in the sample
were interviewed. The panel sample was based on an old sample
which was used in the 1971 provincial el~ction studv. 59 out of
the 119 individuals who had been interviewed in °1971 were
reinterviewed in the 1972 study .

l ~·
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What's the picture with the fee strike?
Big Lou IV PHE D.C. Grad
According to SAC VP and haircut, John Bennett,
people with loans can support the fee strike. When you get
your loan, tell them you want the whole shot, you don't
want your tuition taken out. They, (meaning the awards
office, cashier etc.,) will ask you to sign a promissory note
guaranteeing payment. They they give you the whole
cheque. However, J.E. Schiller, Director of Finance says
no promissory notes will be issued unless you are broke
and have money coming back from your income tax.
Somebody should tell me for once the straight
dope. They should also see about getting the late fee
waived.
The last time I saw a late fee wave was at their first
convention in the Old Prince Edward Hotel. However the
gesture was later ruled out of order as conduct unbecoming a member of the Amalgamated Late Fee Union,
Loco 411. Remember it's not hard to get the promissory
note as it's bet>n a practice (notably on the xylophone) for
years.
And for you culture lovers and classical music freaks, a
little of Beethovens Ninth Sumphony with full orchestration for you and filler for me, in E flat major.
DAR DAR DUH DUH DA ! DUH DUH DUH DA !
DEE DEE DE DYG DAG! DEE DEE DE DUH
DAR! DAR DAH DAH DAR DAR DAR DAH DUH
DUH DAR DAR DUCK DEE DEE! DUH DUDH
DDDUDHG D DIIGIECH! ! ! ! !

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resorl bring them directly to my office \No. 4) in
the hugf fluorescent Lance complex.

In addition to the data on the c0ntrol of the federal
government and unemployment, other findings of the
representative sample were generally com,istent with the relative
decline of the Liberal strength and the relative rise of the NOP
strength in the Windsor area. The role of the party it>aders, for
example, apparently became less important. Unlike the 1968
federal election in which Tmdeaumania was considered a major
factor, the 1972 federal election appeared to have been more
influenced by other factors such as the parties and local candidates. The Windsor voters cited the parties taken as a wholP as
the most important factor (39.8 percent) in determining their
votes, and this was followed by the factors of candidates (29.7
percent and of the party leaders (13. 7 percent).
In the 1972 campaign, economic issues played a paramount
role. Aside from the unemployment issue, which was considered
to be by far the single most important issue, the Windsor voters
often mentioned many other economic issues such as inflation,
taxes, and pensions.
The snrvey also reflected the rising trend of nationalism in
Canada. More than three-quarters 177 .2 percent I of the Windsur
voters said that Americans owned too many companies and
factories in Canada.
On the other hand, the Windsor voters did not indicate a clearcut commitment to bilingualism. Less than half the sample (46.3
percent I said that every Canadian should be able to speak French
as we II as En11;lish.
The data from the representative sample shed important light
on the demographic characteristics of Liberal, NDP, and
Conservative voters. As might be expected, a majority of Liberal
supporters (.';5.0 percent) thought that they belonged to the
middle class whereas a majority of NDP supporters (54.l
percent) thought that they belonged to the working class,
although there was a very large degree of overlap between the two
groups.
Such a class cleavage is further revealed in the education and
income distributions of the gathered data. While Liberal voters
tended to be better educated, NDP voters tended to be poorly
educated, and Conservative voters stood somewhere between the
two. In terms of income, Liberal voters ranked high, NDP voters
low, and Conservative voters somt>where between the two.
In terms of age, the data also showed a similar general pattern.
Liberal supporters tendt>d lo be relatively old, "I/DP supporters
tended to be relatively young, and Conservative voters stood
somewhere between the two.

In some demographic characteristics, however, differences
among tlw various party supporters wt>re relatively marked, and
this was particularly true in tht> cases of religion and union
membership. While a large majority of Liberal voters (66.0
perceriii were Roman Catholics, a nearly equally large majority
of Conservative voters ( 61.5 percrnt) were Protestants, and a
slightly more than a majority of NDP voters (52.8 percent) were
Protestants.
In terms of union membership, difference~ were also large.
t:'nion in!lnrncp among :\'DP volprs \\as much strongrr than that

among Liberal voters. Of those who voted Liberal, only 43.8
percent had union members within their families, but among
those who voted NDP, as large as 63.9 percent had union
members within their families.
While..the ~ r sentati e sa plll '>Q\l'{ht
desr,rihe tbe 972
electi
panel sample examined the change between the
1972 federal election and the 1971 provincial election, and more
speifically the panel sample sought to identify the differences
between those who ,oted for the same parties twice and those
who voted for different parties in these two elections. As it will be
shown below, the statistical characteristics of the panel sample
ended to be quite different from what one might expect from the
eprcsentative sample.
A relatively largt> number of the Windsor voters switched their
arty support. Of those who voted in both of the two elections,
7 .5 percent were consistent voters, and 42.5 were switchers.
e two largest groups of consistent voters were those who voted
iberal twice and those who voted NOP twice. The two largest
groups of switchers were those who moved from Conservative to
Liberal and those who moved from Liberal to NDP.
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Consistent Liberal voters and consistent NOP voters were
sharply differemt in some demographic characteristics. The class
cleavage was extremely marked. While 72.7 percent of consistent
Liberal voters said that they belonged to the middle class, 54.5
percent of consistent NOP voters said that they belonged to the
working class. Similarly these two groups were quite different in
terms of union membership. While consistent Liberal voters
rarely belonged to a labour union ( 27 .3 percent), an extremely·
large proportion of consistent NDP voter•, (63.6 percent) were
union members. These results tended to magnify the differences
fmmd between the 1972 Liberal voters and the 1972 NDP
voters.
In some other demographic characteristics these two groups
were not so different, and this was particularly true in the cases of
age, income, and education. When average age, average amount
of income, and averagr amount of education were computed,
consistent LibPral voters were not so different from consistent
NOP voters. however, in terms of the degree of homogt>neity,
these two groups showed some differences. While consistent
Liberal voters tended to includt> young as well as old voters, rich
as well as poor voters, and educated as well as uneducated voters,
conRistent NDP voters tended to be largely middle-age, middleincome, and mediumly educated voters.
'I11e data from the panel sample also showed some unusual
characteristics of switchers. Conservative-Liberal switchers
tended to be high in income and high in social class, but they
were very low in terms of education. Liberal-NOP switchers
tended to be high in income, high in social class, and medium in
education. Both of these two groups of switchers were widely
distributed in terms of age. In religion they were also unusual. A
very large majority of Liberal-NOP switchers (75.0 percentl
were Roman Catholics.
'I11e study was designed and ext>cuted primarily by Professor
Akira Kubota of the Political Science Department of the
University of Windsor and his students - David Baker,
Margaret Buhlman, Gordon Chan. and Carol Ann Wilk. The
interviews of voters were carried out by two groups of students.
One group consisted of those taking various political science
courses, and the other consisted of those studying field method
under Professor Placido La Vallt> of the Geography Departmt>nt.
'I11e gathered data will bt> further analyzed in the spring by
Professor Harold Clarke of the Political Science Department.

Presents
"SUBWAY EL VIS"

Monday, Jan. 15
~Saturday,Jan.20
\Nednesday,Jan. 17
"FIFTIES NIGHT"

Bobby Socks
&

Please patronize Lance
advertisers.

Saddle Shoes
Admission 50c Students
Non Students - $1.00
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Immigration fights:
Meszaros returns

The newly obtained LeBel Building. at the corner of Huron d<>partment around June 8. 1973. Projected to mm•<> into the old
Une and College. will be ready for occupancy by the fine arts Vine Arts Building. 111 the corner of Sunset 11nd Wyandotte. is the

dr1111111

department.
Photo courtesy of Information Services.

R enovations underway

Fine Arts move to south campus
The Department of Fine Arts has a new building.
Named the LeBel Building after the first President of the
University, Reverend E. Carlylisle LeBel, the building will be
ready for occupancy around June 8, 1973, after extensive
renovations to the interior of the already existing building are
complete.
Commenting on the fate of the University of Windsor's
building expansion program, Mario Sellan of the Planning and
Construction Department said Monday that he could foresee no
new buildings for the university in the next five years at least.
Justifying his statement, Sellan pointed out that building space
is alloted to the university by the government on a direct ratio to
the student enrolment.
The government has a formula that allows approximately 96
square feet of ground space for every student on campus.

HcONG s

OF THE FINEST FOODS

·GRESTAURANT
Students w ith cards

Enioy Our Famous

\

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS
OPEN

MON to THURS 11 JOAM -9PM

fRI & SAT I I JO A M

1 00 A M

SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 3 PM -9 PM

When the General Fire Extinguisher Co. building at Huronlioe
and College became available for purchase, the university was
advised that the property alone would be worth the cost cl.
purchase.
"We were told that with land costs soaring the ,rn} they a
we could buy the factory and property, throw away the buildi
and still make a good deal. They were selling cheap. so
bought," he said.

Then we will probably re-do the interior of the old buildi
and move some other department to that building. Possibly t
Drama Department," Sellan said.

E 256-7711
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

"As it turned out, the figures dropped and we are way over our
government allotment."

"The Fine Arts Department was housed in th .,Id Lobla
building," a former grocery store needing extensive renovati
"So we decided to re-design the interior of the new building, a
move the Fine Arts Department in there".

O VER 160
VAR IETIES

'

"AL the end of the last school year, we were over the allowed
amount of land space", he said. "If the enrolment figures had
climbed as they were expected to, we would have been pretty
close to the limit".

•
•

til' ng the grlater l'lftlo t of spape in th nf' building. th,·
Fine Arts Department will be able to expand its program
include such subjects as ceramics and photography.

A spokesman for the Fine Arts Department said yesterday tha t
while space will be provided for the new subjects, they will likel)
not be implemented until a later date when proper funding an d

•

Ill

June

fac ulty become available.
Director of University Information Services Geoff MacGihbon
said the new LeBel Building was bought with funds from
Program 25 for Today.
An estimated ~ 43] ,OOO will be spent for renovation of the
bu ilding which cost the program $150,000 to purchase.
When asked about a possible wastage of space not utilized,
MacGibbon noted that in several cases during the university 's
E'xpansion program, space has been utilized by something other
than originally intended.
·Tm sure that the space will be put to good use until the Fine
Arts Departmt>nl finds itself in a position where it must call for
fn li usage of its own facilities."
A further <'rimplication came to the planners of the building
\\ lwn tlwy put their proposals before the zoning committee. The
prohir m clralt with the planned removal of a fence behind the
builclin;( off I\1illrn Stret>L
Th <' residents of this street claimed that doing this would draw
a lot of unwanted traffic from the university for purposes of
parki n;(,
T he residents said that they were only thinking of the safety of
thf'ir children. The proposal was defeated.
spokesman for a carthage company in the area said that
1
re war Q ohjecti.2n from ;his compa11:y to ihe entrance of i,
iversity huiltling into an area bordering an industrial zone.
t", he warned. "Trucking is a noisy business, and we sure
areQ't going to put on extra mufflers for you."
Architect for the exterior designs and renovations is William
Kachmaryk of Windsor. Contractor for the job is :'.Vlasotti
Cc,nstnll'tion Ltrl.

Six Assaulted outsi e St. Denis Hall
At approximately 1: 05 a.m., Saturday January <,, 1973 three
undisclosed assailants assaulted Patrick Coyne in the vicinity of
St. Denis Hall.
Coyne was walking between Cody Hall and St. Denis H all
when three young males approached and attacked him with tree
hranches and a tire iron.
Coyne was taken Lo Grace Hospital where tie was treated for
possible concussion and a slash over the left eye requiring five
sutures.
Earlier in the evening, a similar incident involving five
students occurred in the same area. Brian Shoust, Mary Boles,
Frank Brunetti, and Len Motuzas all from Windsor were in the
company of Albert Genys, a student from Waterloo-Lutheran.
Spokesman for the group said they had been in the University
Pub, and had seen the three assailants at that time; one of which
had a tire iron with him at the time.
The group left the pub and were approached outside by the
three men who asked them if they knew where two other peop le

were. I ~hen they couldn't tell them, the three men started
shouting and swearing, and then attacked the group with the tree
branches and tire iron.
University Security Police were called took a report which was
later forwarded to Windsor Police along with a report and
statement by Coyne. No arrests have been made.
Inspector Robitaille of the Windsor Police Uniform Division
said yesterday that "no charges have been laid because no
complainant has come forward."
Robitaille indicated that in the case where the Police do not
actuallv witness an assault, no arrest can be made bv the Police
riitless .the involved party wishes to press charges. Chief of
University Security Grant Mciver said, "All parties involved in
the assault seem to feel that the assailants are not from the
Univrrsity." Mel ver further indicated that although this is a
ver~ !wrious incident, it is only an isolated occurrence.
• The last knov.n assault case on campus was two years ago,
when a single party, was assaulted near the University Centre by a
motor-cycle gang.

• •

Financial cr1s1s over helms Brandon

W'e'II help you through
- a n d Into llfe.
W$ have a plan that can subsidize you through prac-

tically any university, and almost any college that leads

to un1veraity, anywhere in Canada. And you'll also get
the many benefits of our military training.
We'H give you a monthly salary, the cost of tuition,

booics, supplies, health care, and pay for summer

tralnJng, our style, and a full month's vacation, your
style. To be eligible, you have to be accepted at an
accredited preparatory college, or Canadian university,

a

aas our own selection board. And, when you

ate, there's an Important job wailing. An Officer's
()b In the Canadian Forces. If you're interested,
contact your university placement office, or come in
and talk with us.

Military araer cou nsellor will be on campus Jan. 22, 23 & 24
1 to 3 p.m.
Contact Student Placement for location.

The Canadian

Armed Forces
You'Ve got to be good to get In.
DRS12-1

BRA'.'IDON ICUPI - Brandon University faces a fina ncial
crisis so severe its continued existence is in doubt.
The university may be forced to give notice to at least 30
professors - between one-quarter to one-third of its faculty - by
the end of February, university president Lloyd Dulmage says.
The institution has been beset with mounting operating deficits
and now a supplementary grant for being a new developing
university is no loni;er available.
Although it is not yet possible for the university to prepare a
final budget for the fisca l year 1973-74, Brandon U's advisory
budget committee has prepared a hypothetical budget.
The hypothetical budget assumes an operating grant from the
Manitoba Grants Commission 10 percent higher than its gra nt to
the university for 1972-73. This assumption was used despite ·•a
strong indication that the operating grant figure for Brandon
Universit1, for 1973-74 might not exceed the operating figure for
1972-73. · Dulmage said.
The hypothetical budget shows even if a 10 percent increase is
granted about 30 professors would have to be fired.
The same budget also shows that approximately 27 people on
the university support staff would have to be fired. and m any
services would have to be reduced or eliminated.
A reduction in the athletic budget from $101,000 to about
$48,000 as outlined in the budget, would mean the end to all

DOWNSVIEW (CUPI - Istvan Meszaros, the Marxist
professor Canadian immigration authorities tried to exclude from
a teaching post at York University on the grounds he was a
"security risk", has apparently won his eight-month fight.
Meszaros received word Jan. 5 that he had been granted an
entry visa to Canada. He had returned to England Dec. 29 after
being in Canada fighting his case since September. He returned
only after Manpower and Immigration Minister Robert Andras
had assured him he would personally review the case.
Meszaros will return to Toronto Jan. 20 to begin teaching
political philosophy at York.
Meszaros' lawyer, Paul Copeland of Toronto, said the eightmonth court and legal costs would be about $8000, which he
hoped to collect from York University. In a similar case two years
ago, York pickrd up the tab for the entry fight of Gabriel Kolko,
noted critic of American foreign policy and now a history
professor at York.
Meszaros came to Canada in September to force the government to open its files on the case. Immigration authorities
declared him illegally in the country and he was ordered departed
by the Immigration Review Board while Bryce Mackasey was
still Minister of Manpower and Immigration.
The case received international attention and academics
around the world rallied to support Meszaros. Under pressure,
Makasey agreed to personally review the case if Meszaros
returned Lo England. Meszaros refused because once out of the
country he would have lost his right of appeal.
Mackasey then withdrew a conditional offer to allow Meszaros
to stay and teach at York for one year only.
The case is notable for the question it raises about the review
process in the immigration department. If Meszaros had not
come to Canada, Copeland speculated it was highly unlikely his
case would have been favourably reviewed.
And by using the "security risk" label, the government was
able to blanket the flimsiest of evidence in secrecy, and use it as a
club to which Meszaros had no defense. He had no idea what
evidence the charge had been based on. Rumors floated that he
was a Russian spy and at one point, Mackasey's executive
assistant Zarie Levine told a newspaper reporter that Meszaros
was "no golden-haired boy". Meszaros has filed suit against
Levine.
With the help of New Democratic Party MP Ed Broadbent
(Oshawa-Whitby), himself a member of York's political science
department, Meszaros got in touch with the new minister, Andras. In a telephone call Dec. 24, Andras told Meszaros he would
ho~or the promise oLhis predecessor tQ j<4!View the cas_e:....
Andras reportedly told Meszaros no grounds existed for his
eclusion from Canada. The government wouldn't intervene in the
appt>al, Andras said, and Meszaros had all the benefit of all
possible routes of appeal. The statement in effect guaranteed the
government wouldn't issue a security certificate. The certificate
would have prohibited the appeal board from opening the
security risk issue. In that event, the board would have been
forced Lo settle the Meszaros case on a strict question of law
without any humanitarian considerations. In appeal cases a
board ruling can be reversed on humanitarian grounds.
But more important, Andras' statement is seen by observers as
proof the government had no grounds for the original charge that
Meszaros was a security risk.
In September Meszaros said he thought the label came from
some Canadian immigration official in London who seemed to
think all Marxists were security risks and bomb throwers.
Meszaros fled Hungary in 1956 when the Stalinists regained
control after the abortive uprising that year. He was a noted civil
rights advocate in his homeland and served as an assistant to the
cultural affairs minister in the short-lived revolutionary government.
He went to Italy and then to Britain where he later became a
British citizen without any problems. While teaching at the
University of Sussex he was offered a position at York and
resigned. But when he applied for landed immigrant status in
Canada while still in London, Canadian authorities there refused
and the battle began.
York University officials played a very low-keyed role in the
dispute. York president David Slater sent telegrams to makasey
hut left the bulk of affairs to arts dean John Saywell.
When the original refusal of Meszaros's landed immigrant
status application arrived in late June, Saywell sent Meszaros a

varsity or inter-university sports and the retention of only intramural sports.
No money would be available for student recruitment, fund
raising programs, development programs or information services.
A long-promised pension plan could not be implemented. No telegram offering o~e yea(s salary as settlement, plus an offer to
faculty sabbatical leaves would be possible, nor could faculty or help Meszaros get his old Job back at Sussex.
staff who retire or resign be replaced. Library acquisitions would , York originally agreed to pay Meszaros his salary although he
be minimal, desp(te the in~deq?-acy of the ~urrent ~ollection.
. wasn't teaching, but stopped payment in October and froze the
•Dulmage says if the umvers1ty ~s to avoi~ '!'akmg st~ff cuts it bank account. At that time Meszaros couldn't touch the money
will not only need the l O percent mcrease m its operatmg grant, and the immigration department could charge he was illegally
but an additional $234,000. It would also need another $50,000
d 'f h d'd
·
emp 1oye I e 1 •
to • Iement t11e pension
p 1an.
Du ma/le described the situation to faculty members in a letter
Meszaros spent the four months in Canada living with York
in early December and said "the overall effect of these cuts would professors Ellen and Neil Wood, studying and writing. But he
be more than crippling." At the same time he had a meeting with said during that time the waiting game destroyed his constudents and declared that the continued viability of the centration and he was doing no constructive work.
university is in doubt.
The committee which prepared the budget is composed of 13
administrators and staff members and only one student. Despite
the cutbacks, the budget allows an 8.4 percent increase in salaries
for academic staff and an eight percent increase in salaries for
non-academic staff.
by BUD ANDERSON
There has been no indication whether greater student
A petition caJJing for a student referendum to impeach SAC
representation will be provided on committees that will decide President Gerry Gagnon and Vice-president John Bennett was
which staff membE'rs to cut.
presented to Council Wednesday evening. Also Council accepted
the resignation of Nursing Rep Terry Head (see earlier story
page one.\
Sources have stated that there is a dispute over the wording in
braces the word "Theology" plus other modes of religious the petition demanding a referendum to impeach Gagnon and
studies.
Bennett. Also before any concrete action can be taken to impeach
"Currently ther!' are only two universities in Canada who still the two Chief Electoral Officer Chris Amheault must ascertain
retain the name "Theology", since most of the others have the eligibility of those students who signed the petition. If in fact
changed their name. In a way we are keeping up to the times and those who signed the petition are all registered undergraduates, a
also b!'ing practical," added Fr. Crowley.
The booklet "Careers Outlook" which is being widely used by referendum will likely be held later this month.
In other SAC news, Phys. Ed. rep Norm Yeryk requestt>d that
secondary school counsellors in Canada, because of the present
SAC
purchase 40 crates of apples to be distributed to the student
name of thr department under seminary-type schools rather than
aeademic institutions. This has resulted in misleading many body. The motion was tabled until next week after SAC officials
~tential students who wish a broader field of religious studies. determine the cost of such a venture.
Therefore in changing the name to "Religious Studies" would
Internal Affairs Commissioner Richard Malott notified
more accurately repr<'sent thr academic approach of the Council that Course Evaluation would possibly be completed by
department.
the end of the month.

unr.

Impeachment called for

New name for T h ology Departrnent
by SAL PREST A
The Theology Department has been changed to Religious
Studies Department. When Father Crowley, Head of the
Department was asked why the change he outlined Heveral
reasons.

"In the past," he stated, "the word theology ade1111ately
described the department and the connotation derived from the
word was that the field of study eventually led either to the
ministry or the priesthood."
Since then however the department has expand!'d the courses
offered thus resulting in a greater fit>ld of religiou!! studies. The
term "Theology" therefore has become inadequatr and
misleading. The new name "Religious Studies" however cm·
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Maybe a late yearbook
What's going on here anyway! Once again however are claiming that their agreement
there is a major hassle going on over v.ith council stipulates that only photos
completion of this year's Ambassador '73 taken by their studios <>an be published.
yearbook. Thaddeus Holownia who until Such is the conflict ...
recently was the book's editor has allegedly
On another front the Alumni represenresigned in December and an attempt to find tative on the Media Corporation has
a replacement via advertisements in The resigned some time ago and alumni boss
Lance have been to no avail, the only ap- Rod Scott has not appointed a replacement.
plicant being Lance senior editor J.P. Generation Editor Ray Belcourt has not
Squire.
been seen or heard from in sevnal months
:'\'lembers of the media corporation, in- and the corporation has made no move to
cluding Lance editor Gordon Gilmour have replace him so that students would have a
been tardy to say the least in stepping up Genrration this year.
efforts to locate a suitable and qualified
Generation seems to he a consistent
replacement.
scapegoat over the years. ln fact attempts
Student Council members on the
have been made to stymie the litPrary
coporation have not done a hell of a lot
supplement for the past three years in a row,
better. Last year Council entered into an
TI1e Lance praises the University of
agreement with Cololux photos stipulating
Windsor
for appointing a special comthat the company would bf' the only one
allowed on campus to take yearbook pic- mission to look into the structure and eftures. However a number of students have ficiency of student governmrnt. The
already had their photos taken at off. cavalier attitude which student leaders here
campus studios and want them included in have adopted over the years in appalling.
When will they ever learn that arrogance
Ambassador '73.
Representatives of Cololux studios often is only tantamount to ignorance.

Things are going too far! !
Speaking of things going too far, what's all
Why was Mr. Bennett so indecisive over
this about Nursing Rep. Terry Head's the resignation of the Nursing Rep.? At first
resignation first being refused by John he allegedly wouldn't accept the letter of
Bennett and then acrepted. What an resignation because it was 'overly critical' of
amazing lack of decisiveness on Mr. Ben- Council. Did Bennett shift his position
nett's part!
because he belatedly realized the fact that
According to Head, Bennett refused to Head's resignation would mean that the
accept the resignation when he handed it to loyal opposition would have one less voice
him last Thursda}, Suhseque,,tly Benn!~~:. ~~~n~~ l.inlikely! It just SPems to hear
"1--h"'--..H~
t,, 1'rtm •'f'd th
01.·urtfflnt to He
- •
of organization· visible in SAC
v.ho then proceeded to tear it up. At this this year.
point Head changed his mind and decided
T d" .
.
not to resign after all.
ra ihonally when a member of SAC
Next thing you know its the following resigns, his l~tter ?f resig~ation has been
week and Bennett is informing Head that he read. to the C~unc,I at their. next regular
has officially resigned. Finally at the teetmg. In this case there simply w~s. no
Wednesday SAC meeting Council upheld et.ter nor was there any other v1s1hle
Bennett's contention that Head, had in fact, evidence of the fact that Head had resigned.
resigned his post. However Head was not How then can Bennet~ a1:1d the other
present at the meeting to appeal their members of S~C conscie~hou~;ly declare
decision.
that Head has, m fact, resigned.

(
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SEAR ...

I'll bet you didn't know you
could have a
wedding
reception here on campus.
Well, you can. The University
Centre facilities are now available for receptions, and similar
functions to students, staff and
faculty. Just see one of the
folks at the Centre Desk for
more information. If you've
got guests coming from outside
the city for the big event, those
same Centre Desk people can
arrange rooms for you at Cody
Hall. Good idea don't you
think?

+++

Already people are thinking
of places to go during Slack
Week. The Biology Club is
offering a trip to the Bahamas
and the Ski Club has its annual
fun in the snow party planned
for Ste. Ann in Quebec. Guess
I should quit smoking and
drinking coffee, save my
pennies and go on one of the
trips. They really are both very
good adventures, lots of fun
type people along and a
bargain at that price.

+++

There will probably be lots
of faculty members along on
the trips. Seems the profs want
a package of nearly $340,000
in "Merit Pay" this year. One
day we should review the
whole concept of who gets paid
for what around here. Surely
between a quarter and a half
million dollars is just too much
money to be socked into a
budget item called "Merit
Pay". Aren't all the salaries
around here big enough
without some of these extra
goodies too? Maybe, on the
other hand, we should just
make sure we know "Merit"

really is. Could increasing the
enrollment in one's department
be used as a standard of merit?
How about using course
evaluation as another one of
the standards the profs can use
to get some of that loose
money? I guess it remains to
be seen how the administration
handles this football. All we
students can hope is that in
these days of tuition hikes they
keep a tight fist on as much
money as they can.
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Op-ed comment

Campus homophiles want to be heard
by BARRY ABROW1'
As a member of the Windsor
Homophile Association I
would like to take this op·
portunity to express some of
our views on homosexuality.
Through various discussions
with many people we have
come to realize that there exists
opposition to any attempt to
write or speak sympathetically
about
homosexuality.
However, I must add that l
have had the privilege
meeting with straight indiv1
dmrls who l?oYlestly accipt ga) , .
friends. These straight men
and women see other human
beings as human beings, and
not in terms of defection from
their "standards".
I feel that anv individual
who takes the c~ndemnatory
view of homosexuality, makes
it largely impossible for he or
she to have any real awareness
of the human being and human
emotions involved. As Pittenger states in Time for
Consent. "A homosexual is a
person who loves members of

his OWN sex ... A homosexual
person may be male or female;
he is a person who wishes to
love and can only love, in the
most complete and intimate
sense of the verb with its
physical
overtones
and
suggestions, another person of
his or her own sex. That is the
way he IS''. And aside from
that characteristic we are
largely like every one else. In
as much as classifications are
relevant, a homosexual man is
still a man and a homosexual
oman i~ still a woman. The
mosexual person no more
mes from a troubled family
an does a heterosexual
on.
hat the gay person does
ex&>erience is unhappiness at
not being allowed to express
hi or her own deepest feelings.
This unhappiness is largely a
re It of the heterosexual
oriented world we live in. We
walk down the street and see
straight couples holding hands,
kissing, embracing etc. and yet
at the same time v.ish that we

had the courage to do the same
with our loved one. We can
walk down the street and show
affection but always at the cost
of insult.
At this point one should be
reminded of a letter to an
American mother by Sigmund
Freud, written in 1935. It is
still full of truth and accuracy.
"Homosexuality is assuredly
no advantage, but it is nothing
to be ashamed of, no vice, no
degradation, it cannot he
classified as ao illness ... Maqy
highly 1-espeetable indiv1du,ils

man to be human. May I
conclude by saying that any
individual should be allowed to
experience a higher degree of
fulfill, in a personal way, that
is natural to his or her feelings.
If it be in terms of the weekly
Windsor Homophile Asso·
ciation meetings, held in room
So you see the gay person is 2103 of the Math Building on
in good company. He is not Wednesday at 7 : 30, then more
alone. In fact there may be power to the individual. WP
friends, who are also homo- are pre.sent should anyone,
sexual, close to him. There is straight or gay, want to learn
nothing sinful or wicked ~ more by participating.
t
this; it 1s as natnral as it is for ii
of ancient and modem times
have been homosexual, several
of the greatest men among
them (Plato, Michelangelo,
Leonardo da Vinci, etc.). It is a
great injustice to persecute
homosexuality as a crime, and
cruelty too."

Min is try nips fee strike in bud
Administration officials
have announced that students
who attempt to collect their
student award grants without
paying their student tuition
fees will be nipped in the bud.
In a directive from the Ministry of Colleges and Universities
"in cases where students refuse
to endorse the grant cheque for
payment to the university and
fees are outstanding, the

cheque is to be returned to the delivered to a student within
Department of University six weeks it will similarly be
Affairs explaining the circum- returned to the Ministry in
stances."
Toronto.
If a student finds difficulty
The directive continues by
saying "A student should he in making his or her tuition
instructed, therefore to deal payments at the prescribed
directly with the Director of date, arrangements may be
Student Awards of the Min- made with either Awards
istry of Colleges and Univer· officer Don Kasta or one of the
sities."
Deans in the Office of Student
Also if a cheque is not Affairs.

Laurier. Maybe you can find a
kindred spirit somewhere.

+++

Congrats
to
Kevin
McKenna, the new Commerce
Club President. This is one of
the best student organizations
on our campus, the officers do
a great deal for their student
members. They work at everything from promotion and
tenure within the department
to job interviews for grads. If
only some other student
+++
organizations would show as
Don Kasta, our Awards much concern for their student
Officer tells me a II the letters to constituents. Keep up the good
the recipients of grants under work, fellows and gals, and you
the
Ontario
A ward's too Tim.
programme have been mailed
Six to ten Chinese students
out. Included with the notice have recently vacated Macabout how to pick up your donald Hall. Their reason for
grant is a letter explaining the leaving was simply that they
University's and the Govern- felt they were being discrimment's position on the fee ated against by the other
strike. Make sure you read residents on their floors. They
both documents very carefully
were able to quote chapter and
They could very well make a verse and give examples of
lot of difference in your what I would call cruel and
financial security over the next inhuman treatment by their
few months.
fellow students. There are
+++
three things that can be done.
Just talked to a girl from First, apologize to the students,
Laurier who's into the Ouija guests in our country who were
Board thing. Her "spirit" is treated so badly. Second chide
the ghost of King Solomon, the other students involved for
would you believe? He tells her their childish and assmme
all sorts of strange things about behaviour. Finally, to advise
himself and about herself and all resident students or any
the girls on her floor. They've student for that matter, that if
all had a crack at talking to the they feel cause for complaint
late King and find him very about discrimination by a
fascinating. I offered to give fellow student, see their
her my Tarrot Cards, but she's prefect, head resident, the
happy with Sol and the Board. director of housing or the Dean
Oh well, what ever turns you of Students. There are many
on! ! ! If any of you faithful ways of alleviating problems of
readers are into Ouija, drop me that nature. Not the least of
a note c-o the Lance, and I'll which is the Student Affairs
pass it on to the girls in Committee.

by GEORGE GAWADZYN and NORM YERYK

QUESTION: How has the bus strike affected you?

Koren leVlne Nurs. IV - It
hasn't affected me. I don 't
core about it.

Raymond Vlolot Art, I -

Phil Spector Art, I - It •oved
me money but it i• a drag to
hitchhike. I'm used to being
chauffeured.

It

Dick Wol1h Art1 Ill -

gives me a chance to exercise.

sooner not get involved thumb is sore.

Anwar Mahmood Eng IV - I'm
near the campus ; it doesn't
affect me.

Bonnie Bogheon Pre Lim
have saved $10 in the
week.

Amanda Slmp1on -

Monico Mullane Art1 I -

bother me -

at all.

exercise.

It doesn't
I need the

Nat

I'd
my
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Editors note
The Lance is very grateful to the Office of Student Affairs. the
OfficP of Information Services. the Dept. of Planning and
Consrrucrion and rhe offices of the senior administrative officials
of rhe University of Windsor for their help in writing this article.
And we are especially thankful for the opportunity to be the
.fir.~r media to carry the detail.~ of this revolutionary idea of a
parking lot conceived by geographers. planned by the architects,
11nd built by the most modern of construclion techniques.
The fine points of this description h11ve yet to be worked 0111
and contingency plans are always in the making bw what we
have tried to do is map out exactly what the administration has
been doing with respect to the problems of parking and how they
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ propose to end the squabbling about space on campus.

by johnny gonad
"The problem of parking in the camplll! area has changed from
minor irritation to a fairly major problem and will so continue
at; ..iep, thft the e~entual
ah h'ivesdgatton lii many direction1 d mvolve .tlany methods of solution rather than a few".
This statemeut of purpose originated with the University of
Windsor Parking Committee along with a series of recommendations that the Parking Committee be re-established and reconstituted. It is dated June 29, 1971 and was approved in a
meeting of the Board of Governors on September 13, 1971. This
attempt at stimulating action on a growing problem was based on
a report from the Office of Planning and Construction. This
branch of the university's administration was requested by the
Parking Committee to "study the long and short range parking
needs" and "upon completion of the report, an overall master
plan for parking will be submitted for consideration."
This report as far as we know constitutes the only serious
attempt to discover the extent of the problem and the direction
any future plans should take.
To make a long survey very short, projections were made as to
the requirements for the next 7 years. The results indicated that
there were sufficient parking spaces to accommodate the demand
until 1974-5; and with the addition of Lot 'S' 006 spacesl
adjacent to the Library, until 1975-6.
However this survey was based ·on the present percentage of
students and staff parking on the streets, and by 1975-76, with
75 percent of the students and 15 percent of the faculty on the
streets, it would he crowded to say the least.
The report also emphasizes the attitude of the city in this
regard: "it is doubtful whether the city officials would allow this
without imposing parking restrictions on the adjacent streets and
without applying pressure to the University to increase the
parking spaces available on lots."
In view of this, the Office assumed that the number of street
parking spaces would remain constant (if not decline) and
projected the needs again in table form. The results were not
unpredictable. "A major lot would be required under these
conditions by 19 7 3-74."
As the survey indicated, neighbours on the streets adjoining the
university have caused the city officials to impose limited parking

have been completed, hot water will be pumped below the
surfacl', the salt dissolved, and the resulting brine pumped out.
\\ hen the space below is large enough, all the water and brine
11 be ~l\"lPed ou! and a wqrking shaft constr)lcted.
The men who will do the preliminary surveying below the
und will hi' workmen from the Windsor Salt Mines. They will
rminl' what safe working conditions will he necessary to
lete the concrete structure. Once surveyed. a smooth, level
su ce is covered with a concrete base and the four walls erected.
The second floor will be "hung" on concr~te pillars that will
xtend to hold the roof. Once this shell is completed, the
surrounding area is filled with waste salt and other filler
materials, and the exit to the underground hollow closed off.
The elevator to ferry thP cars to the lower level will be of
&pecial de1'('0 n so that as soon as one car has begun the descent
into the garagl', another elevator car is available for another car.
11te process to get hack to the surface will he the same as to
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The plans as they now stand call for 350 parking spaces on

each level which results in a total of 700 new spaces for the
"8mpus.

It is estimated that with this new addition, that the overflow
from the other lots can be accommodated together with the excess
lrom the street. This would comfortably house the excess and put
off the building of new lots until 1979-80.
People who now hold permits for M lot have not been conUlcted yet but will he soon. The Lance will keep you informed on
this. Also security refused to release the date on which the new
)eeys for the lot will be sold but again we will keep you informed.
Student council sources when contacted said that the lack of
1111y long range plans was starting to bother them, hut with the
release of these plans they were very much reassured. They
promised the Lance every effort to ensure that the students would
pt a fair proportion of thl' spaces available.
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Editor's Endit
Other universities have not yet been contacted but this story
bas be,m filcd with the Canadian University Press national office
eui we ;hould be hearing something in the coming week. You
never know; if we're the first this time around maybe next fall
everyone will be coming to us for help on their project.
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times on most of these streets. Als,,1 the imposition of st
cleaning signs which restrict the parking even more were erec
nd parking this year has been of microscopic proportions.
~o ver, ~ of the,recent giremmf1)t r,,estrictign on t
C{ struct1on of new buildings and the ban on any kind of plan (
parking lots, this university is the first to he able to announce tht,
upcoming construction of an underground parking lot.
The Plans
The plans as they were presented to the Lance, called for thP
construction of a poured concrete base together with a two floor
parking area. The site of the construction will he approximatel)
200 feet underground and approximately the same size as M lot.
Entrance to this lot, coded appropriately MU (Munderground I, will be from M lot with a special gate type of pass.
A car complete with passenger enters the elevator, inserts the
special kl'y, the door closes, and the car descends to the lower
level. OncP thPre, the door opens and the car is parked as usual.
Once parked, the passenger walks to the end of thl' garage and
takes thP passPnger l'levator to the University Centre. It is
l'stimatPd that the trip down the car elevator would takr about
1112 minutes and the trip up to the Univers,ty Centre another
minute.
The idea was eonceived originally by a professor of geography
who posed the question of where to put more parking lots with
land values being so high in this area. One of his more curious
students approached him after dass and asked about the
possibilities of a parking garage. The answer of course was in·
volved with the government subsidy. The return query was about
the possibilities of putting the whole structure underground. The
prof didn't know but hazarded a guess that it was economically
tmfeasible. He, too was intrigued and upon chPcking fur ther
reported the results to his superior. Thill! followed the in·
vestigation and architectural designs.
What made this project feasible was the fact that this whole
area was formerly a salt sea. Now that the area is above sea level,
what remains are many deposits of salts including limestone and
our very common table salt. The salt beds in this area are
economically recoverable as evidenced by the presence of
Windsor Salt Mines.
The plans if they follow the schedule call for the use of most of
M lot for the equipment necessary to drill well holes. Once these
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Start the game with any problem likely to crop up in your life on campus
and proceed through the proper channels recording the time spent at stops,
until you reach finish aad gain a solution.
To win you must reach the finish box within thirty-two weeks (the most
tii:ne any stud_ent has on c_ampusl without crossing any line in the game and
without crossing or re-using any path you've already used. By proceeding
carefully from one stop to the next, certain steps may be circumvented to
reduce the time spent waiting.
Members of any radical student· movement may jump a proper channel
four times: once for a picket, once for a sit-in, once for occupying the computer center, and once for threatening- to do any of the above. In each case a wall
may be crossed. a previously used path re-used , or a stop just passed through.
For extra excitement, moderates and radicJls can compete.
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UNDER GRAD (OR GRAD)
DEPARTMENT OFFICER
This man is the first person who
will give you some feeling that
you are nearing a solution, because after meeting with you at
least twice on the issue he will
tell you what committee is in
charge of handling such cases.
Spend at least a week here.
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STUDENT REP TO
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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Ghere are two types of department secretaries. The first really
wants to help the students and
will try hard to . Unfortunately
there is little she can do. The second thinks the world r<'volves around her .
Flip a coin- heads you have the
first ki nd and move on right away ;
ta il~ you have the second kind and
spend three weeks at this stage .

I

-

I

Everybody and every problem has
an advisory committee. Here the
problem is fully discussed and
studies of how the University of
Northern California and Tanzania
Tech are solving the problem
are distributed .
At least two meetings are devoted
to every problem before (al
some kind of advice is passed up
to whomever the committee is
advising; (b) the problem being
discussed is forgotten in side issues; or (cl a subcommittee,
which will never meet because
everyone is too busy. is formed to
investigate the problem in depth.
Wait here four weeks .

I
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CHAIRMAN'S
SECRETARY
Undoubtedly you will have to see
the chairman. Spend two weeks
at this stage waiting for an appointment. He's continually out
to lunch.

-

-

The president's council co-ordinates all the committees everywhere . Every one of its members
has at least one advisory cornmittee . These men bring prob!ems to the council where new
solutions are dreamed up or the
matter referred to a special subcommittee. Finally, however , a
decision will be held up pending
a decision from the budgets
committee as to whether or not
financing is possible
So wait two weeks and then go
directly to the budgets eommittee.

I

I

Every decision costs money.
money comes from the budgets
committee. However, the budgets
committee must know priorities
for the entire university. so wait
here two weeks and then go immediately to the president's
council for a decision on how high
a priority your problem is.

ASSIST ANT TO THE DEAN
These men are key to the higher
echelons. It is their job to put the
dean' s file folders on his desk in
order of priority and to make
apologetical speeches to you a bout why certain proulems , which
have of course long been known
to the dean, can't be dealt with in
too great a hurry. Wait two weeks
for an appointment with the dean .
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THE PRESIDENT'S
SECRETARY
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THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL

THE BUDGETS
COMMITTEE

-

- -
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THE PRESIDENT

I
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These men, sometimes many.
sometimes few, depending how
many resignations recently took
effect, are the administration 's
chief apologists. They are the ones
who chair the study and advisory
committees, they are the ones
who bring together all the many
different sectors into one small
tight bundle. As they will clearly
tell you though . they never. never
make a decision. You will be
directed to either a committee or
the president. after waiting three
weeks go on.

-

The president can make decisions, but he would rather not let
too many people know . certainly
not students . So after explaining
to you t hat the Board of Governors mak es a ll the deci sions. and
making certain you 've gone
through all the proper stages so
far . he will assure you your problem will be tak en to the boa rd .
Move on after three weeks di srussions.

I

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

-

VICEPRESIDENTS

I

I

-

I
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The vicepresidents' secretaries
have been around a long limeJn fact in most cases they 've outlived their bosses-so you ·n have
to wait here two weeks in homage .
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The key to academic admimstralion is the dean . It is his job to
carry out the decisions made by
the faculty committees and senior
administration committees_ He
also presents th~ demands of his
faculty to the administration .
He will carry your case to a closed meeting of the appropriate
administration committee . Spend
three weeks talking and waiting .

-

An older and obviously very wise
academic, he will tell you how
glad he is that you've come to
him with your problem and tell you
many of his own. Eventually he
will inform you that careful consideration will be given to a solution in the department committee. Spend three weeks talking
and waiting .
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DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN

--

-

VICEPRESIDENT'S
SECRETARY

-

These men are very imp)rtant in
the structure because they usually serve as secretaries to the
larger committees. If you don't
know why a committee secretary is important, you've never
been to a e.: 1mittee meeting and
then read the minutes afterwards.
When they aren't taking minutes,
they are preparing reports on
committees or placing the files
OD the vicepresident's desk in
neat bundles.
Wait here four weeks because
administrative assistants are
always so very, very busy.

--

staff

DEPARTMENT
SECRETARY

-

DEAN

Just as irrelevant to the decisionmaking process- but that fact is
not as clear as in the case of the
lecturer , occasionally even the
professor himself not realizing it.
Stop here five days.

-

DEPARTMENT HEAD

-

-· ~·

L.J

PROFESSOR

I

As your representative this poor
fellow will do all he can to get
your problem solved. Un fortunately he can't do anything because he 1s allowed onl y to exist
to keep you happy a nd waiting
So wait here three weeks .

-
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Department committee meetings
are very important steps in the decision-m~l ing process as they can
often reallo~ate funds from the
paperclip account to the gestet·
ner paper account They spend
hours talking about. the inadequac y of the library. who they
should hire next year , wha t kind
of research they are doing. and
which committee or person is responsible for the kind of problems
you are raising. Wait five days for
someone to tell you what the next
step is.
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DEPARTMENT
COMMITTEE

I
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ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT
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nature, proceed through the channel below.
If you have a problem with a university rule, or would like to see a
change made in the university's
physical property Csuch as a residence room) or organization,
proceed out the left-hand exit.

Totallv irrelevant to the decisionmakin"g grocess-th1s should be
quickly apparent so only a day
1s lost at this stage.

-

These men abound in the adminis·
tration, but unfortunately nobody
knows why. They may be seen any
day at five o'clock streaming out
of the library in medium grey
suits. Usually they spend their •
time preparing reports that will
be ignored and double-checlting
something someone else has al'
ready double-checked. Wanting to
feel important and looking for any
chance to convince others they
are, they will take up days of
your time though proving in the
end unable even to tell you wliat
the next step is, because they
'
don' t understand the system
,,
themselves . Spend three weeks
here.

Cltevron

-

Department heads are very busy
men. They arrive late, spend their
morning in a committee meeting,
take two hours for lunch, spend
their afternoon in a committee
meeting and leave promptly at
4: 55 after having spent the last
25 minutes of their working day
on the telephone to someone about
yesterday's committee meeting,
the morning committee meeting or
tomorrow's committee meeting.
They will, of course, be able to
take your problem to a committee.
Wait three weeks for the right
committee to meet.
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ADMINISTRATOR
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START

LECTURER

-

JUNIOR
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If your problem is of an academic

- -

-

RULES

l,y Stewart Saxe and George Loney
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THE BOARD OF
GOVERNORS
Your problem has reached the
pinnacle of the decision-making
process. Here many noble. wise
and intelligent men will seriously
consider your proposal ( we know
they are noble. wise and intelligent because most of them are
wealthy).
If your problem is novel. a cornmittee or subcommittee may be
formed to deal with it. If it is academic. it will of course be sent
to the senate for consideration.
Eventually- the board
meets
every three months or so- a
decision will be approved . provided some one responsible from
the administration will recom mend a decis ion.
Proceed to finish after wait10g
one month .

.

The president's secretary is mother-of-the-year and busin ess tY·
coon all rolled up into one Being
motherlv . she thinks students
should be kept in thPir place the
crib.
Wait on e week to get an a ppointment. and the n two more for i(

SENATE
Everybody gets together in the
senate. the umvers1tv·s academic
decision-making body . Almost ali
final decisions may be made here .
except if they require financing
( if so you must go to the board
of governors l
So after it has been d<>termined
that there 1s money to hire or
promote faculty . here 1s . where
the job will be done . Except th.:it
the department head faculty councils. department committee. other
professors. etc .. will be part of
the decis ion along the way, it is
still unclear exactly ho\\ .
If your problem will cost monev
or mean a restructuring of the
university, that of course must go
elsewhere.
But rest assured you' ve found
the home of the decisions the faculty cares about- salarv decisions.
Wait three weeks and then move
on.
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Government and students:

Summer time employment
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STUDENTS
WANTED
For
Course Evaluation
Financial Compensation

leave Name & Phone
Number With SAC
Secretary.

TORONTO - A survey by
an independent research firm
shows that the majority of
companies who responded to
Premier William Davis'
initiative last spring asking
them to consider hiring
summer students are in favour
of the Ontario government's
student summer employment
campaign.
Minister without Portfolio
Margaret Birch said in a news
release J amiary 8, the survey
indicates
"widespread
satisfaction across the province
with student employees." She
is responsible for Ontario's new
Youth Secretariat.
The survey was done by
Daniel Starch Canada Ltd., as
a follow-up to a letter sent by
Mr. Davis last May to Ontario
companies asking support of
the province's Summer '72
Student
Employment
Program.
The letter, mailed to the
chief executives of companies
hiring 50 or more employees,
also requested their thoughts
concerning their experience
with student employees.

Almost without exception.
the 362 respondents to the
Premier's letter were in favour
of the Summer '72 Program.
Slightly more than half had
already hired or planned to
hire students in tlw summer of
197 2. Many commented that it
was a continuing practice.
A substantial number of
companies stated that they had
increased the number of
students hired for summer
employment over previous
years.
"I believe that the very
positive nature of the replies to
the Premier's letter indicates
widespread satisfaction among
employers across the Province
with student employees along
with an evident desire by the
young people lo perform well
on the job," said Mrs. Birch.
"By including our youth in
constructive summer programs
both in the private and public
sectors we are in a very real
way investing in our most
important resource."
ewly-appointed director of
the Youth Secretariat, W.W.
Coulthard said, "A majority of

those employers responding to
the Premier's letter felt that the
students made good employees. This is especially
important when so many
young people need a summer
job to earn money for continuing their education".
"The fact that a number of
employers showed willingness
Lo expand their summer hiring
suggests to me that student
workers pull their weight and
have gained a justifiably good
reputation among employers."

"The new Youth Secretariat
intends to work closely with
industry again this summer in
provinding a worthwhile work
experience for young people.
Close cooperation with those
industries hiring students will
be maintained and extended."

Principal angers students

The Biggest Sale Of Our H istory ,
Continues .
Shop Now While O ur Fa ntastic
Selection Exists.

Boots Shoes Handbags
Boots From $20.00
Shoes From $10.00
Handbags From $5.00
Men's Shoes & Boots
From $15.00

French Pop
1vriting contest
Mes Amis, The French
Radio Network of the CBC is
sponsoring a nation wide song
writing contest, Concours
National de la Chanson
Populaire. Yes, that's right,
Pop songs are what its all
about. The entries must include the lyrics and a written
score with useful remarks as to
interpretation. T he address is
available in the Lance office.
The catch is simply that you be
Canadian and even simpler
that your lyrics be french.
Comment Ca?

306 OUELLETTE AVE .
Next to Palace Theatre
PHONE 254-5797

OPEN THURS. & FRIDAY TILL 9 P.M.

The course load in the
proposed new department
would result in a faculty of six,
causing the dismissal of about
12 current science faculty
members. Recent facu lty
cutbacks due to decreasing
enrolment and the establishment of a CEGEP (community
college) on the univers ity
grounds ha~e left deep wounds
among the faculty.
The universitv now encourages busines~ students to
combine their studies with
courses in other discipline&.
Healy proposes a professiontl
undergraduate school separa
from the university. The mo
wo u ld likely result in
narrO\~ly specialized, mon
lithic program, some observer
suggest.
Healy presented his report to
a board of governors meeting
on Dec. 15 in Montreal. Board
meetings are usually held at
the university.
Some students and faculty
suggest the timing and location
of the meeting was a deliberate
attempt to delay reaction lo the
report. Students were finishing
Christmas
exams
and
preparing to leave the
university
when
Healy
presented the report - too late
for concernd faculty and
students to inform th e
university about the report's
possible consequences.
Healy's report follows from
a recent directive from the
Quebec department of education's council of universities

which recommended Bishop's
offer "a generalized education". Healy proposed the
present degree structure be
replaced by one which would
require the student to acquire
three areas of concentration in
the three-year university
program.
Some 48 to 7 2 credits are
now necessary in the area of
specialization (eight to 12 fullyear courses). Healy proposes
that only 36 credits in one
subjer.t (six courses) and 13
credits in each of at least two
other disciplines be necessary.
In a three-year program, a
maximum of 18 credits (three
courses I could be electives.
The report will probably be
left in the hands of thr execn. e committeP of the Board of
Governors. Although six
faculty members and three
students sit on the 25 member
committee, most decisions are
said to he made long before the
rommittee meets by an "inner
circle" of two or three
members often referred to as
the "St. James Street Mafia."
(St. James St., Montreal, is the
office address of many lawyers
and stock brokers and a large
proportion of the executive
committee. I
If approved, the report
would be implemented by
Sept ember 1974, and all
necessary changes and faculty
cutbacks would have to be
made almost a year before
beca use of calendar and
rec ru iting deadlines and
contractual commitments to
faculty members.

Windso r Unitarian Fellowship
Pres nts
"ZEN SU DHISM "
By popu lar demand Prof, Jerry Schmidt of the
Asian Stud ies Dept., U. of W . . -Meetings are
held St. Clair College In the Staff Room,
Temporary Building, N. . of the Ma in Building.

He shoul d at least be clued up
on birth co ntro l. To get the
facts in pl ai n language send for
th e FREE How-Not-To booklet
by Juli us Schmid , makers of
FOUAEX, RAMSES and SHEIK
Qual ity contraceptives for men.
Sold onl y in drug stores.

rock$
oii
THE
HOW-NOTTO
BOOK
Julius Schm1d·s sulde
lomodernb1tthcontro1 melhods

r---------------------I L1lJ
1 ~ JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED

SALE
Hi Waisted Cords
2 for $20.00

32 Bermondsey Rd , Toronto 16, On!.

lI

P lease send me FREE "THE-HOW-NOTTO-BOOK'
(Print clearly)

I

TO Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I

Address

I

City

one

Prov

L- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Boots & Shoes
30 Per Cent Off
I
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Mick Jagger

"The response from industry
to Mr. Davis' letter supports
the view of those of us in the
Youth Secretariat that the
maJonty of young people,
when given an opportunity, are
ready to respond with enthusiasm and competence to job
opportunities", he said.

Bishop 's University uptight

LENNOXVILLE (CUPI)
- Bishop's University Principal Dennis Healy continues to
anger students and faculty on
the Lenrloxville campus.
Healy has proposed to the
board of governors the effective abolition of the division
of natural sciences and mathematics, and the establishment
of a separate school of business
administration independent of
the academic structure of the
university. He also proposed
the present major-honors
structure be replaced with a
very generalized
degree
program.
If Healy's proposal is accepted, Bishop's graduates will
not be eligible for admission to
graduate school, Dr. C.L.
Ai-not, llhainnah of the division
of natm-al sciences and mathematics claims.

The band's first album on Canada's own
GRT Records retains that funky sound inherent
in each and every one of their previous musical
endeavours. The band may not be precisely
where its at but they're a hell of a lot closer than
anyone else is today.

697 OUELL ETTE AVE.
WINDS OR
Phone (J-51 9) 254-3144

Uriah Heep
Uriah Heep: The l1agicia11 's Birthday A1ercury SAM 1-652.
This is Uriah Heep's fifth album and I would
really likP to let you music fans know just how
far-out, heavy, solid, groovy and BAD it really
is. The easiest thing for me would be to list the
good points of the album but that would make
the column very short and I do enjoy filling
space.
Ken Hensley, compo~er and player of animalin-big-wooden-box-who-when-you-scratch-histeeth-he-sings, says " ... this is our most important album." And no doubt it is. The band is
guaranteed to make a very important fortune
with this disk. But, after all, if Black Sabbath
can do it then why not Uriah Heep?
lf you want a dance album then this should
do very nicely. It might even be the hit of the
party. Just don't listen too closely. The lyrics are
vile - "my sword shall be my pen" ; a person
could get knifed for a line like that. Even though
the performers play well enough, the music
drags with boring accompaniment and sad
excuses for solos.
Nevertheless, Uriah Heep has it made. "After
all Master Copperfield, we are but an 'umble
group what's trying to make an 'umble living·.
There's no 'arm in that now, is there'/" Farm
on-Uriah.
SEAN O'DELL

Blackstone
Blackstone. 011 the Line, GRT Records of
Canada.
Ten years ago a band called Jon and Lee and
the Checkmate~ made their money playing high
school dances around the J\,letropolitan Toronto
area .• They, along with other Canadian groups
like the Mandala, Luke and the Apostles, and
Roy Kenner and the Associates, were part of the
then much lauded Toronto Sound.
In 1968 the groups' vocalist John Finlay, and
organist Michael Fonfara went across the
border to form Rhinoceros with a number of
talented American musicians. They released
three albums on Elektra Records, Rhinoceros.
Satin Chickens. and Beller Times are Coming.
Gradually over a period of several years most of
the members of the original Checkmates, including bassist Peter Hodgson, and guitarist
Larry Leishman found their way into the group.
Last year the group re-emerged on the
Canadian music scene under the name
Blackstone Rangers which was recently
shortened to simply Blackstone.

LECTLRES
- Detroit Institute of Arts offers free talks
and publications on African Terra Cottas
through January 21. Talks are in Holley
Room. Times: Tues. thru Fri. 1: 303: 30 p.m. and weekends I: 30-3: 30 p.m.
- Jan. 11 tlu-u Jan . 28 Det. Inst. of Arts
presents a series called Pioneers of
Modern Painting. Each is a forty-five
minute self-contained essay on the life
and works of a major personality. Two
pioneers shown at each screening in
lecture hall. Edouard Manet-Paul
Cezanne: Thur. Jan. 11: Sat. Jan. B;
Sun. Jan. 14. Tickets: 5 for series or
$2.50 per show.

YOUTHEATRE
- Sat. Jan. 13th, the Detroit Institute of
Art presents The Emperor's -cw Clothes
by Popinjay Puppet Theatre of
Cleveland Ohio. Times: 11: 00 a.m. <.~
2: 00 p.m. tickets $ 1.50.

CONCERTS
- Jan. 21 at Ford Aud. in Detroit the
Vienna Boy's Choir perform. Time:
8: 20 p.m. Tickets: 5.00, 4.00 <.X 3.00.
- America at Masonic Aud. on Wed. Jan.
31 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets: 4.00, 5.00 &
6.00.
- Feb. 6 Cobo Hall has Traffic. Tickets:
S.50 &-.50.

ART
- Jan. 2-Jan. 22 Tom Paul Fitzgerald
presents recent sculpture Bench
Marks and Erosion Maps at the
University of Windsor
ew Librarv
Gallery. Gallery hours same as librar;
hours. \\ ork done in chromed steel,
aluminum, and acrvlic.
- U. of W. art work i~ on display (and for
sale l in the hookstore.

) our so stoned
TOKYO (API - The justice ministry said
today it has advised against granting a Japanese
visa to Mick Jagger, leader of the Rolling Stones
rock band, because of a past conviction on a
drug charge.
Justice ministry officials said, however, there
were no objections to allowing 19· other persons
associated with the British group to visit Japan
for five concerts in Tokyo .beginning Jan. 28.
The Music Office, which is promoting the
Rolling Stones' concerts in Japan, said it will
decide Wednesday whether to go through with
them without Jagger. All 60,000 tickets for the
five concerts have been sold out, officials said.
Justice ministry officials said the conviction
referred to was "two or three years ago in
Britain after he was charged with possession of
marijuana."
Jagger was fined $480 in Britain in 1970 for
possession of drugs.
The justice ministry said foreigners who have
been convicted on drug charges cannot enter
Japan legally.

Dear John
As usual there really hasn't been very much
happening except for the anticipation of a Free
concert on February nineteenth. Mike came
back from England and the grass doesn't appear to be much greener on the other side. Yon
must have been already on your way lo Spain
when he managed to see the dress rehearsal for
Tommy. Good news was that all the singers
refused to use microphones at the rehearsal and
only Merry Clayton was audible over the orchestra. I thought at least that Stevie Winwood
but... If you haven't already heard this version
of Tommy as I doubt you have, with tracking
down foreign agents and hookers and all, ignore
it. It lacks any sort of energy and only barely
makes it through the first listening.
Just to let you know what your missing on the
radio, S\·... eet have a new single thats really great
even if it is a little bubble gummy, Free's new
single is Wishing Well and at this writing is still
in the rumour stages. According to Mike, you
don't really appreciate CKLW until you've been
subjected to iL5 absence. The mind boggles.
In Toronto conceptual art is very big \\ ith the
catch phrase, Essence preceeds Reality. Finally,
music has been buried in the bars. Every· bar
band has at least two albums. and a few solo
ones, but the quart bottles of beer made it
particularly difficult to really appreciate any of
the original scores.
Out of time and energy, write later, I am a
weary, weary. I wish I were in bed.

BlJTIDY

The Lance needs
. .
music reviewers
contact: Dann Bonk,
Sean O'Dell, or
Bob Hicks care of Lance

- Wed. Dec. 13 thru Sun. Jan. 28 Det.
Inst. of Arts presents the 59th Exhibition
for Michigan Artists and paintings by
Anthony de Blash. South Wing :\fain
Floor.
- Thru Spring 1973 in the orth Wing
Main Floor of Dct. Inst. of Arts is a
selection of the Lydia and Harry L.
Winston collection. 20th century art
movements in 65 paintings. graphics and
sculpture .
- The J. Paul Getty collection of French
decorative art is on display in the South
Wing Main Floor thru Aug. 1973.
MOVIES
- Super Cinema: call 252-4502.
- Devonshire I: Up the Sandbox. Time:
7:40, 9:54.
- Devonshire II: You 'II Like my Mother.
Time: 7:25, 9:35.
- Palace: Deliverance. Time: 7: 30, 9: 20.
- Twin Drive-In: call 966-1300.
- Windsor Drive-In: call 737-6113.
- Centre: Straw Dogs and The Graduate.
Time: 7:30.
- Vanity: Pete 'n Tillie. Times: 2: 00,
4: 15, 6:30 & 8:45.
- Odeon: call 252-1285.
- Free Films: Every Wed. nite 7:30-9:30,
Rm, I 118 Math Bldg.
- Capitol: Get Away. Times: 1 :S5, 4:20,
6:15 & 9:15.

PLA): S Al\D MUSICALS
- The l,nh·ersity of Windsor Drama Soc.
presents The Boyfriend at Ambassador
Auel. on Jan. 18, l (), 20, 21. Time: 8: 30
p.m. Tickets , 1.00.
- Feb. 8-11 and I:5-18 the Universitv
Players pn•sent Three Men on a Hors~.
Curtain time: 8:30. Tickets,. 2.50. For
reservations call 3,>2-4~65.
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WANTED
"If a man does not keep pace with his companions,

perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer.
Let him step to the music he hears, however
measured, or for away."
-Henry Dovid Thoreau
To be sure ...
God is a
Different Drummer.
If you're hearing His music
Don't knock it,
Step to it.

The Atonement Friars
Follow the beat of
Francis of Assisi
In their own different
And unique way.
Interested?

Just possibly,
Religious Life is your kind of
Music.

Write or coll:

Bro. Paschal Breau, S.A.
Atoneme nt Friars
293 3 Forest G lade Drive
Windsor, 17 Ontario
(5 19) 735-6024

ls it really? Believe it or not-

yes this is the sports page
Welcome to the "Sports
I' age," I think. This is it this
week, folks: no individual
columns, no box-scores, no
photos, just one little patch of
sports news amidst an everµ-rowing sea of good wishes
from our advertisers. Bless
them! Anyway, here goes.
The University of Windsor
Lancers Basketball Team
delighted a sell-out crowd
\'(' ednesday night with an
impressive l 06-7 4 thrashing of
the ninth-ranked Western
Ontario Mustangs.
The
Lancers
pressured
the
Mustang guards into committing error after error in the
first half on their way to
assuming a commanding 66-36
maq;n at half-time.
Windsor was never behind
in the game, although thP score

SAC By-Election
Nominations NOW OPEN until
Friday, January 19, 1973

Positions open are:
-3 Centre Policy Committee
-1 Nursing Rep.
- 1 Arts Rep.

Forms available in SAC Office.
Chief Electoral Officer
Chris Ambeault

was knotted at 10-10 with
15: 25 to play in the first half.
With 12: 40 to play in the half
and the Lancers leading 20-19,
Windsor suddenly poured it on
and out-scored Western by a
20 to 2 margin during the next
four minutes of play. From this
point on, the Lancers completely dominated play and
they went to the dressing room
with a thirty point lead, 66-36.
In the second half the visiting Mustangs made a valiant
attempt at a comeback as they
narrowed the Lancer lead to
only 22 points, 74-52 with
12: 24 to play in the game.
Windsor scored only 8 points
in the first eight and one-half
minutes of the second half. But
as in the first half, the middle
four minutes of this half were
too difficult for the visitors to
cope with as the Lancers outgunned the Mustangs 18-2,
going ahead 92-54. Bruce
Coulthard gave the Lancers
their biggest lead at 4: 13 when
he drove the lane and scored on
a three-point play to make the
score 99-60 for Windsor. From
there Windsor coasted to their
third conference victory of the
season and their tenth win
overall.
Pete Mingay led the Lancers
to victory with his finest showing sincP the '.\ational Championships last March as he
scored 25 points, with 11 of 17
from the field, and grabbing a
game-leading 15 rebounds. ln
all, six Lancers scored in
double figures as Bill Lozynsky
had 16, Jerry Sovran 15, Chris
Coulthard 12, Bmce Coulthard 11, and Ernie Hehn
chipped in l 0.
Tino Lenti led thf' Mustangs
with 21 points. Western ,
previously undefeated, now
has a 2 and I record courtesy
of wins owr Brock and M cMaster, the latter an upset win
in Hamilton. The Lancers face
those same McMaster Mar·
anders
tomorrow
night
(Saturday) at 8: 15 p.m. in St.
Denis Hall.
For you statistics buffs, the
Lancers hit on 48 per cent of
their shots ai;tainst Western
44 of 94. while the visito

managed 38 per cent on 34 of
85. Windsor also out-rebound·
ed the Mustangs by 63 to 46.
Last weekend, the Lancers
were the runner-up team in the
Big Brothers-Saginaw Valley
College Tournament, defeating
the host team 103-75 but
droping a 70-65 decision to
Lake Superior State in the
final. Lancer Pete Mingay was
chosen one of the members of
the All Tourney Team.
Windsor's overall record now
stands at 10 and 5.
In the curtain raiser Wed·
nesday night, A.K.0. eked out
a narrow 90-88 win over the
Windsor Crusaders. Dan
Devin led A.K.0. with 23
points and Bill Todd countered
with 21 for the J.V. Squad.
Moving away from basketball, the Windsor Lancers
Hockey Team were right with
the York Yoemen last Satur·
day until an injury to ace goalie
Scot McFadden midway
through the final period. Trailing 5-3, the Lancers fell victim
to four straight York goals as
the third-ranked Yoemen
blitzed back-up goalie Mitch
Begin, and ended up on the
short end of a 9-3 score. Lancer
goals were scored by Ron
Mosco (first periodl, Jim
Palmieri (second period), and
EjayQueen (third). Next game
for the Lancers is tomorrow
afternoon at 1 :00 p.m. when
they host the Brock Badgers at
Adie Knox Arena. Get on over
therP if you can to watch
Windsor put a few past Badger
star goalie Miller "the
Flopper" Hicks.
The Lancer fencing team
will defend their Western
O.U.A .A. title against McMaster in Ambassador Auditorium this Saturday afternoon. Coach Carl Blass is
confident his team will repeat
its performance of last year
and possibly sweep the
O.U.A.A. crown this season.
Starring for the Lancers in
are Tom Strutt, the
md- place finisher in the
tario Finals, Bob Horvath
d Brian Ciuciura. In foil
e: Bruno Ciccotelli, Brian
ll.ivns. ohn Chan. Real

Sharkey, and Rick Lee. The
sabre team features Pat Brode,
Rrian Grimley, Ken Chan. Jim
McGrath, and Barry Franklin.
The last meeting of Windsor
and McMaster resulted in a
22-5 swPep for the Lancers.
Coach Blass is confident of
another win tomorrow.
Many of you have noticed
some of you fellow students
walking across campus Thursday afternoons with curling
brooms and boots in hand on
their way to the Windsor
Curling Club. These dedicated
men and womPn devote their
time to what they feel is the
best social sport available to
the U. of W. students. Intra·
mtual and Varsity teams are
composed of both men and
women. It's the only sport
where one can fraternize with
both opponents and teammates
and, where according to
custom, the losing team on the
ice ends up the winner at the
bar.
Competitions are arranged
both within the club with
teams from St. Clair College,
and with teams from the
Faculty. Curling begins every
Monday or Thursday afternoon from 4 to 6 p.m. at the
Windsor Curling Club, with
rides leaving the University at
3: 15 p.m. If your interest or
curiosity has been aroused
about this ancient sport, come
on out and try it. For more
information, you may contact
Murray McLean at 256-9125
or Dave Bowden at 256-9278.
COMING EVENTS: In
Lancer Wrestling action
tonight,
Windsor
hosts
Saginaw Valley in Ambassador
Auditorium starting at 7: 00
p.m. Meanwhile in St. Denis
Hall, the Lancerettes play
Saginaw in volleyball (6: 15)
and basketball starting at 8: 15
p.m. Lancer Swimmers host
McMaster and Adrian Saturday starting at 2: 00 p.m. and
the Lancerettes host Adrian ,
starting at the same time.
There's also Lancer basketball,
hockey and fencing, as noted
above, to round out a busy
weekend.

Sells Only

BRAND NAMES
• WALL ABE ES • JOYCE • Al R STEP
• SHOE -INS • DACKS • JARMAN
• PEDWIN ' KEOS ' FOAM TREADS P.F.'s
HUSH PUPPIES FOR EVERYONE

THE SHOE BAR LTD.

TOM MAILLOUX

2203 WYANDOTTE W.

10% TO STUDENTS

252-4744

UNIVERSITY ESSO
SERVICE
YOUR ON CAMPUS
SERVICE STATION
5 Per Cent Off
On Your Next Gasoline Purchase
With This Ad
Wyandotte & Patricia
256-5036

Custom M ade Leathers
For G ys & Gals
Stereo C mponents
Custom M de Speakers
by Jae Genaro
Also we Now Have For Your
Convenience O ur Own New
''Hairy esigns''
• •
by u1g1
We're Open 9 A.M.-6 P. . Mon.-Thurs., Sat.
9 A.M.-9 P.M. Friday

WE DON'T SELL

T WE COVER IT.

811 ERIE ST. E.
254-3133

1

THE LIBERAL CHRIST GIVES AN INTERVIEU.
I would have walked on the water
But I wasn't fully insured.
And the BMA sent a wnt my way
With the very first leper l cured.

And the businessmen m the temple
Had a team of coppers on the door.
And if I'd spent a year in the desert
I'd have lost my pemion for sure.

I would've preached a golden sermon
But I d1dn 't like the look of the Mount.
And I would've fed fifty thousand
But the Press wasn't there to count.

I would've turned the water into wine
But they weren't giving licenses.
And l would have died and been crucified
But like-you know how it is.

I'm going to shave off my beard
And cut my hair,
,
Buy myself some bulletproof
Underwear
I'm the Liberal Christ
And I've got no blood to spare.

ADRIAN MITCHELL

Friday
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Alcohol gains;
dope losing
TORONTO (CP) Alcohol gained in popularity with
Metropolitan Toronto students over the last two years while illicit
drug use remained stable, the Alcohol and Drug Addiction
Research Foundation revealed today.
The foundation released a statement showing that, based on a
survey of 6,641 students in Grades 7, 9, 11 and 13, marijuana
use rose to about 21 per cent, compared with 18 per cent in 1970.
The survey revealed that the use of other illicit drugs, such as
LSD, opiates, speed and solvents, had either stayed the same or
decreased.
This was in sharp contrast to two previous surveys of Metro
students taken by the foundation which showed the use of some
of these drugs had tripled between 1968 and 1970.
Alcohol continued to be the"number one drug chosen by
students, increasing by about 10 per cent between 1970 and

The hole it made was small enough, but the damage done could run as high as several thousand
dollars. The three stick dynamite bomb that wrecked the ceiling of the recreation room of the
Windsor Police garage was one of two bombs exploding ten seconds apart on the roof ,)f the
building.
-pie by Gt>o. Gawadzyn

Three sticks o[ dynamite used

1972.
Seventy one per cent of the students surveyed reported consuming alcohol at least once a month, with 23 per cent claiming
they drank four or more times a month, the report said.
The foundation said much of tht> increase in the use of alcohol
could be attributed to the 1971 lowering of the legal Ontario
drinking age to 18 from 21.
About 41 per ct>nt of the students in Gradt>s 9, 11 and 13
claimt>d tht>y drank as frequently bt>fore the law was changt>d as
they do nm\, 20 pt>r cent reported an incrt>ase, four per cent a
decrease, nint> pt>r cent said they startt>d drinking after tlw law
was changt>d and the remainder said they were non drinkers.
LO~DON (AP I - A report published lwre says marijuana
smoking m ay lw jn. t as likely to cansr C'anC'Pr a,-, tob:.....-.ir
' '

WINDSOR, Ont. (CPI - Two explosions
which hit>\\' holes in the roof of the Windsor
police garage ::Ylonday night came 10 seconds
apart and were caused by at least three sticks of
dynamite, Police Chief Gordon Preston said
today.
Tight security is in force at the garage and the
building is off limits even to most police personnel while explosives experts prepare to sift
through the rubble looking for evidence.
Chief Preston said an industrial explosives
ex pert. called in after the 10: 45 p.m. explosion,
estimated at least three sticks of dynamite
would have been required to create the damage
estimated at from $5,000 to $10,000.
"If this had happened at shift time, we would

have had some badly injured policemen, there's
no question about that," the chief said.
He added it is possible that more than one
person was involved in the bombing because of
the short time between the explosions.
He said there is nothing to indicate the use of
a timing device and it appeared the explosives
were tossed onto the roof rather than carried up
although it is easily accesible to the public.
The garage is located about 100 yards from
police headquarters.
Asked what possible reasons there could be
for the explosions, Chief Preston said "there are
people around who are anti police ... there could
be any number of reasons.

Students hiring professors
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Students at Brock University in St.
Catharines will discuss the possibility today of
raising enough money to pay the salaries of 16
professors whose contracts have bet>n terminated by the university as a result of financial
cutbacks.
The proposal, which would call for student
donations of $10 and faculty donations of $25,
would raise $50,000. It is one of several
proposals to be considered today in a series of
seminars to be run by students.
All Brock University classes for today were
cancelled by the administration after more than
half the university's 2,300 students attended a
mass rally and voted to boycott classes.
A student occupation continues in Brock
Tower, which houses classrooms, professor's
offices, administrative offices and the
president's office. The 200 studmts in the tower
are also protesting financial cutbacks.

Student Placenient
Office
now has application forms
for OFY summer jobs.

In Toronto, York University students said
Wednesday night they would boycott classes to
day and a number of students will occupy Curtis
Lecture Hall in sympathy with the Brock
students.
The York occupation is scheduled to begin at
11 a.m. and end at 3: 30 p.m. when a student
news conference is scheduled to explain results
of student discussions to be held during the day.
Drew Davidson, president of the Brock
University Student Union, said in an interview
Wednesday night that the protest revolves
around termination of the professors' contracts.
He said the professors, none of whom have
been at the university more than four years,
received notices from the administration advising them that their contracts will be terminated at the end of the school term.
He said professors in the English, drama,
physics, economics, politics, romance languages
and Germanic departments were affected.
Will Van Der Kant, a Brock student union
spokesman, said the prime cause of the protest
at Brock and universities throughout the
province "is tht> unrealistic educational policy of
the Ontario government."
He said Brock students are seeking support of
students at univt>rsities across the province "in
hopes of precipitating province-wide action."
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posed some 1,300 specimens of lung tissue
ures to both
tobacco and marijuana smokt> for 45 day.1'.
I that both
produced abnormalities of a pott>ntiall} -,,
ature .
. A report on the experiments was purJ.1slwcl in the 1~azone
Nature.
The institute said thnt> \\t>re indications that cigarettes madf ·
of tobacco to which marijuana was added seemed more
dangerous than those of tobacco alone. But some scientists
believed this finding may be of a suggestive nature.
Studies carrit>d out by the World Health Organization haye so
far shown no strong statistical support to indicate marijuana and
cancer were rt>lated but pointed out that statistics were generally
inadequate.
The Swiss institute reports, however, that because of the
structure of purt> marijuana cigarettes, the t>ffect was milder. The
institute said more air was taken in by marijuana smokers than
those who smoked cigarettes made of tobacco.

Sir Graves to host
The focal point of last
that anyone can play word
Wednesday night's meeting games and name call, but if
Phillips was not careful ht>
was Mr. Phillips' being
would rt>ceivt> a thump in the
threatened by Mr. Gagnon.
Phillips in his bi-weekly report head from Mr. Gagnon.
Mr. Bennett announced that
to council on his faculty, read a
statement signed by certain Sir Graves Ghastly would be
members of the Student Law on hand to host the all night
Society, Student Legal Society horror flicks to be held on
etc., which spoke quite Wir.ter Weekend which will be
vehemently against the actions held on February 9-11, 1973.
For the February 7, 1973
of Mr. Gagnon and company
with regards to the sit-in basketball game, Mr. Mosna
reported that for $3.00 you
staged.
Mr. Gagnon at this point could go round trip to Western
interrupted Phillips stating on a Greyhound.
::::;::~:~::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~:=:=:::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::

Bits & Pieces
JA:\PARY 20
· Open House at the International Centre sponsored b, Sri
Lanka with modern and classical Indian music in the .\1ain
Loungr in Cody Hall at 8 :00 p.m. Admission free, coffee will
bi' served, all are invited.
JA'\UARY 22
· Second of the Sex, l\1arriage & Familv St•ries includes Talb
and Discus~ion on Marriage at 7: 30 p.m. in Amba~sador
Auditorium.
JA:\ ARY 2:i
· Tht• Divbion of Humanities is presenting "\\ alking" and
"Galina Vlanorn ·· at 12: 00 noon in Ambas~a<lor Aud.
Admission free.
:::::

tn~s to be organized and more mfo on Ste. Anne tnp. All

::::;
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Op-ed comment:

_Phillips co
by DOl G PHILLIPS
If more stndf'nts had been

by STRANGE
Dt•ar Strange:
Could you tell us what happened to the house
league hockey? Our coach for the Orioles was sup·
posed to call us for the second half season and so far
no call.
B. Ore and P. Espo
When your coach saw you sharpening your ankles and
not using the hollow ground method he obviously flipped
out. The white skates with the bells on thf'm didn't help
either. The Orioles first game is January 25, a Thursday,
when yon take on the Foresters at Adie Knox Herman,
12: 00 - 1 : 00 p.m., so if you don't get called you can show
up at the Arena. The Ottawa House appears to be the
team to beat as they have a 5-0-0 record, mostly because
they run on straight beer mixed with nitro-methane.

+++

i ues crusade

pays to
advertise in
It

business in the matter
forgotten. If Council members Council is a rough-housing
Mr. Gagnon 's offici
are really serious about the gang of thugs we should simply
present at the S.A.C. meeting tention. It seems to
a lazy motions they pass, and if they admit the truth, turn into a
of January 10, 1973, I am excuse. Mr. Gagnon and the are responsible enough to do kindergarten and hire Captain
firmly convinced that Windsor rest of the S.A.C. executive their jobs, this v\Ould not Kangaroo as our full-time
" ~ •£
would have been witness to a should simply admit one very ~ happen. But there are quite a chairman. Mr. Watson, a
historical repeat of the 'Bloody basic fact, that they hav!' made few 'ifs' in that statement. The stud<'nt who was quite unTerror· of
the
French very dear. that when there is a question that I would address familiar with S.A.C. rules and
Revolution. The)' would have job to be done, that takes a bit to every member of Council is regulations did his best.
hauled out the guillotine and of thought and hard work, they simply this: do you have to However, for the good of
let a few notable heads roll. As opt to cop out. I ask, d,'.es Mr.,, wait until a criticism pops up Council,
a
permanent
the meeting dragged on, it took Gagnon have something to in the tanc<' po....... ,,g out the Chairman should be appointed
on the dimensions of a don- hide besides the expenditures motions you
pass and who is forceful enough to
nybrook. Members yelled, of his contingency fund?
refreshing your memories to maintain order and command
swore. stomped feet and even 51 Last week, Mr. Mosna for your commitments before the rrspeet of S.A.C. members.
resorted to physically battering External Affairs, put to the positive action is taken'! If that At present Council is run by
other members. The secretary S.A.C. for its pleasure a is the case maybe Council th!' Law of the jungle. Some
valiantly tried to take minutes proposal for S.A.C.
mem- should simply set aside and members acted like animals.
and the Chairman patiently bersh_ip.
in , a National let the /,anrp take over S.A.C.
In conclusion I would say
proceeded while a very childish Assoc1auon of Students. Mr. 71 At the S.A.C. meeting of that my remarks are certainly
and uncourteous minority of Mosna displayed a \'ery oh- December 6, 1972 Mr. Mallott harsh and in some respects
members displayed their vious lack of simple courtesy to for Internal Affairs put his they are negative. But before
ignorance. Little was ac- Council. There was no ex- proposal for a
Course ther<' will be any progress at all
complished
within
the planation of his correspon- Evaluation plan. Council did on Council the members will
meeting's three and a half hour dence, if any with th e not adopt it. Council went even have to wise up to the fact that
duration.
organizers of this scheme. further and passed outright a the nature of their office is a
In view of all that went on There was in fact no mention motion to censure Mr. Mallott. serious one. At present, I
however, I would like to of any facts surrounding this At the meeting of January 10
believe that few students
present for the students some union except. th~ presentation I 973, Mr. Mallott polite!; bother anymore to listen to
We have a plan that can subsidize you through pracpicture of what minute con- of a const1tut1on. A con- informed Council of his in- S.A.C. The council has
tically any university, and almost any college that leads
to university, anywhere in Canada. And you'll also get
structive work was done and stituti.on can ~over a ~re~t deal, tentions of proceeding with the discredited itself. Until it
the many benefits of our military training.
put forth a number of especially this const1tutton. It Course Evaluation Plan. begins to bl'have in a fashion
We'll give you a monthly salary, the cost of tuition,
proposals regarding S.A.C. is one of little aim and of l'ven That's all very nice Mr. suited to the tasks that it must
books, supplies, health care, and pay for summer
policy and measures.
less direction. It should be a Mallott, but I have not yet tackle, this state of student
training, our style, and a full month's vacation, your
style. To be eligible, you have to be accepted at an
11 During the Christmas break standing rule, if not a matter of been informed of vour ap- response and respect will
accredited preparatory college, or Canadian university,
most students received from commo~ c~urtesy that when a pointment as God's rlght hand continue. A hard slap on the
and pass our own selection board. And, when you
Mr. Gagnon a letter con- Commiss10ner
prese nt s man. A simple lesson in knuckles may bring the
graduate, there's an important job waiting. An Officer's
cerning the fee strike. In that something to Council he courtesy Mr. Mallott is one of members of Council around to
job in the Canadian Forces. If you're interested,
contact your university placement office, or come in
letter Mr. Gagnon made should give full account of· telling those whom you are this fact. I would call upon
and talk with us.
reference to the Board of what he w.ants, costs, and the suppo~ed to serve of what you every member to reassess his
Governor's late fee that is demands m terms of people are domg- precisely what vou position and the manner of his
imposed on any student who and time that will be involved. are doing. I believe that· an conduct. Let's make 1973 a
Military career counsellor will be on campus Jan. 22, 23 & 24
fails to pay his fees on the The attitude ta~en is that a aP?logy to Council and a fully year of wise and co-operative
1 to 3 p.m.
required date. The implication S ..A.C. member 1s packed off wntten report are quite in student government. As a start
Contact Student Placement for location.
was that this fee penalty was with a load of paper and left to order
immediately.
I would propose that S.A.C.
going to be removed and second guessing the Com- I would also register my ob- hold one of its meetings in the
therefore, anv student who missioner. That will just not jection regarding Mr. Mallott's Centre Auditorium and make
participated i~ the fee strike do.
taking in lump his honorarium. an appeal for students to atwould not be penalized. It 6) Nearly a month and a hall A member who is paid should tend, in an attempt to show
turns out however that such is ago, S.A.C. moved tha t get as he gives.
good faith. As members of the
not the case and that students members be required to 81 Though the turnout at the Council we have a trust to
1dll be penalized. Such was a present bi-weekly reports to meeting of January 10, 1973
uphold and fulfill. Let us show
You·ve got to be good to get in.
serious implication and it was a Council. The motion was dulv \\as good, the conduct of the students that we respect
DRS 72-t
very serious oversight on the put on the minutes and members was shameful. If that trust.
part of Mr. Gagnon. There
should be a little bit more
common sense on his part.
Maybe Mr. Gagnon should be
reminded of the fact that he is
the head of a corporation of
sizeable proportion. We are not
dealing in nickels and dimes.
'The sooner he je\:ogni.zes that
fact, the sooner we will have a
return to wise and sensible
student government.
2) With regard to the duration
of the fee strike, I would put to
the students a very burning
fact. Student Council fees, ie.
the $22.50 that each student
pays is ai present, in the hands
of the Board of Governors. In
the course of an academic year,
the Board gives the money over
to the Council in two installments. The second installment is due at the end of
January. Let us deal in
political realities. There is
nothing to stop the Board, in
the
wake
of
possible
widespread fee strike support
from
withholding
that
payment. The S.A.C. Services
Commissioner says, "They
wouldn't dare." That is a
reflection of 'head in the sky'
pipedreaming. The Board
knows how to fight fire with
fire. Council and Council
activities would not last very
long after such an action. That
is a very important fact. Yet
did S.A.C. tell the students.
Maybe the S.A.C. is so very
much tied up on the romantic
idea of snubbing their nose at
the
administration
and
government to bother anymore
with what the students think.
One should stop and ponder
over that one.
31 A few months ago a
Redecorating Committee was
set lip to redecorate the S.A.C.
offices. To put it simply, the
Committee has done absolutely
nothing. The answer from Mr.
Bennett on that one, is simply
that S.A.C. has not thf' money
to redecorate. Yet wt> have the
money to buy a pound of weed.
We have the money to give Mr.
Trojand for paper to advocate
a University revolution. Well, I
object to having to meet in an
office, that looks as if its been
liberated by a gang of
lunatics. The paradox exists
times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
that somehow paint was found
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
can
enjoy
anywhere,
anytime.
All
you
need
for
a
to make the mess up there, I'm
draw
another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
"Kegger"
is
an
Oktoberfest
Tap'n
Keg
with
sure we could find some more
Real
Draft
Beer.
Mini-Keg
refills,
and
you're
on
your
way
to
good
to civilize the place.
41 Next week the Senate
Committee
on
Student
Government is to n11•et to hear
the oral briefs relating to the
subject. The S.A.C. has
886P
prepared no brief. The S.A.C.
in fact will be taking the stand
that the Committee has no

We'll help you through
university and Into life.

tzA~

{~, The Canadian

Dear Captain Strange:
One of my engineering profs tends to start class at
9:55 every Tuesday and Thursday morning when it
clearly states on my time-table the class begins at
10:00 a.m. Perhaps you could send your Mosio Sand
Creatures to remedy this situation.
1st Yr. Com. Sci. student

The Mosio Sand Creatures are not available. They are
fighting as mercenaries in the Third Seconal Amphetamine Race War held annually in somebodv's beach
house in Malibu Beach, California. Their l~st communique spoke glowingly of peact> on· nohml) 's terr..ls and
an end to fighting sometime in the near but far too distant
future. So I '11 have to handle this myself. There are several
ways of doing this.
I can suggest a Ghandi passive resistance thing and
suggest you don't enter class until 10: 00 a.m. until your
dear friend, the professor, gets the gentle hint. There is
also the diplomatic approach and you can mediate,
conciliate, compromise and finally vomit on his clean suit.
Or you can waylay him in the hall and let him drive his
gonads into your knee a few times and tell the clown that
lal you think he's out of line, (bi next time it'll be worse,
(you 'II kill him a la blackboard jungle) and (c) his mother
wears army boots.
The best way is for me to warn him and those of his ilk
publicly and that we will not be tampered or trifled with,
only caressed and fondled.

+++
Dear Strange:
The article in the Jan 12th Lance about parking wm,
interesting, hut the whole thing had an air of frivolity
compounded by the accompanying cartoon. I just
want to know if there's any truth to the matter.
UGM Science I

No, the parking thing was not a hoax. There is no
Johnny Gonad working for the Lance. However, the
Lance is a hoax. Everytime he sees a copy of himsell it reaffirms his belief in the basic non-realty of himsell. The
Lance does not exist, he had said so himsell on numerous
occasions when he was publicly speaking or excathedris
(faith and dogmal as we say up here. Those names you see
on the Lance staff list are mere shadows. The Lance is
now computerized and runs itsell. Only the demolition
editor has any real function. He presses the self-destruct
button if the machine rums amuk.

+++
Why does Beaver foods charge 5 cents for a cup of hot
water.
RB 11th deminsion
As far as I know the hot water is free. You pay for the
cup and the privilege of using the cream, sugar stirrers
etc.....

+++
Note to the Big "D''
Grocers are the key to life. Life is the key to the
cosmos. God exists, therefore, in every roll of Scott
Toilet Paper. Cordon Bleu meat spread, sardines, and
Duncan Hines Cakemix and any 4-81.00 specials, so
don't face anything up, you're leaving a vaeeuum
behind God.

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Vella
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
laet resort bring them directly to my office fNo. 4) in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.
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Student militancy gro
LO."IDON (CUPI - Militant student action in
the Ontario fees strike scored another victory
Friday !Jan. 121, when the University of Western
Ontario agreed to release student aid money to
students who haven't paid their second tuition
in:stallment.
The administration concession followed an allnight sit-in at the UWO fees office by about 40
students.
The action followed similar successful moves at
York university and York's Glendon College,
where students earlier that week occupied administrative offices and convinced officials to
release student award cheques.
Both the York and U WO actions were the first
displays of student militancy on those usually staid
l'ampuses in recent memory.
The l'WO administration

had

taken

the

hardest line against releasing student award monf'y
until second term fees had been paid, although five
other universities had agreed last month lo release
the cheques.
The UWO students occupied their fees trailer
Thursday evening (Jan. 11 l after an ad hoe
student council meeting voted for the move. First
on their minds were the actions on the two York
campuses, and they decided to emulate the tactic.
When the students entered the building officials
suspended the collection of fees, which had been
proceeding until early in the evening, and UWO
vice-president (administration and finance) A. K.
Adlington came and spoke to the students, advising them they could stay the night. On Friday
morning UWO president Carleton Williams spoke
to student leaders, to York president David Slater
who had given in lo identical student demands the
previous day, and to Jack McNie, minister of

in support offee strike

colleges and uninrsitics. Mc'iie advised Williams
to release tlw student aid money, but to give
students a note saying tl1 e money was granted on
the condition that tuiti n would be paid with it.
Tlw occupying students voted to continue the
sit-in through the ,veekend until Ontario premier
William Davis was schecluled to appear on campus
Sunda, (Jan. 1 41 Lo address a convention of the
Ontario Progressive Conservative Campus
Association.
On Sunday the students demanded Davis speak
to them a t the occupi cl office but he refused,
suggesting another build ing. The students rejected
his proposal and thry marched over to the business
administration building where Davis was addressing th<' P .C.'s. There the students engaged
him in some discu,sion , hut he dodged most
questions and education po licy.
Some 2,j()() students have reportedly not yet
paid their full fees at UWO. Observers say if the

administration had agreed to release the cheques at
the beginning of the week rather than the end, the
number would have been closer to 6,000. About
12,000 students attend UWO full-time.
The Ontario-wide fees strike is now in full swing
at the University of Toronto, Queen's University,
Lamentian University, Lakehead University,
Carleton University, York, Glendon, and UWO.
'I11e struggle suffered a setback at the University
of Windsor only minutes after the UWO occupation had succeeded Friday !Jan. 12). About
20 Windsor students occupied their fees office and
chained the door, also demanding the release of
student aid money, but about 15 minutes later the
chains were cut by campus security officers.
The occupiers remained seated across the
doorway but students wanting to pay their fees
were able to pick their way through them.
"Business was normal," fees official Joseph
Schiller said. "In fact better than normal."

"Decrimininalization" nixed

Student protest
unofficial, quiet
In a sit-in on Friday led by John Bennett and Gerry Gagnon
the Student Fee Strike committee attempted to hamper the
process of payin 5 the second installment of tuition.
Gagnon and Bennett, accompanied by approximately two
dozen students, chained the doorways of Assumption Lounge,
forcing some ten to fifteen people to remain inside.
Securitv cut the chains to allow the students remaining inside
to leave a"nd also to allow the continuation of the operation. As
security was cutting the chains, Gagnon stated that he would see
that a hill for the chains would be sent.
Gagnon attempted to distribute letters to the public explaining
their actions. The letter said in part that they were demanding
"... That all OSAP cheques be immediately unconditionally
released to the student to whom they belong. 2. That all students
on the Student Awards Program who have been co-erced into
pa)ing their tuition in the past couple of days be given the full
amount of their cheques back by the University of Windsor if
thi>) so desire."
However, as Gagnon and his followers sat blocking the
doorways, students continued to file in and pay their tuition.
Some comments from those onlookers who did not participate:
Tony Perri: "If it will serve a purpose, it will be worthwhile and
perhaps it makes one speculate if they are doing it out of conscious effort to protest the fee strike or just protest. However, I
must give Gerry (Gagnon l credit for doing what he believes is
right, but it is unfortunate that in the past, what he believes in is
not in the best interest of the students. In short, it is unfortunate
that his interests have not been channelled properly."
John Gunning: "They are just a bunch of jerks who want to do
something before they get thrown out."
Ed Wiens: "If SAC did it, then they should have their heads
kicked in."
George McMahon (Dean of Students(: "I think that the
people concerned have made their point, now the doors will have
to be opened."
Sid Girling: "Very immature ... "
Larry McConnell (SAC Finance Commissioner}: "Might not
get anything done, but at least it is a try."
Joe Sasso (Director of Residence): "I agree with the students'
rights to protest but not to obstruct others' progress."
Liz Macdonald (SAC Rep): "I think it's stupid - it's far too
late. They should have done this when the checks came in."
The group dissolved when the temporary cashier's office closed
for the day.

Hare l(rishna on campus
and recruiting for God
Next Thursday, January 25 because he is omnipotent. He
at 8: 00 in Ambassador can be fully in touch with
Auditorium there will be a people by his words and His
words and He are not different.
Hare Krishna Festival.
The intf'nt of this movemeflt
His Holiness Kistauananda
is to bring such people back to
will be speaking.
Dr. Kistauananda holds a their original consciousness,
PHO In American History which is Krishna confrom Colwnbia and has been sciousness. Whi>n water falls
from the clouds, it is like
to India three times.
'"';thout
Krishna means the highest distilled water
pleasure, and every living contamination. As soon as it
person, according to Krishna. touches the ground it becomes
and
coloured.
does not know how to achieve muddy
Similarly, they believe that
personal pleasure.
Hare Krishna feels that the they are the spirit soul, part
first step toward this is to and parcel of Krishna, and
realize that he is not the body therefore our original conbut consciousness. Not exactly stitutional position is as pure dS
consciousness,
for
con- God's. They believe that they
sciousness is actually the are minute particles of God's
symptom of real identity; we body and are therefore
are pure soul, now merged qualititatively as good as God.
The chemical composition of
within this material body.
Thf'y feel that scientists are God's body and a Krishna
sometimes misled in their body is one and the same.
Krishna states "All material
understanding of spirit and
nature
is acting under My
soul.
and
superThe International Society direction
for Krishna Consciousness is intendence."
If an} of you are interested
simply intended to keep us in
constant touch with Krishna. in Hare Krishna, then stop b)
Krishna can be in l'onstant on Jan nary 25 in Ambassador
l'ompanionship
with
us Auditorium.

After a few hours the occupiers decided to leave.
The University of Ottawa Students Federation
has called off the strike on its campus because on
14 students paid their fees into the federationsponsored trust fund, rather than pay to the
university. U of O administrators sent letters to
students warning them of late fees and
deregistration procedures should they fail to pay
tuition.
The letter really psyched out a lot of people,"
federation president Peger Beach admitted.
Beach's coun cil tried to organize the fee strike at U
of O without belonging to the Ontario Federation
of Students which organized the strike on the
province-wide scale. L of O withdrew from OFS in
the summer when other schools refused Beach's
demand for a September full fees strike.
Meanwhile students at York and UWO are
planning a moratorium of classes Thursday (Jan.
18) to discuss the fee boycott.

Regan vetoes grass bill
SACRAME TO, Calif.
(CUPI-INS) California
governor R0nald Reagan has
vetoed a bill which would have
reduced penalties to a
misdemeanor for possession of
marijuana.
The bill, introduced by
assemblyman Alan Sieroty,
was passed by both legislative
houses following a vote by 2.6
million people for decriminalization of marijuana in
elections last November.
The statewide co-ordinator
of the Californian Marijuana
Initiative (CMll, Bob Ashford, said 1Heagan had
di'splayed increrlible ignorance.
"His ve.to flies in the face of
all madical and scientific
knowledge, and represents a
tragic failure of leadership that
"ill alienate our youth,
aggravate disrespect for the
law and promote drug abuse.
"He has torpedoed the bipartisan legislative effort to
effect a modest reform of
terrible laws."
Ashford said the veto had
underscored the need for
popular action to reform the
marijuana laws by the
initiative process m 197 4.
CMI will
continue its
educational campaign and will
recirculate petitions from
September this year to
requalify the decriminalization

I

initiative for the ballot by

197 4.
Several U.S. states still have
laws allowing citizens, through
petition, to force various
questions onto electoral
ballots. These " initiative"
votes are considered binding
on the state legislatures
generally.
CMI succeeded in getting
the
proposal
to
"decriminalize" marijuana on
the November ballot with more
than 392,000 signatures, and
won about 33 percent of the
vote. The proposition was
actually approved in San
Francisco County. The total
state vote was 2,656,577 in
favor and 5,266,086 against.
Some more skeptical observers (such as Time
Magazine I saw the results as a
setback,
because
the
proposition was squeezed on
the ballot between other
questions which gained large
"Yes" majorities. But CMI
organizers saw the vote as only
the first step in the struggle
toward decriminalization.
Meanwhile, the Los Angeles
county grand jury has
recommended that personal
use of marijuana should not be
a crime.
In its annual report, the
grand jury panel said the
recommendation follows that

of President Nixon's corn·
mission on drug trafficking
and drug abuse. But the jury
failed to support the full
decriminalization concept, and
advised against legalized
cultivation of marijuana and
approval of its use in public.
Before he vetoed the
misdemeanor legislation, CMI
urged Governor Reagan not to
misread
defeat
of
the
proposition in November as a
ratification of the current
felony penalties. They said that
even outspoken opponents of
the proposition agreed the
current penalties were too
harsh.

Although reagan ignored the
advice, the director of Richard
Nixon's college and university
election campaign has called
for decriminalization. - Harry
Lehmann said the initiative
vote showed tremendous
support for the concept among
young Republicans.
Lehmann's announcement
followed the endorsement of
decriminalization by William
F. Buckley, world-renowned
publisher of the conservative
National Review . A leading
member of the ultra-rightist
Young Americans for Freedom
also declared himself in favor
of the idea, just before
Buckley's statement.

Student involvement at stake

Loyola launches offensive

/,ast Friday afternoon several members of SAC including Vice-Pr -~id<>nt John Bennett staged a
mini-sit-in in protest of recent university tuition J<><> hikes. S ourc ~ indicated that less than two
dozen persons participated in the demonstration.

Young hit by unem loyrnent
OTTA\\ A
ICLPI
Unemployment hit young
people harder than ever in
December, relativi> to other
sections of the population.
The latest unemployment
statistics show 12.2 per cent of
the labour force aged ] 4-24
were out of work last month
after allowances were made for
seasonal fluctuations.
'I1ie figure represented an
alarming .5 per cent increase
from Novrmbrr when the
seasonally adjusted u nemployment figure for young
people was 11.7 per cent.
December's 12.2 per cent
position compares to an
unemployment l('H'l of 6.8 per
ci>nt on a seasonally adjmted
basis for the entire Canadian
labour force. Sonw 1. 9 per <'l'nt
of pt'rsons over the age of 21
werr unPmploy('cl >.2
percent of the men and 4.0 prr
c1•nt of tlw womrn. Statistic,
Canada does not provide sex

brrakdowns for labourers
under the age of 25.
In November the spread
between age groups was much
narrower. Unemployment then
was only (1.6 per cent overall
and for thr 14-24 age group,
11.7.
As usual, thr inahilit\ of the
Canadian Peonomv to. crea te
jobs for all those" who want
work pr0\1•d tlw dirl'ct cau~e
for tht' rising unemployment
figures.
'J1w statistic·, also rP\ eal
startling data about th e
growing numhrr of women
rntering tlw labour forrC'.
The participation rate for
womrn ( the pPn·entaf.(1' of all
Canadian women now in th r
labour fon·PI, has !'limlwd ::!.7
per 1·rnl sinl'I' De\'emh1•r I 970.
Sonw :~7.9 pPr !'1'111 of
Canadian wom('n WPrP in thr
labour for<'<' last month
romparrcl to :~.>.2 pPr 1·e11t two
yt>ars ago. "italistics show the

women's participation rate has
m1dergone an uninterrupted
increase during that time.
'\leanwhile the participation
rati> for men has actually
dedined, although the trend is
not as pronounced. In
~ovemher l <)70 some 75.5 per
<"<'nt of Canadian men were
listPd as being part of the
labour force, compared to only
74.7 last month. But the latest
figure represents a slight inerrase from December l <)71
"hi>n the participation rate
\\its 7•l.6 per cent.
On a regional basis,
urwmploymcnt last month
i1wrPased most dramaticallv in
British Columbia where· it
jumped to 8.3 per cent from
(1. 7 in November.
It was up to 5.2 per cent
from ,I, 9 on the prairies. In
Ontario it declined to 5.0 from
~.2; in Quebrc to 8.7 fron1
8.B; and in the Atlantic
provinel's from 10.1 to 9.5.

MONTREAL (CUPII Attempting to
increase student involvement in university
government, student leaders at Loyola College
have initiated protests against a new registration
scheme, faculty opposition to course
evaluations, poor food service, and inadequate
library resources .
As he initiated the "Too Far to Turn Back"
campaign, Student Association President Peter
Fedde said "students have always been getting
the worst end of any deal on this campus," He
said a food boycott will take place today (Jan.
121 and a moratorium on the library next
Wednesday. The Students' Association will
initiate discussions on course evaluation and
will hold a referendum on a proposed four-day
school week.
The campaign, aimed primarily at increasing
public awareness of the issues that have been
roubling student leaders for the past two years,
is also intended to embarass Loyola officials and
pressure them to change their policies.
Protesting the lack of library facilities, the
students plan to hold a mock auction of a copy
of l\1ichaelan1wlo's "David" to demonstrate,
according to Students' Association vicepresident Don Boisvert, that ''aesthetic value is
no good if you have no resources." Boisvert said
the Loyola library is operated on only S:150,000
while the athletic complex receives much more.
The library apparently reeeives the lowest per
studt>nt g-rant of any Quebec university library.
Students will protest the lack of library
resources by boyrotting the library for a day,
attPm pting to promote discussion of the apparent lack of facilities, and by circulating a
petition to be presented to univrrsity officials
and tlw 01wbP\' ministry of education.
Attt>mp~ing to initiate · negotiations for lower
prirPs and better quality with Cara-Beaver
Foods, the holders of the Lo,ola food ,ending
fran<"hise, students plan a o~e clay boycott of
1mivPn,ity cafeterias.

Barry Sheehy, Students' Association copresident, says th e association al so plans to
battle strongly against all professors who speak
out against compulsory course evaluations.
"Anybody who stands against course
evaluations stands against student involvement
in university government," he said.
Although the fa culty association has firmly
denied that plans have been made to boycott the
evaluations, some professors will not allow
evaluations to be taken out of their classes.
Sheehv said without the evaluations students
would n~t have any real voice in the college's
hiring and firing structures.
Because mail-in registration forees some
faculty member to spend some time at the
college during the summer, some departments
are pressing for a strictly fall registration. The
Students' Association claims mail-in registration
benefits students and say s it should he e:\panded
to the CEGEP (community college) level rather
than being- discarded.
Referendums will be held within faculties on
the proposal to institute a four day week.
Students are being asked to rnte by faculty so
the proposal ronld be implemented selectively if
varying opinions exist among Loyola 's four
al'ademie faculties.

Sex lives regulated
SHRIVEPORT LA . ICLPII The sex lives
of dogs and cats are now included in the legislatiw records of the Shriveport, Louisiana City
Council.
Preliminary legislation, recently, passed,
forbids female dogs with amorous intent to leave
their own rnrds. Undrr trrms of the ordinance,
animal cm iwr, arr adnwn islwd lo guard against
merproereation of !logs and cat~. Persons are
prohibited from unl('ashing rats outside. It is
also illeg-al for a dog or cat to have more than 24
offspr in ' , r . 1ar

\
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Fee protest fails badly
Last Friday several members of SAC
including President Gerry Gagnon, Vicepresident John Bennett, and Finance
Commissioner Larry McConnell staged a sitin at the doors of Assumption Lounge in
protest of recent University tuition fee
hikes.
At that time the doors to Assumption
Lounge were chained and padlocked by
Bennett and former SAC Arts Rep John
Fellows. Subsequently members of the
University of Windsor Security foree including Chief Grant Mciver removed the
locks.
In a statement released Friday Gagnon
stated that members of the Student Fee
Strike Committee were "prepared to take
any action necessary to insure that the
students of this university have a choice in
deciding whether or not they will pay their
tuition at this time."
Gagnon and his committee also listed two
demands : ''That all OSAP cheques be

immediately unconditionally released to the
students to whom they belong" and "that all
Students on the Student Awards Program
who have been coerced into paying their
tuition in the past couple of days be given
the full amount of their cheque back by the
university if they so desire."
Gagnon claimed that SAC has gone
through all the appropriate channels
regarding the fee strike and that to date the
administration has completely ignored
them.
Despite what should have been a rather
discouraging lack of support from the
student body Gagnon and his gang continued their so-called sit-in through the
remainder of the afternoon.
Our only question at this point is this:
why do Gagnon and his people continue
trying to 'defend' the students of the
L"niversity of Windsor when they have no
desire to be defended?

Windsor goes big on violence
Two bomb blasts, a bank robbery, a high
speed chase, and a gun battle later, Windsor
finally got a taste of big town violence in a
little city.
Windsor is generally a quiet town. One
where a blown out tire tends to liven up the
typical day of the mayor bickering with the
school hoard. And when things revert to
normal, even the police tend to get
lackadasical in the performance of their
duties.
- Normality in itself is a relative concept, In
Detroit or Toronto lhe nor.m of prepared
police work is an instantaneous thing. In
Windsor, it is quick. But because of Windsor's unique state of normality, it becomes a
dilatory,
Windsor is rather like a gun fighter who at
one time could outdraw and outshoot any
other slinger, and who, because he decided
to settle down and become more civilized,
has allowed himself to go slack. He can still
shoot straight, but he is no longer at peak.
Windsor, it would seem, has allowed itself
to gain a reputation of being an easy touch
for the "master-minded dummy" who wants
to rob a bank, or throw a bomb. And
dummies they are,
Any half-wit would have known enough to
throw a red herring to the police before
robbing a hank, and anybody who is enough
of a "cop-hater", as Chief Preston calls
them, to bomb the police garage should have
had the sense to wait until the shift change.
Even if they were connected, somebody
screwed up so badly that they forgot to
throw the bombs before they robbed the
hank. Dummies.
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leditors and more leditors
Sit-in a whim!
Editor,

The Lance,
The police chased the robbers in a high Dear Sir:
speed run, guns hanging away, and nobody
In regard to the sit-in staged
got too badly hurt. The had guys were last week by :'.Vlr. Gagnon and
caught; but then, this is part of the crew, a number of salient
policeman's job. For that, \hankyou, factors should be put forward.
The conduct of the few munber
Windsor P.D.
Several other holdups were solved at the of students who took part in
same time. At least one of the robbers ad- the affair was rash and done
mitted to more than one holdup. This too is without a weighting of all
an integral part of the policeman's daily important cons"derations, good
task.
and bad. It
nn planni '
But the task goes much deept,r th,m th11,t. anU r,u ob_;.-,
F,
"".di4~
What happened to the so called police in• th~ action v.
done
telligence and undercover work that so very approval
of,
or
e en
often knows about an occurance well in notification to the S . . C.
advance of it happening? Was there no Council. Mr. Gagnon acte on
warning? Did nobody have an inkling of a his own after hearing of a
potential impending disaster? Was there a similar stunt at York university
slip up?
last week.
And then comes the question of what can
There are very serious
he done to prevent even more of these oc- consequences involved here.
curances from happening?
The trust that students gave
Is this sudden rash of robberies, and over to the S.A.C. leaders at
shootouts, and high speed chases, and ex- the last election has been
plosions the fault of some one, or some severely
breached
and
individual governmental body? Or is it more mangled. The sit-in smacks of
likely the fault of all of us who sit on our a leadership dictated more by
backsides and allow ourselves to he lauded personal whim than rational
with violence by the various means available
to us? Between movies and books, radio and
television, newspapers and magazines, we
are avalanched with robberies and beatings.
We are wooed with high speed chases and
brutal heatings. Violence comes in all
shapes and sizes. And it hits us between the
eyes.
Who's fault is That?

....

,t,{,,C,,1,(/CE

Bruce Adams
John Bernik
Ashley Wiper
Dan Bonk
James Dean
Nancy Basinger
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
John Morrissey
Walter Franczyck
Peter E lcombe
Chris Hodnett
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicwicz
Bozo
Dori McMartin
Brent Turner

th ought. Ignoring Council,
puts Mr. Gagnon in the light
he truly deserves to be seen in,
that is, as a copycat dictator.
A final factor that certainly
must be considered as a result
of the sit-in involves the public
and the impres~ion that they
musl have of the student and
the educational process. How
are they to know that the sit-in
was a minor concoction
supported b) a mere handful of
students'! Hm are they to
know t
d no concrete
~ •. ,...,
t
iillll~i lie
ding. Who will give the
pu lie these answers'! And
whc will give the students of
this niversity the answers as
to why their student leaders do
these th ings?
Doug Phillips
s

Abuse decried!
Editor,
111e Lance,
Dear Sir:
I am writing this letter on
behalf of the Windsor Varsity
Christian Fellowship group on

campus in response to the
action of the Student Administrative Council in the reported
distribution of marijuana in
the University Center before
the Christmas break. We feel
that this irresponsible act was
committed without regard for
the integrity of the majority of
students on campus, that the
action was unlawful and a
complete renunciation of the
duties invested in SAC by the
students. This type of
"representation" can only lead
t increased qiisuse of funds,
and may eventually weaken
the moral fabric of the community on and off campus.
Therefore we appeal to you
to take some disciplinary or
investigating action into the
affairs of SAC, especially the
elected executive, in order to
stop this willfull abuse of our
funds and stop the personal
degredation associated with
this irresponsibility and lack of
good judgement.
Sincerely,
Ruth Copland, Secretary
WVCF
Judy Lever (co-chairman!

Let's do a job!
Editor The Lance,
Dear Sir:
It is now I O: 15 on a rather
dreary, Sunday evening. There
used to be lots of excitement
going on in a little place called
"The Room". Tonight I went
over to this year's answer to
"The Room" and again for the
umpteenth time
I
left
disappointed.
It is becoming quite obvious
to me that the people running
it just don't give a damn. The
managers insist on running a
High School Drop-in Centre
for people who are interested
only in drinking cheap coffee
and smoking those forbidden
cigarettes that their parents
won't let them smoke at home
'cause they're too young.

"The Room" is a place
where aspiring folk-singers can
be heard and they can become
known. One can't even be
heard at this year's "Room"
for the people in charge either
a) Don't have a microphone
that is operable or b) The
people are talking so loud you
couldn't hear them if you tried
or cl Peopl~ think that you go
to a coffee house to hear the
latest sounds played on the
Stag's Head Juke Box.
So come on fellows, if you
don't know what a real Coffee
House ·is, then do a little
research. And if you can't do a
job decently, don't bother
doing it at all.
Sincerely
Nancy Mayer
Lise Leblanc
Chris Farren

This Week, Oh Lord,
We Give Thanks That
John Bennett won the most tolerant man
of the year award.

by GEORGE GAWADZYN and NORM YERYK

QUESTION: HAVE YOU PAID YOUR FEES?????

BEAR ...
Ell-n Scott Arts II most certainly have.

Is

your
Member
of
Parliament getting fat? Well
folks, its no wonder. You
should see how they eat in the
Parliamentary Dining Room. I
had dinner in there last night.
Here's what I ate: chicken
soup, tossed salad with
Roquefort dressing, prime rib
of beef, peas, carrots, spinach,
ice-cream with fresh pineapple,
coffee and selections from a
cheese board. The meal was
very well prepared and
carefully served. The white
linen table cloth was spotless.
The silverware and crystal
gleamed. The china was white,
delicate and expensive. The
meal was as pleasant as the one
I'd had the night before in the
Rideau Club. There wasonebig
difference, however. The
charges at the Rideau, which
admittedly, is expensive, were
$12.00. The bill in the
Parliamentary Dining Room
added up to the grand sum of
~1.50, not one penny more.
For another 50 cents I could
have had a large carafe of red
wine. While there are, no
doubt, many sacrifices made
on our behaH by the people
who make our laws, passing up
a itood inexpensive meal isn't

r

one of them.

+++
While in Ottawa I visited
with two friends of U. of W.,
Brian Ducharme and Brian
Kappler. The boys are having
a ball and thoroughly enjoy
mixing with the power people.
If their livers hold out, they'll
be successful in their chosen
professions.

Yes

Betty Stewart Phys Ed VIII doesn't involve me.

It

its up to you to choose the
people whom you know will act
on your behalf. Remember
what happened when you
didn't vote in the last SAC
elections.

+++

The Ministry of Colleges
and Universities has approved
our Ed Fac's request for
sweeping changes in their
program. Now you '11 be able to
+++
get a Bachelor of Education
We have another university and a Bachelor of Arts all at
election coming up, they tell the same time. This will enable
me. This one's for an arts rep, a graduate of Windsor to teach
a nursing rep and three in grade school or high school,
members of the Centre Policy and he won't have to go to the
Committee. I won't bore you Alt House for a year. The
with comments about the first program starts next year.
two posts. Suffice to say, or Here's hoping the academic
plead with you, to elect people changes include a move down
with common sense to the jobs. here to the big campus. The
After all, reps cast the same students sure would like it and
vote in meetings as do the I hear even the Dean would
executives. Search your souls welcome the move. We have
when it comes to voting for the enough classroom space for
Centre Policy people. These them here and if not, Cody
are the folks who negotiate Hall could be renovated. Hov.
with Beaver about food and 'bout it, movers and shakers,
who advise the Board of let's co-operate with Ed Fae in
Governors about many things their giant step forward for
which affect the quality of life mankind.
around here. There is a contest
+++
for seats on this committee and

Tony Ferri Comm Arts IV comment.

Tom Wld•• Comm•rc• II -

Bob Coll•n Bus IV
afford them.

No

No. I can·t

Paul St•wart Bus. II paid half.

I

haven't yet , but I pion on it.

Yvonn• Plsclt•III Arts II
Yes
I hove, but I'm on a scholar·
ship.

Mary Ann Prochazka Arts II Yes. I have.

I only
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Lancerette sports here

Basketball, volleyball active

Ronald Seal
Geography

Dr. Winfred Benedict

Dr. Stephen Bertman

Dr. Amrit Lall

Biology

Humanities

Geography
Dr. Lall holds a PHD from
India and has taught in India
before coming to Windsor.
Dr. Lall came to this
university with a keen desire to
promote interest among
Canadian students in the
affairs and problems of the
third world, especially South
Asia. "I am happy to state that
I have been very much en•
couraged by the Canadian
students' growing interest in
other cultures and other
lands."
Dr. Lall is quite sure that
Canadian
students
are
acquiring cosmopolitan
viewpoints.

Dr. Benedict holds a PHO
Dr. Seal holds a PHO from
from Toronto. His specialty is
England and has not taught
the effect of light regimes on
prior to coming to the
host-parasite interrelationships
University in 1969.
of plant pathogens under
environmental
Originally from Alberta, Dr. controlled
Seal says that his main outside conditions.
interest is mountaineering and
Dr. Benedict belongs to the
his major concern with respect New Yorl: Academy of
to our students both entering Science, Canadian Botanical
and leaving school is their Association, and the Canadian
limited capacity to express Phytopthological
Society
themselves effectively. "Many among others.
are virtually functionally
He has authored over thirty
illiterate and unable to set out
a simple paragraph without papers on Botany, Mycology
lifting blocks of words from and Plant Pathology and
Physiological Plant Pathology.
other sources."

Dr. Bertman holds a PHD
froltl Columbia and taught at

Florida State University before
coming to Windsor.
Says Dr. Bertman, "I teach
about men and women who
died thousands of years ago their poetry, their art, their
lives. Some say all of this is old,
not worth our time. I say it is
old only because we stand
where we do; that to those who
once lived it the past was the
present, alive and new; that in
it men and women like us
shared fragile lives with those
they loved, not seeing beyond
tomorrow."

Former Dean Parr appointe

J. Gordon Parr
Editor's note:
Dr. James Gordon Parr was born and educ.,ated in
England, received his PhD in Liverpool in 1953. He
received various scholarships and bursaries and taught at
the Universities of Liverpool, British Columbia, and
Alberta. He joined the University of Windsor in 1964 as
Dean of Applied Science and Professor of Engineering
Materials.
Since then, he has served on the Committee of University
Affairs both as member and then as Acting Chairman. He
has published about 70 papers mostly technical in nature,
and served on the MacDonald Study Group on "Federal
Support of Research in the Universities in Canada". He has
published many articles on engineering education and has
contributed frequently to CBC radio.
As of late, he has been appointed the Deputy Minister of
Colleges and Universities, and as such will have much to do
with the planning and implementation of university
programs. Reprinted here is a speech to the Ontario
niversity Registrar's Association on the Role and Value of
Cniversities and University Education in the 1970's,

I would not like you to think that the topic, "The role and
value of universities and university education in the l 970's" was
of my making: the subject is presumptuously grand, and the title
is repulsively clumsy. They ring of laboured committee meetings,
or a last-minute executive decision. But, for all that, the topic was
put in my way; and although I might have mumbled a few self·
effacing modesties I picked it up quickly enough. Picked it up,
that is, from the end of a telephone, some time ago; and, contrary
to the universal laws, I find that as the interval between the two
objects - commitment and occasion - diminished, the at·
tractiveness did not increase by any power.
It is tempting- but I shall resist the temptation - to take a
limping run at the subject of the role and value of the university
in the l 970's by reminding ourselves about the role and value of
universities in the past. We might have begun with the informal
academies of the Greeks - having a dig at our colleagues in
classics as we mentioned the Platonic motto: "Let no one without
geometry enter here", Passing quickly, as one so often does in
historical surveys, from the fall of Rome to the late Middle Ages,
we might remark upon the domination by students of university
government at Bologna, and the rather more faculty-oriented
organization in Paris; and how, at both institutions - and at
others - the universities were substantially professionallyoriented, medicine, theology and law being among the principal
activities.
Renai.&11ance brought a new life to university curricula by a

Last Friday, the Lancerette
Basketball Team hosted
Saginaw
Valley
in
an
exhibition game. The Lancerettes took a commanding
lead right from the start and
lead 34-10 at half-time.
Saginaw's seven-girl squad lost
two through fouls and one
through injury, and had to play
the final three minutes with
only four players. Despite their
gallant effort, the result was a
humiliating 86-16 score for
Windsor. Scorers for Windsor
were: Joanne Lazarus, Jackie
Wellwood and Cathy Valcke
with 14 points each, Karen
Couvillon 13, Bunny Robinson
10 and Kathy O'Neaill 8
points. The Lancerettes
presently stand third in their
division with two wins and
three losses. Next action is a
crucial game tonight at 8: 15
against McMaster in St. Denis.
Also in action again.st
Saginaw were the Volleyball
Lancerettes. Windsor completely dominated the visitors,
winning 15-4, 15-1 and 15-1.
Strong and consistent serving
which Saginaw was unable to
return led to the victory. With
a 1 win, 4 loss pre-Christmas
record in O.W.I.A.A. Competition, the Lancerettes are off

to a better start for the second
half of their season. Tonight,
the Volleyball girls host
McMaster starting at 6: 15
p.m. in St. Denis Hall.
Word from Syd MacCallum
is that McMaster swimmers
dominated last Saturday's trimeet at the Phys. Ed complex,
scoring 82 points to 68 for
Adrian and 46 for Windsor in
mens' competition. Gilles
Delaire continued his fine
diving to take first in the 3M.
Dive and second in the IM.
Dive and I O points. Craig
Arthurs swam to two strong
second place finishes in the
200 Individual Medley and the
200 Butterfly. Neil McBeth
continues to improve in the
distance events as this time out
he collected a second in the
1,000 yd freestyle and a fourth
in the 500 yd. Freestyle. The
Lancers return to action
against Schoolcraft College on
Tuesday January 23rd at the
Pool starting at 5: 00 p.m.
In Womens' action in the
Pool, the Lancerettes ran up
five first-place finishes, three
seconds and one third place
finish in collecting 40 points to
Adrian's 56. Also competing
for exhibition purposes were
swimmers from the Windsor

fought for 2 wins each. Single
efforts were put in by Brian
Horvath and Ken Chan. This
weekend the Lancers get a
good test as they travel to York
to face the Y oemen.
UPCOMING ACTION: in
addition to that mentioned
above features the Lancer
Wrestling Squad in action
against the always tough
Western Mustangs at Western
tomorrow afternoon.

Another female
sets a record
SYDNEY,
Australia
(Reuter) - A 40 year old
Australian woman has become
a mother for the ninth time
despite taking 17 different
types of contraceptive pills and
undergoing a sterilization
operation.
Janette
Prouse,
of
Newcastle, 10 miles north of
here, originally intended to
have only two children.
She told reporters that the
birth of her ninth child
Tuesday was described by her
doctor as "a chance in a

thousand.''
After the arrival of her
second child, Mrs. Prouse went
on the pill, but the babies kept
on coming.
By the time her eighth baby
was born in November, 1971,
she had taken 17 different
types of contraceptive pill. So,
two days later, she was
sterilized.
A shocked Mrs. Prouse told
reporters: "Now I am having
another operation." Her
husband Fred commented:
"This one had ·better work."

provincial Deputy Minister

concern with man's circumstances as these were reflected by
But qualities can be perceived. Indeed, if universities are to do
Greek and Roman literature. Regrettably, the spirit of the ad· more than hobble along from one year's budget to the next, and if
venture became consumed by the business of learning the students are to do more than be swept along by the prejudices of
languages, in a similar way to the contemporary erosion of the the press and the limited advice of their counsellors, qualities
spirit of engineering by the regimen of mathematics. The lesson, nwst be perceived: the role and value of the university have to be
perhaps, is to distinguish between ends and means. And, were I stated in general terms. And the contemporary role and value of
to embark upon an historical introduction, I would have to the university are - more than ever before - determined by
mention the controversy in which Cardinal Newman, T. H. societal interactions.
Huxley and Matthew Arnold were engaged in the second half of
Let me first give my views - personal, prejudiced, and
the 19th century: it was about the place of science in university unauthorized - about the forces of society upon the university.
programs.
Then I will try to indicate what I believe is the universities' inThe rest is such recent history that you are familiar with it all fluence upon society. Finally, I will point to the aspects of the
The expectation at the turn of the century that universities would universities' role and value that might be perceived by the
provide leadership in government, prosperity in business, and prospective student.
innovation in industry - expectations mirrored by more recent
To begin then, societal pressures. First, the universities are
North-American aspirations; hopes that the university ex~ drpendent upon government funds, whose source does not grow
perience might leaven the loaf of life - without making loafers; in proportion to the competition. For all that we may argue about
spectacular enrolment increases accommodated b:i- the skill of the th lasting value of the fibre of universities in our cultural fabric,
universities and the fortitude of thP taxpayn; faculty-powPr an L,-,spitals and farnily welfare press urgently upon the politician. If
student unrest, followed by lltudent-power and facul . 1 n~e~.
er.r,rnent revenues do not grow in propGrtion to funds
And now, a period of enrolment decline, budgPt resu:a1 s, '1 tifiably reqi,iested, my gui>ss is that the education budget is.
thoughtfulness - and the immediate problem of presentmg to vulnerable. And, since (in educationl primary and secondary
you my views of the remainder of the l 970's.
schools take an obvious priority, and the contribution of the
Whatever contradictions an historical survey may ave Colleges to manpower requirements is visible, the universities are
revealed, the cosy perspective of time would show universities to an attractive target of a sharp Treasury pencil.
have been steadfast in their preservation and dissemination of
But the politician responds to his electorate, and he embraces
knowledge, and no less reliable as an agency of change. In earlier its children. So, I ask, what kind of societal pressures does the
times, - and even today in other countries - the preservation public plan to exert upon its elected representatives to preserve
and dissemination of knowli>dge are subject to pressures that the integrity of the province's universities? Is the university as
threaten the integrity of the university. The effects of restricting important as, say, a highway? Then make as much noise about
the flow of man's knowledge are frightening - which accounts it!
for a spontaneous fear of public censorship and of forces that
The second societal pressure has to do with manpower. We
might appear to control university programs. It is not because the have gone through a phase when a university degree was the
subject lacks importance that I shall not develop it. Rather, ticket to the placement interview - at least; and it was probably
because I am optimistic that a freely preserved and transmitted the ticket to a job. Employers used the universities as screen
knowledge can be accepted as a well-founded premise in On- agents. The universities did not protest; students came to believe
tario's educational system, I shall try to elaborate upon the that the degree assured a subsequent salary. And the current
second persistent characteristic of the universities: that is, their employment situation naturally disappoints them.
influence upon social change and their response to social change.
I feel pretty sure that universities will continue to guarantee to
For this will embrace my opinions about the role and value of the the public that its doctors, lawyers, engineers, social workers,
universities in the next few years.
teachers, accountants are competently trained and, I would hope,
I don't think many people deny that the university influences havP been touched by the humility born of an enquiring mind. I
society. To do so would he to deny that graduates exert any know that it is the professional societies which, by law. are
moment in their subsequent activities - at work, in con- supposed to guarantee competence to the public. But in fact they
versation, in politics and so on. And, unless the graduate is do not: they have generally abdicated this responsibility to the
content to flex his intellectual muscle in the mirror of his mind, universities. And I see no alternative to the universities carrying
and to soliloquize upon his unactivated values, society feels his the burden.
presence. In tum, his attitude is affected by his education. And
But what of the non-professional degree? What, for example, is
the exercise of values and the application of the intellect are the manpower market for the general B.A.? I'd suggest that his
substantial components of university curricula. I don't want to employment potential has little to do with his degree. Only if he
labour the point, for there is probably no disagreement about the appears to be more competent in the prescribed position than a
principle of my contention. But there may be much debate about high school graduate, could I be sure he'd get the job. But while
the extent to which the university graduate influences society. that may sound unkind, I would amplify the following corollary:
There are, of course, many other influences which the univer· he has had the privilege of several years of post-secondary
sity brings to bear upon society: its purposeful introduction of education - largely at public expense. HP enters his occupation
particular programs of study, its involvement with government at a time whPn leisure hours begin to predominate a man's life. If
and industry, its relationship to various community pursuits. But he feels that he is under-employed, I am not totally sympathetic;
I simply try to define a boundary condition: if there were no but if he feels that his university education has not enriched the
other consequences, the effect of the graduate on society is potential of his leisure hours, I would be anxious to determine
ineluctable. I believe this to be the greatest influence of the whether the fault were his or his university's.
university - more important than published papers, and new
The third societal pressure upon the universities - and the last
libraries, and community schemes. In this light, learning I will deal with - has to do with the students themselves. I recall
becomes a responsibility, and teaching becomes a privilege. The that several years ago, when I had to speak at a high school
responsibility and the privilege seem to me to shine through a few graduation ceremony, I implored the students to do what, after
lines of an otherwise boisterous and protesting verse by Hilaire careful thought, they wanted. And, while some of them might
Belloc:
wish to enter university, others might want to become garage
''Good Dons perpetual that remain
mechanics, or brewmasters or - that most christian of all oeA Landmark, walling in the plain cupations (I was speaking in Alberta) - carpenters. The
The horizon of my memories - "
students seemed to respond well to my remarks. But their parents
It is unfortunate that the concluding line of the couplet runs
were furious.
"Like large and comfortable trees"
I'm sure I don't have to elaborate. Simply, despite parental
but Belloc was undoubtedly pressed for a rhyme.
pressures, there are many avenues to the sort of life a man or
The counter-current, the effect of society upon the universities, Woman wants. Most avenues enrich one's knowledge, wisdom
has been, from time to time, dodged by the academic. But today and understanding; and one path along those avenues is paved
we are passing through a period when the university community by the universities. But, for the sake of the universities, as well as
is unusually sensitive to the public envrironment. Even when the of the students, we must not suggest that all other paths and all
university offers a negative response, the social surround has had other avenues are inferior.
its effect. But if we wish to demonstrate, by a blatant con·
Now let me say a few words about the influence of the
temporary example, the influence of society upon Ontario's universities upon society. At the top of the list of priorities I have
universities, we simply have to point to the generation of to put the universities' ability to transcend governmental
university revenue, which - to the extent of about 85 percent pressures, the temporal and expedient pleas of a well-intentioned
originates from taxes. Were this particular societal influence to be citizenry, the force of students and even - as necessary - the
withdrawn, the universities would become substantially different, obstinacy of faculty. The universities whatever else they may not
not only in size, but in style.
be - have to remain a clean touchstone of enquiry, a safe place
The complete circuitry describing the interactions of society of dissent. Even when funds dry up, students revolt, faculty
and university, through the wiring of bureaucratic structures and strikes, buildings burn, there has to be a residuum, which conacademic curricula, and the potential-influencing components of tains the essence of the university.
students, faculty, staff, politicians, citizens, involves a complexity
I'm afraid that this essential quality has been forgotten during
of feed-back effects and a variety of possible outputs that defy a the past decade of rapid enrolment growth, of spiralling faculty
quantitative analysis. Please God that it may remain so.
appointments, of generous funding and of the day-to-day crises

.

Aquatic Club.
Windsor's Fencing Team
took McMaster 20-7 last
weekend. Coach Blassis was
pleased with the team's performance, but hopes the
Lancers will show as much
poise against stronger opposition. Bruno Chiccotelli and
Pat Brode had 3 wins, while
Tom Strutt, Brian Ciuciura,
Brian Rivers, Brian Grimley,
John Chan and Barry Franklin

associated with speedy expansion. The public may have
overlooked this attribute, this guarantee, vested in its universities. Possibly, faculty need to be reminded of it from time to
time. And perhaps those students, who would like to see a
politicisation of university campuses, have to be told of the great
loss that would accrue were the universities to redeem that
supreme residual quality of independent question and dissent. I
doubt, however, that it is a quality which - until too late would persuade the man in the street to subscribe to a university
fund-raising campaign. His generosity - and generous he has
been - is inspired rather by a hope of conformity than by the
potential of a university's dissent in a time of oppression. Thus
the first influence, in my book, of universities upon society, is to
inspire that sort of dissent which springs from enquiry, is tempered by respect for what one does not know, and is resolved by
an appreciation of several sets of values. And how else may a
university generate in society this sort of tolerance, than by the
example of its faculty and its students'?
The second influence of the university upon society re,;ts upon
the sort of work done by its graduates. Herf' the originalit) and
innovative qualities of the university are important. For iJ the
graduate is a replicate casting of a professorial mould, little
headway is made. Unfortunately, the teaching profession- at all
levels - has an inbred ancestry that does not encourage viable
mutations to the evolutionary design of the mould. And ~vhile the
university has contributed integrity to the intellectual processes
of its graduates, it might have done more to encourage
originality.
Since this comment may be reasonably taken as a criticism, I
would like to make two points. First, I recently made a speech
(which did not get much publicity) commending the universities
for what I believe to be remarkable achievements during the past
decade. Second, despite this commendation, I'm afraid that the
universities do not sufficiently acknowledge the informal level of
education that students gain through television, newspapers, a
general reading, and through a restlessness that is associated with
a quite new sort of understanding.
The societal influence of the university through its graduates
will be impeded if the university does not accommodate these
parameters: first, that Ph.D's must not be the only material for
its faculty; second, that the students it admits to first-year studies
are educated in areas that lie outside the traditional university
territory. (Remember the Renaissance? It was concerned with
the spirit and the life of man. If the universities still have this
splendid concern, they must recognize the influence of postRenaissance media! I
A third way - and in this talk, the final way - in which
universities may influence society, is by their encouragement of
part-time studies. There is no particular reason why a formal
education has to be confined to a particular age-group. And the
incidence of stop-outs, the increasing enrolment of part-time
students, the success of what are called "open universities" in
several countries, the drive for human fulfillment in leisure hours,
all point towards the need for more flexibility in programs of
university studies. Of course, there are academics who insist that
the nature of a university program requires fulltime attendance
on the campus for three years or for four years. While I respect
this point of view, I happen to think it is archaic. It is so archaic
that even Plato talking with students that walked with him,
would not have agreed with it. The universities have to ac-'
commodate all sorts of enrolment. And so - by the way - does
industry. It is time that industry - its owners and its employees
- met with the universities, to define ways by which the
universities might be opened up to a wider range of intellectually
able students.
!\ow to run into the last lap, what advice does one give to
students. First, and most important, that it's their penny: they
have been subjected, by the time they consider enrolling at
university, to the publicity of college and university. (This is
becoming a deplorable publicity, which I hope the schools and
their students will question). Students may not have talked easily
with their parents; but they have chatted with many people.
They have read; and they have bummed around. They know
that your view and my view embrace the essential quality of
learning, and of passing on what one knows; of question, dissent,
and trial. And, it may be, that in their own way, this generation ol
student is more discerning, more able to test a spectrum of
possibilities, than was our generation. Don't knock them if their
way happens to be a packsack and hitch-hicking; or going to
work after grade XII; or stopping-out after second year; or
trying to go it alone.
The role of the university is to be there. To remain a sure
defence against arbitrary measures; to be a place where question
and dissent are encouraged. Tell your students that. But the
universities do not guarantee a job. Tell your students that, too.
Tl1e role of the universities in the l 970's is - as it has always
been - to try to disseminate freely what is known, and to encourage the study of what is at the frontier. The value of the
university lies - as it has always lain -. in the intellect, and the
passions, of its community.
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Hidden behind pastel panels
in the grotto of the University
Centre,
there
is
an
organization of dedicated
students asking only a little
recognition and respect for
what they are trying to do. I
don't doubt that most people
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more attention was paid to
probably one of the most
important sections of the
media on this campus.
It is important for what it is
doing now, and for what it can
do for you, for this campus
community. But, however

are aware that there is a
student radio on campus.
However, despite all attempts
by the station to make itself
known, how many people
know what CSR W is all about,
or even care for that matter?
Well, it's about time that some

-....Y ,Z h'' ~ H
w,

1H

1

much as it may seem that a
radio station exists by itself, it
cannot survive without the cooperation and reception of its
listeners, expecially if it is a
student radio, as is CSR W.
Back in September, CSRW
launched itself into a new
dimension. We decided that
with new studios and a great
changeover in staff, we were
going to make something
worthwhile out of this station.
Apart from trying to bring you,

the listener, the type of music
vou wanted, when you in~ented, we were going to try to
provide this campus with as
many services as possible.
So, we established a referral
service, the opportunity for
anyone or any organization, to
air their opinions as editorials,
free spots for Public Service
Announcements and unclassified ads, free remotes,
including DJ's equipment and
records for all parties and
events on campqus.
We went out of our way to
be of as much assistance to the
campus
community
as
possible. Our facilities were,
and still are open to anyone
from this community to use as
they wish.
We have moved forward
with many new developments
in all departments. Without
trying to sot~d overly coneeited T must say that we 'vc

feature
work
by
tom
molyneaux
.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
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irit of co-o eration among
m st of our st ff. When things
started going down, we were
able to put our things together
enough to beat out our
problems. Over the holidays
this was especially noticeable.
Things really got done. The
library has now been colourcoded and all set up with even
a rack for new releases. Our
production quality has been
heightened by the fine work
done by our engineering
department in setting up a new
patch board. A new D.J.
training manual has been
created to aid in the teaching of
both new and old D.J.'s of the
attitudes and skills needed for
a good show.
A backlog of production
tapes, though not yet large, has
made variety i;nore possible.
These, and many other things,
have brought us closer to our
goal of achieving as high a
standard of professionalism
and quality as possible. Nor do
we plan to stop where we are
now. I think that it is important to remind you what
this station, your Student
Radio, can mean for everyone.
Our format, with its stress on
campus news, sports and
events combined with musical
programming designed to
appeal to as many as possible,
is a novel development in
radio. Further, a station such
as our allows for the
development of a unique
Canadian approach to the
radio media. We believe that
what we are attempting to
create is unique and very
' Canadian. I stress this because
at C.S.R.W. we are trying to
jtel away from accepted approaches to programming.
We want a radio station that
is an integral part of the
campus community to be used
by all members of the community. We want a station that
complements the attitudes and
wishes of those it serves. We
know what we want and we
will achieve it. So now it is up
to you to let us know what you
want for, and from CSRW.
As a post-script, I'd like to
thank all those who have so far
stuck with us and supported
us. Believe it or not, it makes a
hell of a difference to everyone
concerned, especially when we
know that someone is listening.

~oooo

photo work by terry head
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Tl)e Lal)ce
needs reporters
Call J.P. Squire, Lance Office

CABARET PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

JANUARY 19TH-20TH

"SUBWAY El VIS"
Special No Admission Matin ee
Immediately Following
Basketball Game

FRIDAY 26THSATURDAY 27TH

"SLIGHT 505"
Admission 50c Students
$1.00 Non Students

C.S.R.W.
The r e ore l O l r o di o stations in
the Windsor area , and they all
ploy music. Only one specializes
in
university
information,
C.S.R.W. It's mai nly because of
the news!
Student
Radio
supplements
complete campus co v e rage with
underground news, from Earth
News Service, and international
coverage via the Broadcast News
Teletype Service.

The picture, from a scene of The Boyfriend, a roaring 20 's musical, demonstrates the casts'
liveliness and versatility. Everyone is urged to go and see this fantastic musical.
-pie by Geo. Gawadzyn

Drama Society production

hy Lance Rt'views Staff
Thursday, January 18 was
the opening night of "The
Boyfriend" presented by the
Drama
Society
of
the
University of Windsor. This
musical comedy, written by
Sandy Wilson, is an all student
production. The show is
directed and choreographed by
Gerald S. Horgan drama major
at the University.
Rhis riotous spoof on the
roaring twenties revolves
around Polly Browne, the only
young girl at a finishing school
in Nice, France without a

boyfriend. She meets a dashing
young mcsscngN boy by the
name of Tonv and that i~
where the fun ·begins.
Madame DuRonnet the
school's bubbling mistress
undertakes to solve the
problems in her mrn special
way. This light happy musical
is a delightful e\ening·s en·
tertainment.
Paul Court, a third war
drama student does an · ex·
cellent job as techn ical
director. For this production
he is working in co-operation
with St. Clair College's Da,id

FAST SERVICE
Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.

25% Student Discount

RUBINS MEET MARKET
Be There 9-6
P.M.
I
Every Wednesda

$1.99

C .S.R.W. presen t s a sp ecial
three
hour
r oc k-and-roll
program, Wednesday , January
24th , from 2pm t o 5pm, hosted
by Greg Mailloux.
Don 't forget the sta ff meeting
today at 4pm, at 3 l 1 Com pbell
(upstairs).

~=,
J ade -W arrior

Boy£riend looks.like a hit

Guys & Gals
Shampoo & Style
By louigi
811 ERIE ST. E.

254-31 33

Dool.

reproduces in an expurgated form the liner
notes from the aforementioned album. "Would
you believe 'Rock Around the Clock Waltz'?
Would you imagine 'Twist and Shout' with a
string quartet?... Throb to 'Satisfaction'
Country style! and wonder, as you bask in the
pleasure of this truly magnificent album, why
nobody ever thought of recording 'Mr. Tambourine Man' with an orchestra of 15 Tambourines before"
If any of you out there are greatly perplexed
by the vital questions posed on the cover of this
"album", I would strongly suggest that you
ignore this column in ensuring weeks. I shall
also swear on a copy of Bobby Golsboro's
Greatest Hits that music shall never enter into
my conversation between us if you so much as
allow this drivel to infiltrate the glorious organs
that are your ears. What a poor excuse for
music! What a disaster! What an insult to the
character!
SEAN O'DELL

Buddy's trivia corner

Due to a wamping of cards and letters m
response to the last quiz, here we go again:
I.Who did the first Stairway to Heaven?
2. Name the Chiffon's hit of the early sixties
that returned incognito on George Harrison's
All Thin{{s 1111.1.st Pass.
3. Who recorded Funnv Man?
4. Famous Flipsides, na~e the hit, I Feel Fine,
He's the Boy. Ruby Tuesday. Fingertips Pt. 1.
Connie-0. Don't be Cruel.
5. What two famous soul men went to that big
Apollo in the sky shortly after recording Shake,
some five years apart?
6. Name two of the three groups that recorded
Great Shakes commercials?
7. Who sings "Oh Oh Spaghettios"?
8. The drummer of the Beau Brummels went on
to join another group who managed a hit with a
Paul Simon song, hint, it wasn't the Circle.
9. Speaking of Paul Simon, he and Garfunkel
went originally under what name?
IO. What was the Barbarians' biggest hit?
11. What song made Little Peggy March
In JOH, l\lcALLISTER
The L nivrrsit, of Windsor
remotely famous.
Lancf'rs defeat;d the Ylc12. What Ramsey Lewis hit was recorded by
l\lastf'r \1arauders in a close
Bob Dylan.
contest before another packed
13. What Scottish folk song was recorded by the
house in St. Denis Hall
Beatles?
Saturday night 80-7 4.
14. Match the Obscure member with his group:
\\ incisor took an eleven
Pig
Pen
The Byrds
point. 15-4 lead. the largest of
~ick
St.
Nicholas
The
Animals
the game. midwa) through the
Alan Price
The Grateful Dead
first q11arter. From that point
Gram Parsons
Steppenwolf
on, MrMaster hegan to
Mark Farner
Grand Funk
steadily dose the gap. and
trai l<'d thr Lanrers by only five
Jim McCartv
Yardbirds
oinh at thP halL 45-40.
15. F ill in ·the Blanks again : Bill Deal and
• · \\ p
IH' \ ·er
did adj u st
the ... ... Sacco and ..... , Bonnie and
ipt>rlJ lo ftlwir ("han g ing
16. What is Carly Simon's first name, last
,l efensPs,"
Dr.
Thomas
name?
mmnwnted later. "And we
17. What do Connie and Cat Stevens have in
di dn't ~hoot that well (32 of 74
common?
for 1:3 pPrcentl, while they shot
18. What pop group from Liberpool, England
fabulousl) (:rn of 58 for 52
dealt death blows to hair cream and ta,p collar
pt>rc1•ntl. \1cMaster just
shirts?
pl.1) ed a whale of a ball
gan1e!-'
19. What black left handed guitarist set his
The Lancers never led by
guitar on fire at Monterey?
more than nine points in the
Local Crap
sp rnnd half as the Yisitors just
l. Trademarks
rrfused to let the game get
A Henylin Bottle, Green Nylon Jackets with
a"' ay
from
them.
The
"Power and Glory" written on the back, A
:\ la rauders even took brief
Spanish
cowboy hat, On fingered chrods, wiggle
IPacls in the fourth quarter
when he walks, Archie Bunker mentioned in the
lx•fore Windsor was able to put
same sentence as Rockn' Roll Hootchie Coo,
thP game away in the final
The
first Sassoon haircut, wearing a red army
three minutes.
Lancer
guard
Bruce A-one-and-a-two - turn on the bubble machine. jacket, "Telephone booth's in the back.
Coulthard drew McMaster j Rubble Rock is Here To Stay- UK Records Mam! ", tan shoes and pink shoelaces, bass that
fouls on t"·o consecutive drives .S:JlOl.
sounds like a semi-truck going through the
lo the basket, and his perfect
The Lance Music Department now tunnel, My Prayer, The Arrows .....
,hooting from the foul-line on
those occasions gave Windsor
IPa ds of 7:i-70 and 77-70 after
a close final period to that
point. A foul shot by Pete J
l\lingay and a final basket by I
Bruce Coulthard completed
tht• Lancer scoring.
T he
Marauders
concentrated in this game on
run ning inside plays and
MOVIES
LECTURES
\\o rking hard for good. Devonshire 1: "Rage". times: 7:2.5. 9:35.
- Detroit Institute of Arts offers free talks and
percpntage shots. This paid off
· Super Cinema: Jan. 23 "Anne and :\1uriel".
publications on African Terra Couas through
A film made in France in 1971 about two
for Llwm until they ran into
January 21. Talks are in Holley Room.
english girls who follow their French guest
Times: Tues. thru Fri. 1: 30-3: 30 p.m. and
foul trouble in the second half
home.
weekends 1: 30-3: 30 p.m.
as \\'ind;;or had in the first.
- Devonshire II: You·ll Like my Mother .
. Jan. 11 thru Jan. 28 Det. Inst. of Arts
Lacking such outside shooting
Time: 7:2.5. 9:35.
2resenls a series called Pioneers of Modern
- Palace: Deliverance. Time: 7: 30, 9: 20.
as was in past seasons provided
Painting. Each is a forty-five minute self- Twin Drive-In: call 966-1300.
contained essay on the life and works of a
by P aul Mazza. the Mac style
- Windsor Drive-In: call ,37-6113.
major personality. Two pioneers shown al
has bPE•n adjusted by Coach
· Centre: Straw Dogs and The Graduate.
each screening in lecture hall. Edouard
Fowler accordingly. Although
Time: 7:30.
Manet-Paul Cezanne: Thur. Jan. 11; Sat.
- Vanity: Pete ·11 Tillie. Times: 2:00, 4: 15,
upsrt once this season lby
Jan. 13; Sun. Jan. 14. Tickets: 5 for series
6:30 & 8:45.
ur $2.50 2_er show.
:\\ estern I. the Marauders will
· Odeon: call 252-1285.
YOLTHEATRE
o on to win some games this
· Free Films: Everv Wed. nite 7: 30-9: 30. Rm,
- Sat. Jan. 20, the Det. Inst. of Arts presents
ason if they contonue to play
1118 Math Bldg·.
Pepito's Story. . ew York's Merry-Go·
as the\ did in this contest.
· Capitol: Get Away. Times: 1 :55, 4: 20. 6: 15
Rounders in a folk-talke live..-.n-stage that
& 9: 15.
involves the audience. times: l l a.m .. 2 p.m.
I litting double-figures for
PLAYS A!'ID MUSICALS
in the auditorium. tickets: $1.50.
tlw \ isitnrs were Frank Nagy
- The l ' niversity of Windsor Drama Soc.
CO",'CERTS
a nd Sam Kanknevicim ( 15
pre ents The Boyfriend at Ambassador Aud.
- Jan. 21 al Ford Aud. in Detroit the Vienna
on Jan. 18, 19, 20, 21. Time: 8:30 p.m.
points I • .Joe Martino (12), and
Boy's Choir perform. Time: 8:20 p.m.
Tickets 1.00.
Tickets: $5.00, 4.00 & 3.00.
Larry Lavrlle ( l l). Nagy also
- F .. b. I!· I I and 15-18 thf' L niversity Players
- Amedca at Masonic Aud. un Wed. Jan. 31 at
led all rebounders in this game
present Three Men on a Horse. Curtain time:
8: 00 p.m. Tickets: $4.00, 5.00 & 6.00.
In the past year the drama
society
has
successfullv
spons1;red student production·s
of "You're a Good Man
Chari ie Brown", and the
"Wizard of Oz". Now it seems
evidf'n t that they have another
suecess to their credit.
The Bodriend will be
mnning froin Friday January
19 until Sunday January 21 in
Ambassador
Auditorium
starting at 8:30 p.m. Tickets
are only one dollar. So try to
make the scene.

Basketball
Lancers win
over "Macmen ,,

I

by SEAN O'DELL
Before this week's reviews, I would like to
give a plug for the concerts that the Music
DPpartment has been sponsoring sinre the
beginning of the Fall Term. In addition to the
very talented musicians and singers who are
associated with the university, the department
regularly brings in well known performers from
other areas. If you 're really into music then
these concerts are well worth catching. Rock
and folk music makes for nice interludes (and
I'm not knocking their appeal) but a couple of
hours of "classical" can really make one aware
of all that music can be when handled by people
who actually know what they are doing. With so
few good musicians around in rock music. I
think you'll be thrilled and overwhelmed by the
excitement, passion and intensity of mood that
awaits you at these affairs.
Information can be found at the Centre Desk
or, if they are out of schedules, someone in the
Music Building should be able to fill you in on
the up-coming programmes. You won't regret it.
N .B.-This stuff is really dynamite if you're
wrecked at the time.
]i!d<' Warrior: Last Autumn's Dream - Vertigo
VEL 1012.
In addition to the standard rock
paraphenalia, Jade Warrior also uses a flute and
congas to make this one of the more enjoyable
albums that I've heard in quite a few months. I
can't say that the arrangements are overly
inventive, though they are well done; nor can I
say that any one song is particularly appealing.
Rather, the whole album, especially side two,
can best be described as pretty music. It puts
you in a pleasant state of mind. If you 're sitting
around your home w ith someone you feel very
d ose to. then " Last Autumn 's D ream" will
)m ild a feeling of serenit y around you. I would
strongly suggest looking for this album. Listen
to it once and you may be tempted to buy it.
This isn't a record that will be played often but,
when the feelings are right, you 'II be glad you
bought it.
ff<'nry Buckle: Henry Buckle - !Wercury
SHW 1-643.
There's not much I can say about this record.
If you are into a Frank Mills or Harry Chapin
kind of trip then this record is for you. If you're
not then ignore it. It is perfectly acceptable
country-folk-old rock and is performed by an
obvious professional who is doing what he wants
to do. That's all very fine, if you like it, and
Henry Buckle is most likely going to be around
for quite a while. There's always room for quiet
nostalgia on a cold winter's ni9ht when the snow
is falling and sleep just wont come.

I

\\ith 11.

And that's the troth!
•

\\ indsor's Bruce Coulthard
led all scorers with 22 points,
foI11m ed h} Pete Mingay with
18. Th rer Lancers had 8 points
a pie<"e: Chris Coulthard,
Ward Conway, and Bill
Loz)nsky. For special mention
this time, Coach Thomas cited
T om H ogan whose good work,
esp.•,·ially in the second half,
,·as not as obvious on the
scoresh t'et as it was on the
court. Wah Lozvnsky and Pete
L\ lin1rn) IPd tl;e Lancers in
rt'hounds with () and
respe('tivPlv.
At tlw 1\s:;umption gym, the
Crusad rrs made a game of it
again s t the Toledo Supn
K inJ.(s, bowing in the final
11in11t n () 1-86.

ART
- Canadian l'iature Art and other studies by
John Kelly is running Jan. 15-29 in room 19
Vanier Hall. The artist here portra,·s in his
varied studies different aspects of Canadian
wildlife and environment.
. Jan. 2-22 Tom Paul Fitzgerald eresents
recent sculpture - Benck Marks and Erosion
Maps - at the University of Windsoi: New
Library Gallery. Gallery hours same as library
hours. Work done in ehromed steel,
aluminum, and acrylic.
U. of W. art work is on display (and for sale)
in thl' bookstore.
Wed. Dec. 13 thru Sun. Jan. 28 Det. Inst. of
Arts presents the S?tl! Exhibition for
'VI ichigan Artists and pamtrngs by Anthony de
Blash. South Wing :\-lain Floor.
· Thru SJ>rini;t 1973 in tlw l\orth Wing :\-lain
Floor o D(•t. Inst. of \rt, i, a ,,.l,.ction of thf'
Lvdia and Harn L. Winston eollertion. 20th
century art m(lVC'mC'lltS in (J;j paintings,
~aphics and ,culpture.
- The J. Paul Getty collection of French
decorative art is on display in the South Wing
'\1 ain Floor thrn Aug. 1973.

8: 30. Tickets: $2.50. For reservations call
3S2-4565.
- Th,. Windsor Light Opera Players present
~eil Simon's 'The Odd Couple' at Walkerville
Collegiate Aud. on Jan. 26 & 27 -Feb. 2 t\ 3.
tickets: 2.00.
- The Detroit RPpertory Theatre presents
"What the Butler Saw". a plav by Joe Orton.
Curtain time is 8: 30 p.m. Thurs., Fri. and
Sat. evenings and 7: 30 on Sun. The r1lay runs
from Thur. Jan. 18 thru Sat. Feb. 24th. For
reservations and ticket info. call 1-( 3131-868134 7.

FILMS 0!'1 THE ARTS
- Tuesdan al noon. Jan. 23, "Walking" an
animated commentary on the joy peoJlle get
from their movement afoot. Also Galina
Ulano,a Hussia ·s most famous and ex_quisile
dancer in excerpts from her roles in Gisf'lle,
Romeo and Juli<'t. and Chopiana.

CO'.\CEHTS

- 'iun. Jan. 21, Belle :YI idler is al ,ta,on ie Aud.
in Detroit. time: 7:30 p.m. tickets: 3 ..~0.
4.50 & 5.50.
- Feb. 6 Cohn Hall has Traffic at 7: 00 p.m.
tichls :; 50, 6.50.

'l

'{

Bus to Western
Wed.Feb. 7

Fightin Lancers win

"le just cook us coo lor1{( co realize ch111 U'e could play like we 're supposed co." Dr. Thom/ls
summed up. \tercy hi1d pret'iously defeated Like Suprrior and git'en Wayne Stille a run. Here.
P<'le Hin{(ll)' (21111nd Brue<' ( 111 shozt· their swff. Boch were successful.
-pies by Squire

Windsor downed by Mercy
byJOH'I McALLISTER
The University of Windsor
Lancers fell just short of a last
minute
come-from-behind
victory in exhibition action
Wednesday mght. as they were
edged at the buzzer by the
Crusaders from Mercy College
Detroit, 84-7 9.
The game "as played in a
high school b') mnasium across
the street from Mercy College.
Mercy uses tlw court at
Benedictine High as they
haven't one of their O\\,n.
Mercy was playPd ewn by,
~ indsor in
thl' first fe"
minutes, but b) the end of the
first quarter had jum)){'d into a
2,-16 lead. and led the
Lancers by eleven points.
The second quarter went
much the way of the first, as
the Crusaders used superior
shooting and rebounding to
build a 44-32 lead at half-time.
and increase their bulge over
\''incisor to twelve points.
Sure-shooting Joe Hall led
the Cmsader attack. picking
up 31 points. game-high. But it
was Hall's rrbounding that
really hurt IX indsor as he
grahbrd rrbounds from missrd

:\1ercy field-goals and converted them into points on thr
second or .-ven the third try.
Contonued dominance by
:\1:ercy College in the third
quarter sa\\ them pull ahead
bv fourteen points, 65-51 \\·ith
t~n minutes to go. This set the
stage for the strong come-back
of the Lancers in the final
quarter.
"We never should have been
that far behind," Coach
Thomas stated. "We seem to
1sive American teams a
psychological edge by thinking
they're better than they really
are. Mercy is a good team, as
they beat Lake Superior State,
and came close to upsetting
Wayne State. But it took us
until the fourth quarter before
we started to play like we
should."

also \\ ith l 0. Pete :\1ingay's
abseneC' in the final couple of
minutes was a bad break for
Windsor. He was awarded. his
fifth foul, fortunately for
Mercy College. who went on to
hit two free throws two seconds
before the buzzer to take the
Lancers by five points, 84-79.

The final period saw
Windsor eclipse Mercy's big
lead with shots from all over
the court. Bruce Coulthard
was high man for the Lancers,
scoring owr half of his 27
point~ in the final half. He was
aidPd hy Chris Coulthard. with
10 points. and Pete Mingay.

Meanwhile in O.U.A.A.
League action, the Waterloo
Warriors
£la ttened
the
Lutheran Golden Hawks at
Lutheran l 05-7 2, to remain
the lone undefeated team in the
Western Division. Mike Moser
was at it again for Waterloo,
scoring a record 43 points,
including 19 field goals. This
makes him the Western
Division scoring leader with
108 points. Windsor's Bruce
Coulthard is next with 84.

h, \SIILK'I \\ ll'ER
Last Saturc"i:n tlw l1 ni\ «•r.-it\ of \\ indsor
Il o<"key La nc·er; 011 tseorrd tlw 11 roC' k B adg<•rs
I 1-(l to takr tlwir third \ i!'ton from llw Badg<'rs
in as many starts. gi\ ini.r th;•m three ,, ins and
four lossps for tlw spason thus far.
Tlw Lan<'!'r" pu l prpssurr on the HadgC'rs
earh. Jim G ratio and Jim Palm ii>ri c·rn111tPd for
tlw ·lwnw Learn at :~: :~, and 1: l () of the first
pPriod. n•s1wc·l i v«·I~. Finally, al .1: :i:L \\ ith
\\ inch.or shorthancll'cl \ ito S<'aringi flipped one•
m Pr a prostratP SC'ot J\1c-FaddPn into the Lanc·C'r
1wt. Tlwn. hm\ P\ er. lh<' roof of Adi<' Knox fell
in for tlw first time durin1s IPaguP at'tion this
spason, and \X i11rlsor bPal BroC'k µoaltender
Brian Fraser four times morp lwfore the period
Pncled.
Jim Gratto conneC'ted for his seconcl goal at
, : 29. Bill JaC'ko and Dwight Barron tallied at
I 3: :i8 and 15: 26 respPctiwl}. Ejay Queen
rounded out the first period ,c11rin g for \X inclsor
,\hen th<' Lancer pPm1lty-killing team was ahle
to sprinf.{ him loose to beat thr Badger clefense at
18: :H. Wind!'lor 6. Brock l.
1\1inor penalties assignPd la te in the first
f)C'riod left only four Laneer · to face fivP
Badgers at the start of period two. Brock took
advantage of this quickly as 'ayne Butt beat
McFadden] 5 seconds into thl' period. This goal
seemed to lift Brock somewhat and riding this
momrntum Jojie Engemann eracked the LanC'er
defense at 1: 21. Windsor regained control at
6: 03 when Ejay Queen notched his seC'ond goal.
At 8: 35 Lancer forwards Dwight Barron and
Ron Weese combined to set up on Wilson \,ho
beat FrasC'r on a picture play. At thi~ point
Brock cleC'ided it was pPrhaps not a good day for
goalie .Fraser and after W ii son', goal substituted

Tom Ha II to tend goa I.
This substitution was of course muC'h to the
disappointment of thP £am of star Brock
f!oaltendc•r Miller "the Flopper" Hicks, who
had turnC'd out exclnsivPly to sep him perform.
,\ minor demonstration erupted in the bleacher~
hut thr substitution stood. Replacement Hall
,ms imnwdiately put under heavy pressure bnt
\\ as able to hold Windsor off until l,: 01 when
llu1sh 1\1eDonald hit for one. Seore after two:
\\ incisor <), Broek 3.
At 2: 13 of tlw third period George Rodney
addt>d another to the Lancer total. From there
on lum ewr the period was controll<'d b) the
Badgers. AL 8: S8 Vito Scaringi scored his
sC'C'ond goal and Brock's fourth. About one
minute later En1semann put in his second, and
at I:} :4:~ had his hat-trick. One line can do only
so much though. and as Engemann. Butt, and
Scaringi faded so did the Brock attaek. Dwight
Barron got the last word in for the Lancers as he
srnred an unassisted goal at 18: 46 of the fin a 1
f)C'riod. Final score: Windsor 11, Brock 6.
Credit is due the referee and linesmen for
collective wind-power as they were required to
whistle down several players from both eontingents for guerilla tactics. One fmstrated fan
(reputedly emvinged and haloed I was heard to
utter. as he flew out of the arena between
pPriods: "I sn "t there Pnough fighting in the
world already?"
Apparently the players thought not as they
reaclwd into their bag of Q.F.H.H.L. refers to
Qn<'bec Frozen Horse-dung Hockey League.
Nc•xt action for the Lancers, for fans and angels,
is \'\'ednesday, january 24th when they host the
Golden Hawks from Waterlrio Lutheran at Adie
Knox ~tarting at 8:00 p.m. Bring your wings!
" " " \JI.,.

Tickets at Centre Desk Jan. 24
AFGHANI ST AN VIA EUROPE
A landrover expedition tracing the route of Alexander
the Great. 14 Weeks. The trip of a lifetime.
Outward
France, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Jugoslovia,
Greece, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Persia,
Afghanistan, West Pakistan.

Homeward
- Persia, Iraq, Turkey, Bulgaria, Jugoslavia, Italy,
Switzerland, France.
Call Tony Walker
254-9941

UNIVERSITY SNACKS
2424 University Ave., West
Windsor
First Resfouronf lo provide Snaclcs and
Meals of Canado & lndla
LUNCH or DINNER: (Indian)
Vegetarian
Nan Vegetarian:

15 J6

$1 .00
$1.50

SNACKS: {Indian)
Sweets: Rasgullo , Gulobiomon , Sarli, Laddu, Jalebi, lmorti, etc.
Saltish: Samoso, Mothri, Sank, Pokora, Golgappa, Chholo. Bhalla,
Chops. Chat, etc.
NOTE: Indian Snacks Available at sufflclently advance notice only.
ADDITIONAL ATTRACTIONS:
Fresh & Conned Fruits
Pizza Small & Pieces (Both Veg. & Meo!}
Coke and Pie pieces, and Pastries etc .

TIME: Monday to Friday: 9 :00 A.M. to 8 :00 P .M.
Saturday, Sunday: 11 :00 A.M. to 8 :00 P.M.
TELEPHONE: 258-3777 (Restaurant)-Ouring Working Hours
258-4180 (Resldence)-Ouring late Evening to morning.

Faculty of Education
Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario

j;

f(J1 'GS \I IL
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
DEGREE
University graduates ore invited to apply for admission to the
eight-Mon th program leading to the Bachelor of Education degree
and Ontario teacher certification for elementary or secondary
schools. Applicants must have an undergraduate degree or be
eligible for graduation by September, 1973.

Windsor faces Brock this
Saturdav AFTERNOON in
St. Denis Hall. Game time is
2:00 p.m. NOTE: it's an
afternoon game, don't be late!
The Badgers are winless this
season. but have a good scorer
in Ken Murray, and should be
hoping for an upset in this
encounter.

FEATURES
The Faculty of Education occupies o new academic-residential
complex, Duncan McArthur Hall.
The Faculty of Education 's forward-looking program. in line with
current and emergent educational needs, emphasizes the human
dimension in education. The students have many options in course
selections where, consistent with the importance of personal and
professional development. evaluations are based on continuous
assessment, no1 term examinations alone .

The students participate fully in the administration and planning
of the Faculty of Education .

IMPORT ANT NOTICE

INFORMATION

Regulations Concerning 15-16 course General Programs in the Faculty of Arts and
Science and in the School of Computer Science

For further i nformotian and application forms,
telephone 613-547-6280 or write to:

GENERAL REGULATIONS
General Programs leading to the BA , BSc and BCS require the completion a~ a minimum
of fifteen courses. The student should consult the University Calendar
specific information concerning course and program requirements.

The Registrar,
Faculty of Education,
Duncan McArthur Hall,
Queen's University,
Kingston, Ontario.

far

The student may take a sixteenth course without additional fee. A student who elects
lo take a sixteen course general program must indicate his intention to do so no later
than the time at which he registers for the eleventh course.
A student who elects to take a sixteen course program and who registers in a sixteenth
course, may apply for graduation on the basis of fifteen courses. However, oll policies
with respect to basic program requirements, course withdrawal and refund will apply.

REGULATIONS CONCERNING IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION
The 15-16 course program was developed basically for introduction in the 1973-7 4
academic year. A student who is currently registered in the final year of a sixteen course
program or in a sixteenth course, and who finds it to be to his advantage, may apply for
graduation on the basis of fifteen courses. However, oil existing policies with respect to
basic program requirements, course withdrawal and refund will apply.
Any student who expects to complete the requirements for graduation this Spring on
either the fifteen or sixteen course basis, should complete immediately an Application for
Graduation at the Office of the Registrar, 2nd Floor, Windsor Hall.
Any current student who will have completed l O or more of his courses by the end of
the Spring Session, Intersession or Summer Session, and who wishes to follow a sixteen
course program, will be required to indicate this intention at the time of Fall registration,
1973.
In view of the foci that the 15-16 course program has been made effective immediately,
the deadline for dropping full year courses has been extended to February 15, 1973. The
extension of this deadline applies only to the Faculty of Arts and Science and the School of
Computer Science, and applies only to the current session.

/]fork .~cores three 11s Brenda Baum and Norm Taylor .~weep the winning rock into the house as
skips Hi!r[( Lmrrie and 'Hurray .HcLe11n look on. Action continues et'ery Thursday afternoon al
the Windsor Curlinl{ Club al 4:00 p.m.

.,

Faculty of Education
University of Windsor
ANNOUNCEMENT

Windso active in curling
varsity
playdown s in Guelph and girl's
by Ml'RRA 't )lcLK\'I
Waterloo
.....
OWIAA
playdowns
for
the
Two teams from
the
University of Windsor Curling
Club participated in the St.
Clair College Invitational
Curling Bonspiel last Friday
and Saturday against area
college and high school rinks.
111e University 'A' team madP
up of Pete Godin. Trrry 'you
know my cousin· Prttapiece,
Dave Bowden. and Randy
Ormond advanced as far as the
semi-finals of the fourth event
before losing to the Chatham
Kent Secondary School 3-2.
previously the} had beat
Ridgetown H.S. 7-4, lost to
Chatham McGregor 13-2 and
Kingsville 12-2, and had
defeated London Sonth H.S. 50.
ON CAMPUS

team

111

The 1973 graduates of the University of Windsor in particular and
graduates of previous years in general should be aware of the new oneyear programme in teacher education beginning in September, 1973, which
will certificate for teaching in either elementary or secondary school s.
If you are interested in becoming an elementary or secondary school
teacher, you can assist in planning to make sure that individual needs
are met by completing the form below. Please mail the form to the
Faculty of Education, 600 Third Concession Road, Windsor, 21. If it is
more convenient, you may leave the form in the office of the Registrar
or of the Dean of Students, 52 Vanier Hall.

UECLARATION or INTEREST FORM
(N.B. This is !!Q!. a registration form)
OEGREE(Sl, UNIVERSITY, ANO DATES
ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - TELEPHONE llUMBER - - - - - - -

SPEED READING

Upcoming com)){'llllon for
the Curling Club includes the
British Consols playdowns in
Chatham, the l' niversity of
Toronto Invitational, OU AA

Three classes to choose from:
Wed. at 3:00 p.m., 4:30 p.m. or 7:00 p.m.
Classes start Wed., Jon. 31 .
Register at SAC Office, University Centre or on Tues.,
Jan. 30, in the Centre.

I have or wi 11 have ( /) either a 4-year Honours Degree

(

)

or

(

)

a 3-year General Degree

I wish to become (/) either an elementary school teacher
or
two subjects
as possible):

l am:

a secondary schoo 1 teacher

(

)

(

}

As a secondary school teacher, I expect to teach the following
(prerequisites should be as strong a concentration in each subject

a Canadian citizei,

(

)

a Landed Inrn1grant

(

)

Please check ( /)

POP'S

FAMOUS ICE CREAM
CANDY & OLD TIME BURGERS

STE EO PLACE

11 :30 A.M.-2:00 P.M.
Jan.25, 1973
VANIER EAST DINING

Annual January
Cleara ce Sale
Jan. 22nd-31 st
Save Hundre s of Dollars on
Brand
Name
Stereo
Components & T.V.

• Hitachi
• Sony
• Toshiba • Lloyds
• Pioneer • lcoss
DOWNTOWN-135 Ouellette at Pitt. Across from Smith's
CALL 254-3555-0pen Thurs. & Fri. Night till 9 P.M.

f'

SANDWICH at MILL STREET

Enter Pop's
"Pig Of The Vear Contest"
Eat Pop's "Circus Sundae" in the fastest time & you
receive price of sundae back + $25.00 in cash.
Couples welcomed - Fastest time split $15.00
price of sundae.

+

"Barf Barr I Supplied".
Contest Ends Feb. 23rd; 1973.

Record To Be Brok n Set By
Paul Eng, U. of W.
3 hrs. - 25 min. - 20 sees .
256-9344

OPEN 11 A.M.-10 P.M.

SANDWICH & MILL

~
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-photo by George Gawadzyn
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Government

15 credits now
needed to pass

implements
new system
HAMILTO~ (CPI
Ontario will ask the federal
government to implement a
system in which provincial
universities could hire foreign
arademics only if they can
prove that no Canadians with
suitable qualifications are
available.

Details of how the recent decision of the University of Windsor
Senate to require only 15 courses for Bachelor degrees in the
Faculty of Arts and Science and in the School of Computer
Science will be regulated have been released by the University
Registrar, the Rev. Paul T. Holliday.
These details are of particular interest to students in course
now, as the Senate decided that the change from the 16-course
requirement should take effect immediately. The proposal to
bring the University of Windsor's requirements into line with
nearly every Ontario university - that is to set the minimum
requirement at 15 courses - had originally been proposed to
take effect in the coming academic year. By deciding on immediate implementation, the Senate has made available a choice
for students close to graduation now.
The Senate's new regulations, while bringing the minimum
into line with that of other universities in Ontario, also offer an
option not available elsewhere.
Should a student wish to have in the content of his degree 16
rather than 15 courses, he can take the additional course at no
extra charge. This option was left open by the Senate in the belief
that somt> students preferred the old 16-course requirement.
With these new requirements in effect, some students who haw
15 courses or are close to completing them and who were
preparing to take a 16th course may elect to graduatr now;
others may choose to take the extra course.
The registrar urges most strongly that students in the Faculty
of Arts and Science or in the School of Computer Science consider their position and the deadlines for action in the new
regulations. They apply, of course, to all these students, whether
tht>y are studying full time, part time or through extension.

Jack McNie, minister of
colleges and universities, said
in an interview Tuesday night
that a similar system exists in
the United States and "we
want something like that
here."

Mr. McNie said the Ontario
proposal will be put forward
next month in Ottawa at a
federal provincial conference
on education.
The minister expressed
''some concern" over the
number of non Canadians
teaching in Ontario universities. He said universities need
professors "who know what
they're talking about on
Canadian subjects."

Shuffleboard:

Mr. :'.VlcNie said the
province could take action of
its own on the matter but said
federal legislation would "put
more teeth" into the policy
directing universities to hire
Manager of the Cabaret for l'ntry set for 5:00 p.m.
more Canadians.
Pub, Les Menear, today Thursday, February 1.
disclosed plans for an annual
"There used to be a dearth
Competition will begin
Shuffleboard contest open to :\ionday the following week.
of Canadian professors but it's
all students of the university. Les Menear advised all who
beginning to level off and
Menear said that this years' were planning to enter to do so
there's
no
longer
the
event will be played on the 16 soon, as there are a limited
justification there used to be
foot straight board located in number
of
applications
for hiring so many non
the pub with rompetition to available. The entry fee is fifty
I r."-~~; .. i"'," Mr. M"Nic said.
" ...
bdgin Monday, .rebruary .), so rents.
- - ..-gltati's ~s Canj\da reported
~!l"i!a...Niilll .. /
that a winner might be
. .
.
declared by Winter Weekend
last year that in 1971, 62
Above is a Ukrainian Nationalist display put on by the Trident Uk.rainian Club bottom lrft ur<' <'JWmples· of mlmd
handicraft.
at opening ceremonies in the
percent of the full time of the University of Windsor. In the piclllre abot•e. to the right we see the Ukrainian
ff .m t 'r<>' trnnd<>~ng.. th<> pi/101~, i'! th~ middle is hand-embroidered us ure myriads Pub at noon on Thursday,
professors
in
Canadian national instrument. the "Bandura." The dolls in the picture are dressed in regional of oth<'r.~. ea ch wllh us ou·11 d1.mncw·e putlern.
.
February 8.
universities were Canadian dress representing the different prot'inces of Ukraine. In the foreground and on the
-Lance pie by George Gawadzyn The tournament will be
citizens, 15 per cent were
sponsored jointly by the Pub
Americans and 10 per cent
and Formosa Spring Brewery
were British. The other 13 per
with an Oktoberfest Trophy
cent were from other countries.
and $30 awarded to the
champion along with prize
In the 1970-71 academic
monies of $20 and $10
year. 75 per cent of the newly
respectively
to the runners up.
understanding b) some people was that changes is not true. "Bennett, Vice-President of SAC,
SAL PRESTA
appointed professors were non
Dave Sayers, campus sales
Canadians, with 25 per cent
wa~ im ited to sit on the committee but he rep for Formosa will be on
A traditional letter from the University to SAC would be in store for SAC in the near future.
Americans.
When Jerry Gagnon w~s asked to comment on refused." stated McMahon. He also added that hand to make the trophy
was received in a ,;omewhat apprehensive
the letLer he stated, "the administration has no· Richard \llallot a member of SAC is on the presentation along with Mr.
manner, Wednesday.
Menear.
The letter, which basically states that the right to restructure SAC. Onl) the students can. " committee.
Applications for the tourHe also added that, "the whole thing stinks. "
Aided b) Professor Lawrence LeDuc, of nament will be available at the
University will terminate its agreement with
SAC as of April 30th. 1973. was received with and felt that, "the administration officials . from Political Science, the committee took some bar in the Pub from Monday,
Dave Sayers
January 29, with the deadline
reserved speculation on the future of the student the very top. haw assessed the situation fSACl representative samplings and received 1200
and thought that this is the opportunity to responses. Public hearings and briefs were also
government.
by LANCE NEWS STAFF
reshape
SAC according to their views."
heard by the committee from an) interested
The
letter
is
customarily
sent
each
year
so
that
Plans for the annual Winter
He felt that, "the administration had acted in part).
Weekend festivities were the a new agreement may be negotiated between the
major highlight at last new SAC and the University. It is always sent a very improper fashion and that things had been
According to reliable sources. there will
Wednesday night's SAC three months prior to the election of the new done around SAC rather than through it."
probably be some type of change in the new
meeting. Pub manager Les
Gagnon gave three reasons why SAC might b e SAC.
Menear announced that he SAC.
Speculations, point to the possible decenThere was nothing really odd about this restructured. The lack of student im olvment \\ as
plans to have the recording
group the Bells at the Pub for formal transaction, yet a few people were one; the obvious political confrontation between tralization of SAC powers as it is now structured.
the weekend.
SAC and the Senate. and to prevent another Funds may be paid to the various clubs and
concerned.
The concern is a direct result of a Senate radical SAC from taking office was the last societies on campus by some other body, rather
Also, Menear stated that he
will have University President Committee established on September 11, 197 2, reason.
than SAC. A new SAC may emerge, minus a few
Dr. J.F. Leddy and Windsor to study the "Future of Student Government."
Gagnon also charged that the Senate com- powers.
Mayor Frank W ansbrough on
McMahon stated that the committee will meet
The connotation implied by the Committee is mittee was hand picked hy the Dean of 1en and
hand for a keg opening
this coming \veek and should present a report to
ceremony at noon Thursday that there is something wrong with the stmcture the President.
of SAC and that some changes might be
George McMahon, Dean of Students, and the Senate by February at the latest. at which
February 8.
Chairman of the Senate Committee. said that time the Senate will study it and decide whether
SAC Services Commissioner warranted.
Therefore on the receipt of the letter, the Gagnon 's charges, that the Committee is biased. the recommenda lions are feasible.
Enzo F ececchia announced
plans for an afternoon of free
skating at nearby Adie Knox
Arena between 2 and 4 p.m.
Local television personality Sir
Graves Ghastly will be on hand
PETERBOROUGH, Ont.
Trent, which has an annual academic year, the last year the months, to cut a projected and he plans to meet with
Friday night for an evening of
fCP)
The provincial operating budget of $6 million, university is scheduled to university deficit of $500,000. student
all night movies.
representatives
government has mailed, but is forecasting a $1 million receive such a grant.
January
23.
He
has
agreed
to
concel
classes
Recording star John Prine Trent University has not
annual deficit by the 197 4- 75
Trent
anticipates
the today Uan. 221 so students,
will appear in concert here received, an answer to a
"I
am
looking
for
academic year.
$500,000 reduction it is faculty and staff can discuss suggestions and guidance," he
Friday night tentatively, illliversity request for a spcial
President Thomas Nind making will directly affect 40 the proposal in a day-long
however SAC Officials have $500,000 grant for the 197 4said. "I anticipate some
recently
announced
the employees, including 12 to 16 moratorium.
yet to sign a contract with him. 75 academic year.
modifications will be made.
university is instituting a faculty members. Trnnt has a
The
budget review and
Nind's
anno1mcement
of
his
::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;~! number of cutbacks which total of about 550 employees,
priorities
committee parproposal
January
19
prompted
would save the university including about 170 faculty
ticipated
very
little in the
a
demonstration
by
more
than
ll11
/j/\ $500,000 a year. He is asking members.
preparation
of
the
proposals.
250
Trent
Students
that
day.
the government to make up the
"Salaries make up 75 per
The
committee
wanted
Trent
Student
Union
chairother half of the anticipated cent of our budget, said Jim
JANUARY 28
leadership.
The
problems
were
woman
Sue
Genge
charged
;:;: - Pollution Probe is having a general meeting- with a film, ;::: deficit with the $500,000 English, Trent's director of
too difficult for them."
;:;:
discussion and questions dealing with the topic of Recycling ;:;: special grant.
Nind
was
capitulating
to
information. "Any major cut
;:;:
Plants in Ambassador Aud. On hand will be involved people ::::
The guniversity received has to be made in terms of Ontario government pressure,
"We have foreseen these
JA~ulRt~h9 discussion from 8:00 p.m. on.
$1.4 million through a special personnel, which is the hardest and she urged the ad- difficulties for some time and
:::: - Last of the Sex, Marriage and Family Series on the Family ::::
for the 1972-73 possible way but the only ministration to join students in are attempting to reduce our
;:;:
with a panel and guest speaker from U. of T. at 7:30 in ;!;: grant
fighting Queen's Park.
•!•:
Ambassador Aud.
,:,: academic year. The grant was way."
costs to within striking
"Boy is this goooood!" exclaims Joe Student as his mowh
;:;: JANUARY 30
:::: decreased to $1.1 million for
distance
of our income. We exp11nds tu !{et hi.s money's worth. Beat-er Foods had a Spaghetti
Nind
said
his
proposal
was
Trent
president
Thomas
;:;: - The Division of Humanities presents "Bach Transmogrified" ;:::
;:;:
as part of its series at 12: 00 in Ambassador Aud.
;::: the 19 7 4- 74 academic year Nind proposed January 19 the not to be considered an edict. hope the Ontario government F<>a.H: all you could eat for 99 cents. Italians were tlwre in great
and will be reduced to release of between 30 and 40 The board of governors and will respond by meeting numbers as were also great numbers of residence srudents who
$600,000 for the 1975-75 faculty members in the next 15 ~nate have both discussed it halfway.
were glad to ha1·e some 1·ariety in bulk food.
-Lance pie bv Terry Coomber

Hangers to fly

SAC apprehensive ·over

•

of G. letter

Bells at Pub

for SAC WW-E

Moratorium for massive fa ulty cuts at Trent

J
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Bits & Pieces

r
t
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It pays to
advertise in

Humour at its best:

U.S. honors L yndon B. Johnson
"Even as wr mourn his death, we are grateful for his life, which
did so much to make those dreams into rralities."
Johnson's dPE'ds matched his dreams of civil rights and social
progress, said others in appraising the fiw yrar administration of
the president whose death stunned the capital Monday night.
In a refrain echoing through the appraisals by many of
Johnson's associates, St"nator Ed" arc! 1\1. Kennedy said:
. "As presiclE'nt, his brilliant leadNshi p on the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 and thP Voting Rights Act of 1965 have earned him a
place in the history of civil rights alongside Abraham Lincoln.
.. And his efforts to hE>lp the poor. the sick and the oppressed
stand out as landmarks of America's concern for those too weak
to help thrmselves."

r-~~-:--i
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Dear Strange:
Where has the piano gone from Essex Lounge? We
piano nuts miss it. Bring it back!
Crooked Fingers
Who is Vernal Equinox and why did she steal the
piano from the Centre?
TV Watcher
The piano is lnerely in hiding. How would you like it if
someone was always tickling your ivories. The piano
didn't mind the human hands. but when (late at night I the
Centre Desk started lumbering around in there trying to
paw her, it got too much and she asked to be moved
upstairs for a rest but by the time you read this, she will be
back and ready to roll.
The name Vernal Equinox does not ring a bell unless
she is the lady who, in 1949, won the coveted Durf Hanley
Award as the year's Most Promising Cheese in a
Roquefort category and recently convPrted to the
Women's liberation movement and the Carpet Tile
Freedom League, came screaming into the Centre the
other day waving a machine gun and screaming (What
else?????) "Eat molten leaden death, sexist swine and
dilettantes of oppressed stick 'em on carpet tiles."

+++
What's the story with the Yearbook?
Various and Sundry
The good ship Ambassador seems to be sailing a steady
course with the tiller in the incapable and badly mangled
hands of that bearded dupe and aardvaark fancier J.P.
Sgui;e. He stated that everything is out of control but the
yearbook would be ready by September because he
probably wouldn't be able to help it. If Colux hasn't taken
your grad photo's a second sitting is scheduled, probably
in early February. Goup to the Yearbook Office located in
SAC central ancl sign up. Tt is open from 9-12 Monday to
Friday.
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Lyndon B. Johnson
The British press toda) praised formrr L' .S. president ~yndon
B. Johnson 's social and civil rights legislation but called Vietnam
his burden. The South \ ietnamese gowrnnwnt eulog-ized him as
the man "who initiated the process leading Lo peace," and the
Kremlin reported his death without comment.
Tributes around the world to Johnson 's domestic policies were
mixed with regret for his involvement in Vietnam.
"Mr. Johnson came to dominate American political life like
some colossus for more than a dt"cade and a half," said The
Times of London. His greatest achievements were in social and
civil rights legislation...
.
.
"His nemesis ,ms the Vietnam war ,,hich he mhented but
which he chose to escalate to full scale commitment of American
air power and ground troops."
CONVEYS SY)1PATHY
Paul Martin, government leadt•r in tlw Canadian Senate,
conveyed sympathy and regret to the people of the U.S. on
Johnson's death.
"He was presidrnt of thr U.S. at a wry difficult time,': said
Martin, minister of external affairs when Johnson was president.
"We did not see eye to eye on many aspects of government ...
especially the Vietnam war ... but the relations between our two
governments were satisfactory and cordial."
President Nl{uyen Van Thieu said the people of Vietnam will
always remembn Johnson "as the great statesman who
courageously turned the tide in favour of freedom in the critical
wars of tht" middle 1960s and initiateil the process leading to
peace by reconcilliation between the two sides."
.
Jr r-.J~T~ ~~<"!RW, lfitfi'c ~
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man who dedicated his life "to the creation of just and r
society." He said he became president "in c· cumstances
tragedy and shock. and hr devoted himself wi h energy
courage to the heavy tasks which had fallen upon him."

Don't you think it would be a good idea to offer a
Television watching course.

TUV
Yes, and it could be called Comm Arts 2471/2, A walk
through The Video Village. The course would include 3
hours of labs sitting in front of a test pattern and mumbling obscenities, practice in running to the nearest
Kelvinator or Alvina tor in 60 seconds and lectures on how
to use TV as an aid to eroticism. At the end of the course,
students would be required to sit through the ~ewlywed
Game without embarrasment, the Dating GamP without
laughing hysterically and four hours of commercials
without losing control of your breath or underarms.

PRAISED BY ISRAEL
Foreign Minister Abba Eban of Israel made a s
broadcast to eulogize Johnson, and the state radio called hi
great friend of Israel."
Eban spoke of Johnson 's agreement to supply the Jewish tate
with Patton tanks, Sky hawk and Phantom jets to maintai the
power balance in the Middle East.
Prime Minister Gough Whitlam of Australia said Jo son
would be remembered as one of the great reforming preside ts of
thr United Statf"s, and "nothing should be allowed to di nish
the memory o~ this achievement."
Susumu Nikaido.Ja pan's chief cabinet secretary, said Jo
will be remembered for "the efforts he made to contrib
peace and stability in the world drspite his many proble
home and abroad."
From AP-Reuter
W ASHINGTO (CPJ - Led by President Nixon, the
States paid tribute today to Lyndon B. Johnson as the pre
whose domestic achievements were overshadowed until his
by the war he couldn't end.
"No man had greater dreams for America
Johnson," said Nixon of his predecessor in the

CHALLENGED BID
Formn senator Eugene McCarthy. "ho coalesced anti war
forces behind his surprisingly strong challmge to Johnson 's
E'XpE'ctecl bid for renomination by the Democratic party in 1968.
said of the dead president:
·'If he was to bP faulted, it was not for lack of dedication or
lack of commitment, but for taking upon himself or to himself too
much of the burden and of the responsibilities of govf"rnment."
Hubert H. Humphrey, vice president under Johnson, said
Johnson would be rrmembered most kind Iv bv those v, horn
society had forgotten or ignored.
'
·
"He was a strong man who cared for the weak and the sick. He
,vas a school teacher who dedicated his public life to the cause of
education. He was a man of compassion for the elderly and
concern for the young."
Dean Rusk, Johnson's secretary of state and now professor of
international law at the University of Georgia, said: "America
has lost a very great citizen. a great president, and I have lost a
very dose friend. lie gave himself completely to the task to which
he was committed and did so without regard to the effects upon
himself."
HELPED POOR
Johnson's defence secretary, Hubert S. McNamara, said:
"Whatever history's verdict may be on the Johnson role in
Vietnam, I have no doubt that history will record President
.Tohnson's actions to redress the discriminations which had been
suffered by the poor, the blacks and the disadvantaged as one of
the most important advances by our society in this century."
Former treasury secretary John B. Connally, a Johnson
protege, said: "The country has lost a great leader and president
but we have also lost a beloved friend. All our adult lives have
been intertwined with those of President Johnson, Mrs, Johnson
and their familv."
Senator Barry Goldwater, roundly defeated by Johnson in
1964. said: "The country has lost a great political leader, a
dedicated American, and I have lost a friend, the memory of
whose friendship T will forever cherish.''
Senator George McGovern, the 1972 Democratic presidential
nominee long at odds with Johnson over Vietnam, said the Texan
"did more to advance public support for education and civil
justice than any other president ... "
"His public career was marked by a deep sense of compassion
for his fellow ritizPns .··

Tl)e Lal)ce
Call J.P. Squire, Lance Office
.r

call Art Sneath
253-4232

ext. 326

SPEED READING
ON CAMPUS

Three classes to choose from:
Wed. at 3:00 p.m. , 4:30 p.m. or 7:00 p.m.
Classes start Wed., Jan. 31.
Register at SAC Office, University Centre or on Tues.,
Jan. 30, in the Centre.

WANTED
"If a man does not keep pace with his companions,
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer.
Let him step to the musjc he hears , however
measured, or far away."
-Henry David Thoreau
The Atonement Friars
Follow the beat of
Froncis of Assisi
In their own different
And unique way.

To be sure ...
God is a
Different Drummer.
If you're hearing His music
Don't knock it,
Step to it.

Interested?
Just possibly ,
Religious Life is your kind of
Music.

Write or coll:

needs reporters

,

TI,e LaQce

Bro. Paschal Breau, S.A.
Atonement Friars
2933 Forest Glade Drive
Windsor, 17 Ontario
(519) 735-6024

\

!:ORSNr~- 197i Harley
Sportster
4,00 0 Mile s

$2,100

Two GM Electronic
Sound Columns, 100 Watt, Four
12 Inch Speakers In Each.

$75.00
O ne Bell P-A Carillon '75'
Amplifier 75 Watt $60.00

-----

CAll 256-1494
Ask For Paul

If you think the Seminary is a place of study and meditation,
you're right. But there is so much more.
As a Paulist you become involved from the start.
We were founded with the belief that each man has a place.
Each man has a job. Sometimes, many jobs. And each contributes his own unique talents and is given the freedom
and the support he need<; to achieve his goals.
The Paulis! is a man on the move. His mission is to people,
particularly the people of North America. The issues and
problems we face today-injustice , poverty, peace, warmust be the concern of the Church.
Wherever the Paulist student serves thr! Christian Community - in a parish or an iru1er
city school. a youth center
or a campus, or in communical ions, he is concerned .
Involved. Right now.
When you corrunit yourself
to the Paulists . it isn ' t a
someday thing . It's today.
For more lnfonnation write:
' Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room 102CA.

Paulist Fathers.
647 Markham Street
Toronto 174, Ontario

+++
Dear Strange:
What ~an I do when my car gets towed away?
Strange

CSRW BRINGS YOU ALL

Nothing but scream bathroom invectives at the campus
security. "You towed my car away and I lost for a brief
second my customary good humor and smiling countenance". "I am extremely dangerous when my ire is
aroused." "Grunts on your face", "Grunts on your face
campus security", and "May your dinky always drip on
your blue pants when you go to the bathroom."

First, Saturday night at 8,
Student Radio presents lancer
basketball, as the blue and
gold host Waterloo Lutheran.

THE ACTION
(

Then, Wednesday, Jan. 31st,
at 8 pm, CSRW will broadcast
all the hockey action, as the
lancers challenge their arch
rivals, the Western Mustangs.

+++
Notes from the Underground:
The new phone number for Dr. Beddows
Pneumatic Institute is 726-5108. Good, used
pneumatics for home or car for less than $1550. To
existentially prop up your moral lameness, depravity
and lack of iron. They also make nifty table lamps.
Thank you yggdrasil and K. Gray for your
enlightening bumper sticker.
Blurb sticker.

SPECIAL ECOLOGY REPORT
Monday. January 29th, at 2
pm, our star news director,
Mike Pilecki, will air a special
ecological report. Mike will be
discussing both problems and
solutions in areas of environmen ta I control. News on
ecology is a regular feature of
CSRW's underground news
program,
Wednesdays
at
midnight.

Change 49 ford to 53 Chevy with bumper

+++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should he placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Gpper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 41 in
the hugt" fluorescent Lance complex.

And that's the troth!
)

\lrlJe 1Lance
Studying
on campus:

a lost
art
l

J

photos
by
terry
"the"
head
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change is gonna come
eek University officials announced
imal termination of the contract
C p_endlng the re11ults of the Senate
on Student Government's
Aldaough this was only done as a

techedeality required by law, it does
that more than a few penons are
to understand the need for
in SAC elructure.
thu week in a rather childish
we SAC vice-preeident John Bennett

sent a letter in effect telling Dean of Student
George McMahon and his committee, to
mind their own business. It i11 more than
inJeresting to note, however, that at no time
did any SAC member appear before the
committee to defend SAC's present structure
or to criticize any of the recommendations
made by other interested students.
When will SAC memben ever realize that
they are not the pinnacle of knowledge on
this campus?

he political facts of life
bf DOUG PHILLIPS
a political fact of life, that when those
-...,,....,_ subjected to incompetent leadership,
loses faith in those who govern them.
••~mocracy a change in leadership can be
by the power of the vote. But change
revail, when a government loses its

ju,
it appears, have lost faith in the
'ty of the present SAC administration.

the problem lies deeper. The concerns
ltUdentl are just not being channelled to
ent govemment.
student leader has to combine a
of notable attributes. He must be
to lilten and be willing to re11pect any
Only then will the channels of corn• tie re-opened.
the existing structure of student
~ fartially to blame for disinterest
t~=mneuL And oft«;n, the inte~sts
....._
not reaching those m a
at
substantial improvement to
offered by a task force
Stude~ headed by

committee hearings on student government is a
carefully thought out and detailed plan for
correcting the ills that exist. The various
faculties will be represented on the student
Senate with much greater freedom than in the
past.
Operating out of an over all Treasury
Department, each society would regulate the
portion of its finance allotment for the student
interest of its particular faculty. Each society
would get a greater chunk of the student fee. By
de-centralization of student financing, the
interests of the student will be better
represented.
This report is a step towards opening the
channels of communication. It would require a
government that is seriously interested in
correcting the existing difficulties, by implementing such a plan.
Every student should make the effort to get
hold of the report and study it. The best opportunity will have to come in March when
students elect a new SAC administration. A
mandate for new government in March whic;ih
will act on this report will befi'in to re-open the
faculty
ne1' of com
•

+++
The other day a news item
appeared in the Star inviting
students from local high
11ehools to attend classes at the
U. of W. The kids had no place
to go at the time as their
teachers had resigned. The
invitation was a damn good
idea. How many high school
students do you know who, by
the time they get to grade 13
are just fed up to the ears with
education of any kind. Well,
while some of you may not like
everything that goes on around
here, you must admit its a lot
better than most of our
secondary 11ehools. The thing
that gets me is that most kids
who are in their pre-college
years, don't really have a clue
about what university is all
about. Nor, for that matter do
they know anything about the
Ontario Student Award11
Program which may a811ist
them in paying for their
university education. The
Btudents are back in their
achools now, but I'm 11ure the
invitation still stands. If you
know anyone who could
benefit from a day here, just
call extension 318. The folks
there will be glad to help.

+++

Nine Apanesicwicz
Bozo
Dorl McMertln
Brent Turner

s wop ping accomplishments for you
by NORM YERYK
year. These societies include
Nursing, Drama, Commerce,
Social Work, Engineering,
Science, Law, Education, Fine
Arts and finally the Arts
Society.
Just before the Christmas
break they distributed hot
cider in the student centre
cafeteria. After receiving
rotest ffom Ed Fae, coWJcil
wortli 24.00
na of
njoyed
acuity

First of all I'd like to
to light all the gOO)d th ·
SAC has done for the
body of the Unive
Windsor. They have
stand on the fee sb'ike
the majority of the
have chosen not to

r

SAC council has purchased
hitm-hiking stickers to aid in
the transportation of university
students which are presently

available in limited number at
the university centre desk.
SAC also hosted the
National Student conference
over the summer months.
They have insured all SAC
property as well as insurance in
case of accident on a SAC
sponsored event.
They have under contract a
busine11s manager, a pub
man
and one secretary.
Th
hitw, ee up a C •
mittee discus11 eas wit the
Windsor Labour Council. )
They have purchased 9
chess sets, 4,000 Venereal
Disease and Birth Control
handbooks; also available at
the centre desk or the SAC
office.
They forbade the sponsoring
of a homecoming queen.
They had a marijuana
referendum, as well as fostered
a Canadian ldenty by
eroviding fiscal support for the
Canada in Crisis Book Club.
They release monthly
financial statements to the

student body via the student
media.
They hosted on Octoberfe11t
in fall as well as sponsored
most of Homecoming.
They gave the students 3
kegs of beer at a nickel a gl888
and in so doing let the
students, 811 well as the
community, know that it was
Sir John A. Macdonald's
birthday.
Til8Y have j>rinted add
diitrfbuted
basketball
programs at home game11.
SAC Ha11 also brought an ice
machine for the pub that
presently i11 not working along
with a popcorn machine that
does work, they have also
purchased a new adding
machine.
They have formally extended to all students the
privilege of decrating the SAC
office.
They are selling travel trips
to Acupulco during slack week.
They have ordered buses to

lrenda Ne1bltt Soc Work II - •
I've never been properly
smashed and I'm glod.

London and Westem frmb
Windsor for bultetball fana f«
a modest price.
They have opened the Lance
darkroom to any club and
aociety to the use of their
facilities providing they are
supervised by reapon•ible
Lance Staffen and there ia..Jio
time conflict between
media and tke clubs

aocietiea.
~

tu.n1over
OD

the

CO

•

All in all SAC Has tried 'to
serve the students but as MJ.

Gagnon anawen, "We'll bp
happy to give it to them; hilt
what the hell do they want".
The single thing they seemed
to have accomplished which is
of monumental importance ill
that they have decreased a
$56,000 debt by roughly
$28,000 which is tremendous
that a bunch of long haired,
hippy freaks ha11 prevented
substantial rip offs of student
monies.

by GEORGE GAWADZYN and NORM YERYK

QUESffON: WMel ls the last time you got properly smashed?

Erwin Lowa, au, II about lost night?

How

Jeannine JuHlon Soc Ill How's about last -ekend.

Nann ln_en .. lus IH week, ago at the pub.

Teri Caldwell Am I lpperwash.

Terry Coomlter Am II I
think It
about 2 - • •
ago but It's hard to remember
when you're In that ,tote of
mind.

+++
Had lunch in Toronto the
other day with Dr. Jim Parr.
Our ex-dean is the new Deputy
Minister of Colleges and
Universities. He's been going
around his building visiting
with the staff of the ministry
and my sources tell me he's
making quite a hit with the
folks who do the work. With
sit-ins every other day at
Queen's Park and reactionaries
popping up in the strangest
places, the Dean has his work
cut out for him. He says he's
never worked harder, but loves
every minute of it. His experiences in our applied
science area no doubt helped
prepare him for the job. Best
wishes, and good hunting.

Nency Beslnger
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sergent
John Morrissey
Welter Frenczyck
Pete.- E lcombe
Chris Hodnett
Ann TBSliar

Op-ed commen

newspaper now p
weekly instead of biit did last year and •
close to a break eve
situation as it has
last se".eral years.

Had a chance to have a talk
with a few profs the other day
about a subject which is near
and dear to my heart,
professional responsibilities in
the class room. I suggested that
a fprof should be told either by
his Dean, Department Head or
perhaps the Academic VicePresident that he has certain
responsibilities in a classroom,
to his students. Certainly the
calendar and faculty hand
book cover the generalities.
The Senate takes care of most
of the rest of the stuff. I was
discussing a rather con·
troversial subject and wouldn't
have been surprised if they
disagreed with me. "What did
catch me' unawares was the
'almost instant reaction and the
cry "academic freedom."
While my interpretation of
what these guys replied may be
slightly off base, I must express
genuine shock at the instant
defensive attitude displayed
when I had the audacity to
suggest a professor could be
told what to do in the class
room. Consumerism sure
hasn't hit the University yet.

James Dean

--n-1AT DtDl\l'T KURT A SIT, DID IT?

+++++

cooking. He whipped up some
fancy chicken wings, made
some egg rolls, from scratch,
and prepared beef fried rice. A
damn good dinner if I say so
myself. Up 'till then I thought
the only thing Morneau could
handle in a kitchen was
making ice-cubes and taking
out the garbage. A very
pleasant surprise, I must
admit. If you re ever looking
for an option take the Asian
Cooking Course, you learn
how to make good food, and
also a great deal about the
countries and people who are
our Ea11tern neighbours.

Bruce Adami
John Bernlk
Ashley Wiper
Dan Bonk

wa,

Oh

Mary Mine F. A, Ill -

I can't
remember when I'm not.

Wayne Cart.r lu1 Ill - What
am I supposed to say - 2
ago.

-ek•nd•

\
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.... how it has worked and can work for you

External Affairs Commissioner, S.A. C.....

Lou Mosna explains Association of Student Councils
Background
In 1969 the Canadian
Union of Students ceased to
function. To contonue the
service organization part of
CUS and in particular, the
travel
programme,
the
Association
of
Student
Councils was formed.
The compos1t1on of the
society in 1969 was almost
entirely
Ontario
based
universities. The original
founding members consisted of
only
one
non-Ontario
university. In 1970 and 1971,

the membership base of
A.0.S.C. expanded considerably and most of the
universities in the Atlantic
provinces became members
and some universities in
Manitoba accepted membership. With the failure of
Western Student Services, the
Association opened an office in
British Columbia, thereby
becoming a truly coast to coast
organization. What began as
an Ontario operation is no
Canada wide.
Travel Bureau

The operational year of
1971-72 proved to be rather
"topsy-turvy" in the whole
area of student travl'l and
AOSC did not come through
entirely unchanged or unscathed.
TRANS-ATLANTIC
PROGRAMME
As was predicted, the
following trends eventually
took their toll in this
organization's finances and
operations.
(1 l The reinstatement of the
trans-atlantic youth fare

,e,~s

providing low cost open-jaw
youth fares to Canadian youths
under 26 years of age and
Canadian students under 29.
(2 l
The
continued
proliferation of "bucketshops"
or "charter information
centrPS" which were able to
operate virtually without
obstruction by the Canadian
government authorities. The
heavy promotional campaigns
by these "companies" often
spilled over onto the campuses,
(sometimes
with
the
knowledge and aid of campus

FAMOUS ICE CREAM
CANDY & OLD TIME BURGERS
SANDWICH at MILL STREET

ENTER POP'S
"PIG OF THE MONTH CONTEST"
Mike
Time
A St.
Vows

Thomas New Pop's Pig!
1 Hr. 50 Sees.
Clair College Student
to Beat this Time

.Jti~.·.~

''!11!11._fl"l'i.,_r:~
~

CONTEST ENDS FEB. 13TH, 1973.

COUPLES WELCOMED

Mike Thomas

256-9344
Open 11 a.m.-10p.m.

SANDWICH & MILL

,I'

BPiRfj a WiRD6P.

ob0Pfflst

Real imported flavour in a great Canadian beer.

authorities and news media).
(3) The continued reluctance of some local unions to
promote and market AOSC
programmes.
The evolution of these
trends, while they did manage
to scar AOSC financially
certainly affected our competitors and collaborators
alike:
(al Western Student Services
simply ceased to operate when
it became evident that their
financial
situation
had
progressed beyond salvation.
(b)
Tourbec
continued
operation only with the aid of a
$58,000 sustaining grant, from
the Secretary of State.
(cl T .E.J., the Belgian student
organization operation from
points in Canada completely
disappeared from the Western
Hemisphere.
(d) The Council for International Education Exchange (the largest American
student
travel
bureau
demonstrated a loss of more
than $200,000. l
(e) Practically all of our rather
pesky "bucket shop" competitors closed their doors.
AOSC survived, and the
process of doing so, developed
some new programmes as well
as some rather innovative
op erationa 1 procedures:
restructure
trans-atlantic
flights and offering one way
flights.
This process, although
against
government
regulations was accomplished
with CTC sanction and thus
AOSC became the only
Canadian charterer to legally
operate both eastbound and
westbound one-way flights.
In addition to the transatlantic programme, AOSC
operated international flights
to Antigua and Freeport
during the winter months.
CA~ADIAN TRAVEL
PROGRAMMES
Al Cross Canada Flights
With the opening of the
Vancouver branch office of
AOSC, the question of crossCanada flights is once again
relevant. This Christmas we
successfully operated a sell-out
8 sector back-to-back series
Yith C.P. and development in
h1 area looks promising.
n addition, we have apoached an organization
c led EduCanada which
a ually operates a twentyplus flight series between
OU.wa and various points in
Western Canada. These
aircraft are all contracted to
operate between the months of
June and September and
AOSC has been offered 20
seatl! per flight ..
B) Hostels
AOSC has this year been
asked by the Federal
Government to operate hostels
in Vancouver and Halifax as
well as in Toronto.
C) Group Handling.
AOSC collaboration with
BSTC on the North Atlantic
this summer has produced a
rather interesting ancillary
product. BSTC Has contracted
to operate approximately
10,000 seats from Britain to
Toronto on the ABC basis.
This means that up to a total of
10,000 non-student travellers
will require transport to and
from the airport, hotel a,:;·
commodation, car rentals,
tows, etc. AOSC is currently
negotiating with BSTC to
undertake a shared handling
arrangement whereby
a
"Toronto International
Visitors Centre" will be
tablished in a Toronto hotel.
This centre will be cooperated
by both BSTC and AOSC for
the first year.DJ Tours
(i) Contact Canada
This year AOSC has
received a contract from the
Secretary of State's Depart·
ment to programme and
coordinate 18 day in-depth
sessions for Contact Canada
Groups in Southern Ontario.
This new contract is in addition to the government
federal tours which operate
annually and is expected to
amount to at least $15,000 in
extra business.
The past two AGMs
(Annual General Meeting)
have put forward recommendations
encouraging
AOSC to enter into the
development of tours of
Canada. Due to our lack of
experience in this area and to
the definite financial risk
involved, we have often approached this question with
caution but until the present,
we have not put forward any
concrete programmes.
(ii) Canoe Trips
AOSC has planned "8
day- 7 night" canoe trips in
Algonquin Park. These trips
e being marketed throughout
e world at the corn-

missionable price of $75.00
per participant, and are
designed to be, at worst, selfsupporting. It is estimated that
we require total sales of 6
groups of 12 persons each in
order to cover all equipment
and operating costs. To date, 4
such groups have been booked.
Oiil Canada-USA-Overland
In order to lessen the
financial risk and capture some
"tailor made" expertise, AOSC
has been negotiating with "Go
way Travel Ltd." in Toronto to
cooperate camping tours across
the country. "Go way Travel"
is the wholesale agency supplying AOSC with the camping
trips in Europe promoted in
our brochures.
The programme which is
about to go to press includes 21
<lay camping trips in Canada
and the Northern USA. The
cost per passenger will be
$299.00 and this price will be
comm issionable to agents at 10
per cent. It is important to note
that next summer, we are
expecting to realize a net income of $12,000- 20,000
from incoming tours and that
this field is therefore rapidly
progressing to a point where
we can truly create a separate
department.
Other developments to
October 31, 1972.
Atlantic Office
Acting on AGM (Annual
General Meeting) recommendations, AOSC established
a Halifax branch office in early
January 1972. It was understood at that time that such
an office would probably not
be a financial success in its
embryonic stages, but it was
argued however, that this
office would facilitate services
development in the Atlantic
provinces.
Vancouver Office
Following the collapse of
WSS In Vancouver, and acting
upon research projections from
the AOSC staff, a new branch
office of AOSC was established
in September in Vancouver to
provide services to British
Columbia students.
Mr. Trenor Tilley, the
Assistant Director of AOSC
was selected to manage AOSC
Operations in the west.
l\'lemhership
The membership of AOSC
continued to expand with the
receipt of applications from
student unions at the following

Lou Mo sna, External Affairs, S .A .C.

institutions :
British Columbia Institute
of Technology.
University
of
British
Columbia.
Moncton
Simon Fraser
Vancouver City College .
Universitv of Victoria.
U niversi°ty of Western
Ontario Summer School.
Trans-Atlantic Charter
Flights
Changes in thP Air Transport Commission regulations :
Last August the Government of Canada announced
that it, along with CAB and
ECAC, were drafting th e
existing
charter
flight
regulations. The CAB and
ECAC
announced
their
changes in early Octobrr but
the government of Canada
(ATC) has only just published
the results of its deliberations.
In capsule form
these
regulations are as follows:
1. The ATC intends to
discontinue AFFINITY
charter flights on June 30,
1913.
AFFINITY FLIGHTS are
flights in which the total
aircraft is chartered b) a club
or an organization (i.e. AOSCJ
and resold on a pro-rata basis
only to members of that club.
No public solicitation is
permitted.

2. In place of affinity flights
the ATC will permit Advance
Booking Charters (ABC) ABC
charters permit prora ted seats
to be purchased by anyone
providing they place a 25
percent non-refundable deposit
with the flight organizer not
later than 90 days (3 months)
prior to departure.
3. ABC flights can only be
operated on a round trip basis.
4. Public solicitation of
customers is permitted.
5. The minimum price for
which an ABC aircraft is
contracted cannot be below the
comparable lowest price
charged by the Canadian
carrier for that time period.
(Price fixing a minimum retail
selling price will also be enforced. I
6. There will be no fifth
freedom chartering permitted.
An airline from one state
cannot carry payloads between
Canada and a 3rd state i.e.
PAN AM cannot charter
Canada-UK.
7. The ATC will requirP that
charter organizers be licensed
and perhaps bonded. It ap·
pears thut Banks, Motor
Lea,:!;Ues, and even airlines
direvtly will be able to operate
these charters.
PROBLEl\lfS:
The new regulations affect
(Continued on Page 7)

we·re offering you a career
that makes the most
Of what you know.
As an Officer in the Canadian Forces you 'll likely put your
special skills to good use. And, you'll be expected to
combine your university education with an essential ability to
relate to people. You'll develop your leadership. You 'll be
exposed to new learning situations , and day-to-day experience
that needs your intelligence. In training, managing, and
decision-making. We start you off with $7,200 a year; you get
a month 's paid vacation each year, and you enjoy fringe
benefits that are second to none. So , we offer a lot, but we
ask a lot of you , too.
If you're willing to go through the tough, basic officer training,
if you're able to adapt to and understand different peop le
and places, then we want to talk with you . Call your nearest
recruiter (in any major city), or send us the coupon below.

The Canadian

Armed Forces

've
Ou
got to

Director of Recruiting and Selection
National Defence Headquarters
N~~:awa, Ontario, K1A OK2.

De good

io getc,,,
in.Phone_

Addren
Pro¥.

Age

Education

For more lnlormallon without obllgatlon ,end u• thi• coupon In •
•tamped envetope.
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Pictured abot·e is George Sarson. on one of
hi.s landings made during a stint in which he
broke the u•orld's record of jumps made in 24
hours and established a new record .•'Vfr. Sarson.
a member of the St. Thomas Parachute Club.
hroke the established record by completing 210
fumps. Automation was supplied by the rest of
the club as they b11sily packed. dressed. and flPw
George to his goal. The event took place in
Tilsonburg. Ontario with one jump being
completed et•ery 7 rnin11tes or less. A family
effort by all means. b11t that's what jumping is
all about.

Tn the 1972 Windsor Detroit Freedom Festival Labau's
l m•itational /\,leet. won by II Canadi11n Team. from Stratford;
iurnpers from Ontario ,ind Uichigan competed. Fe11tured in this
contest were four man stars and team accuracy. The most

Sky diving as u·ell a.s a competitive sport, is
i!lso 11 spPrtator .\port ii.~ is Pt ·idt>nt in the picture
1tfm1•e.
Thirty thousand people lined the shores on
lf'nti>rfmnt Day during tht> Freedom Festival.
W,aerfront Day in tht> 1973 Festival prom~ses
to bt> et e11 bigger and better.
Watching a ranopy unfurl in the sky for the
firt time ran be quite a breath-taking exrwrience. l n the case of a meet, there are many
different styles and rolors of canopies which are
likened to colored clouds .floating down from the
sky. Sky dit•i11g is tdzere it's at if you are a
iwnper. Corne to the next festival and see for
your.self. lf you 're interested: talk to a jumper,
tlwy 're approachable. or contact The Lance
Office. We'[/ introduce you.

chullenging factor involved was the fact that all landings were
donP in the water. Look for a bigger and better Labatt 's Inr·itMion;il to hP held at the 1973 Freedom Festfral.

For further info on Sky Diving
Contact Lance Office

Packing. an integral part of training, is the swde11ts ' first
i11troductio11 to the important step8 of becoming a confident
kno1vledg<'ahle f umper .
Parking a chute, while looking difficult is relatit·ely simple. All
one has to remember is not to get tangled up in the lines. and
make sure that your cat is locked in the closet. also it might be
rt'ise to add that you insure that there are no lfring. breathing
/Jodies in. or under the chute. When the chute is packed. if there
is 11 hod,, in it. is liable to hm•e malfunction and that is not cool.

The Para-Commander is the most widely used chute. 1t is
highly manoeuneable. it has great turnability and a forward
.~peed of 12 miles per hour. Jumpers like its breaking and steering
ability. lt also possesses the ability to be stalled if necessary. The
para-commander is used in all world competition by every
country and it comes in many color combinations.
The above picture is of 24 jumpers forming what they call a "Star", This is an
Pxtremely difficult effort to accomplish as it takes synchronization on every
iwnper's part. Adding to this difficulty is the fact that it took three planes to drop
the fumpers at precisely the same time. The 24 man star used to be the world's
record. but 11t the World Championships held in Telequa. Oklahoma. a 26 man
star wus performed correctly breaking the old record.
tJecause of the force of the air on the body as an individual, and the inability to
communicate by sound. each jumper must perceive the movements of all other
p11rticipa11ts and consequently fly his position in the star with absolute con<'l'ntration so as not to upset the star's equilibrium.

1HE SPOl?.1 OF 1HE SPACE AGE
by DONALD BERG
In the picture below. the diver is in a state of free fall which
occurs after jumping from the aircraft and before pulling the
ripcord of th<' chute. ln this particular picture, the diver is at
approximately 6.000 feet. When a jumper reaches 2.000 feet he

will pull his riprord inflating the chute. The wrist-mounted
altimetre clearly indicates this safety altitude for opening. The
picture was shot by a jumper who was approximately 10 feet
11hove the jumper.

Skvdivers lik<' all otht>r competitivr sport.,men. like to be recognizPd for their plateau,~ of
achiet·PmPnt. From the nm·irr ruiss to the
.mperior class. mementoe.~ arc awarded for all
pha.~es of achiet•Pment.

)

Females included. here is II fil'e man star
ready to load. TU'o ninety-eight pound
!<'eaklings 1irl' included. or should l say the
fa1·<11tred sex?:>??'.':>

.

lntergallactic Groovies again!

BUSES

TO WESTERN
BASKETBALL
Wednesday, Feb. 7th
Tickets al Centre Desk $4.00
Support Your Team ! !

Book Early - Limited Seating

TOMORROW'S LOOK TODAY IN CLOTHES

s

HI-RISE
BAGGIES

A
L
E $10.00

FREE T-SHIRT WITH
$20.00 PURCHASE
STUDENT DISCOUNT
1006 Howard Ave.

Windsor, Ontario

253-2344

--~---==- -

3847 HOWARD (at Cabana)
966-4440

U of W SPECIAL

15% off
ON

MEDIUM (14 Pcs.)
LARGE {16 Pcs.)

MINI KINGS (24 Pcs.)
KING SIZE (32 Pcs.)

PICK UP OR DELIVERY
Free Fast City Wide Delivery
944-2201
We Deliver Friday & Saturday Until

3 A.M.

CABARET .PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

Monday, January 26th, 1973Saturday, February 3rd, 1973

Gilmour Hewer Hicks &
Mack
Admission Free Monday thru Thursday
Friday & Saturday 50c Students
$1.00 Non Students

Shuffleboard Contest
To Be Held
February 5th thru
February 7th, 1973
CASH PRIZES
Entry Forms Available At
Bar & SAC Office

MISPLACED IN SPACE
Bake-Off is Mother Buckboard and her famous
PART I I Reprint from 1970 Lancel
hot apple turnonyous that aren't so hot."
by Captain Monaghan, Captain Bear &
Pandemonium broke loose. A few of the men
Captain Caputo.
put him back in his cage. Borealis was furious.
After the next 4,000,000 light years has lie tlue,, th e message on the deck. "What's
passed uneventfully Captain Borealis had this'!" he cried. "This is no space message.
completely forgotten about the mission that he We've been space duped."
and his space heroes had set out to accomplish.
"Wait, there's a space epilogue," cried X-10
This rapid turn of space events caused the great as he picked up the communication. It rearl as
leader cosmic heartburn. The spaci> enve lopi> follows:
containing the top secret space orders enveloped
Evil Space Communication No. 2.
his notorious and often misquoted thoughts.
To Space Commander Borealis and Zanies of
He guffawed as he plucked another piece of the Spaced Boat:
space lint from his space bellybutton. This wa
"We have your orders. It's a space switch.
the day for action. In one not-so-deft space Your mission is doomed. Earth is doomed. Your
manoeuvre Borealis lept from his commando ship is doomed. l'o put it mildly, your space
cot, slipped on last night's forgotten space water is cut. l'veJoosed your cook this time,
banana, pirouetted through the space corridor Borealis. Instead
space heroes, you're space
and demonstrated to a couple of junior groovies zeroes."
Yours in space, Motley Crewer
who happened to be walking by, the perfect
and his Motley Crew
space procedure for a head-first, one-point
"It's a space riP,>ff". grunted Borealis to Xlanding in the space latrine. Having removed 10. The captain straightened his distributor cap
unsightly pieces of space excrement from his and turned to the men.
person, Borealis shook it off like a true space
··unless we can get those orders back, our
hero. Neither rain nor sleet nor space excrement mission is doomed; earth is doomed; our ship is
could stop this true blue space patriot.
doomed - in fact we're all doomed. To put it
Quickly he donned his space gear and bluntly, our space water has been cut. We'll be
proceeded forthwith to the space deck_ The men space zeroes instead of space heroes. We must
snapped to attention or thereabouts and awaited find this space pirate and rid the galaxies of his
his first command_ . He summoned X-10 and space
villa iny
or
we ' re
good
as
said, "The envelope, please_"
demolecularized."
X-10 was dumfounded.
With those words Borealis took his place on
"You mean?" he asked.
the space bridge and started orders in a calm
"Yes. X-10. The time has come".
and determined manner_
X-10 quickly extracted the orders from his
"X-10, do you know the main induction valve
official rear hip pouch. All eyes were on series?"
Borealis. They knew only too well that the
"Yes Commander."
envelope contained the only solution that could
"OK. Sing me a few bars and then shift to
save the world and their loved ones. For some, overwarp. Don' t you find it rather hot in here
the pressure was too great. One platoon of junior X-10?"
groovies fainted. Even some grizzled veterans of
"Yes, Commander, It must be the heat."
many campaigns trembled. A few were unable
As the Spaced Boat headed for the outer
to control their sensitive space bowels and wet reaches of the galaxy in hot pursuit of Crewer,
space suits were visible everywhere.
Borealis was befuddled because he remembered
Undaunted, Borealis ripped open the en- the days when he and Crewer were arch-buddies
velope and revealed its contents. The envelope in space school. Borealis remembered how
contained a sheet of space communication and a Crewer had failed to play dead in the last game
prize.
of Spacemen and Aliens, and how he had been
Borealis was overjoyed. He was the first in his forced to turn him in. This resulted in Crewer's
galaxy to complete a set of miniature space being phased out of apace school. Crewer didn't
ships- Regaining composure, Borealis read like that. Borealis though aloud: "I went east
perhaps the most important communication in and he went west and I knew some day there'd
the history of the world. Brave men quailed and come the test which one of us would be the best.
the weaker groovies succumbed to a second I took to good and chased the stars, while he
wave of bowel movements. Be1realis' voice spread terror near and far. And now I know the
boomed out the message and we quote:
day is near that Crewer will drink his final
Justice and Beauty Space Communication beer."
No. 1.
More action packed super space ad"The winner of the 53rd Inter-Galactic Space venture next week.
indulge in study durin g
It is possible that this trend
vacation periods only after oQU.ld he altered in time but
they receive their grades in ~inly not bv the summer of
May.
lf73.
.
Often students plan to work
The new rules do not permit
students and of course AOSC prior to travelling and their
way charters.
adversely as follows:
plans depend upon the
{,_Approximately
33& oneL Under the new rules, economic idiosyncracies of the
Hiird
of
all
AOSC
student
students will have to plan their country for example, the
engers travel one way only.
trips at least 3 months in summer job situation
anadian students often leave
advance_ While it is true that abysmal two years ago
nada ~o spend 1 or 2 years
students usually know of their seemed to be impr3ved
oad._~ometime u,_ndertak,ing_
yacation periods well in ad- year.
und
the world voyages. Often
vance, they often are unsure of
In 1971- 72 only 6.5 perce
anadian
students receive
their academic performance. of all AOSC passengers book
admission to advanced studies
Many students are required to 3 months in advance.
in other lands. Under the new
mles, these students would
have to pay for a return ticket
and would simply discard the
return portion since it is nontransferable.
ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 days)
3. The regularion concerning
Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. Study Weeks from
the minimum tariff means that
Toronto, includes jet transport, accommodation
AOSC would have to charge in
(doubles}, parties, discos. Contact AOSC , 44 St.
the neighbourhood of $190$225 for a round trip Toronto
George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your Student
to London flight.
Council.
This year, AOSC has
EUROPE SUMMER 73
already published selling prices
TORONTO to LONDON from $79 one way or $155
of $ 155.00 round trip.
return - Take a dependable charter. Contact AOSC,
Thereare many other minor
technical points which make
44 St. George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 - or your
the new rules unacceptable
Student Council.
both to students and the
BOOK EARLY AND SAVE
general public.
Travelling In Europe
What do we propos~ to do?
·
1.
We have pooled our buying
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 1.D. card, student rail pass,
power with the British
car rentals, cheapest and most dependable charter
Students Travel Centre in
flights, camping tours etc. all available from:
London and have contracted
AOSC, 44 St. George St.,
Britiannia Aircraft at the
British prices ranging from
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404.
125-155 dollars per return
( The Student Travel co-op owned by your student Council)
seat. To this we have added a
cancellation insurance policy
and return bus transportation
from airport to downtown
London giving AOSC £lights
one market price in the range
of $165 to $185.
2. In addition, we have implemented a $10 discount to
encourage passengers to book
e rly. (3 months in advance.)
3. We will file all post June 30
dt oartures and landings in
W 1shington as well as Ottawa_
Th , CAB regulations permit
affmity flights to continue for
an additional two years_
I
4. We are currently applying to
the ATC for exemption to the
ABC regulations and have as
our allies the Secretary of
State's Department.
DANN BONK
ROBB HICKS
5. If our application for
exemption is refused we will
operate all flights until June 30
out of Canada under the
ex 1stmg affinity regulations
and all flights after June 30
will operate in the same
manner from USA departure
and arrival terminals i.e.
niagara Falls, Detroit, Seattle.
All things considered I think
we are offering the best
product at the best price
available and that we have a
better than 90 per cent chance
of success.
Despite the rather haunting
t>eho of the 197 2 financial
rerords, I believe that AOSC
GORD GILMOUR
lENN HEWER
can look forward to a year of
positive development in 1973.
lllt"ks
GIimour
LouMosna
External Affairs
Commissioner, S.A.C.

Mosna continued
frompage5
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Catharsis
Ca1h11rsis: Catharsis - A review by Oswald
.J<,1/y K.G .. R ..'V.

What can you say about an album that
sounds the same through four cuts and twenty·
eight minutes four seconds? Not much! Ac·
tually, any one minute segment is quite tolerable
land it doesn't matter where you start listening
to it - which is something you don't find often in
the record world these days!.
Catharsis is a group from France who handles
a great variety of instruments in an amazingly
adequate manner. Notwithstanding the fine
tradition of French music, in all fields but rock,
the group has looh•d for a new sound and has
found it. Unfortunately for the music buff, they
decided to keep it and not to contonue searching. The re!lulting product creates a boredom
not experienced since some clown played Chuck
Berry·s "Din-a-ling" twelve times in a row at
the Bridge House.
Should you receive this albbm as a gift
(undoubtedlv from an anonymous malefactorl,
I suggest th~t you ,vait until nobody is in the
house; earl) this record and your $39.95
R.CA. stereo hi-fidelity component set !bought
at a recent Steinberg's salel, into a convenient
closet and proceed to play it.'.\ .B. · electricity is
not needed. Just place the Dixie cup and pin
down af any point on the record and give the
turntable a forceful flick of the wrist. When it
stops, I'm sure that you would have had
Pnough. A friPnd of mine tried this and he informs me that the label sounds quite a bit better
than the grooves.

Artie Kaplan
hv SEA'.'i O'DELL
·frtil'
f..;. llplan :· Co11fessio111, of a Male
<:ham·i11i.~t Pig - Hopi Records VIIS-901.
Artie Kaplan, according to the biography sent
with this album, has had quite a career as a
musician. He's played sax solos on such things
as Little Eva 's "Loc0motion", accompanied
Melanie on two of her albums, has written songs
for a variety of rock and folk artists and toured
the continent with several jazz bands. And jazz
would appear to be his first love_
On "Confessions of a Male Chauvinist Pig",
Kaplan relates the story of a recently divorced
middle aged man who suddenly finds himsell
wondering what has happened to his ordered
life and also, questioning all values he has lived
by. Kaplan, who is undoubtedly a professional,
Seventy-Second Brave
expertly weaves the despair, the sarcasm and
By BERT TURNER
the worry into a jazz album that is well conceived and masterfully produced. Mr. Kaplan 8n•e11ty-8econd Rrave Keef Hartley. /,ondon
knows what he is doing and hopefully his future '<IJcS 18065.
Keef Hartley·s latest effort "Seventy-Second
releases will offer as much as his first solo atBrave", is toned down in comparison to his last
tempt. Here is a good album!
one, "Little Big Band", but is still not a terribly
impressive album. "Little Big Band" contained
Ekseption
a full band complete with trumpets, trombones.
by SEAN O'DELL
and a full reed section but in Seventv-Second
Tkseption: Ekseption ,1 -Philips 6413 007.
Brave only a couple of saxes and the occasional
Based on the Saint Exupery book "Le Petit flute is the only wind back-up behind the
Prince", and using the music of J.S. Bach, mediocre five piece band. There is an obvious
Beethoven and others reworked into a rock parallel betwi>en this band and Edgar Winter's
rythm, Ekseption has produced a very fine third White Trash but Hartlev's band comes out as
album. I£ the listener is familiar with the story just a cheap, bad imitation of the former.
and the music then this effort should prove
A couple of the tunes on the album, however,
interesting at least.Unfortunately, the interest is are quite listenable such as "Always Thinking
not held for the complete record. The group has of You" which has some very good sax work in
tried to produce good music out of great music it and "Nicturns", which is a take-off, complete
and with the possible exception of the Jacques with flute solo by Nick Newell, of the opening of
Loussier Trio. this reviewer has yet to see it Debussy's "Prelude to the Afternoon of a
really work. This is not to say tliat Ekseptiono Faun." The rest of the al hum is a collection of
Ii ows it. Bu,t they are treading on t~in ice an~ son~ which sound like s<lniebooy else'soand,
they may fmd themselves stuck with a very rangmg all the way from ,f :dgar Winter to Sly
limited audience. The ideas are original and the and the Family Stone.
ability of the group shines through but the
Why the band is even named after Hartley is
energy displayed on this album would be better baffling enough because his back-up drumming
channelled into their own material. Let me say is nothing more than average and he receives no
once again, though, that this is well done and credit for writing any of the tunes but who
worth listening to even if it does lack some of the knows, maybe he doesn't want to own up to
original enthusiasm.
them.

LECTURES
- Jan. 11 thru Jan . 28 Det. Inst. of Arts
rresents a series called Pioneers of .\1odern
Painting. Each is a forty-five minute selfcontained esSa)' on !he life and works of a major
persona lit). Two J)_ioneers shown at each screening
m lecture hall. Henri Rosseau-edvard Munch:
Thur. Jan. 25: Sat. Jan. 27; Sun. Jan. 28.
Tirkets: S5 for series or 2.50 per show.
CONCERTS
- Jan. 26th Del. Inst. of Arts presents pianist
Joseph Kalichstein, a Levenlritt award winner.
Time: 8:30 p.m. in the auditorium. Tickets: $6 ..
,)., & 4.
- Windsor Symphony Orchestra performs in
Cleary Auditorium on Jan. 28 at 3 p.m. tickets:
, I, 2. 2.50 and 3.50. Student tickets ::iO cents.
• The Traffic concert for Feb. 6 is sold-out.
- Feb. 19 "Bamboo Prod. presents Santana in
the Cobo Arena at 8 p.m. TickPts: $4.50, 5.SO &
6.50.
- Thur. 1\1:ar. 1 David Bou;ie al Masonic Aud.
in Detroil. Tickets: $5.50 & 6.50.
- Jazz Show Feb. 11 at Masonic Aud.
- Dan Ilicks and his Hot Licks at Masonic Feb.
17th Tickets: S4. & $5.
- Feb. 18 Ramsey f,ewis is at Masonic.
Tickets: S5. ~~ $6.
- Mon. \1ar. 5, Bamboo Prod. brings Pink
F/ovdto Cobo Hall at 8 p.m. tickets: 6. :;, & 4.
1\lall orders only.
- America at :\.lasonic Aud. on W eel. Jan. ~ 1 at
Tickets: 4. $5. & 6.

lnT"

- Canadian Nature Arl and other studies bv
John Kelly is running Jan. 15-29 in room 1 Q
Vanier Hall. The artist here portrays in his varied
studies, different aspects of Canadian wildlife and
environmPnt.
- l_; . of W. art work is on display (and for sale)
in !he bookstore.
- Thru lo Sun. Jan. 28, Del. Inst. of Aris
presents the 59th Exhibition for Michigan Artisls
and painlings by Anthony de Blash. South Wing
Main Floor.
- Thru Spring 19,3 in lh!' l\orth Wing \lain
Floor of Det. Ins!. of Arts is a selection of the
Lydia and Harry L. Winston !'ollection. 20th
centuq art movemenls in 65 pain1ings. graphics
and sculpture.
- Thi' J. Paul Gelly collection of Fr!'nch
cl!'c·nrativf' art is on display in lhf' South Wing
\lain Floor thru Aug. 1973.

MO\IES
- Centre: Wilderness Journey and Big Foot.
Times , & 9: 05 p.m.
- Vani1v: call 2.'i3-860 I.
-Twin' Drive-In: East:Carry on Camping
Ti':!1!: 'j: I:;, r.11rry On L'p thP Jun![IP. Time:
8: .).) .
- Twin Drivp-ln: West: Born /,osen. Wild
Anl{Pl.~ and Hell's Angels un Wheels.
- Windsor Drive-In:
Rrd Trnt 1911.m.l.
Gunfight I 7: 151 ancl Four Flies on Grey Veit-et
I 11 p.m. l.
- Supl'r Ci,wma: Clair's Knee Tuesdav evening
8: 30 p.m. Another moral tale explorlng love.
fascination, and romance among the in1ellec1ual
French . Admission: , I.
- Dernnshirf' I: Rage. Times: i:25, 9:35.
- Devonshire 11: You 'I/ /,ike mv l\lfother,
Tinul: 7:23. Q::~s.
.

- Pala<'I': Drlii·cninre. Time: 7: 30, l): 20.
- Od.-on: l'all 2:;::?-12B .'i.
- Fn•,• Films: EHry Wed. nit!' ,:30-9::lO. Rm.
1118. Math Bldg_
- Ca11ilol: G,,1A1t·lly,Times: l::5:.. -l , 20.6:Jj
& 9: I.,.
PtA YS AND MLSICALS
- John S1einbeck's Of .\ lice and !Wrn opl'ns al
"1he Tlwatre" on the Mar?·grove Campus of the
University of l)ptroit. IMcNicols al Wvomingl the
wrekt-ncl,. Fl'b. 2-4 & lJ-1 I. Times: F'ri. and Sat.
[J_l'rforma1H"es at 8: :rn p.m. and 7: 30 p.m. on Sun.
TickPts: 3. for adults ancl ._ 2. for students with
i.d. Group rates available. All seats reserved.
More info. and reservations call Pnforming Arts
Bo, Officp 1-3 B-:H 1-18:rn.
- F .. b. 8-1 l and 1.,-18. the Universil\ l'lavers
present Three .'Hen on a Horse. Cur1ain time:
8: 30. Tickets: $2.50. For reservations call 312-

4.,65.
- The W incisor Ught Opera Playns prPsi>nt
l\,.iJ Simon's The Odd Couple at Walkerville
Colle11:iate Aud. on Jan. 26 & 27, Feb. 2 & 3.
Tichts: $2.00.
- The Detroit Repertory Theatre presents What
rhr Butler Saw. u play by Joe Orton. Curtain time
is 8: :IO p.m. Thurs., Fri and Sat. evenings and
, ::lO on Sun. Th!' plav runs from Thnr. Jan. 18
thrn Sal. Feb. 24th. f'or reservations and ticket
info <'all 1-( 3131-868-134 7.
EX H lBITIONS
- Opening Jan. 30, Diaghiley and Russian
Stal(<' Designers. This exhibition presents 110
important water colours of costume and set
cll'sign, for some of the most Famous productions
of the period from I 909-1929 by 4:; artists who
"orkecl \,ith Dia!(hiley. Running thru Sun. Feb.
18th south wing ground floor Det. Inst. of Arts.
- The Dept. of Graphic Arts displays some 30
photographs of historic and artistic interest by
1 CJth and 20th ,·pnturJ EuropPan and Am!'rican
pholograph!'rs. Wed. an. 31 thru Sun. Mar. 26,
main lrnildinJ(, !(round floor Del. Ins!. of Arts.
- Jan. 22 thru Ft'b, 11, an exhibition of prinls,
drawings. and paintings by Sister Barbara
CrrVl'nka in room I OOG University Library. She
is a Dominican Sistn whosr work has been
,•,hibited locally and nationallv. There will be an
informal G allerv talk on Fri. J a'n. 26 at 8 p.m.
\Ol'THEATllE
- Jan. 27 Border Vif!ilantes I I 9391 with
\\. illiam I Hopalong Cassidy I Boyd plus two
chaptrrs of Tom Mix snial continu!'s Mustang
Maline<' series. 11 a.m .. 2 p.m. auditorium.
Tickl'b at door onl, - I O cents each.
FlLl\1S ON THE AHTS
- Noon Jan. 30 B11ch Transmorl{i(ied. Leonard
Bprstein takes a look at somp of lJach's works,
showing them us they are 11erformed in their
original form. then as a rock group would interpret !hem and finally on the moog synthesizer.
Ll'o/,old Stnkowski makes a rare appearam·e.
,\m ,assaclor Aud. FREE.

RADIO
- Ewr~ Satur-day night on Wlf WWf.m. I 1061
I here is a quad hour from 11 p.m .-l 2 midnight.

Quadraphonic musice from left, right, front aad
rear.
- CJ0."11 £.m. 188.71 presents the album .. ,
Concert for Bangladesh" in it's entirety on
Sunday evenin!( Dec. 28th at 6 p.m .
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Wrestling, b-ball, fencers, volleyball, swimmers,
Any student who wishes to
partake in the Labour Liaison

General sports including everything
Last Saturday afternoon the
' Windsor Lancers erupted for
streaks of 16 and 15 unanswered points in the first half
in dumping the cellar dwelling
Brock Badgers 105-65 before
less than 800 people.
Windsor substituted freely
from the opening tip-off as they
dominated throughout the
encounter. The Lancers threw
up 119 shots, hitting 41
percent, while the Badgers shot
40 percent on 30 of 76.
Windsor led in rebounds 79 to
36.
Windsor scorers were, in
double figures: Walt Lozynsky
17, Bill Lozynsky 15, Chris
Coulthard 14, Jerry Sovran
and Pete Mingay each with 12,
and Bruce Coulthard with 10.
Tomorrow night in St. Denis
they face Lutheran at 8: 15
p.m.
The Crusaders edged St.
Clair at Lowe Tech 61-59, led
by Chuck Robinson's 16
eoints, with help from Bill
Todd 01) and Joe Kukurin
(10).

Last Saturday the U. of W.
wrestling squad thrashed the
Western Ontario grapplers in a
dual meet to the tune of 31-9.
Leading the way for Windsor
with pins were: Captain Mike
Bondy at 177 lbs., Derek
Merrill at 190 lbs., John
Fazekas at hwt., Bob Byers at

167 lbs., Steve Boyco at 142
lbs., and Howie Evans at 126
lbs.

Hard work has begun to pay
off for the team, under the
expert guidance of Coach
Sharratt as the team has now a
string of three consecutive
wins. Two weeks ago, Ryerson
was the victim, while the
Lancers defeated Saginaw
Valley after that,23.5 to 16.5.
Against Saginaw Valley, Bob
Byers and Howie Evans both
pinned their opponents while
Derrick Merrill had a superior
decision and Dan Plumpton
and Brian Evans also had
decisions.
This week the wrestlers
travel to Guelph for the
Guelph Open on Saturday.
This should be a good test· and
may help establish the calibre
of our team in comparison with
the rest of the league. The next
home meet is the following
Wednesday, January 31st
against Wayne State in the
Phys. Ed. building starting at
7:30 p.m.
Last weekend the fencing
team fought at the York Invitational. The epee squad, in
an outstanding performance,
breezed past four other teams
to win the team trophy.
Leading the epeeists with an
unbeatable 12 wins for 12
bouts was Brian Ciuciura,

WINTER WEEKEND
FESTIVITIES
February 8-February 11

Fun,Fun,Fun
Big Men Needed
A,1ply Enzo Facecchia

followed by teammates Tom
Strutt with 10 wins and Bob
Hoarwood with 7.
The sabre squad lost a close
decision to Toronto and had to
settle for 2nd place. Barry
Franklin led the scoring with 9
hard-fought victories, while Pat
Brode and Brian Grimley
fenced for 8 apiece. In foil,
Brian Rivers gained 7 wins,
Real Sharkey 3, John Chan
and Ken Chan each had 2
wins.
The fencers will take on the
University of Detroit and
Wayne State in exhibition
bouts this Staurday in Vanier
Hall at I : 00 p.m.
Last weekend the Womens'
Volleyball team was defeated
by McMaster University in
three straight games. In the
first game Windsor played
relatively well, but could not
catch the McMaster girls who
showed early power.
In the second game the
Windsor women came alive
and jumped into a quick 4-0
lead. This was short-lived
however, as the Lancerettes
once again buckled under the
McMaster power. The third
game was dominated by the
visitors who handily put the
home team away for the night.
The next game for Windsor is
Saturday, January 27th at
1: 00 p.m. when they will host
Western. Your support is
appreciated.
Windsor basketball fans
were treated to an exciting
game as the Lancerettes
defeated McMaster 71-59 at
St. Denis last Friday. This was
a crucial victory for Windsor as
it put them in sole possession of
third place in the O.W.I.A.A.'s
Western Division.
The Lancerettes were ready
for this game, and plagued the
visitors with pressure defense
throughout the entire game.
Guard Martha Watters (Arts
III) led the squad defensively,
while Joanne Lazarus (PHE
Grad) and Karen Couvillon
(PHE I) led the offensive
attack with 22 and 18 points
respectively. The Lancerettes
jumped into a quick 10 point
lead and never relinqwshed
command after that.
The next home game is

against the tough, wellseasoned Western team who
presently lead the Western
Division. If the Windsor team
could upset the Western
women it would practically
guarantee a play-off berth.
Tip-off time is 3 : 00 p. m.
Saturday afternoon in St.
Denis, so make it a basketball
day by watching the Lancerettes, Crusaders and
Lancers on Saturday January
27th.
The
Lancerette
Synchronized Swim Team will
journey to Western tomorrow.
This year's returning team
members are: Donna Stewart,
Joan Park (nee Sinnott), Mary
Russell, and Mary Jane
Taylor. New recruits are:
Linda Lee Ayrton, Carol Del
Grosso, and I..inda Rudover.
They will compete in figures,
solos, duets, and a team
routine. The meet tomorrow is
an indicator of calibre before
the League Finals at York
University on February 23rd
and 24th. After Saturday the
girls will also be r.ractising for
the water show· 'Aquatics on
Parade" which will be
presented February 9th at
7: 30 p.m. in the Pool.
Tuesday night the Lancers
hosted a dual Swim Meet
which included Schoolcraft
College and Calvin College,
both of Michigan. The results
were: Schoolcraft 88 Windsor
24; Windsor 78 Calvin 25;
Schoolcraft 94 Calvin 16.
Against
Calvin
College
Windsor swimmers swam to 10
firsts, with Gilles Delaire
taking firsts in the IM and 3M
dives. Neil McBeth took the
500 and 1000yd. freestyle.
Barry Bezaire took the 100
freestyle and set a new school
record of 2: 06: 04 in the 2 00
event. Other firsts for Wind•
sor: Nick Drakich in the 50
freestyle and 200 Backstroke;
Hedge Chappell and Craig
Arthurs took the 200
Breaststroke and 200 l.M.,
respectively.
Against
Schoolcraft,
Windsor's Gilles Delaire and
Lou Molnar of Schoolcraft
emerged as the day's top
winners with 10 points apiece,
Gilles repeating his two wins

Committee please apply at SAC
office.

against Schoolcraft in the
diving events. Congratulations
for a fine Windsor Performance! Saturday January
23rd the Lancers compete in a
co-ed meet against Oakland
beginning at 2: 00 p.m. at the
Pool.
Wednesday night at Adie
Knox Arena, the Hockey
Lancers defeated Waterloo
Lutheran Golden Hawks 2-1
for their fifth straight win.
Windsor now is 5 and 4, and in
fourth place in the O.U.A.A.
West. Lutheran opened the
scoring at 7 : 3 7 of the second
period. Ejay Queen tied the
game with about four minutes
later. With only about a
minute left to play in the game,
Jim Gratto scored on assists
from Ejay Queen and George
Rodney to give Windsor the
game. Scot McFadden once
again ripped off his opponents
as he stopped 31 of 32
Lutheran shots. Windsor fired
19 at Waterloo goalie Bob
Blinkhorn. Tomorrow night
the Lancers face the University
of Waterloo, rated seventh in
Canada, at Waterloo.
That same night saw the
Basketball Lancers fall to
Wayne State's Tartars 100-78.
Windsor's record on the year
against all opponents is now 12
wins and 7 losses. In this game,
Wayne led by 54-32 at halftime, but were surprised to see
the lancers come on in the third
quarter to within nine points
with about 20 minutes left, 7061. Wayne pulled away again,
however to take the game by
22 points.
Leading the Windsor scorers
was Jerry Sovran with 16
points, followed by Bruce
Coulthard with 13, and Tom
Hogan and Walt Lozynsky
with 12 apiece. Windsor shot
39 percent on the game,
Wayne State hit 48 per cent.
Bob Solomon and Tyrone
Henton combined for 59 points
for the Tartars, that's 29 and
30 points respectively, if you're
counting.
Meanwhile in League action, Waterloo edged Guelph
74-i3 on a free-throw with
three seconds left in the game,
and McMaster beat Brock 6954.
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SAC By-Election
Election on Jan. 31, 1973 for
Centre Policy Committee.
Students nominated are:
Tim Doyle
Peter Elcombe
Murna Holsey
Jane Peck
Tony Perri
Wes Trofand

Nursing Rep.
Owen Domognoli
Yolanda Karlowoski

r----------------------------------------~
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Poll Ing stations open 10 :00 till
4 :00.
Located
at
foyer
University Centre, Vanier in
front of pool hall.

.,
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STUDENT·RAILPASS

The ••J' to••• Europe without feellnc like e tou rl•t.
Student-Railpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway ,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland
Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario

Chief Electoral Officer,
Chris Ambeault

Please send me your free Student-Rail pass folder order
for m.o
Or your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. O

Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The University of Windsor hockey team made it five in a row Wednesday night as they defeated
the Waterloo-Lutheran Golden Hawks 2-1. Jim Gratto scored the winning goal with only 1: 05
left on the clock. A penalty to Lutheran with only about 50 seconds left erased the possibility of an
extra attacker and Windsor forced numerous face-offs to eat up the few seconds remaining.
The other La~cer goal was scored by Ejay "the king of hockey" Queen on a fantastic behindthe-net-play during the second period. It was a very hard hitting game and two lancers received
injuries. Rich Cranker received a head injury and it is rumoured that he could have a broken nose.
Bill Jacko also received a jolt and was taken off the ice.
-Photos by the head

For Summer Employment

We have ele.,en opening,; to market
essential teaching aid5 in our national
teacher division.
S1Udents earn an average of over four
thousand dollars in lwel'fe weeks
If you are ambitious and want a
••t,euer'' summer job, contact your

placement office for an interview
appointment

FOR INTERVIEWS ON
Grolier of Canada

FE_B_._1_

- 1_ _

_,

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER

Zone _ _ _ _ _ _,Prov. _ _ _ _ __

LAN-1

·----------------------------------------~
So you plan to spend the
Summer in Europe this year. Great.
Two things are mandatory, A ticket
to Europe, And a Student-Railpass,
The first gets you over there, the
second gives you unlimited Second
Class rail travel for two months for a
modest $135 in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to
qualify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a
North American school, college or
university,
And the trains of Europe are
a sensational way to travel. Over
100,000 miles of track links cities,
towns and ports all over Europe . The
trains are fast (some over 100 mph),
frequent, modern , clean, convenient

and very comfortable, They have to
be. So you'll meet us on our trains, It
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe,
But there's one catch. You
must buy your Student-Rail pass in
North America before you go.
They're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for
visitors to Europe-hence the
incredibly low price, Of course if
you 're loaded you can buy a regular
Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
ages, It gives you First Class travel if
that's what you want.
Either way if you're going
to zip off to Europe , see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
meantime, rip off the coupon . It
can't hurt and it'll get you a better
time in Europe than you ever thought
possible.
P,,c .. quot,d,n U.S dollo,s

ance

THE SEED AT ZERO

EASY
She is guardt'd from unfrit>ndly sight
Rut open to fri.-ndship · s arm!-i,
As a decoratt>d vault
Of voluptuou,- entiet'mPnt.
She is porous to love
And a securt· lover.
Though then• is an invisible barrier ~
More real than any physical matter,
As stolid as Man's strong<'st fort,
She is an inviting open-&r1
fragrance,
Transparent, etht>real, a tactile thpught,
Easier to enter than the touch of w

~

Bob Hrnno
1,

-
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pie by George Gawadz 1 n
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.National op-ed:

U of S students to pay niore
REGINA (CUP) - The board of governors
of the University of Saskatchewan and the NDP
provincial council have decided the daughters
and sons of the people of Saskatchewan will pay
more to attend the university next year.

by STRANGE

The fee increase is relatively small ($50)
compared to fee increases taking place in other
parts of the country. It is still, however, in direct
contradiction to the NDP's long standing policy
of free tuition. The increase will push tuition
fees np to $550 per year.

AX cH,ffiA/(.
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The present government was vocal in con·
demning the previous administration when
student fees were raised, but now they are using
the old tactic of raising f~s in small amounts to
avoid unrest.

1.<Ntflclfs1,v or
tdNP&>R
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""<:Dear Strange:
There are three of us wishing to go to Florida for
Slack Week hut can't get down. How can you get in
touch with people who will let you drive their cars
down to Florida and how old etc., do you have to be?

FAZ

The place to go is Ace Driveaway, which also goes
under the name World Wide Leasing Inc., and they are in
Detroit at 3169 Woodward Avenue. You must be 25 and
be able to show proof of age.
However, I have an idea for you. They spring full blown
into my quick, snap, steel trap brain with lightening
rapidity and facility. Why don't you check out how much
money you have for the whole trip, meals, rooms, transport back etc., among all three of you. Then phone
someplace that rents Winnebego motor homes. You can
sleep in them, they're heated and you won't have to eat in
any Georgia restaurants. Plus as Pete Townshend says
"You 'II be going mobile; you can park it anywhere".
I am offering a tour myself. For $75 you get three
nights and four glorious days at that sun-fun resort, The
University of Windsor. Stay at the beautiful lance Zen·
trale Hotel, fully air-conditioned and right near the water.
Fish the exciting Detroit river for surreal gamefish, swim
in the pool, watch Detroit. Drink beer, play shuffleboard,
rock and roll, in the fantastic Grotto lounge while
mingling with the natives. Best of all what a place to be
existential while contemplating mysterious Zug Island
and the strangely moving Ambassador bridge. Dabble,
degenerates, be decadent. Three breakfasts, rooms all tips
and gratuities and call you local travel agent to take the
trip.

+++

Dear ·captain Strange :
During Orientation Week a beer chugging contest
was held. Winners were picked and a prize was to be
awarded to each of the three finalists. The fact
remains that no prizes appeared. At least it will be a
small compensation for the maiming effects of
Oktoherfe t that will remain with me for the rcs\ of
•1'11 ilu ~

A bursary scheme has been extended to some
students will avoid increased costs, but the high
price which prevents many from going to
university will still be there.
The government has refused to supply the
university with enough funds to enable it to
continue existing programs. The result of this

Gov't bill weak

Foreign ownership ignored
OTTAWA (CUP) - The
federal government's new
proposed foreign investment
controls will not apply to
foreign companies already
operating in Canada. The
proposed screening agency will
only investigate expansion of
foreign-controlled firms into
"unrelated" businesses.
.The bill, introduced iu
Parliament January 24, calls
for the establishment of a
Foreign Investment Review
Agency headed by a "Com·
missioner" who will report
directly to the minister of
industry, trade and commerce.
New investors will be required
to notify the agency of
proposed investment and a
minimum of information the
government requires for
assessing the effect of the
investment.
The minister will be
responsible for making the
decisions and the' cabinet must
upprv\' (.;.
,._.,..,.vJ..,!.r...1JJS p .. JU,C (
implementation.
Firms with gross assets
valued at less than $250,000
or annual gross revenues less
than $3,000,000 will be
exempt from the act. It will
consider any company having
at least five percent of its
shares owned by a single
foreign
corporation
or
government agency to be
foreign-controlled.
Five factors will be con·
sidered in assessing a firm's
application. They include the
effect the proposed investment
would have on the economy,
including employment; the
degree of Canadian par·
ticipation in the business; the
effect on productivity, industrial
efficiency,
technological
development,
product innovation
and
product variety in Canada; the
effect on "competition"; and
the "compatibility of the
proposed investment with
national and provincial industrial and economic policy
objectives."
Companies failing to inform
the government of their plans
will be subject to legal action.
The minister has the power to
require a company to register a
takeover and supply the
necessary information for a
review.
The government can seek a
court injunction against any
deal it has not approved, has
disallowed or is taking place
under different conditions than
those submitted to the
government. If an investment
has already taken place, the
government can seek an injunction to prevent any merger
of assets.
A foreign company not
already in Canada, few that
there are, has two safeguards
in delaying government actions. The minister cannot
recommend refusal of any
project without giving "the
investor a full opportunity to
make representations ... " The
government must also give the
investor a reply within 90 days.
If it fails to respond to the
application, the deal will he
automatically allowed at the
end of the 90 days.
The Review Agency will be
empowered to investigate
foreign-controlled corporations
already operating in Canada
MU.

o•

John Bernat Com. Arts. I
Since this is the first time anybody ever signed a letter
"John", let me seize this opportunity with both hands and
\\Tite a model Dear John letter for our Canadian peace·
keeping forces.
Dear John:
It has been so long since you went overseas. I have
grown two new ton ails. I painted one yellow and the other
I'm leaving plain as a concession to the organic ecological
movement. Knowing that your libido is probably low, I'm
sending this pin up picture of a naked albino watermelon.
Oh by the way, you're father and I aren't living in the
same place anymore, we've moved. I didn't breast feed
you for 21 years for nothing.
MOM
As for your question Enzo Facecchia has your prizes,
$15 for first, $10 for second and $5 for third.

+++

Bathroom Department
Dear Strange:
Instead of having chairs, why don't you have built
in toilets down in the pub so we don't waste time
getting up.
Pissed
Would you like someone to hold it for you too'!

+++

What is an Archimedian Screw? I'd like to try it
some time.
JKArts
Don't try it. Once upon a time there was a guy who was
driving down the highway and he saw a sign Archimedes
Whore Whouse 1 mile. So he decided to stop and get laid.
Then he saw a sign ~ mile to Archimedes Whore Whouse
and finally a big white building with a neoD' saying Archimedes Whore Whouse. He went in, paid $25. at the
desk and the guy told him to go to the second door on the
left. He did and was hack in the parking lot. As he drove
away there was a sign at the exit "You've just been
screwed by Archimedes." Actually its an ancient Egyptian
irrigation device invented by Archimedes.

-1--++
All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgustipg objects should he placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 4} in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

has been serious and severe cutbacks.
The half-million dollars not coming from the
government means many teachers and some
whole programs will have to be dropped. As
usual, when these cuts are made, students are
not consulted.
In the past two years, there has been no
increase in the university caretaking staff. In
that time, many of the staff have left and a new
building has been added to their responsibilities.
The cleaning staff is working twice as hard as it
used to, but needless to say, the salaries have not
doubled.
More money is needed and the department of
education sees the opportunity to take a hard
line with students who they say must pay more
for their educa tion. Yet students, most cases,
pay for nothing, as Statistics Canada figures
show a high percentage of unemployment
among university graduates.
The NDP !icy of free access to university
has been sul.Sverted by those who appear to
believe the university must remain a preserve of
the privileged few .

from
expanding
into
"unrelated" areas. Alastair
Gillespie, minister of industry,
trade and commerce, used
Imperial Oil as an example. It
would be blocked from entering an "unrelated" business,
such as electronics, in Canada.
Gillespie shouldn't worry
about Imperial Oil moving into
electronics, as the field is
already
dominated
by
American companies. Radio
Corporation of America
(RCA) was awarded a $1,4
million contract by Telestat
Canada to provide message
links between two Telestat

stations the day the foreign
investment bill was introduced.
In 1967, 57 percent of
Canada's
manufacturing
industry
was
foreigncontrolled, as was 74 percent
of the petroleum and natural
gas industry. An accurate
picture of foreign control in
1973 is not available.
Information Canada's terms
of reference are such that it
counts not only foreign-owned
companies, but their subsidiaries in corn piling statistics
on foreign control of Canada's
economy. This procedure 1s a
recent
development
in
government policy.

· l\ubp~ ~tple ~alon
Satisfaction Guaranteed Or
Your Hair Back
For Appointment Call

258-2490
2846 UNIVERSITY
Under The Bridge

STUDENT DISCOUNT ON STYLING ONLY

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO ALL FOREIGN STUDENTS
PRESENTLY HOLDING AN
EMPLOYMENT VISA
Any student in possession of such a document must
report to a Canadian Immigration Officer prior lo
March 31st, 1973 to determine whether the student
can comply with the requirements for an employ·
ment visa under the new legislation.
Should you
require further
information
or
assistance please call G.L. Deluca, Dean of Men at
extension 334.

owa
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A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

~imes. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
1t. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
Real Draft Beer.
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University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario

York president resigns as staff problems surmount
president last month after only six months in
the job. He complained he couldn't do his job
properly within the York administrative setup. Tarnpolsky thought Slater tried to do too
much himself, being unable to delegate
authority. The president had spent too much
time on mi!lor matters, the professor said.
"You can't hate David Slater, but you
can't rely on him," he said.
Slater's troubles began last fall when York
was particularly hard hit by Ontario's decline
in university enrolment. The university had
estimated its enrolment would increase by
1550 students, but it got only 150. Since
provincial government grants covering 80
percent of the university operating costs are
based on the number of students attending
that institution, the shortfall meant a drastic
reduction in the amount of money available
to York for next year.

DOWNSVIEW (CUP) Bending
beneath the criticisms of his colleagues,
David Slater resigned Jan. 22 as president of
the financially troubled York University.
Although his resignation takes effect June
30, Slater requested and received the approval of the board of governors for a leave of
absence starting the day he resigned.
In his letter of resignation, Slater wrote
that the president's office involves "difficult
inter-personal relations, and I do not believe
that I can be sufficiently effective to my own
standards in serving the needs of the
university in the present circumstances." He
said he was quitting in the best interests of
the community."
Law professor Walter Tarnpolsky admitted he had probably started the tide
leading to Sister's resignation when he
resigned as the university's academic vice-

Slater panicked when he learned of the
enrolment decline and originally told the
university's academic senate that 160 faculty
would have to be fired - a statement that
threw the entire university into turmoil.
Further investigation revealed Slater and his
associates had miscalculated the necessary
cut. He told the senate that $4.1 million
would have to be cut, eventually revising this
figure down to $1.2 million.
A 1971-72 surplus of $300,000 further
trimmed the deficit to a more manageable
$705,000.
The man who quit as dean of York's
administrative studies program in protest
against Slater's leadership, Barry Richman,
said "The budget crisis called for high
quality management and leadership. Slater
didn't have the experience or the staff to

No more need

eel: ationi11ts an~ admini11•
tratortl that the section of the
Schools Administration Act to
be dropped has been part of

films, child care facilities, and
discussion groups, three guest
speakers have been invited to
the weekend.
Opening the symposium at
9:30 a.m. on Saturday, Feb. 3
is Mrs. Sylvie Lauzon, research
Officer with the Office of
Equal Opportunities for
Women,
Public
Service
Commission, Ottawa.
Keynote speaker at a
reservation ~ e o n at 12 : 00
on Saturday is the Faculty
Dining Room, Vanier Hall, is
the Hon. Mrs. Margaret Birch,
Leamington-born Minister
without Portfolio for Ontario
and Director of the newly
formed Youth Secretariat in
Toronto.
Opening the Sunday session
at l : 00 p.m. is Mrs. Sheila
Kier an, author of the Non-

External Affairs vs.
Internal A.ffairs
by THE LANCE NEWS STAFF
SAC External Affairs Commissioner Lou Mosna moved
Wednesday night that Course evaluation be removed from the
jurisdiction of Internal Affairs Commissioner Richard Malott.
This was followed by an attempt on the part of Commerce Rep
Nathan Mechanic to move for Malott's impeachment.
Malott was censured Wednesday and a meeting is being
scheduled for next week to discuss his impeachment. An earlier
attempt to impeach Malott by Vice-president John Bennett met
with failure in January.

Believe it or not, there was an election Wednesday and representatives for SAC and the Centre
Policy Committee were elected. John Walsh was acclaimed as Arts Rep .. Owen Domagnoli
defeated Yolanda Karlowoski 7-4, and Jane Peck, Tim Doyle and Tony Perri were placed on the
Centre Policy Committee in a close race.
-pie by the head

U of W involved in new apathy flick
by BRUCE WEAVER
Somebody finally decided to make a film about the University
of Windsor.

Bits & Pieces
FEB. 2

.

- Civili11ation Film Series Part 7, Grandeur and Obedience,
12: 00 Rm. 3123 Math and 4: 30 p.m. in Faculty Lounge at
Vanier.

.

- Weekend for Women_o_pens with spea~er Sylvie ~auzon, panels
and lunch with Hon. Mrs. Margaret Buch m Vanier Hall.
- Better Earth Ball at St. Clair College, 8: 30 p.m., Ticket S2.00
cash bar.

FEB. 4

- Weekend for Women continues with discussions and guest
~eaker Ms. Sheila Kieran in Vanier.
- Univeraity Piano trio, 3: 00 p.m., Moot Court, Law Bldg.

.

- Poetry Reading, 8: 15 p.m., Rm. 1120 Math Bldg., Special
g'!eat lrvi11g Layton, Free.
.
- Marriage Preparation course, Part I, 7: 30 p.m., Aeeumpllon
Lounge, Free.

FEB.6

- Film Soc _preaenta "Pret9' Poison" starring Tuesday W.eld. and
Anthony Perkins, 7 :30 <'I: 9: 30 p.m., Ambassador Aud1tormm,
Sl.00.
- 4 Films, Pas De Deux, Fusion, The False Note and Jealousy,
12:00 noon, Ambaaeador Auditorium, Free.

FEB.7

- Dr. Richard Rubenstein speaking on "Reflection on Contempory Feminity", 7:30 p.m., Ambassador Auditorium, Free.

FEB.8

Speculation had developed that Slater
would quit at the end of the current academic
year, but his sudden resignation caught most
of the university by surprise. He had been
scheduled to release a statement to the
university community explaining his
criticized behavior of recent months. The 15page statement had apparently been drafted
and re-drafted, but was never released.

by ML'RNA HOLSEY
Local women of all ages,
convictions, and occupations
are invited to participate in "A
Weekend for Women" at the
University February 3 and 4.
The weekend symposium
}ias been organized by a group
of women who are associated
with the campus, with the
project spearheaded by the
University·s
Centre
for
' men. The purpose of the
ogram IS tO stifnulate women
recognize themselves as part
the female macrocosm and
t ncourage women of all ages
to nter into a dialogue with
others who have experienced,
are experiencing or will experience the· many pressures
peculiar to women in our
IIOCiety.
In addition to the information booths, on going

TORONTO
(CP)
Education Minister Thomas
Wells said today that part of an
act requiring Ontario teachers
to set an example of "Christian
morality" and virtue will be
dropped .under proposed
legislation consolidating five
school acts.
Mr. Wells told a conference
of 250 school board chairmen,

FEB.5

Slater also clashed with popular Atkinson
College dean Harry Crowe at one point
before Christmas, giving him five minutes in
which to declare his loyalty or resign. Crowe
refused, walking out. Slater later tried to cool
that controversy down by offering Crowe five
months in which to reconsider his refusal.

He said a new president will be chosen "by
means of an agreed process of consultation
throughout the university.,,
Slater came to York from Queen's
University in 1970. The then dean of
graduate studies was not the presidential
search committee's first choice. All of the
favorite candidates withdrew from the
running when the Y()rk student newspaper
revealed their identities.

Symposium on female macrocosm

moral virtue

FEB.3

Richman said he wouldn't have quit had
Slater resigned earlier.

The board of governors chose American
social historian Richard Storr as acting
president, pointing out that he would not be a
candidate for the presidency when his term
expires this June. Board chairman Robert
'\1aclntosh appealed to members of the
university community to work together with
the president in the best interests of the
university.

A Weekend for Women:

for religion,

Ontario law since "time im. "
memoriam.
The section also says
teachers must teach respect for
"truth, justice, loyalty, love of
country, humanity, sobriety,
industry, frugality, purity,
temperance and all other
virtues."
"All of us want and hope our
children will leave the
educational system with these
virtues," said Mr. Wells.
"Indeed, most do. But this is
not the kind of thing we have
in legislation these days."
The education minister said
it was felt this section is obsolete, but "some may be sorry
to see it go."
"If there is a ground swell of
public opinion," the section
can be restored, he said.
Acts to be consolidated are
the Department of Education
Act, Public Schools Act,
Schools Administration Act,
Secondary schools and Boards
of Education Act, and the
Separate Schools Act.

handle it."

- "Windsor Dionysia", Part of Winter Weekend Festivities. five
[>lays to be presented, Feb. 8-10, All Ancient Classics.
- Three Men on a Hone, 8:30 p.m., Essex Hall Theatre, S2.SO.
- Today is the last day to register for ski trip to Mont St. Anne,
Contact Ian Matheson at 256-1168.
- Recording Stars "The Bella" featured in the Pub.

Channel 19 television, a CBC affiliate operating out of
Toronto, will be arriving on campus next Tuesday for a recon of
the area, and a chance for the film crew to lay out a few
measurements.
Wednesday.morning they will begin filming an interview with
Dr. J.F. Leddy. After this, plans are fluid for whatever happens
on campus. Most of the filming will be done out of doors, and will
continue until late Saturday.
Channel 19, the Ontario Education Communication Authority
is filming under the direction of Ms. Mary Pratt. Ms. Pratt said
yesterday in a telephone interview that "Windsor is the fifth in a
series of television films that have included Waterloo-Lutheran,
Brock, Guelph, and Laurentian universities."
When asked why she had chosen Windsor, Pratt replied that
she has been in Windsor several times, and "It seems like a real
interesting place." "Besides", she said, "Nobody (outside of
Windsor) seems to know very much about the university."
"I was looking around at several universities", she said, and
chose Windsor over other institutions such as Trent McMaster,
and U. of T.
'
Commentator Ian Morris will be conducting the interviews
that along with Dr. Leddy, include Jerry Sovran from the
Lancers basketball team, and Joan Magee about Scandinavian
courses.
Wednesday through Saturday the film crew will be shooting
around the campus. Pratt said, "I hope some of the students will
see us around, and come up and say hello. We don't want this to
be one of those nice scenic films. We want the film to tell about
the students."
The film will likely be shown on Channel 9 in Windsor,
another CBC affiliate.

Keypunch city course
by MURNA HOLSEY
A major new program of
studies, aimed at supplying
skills badly needed in today's
society, has been approved by
the Senate of the University of
Windsor.
Designed
to
produce
specialists in urban problems,
the new program draws up the
resources of several departments and the School of
Computer Science. It is ad·
ministered by an interdepartmental
committee
headed bv Professor Trevor
Price of the Department of
Political Science.
Students in the Urban
Studies program would acquire
skills for the analysis of urban
problems; it is expected they
would put such skills to work
in such fields as teaching,
journalism, law, social work,
urban planning, government
administration or politics.
Available to
students
majoring in Urban Studies are

relevant courses offered in the
Departments of Biology,
Communication
Arts,
Economics, Geography,
History,
Mathematics,
Political Science, Psychology
and Sociology and in the
School of Computer Science.
While the principal aim of
the new program is to produce
people trained in analysis of
city problems - among most
critical of the problems now
facing civilization - indirect
social benefits are expected to
flow from the inter:disciplinary
approach of the program.
Faculty interested in urban
problems or conducting
research into them should
broaden their own understanding through taking
part in a joint program. The
result should be more effective
contributions to the solution of
the social and economic
problems generated by the
continuing growth of our cities.

Correction! Correction!
Correction: re, the article, "SAC apprehensive over Board of
Governors Letter," in last weeks Lance. The letter is not a
traditional or customary statement sent each year. This year
was the first time that it was sent to SAC.

deductable Woman and the
Working Wife, contributor to
numerous
Canadian
magazines, and a selfdescribed "middle of the road
lady libber." Mrs. Kieran's
address is entitled "One
Moderate Woman's guide to
Women's Lib".
All events at the weekend
will take place in Vanier Hall.

A reception desk will be
located at the main entrance to
the assembly halls on the upper
level of Vanier.
Tickets for the Saturdav
lunch with Hon. Mrs. Birch
will be available at the
reception desk or in advance
from the office of Student
Affairs. The price of the lunch
tickets is $3.25.

'

by Captain Bear, Captain Monaghan and Captain Caputo
Lance Star Team
CREWER'S LAST STAND
Borealis awoke with a song in his heart and grit in his teeth. He
had chased Crewer through footlong halls of space where never lark
nor even eagle flew, and finally. Crewer had run 011t of space.
Borealis hadn't left one crater unturned.
XIO turned to Borealis and said, "We've got his number this
time captain."
"l just knew it XIO. Crime does not pay. By the way XIO, what
is his number?"
"It's 409 commander," XIO said as the Spaced Boat closed
rapidly on Crewer's refuge.
Meanwhile back at Crewer's refuge we find our diehard dastard
in communicado with his men. Kid Kaboom, who had been known
to tamper with explosives liberally, with reckless abandon and at
will.iwas Crewer's most untrustworthy friend. Crewer loved him.
Kaboom boomed, "They've got your number this time,
Crewer."
"I just knew it Kaboom. Crime does not pay. By the way, what
is my number?"
"It's 409, Crewer" said the kid as the Spaced Boat landed just
outside the space ghost town where Crewer was holed up.
Back at the Boat, Borealis and Xl O were making ready for this
all-important confrontation with the faces of evil.
Borealis strapped on his phaser. There was determination on his
face. He paused a moment while he got a towel and wiped it off.
Now Borealis stood at the outskirts of the town. He called, "I've
got you surrounded, Crewer. Give yourself up. I'll put in good
word at your hanging. So what's the story, Crewer?"
"Kiss my asteroid, Borealis. I'll never get a fair hanging and you
know it."
"In that case, Crewer, there's no sense hanging around. There's
just not enough space for the two of us. You force me to phase
you out." Borealis turned to Xl O and said, "Cover me, I'm going
in."
XIO threw a blanket on Borealis' back.
Recovering from this minor setback Borealis started down the
street and stopped in front of the Lone Star Saloon.
"I'm waiting, Crewer."
"You don't have a chance, Borealis. I'm the fastest phaser this
side of the milky way."
"But l 'm the hero of this story, Crewer and I've got to win."
Crewer stepped out into the street. Borealis blocked the path of
his retreat. Borealis' phaser spit fire and phase. A moment later
Crewer lay demolecularized. Borealis knelt next to his fallen foe
and raised Crewer's head. Crewer gasped, "Give me a cigarette and
I'll die happy, Aurora."
"I don't smoke, Motley."
"You good guys kill me." With this Crewer bit the space dust.
Borealis retrieved the space orders from Crewer's space pouch.
Standing up he said, "That's the way the Crewer crumbles."
Borealis sauntered back into the Spaced Boat whereupon Xl O
hastened to his side.
"Give me a full report, X 10."
"Well, sir, the men are casting lots for Crewer's garments, there
are 18 prisoners, 13 wounded, one dead and two cases of
trenchmouth."
Very good, XI 0. You can give the two cases of trenchmouth to
the groovies. They'll drink anything." With that we leave our
illustrious innuendo. Next week: Borealis gives the groovies a
treat.

a
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Editorial

Stoff

Beatings and rapes rising
January crime figures up
Life around the university campus is
definitely looking up. Crime on campus is
also definitely looking up.
Of course, that all depends from where
you look at it. If you're on the ground
looking up at some big mother about to
smash your face in, then it looks even
bigger. If you are sitting behind a desk,
telling people not to worry, and to play it
down b ecause the crimes that are happening
are being committed by off campus people,
then it doesn 't look so bad.
During the past month, the University of
indsor has undergone a whole slew of
occurrances that range from break and
enters, to theft, and from out and out
sadistic beatings, to a type of modified rape.
In the assault category alone, we have had
nine official beatings that have resulted in
p er sonal damage and injury. We have had
three official rapes or molestings on cam·

°"

pus. And all this has happened in the month
of January.
These occurances are official because
they were reported to the security police.
God only knows how many more there were
that never got reported.
Chief of University Security Grant Mciver
tells us that these occurances happen from
time to time and that while we should he
careful, we shouldn't worry because they are
being perpetrated upon us by people from
outside the campus.
Why the hell not worry? Students have
enough problems with school without
having to constantly be looking over their
shoulders, and watching out for some
juvenile swinging a club, or reaching for a
breast.
What is being done? How safe are we
really? Ask a security man.
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Bruce Adams
John Bernik
Ashley Wiper
Dan Bonk
James Dean
Nancy Basinger
Margaret Matone
J.C. Sargent
John Morrissey
Walter F ranczyck
Peter Etcombe
Chris Hodnett
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicwicz
Bozo
Dori McMartin
Brent Turner

SEE:! IT LIKES YOU!

ledito s and more leditors
Correction!

Thanx CSRW

Editor,
The Lance,
D ear Sir :

Editor,
The Lance,
Dear Sir:
On behalf of the second floor
of Laurier Hall, we'd like to
take this opportunity to thank
the guys at CSR W.
Tom Molyneaux, Chris
Thomas, and Talc did a
fa ntastic job of providing nonstop sounds for our party. The
music was great, the sound was
lone!, rnd eiv5rybo~y h~d a
great t.hie tfianks to them!
It is a refreshing thought to
know that these guys at CSRW
were available "par Excellance" when we needed
them! !
Sincerely
Second Floor LauriPr

I would like to make a
correction in the article wh
appeared in Friday's edi
concerning the Committee
the future
of
Stud
Government. Mr. Bennett
r
not invited to sit as If me
of the Committee altho
other members of
council were so mv'i1e
However, Mr. Bennett was
invited to present a brief to the
Committee and this is perhaps
where the confusion developed.
I would be most grateful if
you would make this correction
in the next edition of T he
Lance.
Sincerely yours
G.A. McMahon,
Dean of Students and
Chairman of the Senate
Committee on the Future
of Student Government

(

Sean O'Dell
Jeff Bear
George Gawadzyn
Nathan Mechanic
John Gunning
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D'Alonzo
Dave Willick
Al Niester
Colin Swan
Dino Desamoni
Tony Keller
Jim Wilkes
Joan Dougherty
Terry Coomber

j".C.

Boy Scouts?
Editor,
The Lance,
Dear Sir:
Has SAC gone completely
bonkers or what? What's with
this suggestion by Phys. Ed.

Addr•ss !attars to Editors, Tha lone•. U. of W. Tha
lance reHrves the right to edit lett•rs for length. It
pays to b• conclH. Those typed. doubled-spaced
g•t priority. For l•gal reasons , no unsigned letters
may be published. A pHudonym may be used,
however, provided that you hav• a good reason
and identlfv vourHII to the •dltors.

rep. Norm Yeryk that SAC with peaches.
I think we should honestly
purchase forty crates of apples
to be distributed to the student consider withholding our ten
body? What has forty crates of ·dollar fee next year until we've
apples got to do with been guaranteed that a firm of
anything? What do they think Chartered Accountants had
they're running here anyway, a been hired to look after the
boy scout troop?If I had finances, as is the case of many
wanted apples I would have other
univers1t1es
( i.e.
taken my ten dollars at the first University of Western Onof the year and bought apple~, tario). It seems odd that we're
This is ridiculous. It seem
always in the red while
the only thing SAC has done ·
Western profits considerably.
the last two months i Embezzlement is a crime, yet
distribpt
amphlets e - Windsor studento brush it
aside, even though it's staring
plaining why t e situation is
us straight in the face.
screwed up, try to place tH
A~ well as this, if Gagnon's
blame on each other, purchas
crew doesn 't start moving
smoke and have Gagnon sen
luv letters to the members o positively in the near future
rather than pushing for fee
the student body, explain in
the situation on a fee strike strikes and apple days, they
which the students had should all be impeached, and
causing
previously decided to keep prevented from
clear of. And of course, spend any more damage. An election
could then be held at the usual
money.
And now Yeryk delves into time in the spring, when things
his gym bag and comes out have cooled down a bit, and a
with apples. You'd think with fresh start made from this.
Thank you
all the impeaching going on, he
F. U. Led Zeppelin
could have at least come up

QUESTION: Do you think bottled beer should be served in the pub?

No weed here
Editor,
The Lance,
Dear Sir:
The time has come to stop
those rumours concerning the
Students'
Administrative
Council and marijuana. The
Students'
Administrative
Council denies any connections
with
the
purchase
or
distribution of marijuana in
the University Centre or
elsewhere. There has bee - ,
much talk and too ·nlli?o/
people upset for the Council to
allow these accusations to
persist. The hooks of this
Council are open to all
students who wish to see for
themselves that no such activity took place.
Council would have put an
end to this affair in December,
but it was felt that these unsubstantiated charges did not
warrant a denial.
Keep Smiling!
John Bennett
Vice-President

by GEORGE GAWADZYN and NORM YERYK

BEAR ...

Did you ever see anything as
dumb as the article in
Tuesday's Star about our
Windsor Mic Mac baseball
team. They 're Canadian
Champions, but some of the
players have hair longer than
the organizers of the tour·
nament, therefore they are
unacceptable to these sterling
gentlemen . These journey
organizers, leaders of youth
and champions of the cause of
amateur athletics have decided
that any one with hair two
inches below the ear is dirty,
and therefore not acceptable as
a player of that great
Canadian sport, baseball,
especially, it seems, if they
win. My greatgrandfather, a
member of Parliament in this
country of ours had hair over
his ears and down his back. He
also had sideburns and a
beard. He would have taken a
baseball bat and shoved it right
square at that part of those
organizers anatomy where it
would have done the most
good. you can guess where, and
he " as a Quaker I might add.

SAC, has held public hearings.
These generated a number of
excellent briefs and presen·
tations from all corners of the
campus. Not surprisingly most
of the comments were from
students, those most directly
affected. One surprising note
however was that SAC didn 't
deign to submit a brief. Could
this mean that the powers in
this year's SAC Just don't care
about student government or
the welfare of their students or,
could it just boil down to the
fact that they don't know how
to put their ideas together in an
acceptable fashion. Maybe its
just that they don't have any
ideas.

+++

There have been lots of
rumours going round about the
student petition to have a
referendum to impeach Gerry
and John Bennett.
It was presented to SAC
some weeks ago. The same
John Bennett decided that the
required five per cent of the
student body signatures in·
eluded graduate students and
+++
others. In the first place, that's
The Senate committee, nonsense, but in the second
~truck to study the structure place, the larger number of
and use to the students of our signatures has now been

Ezleklal Schwab Conscious•
nHs Ill According to
Buddha , dey boodoh get some
bottled beer quick!

gathered. By the time you read
this, SAC or some members
thereof, should either be
figuring a way out of this one,
or going on with the
referendum. Let's see whether
this time they finally do
something the students want.

Janet PalamldH Arts I right owoy.

Yes,

+++
Our Lancers and Crusaders
are really getting it together
and I use that term advisedly.
Both teams are playing as
teams and does it ever show.
The talk in warmups, shouts
from the bench and general
friendly attitude have changed
both teams play from good to
excellent. The guys are trying
for one another now and thats
the way it should be. Rumour
whispered
among
the
Crusaders is that they're going
to score I 00 points against
Toledo Celtics on Feb. 10th in
honor of Joe Artiss' broken
nose. They could you know.
Don't forget, the Lancers
play McMaster in Hamilton
this Saturday night and at
Western next Wednesday
night. There are busses going
to Wes tern with tickets
available at the Centre Desk.
Go to the games, your support
helps a lot.

John Morrl11ey Arts Pr•-llm
-

Debi Cottreau Arts Pre Lim Ho, ho. ho, ho, ho, ho. For all
the times I go to the pub. I
don 't really think it motl•rs.

You mean it isn 't? ?

Darryl Deners Arts Ill - Yes, I
th i nk so because I t hin k it
odds class to the pub.

Joan Borltz Arts II -- As soon
as possible.

Derrick Walls Eng. I -

why not?

Yeah ,

Shirley Latouf BFA I not?

Why

~14w_1~ cm um ~ O O O
CJ.IARLESnACCJO(ALIAS THE OREAD£0 PJ-IANTOM
~LASI-IER) IS ENJOYING A TASTE OF COUNTRY ...

(The Staff-UPS)
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THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
BALANCE SHEET
AS AT DECEMBER 31, 1972
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Accounts Receivable
Cabaret Inventory
Inventory or Records for Resale
Loans Receivable
Deposit on Yearbook Publication
Deposit for Oabaret Pub Entertainment

I

2,642.85

9,467.4~

4,?82.54
350.00
210.00

8,278.65

1,soo,00
I

2?,2}1.48

I

11,818.56

FIXED ASSETS
Al Ruscio
Dramatir Art

JJr. Lola B uckley
Social Work

.Subhas Ramcharan
Sociolol(y and Anthropology

Prior to corning lo the
University
of
Windsor,
Professor·
Ruscio
was
Chairman of Fine arts division
at Midwestern College in
Iowa, Executive Director at
the Theatre of Arts in Beverly
Hills, California and Acting
Coach at the MGM studios.

Dr. Buckley holds a Doctor
of Social Work from the
University
of
Southern
California. She previously
taught at Mercy College,
Wayne State, and Michigan
State University.
Or. Bucklev hails from
Houston, Texa~.
Dr. Buckley is currently
teaching in the Methods area
of the BSW and the MSW
programs. She is also supervising twelve BSW students in
their Field Projects.
Dr. Buckley is a member of
the Advisory Committee of the
Youth Counselor Project, Ad
Hoe Committee on School
Drop-outs for the Windsor
Board of Education, The
Board of Directors of the
Northern Beaver YWCA of
Metropolitan Detroit, the
Planning Committee of LIP
Program for Pregnant Dropouts and a Trainer for Understanding
the
Disadvantaged for the American
Dental Association.

Professor Ramcharan holds
a Masters Degree from the
University of the West Indies
and hails from Trinidad.

From 1950 to 1965 he was a
professional actor-director. He
appeared in
over
300
Television programs, rnovies
and plays. Prof. Ruscio also
directed over 50 off-broadway
plays.
Among the TV shows he
either starred in, or was
featured in are: Bonanza, Dr.
Kildare, The Bob Hope
Comedy Hour, The Untouchables and Seahunt.
Among the plays he has
directed are: The Crucible,
The Music Man, The Lark,
Barefoot in the Park, The
Tender Trap and The Woman.
Here at Windsor, he is
teaching two classes in Improvisation, plus teaching two
Works 1n Progress for the
Junior and Senior BF A
program. Professor Ruscio is
also directing a major
production - Three men on a
Horse to be presented
February 8-11 and 15-18.

Dr. Buckley belongs to the
National School of Soci~
Work, The Academy
f
Certified Social Workers, th
Ontario
Association
of
Professional Social Workers\
and the Council on Social
Work Education.

Robert Chandler
Sarial Work

Professor Chandler hol
Masters Degree in Social W
from Toronto.
Prior to coming to
University of Windsor he
He had not taught prior to in Social Work Practice
the Toronto Boa rd
coming to the University.
Education and the Univer
Professor Ramcharan finds Settlement in Toronto.
that the University of Windsor
His primary interests
is a very dynamic institution teaching, and involvement
and his stay, so far has been clinical practice because
most gratifying.
helps him to maintain teac
effectiveness and because
Says Prof Pssor Ramcharan, enjoys it.
"Having done post-graduate
Professor Chandlers' clin'
work at the University of and research interests are
Toronto, a very large, im- the field of alcoholism
posing, and formal institution, drug dependency particu
it has been a rewarding ex- as they relate to adolescents.
perience teaching to fairly addition to his univer
small classes, and in this way duties, he is a Trea
getting to know my students Consultant to the Addi
better through informal Research Foundation.
Professor Chandler
discussions and seminars."
married with three chil
He feels there is every reason The whole family enj
to believe that as the tripping around in their
University matures it will as much as possible.
develop into one of Canada's
most respected institutions of
higher learning. His main field
of interest is Rare and Ethnic
.
.
Relations and he is at present
completing a study on "The
Adaptation of West Indians in
Toronto".

Media Equipment
Services Equipment
Cabaret Pub Equipment
Other Equipment

Less,

11,614.18
4,562.88

1.00

I ~.996.62

a,101,2a

Accumulated Depreciation

$19,894.84

OTHER ITEMS

1,619.38

Deferred Yearbook Exponse

s 48,?45.?0

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES&. MEMBERS0 EQUITY
CURRENT LIABILITIES

I

Accounts Payable - General
- Cabaret Pub

7,000.63
8,548.59

5,755.10

-- Univer sity of Winds or

~.§4212~

Accrued Liabilit ies

s ,s,1s1.22
LONG-TERM INDE»TEDNESS
Li en Note - Cab3ret Pub Equipment
Account s Payable - University of Windsor

S ·2 ,808.13

21.390.l'
S 24,198.26

more~

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8TH

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10TH

12 :00 noon - Keg Ce remony with M ay or Fran k
Wansbrough in Pub

2 :30 p.m . Classical Drama Festival " The
Haunted House" of Platus

2:00-4:00 Ice Skating Party, A die Knox
Centre Rink, 1551 Wyandotte West. FREE

8 :00 p.m . - Lancers vs . Waterloo No. 1 & 2
Teams in Canada. FREE with ID - St. Denis

8:00 p.m. -

10 :00 p.m. Platus

Cabaret Pub featuring "The Bells"

8:30 p.m. - Classical Drama Fest. "Lysistrata"
of Aristophones, Am,bassador Auditorium.
FREE

M idnight Bar

Live Band in Cafet. FREE

2:00 p.m. 1 hr. musical. Bilingual Historic
Review "Mons Pays" by Le Petit Troupeau
FREE in Cafeteria.
8:00 p.m. -

Midnight-All night cafe. Good Food - Chea p
Entertainment - Freely Vanier Snack Bar,
Games & Lounges Open. FREE

U of W inds or Players '
p res ent
" THREE ME N NA HORSE"

.

9:00 p.m. - Mini Concert
- Bo Diddly
- Jones & Bla in Blues
- Band - St. Denis Hall
- Students $1 (adv.)
- Non-Students - $2

THURSDAY, FR IDAY , SATURDAY

8: 30 P.M.
Essex Theatre
$2 .50 - reservation

'

Vanier Snack

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11TH

Cabaret Pub featuring "The Be lls"

8:30 p.m.
"Classical Drama Festival
"Oedipus at Colonus" Sophocles, A mbassador Auditorium. FREE

All night cafe FREE -

12 :30 a.m . - All Night Horrorama featuring
speci al guest Sir Graves Ghastly. $1 1120 Math Building

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9TH
11 :30 a.m. -

Drama Festival " Amphitruo" of

GET INVOLVED II

Festival
To open
at U of W
The
first
"W incisor
music. It is separated into four mownwnts each
Dionvsia ",
an
amateur
of which lends itself to a different mood. From
classical drama festival,
DEPARTHENT
CONCERT the captivating opening four notes to the
sponsorrd h} the University's UUSIC
grandoise finale, this is music to be reckoned
SER I ES: The Unil'ersity Piano Trio.
Department of Classical
with. The only possible problem is that in these
'I11is Sunda\ at three. the next in a series of
Studies, will be held at the
days of passivism and tranquillity, this young
Lniwrsit} of Windsor on concerts is being presented by the Music composer's creations seem to be very violent. I
February 8-10, 1973, in thP Department of the University of Windsor. It hope that this fact doesn't discourage
Ambassador
Auditorium. \\ill take place in Yloot Court which is located in prospeetiVP listenrrs. for Ludwig has managrd
Admission is free and open to the Faculty of Law Building. The eoncert \\ ill what few writers manage anymore. Seldom have
consist of. "Trio l\o. I in B flat major, Op. l\Jo. I heard such an interesting collection of
the public.
·n1is project is the outgrowth 99" bv Schubert and, Brahms' "Trio in B melodies - and on his fifth release at that. The
of spveral vears of ex- Major: Op. No. 8.
Fifth Symphony is brilliantly conceived and
perimentation iA membPrs of
1ne trio consists of Arlene Rozsnyai on violin, beautifully
produced.
Certainly
l\lr.
Windsor's DepartmPnt of Margaret Krause on cello and, on piano. David Beethoven's work is good and it shows great
Classical Studies with student Mu.Hinger.
possibilities for the future. I would be" illing to
productions of ancient plays
Mrs. Rozsnyai was born in Brantford, wager that he will be doing shows at Cobo arena
both in English translation and Ontario and attended the University of Toronto one of these days. L nfortunately, it has been
in the original Latin and Greek and Yale University. She is currently teaching rumoured that he is experiencing par troubles
languages.
strings and string techniques at the University that might force him to eut short his caren in
·n1e festival will open on of Windsor.
the recording business. Let's hope that this is
Thursday, FPhrnary 8, at 8:30
just the idle gossip of rumour mongers.
'Vlrs. Krause was born in London, England
p.m. with a production in
....
The artists appearing for Mr. Berthoven on
where
shp attended the Royal Academy of
English of thP Lysistrata of
this
album eall themselves The Berlin
Aristophanes, directed by Dale Music. For the past fourteen years Mrs. Krause
Philham1onic.
Under the leadership of Herbl'rt
GenPtti and Joseph Gould and has bPen a resident of Windsor where she
ALL NEW AT
von Karajan they prove themselves to be a
teaches
privately
and
performs
with
the
starring Faye Posmituk in the
really professional group. One gets the feeling
title role. This frank and Windsor Symphony .
that they could perform anything and do it well.
extravagant comedy. with its
MEET MARKET
An assistant Professor of Music at Windsor,
anti-war, pro-fl.'minist thPml.', is Mr. David Mulfinger holds a B.M. from Even if Ludwig should have to retire, tlw Berlin
Philharmonic should be around for quite a
miss this for all the beer in 11niq1rely suited to the concerns
, by BUDDY MACK
Oberlin Conservatory and an M.M. from In- while. All they would need to do to make it on
·For the interest of the Formosa.
of our own day. It is presented diana Unive,rsity. He was born in Syracuse.
FOR THE YOUNG MINDED
Of course the highlight of th
apathetic we are going to
as a class project by students in NP\\ York and currently is thr principal piano their own would be to start writing their own
compile and present the 1-(0od festive werkend will be the a
Greek Litl.'rature in Tran- instructor with the Music Department. During material. Perhaps they are like George Harrison
of The Beatles. We can all remember how he
times that are in store for you night flicks in Ambassadott: slation.
his professional career Mr. Mulfinger has was overshadowed by Lennon and McCartney,
"VVE DON'T SELL MEAT, WE COVER IT."
Winter Weekend taking place Auditorium all three nights
On
Friday
evening, received critical praise for his rPcitals (over 100
can't we?
the werkrnd of February Saturdav. of course will
Februar} 9. at 8: :rn p.m.,
of them I and for his work with symphony orninth. For the alcoholics and hosted by Channel 2's answ
students from Duns Scotus
chestras in the United States and in England.
I'm sure there must be to the Ghoul, Sir Grav
College in Southfield will
thousands of them b, ·now, the GhasLI) who is nmwured tO: present in English Sophocles'
• Hairy Designs by Louigi
All concrrts in this series are sponsored by the
• Stereo components by Crazy Jack
Bells of SuJ.Y Awhile· fame will actually be Alice Cooper'
tragedy, Oedipus at Colorms. Music Department and it is only through your
• Custom speakers
be appearing in the Pub grandfather. For the old folka directed hy Father Leander attendancP that the co-ordinators can determine 'Al!'!•I
• Custom leathers
Thursdav,
Fridav
and at home then• will be a coffe,r BI mnlein. Authentic features if this series is being eajoyed by thP community
Saturday February. eighth. house and for the himgries lfflt' of this production include an as a whole. With the lack of entertainment
ninth, and tenth respectively. snack bar in thP Grotto will hil: all-mall' cast and thP usl.' of provided by S.A.C. this year, it would seem that
This is probably the slickest opPn long aftoc the initi
oversized masks designPd in students would take advantagP of these ofEVERY 11\'EDNESDAY
act the Pub has ever had so I hPadachP of your hangov
the ancient fashion. The action fering~. ThPre is the added attraction that they
$1.99 SHAMPOO & STY LE
would suggest black tie and ppaks.
of the drama rPvolves around are FREE.
HIS & HERS
few old swizzle sticks from the
Tn thP inlPrPht
the paradcnes of filial dcvotion
SEAN O'DELL
Garrison Club to com- pPasantry and assortrd p
wrsus callous rejPetion, human
memorate the occasion.
penniless degenPratPS, the Art& kindrH'ss wrsus violPncl.' and
Societv according to Trea ~ hatred. and rPligious sanctity
Sunday
night
the
man
RUBIN'S MEET MARKET
Heethoi·e,1: A Good Deal For the lvloney.
with the box guitar, Bo Chris ·Aml,rault will I)(• s
versus political realities.
811 ERIE ST. E.
by Je.~se .Hanalirsi
Diddley will appear, and tickrts to the concPrts at p
ThP Saturda) matinee, /,. rnn Becthoi·en:
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Fifth Sy, hony. This is
anyonr who ran stag11:er •tp· that would make a be
254-3311
hPginning at 2: :IO p.rn. on
Ludwig
I Lood-vee11:l
van
van or vonl
smilr.
stairs from the Pub shouldn't
Frbruarv I 0. fPatnrPs Tlw
Beethoven's tBay-toe-ven I fifth symphony (simll1111nted llou.~e of Plautus,
l and it shows that this youn!! man really
oo hv Jran Shadv and fonry
has something on the ball when it comes to
D'.1U'ERR&O UCOME
rring l)arlene Lalovlch in
lead rol!" of thP artful slave
Subscriptions for Yearbook
3,650.00
nio. This pla}. presented as
Deposit on Sale of B9.nd ~qu:.pment
136.55
ass project by students in
an Literature in Tranion. typifies Plant us' genius
MEMBERS' EQUITY
• tons rarirature and slaphumor built around a
Balance
April 30, 1972 (Deficit) $ (9,153.36)
simple plot line.
Period Ending Decembe~ 31
{4. 391.06)
1e fe~tival closes Saturday
ing,
FPbrnary l 0, at 8: 30 CO'\CERTS
ratl'S a,ailahle. 1\.11 sears reser,ed. ]\,lore info.
TOTAL LIABILITIES&. MEMBERS EQUITY
- Fri. Feb. ~. Bamboo Prod. presents Siegal
and reservations !'all Pedorminl! Arts Ro"
. with a somewhat
Sch1rnll Blues Band at Ford Aud. in Detroit.
Office l-313-341-18:rn.
"dged version of Plautus'
Time: ::30 p.m. Tichts: 3.50. 4.50 ..'i.50.
- Feb. 8-11 and 1.,-18. th,, Universit, l'la\·e rs
- Thr Drtroit S; mphony Orchestra at Ford
present Three Hen on 11 Horse. Curt.a in time:
phitrrw. presented in Latin
Aud. Sat. Feb. ;1 at - ::Hl p.m. tirkets: 84. ·
8: 30. Tickets: S2. :iO. For reservations call
h careful attention to
S7.
:l.'i2-4.'i6.~.
enticity in prommciation,
· Sun. Feb. The Lnii ,,rsit1_ Piano Trio. l\iolin,
- The Windsor Light Opera Pla;ers pusent
eel lo. piano. I at Moot Court. A new group
'.\eil Simon's The Odd CougLe at Walkef\ille
umes. masks, and acting
"ith fresh ideas in a i.real tradition. Program
Collegiate Aud. on F .. b. - <~ :i. Tickets:
e.
The
production
is
to br announ,·Nl.
S2.00.
REVEllUES
- 01111 Hicks und His Hoe Licks plus Bob
· Tlw Detroit Repnton Theatre prt'sents lf'h,it
ted bv Azra Francis and
Seeffer at l\la,onic Feb. l ,th, Ticket : 4.00.
c/w Butler S1111'. a pla)· by Joe Orton. Curtain
I
Que;back, and features
.,.0(.
Student Fees (Grant)
time is 8: 30 p.m. Thurs .. Fri. and Sat.
S G0,000.00
' al musical compositions
- Sat. Feb. 10th at 11 a.m. Windsor Symphony
e,Pnings and : : :!O on Sun. The plays runs
Subscriptions - Ambassador Yearbook
450.00
Youn(( People's Concert at Cleary And. For
thru Sat. Feb. 24th. For reservations and
William FelvPr. This
frrr tickets phonr 94.'i-4.'i6'J or 94.'i-8603.
tick et info call 1-313-868·134:.
- Lance Newspaper
135.0')
ical parody of tragedy,
· Fri. Fl'b, J 6th 8.30 JJ,m. Tex Lecor at Cleary
EXII IBITIO~S
Advertising Sales
Lance Newspaper
6,992.09
ue in Roman Comedy,
Aud. presented bi CBEF Radio. Free tickets
· Openinl! Jan. :JO. Diaghiley and Russian
arnilable thru CBEF, phone 254-5116.
Radio
935.ll-5
Stage Designers . This exhibition presents I I 0
"ves its hmuor from im- Feb. J 9 Ram boo Prod. presents Santan,1 in
important water colours 0£ rostunw and set
Directory
m is ta ken
970.00
thr Cobo Arena at 8 p.m. Tickets: S4.50,
dPsigns for some of the most famons
·,'i .50 l~ (1.50.
double-edged
Blotter
1,360.00
productions nf tlH' period from I 909-1929 bi

University Piano Trio

----

Winter Weekend:
prepare to burn out

.......

Beethoven's Fifth

4.762.30

s 48,745.70

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
FOR PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1972

Ambassador Yearbook

Cabaret Revenue
Vending Machines
Film Society
Orientation
Miscellaneous
Homecoming
Other

2,010.00
72,150.08
669.34
1,389.00
10,962.00
479.00
1.423.67
$159,975.63

DIRECT COSTS
Cabaret Costs
Publication & Oommunication Coats

Operating Surplus after Direct Costs

I 71,833.08

20.291.50
$92,124.58
S 67,851.05

OPERATING EXPEBDI~
General~ Administrative

Student Affairs & Organizations
Other Activities~ Special Events

S 16,')23.71
15,049.83

2?.813.22
I 59,790.76

Amphitnw \\ ill be
ed on the same evening
a short medlev. "In Praise
Dionysius,'' · which will
sist of selected hymns,
' gs, dances, and scenes, in
original Greek and in
lish, depicting the wideging
appeal
of
the
nysiac
cult. The
" indsor Dionvsia '', a three
festival of Ciassical drama,
be held FPbntary 8-l O on
University of Windsor
pus. All performancPS will
take place in Ambassador
liditorium and will be free
open to the public.
e

THE DETROIT INSTITUTE
OF ARTS

II/us lrated Lecture
Public Welcome
LOUIS I. KAHN
elph10 s Famed Architect In Person

Tue, .. Feb. 6, 8 P.M.

NEW DATE
re Holl

$1.50 (Students 60c)

PAGHETTI FACTORY
February 9, 1973
11 :30 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m.

Operating Gurplus arter Operating
Expenditures

Vanier East

Dining Room

Prior Year Adjustments
8UIPLUS YOa naIOD'S OPERATIC1f

S

3,222,99

s 4.762.30

Prepared by Mr. John Frlemann, Business Manager and
approved by Mr. Larry McConnell, Finance Commissioner

MfNU:SPAGHETT/
and MEAT SAUCE
TOSSED SALAD
GARLIC BREAD
ICE CREAM

COFFEE.
............... . 99c

. Thur. Mar. J Da,·id Bowie at Masonic Aud.
in Det. Tickets: S.'i.50 & 6.50.
. Jaz,. ' ho" Feb. 11 at Masonic Aud.
- Feb. 18 Ramsey /,e,,-is al Masnnic. Tickets:
S5. & S6.
.
- Mon. Mar. ;i, Bamboo Prod. brini.s Pink
Flo1·d to Cobo Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets: 6. 5. &
4. Mail orders 01111.

ART

.

. Willisteacl Art Gallery presents South,t·est 33
an exhibition 0£ F:ssex County Artists from
Sun. Feb. 4th - \' ed. Feb. 28th.
. E,hibition 0£ Dra"ini.s and Paintings by Berl
Weir at the Mushroom Gallerv thru Feb.
16th. The i.allen is located al l'.51 RiHrside
Dr. W. in Winctsnr.
· l.J. of W. art work is on displai land for sale)
in the bookstore.
· Thru S/1rin1< 19,3 in the l\orth Wing Main
Floor o Det. Inst. of Arts is a selection of the
L,dia and Harn L. Winston colleetion. 20th
cen1ur, art mOvemrnt~ in 6.1 paintings,
graphics and srulpture.
- The J. Paul Gett, colleetion of French
dt'corati,e art is on ,fisplm in the South Wing
1\lain Floor thru Aul!, J (),:!.

~10,rns

- Caj>itol: The Ge1A1t·,iy, Times: J : .'iO . 4:20,
6:.10. ():20.
- Centre: /,01r SH'<'dish Scvle. 7:00. <);,:;:;, The
R,111a1{'11,. 8: 10.
.
- Den111,h.ire : Cint>ma l · Efri, on Tour.
Cinema 2 - \find Sn11tcl1ers. Times: Fri.
:,:;o. Q:20. Sat .. Sun., 2:4.'i. 4:.,5. ,:00 ,

(): o.,. .

- Odeon: Call 2.'i2-128.,.
T"in: East - hluce. '\.1cC11be and \lrs. \filler.
~\ I'S}· ThP Co,d,oxs, The Omega Wan. Times
, : I ,).

- Windsor Driw-ln: /,0 1•e Doctors, , : 15.
Sc11rulnl in Ot>11mnrk. !) : 00, CMoline Cherie,
I O: :l.'i.
· Sup,•r Ci,wma: Tues. Feb. 6th. 8: 30 p.m ..
'iH·erlen 19 70. \ superb probe behind the
ma,k, lo the hearts and mind, of a man and
"oman drawn to t'al'h other. Admission:
SI .00.
- \anit,: <"all 2:;:\-8hOI.
· l'ala,·i>: lh•lh·1•ra nce. Timi': 7: :rn. (): 20.
· Odt•on: Call 2.,2-128:;,
- Fr,,.,Films: E"'n Wt•<!. nite ,::!0-9:30. Hm.
111 H. \lath Bldj.

Pl." s A'\[) \ll su:ALS

· John SteinhP!'k's Of \lice and \fen open, at
"thl' Theatre .. on the \1an grm e Cam pus of
tlw l ni,Prsit) of Detroit. I.M!''\icols at
W, om ingl th .. ",•ekends, Feb. 2-4 & 9-11.
Tinws: Fri. and Sat. Jl!'rformanC"es al 8: 30
p.m . and 7:}ll p.m. 011 Sun. -~i!'kl'ts: .:!. for
udults and l'i2. [or students "'th I.D. Groun

4.'i artists "ho \\Orked with Diaghiley.
R unninl! thru Sun. Feb. 18 south wing ground
floor Det. Inst. of Arts.
· The Dept. of Graphic Arts displais some 30
photo1<raphs of historic and artistir interest IJ\
19th and 20th centur} European anil
AnH'rican photographers. Wed. Jan. 31 thru
Sun. Viar. 26. mum building, /!round floor
Det. Inst. of Arts.
- Thru Feb. I J, an exhibition of pring,
dra" ings , and painting,, by Sister Barbara
Cervenka in room l ()()(j Univeroitv Librarv.
She is a Dominican Sister "hose· \\Ork hHs
bPen exhihited locallv and nationallv.

'\' Ot:THEA TR E
.
.
· Sat. Feb. 3. A/111di11 live-on-stai.e musical
ri:aturin(( the _Prince Street P!>ayers o~ '\ e"
'\'ork Crty. Time: 11 a.m., ~ p.m. 111 the
auditorium. Tickets: 1.50.

FILMS O'\ THE ARTS
· "inon FeL. 6, 4 films; Pas de Deux ·Ballet in
,d,ite on black. filmed b, l\ormnn :\ltLaren
in multiple imai.es. Fusion -The infinih of
design. abstrac;tly interpreted by the Alwin
,ikolais Ballet, The False l\oce - A film of
Raoul SNvais relating the adventures of a
crippled litt be!(gar-musician a, he makes his
way through tht> modern city with his hand
organ. Je.alousy: A !'ompnser. of sentimental
ballad~ fmds lus notes taking on human
('haracleristics.
Hi\DIO
- E,er} Saturday night on U"lf W~T.m. 11061
there is a quad hour from 11 p.m.-12 midnight. Quadraphonic music from left. right.
front and rear.
- CJO'\.If.m. Radio 1!18. 71 presents the original
Tonrnn· rock opera by the Who, Sun. evening
Feb. 1ih at 6 p.m.
·Tues.Feb. 6th at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. C}(HJ
presents the ne" Elton John Album Don't
Shoot .He f'm }u.st the Piano P/awr.
- Thur. Feb. 8, the ne" Derrick" and the
/)ominoe.s li,e al hum is presented on rjom at
(, dO and 8: 30 p.m.

FILMS
- Sat. Feb. 3, Pio11eers of Modern l'aintinK,
One-time nne·dai opportunity to see all ~ix of
Kenneth Clark's ne" film, 011 major artist,.
I ,•cture Hall. 10::lO a.m. Edouard :\lane!·
Paul Cezanne, I p.m. Claude '1onet- George~
Seurat. 3 p.m. Henri Rnusseau·Fchard
\lun!'h. Tickets: :! ..50 for an, on,• sc·reeninll:
.i.00 for ,·omlilete da, .
·
A'li, o:,E WISH :'iG to submit any thin!-( to tht>
calendar l)lt•ase do •o in "ritin!( to tht'
rt'\ifow, n fire of tht' Lanet' on or hdore
tht• ,1onday of th,• "''"k pr,.,., ... ,J ing th,·
t·,t·nt.

•
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Windsor 5 -Western 10

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

Lancers downed by Mustangs

Presents
Mr. Trevor Seulng

Jamaican Journoll1t & Writer
Topic:
i..eacr of Empire: The Black CommunltlH of Conada, England, ond
the Welt lndles: Problems and Prospects.

by JOHN BERNIK
The Windsor Lancer hockey
team gave up early leads of 1-0
and 2-1 as they dropped their
sixth game of the season to the
Western Mustangs 10-5 before
300 spectators at Adie Knox
Arena Wednesday night.
Western came out on top in the
first period 3-2 and opened up
a 6-2 lead in the second period.
The Lancers made a comeback
in the 3rd period cutting the
lead to one, 6-5, but Western
once again pulled away.

Plac•:
Facul+ •-Alumni lounge, Unlveralty Centre
l'Aonday, February 5th, 1973
8:30PM.

FAST SERVICE
Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE

Right winger Dave Edwards
sparked the Mustangs with a
hat-trick and defenceman Dick
Oudererk added two goals .
Ejay Queen paced the Lancers
with two goals. Other Lancer
goals came from
Jack
Pulkinen, Don Gorasini and
Ron Weese.

2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount
.

UNIVERSITY SNACKS
2424 University Ave., West

Windsor
First Restaurant to provide Snacks and
Meals of Canada & India

TAKE-OUT SERVICE
Catering to Groups, Parties, Etc.
Canadian or Indian Cuisine

Fully furnished accommodation available by week or
by month - all meals if required - Campus Location.

s

OF THE FINEST FOODS

GRESTAURANT
565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janelle)
FREE PARKING AT REAR
FREE FAST DELIVERY $3.00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cards
15% Ott Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

Enioy Our Famous

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS
OPEN

MON 10 HiUR> 11 30 AM -9PM
FRI & SAT I I JO A M 2 00 A M
SUNDAYS & HOUOAYS 3 P.M -9 PM

CABARET PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR
Presents
"-.,,!~\\.€'

THE BELLS

''l1,..l',
(~

Thursday, February 8th
Do1,,,~'1;1-t1,..~
thru Saturday, February 10, 1973
9 P.M.-12 :30 A.M.
Admission 50c Students

$1 .00 Non Students

WINTER WEEKEND KICK-OFF
Thursday, February 8th 12:00 Noon
with
Keg Tapping Ceremony By
Windsor Mayor Frank Wansbrough

exceptional plays. Match
scores were: 11-15, 6-15, and
10-15. Outstanding Windsor
performers were Susan Clancy,
Wendy Tinline and Mary Jane
McArthur. Next home match
is February 10th again st
Guelph. Your support is
appreciated.
The Lancerettes played
superb basketball against first·
place Western until the last
three minutes of their game,
which ended up a mis-leading
53-6 8. Drive and determination on Windsor's part
kept it close at the half, 26-30.
With four minutes left, the
score was tied, 47-47. Western
then altered their half-court
press and took advantage of
Windsor turn-overs to tak
their 12 point win. Guar
Maureen Morkin led Wind
scorers with 14, centres Cat
Valcke and Karen Couvillon
had 10 and 9, respectively.
The Lancerettes are in a
"must-win" situation. having
faced Adrian and Kalamazoo
College in preparation for the
decisive game tonight against
the Waterloo Athenas in
Waterloo.
Oakland University defeated
the Lancer Swim team 72-73,
with only the final two events
proving Windsor's undoing.
Craig Arthurs led a number of
Lancer best-ever efforts this
season, collecting 8 points via
first in the 200 I.M. and
second in the 200 Backstroke.
Nick Drakich took first in the
50 Freestyle; Neil McBeth
placed second in the 1,00()
Freestyle. Barry Bezaire
established a new team record
in the 500 Freestyle; Gilles
Delaire earned 6 points on
seconds in both the IM and
3M diving events. Thie
Saturday the Team visits
Guelph, starting time 2: 0()
p.m.
Saturday last the Lancerette
Synchronized Swim Team
coached by Miss Marj Holman

FAMOUS ICE CREAM
CANDY & OLD TIME BURGERS
SANDWICH at MILL STREET

ENTER POP'S
''PIG OF THE MONTH CONTEST''
Murray Scott Is high on the list for Pop's Pig of the
Month Contest, showing disgusting eating habits by
devouring our "Circus Sundae" in 42 min., 45 sees.
We are proud of you at Pop's Murray. (Burp)

Tuesday, February 6th
7:30 & 9:30 PeM.
Admission $1.00

Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. Study Weeks from
Toronto, includes jet transport, accommodation
(doubles). parties, discos. Contact AOSC, 44 St.
George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your Student
Council.

EUROPE SUMMER 73
TORONTO to LONDON from $79 one woy or $155
return - Take a dependable charter. Contact AOSC,
44 St. George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 - or your
Student Counci I.
BOOK EARLY AND SAVE
Travelling in Europe

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student railpass,
car rentals, cheapest ond most dependable charter
flights, camping tours etc. all available from :
AOSC, 44 St. George St.,
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404.
(The Student Travel co-op owned by your student Council )

TO ALL
ARTS FACULTY
STUDENTS
Available Monday, February 5, 1973
University Centre Lobby
1
1 Free Admission Permit For Thursday
To The Pub To See "The Bells"

Arts Society Treasurer
SANDWICH & MILL

Chris Ambeault

Sells Only
BRAND NAMES
* WALLABEES * JOYCE • AIR STEP
' SHOE -INS ' DACKS • JARMAN
PEDWIN ' KEDS * FOAM TREADS P. F .' s
HUSH PUPPIES FOR EVERYONE

THE SHOE BAR LTD.
10% TO STUDENTS

252-41.,},

vir~al
player

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 doys)

Also Tickets At Cut Rate For Sunday's
Concert By Bo Diddly (Reg. $1.0025c)

Couples Welcome

Ambassador Auditorium

competed in the 0.W.I.A.A. and patterns. Guest divers
aectional at Western. Queens from the W.A.C. will be on
and Waterloo dominated, hand, along with a clown!
taking first and second Everyone is welcome, students
respectively. Windsor came with I.D. Cards admitted free,
5th out of 9 entrants. Joan other tickets fifty cents.
Tuesday night the Lan·
Park, Donna Stewart, Mary
Russell and Linda Ayrton took cerette Speed Swimming Team
5th in the team routine. Linda was defeated by Kalamazoo
Rudover and Carol Del Grosso College 69 to 34. Highlighting
placed 9th in their duet. the Windsor performance were
Donna Stewart was 9th in her first place finishes by Lindy
solo event. Next competition Fergusson (Diving), Joyce
will be the finals at York Avery (50 Freestyle); and the
February 23rd and 24th. Good 200 Medley Team consisting
of: Chris Demarco, Ca the
luck at the finals.
Green, Jan Scorfone and Joyce
Friday February 9th at 7: 30 Avery.
*
Second-place finishes for the
p.m. the Lancerette Syn·
chamizl'd Swim team presents Lancerettes were by Cathe I
" quatics on Parade" at the Green (100 Breastrokel, Jan
ol. Along with male Scorfone (200 J.M.), Chris
2203 '1YAND0TTE W.
swimmers, the girls will Demarco (100 Backstroke},
and
Joyce
Avery
in
the
50
perform duets, solos, team
routines and various figures Butterfly Event.

2

Contest Ends Feb. 13, 1973.

256-9344
Open 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

presents

PRETTY POISON

Lots of actio the past week
Last weekend the Womens'
Varsity Curling Team corn·
prised of Marg Laurie (skip),
Brenda Baum, Ann Bowers,
and Darryl Simmens, competed in the Western Division
curling playdowns of the
0.W.I.A.A. at Waterloo. They
lost their first game 9-8 to
Western, but went on to defeat
teams
from
Waterloo,
Lutheran, Guelph and McMaster to win the Western
Division. The team now advances to the Ontario finals
against the Eastern Division to
be held February 9th and 10th
at the University of Guelph.
The Lancerette Volleyball
team was defeated by Western
'5aturday. Although Windsor is
~ifth in their division, winning
,points for Western were hard
Ito accumulate as the Lan·
lcerettes consistently made

OVER 160
VARIETIES

FILM SOCIETY

More general everything

TIME: Monday to Friday: 9:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday, Sunday: 11 :00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
TELEPHONE: 258-3777 (Restaurant)-During Working Hours
258-4180 (Residence)-During late Evening lo morning.

J:il:
,
.c".l. ONG
C

The Lancers out shot the
Stangs 42-39, including 18 in
the opening frame. The
Lancers next game is Saturday
at Guelph, before they face St.
Clair next Thursday at Adie
Knox.

The Windsor Lancers Hockey squad lost to the Western Mustangs 10-5 Wednesday night at
Adie Knox Arena. The M"1tstangs were dropped from number 3 to number 7 nationally this week,
but showed Windsor fans why they are a power in the Western Division nevertheless. The Lancers
face Guelph tomorrow at Guelph.
-Lance pie by Head

Reduced Rates For Weekly & Monthly
Customers

WARNING The Department o t National Health and Wellare advi ses that danger to health
inc reases with amount smoked

(or sackbut specialist)

•f you are a virginal player or a sack but

I

specialist a lover of beckett or balzac a
freudian cartesian or keynesian if you are
turned on by spenser or toynbee sausages or
sauerkraut einstein eisenstein skinner or shaw
miller marcuse mull er or marx if your bag is
limnology ornithology or campanology if you
are an existentialist dadaist or hedonist male
female hermaphrodite or hobbit any or all of
these we would like to talk to you somewhere
sometime
you may think we are putting you on that its
out of the paradise into the inferno that we
will pour you into pin stripes and pack you
into a suburban box for your nightly death or
that we will hedge you in with corporate
controls management theory rubber plants or
daily dogma well you may get a plant but
forget the rest
at least give us a chance to tell you more we
dont care what subjects you studied or what
your marks were whether you can start in the
spring or want an indefinite holiday first
whether you turn up to interviews in your best
suit only suit or no suit if you want a chance
a challenge a stimulus a highly charged and
demanding environment problems to solve and
people to motivate then talk to us and tell us
we will be on your campus for interviews
and we will hope to see you but if you cant or
wont make it why not call mike polley at
928-4345 area code 416 and arrange to meet us
sometime at our toronto head office the
manufacturers life insurance company
200 bloor street east toronto 5 for further details
of our campus visit contact your placement
centre or career counselling service
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Dai Editor out;

UAW head claims

Canada is own boss

WINDSOR (CUP) - Dennis McDermott,
Canadian director of the United Auto Workers
(UAW), claims the union is not dominated by
its American counterpart.
McDermott was speaking at St. Clair College
along with UAW international president
Leonard Woodcock. Their appearance was part
of a speaker series co-sponsored by the St. Clair
School of Business and various labour and
professional groups in the Windsor area.
In a question period after Woodcock's address, McDermott responded to a query
directed to Woodcock dealing with the
Canadianism of the large international unions.
"McDermott is not dominated by Woodcock," McDermott said. He declared the international office is only contacted in matters
dealing with the financial side of the operation.
(In December 1971, the UAW international
office ordered striking workers at Toronto's
Douglas Aircraft plant to end their strike and

Staff resigns

accept the company's latest contract offer.)
Earlier Woodcock said international unions
were needed to effectively deal with the multinational corporations that are being formed in
the world. He suggested that the American
"insensitivity" for canada has helped to create
some current problems in these unions.
McDermott, one of the key people behind the
move to expel the Waffle movement from the
Ontario New Democratic Party, also talked
about "job enrichment" or the betterment of the
drudgery that is so commonplace in the typical
factory job today. He said changing job patterns
will be a major topic in UAW negotiations with
the big three automakers later this year.
During his speech, Woodcock pointed to
some of the ways that the Canada-U .S. autopact
agreement is helping Canada. He noted that in
1964 Canada had a trade deficit of $600 million
with the U.S. and today Canada enjoys a trade
surplus.

UBC student council

Denies supporting reds
VANCOUVER (CUP) The right-wing group seeking
to continue its control of the
University of British Columbia
student council has denied that
its support of an anti-war
demonstration January 14
implied support for the
Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Leninist).
Council treasurer David
Dick said the council's motion
endorsed the demonstration
but not the CPC (M-L).
"There is no question we
were just supporting the
Maoist demonstration," he
Mid. The demonstration at·

strators wound up their council elections by a group of
peaceful march at the U.S. more progressive student
consulate.
activists called the Democratic
Dick's council supported Student Caucus. The Caucus
this demonstration despite its includes students active in the
struggle
for
long history of conservative continuing
representation
on
committees
political positions. The group
that controls council, the in the UBC faculty of arts.
Student Coalition, won power Heading the slate is arts unin November 1971 by at- dergraduate society president
tacking an out-going council Brian Loomes for president.
leadership as being too radical. Long-time campus activist and
The Coalition has been ex- graduate senator Stan Persky
tremely hostile toward the is running for secretary, while
senator
Svend
UBC student newspaper, the student
Robinson,
who
was
defeated
Ubyssey, claiming it is too
leftist-oriented
and
not when he ran for president last
"representative"

of

the

campus. Council budget cuts
tracted 80 people.
last fall for the Ubyssey
After hearing speeches brought about a production
denouncing U.S. imperialism cut-back from three times a
in Indochina, the demon- week to two times a week.
strators paraded through
One observer, upon hearing
downtown streets chanting
of
the council's support for the
such slogans as "Death to U.S.
Imperialism" and waving signs CPC {M-L) action, comreading "U.S. Agressors get mented, "I've heard of
but
this
is
out of Vietnam". One banner liberalism
ridiculous."
read "U.S. Imperialists get out
The Coalition is being
of Canada, Vietnam and
everywhere". The demon- opposed in this month's

year on another progressive

rlcket, is gunning for the post
of external affairs commissioner.
The Students Coalition slate
is headed by current council
co-ordinator Bob Angus for
president.
UBC student elections are
held in two stages. Voting for
president, secretary, co·
ordinator and internal affairs
officer will take place February
7, while other positions will be
decided February 21.

While the Engineering Socie
beer to get the festivities of Will
students and Enzo, John, Les a
they put into giving the student

Globe

~RO~TO {CUPi - Th
learned that former Yorlc Unn,
Slater resigned January 23 o
Governors threatened to fire

band played on, Frank Wansborough tapped the first k~g of
eekend under way. There are Lots of events planned for the

he whole SAC gang deserve a great big hand for all the work
od time.

rows ,more dirt about Slater
r

119d Mail has
nan Robert) McIntosh is deputy chief general vacation and returned in January showing •isat he
ty ·prMment Oa(.J4r• manager."
' .
-'
-.
. WOIIJci1condmle. ae rdWelJ to <:all a .tpHtiftg of ..a

after the Board of

Slater said he was leaving
post long before his
ten-year term had expire<!,
ause he felt he could
not provide the leadership
ssary to carry York
through its current financi crisis.
The Globe says Slater
dications that the board w
cording to the Globe, Slater'
an extraordinary meeting of
the evening of December I
Bank of Nova Scotia, wh

HALi FAX (CUP) - The resignation of the Dalhousie
Gazette staff went into effect February l as 200 students and
faculty attended an open meeting to discuss the Dalhousie
student council's imposition of its own editor.
The student meeting was called to publicize the Gazette staff's
opposition to the council decision of January 28 to reject Marg
Bezanson, the staff choice for editor. In rejecting Bezanson, the
council also ignored the reccommendation of its own applications
committee. The new editor, Ken MacDougall, is also a council
arts representative.
The main protest centres around the constitutional rights of
council to pick its own editor. The Gazette staff believes that
council would naturally choose someone who would better
protect the interest of the council members.
Council's imposition of the new editor was not its only activity.
The Gazette staff's last paper had to be approved by the council's
chairman and by council president Brian Smith before they
allowed it to be printed. The Council gave the Gazette's printer
strict instructions that no paper should be published without
permission. A special one-page paper also had to be approved on
Jan. 31, the last day of present editor Glenn Wannamaker's
term.
The council ordered the locks changed on the front doors of the
Gazette office, in an attempt to provoke the staff. The night
manager was also instructed to ensure that no valuable materials
were removed from the office.
The Gazette staff told students at the meeting that it refused to
work with the new appointee because council had violated the
principle of a free, democratic newspaper. The staff is circulating
a petition and waging an active campaign over the next week to
get students out to the following council meetings. Staff members
will try to pressure council to reverse its decision and change its
constitution.
Publicity has been wide-spread. Television coverage and
reports in the St. Mary's Journal hhe student paper at near St.
Mary's University) and in the Fourth estate {Halifax's weekly
community paper) have opened up the conflict to the community.
In its 106-year history the Gazette's democratic choice for editor
has never been rejected.

signed amid clear inready to fire him. Acfate "had been sealed at
p university officials on
at the head office of the
(board of governors

Administrators at the meeting were virtually
unanimous in calling for Sister's neck and McIntosh
asked him to resign two days later. Slater, who the
Globe claims lost much of his power in October and
was struggling to win it back, got angry and
threatneed a "bloodbath" of legal battles over his
1ong- term con t ract . Th e board b ack ed off an d a d ·
ministrative studies dean Barry Richman resigned;
Board members went back to Slater on December
18 and the Globe says they thought they had persuaded him to resign, effective about June. But he
refused to put it in writing. Slater took a Christmas

special budget committee, and thE, board finally made
its ultimate threat.
Ironically, the by-lined Globe article was partially
written by John Adams, who was a Globe stringer
and a York student senator when Slater was originally
appointed president. Adams caused 8 major uproar at
the time, when he obtained a leak about deliberations
of the presidential search committee and wrote about
it in the Globe. Adams named the candidates still
being considered for the presidency, causing two of
them to withdraw from the running, claiming their
reputations had been tarnished. Adams is now a
permanent Globe reporter.

UWO professor out: Doesn't pull weight
LONDON (CUP) -A professor of sociology will be
released from the University of
Western Ontario (UWO) June
30 for not "pulling his weight
in
scholarship
work"
(research). This is despite the
opinion of students and faculty
that he is a good teacher.
Last year he signed a oneyear "non-renewable" con•
tract.
Ishmael Okraku is one of 24
social science faculty members

who won't have their contracts
renewed this year. Six of them
are in sociology, and he is one
of two non-Canadians being
released.
Okraku met Jan. 31 with
university president D.C.
Williams, vice-president Dr.
R.J. Rossiter and chairman of
the sociology department, J.H.
Kunkel to discuss his fate at
Western.
According to Kunkel,
Okraku "received a letter from

Cheating doesn't pay
The Committee on Student Affairs recently found a
student guilty of cheating on a final examination and applied
the sanction of censure as outlined in the University
regulations. The student was further informed that if he is
even found guilty of a similar offense while a student at this
university, The Committee would recommend his expulsion.
Iiir=========:===:====:=:===:=:===:============================================:==========================================================r
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::::
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Bits & Pieces

/

:,;.
:;::
:;::
:;:;
~

· Gay Liberation Dance, Alumni Lounge, 8: 30 p.m.
;:::
- Water Show, 7: 30 p.m. at Phys. Ed. Complex, Students Free, :;:;
others 50 cents.
:,;.
• Bilin~al Historic Review in Cafeteria, Free.
;:;:
· Classical Drama Festival, "Oedipus at Colonus" in Am- ;:;:
bassador · free.
:;:;
- "Three Men On A Horse", Essex Hall Theatre, $2.50.
::::
FEB. 10
:;:;
- Seminar on Comparative Religion at the International Centre :;::
in Cody Hall at 7: 30 p.m.
::::
- Classical Drama Fest., "The Haunted House", Free.
::::
- All night Horrorama with Sir Graves Ghastly, $1.00, 11: 20 ::;:
Ma~Bld~
~

:;::
:;::

- Mini Concert, Bo Diddly & Jones & Blain Blues Band in St. :;:;
Denis tickets available at door.
:;::

;:;:
;:;:

- Film of the Arts pre~ents Le Mime, Marcel Marceau stars, ;:;:
Ambassador Aud1tonum, 12 noon, Free.
::::

;:;:
::::

• Jonathan Livingston Seagull presents, The return of McDuff ::::
sponsored by the Ontology Club at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall. ::::

;:;: FEB. 16

:;::

;:;:
•.••
:;:;
:;::
:;::

. Film Soc e!~sents the ~anadian Premier of Kurt V<!nnegut's
"Between Time and Timbuktu" which is based on h,s novels,
the Monkey House and Cat's Cradel. Vonnegut's most
famous for his "Slaughterhouse 5", showings at 7 :30 and
9:30 in Ambassador, Admission $1.00.

;:;:
,;,;
:;::
;:;:
:;::

:;:;

::;: FEB. 11

:::: FEB. 13
,:,: FEB. 14

::::

::::

::::

,,\\ •:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:-:•:::::::::::::::'~~=

G.L. Reuber (dean of social
science) saying his contract
expires June 30". Kunkel
added the letter was the same
one sent to all professors who
are being released.
Okraku is in his fourth year
at Western after teaching at
Dalhousie University in
Halifax for two years.
Student council educational
field worker Ben McDonald
said the dean and chairman
were against Okraku's contract
being renewed for next year.
"There are five faculty and
three student members on the
APT (appointment, promotion
and tenure) committee along
with chairman Kunkel. They
voted 7 -0 in favour of retaining
Okraku with Kunkel abstammg. The faculty of
sociology has also had a vote
on the matter. That went 17
for, none against and 17
abstaining.''
Kunkel apparently believes
that the votes of the committee
mean
nothing,
because
students are on it, one student
has said.
"The dean has said that
Okraku's poor teaching
practice is the reason for his
non-renewable contract, which
he signed last year," Mc-

Friars change,
l(ennedy reigns
Fr. Eugene O'Malley is
being replaced as president of
Assumption College by Fr.
L.A. Kennedy, currently of the
University's Philosophy
Department.
According to the Office of
Information Services Fr.
O'Malley will continue to teach
at the University of Wind>Jor.

Donald said.
Eunice English, the student
on the APT committee
responsible for circulating a
petition among students
recommending Okraku stay.on
said the decision "shows ~
teaching doesn't mean v
much in a professor. Stude ta
are just around the univeraltr
to make money."
Okraku fared quite well in
the student teacher-evaluation
report and is popular among
both students and the faculty,
"When I signed the contraet
I just wanted to do my work
and we didn't argue about the
legality of the contract. 'Thil
year I argued about it,"
Okraku said.
This year's APT committee
has more students and
generally younger faculty
members than was the case in
the past when only tenure
faculty members sat on the
committee.
"The committee recom·
mended this year that the
contract be changed to a
probationary contract. Thil
would put me on the tenure
truck, meaning I would be
considered when the contract
comes up for renewal,"
Okraku said.
"The chairman took the
recommendation to the dean
who wouldn't accept it becau,e
of the one-year non-renewable
contract. Then the chainnan
went to the executive committee which made up a
statement explaining the
situation and why I should be
returned. The statement went
to the dean from there and he
said he would reach · a
decision."
That decision was reached

Jan. 31.
"Last year members of the
APT committee told me the
only way the dean would keep
me is on a non-renewable
contract and that this year's
executive committee would do
whatever they could for me."
APT
chairman
and
sociology department chairman Kunkel said in a recent
interview that 1 7 abstentions
on the faculty vote "showed
that the vote was ambiguous".
"All I know, at the moment,
is heresay, but last year's APT
committee stated the reasons.
His scholarship performance is
not that great."
Kunkel said there are no
grounds for questioning the
legality of Okraku's nonrenewable contract because
"there have been nonrenewable contracts before and
no one has ever questioned the
legality of them. Why does
everyone think this is any
different.' Of course it's a legal
contract."
The
UWO
students
newspaper, the Gazette has
been holding the story about
Okraku and his rift with the
department heads for some
time, to not influence the
dean's decision in any way.
Williams and Rossiter were not
immediately available for
comment, but English offered
some interesting statements.
"Apparently
professor
Okraku was advised not to
appeal the decision to the
senate of the university even
though he has the legal right to
do that. It could have
something to do with his
finding a job for next year."
Okraku was not available for
comment Feb. l

Winter Weekend this year should be more appreciated this year, since we have snow. In put
years Windsor weather has threatened to make it a slushy holiday, in short sleeves. Even with a
curtailing of SAC funds, this year promises to be one in which many things are happening, so dig
it!
-picbyG.Gawadzyn

Chaplaincy faces problems
by MURNA HOLSEY
Are there times in your life when you feel the
need of someone to talk to? Times of loneliness
or personal anxiety? Mounting pressures that
are getting you down? Problems on which you
would like an outside, unbiased opinion?
If you feel you are faced with a serious crisis
in which professional help may be needed, why
not try the Psychological Service Centre? In
many cases all you want is a chance to talk
something out with someone you can trust;
someone who will listen to what you have to say
and treat it as confidential.
In order to try and meet this need, the
Chaplaincy Group plans to provide a personal
counselling service on campus Monday through
Thursday in the evenings from 8-12, in room 8
of the University Centre. Perhaps a better name
for it mil{ht be a "Friendship Centre" for it will

be quite informal, and no written records will be
filed or taken. There will be at least one adult
and one student present each night. This will
give you a chance to talk with an older person,
or one of your peer group according to your
choice.
Among those there for counselling will be
David Hemming, Joe Riddell, John Murphy
and Gerald Paul.
The chaplains are also available during the
day and can be reached at their offices. They
indicated that they feel such a service u thie ii
urgently needed. They will not be trying to force
religion on anyone. Their teams are made up of
concerned human beings trying to meet the
needs of others on the level of common
humanity.
Of course, all information and talk is kept
strictly confidential.

J. V. team on winning streak

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SUMMER PROGRAMMES
IN

Crusaders lab ur unrecognized
by JOHN BERNIK
The U. of W. Crusader
basketball team is the last J.V.
team still in operation in
Ontario and one of the few in
operation in Canada today.
The Crusaders are handled by
the one time All Stater from
Detroit's St. Andrews, Nick
Grabowski. Except for a home
and home series with A.K.O.
and St. Clair College, the
Crusaders depend on U.S.
competition. The U.S. competition is made up of junior
colleges, university freshman
teams and industrial league
teams from the tough N orthem
Ohio Conference.
So far this season, the
Crusaders have had their
problems. They dropped their
first eight straight ball games,
but are presently on a four
game winning streak. One of
the biggest problems that the
team had early in the season
was the fluctuation in the
number of players on their
roster.
Many players, once cut from
the varsity squad are lured by
the A.K.O. Fratmen Junior A
team andother industrial
league teams in Windsor.
These teams offer a more
recreational type setting where
practices are few and games
are played in a rather relaxed
atmosphere. A.K.O. lures
many of the junior age players
by virtue of the fact that they
are the perrenial junior
powerhouse in Ontario and
with this comes extended
lavish road trips to either
Montreal for the Eastern Title
or Vancouver for the National
Title. The possibility of a trip
to the coast definitely puts
A.K.O. in a superior position
in recruiting its players,
especially since the Crusaders
rarely play on the road.
Normally by mid-December
the Crusader
personnel
problems are resolved. When
the team is left with a nucleus
of players willing to work out
everyday, they then get their
big chance to perform before
sparse audiences pfior to
Lancer home Games To do
this takes a great eal of
dedication. They a e considered by many other athletes
at this school to be 2nd rate
citizens when compared to the

bySTRANGE

Hello folks. This week's column, while not big on
answers is very heavy on questions. I received a lot of
questions that don't require answers so I'll print those and
pose a few of my own. But the column is really about a top
flight LA private detective who goes bad in Vegas by
hiding an escaped pragmatic from his clients, (twelve fearcrazed surveyors from Seattle) and then decides to become
a licensed wino and certified optometrist in Barrie, Ontario now fights a never ending battle for truth, depression
and squalor. Also I'd like to publicly honor oranges this
week. They're round and friendly and thick-skinned.
They never lose their equanimity, their steady outlook on
life. Have you ever tried to insult or offend an orange?
Exactly, you pass one in the halls, call it an orange dwarf
and they just keep rolling while they smile and waive. The
dangerous ones are the ones that have gone bad. They
usually have mildew on their genitals.

+++
The envelope, please

+++
Dear Strange:
What is the Question?

Am XIII Arts.
The question is: What is the conjunction between
reality, unreality and old phone booths? Or con·
versely, why is peanut butter so exquisitely poignant?

+++

It depends. Does she have feelings of inferiority,
delusions of grandeur? Has she ever exposed herself to an
aardvaark?

+++
Sir:
The February 2, 1973 edition of the Saint contained
an article, "Canada Prostitutes Itself" in which
Michael Whelan said that, "at least three of Canada's
universities - UBC, McGill and Windsor were
heavily funded by the US dept. of Defence to carry
out war research programmes" What did this
research involve and how heavily was Windsor
funded?
This is an interesting question. But there is a basic
problem. No one is talking. It (the money we've received,
etc.) is documented in a book that is available at the
Community Resource Centre. Ask Steve Loew for it. I
didn't print that crack about the Lance because you are
obviously deranged. The work they do for the gov't is in
pieces anyway. So it's hard to come down on them. Why
worry about that? There's Canadian's there now. I just
hope they didn't give them any bullets. The whole thing
pisses me off.

+++

Dear Strange:
What do you think of a person who would
demonstrate a vegemative at 8: 00 Tuesday morning.
Very Concemec
I don't know: How's his Kaema??????
--I-

++

All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly lo my office (No. 4l in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

Artiss, Mark Fathers and Tom
Foster. Robinson and Todd
are the leading scorers on the
club averaging 16 points per
game. Yvon Renaud and
Frank Vitella come next, both
averaging 10 per game.
The winning streak includes
two victories over St. Clair
College, one over the Toledo
Spicers, and the other an
impressive 80-74 decision over
the Wayne State freshmen.
The 2 wins against St. Clair
gives them a 5-3 record against

their cross-town rivals. The
Crusaders have two games left
on their schedule. Tonight they
play at Highland Park College
and tomorrow night they play
at St. Denis Hall against the
Toledo Celtics. Game time is
6: 15. Since a sell-out crowd is
expected for the Lancer·
Warrior game perhaps it would
be a good idea to come a few
minutes earlier than you expected so that you can catch
the tip-off of the Crusader
game.

C.S.R.W.

EUROPE
In addition to the regular Summer Session, the Division of Un1vers1ty
Extension is offering degree courses in Europe, July 4 - August 14
as follows:
Nice, France/English, French
Siena, Italy/Fine Art, Italian
Trier, Germany/German, History
Cost7 Approximately $750 - $800 (includes round trip, tuition for
one course, room and board)
Further information:
Summer Programmes on Europe
, University of Toronto
Division of University Extension
119 St George Street
Toronto, Ontario

M5S 1A9

A little Trouble inthe morning...

Lancer Basketball
Saturday at 8 p.m., the
Windsor Lancers will host
the Water l oo Warriors,
Canada's No. l rated team.
It's the first step to a
national title, and C.S.R.W.
wi 11 carry the action live
from St. Denis Hall.
Remember: Staff meeting 4
p. m. today, at the station.

After Shave and Cologne with a
distinctive, disturbing fragrance that can give
a whole campus Trouble up to 8, 10, or even 12 hours

and you·ve got Trouble all day.

POWa

8P.

l

Lancers now
solidly 2nd
to Waterloo

Dear Strange:
Tonite is our continuing Crusade against Social
Diseases, we played "Keep Away" with Kissy Poo's
coat. Much to our dismay, Eric got mad and ruined
our fun by being a spoil sport. This really bummed us
out. He said mean things and hurt our feelings. Do
you think Kissy-Poo is mad too?
Crabs

Dear Strange:
• What do you think of a person who misses an ap·
pointment at 8 o'clock Tuesday morning for a
Vegematic commercial?
Concemed.P.S. The free gift was "1,2,3, Red Light"
by the 1910 Fruitgum Company.

other teams in the winter
programme. However they
far rom that. They overco
all the criticisms levied th •
way and proudly perform f
their school. Their pres
winning streak is a defini
sign of this pride. This wqparticularly true last Weel,
nesday when a schedul"
error had both the Crusad~
and the Lancerettes virtua
starting their games at
same time.
Since the Lancerettes
considered part of the varsi
programme, the Crusade
were forced to wait nearly
hours to get their chance
beating the St. Clair Colle
Saints, even though their ga
with the Saints was sched
well in advance of the L
cerettes'.
The Crusaders value to
athletic
programme
probably best known by
Lancer Basketball team.
Crusaders practice side by si
with the Lancers and sc •
mage the Lancers several ·
a week. This helps the Lance
prepare for their future gam
All ready some of the Lance
are afraid that once ~
Crusaders close out the'
season tomorrow night th
their absence will be felt at
time when their competition •
practice will be needed most
prepare the Varsity for
Play-offs.
There are many people
go to Lancer games that don
even know what the Crusade
are or who plays for them.
following list should clear
that problem. The roster
eludes centre Chuck Rob"
son; Forwards: Joe Kukur·
Bill Todd, Pete Karlech
and Bill Bailey; guards Yv
Renaud, Frank Vitella, J

t

by JOHN BERNIK
Bill Lozynsky and Bruce
Coulthard scored sixteen and
fourteen points respectively, to
lead the Windsor Lancers to
their seventh win in eight starts
last Saturday night at McMaster. The Lancers defeated
the Marauders by a six-point
margin, 79-73. In other play,
Waterloo trounced Guelph 8258 in Waterloo.
The Warriors man-handled
the Gryphons before 5,700
fans in the Waterloo gym·
nasium, particularly in the
second half after leading 34-28
at half-time. Mike Moser and
Paul Bilewicz led Waterloo
with 27 and 20 points, while
Wayne Morgan led the
Gryphons with 15.
In Hamilton, trailing 16-15
with five minutes left in the
first half, the Lancers exploded
for 12 straight points to
command at the half, 36-21.
Bruce Coulthard led the late
surge with 14 points, hitting 7
for 7 from thirty feet out.
Windsor scored the first 6
points in the second half to
lead 42-21. From this point
play was fairly even until late
in the game when McMaster
closed to within six, 79-73. The
tempo of the game was slowed
down con~iderably by officials
Stan Crowley and Harold
Bocknik. The temperature
(high 50's) also took its toll on
the free-substituting lancers as
it took Windsor a long time to
warm up once they entered the
game. But Windsor also picked
up a number of fouls for clean
checks on defense, as well as
numerous travelling violations.
Sam Kaknevicious led
McMaster with 35 points. He
hit 13 of 18 from the floor and
9 of I O from the line. The
Marauder loss was their fifth
in nine starts, creating a threeway tie for third place with
Guelph Gryphons and the
Western Mustangs. The
Lancers remain in second place
behind Waterloo.

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
Real Draft Beer.

OktobePfflst

Roal

DPaft
888P
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by JOHN BERNIK
The stage has been set for the confrontation of Canada's two
most powerful college basketball teams. That of course will take
place tomorrow night at 8: 15 when the number one-ranked
Waterloo Warriors invade St. Denis Hall to play the number
three ranked Windsor Lancers. Among other things, the game
will decide which team will host the 0.U .A.A. championships
later this month.

-

At present both teams have impressive records against
Canadian competition. In league play, the Warriors are 9-0. The
Windsor squad is 11-1 against Canadian competition. Their only
loss came in mid-December against the Warriors in Waterloo. In
that contest the Warriors broke away late in the game to defeat
Windsor 86-77.
In league play, both Windsor and Waterloo have shown a great
deal of explosive might. The Lancers have thus averaged 92
points per game as compared to Waterloo's 89 points per game.
From a defensive stand point, neither team could be considered
as being particularly defensive-minded. In this category Waterloo
has the edge, giving up 71 points per game as compared to
Windsor's 73.
Both the Warriors and the Lancers have an abundance of
talent to draw from. Looking at the two teams by position, one
finds they are quite evenly matched.

The University of Windsor's Basketball Lancers defeated the Band figured prominently i,a
Western Mustangs in London. Wednesday night, thumping the in London under the guidan
home team 97- 79. The good Lancer effort was witnessed by the left from two Residences a,
largest crowd of Windsor fans to watch a game in an opposing fans the opportunity to give
gymnasium in recent years. The Engineers' E-1-0 Marching boisterously cheering the La

'rst win the Lancers have taken
Dr. Thomas. Busses, four in all,
l as the Centre, providing avid
Western Student Police fits in
on. Good work, team and fans!

Windsor 97 Western 79

Buses offans cheer Lancer over Mustangs
The Windsor Lancers won their eighth game
ofthe conference season with a 97-79 routing of
the Western Ontario Mustangs at Alumni Hall
in London. In other actjon around the league
Wednesday. the McMaster Marauders upset
the number one ranked Waterloo Warriors 7061 in Waterloo and the Guelph Gryphons
routed the Waterloo Lutheran Golden Hawks
105-75 in Guelph.
The Lancers' win coupled with Waterloo's
loss puts the two teams in a deadlock for first
place in the O.U.A.A.'s Western Division. Each
team has won eight and lost one. Tomorrow
night's game at St. Denis Hall will break that
tie. Regardles& of what happens though, both
teams will be hosting quarter final games on
Tuesday, February 20th.
At Waterloo, the highly-fa\'.QJlled W arrion

ih*'fhe
game to a Canadian ecltool since bowing to the
Alberta Golden Belll'B in the Klondike Classic
on December 27th. Larry Lavelle lead the
Marauders to their stunning upset with a 17
point performance. Mike Moser lead the
Warriors with 15.
In London Wednesday night, the Lancers
played to the noisiest Windsor crowd of the
season. The large contingent of Windsor fans
must have embarrassed Western officials as the
300 or so fans who travelled the 120 miles to see
the game cheered their team on from the
opening tip-off. In fact, this group of partisan
Lancer supporters were a lot louder than the
crowds that have been showing up at St. Denis

Hall this season. It is this kind of crowd the
Lancers play well in front of. Inspired by their
followers the Windsor squad opened up a
commanding 52-35 margin at the half. In the
second half the Lancers opened up a 22 point
lead only to have it cut to 10 midway through
the half. The Lancers victory was partially a
result of the superior rebounding of the Windsor
team as they outrebounded the Mustangs by a
lopsided 73-46 margin.
Bruce Coulthard led the Lancers with 19
points, two more than brother Chris who had
17. Bill and Walt Lozynsky combined for 16
and 12 points respectively as the two brother
combinations sparked the Windsor attack on
offense. Gary Ghent and Walt Kumew lead the
Western attack with 13 and 12 points,
respectively.
The new national radnp for the top qollege
basketball teams came out today. Waterloo
remains on top, Windsor has moved into second
and Acadia has dropped to third, while St.
Mary's is fourth. Windsor moved into second as
a result of Acadia's 84-83 loss at the hands of
the St. Mary's Huskies last Saturday night at
Acadia. The polls do not take into consideration
games played this past week. With Waterloo
and Windsor one and two in the national poll,
Saturday's game should decide which team is
the munber one-ranked team in the country. As
a fair warning to fans that plan to come to
tomorrow night's game, it is well advised that
you come as early as possible, perhaps as early
as 6: 15 to catch the Crusader tip-off.

97
52

Half-time Score:

Western Mustangs

79
35

WESTERN:

PTS.
B. Coulthard
C. Coulthard
Mingay
Conway
Hogan
Spetz
Lozynsky, B.
Lozynsky, W.
Sovran
Hehn

FG.
5
2
4
4
1
4
4
6
5

Kurnew
Corrente
Curgin
Van Weeldan
Kreek
Kazragis
Lenti
Ghent
Brown

19

17
3
6

5
6
16
12

s

FT.
2
0
0
l
0
2
1
1

PTS.
12
4
8
9
2
10
10
13
11

9

79

2

8

97

35

,

. LEAGUE BASKETBALL
WEST
L
terloo
elph
cMaster
tstern
theran

Jlrock

F

822
757
4
721
5 726
5 • 721
7 699
10 643

l
1

A

Pts.

662
616
654
707
780
804
866

16
16
10
10
8
6
0

-ball Lancerettes
unt playoff berth

No Picture
Available

Eugene Ewaschuk
Law

John McLaren
Law

Professor Ewaschuk is
Dean McLaren came to the
originally from Windsor. He
received his law degree at University of Windsor this year
Oagoode Hall and returned to as the new dean of the Faculty
the University of Windsor to of Law with a Master of Law
teach for the first time.
degree from Michigan. He
Ewaachuk has had much succeeded Dean Tarnopolsky.
experience in the field of law.
Commencing in 1964, Dean
He was a Crown Prosecutor in , McLaren taught at the
University of Saskatchewan
Toronto for six years where he College of Law.
worked on cases involving
McLaren is interested in
murder,
rape and hank robhe
penal reform pollution control,
3'~vmg already practised automobile safety, protection
law he is a well informed of privacy and accident
profeuor of it. His students compensation.
1'ecognize this and have 8 great
Dean McLaren is a member
deal of respect for Ewaschuk. of the John Howard Society of
They admire him 88 a man Saskatchewan. He is also a
who baa had much experience former president of the UN A
in the field that he is teaching INorth Saskatchewan Branch)
and ie aleo well aware of what and the Sukatchewan Inla happening in law today.
ternational AIIIIOciation.

Mr. Wm. McConkey
Science (Physics)

Dr. E. Kuffel
Applied Science

Dr. McConkey has a Ph.D.
from Queens University in
Belfast, North Ireland, and a
F. Inst. P. from the Institute of
Physics in London. He has
taught at Queens in Belfast
before
coming
to
the
U nivereity.
He has had over 50
publications in the scientific
journals on varied topics
related to the upper and lower
atmosphere, the aurora,
communication problems in
the ionisphere and more
fundamental problems of
atomic physics involving the
collisions of electrons and
photons with atoms and
molecules.
Dr. McConkey says he is a
convinced Christian, and is a
faculty sponsor for the Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship
group here on campus.

Dr. Duffel holds a Ph.D.
from University of Dublin.
Prior to coming to the
University of Windsor, he
taught at the Universities of
Manchester and Manitoba.
Dr. Kuffel is originally from
Poland.
His research area and main
interest is High Voltage
Engineering, which he has
served in industrial as well as
academic research capacity.
He is the author and coauthor of some 40 electrical
publications and he is a
member of the National and
International Technical
Committees.

et Friday, the lancerette Basketball team travelled to the
ersity of Waterloo for the most important game of their
n. The game was close and often tied, as indicated by
dsor's slight half-time lead of 31-30. The Lancerettes were
· ed and confident. With the ex~llent ball control of
d Martha Watters and the deadly shooting ability of captain
e Lazarus, the Windsor team broke away in the second half
' 61-51. Top scorers in this game were Joanne Lazarus with
ints, and Bunny Robinson with 10 points.
turday, the Lancerettes challenged Waterloo-Lutheran.
again Windsor defeated their opponents, the final score in
one being 52-35. Leading Windsor scorers were Karen
villon with 9, Martha Watters, Kathy Brown and Joanne
with 8 each. The two weekend wins leave Windsor a
shot at a play-off berth. the biggest threat now is McMaster.
outcome of Saturday's game against Guelph will determine
er a play-off with Mac is necessary. The Lancerettes have
' their final league game against Guelph, so come out to see
game on Saturday (tomorrow) at 3: 00 p.m. in St. Denis Hall,
wing the volleyball game which starts at l: 00.

The key to Waterloo's Backcourt is veteran Tom Kieswetter.
Tom, in his fifth season with the Warriors, played for Canada's
National team in the Olympic playdowns last summer. The
experience of playing for the Nationals has greatly improved
Tom's ball sense. Considered by most to be the quickest ballhandler in the country, Kieswetter is one of the best penetrating
guards around. Although not an overpowering outside shooter,
he is a good team player who also plays tough defense. Kieswetter
is complimented in the backcourt by Steve lgnatavicius, the
former sensation from .T oronto's St. Mikes. In years past, his
importance has been played down due to the presence of the great
shooting J aan Laaniste and the ball-hawking Kieswetter. Steve is
a fair ball handler and a good outside shooter. The Warriors also
have two transfers in their backcourt with college experience.
They are Pat Woodburn, formerly of Lutheran and Ed Talaj
form York. Woodburn is an exceptional floor leader that can do it
all at the guard position.
The best Windsor has to offer in the backcourt is rookie Bruce
Coulthard. Bruce, like Kieswetter, is a good ballhandler and is
extremely quick. Coulthard is probably the better shooter of the
two but does not go to the hoop with the same authority as
Kieswetter. Coulthard's value to the Windsor squad is normally
judged by his ability to score from outside. Defensively
Kieswetter is the stronger of the two. Any deficiencies that
Coulthard has are taken care of by the other members of Windsor's stacked backcourt. Chris Coulthard normally can pick up
any offensive slack that brother Bruce may have. Veteran Ward
Conway and rookie Tom Hogan provide strong overall performances for the Lancers. Both are hustling performers on
defence and both can score when called upon to do so.
Up front the Warriors are the bigger of the two teams. The
average size of the Waterloo big men is 6' 5" and average weights
of 202 lbs., the average size of Windsor big men being 6'3112"
and weighing 192 pounds. This provides Waterloo with added
strength on the boards. They key to Waterloo's overall perfonnanc,e is 6'7'\ Mike Moser from Kitchener Forest Heights
Collegiate.
Moser put the damper on the Lancers in their first meeting last
fall as he scored 39 against Windsor. Moser's greatest strengths
lie around the boards. He is a strong rebound er, who has ex·
ceptionally good moves to the bucket. In games of late, opposition teams have been employing special defences· to stop
Moser. The Warriors have good forwards in captain Ed Dragan,
Paul Bilewicz, Mike Zuwerkalow and Bob Smeenk. Dragan and
Smeenk are both good outside shooters while Bilewicz and
Zuwerkalow are both strong rebounding forwards.
As for the Lancers, their strength up front lies in their outside
shooting. Pete Mingay and Walt Lozynsky are the most accurate
of the Windsor forwards. Both hit consistently from 20 to 25 feet
out. Both are exceptional rebounders for their size. Jerry Sovran
is a strong two-way performer for Windsor. Jerry is a good
outside shooter, an adequate rebounder and an aggressive
defensive player. The fourth forward on the Windsor roster is Bill
Lozynsky. Bill is probably the most improved player on the
Lancers' squad. He has become a strong two-way performer for
the team. When he is hot, there is no better shooter around. In
the middle, the Lancers alternate Ernie Hehn and Brady Spetz.
Up to now neither player has proved to be an offensive threat of
any great magnitude. Both, however, are adequate rebounders
who normally get the job done .
Another way of looking at the two teams is by comparing the
general styles used by each. In general both teams like to run
with the ball, using the fast break to its fullest potential. On
defence both teams go into a man to man defence .
The Warriors use a pretty standard defence with few variations
from game to game. They hardly ever go into a zone defence.
They do not use full-court zone presses or, for that matter, any
presses of any sort. Any pressure they use is generally applied by
the guards. This pressure is usually at three-quarter court to give
the opposition trouble in setting up their offense. The Lancers on
the other hand do a lot more on defense than Waterloo. They use
both zone defenses as well as straight man to man. They use a
variety of presses. They use full court and half-court zone presses
as well as full-court man to man presses. The purpose of using
such a variety of defensive techniques is to force the opposition
teams into turning the ball over and away from their original
game-plans.

On offense, the two teams are quite different except for their
fast breaking. The Warriors like to work the ball inside to their
big men. All their offenses are geared for shots inside ten feet. For
this reason both Mike Moser and Paul Bilewicz, who are poor
outside shooters, lead the Warriors on offense. In contrast, the
Lancers rarely work the ball inside- All the Lancer offenses are
geared for shots in the 15 to 20 foot range. It is not too difficult to
figure out why the Lancers prefer to work for outside shots. A
look at the statistics shows that the Lancers are 50 per cent
shooters from the 15 to 20 foot range and only 35 percent
shooters from close in.

Presents:
"NAZGUL"

eb. 16th thru Feb. 22nd
Admission Free
Monday thru Thursday

FRI. & SAT. STUDENTS 50c
NON-STUDENTS $1.00

In coming to an evaluation of the two teams, one would have to
give the Warriors the overall edge. The Lancers are the stronger
of the two teams in the backcourt but the weakPr up front. In
order to win the Windsor squad will have to stay even with the
Warriors up front. Th is, however, will be a difficult task against
the very physical and overpowering Warrior forwards.
With only a few hours until game time, the Warriors are the
favourites to defeat Windsor. However, everyone will get a
chance to find out the answers tomorrow night at St. Denis Hall.
With reference to the game tomorrow night, the fans are well
advised to come as early as possible as the spectator interest has
been quite high in anticipation of the game. For those who do not
get into the gym, the game will be shown on closed circuit
television.
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The view fron1 Huron Line
Well, after four long years of
operation its finally happened - the
Cabaret Puh has been redecorated with
an eye towards a 'drinking atmosphere.'
Much of the credit for initiating this step
forward, of course, must he heaped
upon manager Les Menear. However
even more praise must he passed on to a
number of Puh employees who gave
unselfishly of their time and energy last
weekend in getting the job done.
Evidently the operation was begun
Sunday morning, hut it was not completed until about 7: 00 a.m. Monday.
Hopefully the re-decorating of the
Pub will induce students to spend more
time there so that last year's $11,000 loss
can he retrieved, at least to some extent.
Menear stated earlier this week that
"Because of last year's loss, the Pub
won't show an overall profit for the
year," hut added that the operation has
been making money.

(

....

j".C.

+++
On another front sources have indicated that there should he some word
soon from Dean of Students George
McMahon's Senate Suh-committee on
Student Government. We hope that
McMahon and the other members of his
committee will have some concrete
proposals which will help to alleviate the
hodge-podge of political hassles which
seemed to have plagued SAC and the
Student Media Corporation over the past
several years.
Last year, and once again this year,
SAC in its perennial wisdom has tried
their own hand at restructuring, but
nothing successful, and-or meaningful,
ever seems to get off the ground.
In lieu of this fact, perhaps it is time
for an outside agency to try its hand at
cleaning up the complex problems of
student government.

FROM THIS
SIDE OF THE

BEAR ...

NIOUJ{TAIN

For those of you who are
style conscious, Florida and
California are the areas to
emulate in men's hair styles.
My personal observations of
the natives in those areas
indicates that short haiT is
back. Ears are no longer
obscene. As a matter of fact,
those two appendages are now
being prominently displayed
on the heads of many of our
campus notables. Bruce
Coulthard and Mike Bondy
are two of the more courageous
trend setters on campus and I
expect as spring rolls around,
others of us will be baring our
lobes to the breezes too.

+++
The end of an era is upon us.
We are losing one of our most
venerable institutions. Wayne
Yared is leaving the campus
for a year at the University of
Edinborough. By the time this
paper hits the Centre, Wayne
should be half way through his
Doctoral Defense and eagerly
anticipating the party to
follow.
The little fellow has contributed more than his share
while a student here, He has
been involved in SAC vicepresident, was president of the
Grad Society, Chairman of the
Canadian Union of Graduate

Sean O'Dell
Jeff Bear
George Gawadzyn
Nathan Mechanic
John Gunning
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D'Alonzo
Dave Willick
Al Niester
Colin Swan
Dino Desamoni
Tony Keller
Jim Wilkes
Joan Dougherty
Terry Coomber

Students, a member of the
Senate and Board of Gover·
nors of Windsor, on the Board
of AUCC and sat on corn·
mittees too numerous to
mention. He was even
president of CUS for four
hours. Along with his total
committment to student life on
this campus and others across
the country he has maintained
an excellent academic average.
Wayne has been one of our
most loyal basketball fans,
never missing a game at home
or away and is even somewhat
of an expert in that field too.
His friendly smile, sage
advice and inside tips are going
to be sadly missed by this
writer and I dare say by this
whole university.
We're going to need a
number of big people to take
up the vacuum created by the
departure of Yared's 5'4"
frame. Good luck Wayne and
remember to keep your kilt in
place at all times.

+++
The Law Society is having a
bash for their students this
Saturday night. These events
are always well attended by
both students and Faculty and
for good reason, they're great
parties. ' One day last fall, I
assumed
my
most

distinguished
pose
and
sneaked in to one of their fetes.
By maintaining my dignity and
aplomb and being extremely
suave and sophisticated I was
able to look like a law school
freshman and cop SOII'f!! of their
beer. I could only stay for two
as my nerve was cracking, but
I did enjoy the party while I
lasted. Have fun fellows and
gals and if a lull in the
festivities occurs, ask Joe
Stewart to do his imitations of
an Englishman at Oxford,
they're a riot.

+++

Winter Weekend is upon us
with all its accompanying fun
and games. Les Menear has
lined up some great talent for
the Pub, the Beavers are
having another spaghetti
special Friday noon in Vanier,
and the Lancers are playing
Waterloo Saturday night in St.
Denis. I'd suggest you get out
there by 6: 00 and take the
opportunity to watch our
improved Crusaders and yell
like HELL! ! ! I The en·
thusiasm you exhibit manifests
itself in the players. When you
get excited, so do they and
their play gets even better.
Let's all get out there and show
those plumbers from Waterloo
who's really
NUMBER
I!!!!!

+++
Fonner SAC finance commissioner Dave
Sayers now involved in unknown dealings is
writing a book called Advertisements For
Myself based on the Norman Mailer classic of
the sum total. His phone number is 253-4232,
extension 326 or he can be reached at any of the
local bars till all hours of the night by young
ladies with their hearts and breasts in the right
place.

++++
Now into the world of social climbing and
name dropping. Peter Elcombe, J.F. Leddy,
George McMahon, Rod Scott, Gerry Gagnon,

James Dean
Nancy Basinger
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
John Morrissey
Walter F ranczyck
Peter E lcombe
Chris Hodnett
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicwicz
Bozo
Dori McMartin
Brent Turner

---?

Op-ed comment·

Wha
TOSEEORNOTTOS
by DOUG PHILLI
S.A.C. Law Rep •
Every student represe
should remember that
student has two goals
entering university, to get
degree and the social
tertainment from his $2
student council fee . Ho
it appears that the s
consideration is being
passed.
While concern
directed to protect st
interests regarding the qu
of education at the tfniver '
the S.A.C . should work to I
the students see con cret
evidence of the money that
they pay. Right now all we see
is the l,ance, and bits an
pieces of sporadically plann
periods
of
social
en•
tertainment. Either the S.A.
should co-ordinate, on a Ion
range basis, a social calend
with a certain degree of
flexibility or they should ret
all of the $22.50.
In discussing the issue wit
people about the campu

owe get for our $22.50 anyhow?
particularly Mr. Toni Perri,
the solution seems to lie in a
tw o-fold attack
the
establishment of a viable,
visible Services Commission to
hear what the students want
an d a full-time, qualified
Services Commissioner to get
the job done.

A Services Commission
which would in essence
demand periodic reports from
faculty organizations, clubs
and societies and the esidence
organizations about what the

tertainment is something of an
intricate business. Our money
would be better spent on a
qualified person who knows
the entertainment business, the
workings of agents, costs and
contracts. Such a Services
Commissioner would be answerable to the S.A.C. right
down to the last cent as to
where the money went. The
idea has been tried and tested
at other Ontario Universities.
A step in the right direction

studeq.ts waULWmtld give the

S.A.C. the quatiiy feedback
that it needs to put the student
desires into specific en·
ertainment. More use shuuld
made
of
s•udent
uestionnaires
that
are
operly computed to register
udent viewpoints. This would
hten the overload for one
ommissioner and
give
idence to the students of a
· ible l~tening Commission.

now would be for the present
Services Commissioner to
investigate the possibility and
the record at other universities.
Above all, positive action to
produce such solutions is
needed and needed now.
Students have a right to
demand the wise spending of
the money that they pay.
Activities now are not well
planned
or
efficiently
organized, and students have a
legitimate gripe. A more visible

and more accountable services
system could solve these
drawbacks in present en·
tertainment planning at this
University.
Hopefully these argwnents
will not fall on deaf ears in the
midst of the flurry of Winter
Weekend. And yet Winter
Weekend might bring home
the fact that a wild whirl once
or twice in the course of a year
is not good enough.

The debate goes on and on

TORONTO (CPI - University and college
students should pay between a third and a half
of the cost of the their education, a majority of
the members of the commission on post
secondary education in Ontario says.
The province now pays slightly more than 80
per cent of the cost of educating the average
university or college student.
Twelve of the 13 commission members,
including chairman D.0. Davis, agreed with the
"proposal" which was made in a separate
section of their final report, released today.
The dissenting member, Vincent Kelly, a
Seco ndly,
we
should
cognize that the complexities Toronto lawyer, said in the report that fees
organizing quality en- should be abolished because "we must insist

nter Weekend mean to you?

Janice Poquette
No snow.

University of Windsor students and students
of the University of Windsor, members of the
faculty and faculty members. I guess that covers
everybody. As I look out upon your gray faces, I
can realize why this university is flat on its back.
At the last university I went to things were
slightly different, I was flat on my back. Things
kept going from bad to worse, but we put our
noses to the grindstone and before you knew it
we were back on our backs again . Any
questions? Any answers?

Bruce Adams
John Bernik
Ashley Wiper
Dan Bonk

that these institutions open their doors to the
gifted of all socio economic classes."
The report, entitled The Learning Society,
says the average cost of keeping a student at
university is about $$3,500; at a college about
$2,600. Tuitions are now about $400 to.$900 at
university, depending on the program, and
between $350 and $400 at colleges.
The shift in economic burden, says the report,
"would not significantly affect the present fee
structure for undergraduate arts and science
students, but it would imply increased fees for
students in colleges of applied arts and
technology community colleges and in graduate
and professional schools.

by GEORGE GAWADZVN and NORM YERYK

Phy1 Ed Ill -

Rolph Rush Bus I -

A good

weekend to get drunk.

John Bennett, Mickey Mouse and Les Menear,
not to mention J.C. Bear.

+++
In a conversation I had with the upstairs
cigarette machine two things became readily
apparent. The machine is really Grant
Maclver's first cousin Der£ and No. 2 man in
the security hierarchy. His present assignment is
keeping long range surveillance on both the
Lance and SAC offices. Security is trying to bust
the Lance because they are allegedly hiding
certified zany who has his papers. They are
trying to bust SAC on a morals charge involving
Larry "The Snake" McConnel and four purple
grapes and an electric vibrator.

Stephen Bollontlne BFA I Nothing. I'm going home.

Mlk• Howard Commerce II Absolutely sweet dick all

Brlglt Mullane Artl Ill Winter Weekend mean•
nothing to me.

Ondy Pike Selene• II heard of ii.

+++
Let me just say that I am deeply pleased by
this great honour that you have done me. It is an
obviously worthwhile commitment on your part.
I have known for some time that I am the only
way to your salvation. This is my university. I
have been here the longest so it is mine, all mine.
I own you and everything else here and I am
going to make this place fit my obviously well
planned scheme for your salvation. Thank you
and good night.

Tome Norris Bui Ill haven't got o dote.

I still

TherHo White Arts I -

II
would mean more if we had
snow.

I never

Rotary Foundation Award, for
lnternatlanal Und..,tandlng:
Very subslantial scholarships for graduates or undergraduates who
wish to study in a foreign country are available through Rotary lnternc.tional. The awards include travel costs, tuition, and a living allowance for the academic year 197 4-7 5.
Students wishing to apply should contact the Awards Officer, G-135,
North Wing, Windsor Hall, immediately.
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To the tune of a million dollars

Panther Hogan suing the Canadian government
TORONTO (CUP) - The .Canadian government is be.ing
sued for over a million dollars bv a Black Panther who was
kidnapped across the U.S. horde; by the RCMP.
Ed Hogan, who was secretly handed over to the FBI without
his lawyer's knowledge last October, is basing his case on alleged
violation of the Canadian Bill of Rights, which guarantees "due
process" and "pquality of treatment" under Canadian laws.
Hogan was ordered deported from Canada, for illegal entry.
after the Immigration Appeal Board mled against his contention
that, as a political refugee, he would receive unusually harsh
punishment if returned to the U.S. He was originally held for
participating in a robbery-murder, although he contends he was
framed.
On October 20, the day after the ruling, he was taken to New
York State by the RCMP before the time elapsed during which
he could appeal. His lawyer, Charles Roach, was informed of
what happened on October 23, by which time, says Roach, the
guarantee of the right to appeal was "a very sadistic joke".
Hogan is now in jail in Lucasville, Ohio.
His present ca~e is being handled in Toronto by Roach, who
said recently he is proceeding on a civil rights basis to "test the
worth of the Bill of Rights", which he charged was violated
several times in Ho~an 's case.
The contention that Hogan is a political prisoner will be
resumed if and when he is returned to Canada to appeal the
previous decision, said Roach.

The suit was filed in a federal court Jan. 22. Hogan is asking
the return of the right to appeal (which Roach says, implies his
return to Canada) and one million dollars damages for false
imprisonment, for conspiracy to violate civil rights and as
punitive damages.
Roach appealed for help, saying "Hogan sees the case, not just
for himself, hut as part of a cause for which he must fight." The
National Black Coalition is paying to initiate the action.
Roach charged that the Immigration department will1ully
denied Hogan the rights of counsel and appeal despite directives
from former immigration minister Allen McEachen that "in
future, counsel will he advised" after similar previous cases.
"This is not an isolated case," Hogan's lawyer said. "The RCMP
should not be able to physically carry out a deportation."
Roach charged that, contrary to the Bill of Rights, Hogan was
"treated differently from other such cases. Why was he treated
this way? Is it because he's a Black Panther, because of his
politics?"
He noted that letters asking for explanations from the immigration minister have received no answers, either before or
since the federal election.
Roach suggested that various actions by the authorities
constituted "a conspiracy" against Hogan. Evidence presented
by Roach includes:
-The FBI were prepared to receive Hogan at the border;
-Deportation proceedings (which entail less legal protection for
the defendant) were used instead of an extradition hearing, the

Trouble in Halifax

Faculty of Education
University of Windsor

ANNOUNCEMENT
The 1973 graduates of the University of Windsor in particular and
graduates of previous years in general should be aware of the new oneyear prograrrme in teacher education beginning in September, 1973, which

will certificate for teaching in either elementary or secondary schools.
If you are interested in becoming an elementary or secondary sc:hool
teacher, you can assist in planning to make sure that individual needs
are met by completing the form below. Please mail the fonm to the
Faculty of Education, 600 Third Concession Road, Windsor, 21. If it is
more convenient, you may leave the form in the office of the Registrar
or of the Dean of Students, 52 Vanier Hall.

UECLARATION OF INTEREST FORM
{N.B. This is NOT a registration form)

NAME-----------

OEGREE(S}, UNIVERSITV, ANO DATES

ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - TELEPHOIIE IWMBER _ _ _ _ _ __

I have or ~,i 11 have ( ./) ei U1er a 4-year Honours Degree
or
a 3-year General Degree
I wish to become (v') either an elementary school teacher

or
two subjects
as possible):

( am:

a secondary school teacher

As a seconddry school teacher, l expect to teach the following
(prerequisites should be as strong a concentration in each subject

a Canadian citizen
a Landed Immigrant

Please check ( /)

Housman
"Shoulder the sky my lad, and
drink your ale".
(Last Poems)

Shakespeare
"For a quart of ale is a dish for
a king".
(The Winter's Tale)

Borrow
"Good ale, the true and
proper drink ... "
(Lavengro)

Browning
"There they are, my fifty men
and women".
(One Word More)

• •
•
poetic
Justice

10th Floor Macdonald Hall
ESCORT SERVICE
re: Laurier-Electa Formal
Applications are now being
received for consideration.
Please enclose 2"x3" glossy
with references.
Submit to Box l O16 Macdonald Hall

Gazette censo ed by Council
HALIFAX (CUPl The
Dalhousie University student
council January 28 overruled
the staff of the student
newspaper, the Dalhousie
Gazette, and appointed one of
their own council members,
Ken McDougall, as editor of
the paper for a one-year term.
The action was a violation of
the Canadian University Press
(CUPl statement of principles,
which is included in the
organization's
constitution.
The Gazette was a founding
member of the 35-year-old
national
student
press
organization.
The staff had elected Marg
Bezanson who worked on the
paper for two years as editor,
before the counctl meeting.
. However, under the student
union
constitution', this
election had to be ratified by
council.
Both applicants
were
screened by the council applications committee, and it
recommended Bezanson for
Gazette editor.
Bezanson fulfilled the
qualifications for editor as
oµtlined in the CUP constitution. McDougall, on the
other hand, has very little

more normal procedure;
-A detective-sergeant from Metro Toronto Police personally
urged the Ontario legal aid director to deny legal aid to Hogan.
"It's a subversion of the right to counsel for police to be messing
around in this area," Roach said;
·Part of Hogan's immigration appeal board hearing was held
in the Toronto jail, despite the legal requirement of an open
court; and
-Witnesses to another part of the hearing were followed,
questioned, and "without just cause" denied admission to the
hearing by the RCMP.
Roach also believes Hogan was traded by the RCMP to the
FBI for a suspected member of the FLQ, named Leblanc, who
arrived in Canada five days after Hogan was kidnapped.

experience with the paper. He
worked for it for a few months
last year, was unable to work
with the staff, quit and ran for
a position on the student
council.
Bezanson
planned
to
continue the policy of staff
democracy and collective
decision-making. McDougall
intended to enforce his power
as editor and carry out a form
of autocracy. However, he did
concede the supreme authority
would be the student union.
The council overlooked the
relative experience of both
applicants and the fact the
present Gazette staff would
strike if McDougall was
chosen editor. It voted
overwhelmingly in favour of
McDougall .
This is the first time in the
Gazette's l OS-year history that
the staff's choice for editor
b~en overturned by the stude
council.
Following the passage of the'

motion appointing McDougall
editor, the Gazette staff, a
majority of whom attended the
meeting, left. A motion was
then made to make McDougall
editor effective immediately. It
was defeated. The motion was
intended to prevent the present
staff from publishing this
week's issue of the Gazette,
possibly the staff's last one.
McDougall takes over the
editorship Wednesday Jan. 31,
according to the Dalhousie
student union by-laws.
A motion was also made and
carried at the student c,;mncil
meeting that the last issue put
out by the present staff be
screened and censored by a
representative of the student
council. This was carried out
by the president, Brian Smith,
and the chai~an N aderajah.
The action was supposedly
to prevent any blatant slander
f 011tside organizations or
persons which would bring a

lawsuit against the student
union. The councillors thought
this tactic was most likely to be
taken by the present staff in
retaliation for the council's
actions.
Since the meeting, the
Gazette staff has made
preparations for a special
edition which will explain what
has happened and will call for
a student meeting to discuss
the issue. This has also been
done in an editorial broadcast
on the student radio station
which broadcasts to campus
residences and the student
union building.
Attempts are also being
made to have a motion of
reconsideration brought before
the next council meeting. If
necessary, the staff is prepared
to put out an alternate
newspaper, should the council
stand\ by its d-ecision not to
have ,Bezanson as Gazette
editor.

UWO sociology

F acul y nien1bers replaced
LONDON (CUP) - University of Western Ontario
officials announced the release
of two and possibly four
sociology lecturers at a quicklyassembled press conference
Jan. 31 following a story in the
London Free Press that five
Canadian sociology lecturers
had been released.
UWO president Carlton
Williams told the conference
that 32 faculty members would
be leaving the university for
various reasons this year, and
few would be replaced.
Many Canadian students
and professors believe a subject
as culturally sensitive as
sociology should not be taught
by foreign professors, becaus
the United States has produced
by far the most sociologists.
But Americans are in the
majority at many Canadian
campuses.
Of the 36 faculty members
now in the UWO sociology
department, 18 are American,
14 are Canadian and four are
of other nationalities. Three of
the 36 are currently on leave.
Williams claimed that
between 19-63 and 1968,
Canadian universities
produced only five PhD's in
sociology.
"We 're sensitive about this
issue," he said, referring to the
Americanization of Canadian
universities. "This is a matter
of great concern across the
country.''
Sociology chairman J.H.
Kunkel defended the members
of his department.
"Many make great efforts to
keep up the Canadian con·
tent," he said. "On evaluation
of Canadian content, the
students are quite satisfied, for
the most part, of the Canadian
content they receive."
In a press release, Williams
defended his position on the
internationality of education,
"Scholarship is international
and what this university must
seek is the best teachers ·
whatever their nationality."
"I need only add what
should be obvious, and that is
that we try to attract to

teaching positions in the social
sciences, faculty with as much
experien ce
as
possible,
hopefully eight to ten years.
Unfortunately there is nowhere
near enough of such experienced Canadian faculty
and we must rely to some
extent on foreign-born teachers
iI we wish to provide the best
education for our tudents."
"The issue was .put in a .
wrong, unfair and improper
light," the president said,
referring to the Free Press
article.
The article reported that five
Canadians would be released
and none of the American
faculty members in sociology
would be affected.
In a confusion of numbers,
Williams concluded that of the
seven faculty on limited term
appointments ,
one,
a
Canadian, had been given a
three-year probationary ap·
pointment.
Of the remaining six, two
Canadian holding MA's will be
released, two non-Canadians

will be released, one Canadian
with an MA will be offered a
probationary appointment if
she completes her degree
requirements in time for an
appointment this year, and one
other Canadian with a PhD
may he hired once the
department has had an op·
portunity to review its needs.
This means that two and
possibly four Canadians in the
department will be released.
Two non-Canadians, one of
whom is an American, will also
be released, Williams indicated.
Dr. J.P. Grayson, the
Canadian with the PhD and
the person who brought the
issue to light, said American
literature dominates the
sociology discipline, transmitting American bias,
American examples and
American
solutions
to
problems. He added, however,
that UWO had a higher
percentage of Canadian
professors than the Ontario
average.

UofW
For further information phone

256-7718
Inquire about our special group rates.
THE RIGHT IS RESERVED TD REJECT ANY OR ALL APPLICATIONS

POLISH MIME BALLET FROM WARSAW
Most exciting ond sensual of Europe's New Dance and Mime Companies
Ovations ot Edinburgh, Berlin
ond London's Sodler's Wells

Innovation in Theotre Form:

Moscow Gold Medal Winner

Henryk Tomaszewski's imaginative corps of 29 uses elements of dance, gymnastics
and ritual. They create near magical language by means of movement, images, light
and sound ... a truly international success from Poland not to be missed by theatre and
dance enthusiasts .

THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS
Founders Society Concert Series: Edith J. Freemon, Chairman
AUDITORIUM, FRI .. FEB. 16, 8:30 P.M.
Art Institute Ticket Office (831-4678, 831-0360).
All Hudson's $8, $7, $6

The Menagerie players of
Toronto in co-operation with
the Griffin players of St. Clair
College present:

Edward Albee 's

THE DELICATE BALANCE
Sat., Feb. 10, 1973
Matinee 2:00 P;M.
Students: 1.00 Adults: 2.00
Evening 8:30 P.M.
Students: l .50 Adu Its: 2. 50
at St. Clair College Griffin Theatre
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THE l{oMAN

of a new
Bridal Shop
to the Windsor
area.

cllL B1llle.

BRIDAL SHOP

Prices & Selection
second to none.
Bridal Gowns from

$69.00
Bridesmaids from

$38.00

TEL. 253-8251
950 WYANDOTTE WEST
WINDSOR

\

AT COi.ONUS"

,2.,30 PM

COME'bY "THE
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ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING ..

256-8385
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DRAMA FESTIVAL

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 days)

Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. Study Weeks from
Toronto, includes jet transport, accommodation
(doubles). parties, discos. Contact AOSC, 44 St.
George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your Student
Council.
EUROPE SUMMER 73

TORONTO to LON DON from $79 one way or $ I 55
return - Take o dependable charter. Contact AOSC,
44 St. George St., Toronto 5, 4 l 6-962-8404 - or your
Student Counci I.
BOOK EARLY AND SAVE

Travelling in Europe
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 1.D. cord, student roilposs,
car rentals, cheapest and most dependable charter
flights, comping tours etc. all available from:
AOSC, 44 St. George St.,
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404.
(The Student Trove/ co-op owned by your student Council)
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Min Hockey:
Windsor's active young
by Mite flllllf for years .
Twelve te s make up the
league. Each am is sponsored
by local busiae ses who supply
money for t
sweaters. This
team is spona,red by V aliniteModco. The
is divided into
half so that there are two
games goiQc on at once.
Although !h is give s the
spectator
advantage of
seeing twice; the action, it
results in a ew inconviences
for the coa s and players.
For instance, means that two
teams share
dressing room.
Sixteen pla
plus at least
sixteen p
plus coaches
times two
ke for quite a
crowd. Th
ere's a problem
with the hen s. Since there is
only one be
for two teams,
one team
to haul their
players ov
th e boards. A
buzzer eve
three minutes
signals a I'
.hange at which
time five
uipmen t-laden
players ha
be hauled off
and five mo ut on. Pulling
the go~lie b) s method has
been known to ult in pulled
muscles. Somet s only four
come off or six
. If anyone
happens to no • they signal
the ref who cal
icks up the
extra player a d posits him
over the boar •
e players
all try hard but anf sometimes
misdirected, which keeps the
manager be iod; the net
constantly Cor
iag.

*

PAT O'BRIEN

PEE WEE HOCKEY

I

People spend their Saturdav
mornings in a variety of way~.
Some people work, some watch
cartoon'-, while many neYer get
out of bed. Most prople can
take it or leave it. A small
percentage of people look
forward to Saturda; mornings
with a great deal of enthusiasm. These are the mom's
and dad's, coaches, and an
ever in creasing number of
spectators who come out to see
the "Mites" play hockey.
The Mites are 7 & 8 years
old who have their own
distinctive idea of how to play
the gaml'. Many prople experienced
unprecedented
emotional highs from the
Canada-Russia series. These
fel'lings have been experienced

photos
by
terry
head

I

The parents '°fetimes get
more excited than the kids.
Once , a pla er fell down,
taking a wild s 'peat the puck
in the process. It rolled off a
defenceman '
akate and
trickled into th net. He wasn't
even sure he scored, but his
Dad jumped
wn from the
stands, and grabbed the
manager in eh
of recording
goals, violent! shaking him
and shouting, 'Did you get
that!! M y ki got that one!

Get it DOWN!"
It's inevitable that there is
some lopsided scoring. Game
results like 9-1 are not uncommon. The league's leading
scorer, Steve Scherer, has :{5
goals and 10 assists in 16
games yet until this week his
team was in last place.
Right now there is a very
close fight for a play-off
position. Only 8 teams are
eligible, and the last four teams
are separated by a scant 5
points. With just four games of
regular season play left, this is
your last chance to get a piece
of the action. Glenn Carrol,
VAlinite's behind the net man,
gives the play by play corn·
mentary ...
''Picture this. I'm standing
behind the net yelling at my
'Super Mites'.
'Move him out of there. Hit
him!! CRACK!! 'Hey not so
hard the ref's watching'.
And so it went at Riverside
Arena Saturday mor1;1ing. It's
funny in a way, yet you get so
hysterical watching your four
centers take the faceoff. while
the fifth looks like he's playing
for the other team.
'Way to go guys. Oops, you
just let another one in goalie.
Let's go guys, it's only 6 to I'
A fanned shot, reckless
elbow, the puck gets kicked by
somebody, hits a stick and
trickles to the goalie. Five
purple shirts scramble to the
corner. Four fall trying to hit
the puck, the fifth is waving to
his mother.
'Hey play defence! Watch
the man in front. Oh well, it's
only i to I!.
'Coach?, What's defence'!'.
The buzzer goes. The game
is over. One young player
skates over to me, his ankles
like rubber, and asks:
'Hey coach, did we win or
loose?"

thanx
to
valenite
modco
tool
co.
&
team

It pays

Cockburn
incensed

to
advertise

in

Lal)Ce

Winter snows
don't slow you down
You love long walks in lhe
woods, and even the
mounting snows of winter
don't slop you. You just
take along a pair of snow~hoes and set off on a hike.
l\Ienstrual worries don't
stop you, either. You just
make sure to include
Tampax tampons, the
internal sanitary protection.
They're easy lo carry small enough to !it the
pocket of your parkc1. Yet
they do a hig job of
protecting you, expanding in
three directions to fit your
inner contours. Such
absorbent protection can
really free you to enjoy the
winter sports scene: skiing,
snowshoeing, skating.
So if the urge to be active
drives you on · if a heavy
snowfall means adventure·
then count on Tampax
tampons to help you go.
The internal protection more women trust

The sure way to win at the track is to know your horses. Jim Biros, Gerry Mendicino and Philip
Galbraith appearing in 'Three Men On A Horse', the University Players' production opening
Thursday, Feb. 8 at Essex Hall Theatre, have gone right to the source and by the looks on their
faces, they sure have a winner.
In the picture with the boys is Buddy, owned by the Flying Dutchman Ranch, and winner of
numerous show ribbons.
-pie by George Gawadzyn

FILM SOCIETY
presents
"Between ime & Timbuktu"
based on
Kurt Vonnegut's novels
"Cat's Cradle" &
"The Monkey House"
Shorty
"MOP-UP"
AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM

DEVELOPED BY A DOCTOR
NOW USED BY MILLI ONS OF WOMEN

MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.,
BARRIE, ONTARIO

FRIDAY FEB. 16TH
7 :30 P.M. & 9 :30 P.M.
Admissi.on $1.50

Horse comedy
termed merry
Three Jl.1.en on a Horse,
described as one of the merriest
and maddest comedies in the
annals of the American stage,
has been chosen by the
University Players as their next
attraction to open at Essex
Hall Theatre this weekend. It
will run through 8 per·
formances from February 8-11
and 15-18.
This play tells the story of a
greeting card verse writer who
is found to have the canny
ability of picking the winning
horses at the track.
The director is Al Ruscio, a
man of many and varied
talents who has appeared in
over 250 television shows and
films. He is currently an
Assistant Professor in the
School of Dramatic Art,
directing and teaching Acting
and Improvisation to students
in the B.F.A. Professional
Program of the U. of W.
Tickets for this sure to be an
enjoyable opening are at·
tainable at the $2.50 window,
post time is 8: 30.

Cockburn vs. Maple Music
TORONTO (CPI - Bruce
Cockburn, winner of two
awards as Canada's No. 1
folksinger, went to great efforts
to keep himself off a CBC
television show devoted to last
summer's Maple Music
concerts because his manager
"thought the whole concept
stunk."
"I didn't want to do the
Maple Music show in the first
place," Mr. Cockburn said in
an interview. "But so many
other Canadians were taking
part that I felt I'd be letting
others down if I didn't."
Bernie Finkelstein, manager
for the only male Canadian
folksinger except for Gordon
Lightfoot to sell out Toronto's
Massey Hall, saw the 90
minute CBC film "and it was
not good."
"The balance was wrong for
one thing · four Anne Murray
numbers and only 90 seconds
for some other performers.
Bruce was given three songs,
but I thought \he whole
concept stunk. No art, · no
feeling."
Mr. Cockburn agreed with
his manager, hired a lawyer
and threatened to take out an
injunction against the film.
CONCERTS BIG HELP
He wasn't on the television
broadcast but the Maple
Music concerts at Toronto's
Massey Hall and Montreal's
Place des Arts were a help
rather than a hindrance to Mr.
Cockburn's career.
"English and European
critics came over for the shows,
and as a result of that, I went
to England for the first time
and got very good receptions.
"An album ol mine's coming
out there soon and we're going
back for three months later this
spring."
Mr. Cockburn thiM winter is
orming in Quebec City,
gary, Vancouver and a few
other cities that he missed on
llis sell out cross country tour
earlier.
Besides the tour, Mr. Cock·
burn, who has three best
•Bing albums, will produce a
record for Ottawa folksinger
David Wiffen and appear at a
convention here in April of The
Onta rio
F;deration
of
Naturalists.
SONGS FIT APPROACH
"They're going to try to ...
get their message about the
danger to the environment and
so on out to the media · there's
a tenn I hate - by having
people like Margaret Atwood
and Farley Mowat, among
others , come into the thing.
"And they think my songs fit
their approach."
The composer of the music
8llOre for the movie, Goin'
Down the Road, has his hand
in another film, Birth of the
West, to have its premiere
March 6 in calgary and Ed·
IIIOnton theatres and to be
own later on national
television.
'·It's built mostly around
tographs taken by a man
ed Ernest Brown who
settled in Edmonton in 1890
and lived there until the 1950s
'ng pictures.
"It's a great movie about the
untry's history and I got to
a lot more than I did in
Goin' D own the Road because
' time I was in from the very
' ning, trading ideas with
the director all the way."
The most significant recent
vent, he says, may be that he
ht an electric guitar.
Mr. Cockburn, up to now
xclu sively
an
acoustic
'tarist said: "There are
times when you do something
on impulse and later on it
makes wave in your life. I
suapect this is one of those

.

"

needs
musi c reviewers

Music During Winter Weekend
David Palmer • Organist
with The University Singers under the
direction of Robert K. Mauch.
This Sunday (Feb. 11 ), at three in the af·
ternoon, David Palmer ol the Music Depart·
ment and the University Singers will perform at
Riverside United Church. Mr. Palmer will play
"Wedge" Prelude and Fugue in E minor by J.S.
Bach, Sonata No. 1 by Paul Hindemith, and
Organ Piece No. 1 by Jens Hanson of the Music
Department. The university Singers will present
Charles Ives' Psalm 90 with organ and bells.
David Palmer was born in Victoria, British
Columbia and had his training at Miami
University, Ohio and the University of
Michigan. At the U. of M. he studied organ
under Robert Glasgow. Mr. Palmer currently
teaches both piano and organ for the Music
Department.
Riverside United Church is located at 881
Glidden and, again, the concert is at 3: 00 p.m.
this Sunday.
Other Happenings
Cabaret Pub: Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights at the pub will feature "The
Bells". They will perform from 8: 00 p.m. until
closing. Also on Friday, you'll be able to see a
rock band in the pub at 12: 30. Regular ad·
mission prices will apply for "The Bells" but the
Friday afternoon performance is FREE.
Saturday Mini-Concert If you've al.ready
seen the Bells or if you don't want to see them,
there is a concert planned for Saturday night in
St. Dennis Hall. This show is headlined by that
Box-guitarist BO DIDDL Y. Preceding him will
be the Jones and Blain Blues Band. If you get
your tickets early, they are only $1.00. At the
door you'll have to shell out $2.00. It should be
an enjoyable evening. For other goings-on check
the complete schedule on this page.
HAVE A GOOD WEEKEND!!
SEAN O'DELL
SHORTS: These are reviews of singlls that we
have received. Presumably, they are
representative of the albums they belong to, so
take it from there. The first three are available
on R.C.A., the next two are from ABC-Dunhill,
and the last is from AVCO.
GUESS WHO: "Bye Bye Babe" and "Follow
Your Daughter Home" are somewhat disap·
pointing. The first is just so much formula rock
while the latter is a calypso number complete
with "mon" for "man". I didn't realise that
Winnipeg boys had such an accent.
EVERLY BROTHERS: Yes, they're still
around. Yes, on "Artificial Paradise" they're
still doing country-folk. Yes, they still do it well ·
if you like it, its still available. "Paradise" and
"Lay It Down" are available on an album with
the unlikely title, "Pass The Chicken and
Listen".
FOUR TOPS: They are no longer with
Motown but they continue with the same songs.

Both "Keeper Of The Castle" and "Jubilee
With Soul" are prime examples of AM be-bop.
JOHN KURTZ: "Drift Away" starts quite
nicely but changes about half way through. The
ensuing musical nonsense continues through the
flip side, "It Never Hurts To Be Nice To
Somebody", for a total of 5: 10. Album
unknown.
LIMMIE & FAMILY COOKIN: If you can
buy the group's name, you can accept "Spider"
and "You Can Do Magic". Neither are even fit
for CKLW-AM.
SEAN O'DELL
The John Dummer &nd, Blue - Vertige
6360-55.
This is one fine blues band. Even if you're not
into blues, you'll probably enjoy it because, on
this album, the music floats gently from country
· to folk · to rock-blues. What makes them
good would seem to be that they really feel what
they are playing. Lack of emotion has ruined
many rising blues bands but, since "Blue" is
their fourth album, its obvious that the group
likes what they are doing. The album has seven
selections, all written and sun by Nick Pickett
who, ·also, plays violin, guitar and organ. Other
personnell with the band are, Adrian (Puttyl
Pietryga on guitar, lain Thomson on bass guitar
and John Dummer who plays drums.
Most cuts feature interesting vamps, whether
the)'. be on guitar or ,violin. the guitar work on
"If I Could Keep From Laughing" is par·
ticularly good and the violin solo on "Time Will
Tell" makes one assume that Pickett has had
extensive musical training. In fact, the only
disagreeable cut, and it really is atrocious, is a
truly boring violin exercise called "Medicine
Weasel". But, six out of seven makes for a good
album. It is one of the best blues efforts that I
have encountered since Peter Green was still
with Fleetwood Mac.
SEAN O'DELL
1, 2, 3 Red Light: 1910 Fruitgum Co. · BDS
5022.
Now you can experience all the splendor of
these great million sellers in your own home;
Yummy, Yummy, Yummy; The Mighty
Quinn; Blue Eyes & Orange Skies plus eight (8 l
other super heavies including the title cut. Why
feel embarassed when your guests request their
favourite acid rock tunes. If you order now we
will also include · one vegamatic (you've seen it
on TV) and one cap snaffler. Don't delay! Just
send one new home in South Windsor or one
1949 primer-coated Ford and we will send you
all of the above plus, for a limited time only,
twelve hundred box tops of your choice. That
means you get one album, one vegematic, one
cap sna!fler and the box tops· BUT only il you
order now. You'll see it! You'll like it! And,
you'll take your time paying for it!! The
competition knows us · you should too. This
offer will not be repeated, friends, so · order
NOW

CONCERTS
- Dan Hicks and His Hot Licks plus Bob
Seegeral Masonic Feb. 17th, Tickets: 4.00,
5.00.
· Sat. Feb. 10th at 11 a.m. Windsor Symphony
Youn$' People's Concert at Cleary Aud. For
free llckets phone 945-4569 or 945-8603.
- Fri. Feb. 16th, 8.30_e..m. Tex Lecor at Cleary
Aud. presented by CBEF Radio. Free tickets
available thru CBEF, phone 254-5116.
· Thur. Mar. I David Bowie at Masonic Aud.
in Det. Tickets: $5.50 & 6.50 . .
- Jazz Show Feb. 11 at Masonic Aud.
· Feb. 18 Ramsey Lewis at Masonic. Tickets:
$5. & $6.
· Mon. Mar. 5, Bamboo Prod. brings Pink
Floy;dto Cobo Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets: 6,5,&4.
Mail orders only.
· The Santana concert for Feb. 19th is sold out.
· Sat. Feb. 10th the Detroit Symphony Or·
chestra at Ford Aud. in Detroit at 8: 30 p.m.
Tickets: $4-$7.
· Ram Prod. (>resents Foghat and Glencoe on
Sat. Feb. 17th at 7: 30 p.m. Tickets: $5, 4 &
3.
· Sun . afternoon Feb. I Ith at 3 at the Riverside
United Church, David Palmer (organist) with
the University singers.
ART
- Willistead Art Gallery presents Southwest 33,
an exhibition of Essex County Artists to Wed.
Feb. 28th.
· Exhibition of Drawings and Paintings by Bert
Weir at the Mushroon Gallerr thru Feb. 16th.
Thf!._gallery is located at 151 Riverside Dr. W.
in Windsor.
· U. of W. artwork is on display (and for sale)
in the bookstore.
· Thru Sfring 1973, in the North Wing Main
Floor o Det. Inst. of Arts is a selection of the
Lydia and Harry L. Winston collection. 20th
century art movements in 65 paintings,
~aphics and sculpture.
· The J. Paul Getty collection of French
decorative art is on display in the South Wing
Main Floor thru Aug. 1973.
• Commencing Feb. I Ith and continuing each
Sunday afternoon in February at the Gibson
Gallery_, Richmond St., Amherstbmg, the
Fort Malden Guild of Arts and Crafts will
sponsor a one-woman show of Bavarian
woodcarvings by Mrs. Ursula Weller. The
Gallery is open each Sunday from 2 till 5 p.m.
All are welcome, admission is free.
MOVIES
· Capitol: The Getaway, Times: 1:50, 4 : 20,
6:50, 9:20.
· Vanity: call 253-8601.
· Palace: Deliverance, Time: 7:30, 9:20.
· Odeon: Call 252-1285.
· Free Films: Every Wed. nite 7: 30-9: 30, Rm.
1118, Math Bid(!.
· Centre: L!dy Sings the Blues Times: Fri.Sun. 7, 9.30, Mon.-Thurs. 8.
- Devonshire I: Asylum, Times: 7: 20, 9: 20.
· Devonshire II: Jeremiah Johnson, Times:
7:20, 9:25.
· Twin East: Doctor Jekyll and Sister Hyde.
West: Return of Count Yorga. West: Ann
and Eve. My Father's Mistress. Times: 7: 30.
· Su.Per Cinema: Tues. Feb. 13th, 8: 30 Je
T aime, Je T'aime. (France 1968, coloud A
time machine is the latest method Resnais
uses to exolore the paradoxes of time and love.
PLAYS AND MUSICALS
- John Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men opens at
"The Theatre" on the M11rygrovl' Campus of

the University of Detroit. (McNicols at
Wyoming) the weekends, Feb. 2-4 & 9-11.
Times: Fri. and Sat. performances at 8: 30
p.m. and 7: 30 p.m. on Sun. tickets: $3. for
adults and $2 for students with I.D . Group
rates available. All seats reserved. More info,
and reservations call Performing Arts Box
Office 1-313-341-1838.
- Feb. 8-11 and 15-18, the University Players
present Three Men on a Horse. Curtain time:
8: 30. Tickets: $2. 50 . For reservations call
352-4565.
- The Detroit Repertory Theatre presents What
the Butler Saw, a play by Joe Orton. Curtain
time is 8: 30 p.m. Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
evenings and 7: 30 on Sun. The play runs thru
Sat. Feb. 24th. For reservations and ticket
info call 1·313·868·1347 .
EXHIBITIONS
- Opening Jan. 30, Diaghiley and Russian
Stage Designers . This exhibitJon presents 110
important water colours of costume and set
designs for some of the most famous
productions of the period from 1909-1929 by
45 artists who worked with Diaghiley.
Running thru Sun. Feb. 18 south wing ground
floor Det. Inst. of Arts.
· The Dept. of Graphic Art& :!isplays some 30
photographs of historic and artistic interest by
19th and 20th century_ European and
American photographers . Wed. Jan. 31 thru
Sun. Mar. 26, main bldg., ground floor Det.
Inst. of Arts.
- Thru Feb . 11, an exhibition of prints,
drawings and paintings by Sister Barbara
Cervenka in room IOOG University Library.
She is a Dominican Sister whose work has
been exhibited locally and nationally.
RADIO
· Every Saturday night on WWWW f.m. (106)
there is a quad hour from 11 p.m.·12 mid·
night. Quadraphonic music from left, right,
front and rear.
· Feb. 12th at 8:30 p.m . hear Between Ourselves on CBC radio Come Up and See My
Camels is the unusual title of a documpntary
J:>rogramme about an unusual art museum Canada's National Gallery. CBC a.m. is CBE
( 1550).
· Sun. Feb. I Ith CJOM (88. 7) f.m . presents
the album Woodstock in its entirety at 6 p.m.
· Every _Tues. and Thurs . at 6 : 30 and 8:30
CJOM f.m . features a new or hot current
album. Tues. Feb . 13th is presented the new
Barkley James Harvest album Baby James
Harvest.
YOUTHEATRE
• The Three Li1tle Pigs with Lewis Mahnmann 's Children's Fairyland Puppet ThPatre
from Oakland Calif. on Sat. Feb. I 0th at 11
a.m. & 2 J>.m. in the auditorium at Det. Inst.
of Arts. Tickets $1.50.
FILMS ON THE ARTS
• Le Mime, Marcel Marceau on Tues. Feb.
13th at noon in Ambassador Aud . It is a short
history of mime, with the imcomparable
Marcel Marceau demonstrating his art and
directing a rehearsal. Admission is FREE .
BALLET
- Feb. 21-22, The Royal Winnipeg Ballet is at
Cleary Aud. in Windsor. Tickets: Orch. $4-5;
Bale. $3.50-4.50. Box Office phone: 252·
6579.
ANYONE WISHING to submit anything to the
calendar please do so in writing to the
reviews office of the Lance on or before
the Monday of the week pre<'e<'ding the
event.

Impulse
ENGAGEMENT

Top of the Flame,
A fog rested mistily,
Twenty-six storeys above the people,
The dots within rifle range.

i hid benea

your bed

Dilema

waiting for you to arrive.

What can I do? I'm only twelve,

I can trust no one over thirty,

Serenely unattached,
Reality making his slightly smashed,
Roger watches the cars enter,
Below Cobo ..•

and beware of teenies becuz thef re dirty
and hide "Portnoy's Complaint' 'hind shelf.
I may befriend no darker man
nor swear and talk like daddy can.

found some boles in the wall
you paint

from sight,

What can I do? I'm only twelve,
I may not stay while folks discuss
my mother's growth in front of us
- are babies made by little elves?! Sex is something_ I may not say
- what is "PUBERTY" anyway?-

your fist th brush.
i put my finprs inside.

Blank! Blank! Blank!
His arm jerks in firing motion,
Careening drivers into commotion,
As his fingernail takes the notion .•.

my face s s aking underwear.
my fingerp • ts r all over my knuckles.
I'm so afraid of the legends I've been living with.
my wrists r swearing at my eyes.
my eyes are feeding my fingers so much poison.

Blank! Blank! Blank!
A waiter rushes to where he stands,
A window pressed with elongated hands,
As if to jump,
And jump he does ...

Here I am! I'm all of twelve!
A man grows into teenmanhood
and on and up from better to good
· my family problems need me delveMy fatty girlfriend now needs wed
-Well no one told me elves live in my bed!-

and when yon did not show
i crawld intQ the closet

Blank! Blank! Blank !
He rolls the waiter over the tables,
And Blank! Blank! Blank!
Snatches the glare of the noon hour drinkers,
The society women and financial thinkers,
And Blank!
He bolts his fingers on the button,
As the doors close,
And blankly descend twenty-six storeys,
Away from the queries,
Of tht> skyline viewers,
And the dots within rifle range.

Patrick Mc Wade

& prayed t the walls,
lets go on a honeymoon
i want to di
david

DRIFTING THOUGHTS
Pain, 'tis but a delight in latency,
For you'll laugh to tears at another's actions.
Then why stretch in complacency,
But seek in them, too, your reflections.
And if your mind's boggled by valency,
Contemplate Man's in genuflections.

Bordie MacMillan
nora

we went for a walk
that day·
it was windy and sunny
and the age old competition between the two
renowned in parable and in history
once again
reinacted
its passion
upon our stage
we walked
but little talked
no need to
so close did we feel that hour
i waded
with my dull black boots in the puddles of coffee-stained water
and lo
they came out shiny and squeaky
and the sun played upon the prism
in the oil slicks
floating o'er top my toes
i laughed and shouted

remember
remember nora
when we were kids
how we used to wade home from school in all the mile long stretch
of canals and lakes new-made by the recent rained-in guttered side
roads
remember too
the dams we'd build
and the paper boats - too wet too soon ·
too soonly sunk
that we plied with awkward hands
and piloted with fresh torn stick branches from some now armless tree
but you just laughed
you didn't
remember
on we walked
and we came to some deep snow
and it rose higher and higher
threatening us with its wetness
and i grabbed and clutched
at the snow
and rolled into a ball a bit of it
a. clean mushy no-coloured ball of mischief
and tossed it merrily at your shoulder
and ducked too late
only to receive your icy reply in my neck

1'

Sam Malenfant

i laughed and i cried
remember
remember nora
when we were kids
.
how we used to make our way home from school
from one snowball battle to another
one time
i got my faced washed seven times .
before i reached the shelter of the doorway
and the angels
· remember the angels in the snow
and the snow man· belly bursting · top heavy · coal bespeckled · neatly
hatted with a cereal box
and the forts •
the forts out of Christmas trees • Epiphany abandoned
but you just smiled
you couldn't remember
and so
on we walked
the silence grew
as the sun went down
and still
we trudged on
i gathered flowers
only you said they were weeds
brown· blotched • brittled
but still beautiful
and
i turned
and
iscreamed

remember
remember Nora
oh do you remember when we used to gather flowers
oh do you remember that Nora
our arms open wide and eager
for the golden rod and the multi-coloured asters
the verigated daisies and the royal thistles
remember too the violets and the yellow bleeding daffodils
and the wild roses - freshly aborted from their hedge groves green
but you just stopped
and turned
and walked away
you wouldn't remember
by michael francis sahara
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CUP suspends service to Dalhousie Gazette
OTTAWA (CUPl -The national executive of
Canadian University Press (CUPl, Canada's only
national student press organization, has suspended
all services to the Dalhousie Gazette, the student
neW11paper at Dalhousie University in Halifax.
The executive is also Sl"tting up ~n official CUP
investigation commission to look into the situation.
Both actions are in response to a request by $ix
CUP members of the Atlantic region.
The suspension of servicl"s, which includes uews
and feature oopy and cartoons, and the investigation, were necessitated b} the Dalhousie

student council's action of Jan. 28. The council
refused to ratify Marg Bezanson, the Gazette
staff's choice of editor for the next year. Instead it
ppointed student council arts representative Ken
MacDougall to the position.
The council also passed a motion allowing the
student union president, Brian Smith, and-or the
council chairman to censor the Gazette staff's last
issue, published Feb. 2. All copy had to be approved by either Smith or the chairman before it
could be printed.
Both actions taken by the council were violations

of the organization'i i.y\~ws. According to the bylaws, the student ~ l should only ratify the
newspaper staff's choic1 for editor and must not
interfere in editorial
dvertising content of the
newspaper.
The suspension i4
·tive Feb. 6, pending the
commission ·s final
It to the national office.
The commission,
t'>ordance with CUP bylaws, will have one
native from the region's
student newspapers,
rei:resentative of the CUP
national ext•cutive
e representative from the
local commercial m
, The student represen·

tative will be chosen by Carol Ward, the Atlantic
region's vice-president. Since Bezanson is the
area's president, she is not eligible to appoint a
representative. The CUP president will chose the
commercial media person, in consultation with
those involved in the dispute.
The Gazette staff has refused to work with
MacDougall because of the method by which he
was chosen editor. Instead it is circulating a
petition calling for a special council meeting to
discuss the action. This will be presented to the
Feb. 11 student council meeting. So far more than

800 students in all faculties have signed the
petition and the staff expects to obtain the
signatures of more students than the total number
who voted in the Iast student council elections.
A motion to rescind the appointment and reopen
applications will also be made by one of two
student councillors who wish to see the ap.pointment reassessed.
TI1e staff is also publishing its own paper on
Feb. 12 or 13, several days before MacDougall
hopes to have his first paper out.

Impeachment vote
to be held Feb. 27
SAC has approved a petition calling for a referendum on
impeachment of SAC President Gerry Gagnon and V
president John Bennett. The approval of the petition ends a
two months of political debate.
A referendum on the impeachment will be held on the Tu
after Slack week, February 27th according to Chief Elect
Officer Chris Ambeault.
The referendum was held up due to a technicality involving
number of signatures on the petition. According to sev
sources, the SAC Vice-president vetoed the original presentat
of the petition stating that it required the signaturPs of five
cent of the student body, as opposed to five per cPnt of the f
time registered undergrads.

Law Assoc. get
an LIP subsidy
The Canadian Environ·
mental Law Association, at the
University of Windsor, has
landed a grant of $5616.00.
man Peter Farmer said

present to the govemmen
"We hope," F..nner 1111
I
"To hP able to prts t (II..
'V
t- .
public against uoff t
thl' eµvir
· nt; a 6: )';
,
,]J,J. N' (.
.. ~
· tcrvie'V \1! lnN1-l11,,
i'lw
~overnme
tha tit,· monies come rom the
wondering w o his mar, is and why he's dr,i ' ' :he
federal gowrnment's Local Initiatives Program granted
str('lc/1. ymL can find the answer on page 6 of this issue.
Initiatives Program. The supply to the a~sociation nn the
u re feeling lazy us usual un the last day of tlw week, it's
decision, in the association's basis that it would give jobs to
favour, was reported to Farmer the unemployed.
CELA has plans to hire at
on Monday.
eeting Saturday
GovernmPnt sour!'es in least two persons who are
There u a Kick the Habit smoking clinic operating on campus. Ottawa have speculated that qualified in chemistry. and
In case you are not familiar with the method, it's simply this: further supply may be for- have a smattering of legal
every time yo11 smoke after signing up, you 'lfUST smoke eight thcoming to the project if it knowledge. These people will
t,y HAROLD A. GOLDIN
dismal failure. A society of
(8) cigarettPs in a row. You rPtire to a little room where someone proves successful in its efforts. be field workers. and will likely
watchP.~ yo11 retch and p11ke. It works!!
CELA (Windsorl was be complementPd by one more
The list of problems con- abundance being managed
started with the idea of worker sometime in March. fronting the urban areas of this with eighteenth century
The assol'iation can be
providing a service to the
tinent could very easily fill economic techniques based on
Two down
general public, including contacted in the Law building thie entire page. The solutions scarcity is lunacy of the
information concerning the at the university.
to these problems being grandest magnitude.
rights of the individual and the
proposed by the political
Last year. when the
environment.
leaders of our society tend to pollution issue was foremost in
by SLE D'ALONZO
Farmer said, "We provide a
treat the effects of the our concern, we witnessed a
Two University of Windsor students were censured by the complaint service that deals
problems while ignoring the flurry of legislative activity
Committee on Student Affairs Tuesday afternoon for their part not only with the rights of the
causes. The political-business that should be best remem·
in last month's chaining of the doors to Assumption Lounge in individual, but also with some
alliance that manipulates and bered, or better yet forgotten
the University Centre.
of the legal remedies that can
esploits our manpower and because of its weakness. The
The students, John Fellows of Social Work and SAC Vice- be employed by him."
0$tural resources are too so-ea lied environ men ta I
president and part-time Arts student John Bennett, were cen"We do research into the
c,ncerned with power-tripping bureaus, commissions, and
sured at an open meeting of the Committee which is headed by municipal by-laws in Windsor,
&ad profit-making to take any ministries charged with the
Dean of Students George McMahon.
and compare them to other
meaningful
action.
The enforcement of the laws have
A motion to expell both students made by J'l,orm Yeryk and cities such as Hamilton,
izens of the North American been given no real punitive
seconded by Peter Elcombe was defeated but a motion of censure Edmonton. Toronto, and
Centinent are left scratching power. All one needs to do is
against the two was passed. A member of the Committee in- Ottawa. In effect, what we are
their heads, wondering why breathe the air, swim, or
formed the Lance that a motion of censure is merely a "slap on trying to achieve, in a sort of
their
twentieth
century sightsee down river to realize
the wrist.''
ideal by-law that we can
technology has been such a the implications of the way this
0

.

-

Technocracy has designs on management

Students censured

problem has been handled.
Within the last few months.
a new crisis has been thrust
upon us, this one dealing with
ENERGY. Coal is too dirty,
Atoms too dangerous, and
Petroleum loo scarce. Since it
is vital to our present mode of
·
operation t h at t h e automotive·
petroleum industrial complex
be maintained, new sources of
energy must be found, but they
must be within the realm of
ESSO, Ontario Hydro, or
Union Gas, these being only
three of the vested interests
"advising" the politicians.

technology as our is, should be
placed in the hands of those
who have the technical training
required to understand and
deal with the situations that
arise and will arise in the
distant future. If our advanced
technology is to be used to
benefit our total society,
scientists, engineers, and
technicians must be permitted
to function unemcmnbered by
an archaic price system and
outmoded political systems.
Technocracy has designs for
new systems of operation and
these designs will be discussed
on Saturday Feb. 17, at 8: 00
Technocracy Inc. has always p.m. in the Ambassador
maintained
that
the Auditorium of the Student
management of a society has Centre.
heavily dependent upon

Letter to the editor:

SAC V- P delineates Council's structural grief UBC
by CHARLES RUSAK
In a letter to the editor of The Lance Wednesday SAC
Vice-president John Bennett admitted that to date SAC has
been "to a great extent, ineffective in improving the
situation of the student."
Bennett cited two basic reasons for the ineffectiveness:
first a 152,000 debt inherited from previou~ councils and
second SAC's own "internal i;trife."
He conceded that this year there has been a sparsity of
available funds and that in many ways this fact has
inhibited student organizations from approaching SAC for
financial aid. He blamed the lack of funding for clubs and
societies on the inefficiency of past councils. He added,
however, that funds are available for campus groups.
The following is the text of Bennett's letter to Lance
Editor Gordon Gilmour:
Editor,
'The Lance,
Dear Sir:
This yPar's S.A.C. has hPen to a great extent, ineffective in
improving the situation of the student. True, it has provided a
smooth operating pub, free of rip off, it has paid off a substantial debt, provided monthly financial statem!'nts and caused
the Media to operate in a financially responsible manner.
However, it has been ineffective in most of its other Pndeavours.
Why?
l believe there are two basic reasons why. The larp;e debt
incurred by past councils and the present structure of the S.A.C.
The debt of S52,000 which this couneil inherited has given a
greater death knell to the life and activity on this campus than
would first come to mind. Of course it is true that there is less

money available than in other years. The past inefficiPncy of the
S.A.C. discouraged organizations from approaching the S.A.C.
resulting in a large portion of the money allocated to clubs not
being requested. Thus organizations are dissatisfied with the
S.A.C. yPt funds are still available to them.
The S.A.C. 's major problem has been its own internal strife.
The reason this comes about is quite clear. The fault lays in the
structure of the executive. Presently, there are six elected
positions in that body and each member is a separate political
entity with a base of support. Idealistically, this is a fine
arrangement. However, practically the executive's function is
one of administration to suggest action to oouncil based on
experience and ability and to execute council decisions.
Therefore, the executive should be a team that can a!'t as one to
carry out the decisions of the council but at present. this does
not take place. Each member of the executive marks ont his
territory and defends it right or wTong from all outside in·
terference which is exactly what creates the petty politicking
and in fighting. As chairman of the Restructuring of the S.A.C.,
I have presented a plan to alleviate this problem. The basi~ of
the committee plan is the introduction of the cabinet system to
form a more cohesive executive to administer the affairs of the
S.A.C. in a well organized business approaC'h. This could be
achieved by electing a President and Vice-President by popular
rampus wide election similar to the U.S. The President \\ould
then nominate to counC'il the mt•mbers of his exPcutive which in
turn woultl approve or disapprove of his nominf'es. In this wa)',
members of the executive would have to be acceptable to both
the cmmcil and the President resulting in an effective exC<'utive.
The plan further suggests that to maintain a cht•ck on tht>

executive, council should from among its nmnber elect a

Treasurer to have much the samP functions of the present
Finance Commissioner.
The finally important part of the plan is a method to increasP
the cooperation between the S.A.C. and the societies and
between the societies themselves. This could be achieved easily
by having the PrPsident of each society or his delegate sit on
council. Thus having all information about the plans and activities of each individual society readily available to the
council. the executive and the other societies.
The Committee does not see this plan as the final solution to
the present student government crisis and it is certainly at a
critical stage in its di>velopment. This plan is an interim design
to ensure an efficiPnt student government until a more diversified derentralizNl plan can be worked out in detail. At
presPnt, there is a basis of a plan for a decentralized form of
government. However, there are still a great many problems in
it that have to hP studied and solutions found.
If the next student council is to be an eff Pctive body, its
strueture must be altered. My experience of the last year has
lead to this eonclusion. It also has lead me to the conclusion that
the plan presented by thr Restructuring Committee of the
S.A.C. Is the best proposal given the time left in the )'ear and
the present student involvemrnt in student government at this
uniwrsit\. Therefore, I urge students to discuss the structure of
student :ouncil. to come and talk lo me about it, and above all,
to mntacl the representatives both on S.A.C. and the societies
antl urge them to maki> sure the S.A.C. has a ne,, design in '73.
John Bennett
\"ice-President

residences may

net student boycott

VA COUVER (CUP! -A
proposed 10 per cent increase
in University of British
Columbia (UBCI residence
fees may result in a rent
boycott by students protesting
the third price hike in three
years.
The protest began February
l, after LBC housing director
Leslie Rohringer announced
rent increases for all campus
residences because of rising
operating costs.
However, tenants of the
Acadia Graduate Residence
have charged Rohringer is
increasing fees to pay off the
mortgage on the recently-built
Water
Gage
Tower
Residences.
A rent boycott is one of
several measures proposed by
the Acadia residents to protest
the increase.
Although the proposed
increase would mean the
annual fees for a single person
in the undergraduate dor·

matories would rise to $933
from $854, no protest has yet
been organized in any but the
Acadia residences.
Acadia tenants presented a
brief opposing the hike at the
same February 6 meeting of
the Board of Governors where
Rohringer presented the hike.
The Board will decide by the
end of the month whether or
not to accept Rohringer's plan.
Acadia tenants pay monthly
rent to the housing department, so they could withhold
payment if the increase is
approved. Students at the
other three residences pay their
fees at the start of the year and
could participate in a boycott.
The Acadia group are
making appointments with BC
Education Minister Eileen
Dailly, Premier and Finance
Minister Dave Barrett, and
Welfare Minister Norm Levi to
enlist their support to keep the
residence rent down.

Windsor 5 St. Clair 1

Lancers over S • Clair
by STRANGE
The reality this week was supplied by Reality, Ltd.,
makers of fine Realities for every occasion. "Feeling
unreal, call Reality. Branch offices everywhere."
Why is it that whenever I go to the pool at the PhysEd building the water is overrun with small creeps
screwing around? I know they've lowered the standards, but this is ridiculous.
High & Dry Bus I

I have been known tot a k e a turn or two in the pool.
Letting my slick, wet body cut smoothly through liquid
space, water streaming in wak lines, casting shadows on
the tiles. Ah, rebirth in that concrete foetal sac. I wonder if
the womb had flourescent lights like the pool. And if they
do I wonder who did the wiring, I hope they were all
union.
I've never noticed a lot of people there and in theory
only students are allowed in. So here's the hours they're
open for students:
Monday to Friday 12-1 :30 p.m.
Monday: 7:30-10:00 p.m.
Tuesday:- Friday 7 :00-10: 00 p.m.
Saturday: till 3: 30 p.m.
Closed Sunday.
That schedule is like reading the Ontario Fishing
Regulations whatever kind of a metaphor that is.

+++

by JOHN BERNIK
Dr. Cec Eaves enjoyed one of his happiest
moments as coach of the Lancer Hockey team
last Thursday night. Eaves had good reason to
be happy. His pucksters had just downed the St.
Clair College Saints 5-1. It was the first time in
the four years with Dr. Eaves as head coach the
Lancers have won both ends of the home and
horn(' series with their cross-town rivals. In the
previous three years the two teams had always
split the series. It also marked the first time ever
that the Lancer hockey team and Crusader
baskE'tball team have won all four games in the
annual city series.
The feeling in the St. Clair camp, however,
was not as festive, The Saints' strategy for
wining had failed. Coach Jack Costello decided
to shadow Windsor's high scoring left winger
Ejay Queen. The Saints' Brian Johnston did his
best to glue himself to Ejay, but unfortunately
for St. Clair, he didn't do a good enough job.
Queen, who is currently fighting for the scoring
championship in the 0.l! .A.A. West, scored a
goal and assisted on two others in leading
Windsor to its victory.
Thr Lancers completely dominated the play
throughout the contest. Windsor, playing in
front of 1,000 fans, did a great job forechecking
as they kept hemming the Saints in their own
Pml. On defence, the Lancers gave the Saints
few really good scoring chances as the forwards
did a good job of covering the opponents in
Windsor's end. This work paid off as the
Lancers opened up a 4-0 lead after two periods.
The Lancers opened up the scoring at 6: 33 of
the first period on a goal by the greatly im-

U of Ottawa

Dear Strange:
What is the attitude of employers toward people
who have been convicted of drug charges, specifically
J11arijuana?
Busted

Well, possession is still a felony and like the man says,
"There's a guy with an aquarium over his head and two
pounds of liver sausage".
So as you can see, it's pretty compPtitive out there. If
you were the only person for the job you'd probably gag it
but alas the Immortal Bard once wrote, "When, in
Disgra~e with Fortune and men's eyes," you're probably
screwed, especially if they check your record which they
usually do as a matter of course for any jobs that require
some measure of responsibility (tedium). For one thing
you can't get bonded.
Sorry pal. Hov.lever the Merry Mosio"s of Point Pelee
at'l Forest lrole/r(,)m the tourists give to the reptiles I can
wa • use O-':"'t IJo.....,, '.r·:-1P
··

+++
Dear Strange:
I need psychiatric help, where can I get it?

Q B VIII

Well, you can phone up Dr. Wren at the health services
and set up an appointment and he'll probably decide
whether or not you are actually in need of help and his
number is 252-8545, EXT 396. Or i(you're sure you're
fairly crazed phone the Psych Centre and ask them for an
appointment. The number is 243,423 and also there is a
new program sponsored by the University Chaplains on
the lower floor of Cody Hall, Mondays through Thursdays at 8-12 midnight.
Yea, I say unto you, beware of false prophets that
would lead you from the righteous path of time zoniness
· and insanity into the twilight netherland of reason and
logic. Beware of fanatics for it is written that they usually
have something up their ass. Probably a will-not. If you
feel okay, why worry? Nobody can tell you you're crazy
unless you believe them.

+++
This week's vicious diatribe is directed against
those assasins of culture, those charlatans of the
media, people who sell deoderant, mouthwash and all
that other crap. Stay clean and you'll be OK.
Deodorant is a plot, once you wear it for awhile, you
have built-in body odor for the rest of your days. The
next thing you know they'll be saying that bending
over to chew your toenails ~ill deform your genitals
and the television will be full of ads telling you to
always bring the foot up to the mouth.

+++
Have an eminently enjoyable holiday and may your
days be slack full of humour, mirth, and (stale and
hackneyed as it may soundl contentment, peace, love, and
Iota of green leafy vegetables.

-t-+-tAll questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any

feelthy pictures or disguliting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who ie vacationing in Upper Velta
wllh hie wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to

the Lautt who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
laet resort bring them directly to my office {No. 41 in
the h-.e fluorescent Lance complex.

sports feel

cash crunch
OTTAWA 1CUP) - An enrolment decline and an ensuing
projected deficit of two to three
million dollars for 197 3-7 4 may
take their toll on sports at the
University of Ottawa.
Students and faculty of the
university ·s School of Physical
Ednration will know within two
weeks how much monPy they must
ask the students for to continue
their
intercollegiate
sports
proii;ram.
In a January ~ meeting. the
Sports Advisory Council. a ninemember autonomous body with
live student mem
s, told the
iye ,;,., 11\lfl\inist
in
ha if it
"'".., )'I'i ....... iJU1tJ8 J (' (h UHCJl E,f'\o Cl
per , en t of each faculty's budget ,
the university"s intercollegiate
football program will be the first
sports activity to go. But that may
be just a threat.
Dean of Physical Education.
Dr.
Bill Orban,
admitted
university administrators may be
shocked by the suggestion to drop
football. while a suggestion to
drop a less expensive sport would
have a higher cha.nee of being
approved. The administra lion.
Orban said, simply asked "what
implications would he created" hy
the proposed budget reduction.
When it learns phys ed would cut
football. it may consider not
cutting that faculty 's budget.
If the administration does
reduce the sports budget, Ottawa
"Gee Gee " may still not have to

proved D,.ive C rge. Dwight Barron took a
lead pass from l on Wilson down the left wing
and fed DavP George who was streaking
through the m die. George blasted a 15 footer
to thP stick sid ·of St. Clair goalie ;\frKinnon.
In the secon period, Jim Gratto made it 2-0
on a picture pla . Gratto took a pass from Brian
Boyd, went a ound the right defence and
re lrasPd a wic ed wrist-shot that bt>at the St.
Clair nrtmind . George Rodney ma<le it 3-0 as
he picked up
rebound and drove ovpr top of
oalie. QuePn and Gratto each
the sprawlin
picked up an
sist on thP powPr play goal at
<J:02. Jean M tin was sitting it out in thP box
for high sticki \ at thP timr. It was at this point
made a switch in the nets,
that the Sain
replacing Mc ·nnon with Rick Haynes. Ron
Weese added nother goal at the 16 minute
mark as Quee set him up right in front of
Haynes.
In the thi
period Ejay Queen found the
mark at 6: 12. Dave George stole the puck at
the left side o the Saint net and hit Rodney.
Rodney then
Queen streaking through the
middle and
a quick wrist shot go to beat
Haynes. On
inute later Jim Ryall scored the
Saints lone o I as he batted his own rebound
twice to beat 1.cFadden. Rodney was sitting
out a 2 minut minor for high sticking at the
time of the St. Clair goal.
Overall th ancers out-shot the Saints by a
43 to 28
rgin. In the first two periods
ot St. Clair by a :-rn to 16 margin.
aged to fall just onP short of thP
final period, n to 12. This was
Windsor picking :3 of thP 5
sed in thP third prriod.

J

Sale

It pays
ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 days)

Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. Study Weeks from
Toronto, includes jet transport, accommodation
{doubles), parties, discos . Contact AOSC, 44 St.
George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your Student
Council.

to
advertise

EUROPE SUMMER 73

TORONTO to LONDON from $79 one way or $155
return - Take a dependable charter. Contact AOSC,
44 St. George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 - or your
Student Council.
BOOK EARLY AND SAVE

in

Tl,e Lal)Ce

Travelling In Europe
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student railpass,
car rentals, cheapest and most dependable charter
flights, comping tours etc. all available from:
AOSC, 44 St. George St.,
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404.
! The Student Trove/ co-op owned by your student Councd)

Call
Art Sneath
253-4232 ext326

AMBASSADOR '73
YEARBOOK
Graduate Portrait
Sittings
for those who missed
earlier, & re-sittings

FEB. 27TH & 28TH
MARCH 1ST & 2ND
ROOM 7 UNIVERSITY CENTRE

Traynor oicemaster
amp, 2x "speaker
bottom, ayfayette
II 258-1880
_PA amp.

For Further Information

Call 254-5653
9 :30 a.m.-12 a.m.

~o.

"Tm optimistic, " Orban said
January 25, "'that the students
would be in favour of support
through an increase of their fees'. "
A referendum in mid-March
will probably ask the students to
increase their activities fees from
$16 to $25. Orban and University
of Ottawa Athletk Director Carol
Turgeon both insist there will hP a
need for more money - and thus
a referendum - whether or not
the administration reduces the
sports budget.
"The only difference will be the
aniount asked and the arguments
used," Orban said. II the budget is
cut, students will decide whether
Ottawa wants a football team: if
not. thev will decide the fate of
somp oihPr, less expensive ac·
tivities.
Students now provide $134,000
of the athletics' operating budget
of about $196 ,000. With or
without the university's grant,
Turgeon claims he c·annot operate
on less than $200,000.
Last winter, students defeated a
referendum virtually identical to
the proposed March one .
The university's deficit is
typical of financial situations for
most Canadian universities.
Howevn.
onlv
Brandon
Cniversitv. threat~ned with its
existence: has said it will drop its
intercollegiate sports program.

TI,e Lal)Ce
needs
sportswriters

Call John
McAllister

{

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger " is an Oktoberfest Tap·n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you 're on your way to good

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
Real Draft Beer.

0Id;obaPfflst

Roal

Draft;
8861'
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Toronto next

Fencers best
by FRANK WINKLER
While the Lancer wrestling squad grappled
with Waterloo, their fencing counterparts were
disposing of their O.U.A.A. opposition from the
Wester.n Division in the sectional finals on the
opposite side of the gymnasium. Lancer fencers
completely dominated the meet and will be
sending all nine men to the league finals in
Toronto.
Leading the Windsor onslaught was Brnno
Chicotelli with an individual second place in
foil. He was aided by hard working team-mates
Brian Rivers and John Chan. Chicotelli's
victory places him in the running for the Ontario
crown in foil competition, an honour held by
Windsor's Dick Wong the past two years.
Another Lancer fencer who is expected to do
well in Toronto is epee fencer Tom Strutt. In an

•

West

Ill

almost faultless performance, Strutt easily
captured the epee title at Waterloo Saturday.
Brian Ciuciura finished a solid third and is also
going to the finals. Anchorman Bob Horwood
spearheaded the team's second-place finish
overall.
Coach Blass was especially pleased with the
sabre team's strong performance. Brian
Grimley and Pat Brode finished with identical
lO and l records to place second and third,
respectively. Rookie partner Barry Franklin
came on strong, and will be a definite threat in
the Ontario finals. Canadian Olympic fencer
Bob Foxcroft complimented Coach Blass on the
high calibre of his team's performance. Windsor's strong showing indicates they have a good
chance to upset the perennial champions from
the U. of T. this weekend.

Playoff s-finals next

Lancerettes seeking laurels
The Lancerettes closed off
their league play on Saturday
by dropping Guelph 37-72.
Windsor did not muster their
usual offense but played a
strong defensive game and
salvaged the victory. The win
places McMaster and Windsor
in a tie for the final playoff
berth in the Western Division
of the O.W.I.A.A. Top scorers
for the Lancerettes were
Joanne Lazarus with 14 points
and Karen Couvillon with 10.

Windsor and Mac both have 6
wins, 4 losses for 12 points.
A playoff game will be held
in St. Denis Hall on Tuesday,
February 20th before the
Lancers' quarter-final game.
Windsor gained the homecourt advantage for the game
with McMaster by virtue of a
greater points difference in the
home and home contests. Fans
can expect a fast breaking,
pressure type of game, so get
there earlv for an exciting

WANTED
"If a man does not keep pace with his companions,
perhaps ii is because he hears a different 'drummer.
Let him step to the music he hears, however
measitJred, or far away."
-Henry David Thoreau
To be sure .. .
God is a
Different Drummer.
If you're hearing His music
Don't knock it,
Step t_o it.

0

The Atonement Friars
Follow the beat of
Francis of Assisi
In their own different
And unique way.
Interested?

Just possibly,
Religious Life is your kind of
Music.

Write or col :

Bro. Paschal Breau, S.A.
Atonement frl,.,rs
2933 Forest C,lade Drive
Windsor, 17 Ontario

(519)

735-6024

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING ..
of a new
Bridal Shop
to the Windsor
area.

k

evening of Intercollegiate
playoff action.
The Volleyball team lost a
very close match to the
University of Guelph the same
day. The scores of the match
were 15-12, 9-15, 15-8, 11-15
and 5-15. The team played
excellent ball but were just
unlucky. Good performances
were turned in by the entire
squad. The serving for
Windsor was a great asset, but
Guelph out-spiked the Lancerettes. This weekend, the
volleyball team goes to the
finals at Waterloo where they'll
meet some fine competition
from the East. Here's hoping
they do well!
Tuesday night, the Lancerette Swim team hosted
journeyed
to
Adrian,
Michigan. Total points for
Windsor 20; total points for
Adrian 80. In the diving
competition, Lindy Ferguson
placed second for Windsor
with a score of 98.75. This
weekend, the Lancerettes are
in Hamilton for the league
swimming finals. Good luck to
all!
The University of Windsor
Womens' Varsity Curling team
was in Guelph last weekend to
participate in the O.W.I.A.A.
Curling finals. The team was
made; up of Marg Lawrie
, \ kip 1, Brenda B um, Ann
wers and Daryl Simmons.
They defeated Trent ll-1 and
Toronto 11-2 in the first two
games, before losing to McGill
and Waterloo Lutheran in an
extra end, and to Western on
the final rock. Overall standings saw McGill take firot
with five wins and no losses,
followed in order by Western,
Waterloo Lutheran, WINDSOR, Toronto and Trent.

The

Bi;_&

Cabaret

BRIDAL SHOP

Pub

Prices & Selection
second to none.

will close

Saturday
Feb. 17
and

Bridal Gowns from

$69.00
Bridesmaids from
$38.00

re-open

Monday
Feb. 26

TEL. 253-8251
950 WYANDOTTE WEST
WINDSOR

Notice of Referendum
Tuesday Feb. 27, 10 A.M. to .4 P.M.
Polling Stations: Unlv•rsity Centre
Vanier Foyer
E11•x Entrance

From the sports desk
by JOHN McALLISTER
The cries still ring in my ears: "The Lancers blew it!"
"The Coach Stinks!" ''They don't play forty minutes!'' etc.,
etc. What basketball fans here at Windsor seem to lack is a
little sense of perspective, particularly when it comes to their
Lancers. It's my view that the local fan support, particularly
notable in absentia last Saturday, could definitely use some
improvement.
Let's face the fact the days of the Windsor Lancers beating
every team they play by thirty points or more are over, as are
their undefeated days at St. Denis Hall or anywhere else.
This year's squad is an nnusual one in its tremendous scoring
talents, as witnessed by the number of games in which
they've scored one hundred points or more, five to this date.
However, this won't always be the case. League competition
is a great deal better than it used to be.
Last Saturday's game between Windsor and Waterloo was
one of the better ones a fan could ask to see in regular season
play. The lead changed hands more times than I'd like to
remember. And, despite the rather incredible fact that many
fans began leaving early, the final points were not scored
The University of Windsor Fencing Squad showed their Western Division rivals in the
nntil five seconds before the final buzzer had sounded. As is
0. U.A.A. who was best as they defeated their competition to win the sectional final.sat Waterloo.
well known, Windsor lost (gasp) to Waterloo by three (3)
-Photo by Waterloo correspondent Mr. Harpo
points, 80- 77.
Well, what about that? The Lancers have lost to what the
experts call the best team in Canada twice now. In Waterloo
the score was 86- 77, and a nine-point bulge courtesy of a late
Warrior surge in the final two minutes of the game. Here, it
was a three-point margin for the Waterloo team, with
Windsor turnovers being partly to blame for the winning
margin this time around. Yes folks, the Lancers can make
by ASHLEY WIPER
mistakes! Tom Kieswetter, the Warriors' floor boss, and the
Wednesday evening at Adie
one who played for Canada's National Team last summer,
Knox Arena, the University of
can steal the ball from anybody if he sets his mind to it! As a
Windsor Hockey Lancers
matter of fact, with Windsor's shooting as poor as it was (33
avenged last weekend's defeat
percent they'll be among the first to tell you} that might be
of their basketball counexpected.
terparts by upsetting the
But Windsor is not out of anything yet! They now have
Waterloo Warriors 4-2. In
eight wins (8) and two losses (2), so let's stop behaving as
doing so, they kept themselves
though it were the other way around. The Lancers have not
in the tight race with the
defeated Waterloo in league play since the 1970-71 season
McMaster Marauders for the
when they defeated the Warriors twice, 76-62 and 68-65.
final playoff berth in the
But they haven't lost to Waterloo in the playoffs since that
O.U.A.A.'s Western Division.
time, either, and as the old saying goi>s: the season begins in
The home team opened the
earnest in the playoffs. That's assuming you make the
first
period
strongly,
playoffs, of course, something Windsor does with regularity.
pressuring the Warriors into
The Waterloo squad, as strong and tough as they are, can
bad passes in their own end.
not boast so impressive a record. Windsor is the defending
Don Wilson took a pass from
league champion, something the Warriors fail in the playoffs
Dwight Barron and drove it
to do with regularity, also. Two years ago the Warriors were
into the Waterloo net at 8; 16.
so intent on playing Windsor in the 0.Q.A.A. finals here,
The visitors however, managed
they forgot to play Queens in the semi-final game, losing in
to wrest command of the game
an upset 82-80. Last year they lost to Windsor in the quarterfrom the Lancers midway into
finals 83-82. In both instances, Windsor won the league title.
the first period. They
This year's squad features seven new faces- well it's been
catapulted vulcanized rubber
said before, but some seem to have forgotten that fact. They
at Windsor goaltender Mcneeded time to get together and they've done that. They are
Fadden until he missed one, a
stronger than last year, but so are the Warriors, in case you
shot by Randy Stubel at the
hadn't noticed! Barring a double loss, Windsor will host a
6; 15 mark. Score after one
quarter-final playoff game in St. Denis next Tuesday. They
period ; Lancers 1, Warriors 1.
will be opposed by either McMaster or Guelph, whichever
Waterloo
rode
their
finishes in third place.
Karen Couvillon of the Lancerettes (l O} is up against strong
Let's see and HEAR a really good crowd at St. Denis this
opposition here as she tries for two against Guelph. Windsor's momentum into the second
time. A bunch of peo~~ who are not afraid to get behind
win forces a platoff t','leen the Lance-ettes and McMaster this period and struck quickly as
Russ Elliott beat McFadden at
their team when they lallse or fall behind lifts a team, and
Tuesday starti -,g at '1; 15.
i.. ,,, .,riin~ /
1 : 3 7. 'Jihe Lanceu1 _yvere , does J)Ql Wllit tC\ bP lifti-,),t by the team'1 effort all the time.
a ~hoto by J .P Squwe
unable to muster any effective
Fans who went to the la~t Western gamr know what I mean
offense but McFadden kept
- the crowd of Mustang fans was just intimidated by the
the Warriors from running
strong, consistent fans support which accompanied the
away with it by good work in
Lancers. The team responded because the enthusiastic fans
the nets. Score after two
let them know how they felt
periods: Lancers l Warriors 2.
When the Lancers face Guelph or McMaster next
Windsor skated out in the
Tuesday, they will play a heck of a lot better if their fans
third period to set the stage for
really help them out. Good crowds are not unknown in St.
the upset. George Rodney tied
Denis by any means; there is little doubt that a Windsor
the game at 1: 38 of the period.
crowd can intimidate opponents as well as any other, despite
Once again the Lancers were
their smaller numbers. Perhaps even better than most! It's
able to force bad passes and
playoff time, and the Lancers have a well earned reputation
keep the Waterloo squad
as a tremendous playoff team. Lets not let the team down! !
coming out of their own end.
Tickets are now on sale at the Centre Desk.
Midway into the period, it
For the first time in history the University of Windsor St.
appeared that the visitors were
Denis Hall will be the site of the annual Ontario Universities
going to take control once and
Athletic Association wrestling championship. On Friday,
for all.
February 16 and Saturday, February 17 ten Ontario
They took advantage of the
universities will meet to determine the winner of this year's
problem that haunted the
Porter
Trophy, emblematic of the team championship, and
Lancers all evening - their
upwards
of 100 of the Province's top wrestlers will vie for the
inability to get the puck safely
Keegan Trophy which is awarded to the wrestler judged
out of their own end in
most worthy in ability and sportsmanship. The University of
pressure situations. A coolWaterloo will be defending the Porter Team championship
headed
and
hot-handed
and will also have some leading candidates for the Keegan
McFadden, however, was able Trophy despite the fact that John Barry of Waterloo, last
to frustrate the furry and
year's winner, is no longer with the team. Waterloo's top
furious Warrior flourishes. At competition in the team championship will come from the
13: 13 Ejay Queen struck for
University of Western Ontario, the University of Guelph,
what turned out to be the home Queen's University and the University of Toronto. Carleton
team's winning goal. At 19: 40,
University, McMaster, Ottawa, Ryerson and Windsor are
Queen put the game out of considered underdogs in OUAA wrestling team competition,
reach by putting his 21st goal although they will have leading contenders for individual
of the season into the empty weight class championships and candidates for the Keegan
Trophy.
Waterloo net. Final score:
'The OU AA wrestling championship is conducted under
Lancers 4, Waterloo 2.
Windsor was out-shot overall international rules. The drawmaster for this year's tournament, Prof. Gino Fracas, has announced that competition
43 to 28.
The Lancers have a very will begin at l : 00 p.m. on Friday in St. Denis Hall and
Brady Spetz of thP Lancers (40) and Warrior Paul Bilewicz
proceed through the first two ronnds (approximately l O: 00
collide in a battle for the ball. Bill (42) and Wali Lozynsky (44) important game this Sunday
p.m.). On Saturday, the competition will continue corn·
afternoon
in
Hamilton
when
occupy foreground while (behind ball) watches jrom down the
they meet thier rivals in the mencing at l : 00 p.m. and continue through the finals which
court Saturday.
will be held Saturday evening. The awarding of the Porter
-Photo by J.P. Squire race for the final playoff berth Trophy, Keegan Trophy and gold, silver and bronze medals
- the McMaster Marauders.
for first, second and third in the individual weight classes will
be presented following the competition. The associate meet
director, Prof. Mike Sharratt, and Dr. Dick Moriarty, invite
local wrestling fans to attend the competition as guests of the
Ontario Universities Athletic Association and the University
of Windsor.

Big win for
hockey team

. }>

+++

+++

Advance Poll Friday, Feb. 23
In Law Entrance

Referendum
1. Should Gerry Gagnon be removed as President of the Student Administrative Council and as Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
Students Administrative Council?
2. Should John Bennett be removed os Vice-President-Secretary of the
Students Administrative Council and as Vice-President-Secretary of the
Corporation of the Students Administrative Council?

Chief Electoral Officer,
Chris Ambeault

The Windsor Lancers took revenge on the Waterloo Warriors as they upset them 4-2, on goals
by Don Wilson, George Rodney, and Ejay Queen (2). Windsor plays at Mc Master Sunday.

The University of Windsor fencing team travels to meet
the University of Toronto this weekend for the overall OUAA
championship. The Windsor team gained entry into the
OU AA finals by winning first place in the western division
championships. In addition to the overall championship, five
Lancer fencers listed below will be vying for OU AA gold,
silver or bronze medals.
Tom Strutt - first in western division epee.
Bruno Ciccotelli - second in western division foil.
Brian Ciuciura - third in western division epee.
Brian Grimley - second in western division sabre.
Pat Brode - third in western division sabre.
This year's OUAA final marks the second year in a row
that Windsor and Toronto have met for the overall OUAA
championship. toronto is defending champion. Tom Strutt of
Windsor is the current holder of the Charles Walter trophy
awarded to the fencer displaying highest sportsmanship and
skill. Coach Karl Blass feels that this year's Windaor and
Toronto teams are about equal in competitive ability and
anticipates a highly competitive OUAA final.

\
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Op-ed comment:

~be 1Lante

We wo 't get fooled again {Ebe 1Lance

Gordon Gilmour

EDITOR
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Editorial

Someone has a better idea!
Someone has finally done something
for the students they represent on this
campus. Last week, just before Winter
Weekend got under way, Chief Electoral
Officer and Arts Society Official Chris
Ambeault saw to it that the Arts Society
bought a large quantity of tickets to a
number of events and subsequently sold
them back to arts students for 25 cents a
piece.
This represents a substantial saving to
the individual arts student, considering
that the going rate for tickets to see Bo
Diddley and Sir Graves was two dollars a

....

( ~.c.

piece.
This is the sort of service that students
are bound to appreciate, if only because
it directly benefits them. Granted, in
this instance, only arts students
benefited, but perhaps in the future
other societies could do something
similar.
The Arts Society is a comparatively
new organization on campus, and to our
knowledge, this is their first endeavour
in the area of practical services. We look
forward to seeing more of the same hi
the near future.

:z,;======""""-----------~=:::;

iEAR ...

Finally!! SAC has approved
a petition signed by hundreds
of us to hold a referendum to
decide the political fate of our
Pres. Gerry Gagnon, and his
cohort
Vice-Pres.
John
Bennett.
Certain people in lofty
positions in student government have been trying to delay
the referendum, hoping that it
would go away. It didn't, and
in spite of all the gyrations of
these people, the students will
finally have their say. The boys
in the "finger-paint room" did
manage one move however.
They have arranged ,he date
for the vote to be the, Tuesday
after we come back from slack
week.
There won't be a Lance the
previous Friday and we will all
be fairly complacent from the
effects of a restful holiday.
Let's never forget, however,
our ,responsibilities to our
fellow students and to our·
selves. Lets get out and vote
those people out of office. We,
and they, deserve it.
The Earl of Sandwich was a
member of the English
aristocracy after whom this
part of Windsor was originally
named. The old gent was,
among many other things,
quite a gambler. Seems he also
liked to eat copious quantities
while playing cards for tons of
pounds.
With all that gravy dripping
from his sliced roast beef, the
pasteboards used to get sticky
and messy. The Earl came up
with a brilliant idea. He placed
pieces of bread above and
beneath the succulent morsels
of steak, and forever after his

gastronomical goodie was
called - the Sandwich.
That's a true slice of history,
and makes me wonder why
some of my ancestors weren't
more inventive. Just think we
could be choosing egg salad or
salami bears in the cafeteria
right today.

boys in the "finger paint
room." Wonder if they'll pay
the University for
the
damages? Somebody certainly
should.

+++

Someone should publicly
thank Les Menear and his
large contingent of friends for
the well done decorating job in
+++
A hot flash!! Guess who's the Pub.. Did you know that
hinting around about running the labour required to paint the
for President of SAC. Oh no, grotto was all free compliments
not just one aspirant my of Les and his pub workers and
friends, but three. The word friends? Thanks folks, the
has wafted past these ears that place really looks good. Now
non, other than David Sayers lets fix up the main floor
is 1interested in the post. please!
Fu.r'liher, rumour is, ·running
-\A
+++4
rampant that his rivals will be Let's take a time out to look at
John Bennett and Chris the Lancers. The hockey boys
Ambeault.
The
latter have done one hell of a good
luminaries are presently in- job. Gone is the squabbling
volved deeply in SAC, John is and bickering rumoured about
Vice-President at the moment in the past and in its place we
and Chris, while threatening to find a united team. I only
quit, is now the Chief Electoral know two guys on the squad.
Officer. What a fun race that D.J. Queen and Scotty Mcshould be. I guess we'll be Fadden but I have to respect
inundated with election all these boys, they've helped
propaganda after slack week. I to make U of W a force in
can hardly wait to see what OUAA circles. Sure they've
some of the candidates try to had their good and bad games,
put over on us.
but all in all a remarkable job
and they seem to be on a
+++
Want another rumour? Here winning streak. Lot's of work
it is. You can check this one for a little glory but it could
out by calling Larry Mc- pay off in a winner for Wind·
Connell the SAC Finance sor.
Commissioner.
The B Ballers are going to
Last Saturday night SAC have to do it the hard way
sponsored an all night movie again. If I didn't know the
session in the Math Bldg. The players, and hadn't sweated
place was full of all kinds of through last year I'd worry a
wierdos, including Sir Graves lot. As it is, we have the desire,
Ghastly. Damage done to the and the talent. Come see the
building amounted to nearly quarter finals next Tuesday in
$1,500.00 A bill for this St. Denis, You'll be convinced
amount has been sent to the too ...

J~
0

LIPS,
ep.
"If we fail to dare. if we do not try. the next
generation will harvest the fruit of our indifference: a world we did not want - a world we
did not choose - but a world we could have made
better. by caring more for the result.~ of our
labour."
You can talk until you're blue in the face, and
still no one will bother to listen - if you are
talking about the S.A.C. Bu.t should you really
expect people to get interest~d?
The conduct of the peo~e elected has been
abusive of the student trust. Yet they have abused
it so many times and to such an extent to have put
it beyond recognition. He , we are no longer
angered by S.A.C. antics, we are immune and
consequently indifferent. 11,e question is whether
this indifference is a permanent affliction?
I believe tha many of us r,gard the future with a
certain sense of optimispi. Our hopes rest
however, on putting peopl in the S.A.C. whom
we can trust.
Once past that step tRe job should be to
organize the duties and res nsibilities so that the
S.A.C. really works. But we should do that
keeping in mind the fact that listening to the
students is an important rt of the S.A.C.
Before the S.A.C. right
is the report of the
S.A.C. Vice-President n suggestions to
restructure the S.A.C. The ost serious objections
are not with the contents of e report but the way
in which the S.A.C. V-P is ing to get it adopted.
The students have not se
the contents of the
report. It has not been publ bed for them to see it.
There have been no he 'ngs to get student

n, ,

reaction to it. Eight months were put into the
report and the V-P wanted it adopted last week in
one night. Now the plan is to go and get a quick
answer from the faculty organizations. Can we
expect these organizations in a few days to get a
credible opinion
rom the students in their
faculty? Why can't the issue be put to the students
in a referendum.
Certainly change has merit but should it be
made at the expense of listening, arguing and the
conflict of ideas which are really the tools of so
called democracy? Passing changes without
consulting students is tantamount to dictating to
students. Is that right? Js it just?
I would submit that change is needed. But it
should be clear and comprehensive. A better
allocation of the money to put money more
directly in the hands of the grassroots faculty
organizations would give more students the
chance to see money used for their interests.
Strong faculty representation on the S.A.C. would
give its voice greater credibility.
Visible channels through which students can
vent their frustrations and wants would give the
S.A.C. concrete ideas to work with. A Services
Commission before which any student can put a
suggestion would be one idea. Sunday night Poor
People Concerts, controversial guest lecturers and
the like are what students want to see more of.
A Finance Commission before which a varied
number of opinions could be put would be another
channel through which students could make
suggestions and get anwers. The emphasis on the
overall should be on encouraging students to put
faith in their S.A.C.
We can do it. We can put faith in the S.A.C.
But stlldents have to do it.

leditor and more leditors
Winter iveekend

there were some awfully bad
hurts incurred. An abulance
Dear Sir:
came, and even the vice were
Winter weekend has struel called. And that, is at all nice.
again. This time with so
Gypsies.
long and lasting memories.
Saturday night, that ghastly
The weekend started oi beast, Sir Graves came to the
with a bang. Friday night
Math-Media Building to show
Gay Liberation club !G
a horror flick. It wasn't so very
Unity) had a dance in
terrifying, but did show typical
centre. Its success was ma
female chauvinism. Imagine
with some rather unfortun
screaming at the sight of a little
incidt;nts.
blood. Why, it couldn't have
The dance, gaily waltzin
even been real.
way into the wee hours of ~e
Somcl _of the viewers didn't
night, was sudd ·
D· think -ft
as~ry real either.
t'r.rrupte,;I by s -~
- hen th
ot issatiffied with
minded heteros w 10
1e lack ,
e horror, th~y
thought that being g·.
ecided ta' creijte some of their
quite right.
1"
. I
They came to watch the
They ripped clocks off the
11, broke windows, and did
freaks. And when the man on
sorts of other nasty things.
the door told them they
couldn't get in, they didn't There was a lot of damage
think this was very fair.
done.
Offering to pay to get in,
Quite seriously though, I
they used their fists as ad- think it was not a very nice
mission charge, and kicked the weekend. There was violence
poor man onto the floor. The and vandalism galore. Much
boys inside didn't think this more than ever there should
was very nice, and came out have been.
enmass to engage the party
What is this campus coming
poopers.
to? Should all of us be blamed
A nasty fight ensured, and for these indiscretions, or

should the fault be placed on
just a few?
The Student Administrative
Council is responsible for
planning events such as Winter
Weekend. Surely they can be
more responsible than they
have been in the past. can they
not be more careful of the
rights and protection of the
students under their care?
Even, I, in my most liberal
state, am beginning to have my
doubts.
Sincerely
Peter Vanderland

Self-defense!l A
Editor,
The Lance,
Dear Sir:
In a recent issue of the
Lance, Feb. 2, there was an
editorial concerning the rapes
and beatings which are
reported to have occurred on
campus this year. The editor
has to be commended for
bringing such facts to the
notice of the students, of the
University of Windsor, and to
the outside readers of the

Patti Helme r Arts Ill - It blew
my mind because I stayed
h.ire for 16 hours.

·RusA"

Stoff
Sean O'Dell
Jeff Bear
George Gawadzyn
Nathan Mechanic
John Gunning
Charles Rusak
Bud Anderson
Todd Lincoln
Tony Richards
Sue D'Alonzo
Dave Willick
Al Niester
Colin Swan
Dino Desamoni
Tony Keller
Jim Wilkes
Joan Oougherty
Terry Coomber

Bruce Adams
John Bernik
Ashley Wiper
Dan Bonk
James Dean
Nancy Basinger
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
John Morrissey
Walter Franczyck
Peter Elcombe
Chris Hodnett
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicwicz
Bozo
Dori McMartin
Brent Turner

Address letters to Editors, The Lance, U. of W. The
Lance reserves the right to edit letters for length. It
pays to be condH. ThoH typed, doubled-cpaced
get prlorilJ. For legol reasons, no unsigned letters
may be published, A pseudonym may be used.

however, provided that you have a good reason
and Identify yourself to the editors.

ca1I1pus chronicle.
While heartily endorsing
such a move we believe that
some mention of preventative
or protectional methods could
have been included. One
obvious way to stop rapes and
beatings is never to be by one·
self, at night, while walking on
campus. Another would be to
stop non-university people
from coming into the Pub,
although this is to be condemned as bad public
relations.
As important as prevention
is toward protection ev~n the
Lest prevention methods .break
down. Possibly this Iis a
reflection of individuality and
the desire of people not wishing
to have too many restrictions
imposed upon their freedom.
Two clubs, both on campus,
specialize in methods of selfdefense. Neither were mentioned in the editorial. Judo
has been existence for 91
years; Tae Kwon Do (Korean
Karate I for nearly 1400 years.
Time worn techniques admittedly, .but both have proved
their worth.

QUESTION: What did Winter WHkend do to your head?

STRANGE.
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NEWS .................. Gordon GIimour
............................ . J.P. Squire
NEWS CO-OP .............. Bruce Weaver
. ............. . Murna Holsey, Terry Head
............ Norm Yeryk, Steve Monaghan
............. Amanda Simpson, Sal Presta
PHOTO EDITOR ............... Terry Head
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SPORTS EDITOR .......... John McAllister
FEATURES EDITOR ....... Steve Monaghan
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SEED-AT -ZERO ................. Sal Presta
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If people are concerned
about being beaten, and-or
raped, why do they not avail
themselves of the offered
facilities? A lot of people do a
lot of talking, but very few put
their words into action. Last
semester the Tae Kwon Do
Club tendered a free self·
defense programme, for
females only. While this was
well received the participation
could have been higher. If
sufficient response is forthcoming we are willing to run
another similar project.
Both th~Jugo and
ae
Kwon Do ubs enjoy U&e of
University
nveniences and
have traini g sessions weekly.
The Tae Kwon Do Club meets
Mondays, in St. Denis;
Wednesday and Friday in the
Phys. Ed. combat room.
Females are expecially encouraged to take advantage of
these services but everybody is
welcome. training is between 810 on the nights specified.
D.J. Cottrell,
Vice-President
University of Windsor,
United Tae Kwon Do Club

by GEORGE GAWADZYN and NORM YERYK

Adrian Scott Arh II screwed it up mad.

I really

-MACK~
'<:

This week's column may seem a little
disjointed and out of wack but that's too bad.
You see I just bought another new shirt and tie
and they're so vivid, even for me, that my eyes
hurt. Naturally I bought them at the most
expensive place in town but don't worry; I'm
still hip.

+++

March 15. Winner of the contest will receive a
free, all expense paid trip to Barrie, Ontario to
go skin diving in a huge vat of lager beer.

+++

HERE'S A LOONEY TUNE: Last week
while SAC members were tuned into the Our
Gang comedies an altercation developed between Bugs Gagnon and his one-time friend Wes
the Road Runner Trojand.
It seems that both parties wanted to play the
part of Alfalfa at this week's SAC meeting. The
fight was stalled by V-P John Bennett who
pounced on Trojand screaming "take that you
silly wabbit ! "

We are nominating our good friend and
colleague Dave Sayers for the most visible man
on campus award this month. His dedication to
the fostering of campus spirit (get the punl is an
inspiration to us all. Dave's latest literary endeavour, a follow up to the much lauded
"Advertisements for Myself" is his new poem
+++
"Elegy in a Campus Pub." The elegy is for
D. H. Lawrence wrote a poem once called
bottled beer.
"the Snake", there was even a rock and roll
song about a snake a couple of years ago, but
+++
A ROYAL ANNOUNCEMENT: From the here at the University of Windsor we have our
~ame people that brought you the famous own brand of snake. Larry 'The Snake' Mchuffleboard tournament which was won by the Connell! The snake has refused to sign any
way, by our mentor's little brother, Eric more pay checks until the vandal who stole his
Elcombe (congrats Eric!), a new contest is electric vibrator and four grapes returns them to
under foot. Starting next week and continuing the SAC Office.
for the rest of the year no liquor or win will be
Rumour has it that The Snake is offering a
sold in the Pub. The University of Windsor has reward. The reward is a free trip to each and
entered a contest with Yukon University or The every porno book shop in Detroit to be followed
University of Yukon, which ever you prefer, to by a bona-fide eight week writhing course.
see who can consume the most draft beer by

+++

(
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Dove Denomme Arts II - It
depends what you consider
Winter Weekend.

CollNn Pare Arts I Cleared it .....

Lou Koforkls Arts I - You II
hove to ask me that again
next year.

Uhl!

Uz Vandergriend! Arts II Oh quite a bit - it really was
bod. I got involved in the gay
lib fight.

Martha Watters Art, Ill - The
Loncerettes
won
their
basketball game.

Greg Hagglund IFA II Winter Weekend re-arranged
me, I got mugged! I

.

UWO releases faculty,
C.S.R.W. wishes all students
a happy and productive
slack week.

All clubs, societies & groups
interested in doing a 1/2
hour weekly show, contact
Dennis Smith at 478-829, or
254-2411. Students interested in doing news and
sports reporting contact
Mike Pilecki or Harry
Brydon at 254-2411 or 478829.

ALTHOUSE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

The University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario
University graduates are invited to apply for admission to
the 1973-74 academic program leading to the

Diploma in Education
and Ontario teacher certification for elementary or secondary schools. Applicants must have an undergraduate degree
or be eligible for graduation by September, 1973.
The College facilitie, provide special instructional areas in
keeping with all new developments in secondary and
elementary education.
Althollse Students' Council in co-operation with the
Althouse Faculty have successfully assisted in placing over
85% of Althouse graduates through the operation of a
Placement Service.
Communication~{egarding admission to Althouse College
of Education sh 1d be addressed to:
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not able to give an accurate
figure but did admit that a
"large number will certainly
not be replaced."
Williams explained the
necessity for faculty cutbacks
by saying: "We engaged
faculty for an enrolment we do
not have."
Actual student enrolment at
Western this year was about
1,000 less than predicted.
But the teacher-student ratio
is projected to stay below the
provincial average. Williams
said the weighted average at
Western is one faculty member
for 22 students; the provincial
average is one to 24.
Williams
refused
to
hypothesize on future steps
that may have to be taken as a
result of this year's contract
negotiations with faculty.
"Most of the faculty have
recognized that the heyday is
over," he said, and may not
make high salary demands.
"The government has set its
priorities on other things. It
looks like we're in for a
prolonged period of belttightening."
Rossiter had stated in the
Jan. 26 senate meeting that no
faculty members would be
dismissed because of budget
cutbacks.
But, he did warn that some
faculty members on limited
term appointments or on
probation may not be offered
teaching positions as occurs

every year.
Asked whether the granting
of tenure will be affected, the
president replied that "We are
still granting tenure but the
hurdle is a little higher."
As faculty members with
limited appointments are
released, the proportion of
tenured to non-tenured faculty
increases. This development
seriously affects the ability of
the university to change with
the shifts in student enrolment
from discipline to discipline.

Complaint dept.
TORONTO (CP) - The province should appoint an
budsman to help people with complaints against colleges
universities, says the final report of the commission on
secondary education in Ontario.
The need for such an officer, the report says, results f
growth over the last 20 years of an "increasingly complex maze
educational bureaucracies."
The commission says the ombudsman • an independent, qua
judicial authority · should have the right to publis inforrrtatio
he gathers, either from school files or administrativ · m
it is of (public concern.

by AL PAVAN
"Your full of shit", cried
Our hero is one C. Putz, a Putz.
typical all Canadian University
"Looks like rain," m·
student with a major in Socio terjected Nerd.
, Teasingly Roachclip asks,
Political Bird Courses.
Putz, born and raised in the "If you eat that sandwich
town of Lunchbox, in South- guess what you'll be xull of?"
"An Italian race car
western Ontario is in his third
year of attendance at UBC driver?" guesses Nerd.
"Shit' exclaimed Putz
(University of Bird Courses).
Our boy is a keener! He has
"Right on! Right on!!"
realized that today, the
+++
After having eaten a
demand is for undereducated
graduates. Putz might have Mortadello Zero, we find that
gone to the University of our hero, Putz quietly tripped
Chrylser Line Assembly out to the john. Here he meets
(UCLA) or the South Hamp- P.U. (soon to be married
ton Institute of Technology Ghetto Brother).
(SHITI but he saw that a man
"Hey Putz, I hear you ate a
had no future armed only with Zero!"
a Certificate of Stupidity "L' u u u u u ungh-grunt·
today one must be stupid to a ohhh-ahhh ...... "
degree - in Putz's case a BA
"Yeah, those zeros do that to
from UBC.
you."
Putz's friends and fellow
"Nerd says I should drink
Keeners, Nerd Chutzpa, Greg some coffee and it will work
Roachclip, Fem Trottier, P.U. like Drano," states Putz.
and Smokem Caravan, all call
"Yea, the coffee is getting
the Ghetto home while at better ...... "
school. The Ghetto (ef+++
fectionately named by its
Meanwhile everyone has
residents because of its ap- gone to their first, only or last
pearance, smell and class of class of the day. Fern is
people) is the source of all sleeping · through
his
creative activity on Campus. It Grociology Ill class, Nerd is
is here that our valiant band furiously taking notes in
finds its source of intellectual Political Pliance 2 21.5,
discourse.
Roachclip is breathing smoke
This Tuesday morning we on
everyone
in
his
find Putz entering the GhettQ Geographical Pollution 327
at his usual time - 10 a.m. class, Smokem Caravan, ex·
Upon sighting him, dear Nerd tool is taking Intercourse 119,
cries: "It looks like it may (pre-requisite one must
precipitate this a.m. eh Putz?" come) and failing.
"Might even rain. What
After everyone has returned
kind of Dog Food have they to from their respective classes in
sell today, my man Roach- various stages of coma, Nerd
clip?"
manages to say, "How are you
"The special is Mortadella this fine PM my fine friend
Zero", admitted Roachclip. Putz?"
Disgustedly Putz asks
"Shit" is all that a mentally
"What the hell is Mortadella beaten Putz can say.
Zero?"
Roachclip is in shock here.
Fern Trottier, a Grociology
After having seen Roachclip
major and sometime French drooling and giggling in the
Freedom Fighter in Quebec, corner, Putz inquires, "What's
quietly answers, "It is the wrong \\ith him? Did he get a
remains of a once famed student loan?"
Italian Kamakazi pilot."
"No, no," said Nerd in a
Incredulously Putz asks hushed voice, "he got a Quiller
"Will it fly?"
Memorandum through the
"No - but it will wrap your mail".
colon around your small in-'
In a choked voice P.U.
testine and stop your foul bowl moaned, "Poor Roachclip, he
movements", said Roachclip. haq to face Quiller today" .

UNIVERSITY
ESSO SERVICE
YOUR
ON CAMPUS
SERVICE STATION

Williams conceded that by
reducing the number of these
positions, graduate students
would go elsewhere, possibly to
the United States, where
graduate teaching positions
were easier to obtain, and
would possibly stay there.
Asked whether the decrease
in these opportunities would
not then contribute to a
decrease in new Canadian
faculty, Williams replied:
"Well, you can't milk the cow
at both ends."
At the same press conference, Williams complained
that insufficient numbers of
Canadian graduates caused the
domination of the UWO
sociology department by
Americans.
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Ombudsman should be appointed

The story of the

-0

0

other four are lecturers. Three
are from the faculty of ar1I,
two from nursing and one from
the school of library and information science.
The largest drop overall will
be in the faculty of social
sciences, which will lose 2'
teachers currently lecturinC
under limited term appointments. In addition, oae
social science faculty member
is retiring, four have resigned
and another two were not hired.
following probationary ap·
pointments. Of these 31, m
are from the sociology
department.
Most of the faculty OD
limited term appointmentl
were
replacing
faculty
members recently granted
leave. The remainder are
graduate students or part·ti~
appointments.
A limited term appointment
does not imply any obligatioil
for future
employmen
whereas a probationary ap,.
pointment does imply such ~
consideration if mutuall1
agreeable to both the facu
member and the university
Williams and university;
vice-president (academic I R.J~
Rossiter, were careful not •
say that all of these faculty
members are being releu
because of the shortfall •
enrolment.
However, Williams di
admit that few of the
vacancies will be filled. He w

college students
He should also be empowered to ensure fair treatment of
school employees or students if they have grievances against
employers or teachers.
The report, released today, also suggests renaming the ministry
of colleges and universities the ministry of post secondary
education and adding to it several responsibilities such as the
rforming and creative arts.
There would be a council of colleges, a council of universities, a
council..f.or institutions such as art galleries and museums, and
fe performing :nd creative a~.

~-~d hum~r:

The Acting RegistrA ,
Althouse College of Education
\ 11 37 Western Road
London, Ontario. N6G 1G9
Telephone (519) 679-2367

ONLY

LONDON
(CUP}
University of Western Ontario
president D.C. Williams has
announced
82
faculty
members will be leaving the
university at the end of this
academic year, and most of the
positions will remain vacant.
The development represents
the first time since Williams
became president in 1967 that
the total complement of faculty
will decrease. About 1,200
faculty members teach at
Western.
Of
the
82
teachers
dismissed, 61 have not been
o((ered contracts for next year
after having served a shortterm or probationary contract.
The rest of the faculty
leaving are retiring or
resigning.
The announcement was
made at a hastily-assembled
afternoon press conference in
the president's office Jan. 31,
following a London Free Press
story that morning on
dismissals of Canadians in the
American-dominated sociology
department.
"Most of these people didn't
expect renewals," Williams
claimed, referring to the 61
without contracts.
He emphasized that only six
positions were cut because of
the enrolment shortfall and
resulting budget cuts.
Two of the six claimed to be
released due to the enrolment
shortfall are instructors; the
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ost undergrad
you like some
rt Roi:1u1clip mon ami?"
Fem, would you?"
ut of course mon frere Putz."
ure we will Roachclip,
buy you a Stanfield Jock
- that great support
mediocre company.
t this stage, all Roachclip
do is mumble incoherently.

Would

+++

ell friends, we now find
em, Nerd, Fem, and our
, Putz, waitingoutside
's office in the Bowery,
second tallest structure on
UBC campus).
we look in on our boys we
see that Nerd is getting
ical for Roachclip is a
and close friend. (Some of
wonder how dear and close).
chclip has been with the
ed and feared Quiller for
an hour. The Quiller
orandum was in regards
oachclip's fee status - has
hasn't he paid his tuition.
ith emotion choking
ds throat, he gasps,
ere or where is my Roachon frere, do you wish to
. "
w mme.
hit! Shut up and listen you hear a gurgle?"
erd hysterically cries, "oh
my roachclip! ! ! "
K men, let's go find
chclip", said Smokem in a
t voice as he forced his way
Quiller' s office.
"OK Quiller, where's
oachclip?"
Who, in money's name is
chclip?"
ith tears falling down his
ks, Nerd replies, "Greg
chclip my dear and close
d, who came here in
er to your memo and you
y financier, you accused
of not paying his tuition!''
'Oh yes, Mr. Roachclip has gone to the Executive
aahroom."
'Oh my God," cried Nerd,
has done a dasterdly dead
bet my skull cap that he cut
chclip into little pieces and
ed him down the toilet. 0
God, My Roachclip! ! ! ! !"
''Shit on you Quiller", said
in a threatening voice.

"No, no, please no violence
- I'll show you where Mr.
Roachclip went. Come, follow
me. "
"Quiller. he had better be
there or else! ! "
They all dashed behind
Quiller to the john where they
found it empty.
"He was here - I swear on
my Zurich Bank Account - he
was here"
With a note of finality in his
voice Putz said, "Thats it
Quiller - no Roachclip
game over! ! "

565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette)
FREE PARKING AT REAR

FREE FAST DELIVERY $3.00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

En;oy Our Famous

LUNCHES
ANDJ

DINNERS

OPEN

MON. toTHURS. 11 :30AM - 9P.M
FRI & SAT I 1 30 A M . 2 00 A M
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 3 P.M.- 9 P.M

THE JOY OF LIVING
IS IN THE JOY OF
Giving
Praying
Working
Sharing the joys
the laughter
the problems
the success
and failures
knowing that where

+++
Unbeknownst to Quiller,
Nerd, Fern, Smokem and
Putz, Roachclip fearing for his
academic standing fled the
Executive John and entered
another room. This room, in
reality, was the ladies can.
About to beat another hasty,
the door to the ladies can
opened and Roachclip dashed
into the
Sanitary Napkin
dispenser. A woman entered
with a dime in her hand and
slowly approached Roachclips
hiding place. Will Roachclip
escape a terrible fate? Will
Quiller be done bodily harm?
All will be wiped up next week.

•

That's what the Paulists
are all about.

For more information write:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room103CA.

Paulist Fathers.
647 Markham Street
Toronto 174, Ontario

there is human need
in the cities,
the suburbs.
in parishes,
on campus
the Paulist is there
helping
counseling
rejoicing
in the presence
of the good
and in
the signs of hope
around us

I

I

Chairman
MBA Program
School of Business
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
Kingston. Ontario
1613) 547 2923
Please send me further information
on Oueen·s MBA Program.

Gradua11ng Yea, - - - - - - -
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Beauty and the beast

Winter Weel~end

'

ould have had to be there

you

by LA"lCE FEATURE STAFF
Winter Weekmd got off to a rousing start last Thursda) afternoon with the formal opening of the Cabaret Pub. Windsor
Mayor Frank Wansborough and University of Windsor Vi_eepresident Frank A. DeMarco presidPd over a beer-tapping
ceremony at the Pub and presented the winner of a shuffleboard
tournament, Eric Elcombe. with S30 prize money and a trophy.
Eleombe's troph} "as prPsented by Formosa Springs campus
representative OavP Sl!yers.
.
Later in the da:,, a ~kating part) was held at Ache Knox arena
on~ vandotte street" esl. The turnout for the event was large, to
say the least. as were the number of bmised rear ends of would-be
skaters.
Students danced to the music of \fontreal's Bells as the Pub
experienced three record-breaking nights of operation. Pub
manager Les lvlenear stated earlier this week that he may continue hooking name bands on the weekends while relying on local
talent Monday through Thnrsday.
Thr Uniwrsity Players presented "Three vlen on a Horse" in
the Essex Hall Theatre and there was an all n;ght cafc in \' anier
Hall.
Saturday saw the defeat of the Basketball Lancers by the
Waterloo Warriors and the invasion of tlw L"niversity of Windsor
by Detroit TV personality Sir Graves Ghastly. Along with Sir

Gran's camt' a large amount of damage to the theatre in the new
math building as it was vamlalized by hordes of all-night moviegrn>rs.
Sources e,-plained Sunday that the entire building looked like
it had been hit by an earthquake with clocks torn from the walls,
flooded washrooms and the like. It seemPd at first that Windsor
all night movie mongers were a little too much even for Sir
Graves, as he was pelted with eggs and tomatoes upon emerging
from his coffin.
OthPr winter wePkend events included a Bo Diddley concert
hat almost didn't eonw off when he refused to accept a cheque
l~r his services. However, due to some quick thinking on the part
~f SAC Services Commissioner Enzo Faccechia, a minor disaster
was averted and Diddley performed.
The concert. however, was neither a financial nor an aesthetic
success. It was attended by approximately 300 persons. Windsor
Star pop columnist John Laycock panned Bo Diddley and his
makeshift back-up act Blair and James. We havr to agree.
If nothing else Winter Weekend here certainly was active this
year, alhPit in what may perhaps be termed a negative manner as
the campus was inrnded by hordes upon hordes of non-university
types bc•nt on euusing trouble at any cost. There was even a fight
at the Gay Libl'fation dance held Friday evening in Ambassador
Auditorium.

Sir Graves Ghastly

Pub patrons

in

Text by Lance Feature
Staff
Photos by
Ambassador Photo Staffers

action
Rusketball L,rn<"N cl.fter losing to the Waterloo Warriors

Student Op-ed comment:

•

•

Sociology Department does it again: Canadian might suffer
hy ERJCWEARS
Dr. NPville Laynr, <\ssistant Professor of Sociology \\ill not
be rehired nt'xt war. His case has been before the Promotion
and Temue Co~mittrrs of thl' Sociology Department and the
Faculty. It has been appealed and rejected. The final step will
be the official letter from the administration advising him of his
di mi5sal.
'lbe case is not as simple as it sePms. however. It appears that
he is not bring fired due to student <"omplaints about his
teaching. He has had no complaints· unlike Or. Signorile who
is firing him. HP is not bPing fired because of poor student
Course Evaluations. His Course Evaluations last year were
among thP highest in the department. The C01use Evaluations
that were done in the first term thi~ year wpre very high but
were disregarded by the Promotion and Tenure Committees.

I

Why'! Jt does not appear that he is being fired beraus!' of a poor
publishing re<"ord since his record is as good as those professors
who voted to fire him.
Unfortunately it is very difficult to find any spe<"ific eausrs for
his dismissal ,, bich relate to Dr. Layn!' and his teaC'hing. Then'
are, howewr, sonw interesting facts about thr firing itself. and
they raisP some very important qurstion~ about how this
universit} and particularly thr Sociology D!•pnrtmrnt is run.
Dr. Layne is known to he onP of the fr,, progressive
professors in tlw Sociology DPpartment. His classes emphasize
a eritical analysis ol tlw Canadian society and its ,,orkings.
Surprisingly, this is "ery rare. It is so rarP for two reasons: first
beeause unlikt• most of the Sodolog) prolPssors hr ~tressrs
criticism in order to achieve a real undPrstanding rathrr than

thP popular "nwmorise and rei.,riugi.tate" method. and second
becausP lw ll'adw, Canadian Socioloi.,ry whirh his American
colleagups refuS(' to do.
Thr Sociology Department itself is completely dominated by
AmeriPans. Over two thirds of the Professors are American. The
head of thP dPpartment it1 AmPrican. The Promotion and
Tenure• Committee is almost totally American. Of the 9
proft>ssors I inelmling tht' chairman) thrre is on!' Canadian, one
Indian and sewn Anwricans. Thrre are also three token
students.
'llie three student representatives on the committee are
supposedly there in order to rmmre a student voice. They are,
unfortunatt,I). rnmpletely powerless. Thrir 25 percrnt of the
,ot i, no in,11rn111·p \\hatsorH'r. I\Toreovrr the, arp forhidden to
dis ss tlw ,H"tiorn, of tlw conunittee ,, ith tlw ~tudPnts. In other

words. there is no effective representation at all. Why'!
'llw hiring and firing practices at the university are corn·
pletPly remmed from the students. The students may make
complaints to their departments about profe!lsors. They can fill
out the forms during Course Evaluation also since nothing will
come of it. But the) haw no power.
Dr. Layne 's stuclrnts were not aske<l for their opinions,
moreover the Course Ernluation donr on his Soc 335 cla88 has
been conwniently i!Vlored. Sinee they were not consulted about
the dismissal of Dr. Layne the students in his Soc 335 class are
preparing a pNition and a letter \\Titing campaign in order to
giw thPir opinions to the administration. Hopefully this will
forcr tlw casr out into thr oprn !\O the students will be able to
uncowr the real reasons for Dr. La}nes dismissal.

Royal Winnipeg Ballet's

tlte •~~
,boe ~boppe~

" Ecstasy of Rita Joe"
This month Windsor will host one of raved over a new NUTCRACKER by John
Canada's top exportable cultural attractions - Neumeier.
the critically acclaimed Royal Winnipeg Ballet.
Windsor is on the second leg of the RWB's
On Feb. 21-22, Windsor will have the great current and ambitious 20-city 64-performance
opportunity of seeing the multi-talented 26- tour of Canada - a tour that is taking them
member Company performing on stage at The from Victoria tc> St. Johns Newfoundland. In
Cleary Auditorium with a skill that has con- Windsor, the RWB will perform the ballet
tinued to draw praise for the dynamic young called THE ECSTASY OF RITA JOE, a multicompany from all over Europe, Australia and media productk,n based on the book of a similar
the United States.
name by George Ryga, a resident of Alberta.
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet started its current This moving ballet features songs by Ann
tour January 11. in Vancouver where a new Mortifee, film narration by Chief Dan George,
ballet, to be seen here, WHAT TO DO TILL and, of coane, the sensitive dance inTHE MESSIAH COMES by Norbert Vesak, terpretatio111 " featured R WB dancers. The
received its world premiere. Before that, the ballet is abollt a young Indian girl and her
R WB played to packed houses over Christmas attempts to cope with the big city after leaving
in Winnipeg, where audiences and critics alike the reservation,

Show wins its place

Funny play with slow start

By BRAYCO
BLACK WITH TAN PIPING
NAVY WITH RED PIPING.
ON LY 21.00

Open Thursday and Friday Niles

C.O.D. orders accepted.

byPATMcWADE
The latest endeavour by the
Drama Society, running its
final
performances this
weekend, is something like an
old horse. It's a slow starter
but comes through in the end
and may even be considered a
sure thing.
Act one of Three Men on a
Horse began over-acted and
loud. The part of Audrey
Towbridge (Catherine Scott)
seemed like a good part, but
the little miss in charge of
portraying the upset lady of the
house (in shades of Blondie
and Kaye Ballard) began to
drum up business for the
aspirin salesman in the
balcony. Her husband Erwin
(Norbert Kondrakio),
meanwhile, does well as a quiet
contrast and un-opinionated
opposite to his wife. But he
begins almost too blandly and
it is not until the last half of

Credit and Chargex cards hanored

Figliotti Br os.
d o it best
•"Desio and Word Trade Mo
of he Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

/

Act II that he is really noticed.
Scene two is much calmer,
volume-wise. The three race
track touts come on like the
Bowery boys imitating thlj,
Three Stooges. Initially Patsi
(Gerry Mendicino}, the moffW
type leader, was the star of tJ»'.
trio, but by the end both
colleagues of his deserv•
merit as well.
Act II was set in the samil.
place as act one began, so my
ears scanned the walls for a,;,;
hole to hide in; fortunately •
scene was shorter. The peak '
comedy came in the sec
scene of this act. It was v
good, but even here the vol
began to climb. This time
was Mabel (Barbara Stru
and the three bet placers
increased the noise; hers s
theirs just loud. Around th
short explosions, though,
scene developed into a v
funny one highlighted by
scene with Mabel and E
If the act had been any lo
it would have been a
climact1cal, but they carried
to the limit and reta ·
comedy and interest.
Again the same setting f
the commencement o f ! thi
act,but Amhe, WB3
L
somewhat mu~. It w s this
third act which brought i~ a
very pleasant surprise: Mr.
Carver (John Meyers). He was

only previously mentioned
before as Erwin's boss. But he
exploded onto the stage as a
fast talking, short tempered,
answer-it-if-it's-for-me-I'm-out
character who brought life and
laughter in every scene he shot
into.
Like most stage enterprises
this production has its gimmicks; some good, some not so
good and some overdone. The
ballet-type tip-toeing of the
racetrack trio was funny and
done well with good timing;
and though repeated, not
overdone. On the other hand
Audrey's constant stutterings
through sobs, relieved by the
sudden clapping of hands,
moved slowly into monotony.
The first time it was o.k., the
second time it was ho-hum, but
from then on it just was.
An overall view of Three
Men on a Horse sees a good
play. The sets were good
looking. The intermissions
were too many and lengthened
the evening. Besides they gave
me time to think and realize
that another yelling session
was about to avalanche upon
me from the mouth of Audrey.
All n/ijnor roles were well
) and I'm sure that
Mitty inspired t~e

•
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STUDENT·RAILPASS
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Tlle -yte • • • ...,..• wttll . . tteell11cH• ••touriat.
Student Railpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

I
I,

EuraUpass, Box 2168, Toronto l, Ontario

Please ~nd me your free Student.Railpass folder order
form . D
Or your free Eurailpass folder with ra1lroad map [.
Name_

The La Pointe Centre for the Stady of Man now has its own
little dinner theatre. Financed
ugh the Local Initiative
Programme by the Federal Govel'lment to supply local actors,
technical personnel with an outlet for their talent.
Their season of five plays open Wednesday night at the La
Pointe Theatre with the light Brit" farce Springtime for Henry.
The story itself, set in 1932, conce a swinging bachelor and his
new secretary who, with the help Henry's friend and friend's
wife, try to reform him.
The company of actors is profe
al and from the area, many
are past graduates of the U niversi of Windsor. B.P. Kelly, the
artistic director is the head of the
I of Dramatic Art here at
the university.
Curtain time is 8: 30 every
evening until March 4th. Tickets
bargain of $10 for the five sho
son.
So make an evening of Sprin
for Henry followed by
dinnt\t in the adjoining restauran t's new and promises to be
the very best.

IETY

FILM S
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City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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·----------------------------------------~
So you plan to spend the
Summer in Europe this year. Great.
Two things are mandatory. A ticket
to Europe. And a Student-Rail pass.
The first gets you over there, the
second gives you unlimited Second
Class rai I travel for two months for a
modest $135 in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to
qualify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a
North American school, college or
university.
And the trains of Europe are
a sensational way to travel. Over
100,000 miles of track links cities,
towns and ports all over Europe. The
trains are fast (some over 100 mph),
frequent, modern, clean, convenient

and very comfortable. They have to
be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.
But there's one catch. You
must buy your Student-Railpass in
North America before you go.
They're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for
visitors to Europe-hence the
incredibly low price. Of course if
you're loaded you can buy a regular
Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
ages. It gives you First Class travel if
that's what you want.
Either way if you're going
to zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
meantime, rip off the coupon. It
can't hurt and it'll get you a better
time in Europe than you ever thought
possible,
P, ' 1 1uWd n .. S dol ,,

"Between Time

Timbuktu"

Kurt Vonn eg

novels

" Cat's Cr

"The

House"

Shor~
"M OP·UP"
AMBASSADOR

UDITORIUM

FRIDAY FE • 16TH
7:30 P.M. & :30 P.M.
Admissio $1 .0 0

10. Who performed "Who Wrote the Book of
Love"?
11. Who did "Daddy's Home"?
12. What Motown singer recorded "My Guy"?
13. What group did "Shy Guy"?
14. What duo recorded "Surf City"?
15. Name two groups that released "Silence is
Golden".
16. What British blues musician did both the
guitarist and bassist of Cream play with before
forming Cream?
17. Who did "Let's Dance"?
18. What L.A. group performed "Peppermint
Twist"?
19. Who recorded "Cast Your Fate to the
Wind" - the instrumental?
20. What female group released "Leader of the
Pack"?
21. What girl singer did "Its My Party"?
22. What group recorded "My Boyfriends
Back"?
23. What old song sounded like "My Sweet
Lord"?
24. Who did "Little Town Flirt"?
25. What group recorded "The Bird"?
26. Who released "Romeo & Juliet"?
27. Who wrote Little Eva's "Locomotion"?
28. Who did the first version of "Be My
Baby"?
29. What group recorded "Misery" and 'Tm
The Man"?
30. Who released "Two Faces Have I"?
31. Who did "Speedy Gonzales"?
32. What singer sang "Sink The Bismarck"?
33. What two members of the Donna Reed
show made recordings and what were they?
34. What group did "This Diamond Ring"?
35. Who did the original "Hey Girl"?
36. Who recorded "Tie Me Kangaroo Down
Sport"?
37. What singer had a song called "Atlantis"?
38. What are the Everly Brothers first names?
39. What group recorded "Soldier Boy"?
40. What female singer released "Goldfinger"?
41. Who performed "Nitty Gritty"?
42. What male singer did "Take Good Care Of
My Baby"?
43. Who did "Venus in Blue Jeans"?
44. Who recorded "Venus"?

45. What group released "Little GTO"?
46. Who released "It's Over"?
47. Name one singer and one group that
recorded "Land of 1OOO Dances".
48. Who recorded "Walkin To New Orleans"?
49. "Hello Mary Lou" - Who made a big hit
out of it and who wrote it?
50. What singer did "Palisades Park"?
51. The Troggs did the original version of what
Jimi Hendrix song?
52. What English group recorded "Ferry Cross
the Mersey"?
53. What group did "Mrs. Brown You've Got
A Lovely Daughter"?
54. What duo did "You've Lost That Lovin'
Feelin' "?
55. Who recorded "Rhythm of The Falling
Rain"?
56. What group performed "Cherish"?
57. What group did "Timothy"?
58. Who did "Bo~ Guitar Man"?
59. Name the group that recorded "Wild
Weekend".
60. Name the duo that sang "Deep Purple"?
61. What Italian girl released "Remember
Me"?
62. Who invented a dance called the Twist?
63. Who wrote and recorded "Ode To Billie
Joe"?
64. Who recorded "Cathy's Clown"?
65. Who did "In The Summertime"?
66. Who did the original "Summertime
Blues"?
67. What singer released "A Hundred Pounds
of Clay"?
68. Name the singer of "Duke of Earl".
69. Name the singer and his group who
recorded "R unaroond Sue".
70. What group did "Do You Love Me", "Can
You Do It", and "Can You Jerk Like Me"?
71. What group recorded "Journey to the
Centre of the Mind"?
72. Who released "Last Train to Clarksville"?
73. What group did "Sugar Shack"?
74. Who is L'Angelo Mysterioso?
75. What female singer first released "Angel of
the Morning"?
76. Who did "My Generation"?
77. What was Lucy in the sky with?
78. What singer recorded "Last Chance to
Turn Around"?
79. What duo did "The Last Girl"?
80. What group recorded "The Last Song"?
81. Who recorded "Another Saturday Night"?
82. Who recorded "San Francisco"?
83. What singer left ThP New Christie Minstrels and released "Eve of Destruction"?
84. Who sang "Everyone's Gone To The
Moon"?
•
85. What group did "Nashville Cats"?
86. Who performed "The Letter"?
87. What group did "You Keep Me Hangin
On" before the Supremes and had a hit with it
after the Supremes version?
88. Who did the original "At The Hop"?
89. Who released "It's Only Make Believe"?
90. What local D.J. in 1962-63 made a record
called "This Horn - It Like To Set Me Free"?
91. Who recorded "Village of Love"?

CONCERTS
- Dan Hicks and His Hot Licks plus Bob
Seeger at Masonic Feb. 17th, Tickets: $4.00,
$5.00.
• Fri. Feb. 16th, 8: 30 g.m. Tex Lecor at Cleary
Aud. presented b_y CBEF Radio. Free tickets
available thru CHEF, phone 254-5116.
• Thur. Mar. I David Bowie at Masonic Aud.
in Det. Tickets: $5.50 & $6.50.
- Feb. 18 Ramsey Lewis at Masonic. Tickets:
$5.00 & $6.00
· Mon. Mar. 5, Bamboo Prod. brings Pink
Floyd to Cobo Hall at 8 p.m . Tickets:
$6,5,&4. Mail orders only.
· Sat. Feb. 10th the Detroit Symphony Orchestra at Ford Aud. in Det. at 8: 30 p.m.
Tickets: $4.-$7.
· Ram Prod. presents Foghat and Glencoe on
Sat. Feb. 17th at 7: 30 p.m. Tickets: $5,4,&3.
ART
- Willistead Art Gallery eresents Southwest 33,
an exhibition of Essex County Artists to Wed.
Feb. 28th.
- Exhibition of Drawings and Paintings by Bert
Weir at the M.ushroom Gallery thru Feb.
16th. The gallery is located at 151 Riverside
Dr. W. in Windsor.
- U. of W. art work is on display (and for sale)
in the bookstore.
· Thru Sfring 1973, in the North Wing Main
Floor o Det. Inst. of Arts is a selection of the
Lydia and Harry L. Winston collection. 20th
century art movements in 65 paintings,
graphics and sculpture.
- The J. Paul Getty collection of French
decorative art is on display in the South Wing
Main Floor thru. Aug. 1973.
· Commencing Feb. 11 th and continuing each
Sunday afternoon in February at the Gibson
Gallery, Richmond St., Amherstburg, the
Fort Malden Guild of Arts and Crafts will
sponsor a one-woman show of Bavarian
"oodcarvings by Mrs. ursula Weller. The
Gallery is open each Sunday from 2 till 5 p.m.
All are welcome, admission is free.
MOVIES
· Super Cinema: Tues. Feb. 20th at 8: 30 p.m.
The lf'ild Child I France 1970: colour). Based
on fact, the film recounts the socialization of a
"wolf child" into civilization-communication.
· Capitol: Walt Disney's Snowball Express at
1 : 30 p.m. and following intervals of two
hours.
· Twin D~ive In East: Laughfng Woman 7: 15
& 10:b, Her, She and H,m, 8:50; West :
The Losers· 7: 15, Run Anfel Run - 8:55,
Chrome and Hot Leather· 0: 30.
- Windsor Drive In: Blood Rose - 7: 15, Invasion uf the Body Stealers · 9: 05, Nightmare
Castle · I O: 45.
- Vanity: call 253-8601.
- Palace: Deliverance, 7:30 & 9:20.
- Odeon: Call 252-1285.
· Free Films: Every Wed. nite 7: 30·9: 30, Rm.
I 118 Math Bld_g.
- Centr~: La~\' ~ings the Blues Times: Fri.·
Sun . 1 & 9. 30, Mon.-Thurs. 8.
· Devonshire I: A silum, 7: 20 & 9: 20.
· Devonshire II: Jeremiah Johnson, 7: 20 &

9: 25.
PLAYS AND MUSICALS
· Springtime for Henry opens Wed. night Feb.
14th at 8: 30 p.m . running Wed. thru Sun. for
three weeks at the La Pointe Theatre 2990
Riverside Dr. W . It is first in a season of five
~lays. Tickets: $2.50 per play or $10 for all
five.
· Feb. 15-18, the University Players present
Three Men on a Horse . Curtain time: 8: 30.
Tickets: $2.50. For reservations call 352·
4565.
· The Detroit Repertory Theatre presents What
the Butler Saw, a play by Joe Orton . Curtain
time is 8:30 p.m. Thurs ., Fri. and Sat.
evenings and 7: 30 on Sun. The play runs thru
Sat. Feb. 24th . For reservations and ticket
info call l-313-868-1347.
EXHIBITIONS
· Opening Wed. Feb. 21 through Sun . A'Rr. 8,
Robert Motherwell's "A La Pintura and
History of Aquatint. Motherwell interprets
the verses of Spanish poet Rafael Alberti.
Supporting exhibition traces aquatint from
18th century beginning to present. South
wing-main floor.
• Running
thru Feb. 18, Diaghiley and
Russian Stage Designers. This exhibition
presents 110 important water colours of
costume and set designs for some of the most
famous productions of the period from 1909·
19 29 liy 45 artists who worked with
Diaghiley. South wing ground floor Det. Inst.
of Arts.
· The Dept. of Graphic Arts displays some 30
photographs of historic and artistic interest by
19th and 20th century European and
American photogra_phers thru Sun. Mar. 26,
main bldg., ground floor Det. Inst. of Arts.
RADIO
· Every Sat. night on wwww (106lfm is the
quad hour from 11 p.m. until midnight . Screw
on two more ears and hear music from all
sides an corners.
· Sun. ev ning at 6 p.m. CJOM (88.7)fm
presents special on Dion and the Belmonts.
- Tues. F . 20th the new Edgar Winter album
They O ly Come Out at Night can be heard in
its entir ty; of side one at 6 : 30 and side at
8: 30 on CJOM /m.
· The ne L.P. by Bob Seeger, Back in 72, will
be featu ed Thur. night on CJOM. Times are
the sam as Tues.
YOUTHE,\ RE
· Sat. Fers 17th Det . Inst. of Arts presents
Yours, , ime and Ours. A creative mime show
that sta s former Marcel Marceau students
Jack antl Graciela at 11 a.m. & 2 p.m. in the
aud. Tickets: $1.50 .
BALLET
• Feb. 21-22, The Royal Winnipeg Baller is at
Cleary Aud . in Windsor. Tickets: Orch. $4·5;
Bale. $3.50-4.50. Box Office phone: 252·
6579.
ANYONE WISHING to submit anything to the
calendar please do so in writing to the
reviews office of the Lance on or before
the Monday of the week preceeding the
event.

THE SUPER TRIVIA CONTEST
by Sean O'Dell
This quiz is to test your knowledge of obscure
songs and singers. Submit all answers to the
Lance office before February 27, 1973. The
winner will be decided by the first letter received
that has the most correct answers. The winner
will get an album ..
1. Name the big hit of ? and the Mysterians.
2. Who did the original version of "Stay"?
3. What group recorded "Flowers on the
Wall"?
4. Who first recorded "Twist and Shout"?
5. What group, still very popular, recorded "Go
Now"?
6. What was Tommy Roe's first hit?
7, What group released "Coney Island Baby"?
8. Name the Rolling Stones first hit in this area.
9. Who was the Beatles' drummer before Ringo

Starr?

I
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Education becomes
Like a supermarket

Gazette in trouble?

TORONTO (CP) - Students have become realistic about
university and are treating it like a supermarket, says Reva
Gerstein, a member of the commission on post secondary
education in Ontario which released its final report today.
Students go to university "if they need something, they take
what they need, they pay, they go home."
Mrs. Gerstein, a psychologist, said in an interview, students
share society's concern about unemployment. Some want to start
working immediately after high school, to get on the "job
escalator" as soon as possible.
Young people also feel "they don't have to have all their
education in one chunk," said Mrs. Gerstein, who also is
chairman of the committee on university affairs. They can work
for a few years, then study again.
She said the drop in Ontario university enrolment in the last
two years has been mainly in the arts faculties from which a
degree no longer guarantees a job.
Mrs. GPrstein also noted that many young people with talent,
rather than attending university, become involved in the arts,
such as serving apprenticeships in the theatre.

LONDON (CUP) -The University of Western Ontario (UWO) student newspaper, The
Gazette, has been threatened with a $500,000
legal suit by a London businessman who doesn't
want to be associated with his firm's products.
Fridalin Schuster, president of Pro
Promotions, Plastics and Printing Ltd., said he
would seek immediate legal action of the
Gazette mentioned the connection between
Playstamps, a promotion which sells stamps of
nude women, and Progressive Printing, the
company which prints the stamps.
Progressive Printing is a division of Pro
Promotions.
The threat came after a telephone call from
the Gazette to W. Bruce Duncan, vice-president
of both Progressive Printing and Pro
Promotions. The call was made to find out who
was marketing the uniquP product.
Playstamps, which advertised in the Gazette
December 12, 1972 and again on January 23,
1973, gives its address in the ads only as Box
2071, London, Ontario. The phone number was
found on the ad insertion order.
ThP advertisements carries a picture of the
envelope carrying the stamps. On it is written:
"Playstamps of the world - Stick them, Save
them or Swap them - An unusual Exciting
Collection of World Beauties to Spice up those
mPmos to your friends, or even the boss. Stick
'em on anything. Bulletin boards, lockers, hard
hats, the phone, your favourtie secretary.
Envelope contains 18 sexy playstamps."
"If you're planning a story, don't mpntion
that Progressive is involved - it could hurt
business," Duncan told the Gazette.
The paper said it would not agree to withhold
information or allow Duncan to check over the
story brfore publication, as he requested.
Several moments after completion of the call
to Duncan, a man identifying himself as
Schuster, the president and major stockholder
of Pro Promotions, called the paper and made
the threat.
Co-editor Karl Bergmann hung up when
Schuster said the conversation was being
recorded. Schuster then called back, told
Bngmann not to hang up on him again, and
said any information about the company had to
be cleared by a majority of shareholders before
publication.
When asked, Schuster didn't say why he
would rather not have Progressive Printing
linked with the Playstamps promotion.

Schuster suing paper?

Growing number of

Universities
FREDRICTON fCUPl It's becoming an epidemic.
The University of New
Brunswick fUNB) has added
its name to the long list of
Canadian universities facing a
huge deficit this year and-or
next.
The initial deficit for next
year, using unpared budget
submissions,
will
be
S3,29 l,OOO, acting president
Desmond Pacey told the
university senate recently.
This calculation assumes the
Higher Education Commission
will make a grant using the
planning figures established in
a provincial report "Flexibility
in the 70's", rather than actual
enrolment figures.
The UNB student council
has also announced it supports
the university's bid for a
revision of the grant formula.
New Brunswick student
could n~t absorb the additional
financial burden of a tuition
fee hike, student council
president Roy Neale said.
"The question of accessibility
to a university education must
also be considered," he said.
The other, alternative is to
cut hack univer 1ity expenditures. But, Neale said,
"everyone is now feeling the
pinch; possibly they can cut
back but the province must
accept its responsibility in
insuring the continuity of the
UNB community and the
quality of education in that
sphere."

•
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UNB's enrolment dropped
this year, and will fall a further
200
next
year,
Pacey
predicted.
This
year's
Pnrolment drop meant a loss of
more than three-quarter of a
million dollars in grants.
Pacey gave no indication of
what steps would be taken to
balance the budget which must
be presented to the university
board of governors by the first
week of March.
"You can't get rid of a $3
million deficit without hurting
somebody, but we hope we will
be able to take the course
which will hurt the least
number of people," he said.
However, the un;versity will
be tightening up its academic
appointments, as are most
universities faced with deficits.
The senate approved proposals
of the academic and campus
planning committee which say
staff members on sabbatical
leave and those who retire will
not normally be replaced.
There will also be no increase
in the total academic and
academic support staff in
1973-74 over this year.
The
vice-president·
administration has also been
requested to consider similar
measures for the non-academic
sector of the university.
The provincial government's
total commitment to pay
operating · grants for J\'ew
Brunswick universities on an
automatic basis comes to $28.4
million for: l 9i3-7 4.

1Vo more representation

UW O report rejects bid
(CUP)
LONDON
University of Western Ontario
(UWOl student must wait
another year before they get
another chance for increased
representation
on
the
tmiversity senate and board of
governors.
The university
senate
recently rejected proposed
changes to the UWO Act which
would have given students 18
senate seats and three on the
board of governors. Students
also wanted a senate with no
more than ~O percent faculty
members, including deans, but
not all faculty members
agreed. A proposed faculty
amendment called for 50
percent faculty members in
addition to the deans.
The
faculty-dominated
senate sent the proposed
changes back to a senate
committee
for
further
discussions. effectively killing
any chance of changing
representation figures this
year. The deadline for submission to the Ontario
legislature was Feb. 3.
The amendments were the
result of two year's work by
two committees. A committee
was appointed by the board
and senate in 1970 to review
the Act. After this, a joint
committee of students, faculty

Symptoms of sickness:
Pornos, violence, suicides
TORONTO (CPI - There is an increasing sense of despair
and frustration among young persons about what they feel is the
meaningless of life, a European psychiatrist said Sunday night.
Victor Frankl, professor of psychiatry and neurology at the
University of Vienna, told a crowd of 3,000 that pornography,
crimes and violence, drug taking, alcoholism, and the growing
suicide rate among young persons are symptoms of a much
deeper sickness in the modern soul.
"This sense of inner void and frustration, particularly among
the young is spreading, not just in the West but in Iron Curtain
countries and in the developing countries as well," he said.
The doctor accused many modern educationists of reenforcing
the meaninglessness felt by youth and of "undermining their
enthusiasm," because thev hold forth a view of man which
reduces him to the level of ''nothing but an animal."
CHALLENGES VIEW
He al'!o challenged the view that man is the product of his own
environment and controlled by forces over which he has no say.
"As a psychiatrist and a neurologist I know to what extent we
are not free," Dr. Frankl said. "But as a survivor of the GPrman
concentration camps I want to bear witness to the incredible and
unexpected extent to which a man can brave the worst conditions
man can ever face and still triumph over them."
The 69 year old survivor of Auschwitz and threP other Nazi
death camps said thP lesson he learned then "was that those
prisoners most oriented towards the future, those who clung to
some shred of meaning were the most likely to pull through."
Current studies, he said, in dictate that today's pressure on
young people to accept the theory of "sex for fun's sakP," or sex
as a natural way to release tensions, is at the root of sexual
problems previously rare or unknown. lie cited "college impotence" as an example. The pressure to be a "sexual succpss"
was proving psychologically damaging.

Apply John Bennett
SAC Office

wfs

and administration
appointed to make final
recommendations for changes,
based on the original cornmittee 's findings.
Rejection of the committee's
work was "disappointing",
said law professor W .B.
Rayner, chairman of the joint
senate-board committee. It
amounted to "a vote of noconfidence" in his committee's
work, he said.
The senate discarded the
facultv amendment for 50
·
percent faculty representation
excluding deans by a close
vote. A motion to send the
remammg recommendations
back to the committee also was

over represLtation.
Senate lay representative,
Dr. R. T. Collver, sharply
critized the proposed amendments. If he senate "doesn't
move toward greater cornmunity representation, it might
be forced into this by
politicians," he said.
He questioned the need for
faculty to have an "absolute
majority on Senate".
Graduate studies dean. W .S.
Turner, said the new amendments would cause a "greater
imbalance"
in
senate
representation. The "proposed
recommendations are quite a
long way from representation
by population," he said.
President Williams claimed
closely defeated, with the help the new amendments could
of the three student senators.
The students nixed on the possibly increase the annual
cost of the senate above the
faculty amendment, but
wanted to continue discussion present extimated $1,000,000.
This is thP value of the
of other amendments.
senators' lost time, according
The senate then decided to to a management survey.
disband the Rayner committee
At least one dean raised the
and send the whole act to the old reason for limiting student
senate committee on university representation. He thought few
planning (SCUP).
students were interested in
University president Carlton senate functions.
Williams said the SCL'P will
Most Canadian universities
havP to comp up with a nPw have
a
small
student
approach to the amendments. representation on their senates
The new approach is needed, and some have even less token
he said, or senate will continue student representation on
to play the "numbprs game" boards of governors.

Who is liberated?

Women's Lib not yet heard of in Yemen
hyALEXEFTY
JIBLA, North Yemen (API
"Women's Lib, what's
that?" says the girl's \.Oice
behind the veil. Her eyes, the
only visible part of her face,
were wide.
Sayida is only 16, but she
has been married for three
years.

WANTED
'Generation'
Editor

Asked is he· ashamed of the company's
products, he merely reiterated the promise of
legal action.
"We do a lot of work with big companies,"
D~can had said earlier. "Ninety-five percent
of them wouldn't mind, but maybe five percent
would."
Progressive does some of the printing for Pro
Promotions, and the company was planning a
national campaign. The box number was used
so the program would not be associated with
Progressive Printing, he said. He didn't think
Playstamps was exploiting women. "That
wasn't our thinking," Duncan said. He said the
scheme was meant to be along the lines of
Playboy magazine, although Playboy was
"much worse".
He didn't think Playboy's pictures of nude
women were exploitative.
"There's nothing \\-Tong with it," he said.
"They're not meant to be dirty pictures · more
along the art line. We 're riot trying to be smutty
or anything."
A planned marketing scheme through a
Toronto company fell through, he said, and left
the firm with a lot of unsold stamps.
"We've got a lot of money tied up in it at
this timP," said Duncan, who claims to be the
originator of the idea. He said $15,000 was tied
up in the scheme.
The company also advertised in the January
12 edition of the L niversity of Toronto student
newspaper, the Varsity. The company is
gambling to see if these appeals to students pay
off, Duncan said.
"A lot of the market could be older, from 35
to 50," he said. The company was considering
advertising the stamp magazines and perhaps
being out a book in which the stamps could be
affixed, he added.
Playstamps has not been advertised in the
local commercial paper, The London Free
Press, Duncan said, although he didn't mention
the reason.
The women in the picturPs are six models three in Toronto and three in London - and are
really from the countries claimed in the advertisements, he said. The places are Italy,
France, Wales, Holland, Sweden and
Greenland.
The Gazette has not had further word from
Schuster, who apparently left London the day
after his conversation with Bergmann, for a
three-week holiday in Switzerland.
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-Photos by the head

She was sitting up in bed at
the American hospital here,
waiting to be discharged after a
beating by her husband in
which her shoulder was
dislocated, one arm brokPn,
ribs bruised and face battered.

"If I don't go back to my
husband hP will demand that
my father rPturn 1,000 rials ·
$200 - he paid for me," Sayida
said.
In the bed next to her lay

Zamzan, expecting her 17th
child any minute. After the
delivery doctors planned to
sterilize her.
Outside the hospital, women
turned their backs on strange
men, even though they were
covered from head to toe in a
flowing black cloth so the men
could not see even their eyes.
"A woman's life in Yemen is
anything but fun," aid liss
Hidalgo. Girls wear a veil from
age 9. By 12 or 13 many are
married, with childrPn, often to
men of 20 who have two or
three wives.
But they lack the security of
Western women because under
Islamic la" a husband can
divorce an} of his wives simply
by sending her back to her
parents. A man can have as

many as four wives.
A father may receive up to
600 for a young virgin
daughter. The value of
divorced girls or non virgins
drops to only a few hundred
rials and decreases considerably with age.
DON'T REMARRY
Many never remarry if they
are sent back to their families,
since prospective husbands
believe there must be a valid
reason for their original
rejection.
She boards the aircraft
apped in mystery, without an
inch of skin showing. But soon
after takeoff, she disappears
into the toilet, to emerge
dressed in trendy Western
clothes, her face uncovered and
\\-Teathed in smiles, revelling in
the taste of liberation.

\
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the maliing: SAC President impeached

by CHARLES RLSAK
For the firat time in the history of student government at the
University of Wind110r a SAC president has been impeached.
Gerry Gagnon', position as SAC president was declared vacant
Tuesday afternoon by Chief Electoral Officer Chris Ambeault
following the release of unoHicial re1mlu of a referendum to
impeach him.
According to local and national press sources including Th('
Windsor Star and Toronto Globe and Mail the referendum was
initiated partly be.:ause of charges made b Th La
th t
Gagnon and other SAC members had usel atud:nt ru':ds : 0
purchase one pound of marijuana last December.

Gerry Gagnon

SAC Vice-president John Bennett who WH8 also named in the
impeachment referendum denied the marijuana charges in a
letter to the editor of The Lance last month. Bennett aurvived the
effort to impeach him by seven votes.
According to SAC by-laws in a general referendum two-thirds

of the turnout at the poll must vote in favor of an impeachment
for it to take place. In Gagnon's ca11e 460 person11 voted with 333
voting in favor of his removal while in Bennett's case 432 per80nl
voted with 281, seven @hort of the required 288, calling for hit
impeachment.
Contrary to reports in the national pres1 the Lance never
directly charged that Gagnon had personally purchased the
ma.rijuana. Th(' paper did ho.wever note that unnamed .. SAC
off1c1als had purchased approximate!~ S2?0 worth. of manJuana
for the use of the students of the Un1vers1ty of Wmdsor. Lance
so~oes added that the paper was in ~aion ~f photostatic
~p1es.~f a. check and a cheqque req~unt1on with the words
weed wntten on them. Gagnon demed these charges Wedne&day.
Although no reason was gil'en on the impeachment ballot for
the impeachment, several 80urcee close to SAC have stated that
the marijuana was not the only i11ue involved in Gagnon's
removal According to at least two SAC members many smdent1

{!Cbe 1Lanre

here have been di11Satisfied with student servioe1 and the highly
politicized na1ure of SAC throughout the yell?'.
Gagnon has 48 houn from the time of the cloeing of the
election polls to launch an appeal effort. The 48 hour appeal
period ends Thursday at 4:00 p.m.Gagnon said Tuesday altel'
the ballot counting that the result of the referendum mwt be
ratified by Council however SAC by-law, contain no provision
for ratification leaving the ia1ue entirely in the hand, of Ambeault.
.
.
..
Ambeault however ree,gned h11 po11t1on, allegedly to put
himself in the nmning for next year's SAC presidency, effective
Thunday..
.
.
.
In an mterv1ew with Wmdsor Star reporter& Wednesday,
Bennett 1tated that he did not plan to return to the University of
Windaor next fall. Gagnon allegedly may not return to the
camp1l8 next year because of a poor academic record. Gagnon is
not a student thia year, while Bennett ia a part-time student in
Communication Arts

John&nnett
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Technocracy Club plans tomorrow

. "
"Cities fit to live in
Bill Sheridan, a Toronto building organizer, began his
presentation by citing various pa&sages from a lludy on urban
planning, oommiMioned by the U.S. government, under the
direction of Alan Bates. In hi, comparative study of Soviet and
American cities, Bate& concludes that Soviet housing i1 by far,
superior to that witnessed at home. The reaaon, as stated by
Sheridan ia quite a simple one. Rll88ian urban planners "believe
in health and comfort" while simultaneously shwming
lavishneu. The overriding principle expres&ed here ia that if "the
housing problem& of a continent
are to be solved, they must be solvf'd collectively."
North American housing ia burdened with a number of basic
problems. Cities have expanded horizon111lly. TI1ey havf' become
bigger and \e111 manageable. Ma~sive amounts of enf'rgy have
been waated, an f'fficient adminiatration of 80('if'tal lf'rvices hae
bf.come nearly impoMible, CTime ha11 bt•rom.- a lul"rative f'nWhere they ni1t they lff'prilM' - all this, ao that the 1uhurbaniu• can claim his own little
provld• quit• rn•••urabl• piN>e of prOJN"rty.
}..,...,fh• ln ••rrn• nf job•
The npt ...... 1, of thi• wa•iP and lrtiPffk-tiPn<')' NI a prnblftn of

by PHIL BEZAIRE
The Univer11ity of Windsor's Technocracy Club played host to
approximately 150 people at its annual dinner meeting,
Saturday, February 17, in Ambassedor Auditorium.
Following the dinner, the club's seminar addressed itself to two
important elements of a technate'sstructural design: "citiee fit to
live in", and an efficient organizational plan for a leisure oriented
80Ciety.
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l 'hu.nda, aftfl'DOon lo ,Jiacua tli• m«hand
()f finandnc lhl' arhrme. \1 the Unw of thn
wrkln, "'\(' IOtlla!9 haw . . ,NI that JI ..
hl;l'I) that C:ounn1 a II now cand ""11
•COPIJI tiw tommltl!'l"'1 prop.at. l'bunda)
aft«noon
S \ \, \~prNidftll J, hn lunfM'tt llalf'd
that hopefu.Uy thla nnr 1yllt-m wowd
fadhtale biPUifr connnun1catlon amonJ
C.outtril mrmlwn and faction

~1r•

,,t

And abroad

Italy's students jobless
ROME (CUPJ I - Massive unemployment
h11s struck Italian students as they graduate
from universities in the thousands.
The labour ministry recently said about
220,000 students out of the 250,000 who will
probably graduate in the next three years will
not find employment related to their degrees.
They may not find work at all.
·· Jt alf the country's unemployed are
lmiversity graduates see-king their first jobs,"
said Labour Minister Dionigi Copo.
And a lmost 9 percent were still unemployed
two years after receiving their degrees. More
than 60 percent of graduates are working in
menial jobs.
As a graphic illustration of the problem, 11ome
220,000 candidates applied for 21 open ings as
graduate school teachers last year and 350,000

by STRANGE
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This week's column is written by Mahashi&I Guru
Strange. The world's only 22 year old Perfect Uptight
columnist and musk deer who smells his own belly button
only when the need arises. A few of the Perfect Columnists
great teachi ngs.
"ThOM' who satiate their bodies with earthly pleasures
usually have a pretty good time."
"If you are lost and wandering in the dark and looking
for the one way, find the light switch and turn it on unless
you're trying to save electricity. "
''There goes an aardvark with his snout in a sling and a
Waring blender under his arm."
"Come to me. I will give you peace and you can givr me
three or four Cadillacs, a Rolls, a couple of Lear Jets and
anything else l can cop."

+++

II thP

graduates applied for 1.913 open ings 88 the
lowest paid employees in Italy's social security
agency. The job requires a degree, but pays only
$ 155 a month.
Schools are overcrowded and antiquated,
while programs are outdated. A long-awaited
bill to reform and modernize the universities hae
been before parliament for years. About 38,000
freshmen attended the University of Rome this
year, pushing total enrollment to JOO.OOO. The
school wa11 designed to accommodate onl y
25 .000.
Industries are reported ly ignoring most post·
1969 graduates. Employers claim con·
temporary graduates are impo9sible to train in
"practica l matters". Many observers lay the
blame for the massive graduate unemployment
squarely on Italy'11 universities.

One may well wonder to
what extent each man is his
own and how each show ex·
presses individuality. Ja y
Sherril, a Windsor boy and
University of Windsor CSRW
resu lt. does the morning show
throughout the week on
CJOM. In the morning he hi11
playing to quite a different
audience altogether from the
rest of the day. Certa in infom1ation i11 needed, as well as
entertain men t. "So not only do
I have to entertain people",
remarked Ja y between pickles.
"but I also have to give them
certa in information like the
time, the weather and like
that." And how would
programming differ from the
rest of the da y'! There is more
familiar music play. more
"Classics" and shorter tunes
with no more than two in a row
between &even forty-five and
eight-thirty or nine. Then Bill
Roberl8Qn m1ually continuN
thia up until ten. In this way.
more needed infonnadoa ean

--

MAKESACOED
EASIER TO UVE WITH
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Each capsule gives 12 hours of relief from the symptoms of a cold.

(Con't Jrorn P. 6)
apathy pills. Both Paul and
Jay spoke on this subject.
"We're trying to get as much
into the community as we
possibly can, but the corn·
munity is backing off" ,
shfU8ged Mr. Nathen. The
Sherril added: ''Yeah ifs a
one-way flow from us to them
right now, and of course we've
been turned off to an extent
because they haven't given
anything back."
But community fits many
groups and everyone at CJOM
is looking for stronger ties with
the Univer11ity of Windsor.
Steve Harris is a University
man, Jay Sherril is from the
University here and Les Sole is
a delivery from St. Clair
College.
CJOM is alwaya looking for
feedback because they are still
very f'Xpt'ri.mental in some
stages a.s of yet. They want to
beoome a romplete home town
radio 11tation. Thf.y wouldn't
attNnpt to tell anyone about
the ...i1oa
ol the
M d a a . l l _ .........

oa..._

radio isjll!lt like anything else.
It's a busineu and you have to
think of your audience too.
You have to think both ways
and you have to be 11uccessful
both ways." And old Bill
Robertson, aside from liking
the audience, really enjoys the
music, "I think that'a the
biggest thing."
They enjoy their music, their
radio station and them11elves.
You must too because it's also
yo.ir radio station !IO you have
to make it your music. CJOM
Ha s one big programme
director and a jolly bald fellow
in charge of music, but the
number of people relied upon
for programming suggestions is
uncounted. For, you see, you
don't call CJOM with requests
because )OU can call "up the
street" for requests. But, for
prOf('ramming suggE'!ltions )OU
call, or write, or ,:o on down.
But do till') an,wrr thtoir
JIOOIM'fl? Sec Captain \l'r,inl "I
try to an,-.r my phmw u

In your own way.
In your own time.
On your own terms.
lvu11 take to the
taste ofPlayers Filter.

....... _..........
...............
.
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Whrn 1hi1 happt'm, they both will be put la a .....
mHicalfy -.alf'd wlt-phon• booth that ha, • burn1-t
lifrhtbulb 1lonf{ with • suaphoM>, two bott~ of I~
orifrinal pink ('atauba and 14 eyrupy eloppy eerm·IH'urouc
folk albums, and tlt'nt to Point Pelee wherf' the) "ill be
()('mmnentl) rnshrined in the Mosio Mu11eum _or the
performing Zanit'S, there to spend the rest of theu- days
being used as a eentrt'piece in the dining room.

+++

Drar Strange:
Who ""ill replace the pres. and ,.p, if they gel im·
1>eaehcd'!
S.O'D Ill Arts
Either we'll go without or S.A.C. will appoint someone
to fill in. At this point let me outline my qualifications and
make a few promises which I have no intention of
keeping.
First let me state categorically that I am not now or
never haw been a candidate for this orti<:t!. But, let me
state that at various times I have been kno\'I n to listen to
vacuum cleaners and consort with ice machines and draft
beer taps with reckless abandon.
Secondly, I can promise, if appointed to spend all the
rest of the S.A.C. money on beer, !!Olre it in the S.A.C.
office on ice. where it would be free to all comer& except
Les Menear who never gives mr any free.
I also promi11e to stay fairly drunk and pliable for the
rest of the school year, If I ever get any free time when I'm
not working. Also I'll get rid of anybody else and set
myself up as a dictator with final and omnipotent say in
money matters. Centre Policy and whether or oot we
should all wear unden.,ear.
Also, I promisr to make sure the Centre thermostal.l! are
always set on i2 degrees Fareoheit, the drinking water is
spiked "'ith Scotch and there will be no more exams,
papen or tests thal I don't authori?.e.
Lastl}, \'IC will declare the University of Windsor a
seperate nation, complete and indivisable. with me as king
and anybodyel!M! we don't like we'll torture or maim. The
troe sooth Strong and free. we'll stand on guard etc. etc. 0
boy o boy. What a power trip!
If nominated I will not run and if elected I will not
serve. But you can make me king if yon like. I am
descended from a long line of nobility and would be happy
10 receive you r homage and be you r divine monarch.
Thank You a nd good night!

++.,..
All q11c11tions, ans.,.·ers, dues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgu.!iling objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptig ht Box, located in palalial s1>lendou r
on the U'ntre desk, who is vacalioning in U111>er Vella
...ith his wUe Mahogany. Or, submit tl1e111 directly to
the Lanci• ... ho is travelling incogn ito as a 49 Ford. As a
lasl resort hring the m directly to my office jNo. 41 in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.
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You Ron allo ~ · t Oa.Bett. Aw aat 10 Iha
belir,ve in Top 40. "I could Slwralnn Vwcotlnt Hotel. trip
han• a chance m1yhf. in up to 1hr, towl"finl( hl«"h top
making a good dollar doinp: thf' fourth floor, turn left 1rnd l'lltt'r
CKLW type or thing - I don't the world or their own mu.sic al
put th~m down for it or CJOM !before 5 p.m. and
anything - it's just that I exC('pting weekend11j.
What's th e atmosphere'!
don't beliew in that kind of
Everyone is friends, ii comes
thing."
off on the air and if you go in it
At 88.i on your litl' ol' FM will probably hit you where
dial e,eryone has at their you' ll feel it.
disposal. a grand piece of
They do a lot down there to
community ioterl"l!t. A band of
keep you on top of what'&
voicesthatcareaboutwhothey
going down in the music world.
are playing to and who wish to Every Tuesday and Thursday
relate anything that may in· evening it's 'feature album
terest the listeners.
time' al 6:30 and 8:30 with a
Bill Robertson likes the concept album on Sunday
audience because it's "not an nighl.l! at 6. The CJOM album
extremely young audience, but report i.s not a sw~t batch of
not an old stale adult audience payola and FM hit parading.
either," Tie likes the 16-30 age Just read Paul Nathen's
bracket that tune in, "It's a scourge of Yoko Ono's la1est
good age to be trying to endeavour on the back of the
communicate with, passing on m08t recent report. He ex·
information and things that plained their policy, and in
wouldn't normally be heard on doing !IO ju11tiliecl his bombing
other radio stations or in the of her L.p.: "Everything we're
media. Good 1hing11, in- doing is up front and honest.
teresting things; things they We're not trying to bullshit
can learn about." And Ron, anybody. And I think that'a

~t a~~

:.~' thing we've got going for

ov('r the city to spy on us all,
trif'!I ··10 instigate thought."
So, it appears that we have a
one,sided mass of megahertz
that plays the part of a
combinM stereo music hall
and Sesame Street. How boldly
untrue!
'n1ey are trying to be a
transistori1.ed aph rodisiac for
community interesl. The
community is remaining in
dark glasses and popping

But what they do ia oot for
monetary feedback. Of course
they're into their job for the
money. Hon Legge left
Montreal for CJOM because of
a financial offer he couldn't
refuse, yet, 88 he said. chances
are good hr could be making
more in Top 40 radio, but he
likes to earn wh ile enjoying.
Paul Nathen explained it well,
so what if people say "You're
just out to make money. Well
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hu fan, bat the fun .,.. at
hom~. So if you nN"d a honw,
for your mu&i<'. your owo kind
of style, then jm1t visit this
hom<' withio a radio station.
This was obvious to the
bewildered photographer as he
scanned the CJ OM Hall and
group;
anybody told me
you cou ld run a radio station
1his way, I'd say, no chance."
Keep up with your buddies
Warning: The Department of Nal1onal Health and Welfare advises that danger lo heallh increases wilh amount smoked
and Come Join Our Music! .
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Heidelbeig
Brewed ftf>m pure spring wateC
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KEEP FRIDAY,
MARCH 9TH OPEN
For A Dance In Vanier,
2 BandsPower and Glory and Exit

Sponsored by Arts Society;
Commerce Club
and Nursing Society
Read All About It Next Lance

And thats the troth!

/['ill(/sor rwmber on_(!_

Lancer Basketball
C.I.A.U. Championships

Lancers O.U.A.A. b-ball best

from Woterloo

Coulthard. The shot .,..a, off the mark and Ernie Hthn pickNI up
hi~ ell',enth !"f'bound of the day as Windsor came back do"n thfo
Ooor.
Bruce Coulthard', shot with five aeconda left wat l?nl{ and
Jerry Sovran rebounded. went back up and 'nal fouled wuh thrtt
IM'C'(md~ remaining b) Paul Bilewi~. So\nn ~ red to gi,r !he
Lanrf'r& !lw lead 76-75. ~e Warrior& called llml'. Once put)mK
the ball mto ph1y. Tom K1eswetter took l~e ball down the r~ht
side-line and put up an ~5-foot shot that h11 the front of thl' nm
and rolled away. When 11 was o,·er, there were about 200 hun·
drt'<I Wind'!Or fans that mobbed .the Lant"f'rs on the floor, w.hilf'
5,000 Waterloo fans looked on 111 awe of what had tran~ptred
hefort- their e)·es.
'n1e win .... as the ninth Ontario Championship in 11 yun for
thf' Lant"f'J"8,. It waethethird time in a row that the WarrtOu hnf'
bef'n 11idt"linf'd in the pla)·-ofts by losing to thrir opponent by Ollt'
point. T .... o }ears ago the u·arrion droppe<\ an 85-84 decisK>n to
Queen . La!ll )·ear Waterloo 1011 to Wind!IOr 83-82.

Friday , March 2nd , 9 P.M.
U. of W . LANCERS

Hill l..o7-)n~ky lead the wa} for the Lancer1 in the final 1100ring
18 pointJ1. 1ft' .... as fol\owl'd by brother Walt ....-ho had 14. \1ikf'
\1()11('r It'd all Jl('orera .,.·ith 26 poinu in tht Final. \10lf'r also
pirked up 20 rebounds in a loeing effort. The Lanct"rl oo .... lllO\e
on to the "\a1ional Tournament to be held thit .... ttkend in
Waterk,o.

O.U. \ .. \. !'hampions

[HJfiw
~ Windsor fencers edge T0 ro n to
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hy FRANK \l l'\'KLER
La~, Saturday. February
17th, in an upset victory the
Lancf'r Ft"ncing squad won the
Charlt'll Waht'rs Trophy in
Toronto. t>mblematic of
ft>ndng Upl'f'iorill in Ontario.
11,ia .... as the first time the
L'ni,M"llit) of \l ind!,(lr ha~ won
the Fendni,: Championship
and thr fir81 1imf' ince 1968
that thf' \l ahf'rll Troph} has
lf'h Toronto. The final l!ll'Ore
Nm .... f't'I Wind"llr with 45 total

Tomm Stn1t1, Brian Ciutiura,
and Bob Horwood. Togelhf'r,
thf'y defeated all other tt'amft
and placed fint in the
province. In individual eHorl.8,
Ciuciura placl'd fourth and
Strutt placed fifth.

In the foil oompetition.
Buroo Cioccotelli went unhf'aten to win first placf' in
indi,·iclual foil. In hi11 la<tt )ear
of oompt'l.ition Cicootelli be-at
out thf' fnoured Toronto
ft"ncers to ,\in thf' Gold '\1edal.
Aidt"d b) his teammate!I John
Chan a nd Brian Rivf'rll,
U indtw,r plaN'd third O\l'r all
inloil.

barrage to Sekunda. The sabre
team, with Pat Brode and
Barry Franklin. defeated
Wt'lltern and Carleton to come
out M'OOnd o,·erall.
Thf' Toronto tournament
f'mll'd \\'incisor's fine81 )Ur of
fencing compf'tition. The
Lancen' stren,v;th in individual
and lt"am fencing demon·
11tratt"d that Windsor hu
indet'd the finNt fencing team
in Ontario.
1\fU('h of the t' redit for the

Moriarty has givf'n thf'm o\ier
the season in proC'uring badly
neede<l e<111ipment in some
de11perate silUat ions.
'Ille Wind!Or Fencers ...,;she11
to thank all th08t" who hne
helped them through thit
sea!On. Thf') promise to rttain
the Walten Trophy in llf'Xt
)ear's oompMition .

Water teams
end seasons

The Lanct"r s.... im te,am
plaC'f'd 8th in thr O.l.A.A.
OiampionMhip mN"t held la11t
.... eek;ond at tht" l"ni,f'1'11it) of
\l atttloo. Pttennial powtt l .
of T.
fin& foUowed by

w•
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SAC General Elections
Nominations Open
VVednesday,Feb.28th
12 Noon

Close
VVednesday, March 7th
12 Noon

Election-March 14th
JOHN BENNETI

VICE PRESIDENT

SAC

F================~
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS

MEDIA NOMINATIONS
Open
Feb. 28 Noon- Ma rch 7th Noon

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lance Editor
Yearbook Editor
Gene ra tion Editor
C.S.R.W. Editor
Please apply in writing to :
Jeff Schmitz
Pre side nt
M edia Corp.
Pl•ose Include refer•nces. Applicants will b•
Interviewed by the Student Media Corporation,
so b• prepared to answer qu•stlons on background, •xperlence, etc.
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l'inal

l"uurn.amrnl. Ou! of r i,rhl
tram-. 1h,,, Lanl'f''1'11f'R ""l"r<'
1mdrf<'&t<'cl until lhf' 1·ham-

pion~hip
g•mr
a,:ain"t
Lanrf'fltian. ""hf'n thf') nere
handed a 53-4:! 11rtha1·k.
~ain"t ) ork l nht"l'!lit) in
the fir,t gamt", ~ incl•or nalkrd
10 an f'a") 5:l-3:! ,ictOT}· The
"in .... a~ a c-,,,1h one hO\\f'\f'r,
8'I <1tar ,ruard ,·tanha \\ attt"l"'I
Tf'<'t'iu•d an ankle, injuJ') \\hich
"idr-line,dht"rforthf'rt-stofthe
tournament. Kart"n Cmn illon.
Kath, Brown and Joannf'
Lau~us oolle<1ed 13. 8 and 8
JX)ints apie«'.
111f' !let'(lncl ,:anw of the da)·
\,a, a,:ain!ll the Waterloo
Athenu. ·n1e Lan('('rettes had
split t!lt'ir &t'Uon rl"OOrd \\ith
\l aterloo. and ht"re manal,l'ed

J,,,.,,..,. l.,o ,,1ru~ ,..,,1 fr,•'""'"'
1..•ntr<' Karf'n (:ou,illon l"l'I""'

,~ .. ,..~.
fo/Jo,.,-..1
h)
(A>L1\ill,,n "ilh 18

1/w poinl tall)
"ith I~ and
re,-,:·.,,rli\rl).

llw l.an("'r..Clf'II had nnl) a
,..,..... hour rf'!II l"°fore thf'

for "iml..,,r
12 poin111,

"lllf' llf'flli•final ,ramf' ""•"'
a,rain!ll Quf'f'n·s l"niu•r.r,it) in
nhat turned out to be, thf' mOlll
f'\citin~ ,:ame of thf' tour·
nament. Wind'!Or <'amf' from
!)('hind to tie the !!('(Ire at .)8-58
and force thf' l,l'8mf' into
OH"rtime. l..anN"tf'ltf'<I rf'lained
thf'ir
compos ure
and
po"!le"Sion of thf' ball ,,hen it
oounted. With sixtttn M'<.'Ond!
left and trailillf{ b) one,
Quttn's knocked the ball out
of botmds. Pia~ resumffi and
with seven seronds left on the
clock
Joanne
Lazarus
managt"d to work herself fret"
at the top of thf' kf') to s ....;sh a
:?0-footer and win the 63,62.

h.arf'n

1-hampion,ihip ,ll'amr a,rai1111t
Laurentian. The Lancttetlf'II
trailed thf' tf'am from Thunder
Ba, aftn the lin!t half. 25·22.
Ka.th, \l illiamJ1 of f.aurentian.
a Canadian. It'd that !l(lt1ad to
an f'a~~ ,lJ-42 ,ictor, o,er the
tirtd \l"ind ~r crew. Joanne
l..a1.aru11 lrd the Lancerettel! in
hf'r final l{ame for Windsor
.... ith a brilliant 20 point effort.
Shf' ,, a~ !lt'rond in the tour·
nanwnt with a 17.2 point
a,t"rai,:f' per gamt", trailing on ly
Kath) \l illiams who averaged
IQ.2 point~. Thf' 0.W.1.A.A.
Senior A Tmtrnament was won
h} Wt'~tern OHr '\1cMaster for
thf' !lf'('Ond con!IN:uli\ie year.

"

~/;i:-:~:•. . :: },u, :..:.:::1: h)
11

Tnm Pri<'f'. '\,fikf' Rraton wall
13th in thf' 200 )d. hacklltnd.r.
Craif( Ar1hur1 camf' 7th in thf'
200 )d. mrdlf') and H..0.appt'II wp I Ith in thf' 2(NI
~d. brf'allt •trokf'. Thf' 400 )d.
frf't't1t)k-rela) lt"am c•mf' 7th
and 8f'I a ne" team rf'Cord with
a time of 3:44.4. Thf' Lancers
has a total of 61 points in tht'
mttt.

The

Mustangs beat ice Lancers

17h pnlnta. F.ml. ehn - W np --all In the reboundlq
clt,partmf'lll •nd Wah Lozynay flnhihed ninth.

+ ++

Thf' ,\II Stu Tnm al lhf' Ontario Championahipa ihdudf'd
John IAl\.f', Carh'lon; Paul Bik-wil.'1 a.nd Mikt" MON'I', \l:atf'rloo:
and _Bill and \l ah Lozymlky, \\,"indaor. Vloeer waa the Toufflf'y's
\f.\ .P.11,e, l..ozyn11ky brothers combined for a total of 80 poinu
and 38 rebound11 in the two day regional final.

+++
1l1e final s tatistics for the Lanct"n 28 gamt"fl "ere announced
toda)'. Tht" Lancel'II have five pla}en that a,·t"r&gt" in double
fig11re11 this )ear, Bruce Coulthard leads the way with 390 poinu,
a,eraging 14.4 a game, Bill Loz)n~ky next with 337 112.5 a
i,:amt"I, Chrit Coulthard 285 II I a gamf'I. Walt Lozynsky 337
t 10.() a gamel, and Pete Mingay with 302 110.8 a gamel. Walt
Lo7-)'nS~) and Ernie Hehn lead in rebounding with 2 13 and 208,
re~1){'('1t\ely. TI1e Lancers shot a respectable 42 percent on the
)ear from the fl oor and 7 1.2 percent from the free throw line.
'011' highest percentage shooter from the fl oor was Chris
Coulth ard displa)ing 46.6 percent accuracy followt'd by Walt
U)7,ynsky who hit on 45.3 percent of his 11hot11. Ward Conway
scored on 88.6 percent of his free throws followed b) J erry
Sovran and Bruce Coulthard who hit on i9. 7 and i9.5 percent of
their fr('('throws.

+++

1llf' lni,f'niit) of \l ind"Or Hocke) LanCt"rs
~a;t~~~:~t!:~);.n~l~t~~a:i~:tt~~;:s:~~t~
plaC'e fini~hf'r' ~uf)f'rior offen~i,t" m~ht ';-I.
For \l ind"()r, it apJ'lt'art"d to be a case of just
not f'nough on offem,e or defen~e. a11 the, ~lm,h
~a,e \,ay to thf' ,1u~1an~ A!l"'8ult. &7o1
Faddt'n did all onf' goaltender could in turning
a~ide (>3 of thf' ';'0 puck11 that .... ert" bla~ed in the
diN'ctitm of thf' \lind"C)r i,:oal. Mlmetime!I in
~pr<·ta<·ular fa~hion. For \1; e~tern. the win
tamed them the rif.:ht to faCf' the Laurentian
\ 'o)al{i'trr!! in tht' O.L..\ .A. <;('mi-final!! in
Toronto.

'llir National Baaketball Toumamttlt takea plaot' this wttkend at the Lnivrnity of Waterloo Field Hou~. At 7:00 p,m,
Lakt'head Unh:ersity Nor'wester11 from Thunder Bay take on the
Loyola warriors of Montreal. At 9 :00 the St. Mary'• H111k.ie1
tan,i:lt with the Lancer&. The Loyola 8q_uad ia the only undeft>attd
team in tht country in league play posting a 20-0record. WindAor
ha• a 12-Jrecord. St. Mary'aia 16-3 while Lakehead it 14-4.
St. Mary'a qualified for the national1 by up!H'tting Acadia in
tlw Atlantic 00881 oonference finals in Wollville N.S. Loyola had
no trouble in winning the Que~ title. Lakehead took two
fltraight from the Alberta Golden Bean in the play-oft eeriet
be1ween thl' top team, from the Great Plains Conferf"llce and the
Wf'l<tl'rn Canada Ae&OCiation. Windaorof coune up11et pn-vtOusly
top rankffi Waterloo in the Ontario Champk>nships.
The Jut poll of thl' top team, in the country prtOr to the
re-gtOnal tournamenu went this way: I. Watttloo, 2. Windaor, 3.
Acadia, 4. St. i\fary'1, 5. Lakehead. 6. Alberta, 7. l.o)·ola. 8.
Winnipl'R, 9. Guelph. 10. Laurentian. If Don McCrae hu hit
.... a)' his Waterloo WarrtOn will ren1ain on top. Such a poeition is
hard\) jw.tifil'd. In fact one would ha,e to queettOn the ltJ'ength
of the U:arrion afttt their showing in tht Ontario Fin,ls. Jn the
11emi·finala the Warriors showed signs of their typical play-off
fi:r.zlf' in barely squeaking put the Carleton" Raven,, a team thf.y
<k-feate<l b)· more than 40 points in the Naismith Clauic. The
quality of thr coaching by the Waterloo mentor in tht final wa1
also que11tionable.
It .... H f'xtrt"mely apparent that McCrae'1 substituting waa one
of playing favourites. This was particularly true when McCrae
put his old highschool pet Phil Schlote in the gamf', Schlote the
0'6'' guard stuck out like a aore thumb. 1t ia hard to imagine that
a roach .... ould play favourites in such a key ,i:ame, e!\pe,cially with
a gunrd like Pat Woodburn on the bench. Woodburn has always
been II menaCi' to the Lanceu in the past. Schlote showl'd hill true
fom1 in the game by turning the ball over several time11 in the
ganll'. A yea r ago, Schlote put the ball into Lenti'1 hand.B with ZO
l!('COnd!I left in tht" game to give Windaor their stunning victory
over thl'M' same Warriors. To top it all, Windsor'8 Bill U)zyn1ky
.... H cut from the Warrt0r8 for thi1111ame Schlote. McCrae must he
eatin« his hat today when he looks back at this )·ear's final, and
IIE'NI .... hat Hill can really do.
'Ille '\atlOnal Tournament thit )ear fea1urea thrtt teams with
almo.t entire\) American r011ter11. The Hwk.iea ha"e no
Canadians on their ro~er, Lakehead has 11h: American11. and
l..o)ola ha!! 11 Americans. 1t seems u though the LanCf'fll are tht"
re&II) only truly Canadian team in the national toumaml"nt. The
Lantt"fl haH· a token Amf'rkan in Bndy Sp("tZ from ROC'hNtf'r
"\t'w York. The 1-luskies who are coached by onf' timf' All
Canad ian Brian Heaney who al!O p\a~f'd pro ball for thto
BaltimMt' Bullt"U, ha,e thf' lt"adinR rebounder in thf' country in
8.L. Thoma11. Thf' l\or'We11ters arr l'()a<'iif.d h) Ho .... f'Ard
Lod1.han. thf' lonn,,r hf'Ad coach at Luthf'ran. Thia ia thf' fir•
)'_, tha1 l..akehead is compPtina iD the C.I.A. U. P ~ , IM
... ,,..._. wan a N.A.IA. ~ pa.,...1D01t ol

,1;.

The resu1u of the Lancers
competing at the Universit) of
Toronto lnvitationnl Track
Meet February 16th are RI
follows. In tht" 50:\1., Wayne
Ducharmf' came 5th in a time
of 5.9 seconds. Rod Walter
\\&~ 3rd in the 300:\1. e,ent
with a time of 36 M'<'onds flat.
Rod took 1st place in thf"
f~~\.hisR":;ninlfe:~:~s;::
jumped 21 '6~" to take 3rd

::~~~~ i~hae ftne~f~~7:;i:i~~

in 2nd spot in the High Jump.
Last month at thf' York
Uni,ersit} lmitational. Rod
Walter 400:\1. time was 50 .8
seconds and good enoul(h for

;o~tt. ~: !~~~

!tt!rt~~a~~
him 4th spot. Ra} Petrauskas
finished 4th in thr Long Jump
event with a distan<'f' of
20·31/4 ··• and also took 4th in
the High Jump ....-ith a height of

5'10''.

Ernif' ll ehn, Walt and Bill Lozrnskl paid their respects to thf'ir
fom1er school o,t"r the "eek-end. It was a ,ery historic visit.
Except for Walt, Waterloo just has not been a p lace whert" theae
\tindsor high school grads h&\'e been allowl'd to d isplay their
skills 88 basketball p layt"rs. Howe,er since wearing 1he b lue and
gold thf') ha,e made the most of their visit.I back to their o ld
K'hool. Bill U)zynsk), \\ho ne"er put on a~ arrior uniform, h&11
pla)ed some Sup("r basketball each time he has been in Waterloo
thi1 past 11eason. Bill has !!Cored 114 points in the six gam es the
Lancers haw pla)ed in Waterloo thiuea.!lOn, for an a,erage of 19
points per game. Not bad for a gu} who supposedl y w&1 not big
enou~h to play forward in college. Ernie Hehn pla)ffi a great all
around game in the champion~hip last Saturday scoring 11
pointll and pulling in 11 rebounds, man) of these coming in the
rrucial moments near thf' end of the gamf'. Then there i11 Walt
l.(')Z)'ll~ky. the old man on the Lancer roster but playing thf' "•Y
that he usf'd to in his days at Walkerville when he dominated.
'll1t"amazing desire of this ball player has brought l1im back into
thf' front of thf' college cage game. Having recovered from his
knt"f' injury .. he again is rebounding and scoring with l{Teat
authority. \l alt's greatest asset was at one time hi11 scoring
potentia l. but this season it has been hi11 great defence. In the !&111
two eocounte~ ,\ith thf' Warriors alone. Walt blocked a half
doun shots and pickffi 20 rebounds.

w:::rt:~:~~rif\: :::::::

+++
t~u:'::~~n~~::'lt :n:-t~~n~if~:~~

to fig,irf' out that person it Eja} Queen. The diminuthe left
\•i~er \\88 thf' leading llCOrer in the O.U .A.A. We,stem Con·
ference. Eja} is a sure bet to be a member of the O.U .A .A. u·est
All Star Team. It has been hi111COring that took the Lancers into
thC' pla) offs for the second ,ear in a row. In hill 16 game~. Ej•)
;:;c~-=: than a goal a game. This S8)'1 a lot for the little gtl)

+++

'lnf' Lancerettes lost the O.W.I.A.A. consolation cham·
pion!!hip this past week-t>nd to Laurentian in the final Saturday
night. Joanne Lazarus was a stand out perfom1er through out the
fottr i,:ames leading to the final. In the semi·final, she scorffi a 25
foot jump shot at the horn to lead Windsor in their victo ry over

'-°''--'-"'-"-'·--------------......J
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Editorial

Stoff
Sean()'Oe!!

Objectivity: a state of mind
Speaking of the SAC Presidency and those
who covet it, what about Chief Elecloral
Officer Chris Ambeault and the nuumer in
which he hH become personally involved in
SAC allairs? In lhe past the office of
Electoral Officer has been carried out with
dignity by sludenls such as Jim Rondot,
Wayne Yared, and Robert Gunning.
These students realized the f ACT that the
office should, albeit must be above
reproach. What ever happened in Ambeault's case? He has become involved in the
issues and has made public statements to
both The Lance and the Windsor Star
regarding his views against ,impeachment of

his benefactor Gl!rry Gagnon. One would
assume thal in a matter as grave and im·
plicati,·e as an impeachment, that Ambeault
would al least give the facade of objeetivity .
Ambeault was appointed to office by
Gagnon in accordance with SAC by-Jaws,
and he's been running between the polling
stations and the SAC President's office ever
since. And all this to make sure the elections
are run "correctly."
In one recent election Arnbeault actually
let a candidate, Muma Holsey, run a polling
station all by herseH. She lost, but that
wasn't the point. Judge for yourself •••.••

JeffBeer
G.,..ge Gewadzyn
N1th1n~hf,nic
John Gunning
Cherlt$Rusak
BudAnder,on
Todd Lincoln
TonvRicherdl
SueD'Alonzo
DtveWillicl<
AIN1estll'
Colin Swim
Dino Desamoni
TonyKelltr
Jim Wilkes
Ja.nDouiherty
TlfryCoomblr

BruceAGllrns
JohnBlfnik
A$h1eyW;per

Oen Bonk
J1rnnD1en
Nancy 8-.inger

Marglf1tM11on,
J.C.S.gent
JohnMorriaey

W1lterFr1nc.zyck
PetlfEloombl
Chris Hodnett

AnnTNi,..Apanesic'Ni<;:z.
Bozo

OorlMcM1rtin
Brent Turner

OAI TH£ !fO/tl> TD .•.

The final judgement is yours
We are sick and tired o( the manner in
which certain members of SAC have
managed to foul-up just about everything
this yt>ar with the laudable exception of the
Finance Office. Similarly, you an.• probably
sick and tired of SAC too, and its screw·ups
but ...
A new rliche ha11 i,...en floating around the
Lance and SAC aft"a thl1 year. CoinNI by
John Benns~ the phraae. "It doean 't matter

- - ~ - - " " ·..

famous Course Evaluation? Where is it?
What about the SAC-Media Corporation
contracl? The media has never seen one,
What about the Labor Liaieon Conm1ittee
which was supposed to set rapport with local
labor unions? Where is it? What difference
has it made this year that SAC took so-called
"formal stands .. against strikebreaking, lhe
war in \'ifimm. Canadian lmmfcratlon

Top-heavy SAC: a target for change
by DOUG PHILLIPS
S.A.C.LAWREP.
Doe. apathy relaa

restore these organiution1 to a
p-oductiveopositionbyputtiq
a
..Hanoe ..,._ tbaa

by the reelJ'ucturing corn· studenu. The qualit) of the studml ,on•mment and make
mittee.SACiafinallytryin1to food which ill comumf'ld b)· it more rlfmiw. Hopefull:y
remaly a problem which ha reaideat end aon-ruident council will acttpt tJae

...i11oo1eo

polidea,muij....

doll

+++
matter of fact, I can remember,
as I'm sure can, being
despondent enough once or
twice in my life to drop my
manly facade and let my
sorrow show.
The tears I saw yesterday
however, were those of anger,
frustration and bitterness.
They were the uncontrollable
welling up of emotion which
had
no
appropriate
manifestation for the young
man, except to sit down and
weep. He had. for four yean at
thi1 univenity, dedicated
himsell to a task. His honesty,
loyalty, dedication and abilitiee
were unque1tioned. even
lauded and praised by his peers
and his superiors.
When, some months ago, a
goal appeared on the horium
for this young man, he pressed
on even harder in his work. He
was given assurances by all
and sundry that the Horatio
Alger story wae true, that hard
work does pay off, that
"Goodnees, Discipline, and
Knowledge" do have their just
rewards. Little did he know.
Little did he realize that the
hopes and dreams of all young
people may be dashed by the
capriciousnese of another.
Little did he realize that the
whims of another do not take
into account all the gut efforts,
made and hopes and dreams in
a young man's soul.
The end of this story i1
hopefully not yet told. There
may be yet a way to right the
"Tong done, and vindicate the

Our regular Op-ed comment

Gerry Gagnon finally made
it. He appeared on the front
page of the Globe and Mail. '
That august Toronto paper
reported on the referendum
held Tuesday and announced
Gerry's impeachment. Took
almost a year Gerry, but at last
you made the big time.
John Bennett held on to his
office by the skin of his teeth.
Seven more impeachment
votes and he would have been
thrown out too. The interesting
thing about the referendum
was how the votes were cast.
Last year the resident emdents
who rnte in Vanier, and the
ones who vote in the Centre,
helped put the two110me into
office. In this referendum. the
overwhelming majority of
those same people yoted 10
hoof the rascals out. Im·
peachment was favoured better
than three to one. Hopefully
for the sake of the etudents
John won't run for President
now. He did have intentions
and rum or hae it his
nominations was in but surely
now he can see the students
don't want him.

+++

Why in the world are cars
towed away from the parking
lots in front of the PHE
Building at night? Many
students and alumni who don't
haw etickera for those lots
park there when they use the
sauna or the pool. The office
and teaching staff have gone
home by five, so no one is
inconvenienced and surely

Lincoln Towing doesn't need
the money. I've heard corn·
plaints about this and the
problem should come before
the parking committee at least
or the Dean of PHE at beet.

++ +

Nominations are starting to
come into the SAC office for
posts in the next student
council. There will no doubt be
some good candidates, Lord
only knows we need 110me, but
very seldom do we get a really
outetanding penon willing to
put his or her name forth . I
think we may this time. Doug
Phillips. the present Law Rep.
is considering running for VicePresident. I hope he does. He'e
bright, articulate, and has
fought for the students this
year against some overwhelming opposition. Interestingly enough he's usually
won.
A guy like Doug could give a
firm president what is needed
to bring the Student Council
here back into the range of
credibility. He offers common
sense and a desire to work on
behalf of the student body.
J.P. Squire. my choice for
president would do well to talk
to Doug. They would make the
best team for the students I've
seen in a long long, time.

Su• Mo..,.,.,.,._vou Got o
Numb.. ?

O.off Schmlh Arlt II -I think
11,houldb•op.n to3o.m

Jc,ftnSlnotocArlll lhgreot
thol lt'1 op•n lo 1'2 I would
us•it.T•ll tti.m.

+++

Would whoever is in charge
of snow removal around here
please remember that the
University ie a vast and far
reaching empire. We stretch
way down Huron line, almost
as far as McDonalds. We could
reach that "Temple of Double
Cheeses" except fo r the
mountaine of snow piled in
front of our "R,. parking lot.
Pleasepleasefellowe, lets move.

Val Swan Arts l----During Stucfv
WMkyesl!

londy.JDftn1!onl'tiy1 .U.1Vl---Y•o.lthinkll1houldforour
monl
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SUMMER PROGRAMMES
IN

EUROPE
In add,1,on to the regular Sum.,.... S...
the o. . ,11on ol Ur ,v,!'fl•tv
Ex1tn1,on ,1oflermgdegreeco,ir5" ,n Et ope. July 4 Augu~t 14
Mfotlow1
Nice. Fr1nce/Engh1h, French

S,em1, l11ly/Fi,,.Art.l11han
Tntr, G11m1ny/German. H,nory

Cost' Approx,mately S7SO S800 ,n(:luot'I round tr,p. lu•t,)n for
onecouril.room•ndDOardl
Furthermformat,oo

Summti P1ogr•mme1 ,n Europe
Un,vers11yol Toromo
D,v,.,onof Un ..,e,1,tvE•tens,on
11951 Geo,~Street
Toronto,Onl,r,o
MSS 1A9

Sf!!!ndin15_ cutback called unrealistic

York f acuity will not accept wage increase
DOW'.\SVIE\1; Ont. tCLPt - Budget erjgi11 or no budget
crjgis, thf' York Uniwnit) faC"Ult} a1180Ciation ,,ill not ac("('pt a
v,age frtt1.f' this )'t'Br.
FaC"ulty negotiator George Eaton told York pre~ident John
Yolton and the university·, C'O-{)rdinating committee Tuesda},
Feb. 13 they v,ere imoht'd in a "totally fraudulC'nl exercise",
trying to cut back spendini,: unrealisticall).
Thf' uniHrsit)· should determine ho,, large a budJt:N it nf'ffis to
operate on and then tell the ,rml'mment York fa<'f'!I a deficit. hf'
said.
"It's up to the go,emment to deeide if it v,il] dose the in·
stitution." he Hid.
Eaton told the York student new~paJ)f'r Excalibur, that
salariea should not be !!t'en a~ a r.-sidual or a mNhod to save
mone) in timee of crjgis. Faculty llhould not bf, f'xpected to fore~
their caf'N.'r expectations, he Hid. ,1one} IO!lt in onf' year will

nt',er be made up when 1111ch a rapidly rjging COllt of living
pre,ails.
lie criticized the c<KJrdioating committee for passi,·ely ae('('pting gowmment education policy.
''The government is t'!ing to shift the i~ue ~f the political
oon!l('qtu•nces of education onto thf' umversity ... But the
un~,ers~t) is not thr arbit;r of public.~licy," Eaton said. "The
um,·f'rs•t> cannot be left lugh and dry. he added.
Tht' co-ordinating committee has IM>en tr)·ing to cut all

If the uni,eraity is actually experienci~ a continued enrolment
decline. the in~titution must be ret1haped, he said. "But, it's a
queetion of time horizon. We cannot be expected to oope with a
significant shift in two yeara."
York faculty aHociation head, Michael Horn, says he has
learnt'd that University of Toronto and University of Waterloo
faculty recently signed contract& with pay raises. York faculty
member! are asking for a fhe percent cost of living increaM! plue
two percent for progress through the ranks.

:~;:f:it> th~:id::: ~ont:0 ~:id t~e:~;~:;.,fo~ef:i, e~oro~:::
SI.OOO.OOO. It think11he uniwrsity's board of gon•mors will not
a('('('pt a larger df'ficit.
Hut, Eaton says, there is no ooncept of "fi&cal responsibility''
in a public institution. "Such a principlf' is not e,·en applied to
gn,ernment agenc1e11"

Yolton Hid Feb. 13 he hu the impreseion _the. faculty might be
willing to co-operate by sacrificing. if ;•eryone el!le in the
university was willing to do the same thmg.
problem, howe,er, is the faculty membeni do not tr1111t the
administration, hr- said. "They are afraid they might get the llhort
end of the stick," he e:xplained.

·nu.•

Ps_ychologjcally and sociall1

EUROPE SUMMER 73
TORONTO to LONDON from S79 one woy or $155
return - Take o dependable charter. Contact AOSC,
44 St. George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 - or your
Student Council.
SOOK EARLY AND SAVE
Travelling In Europe
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 1.0. cord, student roilposs,
car rentals, cheapest and most dependable charter
flights, comping tours etc. all ovoiloble from
AOSC, 44 St. George St.,
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404.
(The Studenl Trove/ co-op owned by your sludenl Council)

Tar.
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OVER 160
VARIETIES

OF THE FINEST FOODS

GRESTAURANT
565 WYANDOTTE W (or Jonellei
FREE PARKING AT REAR

FREE FAST DELIVERY $3 00 UP

Help for students is available and free
b _GEOFF SCHMIOZ
> dBRLCE l)A,IS
an
A
Ed. ~ote: Georf lkhmidz.
and Bruce Adams havr- bPen
involved
with
varioue
student ente r prises 11 ince
they aJThed on campus, and
met at CSR\l Student Radio,
l'lhere Geoff i11 no\<I Station
Manager. Bruce i11 a member
orthl' Committee on Student
AHairs.
Having spent a lot of timf' as
studf'ntft at thie Lni,ersity. we
h8\e bttn v,itnf'!lses to a wide
spec:trum of student life, from
dormitories to classrooms and
bars. In this time we h8\e
experience-d a lot o! the a,erage
problems which all studenUJ
face, as well as ha.-ing a
con"iderablf' amount of ex·
posure to flO" iblesolutionq. In
our capacities st Studf'nl
Radio and othf'r 11ituation~. we
haw di.oovf'rffl that a larp

number of 11tudenl8 on campus
are not aware of information
which jg of \ital interest. information such as "here to go
with personal problems, both
ph}sical and pll)'<'hological; as
,\ell as appr-al11 of ,·arious
n>quirement11. Thu11. with the
cooperation of the Lancf", we
ha\e decided to make some of
the more general information
available.
OHicea or Gcm•ral Services
to Studi•nts
Psycholog) Centre: is a
centre for p!l)'cholo~ical ser,ices on campw1,
Located on the f'ast side of
Sunset
!No. 3411. the
Psychology Centre offers not
only counselling by certifit'd
p s )' c ho I o g i II t II
and
ps)'chiatrisUJ, but also offers
pet'ial tf'!lting v,hich allows
them to pinpoint )our·
problem. If )OU are bothered
by problt'ml \<lhich ,eem

be)·ond ,·our own control, such
as inability to concentrate or
study. o r purely personal
problems of any nature, the
Psychology Centre should be
able to help you out. (Office
hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
'\1onday through Friday. Call
for an appointment, except in
emergencie!I.I
lh·alth Service! Offict': HJ
similar to the Paycholoin
Centre, f'Xcept this HJ more
physically oriented. The Offict'
of Dr. Wren, the reaident
campllll physician. Located on
thf' main floor of Oxly Hall.
Comrni ll ee on Student
Affairs: 'Ibis is the judicial
arm
of the
University
Government, and is a Standing
Committee of the Lniversity
Senatf'. If you are charged with
any violation of Lniversity
Policy. the Committf't' will
hear your ca!M'. The Committee
HJ corn~ of fivf' faculty

member& and 9e,·en student
members, as v,ell as the Dean
of Student&. who HJ a non,·oting member. The Committee is the only body of the
University !except the Senate,
of cour&el which can suspend
you, expel you or admonillh
)Oil
in an) other way.
Oepartmf'nt Heads and Deans
can r\OT admonish )'OU. and
the Committee can't either,
until they ha,e heard the entire
case-including )·our side. The
Committee is rather informal,
oonsidering it's function.
Office of Student Affairs:
1bis offi('(' is probably more
important than any other v,hen
dealing with your problems,
because it is primarily a
resource rentre for student&.
You can di!ICU!l!l )Out problems
with eithf'r the Dean of
Studf'nU, 1he Dean of ,ten or
thf' Dean of Women. all of
whom are \f',Y undentandinc

and wry. very knowledgeable
about the functioning of the
Unin~nity. These people can
tell )·ouexactly what procedure
to follow as well as how to get it
started, who to flee. etc. By
u:plaining the reasoning
behind Uni,·ersity regulations,
they can gi,·e you more insight
towards your problem11. and
help find solution1.
S.A.C..: Your own Student
Council providea lpayti for)
many service11 of campus, such
as legal aid, food C<Hlp, and
other M"rvices. Feel free to call,
an,1ime. for infvrmation: aak
for Gerry or John.
Final Examination In·
fonnation: With final exams
approaching, perhaps we
should oon!lider 110me of the
problems you m~ht f'ncounter.
Generali}, the beilt initial
procedure for f'x&m11 i11: 11 Bf'
honC'tlt and open with \<l·hoe,·er
ilhPlping)·ou. Don"t hf'afraid

to include anythin_g which
might hne any pertinence on
your case. 21 Don't hesitate
and wHte time. T.iike action
and get help while the iuue HJ
still ali,·e.
Dr. Wren adds 1hat many
student& write exams although
t,hey fe.el sick, and if they don't
do well, then they complain
about the illness. Dr. Wren
says that in 11uch caM!ll, he can
only "Tite a letter which can
neither confirm nor df'ny the
complaint. Instead, he augge8l8
that student& writing deepite
health conlliderations should
come to him before the exam,
v,hich is nhen he can ghe you
a note explaining the situation
and a11king for considf'ration
from the prof.
\l;"hatewr )OUT problem may
be, the general rule of thumb HJ
to l[f'I ht'lp immediately. Man}
guo,J UUlll'S ha,e died from
la<'k of attmtion.

UBC may hike residence fees

:..oau:;:..lud•=:

= -=-=

dfaemeion
WIiiiam
rf'IMdpnre •tudt'nu and the ralaeta;nt l'w-n to ffll'ntion 1M
nrwl)-i'IN"lt'd 11tudf'Dt IIOcit'ty fflallflt' lot~ ~rd- and today
l''U'Cuthe.
thfo board 1s hetf'nllll!' to our
delegate11.··
The students gat hered in the
hallway a half-hour before the
Persky attributed
the
board members began arriving succ::Ns to the numbers of
for the mef'ting. A11 thf' people who attended the
membeni arri\ed. the students demon11tration. "It's our
handed them copiee of their appearing in force that
fom1al letters to the board and prnbably impressed them. 1t·s
their outline of request&.
one of the few things thf'y
understand."
"We haw M"riou11 concerns,"
the lettf'r said, "a~ to the callll('!l
If the fee hike jg adopted, it
of thHJ rent inrrf'ase and these will be the third in three )ears
concerns are not going to be at the univer11ity. The ad·
allayed b) the inadequate and ministration claims the ine,ui, e assertion11 received crease is necessary becau!!t' of
from
the
housing
ad- cutbacke in government granUJ
ministration."
to universities.

requesting
space in the Centre

for Open House '73,
please contact
Lou Mosna,
Ext. 326 (SAC Office)
before March 18.

FILM SOCIETY
Presents

Faculty of Education
University of Toronto

"REEFER MADNESS"

invites applications for admission
to the 1973-74 one-year program
leading to 1he
Bachelor of Education Degree
and to the
Interim High School
Assistant's Certificates
of the Ministry of Education
Selection of Applicants
Since inro(ment in the 1973-74 progr,1.m will be limited to 1,300
students, preference will be given to .;ippliunts with wperior
~.;idemic q~hfiul!ons for tc.ach,ng sub1cct~ in which there 1s •
dem,md for qu.;ilifitd tuchers in Ontuio w:hools.
Appliutior1s ~Id be recei~ed by M.;i,ch 30

GALL FOR 'LABATT'S BLUE'

Admission
It is exptued th.it !.ludents will be no1ifiedataneartyd.1teandnot
1.iter than ]line 1, 1973, whether or not they have been admitted
to the program
Forinform•tionand applic•tionform\,applyto
The Reg1sto.r
FacultyofEduu1,on
Univers1tyofToronlo
371BloorStree1Wrn
Toronto MSS 2R7

Telrphonts

928-3213
928-3222
928-5093

Ambassador
Auditorium
Mar. 1, 2, 3 (Th. Fri. Sat.)
7:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.

Tampax tampons ore w1)rn
internally, so they won't
cause dis omfort, can't slip
or s~ow. sertion is easy.
ever · or begi rers. No
:::hofing, nr ritation, no
odor. And you can be
yourself every day. without
the restrictions of oldfashioned pods.
A cheerful, gracious,
personable you is what
they' 11 see-no matter
what day of the month ii is
-thanks to the security of
Tampax tampons.

Open Admission $1.50
Students $1.00
CANAOIANBAIIIIUt

ONTAl'lrO TION,TD
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of intensity by the playing ol
the other three. It may ha\ie
part of Mr. Atkins characteriultion of Mr. Je lliweU, buf
his nH•rl) intenae projection
and acting of the part alm011t
com·t')·ed the impression that
he had performed this role in a
much larg;r theatre pre.vioualy
and wa9 11mply recreatmg the
same characterization.
z.ena Laroche 811 M ra.
Jelt1well gave a well defined
and
very amu1ing
in·
te~r:retation of the part. Her
~b1hty to casually lhrow off
lmea to the other cha racter, in
the . play. ~· well ~., to the
audience, 111 an mvaluable
technique in the playing of
comedy and thi11 ability won
her. man y laugh a of the
evenmg.
However, it w111 Marie
Romain Aloma who, together
with Mr. Conley, emerged as
the star of the evening. Her
pe~ormance of the role of MiM
Smith. the secretary, waa

1
~~

PHONE 254-5797

fne plays. Springrime for
J/pnry ~ Benn W. Lewy.
De&er1bed in the programme
notes H a "light and nucy
farce", it waa certainly played
to the. hilt. by the Theatre
Centre• resident actors: Dan
~nley, B. Nathaniel Atkins,
Zena. Laroche and Marie
Romam Aloma.
Written and played in the
style of B.ritiah high. comedy,
the play, m several matancee,
wu reminiacent of Noel
Coward'• Pri1:11te Lit'es.
1-lo~·e"·~r, the actual text of
S11rmgt1me for Henry waa not
nearly III brilliant or ~liAhed
aa the performancefl given by
it. ln fact, it was in the play'•
more entertaining moment.s
that I foun~ my11eU ':'·onder~g
what beautiful theatr)Cal magic
thf'se exceptional actors could
produce with some of that
gorgeoua Coward dialogue and
a more substantial . plot.
How;ver, t~e cast and director
certam lr d id well by the.pi&)

ALL SPRING
MERCHANDISE
10 percent
Students & Faculty Discount
306 OUELLETTE AVE.

(Next ta Palace Theatre)
Open Thurs. & Friday t//19 P.M.

:~~

d=~~e~:nr:~~=~:h~
theatre.
The central plot concerns
the moral rehabilitation of the
play's title character, H enry
Dewlip by his newly·hired,
prim and proper secretary
Mi81 Smith.
Dressed in a smoking jacket,
with his hair magnificently
grayed, and bearing an un,
canny re.aemblance to old
photograph, of Alfred Lunt,
Dan Conley gave a brilliant
and wl'll·defined charact•riution of Henry. He waa at
hi• b..9t in hiil 9CfflN with Mi•
AIDnUI ,inoe wu almoat ION!ed

::~r.~~f~~~lybeli~:~~~it;:~
es~cially in a extremely
11yht.ed
and
hackneyed
manner. Her use of visual
expressions waa both hilarioue
and meticulously controlled. It
is alao inter("8ting 10 note that
her characterization was truly
one of de\elopment. That i8 to
say, sh e developed 88 a
character throughout the play
belettingua,eedifferentsides
of her per80nality until she
eml'rged aa a totally believable
prrson. E\·en when we learn. in
the, . third act, that ih•
prf'v1011aly had 11hot h•r
hu,band, hf'r characterization
Wlft.able UNI ....

:..~~-: R
i:::-::'.~.::-:~·~::.~.:

A great deal of credit for the
whole evening mUBt go 10 Mr.
D. P. Kelly. In the stage
di~ion. hie expert hand was
patent throughout. He rein•
forced the exotllent acting with
concise blocking and smooth,
quick pacing. Besxies his
dutiea as the atage director,
Mr. Kelly haa been in modeet
term,, the motivating force
behind the entire concept of
Theatre Centre Windsor and
he UI to be praised for the
realit.ation of thia project
which has 80 far artistically
proven itaeU 10 those who have
long hoped for the development of a professional theatre
in Wind11ar.
Last but not least the
production values gi\oe~ the
play were of 8 mOllt high and
artistic calibre. The setting was
not elaborate but was certainly
workable and the "art
nouveau" approach of 8Ct'ne
designer Harold Thrasher wa,
m01t effecti,·e for reinforcing

:;]•i;;

:~'~7.i:~~~t~nt~:
congratulated for her stunning
and effective costumes. She
captu red perfectly in her
design the aophi&tication and
elegancethatwereverymucha
part of the thirties.
Springtime for Henry will
run through March 4th,
Wedne&day through Sunday at
8:30 p.m. I would advise
anyonr who want.s a relaxed
e\'("ning of light rntertainment
to lie(' it. But, I would strongly
,ugg("lt you catch a per·
fonnance if}'ou ha\·e forgotten,
or 11iniply nN'd 10 be rNnindf!d
of, what 8000 thelitni le all
abolll.

Sl!PER TRI\ IA CO'\Tf.ST
Following is a short work which contains the
answers to th~ Trivia Contest. ~hile it may not
hne )OIi rollmg on the floor m paroxysms of
unco.n~rolable mirth. it is~ .m.ore interestin~ way
of. ~1v1ng t~ answers. I his encyclopt'd1a of
mismfom1ation was created by Nestor Chp;.
The con test waa won by CHLCK PIKE who
can contact Sean O'Dell at the Lance office to
pick up his prize next Monday. The one
question which noone answered correctly WIil!
number&e\'en; Coney hland Baby wa11 done by
The Exct"llent.s. Some of the q~eations had !wo
orthrttcorrectanswers,butth111w111taken1nto
consideration by the judge&. The following gi\·es
one set of answer11.
After Ma11ri~e Will_iams dttided to Stay, ?
and the My.stenans cried 96 Tears. The Statler
Br01., lx-ing Flowera On The Wall wouldn't
Twist & Shout with thr lsley Bl'08. Because
Tommy Roe Had Sheila, the Moody Bluee
decided to Go Now. The Rolling Stones pleaded
Tell Me as P("te Best drummed out the Ex·
cellen.t.s. Coney I.sland Baby. The Monotones
question, Who Wrote The Book Of Lo,e, was
ans~ered by Mary ~ ella' My Guy. The
R~d1ant.s, Shy Guy wouldn't. Peppermint T~~I
with J~y De.e and the Starhghters. _Surf City s
Jan & Dean felt th; 4 Sf'~90n1. S11enc;, but.

2:~~::;

~h~

Paoemalcen, Ferried Acr0111 the Mer!ey to aee
Berman's HennitJJ girUriend & daughter of
Mni. Brown. The Trogg9 thought &he wu 8
Wild Thing, but the Righteou11 Broe. felt she
lost that Lovin Feelin. Listening To the
Rh ythym of the Falling Rain CaACade, the
Buoya Cherished their A1111ociation with
Timothy. Duane Eddy the BON Guitar Man
made room for thf.' Roekin Rebela' Wild
Weekend. Rita Pavone wanted to Remember
Me, but. I. Nino Tempo wH enraptured with
April S1e"·en11 in Deep Purple. Stealing the
Twi&t from Hank Ballard & the Midnightera,
ChubbyCheckergotGeneMcDaniet.tobuikla
wall of A 100 Pound& of Clay. Bobbie Gentry's
Ode To Billie Joe did nothing for Cathy's
Clowns, the Everly Bros. Mongo Jerry thought
the living waa easy In The Summertime but,
Eddie Cochrane had the Bluee. Jerking like me
the Contours asked Can You Do It and the;
shou kl hll\'e asked Do You Lo,-e Me..
The Monkeea took the last train to
Clark&ville, to me.et Jimmy Gilmer and the
Fireball, at the Sugar Shack. The Amboy
Duk.ea decided to take a Journey to the Centre
of the Mind. L'Angelo M)ateioso. alia, Geocge
H arriAon <.'ouldn't grt the Diamonds from Lucy
who was Merilee Rushe', Angel of the Morning.
Dion & The Belmont.s were jilted by

h;:~~

t~~/::.sl~~e~~ s~;:e:'
:~th
~~;~~f:tiB~td:~ t~f1n?;~:\:f
Gi::~
Dance,. but, Shep and the Lamplighters Chance To Tum Around. For the hley Brofl.
Daddy II Home.
she was The Last Gir) and for Edward Bear it
The Sounds Orchestral decided to Cast Your waa her Last Song. 1t w111 Juat Another
Fate To the Wind but, the Shangril111' Leader of Saturda) Night for Sam Cooke.
the Pack era.shed Leslie Gore·, Party, aa the Scott McKent.ie left San Francisco with
Angels screached My Boyfriends Back to the Johnathan King and Went to the Moon becauae
tune of My Sweet Lord & He'a So Fine. Del Barry McGuire told them it w111 the Eve of
Shannon'• Little Town Flirt was doing the Bird Destruction. Tht> Who wondered if he waa
~ith the Riving1ons. J\.1("an.while. the Renee. talk ing about My Generation. The Box Tops
!Ions & Romeo and Juhet pondered the wroteaLettertotheLovinSpoonfuls'Na,hville
Rone.Iles cry of Be My Baby. Carole KingCat.swhokeptthe\'anillaFudgehan,tingon.At
wisely secluded her!lell in the bedroom to write the Hop. Danny d The Juniors and Conw&)
Little Eva's Locomotion and to amid the Twitty knew that it was only make beli("\··e \\'h("n
Dynamie11 Miaery. Pat Boone,' Speed) Gon· LN' Allan trwd to &-t Them Frt'f'.
r.alet. cou ldn't understand wh) Lou Chrtlltie had
But, '\athani•I \1a,·er MT-ed the whole
Two Farf'II.
thitlff and "'"nt to tht.. \'illa,rt' of Lo\e,.
On thf' hqrh ...a, Johnny Horton wu tryina
IO SJalr. the
- n-vaa n,dnd IO aDIISTOPIIER l t E A R : : Y ~ ' ! . .

ee.fer ~adnP.c;~: a

SA-R

twomo'Wlap-=11 .......

T~Cl.i,sof 72 lf'fl the f•tulty ol Admrni,.lr.ili~ Stud1e, •C YCN"k
with •n ,1~et.J.llf' ...il,1ry ot .$ I 1.343 for lh~e with lf'u th.in two ye•o
ofwori, f'\Pf'rienccTh.1t was one of the highest hiring aver,1ges in CMJ.ida for MBA
graduates
By graduation day, 87% were employed, and by mid-summer we h~
jobs open with no one to fill them
. two bits of tangible evidence
ol the regard for our graduates that is held by the community.
Do you suppose 1hose employers have discovered something?

*
~'"YORK
~ '
'• ..... ·
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For informiltion, contact;
ASSISTANT DEAN 0. HATHAWAY
Faculty of Admmiwative Studies
4700 Keele Street, Toronto

CABARET PUB
~

Presents

March 2-March 3
CHRISTOPHER KEARNEY

Admission 50c Students $1.00 Non Students
Thurs. March 8 thru March 1O
''PUSH

Avanti flick combines
comedy, violence and sex
At a news i,:onference a
couple of we,eb ago Jack
Lemmon Hid thatAt·anti! is a
long movie, almost too long. It
is long. a little o, er two hours,
but a good time within that
tim e. It ha& enough of
everything to make it an
o,erall appealing flick. Thert•
is dropped into the plot heaps
of comedy, a dash or two of
sex, a few pint.s of warmth. and
punch of violence with murder.
Avanti! deals with an
American
bu,ineuman.
Wendal Armbruster (Jack
Lemmon), off to a small town
health resort in Italy to claim
tht> body of his father. A}90 on
the same path for much the
same rea80n is Mi88 Pickett
Uuliet Milbl. They me.et, a
history is related then relil-·ed,
and what began as an in·
convenience
in
Italian
tradition to the American
works to his benefit in the end.
The title theme ripples and
well\'ea throughout the comedy

stays ever present and a whole
parcel is tied nicely to warm
the heart.
A good part, played well and
surely worth mentioning i8 that
of the hotel manager. He keep11
the Italian element "·ery much
alive in the film. should the
time t'\er come within it that
that happens to be forgotten.
He ia a bridge and a good
comic standby in front and
shading in behind the 8Ct'nes.
I do doubt, though. that
there is any Oscar material
about this movie, but it i8 very
enjoyable and a much dilferent
role for Lemmon alter seeing
him in hi& latest endea\'Our
called S11t1e the Tiger. And
after seeing Tiger. Avantil
lea,ea some hope for the
decadent
American
businessman.
A great contrast lies between
the two flick,, but for con·
venience and enjoyment, cast
your eyes upon Ava.nti! at the
Vanity.

U of W players present
Juno and the Paycock
at ";s:e~nt:~i~:~~:rsw'i1~a~;::t~~C~~~;a

Thurs. March 8
Ladies Night
Free Admission For Ladies

FUTURE ENTERTAINMENT

March 12 thru March 17
''ROSE

11

March 22-Ma re h 24
MAJOR HOOPLE & HIS BOARDING HOUSE
~------------...:_..:___...:_...:_.:::......:..:::...:..:.::._..J

J:!/!:•-;;;;

1

11

8

Pa'hi::~n::;~!~;:.:nr:i;;~!:e ~!t;p~:·;:~d enduring of
1
0
~ ;r~/~~;~~
:t h:;~:;. :Or;;;i~hce~1~;;ne:~d

:;~;,~r':1

~:~

~:~d~nai:~~e~11 ~~:i~~u:.d:r ;,~~e:t\tnf~?~!~~ : :~:· i~
plc111he premiere in Dublin in 1924.
Geocg, N,il,on, th, dSecto,. h" acted with ,nd di<ectoo
professional companies in Canada, Britain and the U.S.A. He

~~~:o~~fd~~t~=~~:h~r~;~::s~::r~i:;;:t;:nmo7~nhc;:ie~!:
t.:~~z~:~\~=~=-~::::eo!ui:~.;~i:::::!::eet;:~
1
11
1
Ot;:;:c~:!~!t~~p~· t! :t!c'in~t~~i~ ~~a;n: a:J ~:
Paycock".
Cu,taintim,~8,30p.m.,ndtickm"'nowov,i\ab\o,tth,
Box Office at S2.50.

CO'iCERTS
· Mon. ,tar. 5. Bamboo Prod. brin11 Pink
floydto Cobo Hill at 8 p.m. Ticket,: 16 .. 5.,
a 4. Mail ordf'r1 only.
·Sun.Mar. 4th thf' Df'troit S)mphony Youth
Otthutn prf'tente Daniel ll orm piani11 at
3:30 p.m. Ticket,: SI.
· Al.so Mar. 4th at8 p.m.CTJ Rceord1 pre1cnu
If ,ntf'r Jan '13 with Fn"ddy Hubbard.
Joh nn,· Hammond. Hank Cra .. lord. Stanlf')'
Turrf'ntinf' and morf' with M.C. Fr1nkue
Cnckf'r. Tickf'tl 16.50, 5.50 & 4.50.
· The Det. s,mphony On::h. in concert J\hr. 8
a 10 at 8:30 p.m. Ticke11: 14-i.
· Ram Prod . pruenll Lou Rttd and Blue
Oy11er Cult Fri. Mar. 9th at i:30 p.m. al
Ford Aud. in Det. Tickf'ta: 14-6.
· Mar. 10th Ferr1ntf' and Tf'ithf'r at l\1uonic
Aud. in Df'troit.
· Thi' 8N1 Gf'e1 with aom, of th, Del. S)·m·
phony II Cobo in Detroit Mar. 20th. Ticke11:
S6.so. 5.50 a 4.50.
· And, of couru. Alice Coop"rb al Cobo Wed.
Apr. 4th. Ticket,: 16.50, 5.50 a 4.50.
· Sun. Mar. 4th the OptomU• Youth Band of
Uind!!Or in concf'rl al Cleary Aud. at i:30
p.m. Tichtt: Sl.5011dulttl a Slbtudental.
ART
· U. of U . artwork i1on dilpla) !and lor11lf')

in thf' boohtOrf'.

· Thru Spring 19i3, in lhf' ",;orth Win1 Main

Floor of Det. I n1l. of Aru it a lll'lcetKln of the
Lydia and Harry L. Winston collf'<:tion. 20th
rf'ntUT)' art moHmf'nll in 65 paintin11.
0
1
~> adul cGl:i•t;re~lltttion of French
dteorative art i1on display in the South Win1
Main Floor thru Aug. 19i3.
MO\ JES
. Vanity: nil 253-8601.
.()deon:call:!52· 1285.
• Frf'f' Film1: E,l'ry \lf'd. nilf' 7:30-9:30. Rm.
1118Math Bldg.
. t~.tr;:,/:~Io~\1:n'.~TI,~~~~·a?"imf'1: Fri.·
· De-vonshirf' II: JtrM1iah Joh,uon. 7:20 a
9:25.
. Capitol: call 254-1555.
· Df'von,hirf'I: Cab,,,r, i a 9:15.
· Palace: call 253·3133.
· Twin Drive In Easl: Play \li,ty for u ...
7:30. Frt,uy. IJ:25.
· Twin Dri.e- in w..11: Junior Bonn,,, 7:30,
1'hf' Dobf'rm~n Gan11. IJ:25.
· Wind,or Drive In: call 73"i-6113.
. Sup,erCinema: Tun. Matth 6th 118:30 p.m.
lnv11ion of the Rody Snatchers IU.S.A.
]()581. No u1ly monstf'rt, but a more
fri«hteni.n1louofp,erson1lityi1the1h,m,of
PL~~is
film .
· Springt ime for Henry at 8:30 p.m. runnin1

· ¥~t7.'

v;;rn·~ri.tiC~i.Sor

W'cd. thl'll. Sun. for two .. cch at thf' La Pointe
Thntn 2990 Rivf'rtide I'·. W. II ii lint in a
tc11on of fivf' play,. Tickf'tt: 12.50 per play
orllOlorallfi,·e.
· The, Windsor Li«ht Ope,ra Playf'r1 prctenl
~"ii Simon'• pla) n .. Odd Couple thf'
wttkendsof Mar. 2·3 & 9,IO at Walkervillf'
·collegiate. Curtain tim": 8:15. Ticke11:
12.00.
· Th" PMformin1 Artt Cf'nlre of the Uni ..·f'rtit)
ofDetroit-:'\fary1roveCollf'1'f'will prf'acnt thl'
Detroit premiere of Abelard and llt"/oUe, by
Ronald Millar. It Of)f'MI this "'"ekf'nd and
con1inue,1 on two 1ucceui ..·e wcckt"nd1. Mar.
2-4, 9-11 4 16-18 and held in "The Theatre ..
on lhf' Mary,i:rove Collf'1e Campu,, !\fr,
J\ichols Road at Wyomin1. Curtain Time:
8:30 Fri. a Sal. and 7:30 on Sun. Tickett:
13 lor adultt. 12 lor 1tude,nt1 with ID .
EXHIBITIONS
· Thru Sun. Apri. 8. Robert Mo1herwf'll'1 "A
LI, Pintura " and lli.ffory of Aquatint.
Mo1 herwf'll intf'rpret1 the \-f'r,u of Spanish
pc>f't Rafael Alberti. Supporting uhibili(,m
trace1aqua1int from 18th centur) beginning
to present. South ..·in1-main floor.
· The Df'p t. of Graphic Art, di1pla)1 aome 30
photo«raph1ofhittoricandartitticinlerf'1thy
19th and 20th century Europe,an and
American pho1ncraphen thru Sun. Mar. 26.
Main bld1., 1round floor Det. Inst. of Arlt.
RADIO
· Evf'rySat. ni«hton lf1 1f1 WIVl1061fm iethf'
quad hour from 11 p.m. until midni1ht. Screw
on 1wo more f'atl and hur mu•ic from all
1idnandcorner1.
\OUTIIEATRE
· Sat. Mar. 3. The Df'I. Intl, of Aru preuntt
Erhan Allan and thf' G~n :\1oun11in Boyt. A
li.-e-on'lta.,;e mu~ical about aome hf'rOCI of
}:c;k6~t~~ ~~\ao~ditorium at 11 a.m. a 2 p.m.
OPERA
· Tuf'I. Mar. 6th at 8:20 p.m. Windsor and
Di1trict Branch of the Canadian Oprra Guild
prf'Hnll Coui f'an Tu11e with orchellra in
En1lith at Cleary Aud. in Windtor, Tickett
pricf'Sran1efrom 13.00,14.25availablf'attht
bot office from 12:30,6 p.m.
flLMS 0" THE ARTS
• ''foon on Mar. 61h two mo>-if'1 /~ lfu.ricif'n ,.,
,on CUn,tr. thr hiatOC"y of kf')board and
$1rin11ed in11rumen11 illu11rated in paintin~,
tapf'llry, and lcu lpturf', Al!!O Canon, an
f'ntertainin1 df'monatration b) '\orman
McLaren of the principal, underlinin1 thit
andf'nt mu,ical form.
ANYONE WISHING 10 tubmlt anything 10 1h e
calf'ndar plenf' do 90 in wriling to thf'
revle .. , officf' of the Lance on or beforf'
:~:n~~onday of the .. eek preceNling the
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SAC restructuring:

Estimate 13,000 Visitors

~-...i Open

house starts
._ With a "full house"

New ticket system
by GORDON GILMOUR

Due to the new SAC
restructuring this year students
at the University of Windsor
will vote for a President and
Vice-president as opposed to
the old system of a President,
Vice-president an other
assorted co mmissioners.
Students will also vote for
representatives
in
their
respective facuities.
Although candidates this
year will presumably be

running on a ticket system
much like in the United States
presidential election, this does
not imply that if one candidate
is elected the other is
automatically elected. Thereby
a split vote could occur.
.Candidates will be speaking
this Monday at 1: 00 p.m. in
Assumption lounge in the
University Centre Building.
Also candidates for society
presidents and faculty reps.
will lecture Tuesday afternoon
at the same time and place.

Students get best
Of tax deductions

Yem

by BRUCE DaCOPP
Income tax time comes every year, and this year's due date
comes at the end of the month of April.
Students are treated the same as all other persons who receive
some form of income. They have to pay taxes.
On the other side of the picture comes the fact that there are
certain deductions allowed for a student that most of the mass
public cannot claim.
The student is allowed to claim his, or her, tuition fees to offset
any, or a part of taxable income. This amount is allowed to the
student if ~e alone claims it. In the case of the student being a
dependent, the student's guardian or employer may claim the
deduction. But duplicity of claim is not allowed.
The student tuition fee is determined by the amount the
student paid to his university, minus the charge for student
activities. This charge is determined by the individual university.
At the University of Windsor, the fee to subtract is $22.50.
Thus, lor an arts student, the amount he paid to the university
was$645,minus the $22.50, resulting in an allowable deduction
of $622.50.
The lee charged for student activities at the University of
lf'indsorhas, in the past, been subject to controversy between the
university and the Department of National Revenue.
In 1971, the $22.50 was included in the deductable amount
and the income tax people in Ottawa immediately raised the roof,
claiming that the University of Windsor had in fact broken the
law by claiming deductions for the students that weren't
allowable.
This year, 11972) the student will not be able to claim the
$22.50, even though the student is required to pay this amount in
order to receive a student card.
Students have stated that they feel that since this fee is
required, that they should be able to claim it on their income tax
return.
The $22.50 is given to the Student Administrative Council by
the university administration in the form of a grant. If this means
that the student has no control over the disposition of the funds
once he has paid his fee, then they feel, students say, that this
amount should be an allowable deduction.
Another student exemption allowed this year is a standard $50
amonth living expense. This means that the above arts student
can claim for the months from September until May, or a total of
S450. Again, this amount may be claimed by the guardian, but
not by both the student and the guardian.
In the same section of the income tax manual is listed a related
deduction for students. If during the process of the year the
student found it necessary to move his place of residence, he may
claim the expenses incurred during such move. This, of course,
oovers the return move as well.
Something new this year, is a tax credit allowed on total
amount of rent paid. For residence students, the total amount
allowed is $25, since the university does not pay taxes, and
therefore, the student living in residence is not charged the extra
amount that would be charged if tax was included.
For those students living off campus, the formula for determining the total amount of tax credit from rent is as follows.
Compute the total rent paid during the year, and take 20 per
cent of the total. If this amounts to less than $90, claim that
figure. If the figure is greater than $90, claim the $90 plus 10 per
cent of the 20 per cent, minus 1 per cent of your taxable income.
If the above arts student has paid $100 a month rent, he can
~mpute $1200 rent for the year. (20 per cent equals $240.)
~ince this amount is greater than $90, the student takes that
figure and adds to it another $24. (10 per cent of the 20 per
cent1. He then subtracts 1 per cent of his taxable income from the
above total of $113 to get the tax credit allowed.
Students should also be aware this year that the total personal
exemptions run up to a basic $1500, p lus the standard $100
ntedical exemption. Also, there is a new 3 per cent of gross inQltne from T-4 slips allowed as a deduction.
There are plenty of ways for the wise student to reduce t~e
amount of money he or she will have to pay the government this
,ear,
If the student has in fact already had income tax deducted
tm hi! pay, there is little reason wh! m.ost of this money can't
regained through the proper application of the new tax ad\'antages available to the student this year.

by MURNA HOLSEY
This year's University of Windsor sixth annual open house will
be held on the University campus on Sunday, March 18 between
12 and 6 p.m.
Open House is being run this year by Lou Mosna, External
Affairs Commissioner. Traditionally, Open House enables the
members of the community to informally bro,Yse around the
university and for the students of various faculties. clubs. nnd
organizations to present displays to the public.
In the past, Open House has proved to be vastly succe:.sful.
" Mosna estimates that there will be 13,000 visitors to the campus
this year.
Among the displays open for viewing will be a demonstration
on Asian Cooking, a Communications Arts Audio-Vi!mal display
in the Math Building, tours of the TV studios in the Math
Building, and the faculty of Fine Arts will be condurting a sale of
their projects for the year. We can expect a fine showing from the
engineers this year. There will be shuttle bus service to the Phys.
Ed. complex from the Centre.
Guided tours will be providf'd to various areas on campus by
students. Anyone wishing to aid in the endeavour is asked to see
Karen in the SAC office or Lou in the External Affairs Office.
This year the visitors can watch a glass blowing display located
in the centre building.
Open House is a family day with all parents, children and
students welcome. This is also an excellent opportunity for those
seniors in High School to inspect the University and their
facilities. Free coffee will be served.
Mr. Mosna would like to take this opportunity to invite all
students, family and friends to come down to the Open House to
see what other faculties are doing.
"WHAT POLICE CAR? I DON'T SEE ANY COP CAR campus Tuesday afternoon when the burglar alarm in the bank
AROUND HERE" says a group of unastute students as they was accidentally activated. Fortunately it was just another false
plan to heist the vehicle. Actually Windsor Police were on alarm.
-Lance photo by J.P. Squire

Waterloo Slammed on

Recruitment habits
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It's that time of the year again and to quote an old proverb, Fran Wagman and an unknown gentleman on the campus
spring is in the air. Anne Howe (far left) enjoys the company of greenery.
- Lance photo by J.P. Squire

Promotion and Tenure

Course evaluations published

by JOHN WALSH
An evaluation of teaching by
means of a questionnaire is
being conducted in all classes
this month. The initiative this
year comes mainly from the
Senate and the President. The
results of this questionnaire are
to be used in Promotion and
Tenure Committees in their
evaluations of teaching effectiveness as a consideration
for promotion, tenure and-or
contract renewal.
Students also have a use for
•...••...•........... ········"'·····································:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•,·=• the results of such a
If.;:•:•:•:•:•:····················
......... ·············································.......................
questionnaire. As the number
of courses offered and the size
MAR CH I o
:::: of first and second year classes
· Fiesta '73 is taking p lace in Ambassador Auditorium between (.=••!:.· increases, it becomes more
8: 30 p.m. and 7: 00 a.m. There will be lots there · a steel
~and, cash bar and a variety show . Everyone is welcome a~d ::;: difficult to choose options and
tickets are available at the main desk in Cody and other mam ,•,• components of a programme of
studies.
Thus
course
MAR°c°tls 1 n Campus.
evaluations
have
been
• Sociolo_gy • Psychology Seminar in Ambassad!)r Aud. at 7: 30 ;:;:
~.m. If you have a _J>roblem or beef regard mg Soc. l 00 or :::: published by many student
1ych. 115, attend. Participants will include Profs Ferguson, ::::
councils to provide information
8
MARootb
a.u.d Reynolds a nd others.
~::
CH 15,
.... in addition to that found in the
• The -S-tudent Law Society presents a film at Super Cinema at :::: University Calendar and the
8 :00 p.m . Admi88ion free. All welcome.
:~:
cafeteria or pub.
"'W"OOC~t,1.....:-:-:•:•:•:-:~:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•!•!•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•!(•!•!•!•>:•:•:•:•:~-:~:;:~:-:,:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;;;:::;:;:~

Bits & Pieces
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Given the above mentioned
directives of the Senate and the
President, students have two
Options: One, they can
conduct their own course
evaluations and publish the
results. Two, they can co·
operate with the faculty at the
departmental level in the
development of a questionnaire
suitable to both their needs.
The results of such a joint
effort would then be made
available for publication for
use by students.
The second option is
preferrable if co-operation is
possible. The same overworked
student resources are used to
administer a solely studentdeveloped questionnaire as are
used to administer the one
required for use in Promotion
and Tenure CQmmittees. In
addition only on'e class period
is used at a crucial time in the
academic year. The most
important reason, however, is
the increased student and

faculty participation in the
development,
improvement
and administration of this
technique.
A
centrally
developed questionnaire actually draws on very few
people when compared to what
can be developed by students
and faculty at the depart·
mental level.
The Student Council is
presently persuing the second
option and an agreement in
principal with the Executive
Committee of the Division of
Social Sciences has been made
to publish the results of one
Questionnaire
administered
across the division. To this
end, student Council is en·
couraging and
assisting
student representatives at the
departmental level in finding
volunteers to administer the
questionnaire. This evaluation
will he conducted in Social
Sciences next week - March 12
to 16. The results will be
published in the Fall of l 9i3,

and will greatly assist in the
choice of courses and sections.
In other Divisions and
Faculties this belatedly persued objective of publication of
a course evaluation has not as
yet been successful.
However, it be hooves
students to co-operate in the
administration
of
any
questionnaire designed to
measure their attitudes
towards teaching effectiveness.
The results w:ill be used in
Promotion
and
Tenure
committees.
Hopefully. next year, the
very constructive agreement
reached this year with the
Executive of the Division of
Social Sciences will be expanded and the same information used in Promotion
and Tenure Committees will
be available to students to
assist their choice of options
and components of a major
programme of studies from a
myriad of courses and sections.

by BRUCE WEAVER
University
recruitment
patterns have become more
and more like old time raiding
parties, the University of
Windsor Senate was told
Tuesday.
Last
year
Waterloo
University had a telephone
Blitz in which nearly all their
high school student applicants
were called in an attempt to
woo them away from their first
choice of universities.
President of the University
of Windsor Dr. Francis Leddy
said that if universities don't
control themselves in their
individual recruiting practices,
"the Government of Ontario
will likely feel it necessary to
step in and impose controls."
Rod Scott, assistant to the
president said Tuesday that
"the recruitment process must
be brought under control
immediately, or the same
stunts will happen again this
year."
He referred to the case of a
dean and faculty members
from York University recently
in Vancouver. A hotel suit was
rented, and an advertisement
was taken out in a newspaper
announcing that they were
recruiting for students.
Dr. Leddy said that York
University is not usually noted
for aggressive recruitment
habits, while Waterloo is.
"What it boils down to is a
matter of ethics", Dr. Leddy
said. "Somewhere, there must
be a line drawn where public
funds are spent for purposes
other than imparting information to prospective
students about the university."
A student planning to enroll
in the first year of an Ontario
university in 197 3 will submit
his application through a new
Ontario Universities Application Centre.
Assistant Registrar Mrs.
Rosary Carney said Wednesday that on the new application forms there are
positions for the first three
university choices of the high
school student. ''The student
fills out the forms, and sends to
the centre where they are
counted and sent out to the
universities mentioned as
choices."
"In this way, each university
knows, at least to some degree,
what to expect in an enrolment
figure for the coming year. It
also avoids the problems of
duplication of application on
the part of the student", she
said.
It was from these lists for the

last year that Waterloo found
all those (14,000) names to
call. Waterloo has taken
advantage of the lists in order
to allay some of the fear that
provincial grants "ill drop in
relation to the lower enrolment
figures.
Scott said "the University of
Windsor faces increased
competition from a greater
number of schools that are
sending recruiters into the
Windsor area. Once one school
pushes into an area, other
schools feel they must follow
suit.,"
Just recently the Minister of
Colleges and Universities Jack
McNie announced that the
Government of Ontario has
formed a revised method of
financing grants to universities.
Under the old plan, grants
from the government were
issued on a per capita basis on
present enrolment. Starting in
the coming academic year, a
new plan called "slip-year"
financing will be instated.
The new basis for grants will
be determined from the
enrolment from the past year.
In this way, if a university has
had a drop in the enrolment
figures, it will not necessarily
receive a comensurate drop in
grant monies from the
government.
In the special case of
Windsor, which suffered a
greater drop in enrolment this
year, the grant figures will be
taken from the 19 71-7 2 figures
ostensibly so
that
the
university won't be penalized
in two successive years with a
low operating budget.
Government sources stated
that they hoped this new
system would alleviate some of
the tensions involved in the
competition to fill classrooms,
at the April 6 meeting of the
Council of Ontario Universities
which will discuss the report of
its special committee on
recruitment.
Scott said in an interview
yesterday that in his opinion,
"the recommendations of the
committee would be accepted
and followed by every
university in Ontario but one."
(Waterlool
"Its a crying shame when
you consider how hard we have
all worked to maintain the
respect of high schools and
their students, only to have it
all shot down by one
university", he said.
"Either you're all on the
treadmill, or you don't get on
at all."
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When is an A really an A

MOZARTEUM ORCHESTRA
45 Virtuosi under Leopold Hager

Dilemma of academic standard
by STRANGE
Dear Strange:
Why do we have to be subjected to such trash in our
paper like this week's cover "The Phantom Flasher".
Our money is supposed to be used for a better pur·
pose.
Thank You
A. Student
As a very wise and funny man, Woody Allen once said,
"It must he the work of an existenlialist". Trash is merely
in the eyes of the beholder. Some of my best friends are
flashers. These cliches serve to illuminate one of two
points you seem to have missed and which per~aps I can
clarify. One, it's not your money now, most of 1t through
assidious use of certain talents I possess is now mine. Two,
haven't you ever experienced that pure aesthetic joy of
standing in the glorious spring sunshine hearing the birds
sing, watching the white fluffy clouds go sailing by and
feeling that warm breeze as you expose yoursell to a 7 year
old girl and then watch as she pulls up her dress and
flashes back? Or worse tells you that she's seen better?

+++
Dear Uptight:
Maybe with your vast networks of information
getting tentacles working at top speed you could find
out why there is no OUAA volleyball team? I thank
you for efforts on this and all the problems you solve
so fantastically?????
Volley Ball Fan

I think the main problem is lack of space coupled with
a lack of funds and a dearth of coaches. Have you ever
seen a lack of space couple with a lack of funds. It's
amazing. What I would like to see is a 43 man squamish
team. Squamish is fast becoming the sport of the
seventies. Played with any number of men on any type of
field, anywhere except Passaic, New Jersey, it's fun for
the whole familie.

+++
Who is Pete Gallo anyway? What does he do.
Race Barley
At this time it is impossible for me to give a concrete
answer to your question. Unless he is the guy that looks
like the musk ox. If it is he's a pretty weird looking dude. I
don't see how he can walk around on two legs without
tripping over his fir. The last time I saw him he was trying
to gore a telephone booth.

+++

STRANGE ELECTION NOTE TO THE PEOPLE:
Even now while the political weirdos are going
through their bizarre machinations up there in SAC
centreal, that huge hand painte semi White House,
Parliament building. Mosio Sand Creatures are
flocking from their world wide reptilian haunts to
support me, "Strange" in my hid to become your
emperor. They are prepared to wreak scaly havoc on
anyone who will stand in my way. Since they can't run
they will walk amuck probably destroying everything
that stands in their way or even sits for that matter.
They will show no mercy, they won't even show their
clean fingernails. When you go to the polls write my
name in on the ballot, Strange and you will enjoy a
year of peace and serenity hitherto unknown. I am
not kidding. I am not even youthing or adulting. Let's
show the politicians that beer is thicker than water.

+ + "tAll questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should he placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Vella
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lanct' who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 41 in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

"Now," says Mr. Gradgrind, "what I want is Facts. Tea~h
these boys and girls nothing but Facts. Facts al?ne are wanted m
li'e. Plant nothing e lse, an d root ou~ ever yth m g else, You can
.
'' 1 form the minds of reasoning animals upon Facts: nothing
:~: will ever be of any service to them. 'I'_hi~ is the f!ri~ciple on
h ·eh I bring up my own children. and this 1s the principle upon
:h~ch J bring up these children. Stick to the Facts, Sir!"
-Charles Dickens, Hard Times
hy ULLI DIEMER
The highschool J attended was a great place for standards,
academic and otherwise.
When J was in grade 12, it made headlines for banishing a
student to the halls for a period of several months because his
hair came over his ears. Nowadays, any with-it junior executive
has longer hair and flashier clothes. But, then, things were seen in
a different light.
The school paper editorialized darkly that relaxing standards
0 f appearance wou Id mean a " re t u rn to the Dark Ages" · Our
health teacher told us that giving in on even such a small point
would set off a snowballing avalanche of events that would
eventually result "in the collapse of civilization". And, he was
deadly serious. Yet, remarkably_ this may provide a hint about
.
the wor k mgs
of sueh a men t a l't
1 y - 1't was thi·s sanle man who
lectured us in the importance to civilization of life-long
monogamy, and who then later lost his job when he was caught
having an affair with another teacher.
In grade 13, a request for an 'honours system' of attendance
for senior students with good marks was opposed by many
teachers, with doleful prophesies of a comp Iete co 11 apse of
academic standards. The system came into effect anyway, and
the doomsayers were to a large extent borne out. Day after day,
the cafeteria and the common room were filled with students
playing chess or cards, or shooting the breeze.
.
,
Similar experiences seem to have plagued other experiments of
the same kind. "Free" high schools are frequently filled with kids
doing nothing more productive than listening to records and
smoking dope. "Unstructured" courses at this univer~ity are all
too often the Mickey Mouse farces that the conservative faculty
who act as the sell-appointed guardians of academic standards
predicted they would become.
At times, what postures as "free education" turns out to be a
grotesque parody of the original idea.
The concept was based on a critique of 'traditional' education
that said that, when learning becomes the memorization of a predetermined sequence of facts and techniques, the student, bored
and alienated by an experience that has no meaning to him,
develops anti-intellectual values.
At the same time, the student accepts what he is taught,
precisely because he doesn't care and has no criteria by which to
judge. Boredom tends to destroy his resistance and his faculty for
critical thought, and, increasingly, he comes to expect that, in
education, nothing will really make sense anyway. After the
content of the rote-learned education has largely been forgotten,
the effect of the form remains. This means that a student never
learns how to think and learn independently; he depends on
external discipline to tell him what to learn, and to force him to
learn.
What should happen instead, the argument goes, is that a
person should learn - all through his life - because he is
motivated by his own curiosity and desire for learning to do so.
Discipline should be sell-discipline, rather than that associated
with the pressure of marks, money, or moral authority. Since
each person's experiences and capacities are different, there
cannot be a pattern of learning that is appropriate for all.
Indeed, it is pointed out, traditional ways of organizing reality
for the classroom - the chopping up of the world into arbitrary
subject-areas and disciplines, when everyone knows reality is
interdisciplinary and continuous - is patently absurd. And, not
only absurd; it perpetuates a confusion about the world that
serves those who presently have power, and who cloak the nature
of their power with a clouding and atomizing ideology.
Finally, it is argued, there is so much more knowledge than it is
possible for one person to assimilate, that each person must make
choices, based on his own needs, as to what his priorities in
learning will be. No other person can make that choice as effectively, and, certainly, it is clear that the entrenched pattern of
'disciplines' is not fundamentally capable of meeting the needs of
a changing world.
Paradoxically, there seems to have occurred a coming together
between two seemingly opposite poles. On the one side, there is
what we can call Gradgrind-Holmes school of thought: the
dogmatically hard-headed conception that measures knowledge
by utilitarian value and nothing else. Nothing is intrinsically
worth knowing or universally important to know.
On the other side, there is the line that it's all a matter of
"doing your own thing". If your thing is Shakespeare, that's fine.
And, if your thing is basket-weaving, that's fine too. Crossword
puzzles or the solar system, it's all a matter of taste.
So, we have what are (for me, let me hasten to add, lest I be
accused of making arbitrary value-judgements) two equally
repugnant philosophies of education meeting in the same
malodorous quagmire of pure relativism.
There is, of course, one other alternative: the traditional one of
the liberal humanistic education, with it's rich history. But, it is
only too apparent that its day has long since passed.
It is incapable of meeting the needs of a booming technological
society. The day of gentlemanly elites is over. And, even more
important, it is guilty of all the charges brought against
traditional education that were listed above: it rarely succeeded,
even in its day, in producing the well-rounded sell-motivated

individuals that it ostensibly was meant to do.
It seems indisputable that you can't force people to learn t~e
accumulated wisdom of their culture. For technocratic
h
knowledge, there is a certain case to be made. that even t e
barbaric conditioning techniques of a B.F. Skmner can sue·
cessfully bring about rote learning of thP subject. (Though the
effects it has on the mind of a person subjected to it makes the
t~chnique one that should be avoided at all costs.) But, ~n appreciation of Shakespeare, say, cannot be b~ought abo~t m the
same way. And, to memorizP Shakespeare without commg to an
understanding of his meaning and his importance
h f IIin the cultural
heritage is surely the most philistine approac o a ·
Are we left, then, with the prospect of seeing this wisdom .eith~r
force-fed, in the way it is now, sell-defeatingly, or seemg It
disappear altogether?
Some would argue that it is just as well if it disappears,
d ed h that J'we
have no need for the culture of a dead past, pro uc
Y an e 1te
supporting itsell on the exploitation of the masses. The future, hit
is argued, will produce its own art and better wisdom, once t e
shackles of the feudal and captialist past are thrown off.
But, this is too simple and it is wrong. For, to understand the
present and smape a future, it is necessary to unders~an.d the
past, and come to grips with it. The development of soc1et1es, of
cultures, is a historical process and to be ignorant of the past

::!
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::a:;t!~ ~ts~:~i~:1.u1:1~e1~::~t
~;o:;.dieu~\~~;
contain at least elements of important wisdom and they are
.
necessary, building-stones for we will not build the future m a
vacuum. (This is not to say their only value is as tools to build the
future, as human accomplishments; they have a value of their
_o~wn~~·l:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--r
"You appear to be astonished, " he said, smiling at my expression of surprise. "Now that I do know it I shall do my best to
forget it."
"To forget it J"
,
.
"You see," he explained, "I consider that a man s. br~m
originally is like a little empty attic. and you have to stock It with
such furniture as you choose. A fool takes in all the lumber of
every sort that he comes across, so that the knowledge which
might be useful to him gets crowded out, or at best is jumbled up
u :, h a lot of other things. so that he has a difficulty in laying his
h,tnds upon it. Now the skilled workman is very careful indeed as
to what he takes into his brain-attic.
He will have nothing but the tools which may help him in
doing his work. but of these he has a large assortment, and all in
the most perfect order. It is a mistake to think that that little
room has elastic walls and can distend to any extent. Depend
upon it there comes a time when for every addition of knowledge
you forget something that you knew before. It is of the highest
importance, therefore, not to have useless facts elbowing out the
useful ones."
"But the Solar System!" I protested.
"What the deuce is it to me?" he interrupted impatiently:
"yo ri say that we go round the sun. If we went round the moon it
would not make a pennyworth of difference to me or to my
work."
--conversation between Sherlock
Holmes and Doctor Watson

FROM SALZBURG, AUSTRIA

Mozar1 the Master Superbly Interpreted by
the e,pert Players from the Festival City

'

C'!
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THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS
Founders Concert Serles Edith J. Freeman, Chairman

AUDITORIUM, FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 8:30PM,
Art Institute Ticket Office (831.4678, 831.0360), All Hud>on's $8, $I,
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ELECT
PAT O'BRIEN
FOR
V.P. SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
COMMERCE CLUB
OVER 160
r.r.0
1\"G
'S
.J:'.l.( 'lll
VARIETIES
~ESTAURANT
1

OF THE FINEST FOODS

565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette/
FREE PARKING AT REAR
FREE FAST DELIVERY $3 00 UP

PHONE 256-771 l

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

Enioy Our Famous

LUNCHES
AND

DINNERS

OPEN

MON. toTHUl5.11:30A.M -9,.M.
FRI & SAT 11 JO A.M ·? 00 AM .
SUNDAYS & HOUOAYS 3 ,.M.-9 , .M

It is a dilemma from which there is no easy out.
But it may be useful to note that it is a myth that there is an
extensive tradition of a humanistic past in which scholarship in
the classical sense flourished. Always, the vast majority of those
who received a humanistic education were learning its 'content'
by rote, without internalizing its values. It is surely instructive,
for example, that it was Nazi Germany that led the world in the
quality and quantity of its culture - there were more opera
houses, libraries, and individuals with classical humane
educations in that barbarian land (including its armies) than in

Continued on page 3

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES TO:
MONTREAL - HAMILTON - OTTAWA
$59.00 MONTREAL return
$32.00 HAMILTON return
$50.00 OTTAWA return
Rates apply from Friday morning to Monday night of one
weekend to the following,
with a 10-day validity.
Minimum stay at destination
of 24 hours.
For more details
phone your travel agent
or
NORDAIR 256-2647

C.S.R.W.
PHONE 254-5797

ALL SPRING
MERCHANDISE
10 percent
Students & Faculty Discount

306 OUELLETTE AVE.
(Next to Palace Theatre)

Open Thurs. & Friday till 9 P.M.

Once again, C.S.R.W. hos decided
to continue operations this
Summer to provide on avenue of
communication for students of
Intersession
and
Summer
Session.

BLACK -

NAVY -

WHITE

ONLY 21.00

STAFF MEETING
Yes, it's that time again! · We
have a staff meeting at the
station today at 3 p.m. We invite
the free expression of opinion
about Student Radio, and ideas
for the summer and next year.

Open Thursday and Friday Nites
C.O.D. orders accepted.
Credit and Chargex cords honortd

DEVONSHIRE MALL
WINDSOR, ONT.
*"Design and Word Trade.Marks in Canada
of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

ntinued from page 2
Co 01her. If that is the· best Idtheb westernIIcultural
heritage could
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From th~ sports desk
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then perhaps 1t wou
e as we 1 1t were to disappear
~1f;remains as much a m yth today. Those who carry on th;
r\ll tradition do so, not because of the fact that it is taught
nura1
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L'llwe,er badly, m the umvers1t1es, ut more often in spite of it.
ho • hievement has not b een to learn from their education
n,eir a~....·ive it with their faculties relatively intact.
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{'(}ucationa system to ay. per orms other functions.
fo;one, it keeps people off the Job market, crucially important
. e of wide-spread unemployment. (The problem of course
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1 5ocializes stu ents: gives t em t e ideology, values, and
t 0 priate behaviour patterns of the capitalist society.
a the universities provide direct service to the economic
nd its state apparatus, through research, interchange of
"stem a
;ersonnel, etc.
.
.
. .
Only incidentally, and fairly meff1c1ently, is the 'cultural
heritage' passed o~.
.
So the conserva~1ves who cry wolf at ~he erosion of academic
a mythical status quo · It is not ,
(andards are seekmg
• to preserve
•
· dhas not been, m an important, central way, the educational
:stitutions, that have foster~ the development and survival of
11rtistic and cultural h eritage. The schools and universities
~:\'e served primarily as the location where these activities take
place, But they themselves have been more of a hindrance than a
rstalrst.
\t. the same time, th e concepts of 'free schools' and 'un;t;uctured learning' have functioned largely as escapes for
·lienated middle-class youth and some adult mentors. Un~erstandabl~ as .thi~ is in.t~e face of the .represiven.ess of existing
educational mst1tut1ons, 1t 1s not furthenng education or culture.
\luch as we must learn from the principles on which 'free
,chools' are based when we replace the present educational
;istem by one that is truly educational, for the present, we must
;alize that they are not viable as agents of learning, or of change.
There can be no islands of freedom in an oppressive capitalistic
1
•

•Pt

5e8,

The cultural heritage of the past will survive but it will do so
because of the museums and the libraries, not because of the
uniwrsity and its phony 'academic standards'.
And an environment in which learning takes place because of
curiosity, creativity, and self-discipline will be created, not
through the proliferation of Mickey Mouse courses, but through
the destruction of a society that represses these human potentialitie~.
-Reprinted from the Varsity.

New eligibility rules,
playoffs format needed
Once again the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union
haiketball championships have been dominated by teams from
unimsities in this country carrying American players recruited
for the purpose of playing and winning basketball games, which
is all,ainst the letter of the C.I.A.U. law.
,~ ;\Xlkesmen for Windsor, the only truly Canadian team in
the linals, we stand likely to be accused of sour grapes, as usual.
butsomethings which need to be pointed out would still be true
mn had the lancers won.
Thecompeting teams all played well, provided the fans with
good basketball, and all deserve congratulations on their efforts.
It is no one's intention to prohibit any student attending any
Canadian university from competing in intercollegiate athletics
in this country because he is not Canadian. But something must
be done to allow our own athletes the opportunity to be the best
in Canada, perhaps running along the same lines as recent actions south of the border.
In the United States, teams are allowed to carry and use
"foreign" players during the season, but these players are usually
not eligible for post-season tournaments. This is most important
to Americans when it comes to hockey, which Canadians
dominated up until protective measures were recently taken.
Here in Canada, we have a similar problem in basketball.
In the finals last weekend, the two finalists were good teams
dominated almost entirely by American players. In fairness to
Lakehead, one of their starting five players was a Canadian, as
!fell as four of the five reserve players. For the St. Mary's squad,
rrlneof their f'ieven players are not from this country, and none of
the players who participated were Canadian.
The all-tournament tea m was a case of American stars
rlominating the ballots, with three from St. Mary's and two from
Lakehead. It was in a sense too bat that the home towns of
Olmpeting players were not named during their introductions, as
~ad been done just the previous week in Waterloo during the
0.l'.A.A. league finals . We would have heard places in : Texas,
~nnecticut, Tennessee, F lorida, and a few in New Jersey and
\ew York. And perhaps some painful laughter as the basketball
Championship of our country was decided by one team's
Americans being better th an another's.
What oould be introduced, for instance, as a further alternative
to following in American footsteps directly, is a two-tier system,
\\ith the teams with American players recruited to win in one tier,
and the rest of the Canadian universities representatives in the
oth;r. The respective winners could even play off if that were
decided to be less than a mis-match. The advantage here would
be that teams such as Windsor and Waterloo would be
reoognized for what they are : the two best Canadian teams in the
CQuntry, and would have a t least that much satisfaction and
reoognition for their efforts. After all, since when is Waterloo
nurnber 5 in Canada? But that's another point.
~e idea is put forward every year by sone sources th~t ~he
0
abonal finals be a round-robin affair. Generally, the wmnmg
team is glad to have played just two games, while the losers would
prefer a chance at a rematch. So the losing teams every year
tt.sually favour the round-robin. But what about increasing the
nurnberof teams involved to, say, eight ? That way, with perhaps
the best two from each Association participating, there would be
:ore chance of the best team winning, and more chance of thi>
st teams competing.
haTo use this year's results as an example, we would probably
ve seen both Windsor and Waterloo in the nationals, and two
·
f'learn.8 from each of the other leagues: perhaps the respective
~ll)al~ts: Lakehead and Alberta, Loyola and Bishop's and St.
~ary 8 and Acadia. Or the winner of the five conferences could
, .automatically invited , along with three more teams to be
;\lted on the basis of overall performance during the season.
erhaps we might even see a Canadian coach or two to corn·
1
pernent the scene. These are laymen's suggestions; we'd like to
ief What the experts could come up with !

Lance editor nominations
,)

due today in Lance Office
Election Monday

The Windsor Lancers made it the third year in a row for the knew it. Tn action above. (14) Bruce Coulthard at top, and (24)
Consolation Championships at the nationals, falling this year in Pete Minga y and (32) Tom Hogan at bottom give some inthe semi-final round to the St. _l\.fary's Huskies 91-84. That loss dication of what the Lancers were up against Friday.
hurt because Windsor was the best team there, and everybody
-Photos by J.P. Squire

Lose to St. 1llary's

Windsor beais Loyola for 3rd
by JOHN BERNTK
For the third year in a row the Lancer Basketball team took
the consolation route at the I\ ational Championships. In the first
round of the tournament, the St. Mary's Huskies edged out the
Lancers 91-84 in overtime, and the Lakehead Nor\wsters
defeated the Lovola Warriors 68-63 in double o,ertime. In the
final. the Huski~s had an easy time defeating the ~or'westers 7967 to take the 1\ ational title. Tn the consolation the Lancers
tr91mced the Warriors 87 -65.
In the Friday night encounter, the Lancers were confronted
with a ,ery hot-shooting team from the East coast. The St.
1\1:ary's squad shot a sizzling 54 percent against the Lancers.
Windsor on the other hand shot a mere 39 percent. It was the
Hoskie backcourt that did most of the damage to the Lancer title
bid as John Gallinaugh and Micky Fox combined for 52 points
against the O.U.A.A. representative. Both Fox and Gallinaugh
were voted to the tourney all star team. Micky Fox scored 32

against Windsor and 39 in the final against Lakehead.
Pete Mingay led th e Lancers in the tournament with 17 points
against both tht> Huskies and the Warriors. The Lancers got off
to a real slo\\ start against the Huskies as they fell back 14 points
early in the contest. From this point on the Lancers had their
work cut out. They came from that far behind and gave the
Americans somethings to worry about. Windsor took the lead
and held on to it right down to the last 2 seconds of regulation
time. Had it not been for the exceptional shooting of the Huskies
the Lancers might ha,e won the game.
No member of the Lancers was chosen to the tourney team. It
almost appeared that to qualify for the tourney team that you had
to be an American. Certainly by their play in the tourney both
Walt Lozynsky and Pete Mingay should have been considered at
least equals to such over-rated players as "All Canadian"
Americans Lee Thomas and James Copeland.

Windsor invitational upconring

Lancer judo team competes vs. U of T
hv ASHLEY WIPER
On Saturday, Marci1 3rd. the University of Winds?r Ju.do
Team fought in the O.U.A.A.-0.J.B.B.A. Judo. Ch~n~p1o~sh1ps
held at York university in Toronto. Seven umver.s1ues. fielded
teams in the combination open and team champ1onsh1p competitions, the University of Toronto taking the overall team title
as expected. Other competitors: York, Queens, Ryerson and
R.M.C.
· h d PI 'I
In the 1 i O pound green belt open class, Larry Smit an . 11
Stanton of the University of Windsor placed fourth and fifth,
respectively.
. . .
In the unlimited weight and rank team elm11nat1on competition, the Windsor team composed of .Frank Yom1g, Larry
Smith Phil Stanton, Isaac Srebro and Fabio DeMenech were up
again;t the team from the University of_Toronto and went down
to defeat in the first rotmd. Toronto, ""h1ch subsequently won the
team competition, was able to field four black belts and one
brown belt in the heavyweigh~ cat~gory.
..
.
c
This was the first intercollegiate Judo compet1t10n smce. 1 )68
·h
the Universitv of Windsor team placed second m tlw
""
en
·
·
· h,1~s
·
I1eId at
Ontario-Quebec
Athletic
Association ch amp1ons
McGill University in Montreal. Annual ?ompeuuon should
continue as of this year, provided Judo Ontano and the 0.U.A.A.
can mend political differences.
.
,
The next action for the Lancer Judo team will be on Sunday,
they host the annual
M arch the 18th a t St. Denis Hall when
.. Th
..
'Jl b
·
't
of
Wi'ndsor
Invitational
Sh1a1.
e compettt1on
w1 · Je
U mvers1 y
.
· h
run under International Judo Federation rules m t ree we1g 1t
and rank categories for men , and an all-open class for women.
The competition will begin at 12: 00 p.m.
House day here at the
S.un d ay, March the 18th is ·Open
·
f S D · H JI h t d
university, so if you are in the vicm1~y o t. d ~ms a t .a ay,
d
·
atch the action. Those mtereste m competmg are
rop mt lwto report to the basement of St. Denis Hall at 10: 00
reques ec
'II L•
•
for registration and weigh-ins. There w1 IJt' a reg1strat1on
~~:~f one dollar for all those not registered as students at the
Universitv of Windsor.
.
.
Last y~ar's tournament featured plenty of good Judo. "~·1th. the
Y.M.C.A. part1c1patmg.
R ose C ity Judo Club and the Windsor
. . of w·mdsor J'udo
Some
of the trophies were won b y umvers1ty
club members.
.,
l
h' k
. thmigh it's late in the season, 1t s not too ate to t m
E~ven
k
f
·
·
pie
of
bout joining up next year. All it ta es o your time 1s a cou

~~.~:;,.,":"'"":~~~~:--:-.

Judo doesn't aluJllys take place indoors, as e~·idenced by this
t·iew of S<J/11<' randori earlier this year. That s Frank Young
p,w sing in 111 id-t hroH' 1cith hi.s partner Ashley Wiper (back to
rnrnera). c1.~ 11 crot<'<i of hobbits and dwan•es looks on. The
Un frer.~ity of Windsor lT11·itational Shiai is upcoming on Open
~ights a week. You p;et good instruction , and the showers are /louse Sundav in St. Denis fla il.
·
-Photo by George Gawadzyn
free!

by JOHN McALLISTER
This is the last Sports page of the year, and it's a good time
to call briefly to mind some of the more outstanding accomplishments of the Lancer and Lancerette teams this
season.
The se,en man 24 hour relay team from the University of
Windsor set a Canadian Intercollegiate record last fall in'
Waterloo. They amassed a combined total of 183 miles, 405
yards in the specified time-period. The team members were:
Jim Angena, Bob Fletcher, Sid MacCallum, Rod Walter,
Rick Boswell, Pat Brode and Dave Moncur.
In the first co-ed Track and Field Championships ever, the
Lancer track and field team placed seventh among 0.U.A.A.
teams, while the Lancerettes were sixth in 0. W.I.A.A.
competition.
The football Lancers lost one game during the season their first - but then proceeded to go undefeated and claim
first place in the Western Section of the 0.U.A.A. Included
among the victories was a one point 18-17 win over topranked Western during Homecoming. The Lancers were
defeated by the same Mustang team in a semi-final playoff
the next weekend 23-8, but finished the season ranked sixth
in the nation.
The final top ten football teams in Canada were: Alberta ,
Lutheran, Western, Ottawa, St. Mary's, WINDSOR,
Calgary, Manitoba, Loyola, Acadia. The Lancers placed
seven players on the Western Section All-Star team: Bob
Smith, centre; John Musselman, guard; Tom Norris, end;
Nick Drakich, tackle; Bob Gray, line-backer; Don
Hollerhead, defensive back; and the most valuable player in
O.U.A.A. competition was quarterback Andy Parichi. Andy
collected the Omega Trophy for this honour, and was further
named the most outstanding player in Canada and was
awarded the Hee Creighton Award, and picked as quarterback of the Coaches' All-Canada team.
The hockey Lancers finished fourth in their section. and
made the playoffs for the second consecutive season. Their
opponents in the quarter-final game were the Western
Mustangs, who defeated Windsor 7-1. Left-winger Ejay
Queen was named to the Western Section First team as an
All-Star, while Windsor goal-tender Scot McFadden
returned as the Second team's best in that position.
The University of Windsor's fencing team handily won the
Western Division title before proceeding to defeat the
perennial O.U .A.A. Champions, the University of Toronto in
Toronto to win the Charles Walter Trophy as the best in
Ontario. Coached by Mr. Karl Blass, the fencing team
consisted of: John Chan, Tom Strutt, Pat Brode, Barry
Franklin, Brian Ciuciura, Bob Horwood, Ken Chan, Brian
·Grimley, Bruno Ciccotelli, Bryan Rivers. This win was a
first ever, not only for Windsor, but also for ANY university
outside of the original Big Three: McGill, Toronto and
Queens.
The Lancerette basketball team finished fifth in their
division of the 0. W.I.A.A. but only after they were defeated
in a tie-breaking playoff with McMaster. They were the
runners-up in the O.W.I.A.A. Senior B Finals in Ottawa,
defea1ing York 53-32, Waterloo 50-46, and Queens 63-62 in
overtime before bowing to the champion Laurentian club,
53-42. TI1e volleyball team took 3rd in their Consolations.
The Lancer wrestling team turned in a good performance
to finish 6th of 11 teams in the league finals held in Windsor.
Dan Plumpton won a silver medal in the 118 lb. class.
The ladies curling team competed in the O.W.I.A.A. finals
in Guelph, finishing fourth behind McGill, Western and
Lutheran. The other finishers, in order: Toronto and Trent.
Lancer swimmers finished in eighth spot in the O.U.A.A.
finals at Waterloo. The University of Toronto was first by a
very large margin, followed by: Waterloo, Western, Queens,
McMaster, Guelph, Ottawa, WINDSOR, Ryerson, York,
Laurentian and Lutheran. The Lancerette Synchro Swim
team finished seventh in the 0.W.I.A.A. Lancerette speed
swimmers were 9th in their overal standings.
The basketball Lancers found a 9 and 3 record good
enough for second place in their section of the O.U.A.A.
They added the O.U.A.A. league championship to their list
of accomplishments this season: the Naismith Classic
Championship; runners-up in the Wolverine Classic to Shaw
College; runners-up to Lake Superior State in the Saginaw
Valley Big Brothers Tournament. Their win in the O.U.A.A.
Final against the number one-ranked Waterloo Warriors was
one of the most exciting games ever to decide a championship
in Ontario.
Windsor players selected to the West Division All-Star
teams were, first team: guard Bruce Coulthard; and second
teamers: Chris Coulthard, guard, and forward Pete Mingay.
Bruce Coulthard was also named to the second team of the
All-Canada squad. Last weekend the Lancers claimed the
Consolation Championship at the C.I.A.U. Finals 1tt
Waterloo, defeating Loyola 87-65. St. Mary's had knocked
Windsor out in overtime the night before, 91-84, and
proceeded to thunp Lakehead in the national final 79-67.

+++

As it's the end of the year for the regular Lance, I would
like to take this opportunity to thank those who have worked
all year in order to put out your sports page. There are not
very many of them, but they' ve all put in hours of effort;
they did it because they wanted to, not because there was any
fame or money in it for them.
Dealing first of all with the writer v·ho is personally
responsible for more copy than anyone else on staff, we mean
of course our basketball analyst and writer John Bernik. As
last year's Lancer statistician, J.B. distinguished himself as
one who got the job done efficiently and well. Working this
year with CSR W as colour commentator and here with us,
J.B. has given us the benefit of his knowledge of basketball
and his ability to make the game interesting even if you
aren't (or weren't) there to see it. Between the Julius Schmid
ads, he did a good job of covering the Lancers.
Our hockey writer this year, most of the time, has been
Ashley Wiper. Besides bringing more than the usual degree
of literacy to the ice-game, Ashley has proven that some
people in Philosophy really do care about sports, even if
sports do take place within the world of empirical sense data
as a projection of our subjective states. Further, his concise
coverage sometimes even enabled us to beat the ads man at
the game of: when-in-doubt,-put-the-ad-on-the-sports-page.
Our Lance photographers have been on the spot whenever
possible to bring you pies of our teams and events. Their
numbers aren't so great so as to frighten the dish-washers at
meal time, either, and considering there's only one dark
woom they have sure developed a lot of film. Just wait until
Terry Head learns how to write cut-lines!
The majority of om non-big three coverage has been
provided by interested people connected with the teams. We
speak, now, of activities other than football-basketballhockey; such sports as fencing, track and field, swim ming,
and the like. Without the help of such contributing writers as
Frank Winkler, Sid MacCallum and others who prefer to
remain anonymous, the Lance sports page wouldn 't have
been as varied as it was. We sure could not have done an
adequate job without them. Thanks one and all !
The coaches here at Windsor are ladies and gentlemen.
They are all extremely capable in their tasks, tremendous
people to know, and are always willing to do more than their
share to help us here at the sports desk.
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Make a choice and vote!!!
For once there are a number of highly
capable candidates running in the SAC
presidential race. With the exception of
present SAC Vice-president and Media
Corporation President Geoff Schmitz,
both Dave Sayers and J.P. Squire make
excellent presidential candidates. The
Lance's choice however would have to
he Squire in light of the fact that he has
been active in campus extracurricular

(

j".C.

...

affairs for the past five years. He has
been a member of SAC for both the arts
faculty and Edfac and has worked on the
Lance since the days of once beloved
editor John Lalor.
Presently he is serving as Year hook
editor. In our opinion it is e~perience
not only on SAC hut in all aspects of
University life that makes Squire a
winner in our eyes.
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Well here we go. This week's
column has to be political and
I hope all you faithful readers
will bear with me.
This year we have some real
talent running for office, for a
change. We seem to have rid
ourselves of the joke candidates and on the contrary,
have attracted some people
who really want to work for the
students. I think all the
Presidential
and
VicePresidential candidates can
legitimately say they represent
at least some segment of the
student bo'dy. Most have been
in student politics before and
you should have an idea of
their past performance. Some
have done good jobs, some
hope you have short memories.
At least we have no Yippies
running this year, so if you
vote, you'll have to think a
minute or two about the
candidates.
In years gone by, the
straight candidates have
always been able to tie a small
"c" communist tag on the
radicals, polarized the campus
by scaring the students and
usually squeaked in with a
small "c" conservative win.
Not so this year.
John Bennett is the only
person running for President
who could be called a radical
and, while I hate to say it John,
some of his idP.as are to the

right of Henry the Eighth.
He'd make a good benevolent
dictator except he's not very
benevolent. His running mate,
Chris Ambeault, resigned as
electoral officer after the
referendum which impeached
Gerry Gagnon and nearly got
rid of John Bennett. They do
have some support among
people in a couple of the
residences.
J.P. Squire and Lou Mosna
is another team that merits a
look. Both have been active in .
this year's SAC and can run on
their records. JP is editor of the
Year Book, a Lance editor, and
has been around here for a
long, long, long time. Lou has
the blessings of Tony Perri the
former Services Commissioner
and has done a creditable job
as External Affairs Commissioner on this year's SAC.
He is also in charge of Open
House and is doing a good job
in the planning stages.
Geoff Schmitz, manager of
our radio station, is a dark
horse for President. In his own,
too quiet way, Geoff has been
campaigning for the office
since last December. He's kept
this years' SAC away from the
media's throat and is the kind
of guy who stops to think
before he puts his mouth in
gear. He could do the job and
may surprise everyone with a
strong showing.

Tim Doyle, candidate for
Vice-President has strong
support in the Business School.
He's an extremely likeable guy
and could bring a sensible,
non-political voice to the
council. It's about time we had
a real student on SAC and Tim
is that. He could represent us
all very well.
Dave Sayers and Doug
Phillips have the best chance of
all the candidates. They're
both well known and have
proven records of good action
on council. Dave was elected
Finance Commissioner last
year and did a fine job, while
he lasted. The kids in the
Finger Paint Room nearly
drove him mad, but he still was
the best man in the Finance
Office we've had in years. He'd
make a strong President and
could ably represent the
students.
Phillips is this year's Law
Rep. He's been a constant
critic of the stupidity of council
and sure has some good ideas
about how council should act.
This team could probably be
the safest bet for a council of,
by and for the students.
What we don't need, is
another mess up there. You
can stop it. Get off your
backsides and vote. Let's not
have another year of government by default.

leditor and more leditors
Cay's fighting
Dear Sir:
On February 9, Windsor
Gay Unity held its first dance
in the Alumni Lounge of the
University Centre. The dance
itself was a splendid affair,
marred by only one incident.
Three men who had been
drinking in the pub, came
upstairs, not necessarily with
the intention of starting a fight,
but certainly with the intent of
harassing and jeering the
people who had come to the
dance.
The antagonism that these
gentlemen brought into the
dance eventually erupted into a
fight of sorts, in which a
number of people, both gay
and the harassers, were
assaulted.
Windsor
Gay
Unity
recognizes that in this community, as in most communities in this country, not
everyone is sympathetic to the
rights of the homosexual. We
recognize that homos have

Address letters to Editors, The lance , U. of W. Tht
Lance reserves the right to edit letters f ar length. h
poys to b. concise. Those typed, da ubled1paced
get priority. For legal reasons, no unsigned letton
may be published. A pseudonym may be u,ocf,
however, provfd1td that you have a good r1t11son
and ldentlfv vourself ta the editors.

always led dangerous lives in .annual SAC election circus.
SAC exists on the premise candidates on what SAC will
this sense.
The candidates for president that its function is to create a do about the real issues · whv
But that does not mean that are all very busy laying the voice for the students. For this students still have no "ei.
we are prepared to take grief groundwork for their political privelege the students pay fective" voice in university
from anybody who just so careers. Soon the speeches, $22.50 a year· over $100,000. affairs? Why the preponhappens to think that he can pamphlets and fliers will One hundred thousand dollars derance
of
American
come along and harass people. appear full of the usual should buy a lot of voice! But a professors
in
sensitive
We know that fights occur nonsense · lots of self praise voice for what? Beer and disciplines such as Sociology?
every night of the week in tliis and vague promises of com- rock'n'roll? Surely by this time Why we can afford a Can-Am
town, but we are not prepared munity in the new era.
we can assume that the con·· Seminar, American Asian,
to be the attacked simply
certs, movies and beer can be German and even Russian
We will be presented with managed by SAC. Perhaps we Studies Programs but not a
because somebody can't have
any respect for other people's images glistening like shiny should even be able to take it Canadian Studies Program?
new Fords and perhaps a few for granted that the Services How Promotion and Tenure
rights to act as they please.
As one member of the Gay "concrete" issues like a bigger Commissfoner will do his job. Committees work, and why
Unity put it; we are not willing and better Homecoming
departmental bickt>ring takes
But as students, surely we
to be punching bags for Parade, or a slicker and
precedence o r student
somebody's sadistic hangups. sleazier pub. Obediently, and are not' investing thousands of evaluations? Will any of our
Gay Unity plans to have with an air of reverance, dollars and several years of our future candidates represent the
more dances, more affairs of students will come from miles lives to listen to music and students in cases such as the
every sort. We have learned a around to select our next "man drink beer. (There are cheaper Layne-Orona firings, or \\ill it
ways) The issue is the
lesson: we now know the of decision".
be considered to be "too
education
that we are
practical necessity of proper
political"?
Will the real issues once
defence. We will employ it again be buried in the receiving. If SAC is to be at all
When we have platfonns
effective it should be informing that discuss the real issues,
where necessary.
imagery? Will the reasons for
Steve SAC's existence ever be the students about how then perhaps we will have
(Last name withheld by discussed? Will any of the THEIR university functions something to vote for. Until
and demanding that something
request)
candidates present any ideas
then, my vote will be up for
be
done to solve the students'
about what representing the
sale 8 one draught or the
problems.
students means? Will anyone
highest bid.
Dear Sir:
question the student's role in
So, could we please hear
Sincerely,
Once again, it is time for our the university - or the country? some opinions from the
Eric Wears

Discuss reality?

IJSITfi:R
by Captain Nova, Captain Blastoff, Captain
Beamer -Lance Star Team
Since the phasing of Crewer the Groovie
Grievance Box had been chock full of
suggestions concerning the treat which had been
promised them by Borealis. Suggestions all
seemed focused on something warm, soft, tender
and sweet. Borealis pondered over this and
finally came up with the solution. Next morning
he rose with the stars and hastened the the
galley where he ordered one of the galley slaves
to whip up a crock of Cream of Wheat. This was
certain to impress· the groovies. It was warm,
soft, tender and sweet.
That morning at breakfast the groovies were
not impressed. Discontent filled the air, and
Borealis found that no amount of air freshener
helped. He quickly called an emergency meeting
of his entire executive staff. Answering the call
X 10 walked into the room, "You called for me,
Captain?"
"Yes X 10. There seems to be malhumour
among the men. What is this thing they call
warm, soft, tender and sweet?"
"Well, Captain," retorted X l O. "It has
something to do with the birds and the bees."
"You mean they wanted honey on their
Cream of Wheat?"
"No, not exactly, Captain." X l Obroke into a
lengthy description of the earthy pleasure
hitherto unbeknownst to Borealis. Nothing in
space school had prepared Borealis for this
space disaster. Borealis broke out in a cold
sweat. His throat was dry and parched. Such
pleasures as XlO described could not be found
in the United Space of America. The President
wouldn't allow it. That there were pleasures
besides spaceship collecting, Mike Rowdot
comics, warm milk and cookies, the True Space
Confessions perplexed Borealis. He turned to
X 10 for advice.
"Well," responded X 10 in a fatherly voice.

There are two things you can do. Either install
an electronic self-flagellant vibroinductive sex
regenerizer or head for Point Porno, sincentre of
the outer galaxy."
Borealis' curiosity was aroused, not to
mention his purely scientific interest, and he
gave orders to change course. Pandemonium
broke loose but there was no one to put him
back in his cage because the men were all at the
exit portals waiting to get off. it was only a
matter of eons before Point Porno came into
view. As the ship landed Borealis passed out a
ration of pay, dope (enlisted man's grade), a
pair of dry socks and a clean hankie and
watched the men get off.
Now our space hero was left alone with only
the humming of the computers and his space
teddy bear for company. Borealis was lonely.
He missed the adoration of his trusted groovies
now sunk neck deep in the fleshpots of Porno.
Some of them were probably sunk pot deep in
the neck flesh of Porno. XlO was sunk flesh
deep in the potnecks of Porno.
Our super hero knew from his charts that the
planet had a hard core.(lt was hard core
Porno). Borealis was worried about the men. He
had given them leave of the ship and they had
taken leave of their senses. The true blue
captain had decided to settle down with a copy
of Tom Swift and his Neophantasmagoric
Weirdness Machine when he heard a buzz at the
portal. Borealis drew his drawers from the
drawer and danced to the door.
"Hey, fly-boy. You lonely?"
"No. I have Tom and Teddy."
Taken aback she asked if Borealis would take
her for a drink. Being the gentleman that ht> was
ht> could not refuse and retorted, "Just a minute
while I get my cookies."
NEXT WEEK: THE LAST OF THE RED
HOT SPACE MAMAS or BOREALIS GOES

TO TOWN.

By GEORGE "KILLER" GAWADZYN

QUESTION: Do you think that it's worth voting In the upcoming election?

& TERRY COOMBER

SUSAN NICHOLSON Arts IV Yes, because it's important
that we hove new representatives.

JOHN NICOL Arts 1- Yes, its
important to get involved in
school.

MURNA HOLSEY Lance 111.5 Of course! This time let's hope
that there's no occlomations
and people really take on
interest and exercise ,neir
voting power.

JOE GAUDETTE Bu s.

I - Abso·
lutely, as long as I know what
I'm votinQ for.

YVONNE BENNETT Arts I TOM LYONS Art, I

What election????

everybody should
volved.

ANN THEAKER Arts I
If I
knew who was running I could
answer.

NESTOR CHYZ Bus, I - Yes,
bec~use we need somebody
to pick on for screwing things
up.

Yes.
get in·
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RESTRllC TU RED

by J. P. SQUIRE, Lance Senior Editor
students of the University of Windsor called for that purpose and
journalists of the Canadian University Press and the broadcasting
passed by a two-thirds of ballots validly cast in such referendum.
standards established by the Board o(Broadcast Governors whichever EDITOR'S NOTE:
.
.
is applicable and as amended from time to time.
]. P. Squire is the present senior editor of the Lance, and has worked which make or break it.
Exe<'ulive of the Corporation
By-Law No.2
By-Law 2
with or on four student councils. In this article, he has taken out most
The workings of the SAC and the media are separated into tw
There shall be:
A by-law relating generally to the borrowing powers of the Students'
BE IT ENACTED as a By-Law of Student Media, University of of the legal language and t~ed t_o simplify th~ t~r~ so t~at SAC 1!'1on 't corpo~ations, ~he SAC buying the services of.the media everr_ year for a Administrative Council, University of Windsor.
a) a President;
h) a Secretary who shall he the Vice-President-Secretary of Students' Windsor-Moyennes de Communication des Etudiants Universite de have the complex corporation zmage. SAC zs, zn zts baszc roots, JUSt a negotiated przce. The structure of the media can be seen zn the two
BE IT ENACTED as a By-Law of the Students' Administrative
Windsor as follows:
'
.~ervice organization and it has been the opinion of the Lance editorial columns below and left; the SAC bliJlws are below and to the right Council, University of Windsor Administrative Council, University of Windsor;
Conseil Administratif des
The directors may from time to time v.;th the approval of the staff that no structure is unworkable. It's the people in the organization with the restructuring. piJln to the far right.
c) a Treasurer who shall be the Finance Commissioner of Students'
Etudiants, Universite de Windsor, as follows.
Administrative Council, University of Windsor.
The directors may from time to time with the approval of the
members
of the Corporation
·
· d b y the
All stud ents o f the U mvers1ty
·
· of m d sor, as d escn·bed m
· t h e L etters
b
h
d. f h C
.
sueh o ff"1cer to be ratif"1ed b y an El"1gi·b·1·
i ity C omm1ttee
appomte
Duties of the Officers
members
of the Corporation:
0
((ab)) . orrow m oney °nd t e ere. i~
ft eh Corporatio_n;
members of the Corporation. The Chief Electoral Officer shall ad- Patent of the Corporation shall have voting powers for the election of
a) Duties of the President
(a)
borrow
money on the credit of the Corporation;
issue' se11 or p 1e ge secunties o t e orporat1on ·'
·
·
11
l
·
d
f
d
f
h
C
·
·
d
h
E
·
C
·1
f
h
C
·
·
d
·
h
mm1ster a e ections an re eren a o t e orporat1on m accor ance t e xecutive ounci o t e orporat10n m accor ance wit an
The President shall, when present, preside at all meetings of the (c) charge,£ mhortgCage, or .pled~e aldl .or a nykofdthbe re~ 1hor personal "".ith an election procedure established by the members of the Cor- election procedure established by members of the Corporation from
(b) issue, sell or pledge securities of the Corporation;
member of the Corporation, and, at or from time to time, may request proper~y o t e orpora.tion, me1u mg 000
(c ) charge, mortgage, or pledge all or any of the real or personal
e _1~, ng ts, powers, poration from time to time.
time to time.
that the Corporation appoint in his place another specified member of franchises and undertakmgs, to secure an~ se~unties ?r ~?Y money
property
of the Corporation, including book debts, rights, powers,
(b) Duties of the Vice-President-Secretary.
All students of the University of Windsor as described in the Letters
the Corporation to act in his place and stead as presiding officer of any trrowed.' or other debt, or any other obligation or habihty of the
franchises
and undertakings, to secure any securities or any money
The Vice-President-Secretary shall attend all meetings of the board Patent of the Corporation shall have, in addition, voting powers for
imch meetings of the members of the Corporation; The President and orporauon.
borrowed,
or other debt, or any other obligation or liability of the
of directors and record all facts and minutes of all proceedings in the their respective Faculty Representatives of the Corporation. The
the Secretary or other officer appointed by the Corporation for that
Corporation.
books kept for that purpose. He shall give all notices required to be members of the Corporation shall be elected annually no later than the
purpose shall sign all by-laws. The President shall act on all matters of
given to members and to directors. He shall be the custodian of the seal 15th day of March in the year for which they shall be members and By-Law No.3
general management and supervision of the affairs and operations of
Be it resolved that, notwithstanding the effect of By-Law No. I the
of the Corporation and of all books, papers, records, correspondence, shall assume their offices immediately upon their election.
the Corporation upon the approval of the members of the Corporation.
Corporation
shall:
contracts and other documents belonging to the Corporation. The
For the purpose of determining who may be a member, officer or
b) Duties of the Secretary
1.
Employ
only
members of the Students' Union of the University of
Vice-President-Secretary shall assume the duties and authority of the director of the corporation, "student" shall mean a person who is a full
'TI1e Secretary shall attend all meetings of the board of directors and
Windsor
for
all
its
regular functions and operations with the exception
President in his absence. He shall be responsible for the development time, part time, extension or special student, whether undergraduate or
record all facts and minutes of all proceedings in the books kept for
of
the
following
positions
which shall be deemed to be full-time.
and execution of all deeds, transfers, licences, contracts and graduate· of the University of Windsor.
that purpose. He shall give all notices required to he given to members
a. The President of the S.A.C. who shall, however, be a member of
engagements on behalf of the Corporation. As the officer of the Meetings of Members
and to directors. He shall be the custodian of the seal of the CorCorporation charged with public relations, he shall engage in activities
A general meeting of the members of the Corporation may be called the Union as defined in bylaw three at the time of his election.
poration and of all books, papers, records, correspondence, contracts
b. The Business Manager of the Corporation, who may be any
and develop programs which will increase the knowledge and un- at any time by the board of directors, the President, the Vice-Presidentand other documents belonging to the Corporation.
person
selected from time to time by the Corporation.
derstanding in the University Community of the Corporation.
Secretary, or by resolution of the members of the Corporation. ·
cl Duties of the Treasurer
c.
The
Manager of the Cabaret Pub, who shall be any person
He shall work with the communications media, ( i.e. radio, television,
There shall be held at least one meeting of the general
The Treasurer shall keep full and accurate accounts of all receipts
selected from time to time by the Corporation.
press, m?gazines) to. promote projects whic~ the members of ~he membership of the Corporation in each of the months, from September
and disbursements of the Corporation in proper books of account and
d. Such secretarial help as the Corporation may from time to time
Corporation have ratified. He shall be the officer of the Corporat10n to March inclusive.
sh'all deposit all moneys or other valuable effects in the name and to the
employ.
responsible f~r issuing Press Re~eases in t~e name of the members of Quorum of Members
credit of the Corporation in such bank as may from time to time he
e. Such casual entertainers as the Corporation may from time to
J.P. Squire, Yearbook Ed.
the Corporation, or the Executive Council.
A quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting of members
designated by the board of directors.
time hire.
(c) Duties of the Finance Commissioner.
of the Corporation shall consist of not less than one half of the voting
He shall disburse the funds of the Corporation under the direction of
I. Such other positions as the Corporation may from time to time
The
Finance
Commissioner
shall
have
general
supervision
of
the
members present in person.
the members of the Corporation. taking proper vouchers therefore and
designate.
finances of the Corporation and shall keep full and accurate accounts Voting of Members
shall render to the members of the Corporation or board of directors at
2. Shall not purchase from the Media Corporation, University of
of all receipts and disbursements of the Corporation in proper books of
Subject to the provisions, if any, contained in the Letters Patent of Windsor, any paper, book, magazine, for service whatsoever if it is
the regular meeting thereof or whenever required of him, an account of
account. The Finance Commissioner shall act upon the approval of the the Corporation, each member of the Corporation shall at all meetings
all his transactions as Treasurer. and of the financial position of the
evident to the S.A.C. Corporation that the funds so distributed shall be
members of the Corporation in all matters concerning the finances of of members be entitled to one vote.
Corporation.
used by the Media Corporation to employ any editor or person who
the Corporation; and shall act, upon the approval of the Executive
At all meetings of members every question shall be decided by a
Membership
functions as editor, or any other person whatsoever, with the exception
Council of the Corporation, where acti<;m is immediately necessary and majority of the votes of the members present in person unless otherwise
al the President of Students· Administrative Council, university of
of full-time positions, who is remunerated by that Corporation who is
cannot await a meeting of the members of the Corporation, provided' required by the by-laws of the Corporation, or by law. In case of
Windsor; hi the Vice-President-Secretary of Students' Adnot at the time of his service a member of the Union. For purposes of
that such action is reported as soon as possible to a meeting of the equality of votes at any general meeting, whether upon a show of hands
the foregoing the following shall be deemed to he full-time.
ministrative Council. University of Windsor;
members of the Corporation.
or at a poll, the President only shall be entitled to a second or casting
1. Editor-In-Chief of the Lance.
cl the Finance Commissioner of Students' Administrative Council,
The Finance Commissioner shall prepare the annual budget of the vote, whether or not he is the presiding officer at such meeting.
2. Such others as the Media Corporation shall from time to time
Uni\.en,ity of Windsor;
Corporation which shall be passed by the members of the Corporation Financial Year
designate.
di the editor of the student Newspaper;
not later than the 15th day of October in each year; prepare a financial
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board of Directors, the Fiscal year
3. The director of the Central Advertising Bureau, who may be any
e) the editor of the student Yearbook;
report at the inaugural meeting of a succeeding Council; prepare a of the Corporation shall terminate on the 30th day of April in each
person selected from time.to time by the Corporation.
fl the editor of the student Literary Magazine;
Gord Gilmour, Lance Ed.
Geoff Shitz,CSRW radio
budget for the Student Media, University of Windsor which shall also year.
By-Law No. 4
gl the manager of the student Radio Station;
Letters Patent - Students Administrative Council
be passed by the members of the Corporation.
Impeachment
Moved that:
hi the director of the Central Advertising Bureau;
'TIIE HEAD OFFICE of the Corporation to be situate at the said
(d) Duties of the Services Commissioner.
A member of the Corporation may be impeached by a resolution
Notwithstanding the effects of By-law No. 1 of the Corporation:
The members of the Corporation shall be elected or appointed City of Windsor; and
The Services commissioner shall be responsible for the activities of a passed by thr~e-quarters of the m~mbers present at a special or annual
1. only members of the Students' Union of the University of Windsor
annually no later than the fifteenth day of March in the year for which
they shall be members and shall if they are elected members assume
THE FIRST DIRECTORS of the Corporation to be Robert social or cultural nature promoted by the Corporation on the campus. general meetmg of the ~orpo~at1on called for that purpose. In the may be members of the Corporation.
2. For the purposes of this by-law, and by-laws one and three, only
their offi~es immediately and~ they are appointed assume their offices William Christopher Baksi, Clifford James Prangley and Wayne He shall co-ordinate all social and cultural activities on campus. The event_ of ~uch a resolution bemg passed, the members of the Co~Services Commissioner shall obtain budgets from the various po~atioi: impeac~ed thereby shall be deemed t.o have tendered his registered full time or part time, graduate or undergraduate, special or
on May frrst of the year for which they shall be members.
Ferris Joseph Yared, hereinbefore mentioned;
organizations under his direction and shall submit these budgets to the res1gnati~n effective as of the date of the .me~tmg. Members of the extension students at the University of Windsor who shall hold that
For the purpose of determining who may be a member of the corporation "student'' shall mean a person who is a full time, part time,
AND IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDAINED AND Executive Council for consideration. He, or his ,delegate, shall be the Corporation may also be removed from office m a referendum of the status at the relevant time may be members of the union, the operation
of which is governed by the Corp.
extension or special student, whether undergraduate or graduate of the DECLARED that the membership of the Corporation shall consist of Chairman of Committees appointed from time to time by the Cor3. As soon as a person ceases to hold such a status at the Univ. of
University of Wi?dsor.
.
the said Robert William Christopher Baksi, Wayne Ferris Jc,seph poration for the conduct of special events of the Corporation including
Windsor as would allow him to be a member of the Union, he shall
A general meetmg of the members of the Corporat10n may be called Yared and Clifford James Prangley and shall be open to such other Orientation Week, Homecoming, Winter Weekend and others that
immediately and thereafter be ineligible for any position under the
at any time by the board of directors or the President or by resolution students elected ·in accordance with a system of representation in may be added from time to time. He shall also report policies and
programs developed by such Committees to the Vice-PresidentCorporation save as set out in By-Law No. 3.
of the members of the Corporation.
which:
Quorum of Members
(a) A faculty of the University of Windsor shall be entitled to a Secretary for distribution to the members of the Corporation.
Restructuring of S.A.C.
(e) Duties of the External Affairs Commissioner.
A quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting of members representative for every eight Hundred (800) students therein,
The Restructuring Committee of the SAC after much consideration
The External Affairs Commissioner shall be the co-ordinating officer
of the Corporation shall consist of not less than three quarters of the provided every faculty shall have at least One (I) representative;
and
study with many groups including the societies, came up '";th the
voting members present in person.
(b) Every school of the l.; niversity of Windsor shall have One (1) for the Corporation for all conferences, seminars and meetings to
following ideas that were passed at the Febrqary 28 meeting of the
which
the
members
of
the
Corporation
send
delegates.
He
shall
be
Voting of '1embers
representative for Pvery Eight Hundred (800) students therein,
SAC. They have yet to be written into the bylaws but then everything
Subject to the provisions, if any, contained in the Letters Patent of provided that a school shall have a minimum of One Hundred (100) charged with the responsibility of developing a liason between the
listed here will become law. (probably March 8) The recommendations
Corporation and other appropriate student organizations. He shall
the Corporation, each member of the Corporation shall at all meetings students in order to be entitled to One (I) representative.
are:
receive and have available information, pamphlets, and material sent
of members be entitled to one vote. At all meetings of members every Executive Council of the Corporation
l. The president and the vice-president do not have to run on a ticket
question shall be decided by a majority of the votes of the members
There shall be a President, a Vice-president-Secretary, Finance to the Corporation from other similar Corporations or Student
but must declare their choice when handing in their nomination. It is
Organizations. he shall be the officer responsible for the Corporations'
present in person unless otherwise required by the by-laws of the Commissioner, a Services Commissioner, an External Affairs Comthen possible that the president of one ticket and the vice-president of
Corporation or by law. In case of an equality of votes at any general missioner and an Internal Affairs Commissioner, and such other of- relations with National Unions of Students, and Provincial Unions of
another
could win the election. Hopefully though the candidates would
John
Bennett,
SAC
V.P.
Gerry
Gagnon,
former
SAC
Pres.
meeting, whether upon a show of hands or at a poll, the President only ficers as the Board of Directors may determine by by-law from time to Students. He shall be also responsible for the Corporation's relations
'
urge
the
students to vote for a ticket idea.
with the Corporation of the City of Windsor. He, or his delegate, shall
shall be entitled to a second or casting vote, whether or not he is the time, who together shall constitute the Executive Council of the
2. The executive of the SAC will become a cabinet "';th an unlimited
be chairman of the Eligibility Committee and any other committee
presiding officer at such a meeting.
Corporation.
number of commissioners. This SAC has recommended to the next
which may be established under his jurisdiction from time to time,
Financial Year
Duties of the Officers
SAC
that the positions of Internal, External, and Services be retained
which shall solicit applications for available positions and then make
Unless otherwise ordered by the board of directors, the fi~cal year of
(a) Duties of the President
as
presidential
appointments. The Finance Commissioner would be
the Corporation shall terminate on the fifteenth day of March in each
The President shall, when present, preside at all meetings of the recommendations as to their filling to the members of the Corelected by the Council at large from amongst themselves. All the
porations.
year.
members of the Corporation and of the Executive Council, and, at or
commissioners appointed by the president have to be ratified in a
Impt•achment
from time to time, may request that the Corporation appoint in his
(fl Duties of the Internal Affairs Commissioner.
public hearing by a two thirds vote of confidence of the Council.
A member of the Corporation may be impeached by a resolution place the Vice-President-Secretary or another specified person to act in
The Internal Affairs Commissioner shall be responsible for the
3. The composition of the Council will be:
passed by three-quarters of the members present at a special or annual his place and stead as presiding officer of, any such meetings of the programs of an academic nature, developed and promoted by the
- 1 representative per 800 students for each school or faculty, as it is
Corporation. He shall be the chief co-ordinator for educational
general meeting of the Corporation called for that purpose. In the members of the Corporation.
now;
event of such a resolution being passed, the member of the Corporation
The President shall act on all matters of general management and seminars, course union activities, and course evaluation booklets
- 8 society presidents or their appointees;
impeached thereby shall be deemed to have tendered his resignation supervision of the affairs and operations of the Corporation upon the rleveloped by the Corporation. He shall be the official observer from
- a housing commission to handle residence and off-campus
effective as of the date of the meeting. Members of the Corporation approval of the members of the Corporation; shall act upon the ap· the Corporation to meetings for the University of Windsor Senate. He
housing problems;
may also he remO\.ed from office in a referendum of the students of the proval of the Exl"cutive Council of the Corporation whrre action is may recommend academic policy for Orientation programs to the
4. a permanent chairman for the general meetings ratified by a two
l'niversity of Windsor called for that purpose and passed by a two- immediately necessary and cannot await a meeting of the members of Executive Council and the Services Commissioner in particular. He, or
thirds vote of the whole council.
thirds majority of ballots validly cast in such a referendum.
the Corporation, provided that such action is reported as soon as his delegate, shall be the Chairman of the Internal Affairs Commission
5. Financial guarantee to the societies that 20 per cent of the total
Code of Ethics
possible to a meeting of the membe,s of the Corporation.
and shall be responsible for the preparation of the budget of the
student
grant would be set aside i· 1 trust fund for a per capita grant to
Larry McConnell.SAC Fin. Com.
John Frieman, Bus. Man. SAC
The Corporation shall adhere to the code of ethics for student
The President shall appoint a competent Chief Electoral Officer, Commission.
each society.

Bylaw I, )ledia Corporation
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Enrolnient nunzbers ganie

FAST SERVICE

Applications decrease

Black & White and Colour Film

Roast Beef - Yorkshire Pudding

TORONTO (CUP) - The University of
Toronto (U of TI and the University of Ottawa
are the only Ontario universities to emerge
unscathed by a province-wide decrease in 197 374 university applicants, according to raw data
released by the Ontario Universitieg Applications Centre.
Not surprisingly, the province's smallest
institutions were hit hardest.
The enrolment numbers game is of crucial
concern to the universities. Government funding
of post-secondary education is determined by
the munber of students attending institutions.
Seven hundred more students than last year
have indicated U of T as their first choice, with
about the same numbers as last year picking
Toronto as their second and third preferences.
The much smaller university of Ottawa was
the only other university to buck the trend, by

Steak and Mushroom Pie

Brock student union acts

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

A NIGHT IN BRITAIN
Good 'Olesome Food Luv

Bubble and Squeak
Bongers and Mash

only

more

$1. 95

BRITISH PUB STYLE SING-A-LONG
with British Beer of Course.

***

Vanier East Dining Room
Thursday, March 15th
5:15 p.m.

ST. CATHARINES (CUP)
The students' union of
Brock university has endorsed
a report demanding the
university administration solve
its present financial crisis
through deficit financing.
The report was presented to
a students' union general
meeting by a committee
composed of six students, two
faculty members, two administra tiors,
and
two
representatives from the board
of trustees. The committee had
been set up after students
agreed to end the two-week
long occupation of administrative areas in the Brock
Tower.
The committee was man·

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS
Meeting of All Candidates for President &
Vice-President of S.A.C. is to be held in
Assumption Lounge
at 1 P.M.
Monday,March 12

Al.I.. STUDENTS WEI.COME

dated to find a solution to the
financial crisis. The occupation
was in protest over the an·
nounced firing of five full-time
faculty, and ended when the
university agreed to retain the
five.
All committee members
agreed that although the
financial problems are serious,
they do not warrant the
massive cutbacks proposed by
the administration. Committee
consensus was that deficit
financing over two years and
an active search for new fundraising techniques would
overcome the crisis without
permanently damaging the
university community.
Student members of the
committee found themselves
faced with a problem they had
not anticipated. While they
were busy trying to find
solutions to the financial crisis
all other forms of militant
action stopped. As a result,
most students ceased their
involvement in the struggle
which they were supposed to
have continued until the
administration guaranteed no

,,·'
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academic
cutbacks
for
budgetary reasons.
Members of the cns1s
committee proposed a complete reorganization to permit
complete participation by
students in its activities. They
established a cutbacks corn·
mittee to organize and inform
students so they can bargain
with the administration from a
position of strength.
Students at the union
meeting decided to support any
province-wide action against
cutbacks in education. One
task of the cutbacks committee
is to ensure that students are
aware of the importance of
province-wide actions.
The crisis committee also
disclosed that the
ad·
ministration have an overall
cutbacks policy which is much
more extensive than was
originally thought. Student
members were certain that if
the administration has its way,
many departments within the
university will be seriously
crippled, and some even
closed.

ALL CANDIDA TES FOR
S.A.C. COUNCIL SEATS
LAW
COMMERCE
SOCIAL WORK
FINE ARTS

MEETING TO BE HELD
TUESDAY, MARCH 13
ASSUMPTION LOUNGE
AT 1 P.M.
Final List of Eligible Nominees For
President & Vice-President.
S.A.C. General Election
March 14th, 1973
President
Vice-President
John Bennett
Chris Ambeault
Dave Sayers
Doug Phillips
Geoff Schmitz
Tim Doyle
J.P. Squire
Lou Mosna

Presents

"PUSH"

"ROSE"
March 12-March 17, 1973
Admission Students 50c
Non-Students $1.00

MON.-WED. NO ADMISSION

•
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r----------------------------------------~
STUDENT·RAILPASS tr,
The way to••• Europewlthoutf••lincllke • tourist.
Student-Railpass is valid in Austr ia, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto l, Ontario

Please send me your free Student-Rail pass folder order
form. D
Or your free Eurai lpass folder with railroad map. D
Name'- - - : : - - - - - - - - - - Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zone _ _ _ _ _ _Prov. _ _ _ _ __

LAN .•3

LADIES NIGHT
THURS., MARCH 15

ST. PATRICK'S PARTY
FRIDA V MARCH 16
-12 Noon-6 P.M.-

Watch .for the
annual Lance
•
•
satire issue

Certified by: P. Dennis Moher
Chief Electoral Officer

·----------------------------------------So you plan to spend the
Summer in Europe this year. Great.
Two things are mandatory. A ticket
to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.
The first gets you over there, the
second gives you unlimited Second
Class rail travel for two months for a
modest $135 in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to
qualify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a
North American school, college or
university.
And the trains of Europe are
a sensational way to travel. Over
100,000 miles of track links cities
towns and ports all over Europe. The
trains are fast (some over 100 mph),
frequent, modern, clean, convenient

and very comfortable. They have to
be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.
But there's one catch. You
must buy your Student-Rail pass in
North America before you go.
They're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for
visitors to Europe-hence the
incredibly low price. Of course if
you're loaded you can buy a regular
Eurailpass meant for visitors of al l
ages. It gives you First Class travel if
that's what you want.
Either way if you're going
to zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
meantime, rip off the coupon. It
can't hurt and it' II get you a better
time in Europe than you ever thought
possible.
p,,usquot,d
; do"'

Ripping-off Europe?

THE ABOVE PEOPLE HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED ELIGIBLE TO RUN FOR S.A.C.
OFFICES IN THE GENERAL ELECTION TO BE HELD MARCH 14TH, 1973,
between the hours of 10 a. m. and 4:00 p. m.
This is THE FINAL LIST OF ELIGIBLE NOMINEES, POSTED THIS THE 7th day of
March, 1973 at the hour of 12 p.m., within the forty-eight (48) hours
allotted as per Section 6, part E.

And thats the troth!

MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

March 9-March 10, 1973

ARTS
SCIENCE
ENGINEERING
NURSING

Brewed ftom pure spring watec

Deficit financing demanded

Irish Stew

..... and

receiving an impressive increase of I 00 applications.
York University, plagued by a serious
enrolment drop leaving the university in poor
financial shape and precipatated the resignation
of its president, ended up with 1,100 fewer
applicants than last year. Six hundred of the loss
came on the very important, first choice option.
Brock and Trent applications fell
significantly, as did Carleton's. McMaster
University received 600 fewer applicants, and
the University of Waterloo 700.
Although Queens University has about the
same number of applicants as last year, 300
fewer stu<lents picked it as their first choice.
The University of Western Ontario, the
University of Guelph, Lakeheacl University and
Laurentian University's enrolment all dropped
slightly in total number of applicants.

Student Railpass available from AOSC.
Association of Student Councils
44 St. George Street, Toronto 5, Ontario (416) 962-8404

WARNING The Department ~f National Health and Wet la re advises lhat danger to health
increases with amount smoked

Also available: student flights to Europe and within
Europe, car rentals, international ID cards tours
student hostels and jobs abroad.
'
'

All at student prieeS

The Lance
needs
Groupies Contact
Murna Holsey

EUROPE SUMMER 73
TORONTO to LO N.DON from $79 one way or $155
return
Take a dependable charter. Contact AOSC,
St.
George
St., Toronto 5, 4 l 6·962-8404 - or your
44
Student Counci I.
BOOK EARLY AND SAVE
Travelling in Europe

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student railpass,
car rentals, chea pest and most dependable charter
flights, comp ing t ours etc. all available from:
AOSC, 44 St. George St.,
To ronto 5, 416-962-8404.
Tro ve/

CO·Op

owned by your student Council)

A ny
faculty, dept ., clubs, society
req uesting
for Open House '7 3,
please conta ct
Lou M osna ,
{SAC

Fm 'W' for am cars

WCAR no. 2. am station
by PATRICK McWADE
completely, since his tastes must live within the
For sometime now there's been a new am realms of his playlist and the FCC. The morrocker on the radio dial. Not a new station, no ning show may be no different than any other
new number, just a new format. WCAR am,
now number 2 (if I knew how to spell mountain
I'd mention who number one is) changed from
an M.O.R. · Top 40 radio station to a, what
they termed, out and out rock radio station.
The change was something thev wanted. The
jocks got together with the president and
management to ask for the sound that the
audience wanted. The market was there, the
audience was there, so the metamorphisis occured.
POLICIES
. To begin wit~, the station is still. AM. The
Jocks and theU' shows are playhsted and
pr?gramme.d and the sta.tion as a whole, because
it is A.M. 1s very res~ncted by the FCC. '\Jo
profanity whatsoever 1s allowed.
Then a haze of unclear understanding draped
the explanation of music time allotment. The
usual pattern is two songs and a break. "Could
they play an album side?" I foolishly asked.
"No." But if they had, let's say, a thirteen
minute song, it would run just the same as
running a couple of three minute tunes.
The jocks are restricted to a list they must
play from. Nothing was told me concerning
requests (or whatever they're calledl. In this
way, though, each man cannot do his own show

Office )

before Ma rc h 18 .

by PAT Mc WADE

UNIVERSITY SNACKS
2A2A University Ave., West
Windsor

DOLLAR SPECIAL WEEK
SAT .. MAR.10-GrllledPorkChop ($Ingle) +F.F. +ColeSlaw

SUN., MAR. 11-Hot a-f Sandwich+ F.F. + Cole Slow
MON.,MAR. 12-FlshandChlps +ColeSlaw
TUE., MAR. 13 - Grilled Ch-se Sandwich + F.F. + Rice Pudding or

...no

WED., MAR. IA - Hot Turkey Sandwich + F.F. + Bread + Cole Slow
THU.. MAR. 15 - Western Deluxe + ,_.Coffee + Rice Puddlng•Jello
FRI .. MAR. 16 - Hamburger Deluxe + Teo.Coff••
Our Spec/affy -Del/c/ous Lunches-Dinners and Snacks
of Ind/a
TIME: Monday to Friday: 9 :00 AM. to 8 :00 PM.
Saturday, Sunday: 11 :00 AM. to 8 :00 PM.

.

TELEPHONE: 258·3777 (Restaurant)-Dvrlng Working Hours
258-A 180 (Re1ldence)-Ourlng late Evening ta Morning
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show, as in all am, music and information weigh
equally.
PLA ~S
Though it has yet to be perfected, the day
stereo comes to am it'll probably come to
WCAR. But they do have an fm station which,
at the moment, plays dentist office and grocery
store music. Considerations to make it an FM
Rocker are very misty and non·vocal; but if
such a thing did occur the am would very
possibly remain the same.
Everybody there is said to enjoy the station,
they're all playing the music they like.
Everybody on this side of the speakers seems to
like it too. (I wonder if they'll ever get to one?)
I wouldn'trecommenda visit there, though. I
was told that there are appointments to be kept
and, of course, it's all a matter of what's to be
done. But why go all the way out there to visit
them anyway? If you like what you hear, then
enjoy it. What else comes close to suchmusical
enjoyment in all of our am orient<>d
automobiles.
And, incidentally, if you're wondering about
that song that closes the Paul Cristy show, it
may sound familiar, but it's just a closing
theme.
On this note I close.

Grab Elton John's Empty Sky
A few years ago an English·
man and his piano notated the
airways with a tuqe called
v
S
F II ·
r our ong.
o owmg that
came an album simply titled
Elton John. his so-called first
album.
A short while before all this
Elton John recorded a very
fine album labelled Empty
Sky. It was only released in
England on the Dick James
label. I received it a couple of

In your own way.
In your own time.
On your own te1ms.
lbu11 take to the
taste ofPlayers Filter.

years ago but now it's available many, is Skyline Pigeon, split
at Warehouse Records in between music and voice with
Windsor.
a grand mixture as the song
progresses. Following that is
Every cut on the record is as
the final song on the l.p.,
good as anything he did up to containing a bit of a jam and
and including Wadm.1n Across closing with a medley of all the
the Water, without the heavy
songs.
rock of Hanky Chateau. For
There is nothing wrong with
on a whole the music is soft,
the album. The biggest difnothing harsh about the album
ference is in personnel.
at all. Stereophonically there's
Familiar names are Elton John
no mind boggling ear shifters,
and
Bernie Taupan. But at
but good solid placement.
that point, what more is
A very good cut, out of necessary.

K.eamey

•
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pub's best
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Don't shoot me
Don't Shoot 1Vle. I'm Only The Piano Player:
ELTON JOHN MCA-2100.

In case there are still some people out there in
radio land who don't realize it, Elton John is a
great musician and Bernie Taupan is a very fine
lyricist. On their latest effort, "Don't Shoot Me,
I'm the Piano Player", John and Taupan have
come up with a trip into yesteryear. Most of the
cuts have a late SO's - early 60's flavour to them.
The best example of this apparent nostalgia is
"Crocodile Rock", a really good parody of pre·
Beatie music. It has, for your enjoyment, Lou
Christie-Freddie Cannon type vocals, a beat
that can't be beat AND some really hep Duanne
Eddy guitar work. What more could you ask
for? However, not all the numbers on this
album are of this genre. Indeed there are some
songs similar to the Elton John work that we are
used to he .ring.
While an album must be judged on the tunes
it contains, the regular back-up group should be
mentioned. The supporting cast consists of
Davey Johnstone on guitar, D1>e Murray on
bass and Nigel Olsson, who plays drums. All are
competent performers who use their talents at
the right time with the right vamps.
This is quite a good record. Elton John fans
are sure to like it and non-fans might find that
they have been ignoring something good.

Windsor Symphony_ Orchestra Young Peoples EXHIBITIONS
Concert at 11 a.m. Tickets free by phoning 945.
· Thru Sun. Apr. 8, Robert Motherwell's "A La
4569 or 945-8603.
Pintura" and History
Aquatint. Motherwell
Loggin~ an~ A1essina ar1; at Masonic Aud. in
interprets the verses o SJ?anish poet Rafael

01

Detroit Fn. Mar. 16th. Tickets: 4, 5 & 6.

been cancelled.
. Mail orders are being accepted for the Jeff Beck
Concert Sun. Apr. 8th at Coho Arena m Det.
Tickets: 6., 5. & 4.
Al Greene at Cobo in Det. Apr. 6th at 7: 30 p.m.
Tickets: 6.50 & $5.50 by mail order only.

ART

· U. of W. art work is on display (and for sale) in
the bookstore.
· Thru Spring 1973, in the North Wing Main
Floor of Det. Inst. of Arts is a selection of the
Lydia and Harry L. Winston collection. 20th
century art movements in 65 paintings, graphics
and sculpture.
· The J. Paul Getty collection of French decorative
art is on display in the South ~ ing '1:ain Floor
thru Aug. 19i3.

MOVIES

FILTER

and followed up with a week at the Pub.
Certainly they are one of the most professional
groups that has played at the Pub this year. It's
somewhat gratifying that they have now
released an album.
Young has a sound that at first sounds much
like Blood, Sweat and Tears; in fact, their lead
vocalist, Roger Plomish, sounds a bit like David
Clayton-Thomas. But after listening to the
record a couple of times ( which is by no means a
task), one realizes that there is a difference and
it is easy to appreciate Young as peers of
B.S.&T. or CHICAGO.
There is some beautiful horn work on many
cuts with particularly interesting vamps on
"Chaos" and the title cut "Business" which
features J aan Koe I on sax. Bruce Ley who plays
keyboards, wrote and sings two numbers of a
funky-blues-country type, both very enjoyable
in their humorous presentation. The bassist,
Paul Booth, plays excellently throughout and
singstwosongswhichhewrote. "America" asks
the U.S . to realize their potential and "Jn.
vitation" is a touching, beautiful plea to return
Lake Ontario to what it was before pollution.
The lead 1-{Uitarist, Roger Dickin, is also a very
competent musician and particularly shows his
creative talent in "MlU'phy's Law", a number
which features some off-beat rhythms and some
even stranger chord work.
This album is a really great piece of work. If
YOUNG is any indication of what Canadian
Music can be, then there is no need to worry
about the future of our recording industry.
Business is a superb album, created by
knowledgeable musicians and well worth orde ring.
SEAN O'DELL

by GORD01' GILMOUR and SEAN O'DELL
B'l'SINESS SHOULD BE GOOD FOR
To date Christopher Kearney and his band Pemmican have YOUNG
been the best tal ent that the University of Windsor Cabaret Pub YOUNG: BUSINESS · AMPEX Records ·
has seen to date this year with the possible exception of Mon- A10151.
treal's Bells.
Some of you probably remember YOUNG as
fA Y P,I.Rkl1ri li
ow based in Toronto, Keame made an impressive appearance the group that backed up Perth County Conin the no" famous :Maple Music Junket which was featured in j..:::sp!:.:ir.:a.:::cy::......:a:.:t:...a::....:P:...o:.:o:.:r.....::.P..:e..:o!:.p_le:..'.:..s_C_o_n_c_e_r_t_in_t_h_e_fa_I..;l'________Y_o_u_n_g_:_B_u_sz_
·n_e_ss_ _ _ _ _ _
part on CBC television some time last month. Originally the
1
Junket was formed to ex pose both American and European
Some Records Courtesy Of
record promoters to th e latest wave of Canadian rock talent.
Virtuallv all of the material which Kearney played at the Pub
WAREHOUSE RECORDS
here was o'riginal with one or two minor exceptions. He did note
however that he \\8S forced to delete a number of his original
in the basement of Le Chateau
tunes because they were simply unsuitable in a Pub type at333 O uellette Avenue
256-5498
mosphere.
Pemmican features one time University of Windsor student l----------------------------:------------1
Josh Onderison on lead guitar, Dave Sawyer on bass, and
Charles Mitchell on drums.
One of the most pleasant features of Kearney's music is the fact
that it is tight, somewhat intricate but above all never overbearing in terms of either volume or the pretentious
arrangements which seem to be dominating the world of rock and
roll these days.
At present Kearney only has one album released. It's on
Capitol Records. If you're into good, hmky country rock look for CO~CERTS
Detroit [Jremiere of Abelard and Heloise by
it at your favourite record shop.
. Ram Prod. presents Lou Reed and Blue Oyst.er
Ronald Millar.Continues for two successive
Cult Fri. Mar. 9th at 7: 30 p.m. at Ford Aud. m
weekends , Mar. 9-ll & 16-18 and held in "The
D et. T 1c
. ke ts: 4 .·6 .
Theatre" on the MaWgrove College
C
· Campus,
T'
. Mar. 10th Ferrante and Teicher at Masonic
Mc ichols Road at
yoming. urtam une:
Aud. in Detroit.
8: 30 Fri. & Sat. aod 7: 30 on Sun. Tickets: $3
. And, of course, Alice Cooper is at Cobo Wed.
for adults, $2 for students with ID.
Apr. 4th. Tickets: 6.50, 5.50 & 4.50.
University of Windsor Players present Juno and
. Mar. 11th at 6:1Sp.m. the 43rd annual Jabthe Paycock Mar. 8-11 and J5.]8. Tickets :
berwock presents The Persuaders and Rudy
2.50. Curtain time: 8 : 30.
Robinson Band. Tickets: $3 & $4. at Ford Aud.
· Who's A {raid of Virginia Wolfe? opens Sat. Mar .
. The Det. Symph. Orch. in concert Mar, 15 & J 'j
10th and run s thru to Mar. 25th (excluding
at 8:30 p.m. at Ford Aud . io Detroit.
Mondavsl at the La Pointe Theatre, 2990
. Sat. Mar. 10th Cleary Aud. in Windsor holds th~
R iversidf' Dr. W. Time : 8 : 30 adm. 2.50.

. The Bee Gees concert for Tues. Mar. 20th has

Player's

Alberti. Supporting exhibi'ion traces aquatint
from 18th century heginni11g to present. South
wing · main floor .
· The Dept. of Graphic Art~ displays some 30
photographs of historic and artistic interest by
19th and 20th century European and American
photographers thru Sun . Mar. 26, Main bldg.,
g_round floor Det. Inst. of Arts.
· Opening Wed. Mar . 14th Lhru Apr. 29th at the
Det. Inst. of Arts is the display Detroit Collects:
Antiques. Objects from early civilizations. South
wing. main floor.
. The Gibson Gallery, 140 Richmond Street in
Amherstbury presents an exhibition by The
Wind.~or Camera Club each Sunday throughout
March from 2-5 in the afternoon. Special, this
Sunday, Mar. 4th, members of the club" ill be
preseni to answer an) questions and carry on
informal discussions with anyone who wishes to
come and talk. Refreshments will be served on
that day . All are welcome and it is free .

. Odeon: call 252·1285.
RADIO
. Free Films: Every Wed. nite 7:30-9:30, Rm.
. Every Sat. night on Wrfi'WW (106lfm is the
1118 Math Bldg.
.
.
_
quad hour from l l p.m. until midnight. Screw on
. Centre, Lady Sings the Blues Times: Fn.- un . '
two more ears and hear music from all sides and
& 9: 30; Mon.-Thurs. 8.
_
.
corners .
. Devonshire II: Jeremia Johnson, •: 20 & 9; 2;:,.
. Sun. Mar. 11th CJOJ1fm (88. 7) presents the
. Palace; call 253-3133.
'>"
Firesign Theatre 's album Don't Crush That
. Capitol: Sounder.1:30,3:30,5:26, 7:~.:i,Q:25
DU'arf Hand ,Ue the Pliers at 6 p.m.
(G I
Tues.
evening Mar. 13th the new Dr. John
.
. Devonshire
Cinema II: PI ay 11. as 11' I,ays.
album, In the Right Place, is presented on CJ OM
i:15, 9:25, (R).
h
/m.sidPoneat6:30andsidetwoat8:30 .
. Suo. Mar. 11th. St. Clair presents Kotc at 8
. Thursday night's album is to be announced.
YOUTHEATRE

T~·{~·Drive In East & West: call 966-1300 .
. Sat. Mar. 10th l\ew York's Pickwick Puppet
. Vanity: Across 110th Street, I :30, 3:12, 5:07,
Theatre recreates Kipling's tales in Just-so
7: 02, 9: 02, IR ).
. . .
Id _.
Stories Place: Det. lmt. of Arts Aud. Time: 11
15
. Windsor Drive In: Weird Wicked Wor , ': •
a.m . & 2 ~.m. adm: $1.50.
All About Women, 8:50. Angels Unchained, FILMSONTHEARTS
lo 20
• Tu ' s. Mar. 13th at noon three films in dAm·
: ' Cinema: Tues. Mar. l 3th at. 8 : 30 • L es
. Super
bassador Aud . uite: fiH' folk songs arrani:e b y
'Hales (Canada, 197 l l, a Ouebec film of the
Kodaly, with animation. Fire Dancers: the
proble~s and opportunities ol male escape to the
ancient custom of ritual fire dar,icing ~s p_reserv~d
woods with and without female company.
b, the inhabitants of a small v1llal(e m Bulgarm.
PLAYS AND MUSICALS
.
'l>s.,. 'Oss. lf'ee 'Oss: the traditional May·da ,
. The Windsor Light Opera Pla)erS present Neil
ceremonies of the Cornish port of Padstow. with
Christopher Kearney and his ba nd Pemmican appeared a! .
Simon's ~la, The Odd Couple the weekends of
mani_ole dances, songs and mummers.
Ln its
~·1ar. 2· & g.J() at Walkerville Colle!(iate. A"l;YOW. WISHI!'IG to suhmit an)thinl( to the
Pllb last wPekend arnid many enc ha.n t ed ra hs. T he Pub
.
J
~alcndar 1>lease do so in writin.,.
to the review·~
J
' ··
I
f the . "Curtain
time: II: 15. Ticket~: .. '.!. o\..
•
,
...
rontinuin(.f pro(.fram of better b an us is a re{(Uthr 1unrtwn o
The P('rforminp; Arts Centre of ~he Univenuty <>f
offic-e of the Lanc1> on or before the '.\lo nd ay
Universil y ll nd popu fur U'ith all students.
.
, . l _.....'..'.D~e,::tr~o:,::it:.._·':.:_'1~a::_r~:'.·p;::r.::o.:_ve:.__:C:.:.o.:..ll.:..eg~e:__"_1I_l
'.
_:..r_re_s_en_t__
,h_P___
o_f_t_h_,._,_.,._·e_k_p_r_el'_e_e_d_ii_1_11:1_h_.._.._,_.._n_t_.- - - .
- Lance pie h:y J .P. Sqm re
0

Warning:
· The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to hea Ith ·in creases with amou nt smoked.

'

6..;: .,S l'V1' C, .Q( /,,J.
L.--....::!=:::;;;;;;:._____.,.._________________________~

First album unheard

space in the Centre

Ext. 326
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THE SEED A1 ZERO

COLD TIME
Tonight the trees
in their unstructured spider's web
of whitening branches
ensnare persistent flakes.
As huge Jack Frosts
of the best children's dreartls
they advance across the puckered fields
heralding their season of defiance.
When the wind rises
they stretch their wooden
many-fingered hands
in a thrust of derision.

It is their time,
and throughout black moaning months
they thrash cruelly
in the welcome torment of winter.
I am content to stand
in the bleak dawn
embracing their cold bark bodies.
Their beauty, so apparent
for lack of green embellishment
has trimmed still more the redundancy of
weak,
and I scratch my flesh on the discarded limbs.

SMC

THE BLIND PIANIST

empty
And vast is my heart,
Unfertile,
Unembellished
And dry.
A 'darkling' plain of strife and want,
Where all alone I cry.
A note sounds,
Then another,
Then another softer still;
Strains of comfort from afar
Flood this void,
And fill with peace and joy and love,
From every fingertip of heaven's sweet light.
Entranced
I sit
And drink the music deep,
From one
Who knows
But that he plays
To comfort his distress.
the snows of epiphany
tiptoe through backyard sanctuaries
A DIFFERENT GIRL

Your smile widens the album page
in shadowed creases of captured fun;
the curling hands reveal an age
of bears with velvet paws.
Taller than I, at the blossom fair
you look upon the man with trustyour eyes free of the puckered glare
that plagues my smaller face.
When father took us from the Bay
they said he split the clan,
but freedom for his family lay
three hundred miles away.
We played together in the glade
unwilling to conform;
tree-ferns cast a lace-like shade
upon our lengthening legs.
Your painted tigers stalked the dark
and growled behind the hedge,
swished their tails and left their mark
scratched on our window ledge.
We swam naked in the island night
diving into phosphorescent water
as a yellow unexpected light
flickered from the coastal road.
When you sailed from the mainland
the golden beast remainedreflections in the shining sand
still meshed into your face.
I ran wildly on our high ridge
talking loudly to your name
and hid within our ogre tree
enraptured by our game.
Now beautilul babies are on our beach;
in creased delight they stretch
your hands out as they reach
for shells we never took.
Sister what we erected in that time
I know remains there still
with the little green men with hockey sticks
who chased us up the hill

SMB

and stumble
over hooded kneeling forms
of pines
who fall and
sink
into spring

•
michael francis sahara

F

THE EARLY BIRD GETS WORMS
Before the clotheslines began to cast
their tenuous grey shapes across
the mud and up the wall next door,

ir

before the trash men began to bark
their way along the clanking
fetid rows of crumpled cans,
before the furtive rats began to break
their forage to fly beneath
the brick and asphalt skin of earth,
I woke up to the bracing tune
of "Colonel Bogey March"
sifting through the teeth
of my $6. 98 two-transistor portable radio set.
Vito Signorile

V

Fil

EVENING STAR RUN OFF
The line reaches as far as the eye can see,
A linear movement in musical alchemy,
A blacktopped path coated in ice,
And spotted with headlights dusking their way home
Amid the Sunday social chatter,
'
Of "What does it matter,
As long as we can get home by six".
And time that they can gain,
Through acceleration.
Silently,
Reaching its nostrils in the air,
Catching scent of something to come,
Ice-caked hooves,
Jump from the blare of auto horns,
And clatter about the pavement,
In panic-stricken entertainment,
As a child,
In the rear of a Sunday wagon,
Shouts with youthful glee,
"A deer!
There's a deer on the road,
I can see it,
Doesn't it look swell,
Its fur covered with snow,
Its antlers high above its head?
Look Daddy isn't it swell?

fhe L1

FR

7:3

L

But no one notes the overflow of hell,
Peering from blinded eyes,
As nature waits to die,
As the movement plays on,
The child screaming in the rear,
Screaming that they had hit it.

Pee

Ge,

But Daddy does not feel her appeal,
Nor the aching in the eyes of his mate,
As he steers frantically to stay on the line,
And then begins to accelerate,
Hoping not to lose valuable time,
As God's creature begins to vainly whine,
Lying in its own milk,
Its heart slowing at a steady rate,
While Daddy shouts an answer,
"But we'll be late for the hockey game!
And Christ it's dead just the same!"
Then silently muses,
"I think ...
Bordie MacMillan

14,

Ret
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Ele,
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MY CITY
Here
where ruins snare my eyes
and fading lights still shine
Here
where the blind tread
and raving shadows wane

In public places
public things prevail
And again the passing gimmicks cry
0 sons and daughters
and Kings
as fishermen live
as she herself
was young
Gabor Gasztonyi

.
DRIFTING THOUGHTS
Pain, 'tis but a delight in latency,
For you'll laugh to tears at another's actions.
Then why stretch in complacency,
But seek in them, too, your reflections.
And if your mind's boggled by valency,
Contemplate Man's in genufiections.
Sam Malenfant
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Spy business glamour gone

FRIDAY, MARCH 9TH

8:30 P.M.

CIA runs into recruiting difficulties

in Vanier East & West

with Power & Glory
and Exit.
Sponsored by Arts Socie ty,
Commerce Club and Nursi ng Society

Members of Sponsoring Soci e ties Free
All others 50c
Cash Bar.
Bring Your University f. D.

FILM SOCIETY
presents

WASHINGTON (CUP-CUPI) - T he Central Intelligence
He pointed out that CIA offered many professional opThe student applying for such a job is not told that the em·
Agency (CIA) has been encountering difficulties in recruiting portunities for college seniors and graduate students in a wide ployer is the CIA.
competent college graduates for its world-wide operations.
variety of fields, such as journalism, physics and political science.
The work of such linguists generally consists of translating
Along with its outgoing director Richard Helms, the CIA has
"We are also interested in students with foreign language foreign language tapes, but where the tapes come from, and how
come under ~ttack beca?Se of its past infiltration of campus knowledge," Wood said, "especially unusual languages such as they are obtained, is left unanswered.
gr~ups and disclosure of its clandestine operations in Southeast Laotian and Swahili."
Asia. These factors have hurt the CIA's reputation, and removed
The attitude of many students regarding work with the CIA
When asked about the CIA running clandestine operations, can be expressed by one person who did answer a linguist ad. The
some of the glamour of being in th e "spy business".
Wood replied, "I want to make it clear that we do not run a individual was interviewed by a lieutenant colonel in the United
~e agency continues to need people to staff its worldwide clandestine organization, and there is no cloak-and-dagger States Army.
pos1t10ns, and uses both open and covert solicitation to recruit purpose in our hiring students."
college students.
When questions were raised about the morality of the work,
The covert method used in recruiting students is exemplilied "He didn't know how I felt about it, but he could very well
Recently, the Daily Texan ran an interview with Wiliam B. by ads placed in daily newspapers for foreign linguists. The ads understand why many young people under the circumstances
Wood: the southwest personnel representative of the CIA. are usually for employment in Washington, D.C., with a would not consider working for the U.S. government in that
Woods appeal to college students was frank and forthright.
provision that the individual be willing to serve abroad.
particular job."

Board backs down as

Two Exceptional Film
Classics

Tbe Lal)Ce

The Luck of Ginger Coffey
&
The Rape of a Sweet

editor

to be

Young Girl

elected

FRIDAY, MARCH 9TH
AMBASSADOR
AUDITORIUM

by
staff

7:30 P.M. & 10:00 P.M.

Monday

Open Admission $1 .50
Students $1 .00

WANTED
S.A.C.
People to help with
General Election, Wed., March
14, Poll Clerks and District
Returning Off ic ers are required.
If interested please contact c ·hief
Electora I Officer, Den is Moher at
the S.A.C. office or phone 2567412 before Tuesday, March
13th.
Physical Education society presents
a Dance Concert
perfor:med by U. of W. Dance Group
concert of ten dances :
modern, primitive & iazz dancing
at St. Denis Hall
FRIDAY, MARCH 16TH
8:00 P.M.
Students 25c

Publi c 50c

Ticke ts at t he Door

Vote mandates compulsory membership
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) - The
students' union at Memorial
University of Newfoundland
remains
alive
after
a
referendum Feb. 22 to 23
approved cont in ued corn·
pulsory membership by a
narrow 143 6-12 7 2 vote.
Only 36 percent of the
student body voted m the
referendum, which was agreed
to by student and administration negotiators during
last November's occupation of
the university's arts and administration building. The 10day occupation was sparked by
the board of governors' refusal
to
continue corn pulsory
collections of union fees. The
action forced the board to
retreat and agree to the
referendum.
Both the result and low
turnout came as a surprise to
students after reports on Feb.
22 indicated about 2400
students had voted that day
alone, mostly against a
compulsory union. But the
shaky mandate was quite a
comedown from a similar
referendum in 1969, when 63
percent of the student body
turned out to overwhelmingly
endorse the idea of a cornpulsory union. In that
referendum, only 10 percent of
the voters supported a

voluntary union; this time it
was up to 47 percent. (During
the occupation about 60
percent of Memorial students
voted 92 percent in favour of
the students' right to decide the
structure of the union.
Another referendum, this
one designed to restructure the
faltering union to make it
strongly
and
more
representative of student
needs, will take place sometime
in March. For about three
years, the council has consisted
of about 12 members, all
elected at large plus four
representatives elected by first·
year students. But since last
Christmas a series of seminars
heard several proposals for a
newly structured union put
forward for incorporation into
the March referendum.
The annual elections, which
usually take place in February,
will now be held on March 12
and 13. Before the corn·
pulsory-voluntary referendum,
most councillors agreed to
abandon office until the voting
was over, because they
believed the council's very
existence was jeopardizing any
chance of launching a successful
pro-compulsory
campaign. The union's finance
com m ittee will essentially
administer the union until the

new council is elected.
Strangely enough, one of the
leaders of the voluntary union
campaign
was
student
councillor Brian Clarke.
Clarke, who has been a
councillor for about two years,
said he supported the idea of a
voluntary umon because he
doesn't think students should
be forced to join a union that
"wastes their money". Clarke
and compulsory umon sup·
porter Phil Hiscock engaged in
a debate over the merits of the
union at a general meeting of
students the day before the
referendum. The meeting,
attended by only about 200
students, was split fairly evenly
between the two sides,
reflecting the views of the
electorate.
The referendum results
indicated students' disgust
with the inactivity of the
present council. The council
failed to provide much
leadership during last term's
occupation, and refused to
involve itself in the referendum
campaign. In fact, it even
refused to set aside funds for
some other group to launch an
extensive campaign.
Its only support for the
union was to give office space
to the pro-compulsory campaign.

Broad new system

Students get more say

•

Ill

schooling

HALIFAX (CUPl-A new Scotia'', lies with classroom minister said.
Student involvement leaves
education system which in- teachers, students, and the
the
door open for special
community,
deputy
education
cludes direct student involvement in course content minister Harold Nason says. programs of local interest
It is important that direc· which will provide educational
and development in all grades
may be implemented in Nova tives and policy formulation stimulation, something sadly
come from these areas, Nason lacking in Nova Scotia schools.
Scotia.
.
The broad new system, a said, because if they "come Schools will become more
complete turnaround from the from the department, the independent of the education
department, taking on a new
current traditional educational whole idea will be ruined".
The new program calls for role of co-ordination and
process, is not expected to be
fully implemented for several direct student involvement in facilitator.
all grades. Students currently
One of the dramatic changes
years.
But former education have no legal say in course will be the inclusion of "free
schools" into the established
minister Peter Nicholson has content and development.
Subject material, project and system's plans. For the first
approved the system and the
new minister, Allan Sullivan, course content, presentation time, free schools have been
says he has given formal and many other areas "will included in the province's
definitely
involve budget. Nason says much can
ministerial approval so pre· most
implementation work may studen ts directly," Nason be gained from the "free
claimed.
school" method of teaching.
begin.
"M any students know more
The new program will also
Successful implementation
of the new system, called "A about such things as science establish a teaching resources
Total Educational Program than their teachers, because of clearing house, a directory
Development System for Nova outside studies," the deputy which will collect resource
- - - - - - - -- -- - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - : - - - - : - - : - - ,

"It's not easy but Schmitz and Doyle cut through the
fuzz & get to th e bottom of things ."

s~A.C.
GENERAL ELECTION
General Election for S.A .C. to be held on Wed.,
March 14th. Voting will be performed for the
Positions of President and V ice-President as well as
for the individual faculty representatives. The polls
Will be open from 1Oam until 4pm. Any fu lltime,
Part time or Extension undergraduate currently
enrolled at the University of Windsor is eligible to
vote. Polls will be located in the following buildings :
University Centre, Law Building , Essex Hall, Vanier
Hall, Phys-ed Building, Laurier Hall , McDonald Hall,
library, Electa Holl , Dillon Hall, Huron Hall and the ,
Math Building.

Several
student
organizations have been given
a reprieve by the referendum
result. The Muse, the student
newspaper, probably would
have folded, at least tern·
porarily, had the union gone
voluntary, and such union
services as the post office and
the students' affairs depart·
ment would also have been
forced to close.
The last council meeting
Feb. 15 left the Muse's status
uncertain. The paper was
voted a $1400 budget for the
term, just barely enough to
survive. But most of the money
1s already spent, making
continuing publication uncertain. The council defeated a
motion to eliminate the Muse's
budget entirely.
Another issue which is still
alive is the students' union
building fund. The fund,
which now amounts to some
$500,000, has been in trust
since it started in 1963.
Despite several attempts by the
union to get the project off the
ground, memorial still has no
SUB. Had the referendum
favoured a voluntary union,
the administration could
probably have gotten its hands
on the money to build an
alumni club.
Students stopped paying

VOTE SCHMITZ & DOYLE

materials and give teachers
access to information from
other sources.
The program was drawn up
by Professional Development
Associates,
a
firm
of
educational consultants
commissioned
by
the
provincial government in 1970
to work on the plan. The report
was submitted in 1971 and is
now being studied by a steering
committee
of
teachers,
members of the community
and other educators. Students
apparently are not being
consulted.
The consultants said several
problems must he solved
before any new program could
be successful. Many serious
communication problems were
evident in the present school
system's operation, they said.
"These included curriculum
development
and
1m·
plementation, pre-service and
in-service
training"
for
teachers, and "allocation and
utilization
of
teaching
resources and rolts of
responsibility''.
The education department
had shown considerable improvement in business and
fi n ancial aspects of the
education system the consultants said. But it showed
less concern "with education
and related budget performance."
Education minister Sullivan
said the plan will not be
"blindly implemented" and
announced "an intensive
program
of
pre·
implementation consultation"
among teachers, educa t ion
department officials and school
boards.
The
plan
represents
"pioneering work" by the
education
department,
Sullivan said. It will bring
significant improvements to
the province's education
S)Stem, he and Nason said.

into the fund in 1970 after a
referendum
voted
to
discontinue collecting the $15
yearly fee until students made
concrete
progress
in
negotiations with the administration.
The SUB question is just one
of many grievances the union
has with the university administration. Such issues as the
quality of food services on
campus
and
the
ad·
ministration's
grade-cutting
policy will likely be raised
again after the union regains
its feet.

U of Quebec
STRIKE goes
MONTREAL (CUPI) Students at the University of
Quebec at Montreal are
continuing their general strike
against the proposed expulsion
of 3,000 students, despite
attempts by the administration
to infiltrate their ranks.
The strike began January 25
to protest the administration
order that all students who
owed the university money
would be expelled.on January
26. (The provincial government has since extended the
deadline to February 15)
Students want it removed, and
want to be able to re-pay their
debts within three years after
leaving university and entering
the labour force.
At a student meeting the
night of February 5, students
strongly resisted an attempt to
split full and part-time and
full-time day and evening
students by holding separate
meetings.
Earlier, about 12, OOO letters
had been mailed to the
students
announcing
a
separate meeting. A student
claimed to have paid the entire
$960 postage charge and $34
stationary cost out of his own
pocket. Students at the
meeting greeted the gesture of
"generosity" with contempt
and much skepticism.
Many other delaying tactics
failed, and after three hours of
debate on whether to continue
the strike, students voted
almost unanimously to keep it
going. The handful of defeated
anti-strike students left im·
mediately.
The university has been
effectively closed by student
picket lines. The faculty union,
fighting
with
the
administration over other issues,
is respecting the strike.

Watch
for
TI,e Lat,ce

satire
•issue

soon
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Police get tough with picl~eting Quebec students ~~

MONTREAL (CUPil Montreal police
moved to break up student picket lines at the
Universite du Quebec a Montreal (UQAM) Feb.
22, but mo t classes remained closed.
The police drove their motorcycles through
student lines, injuring at least three tudents, as the
UQAM administration tried to forcibly end the
strike which has kept the university closed since
Jan. 26.
Only when the riot squad appeared on the scene
in the morning did the students disperse, but they
returned for mass picket lines in the afternoon.
They plan to return for mass picketing Feb. 23 and
expect the police to return for more violence.
The Feb. 22 action followed an opinion poll by a
private polling firm which the administration corn·
missioned the night before. The telephone poll was
designed to discover whether students favored
calling police to end the strike or whether they
wanted their terms annulled.
Some 1296 students told the pollsters to get lost,

279 refused to answer and another 208 hung np.
Only 559 favored calling the police, and 301
wanted the term annuJled.
Quebec education minister Francois Cloutier
said Feb. 21 the time had come to restore order on
the UQAM campus. Students have been
demanding the right to pay tuition fees three years
after graduation, if they find employment in the
field they studied.
The student strike had forced the administration
to ,'lcithdraw its Jan. 26 deadline for the payment of
fees. (The university ,,ould have Pxpelled students
failing to pay by that time. I On Feb. 6 the Quebec
government lifted all province-wide deadlines and
said each university could decide for itseH how to
collect fees.
·
And this week, (the second-last of February) the
Conference des recteurs et principam: des
universites du Quebec officially withdrew its
dictum calling for strict fee payment.
UQAM students were expecting police action

Feb. 22 and they got it. UQAM rector Leo Dorais
announced the night before he intended to reopen
the institution.
About 200 pickets arrived before 8 am at the
UQAM Joliette campus on busy downtown St.
Catherines street. Another 200 students massed
outside a nearby science building. Montreal
policemen stood nearby but d 1·a n ,t move ·m unt1·1
students outside the science building parking lot
tried to stop a professor from entering with his car.
About five police tried to move the students but
they were pushed back.
Almost instantaneously the policemen moved
away and one motorcycle policeman drove his
vehicle through the crowd of students, injuring at
least three people. One woman was taken to
hospital with a cracked bone in her leg. Two more
motorcycle policemen managed to disperse the
students.
Meanwhile, by 9 am, at the St. Catherines St.
campus, police had cut traffic in a two-block area

and about 30 policemen forced 200 students to
leave the sidewalk in front of the campus entrance
and walk on the sidewalk on the opposite side of
the street.
About I O motorcycle policemen soon drove past
the students, made a quick U-turn and drove
through the students on the sidewalk. The students
scattered, shouting, "Dorais fasciste", "Dorais
assassin".
Students then re-grouped, lined the sidewalk and
faced about 30 policemen across the street. One
policeman then ordered them to disperse and
repeated the command. At 9: 20 the riot squad
arrived, armed with helmets and clubs. The
students decided to leave.
The students then walked to the sci1>nce
building, but dispersed by 1O am. They re-grouped
at noon across the street from the St. Catherines
campus. Few policemen remained, but 100 student
picketters were on hand by 4 pm.
Throughout the day few professors reported for
work and few classes were held. The professors'

union has been supporting the student strike
Some clerica! staff entered the buildings ~ith
some students, but most university memhe
considered the strike was on.
rs
The UQAM administration said Feb. 19 it
wanted to consider the student idea of three-year
fee payments, but until it devises a new system it
insisted on the old fee deadlines.
'
Meanwhile the University of Sherbrooke withdrew from the provincial fee regulations and said it
wanted to devise a satisfactory arrangement for
payment with students. At nearby Bi~hop's
University, the administration has set a Feb. 12
deadline but is reportedly being lenient with
students who cannot afford immediate payment.
But the Bishop's administration has serit letters
to all debtor students advising them they are expelled from residence and disallowed food services.
The administration has devised a new system for
next year ordering students to pay their first term
fees by September registration and their second
term fees by Jan. 15, 1974.
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Choose your candidates

They are willing to serve. Do your share by voting

J.P. Squire

JP Squire is a student at the
F acuity of Education And has
a major in English. He has
worked on, council for the past
3 years and has worked with,
and for, all the media at one
time or another.
He is the Senior Editor of
the Lance this year and has
much experience in dealing
with SAC. He has never been
so discouraged that he had to
quit. He has always fought and
will continue to fight for more
student involvement.
By organizing many small
events that don't cost much
money, the student will
become involved.
Orientation is the key. SAC
can, JP will, organize
educational seminars for
student awards, housing on
and off campus, residences and
university lile.
SAC can rent a truck for a
week and make sure all
students can transport their
baggage to their new homes. A
summer mailing campaign will
start the ball rolling and
weekly informal bulletins sent
to the residences and cafeterias
will keep the students informed. Buses with student
council guides can also show
you all the drinking places,
organized tours of Hiram
Walkers, Chrysler etc.
For the third and fourth year
students, JP plans a commission on employment to
keep our graduating students
aware of job opportunities. He
stresses services and thinks
SAC hasn't worked in the past
because of the individual
squabbles of its members. JP
Squire will work with everyone
for you.

John Bennett

Students' Council is at the
brink of being a viable effective
organization. It has reached
this point through the efforts of
the Restructuring Committee
which I have headed for the
past year.
Student Go,ernment can
now begin to effect the lives of

the student by approaching
them from a new level.
In the new cabinet, there
will be a commissioner of
clubs, someone with experience
with club coordination. A
Commissioner of Housing to
service residence and off
campus students and for a
coordinator of departmental
and faculty reps.
However, the structure is not
final. It still is in need of
change. The media still
presents a problem with too
many questions yet to be
answered. The arts society has
no communication with its
members. A method has to be
found lo break it down into
Geoff Schmitz
more homogenous divisions to
enable it to serve its students.
or responsibility to the students
Next year's S.A.C. with the
whom they are supposed to be
proper man at the helm, could serving. Decisions have been
be the beginning of a new
made in response to political
efficient
and
relevant
pressures from the perorganization. I believe that I
sonalities who compose the
am that man. My name is John
S.A.C., rather than in response
Bennett.
to the wishes and hopes of the
student body. As a result of
this situation and problems
arising from personality
conflicts, the student body has
suffered considerably. The
S.A.C. has played up its
financial and administrative
roles while ignoring the
common sense fact that it is in
existence for the benefit of
human beings.
The importance of "feedback" to the student body has
been studiously ignored. There
is a distinct lack of enthusiasm
on the part of student leaders
in the presentation of information to the student body
and its various subdivisions
(societies, clubs, residences
Dave Sayers
and media).
Thus, the decentralization of
It's simply impossible for me
to accurately and fairly present the S.A.C.'s powers involves
to you in 18 lines of copy my the development oI the
credentials and the reasons for practical duties of the existing
and
the
my decision to seek the commissions,
presidency of our student establishment of channels
government. Therefore I am "hereby the S.A.C. will make
sure you will see posters, flyers available to the students inand
other
information formation as to its activities.
outlining my platform in Primarily, it involves the
greater detail. Please take the establishment of a Public
Director,
the
time to read them. The major Relations
policies of my administration establishment of a Liaison
would include using the results Officer that will handle S.A.C.attitudes
and
of the Senate sub-committees residence
report on student government relationships, and a realistic
to present you with a general and meaningf uJ poll involving
referendum so that you might campus attitudes. These and
decide for yourself the future other programs put forth by
form of S.A.C. I favour a Geoff Schmitz and Tim Doyle
decentralization of power to are outlined in detail in the
place more decision making in platform statement presently
the hands of each individual being circulated among the
society including directing a student body, since space here
much increased portion of the is too limited for discussion of
student fee in this area to them.
The de-emphasization and
enable
more
realistic
the
budgeting. I favour totally self- de-centralization of
S.A.C.'s powers can only be
supporting social services.
Irresponsible
decisions achieved through active
in
followed by improper financial student participation
control procedures cannot be campus affairs. The outcome
allowed. I will act on your of the forthcoming election
behalf at the university depends upon the intelligent
government level lo ensure that vote of the students. Less than
the decisions made which a week remains: each student
directly affect your education must know the candidates are satisfactory to you. There's all of the candidates, their
more ... much more. On March platforms and in particular
14 please take a moment to their attitudes towards student
government. A process of
vote SAYERS.
change has already begun, the
further development and
The
Students'
Ad- maturation of this change must
ministrative Council has for follow.
too long been a highly cen·
tralized
oligarchy.
The
Lou Mosna is a second year
executives of the S.A.C. have Comm Arts Student. At
traditionally held the position present he holds the office of
of "the powers that be", with External
Affairs
Comlittle or no direct contact with missioner. Mr. Mosna is also

the Chairman of the Open
House Committee. Even the
critics of this years' student

be able to function effectively
once a decision has been made.
One fault that is of prime
interest to me is the situation of
the resident students. The
restructuring has set up a
Housing Commission. This
position should be used to aid
the resident students. It is up
to you, the students, to realize
that the best way to overcome
the
ineffectiveness
and
unresponsiveness of S.A.C. to
the students is to elect the
proper President and Vice·
President because restructuring is not the entire solution.
John Bennett and I, as a
candidate for Vice-President,
were the major implementors
of the new structure and we
both believe it can solve these
problems with the right
leaders. The question comes
LouMosna
down to this · do you, the
student,
want a student
council have praised Lou's
personal sacrifice in the government to work for
performance of his duties as themselves ... or for you?
External
Affairs
Com·
missioner.
Mr. Mosna plans to make a
student pub which has excellent service, congenial
atmosphere and above average
entertainment a reality.
Lou feels that this is possible
because our permanent pub
license is at hand and this
license will greatly decrease
pub expenses.
With this decreased expense,
more money is freed to make
improvements in all aspects of
the pubs' operation.
Mr. Mosna feels that the job
of Vice President falls mainly
in the category of ombudsman,
1
where a student with a
Doug Phillip:;
problem can come and get it
solved. Mr. Mosna feels that
Ours is the choice this week.
further duties of the Vice· I would like to be your next
president include that of record Vice-president. As a law
keeper for the council and student with experience as a
public relations to the press student editor, chairman and
and community for the council. Board of Governors Rep, I
Lou's final statement was believe that I can listen and
"Its the students choice" and answer some of the problems.
he expressed his hope that Be you a residence student who
ALL the students will vote in wants action on food corn·
this very important up-coming plaints or an off-campus
election.
student with a rent hassle, I
will work to give you a better
deal, the first step being
towards a strong Housing
Commissioner.
But let's face it, the V-P's
job is not the exciting one we
would like to think. He's the
Council's paperwork and
arrangement man. In this
election, everything for us, as
students is up for grabs, and
we only get a single chance, to
either applaud or pick up the
pieces later. When we talk
entertainment we should be
talking well-planned Rock,
Blues, Folk nights with
numerous
controversial
speakers. S.A.C. forgets a lot of
the students, the societies don't
Chris Ambeault
and so they need more money.
Let's not have any student
It is the time of the year leave this University with the
when students have the op- thought ' ... is that all there
portunity to exercise their IS
• ... ?'
,
authority over their government. I, Chris Ambeault, as
Working with people is no
Treasurer of the Arts Society easy thing. It takes a nun1her
and Chief Electoral Officer of qualities and a great amount
have tried to provide good of experience and patience and
service to the students of this understanding- even then it's
university over the past year. hard sometimes. You can't
Whether it meant running an make everyone happy with
election or distributing free each decision you make.
admissions to the Pub during
I have a great deal of ex·
Winter Weekend, I was ser- perience in the personnel field
ving the students.
working with all types of
True, S.A.C. has many people under mountains of
faults,' but
the
recent eircumstances. I have been
restructured rouncil will now very closely affiliated with

case before, particularly this
past year. He has the ex·
perience and should be a
valuable addition to S.A.C.
and the Arts Society in the
coming year.

Muma Holsey

SAC this year as their
recording secretary, therefore
being familiar with restruc·
turing and other programs
with far reaching effects into
later councils, and currently I
am sitting on the Committee
for Student Affairs.
I would caution candidates
against making campaign
promises which they cannot
fulfill or utilize. I will work for
you, the students, along with
the rest of the reps and society
presidents who sit on council to
attain what you require - that
is the only promise I will make.
I sincerely hope that all
students take the time to listen
to the candidates running for
President and Vice-President
and vote wisely so that there
will be an effective, interested,
earnest SAC working for YOU
in the next year. You alone,
have the ability to make that
decision of who sits on SAC
and I would like to be part of
your decision.

Norm Yeryck

Having served the students
to the best of my abilities I am
expressing my wish to continue
to serve the students and
citizens of the campus of the
University of Windsor in the
capacity of Arts Rep on the
SAC.
I firmly believe that SAC is
on the way up in the hearts and
services of the student body.
As an arts rep. I would
attempt to bring about a social
evening for the arts Society
with drinks and smorgasborg
at no charge to the students of
arts one being strictly informal
and possibly one formal
evening depending largely on
the cost to the SAC.
It is my predominant feeling
that the citizens and students
enrolled in the university that
they have come to this august
institution to learn and to
enjoy. As it has been rumoured
the Administration states
requirements and gives grades.
Therefore I feel safe in
assuming that SAC is to
provide the students especially
the Arts section are entitled to
SERVICES.
As an arts rep, I would work
• for the students as direct as any
rep can lo serve and service
arts students remember to vote
and give your choice for
student government.

Paul. Findlay

Paul's major aim next year
while on council is to provide
more services to the students of
the University than what has
been provided over the last
year. He feels that services to
the students is the most important aspect of student
government.
PauJ brings a wealth of
experience with him having
been President of his high
school's student council as well
as having served as Chief
Electoral Officer on last year's
S.A.C.
Paul is currently registered
in second year, Honours
Geography and is a resident
student living in Tecumseh
Hall.
He also feels that there
should be more representative
views from resident councils
and societies on S.A.C. His
major aim as stated before, is
to act on behalf of the students
and not wait for the students to
act on S.A.C. as has been the

extend beyond the walls of
Essex. But the engineers have
a lot to say, and I want to
make their interest in campus
activities known, through
active participation in SAC.
The new structure for SAC
.also puts the Engineering
Society President on council
along with the faculty rep. Bv
picking the right people fo~
these positions,· engineers can
be sure of being a powerful
force on campus.
These are what I feel are my
qualifications for Engineering
rep. Official positions I have
held in the past year are Vice
Pres. of AUE and head
delegate to the recent 5th
Congress
of
Canadian
Engineering Students m
Vancouver. In addition to
these official positions, I have
some which are unofficial,
including VP of the EIEIO
and an active participant in all
Engineering Society undertakings. I'm a regular
attendant at SAC meetings and
through this have had a first
hand look at student govern·
ment. I want to be pan of that
student government.
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Brian McCarthy

I hope to better relations
between the Engineering
Society and other societies on
campus.
The main body of Engineers
have for too long been ignorant
of SAC decisions and the effect
upon our society I hope to
better relathns by reporting
not only to our executive
councilbuttoour entire faculty.
I have had some experience
with our society, especially
during orientation and at these
times found communication
between Engineering and SAC
almost nil.
If elected I will do all I can
to rectify this situation. Our
financial position in recent
years has also been shaky and
hopefully I would look into this
situation and give a detailed
report on it.

editor
My name is John Yorke, I'm
a 3rd year year Industrial
Engineering student and a four
year veteran of life at the
University of Windsor.
Over the past year I have
become more involved in
matters concerning both
engineers and the general
student body. I have observed
that, although engineers have a
reputation for being active,
that activity does not seem to

for
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.ts Committee on student government's work~ goes un inished
GORDO~ GILJ\IOUR and
bf sTEVE~~ONAGHAN .
Th special ~enate Committee
hf Future of Student Governon t e has decided to closely
se\en majoThr areas of
d t govemment.
ese areas
~~1
the present s~ctt?"e hof
, C ~tudent representat10n m t e
. \8~; and on
the Board of
:o\l•rnors, the financing of ~t~~ent
acllv1t1es,
d.18 and student
p1e
•
•
•
SAC ,
d nt partic1pat10n
m
fi~c~ion of the media and severai
other broad student areas o
student interest.

::~ine
:;e:

'The e areas number: media
fees, parki_ng, the Unhersit;
Centre, service , Orientation and
academics.
'
.Each member of the committee
will study two of the above named
topics and will subsequently report
to the committee and Dean of
Students George McMahon.
The areas of discussion arose
f~om. the results of a questionnaire
d1str1buted from the offi'ce of
Student Affairs. The survey ineluded all faculties and academic
disciplines. However, members of
the committee admitted that the

report uffered 'from substantial
"under sampling" of Arts students
and . a slight "over sampling" of
nursmg and Physical Education
students.
In general, the differences
between the samplings could not be
substantially expected to influence
th~ conclusions of the questionnaire. To some extent the views of
Art~ ~tudents who make up the
maJ~nty of the student body were
subJect to generalization.
The questionnaire queried
students about their views on SAC
and its present structure as well as

the universit) administration,
services such as the media, and the
Cabaret Pub.
111ere were l OOO copies of the
questionnaire distributed earlier in
the year.
The questionnaire had the
following results. Most students
felt that service.s was the most
important fm1ction of student
government. Secondly. they expressed the £act that a just and
adequate education was desirable.
A larger percentage of business
administration students considered
education a minor priority for

SAC.
Forty-five percent of those
responding to the survey felt that
student governmt>nt was not effecthe in the hands of the present
Students' Administrative Council,
and 52 percent felt that the
educational responsibilities of SAC
wt>re not being adequately handled.
Education and nursing students
wt>re the least dissatisfied of all
questioned
faculties
while
Engineering, La". and Phys. Ed.
wne the most dissatisfied.
Students who held positions on
SAC themselves were relatively

satisfied ,,,ith SAC's performance
over the year. Forty-five percent of
the students polled felt that student
government should be decentralized with a central executive.
Students in Arts and Social Work
were generally more satisfied with
SAC in its present structure.
Seventy-three percent of the
students felt that there should be
some degree of centralized student
government.
Some student sub-group's
opinions were analysed but only
minor discrepancies with the norm
were noted. "In particular fourth

)ear and graduate students held
the 'greater student representation'
view to a lesser extent" than
students from other vt>ars.
Conversely student· in years one
through three, in Nursing, Drama,
and Social Work were in favour of
less representation.
Dean of Students, George
McMahon stated Wednesday
afternoon that the work of the
committee was not as yet corn·
pleted and would not be done until
the research by the individual
committee members was fully
analysed and collated.
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Schmitz, Phillips

;Vew editor selected:
for '73 - '74 Lance

Tak~e Council election
by JOHN Gl.JNNING
Wednesday's S.A.C. election, which most
student observers feel reflects a return to
moderate student government, saw dark-horse
candidate and campus radio station manager
Geoff Schmitz elected President of the Students
Administrative Council. Elected with him as
Vice President in the newly structured Conncil
was first year law student Doug Phillips.
Running second behind Schmitz was Dave
... Sayers, a fourth year Bus. Ad. Student. Third
was long-time council member and year-book
editor J.P. Squire and S.A.C. Vice President
John Bennett, who came a hair breadth from
impeachment two weeks ago ran last. fTotals
were 639, 532, 472 and 274 respectively ).
Second behind Phillips was Lou Mosna with
Tim Doyle and Chris Ambeault trailing Itotals
in that race were 624,538,497 and 244).
The elections saw few contests as several
faculties failed to field candidates. With the new
structure, created only two weeks ago, the posts
of Finance, External Affairs, Internal Affairs
and Special Services Commissioners. previously
elected posts, will now be filled by Schmitz and
Phillips as appointive "cabinet" positions, with
ratification required by the smaller S.A.C.
Elected to fill the three arts posts were Paul
Finlay, Steve Brogan, and Murna Holsey with
Norm Yeryk as the loser. John York was elected
from the Engineering Faculty over Brian
McCarthy and Brian Jackson won the Commerce race over Phil Jolie.
The presidential and vice-presidential
candates were required to run as pairs, committed to each other, but the ballot allowed split
tickets. Schmitz had been running with third
runner Doyle and Phillips ran with second
placer Sayers. While many students did vote for
ticket pairs, it was obvious that most made up
their minds on an individual basis.
Some surprising voting patterns emerged in
the election, with radical candidate Bennett
pulling strongly in Essex Hall and among Ed.
Fae. students, and Phillips, a Windsor city
resident pulling very strongly among residence
students.

by CHARLES RUSAK
~teve Monaghan was elected Lance Editor for the 1973-7 4
academic season Tuesday afternoon by the staff of the Lance.
Other candidates included Lance Staffers Sal Presta and Norm
hryk as well as non-staff members Wes Trojand and Gerald
·'core' Lukaniuk.
Inpmious year the editor of the paper had been elected by the
.tudent :Media Corporation but this year present editor Gordon
Gilmour stated that he felt the actual staff of the paper to be best
able to judge the candidates' qualifications. In addition to this he
added that The Canadian University Press code of ethics
!pecifically state that the editor is to be chosen by the staff. He
cited a recent dispute at Dalhousie University in Halifax as
e1idence ol this fact.
In a statement later in the week Monaghan said that he felt
that although The Lance was an excellent paper technically
peaking, he did feel that some improvement was needed in the
areaotcootent. He also stated that former Canadian University
Press editor Sal Presta ~ill stay on as one of his assistants. Presta
was a dca runner-up in Tuesday's election.
Because ot advertising commitments there will likely be one
moreiaie of the lance this year on April 6. Monaghan will likely
hm instituted a new image for the paper by that time.
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Shrevesport Louisianna and
rican-exile country-rock lived most of his early life in
Je88e Winchester, now Memphis, Tennessee. He took
in Canada will perform up rock and roll at age 14. He
University of Windsor played the usual tour of bars,
I
h 25 in St. Denis Hall. dances, and concerts before
'l\e ooncert will likely be the ending up in Canada - an
(
American ex-patriot rock hero.
last of the academic year.
Rolling Stone magazine has
On March 25 Winchester
termed Winchester, ''the most
will be backed up by the
important voice of our young
decade, a poet with the image W allbangers. The concert will
power of Dylan or Mitchell." begin at 8: 00 p.m. and admission will be $2.00 for
Winchester emigrated to
Canada in 1967 to avoid the students and $3.00 for non
Nothing like 8 winner as Geoff Schmitz gets a winning kiss from Andre~ McDougall. Results
draft. He was born m students.
and commentary can be found on this page and in Other Side of the 1Vlounta,n on pag_e 4.
-Lance pie by the head

Rock opera to open
in

the near future
by SEAN O'DELL

On March 23, the rock opera "TOMMY" will be performed
b,1 Sam Marco p roduct1ons
·
·
"Tommy "
at the Cleary Aud'1tormm.
was composed by Peter Towsend of The Who and was recently
re-recorded by the London Symphony Orchestra and Chambre
Choir.
Starring, in the role of Tommy is Tommy Flynn who literally
throws himself into the part. In a recent performance, Flynn
actually threw himself off the stage during the Acid Queen-LSD
sequence. The music continued and Flynn managed to clamber
hack onto the stage and finish the show.
About two years ago, Les Grande Ballet Canadienne played a
tour using the original recording by The Who as their music. This
:ofessional group put on an excellent production and if the Sam
· arco group can match this it will be a show well worth seeing.
"T
,
ommy" is the story of a boy who, upon witnessing the
lllurder of his mother's lover by his father, becomes deaf, dumb
~?d blind. Repeated attempts to cure Tommy £ail and we find
•rn at the mercy of his nasty <'ou<,in Kevin and his homosexual
llncl~ Ernie. Finally, he is miraculously cured. He then becomes a
~eseiah, leading his disciples in a strict new religion. His
ollowers eventually revolt against his tyranical doctrines and
Tornrn •
, Y is once again alone.
'TOMMY" will be at the Cleary on Friday, March 23 for two
:rfOhnances, one at 7 and one at 10. Tickets are $5.00 at the
x office or 16. 00 on the night of the presentation. There are no
student prices
· so if
· you plan to see 1t
· you would b e wise
· to get
:~ tickets early. This way you'll sa;e a dollar and have a good
0
1Ce of seats.

Open letter

Students oppose Home Ee. firing
EDITOR'S NOTE: When
interviewed on Wednesday,
Head of
the
Home
Economics Department
Phyllis McDermott refused
to make a statement
regarding the following
letter to Dr, J.F. Leddy.
Since we are not in
possession of both sides of
the story at this time, The
Lance has decided to print
the Jetter in its entirety.
The below mentioned
petition contains more than
50 names, and is now being
examined by the depart·
ment as to its authenticity.
Dear Dr. Leddy:
Enclosed is a petition
expressing the very strong
feelings of many of the
students
in
Professor
Milton 's classes regarding her
dismissal from the Home
Economics Department, on
the grounds that her teaching
is inadequate. These students
disagree with that assess~~nt
and have signed the pet1t1on
accordingly.
We appeal to your sense of

fairness, Dr. Leddy. We ask
that this matter be recon·
sidered in such a way that our
assessment of Professor
Milton 's teaching abilities is
fully recognized.
Incidentally, this personal
appeal to you is necessary
because our attempts to
explore the problem with the
Department Head met with
no satisfaction. Miss Mc·
Dermott was evasive when I
met with her and even implied that those signing the
petition "did not know what
they were signing". Since as
you can see, the petition is
very simply and clearly
worded, I am at a loss to
know what she meant by this.
Miss McDermott said that
inadequate teaching implied
more
than
literally
inadequate teaching, but
when asked to clarify this she
declined, saying that it would
not be ethical. She also told
me that our petition was
futile and that the decision
was irreversible - we hope
this is not true.

lJr. Leddy, we are asking
for your help. We do not want
to lose this teacher.
Please advise us of your
position as to reopening the
issue of Miss Milton' s employment here by contacting
our student representative the
Reverend Lloyd Jenkins on
the Faculty PromQtion
Tenure.
Should the position of the
University be unchanged (i.e.1
Professor Milton ·will be
dismissed for inadequate
teaching) we would ask that
you,
or
a
suitable
representative, speak to a
meeting of the petitioners on
this matter.
We all would like to thank
you for your time and con·
sideration.
Sincerely,
Ellen Arnold
cc:
Dr. Briggs
Dr. Cunningham
Rev. Llovd Jenkins
Miss McDermott
Miss Milton
Dr. Phillips

Second runner Sayers was believed to have
been hurt in the election by his association with
Formosa Spring Breweries and his position,
which he resigned before the election, as campus
representative for that firm. It was rumoured
that at least one candidate had been financially
aided by a rival brewery. Schmitz emerged as
the forerunner, having been unassociated with
the outgoing S.A.C., which v.as not among the
most popular of recent years, and established
himself as an alternative to Squire, who has
been on S.A.C. for four years, an d Sayers with
his business connections with the council.
Bennett never appeared to be a potential winner
after escaping impeachment by only seven votes
two weeks ago. While there was some consistency between the performance of the
Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates at
the thirteen polls, the inability of candidates to
carry the day for team mates was seen as
evidence of a hard-nosed look at personalities by
the student body.
Many observers saw the results as a repeat of
the swing away from radical candidates in the
1969 election of Business student Bob Baksi
over radical-b~cked candidate Bob Bain
following a hectic year of sit-ins and oc·
cupations. Baksi was following by moderates
John Gunning and Brian Ducharme with
impeached president Gerry Gagnon squeeking
in over Peter Elcombe last year.
The failure of Law, which sought last year to
withdraw from the S.A.C., and Nursing to field
candidates was seen as a disaffection with
student government in general. Phillips, who is
from law, said immediately that he was committed to re-involving the faculty with student
government. Only 80 law students out of almost
three hundred voted on Wednesday. Total turn
out was just over 2000 students out of about
5000 full time under grad., an increase over last
year but still lower than the 197 0 total of 52
percent. It was the second year that law had
failed to nominate a member for the council.
Phillips was acclaimed last fall in a by-election,
and one will have to be held this fall to fill the
vacancies in law and nursing.

Correction on tax story
In last issue's story regarding income tax deductions,
there was a glaring mistake.
Parents and guardians are not
allowed this year to claim the
tuition deduction. Only the
student or his employer is

allowed this claim.
university last year, he will be
For those students who will able to claim nine months. If
be claiming the $50 a month the student is at a university
living expenses, this only for the first time this year, he
applies to the months included will only b,• able to claim for
in the calendar year of 1972. If four months (September to
the student attended a December. )

Doug Phillips (left) and new SAC Vice-President congr~tulates G~off Schmitz the neu,
President of tlw S4 C. ~fore information and rom':'entary available on this page and on page I.
He.mlts will be official after the ·18-hour appeal period.
-Lance pie h} the head.
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This week's column is all about Pacifism in Pest
Control; or how to heard large quantities of Japanese
cork worms away from your garden without upsetting
their delicate metabolism. There are several ways that this
can be accomplished. Flash them the peace sign, let them
beat you with nightsticks and then ask them politely to
leave .. Another way is to fast, existing only on water and
Joan Baez records until they feel sorry for you and leave.
However the best way to do it is get some Japanese,
Frankie Laine Rawhide records, a chuckwagon and 3 or 4
rangy looking dudes with leather chaps and drive them
worms (peacefully roll em roll em roll em) right up the ol'
Chisolm Trail into Sonora. This method also allows you to
shoot up Sonora and chase saloon girls into the street
while the worms mill around in a corral raising a huge
cloud of dust, mooing in Japanese.

McMasterf rench
lstudents stalled
HAMILTON (CUP) About 300 French students at
McMaster University are
stalled in their latest attempt to
gain more student rPr,resentation in the French Depart·
ment which would give them
some control over staffing and
teaching activities.
The long standing issue
came to a head earlier this year
with the firing of popular
French-born professor Guy
Durcconet, and more than 200
students mobilized for an
unsuccessful fight to have him
reinstated. The battle was also
fueled by a long standing, but
so far unheeded demand that
the department place more
emphasis on spoken french.
As long ago as 1968 a
student's reform committee
asked that all classes and
tutorials be conducted in
French instead of English,
along with essays and exams.
Present student leaders say
the department is controlled by
an entrenched elite of tenured
professors, almost all of them
of British origin. They do the
majority of their teaching and
testing in English and treat
French almost as a 'dead
language.' The students say
the firing of Durcornet was the
result of departmental politics.
A call was put out March 2
by student leaders who say
they are frustrated by endless
negotiations that get nowhere.
They want fellow students to
take more direct action in the
conflict. They say the best
representation offer they have
been able to negotiate with the
French department is useless.
Students would be given only
one representative on each four
member departmental cornmittee.
The committee's recommendations would still be
subject to faculty approval,
and department chairman Dr.
B. Blakey would have a final
veto.
'O.K. W've tried playing by

+++
Dear Strange:
Aren't journa1ists supposed to be objective? Then
what was with all the J.P. Squire crap in last Friday's
Lance?
M.H. and J.D.

An interesting question. Let me answer in this way ...
First, the editorial column has been, traditionally, a place
where the collective view held by the paper's staff or
management can stray from the objective viewpoint and
become subjective. So that takes care of that. The two
page feature with the byline J.P. Squire is a little harder to
explain. All I can say, believable or not, is that the S.A.C.
restructuring feature was imminent since S.A.C. became
restructured the week before this feature appeared. I
admit that the 19 point type byline was a trifle blatant but
as they say, that's Albania. I would also like to remark
that his recent flyer was in no way Lance connected.

+++
Dear Strange:
Is J.C. Bear really on this side of the mountain or is
he really over the hill.
P.J. Squin:el
Dear P.J.
Unfortunately, Strange is unable to answer this
question since he was last seen driving a heard of Mosio
Sand Creatures across the Gobi Dessert in a drunken
stupor (beer compliments of Leslie (Red) Menear . In his
possession were four purple grapes and the electric
vibrator which were reported missing recently from the
S.A.C. offices. It is rumoured that he has gone into exile to
anxiously await the results of the Lance editor election. In
answer to your question, a certain serpent reported seeing
Mr. Bear leaving the multi-coloured room adjacent to the
Lance office hurriedly wiping his fingers clean with a rag
soaked in turpentine. He then disappeared over the hill
leaving only the remains of the rubber bands he had been
smoking. (This question answered by Larry ("the snake")
McConnell sometimes known as The Serpent and Leslie
"the Red" Menear.)

+++
The following is a letter I received from an obvious
crank who makes a lot of sense.
Dear Strange:
The Final Burnout is the Essence of Totality, April
should be declared Total Burnout month. Our slogan
"If your brain feels like raw hamburger why not fry it
to a crisp during April", Send all contributions or
suggestions to Monte Calm, Care Of Box 54, the
Lance.
Thank You
Ronski

+ + ""tAll questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lance who is traveI1ing incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 4) in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

ago, he placed a call for lwlp to the scientific
community. It was answered by a research unit
at the U niversite de Sherbrooke which \\as
investigating peat moss, purely out of curiosity.
But they had learned peat mos absorbs 10
times its weight in oil. The discovery was thPn
used at Chedabucto Bay to wipe up the oil spill.
McTaggart-Cowan urgPd nnivPrsities to
"make some painful choice ".
"You don't have enough intellectual power or
equipment to do everything."
University departmPnts should agree on areas
to be stressed. But if their intere ts are antagonistic, they should resolve their conflicts
within the university, rather than by applying to
the government "for chinks of money for it, as
we did in the 60's".
"This disagreements have to be solved where
the authority of knowledge is in the
university."
Staff recruitment should follow the
university's previously agreed-upon priorities.
"Then there will be an inner logic developed in
the university and you will be able to explain to
the public that there is a logic and that you are
relevant. "The university is on the defensive
with the public now. You must get on the offensive," he said.
The Scienc•e C0tmcil, which McTaggartCowan heads, published a study last October
which linked the lack of research and
development being done in Canada to the high
degree of foreign ownership in the Canadian
economy.

MONTREAL (CUPil
University
research must address itself to Canadian
problems or face outside control, the executive
director of the Science Council of Canada said
March 9.
P.D. McTaggart Cowan said universities
don't have the resources to work effectively in
all areas and must prioritize their research
efforts.
"This isn't a choice between pure or applied
research," he said. "It is a myth to divide these
up. (Ratherl it means you should look at
specific problems of Canada."
McTaggart-Cowan, who was fired as
president of Simon Fraser University in 1963,
was speaking to academics at a conference of
research policy held at Sir George Williams
University.
"At the moment anyone can stand up
anywhere in Canada and be rude about
universities and draw applause," he said.
"Universities are under attack by politicians
and the public." If they don't respond, changes
will be imposed on them "from outside''.
Because governments give the universities
millions of dollars in research funds, universities
are in politics whether they want to be or not,
"and in politics the image is as important as the
fact," he said.
He pointed out that given the high cost of
research, people have a right to expect the
research community to take into account the
country's goals.
For example, when he headed a task force
into the oil spill at Chedabucto Bay three years

1

the rules, now let's try some of
our own' said the student
leaders in an open letter in the
student
news pa per,
the
Silhouette, Feb. 23.
Students were incensed over
the Durcornet firing because of
persistent rumours
that
Francophones were being
purged from the department.
Blakey gave no reason for
Durcornet's firing during
earli~r meetings, but the issue
has now died, in any case
because the professor decided
to accept an offer to teach in
the United States and perhaps
eventually return to France.
The loss of Durcornet, who
was eligible for tenure but
whose contract was allowed to
expire instead, reduces the
native french teaching staff in
the 22 member department to
two, both are currently without
tenure, and one of them, a
woman, is apparently also
likely to be axed.
No French-Canadians are
on the teaching staff at all, and
the students say a supposed
drive to recruit them is a farce.
In fact, they say, an active
prejudice
exists
against
French-Canadian students and
staff at McMaster, The only
candidates being considered
for
'French-Canadian'
positions in the department are
a Belgian and an Italian, they
believe.
Student leaders say the rigid
system and the prejudice drive
away any potential Quebecois
faculty members, and active
efforts are made to erase the
'poor accent of French
Canadian students.
Additional complaints from
the students include 'boring,
autocratic' professors, outdated grammar books and
poor French from some
professors. Students also object
to a departmental rule
requiring all classes with more
than 20 students to write a
final exam worth at least SO
percent of the course.
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GRESTAURANT'
565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Jonelle )
FREE PARKING AT REAR
FREE FAST DELIVERY $3 .00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

Students with cords
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

Enjoy Our Famous
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Congratulates

Lance

the New
SAC President

•

IS

GEOFF SCHMITZ

out of

And Vice-President

DOUG PHILLIPS
We also congratulate the
students of this university for
their participation in the election.

The 8.A. and the R. I.A. (Registered
Industrial Accountant) designation go well
together. B.A. + R.I.A.'s get to the centre
of management action . Because they
have the depth and breadth of a university
education and the practical problemsolving ability of the R. I.A. It's a
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Under new loan-gra1:t scheme

Lou Mosna wishes
to thank. all
his campaign help
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John McA. & Staff

TO APPLY FOR RESIDENCE AT CANTERBURY
Intercession, Summer School or Fall Term
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Final Report: students to pay more

FOR SINGLE STUDENTS (MEN OR WOMEN) ...
Ca nte rbury hos six residences - for mer dwellings converted for student use. All ore self-contained units incl uding co mmon r ooms with TV, Kitchens w here students
con make t heir ow n meal s, laundry, etc. Some single a nd
some double rooms. You hove a res idence which is not
t oo large, yet not too small, o com m unity o f 10 to 12
students where you con study quietl y and get to know
and e xchan ge ideas with other student s.

FOR MARRIED STUDENTS ...
Canter bury offers Geoffry Fisher Ho ll, a 38 unit apartment bui lding located across the street from the Law
School. All suites one bedroom, unfurnished.

INTERESTED? ...
Ask the Bursar,
formation.

Canterbury College for more in-

CANTERBURY COLLEGE
256-6442

Patricia Road, Windsor

TORONTO {CUP) - The final report of the
Ontario Commission on Post-Secondary Education
was released Feb. 1, recommending a consolidated
loan-grant system to replace all current loan, grant,
and scholarship schemes.
The system, combined with tuition fee increases for
graduate, professional and community college
students, represents a new approach to financing
post-secondary education.
The report says students should contribute between
one-third and one-half of the total cost of their
education. Because undergraduate arts and science
st~dents are already doing that, the report says "the
shift of the cost burden would not significantly affect
th~ present fee structure for undergraduate arts and
science students."
The final report is a modified version of a draft
report released about this time last year, which had
similar recommendations.
Student Commission member David Black {a
former secretariat member of the Canadian Union of
Students and now a member of the Ontario Press
Councill said at a Queen's Park Press conference
following release of the report that the financing
proposals would allow increased accessibility to post·
secondary education.
Commissioner Vince Kelly, a Toronto lawyer, said
the commission report on financing was not
inadequate.
In his dissenting report Kelly said "tuition fees and
associated costs should be abolished by having the
provincial and indirectly the federal government
increase its support to those institutions."
He also called for quotas to ensure the representation of all socio-economic classes be in proportion to
their population by 1990.
Kelly demanded the corporations and individuals
who benefit most from the economy pay for the
educational system.
The new financing proposals lack of concrete fees
schedule because responsibility for setting fees would
rest with individual institutions. Black said further
across-the-board fee increases would be impossible if
the report was implemented.
Black claimed "the public funds available should

promote as much accessibility as possible. The major
guideline is accessibility and fees will depend on
ability to pay."
The Commission's loan-grant proposal recom·
mends the grant program "be large enough to pay the
student's tuition fees... and provide for his maintenance while he is studying."
The size of the grant would be determined by the
individual personal and family wealth, which has an
upper limit of $15,000. Lower income students would
receive the largest grants of up to full tuition and
living expenses.
Repayment for a loan system is based on future
earnings and everyone, including those from upper
income groups, are eligible for interest-bearing loans
to be paid back over 20 to 30 years.
Commissioners warned the Ontario government
should implement the financial scheme as a package
and not on a piecemeal basis.
Part-time students, for the first time, would be
regarded as fully equal to full-time students, involving
full eligibility for loans and grants. Commissioners
stressed the Ontario post-secondary education system
should be an integrated system with universal accessibility for people of all ages.
The report calls for the abolition of the Ontario
Ministry of Colleges and Universities, and its
replacement by a new department of post-secondary
education. According to Commission member John
Deutch, principal of Queen's University, the new
department would be a policy ministry administering
the province's education system.
In a minor change from the draft report, the
Commission recommends the creation of four ad·
visory councils on university affairs, college affairs,
the open educational sector, and the creative and
performing arts. The 14-member councils would
control budgets and review policy for their respective
sectors. They would include six public appointees,
two each from student and faculty organizations, and
the Council of Ontario Universities, as well as one
non-academic support staff representative. The draft
report had recommended three 13-member coordinating boards. The performing arts board was not

mentioned in the draft.
The report gives less power to the new planning
and coordinating councils, steering individual
autonomy and removing control originally recom·
mended by the draft over new programs and the
discontinuation of unnecessary programs.
The report also urges the creation of a permanent
Ontario Committee on Post-Secondary Education to
regularly review post-secondary education in Ontario.
It would have 14 members, including four postsecondary educational institution representatives.
According to Colleges and Universities minister
Jack McNie, his department is already preparing for
major shuffles and a complete reorgainzation.
In another significant new move, as reported late
last year, the commission recommended that church
affiliated colleges receive full funding, if they fulfill
minor conditions. At present, they receive only half
the normal grants.
Other sections of the report were almost identical to
the commission's draft report issued last February.
The only other significant change was a rejection of a
draft recommendation for a quota of female staff
hired for universities to increase the participation of
women.
Commission member Reva Gerstein defended the
action by saying the quota established in• the draft
report was unrealistic.
The report also recommended the strengthening of
the francophone education system in Ontario,
recommending funding priority for expansion of
french-language programs in all disciplines in Ontario's english-speaking institutions.
The commissioners at the press conference stressed
that the report's recommendations were intended to
broaden the scope and accessibility of post-secondary
education to all social classes and age groups in
society.
The commission also repeated earlier recom·
mendations that high school education be condensed
into 12 years and that professional status should be
granted with the passing of qualifying exams, rather
than requiring a formal university or college at·
tendance.

Queens report says

Course evaluations valuable teaching aid
KINGSTON {CUPl - Course evaluations are
valuable because they offer staff members con·
structive teaching suggestions, but they can 111!IO be
influential in student selection of courses and
selection of instructors, according to a paper on
course evaluation prepared by the Queen's Commerce
Society.
The paper was presented to a workshop at the
Canada Conference recently held in Winnipeg for
delegates from the commerce societies at 32
universities, along with professors and businessmen.
While admitting that the design of course
evaluations depends on their purpose, the paper
suggests they could be improved by letting instructors
add their own questionnaires. Course evaluations
would be most effective if they were prepared in the

middle of the term, after students have had a chance because the paper was designed to stimulate
to appraise the course, but before their expected discussion. Most of the objections were to the
marks influence their decision.
mechanics of running an effective course evaluation.
Continued improvement in course evaluations
Hopkins said he hopes some of the paper's
could be maintained by annual reappraisals and by
recommendations will be used in next year's course
the exchange of course evaluations between
evaluations. Preparations for next year's effort are
universities to allow comparisons, the paper already underway.
suggested.
Meanwhile, at the University of Western Ontario.
Most of the universities at the conference agreed
course evaluations are valuable, but they disagreed students and faculty are locked in a conilict over ""·ho
about their purpose. Queen's delegate Bruce Hopkins should administer course evaluations. Faculty want a
explained that course evaluations at his institution are faculty-run, secret evaluation, while students want a
used mainly as a medium for improving courses. student-operated system which makes the results
Others believe that course evaluations should be available to all students. Some faculty members are
refusing to allow student evaluators to distribute
influential in the hiring and firing of staff.
Hopkins said the disagreement was predictable evaluations in their classes.
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Learning: our first priority
In recent weeks a number of professor.s
have been dismissed at the University of
Windsor: in some cases they claim without
just or reasonable cause. Obviously in every
vocation from that of the factory worker to
that of the college professor people are
going to lose their jobs for any number of
reasons. However in a University it is the
student who suffers when a dispute develops
over the dismissal of a teacher.
Departmental politics and politicking
become paramount in the minds of faculty
members. In other words, departments
become factionalized leaving the individual
student caught in the middle often experiencing a conflict of loyalties. Is this the
price which we must pay for student
representation on promotion and tenure
committees? It seems so...
In this issue of The Lance you will find

two cases of professors being released to the
dismay of their students. One involves the
Department of Home Economics ~nd the
other th e now almost legendary Department
of Sociology and Anthropology. Three years
ago it was the English department and the
Philip London caper.
In each and every case students became
emotionally involved in the controversy.
Occasionally students have even allegedly
been threatened with poor grades for
supporting the 'wrong' person.
Perhaps it is the time for the various and
sundry disciplines at this august University
of Windsor to concentrate on gaining a
reputation for academic excellence as opposed to one of departmental in-fighting.
Learning is what we, the students, are here
for, after all.

News f roin the new chief
It is not professionally correct for the
editor to say "I" in the editorial column, so
let me make this an open letter to you - the
students of the University.
P erhaps you have noticed that the editor's
name is different - it is now my name,
Steven A. Monaghan. I was elected by the
staff of the newspaper according to the
C.U.P. Code of Ethics. The logic behind this
reasoning is that the staff, the people behind
the paper, the students who have worked for
the paper all know who is best qualified to
put the paper together.
This is a valid point. But there is a
problem.
Certain people who are students, hut
whom are not associated with the Lance, and
are technically qualified to run the paper,
have circulated a petition that would call a
referendum on the question of whether or
not, you, the students, should elect the
editor, I have mixed feelings about this
question. It's your money and your school
and your paper so perhaps it's your
decision. There is however the argument
that if you are not personally acquainted
with the problems of running the
newspaper, you are not qualified to say who
should be editor. So th e referendum has
both it's pros and cons.
I am not political, although I can relate to
politicians. I see my function as basically a
journalist with a job to do, although my

(
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views do not coincide with those of the
present editorial staff perfectly, I feel that
technically the Lance is an excellent paper.
My views on content (articles more con·
cerned with the university, what is hap·
pening right here} more student participation, are different. For this reason,
( the idea that I will stand for whdt I believe
in), I will run for the office of editor if that is
your decision.
In the meantime, as Editor in Chief, I
would cordially ask all of you to come to the
Lance office, to make your feelings, your
likes and dislikes, known, to observe the
way we work, and Sal and I will outline our
policies for next year, Basically for those of
you without the time or energy to come to
the office our policy is this: To provide a
paper that relates to you the students, that
invites you the student to contribute, it's
your paper and we will endeavour to give
you what you want without sacrificing the
high technical quality of the paper that has
earned high praise throughout Canada. We
have nothing hut praise for the technical
expertise which we have been privileged to
learn, but on the other hand we feel that the
content of the paper could he improved
upon, Thank you for your attention and we
would invite you again to come to the Lance
office, you will find friendly faces and open
minds. Thank You.
Steven A. Monaghan

BEAR ...

Before I say anything about
the results of the S.A.C.
elections, I want to sincerely
congratulate Denis Moher on
running one of the cleanest
elections I've ever seen here.
The man was everywhere,
watching with a keen eye and
making damn sure there was
no nonsense around the ballot
boxes. He also had the ballots
counted and officially posted
by six o'clock. An excellent job
Denis, one might even say
"First Class". Hope you'll be
around next year.
Well, you know the results.
The Bear wasn't too far off,
though I must admit, I wasn't
perfect. Schmitz and Phillips
should make a workable
combination and they both
clearly have a mandate. Each
beat their next strongest op·
ponent by about a hundred
votes. The residences were the
keys to success in this one
again. Both winners carried
the residence polls and Vanier
overwhelmingly. They did so
by a lot of hard campaigning
and personal talks with
hundreds of the students who
live there. Nearly five hundred
residence students voted at
their polls and no doubt many
others voted in the academic
buildings. What this means is
that nearly half the residence
kids cared in this one and only
about a quarter of the Windsor
types bothered. On the other
hand it could mean that the
upper-classmen didn't vote,
and those in first year did. I'll
let the losers puzzle it out.

may be some good cabinet
material around in some of the
people who didn't win and I'd
remind our Pres. and V.P. that
the student body strongly
supported some others on the
ballot too.

+++
Well folks, it's that time of
year
again.
Academic
changeover it's called and as in
years past we're losing some
good and some not so good
professors. The folks in Home
Economics are all upset about
the dismissal of Prof. Milton.
They just can't understand
why she' s being fired and over
fifty of them have signed a
petition asking for her reinstatement. If that's not
possible they would like an
explanation of the criteria and
methods used in arriving at
this rather final and, to them,
arbitrary decision. There are
always two sides to a story and
I'll bet this one has at least a
couple. Let's hope everything
gets sorted out to the
satisfaction of all concerned
and we don't drag too many
people through the mud in the
process, please.

+++

There's a new group in the
Pub this week called "Rose."
They are all Canadians, from
somewhere
up
in
tlie
wilderness near Toronto and
have won lots of awards
around the country for their
musical talents. I find their
sound very exciting except it's
too damn loud. Les, the
manager, assures me they
Congratulations again to the usually have the decibels down
winners and to the losers, to a reasonable level, so I think
better luck next time. There I'll pay them a visit this

weekend, all I can lose is my
ear-drums.

+++

Tests and exams are coming
up and lots of us are using the
library. It's a great place to
study but my Lord it's hot in
there. Couldn't someone please
turn the heat down a bit? It's
almost impossible to stay
awake in the place.

+++

This is probably the last
time you'll read my colwnn
this year. It's been fun and a
really rewarding experience.
How nice it's been to be able to
put my gripes and praises in
print for the whole world to
see. I hope I've been fair and
above all honest. I know I've
said what I think and what I
feel. That's been the purpose of
the column, to have a view in
print which, while it many be
controversial and opinionated ,
it is at least one man's attitude
who's not afraid of the results.

+++

Our new editor is Steve
Monaghan. I know he'll be
looking for people to write,
report, and do all the things
required to put a paper
together. You really can't go
wrong by offering a little time
once a week and hopefully the
campus will be better for it if
you do.
This year's graduating class
includes John Gunning, Gord
Gilmour, Bob Baksi and J.P.
Squire. We'll miss them. Their
interest and concern have
improved this campus. We'll
miss you fellows, as controversial as you've been at
times. Will anyone come along
to fill your shoes? I hope so! ! !
Peter C. Elcombe

leditors and more leditors

AddreH letters to Editors, The lonce, U. of W. The
lance reHrves the right to edit letters for length. It
pays to be conclH. ThoH typed, doubled-spoced
get priority. For legal reasons, no unsigned letten
may be published. A pseudonym may be used,
however, provided that you have a good reason
ond Identify vourHII to the editors.

Soc-Anthro at it!

to write it, would be unsigned a full-time manager, elec- hopefully we can get a headand would only be seen by Dr. trician-technician,
and start with our summer budget
Briggs. I would really ap- librarian are a must; the allotments.
Editor,
This letter should have
preciate if you could do this for present broadcast equipment
The Lance,
would have to be partially cleared up a few questions.
Dear Sir:
me.
Greg Mailloux
If you do write the letter, updated, as would our record
That things are not what
CSRW
Mr. Jarecki feels they are could you seal it and place it in library. Neither ourselves, the
may be evident . in the my mail box in the Soc. coffee S.A.C., nor the board of
following communication, room. Our meeting is at 4: 30 governors have this kind of
money.
provided by Mr. Jarecki p.m. today.
Secondly, as you may know, Dear Sir,
Thank You,
himself. It would he inSigned "Bob Jarecki" the -idea of "carrier-current"
Unfortunately, the Lancers
teresting for him to explain
how fair he is, in provoking P.S. Please keep this letter in has been kicked around for a lost in the semi-final of the
few months now. This is still C.I.A.U. Basketball Chama comment which would your confidence."
• Note: Also see Op-ed a closed-circuit system which pionship, and once again many
obviously have operated to
article on page six.
requires
no
expensive so called Lancer fans came out
the professor's detriment. I
broadcast license, but enables of the woodwork with all their
short, Mr. Jarecki is out to
our station to be found on the second guessing and brilliant
get at the
particular
radio dial, provided the listener hindsight manoeuvers.
professor. The letter with
is on campus. This system is
names omitted, was handed Editor,
The Lancers would never
the one being used by almost lose a game if only they could
to me, I quote it in full:
The Lance,
every other university in use the same miraculous "after
"Dear X,
Dear Sir:
I have a favor to ask of you.
I was prompted to write this Ontario.
the fact" plays that some
The problem here is a people come up with. I am fed
Last night you came into the letter following last week's
office to inquire about "]editor" asking the musical twofold one: (1) until now, we up with the unjust criticism
"Professor X's" case... You question: "Why is CSRW still haven't had the technical that comes their way. In my
mentioned that he stopped you not on the air?" There are know-how nor the assistance of book, they have had a great
and told you that he needed many others too, who are anyone with the time or season .
your help and asked you to curious as to what is going on capabilities of setting up such a
They won the O.U.A.A.
write a letter in his behalf.. at Student Radio. I hope to system. This has just recently Championship against a team
Last night, you said that you shed some light on this subject. been overcome. (2) money - that may well have been the
were not planning on writing
First of all, let me throw out again we are on the short end, best Canadian college team
the letter. If you still feel this the idea that most people although this will probably ever assembled; the Waterloo
way, could you on the page and believe. CSRW is NOT within only be a temporary problem. Warriors.
envelope supplied, write that grasping distance of an FM Due to the unexpected student
They took the eventual
you were asked to write a letter broadcast license. We never enrollment decrease here at the Canadian
champs
into
in "Professor X's" behalf, but were! It was estimated last U. of W., the S.A.C. received overtime after overcoming a 14
that you did not wish to do so. year by a team of researchers about $10,000 less from the point deficit in the first half,
The reason behind this, is that $40,000 would be needed board of governors than was which would have crushed
that "Professor X" told me to even start working on this originally expected. That hurt! most teams. Sadly they lost in
this morning that such letters idea: $2000 is necessary for an The carrier current system overtime. Maybe they should
are coming in - without him APPLI CATION for the costs between 1500 and 2000 not have, and I'm sure the
having gone out soliciting license
(this
guarantees dollars. This will definitely be Lancers would be the first to
them. Your letter, if you choose nothing! ) ; annual salaries for on our budget for the fall; admit it. But certainly they

Proud of Lancers

CSRW question

Bruce Adams
John Bernik
Ashley Wiper
Dan Bonk
James Dean
Nancy Basinger
Margaret Malone
J.C. Sargent
John Morrissey
Walter F ranczyck
Peter Elcombe
Chris Hodnett
Ann Tessier
Nina Apanasicwicz
Bozo
Dori McMartin
Brent Turner

didn't lose from a lack of effort.
I have observed this team
since October, and they have
represented the university with
honour, dignity, and effort.
We should he very proud of
their achievements.
Sincerely,
Harry A. Brydon

This
may he
the last
Lance
but
don't
stop

D

s,

writing!

To ban "disruptions"

Tough new discipline code at U. of T.
TORONTO (CUP) -A tough new discipline code
at the University of Toronto that would automatically
ban student occupations and sit-ins and make participants liable to expulsion, will be presented to the U
of T governing council by the end of April.
Under the code passed last week by the governing
council's internal affairs committee, sit-ins like the
present occupation to protest math department hiring
policies, would be explicitly prohibited by the
university.
Each of the 100 students who occupied math
chairman George Duff's office Feb. 27 wouli;l be
eligible for a penalty ranging anywhere from a fine to
expulsion. The proposal was co-authored by internal
affairs chairman Paul Cadario, a student, and administration vice-president of external affairs Jill
Conway.
The report makes no differentiation between
violent disruptions and non-violent occupations which
merely obstruct.
The provision directly contravenes the university's
original recommendations on discipline, prepared in
September, 1969, under the chairmanship of political
economy professor Ralph Campbell.
The Campbell Report suggested the banning of
violent disruptions only, and urged negotiations
between parties in a disruptive, non-violent
demonstration. The Campbell Report recognized that
"some obstructive demonstrations may be justified."
The Cadario-Conway report would permit only
demonstrations such as marches that do not at all
interfere with "teaching, research, administration ...
or any other authorized activity on university
premises, including public service activities of the

university."
The Campbell Report had been rushed to completion in the fall of 1969 in the wake of a series of
student disruptions. Then-university president
Claude Bissell at first supported, and then backed
down on tough law-and-order guidelines proposed
that summer by the committee of university
presidents of Ontario.
Like the Cadario-C ,way proposals, these
guidelines did not differer date between violent and
non-violent disruptions.
The Campbell report also undermined the power of
professors over students in the classroom. It required
that professors reach "operational agreement" with
their students on approaches to course content and
teaching methods early in the term. Disputes would
be taken to mediation committees.
The faculty bitterly opposed the provision, and a
staff-student committ~e to implement the Campbell
report was deadlocked and dissolved in Nov. 1971
after two years of acrimony. The faculty wanted new
disciplinary bodies, but refused to concede students
any power to shape the conditions out of which
disciplinary problems might arise. Students in turn
re.fused to _le.gitimize new d.iscipline p;ocedure;
without rece1vmg new powers m university government.
~ut with th? ·:representative" governing council
wh_1ch t~e provmc1al government put in charge of the
university last July, the administration and faculty
are using right-wing student "spokesmen" to
legitimize disciplinary "reform" with the CadarioConway proposal.
Cadario thinks his proposal will breeze through the

governing council. In an interview Feb. 28 Cadario
said he was confident the new code will be through
the governing council by April, even though some
students and staff don't like it.

This week
we give thanks,
0 Lord,
that
The Mosio Sand
Creatures
have triumphed!
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Waterloo students oppose

American head's appointment
FACULTY
OF

FINE
ARTS

SUMMER '73
DANCE
S1ud1os: Modern
Ballet
Pas de deux
Improvisation and
Composition
Spanish

Jau
East Indian
Dance Forms
History· 20th Century Dance

FILM
0

h
e

Siud,os: Film and
Film-Mal..ing
TV Tape and Film
History: The 20th Century Art

WATERLOO (CUP) Students in the University of
Waterloo's school of urban and regional planning are opposed to
the recent appointment of an American as director.
But, their disapproval of Sydney Saltzman appears to be too
late. The only thing that may stop Saltzman's official appointment is his refusal to take the job. He was expected to decide
by March 7, but the date passed without any word.
The students object to Saltzman's selection on several grounds.
Students believe implementation of his conceptual framework
and educational
philosophy would be detrimental to the
development of planning education at the university. They also
say the only undergraduate planning program in Canada must
have a Canadian director.
More than half of the planning students signed a petition in
late February opposing Saltzman's selection. But the petition
appears to be more of a reaction to the selection than part of
a complete campaign to ensure he was not selected.
The selection process allowed some involvement by students
and gave students chances to meet the candidates they did not
know. Only two candidates of the final five on the possibility list
were from within the University of Waterloo.
Two undergraduate students and one graduate student sat on
the nine member search committee. The committee began work
in March 1972 and held thirteen meetings until mid February
when it recommended Saltzman, despite a faculty vote which
showed 5 of 15 members opposed to Satzman. The selection
committee, itself, first voted Feb. 5 1973 by secret ballot. The
student representative had talked to a meeting of 38 of the 200

MUSIC
Studios: Workshop in
Musicianship
Indian Drumming

Jazz
History

Music of the
Americas

THEATRE
Studios: About Acting
Production
Introduction to
Design
Principles of
Stage Directing

VISUAL ARTS
Studios: Matrix
Photography
Printmaking

For further information write
~lllmer Studies '73
\';11y of Fine Arts
\' Centre
4: University
Do Keele Street

'1)j';'p~ew, Ontilrio
l4l6) 667-3636

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE
GRADUATE DEGREES
in
BIOCHEMICAL AND FOOD ENGINEERING
WATER POLLUTION ENGINEERING
Applications are now invited for admission into the above
programs leading to the course-work oriented M.Eng. degree
or the research-oriented M. E.Sc. and Ph.D. ~egrees. 1nth~
M. Eng. programs, which can be complet~ m one acade~1c
year stress is placed on specialized techniques of analys,s_and
design associated with current e_ngineering p~actice. A variety
of research projects are also available on t_op,cs ?f current
interest. In all programs, part-time study 1s possible.
For further information write to:
Assistant Dean. Graduate Affairs
Faculty of Engineering Science .
The University of western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada
N6A 3K7
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undergraduate students and took the recommendation of 35 who
voted for Waterloo faculty member, Kyo Izumi. Because the vote
was five out of nine for Saltzman-not a very clear majority - the
committee took a second vote.
Members were asked to select a second preference. The un·
dergrads, with no clear mandate from their constituency on a
second vote, acted on their own knowledge and voted for Saltzman. The final tally was five first choices and four seconds for the
American, a sufficient mandate to offer him the position.
Environmental studies dean, P.H. Nash, an influential faculty
member of the search committee is quite clear about his priorities
for the department. And he is enthusiastic about Saltzman. The
school is a division of the department which Nash heads.
The problems in the school are not all at the undergraduate
level, but at the PhD level, he said. Saltzman is a most important
faculty addition.
'Since we're getting a full professor, it's that that's more important than the director. He's a good quantitative man. His
conceptual basis is in terms of formulae. He knows how to use the
computer and so on.' Nash sees Saltzman's contribution mainly
in the areas of 'serious problems at the advanced graduate level.'
Nash also described the proposed director as 'an engineer with
a thorough grounding in engineering who was aroused in his
early adult years by the poor, the disadvantaged slums, and so on
and become sensitive; left engineering and got into the main.stream of planning.'
The undergraduates obviously don't find Nash's two
descriptions compatible, besides di-sagreeing with the emphasis
on the grad program.
Some of the students argue that the .. ead of one of the few
planning departments in Canada should be more clearly capable
of evolving a specificially Canadian theory.
Greg Spearn, one of the two undergraduate representatives on
the selection committee, said, although his own inclination
coincided with the apparent student consensus for Izumi, he
believed Saltzman was the next best candidate of the five.
He also fears if Saltzman turns down the position, 'the shits
really going to hit the Ian. The alternatives are bleak.'
The proper procedure of reconvening the committee to
reconsider the remaining finalists would not be used he said. Only
Izumi and fellow Waterloo faculty member Tim Burton would be
left in the running.
'I don't think Nash wants either of them,' Speam said. 'The
dean is pushing for an immediate decision. I really have this fear
of the power the dean's going to have if Saltzman doesn't get this
job.'
Nash occupied the directorship of the architecture faculty
during the search for a suitable candidate.
The search committee's student members have recommended
h Id be 11 ed
if' ·
that students, like faculty, s ou
a ow a rat 1cat1on vote
on the committee's choice. The faculty vote indicated approval
on the part of five of the 15 members, but Nash claims at least
three withdrew their approval when they realized it meant not
merely an alternative preference, but a 'very serious cause for
concern.'
A student ratification vote 'would not be a very useful exercise • said the dean. 'It's too cumbersome a machinery. Who are
'
·
£
d
d
b h
all the students? Would the voice o a gra uate stu ent e t e
same as a fourth year student?' He thought it would be 'too
complicated a problem for many first and second year students
especially to vote intelligently - without the depth of Knowledge.

·watch. for the
Lance satire issue
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Op-ed comment

T. A. replies to Soc-Anthro controversy
AUTHOR'S NOTE:
Dear Sir,
The following is an article written against some articles
that have appeared in the recent issues of the Lance. I know
that this article is long, but if any of it is deleted, it will lose
its flavor. I hope that it will or could be replicated in its
entirety.
Thank You,
Bob Jarecki
Once again. Once again. Once again.
This seems to be the common cry of anyone wishing to attack
the Sociology Department here at the University of Windsor.
Well, I guess one more time will not wear the phrase out.
Once again, the Sociology Department of this university is in
the news. This time the letter is not written in a negative fashion.
This letter is something new. It is not a mere rehashing of the
same, old words.
In the Friday, February 16, 1973 edition of the Lance, and
subsequent issues, one Eric Wear tried to deat the Sociology
Department a mighty blow. My comments in this article are
written in response to some of Mr. Wear' s questions and to fill in
those areas he failed to investigate before he put his pen to the
page.
Mr. Wear's main concern seemed to be the secretive workings
of the Promotion & Tenure Committee which was staffed by a
vast majority of Americans and three "completely powerless"
student representatives. He. seemed to base his entire article
around the future dismissal of Dr. Neville Layne. What I am
about to write in the following article has nothing to do with Dr.
Layne 's case. The only aspects of the Promotion & Tenure
Committee that I am allowed to speak about are generalized
procedures. There were By-Laws passed by the Senate and the
Department of Sociology that state:
"3. (al That all documents, save an individual's Curriculum
Vitae or publications, shall be circulated no further than the
members of the Promotion & Tenure Committee. It is incumbent
upon the members of this Committee to ensure this confidentiality.
4. That confidentiality can be breached only at the discretion of
the affected person and such a request for the waiving of confidentiality must be communicated to the Chairman in writing."
For these reasons, the following comments deal only with the
criteria that the Promotion & Tenure Committee uses.
This Committee has selected three criteria that they use when
evaluating a professor. In order for a renewal, a professor must

have a fairly good rating in all three areas of concern.
The first deals with the Teaching Evaluations that the students
fill out. If the evaluations are good, then this is noted in favour of
the professor, naturally. If the evaluations are poor, it tends to go
heavily against the individual concerned.
The second criterion deals with Participation. Now a lot of
people are going to ask which carries the most importance,
teaching or participation in affairs of the department. Believe it
or not, they are both of equal importance. Without one, we can
not have the other.
The final criterion deals with Research and Professionalism.
This category is fairly self-explanatory. There are some
professors who publish articles and studies as if they were getting
paid by the word, and then there is the other extreme, where
research is at a minimal level. As for Professionalism, this deals
with basically everything I have said so far. This category is
concerned with how an individual conducts himself in his
research and writing, in the classroom, and in the affairs of the
department.
None of the statements so far written make any comments
either in favour of or against Dr. Layne. They were merely made
to show the format used by the Promotion & Tenure Committee
for every professor in the Sociology Department. All three criteria
are of equal importance, especially if the department wishes to
run smoothly for both the students and the faculty involved, and
if the research and teaching potentials are to be maximized. In
order to have good teaching, there must be some thorough
research and publishings. In order for there to be a maximization
of the teaching potential, organization in a department is
mandatory. So much for the comments on the Promotion &
Tenure Committee.
Mr. Wear shows some fear that the All-American Promotion &
Tenure Committee of Sociology was planned by our American
delegation in the department. Let me assure you this is not the
case. The members of all of the committees were elected by secret
ballot. The first mentioning of the nominations and elections
were on the agenda for the Departmental Council meeting of
September 12, 1972. The procedures for the selection to the
Promotion & Tenure Committee were suggested at the September 12, 1972 meeting and passed the Councils vote. On
September 19, 1972, at the third Departmental Council meeting,
the list of names elected to the Promotion & Tenure Committee
were announced. All of this was carried out in front of the council
and if anyone had any complaints, they could have been voiced
then.

CABARET PUB
--1
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

Presents
"ROSE"
Friday,March 16-Saturday,March 17
Admission Students 50c

Non-Students $1.00

ST. PATRICK'S PARTY
(Wear Green)
12 Noon-6 P.M. Friday
8 P.M.-12:30 A.M. Saturday

MAJOR HOOPLE & HIS BOARDING HOUSE
Admission Students $1.00

Non-Students $2.00

Thursday, March 22-Saturday, March 24
Thursday, March 22
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Another area of concern for Mr. Wear seems to be our present
over-population of Americans in the department and the dismal
looking future for the hiring of any Canadians. It was recorded in
the October 17, 1972 Departmental Council Minutes that
" ... there was a general consensus in the Departmental Council
that priority be given to Canadian applications" when dealing
with candidates wishing to fill any vacated positions in the
department.
The third complaint of Mr. Wear deals with the supposed exile
of Canadian material from the classroom. I can only speak about
the courses and professors that I know. There may be some who
do not make an effort to use Canadian material, I know this, but
their numbers are dwindling. There are some courses that are just
impossible to depend on Canadian material. How do you teach a
coursein Social Theory, when all of the fundamental social
philosophers have been either European or American? But there
is a growing glimmer of hope.
Let me start with two of our professors of the fair and opposite
sex, Dr. M. L. Dietz and Ms. M.L. Stephenson, who are both
American professors. Both of these sociologists are presently coediting a Canadian book of Deviancy. The amount of material
that is at their disposal is minimal, but they have searched the
libraries and have succeeded in constructing, from what I have
heard a damn good text on Canadian Deviancy, something which
our Canadian sociology is in dire need of.
Ms. Stephenson is also editing a book of Canadian material for
the Sociology of Women and is presently editing a newsletter for
Women's Lib, for Canada.
This next statement may help the future students of Dr. Dietz.
If you wish a good mark in any of Dr. Dietz's courses, make sure
you base your information on Canadian material. If you doubt
this, ask any of Dr. Dietz's students, they know.
Mr. Faber, a non-Canadian, has taught his courses in Urban
Sociology and Social Problems in the United States before
coming to our campus. After a two year leave, to do a Canadian
study on the Drouillard Road area, Mr. Faber has returned to
this university and has from
what he has told me, succeeded
in supplementing his courses with Canadian material.
Dr. T. White, a Canadian, presents his courses either with
Canadian texts and materials or with Canadian studies and ideas
to supplement the American texts he is forced to use because of a
shortage of Canadian material.
You may at this point say, "He has only presented four different professors who probably use some Canadian material.
What about the rest?" In response to this I ask you to enter the
library one day and scan the shelves of books and see how many
Canadian texts are available.
It seems, at least in the past, that Canadian material has either
been non-existent or 'shakey' at it's best. But this is changing. We
are now beginning to create a Canadian Sociology with which we
can begin to teach Canadian material and ideas in the
classrooms. But, to date, this material, the texts and journals,
have been non-existent.
As for my final statement concerning student representatives,
ours is not the job to canvass from classroom to classroom. It is
impossible for each representative to attempt to talk with the
students everytime we have a meeting. This does not mean that
we do not ask for opinions on the different issues. I personally
seek advice from the fourth year class, for these are the people
who are most accessible and who tend to have the most interest in
the department.
The majority of students in first and second year tend to be
transitory, usually only taking sociology as a 'bird' course or for a
minor. Such students do not seem to really give a damn about the
department. If you can prove me wrong in our upcoming spring
election for student representatives for next year, 1973-7 4, I
would greatly appreciate it.
My closing comments will be brief. I have witnessed many
articles against the Department of Sociology. I am sorry to report
to you that most of what has been written has not been truthful.
There is nothing wrong with students rallying around a favourite
professor. But ask yourself, why is he favoured? Is it because he
knows his material and actually makes class interesting? Does he
almost make you want to learn? Or is he easy with the marks and
rather happy-go-lucky in the classroom?
Before you react and jump on a bandwagon, first, find out
where it is going. Don't accept the word of just anyone passing a
petition around. Question him for facts. Secondly, find out who
the driver of that bandwagon is, he may be using it for hauling
things you were not aware of.
Rob Jarecki
Student Representative
Department of Sociology
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B.C. government seeking
better representatives
VICTORIA (CUP) - The
British
Columbia
New
Democratic Party government
has taken a step toward
making university governing
bodies more representative of
the community.

And thats the troth!

He
said
the
labour
movement has been critical of
many levels of Canadian
society and it is necessary that
it be consistent in applying its
criticisms to universities. He
favours open meetings for
The government appointed public boards, but was umure
Victoria Labour Council whether his belief applied to
secretary Larry Ryan to the the board of governors.
A recent UVic report adUniversity of Victoria Board of
vised
the board to continue to
Governors, along with biologist
meet
in
private, but at UBC
and housewife Trudy Friesen.
Friesen was formerly chairman the subject will soon be
of the biology department at a reviewed.
Ryan withheld comments on
B.C. interior college, but has
whether
students should be
retired. ·
allowed to sit as board
At the same time, the members.
government appointed social
The appointments were
worker Dorothy Sislason, made to fill vacancies in the
college counsellor Chief, Philip existing
structure.
But
Paul, and Greater Victoria Education Minister, Eileen
Environmental
Centre Daily has ordered a complete
director, Barbara Corry to the study of university and college
UVic senate.
government to make more
basic changes.
Labour rep. Ryan said he
couldn't suggest necessary
changes in the board of
governor's policy yet, but he
said 'one thing I'm interested
in is more democratic, public
control of university policies.'

The Lane
has
had it

WHITE AND BLACK LEATHER

ONLY $30.00

Open Thursday and Friday Niles
C.0.0. orders accepted
Creel 11 and Chargex cards honored

DEVONSHIRE MALL
WINDSOR, ONT.
'·"'Design and Word Trade Marks in Conada
of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd ."
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University of Windsor Players

"Juno and the Paycock": excellent

by GREGG SHIELDS
Solid acting, and meritable
. t rpretation
save
the
ID e
PIayer •s ..Juno
r
d
·versity
an
U01
"
f
b
i
the Paycock
~om a so ~te
me diocrity. Riddled with
• .
cliche, and worn out mora 1tsttc

the.mes of love and hate, the
trymg plot weighs down the
admirable- performances of
Bella Smith and
John
McKerral, portraying Juno
Boyle and her husband
"Captain" Jack.

. "Juno " is the story of an
impoverished Irish family
?uringthe 1920's. The captain
is so~ewhat of a barfly, and
Juno is struggling to keep the
family existence above starvation and misery. But alas, in

I

s

true melodramatic tradition, a
long lost cousin dies, sup·
posedly leaving the family a
fortune. Daughter Mary
decides to wed a school
teacher, and friends and neighbours gather 'round to wish the
Boyles the best of everything...
until the roof falls in.
Young
Mary's
beau
abandons her after rending his
affectionate services, and when
the truth of the cousin's will is
made known, the creditors and
repossesors fly in and out of the
Boyle home faster than the
cliches did in the theatre.
Mr.
McKerral's
performance was nothing less than
exceptional; playing what
humour there was to the hilt,
and getting everything out of
the heavy drama of the
situations .

6

In the opening night performance the timing of the
actors was a bit off, and the
handling of props was a little
clumsy, but it would be hoped
that this would he worked out
in time. Unfortunately the play
only runs through Sunday.
Tickets should he in abundance at the door.

U. of T. S.A. C.
becomes leftists

In your own way.

In your own time.

your own te1ms.
lvu11 take to the
taste of Player's Filter.

TORONTO (CUP) After a year of domination by
bureaucratic conservatives, the University of Toronto student
council has returned to its political home-dogmatically left
Liberal.
With only 3,500 of about 21,000 eligible undergrads voting,
liberal council rep Bob Anderson was overwhelmingly elected
president, along with vice-presidential running mates Stephen
Moses and Mike Scott. Anderson is chairman of the arts and
sciences Student's union and an active member of the education
commission, the only area of the council that did not take a
mistaken swing to the right after last year's elections.
The slate easily defeated a slate of conservatives by a vote of
l, 77 5 to 664. The conservatives were led by presidential candidate Charles Vickery, this year's services commissioner. One of
his vice-presidential running mates was Paul Bannon, this year's
finance commissioner, who frustrated Anderson's arts and
sciences union with bureaucratic demands all year.
The result virtually reversed elections last year when a slate led
by president Eric Miglin swept the polls and ousted incumbent
liberal president Bob Spencer. Miglin, a conservative engineer
swept all professional faculties, but this year Vickery also an
engineer was able to sweep engineering.
Under Miglin's leadership the coucil became less interested in
fostering criticism of the U of T educational system and structures, and more inclined toward magerial efficiency. The council
offices, which has been designed into a comfortable meeting place
for discussions of educational reforms, were turned into a
standard white collar environment.
Since the early l 960's the council had helped develop
progressive thinking on the campus, and was a focal point for the
educational reform movement. It remains to he seen whether
Anderson's team will move it back in that direction.
The so called United Socialist Slate formed through an alliance
of the Young Socialists and the Trotskyite Old Mole group,
gathered 306 votes. The Canadian Liberation Movement slate
received only 197.
The Liberal victory is partly a result of a campaign against
Vickery by the Varsity, the U of T paper. The paper sharply
attacked Vickery for running simultaneously for president and
for a seat on the U of T governing council. He said he would
resign as a governor if elected president. Many normally conservative campus politicians also attacked him for the action and
backed Anderson.
In other election news, students at Waterloo Lutheran
University elected David McKinley to head their financially
troubled student council. McKinley, head of the student hoard of
publications, was last year's managing editor of the Cord weekly,
the student newspaper.
Earlier, students at the University of Lethhridge elected Ken
Bartlett student council president. Bartlett is a poetry writer for
the Meliorist, the campus paper there.

Boston College women
flip out with phones
BOSTON

(LNS)

At

noontime on February 13, a
group of about 12 women
students took over the main
switchboard at Boston College
to dramatize their demands
that sexist policies at the school
be changed. Two days later
they walked out triumphantly
to greet their supporters.
'We proved that women are
a reality here,' said one
woman. 'We set a precedent of
women taking over and
demanding change and getting

Player's
FILTER

support from all over the city.'
Their demands included
space on campus for a women's
centre; the elimination of
sal ary
discrepancies;
provisions for a day care
cen tre , a women's study
program; and that 50 percent
of all athletic fees he used for
women (although half of
Boston State's students are
women, and men and women
pay the same athletic fees, the
women's athletic department
was awarded only 12 percent
of the total athletic budget.)

4,, ,
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Kenny Bu"ell

KENNY BURRELL: Prestige 24025.
This album is, of course, a jazz album, but
more than that it is a release of two mid l 950's
albums by Kenny Burrell. It has a noticeable
Charlie Parker sound to it because of when it
was originally produced. The cuts are mainly of
the medium tempoed blues, jazz type to which
one could easily have adapted the 'new' dances
that were just being discovered in early rock
circles. "All Day Long & All Night Long" is an
easy going type of album. To those who are not
very familiar with jazz of the SO's, it can
probably best be compared to the bopping, foot
tapping, finger snapping numbers that Count
Basie and Duke Ellington were so famous for.
This is the kind of music that you often heard as
background to movies that were set in the
Greenwich Village of the Beatniks. However, as
with all good jazz this album has a distinct
flavour of its own, a sound that has to be experienced to he appreciated. It just doesn't do to
compare it to other artists' work.
As can be guessed by the heading of this
column, the star of this recording is Kenny
Burrell, guitarist extraordinaire. He is probably
one of the finest musicians ever to come out of
Detroit. His stylings are interesting and unique
and some of the vamps he comes out with are
nothing short of incredible. Burrell is especially
astounding on cuts such as "Slim Jim" and "All
Night Long".
Despite the fact that he is the headliner,
Kenny Burrell has allowed the other musicians
a free hand to explore areas of particular interest to them. This freedom does not in any
way make the album sloppy; on the contrary,
each member of the group knows what each
other is doing and can be there to help and to
add to the overall feeling. All this makes the
group a together band, their music is tight.

AOSC special continental
flight to Brussels May 4.
June 6
$190 round trip
Fly Sabena Airline's. Enjoy world renowned
service & complimentary in flight Bar.
Contact AOSC
AOSC , 44 St. George St.,
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404.
(The Student Travel co-op owned by your student council}

All of the performers are excellent musicians
hut a few warrant special mention. Frank
Foster's sax playing on 'A.T.' is very close to
brilliant. He goes screaming away from the
melody and beat of the song, wanders around
for a while, and then re-enters the main stream.
His exit is somewhat unexpected and hia
reunion is masterful. Also on 'A. T.' are two
other excellent vamps, one by Burrell and the
other by Donald Byrd on trumpet. Byrd also
proves his ability on one of the title cuts 'All
Day Long', a relaxed really bluesy number.
Pianist Tommy Flanagan is good throughout,
but particularly shines on 'All Day Long· with a
beautiful, soft background accompaniment to
the saxaphone, trumpet and guitar solos. He
enters the forefront on a few occasions and
shows that he can lead as well as he can follow.
Other notables who helped Burrell on this
release were the late Doug Watkins on bass,
drummer Arthur Taylor, pianist Mai W aldm
(who plays on the cuts that Flanagan isn't on),
and Hank Mobley and Jerome Richardson on
tenor sax. Richardson also comes along with
some very nice flute sections.
Again, all musicians have their talents to
show off hut space limits how much we can say
about them. Let it suffice to say that this is an
excellent album, full of everything it takes to
make a great jazz recording, that is good songs,
fantastic arrangements and superb musicians.
We are sure that if you are a jazz freak you have
probably already heard about these recordings
in their present or past form. But, if you 're lying
around on the fringes of jazz, this album. "All
Day Long & All Night Long" with Kenny
Burrell on guitar, could bring you into the jazz
circle for ~ood.
SEAN O'DELL
Records courtesy

CONCERTS
- The Det. Sym ph. Orch. in concert :.\1:ar, l 7 at
8:30 p.m. at Ford Aud. in Detroit.
- Loggins and l\,fessina are at Masonic Aud. in
Detroit Fri. Mar. 16th. Tickets: $4., 5 .. & 6.
· Mail orders are being accepted for the Jeff
Beck Concert Sun. Apr. 8th at Cobo Arena in
Det. Tickets: $6., 5 & 4.
- Al Greene at Cobo in Det. Apr. 6th at 7 :30
p.m. Tickets: $6.50 & $5.50.
- Alice Cooper at Cobo in Detroit, Apr. 5.
Tickets: $4.50, 5.50, $6.50 The Apr. 4th
concert is Sold Out.
· The Bee Gees concert originally scheduled for
Cobo in Detroit is to be presented at Masonic
Aud. Mar. 20th.

·

·

·

ART
· U. of W. art work is on display (and for sale)
in the bookstore.
· Thru Spring 1973, in lhe orth Wing Main
Floor of Del. Inst. of Arts is a selection of the
Lydia and Harry L. Winston collection. 20th
century art movements in 65 paintings,
graphics and sculpture.
- The J. Paul Getty collection of French
decorative art is on displa) in the South Wing
Main Floor thru Aug. 1973.

MOVIES
- Odeon: call 252·1285.
· Free Films: Every Wed. nite 7:30-9:30, Rm.
1118 Math Bldg.
· Centre: Lady Sings the Blues, Times: FriSun 7& 9:30; Mon-Thurs. 8.
· Devonshire II: Jeremiah Johnson. i: 20 &
9: 25.
Devonshire Cinema II: Play it as it Lays,
i:15. 9:25, (R).
Palace: call 253·3133.
Capitol: Sounder. 1: 30, 3: 30, 5: 26, 7: 25,
9:25 (GPI.
- Vanity: Across 110th Street. 1 :30, 3: 12,
5:07, 7:02, 9:02, (R).
· Super Cinema: Don Quixote (US R 195 71.
Cervantes lovingly and richl) re-created with
famed
okolai Cherkasov as Quixote.
- Twin Drive-In: call 969-1300.
- Windsor Drive·ln: call 73,·6113.
- St. Clair College presents The Lion in Winter,
Sat. Mar. 17th. 8 p.m. Tickets: 1.

PLAYS AND MUSICALS

· To Milan

Yfarning :The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
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Sets done by William Pinnell
add an aura of ghostlyness to
the stage, and lend a good deal
of atmosphere to the entire
production.

ALL DAY LONG & ALL NIGHT LONG

GRLL FOR 'LABATT'S BLUE'

~

r:.=~~;:::=:,...____..,~:::.::.=-----~j~.-~: :..:~/'V"~~~~~~~::::_.J'

A strong supporting performance was given by Judith
Cockman, portraying daughter ~
Mary, and Paul Court gave his
usually excellent execution, in
this production as the captain's
drinking buddy "Joxer"
Daly."

. The Performing Arts Centre of the University
of Detroit-Marygrove College will present the
Detroit premiere of Abelard and Heloise by
Ronald l\,1illar. Continues for two successive
weekends, 1ar. 16-18 and held in "The
Theatre·• on the Marygrove College Campus,
Mc ichols Road at Wyoming. Curtain time:
8: 30 Fri. & Sat. and 7: 30 on un. Tickets:
$3 for adults, 2 for students with ID.
- University of Windsor Players present Juno
and the Paycock hr. 15-18. Tickets: 2.50.
Curtain time: 8:30.
- Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolfe'.' runs thru to
Mar. 25th !excluding Mondays) at the La
Pointe Theatre, 2990 Riverside Dr. W. Time:
8: 30. Adm. $2.50.

EXHIBITIONS
- Thru Sun. Apr. 8, Robert Motherwell's "A La
Pintura" and Historv of A uatint.

-

the Warehouse

Motherwell interprets the verses of Spanish
poet Rafael Alberti. Supporting exhibition
traces aquatint from 18th century beginning
to present. South wing · main floor.
The Dept. of Graphic Arts displays some 30
photographs of historic and artistic interest by
19th and 20th century European and
American photographers thru Sun . Mar. 26.
Main bldg .• ground floor Det. Inst. of Arts.
Opening Wed. Mar. 14th thru Apr. 29th at
the Det. Inst. of Arts is thP displa) Detroit
Collects: Antiques. Objects from early
civilizations. South Wing. main floor.
The Gibson Gallery. 140 Richmond Street in
Amherstburg presents an exhibition by The
Windsor Camera Club each Sundav
throughout March from 2-5 in the afternoon".
All are welcome and it is free.
Opening Fri. Mar. 23rd al the Detroit Instilule of Arts. Distinguishing American Glass
by Marvin D. chwartz, ~ew York Times
antique columnist and consultant to
Metropolitan Museum .

FILMS ON THE ARTS
· Fri. Mar. 23 at 7: 30 in the Detroit lnstitue of
Arts Aud. "'The /,ife of \1ozart " - awardwinning feature length doLumentary. Ti-ckets
3 at Art Institute ticket office. Call 83146,8.
· Tues. Mar. 20th at noon in Ambassador Aud.
Jablonski: This film encounter with the
Canadian pianist Marek Jablonski is a
refreshing view of an artist who has ideas, not
only about music but about his own role and
that of his audience.

RADIO
· WIT"WW(l06\ fm presents one solid hour of
4-channel quadrophonic music even
aturday evening from 11 p.m. until :\lidnight.
· This Sun. Mar. 18th CJO'Ulll8 . 71 fm pours
killer Beatie special from 6 p.m. until ' twelve
midnight. It's not the BBC made commentary
but a better one out of Toronto.
- On Sunday, \lar. 18th, CBC Radio's CrossCountry Checkup, Canada's only national
open·line phone·in program. will de,ote its
entire show to the subject of cancer and some
of the many myths and realities connected
with the disease. Time : 5: 10-7:00 p.m. CBC
in Windsor is CBE (1550) am.
·
· CJ0\.1 (88.il fm feature an album every
Tue,. and Thurs. evenings; side one at 6: 30,
side two at 8: 30. Each album is one which has
genera led the most interest in the community
in the past week.
- Ever) Sun. night J:l:'ABX (99.51 fm prt>sents
their quad hour from I).] 0 four ear of
listening.

YOUTHEATRE
. Sat. Mar. 17th at Det. In l. of Art

Aud. is
China music, dance. folktales and shado"
puppets by a troupe of young Chinese performers. Times: 11 a.m. & 2 p.m. Tickets:
1.50
A'\ 't O'\E ~ ISHii'liG to submit anythin~ to the
calendar please do so in writing to the
re,iews office of the Lance on or before
th.- l\tonda) of the week preceeding the
e,enl.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Something on the lighter side this week for .all
you people who have had similar problems and could not vo1c.e
your frustrations. The lady who wrote the poem assures me that It
is all true and anyone who has had similar problems should
contact her at A.P.A. Ottawa, 74 George Street, Ottawa, Ont.
·

That remedies to right the wrong
Were tried· e'en though they failed.
It took six months and new exhaust,
Before success was hailed.

Front wheels were loose, their studs replaced,
A tie-rod broke as well.
This could have caused a speedy trip
To h1>av'n or e'en to heU.

I bought a car from G.M.C.,
An Envoy sixty-nine.
The biggest pile of mobile junk
That e'er came off the 'line'.
I swear that it was conjured up
As some nightmarish dream.
No self-respecting engineer
Would want to take the blame
For putting so much shoddy trash
Into one single car,
Then marketing the ghoulish thing,
Some dient's life to mar.
The generator was the first
To herald troubles on.
It left it• s mooring on the block
Down Highway 401.
The windscreen washer pump packed up
Likewise the wiper too.
The signal lights were faulty, and
The gear shift stiffer grew.

Within the first nine months that I
This car did drive around,
A plague of oi1 leaks pestered me
And numerous faults were found.
The valves were readjusted h\>ice,
Two gaskets were replaced,
The doweU pin was modified,
Before leaks were erased.
The carburettor was at fault
Right from the very start,
And finally they had to put
A new 'kit' in this part.
An oft' repeated problem is
'The lack of any heat.
It seems, to rectify this flaw,
Will be a major feat.

Accelerator sticking is
A fault y1>t to be quelled.
Just when I think I'm slowing down
I find I'm jet-propelled.
And two months after purchase there
Were leaks in the exhaust,
And then again at five months old
Another breach was closed.
Then noxious trouble hit the scene •
'Twas fun1es in the inside.
They tried to tell me it was paint·
'Twas carbon monoxide.
Eight months went by before I knew
The nature of this gas.
I've never met such ignorance
Or negligence so crass,
As that displayed in Ottawa
By educated men.
'Twas I who had the trouble checked
And it was only then

Another gasket's been replaced,
Ignition coil besides;
Down in the steering column still,
A faulty bearing hides.
And if you tell those G.M. boys
You're sickened with their gear,
A nauseating stream of bilge
Will penetrate your ear.

If Madam has lost confidence
In G.M. 's pile of mbble,
There's nothing they can do to help
Alleviate the trouble.
They've got her cash, that's all they care;
Spare parts are cheap as dirt;
Replaced ad infinitum by
Som.e brain-washed G .M. squirt,

Whilst Madam's car is getting old,

A lemon all it's life:
A source of sheer frustration and
Of never ending strife.
Since she has not the gall to sell
And can't afford to keep,
This aggravating box of tricks.
This contwnacious heap;
The 'thing' is for disposal now
To anyone who thinks,
He has the time and cash in hand,
To juggle with a jinx.
The present problems might have been
Designed for Winter kicks;
The heating system's on the blink,
Accelerator sticks.
The water pump has ceased to work,
The thermostat's no more:
And your guess is as good as mine
'Bout what may be in store.
Mrs. Elizabeth N. Cook
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College Pres.
. ' not
says its
easy to rule

"Milk and honey"

Bananas! Bananas!
by BEN CARTWRIGHT
A referendum on the legalization of Banana smoking will be
held on campus sometime in the next three weeks according to
newly elected SAC President Geoff Schmitz. He said that he felt
his predecessor Gerry Gagnon had been a little risque with his
vote on the legalization of grass and hash, but added that
students are in need of some good, clean, wholesome fun.
Schmitz disclaimed rumours that he is an avid banana addict,
but stressed the fact that he's "no chicken." He added, 'Tm just
one of the guys. My mother told I was the last time I went home
to Toronto."
Other members of the general body of SAC have stated that
they are fearful of a 'banana scandal' if the referendum receivl's
any undue amount of publicity. They have requested University
of Windsor Chief of Security I van McGrant to post guards at
every entrance to the campus to keep members of the press off the
campus.
McGrant is not a banana addict contrary to popular belief.
"Milk and honey was good enough for me when I was a kid. I
don't understand how these kids get off smoking bananas," he
said in an interview early this morning.
George McMain, Dean of Students, contradicted McGrant
saying, "I remember Ivan when he was a kid and believe me he
was no rose.''
McMain added that the Office of Student Affairs is taking no
official stand on the issue by telling Schmitz "You 're on your own
in this banana deal, Geoff baby, but it sounds lih monkey
business to me."

by JAY JOY
"So you think that my job is
sy do you," expounded Dr.
rettY, President o.f the
University
of
Wmga~e,
IK>lllewhat angered at my naive

question·
Let me

h

. '

tell you t at 1t s a
1
8 job and sometimes I
trouble remembering who
wearing the pants around
he added turning purple
emphysema.
is year has been the
year of my career," Petty
"Due to the ,,·eirdos
fits in the various
and the SUCK
who hails from the
of Patagonia, where
a Bull degree in
tudies and other
ds took office at
many years ago.
le believe that Petty
Wingate since the
stone was laid.
of corner stones
been abolished due
public opinion and
ce of the Mop

Bornb a car?
•

Group plans action

'dent of such an
'versity has many
put up with," con-

Angry students, members of Italian.
Persons Instigating Stupid
"As you know, the govern·
Situations (PISS), claimed ment has instituted a policy
y.
their first score as they fire ,~here all officers and civil
ce the other day,
bombed a car on the Mac- servants must be conversant in
Don a Id-Cartier
Freeway the two oIIicial provincial
e, of the Anthro
yesterday.
c
department
languages,
Italian
and
The car, a 1970 black English," he said.
to quit because
Caddilac owned by the
When asked if the families of
d used his personal
Province of Ontario, was the two deceased would receive
in the staff lounge.
occupied by two local officials any benifits, McN aught
do in the SUCK
at the university of Windsor. replied that "the Family would
ps on raising shit
A spokesman for PISS take good care of the grieving
re every time I turn
A BLACK FLEETWOOD WITH MAFIA spontaneous combustion which occurred when Dr. teddy's car who we wayla.yed on 401 and asked
claimed the action was un- loved-ones."
and let me tell you I STAFF CAR bumper .stickers burns madly on the P.I.S.S. threw a firebomb into the pa.s.senger com- lzim to step out of the car to get his picture taken.
PISS spokesman Adrianno
turn my back 401 near Kitchener. Although it appears that the partment. Actually it's just another ta.nee hoax
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire dertaken as a protest against
the
government's
delaying
Sartori
said, " Action will
vehicle was firebombed, it was actually a victim of perpetrated to confuse the student body. Really it's
action in their policy of loan continue. It will continue until
etty was asked what
grants.
the government realizes that
function in the
"We do not think," he said. we, the students. are totally
was he had to think
"We act. When we learned committed to this venture, and
alf an hour) before
that
the provincial government thoroughly PISSed off."
with this brilliant
was recalling 200 members of
"Our next action "ill be to
recent weeks the Maple Tree zealous high school students principal in the city to an armDr. 0 said at recess today its OSAP team I Ontario further promote holes in the
by SYLVIA CLAl\'IPETI
know. When I first
It looks like the St. Clair Pub at the college has been the out for their very first binge. '1-\Testling match to defend St. that he does want "any of that Student Awards Programl for roof of the Ontario Legislature.
the job I was told College campus Pub is in for victim of vandalism. According
Director of Student Body Clair's honor.
balony'' and added "This is language defects, we decided to This is the way in which some
a soft touch and all more trouble than ever as the to sources at The Saint, the Functions at the college,
Even The Lance, one of The my school understand and act."
of the
other Families
was look intelligent drinking age in Ontario was campus paper, the damage. has Dapper Butler agreed. In O's arch enemies, offered up these are my children. If I get
Minister of University sucessfully threatened action,
and have white hair lowered to 14 this week. In been caused largely by over confirming the paper's ac- the Figliotti Bros. to hel p save my hands on any of those little
Awards Jack McNaught said and I am now in possession of
. I had to get my
cusations he said, "Just this the St. Clair Pub. The blighters I'll string him up by the two occupants of the car, the blueprint for leaking. It
ed and wear glasses
past week some nut on a two- Figliottis are the Lance's the neck on my artificial maple Joe Schailler and Joe Kuntsta, also ties in nicely with out
I didn't really need
wheeler came riding into the extermination service.
tree, make no mistake about were on their way to Toronto policy of PISS on the governthink that I have
Pub disrupting the entire
Sources close to the it."
to take a make-up exam in ment."
the requirements but
affair. I was just shocked. I provincial government in
Local officials of the
e won't leave me alone. I
was horrified, and most of all I Toronto, namely University of Windsor Board of Education
to join new committees
Windsor Awards Officer Don showed little concern over the
was sad."
day and listen to all the
Earlier in the year President Kozy, have indicated that vandalism at the college. In an
W that's raised from the
by l\'IURNA "l0SY
medicinal and remedial powers of St. Clair College Dr. 0 (for strong protests have come into official statement prepared off
llldents all the way up to my
Are you feeling a little punk in a strange South American outta sightl threatened to close the legislative over the the cuff Cumulus McLeod
•etary. I tell you its tough." lately? Has your cheese got up plant. The plant, Tobassco, the Maple Tree Pub for the lowering of the age limit from said, "I feel that the 'O' is
Petty pondered for a few and left you? Has your urinary can only be found in a cat duration of the term. He said 18 to 14.
overstating the case out at St.
minutes and seemed lost in his bladder gone broke? Well house in Chile. Fr. McAlter that if it really is high school
There has been no official Clair. Those kids were
by SKATEBOARD STEVE and
heavy thoughts. A distinct don 't worry ga ng cau se did not elaborate on his students who are causing the comment to the press from the probably imported by those
YIUMBLES and WHIZ
snoring noise could be heard as everything will be alright soon. prescense in the house, but said damage, he will personally legislature, but one member who are out to get the
University of Windsor assistant Centre Director Bill Tunhe held his head in his hands. A new service is opening up on he had a pleasant time there. head a vigilante committee close to 'the top' stated Probably those zanies at the nelman was in a quandry yesterday afternoon as he was forced to
When Petty was asked what campus: Counselling on
The group's on-ca~pus co- that will "hit every high school Monday morning that the fact University of Windsor Lance." confront the vibrator people from the Department of Physical
said that he couldn't Fascimilies.
hisfuture plans were he stated Campus and in Normal ordinator is Harry Crydon, a in the city" in search of the that his daughter was up on an
that hehad a cave pie
· ked out E ducat10n
·
( COCAINE f or news staffer at SCRW. Crydon culprits.
underage drinking wrap had agree with McLeod but added
The battery operated ( 110 volt, 40 ampl Vibrator People ,vere
IOlllewhere in the vicinity of short).
claimed recently, "I'm no
Dr. 0 also said that he will nothing to do with the law- "if it is, I've written my last purchased at a slave auction in Angola in June 1954 and were
limerick for The Lance."
Puce where he would retire to
The group credits their goody two shoes, I just got challenge every high school makers decision.
shipped air freight to the then Assumption University. The
contemplate on the mysteries succes to Fr. McAlter, a roped into this project by some
Dicector of the Department of Physical Facsimilies stated in an
; the heavenly bodies and Brazalian
priest,
"".ho fink in the theology departexclusive Lance interview Tuesday "Those £--king things must
have been charging up their batteries since 1954. They came
. l)'che 115.
discovered
far
reachmg ment.
bussin' outta that basement like they were back in the can at
:·····~:·:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:·~:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::;:::::;::::;::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::;:::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:::::;:;:::;::::::::::::::::::::::::\\
Angola. Before we knew "' hat happened they were s" arming
•:•:
•
over the Centre Building."
Chief of University of Windsor Security Ivan McGrant said
1111
that the security personnel have orders to stop the Vibrator offensive at all costs. He also warned students not to touch or have
any relations with the vibrator people because "It wouldn't be
nice."
"We already have six men on the eighth floor of Hotel Dien
le to eligible students for Inter-Session - Summer Session on the basis
suffering
from electro-magnetic shock sustained in the line of
following regulations.
duty. Their symptoms include limp wrists, nervous giggling, and
sideburns," he said.
pplicant must be a full-time student taking a minimum of 3 full
Alumni Director Rod Scott denied emphatically that any of the
required for his-her program.
Vibrator People were members of the Alumni Association. He
oourses must be taken at the same institution.
claimed, "Nobody, not even the dreaded Vibrator People can
buy me off."
courses taken at Inter-Session - Summer SPssion must result in the
George McMain, Dean of Students, told the Lance that
nt obtaining a degree sooner than otherwise would be possible.
negotiations were under way with the vibrator people but they
were trickv devils. "Because of the atrocities committed in
Laurier H~ll. McMain said, chatting had proved difficult, but
e application for Inter-Session - Summer Session only covers the
conflictin~ rumours had it that the indignities had been perst period. A separate application is required for assistance for the
petrated by students from MacDonald Hall.
Xaiwria Hollandais, in town for the week, was closeted with
1973 - April. 197 4 period.
the leader of the vibrator people for owr two hours on Thursday
' &no for both the summe, and the fall should h• available by
1111
NICK. THE 'WATNTAINAVCE WA,V (centre backwound) KEEPS HIS l~ISTANCE AS A afternoon, "I found them charming, sincere, audacious, genVTBRATOR PLATOON MAKE AN ADVANCE on the Lance and SAC offices of the second tlemen. They under tand the meaning of the word sincerity and
thry are great vibrators. They can cleave my beaver any ole
l
of th<' Cl'ntre Building. They were later repulsed by Lan ce cub reporter Alurn'.i,Nvsy.
.f oor
-Lance Photo h) I err) Coomber tin1e."
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Dr. 0 claims St. Clair Pub occupied

New counselling service;
Founded on campus site

Vibrator People attacli;
negotiations underway
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Man from N.A.I.R.

The Matted Jungle
by STRANGE
Dear Strange:
Why don't we have dances in the gym on Friday
nights?
A.M.IVEng.
Dances were called off for several reasons. First there
were several examples of rowdyism: Mary Lou Freebish,
head of the honour society, president of the W.M.S. and
g.:><>d girl l''I'm a good girl.") complained to Dr. Leddy
when she had her garter belt snapped ... (Are you a turtle?
Then why do you snap? Yuk! Yuk!, two successive
Friday nights in a row, there were several reports of boys
smoking cigarettes in the washroom and putting their
butts in the urinals, making them soggy and difficult to
light. Also there were unsubstantiated reports of several
hooligans splitting a six·pack and laying rubber on Huron
Line, while they screamed obscenities and sp!t out. the
windows. Another problem was chaperones. Friday mght
is the faculty bowling league and nobody wanted to show
and the one night we had it without chaperones nobody
would take their shoes off; they turned all the lights out,
the band got mad because everybody wanted Johnny
Mathis records, several guys had to be taken to the
hospital for heat prostration, people were making out all
over the place and there were rumours that several guys
even copped feels right on the dance floor. So that blew
that ...
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Ladies and gentlemen, may I present you Uptight
columnist: Strange.

Thank You, Gary Owens. Hello, folks. I hope you all
enjoyed your dinner - the roast beef looked burned, the
fried chicken looks greasy, so let me take this opportunity
for the last paper to write an address - my 'swan song', so
to speak - no pictures please.

+++
First, let me say that I can't accept this award (though I
will take the money) because of the cruel and inhuman)e)
treatment of vegetables and aardvarks in the press, on
radio and TV and in the moving pitchers. They have been
used as mere set decoration or worse - portrayed as sex
objects with no minds of their own. The best moving
picture I ever saw starred Alonzo the Aardvark as a
gestapo lackey who, tired of torturing socialist flunky
rutabagas with old reruns of Lassie running through the
vegetable fields chased by Jeff and Gramps in
clodhoppers, escapes to Nevada to become a syndicated
lackey and hit man in a casino. The rutabagas were wellportrayed by the Acme Vegetable Dance Ensemble. So
they can act, if given the proper fertilizer, water and soil.
So, no more excuses.
I would also like to take this opportunity to show
solidarity with the aardvarks now under siege in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, who feel they have been victimized by the
broken 1848 Rio de Janerio Treaty which promised thE'm
'ant' rights all along the Amazon.
Finally, from myseli and the Mosio Sand Creatures,
who have made this all possible, I would like to thank you
for all the questions, sick and twisted as they were, and
you kind remarks on my level of sanity. God (whoever He
is) bless you and keep you in the summer months, may
your days and nights be filled with laughter and your
stomachs with beer. Watch for my road show in your
town, and come and see the Mosio Sand Creatures being
displayed at your local fairgrounds next to the two-headed
cows and giant cabbage.

byPATRICOMB
It was the end of a typical
Friday in Soundlike Northern
Ontario. The bank was busily
cashing the cheques of the civil
servants, loggers, miners and
adults, the bars were preparing
for Friday night (as well as was
Doc Blister) and the small
business establishments in
town were drawing their blinds
to close another work day. The
"Open" sign on Mrs. Wright's
yard goods store flipped over to
announced "Closed", Mr.
Instead's dime store locked up,
the town's dirty magazine
shoppe darkened for the day,
and both barber shops were
deserted, unswept, but left
with the promise that
"tomorrow for sure"; a
tomorrow that was to question
longevity.
Friday evening began with
sundown. The Whitewood Inn
began to fill as well as did
Mort's
Tavern.
The
Whitewood had colour t.v.
(tho' only two stations got that
far north) and shuffle board.
Mort had two topless girl
dancers (tho' ugly as Satan's
evilest sin) and shuffleboard.
Old Doctor Blister and Mrs.
Blister sat home listening to
records on their old RCA, him
sleeping under a dog-eared and
outdated medical journal, she
adding iodine water to the
iodine, because Friday nights
used too much up and she
wished to cut down on ex·
penses. Little could she realize
the harrowing experience that
was to take more than the
doctor and his watery iodine to
solve.
Inside Ben's Barbershop the
matted jungle of unswept hair
was taking roots. The same
thing had already happened in
the shop of Ralph the barber,
but in his parlour it had grown
already to become a field of
auburn and blond crabgrass.
Meanwhile, over at the town's
poultry receivership, pretty
Patty Sue was dozing off with
the foul smell of dead birds
filling her nostrils, dreams of
prom queen filling her head,
and a pile of her newly cut hair
filling her bed. (Patty Sue's
mother felt that she should cut
the girl's hair herself rather
than trust some man or drive
all the way into Acorn to get
the job done.)

Patty Sue awoke around
eleven with a strange sensation
filling her body. Her head spun
and she felt weak. She attempted to throw off her
blankets and go for a twinkie
and milk for energy; but found
that the covers were stuck to
her. With only the strength of
fear guided adrenalin she
threw on the light and found,
to her horror, that the hair that
once lay on her bedspread had
grown through all of the
blankets and planted sucking
roots into her body. She
screamed, but as she did so the
hairs began to toss thousands
of tiny flakes at her. Some got
in her eyes, some tangled in her
mucous membrane, but the
bulk went into her throat.
Within a short while she had
suffocated from a dandruff
overdose.
Meanwhile the town was in
a
frenzy.
Hairs
were
everywhere. Armed with
combes, brushes, and a hall
tube of brylcreem, Joe DonutSoundlike's sherriff and three

newly deputized miners struck
out against the barrage of
bristles, but one by one they
succumbed to the missiles of
deadly dandruff.

interloper, but the deadly
white heads only bounced off
his bare chest. In a moment of
distraction two fuzz balls
ambushE>d him, but he cleaned
Weakened and palsied up their act with a couple of
survivors grappled with death shots of Pssssst. Then as the
to reach the doctor for aid. He foam settled on Soundlike, the
was horrified. His wife was Man from Nair and his eagle
sick. To avoid an attack on his flew to consult with the clouds.
own home he set out a few of He asked for rain :
his wife's wigs, falls and
"Nothing like a torrent
wiglets hoping to lure the hairs please,
just
something,
in to their rotten den of sickness perhaps, in the line of a
and death's decay. Some flirted shower," he asked.
and lost their lives in the
A shower it was and where
struggle for freedom, others
he
had foamed on the Nair the
inched closer. He then laid out
clouds
showE>red away the hair.
berets and bobby pins and hair
By three o'clock Saturday
nets. A better trap, but still,
against the hair brained, to no morning the quieted town ·vas
safe, morgue-like and canavail. They inched closer.
cerous. Unmarked stones were
It was one a.m., the whole being erected at each pile of
area was a web of hungry dandruff to remember those
hairs, most defences were who gave up their protein so
either tried and failed or else that others may live.
inaccesible. The hair hounds
No one got to thank the Man
had long since expired and
even the watery iodine was from Nair, but isn't that how it
almost gone. It seemed that always is?
Soundlike Northern Ontario
-Don't miss next week
was doomed to extinction.
, when the Man from Nair
But, at the darkest moment, deals with his greatest foe:
as the hairs engulied Doc The Daring Young Hair on
Blister's home and surrounded the Flying Fir Trees (he
the few remaining healthy floats thru the Nair with the
people, a rocket of foam greatest of ease!).
skipped through the clouds.
Then appearing in the middle
of town was a man so bald that
Mount Baldy might seek envy,
a man with burnless sides and
a smooth naked chest and a
bald eagle purched on his
shoulder. It was the man from
Nair! His only battles before
had been with Pubertyman, so
this, though somewhat more of
a challenge, he was ready for.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
BROCK UNIVERSITY
ST. CATHARINES.ONT.

DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDIES (DIP. ED. BROCK)
University graduates are invited to apply for admission to a new program. begmnU'lg
Sept . 1973. leading to the award of the PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA ,n Educa

,n

t1on Studies. Academrcc:1lly dlld professionally equivaler11 to the Bachelor of Educa

tion degrt!es of other universities 1n Ontario, the professional diploma carries with
It recommendation for an Ontario Teacher's cert1f1cate at the Elementary or

Elementary and Secondary school levels.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
The college of education ,s progressive in outlook, modern in design, small,
personal and situated ,n the heart of the Brock Campus. It's locat,on enables a full
social and recreational pdrt1cipat1on in the ltfe of the University
The program particularly emphas,zes weekly field experience and practical
teaching In 1972 73 students spent a total of 84 days ,n schools because teachers,
principals and boards of education are partners with the college in the f 1eid
e)(perience
Successful completion of the course depends on demonstration of competencies 1n
the interactive skills of teaching, and on the preact1ve skills of curriculum planning
based on sound educational theory and proven pnnc,pals of instruction Goals are
set and achieved by tutors and students in partne,sh,p. Individual counselling, consistent tutorial guidance, student faculty 1nteract1on, respect and understanding. are
keys to a program which 1s consistent with the overall Brock philosophy
The college in 1973 will require a core preparation for elementary school teaching,
but students, 1f they wish, may combine this program with a secondary schoof
elective in their degree major, so they are prepared for teaching 1n both elementary
and secondary schools . This flex1bd1ty allows maximum employment choice Gt
the end of the academic yea,

Of the 1971· 72 graduating class, over 90 percent were employed ,n the la1t !Chool
year All evidence points to successful Job place"Tient in the current year
lnqutr1es should be directed to

"Teachers Come to Brock ..
College of Education
Brock Un1vers1ty,
St Catharines, Ontario, L2S JA 1

•

In brief time uncounted he
and his . eagle foamed the
countryside. The hairs ignored
the town to dandruff away this

The Paulists are helping to build the earth.
downtown
on the campus
in the parish
in the office
building bridges
working with
the young and old
spreading the
Christian spirit,
praying
celebrating
counseling

brock

North American
priests on the
move throughout
Canada and
the United States.
For more information write:

Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room101CA.

Paulist Fathers.

101 mean sna es,
ro ena es,
an soon
s
s
ems
•
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647 Markham Street

Toronto 174, Ontario

"Fought about bein' best
barber again, is the doc in
missus?"
The doctor's wife nodded
and lead them into his room.
Willy, Soundlike's wino, was
propped against the barbershop door in a }:lazy stupor
of plain brown bag con·

Did you ever

to thinkhow it all got started?
Get some straight facts about the different methods
of birth control and some historical anecdotes in the
FREE "How-Not-To" booklet. Written in simple,
easy-to-read language. From Julius Schmid, makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
Ask for these well known brands at your drug store.
FOUREX • RAMSES • SHEIK

Freedom,
forever

All questions, answers, clues to the cosmos and any
feelthy pictures or disgusting objects should be placed
neatly in the Uptight Box, located in palatial splendour
on the Centre desk, who is vacationing in Upper Velta
with his wife Mahogany. Or, submit them directly to
the Lanct> who is travelling incognito as a 49 Ford. As a
last resort bring them directly to my office (No. 4) in
the huge fluorescent Lance complex.

Soon, from both of the
town's coiffures, a hairy
multitude had populated the
streets. Some slid into W a It's
drug store and gorged
themselves on the few bottles
of Protein 21 in stock. But not
enough! They heard the
people at
Mort's
and
Whi tewood. They stalked!

About
ten-thirty
Doc
Blister's door was knocked,
Mrs. Blister awoke her
sleeping spouse and went to
answer. Ben and Ralph were
being supported by another
pair of townsmen.

Enigmatic
White Space
++;-

sequences. His phased mind
quickly dipped into a conscious
sleep. Beneath the door which
supported his liquid existence,
grew out an army of tiny, but
lengthy, worm-like hairs. In a
matter of moments they grew
into him, wove through him
and then left him; a lifeless
pile of used dandruff. But
many of those hairs died for
they were in search of protein
and Willy poisoned them.
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32 Bermondsey Rd .. Toronto 16. Ont.
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Please send me FREE
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PIONEER

See your Pioneer dealer for
tuners. amps. speakers. headphones.
turntables and tape decks.

Authorized agent · S. H. Parker Company, 66 Lesm,11 Road, Don Mills. on ~,
(4161445-8530
1 10
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ion Academy of Sporting Arts and Sciences
~ .p,.esents The First Annual CATAStrophies
First Annual Catastrophies.
Award: to the 0 .U.A.A. referees who
for every game.
~ ·ng frigging Pickle of Fate Award : to ~h e
f Y1 , committees of the O. U .A.A. for leavmg
:turban and Scot M cFadden off Lheir
tive all-star teams.
;~ight Award: to Lancer hockey star Ejay

~;an
Beowed up

ma11,

Queen,. of the Year Award : to goaltender Scot
farge
~cFadden.
"Who Me?" Cup: T o Lancer B-ball
The in Jer~ Sovran for consistently brilliant
Capta after being called for personal fouls.

fgWarro Swashbuckle: to the Lancer
t1ca1

e. g team for carving their mark ("W") on

::c~.U.A.A. Championship Trophy.

Uniformed T eam : the C.S.R.W.
ie~wballs exhibition basketball flashers.
B I Uninformed Pla yer : C.S.R.W.
;ations Manager Dick Walsh for wearing a
hockey helmet with match ing silly string and
t

knickers.
()ctopus Sticky Tentacle Award: to the
Lancer and Lancerette basketball teams.

Black and Blue Armpit Award. Lo our
glorious wrestling team.
·
The Mitchell Sharp Piece Prize: to the
Lancer hockey team for be1'ng th l
. d team m
· the league.
e east
pena l1ze
The Invisible Man Transparency. to 0
. team.
·
ur ever
popu lar tennis
Globetrot Suitcase: (tie) Coach Eaves f h'
Lr'
R · h·
or 1s
.1p t~ uss1Caht. 1s fal! and to Coach Thomas for
h 1s tnp to
ma this past summer
~e Dinosaur Bone: goes to St. De~is Hall for
bemg as old as one.
The Hour after Hour Extra Dry Award: to
the Lancer and Lancerette swim teams
The Aren't You Glad They Use Dial Award.
to the 24-hr Relay team.
·
The Gentlest Voice Award: to O. U .A.A.
baske~ball refer~e Ted Earley whose conversation was enJoyed by fans even in the top
rows of the gym.
The Anti 85 Percent Award: given in advance
to the basketball Lancers who just might have
an American or two on next year's squad.
Note: We had one trophy left so we de ided to
give it to Andy Parichi because all he needs is
another piece of paint covered lead ...
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ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING ..
of a new
Bridal Shop
to the Windsor
area.

cllL t9,d/i;_
BRIDAL SHOP

Pri ces & Select io n
second to no ne .
Bridal Gowns from

$69.00
Bridesmaids from
$38.00

TEL. 253-8251
950 WYANDOTTE WEST

WINDSOR

WE HAVE BETTER BEVERAGES
It's no secret that now is the slow time for head
improvements on a campus. These prices will never be
repeated in spring or summer. Our professionally
trained workmen are on duty now and can give you a
free estimate on a good old fashioned night on the
town. No matter what your head improvement needs
are: brew, dancing, music, aluminum siding, or
picking up tarts, we can do the job on you.
I personally will see to it that the job is done right.
We serve better beverages. Operators are on duty now
at 256-7425 to take your call now.
REMEMBER, HAVE NO FEAR WITH LES
MENEAR

Summer Sports Parade
hy SAM PILE
While Lhe University of Windsor students hit
Lhe beach this summer, the die-hard athletes will
begin off-season training. It all begins next
month with a J)('nny pitching tournament in the
boiler room of the l\rlath Building.
'11ie Lancer football and tennis teams will
meet in a murdPr ball showdown at high noon.
The smart mone) is on thP gridireon squad
bt,c·ause both teams will be allowed to wear Lheir
rPgular uniforms. The footballers will also have
a dPcidPd manpower advantage.
Tl1f' Women's Athletic Council will sponsor a
combinPd "' lH'elbarrow race and rain dance in
Studio A of the Media Centre. Live television
cowragP will hP a"ailahlP in the lounges of all
residences.
Our provincial basketball champions, the
Lancers, will meet the Lancerptte~ in a roller
derby match in the parking lot between
Assmnption Church and the west wing of thP
Library.
Our provincial fencing champions will take
on thP judo club in a Texas death-match in the
government documents section of the Library.
Lord Athol Layton, the famous wrestling
commentator, will describe the action for
Student Radio S.C.R.W.
Tl1e winner of the Formosa Falls shuf-

fleboard contest and the campus snooker
champion will race to the top of the Energy
Conversion Centre. This mountain climbing
exhibition will be timed by a watch that was
attached to Scot McFadden's goal-stick but
kept on ticking.
Speaking of our glorious pucksters, the
hocke) team will meet the swim team in a polo
match at the bottom of the pool, at the Phys Ed
building. The infamous Dr. C. will referee from
the bridge of the S.S. Poseidon.
Tiw biggest event of the summer is a tricycle
rally, to be held on Dominion Day. A film crew
from ABC's Wacky World of Sports will be on
hand for television coverage, and rumour has it
that MGM is interested in the film rights.
The rally will start at the top of the stairs at
Dillon Hall; the trikes will race around the ping
pong tables under St. Denis Hall; then take off
do,rn the tunnel and do a wheely at St
Michael's; then follow the underground route
to the basement of the University Centre.
The rally will end at the foosball game in
front of the D.T. calendar dispensory. A row of
telephones have been specially set up at the
finish line for all the news-hounds. The winner
will get free and immediate admission to the
Cabaret. The runner-up will get a life-time
supply of Beefer Food.

The Rumour Mill
Do you
know
this dog?
Contact

253-4060

by ART COMM, JR.
I've bt,en keeping my ear to
the grape vine, and Ill} purple
appendage has served me well.
There have been man) important developments on the
campus sports scene recently
that you've not read of
anywhere to date.
My first revelation is that a
talented eight-foot centre will
be joining the basketball
Lancers in the fall. Rockey
Mountain, star of Lethbridge
Western High School, was
scouted by dozens of U.S.
College basketball teams.
Rockey will have to get over an
illness, however; Dutch Elm
Disease'.
Rumour has it that Rockey
is a tremendous wide receiver,
too! Reports out of Alberta say
he can catch anything thrown
on his side of the football field.
"The Rock" nearly enrolled at
the Death Valley College of
Oceanography, but they didn't
have a uniform that would fit
him.
Even bigger news: a new

stadium is going to be built for
the football Lancers. It will be
constructed in the area encircled by Cody Hall, Mac,
Laurier and Essex . The
stadium will be excavated so
the top of the stands will be at
ground level, and resident
students can look out their
windows and see all the action
from the climate-conlrolled
comfort of their own private
box-seats (ie. their rooms. I
The name of the stadium
will Cola Colliseum, as a
courtesy to the Stadium's
number-one
concessionaire.
The campus Cola rep, Calvin
"Sales" Cooper, cornered a
campus monopoly for the Cola
Co., as consideration for
donating the Cola Colliseum.
Our Lancer hockey Coach,
C.C. Eaves, is moving to
greener pastures in the
shadows of the Peace Tower.
So, a new coach has to be
located. Dr. "Red" Lyon of
Left Armpit, Saskatchewan,
appears to have the inside
track. Red was a stand-out
blue-liner with the Toronto

Maple Leafs in the 60's.
The Coach of the U. of W.
Curling team, "Mac" Lean, is
pleased to announce that the
floor of the main corridor in
Essex Hall will be flooded for
use by the curlers. Mac told
me, in strictest confidence of
course: "the only problem we
have is the fire doors."
In a surprise decision, the
University's Athletic Director
has decided to permit floor
hockey games to be played in
St. Denis Hall. All players will,
of course, be asked to remove
their shoes to protect the floors.
Local news media received a
press release to this effect ... not
to be announced until
Groundhog Day, 1975.
Fin ally,
a
secret
memorandum was circulated
suggesting the development of
co-educational
house-league
volleyball competition. The
memo also advisei;; that: "an
alternative to the traditional
'skins' and 'shirts' designation
of teams should be found." No
reason was given.

s

abaret Pub, University of Windsor
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Do You Have Weirdness Worth Developing?

,, Les Menear, Manager

Let the famou s weirdos
school teach you how to
become a fun c tioning
hizarro ove rnight ! H ave
you ever watched your
local, n eighbourhood
flasher or foot f e ti sh
expert in action and
wondered why you too
couldn ' t
pursue
a
prof itahle
career
in
weirdness
and
perversion?

Join the thousands of other
frustrated souls, tired of hiding
their weirdness under a gray
flannel suit, who have received
satisfaction by joining th e
ranks of THE FAMOUS
WEIRDOS SCHOOL.
We offer instruction in many
assorted facets of the weird life.
We have courses in virtually
every aspect of sexual
deviance, drag racing on t~e
street, drag racing at the strip,
drag racing without a car, and

racing in drag. Some of our
more popular courses include:
cocktail party gross-outs, how
to tum people off at funera.ls
and weddings, how to sleep m
a coffin on your stomache, ho~
to install razor blades m
Delicious apples, training
soldier ants for the rema~e of
the movie based on Lennmg:n
vs. the Ants (can be fo~d m
The Harvest of Short Stones at
your local public high school),
and finally how to sneeze food

for info.

Windsor Telephone Direcout your nose.
SCHOOL is composed of daughter away from.
tory" (Dr. Johnl "N"obod}
Have you become tired of experts and generally well
normality and sanity? Do you thought
of
functioning
Our graduates say ... "This ever laughed at me when I
have trouble getting it up bizarros. members of the panel ma) be bumming arotmd but I danced into class," (Gord the
walking the dog every night? include such prestigious figures get to look up a lot of skirts" Dancing Bear); "You find me
·
(Skateboard Sam, noted somebody \\ ho dares give me
Do your kids call you 'square '?. as Doctor Fong, th e m·
Is that your problem hunky? scrutable; Razor Face Jake, bottomles s dan ced; "I'm gas, and I'll show you the total
Well then, pal, let the throat
slitting
expert; gonna play whistle· for ass," (Bruce DaCrapl.
quall'fi' ed personnel and in- Diamond Dave, the only guy Mcssiah"(Budd) Hackl; "I
. to sed nee used to get a 11 th e g1r
· ls , but
School chairman Charles
Structors at the FAMOUS in Green B ay, W 1sc.
· footb aII team; St uar t now I d o n't n"'ed
an,..''
WEIRDOS SCHOOL mold an entire
,
, (Harry Flaccid sa)·s: "if )'OU believe
he Cr"·den
l, 'Tll be able to write all the crap in this gag ad, then
,
You into the shame of your G otts, the On ly Stiff On t
first
definitive works on the you don't need the ..~ school
thers
the
tl
block. The panel of THE f acu Ity; an d coun ess o
FAMOUS
WE I R DO s ,_:."'~h.:.:o:.:.m:.::....::y.:.o.:u...:'d~li...:k.=..e...:t.=..o_k_e_e.:..p...::y_o_trr
__t_he_m_es_o_f_n_a_t_1l.l'_e_a_n_d_JiI_e_i_n_t_h_e_a_n_p_\·_a_ys_.--:
..:---------------l

Famous W eirdos School
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The Lance Is p ublished cautiously at the end of the year when
you can't get us, by and against the students and other creeps
,who frequent the University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario. Press
offices were located on the second floor of the University of
Windsor centre, but were moved when this issue hit the stands.
Entered as second class mall at the Post Office of Canada, The
Lance isn't a member of the Canadian Press, Canadian University
Press, or Jewish Defence League. The opinions expressed in this
paper are merely meant In fun, and are a back-hand~d attempt
at parody. If you consider it in bad taste, don't bring 1t home to
mother.
Adress all complaints to lance Staff, General Delivery, Lima,
Peru.
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Editorial

God alive

•

Ill

It has recently come to the attention of
The Lance that truth lurks beneath the
technological morass in which we live from
day to day. Not only have we heard that God
is dead, hut also that plumbers don't work
on weekends. There is an anology here
somewhere.
~ 'eat The Lance, however, have seen God
spring full blown from beneath Aardvarks,
out of vegetable patches, and opening
telephone booths all over this great country.
We have seen him skulking in doorways,
driving cars, going to the bathroom, and
even having a few beers with the boys.

the darl{room
We at The Lance we, we, we, we are
disappointed with the recent rise of alternate relitions and beliefs that seem to spring
up overnight like mushrooms. Like
Chickenman,. God is everywhere, He's
everywhere. And the answer to the questions
that when, why, and how can probably he
found in a good copy of the Encyclopedia
Britannica or dial 253-4-060 and talk to Him
in person. yes folks, we at The Lance have
the Messiah stashed in the darkroom and
when the time comes we are going to unleash
Him and the Vibrator People on the unsuspecting masses.
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The 'O' is way out of line
The Lance is fed up. If the 'O' out at St.
Clair College thinks for one minute that we
had anything to do with the destruction of
the Maple Tree Pub over the past weekend,
he's got another think coming. ( see story
page onel
Afterall we even offered up our elite
group of exterminators, the Figliotti
Brothers, to aid him in capturing those

lro
l)lO

nefarious rouges. We were even going to
foot the hill. That's an offer that nobody
could refuse ... that is, nobody except the 'O',

T o AN Ui',}f'~fCIDl::tJTf:D f<E:VOL, ,~ T HE- 'R~N ~s
OF T HE. MOSICI SAND C.R[E-ATVRcS U;FTIST PJ=oPLt:='s F(<O#JT...
TH E- L"' NC.k rs NOW 'DEFCJNCT.

!)(JE'=

~-

Tales from the Vienna Woods

Memos that didn't quite -make it!

We haven 't even criticized the college
lately. We would have rigged his arm
wrestling matches against the local high
Hitler,
school bosses so that he'd win. What else is Ed. Note: The following Vas ist ve goin ta do? Der mine.
know how many men vou
memos were found in the latest figures dat ve haf vun
Patton. Herr Alfred Jodi, New intend to have at Normand; so
there left to say but, "Geez."
basement archives of an old man per vun thousand who ist Year: 1940
Aviation Commander, wants he can begin immediate
and respected Wi ndsor committing sewerside. Can ve Mr. Joseph Stalin,
to know what a Luftwaffe is. casting.
family. Late one night last find no way to transfer zees Glad we're friends now. I have
Guess.
Sgt. Schultz.
week, the RCMFuzz raided high mortality rate to some of sent a large part of my army to
Year:
1943
Herr Hitler,
the residence of Pedro El zee inferior races.. .like zee reinforce yours. Hope you
Dumpkoph H itler,
Col. von Stauffenburg called to
Noel Coward once said, "Certain women stupidity.", "A man cannot he too careful in Comb looking for an illicit shoes?
appreciate it. Should be a hot
I'm through playing Mr. Nice remind you of the meeting at
should he struck regularly, like gongs."
Heil. time in the town tonight.
the choice of his enemies.", "We are all in wine rack, While they were
Guy.
Rastenburg 20 July. Should be
Hit Hit Hitler,
Humphrey Bogart said, "tennis anyone?" the gutter, but some of us are looking at the in the process of seizing the Der Fuehrer,
Heil. a real blast.
bottles,
one
of
the
dicks
Why are you such a sour
Goodbye.
Arthur Conan Doyle said, "Mediocrity stars.", "I can resist everything except
S.S.
inadvertently twisted a cork kraut?
Heidi.
Year 1941
knows nothing higher than itself, but talent temptation."
which
apparently
activated
a
Heil,
Hindenburg.
Der Fuehrer,
instantly recognizes genius. "
Year: 1944
Humphrey Bogart said, "Tennis anyone?"
Mr. A. Hitler,
Ask Benito to stop helping us. Der Fuehrer,
Playwright Woody Allen saicl, "Is the art mechanism and opened a Year: 1938
The last words of Theodore Rosevelt
If God is on our side, then who
secret cask safe, in which the Mr. A. Hitler,
We're losing the war with help What are we to do with all is winning the war for them?
the mirror of life or what?"
were, "Cut out the light."
these summer uniforms?
Admiral George Dewey said, "You may memos were found. Further Mr. Karl Stuka of Stuka arms like that.
G. \l'egner,
Edward Francis Albee said, "Never give a
investigation showed El factories says he has decided to
Throw them at the Russians
fire when you are ready Gridley."
Heil,
Civil Affairs.
sucker an even break."
Field Marshall Rommel. and hope they put them on and
Humphrey Bogart said, "Tennis anyone?" Comb to he a former supply Stukas for your exHumphrey Bogart said, "Tennis anyone?"
Year:
1945
The Lance Staff says, "See y'all next member of the Spanish- cursion over Poland. Should be Hitler Help,
catch cold?
Oscar Wilde said, "There is no sin except September!"
Martin,
Canadian Not So Secret nice weather to fly around in. Mr. Rommel wants to know
Gen. Bolkharter,
Service. He had kept these
Heil. where he can find a 24 hour
Russian front. Please bring marriage cer·
memos secret in hopes that Year: 1939
tificate, bouquet dandelions, 2
gas station near Tohruk.
some day they might help Der Fuehrer,
pistols, 1 vial poison, 30 litres
Hilda. Der Fuehrer
Please disregard previous gasoline to hunker tomorrow.
-f'AON T J!-l.Shim get into politics. Which way did you say Poland Der Feuhrer,
Adolf.
Sources reveal that El Comb is?
Mr. Montgomery wants to memo. The Russians threw
SIDl?. OF
may well have given the tip
General Von Bock. know if you can talk Rommel back the uniforms, plus some Der Feuhrer,
off to the RCMFuzz himself,
3rdArmy. into stopping the war at 1500 grenades. They don't know Mr. Bormann called, said he
and is now preparing to Hitler baby,
hours weekdays, so his men how to take a joke.
make his move.
Gen. Bolkharter. would like you to confirm his
Listen you godamnsonofa- could partake of their tea.
~
reservation to Argentina on 15
Year: 1936
bitch. Quit playing around
Heil. Mr. A. Hitler,
March.
Der Fuehrer,
with the Russians. T hey're
Hilda. John Wayne phoned; wants to
Anna.
I was walking down the get dressed up to go to work for though that I know what a safe
street yesterday in my all-while nothing you know.
looks like. I've been around too
outfit, you know the one
But anyway back to the case you know. You did know that
reminiscent of the Man From in point. The Case of the didn't you. I don't dress like
GLAD, when a thought struck Crying Squirrel, that is. At first this for nothing you know.
me. What was the thought that I couldn't understand what
The RCMFuzz found a
struck me you ask? Well, it's a was wrong. He was such a nice whole bunch of memos on
secret and I'm not going to tell squirrel and a studious one at everything stemming from
you or anybody else.
that. Apparently he had hadr basketball to rubbing nuts with
+++
his nuts ripped off. Now I Mr. Hitler himself (he's even
Basketball, team, foul shots, don't claim to he any expert on better than Mr. Belvedere).
QUESTION: Do You???????
court, players, Waterloo , nuts, let me make that per- That's the Mr_ Hitler you
By GEORGE " KILLER" GAWADZYN
Western, McMaster, Paul fectly clear too, but this would know. I wouldn't rub nuts with
& TERRY COOMBER
Thomas, dribhluig, jump shot, even make me break down and just any nut you know!
travelling, hoopsters, winning, sob like a great heaving lump
Anyway back to the case in
loosing. hook shots, back shot, of hear.
point: The Case of the
feild goals, strike out, catchers
I tried to comfort the young Pulsating Safe. The main
LOUISE BALDASSARE Arts II BRUCE WEAVER - Only the
mit&, bobbing and weaving, lad but to no avail. I told him witness for the defence was my
I gel involved in everything I
janitor knows f or sure!
uniforms, backstops, goal you can give a swift kick to good friend Dave the Seer or
do.
posts, locker rooms, showers, those at the top as well as to Snake-eye
Sayers.
He
tip off, jump ball, rim shot.
those at the bottom but he bit disclaimed the fact that I was
+++
me on the bottom and missed the one who had distributed
I might look like a SAC his kick to the top. I told him $200 worth of maryjane on
president, and I might act like he had better practice up if he campus. That was Gagnov and
a SAC president, but don't let wants to rub nuts with this his boys in hippy-dippy party,
that fool you I'm really not a hear.
not me. I never touch anything
SAC president. Not that I have
+
+
+
stronger than twisted corks.
never desired to be a SAC
Rumours have been floating
Anyways, Dave and I have a
President mind you. Let me around that I want to break lot in common. We both lost
MARIANNE STEWART Arts I Basically, Yes.
make that perfectly clear right into politics. They say I have out in a SAC presidential race.
now. It's just that I get beaten " something special". Nuts to Dave's reason was sound. He
by a bunch of hippies. But that though. Even the RCM- was kind of keggy, but mine
never fear, after this year you Fuzz took note of these was even better. My running
DISPOS AL Sanitary Main. IV
won't have Rolly the Bear to rumours and later raided by mate Yogi Bear got busted on a
Yes, but only when th~y
kick around anymore because hear-cave wine rack. One of the morals charge and was exposed
give me a clean new bogg,e.
I'm leaving this lunchbucket silly dicks twisted a cork and by those nuts that work for this
IAN PACURAR - I did until my
university and heading for what do you think happened? stupid school paper.
pet alligator died.
better and bigger things. Last Do you really think I'm nuts
+++
night I heard that they need a enough to tell all of you. Hell
All you basketball fa,,~ are
new social director at Hillsdale no!
gonna be sad next year.
College across the river. So
Well just let me tell you Yessiree Pete! The sentimental
there!
something! In my past ex- Bear is leaving to put H illsdale
+++
perience I have come across a College and hibernation on the
But while I'm still around, I lot of twisted corks. Believe map. They've offered me a free
have a sad tale to tell: yester me! But never one that was so cave to live in, big enough for
day I saw a young squirrel cry. twisted as this. Why do you my memos and wine-rack too!
That's right I said cry! Right know what those RCMFuzz There's lots of free berries and
out in the open under the old found? Do you think I'm silly visiting hours for crying
tree in the University Centre enough to tell you?
JEAN PALENCAR Prellm
squirrels are unlimited. Fair
WAYNE McGILL Pre-Med IX Yes or no, but only on
Mall. I work for the good old
Well just let me tell you that well dear fans! Remember me
Yes , and my stud service hos 0
weekends.
/
U. Centre Building you know. in all my experience I have as I make my exit into the
special discount system.
You did know that didn't you. never even seen a safe inside of aging sunset- How do you like
Well I shou Id hope so. I don't a wine cask. Let me add those apples, I mean nnts... ?
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h~~~~~~e~,eebugging boards

byRAy~T~.~~EePP~~~:
g\at~fh1'nisannc~1'wal
le seem.s to bfeWbr.ewdmg
'd f
enghsh words. To th' h
Troub • erS1ty o
"Well I t'
is
e
m sor a1 rom the US. Apparently repl'ed
1
"
the Univ
he applied for aid, but he was ·
' e s see... and
at dio Station SCR W, Last refused. He now plans to his name was placed on the
Ra k Ian Pakhorse was
ballot The el · ·
declare war on the U.S. and
·
ection itself was a
wee • d
·
manager
rather strange affai'r Onl
appointe staUo?.
after he loses, collect foreign
·
Y one
f
the pos1uon was
'd
n~me was placed on the ballot
81
~.~::ated by
~cltitzlf
·
(smce Pakhorse was the only
P khorse has lock
mse
It is not clear how Mr. one able to pass the test). All a
both of his friends in the Pakhors b
voter had to do was place the
ecame
,,.~ud1'0 area and has
R claim.ed it manager.e One
report station
states ballot in the box. (No mark
as a province of omama.
that he applied to the media was needed on the ballot.)
.
,
one person atIn an exclusive mterview, corporation for the job and for tApparently
d
empte to look at the ballot.
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Bad bOy'~ barrow buns
~

I

I

by M, CRUMB WADE

~apping,. alternate portions were lightly hasted
with cyamde and rat poison. All went well until
8
complete banquet of possible scholarshi
sponsors a!1d university fund drive donors die~
en masse m room 2.
A plea to staff and students alike went
unhe~rd and unintelligible as the centre desk
had its mouth full while relaying the futile
de1:11an~. Therefore, as a final gesture to save the
~mversity buns until it's time they go, all such
I~ems buns ~ave been screwed to the tables each
tin;i;e there is a luncheon served.
~e had no alternative" shrugged Sam
security, the new guard hired to patrol that
_1n_a_n_a_u_em_p_t_to_t_h_w_a_r_t_th_1_·s_o_n_s_la_ug_h_t_o_f_h_u_n_-_f_a_te_f_u_l_h_a_ll_,_with a hint of bread on his breath.

There has reportedly been a rash of bun thefts
f mrooms 1,2, and-or 3 upstairs in the student
:ire. Wendy Waitress and Karen Cook have
worn that the number of tastey loaves they
~corded in the kitchen's bun manual were in
[act, placed on ~e tabl~s. T.o verify ~eir stories
on each occasion Umvers1ty security guards
pumped the stomaches of each of the pair of
kitchen help, but after rummaging through the
contents exhumed they found nothing more
than coffee grounds and a few undigested
f:nger-nails.

FAST SERVICE

Booth bugged
bath bugged

Black & White and Colour Film

READES PHOTO SERVICE
2133 Wyandotte W.
25% Student Discount

f. YORK u N I V E R. s I T y
,.

T HE C E N T R E F OR C ON T I N U I N G E D U C A T I O N

OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE AND LEARN

ENGLISH OR FRENCH
Federal Bursary Language Program
A special grant has made available opportunit ies for full tune students to take a 6-week "intensive" 1n-res1dence
course at our Glendon Campus (Bayv1ew & Lawrence) t hi s
summer. DATES: July 3 - August 10, 1973
E.~OUIRIES SHOULD BE SENT BY JUNE 1 t o :
T Centre for Continuing Education
Yo1k Univers1 ty
4700 Keele Street
Downsv1ew, Ontario

.

OR TELEPHONE 667-2507 FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION AND APPLI CATION.

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
The Faculty of Education
University graduates may now apply for admission to the 1973-74 consecutive program
leading to the
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION Degree and
ONTARIO TEACHER CERTIFICATION for
both elementary and secondary schools.
Applicants must have an undergraduate
degree or be eligible for graduation by September, 1973.
University students entering first year can
enrol in concurrent programs leading to an
undergraduate degree, a B.Ed., and the appropriate certificate.

For additional
forms, write:

information and

application

The Registrar
University of Windsor
Windsor 11, Ontario

OTTAWA (CRAP) -The
Ottawa branch of the CAI was
shocked today when former
Prime Minister John Wilkes
Booth announced that he has
discovered CAI bugs in his
bathroom.
"They were crawling all over
my toilet seat" , said the former
Prime Minister, scratching.
"When I looked more closely, I
could see the CAI tattoo
number on the left foreleg of
some of them. Others appeared
to have earphones with large
antennae."
Booth commented that he
considered this to be a personal
attack on his privacy, that was
"undoubtedly brought on by a
case of the "unprofessionals",
stemming from the fact that his
anti-intelligence unit was far
unsuperior to that directed by
the famous Matt Helm.
The CAI refused to make a
statement to the press. "We
refuse to make a statement to
the press," they said.
An official government leak
later watered down the incident, saying that the bugs
were of inferior quality.
"Newer models of this type
bug have been severely
miniturized through a top
secret process developed by
Professor Anti Christ at East
Jesus Tech.,
Lanceville
Pennsylvania. Why on the
newer bugs, you can hardly
even see the identification
tattoo at all", he said.
Booth was admitted to
Mercy-Mercy Hospital, where
he was treated for indignation
and scratches to his inner
thighs.
"Unfortunately, our medical
coverage does not include
pennecillin shots and blue
powder treatment", Helm said.
"We are recalling more than
40,000 hugs for faulty tat·
tooing instead."
"I hope that will teach the
little bugger," Booth concluded.

-------....:::=========::::::::....:._____________,

SAC
Presents

FINAL BASH
April 6, 12 Noon Till 6:00 P.M.
in the Grotto
Moose Milk 20c, 2-35c, $1 .40 (Pitcher)

Music Provided By CSRW
PIE FIGHT -

SAC vs. ADMINISTRATION

MOOSE MILK DRINKING CONTEST Huron Hall vs. Macdonald Hall

Free Popcorn & Cheese Plates

"Pak" then stomped on the
man, shouting, "It's supposed
to he a secret I"
An

other report says that he
was the only one able to obtain
the required number of box
tops but this report has not
been confirmed.

its head. These sources go on to
say t h at one bold individual
suggested that Ian be removed.
Pakhorse shouted "Arrest that
idiot I" to which seargent•atarms Dick Walsh replied
"Which one?"
Only one person has come
out of th1S al1've. He w1'shed to
remain anonymous, but told
the Lance what life was like
p akhorse's
un k er
administration. "Here in the
Lance office," one reporter
questioned, "We can criticize
Editor Gilmour to our hearts
content. Can you do anything
similar at SCRW."
0

s·mce he was overcome with
the excitement of his childhood
dream to convert the C anad'1an
people to real poverty, he was
unable to speak to his
followers.
Propaganda
Minister Pickle Pilecki said
that the coup was overdue in
coming. He added that...
"when one says Pakhorse he
thinks SCR W... When 'one
says SCR W, he thinks
Pakhorse. For the past year we
have been saying one thing and
thinking another." When
asked why Ian decided upon
the take-over, Pickle Pilecki
gave this reason: "Apparently
he had an argument with
Andrea MacSmilk as to
whether
Romanians
or
Canadians were the most
drunken nationality. Miss
MacSmilk apparently invited
Ian to go out and shoot any
drunks in Windsor. Ian then
proceeded to shoot five people.
"I guess he was overcome with
grief when he learned the next
day that the Romanian
Consulate was missing five
staffers," said Miss MacSmilk.

In your own way.
In your own time.
your own te1n1s.
lbu11 take to the
taste ofPlayers Filter.

Pakhorse is reported to have
six telephones inside with him.
The only one with a receiver is
the one to his Teddy Bear.
Some factions on campus are
beginning to sympathize with
"Pacey hoy" as he is called by
his supporters. Ex-Lance
editor Gord Gilmour gave him
a roll of teletype paper as a
goodwill gesture. He warned
Pak that he should be careful
to install the paper carefully as
faulty workmanship could lead
to serious consequences. In
return, Pakhorse gave the
Lance ex-D.J. co-ordinator
Harry "Yell in the Phone"
Crydon and warned that if
Harry was allowed to do any
work, the consequences would
he worse than with the
teletypepaper.

Player's
FILTER

The studies of SCR W are
now off-limits to nonRomanians. Pakhorse says he
will use force to keep the
trespassers out. Greg Miyu has
been appointed minister of
Defense and De-rest of Deyard.
Miyu
said
that
radioactive creampuffs have
been armed and are ready to
melt. If this fails, he has a
whole army of peashooters.
According to
reliable
sources, a governing body has
been set up with Pakhorse as

Pachorse was asked if the
three Romanians would he
asked to learn English. He
replied that it would he easier
to get 20 million Canadians to
learn Romanian.
No one can say how long the
occupation will last, or even if
it will succeed, but sources say
that life is not all that bad
under the Paker. Apparently,
the upstart nation has toilet
paper, but the roll is currently
at the dry cleaners. And with
that we say ... -30-.

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

"Buddy" Blank
boots bucket
by CHARLES RUSAK
and EDDIE HASKELL
()netime ace Lance Music
Editor Dannnn Blank was
killed in a plane crash near
Hudson Bay sometime late last
week. Also seriously injured in
the incident was Blank's agent
and confident "Sappy the
Frog."
The pair boarded a Hick
Airlines plane at Windsor
Airport a week ago Monday
bound for an engagement at
Lake head University in
Thunder Bay, Ontario. Blank
is a female impersonator.
Blank, whose stage name is
Buddy Hack in reverence for
the late Buddy Holly, was
going on the tour to promote
his new album, Suck and
Fuck. on Sick Records of
Canada. (see page seven for
review of the album)
No reason has been released
for the crash but RCMP of·
ficials are presently in·
vestigating the case. RCMP
Sgt. Preston, on leave from
other duties in the Yukon,
suggested yesterday that the
plane may have fallen victim to
supernatural
powers. The
plane crashed in the vicinity of
Hudson Bay's famous "magic
triangle" .
According to The Frog,
Blank's dying words were "I
sure am glad I'm biting it in a
plane crash instead of a tornado." Blank had a morbid
fear of tornadoes.
Blank' s other recording
achievement's include: Blow
and a Lay. Hoof 'n' mouth,
and Goin ' Back to Windsor.
He is survived by three
chickens, a Barbie Doll, and a
pet boa constrictor which was
also a main feature of his stage
show.
Although Blank was the
only casualty in the crash both
the plane's pilot Beaver
Cleaver and the Frog are ~th
in hospital with extensive
injuries. They were discovered
by search planes l~te Wed·
nesday night concludm~ one ~f
Canada• s most intensive a.rr
operations since. Ontario
Premier Bill Davis had to
make an emergency landing at
Sky Harbor Airport in
Goderich, Ontario last month.

What an earth is ADSC?
Among other things, it's a little house in
Toronto that is the rock bottom place to
buy travel.
AOSC stands for Association of Student
Councils, a non-profit organization owned
and operated by the student bodies of 60
Cmadian campuses.
As a student who may be thinking about
going somewhere sometime, you are eligible for all kinds of special privileges and
services you probably don't even know
about.
You see, AOSC's principal function is to
make available to students the best, most
economical travel arrangements possible.
The idea is to provide a service, not make a
buck.
And it shows.

airfares available, on 40 charters flying between April 30 and October 5. For example
- jet Toronto to London from $86 one
way, or $155 return; Vancouver to London
from $225 return or $125 one way.
Through AOSC's affiliation with the international network of student organizations,
you have access to another 5 ,OOO special
flights originating all over the world.
All in all, this results in some fairly incredible deals.
Say, for example, you wanted to fly Toronto-Hong Kong return. A normally-routed
ticket would take you westward and allow
one stopover ... for about $1,200. AOSC
can fly you the long way, through Europe,
with stopovers, for $600.

AOSC also offers a wide variety of land arrangements, all specially designed for students, all rid iculous bargains.
For example, you can spend 22 days in
Turkey for $235 . .. sail the Greek Islands
for a week on $54 ... or go on a 72-day
camping safari from London to Katmandu
10,000 miles, for about $400.
'
If you're thinking of travelling, there is
more you should know about. A whole lot
more: lists of student restaurants and
hotels, Eurail pass deals, special car-leasing
arrangements, overseas job opportunities,
the International Student Card ...

AOSC. It's your travel bureau. Use it.
Why not pick up more specific information
from your student council office.

You're offered the lowest dependable

Such fare savings of up to 75% make your
flying a dirt-cheap proposition .

VANCOUVER :

TORONTO:

HALIFAX:

AOSC,
Room 100B,
University of
British Columbia,
Vancouver 8, B.C.
(604) 224-0111

AOSC,
44 St. George Street,
Toronto 5, Ontario
(416) 962-8404

AOSC,
Dalhousie Student Union,
Dalhousie University,
Halifax, Nova Scotia
(902) 424 2054

Or, contact us direct.
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I wish I could be a newspaper writer
And cover the most daring st~ries in the land,
I'd get the scoops so fast you d feint,
And then write them faster than Superman.

IBE RAUNCHY CACTUS

Oh I wish I was still the chief,
So glorius and .excit~ng was my dail~ routine,
I'd ask thejamtorsJust what was gomg down,
My sources were placed in the least expected canteens.

I am sad today.
Why?
My cactus passed away.
It wasn't from lack of water,
It wasn't from lack of sun;
It raunched itself to death'Cause I am the raunchy One !

Poem From A Bathroom Wall
Finger
Fingers
Fingers rising in the air
What can it mean
What are you saying
You broke my heart
And made me cry
Now take your love
And shove it.

I keep saying 1'11 end up at Ryerson,
Or come back here for my undergrad year,

People keep inferring that I'm really stunned,
But I've just drank too damn much beer.

Nicolai Brown

Anoynomous

Henry Wadsworthless Longfeller

SONG: Sweetest love ldo not go ...
If I
Sweetest love I do not go
From weeriness of thee
ltsjwt my dong
Has grown too long
From plague and leprosy
I leave you now
Soon to return
So love do not despair
But love recall
When next I call
My names not Max
ITS CLAIRE.

YOUR CHOKING
You knocked me down
You knocked me up
You treated me like a gay mugwump,
In a pink gown
You said I was queer,
But how'II you feel when I stick'd in your ear.
Lu Reed

Peace love and tranquility
Combined with the gurus ability
makes for fine compatibility
of hand and member agility.

Marc Bowling
GUE.SS WHO?

John Dung

ODE TO MY FINGER

The Stroker

If i had a jar or two of good old turpentine
I'd smear it all over Davids face
And make him kiss his ace

By Chance

You phallic symbol
You fierce poetic sign
Upraised along among knuckles
Individual, never buckles.
Talk to me, to the masses
Don't worry about the hassles
You are strong, you are wise
You are the answer to all advice
Stand strong never falter
Don't bend or alter
The sign that you proclaim

Even at the age of ten,
Joe became a writhing jiving spastic,
By digging into his old mans drawer.,
And chewing a stranded prophylactic.

APOME

In the john he said he blows
Talkin like a queer
So I socked him in the nose
An pissed out all my beer

Chris Stenton

He stands like a tower
Between two rocks
I have seen him flower
And shake his locks.
Without hands yet
He can touch
Without eyes yet
There's not a hole
That he can't find
He can cure any malady
Without any herbs or pills
He'll swell to size and fills
Any opening that you will.
Bob Bonner

Lord Byron Chestnut

15 year old mester

U.P. )'ours

YEARBOOKS

GENERATION
alive and well and accepting submissions
until June 1.

CASH AWARDS

~OFI.DAIFI

If

'1 l

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES TO:
MONTREAL - HAMILTON - OTTAWA
$59.00 MONTREAL return

up to 100 dollars
see posters and flyers
for schedule of awards

$32.00 HAMILTON return
$50.00 OTTAWA return

McOi1\T.G'S
j

OVER 160
VARIETIES
OF THE FINEST FOODS

GRESTAURANT

anyone

565 WYANDOTTE W. (at Janette)
FREE PARKING AT REAR

wants

FREE FAST DELIVERY $3.00 UP
PHONE 256-7711

a

72-73

Students with cards
15% Off Any Pick Up Orders $2.00 & Over

NEEDED: Essays, stories, scripts, poems, prints,
graphics, photos, drawings and other original
works by U. of W. students.
All submissions must be accompanied by
artist's name, phone no., and address, (so prize
winners may be notified.)

Rates apply from Friday morning to Monday night of one
weekend to the following,
with a 10-day validity.

Yearbook

Minimum stay at destination
of 24 hours.

$5.00

Enioy Our Famous

Send

LUNCHES
AND

to
For more details
phone your travel agent
or

Submit work to S.A.C. Secretary, or to David
Clift.

NORDAIR 256-2647

DINNERS

SAC
Business
Manager.

OPEN

MON. roTHURS. ll :l O A.M. -9,.M
FRI & SAT I 1 30 A M · 2 00 A M
SUNDAYS & HOUOAYS 3 ,.M.,9 P.M

~d9W&JPP/I
shoe lourr,ue

ANNOUNCING ''Club 18-33''

JOIN CLUB 18-33
AND WE CAN HOLIDAY TOGETHER AND YOU WILL NEVER REGRET IT, BUT IT WILL
NEVER MEAN LUXURY.
INSTEAD, BEACH STEAK PARTIES, RUGGED SAILBOATS, DO-IT-YOURSELF GUITAR STRUMMING, PRETTY, BROWN-SKINNED GIRLS AND EXCITING GO-GETTING GUYS.
CLUB 18-33 IS FOR THOSE BETWEEN THE AGES OF 18 AND 33.
IT IS NOT THE NAME THAT COUNTS BUT WHAT IT STANDS FOR.
WE OFFER EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES AND WE'LL SAVE YOU MONEY.
• MONTHLY NEWSLETTERS ABOUT OUR LATEST TOURS.
• ECONOMICAL' VACATIONS, FUN-PACKED WITH SWINGING SINGLES OF YOUR OWN AGE.
IN FACT "VACATION" IS NOT THE NAME WE ARE OFFERING-IT IS THE SENSE OF FREEDOM, YOUR OWN LIFE-STYLE, THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE YOURSELF.
• IN ADDITION TO LOW COST TRAVEL AND GREAT FOOD, YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD GETS
YOU A DISCOUNT ON CLOTHES, CAR RENTALS, AND MOTORCYCLES.
CALL OR WRITE FOR BROCHURE, FULL DETAILS FOLDER,
AND APPLICATION TO:

ONLY

32.99

...............................................................
PLEASE SEND INFORMATION AND APPLICATION FORM TO:

Open Thursday and Friday Nites

C.O.D. orders accepted.

CLUB 18-33

Credit an~ Chargex cards honored

A DIVISION OF TRAVELFESTE LIMITED

37 FRONT STREET EAST,
TORONTO, ONTARIO MSE 183 CANADA
TELEPHONE: 363-4825.

SHARP BLACK AND WHITE SPECTATOR

ADDRESS-----------------

fELEPHONE:

DEVONSHIRE MALL
WINDSOR, ONT.
*"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canado of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."
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STUDENT·RAILPASS

T1Mwai,ta aaa lu,..it• withautfaalins like• touriat.
Student-Ra,lpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
Po:tugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
Eurailp,ss, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario

Please send me your free Student-Railpass folder order
lorm.C
Or your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map U

I
f

I

Name

StreeL - -- - - - - --

-

--

: c,,,_ - --------- - 1
fI

Z O M - - - - - -Prov. _ _ _ _ __

~--------------:-' _________________________ ...
LAN.·3

So you plan to spend the
Summer in Europe this year. Great.
Two things are mandatory. A ti c ket
to Europe. And a Student- Rai lpass.
The first gets you over there, the
second gives you unlimited Second
Class rail travel for two months for a
modest $135 in Austria, Belg ium,
Denmark, France, Germany,
~olland, Italy, Luxembourg ,
Norway, Portugal, Spain , Sweden,
and Switzerl and! All you need to
qualify is to be a full -time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a
North American school, college or
university.
And the trains of Europe are
a sensational way to travel. Over
100,000 miles of track links cities,
towns and ports all over Europe. The
trains are fast (some over 100 mph).
frequent, modern, clean, convenient

and Very comfortable. They have to
be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe. •
But there's one catch. You
must buy your Student-Rail pass in
North America before you go.
They' re not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for
visitors to Europe-hence the
incredibly low price. Of course if
you ·re loaded you can buy a regular
Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
ages. It g ives you First Class travel if
that's what you want.
Either way if you ' re going
to zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
meantime, rip off the coupon. It
can't hurt and it'll get you a better
time in Europe than you eve r thought
p0SSi ble.
Pr.c" quot•d n U S dolla,

Ripping-off Europe?
Student Railpass available from AOSC.
Association of Student Councils
44St. George Street, Toronto 5, Ontario (416) 962-8404
Also available: student flights t o Europe and w ithin
Europe, car rentals, international ID cards, tours,
student hostels and jobs abroad.

All at student prices

CONCERTS
· J~ff B eck Concert Sun , Apr . 8th a t Cobo Arena in D et.
Tickets: $6. , 5 & 4.
· Al Greene at Cobo in Det. Apr. 6th at 7: 30 p.m. Tick ets:
$6.50 & 5.50.
· Su n. Apr. 8th Guy Lombardo in concer t at the Masonic Aud. in
Detroit.
· The afternoon of Apr. 8th at Cleary Aud. is a Polish
Celebration with a concert. reception & banquet. Time: 4 p.m .
· Susan and Terry Jacks and the Poppy Family in concert at
AR i leary Aud. Fri. Apr. 13th at 9 p.m. Tickets: $2.50-$3.50.
· U. of W. art work is on displa y land for sale) in the bookstore.
· Thru spring 197 3, in the North Wing Main Floor of Det. Inst.
of Art~ is a selection of the Lydia a nd H arry L. Winston
collec~10n . 20th century art movemen ts in 65 pain ti ngs,
gra phics and scu lpture.
· The J. P aul Getty collection of French decorative art is on
display in t he South Wing Main Floor thru Aug. 1973.
· Now th ru the sum mer watch the construction and dilema of the
new F ine Arts building on H uron Line. Amission: F ree.
· Thru May 26th in Room lOOG University Library is an exhib it
by 16 Awefu l Artists.
MOVIES
· \1ovies will be shown at the th eatres in the city. And the drive·
ins are still open to all those blind to virtue, clean livi ng and
nuns. T ime: all the.
EXHIBITIONS
· The Dept. of Graphic Arts displays some 30 photographs of
historic and artistic interest by 19th and 20th century
European and American photographers thru Sun. Mar. 26,
Main B ldg., ground floor D E>t. Inst. of Arts.
· Opening Wed. Mar. 14th thru Apr. 29th at the Det. I nst. of
Arts is the display Detroit Collects; Antiques. Objects from
early civilizations. South Win g, main floor.
R AP ES AN D COMEWIETLIES
· Each Friday evening on the corner of Drouillard and WyandottE' !repeated every other first Saturday of the month in
Jackson P ark I a simple virginal hippo-bopper is sensuously
raped and ravaged as she returns home from a heavy nigh t out
at the barn.
· And don't forget the bi-weekly stabbings; locations alternate
between th e fun-to-dance-at Lido Tavern and the fun-to-shop-at
Univer sity Mall. Be there!
· Adm ission to both events is free, though we do strongly reccomend that for the former you do something with your hands
other tha n cumkwietlee other wise you may be mistaken for a
peace officer and be ruefully put into pieces.
RADIO
· Every Tues. and Thurs. evening CJOM (88.71 fm presents an
album; sides one and two at 6 :30 and 8:30 respectively. On
Sun. nights at 6 they feature a concept album.
· WWWW(l06 l fm invites you to staple on two more ears and
listen in to their quad hour every Sat. nite from 11-midnight.
· Another 4 ears of listening floes out of WABS (99.5 0) fm all
Sundays 9-10 p.m.

SOCK HOP
· This week's sock hop, featurin g J onny Harpoon and his All
Night Sinew Twisters, will again be held in the Church
Basement. RefreshmE>nls - liquid, solid and smokey - will be
served from 8 p.m. on and the bust is at l O: 30. And to the first
l 00 early leavers is a lead lined billy club to ward off the fun
seeking bikers milling arou nd the exit. Admission is three
returnable Poppe Shoppe bottles or One 1\1ac's jug.

Notice to Personnel: Essex Hall

And that's the troth!

+ + +

Buddy Hack

The Bored Gilmour Album, BassRiffs.
At first I thought I had pushed the wrong
button and W 4 had gone beserk and put on a
sound effect recording of a semi truck roaring
through the tunnel. After half an hour of the
same I realised that it doesn't take that long to
get through the tunnel without dying and I
knew that I was the first to hear the Bored
Gilmous solo album. Much of the music is very
basic and somewhat mumbled. Bored, a real
virtuoso plays all of the instruments including
bass, bass on treble, fuzz bass, bass on bass as
well as first bass and shortstop.
It is disappointing however that my appraisal
comes short of that given the album on the liner
notes by that notec critic, Charles Ruzak. In his
gregarious way, Charles feels that the album is a
breakthrough in speaker wear research and
should be grabbed up by anyone bragging about
the stamina of their thirty foot tweeters and
twtlve gauge woofers.
+ ++

Buddy Hilck, Suck and Fuck, Sick R ecords
EP 123632890.
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In view of the above
humility-interwoven deposal of
the editorship - of the Lance;
in accordance with the current
'vogue' of humbling onessell
before large award-doling
audiences (formerly
the
Thomas-a-Becket-Joan of Arc
fancy syndrone) we feel fairly
safe in the forecast of the
following:
The Montreal Canadiens
cede
the
Stanley
Cup.Grounds:
Unfair
treatment of the Anglo-players
on the team.
Dr. Leddy refuses Mayor
W ansborough's 'Citizen of the
Week' award broadcast
weekly by CKWW's Wunnedul
Windsor
Host.
Grounds: The November
imposed terminations of
employment of several CJOM
jocks.
Windsor Branch Manager of
Harvey 's Hamburgers declines
the 'Drive-in of the Year'
award . Grounds: I -Unfair
competition for Mario's on
Ou f' llett e.
II-I n
commemora tion of 'Be Kind To
Homeless Cats Week'.
University of Windsor, bows
down from the proposed
allottment of the Ambassador
Bridge for parking facilities.
Ground s : They wan t t he
T unnel, too.
We have even been madf'
aware of rumours purporting
that d trwntown junkies are
ref using laid-on dope, in view
of tlw Heroin H atlinr.

~00@> ~€>1ltl~ll!l
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Building and Maintenance has requested temporary
interruption of gravity for purpose of making certaon major
alterations of campus design .. Gravivty will be off for ap·
proxiamately 11 hours next Tuesday, JApril 1973 from
7 A.M. to 6P .M. Only the campus area west of Patricia
(Essex Hall area) will be affected.
We have been advised that the innterruption will unboubtedly create noncausal gravitational singularites along
the boundaries of the region affected.
The following precautions are advised:
+ All heavy equipment should be tied down.
+ Personnel are urged not to leave bu ildings .. If forced to
travel from one building to another, use the stram tunnels ..
+Since elevators will be inoperative during this time, please
use stairways.
+ All people normally parking cars in Parking lot "D"
should take care not to do so.
+ P lease do not flush toilets.
If you forsee any difficulties please contact Stan Presnel
Ext. 209, or 210.

Hoping to keep our range above and beyond
that of John Laycock who always ignores the
music fans between the ages of 10 and 14 we are
passing on a few notes on the Kenny Hewitt
single 'Dimples' found in specially marked
boxes of Post Honeycombe cereal. As the golden
corn melts in your mouth, Kenny melts your
heart away with lines like you 're never too
young and you taste j ust like candy, Sandy.
Notes: Rick Stilleto has just added the
finishing touches to his Songs of Old Italy to be
released soon on Arc records, In the tradition of
the End of Th e Game and Eric Clapton's solo
album, there is a new release, called D on 't
Skippy me. I'm only the Lead Player.
Remember the old days? We ll there is a new
four album set entitled the History of Windsor
Rock with such landmarks as the announcements from the fireman's field day
contests, Arty the Woll sells The Blues Train's
equipment to an immigrant for ten dollars, a
whole dialogue of Claude penard's greatest
lines, Kona's first fumble, Kurt VanKuren
choking on a sunflower seed in the middle of
Cowgirl in the Sand, one entire band of silence
from an interview between Rick Pillon and Joe
Rispoli; Flash telling Robin Seymour to hit it in
Italian, the sound of Alden Deihl's hair
growing, and countless other great moments
ending with a sound that resembles that of beer
pouring from a tap.

DISCOVER THE

March 26, 1973
FROM PHYSICAL FACILITIES
SUBJECT: INTERRUPTION OF GRAVITY

Brando Riffs

Brewed from pure spring wateC

Me, that's right it's all me ! My very own
creation of true rock and roll wizardry. I love it!
Music, that's what it is alright: jus' pure,
simple, great music.
Everytime I hear that first tune on side one,
"Cherry Poundin' Boogie", my heart goes pop
and my eyes go wild with unadorned ecstasy. It
kinda, I mean sorta, reriinds me of, well shall I
say it, Buddy Holly. He's my idol you know. I
mean him and Free.
Every night just before I goo to beddy bye, I
think to myself maybe someday I'll get to go on
a plane ride to Minnesota someday too.
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Ne PRERIQUISITIS
ALI. &IADDIGS IN IMGLISM

Mediterranean
I

in Windsot

CABARET PUB
MGR. LESLIE MENEAR

Presents

"EVERYDAY PEOPLE"
Recording Group From Toronto
Friday, April 6- Saturday, April 7

BASH DAY

•

(Last Day of Classes Party)
Friday, April 6 12 Noon-6 P.M.

"NAZGUL "
April 12, 13, 14
Admission 50c Students Non-Students $1.00
Closed Ap ril 19 thru April 22, 1973
April 26-27-28
Band To Be Announced
Thursday Nights Ladies Free!
Pub closed April 19-20-2 1-22, 1973 - re-opens April 23 thru Apri l 28,
1973. Open May 11 , 1973 thru Aug. 11. 1973. Monday thru Wednesday 12
Noon- 6 P.M., Thursday th ru Friday 12 Noon- 12:30 A.M. SAT. 7 P.M.12:30 A.M.
BAND EVERY THUR., FRI. & SAT.
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